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The Changing World 
of Advertising and Promotion
Nearly everyone in the modern world is influenced to
some degree by advertising and other forms of promo-
tion. Organizations in both the private and public sectors
have learned that the ability to communicate effectively
and efficiently with their target audiences is critical to
their success. Advertising and other types of promotional
messages are used to sell products and services as well
as to promote causes, market political candidates, and
deal with societal problems such as alcohol and drug
abuse. Consumers are finding it increasingly difficult to
avoid the efforts of marketers, who are constantly
searching for new ways to communicate with them.

Most of the people involved in advertising and promo-
tion will tell you that there is no more dynamic and fasci-
nating a field to either practice or study. However, they
will also tell you that the field is undergoing dramatic
changes that are changing advertising and promotion for-
ever. The changes are coming from all sides—clients
demanding better results from their advertising and pro-
motional dollars; lean but highly creative smaller ad
agencies; sales promotion and direct-marketing firms, as
well as interactive agencies, which want a larger share of
the billions of dollars companies spend each year pro-
moting their products and services; consumers who no
longer respond to traditional forms of advertising; and
new technologies that may reinvent the very process of
advertising. As the new millennium begins, we are expe-
riencing perhaps the most dynamic and revolutionary
changes of any era in the history of marketing, as well as
advertising and promotion. These changes are being 
driven by advances in technology and developments that
have led to the rapid growth of communications through
interactive media, particularly the Internet.

For decades the advertising business was dominated
by large, full-service Madison Avenue–type agencies.
The advertising strategy for a national brand involved
creating one or two commercials that could be run on
network television, a few print ads that would run in
general interest magazines, and some sales promotion
support such as coupons or premium offers. However, in
today’s world there are a myriad of media outlets—print,
radio, cable and satellite TV, and the Internet—compet-
ing for consumers’ attention. Marketers are looking
beyond the traditional media to find new and better ways
to communicate with their customers. They no longer
accept on faith the value of conventional advertising
placed in traditional media. The large agencies are rec-
ognizing that they must change if they hope to survive in
the 21st century. Keith Reinhard, chairman and CEO of
DDB Worldwide, notes that the large agencies “have

finally begun to acknowledge that this isn’t a recession
we’re in, and that we’re not going back to the good old
days.”

In addition to redefining the role and nature of their
advertising agencies, marketers are changing the way
they communicate with consumers. They know they are
operating in an environment where advertising messages
are everywhere, consumers channel-surf past most com-
mercials, and brands promoted in traditional ways often
fail. New-age advertisers are redefining the notion of
what an ad is and where it runs. Stealth messages are
being woven into the culture and embedded into movies
and TV shows or made into their own form of entertain-
ment. Many experts argue that “branded content” is the
wave of the future, and there is a growing movement to
reinvent advertising and other forms of marketing com-
munication to be more akin to entertainment. Companies
such as BMW, Levi Straus & Co., Nike, and Skyy Spirits
are among the marketers using “advertainment” as a way
of reaching consumers: They create short films or com-
mercials that are shown on their websites.

Marketers are also changing the ways they allocate
their promotional dollars. Spending on sales promotion
activities targeted at both consumers and the trade has
surpassed advertising media expenditures for years and
continues to rise. In his book The End of Marketing as
We Know It, Sergio Zyman, the former head of market-
ing for Coca-Cola, declares traditional marketing is “not
dying, but dead.” He argues that advertising in general is
overrated as part of the marketing mix and notes that all
elements of the marketing mix communicate, such as
brand names, packaging, pricing, and the way a product
is distributed. The information revolution is exposing
consumers to all types of communications, and mar-
keters need to better understand this process. 

A number of factors are impacting the way marketers
communicate with consumers. The audiences that mar-
keters seek, along with the media and methods for
reaching them, have become increasingly fragmented.
Advertising and promotional efforts have become more
regionalized and targeted to specific audiences. Retail-
ers have become larger and more powerful, forcing
marketers to shift money from advertising budgets to
sales promotion. Marketers expect their promotional
dollars to generate immediate sales and are demanding
more accountability from their agencies. The Internet
revolution is well under way and the online audience is
growing rapidly, not only in the United States and West-
ern Europe but in many other countries as well. Many
companies are coordinating all their communications
efforts so that they can send cohesive messages to their
customers. Some companies are building brands with
little or no use of traditional media advertising. Many
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advertising agencies have acquired, started, or become
affiliated with sales promotion, direct-marketing, inter-
active agencies, and public relations companies to better
serve their clients’ marketing communications needs.
Their clients have become “media-neutral” and are ask-
ing that they consider whatever form of marketing com-
munication works best to target market segments and
build long-term reputations and short-term sales.

This text will introduce students to this fast-changing
field of advertising and promotion. While advertising is
its primary focus, it is more than just an introductory
advertising text because there is more to most organiza-
tions’ promotional programs than just advertising. The
changes discussed above are leading marketers and their
agencies to approach advertising and promotion from an
integrated marketing communications (IMC) perspec-
tive, which calls for a “big picture” approach to planning
marketing and promotion programs and coordinating the
various communication functions. To understand the
role of advertising and promotion in today’s business
world, one must recognize how a firm can use all the
promotional tools to communicate with its customers.

To the Student: Preparing 
You for the New World of 
Advertising and Promotion
Some of you are taking this course to learn more about
this fascinating field; many of you hope to work in adver-
tising or some other promotional area. The changes in the
industry have profound implications for the way today’s
student is trained and educated. You will not be working
for the same kind of communication agencies that existed
5 or 10 years ago. If you work on the client side of the
business, you will find that the way they approach adver-
tising and promotion is changing dramatically.

Today’s student is expected to understand all the
major marketing communication functions: advertising,
direct marketing, the Internet, interactive media, sales
promotion, public relations, and personal selling. You
will also be expected to know how to research and evalu-
ate a company’s marketing and promotional situation
and how to use these various functions in developing
effective communication strategies and programs. This
book will help prepare you for these challenges.

As professors we were, of course, once students our-
selves. In many ways we are perpetual students in that
we are constantly striving to learn about and explain how
advertising and promotion work. We share many of your
interests and concerns and are often excited (and bored)
by the same things. Having taught in the advertising and
promotion area for a combined 50-plus years, we have
developed an understanding of what makes a book in
this field interesting to students. In writing this book, we
have tried to remember how we felt about the various
texts we used throughout the years and to incorporate the
good things and minimize those we felt were of little

use. We have tried not to overburden you with defini-
tions, although we do call out those that are especially
important to your understanding of the material.

We also remember that as students we were not really
excited about theory. But to fully understand how inte-
grated marketing communications works, it is necessary
to establish some theoretical basis. The more you under-
stand about how things are supposed to work, the easier
it will be for you to understand why they do or do not
turn out as planned.

Perhaps the question students ask most often is, “How
do I use this in the real world?” In response, we provide
numerous examples of how the various theories and con-
cepts in the text can be used in practice. A particular
strength of this text is the integration of theory with prac-
tical application. Nearly every day an example of adver-
tising and promotion in practice is reported in the media.
We have used many sources, such as Advertising Age,
Adweek, Brandweek, The Wall Street Journal, Business-
Week, Fortune, Forbes, Sales & Marketing Manage-
ment, Business 2.0, eMarketer, The Internet Advertising
Report, Promo, and many others, to find practical exam-
ples that are integrated throughout the text. We have spo-
ken with hundreds of people about the strategies and
rationale behind the ads and other types of promotions
we use as examples. Each chapter begins with a vignette
that presents an example of an advertising or promo-
tional campaign or other interesting insights. Every
chapter also contains several IMC Perspectives that
present in-depth discussions of particular issues related
to the chapter material and show how companies are
using integrated marketing communications. Global
Perspectives are presented throughout the text in recog-
nition of the increasing importance of international mar-
keting and the challenges of advertising and promotion
and the role they play in the marketing programs of
multinational marketers. Ethical Perspectives focus
attention on important social issues and show how
advertisers must take ethical considerations into account
when planning and implementing advertising and pro-
motional programs. Diversity Perspectives discuss the
opportunities, as well as the challenges, associated with
marketers’ efforts to reach culturally and ethnically
diverse target markets. There are also a number of
Career Profiles, which highlight successful individuals
working in various areas of the field of advertising and
promotion.

Each chapter features beautiful four-color illustrations
showing examples from many of the most current and
best-integrated marketing communication campaigns
being used around the world. We have included more
than 350 advertisements and examples of numerous other
types of promotion, all of which were carefully chosen to
illustrate a particular idea, theory, or practical applica-
tion. Please take time to read the opening vignettes to
each chapter, the IMC, Global, Ethical, and Diversity
Perspectives, and the Career Profiles and study the
diverse ads and illustrations. We think they will stimulate
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your interest and relate to your daily life as a consumer
and a target of advertising and promotion.

To the Instructor: A Text That
Reflects the Changes in the World
of Advertising and Promotion
Our major goal in writing the sixth edition of Advertising
and Promotion was to continue to provide you with the
most comprehensive and current text on the market for
teaching advertising and promotion from an IMC per-
spective. This sixth edition focuses on the many changes
that are occurring in areas of marketing communications
and how they influence advertising and promotional
strategies and tactics. We have done this by continuing
with the integrated marketing communications perspec-
tive we introduced in the second edition. More and more
companies are approaching advertising and promotion
from an IMC perspective, coordinating the various pro-
motional mix elements with other marketing activities
that communicate with a firm’s customers. Many adver-
tising agencies are also developing expertise in direct
marketing, sales promotion, event sponsorship, the
Internet, and other areas so that they can meet all their
clients’ integrated marketing communication needs—
and, of course, survive.

The text is built around an integrated marketing com-
munications planning model and recognizes the impor-
tance of coordinating all of the promotional mix
elements to develop an effective communications pro-
gram. Although media advertising is often the most visi-
ble part of a firm’s promotional program, attention must
also be given to direct marketing, sales promotion, pub-
lic relations, interactive media, and personal selling.

This text integrates theory with planning, manage-
ment, and strategy. To effectively plan, implement, and
evaluate IMC programs, one must understand the overall
marketing process, consumer behavior, and communica-
tions theory. We draw from the extensive research in
advertising, consumer behavior, communications, mar-
keting, sales promotion, and other fields to give students
a basis for understanding the marketing communications
process, how it influences consumer decision making,
and how to develop promotional strategies.

While this is an introductory text, we do treat each
topic in some depth. We believe the marketing and
advertising student of today needs a text that provides
more than just an introduction to terms and topics. The
book is positioned primarily for the introductory adver-
tising, marketing communications, or promotions course
as taught in the business/marketing curriculum. It can
also be used in journalism/communications courses that
take an integrated marketing communications perspec-
tive. Many schools also use the text at the graduate level.
In addition to its thorough coverage of advertising, this
text has chapters on sales promotion, direct marketing
and marketing on the Internet, personal selling, and pub-

licity/public relations. These chapters stress the integra-
tion of advertising with other promotional mix elements
and the need to understand their role in the overall mar-
keting program.

Organization of This Text
This book is divided into seven major parts. In Part One
we examine the role of advertising and promotion in
marketing and introduce the concept of integrated mar-
keting communications. Chapter 1 provides an overview
of advertising and promotion and its role in modern mar-
keting. The concept of IMC and the factors that have led
to its growth are discussed. Each of the promotional mix
elements is defined, and an IMC planning model shows
the various steps in the promotional planning process.
This model provides a framework for developing the
integrated marketing communications program and is
followed throughout the text. Chapter 2 examines the
role of advertising and promotion in the overall market-
ing program, with attention to the various elements of
the marketing mix and how they interact with advertis-
ing and promotional strategy. We have also included
coverage of market segmentation and positioning in this
chapter so that students can understand how these con-
cepts fit into the overall marketing programs as well as
their role in the development of an advertising and pro-
motional program. 

In Part Two we cover the promotional program situa-
tion analysis. Chapter 3 describes how firms organize for
advertising and promotion and examines the role of ad
agencies and other firms that provide marketing and pro-
motional services. We discuss how ad agencies are
selected, evaluated, and compensated as well as the
changes occurring in the agency business. Attention is
also given to other types of marketing communication
organizations such as direct marketing, sales promotion,
and interactive agencies as well as public relations firms.
We also consider whether responsibility for integrating
the various communication functions lies with the client
or the agency. Chapter 4 covers the stages of the con-
sumer decision-making process and both the internal
psychological factors and the external factors that influ-
ence consumer behavior. The focus of this chapter is on
how advertisers can use an understanding of buyer
behavior to develop effective advertising and other
forms of promotion. 

Part Three analyzes the communications process.
Chapter 5 examines various communication theories and
models of how consumers respond to advertising mes-
sages and other forms of marketing communications.
Chapter 6 provides a detailed discussion of source, mes-
sage, and channel factors. 

In Part Four we consider how firms develop goals and
objectives for their integrated marketing communications
programs and determine how much money to spend try-
ing to achieve them. Chapter 7 stresses the importance of
knowing what to expect from advertising and promotion,
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the differences between advertising and communication
objectives, characteristics of good objectives, and prob-
lems in setting objectives. We have also integrated the
discussion of various methods for determining and allo-
cating the promotional budget into this chapter. These
first four sections of the text provide students with a solid
background in the areas of marketing, consumer behav-
ior, communications, planning, objective setting, and
budgeting. This background lays the foundation for the
next section, where we discuss the development of the
integrated marketing communications program.

Part Five examines the various promotional mix ele-
ments that form the basis of the integrated marketing
communications program. Chapter 8 discusses the plan-
ning and development of the creative strategy and adver-
tising campaign and examines the creative process. In
Chapter 9 we turn our attention to ways to execute the
creative strategy and some criteria for evaluating cre-
ative work. Chapters 10 through 13 cover media strategy
and planning and the various advertising media. Chapter
10 introduces the key principles of media planning and
strategy and examines how a media plan is developed.
Chapter 11 discusses the advantages and disadvantages
of the broadcast media (TV and radio) as well as issues
regarding the purchase of radio and TV time and audi-
ence measurement. Chapter 12 considers the same issues
for the print media (magazines and newspapers). Chap-
ter 13 examines the role of support media such as out-
door and transit advertising and some of the many new
media alternatives.

In Chapters 14 through 17 we continue the IMC
emphasis by examining other promotional tools that are
used in the integrated marketing communications process.
Chapter 14 looks at the rapidly growing areas of direct
marketing. This chapter examines database marketing and
the way by which companies communicate directly with
target customers through various media. Chapter 15 pro-
vides a detailed discussion of interactive media and mar-
keting on the Internet and how companies are using the
World Wide Web as a medium for communicating with
customers. We discuss how this medium is being used for
a variety of marketing activities including advertising,
sales promotion and even the selling of products and ser-
vices. Chapter 16 examines the area of sales promotion
including both consumer-oriented promotions and pro-
grams targeted to the trade (retailers, wholesalers and
other middlemen). Chapter 17 covers the role of publicity
and public relations in IMC as well as corporate advertis-
ing. Basic issues regarding personal selling and its role in
promotional strategy are presented in Chapter 18.

Part Six of the text consists of Chapter 19, where we
discuss ways to measure the effectiveness of various ele-
ments of the integrated marketing communications pro-
gram, including methods for pretesting and posttesting
advertising messages and campaigns. In Part Seven we
turn our attention to special markets, topics, and per-
spectives that are becoming increasingly important in
contemporary marketing. In Chapter 20 we examine the

global marketplace and the role of advertising and other
promotional mix variables such as sales promotion, pub-
lic relations, and the Internet in international marketing.

The text concludes with a discussion of the regula-
tory, social, and economic environments in which adver-
tising and promotion operate. Chapter 21 examines
industry self-regulation and regulation of advertising by
governmental agencies such as the Federal Trade Com-
mission, as well as rules and regulations governing sales
promotion, direct marketing, and marketing on the Inter-
net. Because advertising’s role in society is constantly
changing, our discussion would not be complete without
a look at the criticisms frequently levied, so in Chapter
22 we consider the social, ethical, and economic aspects
of advertising and promotion.

Chapter Features
The following features in each chapter enhance students’
understanding of the material as well as their reading
enjoyment.

Chapter Objectives

Objectives are provided at the beginning of each chapter
to identify the major areas and points covered in the
chapter and guide the learning effort.

Chapter Opening Vignettes

Each chapter begins with a vignette that shows the effec-
tive use of integrated marketing communications by a
company or ad agency or discusses an interesting issue
that is relevant to the chapter. These opening vignettes are
designed to draw the students into the chapter by present-
ing an interesting example, development, or issue that
relates to the material covered in the chapter. Some of the
companies, brands, and organizations profiled in the open-
ing vignettes include the U.S. Army, BMW, Samsung,
TiVo, Red Bull, Nike, Skyy Spirits, and Rolling Stone
magazine. In addition, some of the chapter openers dis-
cuss current topics and issues such as branding, conver-
gence, the role of advertising versus public relations, and
the controversy over the advertising of hard liquor on net-
work television. 

IMC Perspectives

These boxed items feature in-depth discussions of inter-
esting issues related to the chapter material and the 
practical application of integrated marketing communi-
cations. Each chapter contains several of these insights
into the world of integrated marketing communications.
Some of the companies/brands whose IMC programs are
discussed in these perspectives include Jet Blue, Dell
Computer, Jupiter Media Matrix, BMW Mini-Cooper,
Intel, USA Today, PT-Cruiser, and Dunkin’ Donuts.
Issues such as the use of music to enhance the effective-
ness of commercials, the value of stadium naming rights,
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public relations blunders, and problems that companies
have encountered when using contests and sweepstakes
are also discussed in the IMC Perspectives. 

Global Perspectives

These boxed sidebars provide information similar to that
in the IMC Perspectives, with a focus on international
aspects of advertising and promotion. Some of the com-
panies/brands whose international advertising programs
are covered in the Global Perspectives include MTV,
Microsoft, Sony, McDonald’s, and Nike. Topics such as
the Cannes international advertising awards, celebrities
who appear in commercials in Japan while protecting
their image in the United States, advertising in China,
and the challenges of communicating with consumers in
Third World countries are also discussed.

Ethical Perspectives

These boxed items discuss the moral and/or ethical
issues regarding practices engaged in by marketers and
are also tied to the material presented in the particular
chapter. Issues covered in the Ethical Perspectives
include subliminal advertising, the battle between televi-
sion networks and advertisers over tasteful advertising,
and controversies arising from the increase in direct-to-
consumer advertising of prescription drugs and the com-
mercialization of schools.

Diversity Perspectives

These boxed items discuss topics related to the opportu-
nities and challenges facing companies as they develop
integrated marketing communications programs for mar-
kets that are becoming more ethnically diverse. The
Diversity Perspectives include the rapid growth of the
Hispanic market and issues involved in communicating
with this important segment, the emergence of Spanish-
language television stations in the United States, and the
use of sales promotion to target the African-American
market.

Career Profiles

Also included are Career Profiles of successful individu-
als working in the communications industry. The indi-
viduals featured in Career Profiles include an account
executive for the Leo Burnett advertising agency, a
director of corporate communications for JetBlue air-
lines, the vice president of the iDeutsch interactive
agency, the manager of Corporate Communications and
Creative Services for Savin Corporation, a media sales-
person for Rolling Stone magazine, the vice president of
marketing and communication for Cox Target Media, a
marketing and sales promotion analyst for Chicken of
the Sea International, the president of eMarketer, and the
president of the Ipsos-ASI, Inc., global marketing and
advertising research firm.

Key Terms

Important terms are highlighted in boldface throughout
the text and listed at the end of each chapter with a page
reference. These terms help call students’ attention to
important ideas, concepts, and definitions and help them
review their learning progress.

Chapter Summaries

These synopses serve as a quick review of important top-
ics covered and a very helpful study guide.

Discussion Questions

Questions at the end of each chapter give students an
opportunity to test their understanding of the material
and to apply it. These questions can also serve as a basis
for class discussion or assignments.

Four-Color Visuals

Print ads, photoboards, and other examples appear
throughout the book. More than 400 ads, charts, graphs,
and other types of illustrations are included in the text.

Changes in the Sixth Edition
We have made a number of changes in the sixth edition
to make it as relevant and current as possible, as well as
more interesting to students:

• Updated Coverage of the Emerging Field of 
Integrated Marketing Communications The
sixth edition continues to place a strong emphasis 
on studying advertising and promotion from an 
integrated marketing communications perspective.
We examine developments that are impacting the
way marketers communicate with their customers,
such as the movement toward “branded content,”
whereby marketers and agencies are becoming more
involved in creating an entertainment product and
integrating their messages into it. New technologies
such as personal video recorders and the conver-
gence of television, computers, and the Internet are
changing the way companies are using advertising
along with other marketing tools to communicate
with their customers. In this new edition we examine
how these cutting-edge developments are impacting
the IMC program of marketers.

• Updated Chapter on the Internet and
Interactive Media The sixth edition includes up-
to-date information on the Internet and other forms
of interactive media and how they are being used
by marketers. We also discuss developments such
as wireless communications as well as regulations
affecting the use of the Internet and important
issues such as privacy. This chapter also discusses
the latest developments in areas such as audience
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measurement and methods for determining the
effectiveness of Internet advertising. Discussion of
the emerging role of the Internet as an important
integrated marketing communications tool and of
the ways it is being used by marketers is integrated
throughout the sixth edition.

• Diversity Perspectives—New to This Edition
In this edition we introduce a new feature called
Diversity Perspectives. These boxed items are
designed to focus attention on the increase in the
diversity of the consumer market in the United
States. The 2000 census showed that the Hispanic
market grew by 58 percent over the past decade,
and another 35 percent increase is forecast over the
next 10 years. Marketers are recognizing the impor-
tance of being able to communicate with a diverse
market that includes Hispanics, African-Americans,
Asian-Americans, and other ethnic groups. This
new feature focuses on the opportunities and chal-
lenges facing companies as they develop integrated
marketing communications programs for markets
that are becoming more ethnically diverse.

• Online Cases Six short cases written to
correspond to various sections of the text are avail-
able online and can be downloaded for classroom
use and assignments. These cases are designed to
build on the material presented in the text and pro-
vide students with the opportunity to apply various
IMC tools and concepts. The cases include compa-
nies and organizations such as Gateway, the U.S.
Armed Forces, Chicken of the Sea International,
the Partnership for a Drug Free America, and the
U.S. Office of National Drug Control Policy. The
online cases include information beyond that
provided in the text and require that students evalu-
ate an advertising and promotional issue and make
a decision and recommendation.

• New Chapter Opening Vignettes All of the chap-
ter opening vignettes in the sixth edition are new
and were chosen for their currency and relevance to
students. They demonstrate how various companies
and advertising agencies use advertising and other
IMC tools. They also provide interesting insights
into some of the current trends and developments
that are taking place in the advertising world.

• New and Updated IMC Perspectives All of the
boxed items focusing on specific examples of how
companies and their communications agencies are
using integrated marketing communications are
new or updated, and they provide insight into many
of the most current and popular advertising and
promotional campaigns being used by marketers.
The IMC Perspectives also address interesting
issues related to advertising, sales promotion, direct
marketing, marketing on the Internet, and personal
selling.

• New and Updated Global and Ethical
Perspectives Nearly all of the boxed items focus-
ing on global and ethical issues of advertising and
promotion are new; those retained from the fifth
edition have been updated. The Global Perspectives
examine the role of advertising and other promo-
tional areas in international markets. The Ethical
Perspectives discuss specific issues, developments,
and problems that call into question the ethics of
marketers and their decisions as they develop and
implement their advertising and promotional
programs.

• New Career Profiles The sixth edition has all
new Career Profiles that discuss the career path of
successful individuals working in various areas of
advertising and promotion, including clients,
advertising agencies, and the media. These
profiles provide students with insight into various
types of careers that are available in the area of
advertising and promotion on the client and
agency side as well as in media. They discuss the
educational backgrounds of the individuals
profiled, some of the responsibilities and require-
ments of their positions, and their career paths.
This feature has been very popular among students
and in this edition we provide eight new profiles.
These profiles have been written by the individu-
als themselves and provide students with insight
into the educational background of the persons
profiled, how they got started in the field of adver-
tising and promotion, their current responsibilities,
and interesting aspects of their jobs as well as
experiences.

• Contemporary Examples The field of
advertising and promotion changes very rapidly,
and we continue to keep pace with it. Wherever
possible we updated the statistical information pre-
sented in tables, charts, and figures throughout the
text. We reviewed the most current academic and
trade literature to ensure that this text reflects the
most current perspectives and theories on advertis-
ing, promotion, and the rapidly evolving area of
integrated marketing communications. We also
updated most of the examples and ads throughout
the book. Advertising and Promotion continues to
be the most contemporary text on the market,
offering students as timely a perspective as 
possible.

Support Material
A high-quality package of instructional supplements
supports the sixth edition. Nearly all of the supplements
have been developed by the authors to ensure their coor-
dination with the text. We offer instructors a support
package that facilitates the use of our text and enhances
the learning experience of the student.
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Instructor’s Manual

The instructor’s manual is a valuable teaching resource
that includes learning objectives, chapter and lecture
outlines, answers to all end-of-chapter discussion ques-
tions, transparency masters, and further insights and
teaching suggestions. Additional discussion questions
are also presented for each chapter. These questions can
be used for class discussion or as short-answer essay
questions for exams.

Manual of Tests

A test bank of more than 1,500 multiple-choice questions
has been developed to accompany the text. The questions
provide thorough coverage of the chapter material,
including opening vignettes and IMC, Global, Diversity,
and Ethical Perspectives.

Computerized Test Bank

A computerized version of the test bank is available to
adopters of the text.

Instructor CD-ROM

This exciting presentation CD-ROM allows the profes-
sor to customize a multimedia lecture with original
material from the supplements package. It includes
video clips, commercials, ads and art from the text, elec-
tronic slides and acetates, the computerized test bank,
and the print supplements.

Electronic Slides

A disk containing nearly 300 PowerPoint® slides is
available to adopters of the sixth edition for electronic
presentations. These slides contain lecture notes, charts,
graphs, and other instructional materials.

Home Page

A home page on the Internet can be found at 
www.mhhe.business/marketing/

It contains Web Exploration Links (hot links to other
websites) as well as various other items of interest. For
instructors, the home page will offer updates of exam-
ples, chapter opener vignettes and IMC, Global, and Eth-
ical Perspectives; additional sources of advertising and
promotion information; and downloads of key supple-
ments. Adopters will be able to communicate directly
with the authors through the site (contact your McGraw-
Hill/ Irwin representative for your password).

Four-Color Transparencies

Each adopter may request a set of over 100 four-color
acetate transparencies that present print ads, photo-
boards, sales promotion offers, and other materials that
do not appear in the text. A number of important models

or charts appearing in the text are also provided as color
transparencies. Slip sheets are included with each trans-
parency to give the instructor useful background infor-
mation about the illustration and how it can be integrated
into the lecture.

Video Supplements

A video supplement package has been developed specifi-
cally for classroom use with this text. The first set of
videos contains nearly 200 television and radio commer-
cials that are examples of creative advertising. It can be
used to help the instructor explain a particular concept or
principle or give more insight into how a company exe-
cutes its advertising strategy. Most of the commercials
are tied to the chapter openings, IMC and Global Per-
spectives, or specific examples cited in the text. Insights
and/or background information about each commercial
are provided in the instructor’s manual written specifi-
cally for the videos. The second set of videos contains
longer segments on the advertising and promotional
strategies of various companies and industries. Included
on this video are three segments showing campaigns
chosen as Ogilvy Award Winners by the Advertising
Research Foundation. Each segment shows how
research was used to guide the development of an effec-
tive advertising campaign. Other segments include high-
lights of promotions that won Reggie Awards (given
each year to the best sales promotion campaigns) and
case studies of the integrated marketing communications
programs used by the U.S. Army, Skyy Spirits, Mazda,
and Chicken of the Sea International.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To examine the promotional function and the
growing importance of advertising and other
promotional elements in the marketing
programs of domestic and foreign companies.

2. To introduce the concept of integrated
marketing communications (IMC) and consider
how it has evolved.

3. To examine reasons for the increasing
importance of the IMC perspective in planning
and executing advertising and promotional 
programs.

4. To introduce the various elements of the promo-
tional mix and consider their roles in an IMC 
program.

5. To examine how various marketing and promo-
tional elements must be coordinated to commu-
nicate effectively.

6. To introduce a model of the IMC planning
process and examine the steps in developing a
marketing communications program.

An Introduction to Integrated
Marketing Communications

1
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During the early to mid 1990s, the U.S. Army had

little trouble attracting enough young men to

enlist for military service. The collapse of the

Soviet Union had all but ended, and the cold war

and military warfare was becoming more high-

tech, which meant that fewer soldiers were

needed. Thus, the Army was downsized by 40

percent, making it easy to reach modest recruit-

ment goals. Recruitment advertising used the

“Be All That You Can Be” tagline and relied pri-

marily on expensive television commercials to

deliver the self-actualization message. The ads

also emphasized how joining the Army provided

opportunities for career training, college scholar-

ships, and other financial incentives.

While its recruitment marketing strategy

worked well in the early to mid ‘90s, by the later

part of the decade the Army found itself losing

the battle to recruit America’s youth. The military

recruiting environment had changed as the

booming economy of the ‘90s created many

other opportunities for high school graduates.

The Army’s financial package was not enough to

attract qualified recruits, and many high school

graduates were not willing to endure the

demands of basic training. However, the core

challenge facing the Army was deeply rooted

negative perceptions of the military. Research

showed that 63 percent of young adults 17–24

said there was no way they would enlist in the

military, and only 12 percent indicated an inter-

est in military service. Comments such as, “not

for people like me,” “for losers,” and, “only for

those with no other options” were typical of the

feelings young people held toward military ser-

vice. Moreover, even for many of those who

would consider enlisting in the service, the Army

was their fourth choice among the branches of

the military as it had major image problems on

key attributes considered important in a post-

high school opportunity. 

All of these factors resulted in the Army miss-

ing its recruiting goals three out of the five years

during the late ‘90s, despite spending more

money on recruitment advertising than any

branch of the military. In early 2000, Secretary of

the Army Louis Caldera announced that: “We are

totally changing the way we do Army advertis-

ing. We have to adopt the kinds of practices that

the best marketing companies use to attract

today’s youth.” His new marketing strategy

called for a new advertising campaign and a new

media strategy that included less reliance on

television ads and greater use of the Internet,

and “e-recruiting” to complement the Army’s

transformation into a more mobile, high-tech

force. In June of 2000, Caldera announced the

hiring of Leo Burnett USA, Chicago, as its new

agency, replacing Young & Rubicam which had

created Army ads since 1987.

One of the first decisions facing Leo Burnett

was whether to continue with the long running

“Be All That You Can Be” tagline. Although

highly recognizable, the agency felt that the

“An Army of One” Campaign 
Accomplishes Its Mission
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tagline had lost its relevance with young adults

and could not be used to reposition the Army and

forge a connection with this target audience. The

agency came up with a new advertising and posi-

tioning theme that would be the basis for the inte-

grated marketing campaign—”An Army of One.”

The creative strategy behind the theme is that it

would bring to the forefront the idea that soldiers

are the Army’s most important resource and high-

light that each individual can and does make a dif-

ference; that his/her contributions are important to

the success of the whole team. The “An Army of

One” campaign would send a message that a sol-

dier is not nameless or faceless, but part of a uni-

fied group of individuals who together create the

strength of the U.S. Army.

A major goal of the “An Army of One” cam-

paign is to provide young adults with an accurate

look into what it means to be a soldier in today’s

Army. A key phase of the campaign was called

“Basic Training” which uses a reality based televi-

sion format made popular by the hit show Survivor.

The unscripted TV spots feature brief profiles of six

actual army recruits as they progress through basic

training, giving viewers a glimpse of their personal

experiences and opinions as they transform from

civilians into soldiers. The ads also encourage

prospective recruits to visit the Army website

(GoArmy.com) to experience a complete, in-depth

multimedia “webisode” presentation including

commentary from the recruits. The Web site was

re-designed in early 2001 by Chemistri, an interac-

tive agency which is a subsidiary of Leo Burnett,

with the goal of making it a more effective recruit-

ment tool. The site serves as a resource for poten-

tial recruits interested in learning about the Army

and helps them overcome fears about basic train-

ing, increases their understanding of career oppor-

tunities available, and introduces them to soldiers

similar to themselves.

The “An Army of One” campaign has been a

great success. Although its media budget was 20

percent lower than the previous year, the Army ful-

filled its 2001 recruiting goal of 115,000 new

recruits one month early. Television, print, radio

and online ads were effective in driving traffic to

GoArmy.com as visits to the Web site doubled and

online leads were up by 75 percent. The Web site

has won several awards including a prestigious

Cannes Cyber Lion and has become a focal point

for the Army’s recruitment efforts. The overall “An

Army of One” integrated campaign also won an

Effie Award as one of the most effective marketing

programs of the year. Mission accomplished.

Sources: 2002 Effie Awards Brief of Effectiveness, Leo Burnett
USA; Kate MacArthur, “The ‘Army of One’ meets ‘Survivor,’”
Advertising Age, www.AdAge.com February 02, 2001; Michael
McCarthy, “Army enlists Net to be all it can be,” USA Today,
April 19, 2000, p. 10B.

4

The opening vignette illustrates how the roles of advertising and other forms of promo-
tion are changing in the modern world of marketing. In the past, marketers such as the
U.S. Army relied primarily on advertising through traditional mass media to promote
their products. Today many companies are taking a different approach to marketing and
promotion: They integrate their advertising efforts with a variety of other communica-
tion techniques such as websites on the Internet, direct marketing, sales promotion,
publicity and public relations (PR), and event sponsorships. They are also recognizing
that these communication tools are most effective when they are coordinated with other
elements of the marketing program.

The various marketing communication tools used by the U.S. Army as part of its
recruitment efforts exemplify how marketers are using an integrated marketing com-
munications approach to reach their customers. The U.S. Army runs recruitment
advertising in a variety of media including television, radio, magazines, newspapers,
and billboards. Banner ads on the Internet as well as in other media encourage con-
sumers to visit the GoArmy.com website which provides valuable information about
the U.S. Army such as career paths, the enlistment process, and benefits (Exhibit 1-1).
Direct marketing efforts include mailings to high school seniors and direct response
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television ads which encourage young people
to request more information and help gener-
ate leads for Army recruiters. Publicity for
the U.S. Army is generated through press
releases and public relation activities as well
as in movies and television shows. At the
local level the Army sponsors athletic events
and participates in activities such as career
fairs to reach its target audience as well as
other groups or individuals who can influence
its brand image. Recruiters work in local
recruitment offices and are available to meet
individually with potential recruits to answer
questions and provide information about the
Army. Recruitment efforts for the U.S. Army
also include promotional incentives such 
as cash enlistment bonuses and educational
benefits.

The U.S. Army and thousands of other
companies and organizations recognize that
the way they must communicate with consumers and promote their products and ser-
vices is changing rapidly. The fragmentation of mass markets, the explosion of new
technologies that are giving consumers greater control over the communications
process, the rapid growth of the Internet and electronic commerce, the emergence of
global markets, and economic uncertainties are all changing the way companies
approach marketing as well as advertising and promotion. Developing marketing
communications programs that are responsive to these changes is critical to the suc-
cess of every organization. However, advertising and other forms of promotion will
continue to play an important role in the integrated marketing programs of most
companies.
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Advertising and promotion are an integral part of our social
and economic systems. In our complex society, advertising
has evolved into a vital communications system for both con-
sumers and businesses. The ability of advertising and other
promotional methods to deliver carefully prepared messages
to target audiences has given them a major role in the marketing programs of most orga-
nizations. Companies ranging from large multinational corporations to small retailers
increasingly rely on advertising and promotion to help them market products and ser-
vices. In market-based economies, consumers have learned to rely on advertising and
other forms of promotion for information they can use in making purchase decisions.

Evidence of the increasing importance of advertising and promotion comes from
the growth in expenditures in these areas. In 1980, advertising expenditures in the
United States were $53 billion, and $49 billion was spent on sales promotion tech-
niques such as product samples, coupons, contests, sweepstakes, premiums, rebates,
and allowances and discounts to retailers. By 2002, nearly $240 billion was spent on
local and national advertising, while spending on sales promotion programs targeted
toward consumers and retailers increased to more than $250 billion.1 Companies bom-
barded the U.S. consumer with messages and promotional offers, collectively spend-
ing more than $30 a week on every man, woman, and child in the country—nearly 50
percent more per capita than in any other nation.

Promotional expenditures in international markets have grown as well. Advertising
expenditures outside the United States increased from $55 billion in 1980 to nearly
$214 billion by 2002.2 Both foreign and domestic companies spend billions more on
sales promotion, personal selling, direct marketing, event sponsorships, and public
relations, all important parts of a firm’s marketing communications program.

The tremendous growth in expenditures for advertising and promotion reflects in
part the growth of the U.S. and global economies and the efforts of expansion-minded
marketers to take advantage of growth opportunities in various regions of the world.

The Growth of Advertising 
and Promotion

Exhibit 1-1 The U.S. Army
provides potential recruits
with valuable information
through the GoArmy.com
website on the Internet
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C A R E E R  P R O F I L E

Thomas L. Aiello
Vice President, Account Supervisor—Leo Burnett, USA

I graduated from the U.S. Military Academy in 1993
with a bachelor’s of science degree in engineering
management. After West Point, I spent five years serv-
ing in the U.S. Army in the armored cavalry where I led
groups of 50 or more soldiers. As a Captain, I was
awarded the Army Commendation Medal for my
accomplishments during real-world deployment to
Panama, Korea, and Kuwait. My military training and
experiences taught me valuable
skills about leadership, project man-
agement, and strategic decision
making. But the most valuable
thing the Army taught me was
about people and what makes them
tick—this human insight is the core
of all good advertising.

In 1998, I transitioned to the cor-
porate world and accepted a posi-
tion with Leo Burnett in Chicago. I
had interviewed with Fortune-500
companies for careers in sales,
operations and even manufactur-
ing. When I interviewed with Leo
Burnett, the advertising job seemed
the best fit for my skills and I was
attracted to the strong values and
culture of the agency. Working at a
major agency like Leo Burnett has
many advantages. We have big
agency resources with a small
agency attitude in terms of our
adaptability to move the client’s
business forward. My first position
at Leo Burnett was in the Client Ser-
vice Department working with the
Chicagoland McDonald’s account
team. I played an integral role in
helping Chicago become one of
McDonald’s top sales regions.

In 1999, I began working on national assignments
for McDonald’s and was the catalyst in winning new
McDonald’s business for the agency. After a promotion
to account supervisor, I took the lead role on the
McDonald’s Happy Meal calendar team. I helped
develop programs to launch new products such as
Mighty Kids Meals and the Kid Dessert Menu.

Although I was learning through experience and Leo
Burnett’s training program, I felt a need to expand my
business skills. I began night school and in early 2002 I

finished my MBA from Northwestern University’s Kel-
logg Graduate School of Management evening pro-
gram with majors in marketing and finance. The
undertaking of working full-time and going to busi-
ness school was tasking, but I was able to directly apply
my class work to my job at Leo Burnett. I then moved to
the U.S. Army account, where I supervise the ROTC busi-
ness and all local advertising and field marketing.

Working on an account like the U.S.
Army is very rewarding given its
importance in a post 9/11 world. Per-
sonally, it seemed like my years of
military experience, advertising, and
business school had come together.

The Army is a great account
because of the diversity of people I
get to work with. My client partners
are Army officers and Department
of Defense civilians. They bring a
great deal of experience and drive
to the business. Our approach on
Army is integrated, so I get to work
with a diverse cross-functional
team spanning creative, planning,
media, web, PR, direct mail, sports
marketing, and ethnic experts. Coor-
dinating all of these areas into flaw-
less execution is half art, half
science, and a lot of hard work. My
peers on the Army account created
the Army of One integrated cam-
paign. It has helped the Army
achieve their recruiting mission
over the last two years and won
many ad industry awards.

I also do volunteer work for vari-
ous organizations which help pro-
mote the advertising business such
as the Ad Council which is a leading

producer of public service advertisements (PSAs)
since 1942. I am also an ambassador for the Advertis-
ing Education Foundation (AEF). The AEF is a not-for-
profit organization created and supported by ad
agencies to improve the perception and understand-
ing of the social, historical, and economic roles of
advertising. As an ambassador I visit students and fac-
ulty of various colleges and universities to talk on the
advertising process and issues such as global advertis-
ing and ethics, gender, and ethnicity in advertising.

“The Army is a
great account
because of the
diversity of people
I get to work with.”
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The growth in promotional expenditures also reflects the fact that marketers around
the world recognize the value and importance of advertising and promotion. Promo-
tional strategies play an important role in the marketing programs of companies as
they attempt to communicate with and sell their products to their customers. To under-
stand the roles advertising and promotion play in the marketing process, let us first
examine the marketing function.
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Before reading on, stop for a moment and think about how you would
define marketing. Chances are that each reader of this book will come up
with a somewhat different answer, since marketing is often viewed in
terms of individual activities that constitute the overall marketing process. One popu-
lar conception of marketing is that it primarily involves sales. Other perspectives view
marketing as consisting of advertising or retailing activities. For some of you, market
research, pricing, or product planning may come to mind.

While all these activities are part of marketing, it encompasses more than just these
individual elements. The American Marketing Association (AMA), which represents
marketing professionals in the United States and Canada, defines marketing as

the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution 
of ideas, goods, and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organizational
objectives.3

Effective marketing requires that managers recognize the interdependence of such
activities as sales and promotion and how they can be combined to develop a market-
ing program.

Marketing Focuses on Exchange
The AMA definition recognizes that exchange is a central concept in marketing.4 For
exchange to occur, there must be two or more parties with something of value to one
another, a desire and ability to give up that something to the other party, and a way to
communicate with each other. Advertising and promotion play an important role in the
exchange process by informing consumers of an organization’s product or service and
convincing them of its ability to satisfy their needs or wants.

Not all marketing transactions involve the exchange of money for a tangible prod-
uct or service. Nonprofit organizations such as charities, religious groups, the arts,
and colleges and universities (probably including the one you are attending) receive
millions of dollars in donations every year. Nonprofits often use ads like the one in
Exhibit 1-2 to solicit contributions from the public. Donors generally do
not receive any material benefits for their contributions; they donate in
exchange for intangible social and psychological satisfactions such as
feelings of goodwill and altruism.

Relationship Marketing
Today, most marketers are seeking more than just a one-time exchange
or transaction with customers. The focus of market-driven companies is
on developing and sustaining relationships with their customers. This
has led to a new emphasis on relationship marketing, which involves
creating, maintaining, and enhancing long-term relationships with indi-
vidual customers as well as other stakeholders for mutual benefit.5

The movement toward relationship marketing is due to several factors.
First, companies recognize that customers have become much more
demanding. Consumers desire superior customer value, which includes
quality products and services that are competitively priced, convenient to
purchase, delivered on time, and supported by excellent customer service.
They also want personalized products and services that are tailored to their
specific needs and wants. Advances in information technology, along with
flexible manufacturing systems and new marketing processes, have led to
mass customization, whereby a company can make a product or deliver a
service in response to a particular customer’s needs in a cost-effective

What Is Marketing?

Exhibit 1-2 Nonprofit
organizations use
advertising to solicit
contributions and support
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way.6 New technology is making it possible to configure and personalize a wide array
of products and services including computers, automobiles, clothing, golf clubs, cos-
metics, mortgages, and vitamins. Consumers can log on to websites such as Mattel
Inc.’s barbie.com and design their own Barbie pal doll or Fingerhut’s myjewelry.com to
design their own rings. Technological developments are also likely to make the mass
customization of advertising more practical as well.7

Another major reason why marketers are emphasizing relationships is that it is
often more cost-effective to retain customers than to acquire new ones. Marketers
are giving more attention to the lifetime value of a customer because studies have
shown that reducing customer defections by just 5 percent can increase future profit
by as much as 30 to 90 percent.8 Exhibit 1-3 shows an ad for Dell Computer, a com-
pany that recognizes the importance of developing long-term relationships with its
customers.

The Marketing Mix
Marketing facilitates the exchange process and the development of relationships by
carefully examining the needs and wants of consumers, developing a product or ser-
vice that satisfies these needs, offering it at a certain price, making it available through
a particular place or channel of distribution, and developing a program of promotion
or communication to create awareness and interest. These four Ps—product, price,
place (distribution), and promotion—are elements of the marketing mix. The basic
task of marketing is combining these four elements into a marketing program to facili-
tate the potential for exchange with consumers in the marketplace.

The proper marketing mix does not just happen. Marketers must be knowledgeable
about the issues and options involved in each element of the mix. They must also be
aware of how these elements can be combined to provide an effective marketing pro-
gram. The market must be analyzed through consumer research, and the resulting
information must be used to develop an overall marketing strategy and mix.

The primary focus of this book is on one element of the marketing mix: the promo-
tional variable. However, the promotional program must be part of a viable marketing
strategy and be coordinated with other marketing activities. A firm can spend large
sums on advertising or sales promotion, but it stands little chance of success if the
product is of poor quality, is priced improperly, or does not have adequate distribution
to consumers. Marketers have long recognized the importance of combining the ele-
ments of the marketing mix into a cohesive marketing strategy. Many companies also
recognize the need to integrate their various marketing communications efforts, such
as media advertising, direct marketing, sales promotion, and public relations, to
achieve more effective marketing communications.
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Exhibit 1-3 Dell
Computer recognizes the
importance of developing
relationships with customers
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For many years, the promotional
function in most companies was
dominated by mass-media adver-
tising. Companies relied primarily on their advertising agencies for guidance in nearly
all areas of marketing communication. Most marketers did use additional promotional
and marketing communication tools, but sales promotion and direct-marketing agen-
cies as well as package design firms were generally viewed as auxiliary services and
often used on a per-project basis. Public relations agencies were used to manage the
organization’s publicity, image, and affairs with relevant publics on an ongoing basis
but were not viewed as integral participants in the marketing communications process.

Many marketers built strong barriers around the various marketing and promo-
tional functions and planned and managed them as separate practices, with different
budgets, different views of the market, and different goals and objectives. These
companies failed to recognize that the wide range of marketing and promotional tools
must be coordinated to communicate effectively and present a consistent image to
target markets.

The Evolution of IMC
During the 1980s, many companies came to see the need for more of a strategic inte-
gration of their promotional tools. These firms began moving toward the process of
integrated marketing communications (IMC), which involves coordinating the var-
ious promotional elements and other marketing activities that communicate with a
firm’s customers.9 As marketers embraced the concept of integrated marketing com-
munications, they began asking their ad agencies to coordinate the use of a variety of
promotional tools rather than relying primarily on media advertising. A number of
companies also began to look beyond traditional advertising agencies and use other
types of promotional specialists to develop and implement various components of
their promotional plans.

Many agencies responded to the call for synergy among the promotional tools by
acquiring PR, sales promotion, and direct-marketing companies and touting them-
selves as IMC agencies that offer one-stop shopping for all their clients’ promotional
needs.10 Some agencies became involved in these nonadvertising areas to gain control
over their clients’ promotional programs and budgets and struggled to offer any real
value beyond creating advertising. However, the advertising industry soon recognized
that IMC was more than just a fad. Terms such as new advertising, orchestration, and
seamless communication were used to describe the concept of integration.11 A task
force from the American Association of Advertising Agencies (the “4As”) developed
one of the first definitions of integrated marketing communications:

a concept of marketing communications planning that recognizes the added value of a com-
prehensive plan that evaluates the strategic roles of a variety of communication disciplines—
for example, general advertising, direct response, sales promotion, and public relations—and
combines these disciplines to provide clarity, consistency, and maximum communications
impact.12

The 4As’ definition focuses on the process of using all forms of promotion to
achieve maximum communication impact. However, advocates of the IMC concept,
such as Don Schultz of Northwestern University, argue for an even broader perspec-
tive that considers all sources of brand or company contact that a customer or
prospect has with a product or service.13 Schultz and others note that the process of
integrated marketing communications calls for a “big-picture” approach to planning
marketing and promotion programs and coordinating the various communication
functions. It requires that firms develop a total marketing communications strategy
that recognizes how all of a firm’s marketing activities, not just promotion, communi-
cate with its customers.

Consumers’ perceptions of a company and/or its various brands are a synthesis of
the bundle of messages they receive or contacts they have, such as media advertise-
ments, price, package design, direct-marketing efforts, publicity, sales promotions,
websites, point-of-purchase displays, and even the type of store where a product or
service is sold. The integrated marketing communications approach seeks to have all
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of a company’s marketing and promotional activities project a consistent, unified
image to the marketplace. It calls for a centralized messaging function so that every-
thing a company says and does communicates a common theme and positioning.

Many companies have adopted this broader perspective of IMC. They see it as a
way to coordinate and manage their marketing communications programs to ensure
that they give customers a consistent message about the company and/or its brands.
For these companies, the IMC approach represents an improvement over the tradi-
tional method of treating the various marketing and communications elements as vir-
tually separate activities. However, as marketers become more sophisticated in their
understanding of IMC, they recognize that it offers more than just ideas for coordinat-
ing all elements of the marketing and communications programs. The IMC approach
helps companies identify the most appropriate and effective methods for communicat-
ing and building relationships with their customers as well as other stakeholders such
as employees, suppliers, investors, interest groups, and the general public.

Tom Duncan and Sandra Moriarty note that IMC is one of the “new-generation”
marketing approaches being used by companies to better focus their efforts in acquir-
ing, retaining, and developing relationships with customers and other stakeholders.
They have developed a communication-based marketing model that emphasizes the
importance of managing all corporate or brand communications, as they collectively
create, maintain, or weaken the customer and stakeholder relationships that drive
brand value.14 Messages can originate at three levels—corporate, marketing, and mar-
keting communications—since all of a company’s corporate activities, marketing-mix
activities, and marketing communications efforts have communication dimensions
and play a role in attracting and keeping customers.

At the corporate level, various aspects of a firm’s business practices and philoso-
phies, such as its mission, hiring practices, philanthropies, corporate culture, and ways
of responding to inquiries, all have dimensions that communicate with customers and
other stakeholders and affect relationships. For example, Ben & Jerry’s is a company
that is rated very high in social responsibility and is perceived as a very good corporate
citizen in its dealings with communities, employees, and the environment.15 Ben &
Jerry’s capitalizes on its image as a socially responsible company by supporting vari-
ous causes as well as community events (Exhibit 1-4).

At the marketing level, as was mentioned earlier, companies send messages to cus-
tomers and other stakeholders through all aspects of their marketing mixes, not just pro-
motion. Consumers make inferences about a product on the basis of elements such as
its design, appearance, performance, pricing, service support, and where and how it is
distributed. For example, a high price may symbolize quality to customers, as may the
shape or design of a product, its packaging, its brand name, or the image of the stores in
which it is sold. Montblanc uses classic design and a distinctive brand name as well as a
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high price to position its watches and pens as high-quality, high-status
products. This upscale image is enhanced by the company’s strategy of
distributing its products only through boutiques, jewelry stores, and
other exclusive retail shops. Notice how the marketing-mix elements
that help shape the brand’s distinctive image are reflected in the Mont-
blanc ad shown in Exhibit 1-5.

At the marketing communications level, Duncan and Moriarty
note that all messages should be delivered and received on a platform
of executional and strategic consistency in order to create coherent
perceptions among customers and other stakeholders. This requires
the integration of the various marketing communication’s messages
and the functions of various promotional facilitators such as ad agen-
cies, public relations firms, sales promotion specialists, package
design firms, direct-response specialists, and interactive agencies.
The goal is to communicate with one voice, look, and image across all
the marketing communications functions and to identify and position
the company and/or the brand in a consistent manner.

Many companies are realizing that communicating effectively with
customers and other stakeholders involves more than traditional mar-
keting communications tools. Many marketers, as well as advertising
agencies, are embracing the IMC approach and adopting total com-
munication solutions to create and sustain relationships between companies or brands
and their customers. Some academics and practitioners have questioned whether the
IMC movement is just another management fad.16 However, the IMC approach is
proving to be a permanent change that offers significant value to marketers in the
rapidly changing communications environment they are facing in the new millen-
nium.17 We will now discuss some of the reasons for the growing importance of IMC.

Reasons for the Growing Importance of IMC
The move toward integrated marketing communications is one of the most significant
marketing developments that occurred during the 1990s, and the shift toward this
approach is continuing as we begin the new century. The IMC approach to marketing
communications planning and strategy is being adopted by both large and small com-
panies and has become popular among firms marketing consumer products and ser-
vices as well as business-to-business marketers. There are a number of reasons why
marketers are adopting the IMC approach. A fundamental reason is that they under-
stand the value of strategically integrating the various communications functions
rather than having them operate autonomously. By coordinating their marketing com-
munications efforts, companies can avoid duplication, take advantage of synergy
among promotional tools, and develop more efficient and effective marketing commu-
nications programs. Advocates of IMC argue that it is one of the easiest ways for a
company to maximize the return on its investment in marketing and promotion.18

The move to integrated marketing communications also reflects an adaptation by
marketers to a changing environment, particularly with respect to consumers, technol-
ogy, and media. Major changes have occurred among consumers with respect to
demographics, lifestyles, media use, and buying and shopping patterns. For example,
cable TV and more recently digital satellite systems have vastly expanded the number
of channels available to households. Some of these channels offer 24-hour shopping
networks; others contain 30- or 60-minute direct-response appeals known as infomer-
cials, which look more like TV shows than ads. Every day more consumers are surfing
the Internet’s World Wide Web. Online services such as America Online and Microsoft
Network provide information and entertainment as well as the opportunity to shop for
and order a vast array of products and services. Marketers are responding by develop-
ing home pages on which they can advertise their products and services interactively
as well as transact sales. For example, travelers can use American Airlines’ AA.com
website to plan flights, check for special fares, purchase tickets, and reserve seats, as
well as make hotel and car-rental reservations (Exhibit 1-6).

Even as new technologies and formats create new ways for marketers to reach con-
sumers, they are affecting the more traditional media. Television, radio, magazines,
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uses a variety of marketing
mix elements including
price, product design, brand
name, and distribution
strategy to create a high-
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watches
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and newspapers are becoming more fragmented and
reaching smaller and more selective audiences. A recent
survey of leading U.S. advertising executives on trends
that will shape the industry identified the segmentation of
media audiences by new media technologies as the most
important development.19

In addition to facing the decline in audience size for
many media, marketers are facing the problem of con-
sumers’ being less responsive to traditional advertising.
They recognize that many consumers are turned off by
advertising and tired of being bombarded with sales mes-
sages. These factors are prompting many marketers to
look for alternative ways to communicate with their target
audiences, such as making their selling messages part of
popular culture. For example, marketers often hire product
placement firms to get their brands into TV shows and
movies. MGM/United Artists created special scenes in the
recent James Bond movie Die Another Day to feature the
Aston Martin V12 Vanquish sports car. It is estimated that
the British automaker, which is owned by Ford Motor
Company, paid $70 million to have the car featured in the
movie. In an arrangement with Columbia Pictures, Daim-
ler-Benz agreed to spend several million dollars on com-
mercials, private screenings, and other promotions to have
the redesigned Mercedes-Benz E500 automobile featured
in the movie Men in Black II.20 IMC Perspective 1-1 dis-
cusses how marketers are finding new ways to reach con-
sumers and disguise their promotional messages by

making them part of popular culture.
The integrated marketing communications movement is also being driven by

changes in the ways companies market their products and services. A major reason for
the growing importance of the IMC approach is the ongoing revolution that is chang-
ing the rules of marketing and the role of the traditional advertising agency.21 Major
characteristics of this marketing revolution include:

• A shifting of marketing dollars from media advertising to other forms of promotion,
particularly consumer- and trade-oriented sales promotions. Many marketers feel
that traditional media advertising has become too expensive and is not cost-effective.
Also, escalating price competition in many markets has resulted in marketers’ pouring
more of their promotional budgets into price promotions rather than media
advertising.

• A movement away from relying on advertising-focused approaches, which
emphasize mass media such as network television and national magazines, to solve
communication problems. Many companies are turning to lower-cost, more targeted
communication tools such as event marketing and sponsorships, direct mail, sales
promotion, and the Internet as they develop their marketing communications
strategies.

• A shift in marketplace power from manufacturers to retailers. Due to consolidation
in the retail industry, small local retailers are being replaced by regional, national, 
and international chains. These large retailers are using their clout to demand larger
promotional fees and allowances from manufacturers, a practice that often siphons
money away from advertising. Moreover, new technologies such as checkout
scanners give retailers information on the effectiveness of manufacturers’ promotional
programs. This is leading many marketers to shift their focus to promotional tools that
can produce short-term results, such as sale promotion.

• The rapid growth and development of database marketing. Many companies are
building databases containing customer names; geographic, demographic, and psycho-
graphic profiles; purchase patterns; media preferences; credit ratings; and other charac-
teristics. Marketers are using this information to target consumers through a variety of
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 1-1

What’s the Buzz?
Consumers have long had a love-hate relationship with
advertising. We enjoy watching music- and celebrity-
laden commercials that are often more entertaining,
humorous, or interesting than the programs they are
sponsoring. We purchase magazines such as Glamour,
Vogue, and GQ, which contain more ad pages than arti-
cles. But many consumers are tired of being bom-
barded with sales messages and are turned off by
advertising. This is especially true of Generation Y, the
age cohort born between 1979 and 1994, which is 60
million strong. The Generation Y cohort is three times
the size of its Gen X predecessor, and its members con-
stitute the biggest group to hit the U.S. market since
the 72 million baby boomers, who are their parents.
Having grown up in an even more media-saturated,
brand-conscious world than their parents did, they
respond to advertising differently and prefer to
encounter marketing messages in different places or
from different sources.

Marketers recognize that to penetrate the skepti-
cism and capture the attention of the Gen Ys they have
to bring their messages to these people in a different
way. To do so, many companies are turning to a stealth-
type strategy known as buzz marketing, whereby
brand come-ons become part of popular culture and
consumers themselves are lured into spreading the
message. Marketers are turning their brands into care-
fully guarded secrets that are revealed to only a few
people in each community. Each carefully cultivated
recipient of the brand message becomes a powerful
carrier, spreading the word to yet more carriers, who
tell a few more, and so on. The goal of the marketer is
to identify the trendsetters in each community and
push them into talking up the brand to their friends
and admirers. As the senior vice president at Bates
U.S.A., who developed a buzz campaign for Lucky
Strike cigarettes, notes, “Ultimately, the brand bene-
fits because an accepted member of the social circle
will always be far more credible than any communica-
tion that could come directly from the brand.”

A number of marketers have used buzz marketing
successfully. Rather than blitzing the airways with 30-
second commercials for its new Focus subcompact,
Ford Motor Company recruited 120 trendsetters in five
key markets and gave them each a Focus to drive for
six months. According to Ford’s marketing communi-
cations manager, who planned and implemented the
program, “We weren’t looking for celebrities. We were
looking for the assistants to celebrities, party plan-
ners, disc jockeys—the people who really seemed to
influence what was cool.” The recruits’ duties were
simply to be seen with the car, to hand out Focus-
themed trinkets to anyone who expressed an interest

in the car, and to keep a record of where they took the
car. The program helped Ford get the Focus off to a
brisk start, selling 286,166 units in its first full year.

Vespa motor scooter importer Piagio U.S.A. hired a
group of attractive models to find the right cafes in
and around Los Angeles and to interact with people
over a cup of coffee or iced latte and generate buzz for
the European bikes.

Even ad agencies that are heavily invested in tradi-
tional brand-building techniques acknowledge that
buzz marketing has become a phenomenon. Malcolm
Gladwell’s book The Tipping Point: How Little Things
Can Make a Big Difference—which describes how a
small number of consumers can ignite a trend, if
they’re the right ones—has become must reading
among ad agency personnel. The chairperson and CEO
of Grey Global Group notes, “Everybody has read The
Tipping Point and is trying to figure out the under-
ground streams to reach consumers. Everybody is
experimenting with it.” For example, Reebok conducted
more than 1,000 interviews to identify young Canadian
women who were trendsetters among their peers. The
company then gave 90 of these women a pair of $150 U-
Shuffle DMX cross-trainers to get the funky shoes on
the feet of these urban trendsetters. The product seed-
ing campaign helped make the product-line launch one
of the most successful in the company’s history.

Some experts note that the growing popularity of
buzz marketing could well spell its downfall. If everyone
does it, it will no longer be buzz; it will simply be obscure
and annoying advertising. And when consumers recog-
nize that every company is trying to create a buzz for its
brand, they are likely to be turned off to the technique.
By then, of course, marketers will have found another
stealth way to deliver their sales messages.

Sources: Garry Khermouch and Jeff Green, “Buzz Marketing,” Busi-

nessWeek, July 30, 2001, pp. 50–56; “Firms Reap Fruits of Product
Seeding,” The Montreal Gazette, Sept. 11, 2001, p. D6.
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direct-marketing methods such as telemarketing, direct mail, and direct-response
advertising, rather than relying on mass media. Advocates of the approach argue that
database marketing is critical to the development and practice of effective IMC.22

• Demands for greater accountability from advertising agencies and changes in the
way agencies are compensated. Many companies are moving toward incentive-based
systems whereby compensation of their ad agencies is based, at least in part, on
objective measures such as sales, market share, and profitability. Demands for
accountability are motivating many agencies to consider a variety of communication
tools and less expensive alternatives to mass-media advertising.

• The rapid growth of the Internet, which is changing the very nature of how compa-
nies do business and the ways they communicate and interact with consumers. The
Internet revolution is well under way, and the Internet audience is growing rapidly.
The Internet is an interactive medium that is becoming an integral part of communica-
tion strategy, and even business strategy, for many companies.

This marketing revolution is affecting everyone involved in the marketing and pro-
motional process. Companies are recognizing that they must change the ways they
market and promote their products and services. They can no longer be tied to a spe-
cific communication tool (such as media advertising); rather, they should use whatever
contact methods offer the best way of delivering the message to their target audiences.
Ad agencies continue to reposition themselves as offering more than just advertising
expertise; they strive to convince their clients that they can manage all or any part of
clients’ integrated communications needs. Most agencies recognize that their future
success depends on their ability to understand all areas of promotion and help their
clients develop and implement integrated marketing communications programs.

The Role of IMC in Branding
One of the major reasons for the growing importance of integrated marketing commu-
nications over the past decade is that it plays a major role in the process of developing
and sustaining brand identity and equity. As branding expert Kevin Keller notes,
“Building and properly managing brand equity has become a priority for companies of
all sizes, in all types of industries, in all types of markets.”23 With more and more
products and services competing for consideration by customers who have less and
less time to make choices, well-known brands have a major competitive advantage in
today’s marketplace. Building and maintaining brand identity and equity require the
creation of well-known brands that have favorable, strong, and unique associations in
the mind of the consumer.24 IMC Perspective 1-2 discusses the important role that
branding now plays in the marketing process.

Brand identity is a combination of many factors, including the name, logo, symbols,
design, packaging, and performance of a product or service as well as the image or type
of associations that comes to mind when consumers think about a brand. It encompasses
the entire spectrum of consumers’ awareness, knowledge, and image of the brand as
well as the company behind it. It is the sum of all points of encounter or contact that
consumers have with the brand, and it extends beyond the experience or outcome of
using it. These contacts can also result from various forms of integrated marketing com-
munications activities used by a company, including mass-media advertising, sales pro-
motion offers, sponsorship activities at sporting or entertainment events, websites on the
Internet, and direct-mail pieces such as letters, brochures, catalogs, or videos. Con-
sumers can also have contact with or receive information about a brand in stores at the
point of sale; through articles or stories they see, hear, or read in the media; or through
interactions with a company representative, such as a salesperson. 

Marketers recognize that in the modern world of marketing there are many different
opportunities and methods for contacting current and prospective customers to 
provide them with information about a company and/or brands. The challenge is to
understand how to use the various IMC tools to make such contacts and deliver the
branding message effectively and efficiently. A successful IMC program requires that
marketers find the right combination of communication tools and techniques, define
their role and the extent to which they can or should be used, and coordinate their use. To
accomplish this, the persons responsible for the company’s communication efforts must
have an understanding of the IMC tools that are available and the ways they can be used. 
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 1-2

The Power of Brands
Consider for a moment what consumers’ reactions
would be to a pair of running or basketball shoes if the
Nike name or “swoosh” was taken off of them or to a
bottle of cola without the Coke or Pepsi name. Would a
Godiva chocolate by any other name taste as sweet? Do
plain blue jeans carry the same cachet as those bearing
the Diesel or Calvin Klein label? There was a time when
consumers were proudly declaring their independence
from the appeal of name-brand names by favoring the
more practical generics and private labels. However, in
today’s marketplace the appeal of brand names is
greater than ever, and marketers recognize that build-
ing and reinforcing the image of their brands is a key to
profitability and growth. Many companies now know
that brand equity is as important an asset as factories,
inventory, and cash because strong brands have the
power to command a premium price from consumers as
well as investors. The table below shows the world’s
most valuable brands as measured by Interbrand Corp.,
a leading brand consultancy company.

There are a number of reasons why brands are more
important than ever before. Consumers have a tremen-
dous number of choices available in nearly every prod-
uct and service category but have less and less time to
shop and make selections. Well-known and trusted
brand names are a touchstone for consumers and help
simplify their decision-making process. Branding guru
Larry Light notes that the key to all successful brands

is that they stand for something and are much more
than simply trademarks or logos. A brand is a promise
to the customer. As one executive has stated: “Con-
sumers don’t go shopping for a 24-valve, 6-cylinder,
200-horsepower, fuel-injected engine. They shop for a
Taurus, a Lexus, a BMW, a Jeep Cherokee, a Hummer,
whatever. They shop for well-known, trusted brands.”

Having a strong brand name and identity is also
important to companies competing in the global econ-
omy as they must reach customers far from their home
base. Companies such as Nokia, which is based in Fin-
land, or Samsung, which is headquartered in South
Korea, rely heavily on markets outside their home
countries to sell their cellular phones and other elec-
tronic products. A strong brand name is also important
for companies entering new markets or introducing
new products. For example, Boeing recently began its
first-ever corporate branding campaign as part of its
overall strategy to expand beyond the commercial-
aviation market and into new industries such as mili-
tary aircraft, rockets, satellites, and broadband
communications. Everything from Boeing’s logo to its
decision to relocate its corporate headquarters from
Seattle to Chicago has been devised with the Boeing
brand in mind.

While marketers recognize the importance of brand
building, many are finding it difficult to commit them-
selves to the effort as the global economy slows and
budgets tighten. Media sales staff, advertising agen-
cies, and other marketing communications specialists
have been doing their best to convince companies not
to cut back on their spending but, rather, to continue
to support their brands. They point to the last eco-
nomic downturn, in the early 1990s, during which 
private-label brands leaped to prominence when many
packaged-goods companies slashed their advertising
budgets. Today, while many companies are avoiding
the temptation to cut back on advertising and promo-
tion to help meet earnings forecasts, others have
shown less willingness to support their brands.
Experts note that these firms run the risk of losing
their pricing power and, more important, their connec-
tion with their customers. Moreover, they run the risk
of losing market share to well-funded competitors
that are eager to grab market share from weaker rivals.
As marketing professor Kevin Keller notes, “People
who starve their brands now will be paying in the
future.”

Sources: Gerry Khermouch, “The Best Global Brands,” Business-

Week, Aug. 5, 2002, pp. 92–94; Gerry Khermouch, “Why Advertising
Matters More than Ever,” BusinessWeek, Aug. 6, 2001, pp. 50–57;
Scott Ward, Larry Light, and Jonathon Goldstine, “What High-Tech
Managers Need to Know about Brands,” Harvard Business Review,

July–August, 1999, pp. 85–95.

The world’s 10 most valuable brands, 2002

2002 Brand Value 
Rank Brand (Billions)

1 Coca-Cola $69.6

2 Microsoft 64.1

3 IBM 51.2

4 GE 41.3

5 Intel 30.9

6 Nokia 30.0

7 Disney 29.3

8 McDonald’s 26.4

9 Marlboro 24.2

10 Mercedes 21.0

Source: Interbrand Corp., J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.
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Promotion has been defined as
the coordination of all seller-
initiated efforts to set up chan-

nels of information and persuasion in order to sell goods and services or promote an
idea.25 While implicit communication occurs through the various elements of the mar-
keting mix, most of an organization’s communications with the marketplace take place
as part of a carefully planned and controlled promotional program. The basic tools
used to accomplish an organization’s communication objectives are often referred to
as the promotional mix (Figure 1-1).

Traditionally the promotional mix has included four elements: advertising, sales
promotion, publicity/public relations, and personal selling. However, in this text we
view direct marketing as well as interactive media as major promotional-mix elements
that modern-day marketers use to communicate with their target markets. Each ele-
ment of the promotional mix is viewed as an integrated marketing communications
tool that plays a distinctive role in an IMC program. Each may take on a variety of
forms. And each has certain advantages.

Advertising
Advertising is defined as any paid form of nonpersonal communication about an orga-
nization, product, service, or idea by an identified sponsor.26 The paid aspect of this def-
inition reflects the fact that the space or time for an advertising message generally must
be bought. An occasional exception to this is the public service announcement (PSA),
whose advertising space or time is donated by the media.

The nonpersonal component means that advertising involves mass media (e.g., TV,
radio, magazines, newspapers) that can transmit a message to large groups of individ-
uals, often at the same time. The nonpersonal nature of advertising means that there is
generally no opportunity for immediate feedback from the message recipient (except
in direct-response advertising). Therefore, before the message is sent, the advertiser
must consider how the audience will interpret and respond to it.

Advertising is the best-known and most widely discussed form of promotion, prob-
ably because of its pervasiveness. It is also a very important promotional tool, particu-
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Advertising investments undeniably help build a brand. The American Advertising Federation reminds companies of
this through its Great Brands campaign. The parent companies of these brands gave unprecedented permission to
modify their logos for use in this campaign.

The Promotional Mix

Advertising
Interactive/

Internet
marketing

Sales
promotion

Direct
marketing

Publicity/
public

relations

Personal
selling

Figure 1-1 Elements of the promotional mix

The Promotional Mix: The Tools for IMC
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larly for companies whose products and services are targeted at mass consumer mar-
kets. More than 200 companies each spend over $100 million a year on advertising in
the United States. Figure 1-2 shows the advertising expenditures of the 25 leading
national advertisers in 2001.

There are several reasons why advertising is such an important part of many mar-
keters’ promotional mixes. First, it can be a very cost-effective method for communi-
cating with large audiences. For example, the average 30-second spot on the four
major networks during prime-time network television reaches nearly 10 million
households. The cost per thousand households reached is around $14.27

Advertising can be used to create brand images and symbolic appeals for a com-
pany or brand, a very important capability for companies selling products and services
that are difficult to differentiate on functional attributes. For example, since 1980
Absolut has used creative advertising to position its vodka as an upscale, fashionable,
sophisticated drink and differentiate it from other brands. The advertising strategy has
been to focus attention on two unique aspects of the product: the Absolut name and the
distinctive shape of the bottle (Exhibit 1-7). Most of the print ads used in this long-
running campaign are specifically tailored for the magazine or region where they
appear. The campaign, one of the most successful and recognizable in advertising his-
tory, has made the Absolut brand nearly synonymous with imported vodka. While all
other spirits sales have declined by more than 40 percent over the past 15 years, Abso-
lut sales have increased 10-fold and the various Absolut brands have a combined 70
percent market share.28

Figure 1-2 25 leading advertisers in the United States, 2001

Rank Advertiser Ad Spending (Millions)

1 General Motors Corp. $3,374.4

2 Procter & Gamble 2,540.6

3 Ford Motor Co. 2,408.2

4 PepsiCo 2,210.4

5 Pfizer 2,189.5

6 DaimlerChrysler 1,985.3

7 AOL Time Warner 1,885.3

8 Philip Morris Cos. 1,815.7

9 Walt Disney Co. 1,757.3

10 Johnson & Johnson 1,618.1

11 Unilever 1,483.6

12 Sears, Roebuck & Co. 1,480.1

13 Verizon Communications 1,461.6

14 Toyota Motor Corp. 1,399.1

15 AT&T Corp. 1,371.9

16 Sony Corp. 1,310.1

17 Viacom 1,282.8

18 McDonald’s Corp. 1,194.7

19 Diageo 1,180.8

20 Sprint Corp. 1,160.1

21 Merck & Co. 1,136.6

22 Honda Motor Co. 1,102.9

23 J.C. Penney Corp. 1,085.7

24 U.S. government 1,056.8

25 L’Oreal 1,040.7

Source: Advertising Age, June 24, 2002, p. S-2.
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Another advantage of advertising is its ability to strike a responsive chord with con-
sumers when differentiation across other elements of the marketing mix is difficult to
achieve. Popular advertising campaigns attract consumers’ attention and can help gen-
erate sales. These popular campaigns can also sometimes be leveraged into successful
integrated marketing communications programs. For example, Eveready used the pop-
ularity of its Energizer Bunny campaign to generate support from retailers in the form
of shelf space, promotional displays, and other merchandising activities (Exhibit 1-8).
Consumer promotions such as in-store displays, premium offers, and sweepstakes fea-
ture the pink bunny. Pictures of the Energizer Bunny appear on Energizer packages to
ensure brand identification and extend the campaign’s impact to the point of purchase.
Eveready has extended its integrated marketing efforts to include tie-ins with sports

marketing and sponsorships.
The nature and purpose of advertising differ from one industry to

another and/or across situations. The targets of an organization’s adver-
tising efforts often vary, as do advertising’s role and function in the mar-
keting program. One advertiser may seek to generate immediate response
or action from the customer; another may want to develop awareness or a
positive image for its product or service over a longer period. For exam-
ple, Exhibit 1-9 shows one of the ads from the popular “milk mustache”
campaign. The goal of this campaign, which began in 1995, has been to
change the image of milk and help reverse the decline in per-capita milk
consumption in the United States.

Marketers advertise to the consumer market with national and retail/
local advertising, which may stimulate primary or selective demand. For
business/professional markets, they use business-to-business, profes-
sional, and trade advertising. Figure 1-3 describes the most common
types of advertising.

Direct Marketing
One of the fastest-growing sectors of the U.S. economy is direct market-
ing, in which organizations communicate directly with target customers to
generate a response and/or a transaction. Traditionally, direct marketing
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Exhibit 1-7 Creative advertising has made
Absolut the most popular brand of imported
vodka in the United States

Exhibit 1-8 Eveready uses the popularity of
its pink bunny campaign to generate support
from retailers

Exhibit 1-9 The goals 
of the “milk mustache”
campaign are to change the
image of milk and increase
sales of the product
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National Advertising
Advertising done by large companies on a nationwide basis or in most 
regions of the country. Most of the ads for well-known companies and 
brands that are seen on prime-time TV or in other major national or 
regional media are examples of national advertising. The goals of national 
advertisers are to inform or remind consumers of the company or brand and 
its features, benefits, advantages, or uses and to create or reinforce its 
image so that consumers will be predisposed to purchase it.

Retail/Local Advertising
Advertising done by retailers or local merchants to encourage consumers to 
shop at a specific store, use a local service, or patronize a particular 
establishment. Retail or local advertising tends to emphasize specific 
patronage motives such as price, hours of operation, service, atmosphere, 
image, or merchandise assortment. Retailers are concerned with building 
store traffic, so their promotions often take the form of direct-action 
advertising designed to produce immediate store traffic and sales.

Primary- versus Selective-Demand Advertising
Primary-demand advertising is designed to stimulate demand for the 
general product class or entire industry. Selective-demand advertising 
focuses on creating demand for a specific company’s brands. Most 
advertising for products and services is concerned with stimulating selective 
demand and emphasizes reasons for purchasing a particular brand.

An advertiser might concentrate on stimulating primary demand when, 
for example, its brand dominates a market and will benefit the most from 
overall market growth. Primary-demand advertising is often used as part of 
a promotional strategy to help a new product gain market acceptance, since 
the challenge is to sell customers on the product concept as much as to sell 
a particular brand. Industry trade associations also try to stimulate primary 
demand for their members’ products, among them cotton, milk, orange 
juice, pork, and beef.

ADVERTISING TO CONSUMER MARKETS

Business-to-Business Advertising
Advertising targeted at individuals who buy or influence the purchase of 
industrial goods or services for their companies. Industrial goods are 
products that either become a physical part of another product (raw 
material or component parts), are used in manufacturing other goods 
(machinery), or are used to help a company conduct its business (e.g., office 
supplies, computers). Business services such as insurance, travel services, and 
health care are also included in this category.

Professional Advertising
Advertising targeted to professionals such as doctors, lawyers, dentists, 
engineers, or professors to encourage them to use a company’s product in 
their business operations. It might also be used to encourage professionals 
to recommend or specify the use of a company’s product by end-users.

Trade Advertising
Advertising targeted to marketing channel members such as wholesalers, 
distributors, and retailers. The goal is to encourage channel members to 
stock, promote, and resell the manufacturer’s branded products to their 
customers.

ADVERTISING TO BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL MARKETS

Figure 1-3 Classifications of advertising
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has not been considered an element of the promotional mix.
However, because it has become such an integral part of the
IMC program of many organizations and often involves sepa-
rate objectives, budgets, and strategies, we view direct market-
ing as a component of the promotional mix.

Direct marketing is much more than direct mail and mail-
order catalogs. It involves a variety of activities, including
database management, direct selling, telemarketing, and direct-
response ads through direct mail, the Internet, and various
broadcast and print media. Some companies, such as Tupper-
ware, Discovery Toys, and Amway, do not use any other distri-
bution channels, relying on independent contractors to sell
their products directly to consumers. Companies such as L.L.
Bean, Lands’ End, and J. Crew have been very successful in
using direct marketing to sell their clothing products. Dell
Computer and Gateway have experienced tremendous growth
in the computer industry by selling a full line of personal com-
puters through direct marketing.

One of the major tools of direct marketing is direct-
response advertising, whereby a product is promoted through
an ad that encourages the consumer to purchase directly from
the manufacturer. Traditionally, direct mail has been the pri-

mary medium for direct-response advertising, although television and magazines have
become increasingly important media. For example, Exhibit 1-10 shows a direct-
response ad for the Bose Corporation’s Acoustic Waveguide products. Direct-response
advertising and other forms of direct marketing have become very popular over the
past two decades, owing primarily to changing lifestyles, particularly the increase in
two-income households. This has meant more discretionary income but less time for
in-store shopping. The availability of credit cards and toll-free phone numbers has also
facilitated the purchase of products from direct-response ads. More recently, the rapid
growth of the Internet is fueling the growth of direct marketing. The convenience of
shopping through catalogs or on a company’s website and placing orders by mail, by
phone, or online has led the tremendous growth of direct marketing.

Direct-marketing tools and techniques are also being used by companies that dis-
tribute their products through traditional distribution channels or have their own sales
force. Direct marketing plays a big role in the integrated marketing communications
programs of consumer-product companies and business-to-business marketers. These
companies spend large amounts of money each year developing and maintaining data-
bases containing the addresses and/or phone numbers of present and prospective cus-
tomers. They use telemarketing to call customers directly and attempt to sell them
products and services or qualify them as sales leads. Marketers also send out direct-
mail pieces ranging from simple letters and flyers to detailed brochures, catalogs, and
videotapes to give potential customers information about their products or services.
Direct-marketing techniques are also used to distribute product samples or target users
of a competing brand.

Interactive/Internet Marketing
As the new millennium begins, we are experiencing perhaps the most dynamic and
revolutionary changes of any era in the history of marketing, as well as advertising and
promotion. These changes are being driven by advances in technology and develop-
ments that have led to dramatic growth of communication through interactive media,
particularly the Internet. Interactive media allow for a back-and-forth flow of infor-
mation whereby users can participate in and modify the form and content of the infor-
mation they receive in real time. Unlike traditional forms of marketing
communications such as advertising, which are one-way in nature, the new media
allow users to perform a variety of functions such as receive and alter information and
images, make inquiries, respond to questions, and, of course, make purchases. In addi-
tion to the Internet, other forms of interactive media include CD-ROMs, kiosks, and
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Exhibit 1-10 The Bose
Corporation uses direct-
response advertising to
promote its audio products
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interactive television. However, the interac-
tive medium that is having the greatest impact
on marketing is the Internet, especially
through the component known as the World
Wide Web. 

While the Internet is changing the ways
companies design and implement their entire
business and marketing strategies, it is also
affecting their marketing communications pro-
grams. Thousands of companies, ranging from
large multinational corporations to small local
firms, have developed websites to promote
their products and services, by providing cur-
rent and potential customers with information,
as well as to entertain and interact with con-
sumers. Perhaps the most prevalent perspec-
tive on the Internet is that it is an advertising
medium, as many marketers advertise their
products and services on the websites of other
companies and/or organizations. Actually, the Internet is a medium that can be used to
execute all the elements of the promotional mix. In addition to advertising on the Web,
marketers offer sales promotion incentives such as coupons, contests, and sweepstakes
online, and they use the Internet to conduct direct marketing, personal selling, and pub-
lic relations activities more effectively and efficiently. For example, Exhibit 1-11 shows
a page from the Web site for Lands’ End which informs consumers how they can get
personalized service when they shop online.

While the Internet is a promotional medium, it can also be viewed as a marketing
communications tool in its own right. Because of its interactive nature, it is a very
effective way of communicating with customers. Many companies recognize the
advantages of communicating via the Internet and are developing Web strategies and
hiring interactive agencies specifically to develop their websites and make them part
of their integrated marketing communications program. However, companies that are
using the Internet effectively are integrating their Web strategies with other aspects of
their IMC programs. 

An excellent example of this is the award-winning “Whatever” campaign devel-
oped by Nike and its advertising agency, Weiden & Kennedy, to introduce the 
Air Cross Trainer II shoes. The ads featured star athletes such as sprinter Marion Jones
in dramatic situations, and as each spot ended, the words “Continue at
Whatever.Nike.com” appeared on the screen (Exhibit 1-12). When viewers visited the
site, they could select from six or seven possible endings to the commercial, read
information on the sports and athletes featured in the ads, or purchase the shoes. The
integrated campaign was very effective in driving traffic to
both Nike’s main website and the whatever.nike.com site
created specifically for the campaign. The “Whatever” cam-
paign was also very effective in terms of sales as it helped
make the Air Cross Trainer II Nike’s best-selling shoe soon
after the ads debuted.29

Sales Promotion
The next variable in the promotional mix is sales promotion,
which is generally defined as those marketing activities that
provide extra value or incentives to the sales force, the distrib-
utors, or the ultimate consumer and can stimulate immediate
sales. Sales promotion is generally broken into two major cat-
egories: consumer-oriented and trade-oriented activities.

Consumer-oriented sales promotion is targeted to the
ultimate user of a product or service and includes coupon-
ing, sampling, premiums, rebates, contests, sweepstakes,

Exhibit 1-11 Lands’ End
uses its website as part of its
direct-marketing efforts

Exhibit 1-12 Nike’s
“Whatever” campaign
creatively integrated the
use of television advertising
and the Internet
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and various point-of-purchase materials (Exhibit 1-13). These promotional tools
encourage consumers to make an immediate purchase and thus can stimulate short-
term sales. Trade-oriented sales promotion is targeted toward marketing intermedi-
aries such as wholesalers, distributors, and retailers. Promotional and merchandising
allowances, price deals, sales contests, and trade shows are some of the promotional
tools used to encourage the trade to stock and promote a company’s products.

Among many consumer packaged-goods companies, sales promotion is often 60 to
70 percent of the promotional budget.30 In recent years many companies have shifted
the emphasis of their promotional strategy from advertising to sales promotion. Rea-
sons for the increased emphasis on sales promotion include declining brand loyalty
and increased consumer sensitivity to promotional deals. Another major reason is that
retailers have become larger and more powerful and are demanding more trade pro-
motion support from companies.

Promotion and sales promotion are two terms that often create confusion in the
advertising and marketing fields. As noted, promotion is an element of marketing by
which firms communicate with their customers; it includes all the promotional-mix ele-
ments we have just discussed. However, many marketing and advertising practitioners
use the term more narrowly to refer to sales promotion activities to either consumers or
the trade (retailers, wholesalers). In this book, promotion is used in the broader sense to
refer to the various marketing communications activities of an organization.

Publicity/Public Relations
Another important component of an organization’s promotional mix is publicity/
public relations.

Publicity Publicity refers to nonpersonal communications regarding an organiza-
tion, product, service, or idea not directly paid for or run under identified sponsorship. It
usually comes in the form of a news story, editorial, or announcement about an organiza-
tion and/or its products and services. Like advertising, publicity involves nonpersonal
communication to a mass audience, but unlike advertising, publicity is not directly paid
for by the company. The company or organization attempts to get the media to cover or
run a favorable story on a product, service, cause, or event to affect awareness, knowl-
edge, opinions, and/or behavior. Techniques used to gain publicity include news
releases, press conferences, feature articles, photographs, films, and videotapes.

An advantage of publicity over other forms of promotion is its credibility. Con-
sumers generally tend to be less skeptical toward favorable information about a prod-
uct or service when it comes from a source they perceive as unbiased. For example,
the success (or failure) of a new movie is often determined by the reviews it receives
from film critics, who are viewed by many moviegoers as objective evaluators.
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Exhibit 1-13 Coupons are
a popular consumer-
oriented sales promotion
tool
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Another advantage of publicity is its low cost, since the company is not paying for
time or space in a mass medium such as TV, radio, or newspapers. While an organiza-
tion may incur some costs in developing publicity items or maintaining a staff to do
so, these expenses will be far less than those for the other promotional programs.

Publicity is not always under the control of an organization and is sometimes unfavor-
able. Negative stories about a company and/or its products can be very damaging. For
example, a few years ago negative stories about abdominal exercise machines appeared
on ABC’s “20/20” and NBC’s “Dateline” newsmagazine TV shows. Before these stories
aired, more than $3 million worth of the machines were being sold each week, primarily
through infomercials. After the negative stories aired, sales of the machines dropped
immediately; within a few months the product category was all but dead.31

Public Relations It is important to recognize the distinction between publicity
and public relations. When an organization systematically plans and distributes infor-
mation in an attempt to control and manage its image and the nature of the publicity it
receives, it is really engaging in a function known as public relations. Public relations
is defined as “the management function which evaluates public attitudes, identifies the
policies and procedures of an individual or organization with the public interest, and
executes a program of action to earn public understanding and acceptance.”32 Public
relations generally has a broader objective than publicity, as its purpose is to establish
and maintain a positive image of the company among its various publics.

Public relations uses publicity and a variety of other tools—including special publi-
cations, participation in community activities, fund-raising, sponsorship of special
events, and various public affairs activities—to enhance an organization’s image. Orga-
nizations also use advertising as a public relations tool. For example, in Exhibit 1-14 a
corporate ad for DuPont shows how the company uses science to make life better.

Traditionally, publicity and public relations have been considered more supportive
than primary to the marketing and promotional process. However, many firms have
begun making PR an integral part of their predetermined marketing and promotional
strategies. PR firms are increasingly touting public relations as a communications tool
that can take over many of the functions of conventional advertising and marketing.33

Personal Selling
The final element of an organization’s promotional mix is personal selling, a form of
person-to-person communication in which a seller attempts to assist and/or persuade
prospective buyers to purchase the company’s product or service or to act on an idea.
Unlike advertising, personal selling involves direct contact between buyer and seller,
either face-to-face or through some form of telecommunications such as telephone
sales. This interaction gives the marketer communication flexibility; the seller can see
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Exhibit 1-14 Advertising
is often used to enhance
companies’ corporate
images
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or hear the potential buyer’s reactions and modify the message accordingly. The per-
sonal, individualized communication in personal selling allows the seller to tailor the
message to the customer’s specific needs or situation.

Personal selling also involves more immediate and precise feedback because the
impact of the sales presentation can generally be assessed from the customer’s reac-
tions. If the feedback is unfavorable, the salesperson can modify the message. Per-
sonal selling efforts can also be targeted to specific markets and customer types that
are the best prospects for the company’s product or service.
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In developing an integrated marketing communications
strategy, a company combines the promotional-mix ele-
ments, balancing the strengths and weaknesses of each, to

produce an effective promotional campaign. Promotional management involves coor-
dinating the promotional-mix elements to develop a controlled, integrated program of
effective marketing communications. The marketer must consider which promotional
tools to use and how to combine them to achieve its marketing and promotional objec-
tives. Companies also face the task of distributing the total promotional budget across
the promotional-mix elements. What percentage of the budget should they allocate to
advertising, sales promotion, the Internet, direct marketing, and personal selling?

Companies consider many factors in developing their IMC programs, including
the type of product, the target market, the buyer’s decision process, the stage of the
product life cycle, and the channels of distribution. Companies selling consumer
products and services generally rely on advertising through mass media to communi-
cate with ultimate consumers. Business-to-business marketers, who generally sell
expensive, risky, and often complex products and services, more often use personal
selling. Business-to-business marketers such as Honeywell do use advertising to per-
form important functions such as building awareness of the company and its prod-
ucts, generating leads for the sales force, and reassuring customers about the
purchase they have made (see Exhibit 1-15).

Conversely, personal selling also plays an im-
portant role in consumer-product marketing. A
consumer-goods company retains a sales force to call
on marketing intermediaries (wholesalers and retail-
ers) that distribute the product or service to the final
consumer. While the company sales reps do not com-
municate with the ultimate consumer, they make an
important contribution to the marketing effort by
gaining new distribution outlets for the company’s
product, securing shelf position and space for the
brand, informing retailers about advertising and pro-
motion efforts to users, and encouraging dealers to
merchandise and promote the brand at the local mar-
ket level.

Advertising and personal-selling efforts vary
depending on the type of market being sought, and
even firms in the same industry may differ in the allo-
cation of their promotional efforts. For example, in the
cosmetics industry, Avon and Mary Kay Cosmetics
concentrate on direct selling, whereas Revlon and
Max Factor rely heavily on consumer advertising.
Firms also differ in the relative emphasis they place on
advertising and sales promotion. Companies selling
high-quality brands use advertising to convince con-
sumers of their superiority, justify their higher prices,
and maintain their image. Brands of lower quality, or
those that are hard to differentiate, often compete
more on a price or “value for the money” basis and
may rely more on sales promotion to the trade and/or
to consumers.

Promotional Management

Exhibit 1-15 Business-to-
business marketers such as
Honeywell use advertising
to build awareness
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The marketing communications program of an organization is generally developed
with a specific purpose in mind and is the end product of a detailed marketing and pro-
motional planning process. We will now look at a model of the promotional planning
process that shows the sequence of decisions made in developing and implementing
the IMC program.

As with any business function, planning plays a fundamen-
tal role in the development and implementation of an effec-
tive promotional program. The individuals involved in
promotion design a promotional plan that provides the framework for developing,
implementing, and controlling the organization’s integrated marketing communica-
tions programs and activities. Promotional planners must decide on the role and func-
tion of the specific elements of the promotional mix, develop strategies for each
element, and implement the plan. Promotion is but one part of, and must be integrated
into, the overall marketing plan and program.

A model of the IMC planning process is shown in Figure 1-4. The remainder of this
chapter presents a brief overview of the various steps involved in this process.

Review of the Marketing Plan
The first step in the IMC planning process is to review the marketing plan and objec-
tives. Before developing a promotional plan, marketers must understand where the
company (or the brand) has been, its current position in the market, where it intends to
go, and how it plans to get there. Most of this information should be contained in the
marketing plan, a written document that describes the overall marketing strategy and
programs developed for an organization, a particular product line, or a brand. Market-
ing plans can take several forms but generally include five basic elements:

1. A detailed situation analysis that consists of an internal marketing audit and review
and an external analysis of the market competition and environmental factors.

2. Specific marketing objectives that provide direction, a time frame for marketing
activities, and a mechanism for measuring performance.

3. A marketing strategy and program that include selection of target market(s) and
decisions and plans for the four elements of the marketing mix.

4. A program for implementing the marketing strategy, including determining specific
tasks to be performed and responsibilities.

5. A process for monitoring and evaluating performance and providing feedback so
that proper control can be maintained and any necessary changes can be made in
the overall marketing strategy or tactics.

For most firms, the promotional plan is an integral part of the marketing strategy.
Thus, the promotional planners must know the roles advertising and other
promotional-mix elements will play in the overall marketing program. The promo-
tional plan is developed similarly to the marketing plan and often uses its detailed
information. Promotional planners focus on information in the marketing plan that is
relevant to the promotional strategy.

Promotional Program Situation Analysis
After the overall marketing plan is reviewed, the next step in developing a promo-
tional plan is to conduct the situation analysis. In the IMC program, the situation
analysis focuses on the factors that influence or are relevant to the development of a
promotional strategy. Like the overall marketing situation analysis, the promotional
program situation analysis includes both an internal and an external analysis.

Internal Analysis The internal analysis assesses relevant areas involving the
product/service offering and the firm itself. The capabilities of the firm and its ability
to develop and implement a successful promotional program, the organization of the
promotional department, and the successes and failures of past programs should be
reviewed. The analysis should study the relative advantages and disadvantages of

The IMC Planning Process
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Monitor, evaluate, and control integrated marketing communications program

Figure 1-4 An integrated marketing communications planning model
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Review of Marketing Plan
Examine overall marketing plan and objectives
Role of advertising and promotion
Competitive analysis
Assess environmental influences

Analysis of Communications Process
Analyze receiver’s response processes
Analyze source, message, channel factors
Establish communications goals and objectives

Budget Determination
Set tentative marketing communications budget
Allocate tentative budget

Monitor, Evaluate, and Control Integrated Marketing Communications Program
Evaluate promotional program results/effectiveness
Take measures to control and adjust promotional strategies

Integrate and Implement Marketing Communications Strategies
Integrate promotional-mix strategies
Create and produce ads
Purchase media time, space, etc.
Design and implement direct-marketing programs
Design and distribute sales promotion materials
Design and implement public relations/publicity programs
Design and implement interactive/Internet marketing programs

Develop Integrated Marketing Communications Program
Advertising

Set advertising objectives
Determine advertising budget
Develop advertising message
Develop advertising media strategy

Direct marketing
Set direct-marketing objectives
Determine direct-marketing budget
Develop direct-marketing message
Develop direct-marketing media

strategy
Interactive/Internet marketing

Set interactive/Internet marketing
objectives

Determine interactive/Internet
marketing budget

Develop interactive/Internet message
Develop interactive/Internet media

strategy

Analysis of Promotional Program Situation 
Internal analysis                                          External analysis

Promotional department Consumer behavior analysis
organization Market segmentation and target

Firm’s ability to implement marketing
promotional program Market positioning

Agency evaluation and selection
Review of previous program

results

Sales promotion
Set sales promotion objectives
Determine sales promotion budget
Determine sales promotion tools

and develop messages
Develop sales promotion media

strategy
Public relations/publicity

Set PR/publicity objectives
Determine PR/publicity budget
Develop PR/publicity messages
Develop PR/publicity media strategy

Personal selling
Set personal-selling and sales 

objectives
Determine personal-selling/sales

budget
Develop sales message
Develop selling roles and

responsibilities
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performing the promotional functions in-
house as opposed to hiring an external
agency (or agencies). For example, the inter-
nal analysis may indicate the firm is not capa-
ble of planning, implementing, and managing
certain areas of the promotional program. If
this is the case, it would be wise to look for
assistance from an advertising agency or
some other promotional facilitator. If the
organization is already using an ad agency,
the focus will be on the quality of the
agency’s work and the results achieved by
past and/or current campaigns.

In this text we will examine the functions
ad agencies perform for their clients, the
agency selection process, compensation, and
considerations in evaluating agency perfor-
mance. We will also discuss the role and func-
tion of other promotional facilitators such as
sales promotion firms, direct-marketing com-

panies, public relations agencies, and marketing and media research firms.
Another aspect of the internal analysis is assessing the strengths and weaknesses of

the firm or the brand from an image perspective. Often the image a firm brings to the
market will have a significant impact on the way the firm can advertise and promote
itself as well as its various products and services. Companies or brands that are new to
the market or those for whom perceptions are negative may have to concentrate on their
images, not just the benefits or attributes of the specific product or service. On the other
hand, a firm with a strong reputation and/or image is already a step ahead when it
comes to marketing its products or services. For example, a nationwide survey found
that the companies with the best overall reputations among American consumers
include Johnson & Johnson, Coca-Cola, Hewlett-Packard, Intel, Ben & Jerry’s, and
Wal-Mart.34 Wal-Mart was rated very high in the area of social responsibility, which
involves perceptions of the company as a good citizen in its dealings with communities,
employees, and the environment. Wal-Mart enhances its image as a socially responsible
company by supporting various causes at both local and national levels (Exhibit 1-16).

The internal analysis also assesses the relative strengths and weaknesses of the
product or service; its advantages and disadvantages; any unique selling points or ben-
efits it may have; its packaging, price, and design; and so on. This information is par-
ticularly important to the creative personnel who must develop the advertising
message for the brand.

Figure 1-5 is a checklist of some of the areas one might consider when performing
analyses for promotional planning purposes. Addressing internal areas may require
information the company does not have available internally and must gather as part of
the external analysis.

External Analysis The external analysis focuses on factors such as characteris-
tics of the firm’s customers, market segments, positioning strategies, and competitors,
as shown in Figure 1-5. An important part of the external analysis is a detailed consid-
eration of customers’ characteristics and buying patterns, their decision processes, and
factors influencing their purchase decisions. Attention must also be given to con-
sumers’ perceptions and attitudes, lifestyles, and criteria for making purchase deci-
sions. Often, marketing research studies are needed to answer some of these questions.

A key element of the external analysis is an assessment of the market. The attrac-
tiveness of various market segments must be evaluated and the segments to target
must be identified. Once the target markets are chosen, the emphasis will be on deter-
mining how the product should be positioned. What image or place should it have in
consumers’ minds?

This part of the promotional program situation analysis also includes an in-depth
examination of both direct and indirect competitors. While competitors were analyzed
in the overall marketing situation analysis, even more attention is devoted to promo-
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Exhibit 1-16 Wal-Mart
has a very strong image and
reputation as a socially
responsible company
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Figure 1-5 Areas covered in the situation analysis

Internal Factors

Assessment of Firm’s Promotional Organization
and Capabilities

Organization of promotional department

Capability of firm to develop and execute promotional
programs

Determination of role and function of ad agency and
other promotional facilitators

Review of Firm’s Previous Promotional Programs
and Results

Review previous promotional objectives

Review previous promotional budgets and allocations

Review previous promotional-mix strategies and
programs

Review results of previous promotional programs

Assessment of Firm or Brand Image and
Implications for Promotion

Assessment of Relative Strengths and Weaknesses
of Product or Service

What are the strengths and weaknesses of product or
service?

What are its key benefits?

Does it have any unique selling points?

Assessment of packaging, labeling, and brand image

How does our product or service compare with 
competition?

External Factors

Customer Analysis

Who buys our product or service?

Who makes the decision to buy the product?

Who influences the decision to buy the product?

How is the purchase decision made? Who assumes what role?

What does the customer buy? What needs must be satisfied?

Why do customers buy a particular brand?

Where do they go or look to buy the product or service?

When do they buy? Any seasonality factors?

What are customers’ attitudes toward our product or service?

What social factors might influence the purchase decision?

Do the customers’ lifestyles influence their decisions?

How is our product or service perceived by customers?

How do demographic factors influence the purchase decision?

Competitive Analysis

Who are our direct and indirect competitors?

What key benefits and positioning are used by our competitors?

What is our position relative to the competition?

How big are competitors’ ad budgets?

What message and media strategies are competitors using?

Environmental Analysis

Are there any current trends or developments that might affect
the promotional program?

tional aspects at this phase. Focus is on the firm’s primary competitors: their specific
strengths and weaknesses; their segmentation, targeting, and positioning strategies; and
the promotional strategies they employ. The size and allocation of their promotional
budgets, their media strategies, and the messages they are sending to the marketplace
should all be considered.

The external phase also includes an analysis of the marketing environment and cur-
rent trends or developments that might affect the promotional program. IMC Perspec-
tive 1-3 discusses how marketers responded to the marketing environment that
emerged after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2002.

Analysis of the Communications Process
This stage of the promotional planning process examines how the company can effec-
tively communicate with consumers in its target markets. The promotional planner
must think about the process consumers will go through in responding to marketing
communications. The response process for products or services for which consumer
decision making is characterized by a high level of interest is often different from that
for low-involvement or routine purchase decisions. These differences will influence
the promotional strategy.

Communication decisions regarding the use of various source, message, and chan-
nel factors must also be considered. The promotional planner should recognize the dif-
ferent effects various types of advertising messages might have on consumers and
whether they are appropriate for the product or brand. Issues such as whether a
celebrity spokesperson should be used and at what cost may also be studied. Prelimi-
nary discussion of media-mix options (print, TV, radio, newspaper, direct marketing)
and their cost implications might also occur at this stage.
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 1-3

Marketers Respond to 9/11
Marketers often have to deal with events that have a sig-
nificant impact on the economy as well as the psyche of
the consumer. However, the tragedy created by the hor-
rific events of September 11, 2001, caused an environ-
ment unlike anything most businesspeople have ever
experienced. The aftershocks of the terrorist attacks
rippled through nearly every sector of the U.S. economy,
with certain industries, such as travel, tourism, media,
and entertainment, being particularly hard hit.

After the attacks, the major television networks,
including CBS, NBC, ABC, and Fox, went commercial-free
for several days, an approach costing them a combined
$35 to $40 million a day in lost revenue. Adding in cable
news networks and local stations, the television indus-
try’s cost for covering the attacks and their immediate
aftermath was more than $700 million in canceled
advertising. The major broadcast and cable news opera-
tions face growing expenses to cover the war on terror-
ism, including the costs of creating new bureaus
abroad, improving technology, and widening coverage.

The terrorist attacks also have had a significant
impact on the advertising industry and created major
problems for ad agencies as well as media companies,
both of which were already reeling from the soft econ-
omy and dot-com bust that resulted in lower advertis-
ing spending. Advertising agencies and their clients
have had to determine how to appeal to consumers fac-
ing economic uncertainty, rethinking their priorities,
and feeling anxious about their safety. Marketing
after a tragedy is always a tricky business and was
even more so because of the scale of the September 11
events. Marketers who alluded to the tragedy risked
alienating consumers who might think they were try-
ing to capitalize on it, while those who ignored it ran
the risk of seeming insensitive and out of touch.

Consumers emitted mixed signals regarding their
feelings about the terrorist attacks. Researchers
found a resurgence of patriotism, a renewed desire to
connect with family and friends, and a strengthened
belief in old-fashioned values such as community ser-
vice and charity. In a survey conducted six months
after the attacks, 80 percent of the consumer respon-
dents indicated that 9/11 was still affecting their pro-
fessional and personal lives. Though their lives were
returning to normal and few people radically modified
their day-to-day activities, changes included keeping
cell phones handy, installing more locks, watching
more 24-hour news channels, and looking more for
products that were made in the United States.

Some marketers decided that the best way to
respond to the new times was with messages offering

appeals to patriotism, the promise of escape, or tribute
to those who died or were involved with the tragedy. One
of the most popular commercials during the 2002 Super
Bowl was an Anheuser Busch spot featuring stately
Clydesdales trotting across serene snowy landscapes
and over the Brooklyn Bridge to pause before the Man-
hattan skyline and bow in tribute to New York City. Not
surprisingly, New York City firefighters and police offi-
cers became popular advertising spokespersons.

The U.S. government used the public’s outrage over
the terrorist attacks as part of its efforts to fight drug
abuse. The White House Office of National Drug Con-
trol Policy developed an advertising campaign sug-
gesting that illegal drug sales have become a major
means of raising money for terrorism. The idea behind
the campaign is that people will be less likely to use
drugs if they understand that by using them they may
be supporting terrorism.

Marketers have now had time to reflect on how they
responded to the nation’s worst terrorist tragedy and
how their marketing communications during the
chaotic months after the attacks were received by con-
sumers. Appeals to patriotism were unwelcome if they
were seen as attempts to cash in on the tragedy. How-
ever, companies whose advertising programs were
already identified with patriotism, the flag, and other
U.S. symbols and those whose marketing efforts were
tied to charitable donations destined to help the recov-
ery effort were perceived favorably.

Sources: Steve Jarvis, “Red, White and the Blues,” Marketing News,

May 27, 2002, pp. 1, 9; Hillary Chura, “The New Normal,” Advertising

Age, Mar. 11, 2002, pp. 1, 4; Gwendolyn Bounds, “Marketers Tread
Precarious Terrain,” The Wall Street Journal, Feb. 5, 2002, pp. B1, 4;
Jon E. Hilsenrath, “Terror’s Toll on the Economy,” The Wall Street

Journal, Oct. 9, 2002, pp. B1, 4.
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An important part of this stage of the promotional planning process is establishing
communication goals and objectives. In this text, we stress the importance of distin-
guishing between communication and marketing objectives. Marketing objectives
refer to what is to be accomplished by the overall marketing program. They are often
stated in terms of sales, market share, or profitability.

Communication objectives refer to what the firm seeks to accomplish with its
promotional program. They are often stated in terms of the nature of the message to
be communicated or what specific communication effects are to be achieved. Com-
munication objectives may include creating awareness or knowledge about a product
and its attributes or benefits; creating an image; or developing favorable attitudes,
preferences, or purchase intentions. Communication objectives should be the guiding
force for development of the overall marketing communications strategy and of
objectives for each promotional-mix area.

Budget Determination
After the communication objectives are determined, attention turns to the promotional
budget. Two basic questions are asked at this point: What will the promotional pro-
gram cost? How will the money be allocated? Ideally, the amount a firm needs to
spend on promotion should be determined by what must be done to accomplish its
communication objectives. In reality, promotional budgets are often determined using
a more simplistic approach, such as how much money is available or a percentage of a
company’s or brand’s sales revenue. At this stage, the budget is often tentative. It may
not be finalized until specific promotional-mix strategies are developed.

Developing the Integrated Marketing 
Communications Program
Developing the IMC program is generally the most involved and detailed step of the
promotional planning process. As discussed earlier, each promotional-mix element
has certain advantages and limitations. At this stage of the planning process, decisions
have to be made regarding the role and importance of each element and their coordina-
tion with one another. As Figure 1-4 shows, each promotional-mix element has its own
set of objectives and a budget and strategy for meeting them. Decisions must be made
and activities performed to implement the promotional programs. Procedures must be
developed for evaluating performance and making any necessary changes.

For example, the advertising program will have its own set of objectives, usually
involving the communication of some message or appeal to a target audience. A bud-
get will be determined, providing the advertising manager and the agency with some
idea of how much money is available for developing the ad campaign and purchasing
media to disseminate the ad message.

Two important aspects of the advertising program are development of the message
and the media strategy. Message development, often referred to as creative strategy,
involves determining the basic appeal and message the advertiser wishes to convey to
the target audience. This process, along with the ads that result, is to many students the
most fascinating aspect of promotion. Media strategy involves determining which
communication channels will be used to deliver the advertising message to the target
audience. Decisions must be made regarding which types of media will be used (e.g.,
newspapers, magazines, radio, TV, billboards) as well as specific media selections
(e.g., a particular magazine or TV program). This task requires careful evaluation of
the media options’ advantages and limitations, costs, and ability to deliver the message
effectively to the target market.

Once the message and media strategies have been determined, steps must be taken
to implement them. Most large companies hire advertising agencies to plan and pro-
duce their messages and to evaluate and purchase the media that will carry their ads.
However, most agencies work very closely with their clients as they develop the ads
and select media, because it is the advertiser that ultimately approves (and pays for)
the creative work and media plan.

A similar process takes place for the other elements of the IMC program as objectives
are set, an overall strategy is developed, message and media strategies are determined,
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and steps are taken to implement them. While the marketer’s advertising agencies may
be used to perform some of the other IMC functions, they may also hire other communi-
cation specialists such as direct-marketing and interactive and/or sales promotion agen-
cies, as well as public relations firms.

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Control
The final stage of the promotional planning process is monitoring, evaluating, and
controlling the promotional program. It is important to determine how well the promo-
tional program is meeting communications objectives and helping the firm accomplish
its overall marketing goals and objectives. The promotional planner wants to know not
only how well the promotional program is doing but also why. For example, problems
with the advertising program may lie in the nature of the message or in a media plan
that does not reach the target market effectively. The manager must know the reasons
for the results in order to take the right steps to correct the program.

This final stage of the process is designed to provide managers with continual feed-
back concerning the effectiveness of the promotional program, which in turn can be
used as input into the planning process. As Figure 1-3 shows, information on the
results achieved by the promotional program is used in subsequent promotional plan-
ning and strategy development.
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Traditional approaches to teaching advertising, pro-
motional strategy, or marketing communications
courses have often treated the various elements of the
promotional mix as separate functions. As a result,
many people who work in advertising, sales promo-

tion, direct marketing, or public relations tend to approach marketing communications
problems from the perspective of their particular specialty. An advertising person may
believe marketing communications objectives are best met through the use of media
advertising; a promotional specialist argues for a sales promotion program to motivate
consumer response; a public relations person advocates a PR campaign to tackle the
problem. These orientations are not surprising, since each person has been trained to
view marketing communications problems primarily from one perspective.

In the contemporary business world, however, individuals working in marketing,
advertising, and other promotional areas are expected to understand and use a variety
of marketing communications tools, not just the one in which they specialize. Ad
agencies no longer confine their services to the advertising area. Many are involved in
sales promotion, public relations, direct marketing, event sponsorship, and other mar-
keting communications areas. Individuals working on the client or advertiser side of
the business, such as brand, product, or promotional managers, are developing market-
ing programs that use a variety of marketing communications methods.

This text views advertising and promotion from an integrated marketing communi-
cations perspective. We will examine all the promotional-mix elements and their roles
in an organization’s integrated marketing communications efforts. Although media
advertising may be the most visible part of the communications program, understand-
ing its role in contemporary marketing requires attention to other promotional areas
such as the Internet and interactive marketing, direct marketing, sales promotion, pub-
lic relations, and personal selling. Not all the promotional-mix areas are under the
direct control of the advertising or marketing communications manager. For example,
personal selling is typically a specialized marketing function outside the control of the
advertising or promotional department. Likewise, publicity/public relations is often
assigned to a separate department. All these departments should, however, communi-
cate to coordinate all the organization’s marketing communications tools.

The purpose of this book is to provide you with a thorough understanding of the
field of advertising and other elements of a firm’s promotional mix and show how they
are combined to form an integrated marketing communications program. To plan,
develop, and implement an effective IMC program, those involved must understand
marketing, consumer behavior, and the communications process. The first part of this
book is designed to provide this foundation by examining the roles of advertising and
other forms of promotion in the marketing process. We examine the process of market

Perspective and Organization 
of This Text
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segmentation and positioning and consider their part in developing an IMC strategy.
We also discuss how firms organize for IMC and make decisions regarding ad agen-
cies and other firms that provide marketing and promotional services.

We then focus on consumer behavior considerations and analyze the communica-
tions process. We discuss various communications models of value to promotional
planners in developing strategies and establishing goals and objectives for advertising
and other forms of promotion. We also consider how firms determine and allocate
their marketing communications budget.

After laying the foundation for the development of a promotional program, this text
will follow the integrated marketing communications planning model presented in
Figure 1-4. We examine each of the promotional-mix variables, beginning with adver-
tising. Our detailed examination of advertising includes a discussion of creative strat-
egy and the process of developing the advertising message, an overview of media
strategy, and an evaluation of the various media (print, broadcast, and support media).
The discussion then turns to the other areas of the promotional mix: direct marketing,
interactive/Internet marketing, sales promotion, public relations/publicity, and per-
sonal selling. Our examination of the IMC planning process concludes with a discus-
sion of how the promotional program is monitored, evaluated, and controlled.
Particular attention is given to measuring the effectiveness of advertising and other
forms of promotion.

The final part of the text examines special topic areas and perspectives that have
become increasingly important in contemporary marketing. We will examine the area
of international advertising and promotion and the challenges companies face in
developing IMC programs for global markets as well as various countries around the
world. The text concludes with an examination of the environment in which integrated
marketing communications operates, including the regulatory, social, and economic
factors that influence, and in turn are influenced by, an organization’s advertising and
promotional program.
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Summary
Advertising and other forms of
promotion are an integral part of
the marketing process in most
organizations. Over the past
decade, the amount of money
spent on advertising, sales promo-
tion, direct marketing, and other
forms of marketing communica-
tion has increased tremendously,
both in the United States and in
foreign markets. To understand
the role of advertising and promo-
tion in a marketing program, one
must understand the role and
function of marketing in an orga-
nization. The basic task of market-
ing is to combine the four control-
lable elements, known as the
marketing mix, into a comprehen-
sive program that facilitates
exchange with a target market. The
elements of the marketing mix are
the product or service, price, place
(distribution), and promotion.

For many years, the promotional
function in most companies was
dominated by mass-media
advertising. However, more and
more companies are recognizing
the importance of integrated mar-
keting communications, coordinat-
ing the various marketing and pro-
motional elements to achieve more
efficient and effective communica-
tion programs. A number of factors
underlie the move toward IMC by
marketers as well as ad agencies
and other promotional facilitators.
Reasons for the growing impor-
tance of the integrated marketing
communications perspective
include a rapidly changing environ-
ment with respect to consumers,
technology, and media. The IMC
movement is also being driven by
changes in the ways companies
market their products and
services. A shift in marketing dol-

lars from advertising to sales pro-
motion, the rapid growth and devel-
opment of database marketing,
and the fragmentation of media
markets are among the key
changes taking place.

Promotion is best viewed as the
communication function of mar-
keting. It is accomplished through
a promotional mix that includes
advertising, personal selling, pub-
licity/public relations, sales pro-
motion, direct marketing, and
interactive/Internet marketing.
The inherent advantages and 
disadvantages of each of these pro-
motional-mix elements influence
the roles they play in the overall
marketing program. In developing
the promotional program, the mar-
keter must decide which tools to
use and how to combine them to
achieve the organization’s market-
ing and communication objectives.
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marketing, 7
exchange, 7
relationship marketing, 7
mass customization, 7
marketing mix, 8
integrated marketing

communications
(IMC), 9

Discussion Questions
1. Analyze the role of integrated
marketing communications in the
recruitment efforts of various
branches of the military such as
the U.S. Army. How can each
element of the promotional mix be
used by the military in its recruit-
ment marketing?

2. Discuss the role integrated mar-
keting communications plays in
relationship marketing. How might
the mass customization of adver-
tising and other forms of market-
ing communication be possible?

3. Choose a company or organiza-
tion and discuss how it communi-
cates with its customers at the
corporate, marketing and the mar-
keting communications levels.

4. Discuss how the integrated 
marketing communications
perspective differs from tradi-
tional advertising and promotion.
What are some of the reasons

more marketers and more compa-
nies are taking an integrated 
marketing communications
perspective in their advertising
and promotional programs?

5. Discuss the concept of buzz mar-
keting and some of the reasons
markets are using the technique.
Do you think there are any ethical
issues that should be considered in
using buzz marketing techniques?

6. Why are marketers putting so
much emphasis on developing
strong brands? Choose one of the
top 10 brands listed in IMC Perspec-
tive 1-2 and discuss how the
company has used integrated mar-
keting communications to build a
strong brand image.

7. Discuss the role of direct
marketing as an IMC tool, giving
attention to the various forms of
direct marketing.

8. Analyze the role of the Internet
in the integrated marketing com-
munications program of a
company. Discuss how the Internet
can be used to execute the various
elements of the promotional mix.

9. IMC Perspective 1-3 discusses
how marketers responded to the
tragedy resulting from the terror-
ist attack of September 11, 2001. Do
you think that companies are still
being influenced by this tragedy
with respect to the planning and
execution of their integrated mar-
keting communication programs?
If so, how are they being affected?

10. Why is it important for those
who work in the field of adver-
tising and promotion to under-
stand and appreciate all various
integrated marketing communica-
tions tools, not just the area in
which they specialize?

Promotional management
involves coordinating the
promotional-mix elements to
develop an integrated program of
effective marketing communica-
tion. The model of the IMC planning 

process in Figure 1-4 contains a
number of steps: a review of the
marketing plan; promotional
program situation analysis; analysis
of the communications process;
budget determination; development

of an integrated marketing commu-
nications program; integration and
implementation of marketing com-
munications strategies; and moni-
toring,evaluation,and control of the
promotional program.

promotion, 16
promotional mix, 16
advertising, 16
direct marketing, 18
direct-response

advertising, 20
interactive media, 20

sales promotion, 21
publicity, 22
public relations, 23
personal selling, 23
promotional

management, 24
promotional plan, 25

marketing plan, 25
internal analysis, 25
external analysis, 28
marketing objectives, 31
communication

objectives, 31
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Chapter Objectives

1. To understand the marketing process and the
role of advertising and promotion in an organi-
zation’s integrated marketing program.

2. To know the various decision areas under each
element of the marketing mix and how they
influence and interact with advertising and 
promotional strategy.

3. To understand the concept of target marketing
in an integrated marketing communications 
program.

4. To recognize the role of market segmentation
and its use in an integrated marketing communi-
cations program.

5. To understand the use of positioning and reposi-
tioning strategies.

The Role of IMC 
in the Marketing Process

2
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Have you ever heard of Samsung? Probably not,

unless you own a microwave oven (the com-

pany’s preeminent U.S. brand presence). But

then again, not too many people had heard of

Sony back in the early 1960s. Like Sony, which

was initially known for its clock radios and small

black-and-white TVs and was a secondary player

relative to Motorola, Philips, and Zenith, Sam-

sung has been known in the United States for

low-end products, such as VCRs, TVs, and micro-

wave ovens. Now the company wants to be like

Sony in another way—by becoming a well-

known, market-leading electronics brand. In fact,

Korea-based Samsung has Sony in its crosshairs—

its goal is to be a stronger brand name than Sony

by the year 2005.

Not likely, you say? Well, don’t tell that to

Samsung. Consider this: While the Japanese com-

panies Fujitsu, Hitachi, Matsushita, NEC, and

Toshiba have all been losing money and Sony has

been struggling, Samsung has been on a roll,

turning a $2.2 billion profit on sales of $24.7 bil-

lion in 2001. Not only that, but Samsung now

manufactures laptops, DVDs, cell phones, and

flat-screen TVs (among many other products)

and is ranked fifth in the world in patents,

behind IBM, NEC, Canon, and Micron Technol-

ogy. The firm’s growth has caught the attention

of the competition, who now no longer doubt

that Samsung can do it.

Samsung’s strategy is to reposition its current

brands upward. The company’s most well known

brand, Sanyo, produced copycat products—

cheaper versions of Sony or Mitsubishi products.

But since 1997, the company has changed its

image by producing more upscale, top-of-the

line offerings. It is pulling out of big discount

chains like Kmart and Wal-Mart, which focus on

price over quality, and moving in to Best Buy, Cir-

cuit City, and other specialty stores. And while its

brands are still slightly lower priced than the very

top names, the Samsung label is right there with

them in quality.

The change in image has been supported by

changes in advertising and promotion. A new

campaign, “DigitAll:Everyone’s Invited,” attempts

to position Samsung products as exciting, cutting

edge, and reasonably priced. The company’s 55

different advertising agencies were consolidated

into one. Over $900 million was to be spent on

global IMC marketing campaigns in 2002, $70 mil-

lion of it in the United States, including the cost of

a redesigned 65-foot-high electronic billboard in

New York’s Times Square and a high-profile pres-

ence at the Olympic Games in Salt Lake City. The

Look Out Sony—The Koreans Are Coming!
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current advertising campaign is designed to raise

awareness, as well as to enhance the brand image.

The focus of the ads is surreal, many featuring the

“snow woman”—a hauntingly beautiful woman

who imparts an expensive and classy feeling to the

viewer and, hopefully, to the brand. The ads will

appear on television, in print, and on retail and out-

door billboards.

Samsung’s Olympic sponsorship typifies the repo-

sitioning strategy the company has undertaken.

Samsung’s objectives in Salt Lake were “to provide

Olympic fans, athletes and their families with enter-

taining and memorable Olympic experiences” and

“to showcase [its] leadership in digital convergence

by letting spectators touch and feel products that

will soon be unveiled to the U.S. market” (Il-Hyung

Chang, head of Samsung’s Olympic projects). The

Olympic Rendezvous was the centerpiece of the

sponsorship. Located in Salt Lake Olympic Square,

the sponsorship provided daily entertainment

shows, athlete appearances, future product dis-

plays, free phone calls, and other forms of enter-

tainment. More than 240,000 people visited the

Rendezvous during the 16-day period, and it was

rated the top attraction in Olympic Square by visit-

ing fans. Perhaps more important, 74 percent of the

visitors stated they now had a more positive image

of Samsung, and 76 percent indicated a willingness

to purchase a Samsung product in the future. 

The Internet is also a major part of the new IMC

program. Samsung will have front-page sponsor-

ships on 50 major websites, including Fortune.com,

Forbes.com, BusinessWeek.com, and other business

publication sites. CNN.com and EW.com will also be

included in an attempt to reach 300 million “hits”

per month. By being on these sites, Samsung hopes

to associate its brand with other well-known, and

well-expected, brands. Joint product development

ventures with strong-brand-image companies such

as Sprint, Texas Instruments, and Dell are also

working to reposition the brand.

So far, the efforts appear to have gone well.

According to Interbrand—a brand consulting firm

in New York—Samsung’s brand-value rank is 43

(Sony’s is 18). While still behind Sony, the brand’s

value rose 22 percent in 2001, with only Starbucks

doing better. The Samsung brand ranks number 1

in flat-panel monitors and DRAM semiconductor

memory chips. It is number 2, behind Sony, in DVD

players and number 3 in mobile handsets. Samsung

is, by far, the largest corporate presence in South

Korea. Overall, Samsung is the second most recog-

nizable consumer electronics brand in the world,

according to Interbrand. A very strong player in

China, Russia, and Korea, Samsung has now

become a global brand as well, with 70 percent of

its sales outside these three countries. 

Can Samsung overtake Sony? As of now, the

company has less than half the revenue of Sony,

but it is no longer just making cheaper versions of

Sony products. Robert Batt, of Nebraska Furniture

Mart, thinks Samsung can outstrip Sony. To quote

the $300 million retailer, “Someone shook that

company up. It’s moving up with the big boys.”

Look out big boys!

Sources: Christopher Saunders, “Samsung Ramps Up Web
Efforts in New Campaign,” InternetNews.com, May 24, 2002,
pp.1–2; William J. Holstein, “Samsung’s Golden Touch,”
Fortune, Apr. 1, 2002, pp. 89–94; Frank Gibney, Jr., “Samsung
Moves Upmarket,” Time, Mar. 25, 2002, pp. 49–52; Heidi Brown,
“Look Out, Sony,” Forbes, June 11, 2001, pp. 96–98.
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The Samsung example is just one of many image-creating strategies that demonstrate a
number of important marketing strategies that will be discussed in this chapter. These
include the identification of market opportunities, market segmentation, target market-
ing and positioning, and marketing program development. Samsung’s recognition of
the importance of a strong brand image coupled with a strong IMC program reflects the
solid marketing orientation required to be successful in today’s marketplace.

In this chapter, we take a closer look at how marketing strategies influence the role
of promotion and how promotional decisions must be coordinated with other areas of
the marketing mix. In turn, all elements of the marketing mix must be consistent in a
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strategic plan that results in an integrated marketing communications program. We use
the model in Figure 2-1 as a framework for analyzing how promotion fits into an orga-
nization’s marketing strategy and programs.

This model consists of four major components: the organization’s marketing strat-
egy and analysis, the target marketing process, the marketing planning program devel-
opment (which includes the promotional mix), and the target market. As the model
shows, the marketing process begins with the development of a marketing strategy
and analysis in which the company decides the product or service areas and particular
markets where it wants to compete. The company must then coordinate the various
elements of the marketing mix into a cohesive marketing program that will reach the
target market effectively. Note that a firm’s promotion program is directed not only to
the final buyer but also to the channel or “trade” members that distribute its products
to the ultimate consumer. These channel members must be convinced there is a
demand for the company’s products so they will carry them and will aggressively mer-
chandise and promote them to consumers. Promotions play an important role in the
marketing program for building and maintaining demand not only among final con-
sumers but among the trade as well.

As noted in Chapter 1, all elements of the marketing mix—price, product, distribu-
tion, and promotions—must be integrated to provide consistency and maximum com-
munications impact. Development of a marketing plan is instrumental in achieving
this goal.

As Figure 2-1 shows, development of a marketing program requires an in-depth
analysis of the market. This analysis may make extensive use of marketing research as
an input into the planning process. This input, in turn, provides the basis for the devel-
opment of marketing strategies in regard to product, pricing, distribution, and promo-
tion decisions. Each of these steps requires a detailed analysis, since this plan serves as
the road map to follow in achieving marketing goals. Once the detailed market analysis
has been completed and marketing objectives have been established, each element in
the marketing mix must contribute to a comprehensive integrated marketing program.
Of course, the promotional program element (the focus of this text) must be combined
with all other program elements in such a way as to achieve maximum impact. 
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Any organization that wants to exchange its
products or services in the marketplace suc-
cessfully should have a strategic marketing

plan to guide the allocation of its resources. A strategic marketing plan usually
evolves from an organization’s overall corporate strategy and serves as a guide for
specific marketing programs and policies. For example, a few years ago Abercrombie
& Fitch decided to reposition the brand as part of the overall corporate effort to attract
a younger audience. As we noted earlier, marketing strategy is based on a situation
analysis—a detailed assessment of the current marketing conditions facing the com-
pany, its product lines, or its individual brands. From this situation analysis, a firm
develops an understanding of the market and the various opportunities it offers, the
competition, and the market segments or target markets the company wishes to pur-
sue. We examine each step of the marketing strategy and planning in this chapter.

Opportunity Analysis
A careful analysis of the marketplace should lead to alternative market opportunities for
existing product lines in current or new markets, new products for current markets, or
new products for new markets. Market opportunities are areas where there are favor-
able demand trends, where the company believes customer needs and opportunities are
not being satisfied, and where it can compete effectively. For example, the number of
people who exercise has increased tremendously in recent years, and the market for
athletic footwear has reached over $13.5 billion.1 Athletic-shoe companies such as
Nike, Reebok, and others see the shoe market as an opportunity to broaden their cus-
tomer base both domestically and internationally. To capitalize on this growth, some
companies spend millions of dollars on advertising alone. In 2001 New Balance spent
“only” $13 million, Reebok spent $49 million and Nike spent over $155 million. All
told, athletic-footwear companies spent over $5.9 billion on advertising and celebrity
endorsements in 2001.2 Changes in lifestyles have seen changes in the market for trail,
running, basketball, and “lifestyle” shoes such as slip-ons (Exhibit 2-1).

A company usually identifies market opportunities by carefully examining the mar-
ketplace and noting demand trends and competition in various market segments. A
market can rarely be viewed as one large homogeneous group of customers; rather, it
consists of many heterogeneous groups, or segments. In recent years, many companies
have recognized the importance of tailoring their marketing to meet the needs and
demand trends of different market segments.

Marketing Strategy and Analysis

Exhibit 2-1 Merrell sees
market opportunities for
“lifestyle” shoes
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For example, different market segments in the personal computer (PC) industry
include the home, education, science, and business markets. These segments can be
even further divided. The business market consists of both small companies and large
corporations; the education market can range from elementary schools to colleges and
universities. A company that is marketing its products in the auto industry must decide
in which particular market segment or segments it wishes to compete. This decision
depends on the amount and nature of competition the brand will face in a particular
market. For example, a number of companies that have been successful in the luxury-
car segment have now introduced SUVs. Lincoln, Cadillac, Lexus, BMW, and Mer-
cedes now offer models in this line. Porsche—a successful participant in the sports-car
segment—will introduce its SUV in 2004. A competitive analysis is an important part
of marketing strategy development and warrants further consideration. 

Competitive Analysis
In developing the firm’s marketing strategies and plans for its products and services,
the manager must carefully analyze the competition to be faced in the marketplace.
This may range from direct brand competition (which can also include its own brands)
to more indirect forms of competition, such as product substitutes. For example, when
Lay’s introduced Baked Lay’s low-fat chips, the product ended up taking away sales
from the regular Lay’s potato chip brand. At the same time, new consumers were
gained from competing brands of potato chips.

In addition to having direct potato chip competitors, Lay’s faces competition from
other types of snack foods, such as pretzels and crackers. One might argue that other
low-fat products also offer the consumer a choice and compete with Lay’s as well
(e.g., fruits). The sale of bagels has declined in recent years as competitors have intro-
duced breakfast bars (Nutri-Grain and Quaker Oats) and breakfast snacks such as
Chex Morning Mix.

At a more general level, marketers must recognize they are competing for the con-
sumer’s discretionary income, so they must understand the various ways potential cus-
tomers choose to spend their money. For example, sales of motorcycles in the United
States had declined significantly in the late 1980s and early 1990s. This decline
reflected shifting demographic patterns; aging baby boomers are less inclined to ride
motorcycles, and the number of 18- to 34-year-old males has been declining. The drop
in sales could also be attributed to the number of other options consumers could spend
their discretionary income on, including Jet Skis, dirt bikes, home fitness equipment,
spas, and home entertainment systems such as large-screen TVs and stereos. Thus,
motorcycle marketers like Honda and Harley-Davidson had to convince potential buy-
ers that a motorcycle was worth a sizable portion of their disposable income in com-
parison to other purchase options. Through successful marketing strategies, the
industry was effective in reversing the downturn, increasing sales by over 25 percent
by the late 1990s.3

An important aspect of marketing strategy development is the search for a compet-
itive advantage, something special a firm does or has that gives it an edge over com-
petitors. Ways to achieve a competitive advantage include having quality products that
command a premium price, providing superior customer service, having the lowest
production costs and lower prices, or dominating channels of distribution. Competi-
tive advantage can also be achieved through advertising that creates and maintains
product differentiation and brand equity, an example of which was the long-running
advertising campaign for Michelin tires, which stressed security as well as perfor-
mance. For example, the strong brand images of Colgate toothpaste, Campbell’s soup,
Nike shoes, Kodak, and McDonald’s give them a competitive advantage in their
respective markets (Exhibit 2-2).

Recently, there has been concern that some marketers have not been spending
enough money on advertising to allow leading brands to sustain their competitive
edge. Advertising proponents have been calling for companies to protect their brand
equity and franchises by investing more money in advertising instead of costly trade
promotions. Some companies, recognizing the important competitive advantage
strong brands provide, have been increasing their investments in them. Capital One
and McDonald’s are just two of many examples. Capital One used public relations,
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direct marketing and $96 million in media spending on a new branding campaign
designed to show the protection offered by their credit cards (Exhibit 2-3).

Companies must be concerned with the ever-changing competitive environment.
Competitors’ marketing programs have a major impact on a firm’s marketing strategy, so
they must be analyzed and monitored. The reactions of competitors to a company’s mar-
keting and promotional strategy are also very important. Competitors may cut price,
increase promotional spending, develop new brands, or attack one another through com-
parative advertising. One of the more intense competitive rivalries is the battle between
Coca-Cola and Pepsi. A number of other intense competitive rivalries exist in the mar-
ketplace, including Hertz and Avis and Ford and GM among others.

A final aspect of competition is the growing number of foreign companies penetrat-
ing the U.S. market and taking business from domestic firms. In products ranging from
beer to cars to electronics, imports are becoming an increasingly strong form of com-
petition with which U.S. firms must contend. As we move to a more global economy,
U.S. companies must not only defend their domestic markets but also learn how to
compete effectively in the international marketplace.

Target Market Selection
After evaluating the opportunities presented by various market segments, including a
detailed competitive analysis, the company may select one, or more, as a target market.
This target market becomes the focus of the firm’s marketing effort, and goals and objec-
tives are set according to where the company wants to be and what it hopes to accomplish
in this market. As noted in Chapter 1, these goals and objectives are set in terms of spe-
cific performance variables such as sales, market share, and profitability. The selection of
the target market (or markets) in which the firm will compete is an important part of its
marketing strategy and has direct implications for its advertising and promotional efforts.

Recall from our discussion of the integrated marketing communications planning
program that the situation analysis is conducted at the beginning of the promotional
planning process. Specific objectives—both marketing and communications—are
derived from the situation analysis, and the promotional-mix strategies are developed
to achieve these objectives. Marketers rarely go after the entire market with one prod-
uct, brand, or service offering. Rather, they pursue a number of different strategies,
breaking the market into segments and targeting one or more of these segments for
marketing and promotional efforts. This means different objectives may be estab-
lished, different budgets may be used, and the promotional-mix strategies may vary,
depending on the market approach used.
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Exhibit 2-2 Campbell’s campaign stresses
taste and convenience

Exhibit 2-3 Capital One’s new
branding campaign also uses celebrities
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Figure 2-2 The target marketing process

Because few, if any, products can satisfy the needs
of all consumers, companies often develop different
marketing strategies to satisfy different consumer
needs. The process by which marketers do this (presented in Figure 2-2) is referred to
as target marketing and involves four basic steps: identifying markets with unful-
filled needs, segmenting the market, targeting specific segments, and positioning one’s
product or service through marketing strategies.

Identifying Markets
When employing a target marketing strategy, the marketer identifies the specific needs of
groups of people (or segments), selects one or more of these segments as a target, and
develops marketing programs directed to each. This approach has found increased applic-
ability in marketing for a number of reasons, including changes in the market (consumers
are becoming much more diverse in their needs, attitudes, and lifestyles); increased use of
segmentation by competitors; and the fact that more managers are trained in segmentation
and realize the advantages associated with this strategy. Perhaps the best explanation,
however, comes back to the basic premise that you must understand as much as possible
about consumers to design marketing programs that meet their needs most effectively. 

Target market identification isolates consumers with similar lifestyles, needs, and the
like, and increases our knowledge of their specific requirements. The more marketers can
establish this common ground with consumers, the more effective they will be in address-
ing these requirements in their communications programs and informing and/or persuad-
ing potential consumers that the product or service offering will meet their needs.

Let’s use the beer industry as an example. Years ago, beer was just beer, with little
differentiation, many local distributors, and few truly national brands. The industry
began consolidating; many brands were assumed by the larger brewers or ceased to
exist. As the number of competitors decreased, competition among the major brewers
increased. To compete more effectively, brewers began to look at different tastes,
lifestyles, and so on, of beer drinkers and used this information in their marketing
strategies. This process resulted in the identification of many market segments, each of
which corresponds to different customers’ needs, lifestyles, and other characteristics.

As you can see in Figure 2-3, the beer market has become quite segmented, offering
superpremiums, premiums, populars (low price), imports, lights (low calorie), and

The Target Marketing Process

Popular
25.8%

Imports
10.0%

Domestic
specialties

3.0%

Premium
21.1%

Light
40.1%

Figure 2-3 Market breakdown by product in the beer industry
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malts. Low-alcohol and nonalcoholic brands have also been introduced, as has draft
beer in bottles and cans. And there are now imported lights, superpremium drafts, dry
beers, and on and on. As you can see in Exhibit 2-4, to market to these various seg-
ments, Grupo Modelo pursues a strategy whereby it offers a variety of products from
which consumers can choose, varying the marketing mix for each. Each appeals to a
different set of needs. Taste is certainly one; others include image, cost, and the size of
one’s waistline. A variety of other reasons for purchasing are also operating, including
the consumer’s social class, lifestyle, and economic status. 

Marketers competing in nearly all product and service categories are constantly
searching for ways to segment their markets in an attempt to better satisfy customers’
needs. Diversity Perspective 2-1 discusses the increasing emphasis being placed on
marketing to ethnic groups. The remainder of this section discusses ways to approach
this task.

Market Segmentation
It is not possible to develop marketing strategies for every consumer. Rather, the mar-
keter attempts to identify broad classes of buyers who have the same needs and will
respond similarly to marketing actions. As noted by Eric N. Berkowitz, Roger A.
Kerin, and William Rudelius, market segmentation is “dividing up a market into dis-
tinct groups that (1) have common needs and (2) will respond similarly to a marketing
action.”4 The segmentation process involves five distinct steps:

1. Finding ways to group consumers according to their needs.

2. Finding ways to group the marketing actions—usually the products offered—
available to the organization.

3. Developing a market-product grid to relate the market segments to the firm’s prod-
ucts or actions.

4. Selecting the target segments toward which the firm directs its marketing actions.

5. Taking marketing actions to reach target segments.

The more marketers segment the market, the more precise is their understanding of it. But
the more the market becomes divided, the fewer consumers there are in each segment.
Thus, a key decision is, How far should one go in the segmentation process? Where does
the process stop? As you can see by the strategy taken in the beer industry, it can go far! 

In planning the promotional effort, managers consider whether the target segment is
substantial enough to support individualized strategies. More specifically, they consider
whether this group is accessible. Can it be reached with a communications program?
For example, you will see in Chapter 10 that in some instances there are no media that
can be used to reach some targeted groups. Or the promotions manager may identify a
number of segments but be unable to develop the required programs to reach them. The
firm may have insufficient funds to develop the required advertising campaign, inade-
quate sales staff to cover all areas, or other promotional deficiencies. After determining
that a segmentation strategy is in order, the marketer must establish the basis on which
it will address the market. The following section discusses some of the bases for seg-
menting markets and demonstrates advertising and promotions applications.
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Exhibit 2-4 Grupo
Modelo offers a variety of
products to market 
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DIVERSITY PERSPECTIVE 2-1

Marketers Reach 
Out to Hispanics—
A Multidimensional Segment
It seems that U.S. marketers have finally discovered
the Hispanic market. Not that it hasn’t been here for
some time; it has. And not that it isn’t of substantial
size; it is. So what has suddenly woken Madison
Avenue to the potential in this market? A number of
things.

First, consider the size of the Hispanic market—35.3
million people. Second, consider the growth rate—58
percent in the past decade (four times that of the over-
all population). Third, throw in the estimated $400 bil-
lion in buying power, which “seems impervious to the
Nasdaq’s swoons” according to Marci McDonald of U.S.
News & World Report. The end result is an extremely
attractive market. And, unlike the case in the past, this
market has finally attracted the attention of some big-
time marketers.

CBS has noticed. Hoping that the Hispanic market
will help reverse the downward trend in the size of its
soap opera audience, the network has introduced a
Spanish simulcast of The Bold and the Beautiful titled
Belleza y Poder (“Beauty and Power”). Liz Claiborne
Cosmetics introduced its new perfume, Mambo, with a
$20 million campaign targeting Latinos (among oth-
ers), and the American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP) has more specifically targeted the over-50 His-
panic market with a $3 million campaign. Among the
other firms now increasing their efforts in this market
are MasterCard International, Reader’s Digest, and
Tillamook Cheese.

Even though there has been a significant increase
in spending in the Hispanic market, Spanish-language
and bilingual campaigns still account for only about
one percent of the $200 billion advertisers spend
yearly on broadcast media (another $250 million goes
to magazines and newspapers). While some companies
already spend heavily to attract this segment (e.g.,
Sears has targeted this market for over 10 years, and
AT&T spent about $35 million on it in 2001), most have
simply ignored the segment—until now. The fact that
young Hispanics will become the largest ethnic youth
population in the United States by 2005 has made
more marketers take notice.

Reaching this segment may not be as easy as it
seems, however. Roberto Ramos, president of the
Ruido Group, a Hispanic-youth-focused communica-
tion agency in New York, notes: “One of the biggest
misconceptions about Hispanic youth is that they are
a homogeneous group. Puerto Ricans, Colombians and
Cubans are not all the same. What works to attract one
group may not work for another.” Erasmo Arteaga, a

Sears store manager in West Covina, California, adds:
“People think Hispanic means one thing, . . . But it’s dif-
ferent from Miami to Southern California. And here in
California, it’s not just Mexicans; it’s Guatemalans, Sal-
vadorans, and other people from Central America.”
Arteaga notes that two Hispanic-designated stores in
Los Angeles only 20 miles apart reflect very different
buying motives. While this segment is certainly a chal-
lenging market, there is no doubt among many mar-
keters that Hispanics are worth the effort. Consider
some of the efforts being taken:

• Reader’s Digest has launched Selecciones
magazine, a magazine showcasing Latinos.

• MasterCard International maintains a Spanish-
language website to encourage Latinos to apply for
credit cards.

• AC Nielsen formed a Southern California Hispanic-
consumer panel to learn more about the likes and dis-
likes of this audience.

• American Airlines has an in-flight magazine titled
NEXOS that is targeted at Hispanics.

• The “Got Milk” campaign now includes Spanish ver-
sions of the ads.

• Galavision, a Spanish-language cable station,
launched five youth programs aimed at bilingual and
bicultural Hispanic youth.

• Throughout its bilingual TV, print, and radio
campaigns, the Office of National Drug Control Policy
focuses its antidrug message on the strong family val-
ues inherent in Hispanic cultures.

The above are just a few examples of the many com-
panies and organizations targeting the Hispanic mar-
ket. With the segment’s strong growth rates in
population and in spending power, you can be sure
that many more will join in. The question is, will they
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Bases for Segmentation As shown in Figure 2-4, several
methods are available for segmenting markets. Marketers may use one
of the segmentation variables or a combination of approaches. Consider
the market segmentation strategy that might be employed to market
snow skis. The consumer’s lifestyle—active, fun-loving, enjoys out-
door sports—is certainly important. But so are other factors, such as age
(participation in downhill skiing drops off significantly at about age 30)
and income (Have you seen the price of a lift ticket lately?), as well as
marital status. Let us review the bases for segmentation and examine
some promotional strategies employed in each.

Geographic Segmentation In the geographic segmentation
approach, markets are divided into different geographic units. These
units may include nations, states, counties, or even neighborhoods. Con-
sumers often have different buying habits depending on where they
reside. For example, General Motors, among other car manufacturers,
considers California a very different market from the rest of the United
States and has developed specific marketing programs targeted to the
consumers in that state. Other companies have developed programs tar-
geted at specific regions. Exhibit 2-5 shows an ad for Big Red, just one
of the regional soft-drink “cult” brands—along with Cheerwine (the

Carolinas), Vernors (Michigan), and Moxie (New England)—that have found success
by marketing in regional areas (in this case, Texas). One company—Olde Brooklyn
Beverage Company—has even gone so far as to promote a brand based on a specific
section of New York City, differentiating it from bigger brands by promoting the prod-
uct’s “Brooklyn Attitude.”

Demographic Segmentation Dividing the market on the basis of demographic
variables such as age, sex, family size, education, income, and social class is called
demographic segmentation. Secret deodorant and the Lady Schick shaver are prod-
ucts that have met with a great deal of success by using the demographic variable of
sex as a basis for segmentation. iVillage, a website targeting women, may be one of
the most successful websites on the Internet (Exhibit 2-6).

Although market segmentation on the basis of demographics may seem obvious,
companies sometimes discover that they need to focus more attention on a specific
demographic group. For example, Kodak and Procter & Gamble, among others, have
had to redo their images for younger markets. Abercrombie changed its image to reach
the “echo-boomer” (18- to 22-year-old) segment (Exhibit 2-7). Magazines like Mod-
ern Maturity are targeted to the estimated 76 million people in the “Be Generation,”
who are now in their fifties or older or are from the baby-boomer generation, the
cohort born between 1946 and 1964, and Segunda Juventud to the 50+ Hispanic mar-
ket (Exhibit 2-8).

Other products that have successfully employed demographic segmentation include
Virginia Slims cigarettes (sex), Doan’s Pills (age), JCPenney Co. (race), Mercedes-
Benz and BMW cars (income), and prepackaged dinners (family size).

While demographics may still be the most common method of segmenting markets,
it is important to recognize that other factors may be the underlying basis for homo-
geneity and/or consumer behavior. The astute marketer will identify additional bases
for segmenting and will recognize the limitations of demographics.

take the time and effort required to understand the
diversity of this market, or will they simply attempt to
reach Hispanics through the appeals and media they
employ for other ethnic groups. One thing is sure: If
they pursue the latter strategy, they won’t be in the
Hispanic market for very long.

Sources: John Kerrigan “Playing to Hispanics garners rewards,”
Marketing News, July 22, 2002, p. 20; Jennifer Gonzalez
McPherson, “Targeting Teens,” Hispanic Magazine, September
2001, pp. 33–36; Marci McDonald, “Madison Avenue’s New Latin
Beat,” U.S. News & World Report, June 4, 2001, p. 42; Greg Johnson,
“Gaining Insight into the Latino Middle Class,” Los Angeles Times,

June 11, 2001, p. C–1.

Exhibit 2-5 Big Red
markets to a specific
geographic region
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Figure 2-4 Some bases for market segmentation

Main Segmentation
Dimension Variables Typical Breakdowns

Customer Characteristics

Geographic Region Northeast; Midwest; South; West; etc.

City size Under 10,000; 10,000–24,999; 25,000–49,999;
50,000–99,999; 100,000–249,999; 250,000–499,999;
500,000–999,999; 1,000,000 
or more

Metropolitan area Metropolitan statistical area (MSAs); etc.

Density Urban; suburban; small town; rural

Demographic Gender Male; female

Age Under 6 yrs; 6–11 yrs; 12–17 yrs; 18–24 yrs; 25–34 yrs; 35–44
yrs; 45–54 yrs; 55–64 yrs; 65–74 yrs; 75 yrs plus

Race African-American; Asian; Hispanic; White/Caucasian; etc.

Life stage Infant; preschool; child; youth; collegiate; adult; senior

Birth era Baby boomer (1949–1964); Generation X (1965–1976); 
baby boomlet/Generation Y (1977–present)

Household size 1; 2; 3–4; 5 or more

Residence tenure Own home; rent home

Marital status Never married; married; separated; divorced; widowed

Socioeconomic Income <$15,000; $15,000–$24,999; $25,000–$34,999; 
$35,000–$49,999; $50,000–$74,999; $75,000+

Education Some high school or less; high school graduate (or GED); etc.

Occupation Managerial and professional specialty; technical, sales, and
administrative support; service; farming, forestry, and 
fishing; etc.

Psychographic Personality Gregarious; compulsive; introverted; aggressive; 
ambitious; etc.

Values (VALS) Actualizers; fulfilleds; achievers; experiencers; believers;
strivers; makers; strugglers

Lifestyle (Claritas) Settled in; white picket fence; and 46 other household
segments

Buying Situations

Outlet type In-store Department; specialty; outlet; convenience; supermarket;
superstore/mass merchandiser; catalog

Direct Mail order/catalog; door-to-door; direct response; Internet

Benefits sought Product features Situation specific; general

Needs Quality; service; price/value; financing; warranty; etc.

Usage Usage rate Light user; medium user; heavy user

User status Nonuser; ex-user; prospect; first-time user; regular user

Awareness and Product knowledge Unaware; aware; informed; interested; intending to buy; 
intentions purchaser; rejection

Behavior Involvement Minimum effort; comparison; special effort
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Psychographic Segmentation Dividing the market on the basis of personality
and/or lifestyles is referred to as psychographic segmentation. While there is some
disagreement as to whether personality is a useful basis for segmentation, lifestyle fac-
tors have been used effectively. Many consider lifestyle the most effective criterion for
segmentation.

The determination of lifestyles is usually based on an analysis of the activities, inter-
ests, and opinions (AIOs) of consumers. These lifestyles are then correlated with the con-
sumers’product, brand, and/or media usage. For many products and/or services, lifestyles
may be the best discriminator between use and nonuse, accounting for differences in
food, clothing, and car selections, among numerous other consumer behaviors.5
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Exhibit 2-6 iVillage
initiated a website targeted
at women

Exhibit 2-7 Abercrombie & Fitch changed
its image to appeal to echo boomers

Exhibit 2-8 Segunda Juventud targets
the 50+ Hispanic segment
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Psychographic segmentation has been increasingly accepted with the advent of the
values and lifestyles (VALS) program. Although marketers employed lifestyle segmenta-
tion long before VALS and although a number of alternatives—for example, PRIZM—
are available, VALS remains one of the more popular options. Developed by the Stanford
Research Institute (SRI), VALS has become a very popular method for applying lifestyle
segmentation. VALS 2 divides Americans into eight lifestyle segments that exhibit dis-
tinctive attitudes, behaviors, and decision-making patterns.6 SRI believes that when com-
bined with an estimate of the resources the consumer can draw on (education, income,
health, energy level, self-confidence, and degree of consumerism), the VALS 2 system is
an excellent predictor of consumer behaviors. A number of companies, including
Chevron, Mercedes, and Eastman Kodak, have employed the VALS 2 program for a vari-
ety of purposes, including advertising, positioning, and media planning.

Behavioristic Segmentation Dividing consumers into groups according to their
usage, loyalties, or buying responses to a product is behavioristic segmentation. For
example, product or brand usage, degree of use (heavy versus light), and/or brand loy-
alty are combined with demographic and/or psychographic criteria to develop profiles
of market segments. In the case of usage, the marketer assumes that nonpurchasers of
a brand or product who have the same characteristics as purchasers hold greater poten-
tial for adoption than nonusers with different characteristics. A profile (demographic
or psychographic) of the user is developed, which serves as the basis for promotional
strategies designed to attract new users. For example, teenagers share certain similari-
ties in their consumption behaviors. Those who do not currently own a Sony Discman
are more likely to be potential buyers than people in other age groups.

Degree of use relates to the fact that a few consumers may buy a disproportionate
amount of many products or brands. Industrial marketers refer to the 80-20 rule,
meaning 20 percent of their buyers account for 80 percent of their sales volume.
Again, when the characteristics of these users are identified, targeting them allows for
a much greater concentration of efforts and less wasted time and money. The same
heavy-half strategy is possible in the consumer market as well. The majority of pur-
chases of many products (e.g., soaps and detergents, shampoos, cake mixes, beer, dog
food, colas, bourbon, and toilet tissue—yes, toilet tissue!) are accounted for by a small
proportion of the population. Perhaps you can think of some additional examples.

Benefit Segmentation In purchasing products, consumers are generally trying to
satisfy specific needs and/or wants. They are looking for products that provide specific
benefits to satisfy these needs. The grouping of consumers on the basis of attributes
sought in a product is known as benefit segmentation and is widely used
(Exhibit 2-9).

Consider the purchase of a wristwatch. While you might buy a watch
for particular benefits such as accuracy, water resistance, or stylishness,
others may seek a different set of benefits. Watches are commonly given
as gifts for birthdays, Christmas, and graduation. Certainly some of the
same benefits are considered in the purchase of a gift, but the benefits the
purchaser derives are different from those the user will obtain. Ads that
portray watches as good gifts stress different criteria to consider in the
purchase decision. The next time you see an ad or commercial for a
watch, think about the basic appeal and the benefits it offers.

Another example of benefit segmentation can be seen in the tooth-
paste market. Some consumers want a product with fluoride (Crest, Col-
gate); others prefer one that freshens their breath (Close-Up,
Aqua-Fresh). More recent benefit segments offer tartar control (Crest)
and plaque reduction (Viadent). The Den-Mat Corp. introduced Rem-
brandt whitening toothpaste for consumers who want whiter teeth, and
other brands followed with their own whitening attributes.

The Process of Segmenting a Market The segmentation
process develops over time and is an integral part of the situation analy-
sis. It is in this stage that marketers attempt to determine as much as they
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Exhibit 2-9 Estrostep
takes a unique approach in
its dual-benefit ads
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can about the market: What needs are not being fulfilled? What benefits are being
sought? What characteristics distinguish among the various groups seeking these
products and services? A number of alternative segmentation strategies may be used.
Each time a specific segment is identified, additional information is gathered to help
the marketer understand this group.

For example, once a specific segment is identified on the basis of benefits sought, the
marketer will examine lifestyle characteristics and demographics to help characterize
this group and to further its understanding of this market. Behavioristic segmentation
criteria will also be examined. In the purchase of ski boots, for example, specific bene-
fits may be sought—flexibility or stiffness—depending on the type of skiing the buyer
does. All this information will be combined to provide a complete profile of the skier.

A number of companies now offer research services to help marketing managers
define their markets and develop strategies targeting them. The VALS and PRIZM sys-
tems discussed earlier are just a few of the services offered; others use demographic,
socioeconomic, and geographic data to cluster consumer households into distinct
“microgeographic” segments. 

Whether these microunits meet the criteria for useful segmentation is determined by
the user of the system. A national company might not attempt to define such small seg-
ments, but it could be useful for companies operating within one city or geographic area.

After completing the segmentation analysis, the marketer moves to the third phase
shown in Figure 2-2: targeting a specific market.

Selecting a Target Market
The outcome of the segmentation analysis will reveal the market opportunities avail-
able. The next phase in the target marketing process involves two steps: (1) determin-
ing how many segments to enter and (2) determining which segments offer the most
potential.

Determining How Many Segments to Enter Three market coverage
alternatives are available. Undifferentiated marketing involves ignoring segment
differences and offering just one product or service to the entire market. For example,
when Henry Ford brought out the first assembly-line automobile, all potential con-
sumers were offered the same basic product: a black Ford. For many years, Coca-Cola
offered only one product version. While this standardized strategy saves the company
money, it does not allow the opportunity to offer different versions of the product to
different markets.

Differentiated marketing involves marketing in a number of segments, develop-
ing separate marketing strategies for each. The Viagra ads in Exhibit 2-10 reflect this
strategy. Notice how the two ads differ given alternate target markets and media. 
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While an undifferentiated strategy offers reduced costs through
increased production, it does not allow for variety or tailoring to spe-
cific needs. Through differentiation, products—or advertising
appeals—may be developed for the various segments, increasing the
opportunity to satisfy the needs and wants of various groups.

The third alternative, concentrated marketing, is used when the
firm selects one segment and attempts to capture a large share of this
market. Volkswagen used this strategy in the 1950s when it was the
only major automobile company competing in the economy-car seg-
ment in the United States. While Volkswagen has now assumed a
more differentiated strategy, other companies have found the concen-
trated strategy effective. For example, Maxwell Business Systems has
focused its business exclusively on providing software for job cost
accounting/MIS systems for government contractors through its
JAMIS product line (Exhibit 2-11).

Determining Which Segments Offer Potential The
second step in selecting a market involves determining the most
attractive segment. The firm must examine the sales potential of the
segment, the opportunities for growth, the competition, and its own
ability to compete. Then it must decide whether it can market to this
group. Stories abound of companies that have entered new markets only to find their
lack of resources or expertise would not allow them to compete successfully. For
example, Royal Crown (RC) Cola has often been quite successful in identifying new
segment opportunities but because of limited resources has been less able to capitalize
on them than Coke and Pepsi. RC was the first to bring to market diet colas and 
caffeine-free colas, but it has not been able to establish itself as a market leader in
either market. After selecting the segments to target and determining that it can com-
pete, the firm proceeds to the final step in Figure 2-2: the market positioning phase.

Market Positioning
Positioning has been defined as “the art and science of fitting the product or service to
one or more segments of the broad market in such a way as to set it meaningfully apart
from competition.”7 As you can see, the position of the product, service, or even store
is the image that comes to mind and the attributes consumers per-
ceive as related to it. This communication occurs through the mes-
sage itself, which explains the benefits, as well as the media
strategy employed to reach the target group. Take a few moments
to think about how some products are positioned and how their
positions are conveyed to you. For example, what comes to mind
when you hear the name Mercedes, Dr. Pepper, or Sony? What
about department stores such as Neiman Marcus, Sears, and
JCPenney? Now think of the ads for each of these products and
companies. Are their approaches different from their competi-
tors’? When and where are these ads shown?

Approaches to Positioning Positioning strategies gen-
erally focus on either the consumer or the competition. While both
approaches involve the association of product benefits with con-
sumer needs, the former does so by linking the product with the
benefits the consumer will derive or creating a favorable brand
image, as shown in Exhibit 2-12. The latter approach positions the
product by comparing it and the benefit it offers with the competi-
tion, as shown in Exhibit 2-13. Products like Scope mouthwash
(positioning itself as better tasting than Listerine) and Poweraid
(comparing their rehydration capabilities and caloric content to
the leading brand) have employed this strategy successfully.

Many advertising practitioners consider market positioning the
most important factor in establishing a brand in the marketplace.
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Exhibit 2-11 Maxwell
Business Systems pursues a
concentrated marketing
strategy with JAMIS

Exhibit 2-12 Positioning
that focuses on the
consumer
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David Aaker and John Myers note that the term position has been used
to indicate the brand’s or product’s image in the marketplace.8 Jack
Trout and Al Ries suggest that this brand image must contrast with com-
petitors. They say, “In today’s marketplace, the competitors’ image is
just as important as your own. Sometimes more important.”9 Thus,
positioning, as used in this text, relates to the image of the product and
or brand relative to competing products or brands. The position of the
product or brand is the key factor in communicating the benefits it
offers and differentiating it from the competition. Let us now turn to
strategies marketers use to position a product.

Developing a Positioning Strategy To create a position for
a product or service, Trout and Ries suggest that managers ask them-
selves six basic questions:10

1. What position, if any, do we already have in the prospect’s mind?
(This information must come from the marketplace, not the
managers’ perceptions.)

2. What position do we want to own?

3. What companies must be outgunned if we are to establish that 
position?

4. Do we have enough marketing money to occupy and hold the position?

5. Do we have the guts to stick with one consistent positioning strategy?

6. Does our creative approach match our positioning strategy?

A number of positioning strategies might be employed in developing a promotional
program. David Aaker and J. Gary Shansby discuss six such strategies: positioning by
product attributes, price/quality, use, product class, users, and competitor.11 Aaker and
Myers add one more approach, positioning by cultural symbols.12

Positioning by Product Attributes and Benefits A common approach to posi-
tioning is setting the brand apart from competitors on the basis of the specific charac-
teristics or benefits offered. Sometimes a product may be positioned on more than
one product benefit. Marketers attempt to identify salient attributes (those that are
important to consumers and are the basis for making a purchase decision). For exam-
ple, when Apple first introduced its computers, the key benefit stressed was ease 
of use—an effective strategy, given the complexity of computers in the market at 
that time.

Positioning by Price/Quality Marketers often use price/quality characteristics to
position their brands. One way they do this is with ads that reflect the image of a high-
quality brand where cost, while not irrelevant, is considered secondary to the quality
benefits derived from using the brand. Premium brands positioned at the high end of
the market use this approach to positioning.

Another way to use price/quality characteristics for positioning is to focus on the
quality or value offered by the brand at a very competitive price. For example, the
Lands’ End ad shown in Exhibit 2-14 uses this strategy by suggesting that quality need
not be unaffordable. Remember that although price is an important consideration, the
product quality must be comparable to, or even better than, competing brands for the
positioning strategy to be effective.

Positioning by Use or Application Another way to communicate a specific image
or position for a brand is to associate it with a specific use or application. For example,
Black & Decker introduced the Snakelight as an innovative solution to the problem of
trying to hold a flashlight while working. A TV commercial showed various uses for
the product, while creative packaging and in-store displays were used to communicate
the uses (Exhibit 2-15).
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While this strategy is often used to enter a market on the basis of a particular use or
application, it is also an effective way to expand the usage of a product. For example,
Arm & Hammer baking soda has been promoted for everything from baking to reliev-
ing heartburn to eliminating odors in carpets and refrigerators (Exhibit 2-16).

Positioning by Product Class Often the competition for a product comes from out-
side the product class. For example, airlines know that while they compete with other
airlines, trains and buses are also viable alternatives. Amtrak has positioned itself as an
alternative to airplanes, citing cost savings, enjoyment, and other advantages. Manufac-
turers of music CDs must compete with MP3 players; many margarines position them-
selves against butter. Rather than positioning against another brand, an alternative
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Exhibit 2-14 Lands’ End positions its
brand as having high quality for the
right price

Exhibit 2-15 Black & Decker shows
the various uses of the Snakelight

Exhibit 2-16 Arm &
Hammer baking soda
demonstrates numerous
product uses
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strategy is to position oneself against another product category, as shown
in Exhibit 2-17.

Positioning by Product User Positioning a product by associating it
with a particular user or group of users is yet another approach. An
example would be the Valvoline ad shown in Exhibit 2-18. This cam-
paign emphasizes identification or association with a specific group, in
this case, people who receive pleasure from working on their cars.

Positioning by Competitor Competitors may be as important to
positioning strategy as a firm’s own product or services. As Trout and
Ries observe, the old strategy of ignoring one’s competition no longer
works.13 (Advertisers used to think it was a cardinal sin to mention a
competitor in their advertising.) In today’s market, an effective position-
ing strategy for a product or brand may focus on specific competitors.
This approach is similar to positioning by product class, although in this
case the competition is within the same product category. Perhaps the
best-known example of this strategy was Avis, which positioned itself
against the car-rental leader, Hertz, by stating, “We’re number two, so
we try harder.” The Powerade ad shown earlier (Exhibit 2-13) is an
example of positioning a brand against the competition. When position-
ing by competitor, a marketer must often employ another positioning

strategy as well to differentiate the brand.

Positioning by Cultural Symbols Aaker and Myers include an additional position-
ing strategy in which cultural symbols are used to differentiate brands. Examples are
the Jolly Green Giant, the Keebler elves, Speedy Alka-Seltzer, the Pillsbury Dough-
boy, Buster Brown, Ronald McDonald, Chiquita Banana, and Mr. Peanut. Each of
these symbols has successfully differentiated the product it represents from competi-
tors’ (Exhibit 2-19).
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Exhibit 2-18 Valvoline
positions by product user
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Repositioning One final positioning strategy involves altering or changing a prod-
uct’s or brand’s position. Repositioning a product usually occurs because of declining
or stagnant sales or because of anticipated opportunities in other market positions.
Repositioning is often difficult to accomplish because of entrenched perceptions about
and attitudes toward the product or brand. Many companies’ attempts to change their
positions have met with little or no success. For example, Kmart (the store) and
Aurora (the Oldsmobile) have both attempted to reposition themselves to a level of
higher quality, appealing to younger and more well-to-do customers. Both have met
with limited success. (Kmart is in bankruptcy and the Oldsmobile line will be discon-
tinued). Nutri-Grain Bars—originally positioned as a convenience snack (“Good food
to go”)—have been repositioned as a breakfast substitute (“Respect yourself in the
morning”). Buick has repositioned in an attempt to reach a younger market (using
Tiger Woods, in his twenties, as a spokesperson), while La-Z-Boy is attempting to
move away from its blue-collar image and to a more affluent one. Sears has changed
its positioning so often in recent years that consumers may not know exactly what
image the company is trying to convey.

One extremely successful effort at repositioning was employed by Rolling Stone
magazine. In an attempt to change advertisers’ image of the type of person who reads
Rolling Stone, the company embarked on an extensive advertising campaign directed
at potential advertisers. The ad shown in Exhibit 2-20 is just one example of how this
strategy was successfully implemented. 

IMC Perspective 2-1 describes how Jet Blue has been successful in its positioning
efforts in a very competitive market.

Determining the Positioning Strategy Having explored the alternative
positioning strategies available, the marketer must determine which strategy is best
suited for the firm or product and begin developing the positioning platform. As you
remember from the promotional planning process in Chapter 1, the input into this
stage will be derived from the situation analysis—specifically, the marketing research
conducted therein. Essentially, the development of a positioning platform can be bro-
ken into a six-step process:14

1. Identifying competitors. This process requires broad thinking. Competitors may
not be just those products and/or brands that fall into our product class or with which
we compete directly. For example, a red wine competes with other red wines of vari-
ous positions. It may also compete with white, sparkling, and nonalcoholic wines.
Wine coolers provide an alternative, as do beer and other alcoholic drinks. Other
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Exhibit 2-19 The Jolly Green Giant is
a cultural symbol

Exhibit 2-20 This ad is one of a series used in the successful
campaign to reposition Rolling Stone magazine
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 2-1

JetBlue—the “Unairline”
At a time when most of the airlines of the world are
struggling, one carrier is seeing nothing but “blue
skies.” Despite the simultaneous problems of Septem-
ber 11, a recession, and war, the airline—aptly named
JetBlue—has continued to succeed where competitors
have faltered. For the second quarter of 2002, JetBlue
reported a net income of $14.6 million on operating
revenues of $149.3 million, while nearly all major air-
lines reported record losses.

What’s the secret behind JetBlue’s success? It’s a
combination of successful branding, unique position-
ing, and integrated marketing communications that
transcends seemingly every aspect of the “antiairline”
approach. JetBlue flies at about 80 percent full on
every flight (versus the industry average of 64 per-
cent) and attracts travelers from all segments—
students, grandmothers, and business travelers
(Everybody who likes low fares and a great flying expe-
rience). JetBlue has adopted a unique positioning in
the industry, and takes every effort conceivable to
maintain that image and attitude.

First, there is the unique positioning. Initially posi-
tioned as a low-fare, all-coach carrier, the airline has
evolved into what one writer has described as a cross
between Southwest Airlines (low price, all coach) and
Virgin Atlantic (hip and sassy). This means that fares
generally are lower than those of competitors flying
the same routes but the product itself is more attrac-
tive. The planes are new and feature leather seats, each
of which offers free satellite TV on a personal video
screen. The pilots are efficient and honest about
delays, and the flight attendants offer excellent ser-
vice and go about with a “fun” attitude. JetBlue claims
to bring pleasure and style back into flying—and they
usually do.

JetBlue has also focused on branding. Its strategy
has been to emphasize the things that distinguish the

brand from other carriers but cost little—things like
courtesy, comfort, and punctuality—while paying less
attention to those items that do not, like food. Service
is a top priority, including updates on flight status
every 15 minutes. Vanity Fair magazine named JetBlue
its top airline of 2000, and readers of Condé Nast Trav-
eler and Zagat rated it number 2 behind Midwest
Express—an all-business airline that charges much
higher prices.

The communication mix for JetBlue supports the
brand image and positioning. From the blue potato
chips to the stylish blue uniforms, all communications
attempt to appeal to its “aspirational audience”—frugal,
yet style-conscious consumers. For example, the JetBlue
website is simple, functional, and user-friendly. It 
doesn’t look like other airlines’ sites, nor does it have the
same impact. (More than 60 percent of JetBlue’s cus-
tomers book on the airline’s website, while other airlines
average about 10 percent.) The original advertising mes-
sage—“Somebody up there likes you”—attempted to be
“un-airline,” focusing on big-city swagger and wit rather
than the typical “small-world” theme used by others. The
post-September 11 campaign—“reasons to fly,” which
included both TV and radio spots, featured sentimental
and nonsentimental reasons for flying—but did so in a
humorous style to maintain JetBlue’s personality.

The question in the minds of many travelers and
industry pundits is, How long can JetBlue keep this up?
With its strong identity, positioning, and brand image,
and consumers’ increasing hatred for other airlines,
the future looks pretty bright. Let’s hope so!

Sources: Amy Goldwasser, “Something Stylish, Something Blue,”
Business 2.0, February 2002, pp. 94–95; Sally B. Donnelly, “Blue
Skies,” Time, July 30, 2001, pp. 24–27; Scott Donaton, “Flying
Lessons: JetBlue Soars When Front Lines Value Brand,” Advertis-

ing Age, Feb. 11, 2002, p.16.
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nonalcoholic drinks may come into consideration at various times and/or in certain
situations. The marketer must consider all likely competitors, as well as the diverse
effects of use and situations on the consumer.

2. Assessing consumers’perceptions of competitors. Once we define the competition,
we must determine how they are perceived by consumers. Which attributes are impor-
tant to consumers in evaluating a product and/or brand? As you might expect, for
many products, consumers consider a wide variety of attributes or product benefits—
most if not all of which are important. Much of marketing firms’ research is directed
at making such determinations. Consumers are asked to take part in focus groups
and/or complete surveys indicating which attributes are important in their purchase
decisions. For example, attributes considered important in the selection of a bank may
include convenience, teller friendliness, financial security, and a host of other factors.
This process establishes the basis for determining competitive positions. 

3. Determining competitors’positions. After identifying the relevant attributes and
their relative importance to consumers, we must determine how each competitor
(including our own entry) is positioned with respect to each attribute. This will also
show how the competitors are positioned relative to each other. Consumer research is
required to make this assessment.

4. Analyzing the consumers’preferences. Our discussion of segmentation noted 
various factors that may distinguish among groups of consumers, including lifestyles,
purchase motivations, and demographic differences. Each of these segments may
have different purchase motivations and different attribute importance ratings. 
One way to determine these differences is to consider the ideal brand or product,
defined as the object the consumer would prefer over all others, including objects that
can be imagined but do not exist. Identifying the ideal product can help us identify
different ideals among segments or identify segments with similar or the same ideal
points.

5. Making the positioning decision. Going through the first four steps should let us
decide which position to assume in the marketplace. Such a decision is not always
clear and well defined, however, and research may provide only limited input. In that
case, the marketing manager or groups of managers must make some subjective judg-
ments. These judgments raise a number of questions:

• Is the segmentation strategy appropriate? Positioning usually entails a decision
to segment the market. Consider whether the market segment sought will support
an entry and whether it is in the best interests of the company to de-emphasize the
remaining market. When a specific position is chosen, consumers may believe this
is what the product is for. Those not looking for that specific benefit may not con-
sider the brand. If the marketer decides on an undifferentiated strategy, it may be
possible to be general in the positioning platform. For example, Toyota’s slogan,
“Get the feeling” allows receivers to project their feelings about the brand—all of
which (hopefully) involve a positive image of Toyota.

• Are there sufficient resources available to communicate the position effectively?
It is very expensive to establish a position. One ad, or even a series of ads, is not
likely to be enough. The marketer must commit to a long-range effort in all aspects
of the marketing campaign to make sure the objectives sought are obtained. Too
often, the firm abandons a position and/or advertising campaign long before it can
establish a position successfully. The Rolling Stone repositioning discussed earlier
is an excellent example of sticking with a campaign: The basic theme ran for a
number of years. In contrast, Sears has switched campaigns so often in the past few
years that it has been impossible to establish a distinct position in the consumer’s
mind. Further, once a successful position is attained, it is likely to attract competi-
tors. It may become expensive to ward off “me-too” brands and continue to hold
on to the brand distinction.

• How strong is the competition? The marketing manager must ask whether a
position sought is likely to be maintained, given the strengths of the competition.
For example, General Foods often made it a practice not to be the first entry into a
market. When competitors developed new markets with their entries, General
Foods would simply improve on the product and capture a large percentage of the
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market share. This leads to two basic questions: First, if our firm is first into the
market, will we be able to maintain the position (in terms of quality, price, etc.)?
Second, if a product is positioned as finest quality, it must be. If it is positioned as
lowest cost, it has to be. Otherwise, the position claimed is sure to be lost.

• Is the current positioning strategy working? There is an old saying, “If it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it.” If current efforts are not working, it may be time to consider an
alternative positioning strategy. But if they are working, a change is usually
unwise. Sometimes executives become bored with a theme and decide it is time for
a change, but this change causes confusion in the marketplace and weakens a
brand’s position. Unless there is strong reason to believe a change in positioning is
necessary, stick with the current strategy.

6. Monitoring the position. Once a position has been established, we want to monitor
how well it is being maintained in the marketplace. Tracking studies measure the
image of the product or firm over time. Changes in consumers’ perceptions can be
determined, with any slippage immediately noted and reacted to. At the same time, the
impact of competitors can be determined.

Before leaving this section, you might stop to think for a moment about the posi-
tioning (and repositioning) strategies pursued by different companies. Any successful
product that comes to mind probably occupies a distinct market position.

The development of the marketing strategy and selection of
a target market(s) tell the marketing department which cus-
tomers to focus on and what needs to attempt to satisfy. The
next stage of the marketing process involves combining the
various elements of the marketing mix into a cohesive,

effective marketing program. Each marketing-mix element is multidimensional and
includes a number of decision areas. Likewise, each must consider and contribute to
the overall IMC program. We now examine product, price, and distribution channels
and how each influences and interacts with the promotional program.

Product Decisions
An organization exists because it has some product, service, or idea to offer con-
sumers, generally in exchange for money. This offering may come in the form of a
physical product (such as a soft drink, pair of jeans, or car), a service (banking, air-
lines, or legal assistance), a cause (United Way, March of Dimes), or even a person (a
political candidate). The product is anything that can be marketed and that, when used
or supported, gives satisfaction to the individual. 

A product is not just a physical object; it is a bundle of benefits or values that satis-
fies the needs of consumers. The needs may be purely functional, or they may include
social and psychological benefits. For example, the campaign for Michelin tires shown
earlier stresses the quality built into Michelin tires (value) as well as their performance
and durability (function). The term product symbolism refers to what a product or
brand means to consumers and what they experience in purchasing and using it.15 For
many products, strong symbolic features and social and psychological meaning may
be more important than functional utility.16 For example, designer clothing such as
Versace, Gucci, and Bebe is often purchased on the basis of its symbolic meaning and
image, particularly by teenagers and young adults. Advertising plays an important role
in developing and maintaining the image of these brands (Exhibit 2-21).

Product planning involves decisions not only about the item itself, such as design
and quality, but also about aspects such as service and warranties as well as brand
name and package design. Consumers look beyond the reality of the product and its
ingredients. The product’s quality, branding, packaging, and even the company stand-
ing behind it all contribute to consumers’ perceptions.17 In an effective IMC program,
advertising, branding, and packaging are all designed to portray the product as more
than just a bundle of attributes. All are coordinated to present an image or positioning
of the product that extends well beyond its physical attributes. Think for a minute
about the ads for Nike; the product benefits and attributes are usually not even
mentioned—yet information about the brand is communicated effectively.

Developing the Marketing 
Planning Program
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Branding Choosing a brand name for a product is important from a promotional
perspective because brand names communicate attributes and meaning. Marketers search
for brand names that can communicate product concepts and help position the product in
customers’ minds. Names such as Safeguard (soap), I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter!
(margarine), Easy-Off (oven cleaner), Arrid (antiperspirant), and Spic and Span (floor
cleaner) all clearly communicate the benefits of using these products and at the same time
create images extending beyond the names themselves. (What about La-Z-Boy?)

One important role of advertising in respect to branding strategies is
creating and maintaining brand equity, which can be thought of as an
intangible asset of added value or goodwill that results from the favor-
able image, impressions of differentiation, and/or the strength of con-
sumer attachment to a company name, brand name, or trademark. Brand
equity allows a brand to earn greater sales volume and/or higher margins
than it could without the name, providing the company with a competi-
tive advantage. The strong equity position a company and/or its brand
enjoys is often reinforced through advertising. For example, Rado
watches command a premium price because of their high quality as well
as the strong brand equity they have developed through advertising
(Exhibit 2-22).

Packaging Packaging is another aspect of product strategy that has
become increasingly important. Traditionally, the package provided func-
tional benefits such as economy, protection, and storage. However, the
role and function of the package have changed because of the self-service
emphasis of many stores and the fact that more and more buying deci-
sions are made at the point of purchase. One study estimated that as many
as two-thirds of all purchases made in the supermarket are unplanned.
The package is often the consumer’s first exposure to the product, so it
must make a favorable first impression. A typical supermarket has more

Exhibit 2-21 Advertising for designer clothing

Exhibit 2-22 Rado creates
strong brand equity
through advertising
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than 20,000 items competing for attention. Not only must a package
attract and hold the consumer’s attention, but it must also communi-
cate information on how to use the product, divulge its composition
and content, and satisfy any legal requirements regarding disclosure.
Moreover, many firms design the package to carry a sales promotion
message such as a contest, sweepstakes, or premium offer.

Many companies view the package as an important way to com-
municate with consumers and create an impression of the brand in
their minds. In other instances packages can extend the brand by
offering new uses. For example, Listerine’s PocketPaks (Exhibit 
2-23) have created new opportunities for the mouthwash. Design fac-
tors such as size, shape, color, and lettering all contribute to the
appeal of a package and can be as important as a commercial in
determining what goes from the store shelf to the consumer’s shop-
ping cart. Many products use packaging to create a distinctive brand

image and identity. The next time you walk by a perfume counter, stop to look at the
many unique package designs (see Exhibit 2-24). Packaging can also serve more func-
tional purposes. For example, Tylenol’s Safe-Ty-Lock bottle protects children from
consuming the medicine when they shouldn’t (Exhibit 2-25).

Price Decisions
The price variable refers to what the consumer must give up to purchase a product or
service. While price is discussed in terms of the dollar amount exchanged for an item,
the cost of a product to the consumer includes time, mental activity, and behavioral
effort.18 The marketing manager is usually concerned with establishing a price level,
developing pricing policies, and monitoring competitors’ and consumers’ reactions to
prices in the marketplace. A firm must consider a number of factors in determining the
price it charges for its product or service, including costs, demand factors, competi-
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Exhibit 2-23 Listerine
communicates through
effective packaging

Exhibit 2-25 Packaging may also add product benefitsExhibit 2-24 The packaging creates product image
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tion, and perceived value. From an IMC perspective, the price must be consistent with
the perceptions of the product, as well as the communications strategy. Higher prices,
of course, will communicate a higher product quality, while lower prices reflect bar-
gain or “value” perceptions (Exhibit 2-26). A product positioned as highest quality but
carrying a lower price than competitors will only confuse consumers. In other words,
the price, the advertising, and the distribution channels must present one unified voice
speaking to the product’s positioning.

Relating Price to Advertising and Promotion Factors such as product
quality, competition, and advertising all interact in determining what price a firm can and
should charge. The relationship among price, product quality, and advertising was exam-
ined in one study using information on 227 consumer businesses from the Profit Impact
of Marketing Strategies (PIMS) project of the Strategic Planning Institute.19 Several inter-
esting findings concerning the interaction of these variables emerged from this study:

• Brands with high relative advertising budgets were able to charge premium prices,
whereas brands that spent less than their competitors on advertising charged lower prices.

• Companies with high-quality products charged high relative prices for the extra
quality, but businesses with high quality and high advertising levels obtained the high-
est prices. Conversely, businesses with low quality and low advertising charged the
lowest prices.

• The positive relationship between high relative advertising and price levels was
stronger for products in the late stage of the product life cycle, for market leaders, and
for low-cost products (under $10).

• Companies with relatively high prices and high advertising expenditures showed a
higher return on investment than companies with relatively low prices and high adver-
tising budgets.

• Companies with high-quality products were hurt the most, in terms of return on
investment, by inconsistent advertising and pricing strategies.

Exhibit 2-26 Some
products compete on the
basis of quality rather
than price
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The study concluded that pricing and advertising strategies go together. High relative
ad expenditures should accompany premium prices, and low relative ad expenditures
should be tailored to low prices. These results obviously support the IMC perspective
that one voice must be conveyed.

Distribution Channel Decisions
As consumers, we generally take for granted the role of marketing intermediaries or
channel members. If we want a six-pack of soda or a box of detergent, we can buy it at
a supermarket, a convenience store, or even a drugstore. Manufacturers understand the
value and importance of these intermediaries. 

One of a marketer’s most important marketing decisions involves the way it makes
its products and services available for purchase. A firm can have an excellent product
at a great price, but it will be of little value unless it is available where the customer
wants it, when the customer wants it, and with the proper support and service. Mar-
keting channels, the place element of the marketing mix, are “sets of interdependent
organizations involved in the process of making a product or service available for use
or consumption.”20

Channel decisions involve selecting, managing, and motivating intermediaries such
as wholesalers, distributors, brokers, and retailers that help a firm make a product or
service available to customers. These intermediaries, sometimes called resellers, are
critical to the success of a company’s marketing program.

The distribution strategy should also take into consideration the communication
objectives and the impact that the channel strategy will have on the IMC program.
Stewart and colleagues discuss the need for “integrated channel management,” which
“reflects the blurring of the boundaries of the communications and distribution func-
tions.”21 Consistent with the product and pricing decisions, where the product is dis-
tributed will send a communications message. Does the fact that a product is sold at
Neiman Marcus or Saks convey a different message regarding its image than if it were
distributed at Kmart or Wal-Mart? If you think about it for a moment, the mere fact
that the product is distributed in these channels communicates an image about it in
your mind. (Think about the Samsung discussion at the beginning of this chapter.)
Stewart gives examples of how channel elements contribute to communication—for
example, grocery store displays, point-of-purchase merchandising, and shelf footage.
The distribution channel in a well-integrated marketing program serves as a form of
reminder advertising. The consumer sees the brand name and recalls the advertising.
(Think about the last time you passed a McDonald’s. Did it remind you of any of
McDonald’s ads?)

A company can choose not to use any channel intermediaries but, rather, to sell to
its customers through direct channels. This type of channel arrangement is sometimes
used in the consumer market by firms using direct-selling programs, such as Avon,
Tupperware, and Mary Kay, or firms that use direct-response advertising or telemar-
keting to sell their products. Direct channels are also frequently used by manufacturers
of industrial products and services, which are often selling expensive and complex
products that require extensive negotiations and sales efforts, as well as service and
follow-up calls after the sale. The ad for Titleist putters shown earlier reflects the
higher cost and quality associated with the brand.

Chapter 15 provides a discussion of the role of the Internet in an IMC program. As
will be seen, the Internet is relied upon by many companies as a direct channel of distri-
bution, since they offer products and services for sale on their websites. Amazon.com
and Barnes&Noble.com are just two of the many examples of such efforts.

Most consumer-product companies distribute through indirect channels, usually
using a network of wholesalers (institutions that sell to other resellers) and/or retailers
(which sell primarily to the final consumer).

Developing Promotional Strategies: Push or Pull?
Most of you are aware of advertising and other forms of promotion directed toward
ultimate consumers or business customers. We see these ads in the media and are often
part of the target audience for the promotions. In addition to developing a consumer
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C A R E E R  P R O F I L E

Fiona Morrisson
Director, Corporate Communications JetBlue Airways

My career-path, especially the first ten years of it, has
been one that text books never recommend, guidance
counselors are paid to discourage, and parents fear the
most.

I grew up in a small country town in Australia where
it wasn’t a given that everyone would graduate from
high school and go on to university. I left school after
grade ten and spent the next eight years of my work-
ing life in jobs that provided me
with an extremely useful work skill:
a typing speed of 120 words per
minute. I held positions in every-
thing from dental clinics to multi-
national computing companies,
with a myriad of temporary jobs in
between.

In my early twenties, I headed to
Japan. My first real job in Tokyo was
with a science publishing company
where I worked “polishing” English
language research papers submit-
ted by Japanese scientists before
the reports were sent for publica-
tion in Europe.

After leaving then returning to
Tokyo, I was fortunate to find work
in two industries that have since
become the foundation for my
career: media and travel.

Every morning I was employed by
a travel tour consolidator to write
English language marketing plans
and proposals aimed at their U.S.,
Australian, and South East Asian
airline and tour partners. Every
afternoon, I worked in the Interna-
tional Relations department of
Nihon Television (NTV), Japan’s old-
est network station.

At NTV, my job was to “culturally translate” scripts
for programs that the station was hoping to sell 
overseas.

While I loved living in Japan, I began to feel that
there was something that school could offer me. I felt
that a university degree would give me a theoretical
base from which to understand and utilize the experi-
ences and skills I’d gained.

I returned to Australia to earn a BA in Communica-
tions from the University of Technology in Sydney.
After graduation, I was off to New York.

My first job in New York was with an Australian cor-
porate finance company. I soon realized that I was not
suited to the finance industry, so when the opportu-
nity to interview at a public relations agency came
along, I jumped at it.

Porter Novelli had just won the
Australian Tourist Commission (ATC)
account and was looking for an
account executive with a knowledge
of the country. Thanks to my nation-
ality, my writing skills and my experi-
ence “translating” between two
cultures, I got the job. Along with the
ATC,I worked on the Princess Cruises,
Bermuda Tourism,and Southwest Air-
lines accounts, learning media rela-
tions,co-ordinating major events,and
organizing press trips.

I spent two happy years with
Porter Novelli before landing the
position of Manager of Corporate
Communications with JetBlue Air-
ways.

The first day with JetBlue I
worked on the inauguration of new
service to Orlando, Florida, the
fourth city on the route network.
By the end of my first year, we’d
launched ten more destinations
around the country. Since then Jet-
Blue has gone from being an
“upstart” to a successful low-fare
competitor to being voted the Best
US Airline by Conde Nast Traveler
readers. Three of us handle all Jet-
Blue’s PR in-house—which means

that we do everything, from media pitching to event
planning to internal communications.

So while it might not have been as fast as the tradi-
tional route, my career path, with its roundabout ways
and spontaneous detours, has brought me to a job and
a company that I love, and given me some unique expe-
riences along the way. I’m excited about where it could
take me next.

“A friend’s recom-
mendation and
successful inter-
views landed me
the JetBlue job.”
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marketing mix, a company must have a program to motivate the channel members.
Programs designed to persuade the trade to stock, merchandise, and promote a manu-
facturer’s products are part of a promotional push strategy. The goal of this strategy
is to push the product through the channels of distribution by aggressively selling and
promoting the item to the resellers, or trade.

Promotion to the trade includes all the elements of the promotional mix. Company
sales representatives call on resellers to explain the product, discuss the firm’s plans
for building demand among ultimate consumers, and describe special programs being
offered to the trade, such as introductory discounts, promotional allowances, and
cooperative ad programs. The company may use trade advertising to interest whole-
salers and retailers and motivate them to purchase its products for resale to their cus-
tomers. Trade advertising usually appears in publications that serve the particular
industry.

A push strategy tries to convince resellers they can make a profit on a manufac-
turer’s product and to encourage them to order the merchandise and push it through
to their customers. Sometimes manufacturers face resistance from channel members
who do not want to take on an additional product line or brand. In these cases, com-
panies may turn to a promotional pull strategy, spending money on advertising and
sales promotion efforts directed toward the ultimate consumer. The goal of a pull
strategy is to create demand among consumers and encourage them to request the
product from the retailer. Seeing the consumer demand, retailers will order the prod-
uct from wholesalers (if they are used), which in turn will request it from the manu-
facturer. Thus, stimulating demand at the end-user level pulls the product through the
channels of distribution.

Whether to emphasize a push or a pull strategy depends on a number of factors,
including the company’s relations with the trade, its promotional budget, and demand
for the firm’s products. Companies that have favorable channel relationships may
prefer to use a push strategy and work closely with channel members to encourage
them to stock and promote their products. A firm with a limited promotional budget
may not have the funds for advertising and sales promotion that a pull strategy
requires and may find it more cost-effective to build distribution and demand by
working closely with resellers. When the demand outlook for a product is favorable
because it has unique benefits, is superior to competing brands, or is very popular
among consumers, a pull strategy may be appropriate. Companies often use a combi-
nation of push and pull strategies, with the emphasis changing as the product moves
through its life cycle.

As shown in the marketing model
in Figure 2-1, the marketing pro-
gram includes promotion both to

the trade (channel members) and to the company’s ultimate customers. And interactive
marketers use the various promotional-mix elements—advertising, sales promotion,
direct marketing, publicity/public relations, and personal selling—to inform con-
sumers about their products, their prices, and places where the products are available.
Each promotional-mix variable helps marketers achieve their promotional objectives,
and all variables must work together to achieve an integrated marketing communica-
tions program.

To this point, we have discussed the various elements of the marketing plan that
serves as the basis for the IMC program. The development and implementation of an
IMC program is based on a strong foundation that includes market analysis, target
marketing and positioning, and coordination of the various marketing-mix elements.
Throughout the following chapters of this text, we will explore the role of advertising
and promotion in helping to achieve marketing objectives.

The Role of Advertising and Promotion
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Summary
Promotion plays an important role
in an organization’s efforts to mar-
ket its product, service, or ideas to
its customers. Figure 2-1 shows a
model for analyzing how
promotions fit into a company’s
marketing program. The model
includes a marketing strategy and
analysis, target marketing,
program development, and the tar-
get market. The marketing process
begins with a marketing strategy
that is based on a detailed
situation analysis and guides for
target market selection and devel-
opment of the firm’s marketing
program.

In the planning process, the sit-
uation analysis requires that the
marketing strategy be assumed.
The promotional program is devel-
oped with this strategy as a guide.
One of the key decisions to be
made pertains to the target
marketing process, which includes
identifying, segmenting,
targeting, and positioning to tar-
get markets. There are several
bases for segmenting the market
and various ways to position a
product.

Once the target marketing
process has been completed, mar-
keting program decisions regard-

ing product, price, distribution,
and promotions must be made. All
of these must be coordinated to
provide an integrated marketing
communications perspective, in
which the positioning strategy is
supported by one voice. Thus all
product strategies, pricing strate-
gies, and distribution choices
must be made with the objective of
contributing to the overall image
of the product or brand. Advertis-
ing and promotion decisions, in
turn, must be integrated with the
other marketing-mix decisions to
accomplish this goal.
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Discussion Questions
1. Recently, some marketers have
noted that it is easier to develop
communications programs to Gen-
eration X members than Generation
Y. Briefly describe the characteris-
tics of Gen X and Gen Y, and
whether or not you believe this to
be true.

2. The text discusses Samsung’s
attempt to reposition to be
competitive with companies like
Sony. Discuss what factors might
promote and/or inhibit their
success in this endeavor.

3. As companies increase their
efforts to target the Hispanic seg-
ment, they are likely to encounter
differences from other subcultural
groups. Discuss some of the differ-
ences that they might expect to
notice in the Hispanic subculture.

4. Changing lifestyles can create
both opportunities and threats for
the marketer. Provide an example
of a change in lifestyle that poses
a threat to marketers, and one that
provides an opportunity. Give an
example of a product or brand that
has been affected in both of these
ways.

5. The text discusses the position-
ing of JetBlue and their success so
far. Describe some of the things
that JetBlue has done effectively
to lead to their success. What will
JetBlue need to do in the future to
maintain this success?

6. Some marketers contend that
demographics is not really a basis
for segmentation but is a descrip-
tor of the segment. Discuss exam-
ples to support both positions.

7. Establishing brand image is
often difficult for new companies.
Explain what these companies
must do to establish a strong
brand image.

8. More and more business-to-
business companies have gone
away from purely trade advertising
to advertising on consumer media.
Is this likely to be a successful
strategy? Why or why not?

9. A number of approaches to seg-
mentation have been cited in the
text. Provide examples of
companies and/or brands that
employ each.

10. Describe how the positioning
strategy adopted for a brand would
need to be supported by all other
elements of the marketing mix.
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promotional push
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Chapter Objectives

1. To understand how companies organize for
advertising and other aspects of integrated mar-
keting communications.

2. To examine methods for selecting, compensating,
and evaluating advertising agencies.

3. To explain the role and functions of specialized
marketing communications organizations.

4. To examine various perspectives on the use of
integrated services and responsibilities of adver-
tisers versus agencies.

Organizing for Advertising and
Promotion: The Role of Ad

Agencies and Other Marketing
Communication Organizations
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In the spring of 2000, the creative group at the

Fallon Worldwide agency assigned to the BMW

North America account was in the process of

developing a new branding campaign for the

German automaker. Both the BMW and Fallon

people were becoming increasingly concerned

with their ability to reach their core market of

overachieving, hard-working consumers via tra-

ditional methods such as network television.

BMW had done three different campaigns

recently emphasizing responsive performance

with product-focused ads designed to show

what it’s like behind the wheel of a BMW. How-

ever, from the perspective of both the client and

the agency, the look and feel of the ads had

begun to be copied by competitors and wanna-

bes, making them less distinctive than before.

Meanwhile, their research indicated that many

Bimmer buyers were tech-savvy and had fast,

reliable access to the Internet; most importantly,

85 percent of them had researched their car pur-

chase on the Web before stepping into a dealer

showroom.

As the creative team worked to develop a new

branding campaign for BMW, concern over the

effectiveness of traditional media advertising

and curiosity over how to exploit the popularity

of the Internet among car buyers were two key

factors they were considering. Another creative

team at Fallon had recently completed

a campaign for Timex that incorpo-

rated an Internet element by featur-

ing short video clips developed

specifically for the Web. So the idea

emerged of doing something for the

Web that would be not only entertain-

ing but also cinematic. However, the

associative creative director for the

BMW group at Fallon noted that the

goal was to do a different level of web

film—one that by its very nature

would call attention to itself and

could be promoted like regular films.

The agency took the web film concept to Anony-

mous Content, a Hollywood production com-

pany, where director David Fincher is a partner.

Fincher took the original concept for a longer

film that would be shot in segments and sug-

gested instead a series of stand-alone shorts,

each directed by a marquee name. He also came

up with the idea for a central character, the Dri-

ver, played by young British actor Clive Owen,

who appears in all the films as a James

Bond–type driver who takes such costars as

Madonna, Mickey Rourke, and Stellan Skars-

gaard for the ride of their lives in a BMW.

The series of five- to seven-minute films cre-

ated by Fallon and Anonymous Content is called

“The Hire,” and the films have been directed by

big names such as Ang Lee, John Franeheimer,

Madison Avenue Goes Hollywood
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and Guy Ritchie. The most popular film in the

series was Ritchie’s seven-minute short called

“Star,” which starred his wife, Madonna, portray-

ing a spoiled pop diva who is taken on a wild ride

to her hotel in a BMW 540i by the hired driver.

Each film shows a different BMW model pushing

the envelope of performance by showing what

the car can do in extreme conditions and situa-

tions that could never be conveyed in a traditional

TV commercial.

A special website, BMWFilms.com, was created

to show the five films in “The Hire” series. The site

also includes five “substories,” which are two-

minute vignettes that introduce additional charac-

ters, as well as a behind-the-scenes look at how the

films were made, interviews with the stunt drivers,

and commentaries by the directors on their individ-

ual shoots. Fallon also created an integrated cam-

paign to drive consumers to the website that

included television, print and Internet ads, viral

marketing efforts, and an aggressive public rela-

tions effort. “The Hire” film series has been singled

out as the first high-profile, big-budget, celebrity-

laden marriage of advertising and entertainment.

Since its launch in April 2001, more than 13 million

people have logged on to BMWFilms.com to view

the five films in the series, and its success prompted

BMW to commission three new films, which

debuted in fall 2002. 

BMW Films was awarded the Super Reggie

Award in 2002 by the Promotion Marketing Asso-

ciation (PMA) for the best promotional campaign.

The PMA director noted: “BMW Films has truly

established a creative benchmark in integrated

and interactive promotions, allowing consumers

to interact with the BMW name on their own

terms. The promotion helped drive increases in

brand measures and dealership visits as well as

vehicle sales numbers.” The film series also won

the Cyber Grand Prix award at the 2002 Cannes

Advertising Festival for the best online marketing

campaign.

BMW is not the only marketer that has turned

to the advertainment genre to promote its prod-

ucts. Skyy Vodka, which has a history of support

for independent filmmakers and film festivals,

was one of the first companies to use the genre,

with its “Skyy Short Film Series.” The three short

films, which were created by the company’s ad

agency Lambesis, also used top directors and tal-

ent including model-actress Claudia Schiffer and

Dian Merrill. The short films, which are featured

on the “Skyy Cinema” section of the company’s

website, are seen as a way to build its brand

image with its primary target audience of young,

technologically savvy adults. Bartle Bogle Hegarty,

a London agency, has also created short films for

several clients including Levi’s jeans and

Microsoft’s Xbox video game. The long-form ad

for the Xbox, called “Champagne,” shows a baby

being shot out of a window at birth and morphing

into old age and has been downloaded more than

4 million times.

Experts note that these digital short films signal

the way toward the long-awaited convergence of

television and the personal computer. They note

that other technological developments such as the

personal video recorder, digital cable, and satellite

TV will allow consumers to watch what they want

when they want to and this will change how they

relate to advertisers. Thus, advertisers and their

agencies will continue to use the short-film adver-

tainments as a way to make their messages 

more compelling and to encourage consumers to

actually choose to view their ads rather than 

avoid them.

Sources: Michael McCarthy, “Ads Go Hollywood with Short
Films,” USA Today, June 20, 2002, p. 3b; Anthony Vagnoi,
“Behind the Wheel,” Advertising Age, July 23, 2001, pp. 10, 12;
Benny Evangelista, “Marketers Turn to Web Films to Push Their
Products,” San Francisco Chronicle, July 23, 2001, p. E2.
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Developing and implementing an integrated marketing communications program is
usually a complex and detailed process involving the efforts of many persons. As con-
sumers, we generally give little thought to the individuals or organizations that create
the clever advertisements that capture our attention or the contests or sweepstakes we
hope to win. But for those involved in the marketing process, it is important to under-
stand the nature of the industry and the structure and functions of the organizations
involved. As can be seen from the opening vignette, the advertising and promotions
business is changing as marketers search for better ways to communicate with their
customers. These changes are impacting the way marketers organize for marketing
communications, as well as their relationships with advertising agencies and other
communication specialists.

This chapter examines the various organizations that participate in the IMC
process, their roles and responsibilities, and their relationship to one another. We dis-
cuss how companies organize internally for advertising and promotion. For most com-
panies, advertising is planned and executed by an outside ad agency. Many large
agencies offer a variety of other IMC capabilities, including public relations, sales
promotion, and direct marketing. Thus, we will devote particular attention to the ad
agency’s role and the overall relationship between company and agency.

Other participants in the promotional process (such as direct-response, sales pro-
motion, and interactive agencies and public relations firms) are becoming increasingly
important as more companies take an integrated marketing communications approach
to promotion. We examine the role of these specialized marketing communications
organizations in the promotional process as well. The chapter concludes with a discus-
sion of whether marketers are best served by using the integrated services of one large
agency or the separate services of a variety of communications specialists.
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Before discussing the specifics of the industry, we’ll
provide an overview of the entire system and iden-
tify some of the players. As shown in Figure 3-1,
participants in the integrated marketing communica-
tions process can be divided into five major groups:
the advertiser (or client), advertising agencies, media
organizations, specialized communication services,
and collateral services. Each group has specific roles in the promotional process. 

The advertisers, or clients, are the key participants in the process. They have the
products, services, or causes to be marketed, and they provide the funds that pay for
advertising and promotions. The advertisers also assume major responsibility for
developing the marketing program and making the final decisions regarding the adver-
tising and promotional program to be employed. The organization may perform most
of these efforts itself, either through its own advertising department or by setting up an
in-house agency.

However, many organizations use an advertising agency, an outside firm that spe-
cializes in the creation, production, and/or placement of the communications message
and that may provide other services to facilitate the marketing and promotions

Participants in the Integrated
Marketing Communications

Process: An Overview

Advertiser
(client)

Advertising
agency

Media
organizations

Marketing
communication
specialist organizations

Direct-response
agencies

Sales promotion
agencies

Interactive agencies
Public relations firms

Collateral
services

Figure 3-1 Participants in the integrated marketing communications process
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process. Many large advertisers retain the services of a number of agencies, particu-
larly when they market a number of products. For example, Kraft Foods uses as many
as 8 advertising agencies for its various brands, while Procter & Gamble uses 12 ad
agencies and 2 major media buying services companies. More and more, ad agencies
are acting as partners with advertisers and assuming more responsibility for develop-
ing the marketing and promotional programs.

Media organizations are another major participant in the advertising and promo-
tions process. The primary function of most media is to provide information or enter-
tainment to their subscribers, viewers, or readers. But from the perspective of the
promotional planner, the purpose of media is to provide an environment for the firm’s
marketing communications message. The media must have editorial or program con-
tent that attracts consumers so that advertisers and their agencies will want to buy time
or space with them. Exhibit 3-1 shows an ad run in advertising trade publications pro-
moting the value of The History Channel magazine as a media vehicle for reaching
men. While the media perform many other functions that help advertisers understand
their markets and their customers, a medium’s primary objective is to sell itself as a
way for companies to reach their target markets with their messages effectively.

The next group of participants are organizations that provide specialized market-
ing communications services. They include direct-marketing agencies, sales promo-
tion agencies, interactive agencies, and public relations firms. These organizations
provide services in their areas of expertise. A direct-response agency develops and
implements direct-marketing programs, while sales promotion agencies develop pro-
motional programs such as contests and sweepstakes, premium offers, or sampling
programs. Interactive agencies are being retained to develop websites for the Internet
and help marketers as they move deeper into the realm of interactive media. Public
relations firms are used to generate and manage publicity for a company and its prod-
ucts and services as well as to focus on its relationships and communications with its
relevant publics.

The final participants shown in the promotions process of Figure 3-1 are those that
provide collateral services, the wide range of support functions used by advertisers,
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to reach male television
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agencies, media organizations, and specialized marketing communications firms.
These individuals and companies perform specialized functions the other participants
use in planning and executing advertising and other promotional functions. We will
now examine the role of each participant in more detail. (Media organizations will be
examined in Chapters 10 through 14.)
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Virtually every business organization uses some form of
marketing communications. However, the way a company
organizes for these efforts depends on several factors,
including its size, the number of products it markets, the
role of advertising and promotion in its marketing mix, the
advertising and promotion budget, and its marketing orga-
nization structure. Many individuals throughout the orga-
nization may be involved in the promotions decision-making process. Marketing
personnel have the most direct relationship with advertising and are often involved in
many aspects of the decision process, such as providing input to the campaign plan,
agency selection, and evaluation of proposed programs. Top management is usually
interested in how the advertising program represents the firm, and this may also mean
being involved in advertising decisions even when the decisions are not part of its day-
to-day responsibilities.

While many people both inside and outside the organization have some input into
the advertising and promotion process, direct responsibility for administering the pro-
gram must be assumed by someone within the firm. Many companies have an adver-
tising department headed by an advertising or communications manager operating
under a marketing director. An alternative used by many large multiproduct firms is a
decentralized marketing (brand management) system. A third option is to form a sepa-
rate agency within the firm, an in-house agency. Each of these alternatives is examined
in more detail in the following sections.

The Centralized System
In many organizations, marketing activities are divided along functional lines, with
advertising placed alongside other marketing functions such as sales, marketing
research, and product planning, as shown in Figure 3-2. The advertising manager is
responsible for all promotions activities except sales (in some companies this individual
has the title of Marketing Communications Manager). In the most common example of a
centralized system, the advertising manager controls the entire promotions operation,
including budgeting, coordinating creation and production of ads, planning media
schedules, and monitoring and administering the sales promotions programs for all the
company’s products or services.

The specific duties of the advertising manager depend on the size of the firm and
the importance it places on promotional programs. Basic functions the manager and
staff perform include the following.

Organizing for Advertising 
and Promotion in the Firm: 

The Client’s Role

President

Production Finance
Research

and
development

Human
resources

Marketing
research

Advertising Sales Product
planning

Marketing

Figure 3-2 The advertising department under a centralized system
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Planning and Budgeting The advertising department is responsible for
developing advertising and promotions plans that will be approved by management
and recommending a promotions program based on the overall marketing plan, objec-
tives, and budget. Formal plans are submitted annually or when a program is being
changed significantly, as when a new campaign is developed. While the advertising
department develops the promotional budget, the final decision on allocating funds is
usually made by top management.

Administration and Execution The manager must organize the advertising
department and supervise and control its activities. The manager also supervises the
execution of the plan by subordinates and/or the advertising agency. This requires
working with such departments as production, media, art, copy, and sales promotion.
If an outside agency is used, the advertising department is relieved of much of the exe-
cutional responsibility; however, it must review and approve the agency’s plans.

Coordination with Other Departments The manager must coordinate
the advertising department’s activities with those of other departments, particularly
those involving other marketing functions. For example, the advertising department
must communicate with marketing research and/or sales to determine which product
features are important to customers and should be emphasized in the company’s com-
munications. Research may also provide profiles of product users and nonusers for the
media department before it selects broadcast or print media. The advertising depart-
ment may also be responsible for preparing material the sales force can use when call-
ing on customers, such as sales promotion tools, advertising materials, and
point-of-purchase displays.

Coordination with Outside Agencies and Services Many companies
have an advertising department but still use many outside services. For example, com-
panies may develop their advertising programs in-house while employing media buy-
ing services to place their ads and/or use collateral services agencies to develop
brochures, point-of-purchase materials, and so on. The department serves as liaison
between the company and any outside service providers and also determines which
ones to use. Once outside services are retained, the manager will work with other mar-
keting managers to coordinate their efforts and evaluate their performances.

A centralized organizational system is often used when companies do not have
many different divisions, product or service lines, or brands to advertise. For exam-
ple, airlines such as Southwest, American, and Continental have centralized advertis-
ing departments. Many companies prefer a centralized advertising department
because developing and coordinating advertising programs from one central location
facilitates communication regarding the promotions program, making it easier for top
management to participate in decision making. A centralized system may also result
in a more efficient operation because fewer people are involved in the program deci-
sions, and as their experience in making such decisions increases, the process
becomes easier.

At the same time, problems are inherent in a centralized operation. First, it is diffi-
cult for the advertising department to understand the overall marketing strategy for the
brand. The department may also be slow in responding to specific needs and problems
of a product or brand. As companies become larger and develop or acquire new prod-
ucts, brands, or even divisions, the centralized system may become impractical.

The Decentralized System
In large corporations with multiple divisions and many different products, it is very
difficult to manage all the advertising, promotional, and other functions through a cen-
tralized department. These types of companies generally have a decentralized sys-
tem, with separate manufacturing, research and development, sales, and marketing
departments for various divisions, product lines, or businesses. Many companies that
use a decentralized system, such as Procter & Gamble, Gillette Co., and Nestlé, assign
each product or brand to a brand manager who is responsible for the total manage-
ment of the brand, including planning, budgeting, sales, and profit performance. (The
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term product manager is also used to describe this position.) The brand manager, who
may have one or more assistant brand managers, is also responsible for the planning,
implementation, and control of the marketing program.1

Under this system, the responsibilities and functions associated with advertising
and promotions are transferred to the brand manager, who works closely with the out-
side advertising agency and other marketing communications specialists as they
develop the promotional program.2 In a multiproduct firm, each brand may have its
own ad agency and may compete against other brands within the company, not just
against outside competitors. For example, Exhibit 3-2 shows ads for Tide and ERA,
which are both Procter & Gamble products that compete for a share of the laundry
detergent market.

As shown in Figure 3-3, the advertising department is part of marketing services
and provides support for the brand managers. The role of marketing services is to
assist the brand managers in planning and coordinating the integrated marketing com-
munications program. In some companies, the marketing services group may include
sales promotion. The brand managers may work with sales promotion people to
develop budgets, define strategies, and implement tactical executions for both trade
and consumer promotions. Marketing services may also provide other types of support
services, such as package design and merchandising.

Some companies may have an additional layer(s) of management above the brand
managers to coordinate the efforts of all the brand managers handling a related group
of products. An example is the organizational structure of Procter & Gamble, shown in
Figure 3-4. This system—generally referred to as a category management system—
includes category managers as well as brand and advertising managers. The category
manager oversees management of the entire product category and focuses on the
strategic role of the various brands in order to build profits and market share.3

The advertising manager may review and evaluate the various parts of the program
and advise and consult with the brand managers. This person may have the authority
to override the brand manager’s decisions on advertising. In some multiproduct firms
that spend a lot on advertising, the advertising manager may coordinate the work of
the various agencies to obtain media discounts for the firm’s large volume of media
purchases.

An advantage of the decentralized system is that each brand receives concentrated
managerial attention, resulting in faster response to both problems and opportunities.
The brand manager system is also more flexible and makes it easier to adjust various
aspects of the advertising and promotional program, such as creative platforms and
media and sales promotion schedules.4 For example, General Motors began using a
brand manager system in 1996 as a way to create stronger identities and positioning
platforms for its 40-plus models of cars, trucks, minivans, and sport utility vehicles.
The brand managers have full responsibility for the marketing of their vehicles,
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Exhibit 3-2 Many of
Procter & Gamble’s brands
compete against each other
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decentralized brand
management system
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(Each category manager will have one or more advertising
managers reporting to him or her for each specific brand,

e.g., Tide advertising manager, Cheer advertising manager.)
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Figure 3-4 A Procter &
Gamble division, using the
category management
system
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including the identification of target markets as well as the development of integrated
marketing communications programs that will differentiate the brand.5

There are some drawbacks to the decentralized approach. Brand managers often
lack training and experience. The promotional strategy for a brand may be developed
by a brand manager who does not really understand what advertising or sales promo-
tion can and cannot do and how each should be used. Brand managers may focus too
much on short-run planning and administrative tasks, neglecting the development of
long-term programs. 

Another problem is that individual brand managers often end up competing for
management attention, marketing dollars, and other resources, which can lead to
unproductive rivalries and potential misallocation of funds. The manager’s persua-
siveness may become a bigger factor in determining budgets than the long-run profit
potential of the brands. These types of problems were key factors in Procter & Gam-
ble’s decision to switch to a category management system.

Finally, the brand management system has been criticized for failing to provide
brand managers with authority over the functions needed to implement and control the
plans they develop.6 Some companies have dealt with this problem by expanding the
roles and responsibilities of the advertising and sales promotion managers and their
staff of specialists. The staff specialists counsel the individual brand managers, and
advertising or sales promotion decision making involves the advertising and/or sales
promotion manager, the brand manager, and the marketing director.

In-House Agencies
Some companies, in an effort to reduce costs and maintain greater control over agency
activities, have set up their own advertising agencies internally. An in-house agency is
an advertising agency that is set up, owned, and operated by the advertiser. Some in-
house agencies are little more than advertising departments, but in other companies
they are given a separate identity and are responsible for the expenditure of large sums
of advertising dollars. Large advertisers that use in-house agencies include Calvin
Klein, The Gap, Avon, Revlon, and Benetton. Many companies use in-house agencies
exclusively; others combine in-house efforts with those of outside agencies. For exam-
ple, No Fear handles most of its advertising in-house, but it does use an outside agency
for some of its creative work (Exhibit 3-3). (The specific roles performed by in-house
agencies will become clearer when we discuss the functions of outside agencies.)

A major reason for using an in-house agency is to reduce advertising and promotion
costs. Companies with very large advertising budgets pay a substantial amount to out-
side agencies in the form of media commissions. With an internal structure, these
commissions go to the in-house agency. An in-house agency can also provide related
work such as sales presentations and sales force materials, package design, and public
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Exhibit 3-3 Most of the
advertising for No Fear is
done by an in-house agency
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relations at a lower cost than outside agencies. A study by M. Louise Ripley found that
creative and media services were the most likely functions to be performed outside,
while merchandising and sales promotion were the most likely to be performed in-
house.7

Saving money is not the only reason companies use in-house agencies. Time sav-
ings, bad experiences with outside agencies, and the increased knowledge and under-
standing of the market that come from working on advertising and promotion for the
product or service day by day are also reasons. Companies can also maintain tighter
control over the process and more easily coordinate promotions with the firm’s overall
marketing program. Some companies use an in-house agency simply because they
believe it can do a better job than an outside agency could.8

Opponents of in-house agencies say they can give the advertiser neither the experi-
ence and objectivity of an outside agency nor the range of services. They argue that
outside agencies have more highly skilled specialists and attract the best creative tal-
ent and that using an external firm gives a company a more varied perspective on its
advertising problems and greater flexibility. In-house personnel may become narrow
or grow stale while working on the same product line, but outside agencies may have
different people with a variety of backgrounds and ideas working on the account.
Flexibility is greater because an outside agency can be dismissed if the company is not
satisfied, whereas changes in an in-house agency could be slower and more disruptive.

The cost savings of an in-house agency must be evaluated against these considera-
tions. For many companies, high-quality advertising is critical to their marketing suc-
cess and should be the major criterion in determining whether to use in-house services.
Companies like Rockport and Redken Laboratories have moved their in-house work
to outside agencies in recent years. Redken cited the need for a “fresh look” and objec-
tivity as the reasons, noting that management gets too close to the product to come up
with different creative ideas. Companies often hire outside agencies as they grow and
their advertising budgets and needs increase. For example, Gateway hired a full-
service outside agency to handle its advertising as the personal computer company
experienced rapid growth during the 90s.9

The ultimate decision as to which type of advertising organization to use depends
on which arrangement works best for the company. The advantages and disadvantages
of the three systems are summarized in Figure 3-5. We now turn our attention to the
functions of outside agencies and their roles in the promotional process.
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Figure 3-5 Comparison
of advertising organization
systems

Organizational
system Advantages Disadvantages

Centralized • Facilitated
communications

• Fewer personnel required

• Continuity in staff

• Allows for more top-
management involvement

• Concentrated managerial
attention

• Rapid response to
problems and 
opportunities

• Increased flexibility

• Cost savings

• More control

• Increased coordination

• Less involvement with and
understanding of overall
marketing goals

• Longer response time

• Inability to handle multiple
product lines

• Ineffective decision 
making

• Internal conflicts

• Misallocation of funds

• Lack of authority

• Less experience

• Less objectivity

• Less flexibility

Decentralized

In-house agencies
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Many major companies use an advertising agency to assist them in
developing, preparing, and executing their promotional programs. An
ad agency is a service organization that specializes in planning and
executing advertising programs for its clients. Over 13,000 U.S. and international agen-
cies are listed in the Standard Directory of Advertising Agencies (the “Red Book”);
however, most are individually owned small businesses employing fewer than five peo-
ple. The U.S. ad agency business is highly concentrated. Nearly two-thirds of the
domestic billings (the amount of client money agencies spend on media purchases and
other equivalent activities) are handled by the top 500 agencies. In fact, just 10 U.S.
agencies handle nearly 30 percent of the total volume of business done by the top 500
agencies in the United States. The top agencies also have foreign operations that gener-
ate substantial billings and income. The top 25 agencies, ranked by their U.S. gross
incomes, are listed in Figure 3-6. The table shows that the advertising business is also
geographically concentrated, with 20 of the top 25 agencies headquartered in New York
City or the surrounding area. Nearly 40 percent of U.S. agency business is handled by
New York–based agencies. Other leading advertising centers in the United States
include Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, San Francisco, and Minneapolis.10

During the late 1980s and into the 90s, the advertising industry underwent major
changes as large agencies merged with or acquired other agencies and support organiza-
tions to form large advertising organizations, or superagencies. These superagencies

Advertising Agencies

Figure 3-6 Top 25
agencies ranked by U.S.
gross income, 2001

Gross Income
Rank Agency Headquarters (Millions)

1 Grey Worldwide New York $581.0

2 J. Walter Thompson New York 565.5

3 McCann-Erickson Worldwide New York 528.1

4 Leo Burnett Worldwide Chicago 472.1

5 BBDO Worldwide New York 458.9

6 Y&R Advertising New York 432.2

7 DDB Worldwide Communications New York 428.9

8 Euro RSCG Worldwide New York 418.2

9 Ogilvy & Mather Worldwide New York 384.8

10 Foote, Cone & Belding Worldwide New York 376.3

11 D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles New York 316.8

12 TMP Worldwide New York 227.9

13 Campbell-Ewald Warren, MI 214.0

14 TBWA Worldwide New York 206.1

15 Deutsch New York 202.5

16 Arnold Worldwide Boston 193.8

17 CommonHealth Parsippany, N.J. 190.8

18 Lowe & Partners Worldwide New York 184.9

19 Saatchi & Saatchi New York 176.0

20 Bates U.S.A. New York 154.5

21 Publicis U.S.A. New York 139.6

22 Nelson Communications Worldwide New York 131.9

23 Hill, Holliday, Connors, Cosmopulos Boston 125.0

24 Low Healthcare Worldwide Parsippany, N.J. 124.0

25 Campbell Mithun Minneapolis 118.0

Source: Advertising Age, Apr. 22, 2002, p. S-4.
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were formed so that agencies could provide clients with integrated marketing communi-
cations services worldwide. Some advertisers became disenchanted with the superagen-
cies and moved to smaller agencies that were flexible and more responsive.11 However,
during the mid-90s the agency business went through another wave of consolidation as a
number of medium-size agencies were acquired and became part of large advertising
organizations such as Omnicom Group, WPP Group, and the Interpublic Group of Cos.
Many of the mid-size agencies were acquired by or forged alliances with larger agencies
because their clients wanted an agency with international communications capabilities
and their alignment with larger organizations gave them access to a network of agencies
around the world. For example, TBWA and Chiat/Day merged and became part of the
TBWA Worldwide agency, which is part of the Omnicom Group, the world’s largest
agency holding company. The acquisition of mid-size agencies by large advertising
organizations has continued into the new millenium. In early 2000, Fallon McElligott,
one of the largest and hottest independent U.S. ad agencies, was acquired by French
advertising giant Publicis Groupe, as was London-based Saatchi & Saatchi. In 2002
Publicis acquired the Bcom3 Group, whose holdings include the Leo Burnett Co.;
D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles; Manning Selvage & Lee; Bartle Bogel Hegarty; and
the Starcom Media Vest Group. The deal also includes a partnership with Dentsu,
Japan’s largest advertising agency.12

Many of the advertising organizations and major agencies have been acquiring
companies specializing in areas such as interactive communications, public relations,
direct marketing, and sales promotion so that they can offer their clients an ever-
broader range of integrated marketing communication services.13 Recently the activity
of the advertising holding companies has moved in a new direction as they have begun
pursuing alliances with talent agencies. A new agreement negotiated between the
Screen Actors Guild and the Association of Talent Agents in 2002 allows outside
investors such as advertising agencies to own stakes in talent agencies that seek and
negotiate work on behalf of actors, directors, and writers as well as some athletes.14 By
having a stake in the talent business, ad agencies can negotiate deals with current, as
well as up-and-coming, celebrities for their clients.

The Ad Agency’s Role
The functions performed by advertising agencies might
be conducted by the clients themselves through one of the
designs discussed earlier in this chapter, but most large
companies use outside firms. This section discusses some
reasons advertisers use external agencies.

Reasons for Using an Agency Probably the
main reason outside agencies are used is that they provide
the client with the services of highly skilled individuals
who are specialists in their chosen fields. An advertising
agency staff may include artists, writers, media analysts,
researchers, and others with specific skills, knowledge,
and experience who can help market the client’s products
or services. Many agencies specialize in a particular type
of business and use their knowledge of the industry to
assist their clients. For example, Mentus Inc. is an agency
that specializes in integrated marketing communications
for the high-technology, e-commerce, and bioscience
industries (Exhibit 3-4).

An outside agency can also provide an objective
viewpoint of the market and its business that is not sub-
ject to internal company policies, biases, or other limita-
tions. The agency can draw on the broad range of
experience it has gained while working on a diverse set
of marketing problems for various clients. For example,
an ad agency that is handling a travel-related account
may have individuals who have worked with airlines,
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Exhibit 3-4 Mentus
Communications specializes
in creating ads for high-tech
companies
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cruise ship companies, travel agencies, hotels, and other travel-related industries. The
agency may have experience in this area or may even have previously worked on the
advertising account of one of the client’s competitors. Thus, the agency can provide
the client with insight into the industry (and, in some cases, the competition).

Types of Ad Agencies
Since ad agencies can range in size from a one- or two-person operation to large orga-
nizations with over 1,000 employees, the services offered and functions performed
will vary. This section examines the different types of agencies, the services they per-
form for their clients, and how they are organized.

Full-Service Agencies Many companies employ what is known as a full-
service agency, which offers its clients a full range of marketing, communications,
and promotions services, including planning, creating, and producing the advertising;
performing research; and selecting media. A full-service agency may also offer nonad-
vertising services such as strategic market planning; sales promotions, direct market-
ing, and interactive capabilities; package design; and public relations and publicity. 

The full-service agency is made up of departments that provide the activities
needed to perform the various advertising functions and serve the client, as shown in
Figure 3-7.

Account Services Account services, or account management, is the link
between the ad agency and its clients. Depending on the size of the client and its
advertising budget, one or more account executives serve as liaison. The account
executive is responsible for understanding the advertiser’s marketing and promotions
needs and interpreting them to agency personnel. He or she coordinates agency efforts
in planning, creating, and producing ads. The account executive also presents agency
recommendations and obtains client approval.
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Figure 3-7 Full-service agency organizational chart
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As the focal point of agency-client relationships, the account executive must know a
great deal about the client’s business and be able to communicate this to specialists in the
agency working on the account.15 The ideal account executive has a strong marketing
background as well as a thorough understanding of all phases of the advertising process.

Marketing Services Over the past two decades, use of marketing services has
increased dramatically. One service gaining increased attention is research, as agen-
cies realize that to communicate effectively with their clients’ customers, they must
have a good understanding of the target audience. As shown in Chapter 1, the advertis-
ing planning process begins with a thorough situation analysis, which is based on
research and information about the target audience.

Most full-service agencies maintain a research department whose function is to
gather, analyze, and interpret information that will be useful in developing advertising
for their clients. This can be done through primary research—where a study is
designed, executed, and interpreted by the research department—or through the use of
secondary (previously published) sources of information. Sometimes the research
department acquires studies conducted by independent syndicated research firms or
consultants. The research staff then interprets these reports and passes on the informa-
tion to other agency personnel working on that account.

The research department may also design and conduct research to pretest the effec-
tiveness of advertising the agency is considering. For example, copy testing is often
conducted to determine how messages developed by the creative specialists are likely
to be interpreted by the receiving audience. 

The media department of an agency analyzes, selects, and contracts for space or
time in the media that will be used to deliver the client’s advertising message. The
media department is expected to develop a media plan that will reach the target market
and effectively communicate the message. Since most of the client’s ad budget is spent
on media time and/or space, this department must develop a plan that both communi-
cates with the right audience and is cost-effective.

Media specialists must know what audiences the media reach, their rates, and how
well they match the client’s target market. The media department reviews information
on demographics, magazine and newspaper readership, radio listenership, and con-
sumers’ TV viewing patterns to develop an effective media plan. The media buyer
implements the media plan by purchasing the actual time and space. 

The media department is becoming an increasingly important part of the agency
business. An agency’s ability to negotiate prices and effectively use the vast array of
media vehicles, as well as other sources of customer contact, is becoming as important
as its ability to create ads. Some of the major agencies and/or their holding companies
have formed independent media services companies to better serve their clients. For
example, the Leo Burnett agency formed Starcom as a full service media planning and
buying company, while McCann Erickson Worldwide formed Universal McCann, and
Foote Cone and Belding Worldwide formed Horizon.FCB. These media companies
primarily serve the agency’s clients but may also offer media services separately to
other clients as well. A number of large advertisers have consolidated their media buy-
ing with these large media services companies to save money and improve media effi-
ciency. General Motors consolidated its $3.6 billion media business with Starcom,
while the Interpublic Group’s Universal McCann handles close to $1 billion in Nestlé
media business around the world.16

The research and media departments perform most of the functions that full-service
agencies need to plan and execute their clients’ advertising programs. Some agencies
offer additional marketing services to their clients to assist in other promotional areas.
An agency may have a sales promotion department, or merchandising department, that
specializes in developing contests, premiums, promotions, point-of-sale materials, and
other sales materials. It may have direct-marketing specialists and package designers,
as well as a PR/publicity department. Many agencies have developed interactive
media departments to create websites for their clients. The growing popularity of inte-
grated marketing communications has prompted many full-function agencies to
develop capabilities and offer services in these other promotional areas. IMC Perspec-
tive 3-1 discusses how traditional advertising agencies are developing integrated mar-
keting capabilities that extend beyond media advertising.
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 3-1

Agencies Learn That It’s about More Than Advertising
During the late 1980s many of the world’s largest
advertising agencies recognized that their clients
were shifting more and more of their promotional bud-
gets away from traditional media advertising to other
areas of marketing communication such as direct mar-
keting, public relations, sales promotion, and event
sponsorship. In response to this trend, many of these
agencies began acquiring companies that were spe-
cialists in these areas and ended up turning them into
profit-centered departments or subsidiaries that often
ended up battling one another for a piece of their
client’s promotional budget. While the agencies could
point to these specialists when touting their IMC capa-
bilities, there was really little emphasis on integrating
the various communication functions.

During the 90s some agencies began taking steps to
place more of an emphasis on IMC by truly integrating
it into all aspects of their operations. For example, the
Leo Burnett agency brought in direct-marketing, sales
promotion, event marketing, and public relations pro-
fessionals and dispersed them throughout the agency.
Burnetters were expected to interact with clients not as
advertising specialists who happened to know about
sales promotion, direct marketing, or public relations
but as generalists able to work with a variety of inte-
grated marketing tools. Another agency that embraced
IMC was Fallon McElligott, which hired a president of
integrated marketing and expanded its capabilities in
areas such as PR, events, and interactive advertising.

As we begin the new millennium, the shift toward
IMC is taking place at a number of major ad agencies
that are recognizing they must embrace a way of
doing business that doesn’t always involve advertis-

ing. Many companies are developing campaigns and
strategies using event marketing, sponsorships, direct
marketing, targeted radio, and the Internet with only
peripheral use of print and TV advertising. The Inter-
net poses a particular threat to traditional agencies as
it is not well understood by many agency veterans and
is taking yet another slice from the marketing commu-
nications budget pie.

Foote, Cone & Belding is remaking itself as a New
Economy ad agency by building up its capabilities in
areas such as direct marketing, interactive, customer
relationship, management/database, event marketing,
and sports marketing. FCB touts its ability to offer
clients a broad spectrum of integrated marketing
communications services through its “Model of One,”
which ensures that all these services are seamlessly
integrated and unified. All efforts are managed under
one team and based on one strategy and one broad
creative idea.

At J. Walter Thompson, the agency’s CEO, Chris
Jones, has championed a program called Thompson
Total Branding (TTB) that makes JWT the manager of
a client’s brand. TTB involves taking what the agency
calls a “Branding Idea” and developing a total commu-
nications plan that helps decide which integrated mar-
keting tools can most powerfully and persuasively
communicate it. One of the company executives notes,
“Agencies are finally realizing that our job is creating
branding solutions and, while those may involve adver-
tising, it’s not necessarily about advertising. That’s a
fundamental change in the way we operate.” The abil-
ity to use various IMC tools has helped the agency
secure new accounts and strengthen relationships
with existing clients.

While traditional agencies have been preaching
integrated marketing for years, many have not been
really practicing it. However, these agencies are realiz-
ing they must alter their course if they plan to be com-
petitive in the future. They are retraining their staffers
in the use and best practices of various IMC tools and
getting them, at long last, to focus on total communi-
cations solutions to their clients’ businesses. The
move toward integrated marketing communications
appears to be for real this time around.

Sources: Laura Q. Hughes, “Measuring Up,” Advertising Age, Feb. 5,
2001, pp. 1, 34; Kathryn Kranhold, “FCB Makes Itself a New Economy
Shop,” The Wall Street Journal, June 14, 2000, p. B8; Ellen
Newborne, “Mad Ave: A Star Is Reborn,” BusinessWeek, July 26,
1999, pp. 54–64.
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Creative Services The creative services department is responsible for the cre-
ation and execution of advertisements. The individuals who conceive the ideas for the
ads and write the headlines, subheads, and body copy (the words constituting the mes-
sage) are known as copywriters. They may also be involved in determining the basic
appeal or theme of the ad campaign and often prepare a rough initial visual layout of
the print ad or television commercial.

While copywriters are responsible for what the message says, the art department is
responsible for how the ad looks. For print ads, the art director and graphic designers
prepare layouts, which are drawings that show what the ad will look like and from
which the final artwork will be produced. For TV commercials, the layout is known as
a storyboard, a sequence of frames or panels that depict the commercial in still form.

Members of the creative department work together to develop ads that will commu-
nicate the key points determined to be the basis of the creative strategy for the client’s
product or service. Writers and artists generally work under the direction of the
agency’s creative director, who oversees all the advertising produced by the organiza-
tion. The director sets the creative philosophy of the department and may even become
directly involved in creating ads for the agency’s largest clients.

Once the copy, layout, illustrations, and mechanical specifications have been com-
pleted and approved, the ad is turned over to the production department. Most agencies
do not actually produce finished ads; they hire printers, engravers, photographers,
typographers, and other suppliers to complete the finished product. For broadcast pro-
duction, the approved storyboard must be turned into a finished commercial. The pro-
duction department may supervise the casting of people to appear in the ad and the
setting for the scenes as well as choose an independent production studio. The depart-
ment may hire an outside director to turn the creative concept into a commercial. For
example, several companies, including Nike and Kmart, have used film director Spike
Lee to direct their commercials; Airwalk shoes has used John Glen, who directed many
of the James Bond films, for its TV spots. Copywriters, art directors, account managers,
people from research and planning, and representatives from the client side may all par-
ticipate in production decisions, particularly when large sums of money are involved.

Creating an advertisement often involves many people and takes several months. In
large agencies with many clients, coordinating the creative and production processes
can be a major problem. A traffic department coordinates all phases of production to
see that the ads are completed on time and that all deadlines for submitting the ads to
the media are met. The traffic department may be located in the creative services area
of the agency, or be part of media or account management, or be separate.

Management and Finance Like any other business, an advertising agency
must be managed and perform basic operating and administrative functions such as
accounting, finance, and human resources. It must also attempt to generate new busi-
ness. Large agencies employ administrative, managerial, and clerical people to per-
form these functions. The bulk of an agency’s income (approximately 64 percent) goes
to salary and benefits for its employees. Thus, an agency must manage its personnel
carefully and get maximum productivity from them.

Agency Organization and Structure Full-function advertising agencies
must develop an organizational structure that will meet their clients’ needs and serve
their own internal requirements. Most medium-size and large agencies are structured
under either a departmental or a group system. Under the departmental system, each
of the agency functions shown in Figure 3-7 is set up as a separate department and is
called on as needed to perform its specialty and serve all of the agency’s clients. Ad
layout, writing, and production are done by the creative department, marketing ser-
vices is responsible for any research or media selection and purchases, and the account
services department handles client contact. Some agencies prefer the departmental
system because it gives employees the opportunity to develop expertise in servicing a
variety of accounts.

Many large agencies use the group system, in which individuals from each depart-
ment work together in groups to service particular accounts. Each group is headed by
an account executive or supervisor and has one or more media people, including
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media planners and buyers; a creative team, which includes copywriters, art directors,
artists, and production personnel; and one or more account executives. The group may
also include individuals from other departments such as marketing research, direct
marketing, or sales promotion. The size and composition of the group varies depend-
ing on the client’s billings and the importance of the account to the agency. For very
important accounts, the group members may be assigned exclusively to one client. In
some agencies, they may serve a number of smaller clients. Many agencies prefer the
group system because employees become very knowledgeable about the client’s busi-
ness and there is continuity in servicing the account.

Other Types of Agencies and Services
Not every agency is a large full-service agency. Many smaller agencies expect their
employees to handle a variety of jobs. For example, account executives may do their
own research, work out their own media schedule, and coordinate the production of ads
written and designed by the creative department. Many advertisers, including some
large companies, are not interested in paying for the services of a full-service agency
but are interested in some of the specific services agencies have to offer. Over the past
few decades, several alternatives to full-service agencies have evolved, including cre-
ative boutiques and media buying services.

Creative Boutiques A creative boutique is an agency that provides only cre-
ative services. These specialized companies have developed in response to some
clients’ desires to use only the creative talent of an outside provider while maintain-
ing the other functions internally. The client may seek outside creative talent because
it believes an extra creative effort is required or because its own employees do not
have sufficient skills in this regard. Some advertisers have been bypassing traditional
agencies and tapping into the movie industry for creative ideas for their commer-
cials.17 For example, a few years ago Coca-Cola entered into a joint venture with Dis-
ney and three former employees of Creative Artists Agency (CAA), a Hollywood
talent agency, to create an in-house agency called Edge Creative. The agency created
several commercials for Coca-Cola’s flagship brand, including the popular polar
bears spot (Exhibit 3-5). However, in 2000 the Coca-Cola Company sold off its inter-
est in Edge Creative and shifted the Coke account back to a traditional agency.

Full-service agencies often subcontract work to creative boutiques when they are
very busy or want to avoid adding full-time employees to their payrolls. Creative bou-
tiques are usually founded by members of the creative depart-
ments of full-service agencies who leave the firm and take with
them clients who want to retain their creative talents. These bou-
tiques usually perform the creative function on a fee basis. IMC
Perspective 3-2 discusses the challenges faced by creative bou-
tiques and some of the small shops that have been successful
recently.

Media Buying Services Media buying services are inde-
pendent companies that specialize in the buying of media, partic-
ularly radio and television time. The task of purchasing
advertising media has grown more complex as specialized media
proliferate, so media buying services have found a niche by spe-
cializing in the analysis and purchase of advertising time and
space. Agencies and clients usually develop their own media
strategies and hire the buying service to execute them. Some
media buying services do help advertisers plan their media strate-
gies. Because media buying services purchase such large
amounts of time and space, they receive large discounts and can
save the small agency or client money on media purchases.
Media buying services are paid a fee or commission for their
work.

Media buying services have been experiencing strong growth
in recent years as clients seek alternatives to full-service agency
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Exhibit 3-5 This popular
Coca-Cola spot was done by
the company’s in-house
creative boutique
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 3-2

Tough Times for Creative Boutiques
Creative boutiques have long been an important part
of the advertising industry. The competitive advantage
for boutiques has always been their ability to turn out
inventive creative work quickly, without the cumber-
some bureaucracy and politics of larger agencies.
Large and small shops coexisted successfully because
boutiques usually pursued smaller accounts than large
agencies were interested in. And even as the agency
business was reshaped by consolidation and the cre-
ation of large mega-agencies that now dominate the
industry, creative boutiques were riding high on the
dot-com boom of the late 90s that provided a boost in
billings, profile, and morale for small shops. However,
the dot-com wave crashed even faster than it appeared,
and then came the terrorist attacks of September 11,
which were followed by the worst advertising recession
in decades.

Today’s creative boutiques are facing major chal-
lenges, and many are struggling to identify and differ-
entiate themselves and attract clients. They find
themselves competing against the larger agencies for
accounts that would have been passed over by top-tier
shops during better economic times. Moreover, selling
the creativity of a boutique’s work is not enough, as
many clients want the range of services that larger
agencies provide. Creative work does not capture the
imagination of the industry the way it used to, as mar-
keters are looking for business-building ideas rather
than creative home runs. As the new business director
at a large New York agency notes: “Boutiques can’t
compete in terms of offering integrated solutions, and
don’t have the resources to mount serious pitches for
even the smaller pieces of business that might go to a
mid-size agency. They will be forever mired in project
work.”

Despite these obstacles, there are still those brave
or foolhardy enough to believe that with a dollar and a
dream they can open their own creative boutique, and
they are hanging out shingles. The advertising busi-
ness has always been grounded in creativity and entre-
preneurship, and most boutique partners see the small
shop as still relevant in an age of consolidation and
multinational clients. They note that there still is a
niche for creative boutiques, citing the number of big-
client–small-agency relationships across the industry.
Anheuser Busch, which has large multinational agen-
cies on its roster, also works with small hybrid shops
such as Fusion Idea Lab in Chicago on project assign-
ments for Bud Light. Target parcels out project work to
small shops like Peterson Milla Hooks in Minneapolis,
while Boston-based Velocity’s clients include Just For

Feet and the Bruegger’s Bagels chain. Many of these
hope to become the Next Modernista!, the Boston shop
that was founded by former creative directors from
Arnold Advertising and Wieden & Kennedy, New York,
and in less than two years has managed to land clients
such as the Gap, MTV, and General Motors’ Hummer.

Many clients recognize the benefits of working
directly with a smaller creative boutique where they
can get more attention and better access to creative
talent than they would at a larger agency. For example,
the marketing director for Culver Franchising System,
the parent of Culver’s Frozen Custard, hired the small
One and All Shop because the company was looking for
an agency where the partners would be involved and
there would not be a lot of layers of bureaucracy with
which to deal. Creative duties on the Boston Beer Co.’s
$30 million account went to a former Lowe Lintas &
Partners creative director who left to form his own
agency, called Big Chair. The vice president of brand
development at Boston Beer explained: “I was looking
for people who had beer experience, who had good
experience with humor, and a shop that was unconven-
tional and small. The creative so far has met my expec-
tations and so has the relationship with very quick
response time a very high level of thinking.”

Many creative boutique owners still feel they can
beat the odds and carve out a niche for themselves in
the advertising agency business. Those who can sur-
vive the tough times facing the advertising industry
may find a bright future, as there will always be clients
who want key-principal involvement and creative peo-
ple who are doing breakthrough creative work.

Sources: Anthony Vagnoni, “Small Fries,” Advertising Age, March 4,
2002, pp. 20, 22; Eleftheria Parpis, “The Little League,” Adweek,

Nov. 26, 2001, p. 3.
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relationships. Many companies have been unbundling agency services and consolidat-
ing media buying to get more clout from their advertising budgets. Nike, Maytag, and
Gateway are among those that have switched some or all of their media buying from
full-service agencies to independent media buyers. As noted earlier, many of the major
agencies have formed independent media services companies that handle the media
planning and buying for their clients and also offer their services separately to compa-
nies interested in a more specialized or consolidated approach to media planning,
research, and/or buying. Exhibit 3-6 shows a page from the website of Initiative Media
Worldwide, the largest media services company in the world.
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Exhibit 3-6 Initiative
Media is the leading
independent media buying
service

As you have seen, the type and amount of services an agency per-
forms vary from one client to another. As a result, agencies use a
variety of methods to get paid for their services. Agencies are typi-
cally compensated in three ways: commissions, some type of fee arrangement, or per-
centage charges.

Commissions from Media
The traditional method of compensating agencies is through a commission system,
where the agency receives a specified commission (usually 15 percent) from the media
on any advertising time or space it purchases for its client. (For outdoor advertising,
the commission is 162/3 percent.) This system provides a simple method of determining
payments, as shown in the following example.

Assume an agency prepares a full-page magazine ad and arranges to place the ad on
the back cover of a magazine at a cost of $100,000. The agency places the order for the
space and delivers the ad to the magazine. Once the ad is run, the magazine will bill
the agency for $100,000, less the 15 percent ($15,000) commission. The media will
also offer a 2 percent cash discount for early payment, which the agency may pass
along to the client. The agency will bill the client $100,000 less the 2 percent cash dis-
count on the net amount, or a total of $98,300, as shown in Figure 3-8. The $15,000
commission represents the agency’s compensation for its services.

Appraisal of the Commission System Use of the commission system to
compensate agencies has been quite controversial for many years. A major problem
centers on whether the 15 percent commission represents equitable compensation for
services performed. Two agencies may require the same amount of effort to create

Agency Compensation
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and produce an ad. However, one client may spend $2 million on commissionable
media, which results in a $300,000 agency income, while the other spends $20 mil-
lion, generating $3 million in commissions. Critics argue that the commission system
encourages agencies to recommend high media expenditures to increase their com-
mission level.

Another criticism of the commission system is that it ties agency compensation to
media costs. In periods of media cost inflation, the agency is (according to the client)
disproportionately rewarded. The commission system has also been criticized for
encouraging agencies to ignore cost accounting systems to justify the expenses attrib-
utable to work on a particular account. Still others charge that this system tempts the
agency to avoid noncommissionable media such as direct mail, sales promotions, or
advertising specialties, unless they are requested by the client.

Defenders of the commission system argue that it is easy to administer and it keeps
the emphasis in agency competition on nonprice factors such as the quality of the
advertising developed. Proponents argue that agency services are proportional to the
size of the commission, since more time and effort are devoted to the large accounts
that generate high revenue for the agency. They also say the system is more flexible
than it appears because agencies often perform other services for large clients at no
extra charge, justifying such actions by the large commission they receive.

The commission system has been a highly debated topic among advertisers and
agencies for years. Critics of the system have argued that it provides an incentive for
agencies to do the wrong thing, such as recommending mass-media advertising when
other forms of communication such as direct marketing or public relations might do a
better job.18 They argue that the commission system is outdated and must be changed.
This does indeed appear to be happening. A recent study of agency compensation con-
ducted by the Association of National Advertisers (ANA) indicates that agency com-
pensation based on the traditional 15 percent commission is becoming rare.19 The
survey found that only 21 percent of advertisers paid commissions to their agencies
and only 16 percent paid the standard 15 percent. The clients who have stuck with
commissions do so either from inertia or from administrative simplicity. However, the
survey also found that most clients and agencies use the 15 percent commission stan-
dard as a starting point for determining other compensation agreements such as labor-
and performance-based plans.

While the use of the 15 percent commission is on the wane, many advertisers still
use some form of media commission to compensate their agencies. Many advertisers
have gone to a negotiated commission system to compensate their agencies. This
commission structure can take the form of reduced percentage rates, variable commis-
sion rates, and commissions with minimum and maximum profit rates. Negotiated
commissions are designed to consider the needs of the clients as well as the time and
effort exerted by the agency, thereby avoiding some of the problems inherent in the
traditional 15 percent sytem. Some of the leading agencies now receive a commission
based on a sliding rate that becomes lower as the clients’ media expenditures increase
and end up receiving average commissions of 8 to 10 percent versus the traditional 15
percent.20 Agencies are also relying less on media commissions for their income as
their clients expand their integrated marketing communications programs to include
other forms of promotion and cut back on mass-media advertising. The percentage of
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Figure 3-8 Example of
commission system payment

Media Bills Agency Agency Bills Advertiser

Costs for magazine space $100,000 Costs for magazine space $100,000 

Less 15% commission –15,000 Less 2% cash discount –1,700

Cost of media space 85,000 Advertiser pays agency $ 98,300

Less 2% cash discount –1,700

Agency pays media $ 83,300 Agency income $ 15,000
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agency income from media commissions is declining, and a greater percentage is com-
ing through other methods such as fees and performance incentives.

Fee, Cost, and Incentive-Based Systems
Since many believe the commission system is not equitable to all parties, many agen-
cies and their clients have developed some type of fee arrangement or cost-plus agree-
ment for agency compensation. Some are using incentive-based compensation, which
is a combination of a commission and a fee system.

Fee Arrangement There are two basic types of fee arrangement systems. In
the straight or fixed-fee method, the agency charges a basic monthly fee for all of its
services and credits to the client any media commissions earned. Agency and client
agree on the specific work to be done and the amount the agency will be paid for it.
Sometimes agencies are compensated through a fee-commission combination, in
which the media commissions received by the agency are credited against the fee. If
the commissions are less than the agreed-on fee, the client must make up the differ-
ence. If the agency does much work for the client in noncommissionable media, the
fee may be charged over and above the commissions received.

Both types of fee arrangements require that the agency carefully assess its costs of
serving the client for the specified period, or for the project, plus its desired profit mar-
gin. To avoid any later disagreement, a fee arrangement should specify exactly what
services the agency is expected to perform for the client. Fee arrangements have
become the primary type of agreement used by advertisers with their agencies,
accounting for 68 percent of the compensation plans in the recent ANA survey.

Cost-Plus Agreement Under a cost-plus system, the client agrees to pay the
agency a fee based on the costs of its work plus some agreed-on profit margin (often a
percentage of total costs). This system requires that the agency keep detailed records
of the costs it incurs in working on the client’s account. Direct costs (personnel time
and out-of-pocket expenses) plus an allocation for overhead and a markup for profits
determine the amount the agency bills the client.

Fee agreements and cost-plus systems are commonly used in conjunction with a
commission system. The fee-based system can be advantageous to both the client and
the agency, depending on the size of the client, advertising budget, media used, and ser-
vices required. Many clients prefer fee or cost-plus systems because they receive a
detailed breakdown of where and how their advertising and promotion dollars are being
spent. However, these arrangements can be difficult for the agency, as they require care-
ful cost accounting and may be difficult to estimate when bidding for an advertiser’s
business. Agencies are also reluctant to let clients see their internal cost figures.

Incentive-Based Compensation Many clients these days are demanding
more accountability from their agencies and tying agency compensation to perfor-
mance through some type of incentive-based system. While there are many variations,
the basic idea is that the agency’s ultimate compensation level will depend on how well
it meets predetermined performance goals. These goals often include objective mea-
sures such as sales or market share as well as more subjective measures such as evalua-
tions of the quality of the agency’s creative work. Companies using incentive-based
systems determine agency compensation through media commissions, fees, bonuses, or
some combination of these methods. The use of performance incentives varies by the
size of the advertiser, with large advertisers the most likely to use them. Figure 3-9
shows the various performance criteria used along with the basis for the incentive and
the use of performance incentives by advertiser size.

Recognizing the movement toward incentive-based systems, most agencies have
agreed to tie their compensation to performance.21 Agency executives note that pay for
performance works best when the agency has complete control over a campaign.
Thus, if a campaign fails to help sell a product or service, the agency is willing to
assume complete responsibility and take a reduction in compensation. On the other
hand, if sales increase, the agency can receive greater compensation for its work.
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Percentage Charges
Another way to compensate an agency is by adding a
markup of percentage charges to various services the
agency purchases from outside providers. These may
include market research, artwork, printing, photogra-
phy, and other services or materials. Markups usually
range from 17.65 to 20 percent and are added to the
client’s overall bill. Since suppliers of these services do
not allow the agency a commission, percentage charges
cover administrative costs while allowing a reasonable
profit for the agency’s efforts. (A markup of 17.65 per-
cent of costs added to the initial cost would yield a 15
percent commission. For example, research costs of
$100,000 × 17.65% = $100,000 + $17,650 = $117,650.
The $17,650 markup is about 15 percent of $117,650.)

The Future of Agency
Compensation
As you can see there is no one method of agency com-
pensation to which everyone subscribes. The recent
ANA survey found that nearly half of advertisers made
significant changes in their compensation plans in the
past three years, while 21 percent plan more changes
soon. One of the most significant findings from the
recent ANA survey is the rapid rise in incentive-based
compensation agreements, as 35 percent of advertisers

are using some type of performance-based system versus only 13 percent 10 years ago.
As more companies adopt IMC approaches, they are reducing their reliance on tra-

ditional media advertising, and this is leading to changes in the way they compensate
their agencies. For example, Procter & Gamble, which has traditionally been a heavy
user of television advertising, was one of the largest major advertisers to move away
from the standard 15 percent commission system. In 2000 P&G implemented a major
change in its compensation structure from one based entirely on media commissions
to one based entirely on sales-based incentives. One of the reasons for the change in
P&G’s compensation system is to encourage agencies to focus less on expensive com-
missionable media such as television and magazines and make use of other IMC tools
such as direct mail, event marketing, public relations, and the Internet.22 P&G joins a
list of other major consumer products advertisers, such as Colgate-Palmolive,
Unilever, and Campbell Soup, that have changed their systems to more closely link
agency compensation to a product’s performance in the market. Many automobile
advertisers, including Nissan, Ford, BMW, and General Motors, are also using incen-
tive-based systems.23 GM made the change to encourage its agencies to look beyond
traditional mass-media advertising and develop other ways of reaching consumers.24

Many companies are changing their compensation systems as they move away
from traditional mass media and turn to a wider array of marketing communication
tools. They are also trying to make their agencies more accountable and reduce agency
compensation costs. However, advertisers must recognize that their compensation
policies should provide agencies with a reasonable profit if they want quality work and
the best results from their agencies.
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Figure 3-9 Use of performance incentives by advertisers

Performance Criteria Used for Incentive Systems

Sales goals 73%

Market share 29

Profit 25

Brand/ad awareness 50

Brand perceptions 23

Copy test results 25

Performance reviews 58

Other criteria 11

Basis for Incentive

Agency performance 14%

Company performance 17

Both agency and company performance 69

Performance incentive use by size of advertiser

Under $4 million 13%

$4 million–$20 million 10

$20 million–$100 million 33

More than $100 million 44

Source: Association of National Advertisers: Trend in Compensation Survey: 2000.

Given the substantial amounts of money being spent on advertising and
promotion, demand for accountability of the expenditures has increased.
Regular reviews of the agency’s performance are necessary. The agency

evaluation process usually involves two types of assessments, one financial and opera-
tional and the other more qualitative. The financial audit focuses on how the agency
conducts its business. It is designed to verify costs and expenses, the number of per-
sonnel hours charged to an account, and payments to media and outside suppliers. The
qualitative audit focuses on the agency’s efforts in planning, developing, and imple-
menting the client’s advertising programs and considers the results achieved.

Evaluating Agencies
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The agency evaluation is often done on a subjective, informal basis, particularly in
smaller companies where ad budgets are low or advertising is not seen as the most crit-
ical factor in the firm’s marketing performance. However some companies have devel-
oped formal, systematic evaluation systems, particularly when budgets are large and
the advertising function receives much emphasis. The top management of these com-
panies wants to be sure money is being spent efficiently and effectively. As the costs of
advertising and other forms of promotion rises, more companies are adopting formal
procedures for evaluating the performance of their agencies.

One example of a formal agency evaluation system is that used by Whirlpool,
which markets a variety of consumer products. Whirlpool management meets once a
year with the company’s agencies to review their performance. Whirlpool managers
complete an advertising agency performance evaluation, part of which is shown in
Exhibit 3-7. These reports are compiled and reviewed with the agency at each annual
meeting. Whirlpool’s evaluation process covers six areas of performance. The com-
pany and the agency develop an action plan to correct areas of deficiency. 

Companies develop evaluation procedures that emphasize different areas. For
example, R. J. Reynolds emphasizes creative development and execution, marketing
counsel and ideas, promotion support, and cost controls, without any mention of sales
figures. Sears focuses on the performance of the agency as a whole in an effort to
establish a partnership between the agency and the client. These and other evaluation
methods are being used more regularly by advertisers. As fiscal controls tighten,
clients will require more accountability from their providers and adopt formal evalua-
tion procedures.

CREATIVE SERVICES
Marks

Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never NA Scored
4 3 2 1 0

1. Agency produces fresh ideas and original approaches

2. Agency accurately interprets facts, strategies and objectives into 
usable advertisements and plans

3. Creative group is knowledgeable about company’s products, markets 
and strategies

4. Creative group is concerned with good advertising communications 
and develops campaigns and ads that exhibit this concern

5. Creative group produces on time 

6. Creative group performs well under pressure

7. Creative group operates in a businesslike manner to control production 
costs and other creative charges

8. Agency presentations are well organized with sufficient examples of 
proposed executions

9. Creative group participates in major campaign presentations

10. Agency presents ideas and executions not requested but felt to be 
good opportunities

11. Agency willingly accepts ideas generated by other locations/agency 
offices vs. being over-protective of its own creative product

12. Other areas not mentioned

13. Agency demonstrates commitment to client’s business

14. Agency creative proposals are relevant and properly fulfill creative brief

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATION & SERVICE
Marks

Always Often Occasionally Seldom Never NA Scored
4 3 2 1 0

1. Account representatives act with personal initiative

2. Account representatives anticipate needs in advance of direction by 
client (ie: are proactive)

3. Account group takes direction well

4. Agency is able to demonstrate results of programs implemented

5. Account representatives function strategically rather than as creative 
advisors only

6. Account representatives are knowledgeable about competitive programs 
and share this information along with their recommendations in a timely 
manner

7. Account representatives respond to client requests in a timely fashion

8. Account group operates in a business-like manner to control costs

9. Agency recommendations are founded on sound reasoning and 
supported factually, and appropriately fit within budget constraints

10. Agency is able to advise the client on trends and developments in 
technology

11. Account representatives demonstrate a high degree of professionalism 
in both written and oral communication

12. Agency presents ideas and executions not requested by felt to be good 
opportunities

13. Agency makes reasoned recommendations on allocation of budgets

14. Agency demonstrates commitment to client’s business

15. There is a positive social relationship between client and agency

Exhibit 3-7 Whirlpool’s ad agency performance evaluation

Value—(marks)
Rating: Excellent 90–100% Total marks scored

Good 80–89%
Average 70–79% Total possible marks
Fair 60–69%
Poor below 60% Score

Value—(marks)
Rating: Excellent 90–100% Total marks scored

Good 80–89%
Average 70–79% Total possible marks
Fair 60–69%
Poor below 60% Score
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Gaining and Losing Clients
The evaluation process described above provides valuable feedback
to both the agency and the client, such as indicating changes that
need to be made by the agency and/or the client to improve perfor-
mance and make the relationship more productive. Many agencies
have had very long-lasting relationships with their clients. For
example, General Electric has been with the BBDO Worldwide
agency for over 80 years. Other well-known companies or brands
that have had long-lasting relationships include Marlboro/Leo Bur-
nett (50 years), McDonald’s/DDB Needham Worldwide (34 years),
and PepsiCo/BBDO (44 years). Exhibit 3-8 shows an ad run by Dr
Pepper/Seven Up Inc. celebrating its long-term relationship with the
Young & Rubicam agency.

While many successful client-agency relationships go on for a
number of years, long-term relationships are becoming less com-
mon. A survey conducted a few years ago by the American Associa-
tion of Advertising Agencies found that the average tenure of
client-agency relationships declined from 7.2 years in 1984 to 5.3
years in the late 90s.25 In recent years a number of long-standing
client-agency relationships were terminated. Levi Strauss & Co.
terminated its 68-year relationship with Foote, Cone & Belding, of
San Francisco, in 1998 when it transferred its U.S. jeans account to
TBWA/Chiat/Day. However, just three years later the company

moved the account to Bartle Bogle Hegarty, the agency that handles its advertising in
Europe.26 In 2002 Saturn Corp. ended its long relationship with Hal Riney & Partners,
the agency that had been with the automaker since its debut in 1990, and moved to
Goodby Silverstein & Partners, San Francisco.27 IMC Perspective 3-3 discusses how
Gateway has changed agencies four times in the past 10 years.

There are a number of reasons clients switch agencies. Understanding these poten-
tial problems can help the agency avoid them.28 In addition, it is important to under-
stand the process agencies go through in trying to win new clients.

Why Agencies Lose Clients Some of the more common reasons agencies
lose clients follow:

• Poor performance or service. The client becomes dissatisfied with the quality of the
advertising and/or the service provided by the agency.

• Poor communication. The client and agency personnel fail to develop or maintain
the level of communication necessary to sustain a favorable working relationship.

• Unrealistic demands by the client. The client places demands on the agency that
exceed the amount of compensation received and reduce the account’s profitability.

• Personality conflicts. People working on the account on the client and agency sides
do not have enough rapport to work well together.

• Personnel changes. A change in personnel at either the agency or the advertiser can
create problems. New managers may wish to use an agency with which they have
established ties. Agency personnel often take accounts with them when they switch
agencies or start their own.

• Changes in size of the client or agency. The client may outgrow the agency or
decide it needs a larger agency to handle its business. If the agency gets too large, the
client may represent too small a percentage of its business to command attention.

• Conflicts of interest. A conflict may develop when an agency merges with another
agency or when a client is part of an acquisition or merger. In the United States, an
agency cannot handle two accounts that are in direct competition with each other. In
some cases, even indirect competition will not be tolerated. 

• Changes in the client’s corporate and/or marketing strategy. A client may change its
marketing strategy and decide that a new agency is needed to carry out the new
program. As more companies adapt an integrated marketing communications
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Exhibit 3-8 Young &
Rubicam has been the
agency for Dr Pepper for
more than three decades
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 3-3

Gateway Searches for 
the Right Ad Agency
While some companies have long-lasting relationships
with their advertising agencies, others often find
themselves changing agencies more frequently. Deci-
sions to switch ad agencies can be driven by a variety
of factors including increases in the client’s size,
changes in the markets it serves, reorganizations that
lead to changes in top management, and/or changes in
its advertising strategy or philosophy. One company
that found itself changing agencies quite frequently
during the past 10 years is Gateway, which is one of the
world’s largest computer companies.

Founded in 1985, Gateway was a pioneer in the build-
to-order, direct-marketing segment of the personal
computer business. The company’s chairman and CEO,
Ted Waitt, started Gateway on his family’s cattle farm
in Iowa and built it into a multibillion-dollar company.
The Holstein dairy cows on the Waitt farm inspired the
company’s distinctive and nationally recognized logo
and the cow-spot patterns on its boxes. The spots serve
as a constant reminder of Gateway’s midwestern roots
and the company’s values: hard work, honesty, friendli-
ness, quality—and putting people first.

Until 1993, Gateway relied solely on print advertis-
ing that was produced in-house. However, as the com-
pany’s rapid growth continued, it decided to add
television ads to the media mix and to retain the ser-
vices of an outside agency to work with its in-house
advertising department. The agency, Carmichael Lynch
of Minneapolis, hired a New York commercial director
and filmmaker, Henry Corra, to direct the first Gateway
commercials. Ted Waitt liked the unscripted, folksy
ads that Corra was shooting, with their emphasis on
“real people,” and the visionary entrepreneur and
artist developed a strong personal relationship.

As Gateway grew and its international sales
increased, the company decided it needed a global
agency. In 1997 the company moved its account to
D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles. However, Waitt quickly
became dissatisfied with DMB&B’s traditional cam-
paigns and dropped the agency after a year. He
brought back Henry Corra to work on Gateway’s adver-
tising with a new agency, DiMassimo Brand Advertis-
ing, a small but aggressive creative boutique. Corra
and the new agency produced a number of unscripted
TV commercials throughout 1998. However, that same
year Jeff Weitzen, a former AT&T executive, was
brought in to run Gateway when Waitt decided to step
back from the day-to-day operations of the company.
The new CEO quickly moved the entire Gateway

account again—this time to McCann-Erickson, one of
the largest agencies in the world.

McCann worked on the Gateway account for three
years and developed the “People Rule” campaign,
which included actor Michael J. Fox as a spokesperson
and also featured Waitt touting the company’s ser-
vices for small businesses. However, in January 2001,
Weitzen resigned as CEO and Waitt once again took
the helm. A few days after Waitt resumed control of
the company, Gateway dismissed McCann-Erickson as
its agency. A Gateway spokesman described the part-
ing as “amicable,” while McCann viewed the dismissal
as part of the wholesale changes and management
shake-up that accompanied Ted Waitt’s return.

A few days later several agencies made presenta-
tions to Waitt and the vice president of advertising for
Gateway’s consumer business, including former
agency DiMassimo Brand Advertising; Fallon, Min-
neapolis; and Siltanen/Keehn. However, Gateway
decided to move its advertising back in-house. Once
again, Ted Waitt turned to his friend Henry Corra to
direct the company’s commercials. While Corra contin-
ued to direct and shoot the TV commercials for Gate-
way, the company also began working with yet another
agency, Siltanen/Keehn, whose founders worked on
Apple Computer’s “Think Different” campaign at
TBWA/Chiat/Day. After working with Gateway on a
project basis for five months, Siltanen/Keehn became
the company’s agency of record for print and broad-
cast advertising in early 2002.

The relationship with Siltanen/Keehn was also short-
lived as Gateway parted ways with the agency after
only 10 months and moved its account to the Arnell
Group, New York. The change was part of Gateway’s
decision to move away from the folksy, rural image and
brand itself as a more modern and hip company. The
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approach, they are looking for agencies that have integrated capabilities and can han-
dle more than just their media advertising.

• Declining sales. When sales of the client’s product or service are stagnant or declin-
ing, advertising may be seen as contributing to the problem. A new agency may be
sought for a new creative approach.

• Conflicting compensation philosophies. Disagreement may develop over the level
or method of compensation. As more companies move toward incentive-based
compensation systems, disagreement over compensation is becoming more 
commonplace.

• Changes in policies. Policy changes may result when either party reevaluates the
importance of the relationship, the agency acquires a new (and larger) client, or either
side undergoes a merger or acquisition.

If the agency recognizes these warning signs, it can try to adapt its programs and
policies to make sure the client is satisfied. Some of the situations discussed here are
unavoidable, and others are beyond the agency’s control. But to maintain the account,
problems within the agency’s control must be addressed. 

The time may come when the agency decides it is no longer in its best interest to
continue to work with the client. Personnel conflicts, changes in management philoso-
phy, and/or insufficient financial incentives are just a few of the reasons for such a
decision. Then the agency may terminate the account relationship.

How Agencies Gain Clients Competition for accounts in the agency busi-
ness is intense, since most companies have already organized for the advertising func-
tion and only a limited number of new businesses require such services each year.
While small agencies may be willing to work with a new company and grow along
with it, larger agencies often do not become interested in these firms until they are able
to spend at least $1 million per year on advertising. Many of the top 15 agencies won’t
accept an account that spends less than $5 million per year. Once that expenditure
level is reached, competition for the account intensifies.

In large agencies, most new business results from clients that already have an
agency but decide to change their relationships. Thus, agencies must constantly search
and compete for new clients. Some of the ways they do this follow.

Referrals Many good agencies obtain new clients as a result of referrals from exist-
ing clients, media representatives, and even other agencies. These agencies maintain
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new advertising tagline is “Gateway a better way” and
the ads show computer users in a series of vignettes
with an urban look and feel. Gateway is also touting a
new logo as the old one, which featured a cow-spotted
shipping box, has been replaced. The new logo is a com-
puter power button rotated on its side to form a styl-
ized “G” but still retains a hint of a cow spot. However,
the talking cow has been retired and Gateway feels that

it has found the right image for the future as well as
the right agency. Hopefully the company will no longer
have to keep looking for an udder agency.

Sources: Bruce V. Bigelow, “How now Gateway cow?,” The San Diego

Union Tribune, December 8, 2002, pp. H1, 10; Richard Linnett,
“Regarding Henry,” Advertising Age, Mar. 26, 2001, pp. 1, 37, 41; Tobi
Elkin, “Troubled Gateway Turns to New Shop as Earnings Fall,”
Advertising Age, Feb. 12, 2001, p. 4.
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good working relationships with their clients, the media, and outside parties that might
provide business to them.

Solicitations One of the more common ways to gain new business is through direct
solicitation. In smaller agencies, the president may solicit new accounts. In most large
agencies, a new business development group seeks out and establishes contact with
new clients. The group is responsible for writing solicitation letters, making cold calls,
and following up on leads. The cutbacks in ad spending by many companies during
the recent recession have resulted in many agencies’ pitching their services on an
unsolicited basis to marketers who are satisfied with their agencies. Senior executives
recognize that new business is the lifeblood of their agencies and are encouraging their
business development teams to pursue advertisers who have not even put their
accounts up for review.29

Presentations A basic goal of the new business development group is to receive an
invitation from a company to make a presentation. This gives the agency the opportu-
nity to sell itself—to describe its experience, personnel, capabilities, and operating
procedures, as well as to demonstrate its previous work. 

The agency may be asked to make a speculative presentation, in which it examines
the client’s marketing situation and proposes a tentative communications campaign.
Because presentations require a great deal of time and preparation and may cost the
agency a considerable amount of money without a guarantee of gaining the business,
many firms refuse to participate in “creative shootouts.” They argue that agencies
should be selected on the basis of their experience and the services and programs they
have provided for previous clients.30 Nevertheless, most agencies do participate in this
form of solicitation, either by choice or because they must do so to gain accounts.

Due in part to the emphasis on speculative presentations, a very important role has
developed for ad agency review consultants, who specialize in helping clients choose
ad agencies. These consultants are often used to bring an objective perspective to the
agency review process and to assist advertisers who may lack the resources, experi-
ence, or organizational consensus needed to successfully conduct a review.31 Because
their opinions are respected by clients, the entire agency
review process may be structured according to their
guidelines. As you might imagine, these consultants wield
a great deal of power with both clients and agencies.

Public Relations Agencies also seek business through
publicity/public relations efforts. They often participate
in civic and social groups and work with charitable orga-
nizations pro bono (at cost, without pay) to earn respect
in the community. Participation in professional associa-
tions such as the American Association of Advertising
Agencies and the Advertising Research Foundation can
also lead to new contacts. Successful agencies often
receive free publicity throughout the industry as well as
in the mass media.

Image and Reputation Perhaps the most effective
way an agency can gain new business is through its repu-
tation. Agencies that consistently develop excellent cam-
paigns are often approached by clients. Agencies may
enter their work in award competitions or advertise them-
selves to enhance their image in the marketing commu-
nity.  In some cases the clients themselves may provide
valuable testimonials. For example, Exhibit 3-9 shows an
ad from IBM congratulating its agency, Ogilvy &
Mather, for winning the Grand EFFIE in the annual com-
petition sponsored by the New York American Marketing
Association that recognizes the most effective advertis-
ing campaigns.
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Exhibit 3-9 IBM
congratulates its agency for
developing an award-
winning campaign
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Many companies assign the development and implementation of their
promotional programs to an advertising agency. But several other types
of organizations provide specialized services that complement the

efforts of ad agencies. Direct-response agencies, sales promotion agencies, and public
relations firms are important to marketers in developing and executing IMC programs
in the United States as well as international markets. Let us examine the functions
these organizations perform.

Direct-Response Agencies
One of the fastest-growing areas of IMC is direct marketing, where companies com-
municate with consumers through telemarketing, direct mail, and other forms of
direct-response advertising. As this industry has grown, numerous direct-response
agencies have evolved that offer companies their specialized skills in both consumer
and business markets. Figure 3-10 shows the top 10 direct-response agencies (several
of which, including OgilvyOne, DraftWorldwide, and Grey Direct Marketing, are
divisions or subsidiaries of large ad agencies). 

Direct-response agencies provide a variety of services, including database man-
agement, direct mail, research, media services, and creative and production capabili-
ties. While direct mail is their primary weapon, many direct-response agencies are
expanding their services to include such areas as infomercial production and database
management. Database development and management is becoming one of the most
important services provided by direct-response agencies. Many companies are using
database marketing to pinpoint new customers and build relationships and loyalty
among existing customers.32

A typical direct-response agency is divided into three main departments: account
management, creative, and media. Some agencies also have a department whose func-
tion is to develop and manage databases for their clients. The account managers work
with their clients to plan direct-marketing programs and determine their role in the
overall integrated marketing communications process. The creative department con-
sists of copywriters, artists, and producers. Creative is responsible for developing the
direct-response message, while the media department is concerned with its placement. 

Like advertising agencies, direct-response agencies must solicit new business and
have their performance reviewed by their existing clients, often through formal assess-
ment programs. Most direct-response agencies are compensated on a fee basis,
although some large advertisers still prefer the commission system.

Sales Promotion Agencies
Developing and managing sales promotion programs such as contests, sweepstakes,
refunds and rebates, premium and incentive offers, and sampling programs is a very
complex task. Most companies use a sales promotion agency to develop and administer
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Specialized Services

Figure 3-10 Top 10 direct-response agencies

Rank Agency (Affiliation) Headquarters

1 Euro RSCG Marketing Services New York

2 Draft Worldwide Chicago

3 OgilvyOne Worldwide Interactive New York

4 Rapp Collins Worldwide New York

5 Wunderman New York

6 Digitas New York

7 MRM Partners Worldwide New York

8 Brann Worldwide New York

9 Proximity Worldwide New York

10 Grey Direct Marketing Group New York
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these programs. Some large ad agencies have created their own sales
promotion department or acquired a sales promotion firm. However,
most sales promotion agencies are independent companies that special-
ize in providing the services needed to plan, develop, and execute a vari-
ety of sales promotion programs.

Sales promotion agencies often work in conjunction with the client’s
advertising and/or direct-response agencies to coordinate their efforts
with the advertising and direct-marketing programs. Services provided
by large sales promotion agencies include promotional planning, cre-
ative, research, tie-in coordination, fulfillment, premium design and
manufacturing, catalog production, and contest/sweepstakes manage-
ment. Many sales promotion agencies are also developing direct/data-
base marketing and telemarketing to expand their integrated marketing
services capabilities. Sales promotion agencies are generally compen-
sated on a fee basis. Exhibit 3-10 shows an ad for DVC, which was
selected as the promotional agency of the decade a few years ago by
Promo Magazine.

Public Relations Firms
Many large companies use both an advertising agency and a PR firm.
The public relations firm develops and implements programs to man-
age the organization’s publicity, image, and affairs with consumers and other relevant
publics, including employees, suppliers, stockholders, government, labor groups, citizen
action groups, and the general public. The PR firm analyzes the relationships between
the client and these various publics, determines how the client’s policies and actions
relate to and affect these publics, develops PR strategies and programs, implements
these programs using various public relations tools, and evaluates their effectiveness. 

The activities of a public relations firm include planning the PR strategy and pro-
gram, generating publicity, conducting lobbying and public affairs efforts, becoming
involved in community activities and events, preparing news releases and other com-
munications, conducting research, promoting and managing special events, and man-
aging crises. As companies adopt an IMC approach to promotional planning, they are
coordinating their PR activities with advertising and other promotional areas. Many
companies are integrating public relations and publicity into the marketing communi-
cations mix to increase message credibility and save media costs.33 Public relations
firms are generally compensated by retainer. We will examine their role in more detail
in Chapter 17.

Interactive Agencies
With the rapid growth of the Internet and other forms of interactive media, a new type
of specialized marketing communications organization has evolved—the interactive
agency. Many marketers are using interactive agencies that specialize in the develop-
ment and strategic use of various interactive marketing tools such as websites for the
Internet, banner ads, CD-ROMs, and kiosks. They recognize that the development of
successful interactive marketing programs requires expertise in technology as well as
areas such as creative website design, database marketing, digital media, and customer
relationship management. Many traditional advertising agencies have established
interactive capabilities, ranging from a few specialists within the agency to an entire
interactive division. Some of the largest interactive agencies such as EuroRSCG Inter-
action, Grey Digital Marketing, and Ogilvy Interactive are affiliates of major agencies,
while others such as Agency.com, Modern Media, and R/GA are owned by major
holding companies (see Figure 3-11). Many agencies work closely with their interac-
tive affiliates in developing integrated marketing campaigns for their clients. For
example, iDeutsch, the interactive arm of the Deutsch agency, has developed the web-
sites and online campaigns for clients such as Snapple, Almay, Mitsubishi automobiles
and the California Milk Processor Board; the parent agency handles the off-line cam-
paign in traditional media for these companies (Exhibit 3-11).

While many agencies have or are developing interactive capabilities, a number of
marketers are turning to more specialized interactive agencies to develop websites and
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interactive media. They feel these companies have more expertise in designing and
developing websites as well as managing and supporting them. Interactive agencies
range from smaller companies that specialize in website design and creation to full-
service interactive agencies that provide all the elements needed for a successful Inter-
net/interactive marketing program. These services include strategic consulting
regarding the use of the Internet and online branding, technical knowledge, systems
integration, and the development of electronic commerce capabilities.

Full-service interactive agencies, such as AGENCY.COM, have created successful
Internet marketing programs for a number of companies, including Nike, MetLife, Ford
Motor Company, McDonald’s, and British Airways. For example, AGENCY.COM
developed the website and various online promotions that support the new global brand
positioning strategy for British Airways. As the Internet becomes an increasingly
important marketing tool, more companies will be turning to interactive agencies to
help them develop successful interactive marketing programs. The number of interac-
tive agencies will continue to grow, as will their importance in the development and
implementation of Internet-based strategies and initiatives.
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The final participants in the promotional process are those that provide vari-
ous collateral services. They include marketing research companies, pack-
age design firms, consultants, photographers, printers, video production

houses, and event marketing services companies.

Collateral Services

Figure 3-11 Top 10 U.S.
interactive agencies

Rank Agency (Affiliation) Headquarters

1 EuroRSCG Worldwide Interaction New York

2 Grey Digital Marketing New York

3 Ogilvy Interactive (WPP Group) New York

4 Digitas Boston

5 Modem Media (Interpublic Group) Norwalk, Conn.

6 Answerthink Interactive Marketing Miami

7 Agency.com (Omnicom Group) New York

8 Tribal DDB (Omnicom Group) New York

9 Dentropy Partners (Interpublic Group) Cambridge, Mass.

10 R/GA (Interpublic Group) New York

Exhibit 3-11 iDeutsch
developed the website and
various online promotions
for its California Cheese
account
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C A R E E R  P R O F I L E

Josh Rose
Senior Vice President, Director of iDeutsch

I graduated from the University of California at Santa
Cruz in 1991. And only a year late! I got my bachelor’s
degree in fine art, determined to make it as an artist. I
moved to Los Angeles that same year and took a temp
job with The Walt Disney Company in the marketing
department for their motion picture division which
includes Walt Disney Pictures, Hollywood Pictures and
Touchstone. It was supposed to just be a temporary job
but I stayed for 4 years. My time at
Disney allowed me to learn about
marketing and promotion at one of
the biggest marketing machines in
the world. I spent much of my time
with the artists and got them to
teach me the basics of graphic
design: photo-retouching, typogra-
phy, layout and color. I bought my
first Mac in 1994 and I stayed up
every night teaching myself every
application I could get my hands on:
Photoshop, Illustrator, Freehand and
Quark. I would go to Kinko’s and print
my work and, in about 6 months, I had
a modest little portfolio of mock ads
and photo-retouching work.

I was unsure as to what I wanted
to do with my newfound skills but
doing graphic art work gave me as
much pleasure as working with clay
or chalk pastels. In 1995 I offered to
work for free at a small photo
retouching shop called Outerspace
in Santa Monica. I apprenticed there
under the tutelage of a renowned
re-toucher named Tom Slatky.
Through the fine details of graphic
design and art direction, Tom
taught me how to really see and I
had the opportunity to work with
just about every ad agency in Los Angeles on their
image-intensive movie posters and print ads. I learned
how to work quick and in front of clients. I also learned
how to pull the all-nighter (Hint: 7-11 Big Gulps).

Eventually, I was hired by American Cybercast which
was a division of the Fattal & Collins advertising

agency. I basically reinvented myself and many more
opportunities began to open for me. I became very
involved with the Internet, working on the first online
“shows”, The Spot and EON-4 (a sci-fi episodic web
show) and eventually became the creative director for
the largest Internet consulting firm in the country, iXL.
Along the way, I created online brands for The Experi-
ence Music Project (Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen’s

multi-million dollar interactive
music museum in Seattle), Spinner
(the internet’s largest streaming
music site), Playboy.com, Alanis
Morissette.com, Wherehouse Music,
Nike.com, and many others.

My work at iXL made it relatively
easy for me to transition to
Deutsch, one of the most prominent
advertising agencies in the country.
My role as the head of the agency’s
interactive division, iDeutsch, is to
ensure that all of our clients are
getting the most out of the Inter-
net. This can mean different things
to different accounts. For example,
one of the agency’s clients is The
California Milk Advisory Board for
whom we have developed a cam-
paign touting Real California
Cheese. Maybe you’ve seen the talk-
ing cows on TV in the commercials
which use the tagline “Great cheese
comes from happy cows. Happy
cows come from California.” The
goal of the website (www.real
californiacheese.com) is to support
the branding effort for California
cheese so we integrated the talking
cow concept into the site.

Creating a website for a com-
pany is a lot like creating an ad. You have to develop a
thorough understanding of your client’s business,
marketing objectives and consumer goals. When you
do it well, you create something that’s really enter-
taining as well as useful. And it sure beats flippin’
burgers.

“My role is to
ensure that all of
our clients are get-
ting the most out
of the Internet.”
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Marketing Research Companies
One of the more widely used collateral service organizations is the marketing research
firm. Companies are increasingly turning to marketing research to help them under-
stand their target audiences and to gather information that will be of value in designing
and evaluating their advertising and promotions programs. Even companies with their
own marketing research departments often hire outside research agencies to perform
some services. Marketing research companies offer specialized services and can
gather objective information that is valuable to the advertiser’s promotional programs.
They conduct qualitative research such as in-depth interviews and focus groups, as
well as quantitative studies such as market surveys.

You have seen that marketers can choose from a variety of
specialized organizations to assist them in planning, devel-
oping, and implementing an integrated marketing communi-
cations program. But companies must decide whether to use
a different organization for each marketing communications

function or consolidate them with a large advertising agency that offers all of these
services under one roof.

As noted in Chapter 1, during the 1980s many of the large agencies realized that
their clients were shifting their promotional dollars away from traditional advertising
to other forms of promotion and began developing IMC capabilities. Some did this
through mergers and acquisitions and became superagencies consisting of advertising,
public relations, sales promotion, and direct-response agencies. 

Many large agencies are continuing to expand their IMC capabilities by acquiring
specialists in various fields. All the major agency holding companies either own or
have substantial investments in interactive and direct-response agencies as well as
public relations firms. For example, Omnicom Group acquired Fleishman-Hillard
Inc.; WPPGroup bought Hill & Knowlton; and Interpublic Group purchased
Golin/Harris International. Nonadvertising business accounts for nearly half of Inter-
public’s revenue, and the company, along with its competitors, continues to acquire
public relations firms, direct-marketing companies, interactive agencies, and other
specialized marketing services firms.34

Pros and Cons of Integrated Services
It has been argued that the concept of integrated marketing is nothing new, particularly
in smaller companies and communication agencies that have been coordinating a vari-
ety of promotional tools for years. And larger advertising agencies have been trying to
gain more of their clients’ promotional business for over 20 years. However, in the past,
the various services were run as separate profit centers. Each was motivated to push its
own expertise and pursue its own goals rather than develop truly integrated marketing
programs. Moreover, the creative specialists in many agencies resisted becoming
involved in sales promotion or direct marketing. They preferred to concentrate on
developing magazine ads or television commercials rather than designing coupons or
direct-mail pieces.

Proponents of integrated marketing services contend that past problems are being
solved and the various individuals in the agencies and subsidiaries are learning to
work together to deliver a consistent message to the client’s customers. They argue
that maintaining control of the entire promotional process achieves greater synergy
among each of the communications program elements. They also note that it is more
convenient for the client to coordinate all of its marketing efforts—media advertising,
direct mail, special events, sales promotions, and public relations—through one agency.
An agency with integrated marketing capabilities can create a single image for the prod-
uct or service and address everyone, from wholesalers to consumers, with one voice.

But not everyone wants to turn the entire IMC program over to one agency. Oppo-
nents say the providers become involved in political wrangling over budgets, do not
communicate with each other as well and as often as they should, and do not achieve
synergy. They also claim that agencies’ efforts to control all aspects of the promotional
program are nothing more than an attempt to hold on to business that might otherwise

Integrated Marketing
Communications Services
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be lost to independent providers. They note that synergy and economies of scale, while
nice in theory, have been difficult to achieve and competition and conflict among
agency subsidiaries have been a major problem.35

Many companies use a variety of vendors for communication functions, choosing the
specialist they believe is best suited for each promotional task, be it advertising, sales
promotion, or public relations. While many ad agencies are working to master integration
and compete against one another, they still must compete against firms that offer special-
ized services. As marketing consultant Jack Trout notes, “As long as there are a lot of
specialized players, integrating an agency will be tricky. Specialists walk in the door and
say ‘this is all we do and we’re good at it,’ which is a hell of an argument. An agency that
has all marketing operations in-house will never be perceived as the best in breed.”36

Responsibility for IMC: Agency versus Client
Surveys of advertisers and agency executives have shown that both groups believe
integrated marketing is important to their organizations’ success and that it will be
even more important in the future.37 One agency executive recently noted that 75 per-
cent of the requests for proposals the agency now receives are from clients seeking
total communication solutions.38 However, marketers and agency executives have
very different opinions regarding who should be in charge of the integrated marketing
communications process. Many advertisers prefer to set strategy for and coordinate
their own IMC campaigns, but most agency executives see this as their domain. 

While agency executives believe their shops are capable of handling the various
elements an integrated campaign requires, many marketers, particularly larger firms,
disagree. Marketing executives say the biggest obstacle to implementing IMC is the
lack of people with the broad perspective and skills to make it work. Internal turf bat-
tles, agency egos, and fear of budget reductions are also cited as major barriers to suc-
cessful integrated marketing campaigns.39

Many ad agencies are adding more resources to offer their clients a full line of ser-
vices. They are expanding their agencies’ capabilities in interactive and multimedia
advertising, database management, direct marketing, public relations, and sales pro-
motion. However, many marketers still want to set the strategy for their IMC cam-
paigns and seek specialized expertise, more quality and creativity, and greater control
and cost efficiency by using multiple providers.

Most marketers do recognize that ad agencies will no longer stick primarily to
advertising and will continue to expand their IMC capabilities. There is an opportunity
for agencies to broaden their services beyond advertising—but they will have to
develop true expertise in a variety of integrated marketing communications areas.
They will also have to create organizational structures that make it possible for indi-
viduals with expertise in a variety of communications areas to work well together both
internally and externally. One thing is certain: as companies continue to shift their pro-
motional dollars away from media advertising to other IMC tools, agencies will con-
tinue to explore ways to keep these monies under their roofs.
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Summary
The development, execution, and
administration of an advertising
and promotions program involve
the efforts of many individuals,
both within the company and 
outside it. Participants in the inte-
grated marketing communications
process include the advertiser or
client, ad agencies, media organiza-

tions, specialized marketing com-
munications firms, and providers
of collateral services.

Companies use three basic sys-
tems to organize internally for
advertising and promotion.
Centralized systems offer the
advantages of facilitated commu-
nications, lower personnel require-

ments, continuity in staff, and
more top-management involve-
ment. Disadvantages include a
lower involvement with overall
marketing goals, longer response
times, and difficulties in handling
multiple product lines.

Decentralized systems offer 
the advantages of concentrated
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Discussion Questions
1. Evaluate the decision by BMW
and its advertising agency, Fallon
Worldwide, to develop short-films
that can be viewed at the
BMWFilms.com website. Do you
think more companies will be
using the “advertainment” concept
to promote their products?

2. Identify the various organiza-
tions that participate in the
integrated marketing communica-
tions process and briefly discuss
their roles and responsibilities.

3. What are some of the specific
responsibilities and duties of an
advertising manager under a cen-
tralized advertising department

structure? Why is an advertising
manager needed if a company uses
an outside agency?

4. Discuss the pros and cons of
using an in-house advertising
agency. What are some of the rea-
sons why companies might change
from using an in-house agency and
hire an outside agency?

5. Discuss some of the reasons
why traditional advertising agen-
cies have been developing more
integrated marketing communica-
tion capabilities. What changes
might traditional agencies have 
to make to improve their IMC 
capabilities?

6. Why might a company choose to
use a creative boutique rather
than a larger, full-service agency?
Find an example of a company that
uses a creative boutique and
discuss why the decision to use a
smaller agency may be appropriate
for this firm.

7. Discuss the various methods by
which advertising agencies are
compensated. What factors will
determine the type of compensa-
tion arrangement a company uses
with an agency?

8. Why are many companies mov-
ing away from the traditional 
commission system and using

managerial attention, more rapid
responses to problems, and
increased flexibility, though they
may be limited by ineffective deci-
sion making, internal conflicts,
misallocation of funds, and a lack
of authority. In-house agencies,
while offering the advantages of
cost savings, control, and
increased coordination, have the
disadvantage of less experience,
objectivity, and flexibility.

Many firms use advertising
agencies to help develop and 
execute their programs. These
agencies may take on a variety of
forms, including full-service agen-
cies, creative boutiques, and media
buying services. The first offers
the client a full range of services
(including creative, account, mar-

keting, and financial and manage-
ment services); the other two spe-
cialize in creative services and
media buying, respectively. Agen-
cies are compensated through
commission systems, percentage
charges, and fee- and cost-based
systems. Recently, the emphasis on
agency accountability has
increased. Agencies are being eval-
uated on both financial and quali-
tative aspects, and some clients
are using incentive-based compen-
sation systems that tie agency
compensation to performance
measures such as sales and
market share.

In addition to using ad
agencies, marketers use the
services of other marketing com-
munication specialists, including

direct-marketing agencies, sales
promotion agencies, public
relations firms, and interactive
agencies. A marketer must decide
whether to use a different special-
ist for each promotional function
or have all of its integrated
marketing communications done
by an advertising agency that
offers all of these services under
one roof.

Recent studies have found that
most marketers believe it is their
responsibility, not the ad agency’s,
to set strategy for and coordinate
IMC campaigns. The lack of a broad
perspective and specialized skills 
in nonadvertising areas is seen as
the major barrier to agencies’
increased involvement in inte-
grated marketing communications.
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incentive-based compensation for
their advertising agencies? Why
might an ad agency be reluctant to
accept an incentive-based compen-
sation system?

9. IMC Perspective 3-2 discusses
how Gateway has changed adver-
tising agencies five times in the

past ten years. Discuss the various
reasons why Gateway has changed
agencies so often and how the
changes may have impacted its
advertising.

10. Discuss the role of agencies
that perform specialized
marketing communication

services such as public relations
firms, direct response, sales
promotion, and interactive
agencies. Why might a company
choose to use these specialized
agencies rather than using a full
service agency for all of its
integrated marketing communica-
tion functions?
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Chapter Objectives

1. To understand the role consumer behavior plays
in the development and implementation of
advertising and promotional programs.

2. To understand the consumer decision-making
process and how it varies for different types of
purchases.

3. To understand various internal psychological
processes, their influence on consumer decision
making, and implications for advertising and
promotion.

4. To recognize the various approaches to studying
the consumer learning process and their implica-
tions for advertising and promotion.

5. To recognize external factors such as culture,
social class, group influences, and situational
determinants and how they affect consumer
behavior.

6. To understand alternative approaches to
studying consumer behavior.

Perspectives on Consumer
Behavior

4
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Forget about the cola wars between Pepsi and

Coke. The new threat to the stagnant cola mar-

ket is an international cult drink—and that’s no

bull—it’s Red Bull, actually. And the large soft-

drink manufacturers have taken notice.

Red Bull is just one of the many “energy”

drinks now on the market. Others include

Extreme Energy Shot, Venom, Dark Dog, Energy,

AMP, and KMX, just to mention a few. In fact, it

seems that every company wants to introduce its

own energy drink in an attempt to take advan-

tage of a new market that is growing at an

amazing rate. Consider that when Red Bull first

introduced its product in 1997, there was no such

thing as an energy-drink category. By 2001, esti-

mates are that the market was somewhere

between $140 million to $200 million, with fore-

casts that it will be $500 million in just a few

years. Also consider that Red Bull has about 70

percent of the market share. While these fig-

ures may pale in comparison to the overall 

carbonated-beverage market (approximately $45

billion), there is enough concern for competitors

to take notice.

Red Bull has been variously described as “an

international cult drink,” “a kinky concoction,”

and “the new sex drink,” all of which suit the

company just fine. It is exactly the mystique

attributed to the drink that helps create the

“buzz” that makes it sell. Many marketers feel

that it is Red Bull’s alternative image that

accounts for much of its success. Even the com-

pany’s marketing department likes to maintain

the illusions while claiming the product is a

“nonmarketed brand.”

But while the mystique part of Red Bull may

be true, the “nonmarketed” claims may not nec-

essarily be so. As noted by the Economist, it takes

a lot of marketing money to sustain this image.

The magazine notes that Red Bull’s founder,

Dietrich Mateschitz (an Austrian) “spent three

years developing the drink’s image, its packaging

and its low-key, grassroots marketing strategy.”

Further, Red Bull puts about 35 percent of its rev-

enues back into advertising—about $19 million

according to Advertising Age. And advertising is

not the only IMC component the company suc-

cessfully employs. At launch in Europe, students

were persuaded to drive around in Volkswagen

Beetles or Minis with a Red Bull can strapped on

the top and to conduct Red Bull parties using

wild and unusual themes. A marketing director

from Procter & Gamble was hired to oversee

strategic planning for the brand in North Amer-

ica (he later was named one of Brandweek’s Mar-

keters of the Year).

Energy Drinks: The Real Thing or Just Bull?
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At present, Red Bull’s marketing efforts still

employ grassroots efforts but have expanded to

include more traditional media as well. What

seems to make Red Bull successful, however, is that

the efforts assume a very nontraditional approach

to its messages—essentially attempting to do the

opposite of what everyone else does. The first

order of business in any market is to determine

four or five accounts in a particular market area

that sustain the image—underage discos, surf

shops, and so on—rather than attempting to gain

widespread distribution. Spokespeople (deejays,

alternative sports stars, etc.) are recruited to

spread the word and to be seen using the product.

Sponsorship of alternative sports like the Red Bull

Streets of San Francisco (a street luge event) and

Red Bull Rampage (a free-ride mountain bike com-

petition) has also been shown to be effective, as

has the use of “education teams”—hip locals who

drive around in a Red Bull auto handing out sam-

ples and promoting the brand.

The more mainstream media are also used—

though on a market-by-market basis rather than

through mass media. And even these traditional

efforts may take on a less traditional form. For

example, the advertising campaign (“Red Bull

gives you wings”) uses animated television and

radio spots featuring the devil trying the product

and sprouting wings. The company also sponsors a

number of more traditional events ranging from

soapbox derbies to Formula 1 racing cars, as well

as extensive public relations programs to reach

youth.

Now that Mateschitz and Red Bull have created

a new beverage category, can they hold on to it?

Success attracts competitors—many who have the

potential to provide more marketing clout than

Red Bull. Coca-Cola, Pepsi, and Anheuser Busch

have all recently introduced their own energy

drinks. Hansen Beverage’s “Energy” and Sobe have

both been gaining sales, and Snapple’s “Venom” is

getting more marketing support from Cadbury.

Mateschitz is not oblivious to the competition. He

and his marketing team are continually developing

more wacky ideas to maintain Red Bull’s alterna-

tive and mystical image. Others feel that expand-

ing the category can only benefit Red Bull. It may

depend on how large the cult grows!

Sources: “Selling Energy,” Economist, May 11, 2002, p. 62; Ken-
neth Hein, “Red Bull Charging Ahead,” Brandweek, Oct. 15,
2001, pp. 38–42; Hillary Chula, “Grabbing Bull by Tail,” Advertis-
ing Age, June 11, 2001, pp. 4-6; David Noonan, “Red Bull’s
Good Buzz,” Newsweek, May 14, 2001, p. 39.
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The Red Bull introduction to this chapter demonstrates how products and/or brands
become successful due to their adoption by certain segments of society. In this
instance, a whole new category of drinks has developed as a result of consumer needs.
What is important for marketers to know is how and why these needs develop, what
they are, and who is likely to use the product or service. Specifically, marketers will
study consumer behaviors in an attempt to understand the many factors that lead to
and impact purchase decisions. Those who develop advertising and other promotional
strategies begin by identifying relevant markets and then analyzing the relationship
between target consumers and the product/service or brand. Often, in an attempt to
gain insights, marketers will employ techniques borrowed from other disciplines.
Research methods used in psychology, anthropology, and sociology are becoming
more popular in businesses as managers attempt to explore consumers’ purchasing
motives. The motives for purchasing, attitudes, and lifestyles need to be understood
before effective marketing strategies can be formulated.

These are just a few of the aspects of consumer behavior that promotional planners
must consider in developing integrated marketing communications programs. As you
will see, consumer choice is influenced by a variety of factors.

It is beyond the scope of this text to examine consumer behavior in depth. How-
ever, promotional planners need a basic understanding of consumer decision making,
factors that influence it, and how this knowledge can be used in developing promo-
tional strategies and programs. We begin with an overview of consumer behavior. 
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A challenge faced by all marketers is
how to influence the purchase behavior
of consumers in favor of the product or
service they offer. For companies like American Express, this means getting con-
sumers to charge more purchases on their AmEx cards. For BMW, it means getting
them to purchase or lease a car; for business-to-business marketers like Canon or
Ricoh, it means getting organizational buyers to purchase more of their copiers or
fax machines. While their ultimate goal is to influence consumers’ purchase behav-
ior, most marketers understand that the actual purchase is only part of an overall
process.

Consumer behavior can be defined as the process and activities people engage in
when searching for, selecting, purchasing, using, evaluating, and disposing of prod-
ucts and services so as to satisfy their needs and desires. For many products and ser-
vices, purchase decisions are the result of a long, detailed process that may include an
extensive information search, brand comparisons and
evaluations, and other activities. Other purchase deci-
sions are more incidental and may result from little more
than seeing a product prominently displayed at a discount
price in a store. Think of how many times you have made
impulse purchases in stores.

Marketers’ success in influencing purchase behavior
depends in large part on how well they understand con-
sumer behavior. Marketers need to know the specific
needs customers are attempting to satisfy and how they
translate into purchase criteria. They need to understand
how consumers gather information regarding various
alternatives and use this information to select among
competing brands. They need to understand how cus-
tomers make purchase decisions. Where do they prefer to
buy a product? How are they influenced by marketing
stimuli at the point of purchase? Marketers also need to
understand how the consumer decision process and rea-
sons for purchase vary among different types of cus-
tomers. For example, purchase decisions may be
influenced by the personality or lifestyle of the con-
sumer.1 Notice how the ad shown in Exhibit 4-1 reflects
the various roles in the life of the target audience mem-
bers. IMC Perspective 4-1 describes how marketers tar-
get specific demographic and lifestyle groups.

The conceptual model in Figure 4-1 will be used as a
framework for analyzing the consumer decision process.
We will discuss what occurs at the various stages of this
model and how advertising and promotion can be used to
influence decision making. We will also examine the
influence of various psychological concepts, such as motivation, perception, attitudes,
and integration processes. Variations in the consumer decision-making process will be

An Overview of Consumer Behavior

Exhibit 4-1 Ashworth
appeals to the active
lifestyle

Problem
recognition

A. Stages in the Consumer Decision-Making Process

Information
search

Alternative
evaluation

Purchase
decision

Postpurchase
evaluation

Motivation

B. Relevant Internal Psychological Processes

Perception Attitude
formation Integration Learning

Figure 4-1 A basic model of consumer decision making
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 4-1

Retailers Seek Bonanza in Tweens and Female Surfers
Tweens—the age group so named because its members
are between early childhood and the teenage years, (7 to
14)—spend an estimated $90 billion a year, and they are
doing so with a newfound independence. The days of
mom bringing home new school clothes for the tween
are in the past. Due in part to dual working parents’
spending less time on their kids as well as indulging
them more when they do, youngsters in this age group
have more freedom to choose their own clothes. Add in
television, magazines, the Internet, and other media, and
girls in particular, have become more fashion-conscious
and trendy. Clothing manufacturers and retailers have
taken notice—to the chagrin of many parents.

Retail giant Wal-Mart has doubled floor space for
preteen girls over the past year. Sears now offers
trendier clothes for the age group and has sponsored
concert tours for Christina Aguilera and Backstreet
Boys—both popular with preteens. While these chains
are doing well, it is the specialty retailers that are
really capturing the market. Limited Too, which offers
trendy clothes, glittery makeup, and extras like in-
store ear piercing, dominates the apparel niche. Girl
Mania offers hairstyling and birthday parties, while
Club Libby Lu in Chicago greets customers with a glit-
tering of “fairy dust” and allows them to mix their own
shower gel, moisturizer, and lip gloss. Bath & Body
Works offers pedicure kits for the 4- to 12-year-old set.

Many of these tweens are driving another retail
niche market upward—surf apparel. The changing pro-
file of the surfer—the number of young females has

substantially increased—has led to opportunities for
brands previously only marketed to males. Quicksilver
Inc., a Huntington Beach, California, surf wear com-
pany, recently predicted that revenue for girls’ prod-
ucts will eclipse sales to men and boys by the year
2004. Another southern California company, Billabong
USA, has seen a 50 percent increase in girls’ surf wear
over the last three years. While already on the
increase, the $2.4 billion market was expected to
explode in the summer of 2002 when the girls’ surf
movie “Blue Crush” was released. (Just the release of
movie trailers has already led to surf schools being
swamped with enrollments.) The big winner is
expected to be Billabong, whose name will be promi-
nently displayed on the girls’ wetsuit shirt as a result
of a product placement arrangement with Universal
Studios. Many of those in the industry consider the
placement a major coup. Others like Pacific Sunwear
have invested in other promotional opportunities. Pac-
Sun will spend a record $10 million on marketing in
magazines such as Seventeen, Teen People, and YM.

Not everyone is happy, however. Many parents and
consumer advocates feel that the companies are tak-
ing advantage of tweens, who they contend are overly
impressionable and insecure at this stage of their
lives. They contend that girls who are “barely past
Beanie Babies” are being pushed too quickly toward
mascara and navel rings. Consider Abercrombie &
Fitch, for example. In just one of the recent controver-
sies surrounding the retailer, thong underwear bear-
ing the words “wink wink” and “eye candy” were being
marketed to 9- and 10-year-olds. The company was del-
uged with e-mails from people enraged with the strat-
egy. While Marshal Cohen of NPDFashion-World notes
that Abercrombie is “all about selling sex, even to the
younger kid,” the company response was that sex is in
the eye of the beholder and their products are
designed with only prurient purposes in mind.

However, a number of people are concerned enough
to fight back. One organization, Girls, Inc., a New
York–based nonprofit, holds meetings in schools, in
homes, and elsewhere to talk with tween girls about
the messages they receive from TV, videos, and maga-
zine ads. The organization recently offered a program
called Body IMAGEination intended to help girls age 7
to 11 deal with peer pressures to dress more provoca-
tively. The organization has a huge battle ahead!

Sources: Leslie Earnest, “Apparel Retailers Catch New Girls’ Surf-
ing Wave,” Los Angeles Times, July 5, 2002, latimes.com, pp. 1–3;
Leslie Earnest, “‘Tweens: From Dolls to Thongs,” Los Angeles

Times, June 27, 2002, p. 1.
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explored, as will perspectives regarding consumer learning and external influences on
the consumer decision process. The chapter concludes with a consideration of alterna-
tive means of studying consumer behavior.
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As shown in Figure 4-1, the
consumer’s purchase decision
process is generally viewed as
consisting of stages through which the buyer passes in purchasing a product or service.
This model shows that decision making involves a number of internal psychological
processes. Motivation, perception, attitude formation, integration, and learning are
important to promotional planners, since they influence the general decision-making
process of the consumer. We will examine each stage of the purchase decision model
and discuss how the various subprocesses influence what occurs at this phase of the
consumer behavior process. We will also discuss how promotional planners can influ-
ence this process.

Problem Recognition
Figure 4-1 shows that the first stage in the consumer decision-making process is prob-
lem recognition, which occurs when the consumer perceives a need and becomes
motivated to solve the problem. The problem recognition stage initiates the subse-
quent decision processes.

Problem recognition is caused by a difference between the consumer’s ideal state
and actual state. A discrepancy exists between what the consumer wants the situation
to be like and what the situation is really like. (Note that problem does not always
imply a negative state. A goal exists for the consumer, and this goal may be the attain-
ment of a more positive situation.)

Sources of Problem Recognition The causes of problem recognition may
be very simple or very complex and may result from changes in the consumer’s cur-
rent and/or desired state. These causes may be influenced by both internal and external
factors.

Out of Stock Problem recognition occurs when consumers use their existing supply
of a product and must replenish their stock. The purchase decision is usually simple
and routine and is often resolved by choosing a familiar brand or one to which the con-
sumer feels loyal.

Dissatisfaction Problem recognition is created by the con-
sumer’s dissatisfaction with the current state of affairs and/or the
product or service being used. For example, a consumer may think
her ski boots are no longer comfortable or stylish enough. Advertis-
ing may be used to help consumers recognize when they have a
problem and/or need to make a purchase. The Rogaine ad shown in
Exhibit 4-2 helps women realize that hair thinning is not just a
man’s problem. 

New Needs/Wants Changes in consumers’ lives often result in
new needs and wants. For example, changes in one’s financial situa-
tion, employment status, or lifestyle may create new needs and trig-
ger problem recognition. As you will see, when you graduate from
college and begin your professional career, your new job may
necessitate a change in your wardrobe. (Good-bye blue jeans and T-
shirts, hello suits and ties.) 

Not all product purchases are based on needs. Some products or
services sought by consumers are not essential but are nonetheless
desired. A want has been defined as a felt need that is shaped by a
person’s knowledge, culture, and personality.2 Many products sold
to consumers satisfy their wants rather than their basic needs.

The Consumer Decision-Making Process

Exhibit 4-2 Rogaine helps
women recognize hair loss
problems
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Related Products/Purchases Problem recognition can also be stimulated by the
purchase of a product. For example, the purchase of a new camera may lead to the
recognition of a need for accessories, such as additional lenses or a carrying case. The
purchase of a personal computer may prompt the need for software programs,
upgrades, printers, and so on.

Marketer-Induced Problem Recognition Another source of problem recognition
is marketers’ actions that encourage consumers not to be content with their current
state or situation. Ads for personal hygiene products such as mouthwash, deodorant,
and foot sprays may be designed to create insecurities that consumers can resolve
through the use of these products. Marketers change fashions and clothing designs and
create perceptions among consumers that their wardrobes are out of style. The Orajel
ad in Exhibit 4-3 demonstrates the special needs of children’s baby teeth to stimulate
problem recognition.

Marketers also take advantage of consumers’ tendency toward novelty-seeking
behavior, which leads them to try different brands. Consumers often try new products
or brands even when they are basically satisfied with their regular brand. Marketers
encourage brand switching by introducing new brands into markets that are already
saturated and by using advertising and sales promotion techniques such as free sam-
ples, introductory price offers, and coupons.

New Products Problem recognition can also occur when innovative products are
introduced and brought to the attention of consumers. Marketers are constantly intro-
ducing new products and services and telling consumers about the types of problems
they solve. For example, the Hidden Mind ad shown in Exhibit 4-4 introduces a new
mobile technology that allows the businessperson to continue working with or without
a connection to a mobile network.

Marketers’ attempts to create problem recognition among consumers are not
always successful. Consumers may not see a problem or need for the product the mar-
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Exhibit 4-3 This ad for Baby Orajel shows that baby
teeth have special needs Exhibit 4-4 Hidden Mind introduces active technology 
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keter is selling. A main reason many consumers were initially reluctant to purchase
personal computers was that they failed to see what problems owning one would
solve. One way PC manufacturers successfully activated problem recognition was by
stressing how a computer helps children improve their academic skills and do better in
school.

Examining Consumer Motivations
Marketers recognize that while problem recognition is often a basic, simple process,
the way a consumer perceives a problem and becomes motivated to solve it will influ-
ence the remainder of the decision process. For example, one consumer may perceive
the need to purchase a new watch from a functional perspective and focus on reliable,
low-priced alternatives. Another consumer may see the purchase of a watch as more of
a fashion statement and focus on the design and image of various brands. To better
understand the reasons underlying consumer purchases, marketers devote consider-
able attention to examining motives—that is, those factors that compel a consumer to
take a particular action.

Hierarchy of Needs One of the most popular approaches to understanding con-
sumer motivations is based on the classic theory of human motivation popularized
many years ago by psychologist Abraham Maslow.3 His hierarchy of needs theory
postulates five basic levels of human needs, arranged in a hierarchy based on their
importance. As shown in Figure 4-2, the five needs are (1) physiological—the basic
level of primary needs for things required to sustain life, such as food, shelter, clothing,
and sex; (2) safety—the need for security and safety from physical harm; (3) social/love
and belonging—the desire to have satisfying relationships with others and feel a sense
of love, affection, belonging, and acceptance; (4) esteem—the need to feel a sense of
accomplishment and gain recognition, status, and respect from others; and (5) self-actu-
alization—the need for self-fulfillment and a desire to realize one’s own potential. 

According to Maslow’s theory, the lower-level physiological and safety needs must
be satisfied before the higher-order needs become meaningful. Once these basic needs
are satisfied, the individual moves on to attempting to satisfy higher-order needs such
as self-esteem. In reality, it is unlikely that people move through the needs hierarchy in
a stairstep manner. Lower-level needs are an ongoing source of motivation for con-
sumer purchase behavior. However, since basic physiological needs are met in most
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Self-
actualization

needs
(self-development

and realization)

Esteem needs
(self-esteem,

recognition, status)

Social needs
(sense of belonging, love)

Safety needs
(security, protection)

Physiological needs
(hunger, thirst)

Figure 4-2 Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs
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developed countries, marketers often sell products that fill basic physiological needs
by appealing to consumers’ higher-level needs. For example, in marketing its wipes,
Pampers focuses on the love between parent and child (social needs) in addition to the
gentleness of the product (Exhibit 4-5).

While Maslow’s need hierarchy has flaws, it offers a framework for marketers to
use in determining what needs they want their products and services to be shown satis-
fying. Advertising campaigns can then be designed to show how a brand can fulfill
these needs. Marketers also recognize that different market segments emphasize dif-
ferent need levels. For example, a young single person may be attempting to satisfy
social or self-esteem needs in purchasing a car, while a family with children will focus
more on safety needs. Jeep used ads like the one in Exhibit 4-6 to position its cars as
meeting the security needs of consumers.

Psychoanalytic Theory A somewhat more controversial approach to the study
of consumer motives is the psychoanalytic theory pioneered by Sigmund Freud.4

Although his work dealt with the structure and development of personality, Freud also
studied the underlying motivations for human behavior. Psychoanalytic theory had a
strong influence on the development of modern psychology and on explanations of
motivation and personality. It has also been applied to the study of consumer behavior
by marketers interested in probing deeply rooted motives that may underlie purchase
decisions.

Those who attempt to relate psychoanalytic theory to consumer behavior believe
consumers’ motivations for purchasing are often very complex and unclear to the
casual observer—and to the consumers themselves. Many motives for purchase and/or
consumption may be driven by deep motives one can determine only by probing the
subconscious.

Among the first to conduct this type of research in marketing, Ernest Dichter and
James Vicary were employed by a number of major corporations to use psychoana-
lytic techniques to determine consumers’ purchase motivations. The work of these
researchers and others who continue to use this approach assumed the title of motiva-
tion research.

Motivation Research in Marketing Motivation researchers use a variety
of methodologies to gain insight into the underlying causes of consumer behavior.
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Exhibit 4-5 Pampers appeals to needs
for love and belonging in this ad

Exhibit 4-6 Jeep uses an appeal to
security needs
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Methods employed include in-depth interviews, projective techniques, association
tests, and focus groups in which consumers are encouraged to bring out associations
related to products and brands (see Figure 4-3). As one might expect, such associa-
tions often lead to interesting insights as to why people purchase. For example:

• Consumers prefer large cars because they believe such cars protect them from the
“jungle” of everyday driving.5

• A man buys a convertible as a substitute mistress.

• Women like to bake cakes because they feel like they are giving birth to a baby.

• Women wear perfume to “attract a man” and “glorify their existence.”

• Men like frankfurters better than women do because cooking them (frankfurters,
not men!) makes women feel guilty. It’s an admission of laziness.

• When people shower, their sins go down the drain with the soap as they rinse.6

As you can see from these examples, motivation research has led to some very
interesting, albeit controversial, findings and to much skepticism from marketing man-
agers. However, major corporations and advertising agencies continue to use motiva-
tion research to help them market their products.

Problems and Contributions of Psychoanalytic Theory and 
Motivation Research Psychoanalytic theory has been criticized as being too
vague, unresponsive to the external environment, and too reliant on the early develop-
ment of the individual. It also uses a small sample for drawing conclusions. Because
of the emphasis on the unconscious, results are difficult if not impossible to verify,
leading motivation research to be criticized for both the conclusions drawn and its lack
of experimental validation. Since motivation research studies typically use so few par-
ticipants, there is also concern that it really discovers the idiosyncracies of a few indi-
viduals and its findings are not generalizable to the whole population.

Still, it is difficult to ignore the psychoanalytic approach in furthering our under-
standing of consumer behavior. Its insights can often be used as a basis for advertising
messages aimed at buyers’ deeply rooted feelings, hopes, aspirations, and fears. Such
strategies are often more effective than rationally based appeals. 
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In-depth interviews
Face-to-face situations in which an interviewer asks a consumer to talk
freely in an unstructured interview using specific questions designed to
obtain insights into his or her motives, ideas, or opinions.

Projective techniques
Efforts designed to gain insights into consumers’ values, motives, attitudes,
or needs that are difficult to express or identify by having them project
these internal states upon some external object.

Association tests
A technique in which an individual is asked to respond with the first thing
that comes to mind when he or she is presented with a stimulus; the
stimulus may be a word, picture, ad, and so on.

Focus groups
A small number of people with similar backgrounds and/or interests who are
brought together to discuss a particular product, idea, or issue.

Figure 4-3 Some of the
marketing research
methods used to probe the
mind of the consumer
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Some corporations and advertising agencies have used motivation
research to gain further insights into how consumers think. Examples
include the following:7

• Chrysler had consumers sit on the floor, like children, and use scis-
sors to cut words out of magazines to describe a car.8

• McCann-Erickson asked women to draw and describe how they
felt about roaches. The agency concluded that many women asso-
ciated roaches with men who had abandoned them and that this
was why women preferred roach killers that let them see the
roaches die.

• Saatchi & Saatchi used psychological probes to conclude that
Ronald McDonald created a more nurturing mood than did the
Burger King (who was perceived as more aggressive and distant).

• Foote, Cone & Belding gave consumers stacks of photographs of
faces and asked them to associate the faces with the kinds of peo-
ple who might use particular products.

While often criticized, motivation research has also contributed to
the marketing discipline. The qualitative nature of the research is con-
sidered important in assessing how and why consumers buy. Focus
groups and in-depth interviews are valuable methods for gaining

insights into consumers’ feelings, and projective techniques are often the only way to
get around stereotypical or socially desirable responses. In addition, motivation
research is the forerunner of psychographics (discussed in Chapter 2). 

Finally, we know that buyers are sometimes motivated by symbolic as well as func-
tional drives in their purchase decisions. At least one study has shown that two-thirds
of all prime-time TV shows present an average of 5.2 scenes per hour that contain talk
about sex. Thus, we see the use of sexual appeals and symbols in ads like Exhibit 4-7.

Information Search
The second stage in the consumer decision-making process is information search.
Once consumers perceive a problem or need that can be satisfied by the purchase of a
product or service, they begin to search for information needed to make a purchase
decision. The initial search effort often consists of an attempt to scan information
stored in memory to recall past experiences and/or knowledge regarding various pur-
chase alternatives.9 This information retrieval is referred to as internal search. For
many routine, repetitive purchases, previously acquired information that is stored in
memory (such as past performance or outcomes from using a brand) is sufficient for
comparing alternatives and making a choice.

If the internal search does not yield enough information, the consumer will seek
additional information by engaging in external search. External sources of informa-
tion include:

• Personal sources, such as friends, relatives, or co-workers.

• Marketer-controlled (commercial) sources, such as information from advertising,
salespeople, or point-of-purchase displays and the Internet.

• Public sources, including articles in magazines or newspapers and reports on TV.

• Personal experience, such as actually handling, examining, or testing the
product.

Determining how much and which sources of external information to use involves
several factors, including the importance of the purchase decision, the effort needed to
acquire information, the amount of past experience relevant, the degree of perceived
risk associated with the purchase, and the time available. For example, the selection of
a movie to see on a Friday night might entail simply talking to a friend or checking the
movie guide in the daily newspaper. A more complex purchase such as a new car
might use a number of information sources—perhaps a review of Road & Track,
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Motortrend, or Consumer Reports; discussion with family members and friends; and
test-driving of cars. At this point in the purchase decision, the information-providing
aspects of advertising are extremely important.

Perception
Knowledge of how consumers acquire and use information from external sources is
important to marketers in formulating communication strategies. Marketers are partic-
ularly interested in (1) how consumers sense external information, (2) how they select
and attend to various sources of information, and (3) how this information is inter-
preted and given meaning. These processes are all part of perception, the process by
which an individual receives, selects, organizes, and interprets information to create a
meaningful picture of the world.10 Perception is an individual process; it depends on
internal factors such as a person’s beliefs, experiences, needs, moods, and expecta-
tions. The perceptual process is also influenced by the characteristics of a stimulus
(such as its size, color, and intensity) and the context in which it is seen or heard.

Sensation Perception involves three distinct processes. Sensation is the immedi-
ate, direct response of the senses (taste, smell, sight, touch, and hearing) to a stimulus
such as an ad, package, brand name, or point-of-purchase display. Perception uses
these senses to create a representation of the stimulus. Marketers recognize that it is
important to understand consumers’ physiological reactions to marketing stimuli. For
example, the visual elements of an ad or package design must attract consumers’
favorable attention.

Marketers sometimes try to increase the level of sensory input so that their advertis-
ing messages will get noticed. For example, marketers of colognes and perfumes often
use strong visuals as well as scent strips to appeal to multiple senses and attract the
attention of magazine readers. Some advertisers have even inserted microcomputer
chips into their print ads to play a song or deliver a message.

Selecting Information Sensory inputs are important but are only one part of
the perceptual process. Other determinants of whether marketing stimuli will be
attended to and how they will be interpreted include internal psychological factors
such as the consumer’s personality, needs, motives, expectations, and experiences.
These psychological inputs explain why people focus attention on some things and
ignore others. Two people may perceive the same stimuli in very differ-
ent ways because they select, attend, and comprehend differently. An
individual’s perceptual processes usually focus on elements of the envi-
ronment that are relevant to his or her needs and tune out irrelevant stim-
uli. Think about how much more attentive you are to advertising for
personal computers, tires, or stereos when you are in the market for one
of these products (a point that is made by the message from the Ameri-
can Association of Advertising Agencies in Exhibit 4-8).

Interpreting the Information Once a consumer selects and
attends to a stimulus, the perceptual process focuses on organizing,
categorizing, and interpreting the incoming information. This stage of
the perceptual process is very individualized and is influenced by
internal psychological factors. The interpretation and meaning an indi-
vidual assigns to an incoming stimulus also depend in part on the
nature of the stimulus. For example, many ads are objective, and their
message is clear and straightforward. Other ads are more ambiguous,
and their meaning is strongly influenced by the consumer’s individual
interpretation.

Selectivity occurs throughout the various stages of the consumer’s
perceptual process. Perception may be viewed as a filtering process in
which internal and external factors influence what is received and how it
is processed and interpreted. The sheer number and complexity of the
marketing stimuli a person is exposed to in any given day require that
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this filtering occur. Selective perception may occur at the exposure, attention, com-
prehension, or retention stage of perception, as shown in Figure 4-4.

Selective Perception Selective exposure occurs as consumers choose
whether or not to make themselves available to information. For example, a viewer of
a television show may change channels or leave the room during commercial breaks.

Selective attention occurs when the consumer chooses to focus attention on certain
stimuli while excluding others. One study of selective attention estimates the typical
consumer is exposed to nearly 1,500 ads per day yet perceives only 76 of these mes-
sages.11 Other estimates range as high as 3,000 exposures per day. This means adver-
tisers must make considerable effort to get their messages noticed. Advertisers often
use the creative aspects of their ads to gain consumers’ attention. For example, some
advertisers set their ads off from others by showing their products in color against a
black-and-white background (Exhibit 4-9). This creative tactic has been used in adver-
tising for many products, among them Cherry 7UP, Nuprin, and Pepto-Bismol.12

Even if the consumer does notice the advertiser’s message, there is no guarantee it
will be interpreted in the intended manner. Consumers may engage in selective com-
prehension, interpreting information on the basis of their own attitudes, beliefs,
motives, and experiences. They often interpret information in a manner that supports
their own position. For example, an ad that disparages a consumer’s favorite brand
may be seen as biased or untruthful, and its claims may not be accepted.

The final screening process shown in Figure 4-4 is selective retention, which means
consumers do not remember all the information they see, hear, or read even after
attending to and comprehending it. Advertisers attempt to make sure information will
be retained in the consumer’s memory so that it will be available when it is time to
make a purchase. Mnemonics such as symbols, rhymes, associations, and images that
assist in the learning and memory process are helpful. Many advertisers use telephone
numbers that spell out the company name and are easy to remember. Eveready put pic-
tures of its pink bunny on packages to remind consumers at the point of purchase of its
creative advertising.

Subliminal Perception Advertisers know consumers use selective perception
to filter out irrelevant or unwanted advertising messages, so they
employ various creative tactics to get their messages noticed. One con-
troversial tactic advertisers have been accused of using is appealing to
consumers’ subconscious. Subliminal perception refers to the ability
to perceive a stimulus that is below the level of conscious awareness.
Psychologists generally agree it is possible to perceive things without
being consciously aware of them.

As you might imagine, the possibility of using hidden persuaders
such as subliminal audio messages or visual cues to influence con-
sumers might be intriguing to advertisers but would not be welcomed
by consumers. The idea of marketers influencing consumers at a sub-
conscious level has strong ethical implications. Ethical Perspective 4-2
discusses researchers’ mixed opinions as to whether subliminal mes-
sages are likely to be effective in influencing consumer behavior. The
use of subliminal techniques is not a creative tactic we would recom-
mend to advertisers.

Alternative Evaluation
After acquiring information during the information search stage of 
the decision process, the consumer moves to alternative evaluation. In
this stage, the consumer compares the various brands or products and 
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Exhibit 4-9 Tropicana
attempts to create attention
with this ad
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ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE 4-2

Subliminal Rats or 
Purely Coincidence?
One of the most controversial topics in all of advertis-
ing is subliminal advertising. Rooted in psychoanalytic
theory, subliminal advertising supposedly influences
consumer behaviors by subconsciously altering per-
ceptions or attitudes toward products without the
knowledge—or consent—of the consumer. Marketers
have promoted subliminal self-help audiotapes,
weight-loss videos, and golf game improvement tapes.
Studies have shown that the majority of American con-
sumers believe that advertisers sometimes use sub-
liminal advertising and that it works.

The controversy hit national proportions in the last
presidential election. In the Bush-Gore campaign, Demo-
cratic officials and some advertising experts accused
the Republican National Committee of running a sub-
liminal advertisement on television by having the
phrase “bureaucrats decide” flashing around the screen
and then, in larger print, flashing the word “rats” for a
fraction of a second while an announcer criticized can-
didate Gore’s Medicare plan. Republicans argued that
the word appeared for one-thirtieth of a second on only
one frame out of 900 and was purely an accident. Adver-
tising analysts, including two experts on political adver-
tising, disagreed, contending that there is no way such a
thing could happen by accident. At least one noted that
the word was “carefully superimposed.” A Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) investigation con-
cluded that no further action would be taken.

The concept of subliminal advertising was intro-
duced in 1957 when James Vicary, a motivational
researcher, reported that he increased the sales of
popcorn and Coke by subliminally flashing “Eat pop-
corn” and “Drink Coca-Cola” across the screen during a
movie in New Jersey. Since then, numerous books and
research studies have been published regarding the
effectiveness of this advertising form. Some of these
have reported on the use of this technique by advertis-
ers to manipulate consumers.

Numerous articles have reviewed the research in
this area. Timothy Moore, after reviewing the litera-
ture three times (1982, 1988, 1992), has concluded that
there is no evidence to support the fact that sublimi-
nal messages can affect consumers’ motivations, per-
ceptions, or attitudes. Joel Saegart and Jack
Haberstroh have supported Moore’s conclusions in
their studies. On the other hand, in 1994 Kathryn Theus
concluded after an extensive review of the literature
that “certain themes might be effectively applied by
advertising or marketing specialists.” 

In more recent writings, opposite positions are
again taken. In a study conducted in Australia by an ad

agency and Mindtec (a consulting firm), 12 groups of
television viewers were hypnotized and asked ques-
tions about specific commercials and programs.
According to the study, 75 percent of the hypnotized
subjects stated that sexy images were the main attrac-
tion for viewing, as opposed to only 22 percent of the
nonhypnotized subjects. The researchers were sur-
prised by the subliminal details that hypnotized par-
ticipants were able to recall. In the ads, names and
slogans that were visible only when the commercial
was paused had high levels of recall, even when the
brands recalled were not those being advertised. On
the other hand, in his book, Ice Cube Sex: The Truth
about Subliminal Advertising, Haberstroh reviews
research and discussions with practitioners and con-
cludes that subliminal advertising does not influence
consumer behaviors, advertising recall, attitudes, or
any other marketplace behavior.

When Haberstroh asked ad agency executives if
they had ever deliberately used subliminal advertising,
96 percent said no, 94 percent said they had never
supervised the use of implants, and 91 percent denied
knowing anyone who had ever used this technique. A
study by Rogers and Seiler supported these results,
with over 90 percent denying any use of subliminal
implants.

Going even further, Haberstroh contends that sub-
liminal advertising does not even exist except for a few
pranksters playing around with artwork for fun. But
not so fast! Fashion retailer French Connection is not
only employing subliminal advertising but incorporat-
ing it into a tagline. Using print and posters, the
tagline “subliminal advertising experiment” is
arranged in such a way as to spell out the word sex if
one reads vertically. Likewise, Master Lock has become
the first company to run a one-second national print
commercial. The goal of the ad is to reinforce the
brand name. And, in upstate New York, a personal-
injury lawyer paid $35 each for one-second spots in an
attempt to gain new clients. At this time, no one knows
if any of these efforts have been successful.
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services he or she has identified as being capable of solving the consumption problem
and satisfying the needs or motives that initiated the decision process. The various
brands identified as purchase options to be considered during the alternative evalua-
tion process are referred to as the consumer’s evoked set.

The Evoked Set The evoked set is generally only a subset of all the brands of
which the consumer is aware. The consumer reduces the number of brands to be
reviewed during the alternative evaluation stage to a manageable level. The exact size
of the evoked set varies from one consumer to another and depends on such factors as
the importance of the purchase and the amount of time and energy the consumer wants
to spend comparing alternatives.

The goal of most advertising and promotional strategies is to increase the likeli-
hood that a brand will be included in the consumer’s evoked set and considered during
alternative evaluation. Marketers use advertising to create top-of-mind awareness
among consumers so that their brands are part of the evoked set of their target audi-
ences. Popular brands with large advertising budgets use reminder advertising to
maintain high awareness levels and increase the likelihood they will be considered by
consumers in the market for the product. Marketers of new brands or those with a low
market share need to gain awareness among consumers and break into their evoked
sets. The ad promoting Spokane as a better place to live and do business (Exhibit 4-10)

shows this strategy being used in a different context from products and
brands. The ad presents the many benefits of Spokane and encourages
prospective businesses to consider it in their evoked set of places to
locate or relocate.

Advertising is a valuable promotional tool for creating and main-
taining brand awareness and making sure a brand is included in the
evoked set. However, marketers also work to promote their brands in
the actual environment where purchase decisions are made. Point-of-
purchase materials and promotional techniques such as in-store sam-
pling, end-aisle displays, or shelf tags touting special prices encourage
consumers to consider brands that may not have initially been in their
evoked set.

Evaluative Criteria and Consequences Once consumers
have identified an evoked set and have a list of alternatives, they must
evaluate the various brands. This involves comparing the choice alter-
natives on specific criteria important to the consumer. Evaluative crite-
ria are the dimensions or attributes of a product or service that are used
to compare different alternatives. Evaluative criteria can be objective or
subjective. For example, in buying an automobile, consumers use
objective attributes such as price, warranty, and fuel economy as well as
subjective factors such as image, styling, and performance.
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Exhibit 4-10 Spokane
wants to be in the evoked
set of business locations

Thus, while most consumers believe subliminal
techniques are used and effective, researchers are
divided as to their effects. It seems few people in the
advertising world think subliminal advertising works
and even fewer claim to use it, but there are still those
who feel they are wrong. Will there ever be an end to
this controversy?

Sources: “Hypnosis Reveals Ad Effects,” Adweek Asia, Jan. 29, 1999,
p. 4; “Breaking French Connection,” Ad Age, Mar. 22, 1999, p. 52;
“Blink of an Ad,” Time, Aug. 3, 1998, p. 51; Jack Haberstroh, Ice Cube

Sex: The Truth about Subliminal Advertising, New York Times Pub-

lishing, 1996; Kathryn Theus, “Subliminal Advertising and the 
Psychology of Processing Unconscious Stimuli: A Review of
Research,” Psychology & Marketing 11, no. 3, 1994, pp. 271–90; 
Timothy Moore, “Subliminal Advertising: What You See Is What
You Get,” Journal of Marketing 46, no. 2 (Spring 1982), pp. 38–47;
Timothy Moore, “The Case against Subliminal Manipulation,” 
Psychology and Marketing 5, no. 4 (Winter 1988), pp. 297–316;
Kalpana Srinivasan, “FCC Ends Probe on Republican Ad,” 
www.individual.com, Mar. 12, 2001, pp. 1–2; George E. Condon Jr. and
Toby Eckert, “Flap over ‘RATS’ Latest to Plague Bush’s Drive,” San

Diego Tribune, Sept. 13, 2000, p. A1; Bob Garfield, “Subliminable
Seduction and Other Urban Myths,” Advertising Age, Sept. 18,
2000, p. 4.
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Evaluative criteria are usually viewed as product or service attrib-
utes. Many marketers view their products or services as bundles of
attributes, but consumers tend to think about products or services in
terms of their consequences instead. J. Paul Peter and Jerry Olson define
consequences as specific events or outcomes that consumers experience
when they purchase and/or consume a product or service.13 They distin-
guish between two broad types of consequences. Functional conse-
quences are concrete outcomes of product or service usage that are
tangible and directly experienced by consumers. The taste of a soft
drink or a potato chip, the acceleration of a car, and the clarity of a fax
transmission are examples of functional consequences. Psychosocial
consequences are abstract outcomes that are more intangible, subjec-
tive, and personal, such as how a product makes you feel or how you
think others will view you for purchasing or using it.

Marketers should distinguish between product/service attributes and
consequences, because the importance and meaning consumers assign
to an attribute are usually determined by its consequences for them.
Moreover, advertisers must be sure consumers understand the link
between a particular attribute and a consequence. For example, the Call-
away golf ad in Exhibit 4-11 focuses on the consequences of using the
new Hawkeye VFT Clubs, such as getting the ball airborne with less
effort. Notice how the detail drawings reinforce that the clubs can help golfers enjoy
the game more.

Product/service attributes and the consequences or outcomes consumers think they
will experience from a particular brand are very important, for they are often the basis
on which consumers form attitudes and purchase intentions and decide among various
choice alternatives. Two subprocesses are very important during the alternative evalu-
ation stage: (1) the process by which consumer attitudes are created, reinforced, and
changed and (2) the decision rules or integration strategies consumers use to compare
brands and make purchase decisions. We will examine each of these processes in more
detail.

Attitudes
Attitudes are one of the most heavily studied concepts in consumer behavior. Accord-
ing to Gordon Allport’s classic definition, “attitudes are learned predispositions to
respond to an object.”14 More recent perspectives view attitudes as a summary con-
struct that represents an individual’s overall feelings toward or evaluation of an
object.15 Consumers hold attitudes toward a variety of objects that are important to
marketers, including individuals (celebrity endorsers such as Tiger Woods or Andre
Agassi), brands (Cheerios, Kix), companies (Intel, Microsoft), product categories
(beef, pork, tuna), retail stores (Kmart, Sears), or even advertisements (Nike ads).

Attitudes are important to marketers because they theoretically summarize a con-
sumer’s evaluation of an object (or brand or company) and represent positive or nega-
tive feelings and behavioral tendencies. Marketers’ keen interest in attitudes is based
on the assumption that they are related to consumers’ purchase behavior. Considerable
evidence supports the basic assumption of a relationship between attitudes and behav-
ior.16 The attitude-behavior link does not always hold; many other factors can affect
behavior.17 But attitudes are very important to marketers. Advertising and promotion
are used to create favorable attitudes toward new products/services or brands, rein-
force existing favorable attitudes, and/or change negative attitudes. An approach to
studying and measuring attitudes that is particularly relevant to advertising is multiat-
tribute attitude models.

Multiattribute Attitude Models Consumer researchers and marketing
practitioners have been using multiattribute attitude models to study consumer attitudes
for two decades.18 A multiattribute attitude model views an attitude object, such as a
product or brand, as possessing a number of attributes that provide the basis on which
consumers form their attitudes. According to this model, consumers have beliefs about
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specific brand attributes and attach different levels of importance to these attributes.
Using this approach, an attitude toward a particular brand can be represented as

where AB = attitude toward a brand

Bi = beliefs about the brand’s performance on attribute i

Ei = importance attached to attribute i

n = number of attributes considered

For example, a consumer may have beliefs (Bi) about various brands of toothpaste
on certain attributes. One brand may be perceived as having fluoride and thus prevent-
ing cavities, tasting good, and helping control tartar buildup. Another brand may not
be perceived as having these attributes, but consumers may believe it performs well on
other attributes such as freshening breath and whitening teeth.

To predict attitudes, one must know how much importance consumers attach to
each of these attributes (Ei). For example, parents purchasing toothpaste for their chil-
dren may prefer a brand that performs well on cavity prevention, a preference that
leads to a more favorable attitude toward the first brand. Teenagers and young adults
may prefer a brand that freshens their breath and makes their teeth white and thus pre-
fer the second brand. 

Consumers may hold a number of different beliefs about brands in any product or
service category. However, not all of these beliefs are activated in forming an attitude.
Beliefs concerning specific attributes or consequences that are activated and form the
basis of an attitude are referred to as salient beliefs. Marketers should identify and
understand these salient beliefs. They must also recognize that the saliency of beliefs
varies among different market segments, over time, and across different consumption
situations.

Attitude Change Strategies Multiattribute models help marketers under-
stand and diagnose the underlying basis of consumers’ attitudes. By understanding the
beliefs that underlie consumers’ evaluations of a brand and the importance of various
attributes or consequences, the marketer is better able to develop communication
strategies for creating, changing, or reinforcing brand attitudes. The multiattribute
model provides insight into several ways marketers can influence consumer attitudes,
including:

• Increasing or changing the strength or belief rating of a brand on an important
attribute (Southwest Airlines has the most on-time arrivals).

• Changing consumers’ perceptions of the importance or value of an attribute
(demonstrating safety in Mercedes’ ads).

• Adding a new attribute to the attitude formation process (American Airlines’
increased leg room).

• Changing perceptions of belief ratings for a competing brand (Volvo’s ads that
show Volvo as stylish).

The first strategy is commonly used by advertisers. They identify an attribute or
consequence that is important and remind consumers how well their brand performs
on this attribute. In situations where consumers do not perceive the marketer’s brand
as possessing an important attribute or the belief strength is low, advertising strategies
may be targeted at changing the belief rating. Even when belief strength is high, adver-
tising may be used to increase the rating of a brand on an important attribute. BMW’s
“The Ultimate Driving Machine” campaign is a good example of a strategy designed
to create a belief and reinforce it through advertising.

Marketers often attempt to influence consumer attitudes by changing the relative
importance of a particular attribute. This second strategy involves getting consumers
to attach more importance to the attribute in forming their attitude toward the brand.
Marketers using this strategy want to increase the importance of an attribute their par-
ticular brand has.
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The third strategy for influencing consumer attitudes is to add or emphasize a new
attribute that consumers can use in evaluating a brand. Marketers often do this by
improving their products or focusing on additional benefits or consequences associ-
ated with using the brand. Exhibit 4-12 shows how Panasonic is introducing wireless
technology in an attempt to influence consumers’ attitudes.

A final strategy marketers use is to change consumer beliefs about the attributes of
competing brands or product categories. This strategy has become much more com-
mon with the increase in comparative advertising, where marketers compare their
brands to competitors’ on specific product attributes. An example of this is the Pro-
gresso ad shown in Exhibit 4-13, where the company compares what it has to offer to
what Campbell’s offers.

Integration Processes and Decision Rules
Another important aspect of the alternative evaluation stage is the way consumers
combine information about the characteristics of brands to arrive at a purchase deci-
sion. Integration processes are the way product knowledge, meanings, and beliefs are
combined to evaluate two or more alternatives.19 Analysis of the integration process
focuses on the different types of decision rules or strategies consumers use to decide
among purchase alternatives.

Consumers often make purchase selections by using formal integration strategies or
decision rules that require examination and comparison of alternatives on specific
attributes. This process involves a very deliberate evaluation of the alternatives,
attribute by attribute. When consumers apply such formal decision rules, marketers
need to know which attributes are being considered so as to provide the information
the consumers require.

Sometimes consumers make their purchase decisions using more simplified deci-
sion rules known as heuristics. Peter and Olson note that heuristics are easy to use and
are highly adaptive to specific environmental situations (such as a retail store).20 For
familiar products that are purchased frequently, consumers may use price-based
heuristics (buy the least expensive brand) or promotion-based heuristics (choose the
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those offered by Campbell’s

Exhibit 4-12 Panasonic adds a new attribute for
customers to consider
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brand for which I can get a price reduction through a coupon, rebate, or
special deal).

One type of heuristic is the affect referral decision rule,21 in which
consumers make a selection on the basis of an overall impression or sum-
mary evaluation of the various alternatives under consideration. This deci-
sion rule suggests that consumers have affective impressions of brands
stored in memory that can be accessed at the time of purchase. How many
times have you gone into a store and made purchases based on your overall
impressions of the brands rather than going through detailed comparisons
of the alternatives’ specific attributes?

Marketers selling familiar and popular brands may appeal to an affect
referral rule by stressing overall affective feelings or impressions about
their products. Market leaders, whose products enjoy strong overall brand
images, often use ads that promote the brand as the best overall. Pepsi’s
“Joy of Pepsi,” Jeep’s “There’s only one,” and Budweiser’s “The king of
beers” are all examples of this strategy (Exhibit 4-14).

Purchase Decision
At some point in the buying process, the consumer must stop searching for
and evaluating information about alternative brands in the evoked set and

make a purchase decision. As an outcome of the alternative evaluation stage, the con-
sumer may develop a purchase intention or predisposition to buy a certain brand.
Purchase intentions are generally based on a matching of purchase motives with attrib-
utes or characteristics of brands under consideration. Their formation involves many
of the personal subprocesses discussed in this chapter, including motivation, percep-
tion, attitude formation, and integration.

A purchase decision is not the same as an actual purchase. Once a consumer
chooses which brand to buy, he or she must still implement the decision and make the
actual purchase. Additional decisions may be needed, such as when to buy, where to
buy, and how much money to spend. Often, there is a time delay between the forma-
tion of a purchase intention or decision and the actual purchase, particularly for highly
involved and complex purchases such as automobiles, personal computers, and con-
sumer durables. 

For nondurable products, which include many low-involvement items such as con-
sumer package goods, the time between the decision and the actual purchase may be
short. Before leaving home, the consumer may make a shopping list that includes spe-
cific brand names because the consumer has developed brand loyalty—a preference
for a particular brand that results in its repeated purchase. Marketers strive to develop
and maintain brand loyalty among consumers. They use reminder advertising to keep
their brand names in front of consumers, maintain prominent shelf positions and dis-
plays in stores, and run periodic promotions to deter consumers from switching brands.

Maintaining consumers’ brand loyalty is not easy. Competitors use many tech-
niques to encourage consumers to try their brands, among them new product introduc-
tions and free samples. As Figure 4-5 shows, for many products fewer than 50 percent
of consumers are loyal to one brand. Marketers must continually battle to maintain
their loyal consumers while replacing those who switch brands.

Purchase decisions for nondurable, convenience items sometimes take place in the
store, almost simultaneous with the purchase. Marketers must ensure that consumers
have top-of-mind awareness of their brands so that they are quickly recognized and
considered. These types of decisions are influenced at the actual point of purchase.
Packaging, shelf displays, point-of-purchase materials, and promotional tools such as
on-package coupons or premium offers can influence decisions made through con-
structive processes at the time of purchase.

Postpurchase Evaluation
The consumer decision process does not end with the purchase. After using the prod-
uct or service, the consumer compares the level of performance with expectations and
is either satisfied or dissatisfied. Satisfaction occurs when the consumer’s expectations
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are either met or exceeded; dissatisfaction results when performance is below expecta-
tions. The postpurchase evaluation process is important because the feedback acquired
from actual use of a product will influence the likelihood of future purchases. Positive
performance means the brand is retained in the evoked set and increases the likelihood
it will be purchased again. Unfavorable outcomes may lead the consumer to form neg-
ative attitudes toward the brand, lessening the likelihood it will be purchased again or
even eliminating it from the consumer’s evoked set.

Another possible outcome of purchase is cognitive dissonance, a feeling of psy-
chological tension or postpurchase doubt that a consumer experiences after making a
difficult purchase choice. Dissonance is more likely to occur in important decisions
where the consumer must choose among close alternatives (especially if the unchosen
alternative has unique or desirable features that the selected alternative does not have).

Consumers experiencing cognitive dissonance may use a number of strategies to
attempt to reduce it. They may seek out reassurance and opinions from others to confirm
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Cigarettes

Mayonnaise

Toothpaste

Coffee

Headache remedy

Film

Bath soap

Ketchup

Laundry detergent

Beer

Automobile

Perfume/after shave

Pet food

Shampoo

Soft drink

Tuna fish

Gasoline

Underwear

Television

Tires

Blue jeans

Batteries

Athletic shoes

Canned vegetables

Garbage bags

71%

65%

61%

58%

56%

56%

53%

51%

48%

48%

47%

46%

45%

44%

44%

44%

39%

36%

35%

33%

33%

29%

27%

25%

23%

Figure 4-5 Faithful or fickle? Percentage of users of these products who are loyal to one brand
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the wisdom of their purchase decision, lower their attitudes or opinions of
the unchosen alternative, deny or distort any information that does not
support the choice they made, or look for information that does support
their choice. An important source of supportive information is advertising;
consumers tend to be more attentive to advertising for the brand they have
chosen.22 Thus, it may be important for companies to advertise to reinforce
consumer decisions to purchase their brands.

Marketers must recognize the importance of the postpurchase evalua-
tion stage. Dissatisfied consumers who experience dissonance not only
are unlikely to repurchase the marketer’s product but may also spread
negative word-of-mouth information that deters others from purchasing
the product or service. The best guarantee of favorable postpurchase
evaluations is to provide consumers with a quality product or service
that always meets their expectations. Marketers must be sure their adver-
tising and other forms of promotion do not create unreasonable expecta-
tions their products cannot meet. 

Marketers have come to realize that postpurchase communication is
also important. Some companies send follow-up letters and brochures to
reassure buyers and reinforce the wisdom of their decision. Many com-
panies have set up toll-free numbers or e-mail addresses for consumers
to call if they need information or have a question or complaint regard-

ing a product. Marketers also offer liberalized return and refund policies and extended
warranties and guarantees to ensure customer satisfaction. Some have used customers’
postpurchase dissatisfaction as an opportunity for gaining new business, as is reflected
in the ad for UUNET (Exhibit 4-15).

Variations in Consumer Decision Making
The preceding pages describe a general model of consumer decision making. But con-
sumers do not always engage in all five steps of the purchase decision process or pro-
ceed in the sequence presented. They may minimize or even skip one or more stages if
they have previous experience in purchasing the product or service or if the decision is
of low personal, social, or economic significance. To develop effective promotional
strategies and programs, marketers need some understanding of the problem-solving
processes their target consumers use to make purchase decisions.23

Many of the purchase decisions we make as consumers are based on a habitual or
routine choice process. For many low-priced, frequently purchased products, the deci-
sion process consists of little more than recognizing the problem, engaging in a quick
internal search, and making the purchase. The consumer spends little or no effort
engaging in external search or alternative evaluation.

Marketers of products characterized by a routine response purchase process need to
get and/or keep their brands in the consumer’s evoked set and avoid anything that may
result in their removal from consideration. Established brands that have strong market
share position are likely to be in the evoked set of most consumers. Marketers of these
brands want consumers to follow a routine choice process and continue to purchase their
products. This means maintaining high levels of brand awareness through reminder
advertising, periodic promotions, and prominent shelf positions in retail stores. 

Marketers of new brands or those with a low market share face a different chal-
lenge. They must find ways to disrupt consumers’ routine choice process and get them
to consider different alternatives. High levels of advertising may be used to encourage
trial or brand switching, along with sales promotion efforts in the form of free sam-
ples, special price offers, high-value coupons, and the like. 

A more complicated decision-making process may occur when consumers have
limited experience in purchasing a particular product or service and little or no
knowledge of the brands available and/or the criteria to use in making a purchase
decision. They may have to learn what attributes or criteria should be used in making
a purchase decision and how the various alternatives perform on these dimensions.
For products or services characterized by problem solving, whether limited or exten-
sive, marketers should make information available that will help consumers decide.
Advertising that provides consumers with detailed information about a brand and
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how it can satisfy their purchase motives and goals is important. Mar-
keters may also want to give consumers information at the point of pur-
chase, through either displays or brochures. Distribution channels
should have knowledgeable salespeople available to explain the fea-
tures and benefits of the company’s product or service and why it is
superior to competing products. 

The Fidelity Investments ad in Exhibit 4-16 is a good example of
how advertising can appeal to consumers who may be engaging in
extended problem solving when considering retirement investing.
Notice how the ad communicates with consumers who may feel they
know little about how to plan for retirement. The ad helps the consumer
by offering expert advice and planning a variety of options. The ad also
makes more detailed information available by offering a toll-free num-
ber and a website.

The Consumer Learning Process
The discussion of the decision process shows that the way consumers
make a purchase varies depending on a number of factors, including the
nature of the product or service, the amount of experience they have
with the product, and the importance of the purchase. One factor in the
level of problem solving to be employed is the consumer’s involvement with the prod-
uct or brand. Chapter 5 examines the meaning of involvement, the difference between
low- and high-involvement decision making, and the implications of involvement for
developing advertising and promotional strategies.

Our examination of consumer behavior thus far has looked at the decision-making
process from a cognitive orientation. The five-stage decision process model views the
consumer as a problem solver and information processor who engages in a variety of
mental processes to evaluate various alternatives and determine the degree to which
they might satisfy needs or purchase motives. There are, however, other perspectives
regarding how consumers acquire the knowledge and experience they use in making
purchase decisions. To understand these perspectives, we examine various approaches
to learning and their implications for advertising and promotion.

Consumer learning has been defined as “the process by which individuals acquire
the purchase and consumption knowledge and experience they apply to future related
behavior.”24 Two basic approaches to learning are the behavioral approach and cogni-
tive learning theory.

Behavioral Learning Theory
Behavioral learning theories emphasize the role of external, environmental stimuli in
causing behavior; they minimize the significance of internal psychological processes.
Behavioral learning theories are based on the stimulus–response orientation (S–R), the
premise that learning occurs as the result of responses to external stimuli in the environ-
ment. Behavioral learning theorists believe learning occurs through the connection
between a stimulus and a response. We will examine the basic principles of two behav-
ioral learning theory approaches: classical conditioning and operant conditioning.

Classical Conditioning Classical conditioning assumes that learning is an
associative process with an already existing relationship between a stimulus and a
response. Probably the best-known example of this type of learning comes from the
studies done with animals by the Russian psychologist Pavlov.25 Pavlov noticed that at
feeding times, his dogs would salivate at the sight of food. The connection between
food and salivation is not taught; it is an innate reflex reaction. Because this relation-
ship exists before the conditioning process, the food is referred to as an unconditioned
stimulus and salivation is an unconditioned response. To see if salivation could be con-
ditioned to occur in response to another neutral stimulus, Pavlov paired the ringing of
a bell with the presentation of the food. After a number of trials, the dogs learned to
salivate at the sound of the bell alone. Thus, the bell became a conditioned stimulus
that elicited a conditioned response resembling the original unconditioned reaction.
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how marketers can appeal
to consumers engaging in
extended problem solving
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Two factors are important for learning to occur through the associative process. The
first is contiguity, which means the unconditioned stimulus and conditioned stimulus
must be close in time and space. In Pavlov’s experiment, the dog learns to associate
the ringing of the bell with food because of the contiguous presentation of the two
stimuli. The other important principle is repetition, or the frequency of the association.
The more often the unconditioned and conditioned stimuli occur together, the stronger
the association between them will be.

Applying Classical Conditioning Learning through classical conditioning plays an
important role in marketing. Buyers can be conditioned to form favorable impressions
and images of various brands through the associative process. Advertisers strive to
associate their products and services with perceptions, images, and emotions known to
evoke positive reactions from consumers. Many products are promoted through image
advertising, in which the brand is shown with an unconditioned stimulus that elicits
pleasant feelings. When the brand is presented simultaneously with this unconditioned
stimulus, the brand itself becomes a conditioned stimulus that elicits the same favor-
able response.

Figure 4-6 provides a diagram of this process, and the ad for Lancôme in Exhibit
4-17 shows an application of this strategy. Notice how this ad associates Lancôme
with the freshness and moisture of grapes. The brand’s positioning plays off this
association.

Classical conditioning can also associate a product or service with a favorable emo-
tional state. A study by Gerald Gorn used this approach to examine how background
music in ads influences product choice.26 He found that subjects were more likely to
choose a product when it was presented against a background of music they liked
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(Lancome moisturizer)

Figure 4-6 The classical
conditioning process 

Exhibit 4-17 Lancôme
associates itself with
moisture
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rather than music they disliked. These results suggest the emotions
generated by a commercial are important because they may become
associated with the advertised product through classical conditioning.
Kellaris and colleagues also showed that music that was congruent
with the message enhanced both ad recall and recognition.27 Richard
Yalch also has demonstrated that music can be used effectively as a
mnemonic device to enhance the recall of advertising slogans. Adver-
tisers often attempt to pair a neutral product or service stimulus with
an event or situation that arouses positive feelings, such as humor, an
exciting sports event, or popular music.

Operant Conditioning Classical conditioning views the indi-
vidual as a passive participant in the learning process who simply
receives stimuli. Conditioning occurs as a result of exposure to a stimu-
lus that occurs before the response. In the operant conditioning
approach, the individual must actively operate or act on some aspect of
the environment for learning to occur. Operant conditioning is some-
times referred to as instrumental conditioning because the individual’s
response is instrumental in getting a positive reinforcement (reward) or
negative reinforcement (punishment).

Reinforcement, the reward or favorable consequence associated
with a particular response, is an important element of instrumental conditioning.
Behavior that is reinforced strengthens the bond between a stimulus and a response.
Thus, if a consumer buys a product in response to an ad and experiences a positive
outcome, the likelihood that the consumer will use this product again increases. If the
outcome is not favorable, the likelihood of buying the product again decreases.

The principles of operant conditioning can be applied to marketing, as shown in
Figure 4-7. Companies attempt to provide their customers with products and services
that satisfy their needs and reward them to reinforce the probability of repeat purchase.
Reinforcement can also be implied in advertising; many ads emphasize the benefits or
rewards a consumer will receive from using a product or service. Reinforcement also
occurs when an ad encourages consumers to use a particular product or brand to avoid
unpleasant consequences. For example, the ad for Energizer batteries in Exhibit 4-18
shows how using this product will help avoid negative consequences—that is, being
without a working cell phone when you need it.

Two concepts that are particularly relevant to marketers in their use of reinforce-
ment through promotional strategies are schedules of reinforcement and shaping. Dif-
ferent schedules of reinforcement result in varying patterns of learning and behavior.
Learning occurs most rapidly under a continuous reinforcement schedule, in which
every response is rewarded—but the behavior is likely to cease when the reinforce-
ment stops. Marketers must provide continuous reinforcement to consumers or risk
their switching to brands that do. 
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Figure 4-7 Instrumental
conditioning in marketing

Exhibit 4-18 This
Energizer batteries ad
shows how to avoid
negative consequences
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Learning occurs more slowly but lasts longer when a partial or intermittent rein-
forcement schedule is used and only some of the individual’s responses are rewarded.
Promotional programs have partial reinforcement schedules. A firm may offer con-
sumers an incentive to use the company’s product. The firm does not want to offer the
incentive every time (continuous reinforcement), because consumers might become
dependent on it and stop buying the brand when the incentive is withdrawn. A study
that examined the effect of reinforcement on bus ridership found that discount
coupons given as rewards for riding the bus were as effective when given on a partial
schedule as when given on a continuous schedule.28 The cost of giving the discount
coupons under the partial schedule, however, was considerably less.

Reinforcement schedules can also be used to influence consumer learning and
behavior through a process known as shaping, the reinforcement of successive acts
that lead to a desired behavior pattern or response. Rothschild and Gaidis argue that
shaping is a very useful concept for marketers:

Shaping is an essential process in deriving new and complex behavior because a behavior can-
not be rewarded unless it first occurs; a stimulus can only reinforce acts that already occur.
New, complex behaviors rarely occur by chance in nature. If the only behavior to be rewarded
were the final complex sought behavior, one would probably have to wait a long time for this
to occur by chance. Instead, one can reward simpler existing behaviors; over time, more com-
plex patterns evolve and these are rewarded. Thus the shaping process occurs by a method of
successive approximations.29

In a promotional context, shaping procedures are used as part of the introductory
program for new products. Figure 4-8 provides an example of how samples and dis-
count coupons can be used to introduce a new product and take a consumer from trial
to repeat purchase. Marketers must be careful in their use of shaping procedures: If
they drop the incentives too soon, the consumer may not establish the desired behav-
ior; but if they overuse them, the consumer’s purchase may become contingent on the
incentive rather than the product or service.

Cognitive Learning Theory
Behavioral learning theories have been criticized for assuming a mechanistic view of
the consumer that puts too much emphasis on external stimulus factors. They ignore
internal psychological processes such as motivation, thinking, and perception; they
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Approximation
Sequence

Shaping
Procedure

Reinforcement
Applied

Induce product trial Free samples
distributed; large
discount coupon

Product performance;
coupon

Discount coupon
prompts purchase with

little cost; coupon
good for small

discount on next
purchase enclosed

Small discount coupon
prompts purchase

with moderate cost

Purchase occurs
without coupon

assistance

Induce purchase with
little financial obligation

Induce purchase with
moderate financial

obligation

Induce purchase with
full financial obligation

Product performance;
coupon

Product performance

Product performance

Figure 4-8 Application of
shaping procedures in
marketing
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assume that the external stimulus environment will elicit fairly predictable responses.
Many consumer researchers and marketers disagree with the simplified explanations
of behavioral learning theories and are more interested in the complex mental
processes that underlie consumer decision making. The cognitive approach to study-
ing learning and decision making has dominated the field of consumer behavior in
recent years. Figure 4-9 shows how cognitive theorists view the learning process. 

Since consumer behavior typically involves choices and decision making, the cog-
nitive perspective has particular appeal to marketers, especially those whose prod-
uct/service calls for important and involved purchase decisions. Cognitive processes
such as perception, formation of beliefs about brands, attitude development and
change, and integration are important to understanding the decision-making process
for many types of purchases. The subprocesses examined during our discussion of
the five-stage decision process model are all relevant to a cognitive learning approach
to consumer behavior.
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Figure 4-9 The cognitive learning process

The consumer does not make purchase decisions in isolation.
A number of external factors have been identified that may
influence consumer decision making. They are shown in Fig-
ure 4-10 and examined in more detail in the next sections.

Culture
The broadest and most abstract of the external factors that influence consumer behav-
ior is culture, or the complexity of learned meanings, values, norms, and customs
shared by members of a society. Cultural norms and values offer direction and guid-
ance to members of a society in all aspects of their lives, including their consumption
behavior. It is becoming increasingly important to study the impact of culture on con-
sumer behavior as marketers expand their international marketing efforts. Each coun-
try has certain cultural traditions, customs, and values that marketers must understand
as they develop marketing programs.

Marketers must also be aware of changes that may be occurring in a particular cul-
ture and the implications of these changes for their advertising and promotional strate-
gies and programs. American culture continually goes through many changes that

Environmental Influences
on Consumer Behavior

Situational
determinants

Reference groups

Social class

Subculture

Culture
Figure 4-10 External
influences on consumer
behavior
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have direct implications for advertising. Marketing researchers monitor these changes
and their impact on the ways companies market their products and services.

While marketers recognize that culture exerts a demonstrable influence on con-
sumers, they often find it difficult to respond to cultural differences in different mar-
kets. The subtleties of various cultures are often difficult to understand and appreciate,
but marketers must understand the cultural context in which consumer purchase deci-
sions are made and adapt their advertising and promotional programs accordingly. 

Subcultures
Within a given culture are generally found smaller groups or segments whose beliefs,
values, norms, and patterns of behavior set them apart from the larger cultural main-
stream. These subcultures may be based on age, geographic, religious, racial, and/or
ethnic differences. A number of subcultures exist within the United States. The three
largest racial/ethnic subcultures are African-Americans, Hispanics, and various Asian
groups. These racial/ethnic subcultures are important to marketers because of their
size, growth, purchasing power, and distinct purchasing patterns. Marketers develop
specific marketing programs for various products and services for these target mar-
kets. The ads in Exhibit 4-19 are just two of the many specifically designed to appeal
to U.S. subcultures—in these cases, blacks and Hispanics. Many others can easily be
found that target teens, Generations X and Y, the elderly, and so on.

Social Class Virtually all societies exhibit some form of stratification whereby
individuals can be assigned to a specific social category on the basis of criteria impor-
tant to members of that society. Social class refers to relatively homogeneous divi-
sions in a society into which people sharing similar lifestyles, values, norms, interests,
and behaviors can be grouped. While a number of methods for determining social
class exist, class structures in the United States are usually based on occupational sta-
tus, educational attainment, and income. Sociologists generally agree there are three
broad levels of social classes in the United States: the upper (14 percent), middle (70
percent), and lower (16 percent) classes.30

Social class is an important concept to marketers, since consumers within each
social stratum often have similar values, lifestyles, and buying behavior. Thus, the vari-
ous social class groups provide a natural basis for market segmentation. Consumers in
the different social classes differ in the degree to which they use various products and
services and in their leisure activities, shopping patterns, and media habits. Marketers
respond to these differences through the positioning of their products and services, the
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media strategies they use to reach different social classes, and the
types of advertising appeals they develop. The ad for New York
Palace in Exhibit 4-20 shows how a product attempts to appeal to
the upper classes in both copy and illustration.

Reference Groups
Think about the last time you attended a party. As you dressed for
the party, you probably asked yourself (or someone else) what oth-
ers would be wearing. Your selection of attire may have been influ-
enced by those likely to be present. This simple example reflects
one form of impact that groups may exert on your behavior.

A group has been defined as “two or more individuals who
share a set of norms, values, or beliefs and have certain implicitly
or explicitly defined relationships to one another such that their
behavior is interdependent.”31 Groups are one of the primary fac-
tors influencing learning and socialization, and group situations
constitute many of our purchase decisions.

A reference group is “a group whose presumed perspectives or
values are being used by an individual as the basis for his or her
judgments, opinions, and actions.” Consumers use reference
groups as a guide to specific behaviors, even when the groups are
not present.32 In the party example, your peers—although not 
present—provided a standard of dress that you referred to in your
clothing selection. Likewise, your college classmates, family, and
co-workers, or even a group to which you aspire, may serve as ref-
erents, and your consumption patterns will typically conform to
the expectations of the groups that are most important to you.

Marketers use reference group influences in developing adver-
tisements and promotional strategies. The ads in Exhibit 4-21 are
examples of aspirational reference groups (to which we might like
to belong) and disassociative groups (to which we do not wish to
belong), respectively.

Family Decision Making: An Example of Group
Influences In some instances, the group may be involved
more directly than just as a referent. Family members may serve as referents to 
each other, or they may actually be involved in the purchase decision process—acting
as an individual buying unit. As shown in Figure 4-11, family members may assume 
a variety of roles in the decision-making process.33 Each role has implications for
marketers.
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Figure 4-11 Roles in the
family decision-making
process

The initiator. The person responsible for initiating the purchase decision process; for
example, the mother who determines she needs a new car.

The information provider. The individual responsible for gathering information to be
used in making the decision; for example, the teenage car buff who knows where to
find product information in specific magazines or collects it from dealers.

The influencer. The person who exerts influence as to what criteria will be used in the
selection process. All members of the family may be involved. The mother may have her
criteria, whereas others may each have their own input.

The decision maker(s). That person(s) who actually makes the decision. In our exam-
ple, it may be the mother alone or in combination with another family member.

The purchasing agent. The individual who performs the physical act of making the
purchase. In the case of a car, a husband and wife may decide to choose it together and
sign the purchase agreement.

The consumer. The actual user of the product. In the case of a family car, all family
members are consumers. For a private car, only the mother might be the consumer.

Exhibit 4-20 New York
Palace targets upper classes
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First, the advertiser must determine who is responsible for the various roles in the
decision-making process so messages can be targeted at that person (or those people).
These roles will also dictate media strategies, since the appropriate magazines, newspa-
pers, or TV or radio stations must be used. Second, understanding the decision-making
process and the use of information by individual family members is critical to the design
of messages and choice of promotional program elements. In sum, to create an effective
promotional program, a marketer must have an overall understanding of how the deci-
sion process works and the role that each family member plays.

Situational Determinants
The final external factor is the purchase and usage situation. The specific situation in
which consumers plan to use the product or brand directly affects their perceptions,
preferences, and purchasing behaviors.34 Three types of situational determinants
may have an effect: the specific usage situation, the purchase situation, and the com-
munications situation.

Usage refers to the circumstance in which the product will be used. For example,
purchases made for private consumption may be thought of differently from those that
will be obvious to the public. The purchase situation more directly involves the envi-
ronment operating at the time of the purchase. Time constraints, store environments,
and other factors may all have an impact. The communications situation is the condi-
tion in which an advertising exposure occurs (in a car listening to the radio, with
friends, etc.). This may be most relevant to the development of promotional strategies,
because the impact on the consumer will vary according to the particular situation. For
example, a consumer may pay more attention to a commercial that is heard alone at
home than to one heard in the presence of friends, at work, or anywhere distractions
may be present. If advertisers can isolate a particular time when the listener is likely to
be attentive, they will probably earn his or her undivided attention.
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disassociative reference group
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In sum, situational determinants may either enhance or detract from the potential
success of a message. To the degree that advertisers can assess situational influences
that may be operating, they will increase the likelihood of successfully communicat-
ing with their target audiences.
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In addition to the perspectives discussed, consumer researchers
complement these psychological approaches with perspectives
driven from other scientific disciplines, such as sociology, anthro-
pology, philosophy, or history.  These cross-disciplinary perspec-
tives have broadened the realm of methodologies used to study
consumers and have provided additional insights into consumer decision processes.
IMC Perspective 4-3 provides a few examples of applications of these approaches.

New Methodologies
Whereas psychologists often study consumer responses to advertising and other forms
of communication in controlled settings, where environmental variables can be kept
constant, sociologists and anthropologists study behavior in context.  For this reason,
they often employ qualitative methodologies such as individual interviews, participant
observation studies, and/or ethnographies.  These methods help capture the social, cul-
tural, and environmental influences that may affect consumer behavior. 

The humanities have also been a source of new methodologies for consumer
research.  Historians and semioticians focus their analyses on the advertising mes-
sages and other forms of communications themselves.  These researchers examine the
significance of communications from a linguistic or historical perspective.  Research
methods such as semiotic and structural analyses examine the symbolic meanings of
advertising and different facets of consumption.  

New Insights
These alternative perspectives and methodologies provide additional insights and
expand our knowledge of consumers.  For example, the cultural significance of adver-
tising messages in shaping cultures and triggering communities is now better under-
stood.  Likewise, marketers now have a better understanding of how advertising
campaigns like “Got Milk” become popular and help shape our culture.  Thanks to the
many interpretive analyses of advertisements over recent years, we are also more
aware of the influence of advertising images on society.  

Some consumer researchers believe that cross-disciplinary research is better suited
for the study of consumers because it takes into account their complexity and multidi-
mensionality. When considered along with psychological research, these alternative
approaches help us better understand the impact of communications.

Alternative Approaches 
to Consumer Behavior
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 4-3

Want to Name a Car or Develop an Ad Campaign? 
Try Archetype Research, Hypnosis, or Something Else
Unconventional
Marketers are constantly trying to determine what
goes on in the mind of consumers when they consider
purchase decisions, view advertisements, and so on.
Packages, brand names, ads, and commercials are com-
monly researched in an attempt to improve their likeli-
hood of success. Surveys, focus groups, in-depth
discussions, and a variety of other methods have been
employed to find the “holy grail” of research that will
provide insight into consumer’s minds. Recently some
companies have turned to mind probing through less
traditional methods, including hypnosis and “arche-
type research.”

Take DaimlerChrysler, for example. In searching for a
“breakthrough” car, the company shunned traditional
marketing research techniques and instead employed
an unconventional approach known as archetype
research. With billions of dollars of investments on the
line, Chrysler recently shifted the bulk of its research
to this methodology, which was developed by a French-
born medical anthropologist, G. Clotaire Rapaille,
whose previous work involved working with autistic
children. To gain insights from deep inside consumers’
minds, Rapaille conducted three-hour focus group ses-
sions, in which—with lights dimmed and mood music in
the background—consumers were asked to look at a
prototype of the newly designed PT Cruiser and to go
far back into their childhood to discuss what emotions
were evoked, as well as to write stories about their feel-
ings. After the sessions, Rapaille
and a team of Chrysler employ-
ees read the stories, looking for
what they refer to as “reptilian
hot buttons,” or nuggets of
revealing emotions. According
to Rapaille, remembering a new
concept is dependent upon asso-
ciating it with an emotion, and
the more emotions evoked, the
greater the likelihood of recall.
The process led to significant
design changes that resulted in
a less-than-traditional-looking
car that won an award as North
America’s Car of the Year.

Actually, Chrysler was not the
first to employ archetype
research. Archetype research
has also been applied to the

naming of SUVs. What comes to your mind when you
hear Bronco, Cherokee, Wrangler, Blazer, Yukon, Navi-
gator, or Denali? What about Tahoe, Explorer, Range
Rover, or Bravada? As SUVs are increasingly adopted
by women (men are going for trucks), it is important to
convey some image of the vehicles that meets the tar-
get market’s needs—conscious or subconscious.
According to archetype research, these SUV names
conjure up the wilderness, ruggedness, and the new
frontier. To women, the size and safety of these vehi-
cles are what they need to compete in this “less than
civilized” environment. Does it work? No other product
class has seen greater growth over the last 10 years.

But don’t think that it’s only the auto companies
that want to know what’s in your head. The list of sub-
scribers to archetype research includes AT&T, Boeing,
GE, Lego, Kellogg, and Samsonite, just to name a few.
At least 10 years prior to Chrysler’s use of the tech-
nique, Procter & Gamble employed Rapaille to deter-
mine that aroma sells more coffee than taste because
of the emotional ties to home. The Folger’s coffee ad in
which a young soldier returns home and brews a pot of
coffee that causes his sleeping mother to wake up and
sense that he has returned is a direct result of that
research. General Motors has also used this research
methodology.

In an equally unconventional approach, California
wine maker Domain Chandon and its ad agency D’Arcy
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Masius Benton & Bowles of Los Angeles conducted
focus groups of hypnotized consumers. In the groups,
participants were asked to discuss their experiences
and feelings about the first time they drank cham-
pagne and/or sparkling wine. According to Chandon
and D’Arcy, traditional focus groups lead to “surface”
discussions whereas drinking champagne involves
more of an “inside”-driven and emotional response. By
hypnotizing the participants, they felt they could get
behind the barriers set up in conscious minds. The
approach apparently worked; as noted by Diane Dreyer,
senior VP at D’Arcy, some participants revealed roman-
tic and sexual experiences that “I’m sure they wouldn’t
share in the waking state.” The input from the groups
was used in the development of a new advertising cam-
paign that featured a sexual and passionate appeal, as
well as a new logo. Essentially, the research led to a
whole new positioning for the brand, with ads placed
on billboards and in travel and epicurean magazines,
as well as a move into e-commerce.

In his book Why We Buy: The Science of Shopping,
retail consultant Paco Underhill attempts to explain

why consumers buy. With a degree in Chinese history,
Underhill shifted his emphasis to environmental psy-
chology and, like Rapaille, found the consulting world
much more lucrative. Equating the modern-day shop-
per with the “hunter-gatherer” mentality of the past,
he sees men as shopping because of an obsession with
a single item. Women, on the other hand, look upon
shopping as a social occasion that provides a sense of
liberation. At the mall they can escape their husbands
and families, exercise their judgments, and see and be
seen. Is this what women did in the caveman days?

Traditional or not, millions of dollars are now being
invested in previously unheard-of techniques. Billions
more are riding on the results. Are you willing to take
the risk?

Sources: Phil Patton, “Car Shrinks” Fortune, March 18, 2002, pp.
187–190; Alice Z. Cuneo, “Domain Chandon Looks beyond the Cele-
brations,” Advertising Age, July 19, 1999, p. 9; Abigail Goldman,
“Expert Offers Retailers Glimpse into Shoppers’ Minds,” Los Ange-

les Times, June 3, 1999, p. C5; Jeffrey Ball, “But How Does It Make
You Feel?” The Wall Street Journal, May 3, 1999, p. B1.

Summary
This chapter introduced you to the
field of consumer behavior and
examined its relevance to
promotional strategy. Consumer
behavior is best viewed as the
process and activities that people
engage in when searching for,
selecting, purchasing, using, evalu-
ating, and disposing of products
and services to satisfy their needs
and desires. A five-stage model of
the consumer decision-making
process consists of problem recog-
nition, information search, alterna-
tive evaluation, purchase, and
postpurchase evaluation. Internal
psychological processes that influ-

ence the consumer decision-
making process include motivation,
perception, attitude formation and
change, and integration processes.

The decision process model
views consumer behavior primarily
from a cognitive orientation. The
chapter considered other perspec-
tives by examining various
approaches to consumer learning
and their implications for advertis-
ing and promotion. Behavioral
learning theories such as classical
conditioning and operant (instru-
mental) conditioning were dis-
cussed. Problems with behavioral
learning theories were noted, and

the alternative perspective of cogni-
tive learning was discussed.

The chapter also examined rele-
vant external factors that
influence consumer decision mak-
ing. Culture, subculture, social
class, reference groups, and situa-
tional determinants were
discussed, along with their impli-
cations for the development of
promotional strategies and
programs. The chapter concluded
with an introduction to alternative
perspectives on the study of con-
sumer behavior (also called inter-
pretive, postmodern, or
postpositivist perspectives).
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Discussion Questions
1. A number of factors may lead to
problem recognition among
consumers. Discuss the various
causes of problem recognition,
and give an example of each.

2. Explain the concept of an evoked
set. Why is this concept important
to marketers? Give examples of an
evoked set, and how marketers
might attempt to influence
consumers to gain consideration.

3. Jerry Olson and J. Paul Peter
define two broad categories of 
evaluative consequences. Describe
each of these and provide
examples.

4. Figure 4-10 details a number of
external influences on consumer
behavior. Describe each of these

influences, explaining how it might
have an impact on consumer
behavior, and provide an example
of each.

5. Psychoanalytic theory has 
been criticized for its problems
with validity and reliability. How 
do the current methods discussed
in the lead-in—for example,
hypnosis—fare in regard to these
criteria?

6. Explain how consumers might
engage in each of the processes of
selective perception described in
the chapter. Provide examples.

7. Describe how cultural
differences might impact viewers’
perceptions of advertisements.
Provide examples.

8. In the text it was indicated 
that families may influence the
consumer decision-making
process. Describe how various
family members may assume the
different roles described in Figure
4-11. Also explain how these roles
might change depending upon the
product under consideration.

9. The text discusses alternative
approaches to studying consumer
behavior. Explain how these
approaches differ from those
described earlier in the chapter.

10. Postmodern research often
involves a sociological perspective
to understanding consumer behav-
ior. Give examples of how sociol-
ogy might impact purchase
behaviors.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To understand the basic elements of the commu-
nication process and the role of communications
in marketing.

2. To examine various models of the communica-
tion process.

3. To analyze the response processes of receivers 
of marketing communications, including alterna-
tive response hierarchies and their implications
for promotional planning and strategy.

4. To examine the nature of consumers’ cognitive
processing of marketing communications.

The Communication Process

5
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included leading a marketing turnaround for

Gatorade in the 90s, as EDS’s senior vice president

of global marketing and advertising and put him

in charge of rebuilding the company’s image.

Brown wanted Uzzi to build awareness of EDS

and make the company a household name. How-

ever, there was also a second, equally critical goal:

to market EDS to its own employees and make

them feel good about working at the company.

The first area Brown turned to in establishing

EDS as a power brand was advertising. EDS

began working with the Fallon McElligott

agency, which came up with a new tagline, “EDS

Solved,” that was chosen to position the com-

pany as a problem solver in the complicated,

ever-changing world of e-business. While print

work broke in the fall of 1999 with full-page ads

in The Wall Street Journal, New York Times, and

other major publications, the company did not

limit its newfound boldness to advertising. Uzzi

decided the Y2K fervor provided an opportunity

for EDS, which had a thriving year-2000 conver-

sion practice in place, as a publicity opportunity.

He arranged for EDS’s strategic command center

EDS Rebuilds Its Image

137

Until 2000, if you asked the average person

what, if anything, he or she knew about a com-

pany called Electronic Data Systems (EDS), you

would probably get a blank stare. Some might

associate the company with Ross Perot, the com-

pany’s founder and former presidential candi-

date, and know that he later sold EDS to General

Motors, but it is unlikely they would know any-

thing more. Perot founded EDS in Dallas, Texas,

in 1962 with the somewhat radical notion that

organizations would hire an outside company to

handle all of their computer operations. At the

time, the word “outsourcing” had not even

entered the business lexicon. However, the idea

caught on quickly and EDS came to rule the

industry it created, which was evolving beyond

just computers into information technology ser-

vices (ITS). EDS grew exponentially after being

acquired by General Motors in 1984 and became

a $14 billion giant before splitting off from the

automaker in 1996 and becoming an indepen-

dent company. In many ways the success EDS had

under General Motors’ wing turned out to be a

competitive handicap. A hefty annuity from GM

provided a steady revenue stream that lulled the

company into complacency and fostered an

unwillingness to change even though the world

was changing all around it, particularly with the

rapid growth of the Internet.

In early 1999, EDS hired a new CEO, Dick

Brown, who realized that he and his management

team had to do more than reinvent the com-

pany—they had to remake its identity and brand

image. EDS was perceived as a stodgy, old-

economy firm in a new-economy industry and was

being eclipsed by flashier firms such as Razorfish,

Scient, and Viant, which focused purely on e-ser-

vices, as well as a reinvented IBM, which had

rebuilt its identity around the themes of e-busi-

ness. Brown hired Don Uzzi, whose record
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in Plano, Texas, to be opened to the media on New

Year’s Eve night. More than a dozen journalists

showed up, and CNBC and CNN did live feeds from

the command center, as did local TV crews. Uzzi

noted: “We showed the world what EDS does and

how we do it. That’s something the company never

would have done before.” Once the new year

passed with few glitches, EDS celebrated with a

full-page “Y2KO” ad in The Wall Street Journal,

calling attention to the role the company played in

helping the world get ready for the date change.

The risk taking continued when EDS ran its now-

famous “Cat Herders” ad during the 2000 Super

Bowl. The Super Bowl is advertising’s biggest show-

case and is usually reserved for major advertisers

rather than companies such as EDS, which was

nearly invisible in the ad world. The commercial

was shot in the style of a John Ford old-style west-

ern—big sky, big country, stirring musical score—

and featured cowboys herding 10,000 house cats.

Uzzi noted that herding cats is an information man-

agement metaphor for organizing an overwhelm-

ing amount of varied data and captures perfectly

what EDS does: “We ride herd on complexity. We

make technology go where clients want it to go.”

The commercial was one of the most popular of the

Super Bowl ads, and the EDS website received 2 mil-

lion hits in the first 24 hours after the ad ran and 10

million hits in the first week. Clients called from all

over the world, asking for tapes of the commercial

to play at meetings, and EDS parlayed the ad’s suc-

cess into a high-profile presence at trade shows.

EDS followed the “Cat Herders” spot with two

more high-profile commercials including an ad that

debuted on the 2001 Super Bowl called “Running

with the Squirrels,” which was a spoof of the tradi-

tional running of the bulls in Pamplona, Spain, and

sent a message about the importance of staying

nimble in business. The second commercial was

called “Airplane,” and it compared what EDS does

to building an airplane while it is in the air. Follow-

up research shows that the trilogy of commercials

resulted in a doubling of the percentage of people

associating EDS with e-business solutions and a 50

percent increase in overall brand awareness.

In 2002, EDS moved its advertising in a new direc-

tion with a series of commercials and print ads

designed to move beyond creating awareness and

provide businesses with a better understanding of

each of the EDS lines of business—information tech-

nology outsourcing, hosting, and security/privacy. 

In just two years, a lot more people in the corpo-

rate world have become aware of EDS and now

view it as a hip, hardworking company that can

provide solutions to information technology prob-

lems. In addition to helping generate business,

EDS’s advertising has created excitement among its

employees and helped attract new talent to the

company. EDS wants its advertising to continue to

lead, surprise, and impress its customers as well as

its own employees. It is likely that it will.

Sources: Suzanne Vranica, “Cats Corralled: EDS Ads Go Back 
to Basics,” The Wall Street Journal, Feb. 8, 2002, p. B9; Tom
Wasserman, “Brand Builders,” Brandweek, Feb. 11, 2002, pp.
17, 18; “Reinventing the Brand,” Fortune, October 2001, p. 112.
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The function of all elements of the integrated marketing communications program is
to communicate. An organization’s IMC strategy is implemented through the various
communications it sends to current or prospective customers as well as other relevant
publics. Organizations send communications and messages in a variety of ways, such
as through advertisements, brand names, logos and graphic systems, websites, press
releases, package designs, promotions, and visual images. Thus, those involved in the
planning and implementation of an IMC program need to understand the communica-
tions process and how it occurs. As you can see from the opening vignette on the EDS
Company, the way marketers communicate with their target audiences depends on
many factors, including how much customers know and what they think about the
company and the image it hopes to create. Developing an effective marketing commu-
nications program is far more complicated than just choosing a product feature or
attribute to emphasize. Marketers must understand how consumers will perceive and
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interpret their messages and how these reactions will shape consumers’ responses to
the company and/or its product or service.

This chapter reviews the fundamentals of communication and examines various
perspectives and models regarding how consumers respond to advertising and promo-
tional messages. Our goal is to demonstrate how valuable an understanding of the
communication process can be in planning, implementing, and evaluating the market-
ing communications program.

Communication has been variously defined as the
passing of information, the exchange of ideas, or
the process of establishing a commonness or one-
ness of thought between a sender and a receiver.1 These definitions suggest that for
communication to occur, there must be some common thinking between two parties
and information must be passed from one person to another (or from one group to
another). As you will see in this chapter, establishing this commonality in thinking is
not always as easy as it might seem; many attempts to communicate are unsuccessful.

The communication process is often very complex. Success depends on such fac-
tors as the nature of the message, the audience’s interpretation of it, and the environ-
ment in which it is received. The receiver’s perception of the source and the medium
used to transmit the message may also affect the ability to communicate, as do many
other factors. Words, pictures, sounds, and colors may have different meanings to dif-
ferent audiences, and people’s perceptions and interpretations of them vary. For exam-
ple, if you ask for a soda on the East Coast or West Coast, you’ll receive a soft drink
such as Coke or Pepsi. However, in parts of the Midwest and South, a soft drink is
referred to as pop. If you ask for a soda, you may get a glass of pop with ice cream in
it. Marketers must understand the meanings that words and symbols take on and how
they influence consumers’ interpretation of products and messages. This can be partic-
ularly challenging to companies marketing their products in foreign countries.

Language is one of the major barriers to effective communication, as there are dif-
ferent languages in different countries, different languages or dialects within a single
country, and more subtle problems of linguistic nuance and vernacular. The growth of
bilingual, multicultural ethnic markets in the United States is also creating challenges
for domestic marketers. Diversity Perspective 5-1 discusses issues advertisers must
consider in developing messages for young Hispanics, who are a very fast growing
market segment.

The Nature of Communication

Over the years, a basic model of the various
elements of the communication process has
evolved, as shown in Figure 5-1.2 Two ele-
ments represent the major participants in the communication process, the sender and
the receiver. Another two are the major communication tools, message and channel.

A Basic Model of Communication

Source/
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Field of
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Field of
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Figure 5-1 A model of the
communication process
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DIVERSITY PERSPECTIVE 5-1

Communicating with the Hispanic Teen Market
A few years ago, Jeff Manning, the executive director
of the California Milk Processor Board (CMPB), was
considering ways to reverse a decline in milk sales in
the heavily Hispanic southern California market. As he
reviewed a report on the Latino market, a potential
solution to the problem came to him: target one of the
fastest-growing market segments in the United
States, which is Hispanic teenagers. The results from
the 2000 census show that over the past decade the
Hispanic market grew by 58 percent, compared with
only 3 percent for the non-Hispanic white segment,
and another 35 percent jump for Hispanics is forecast
over the next 10 years. Moreover, the ranks of Hispanic
teenagers are projected to swell to 18 percent of the
U.S. teen population over the next decade, up from 12
percent in 2000. Nearly one in five children born in the
United States today is of Latin American descent, and
more than half of all children in Los Angeles alone are
born to Latino mothers.

While marketers are recognizing the importance of
appealing to the Hispanic market, they are also finding
that communicating with this fast-growing segment
can be very challenging and requires more than creat-
ing an ad in the Spanish with tried-and-true Hispanic
themes. They have to decide whether to use ads with a
Hispanic-focused creative, dub or remake general mar-
ket campaigns into Spanish, or run English-language
ads and trust that they will be picked up by bilingual
Hispanics. Contributing to the challenge is the fact
that Hispanic teens often live in two worlds: one rich in
traditional Latino values, such as strong commitment
to family and religion, and the other in which they
eagerly participate in mainstream teen America. They
bounce between hip-hop and rock en Espanol; watch
Buffy the Vampire Slayer with their friends and Span-
ish telenovelas (night-time soap operas) with their par-
ents; and blend Mexican rice with spaghetti sauce and
spread peanut butter and jelly on tortillas.

Advertising and marketing executives have differ-
ent perspectives on how to best reach these “young
biculturals.” For example, research Manning conducted
for the California Milk Processor Board on targeting
English versions of its popular “Got Milk?” ads to His-
panic teens found that they reacted enthusiastically
to the ads. The CMPB had considered doing the ads in
Spanglish (a combination of English and Spanish) but
found that the language used was not a major issue for
teens, as they reacted to ideas, not language. However,
a 2000 study of Hispanic teens by the Roslow
Research Group found that advertising to bilingual
Hispanics in Spanish is significantly more effective
than advertising to them in English. English ads were
28 percent less effective than Spanish ads in terms of

ad recall, 54 percent less effective in terms of per-
suasion, and 14 percent less effective in terms of 
communication.

The California Milk Processor Board has decided
that it is important to develop ads that appeal to bicul-
tural teens. Recently its ad agency worked with Latino
students from the Art Center College of Design in
Pasadena to develop a commercial based on a Hispanic
cultural myth that has long been used to scare kids
straight. When Hispanic kids misbehave, their parents
threaten that La Llorona (“the weeping woman”) will
come to claim them. Basically she’s a boogiewoman for
bambinos. In the spot the ghostly figure, clad in flow-
ing gown and veil, wails as she wanders through a
house. Walking through a wall, the specter enters the
kitchen and opens the refrigerator. Rather abruptly,
her tears terminate. “Leche!” she exclaims, lunging at
the half gallon of milk needed to wash down the Mexi-
can pastry she clutches. But sadly for La Llorona, the
carton is empty, so the tears resume and the “Got
milk?” tagline appears.

While the La Llorona ad targets bicultural teens
through mainstream media, it relies on only one word
of dialogue and thus may appeal to non-Hispanics as
well. In fact, marketers are finding that by targeting
Hispanic youth they may also attract the more general
teen market. Many have noted the tremendous popu-
larity of Hispanic entertainers such as Ricky Martin,
Jennifer Lopez, Marc Anthony, and Shakira, and their
crossover appeal to non-Hispanic teens. As one agency
executive notes: “It’s very cool to be Hispanic at this
age. It almost makes them more attractive, exotic.”

Sources: Becky Ebenkamp, “A House Lacking in Lactose? Intolera-
ble,” Brandweek, Jan. 21, 2002, p. 23; Jeffery D. Zbar, “Hispanic Teens
Set Urban Beat,” Advertising Age, June 25, 2001, p. S6; Rick Wartz-
man, “When You Translate ‘Got Milk’ for Latinos, What Do You
Get?” The Wall Street Journal, June 3, 1999, pp. A1, 10.
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Four others are the major communication functions and processes:
encoding, decoding, response, and feedback. The last element, noise,
refers to any extraneous factors in the system that can interfere with the
process and work against effective communication.

Source Encoding
The sender, or source, of a communication is the person or organization
that has information to share with another person or group of people. The
source may be an individual (say, a salesperson or hired spokesperson,
such as a celebrity, who appears in a company’s advertisements) or a non-
personal entity (such as the corporation or organization itself). For exam-
ple, the source of the ad shown in the opening vignette is the EDS
company, since no specific spokesperson or source is shown. However, in
the Rolex ad shown in Exhibit 5-1, Olympic gold medalist Picabo Street
is also a source since she appears as a spokesperson for the company.

Because the receiver’s perceptions of the source influence how the
communication is received, marketers must be careful to select a com-
municator the receiver believes is knowledgeable and trustworthy or
with whom the receiver can identify or relate in some manner. (How
these characteristics influence the receiver’s responses is discussed fur-
ther in Chapter 6.)

The communication process begins when the source selects words, symbols, pic-
tures, and the like, to represent the message that will be delivered to the receiver(s).
This process, known as encoding, involves putting thoughts, ideas, or information
into a symbolic form. The sender’s goal is to encode the message in such a way that it
will be understood by the receiver. This means using words, signs, or symbols that are
familiar to the target audience. Many symbols have universal meaning, such as the
familiar circle with a line through it to denote no parking, no smoking, and so forth.
Many companies also have highly recognizable symbols—such as McDonald’s
golden arches, Nike’s swoosh, or the Coca-Cola trademark—that are known to con-
sumers around the world.

Message
The encoding process leads to development of a message that contains the information
or meaning the source hopes to convey. The message may be verbal or nonverbal, oral
or written, or symbolic. Messages must be put into a transmittable form that is appropri-
ate for the channel of communication being used. In advertising, this may range from
simply writing some words or copy that will be read as a radio message to producing an
expensive television commercial. For many products, it is not the actual words of the
message that determine its communication effectiveness but rather the impression or
image the ad creates. Notice how Spellbound perfume in Exhibit 5-2 uses only a picture
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Exhibit 5-1 Picabo Street
is a source in this Rolex ad

Exhibit 5-2 The image
projected by an ad often
communicates more than
words
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to deliver its message. However, the product name and picture help communicate a feel-
ing of attraction and fascination between the man and woman shown in the ad.

To better understand the symbolic meaning that might be conveyed in a communica-
tion, advertising and marketing researchers have begun focusing attention on semiotics,
which studies the nature of meaning and asks how our reality—words, gestures, myths,
signs, symbols, products/services, theories—acquire meaning.3 Semiotics is important
in marketing communications since products and brands acquire meaning through the
way they are advertised and consumers use products and brands to express their social
identities. Consumer researcher Michael Solomon notes: “From a semiotic perspective,
every marketing message has three basic components: an object, a sign or symbol and
an interpretant. The object is the product that is the focus of the message (e.g., Marlboro
cigarettes). The sign is the sensory imagery that represents the intended meanings of the
object (e.g., the Marlboro cowboy). The interpretant is the meaning derived (e.g.,
rugged, individualistic, American).”4

Marketers may use individuals trained in semiotics and related fields such as cul-
tural anthropology to better understand the conscious and subconscious meanings the
nonverbal signs and symbols in their ads transmit to consumers. For example, Levi
Strauss & Co.’s former agency, TBWA/Chiat/Day, hired a cultural anthropologist to
help it better understand the image and meaning of clothing and fashion among young
consumers. As part of the process, the agency research team recruited hip-looking
young people in the streets of the East Village section of New York City, an area
picked because they felt it is the best reflection of today’s youth life. Those chosen
were handed a piece of red cardboard and a white marker and asked to “write down
something you believe in; something that’s true about you or your world.” The process
provided the agency with insight into the teen market and was the impetus for an ad
campaign featuring teenagers holding placards inscribed with their philosophical mes-
sages.5 Exhibit 5-3 shows the thinking behind the various elements of one of the ads
used in the campaign as explained by Sean Dee, the director of the Levi’s brand.

Some advertising and marketing people are skeptical about the value of semiotics.
They question whether social scientists read too much into advertising messages and
are overly intellectual in interpreting them. However, the meaning of an advertising
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message or other form of marketing communication lies not in the message but with
the people who see and interpret it. Moreover, consumers behave on the basis of
meanings they ascribe to marketplace stimuli. Thus, marketers must consider the
meanings consumers attach to the various signs and symbols. Semiotics may be help-
ful in analyzing how various aspects of the marketing program—such as advertising
messages, packaging, brand names, and even the nonverbal communications of sales-
people (gestures, mode of dress)—are interpreted by receivers.6

Channel
The channel is the method by which the communication travels from the source or
sender to the receiver. At the broadest level, channels of communication are of two
types, personal and nonpersonal. Personal channels of communication are direct
interpersonal (face-to-face) contact with target individuals or groups. Salespeople
serve as personal channels of communication when they deliver their sales message to
a buyer or potential customer. Social channels of communication such as friends,
neighbors, associates, co-workers, or family members are also personal channels.
They often represent word-of-mouth communication, a powerful source of information
for consumers.7

Nonpersonal channels of communication are those that carry a message without
interpersonal contact between sender and receiver. Nonpersonal channels are gener-
ally referred to as the mass media or mass communications, since the message is sent
to many individuals at one time. For example, a TV commercial broadcast on a prime-
time show may be seen by 20 million households in a given evening. Nonpersonal
channels of communication consist of two major types, print and broadcast. Print
media include newspapers, magazines, direct mail, and billboards; broadcast media
include radio and television.

Receiver/Decoding
The receiver is the person(s) with whom the sender shares thoughts or information.
Generally, receivers are the consumers in the target market or audience who read, hear,
and/or see the marketer’s message and decode it. Decoding is the process of transform-
ing the sender’s message back into thought. This process is heavily influenced by the
receiver’s frame of reference or field of experience, which refers to the experiences,
perceptions, attitudes, and values he or she brings to the communication situation.

For effective communication to occur, the message decoding process of the
receiver must match the encoding of the sender. Simply put, this means the receiver
understands and correctly interprets what the source is trying to communicate. As Fig-
ure 5-1 showed, the source and the receiver each have a frame of reference (the circle
around each) that they bring to the communication situation. Effective communication
is more likely when there is some common ground between the two parties. (This is
represented by the overlapping of the two circles.) The more knowledge the sender has
about the receivers, the better the sender can understand their needs, empathize with
them, and communicate effectively.

While this notion of common ground between sender and receiver may sound
basic, it often causes great difficulty in the advertising communications process. Mar-
keting and advertising people often have very different fields of experience from the
consumers who constitute the mass markets with whom they must communicate. Most
advertising and marketing people are college-educated and work and/or reside in large
urban areas such as New York, Chicago, or Los Angeles. Yet they are attempting to
develop commercials that will effectively communicate with millions of consumers
who have never attended college, work in blue-collar occupations, and live in rural
areas or small towns. The executive creative director of a large advertising agency
described how advertising executives become isolated from the cultural mainstream:
“We pull them in and work them to death. And then they begin moving in sushi circles
and lose touch with Velveeta and the people who eat it.”8

Another factor that can lead to problems in establishing common ground between
senders and receivers is age. IMC Perspective 5-2 discusses the youth bias in advertis-
ing and some interesting findings from a study that considered problems younger
advertising professionals have in developing ads for older consumers.
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 5-2

Does Advertising Ignore Older Consumers?
In early 2002, a battle was waged between two of the
major television networks, CBS and ABC, over The Late
Show with David Letterman. ABC was trying to lure
Letterman’s show away from CBS to replace Nightline,
the news show hosted by Ted Koppel, which it had been
airing in the late-night time slot for 22 years. The bat-
tle was being fought mainly because Letterman is
more popular among younger viewers between the key
ages of 18 to 32 and brings in $100 million more 
in advertising revenue each year than Nightline.
Observers argued that the tug-of-war over Letterman
is just another example of advertisers’ obsession with
younger consumers. While aging baby boomers may
argue they are more active, more fit, more adventur-
ous, and more experimental than their predecessors,
they are still of less interest to advertisers than
younger consumers.

It has often been argued that people who work in
advertising are different from the typical consumers
who represent the target markets for their clients’
products and services. Some say advertising may bet-
ter reflect those who work in the industry than the
consuming public, as it is really about the people who
create it, not about the consumers who actually buy
the products being advertised. A study conducted a
few years ago on ageism in advertising considered
potential problems that might arise because of age
differences between agency personnel and older con-
sumers. The study found that professionals who work
in advertising agencies are much younger than the
U.S. adult population. Nearly 40 percent of ad agency
professional staff are between the ages of 30 and 39,
while only 20 percent of all adults are in their 30s.

The youth bias is particularly evident in the creative
departments. Agency employment drops like a rock
after age 40, particularly among those involved in cre-
ating the ads. As a result, agencies rarely have creative
professionals with a true understanding of life after
age 40, not to mention life after 50 or 60. Richard Lee,
a principal of High-Yield Marketing, the company that
conducted the study, notes: “Most young agency staff,
reflective of their life phase, are fixated on creating
advertising that is hip, cool, impressive to their peers,
and award-winning. This is more fulfilling than creat-
ing advertising for people with dated tastes who
wouldn’t know Smashing Pumpkins if they stepped on
them.”

Advertisers who are unable to connect with older
consumers may be squandering opportunities to reach
a valuable market. While nearly 40 percent of Ameri-
can adults are 50 or older and they control more than
50 percent of the U.S.’s discretionary income, they
receive only 10 percent of the advertising messages.
Many observers wonder why advertisers remain
focused on consumers in their teens, 20s, and early
30s when spending power is becoming progressively
more concentrated among those age 50 and older.
Some point to the conventional wisdom in marketing
and advertising that brand loyalties and consumer
preferences form early and once formed, stay pretty
much the same. Older people are stereotyped as
unlikely to change brands and try something new.

Another reason for the youth bias stems from the
problem of advertisers’ not wanting to have their
brands perceived as being for older consumers for fear
of damaging their image among younger people. As
the senior vice president of Zenith Media notes: “For a
lot of brands we work with, it’s sexier to advertise to
the younger consumers who are trendier, much more
fashion forward, very social and very in the public eye.
With marketing dollars so limited and precious, you
want to bet on the future.”

Of course, not everyone in the advertising industry
agrees with the findings of the ageism study. One
agency executive calls the conclusions ridiculous, not-
ing that “we have people of every age segment here.”
There are, of course, examples of excellent advertising
targeted at mature consumers, and new media are
being introduced to reach the over-50 crowd.

Many believe, however, that the youth bias in adver-
tising is still a major problem. They note that the best
hope for the demise of the primary focus on youth in
advertising is the marketing people who are growing
and maturing themselves. Some feel that it has finally
dawned on advertisers that they ought to follow the
green, which is quickly going gray, and that older con-
sumers are more hip. As one ad executive noted: “Sixty-
year-olds don’t think like they did in the last
generation. Sixty-year-olds in the last generation wore
plaid pants.”

Sources: Hillary Chura, “Boomers Hope to Break Age-Old Ad Myth,”
Advertising Age, May 13, 2002, p. 16; Richard Lee, “The Youth Bias in
Advertising,” American Demographics, January 1997, pp. 47–50.
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Advertisers spend millions of dollars every year to understand the frames of refer-
ence of the target markets who receive their messages. They also spend much time and
money pretesting messages to make sure consumers understand and decode them in
the manner the advertiser intended.

Noise
Throughout the communication process, the message is subject to extraneous factors
that can distort or interfere with its reception. This unplanned distortion or interfer-
ence is known as noise. Errors or problems that occur in the encoding of the message,
distortion in a radio or television signal, or distractions at the point of reception are
examples of noise. When you are watching your favorite commercial on TV and a
problem occurs in the signal transmission, it will obviously interfere with your recep-
tion, lessening the impact of the commercial.

Noise may also occur because the fields of experience of the sender and receiver
don’t overlap. Lack of common ground may result in improper encoding of the mes-
sage—using a sign, symbol, or words that are unfamiliar or have different meaning to
the receiver. The more common ground there is between the sender and the receiver,
the less likely it is this type of noise will occur.

Response/Feedback
The receiver’s set of reactions after seeing, hearing, or reading the message is known
as a response. Receivers’ responses can range from nonobservable actions such as
storing information in memory to immediate action such as dialing a toll-free number
to order a product advertised on television. Marketers are very interested in feedback,
that part of the receiver’s response that is communicated back to the sender. Feedback,
which may take a variety of forms, closes the loop in the communications flow and
lets the sender monitor how the intended message is being decoded and received.

For example, in a personal-selling situation, customers may pose questions, com-
ments, or objections or indicate their reactions through nonverbal responses such as
gestures and frowns.9 The salesperson has the advantage of receiving instant feedback
through the customer’s reactions. But this is generally not the case when mass media
are used. Because advertisers are not in direct contact with the customers, they must
use other means to determine how their messages have been received. While the ulti-
mate form of feedback occurs through sales, it is often hard to show a direct relation-
ship between advertising and purchase behavior. So marketers use other methods to
obtain feedback, among them customer inquiries, store visits, coupon redemptions,
and reply cards. Research-based feedback analyzes readership and recall of ads, mes-
sage comprehension, attitude change, and other forms of response. With this informa-
tion, the advertiser can determine reasons for success or failure in the communication
process and make adjustments. 

Successful communication is accomplished when the marketer selects an appropri-
ate source, develops an effective message or appeal that is encoded properly, and then
selects the channels or media that will best reach the target audience so that the mes-
sage can be effectively decoded and delivered. In Chapter 6, we will examine the
source, message, and channel decisions and see how promotional planners work with
these controllable variables to develop communication strategies. Since these deci-
sions must consider how the target audience will respond to the promotional message,
the remainder of this chapter examines the receiver and the process by which con-
sumers respond to advertising and other forms of marketing communications.
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To communicate effectively with their customers, marketers must
understand who the target audience is, what (if anything) it knows
or feels about the company’s product or service, and how to com-
municate with the audience to influence its decision-making
process. Marketers must also know how the market is likely to respond to various
sources of communication or different types of messages. Before they make decisions
regarding source, message, and channel variables, promotional planners must under-
stand the potential effects associated with each of these factors. This section focuses

Analyzing the Receiver
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on the receiver of the marketing communication. It examines how the audience is
identified and the process it may go through in responding to a promotional message.
This information serves as a foundation for evaluating the controllable communication
variable decisions in the next chapter.

Identifying the Target Audience
The marketing communication process really begins with identifying the audience
that will be the focus of the firm’s advertising and promotional efforts. The target
audience may consist of individuals, groups, niche markets, market segments, or a
general public or mass audience (Figure 5-2). Marketers approach each of these audi-
ences differently.

The target market may consist of individuals who have specific needs and for
whom the communication must be specifically tailored. This often requires person-to-
person communication and is generally accomplished through personal selling. Other
forms of communication, such as advertising, may be used to attract the audience’s
attention to the firm, but the detailed message is carried by a salesperson who can
respond to the specific needs of the individual customer. Life insurance, financial ser-
vices, and real estate are examples of products and services promoted this way. 

A second level of audience aggregation is represented by the group. Marketers
often must communicate with a group of people who make or influence the purchase
decision. For example, organizational purchasing often involves buying centers or
committees that vary in size and composition. Companies marketing their products
and services to other businesses or organizations must understand who is on the pur-
chase committee, what aspect of the decision each individual influences, and the crite-
ria each member uses to evaluate a product. Advertising may be directed at each
member of the buying center, and multilevel personal selling may be necessary to
reach those individuals who influence or actually make decisions.

Marketers look for customers who have similar needs and wants and thus represent
some type of market segment that can be reached with the same basic communication
strategy. Very small, well-defined groups of customers are often referred to as market
niches. They can usually be reached through personal-selling efforts or highly targeted
media such as direct mail. The next level of audience aggregation is market segments,
broader classes of buyers who have similar needs and can be reached with similar mes-
sages. As we saw in Chapter 2, there are various ways of segmenting markets and reach-
ing the customers in these segments. As market segments get larger, marketers usually
turn to broader-based media such as newspapers, magazines, and TV to reach them.

Marketers of most consumer products attempt to attract the attention of large num-
bers of present or potential customers (mass markets) through mass communication
such as advertising or publicity. Mass communication is a one-way flow of informa-
tion from the marketer to the consumer. Feedback on the audience’s reactions to the
message is generally indirect and difficult to measure. 

TV advertising, for example, lets the marketer send a message to millions of con-
sumers at the same time. But this does not mean effective communication has
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occurred. This may be only one of several hundred messages the consumer is exposed
to that day. There is no guarantee the information will be attended to, processed, com-
prehended, or stored in memory for later retrieval. Even if the advertising message is
processed, it may not interest consumers or may be misinterpreted by them. Studies by
Jacob Jacoby and Wayne D. Hoyer have shown that nearly 20 percent of all print ads
and even more TV commercials are miscomprehended by readers.10

Unlike personal or face-to-face communications, mass communications do not
offer the marketer an opportunity to explain or clarify the message to make it more
effective. The marketer must enter the communication situation with knowledge of the
target audience and how it is likely to react to the message. This means the receiver’s
response process must be understood, along with its implications for promotional
planning and strategy.
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Perhaps the most important aspect of developing effective commu-
nication programs involves understanding the response process the
receiver may go through in moving toward a specific behavior (like
purchasing a product) and how the promotional efforts of the marketer influence con-
sumer responses. In many instances, the marketer’s only objective may be to create
awareness of the company or brand name, which may trigger interest in the product. In
other situations, the marketer may want to convey detailed information to change con-
sumers’ knowledge of and attitudes toward the brand and ultimately change their
behavior.

Traditional Response Hierarchy Models
A number of models have been developed to depict the stages a consumer may pass
through in moving from a state of not being aware of a company, product, or brand to
actual purchase behavior. Figure 5-3 shows four of the best-known response hierarchy
models. While these response models may appear similar, they were developed for
different reasons.

The AIDA model was developed to represent the stages a salesperson must take a
customer through in the personal-selling process.11 This model depicts the buyer as
passing successively through attention, interest, desire, and action. The salesperson
must first get the customer’s attention and then arouse some interest in the company’s

The Response Process
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stage
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Figure 5-3 Models of the response process
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product or service. Strong levels of interest should create desire to own or use the
product. The action stage in the AIDA model involves getting the customer to make a
purchase commitment and closing the sale. To the marketer, this is the most important
stage in the selling process, but it can also be the most difficult. Companies train their
sales reps in closing techniques to help them complete the selling process.

Perhaps the best known of these response hierarchies is the model developed by
Robert Lavidge and Gary Steiner as a paradigm for setting and measuring advertising
objectives.12 Their hierarchy of effects model shows the process by which advertis-
ing works; it assumes a consumer passes through a series of steps in sequential order
from initial awareness of a product or service to actual purchase. A basic premise of
this model is that advertising effects occur over a period of time. Advertising commu-
nication may not lead to immediate behavioral response or purchase; rather, a series of
effects must occur, with each step fulfilled before the consumer can move to the next
stage in the hierarchy. As we will see in Chapter 7, the hierarchy of effects model has
become the foundation for objective setting and measurement of advertising effects in
many companies.

The innovation adoption model evolved from work on the diffusion of innova-
tions.13 This model represents the stages a consumer passes through in adopting a new
product or service. Like the other models, it says potential adopters must be moved
through a series of steps before taking some action (in this case, deciding to adopt a
new product). The steps preceding adoption are awareness, interest, evaluation, and
trial. The challenge facing companies introducing new products is to create awareness
and interest among consumers and then get them to evaluate the product favorably.
The best way to evaluate a new product is through actual use so that performance can
be judged. Marketers often encourage trial by using demonstration or sampling pro-
grams or allowing consumers to use a product with minimal commitment (Exhibit 
5-4). After trial, consumers either adopt the product or reject it.

The final hierarchy model shown in Figure 5-3 is the information processing
model of advertising effects, developed by William McGuire.14 This model assumes
the receiver in a persuasive communication situation like advertising is an information
processor or problem solver. McGuire suggests the series of steps a receiver goes
through in being persuaded constitutes a response hierarchy. The stages of this model
are similar to the hierarchy of effects sequence; attention and comprehension are simi-
lar to awareness and knowledge, and yielding is synonymous with liking. McGuire’s
model includes a stage not found in the other models: retention, or the receiver’s ability
to retain that portion of the comprehended information that he or she accepts as valid or
relevant. This stage is important since most promotional campaigns are designed not to
motivate consumers to take immediate action but rather to provide information they
will use later when making a purchase decision. 

Each stage of the response hierarchy is a dependent variable that must be attained
and that may serve as an objective of the communication process. As shown in Figure
5-4, each stage can be measured, providing the advertiser with feedback regarding the
effectiveness of various strategies designed to move the consumer to purchase. The
information processing model may be an effective framework for planning and evalu-
ating the effects of a promotional campaign.
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Implications of the Traditional Hierarchy Models The hierarchy
models of communication response are useful to promotional planners from several
perspectives. First, they delineate the series of steps
potential purchasers must be taken through to move them
from unawareness of a product or service to readiness to
purchase it. Second, potential buyers may be at different
stages in the hierarchy, so the advertiser will face differ-
ent sets of communication problems. For example, a
company introducing an innovative product like Zenith’s
plasma high-definition television (HDTV) may need to
devote considerable effort to making people aware of the
product, how it works, and its benefits (Exhibit 5-5).
Marketers of a mature brand that enjoys customer loyalty
may need only supportive or reminder advertising to
reinforce positive perceptions and maintain the aware-
ness level for the brand.

The hierarchy models can also be useful as intermedi-
ate measures of communication effectiveness. The mar-
keter needs to know where audience members are on the
response hierarchy. For example, research may reveal
that one target segment has low awareness of the adver-
tiser’s brand, whereas another is aware of the brand and
its various attributes but has a low level of liking or brand
preference.

For the first segment of the market, the communica-
tion task involves increasing the awareness level for the
brand. The number of ads may be increased, or a prod-
uct sampling program may be used. For the second seg-
ment, where awareness is already high but liking and
preference are low, the advertiser must determine the
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reason for the negative feelings and then attempt to address this problem in future
advertising.

When research or other evidence reveals a company is perceived favorably on a
particular attribute or performance criterion, the company may want to take advantage
of this in its advertising. 

Evaluating Traditional Response Hierarchy Models As you saw in
Figure 5-3, the four models presented all view the response process as consisting of
movement through a sequence of three basic stages. The cognitive stage represents
what the receiver knows or perceives about the particular product or brand. This stage
includes awareness that the brand exists and knowledge, information, or comprehen-
sion about its attributes, characteristics, or benefits. The affective stage refers to the
receiver’s feelings or affect level (like or dislike) for the particular brand. This stage
also includes stronger levels of affect such as desire, preference, or conviction. The
conative or behavioral stage refers to the consumer’s action toward the brand: trial,
purchase, adoption, or rejection.

All four models assume a similar ordering of these three stages. Cognitive develop-
ment precedes affective reactions, which precede behavior. One might assume that
consumers become aware of and knowledgeable about a brand, develop feelings
toward it, form a desire or preference, and then make a purchase. While this logical
progression is often accurate, the response sequence does not always operate this way.

Over the past two decades, considerable research in marketing, social psychology,
and communications has led to questioning of the traditional cognitive → affective →
behavioral sequence of response. Several other configurations of the response hierar-
chy have been theorized.

Alternative Response Hierarchies
Michael Ray has developed a model of information processing that identifies three
alternative orderings of the three stages based on perceived product differentiation and
product involvement.15 These alternative response hierarchies are the standard learn-
ing, dissonance/attribution, and low-involvement models (Figure 5-5).

The Standard Learning Hierarchy In many purchase situations, the con-
sumer will go through the response process in the sequence depicted by the traditional
communication models. Ray terms this a standard learning model, which consists of
a learn → feel → do sequence. Information and knowledge acquired or learned about
the various brands are the basis for developing affect, or feelings, that guide what the
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consumer will do (e.g., actual trial or purchase). In this hierarchy, the
consumer is viewed as an active participant in the communication
process who gathers information through active learning. 

Ray suggests the standard learning hierarchy is likely when the
consumer is highly involved in the purchase process and there is
much differentiation among competing brands. High-involvement
purchase decisions such as those for industrial products and services
and consumer durables like personal computers, printers, cameras,
appliances, and cars are areas where a standard learning hierarchy
response process is likely. Ads for products and services in these
areas are usually very detailed and provide customers with informa-
tion that can be used to evaluate brands and help them make a pur-
chase decision (Exhibit 5-6).

The Dissonance/Attribution Hierarchy A second
response hierarchy proposed by Ray involves situations where con-
sumers first behave, then develop attitudes or feelings as a result of
that behavior, and then learn or process information that supports the
behavior. This dissonance/attribution model, or do → feel → learn,
occurs in situations where consumers must choose between two
alternatives that are similar in quality but are complex and may have
hidden or unknown attributes. The consumer may purchase the product on the basis of
a recommendation by some nonmedia source and then attempt to support the decision
by developing a positive attitude toward the brand and perhaps even developing nega-
tive feelings toward the rejected alternative(s). This reduces any postpurchase disso-
nance or anxiety the consumer may experience resulting from doubt over the purchase
(as discussed in Chapter 4). Dissonance reduction involves selective learning,
whereby the consumer seeks information that supports the choice made and avoids
information that would raise doubts about the decision.

According to this model, marketers need to recognize that in some situations, atti-
tudes develop after purchase, as does learning from the mass media. Ray suggests that
in these situations the main effect of the mass media is not the promotion of original
choice behavior and attitude change but rather the reduction of dissonance by reinforc-
ing the wisdom of the purchase or providing supportive information. For example, the
ad shown in Exhibit 5-7 reinforces consumers’ decisions to purchase Michelin tires by
showing the number of awards the brand has received for customer satisfaction.
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provide consumers with
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Exhibit 5-7 This ad reinforces the
wisdom of the decision to purchase
Michelin tires
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As with the standard learning model, this response hierarchy is likely to occur when
the consumer is involved in the purchase situation; it is particularly relevant for post-
purchase situations. For example, a consumer may purchase tires recommended by a
friend and then develop a favorable attitude toward the company and pay close atten-
tion to its ads to reduce dissonance.

Some marketers resist this view of the response hierarchy because they can’t accept
the notion that the mass media have no effect on the consumer’s initial purchase decision.
But the model doesn’t claim the mass media have no effect—just that their major impact
occurs after the purchase has been made. Marketing communications planners must be
aware of the need for advertising and promotion efforts not just to encourage brand selec-
tion but to reinforce choices and ensure that a purchase pattern will continue.

The Low-Involvement Hierarchy Perhaps the most intriguing of the three
response hierarchies proposed by Ray is the low-involvement hierarchy, in which the
receiver is viewed as passing from cognition to behavior to attitude change. This learn
→ do → feel sequence is thought to characterize situations of low consumer involve-
ment in the purchase process. Ray suggests this hierarchy tends to occur when
involvement in the purchase decision is low, there are minimal differences among
brand alternatives, and mass-media (especially broadcast) advertising is important.

The notion of a low-involvement hierarchy is based in large part on Herbert Krug-
man’s theory explaining the effects of television advertising.16 Krugman wanted to
find out why TV advertising produced a strong effect on brand awareness and recall
but little change in consumers’ attitudes toward the product. He hypothesized that TV
is basically a low-involvement medium and the viewer’s perceptual defenses are
reduced or even absent during commercials. In a low-involvement situation, the con-
sumer does not compare the message with previously acquired beliefs, needs, or past
experiences. The commercial results in subtle changes in the consumer’s knowledge
structure, particularly with repeated exposure. This change in the consumer’s knowl-
edge does not result in attitude change but is related to learning something about the
advertised brand, such as a brand name, ad theme, or slogan. According to Krugman,
when the consumer enters a purchase situation, this information may be sufficient to
trigger a purchase. The consumer will then form an attitude toward the purchased
brand as a result of experience with it. Thus, in the low-involvement situation the
response sequence is as follows:

Message exposure under low involvement →

Shift in cognitive structure → Purchase →

Positive or negative experience → Attitude formation

In the low-involvement hierarchy, the consumer engages in passive
learning and random information catching rather than active information
seeking. The advertiser must recognize that a passive, uninterested con-
sumer may focus more on nonmessage elements such as music, characters,
symbols, and slogans or jingles than actual message content. The advertiser
might capitalize on this situation by developing a catchy jingle that is stored
in the consumer’s mind without any active cognitive processing and
becomes salient when he or she enters the actual purchase situation.

Advertisers of low-involvement products also repeat simple product
claims such as a key copy point or distinctive product benefit. A study by
Scott Hawkins and Stephen Hoch found that under low-involvement condi-
tions, repetition of simple product claims increased consumers’ memory of
and belief in those claims.17 They concluded that advertisers of low-
involvement products might find it more profitable to pursue a heavy repeti-
tion strategy than to reach larger audiences with lengthy, more detailed
messages. For example, Heinz has dominated the ketchup market for over
20 years by repeatedly telling consumers that its brand is the thickest and
richest. Heinz has used a variety of advertising campaigns over the years.
However, they all have communicated the same basic message that Heinz is
the best and most preferred brand of ketchup (Exhibit 5-8).
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Low-involvement advertising appeals prevail in much of the advertising we see for
frequently purchased consumer products: Wrigley’s Doublemint gum invites con-
sumers to “Double your pleasure.” Bounty paper towels claim to be the “quicker
picker-upper.” Oscar Mayer uses the catchy jingle, “I wish I were an Oscar Mayer
wiener.” Each of these appeals is designed to help consumers make an association with-
out really attempting to formulate or change an attitude.

Another popular creative strategy used by advertisers of low-involvement products
is what advertising analyst Harry McMahan calls VIP, or visual image personality.18

Advertisers often use symbols like the Pillsbury doughboy, Morris the cat, Tony the
tiger, Speedy Alka-Seltzer, and Mr. Clean to develop visual images that will lead con-
sumers to identify and retain ads. Eveready began using the pink bunny in ads for its
Energizer batteries in 1989, and he has helped sales of the brand keep going and going
for over 14 years.

Implications of the Alternative Response Models
Advertising and consumer researchers recognize that not all response sequences and
behaviors are explained adequately by either the traditional or the alternative response
hierarchies. Advertising is just one source of information consumers use in learning
about products, forming attitudes, and/or making a purchase decision. Consumers are
likely to integrate information from advertising and other forms of marketing commu-
nication as well as direct experience in forming judgments about a brand. For exam-
ple, a study by Robert Smith found that advertising can lessen the negative effects of
an unfavorable trial experience on brand evaluations when the ad is processed before
the trial. However, when a negative trial experience precedes exposure to an ad, cogni-
tive evaluations of the ad are more negative.19 More recent research has also shown
that advertising can affect consumers’ objective sensory interpretation of their experi-
ences with a brand and what they remember about it.20

The various response models offer an interesting perspective on the ways con-
sumers respond to advertising and other forms of marketing communications. They
also provide insight into promotional strategies marketers might pursue in different
situations. A review of these alternative models of the response process shows that
the traditional standard learning model does not always apply. The notion of a
highly involved consumer who engages in active information processing and learn-
ing and acts on the basis of higher-order beliefs and a well-formed attitude may be
inappropriate for some types of purchases. Sometimes consumers make a purchase
decision on the basis of general awareness resulting from repetitive exposure to
advertising, and attitude development occurs after the purchase, if at all. The role of
advertising and other forms of promotion may be to induce trial, so consumers can
develop brand preferences primarily on the basis of their direct experience with the
product.

From a promotional planning perspective, it is important that marketers examine
the communication situation for their product or service and determine which type of
response process is most likely to occur. They should analyze involvement levels and
product/service differentiation as well as consumers’ use of various information
sources and their levels of experience with the product or service. Once the manager
has determined which response sequence is most likely to operate, the integrated mar-
keting communications program can be designed to influence the response process in
favor of the company’s product or service. Because this requires that marketers deter-
mine the involvement level of consumers in their target markets, we examine the con-
cept of involvement in more detail.
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Over the past two decades, consumer behavior and
advertising researchers have extensively studied the con-
cept of involvement.21 Involvement is viewed as a vari-
able that can help explain how consumers process advertising information and how
this information might affect message recipients. One problem that has plagued the
study of involvement has been agreeing on how to define and measure it. Advertising
managers must be able to determine targeted consumers’ involvement levels with their
products.

Understanding Involvement
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Some of the problems in conceptualizing and measuring involvement have been
addressed in extensive review by Judith Zaichkowsky. She has noted that although
there is no single precise definition of involvement, there is an underlying theme
focusing on personal relevance.22 Zaichkowsky developed an involvement construct
that includes three antecedents, or variables proposed to precede involvement (Figure
5-6). The first is traits of the person (value system, unique experiences, needs). The
second factor is characteristics of the stimulus, or differences in type of media (TV,
radio, or print), content of the communication, or product class variations. The third
antecedent is situational factors, such as whether one is or is not in the market for a
particular product. 

The various antecedents can influence the consumer’s level of involvement in sev-
eral ways, including the way the consumer responds to the advertising, the products
being advertised, and the actual purchase decision. This involvement conceptualiza-
tion shows that a variety of outcomes or behaviors can result from involvement with
advertising, products, or purchase decisions.

Several other advertising planning grids have been developed that consider
involvement levels as well as other factors, including response processes and motives
that underlie attitude formation and subsequent brand choice.

The FCB Planning Model
An interesting approach to analyzing the communication situation comes from the
work of Richard Vaughn of the Foote, Cone & Belding advertising agency. Vaughn
and his associates developed an advertising planning model by building on traditional
response theories such as the hierarchy of effects model and its variants and research
on high and low involvement.23 They added the dimension of thinking versus feeling
processing at each involvement level by bringing in theories regarding brain special-
ization. The right/left brain theory suggests the left side of the brain is more capable of
rational, cognitive thinking, while the right side is more visual and emotional and
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Figure 5-6 Involvement concept
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engages more in the affective (feeling) functions. Their model, which became known
as the FCB grid, delineates four primary advertising planning strategies—informative,
affective, habit formation, and satisfaction—along with the most appropriate variant
of the alternative response hierarchies (Figure 5-7).

Vaughn suggests that the informative strategy is for highly involving products and
services where rational thinking and economic considerations prevail and the standard
learning hierarchy is the appropriate response model. The affective strategy is for
highly involving/feeling purchases. For these types of products, advertising should
stress psychological and emotional motives such as building self-esteem or enhancing
one’s ego or self-image. 

The habit formation strategy is for low-involvement/thinking products with such
routinized behavior patterns that learning occurs most often after a trial purchase. The
response process for these products is consistent with a behavioristic learning-by-
doing model (remember our discussion of operant conditioning in Chapter 4?). The
self-satisfaction strategy is for low-involvement/feeling products where appeals to
sensory pleasures and social motives are important. Again, the do → feel or do →
learn hierarchy is operating, since product experience is an important part of the learn-
ing process. Vaughn acknowledges that some minimal level of awareness (passive
learning) may precede purchase of both types of low-involvement products, but
deeper, active learning is not necessary. This is consistent with the low-involvement
hierarchy discussed earlier (learn → do → feel).

The FCB grid provides a useful way for those involved in the advertising planning
process, such as creative specialists, to analyze consumer–product relationships and
develop appropriate promotional strategies. Consumer research can be used to deter-
mine how consumers perceive products or brands on the involvement and
thinking/feeling dimensions.24 This information can then be used to develop effective
creative options such as using rational versus emotional appeals, increasing involve-
ment levels, or even getting consumers to evaluate a think-type product on the basis of
feelings. IMC Perspective 5-3 discusses how Whirlpool has used creative advertising
to get women to develop an emotional connection to its appliances.
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Figure 5-7 The Foote,
Cone & Belding (FCB) grid 
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 5-3

Whirlpool Connects with 21st-Century Women
Household appliances are a
product category where the
advertising has traditionally
been pretty bland, with most
ads appealing to consumers’
rational, functional motives.
Television commercials gener-
ally would show the capacity of
a refrigerator, explain how a
washer or dryer works, or tout
their reliability; while print ads
would feature a shot of the
appliance and give a detailed
description of how it functions.
For example, among the most
memorable appliance ads are
those from the campaign fea-
turing the Maytag repairman
who would wait in vain for a
repair call. The campaign was
created more than 30 years
ago, and the lonely Maytag repairman is still waiting
for the phone to ring.

In recent years appliance companies have been
focusing on form as well as function and have been
touting the design of their products as much as their
functionality in their ads. However, one company that
has taken a very unique approach to its advertising is
Whirlpool, whose “Just Imagine” campaign features
Household Goddesses—five ethereal female figures
who use water, fire, or air to take control of their envi-
ronments while promoting various Whirlpool appli-
ances. The campaign is designed to connect with the
modern-day “supermoms,” working women between
the ages of 25 and 54 with children. These women’s
homes are very important to them; the women are
challenged, yet capable of handling a very demanding
and busy lifestyle, and they want control of their lives
and acknowledgment for all they do and for being very
capable. They set new standards and appreciate
beauty in their environments. They do not give appli-
ances a great deal of thought until there is a moment
of need, such as a broken appliance or a home renova-
tion. Innovation, style, and time saving are all impor-
tant factors to these women.

The idea for the “Just Imagine” campaign origi-
nated in the late 90s in Europe, where Whirlpool was
eager to build its brand name and capture a larger
share of the appliance market, having acquired the
appliance division of the Dutch firm Philips Electron-
ics. The campaign connected well with women in
Europe, so in 1999 Whirlpool and its French agency
Publicis decided to adapt it to women in the U.S. mar-
ket. However, before bringing the campaign to the

States, Whirlpool conducted
more than 20 focus groups with
women throughout the country
to test their reaction to the
goddesses.

According to Whirlpool’s
manager of brand communica-
tion, the ads with the goddesses
celebrate the growing power of
women in the 21st century. They
are aimed at striking an emo-
tional cord with modern-day
women, showing them as strong
females in control of their envi-
ronments who can be made even
stronger through the latest
Whirlpool technology. The
mythical figures in the ads
include a blue-skinned ice diva
who represents the Whirlpool
Conquest refrigerator, a silken-

robed water nymph who appears in commercials for the
Catalyst washer, a heat maiden in cascading red robes
who promotes the Senson and Duet dryers, a fire-
breathing goddess who helps sell the Speed Cook
range, and a flying blonde clean-air angel who extols
the virtues of Whirlpool’s dehumidifiers and air-
conditioners. The goddesses promote many of the
innovative features found on Whirlpool appliances,
such as a dryer that gently dries clothes in the time it
takes to wash them, a washing machine that does not
require pretreating because concentrated water and
detergent spray through clothes before they are
washed, and a refrigerator with more space inside.

The goal of the “Just Imagine” campaign is to use
the stylish and dramatic commercials to get con-
sumers to take notice of Whirlpool appliances and
make them feel the brand is in tune with their chang-
ing needs and values and thus has something more to
offer than competing brands. In addition to being in
the television commercials, the goddesses appear in
print ads, on the Whirlpool website, on company
brochures, on billboards on the side of the company’s
trucks, and in point-of-purchase displays for local
retailers. The campaign is the biggest in the appliance
maker’s history. To many women, using a washing
machine or dryer means nothing more than cleaning
clothes. However, Whirlpool hopes this campaign will
help them feel they are taking control of their lives
when they use its appliances.

Sources: “Whirlpool’s Worship-Worthy Goddess,” Brand Marketing,

June 2000, p. 33; Katheryn Dranhold, “Whirlpool Conjures Up Appli-
ance Divas,” The Wall Street Journal, Apr. 27, 2000, p. B14.
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The hierarchical response models were for many years the primary
focus of approaches for studying the receivers’ responses to marketing
communications. Attention centered on identifying relationships
between specific controllable variables (such as source and message
factors) and outcome or response variables (such as attention, compre-
hension, attitudes, and purchase intentions). This approach has been criticized on a
number of fronts, including its black-box nature, since it can’t explain what is causing
these reactions.25 In response to these concerns, researchers began trying to under-
stand the nature of cognitive reactions to persuasive messages. Several approaches
have been developed to examine the nature of consumers’ cognitive processing of
advertising messages.

The Cognitive Response Approach
One of the most widely used methods for examining consumers’ cognitive processing
of advertising messages is assessment of their cognitive responses, the thoughts that
occur to them while reading, viewing, and/or hearing a communication.26 These
thoughts are generally measured by having consumers write down or verbally report
their reactions to a message. The assumption is that these thoughts reflect the recipi-
ent’s cognitive processes or reactions and help shape ultimate acceptance or rejection
of the message. 

The cognitive response approach has been widely used in research by
both academicians and advertising practitioners. Its focus has been to
determine the types of responses evoked by an advertising message and
how these responses relate to attitudes toward the ad, brand attitudes, and
purchase intentions. Figure 5-8 depicts the three basic categories of cogni-
tive responses researchers have identified—product/message, source-
oriented, and ad execution thoughts—and how they may relate to attitudes
and intentions.

Product/Message Thoughts The first category of thoughts com-
prises those directed at the product or service and/or the claims being made
in the communication. Much attention has focused on two particular types
of responses, counterarguments and support arguments. 

Counterarguments are thoughts the recipient has that are opposed to the
position taken in the message. For example, consider the ad for Ultra Tide
shown in Exhibit 5-9. A consumer may express disbelief or disapproval of a
claim made in an ad. (“I don’t believe that any detergent could get that stain
out!”) Other consumers who see this ad may generate support arguments,
or thoughts that affirm the claims made in the message. (“Ultra Tide looks
like a really good product—I think I’ll try it.”)
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The likelihood of counterarguing is greater when the message makes claims that
oppose the receiver’s beliefs. For example, a consumer viewing a commercial that
attacks a favorite brand is likely to engage in counterarguing. Counterarguments relate
negatively to message acceptance; the more the receiver counterargues, the less likely
he or she is to accept the position advocated in the message.27 Support arguments, on
the other hand, relate positively to message acceptance. Thus, the marketer should
develop ads or other promotional messages that minimize counterarguing and encour-
age support arguments.

Source-Oriented Thoughts A second category of cognitive responses is
directed at the source of the communication. One of the most important types of
responses in this category is source derogations, or negative thoughts about the
spokesperson or organization making the claims. Such thoughts generally lead to a
reduction in message acceptance. If consumers find a particular spokesperson annoy-
ing or untrustworthy, they are less likely to accept what this source has to say.

Of course, source-related thoughts are not always negative. Receivers who react
favorably to the source generate favorable thoughts, or source bolsters. As you would
expect, most advertisers attempt to hire spokespeople their target audience likes so as
to carry this effect over to the message. Considerations involved in choosing an appro-
priate source or spokesperson will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Ad Execution Thoughts The third category of cognitive responses shown in
Figure 5-8 consists of the individual’s thoughts about the ad itself. Many of the
thoughts receivers have when reading or viewing an ad do not concern the product
and/or message claims directly. Rather, they are affective reactions representing the
consumer’s feelings toward the ad. These thoughts may include reactions to ad execu-
tion factors such as the creativity of the ad, the quality of the visual effects, colors, and
voice tones. Ad execution-related thoughts can be either favorable or unfavorable.
They are important because of their effect on attitudes toward the advertisement as
well as the brand.

In recent years, much attention has focused on consumers’ affective reactions to
ads, especially TV commercials.28 Attitude toward the ad (A → ad) represents the
receivers’ feelings of favorability or unfavorability toward the ad. Advertisers are
interested in consumers’ reactions to the ad because they know that affective reactions
are an important determinant of advertising effectiveness, since these reactions may be
transferred to the brand itself or directly influence purchase intentions. One study
found that people who enjoy a commercial are twice as likely as those who are neutral
toward it to be convinced that the brand is the best.29

Consumers’ feelings about the ad may be just as important as their attitudes toward
the brand (if not more so) in determining an ad’s effectiveness.30 The importance of
affective reactions and feelings generated by the ad depend on several factors, among
them the nature of the ad and the type of processing engaged in by the receiver.31

Many advertisers now use emotional ads designed to evoke feelings and affective
reactions as the basis of their creative strategy. The success of this strategy depends in
part on the consumers’ involvement with the brand and their likelihood of attending to
and processing the message.

We end our analysis of the receiver by examining a model that integrates some of
the factors that may account for different types and levels of cognitive processing of a
message.

The Elaboration Likelihood Model 
Differences in the ways consumers process and respond to persuasive messages are
addressed in the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) of persuasion, shown in Fig-
ure 5-9.32 The ELM was devised by Richard Petty and John Cacioppo to explain the
process by which persuasive communications (such as ads) lead to persuasion by
influencing attitudes. According to this model, the attitude formation or change
process depends on the amount and nature of elaboration, or processing, of relevant
information that occurs in response to a persuasive message. High elaboration means
the receiver engages in careful consideration, thinking, and evaluation of the informa-
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tion or arguments contained in the message. Low elaboration occurs when the receiver
does not engage in active information processing or thinking but rather makes infer-
ences about the position being advocated in the message on the basis of simple posi-
tive or negative cues.

The ELM shows that elaboration likelihood is a function of two elements, motiva-
tion and ability to process the message. Motivation to process the message depends on
such factors as involvement, personal relevance, and individuals’ needs and arousal
levels. Ability depends on the individual’s knowledge, intellectual capacity, and
opportunity to process the message. For example, an individual viewing a humorous
commercial or one containing an attractive model may be distracted from processing
the information about the product.

According to the ELM, there are two basic routes to persuasion or attitude change.
Under the central route to persuasion, the receiver is viewed as a very active, involved
participant in the communication process whose ability and motivation to attend, com-
prehend, and evaluate messages are high. When central processing of an advertising
message occurs, the consumer pays close attention to message content and scrutinizes
the message arguments. A high level of cognitive response activity or processing occurs,
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and the ad’s ability to persuade the receiver depends primarily on the receiver’s evalua-
tion of the quality of the arguments presented. Predominantly favorable cognitive
responses (support arguments and source bolsters) lead to favorable changes in cogni-
tive structure, which lead to positive attitude change, or persuasion.

Conversely, if the cognitive processing is predominantly unfavorable and results in
counterarguments and/or source derogations, the changes in cognitive structure are
unfavorable and boomerang, or result in negative attitude change. Attitude change that
occurs through central processing is relatively enduring and should resist subsequent
efforts to change it.

Under the peripheral route to persuasion, shown on the right side of Figure 5-9,
the receiver is viewed as lacking the motivation or ability to process information and
is not likely to engage in detailed cognitive processing. Rather than evaluating the
information presented in the message, the receiver relies on peripheral cues that may
be incidental to the main arguments. The receiver’s reaction to the message depends
on how he or she evaluates these peripheral cues.

The consumer may use several types of peripheral cues or cognitive shortcuts
rather than carefully evaluating the message arguments presented in an
advertisement.33 Favorable attitudes may be formed if the endorser in the ad is viewed
as an expert or is attractive and/or likable or if the consumer likes certain executional
aspects of the ad such as the way it is made, the music, or the imagery. Notice how the
ad in Exhibit 5-10 for Maxfli golf balls contains several positive peripheral cues,
including a popular celebrity endorser (golfer Fred Couples) and excellent visual
imagery. These cues might help consumers form a positive attitude toward the brand
even if they do not process the message portion of the ad. 

Peripheral cues can also lead to rejection of a message. For example, ads that advo-
cate extreme positions, use endorsers who are not well liked or have credibility prob-
lems, or are not executed well (such as low-budget ads for local retailers) may be
rejected without any consideration of their information or message arguments. As
shown in Figure 5-9, the ELM views attitudes resulting from peripheral processing as
temporary. So favorable attitudes must be maintained by continual exposure to the
peripheral cues, such as through repetitive advertising.

Implications of the ELM The elaboration likelihood model has important
implications for marketing communications, particularly with respect to involvement.
For example, if the involvement level of consumers in the target audience is high, an

ad or sales presentation should contain strong arguments that are dif-
ficult for the message recipient to refute or counterargue. If the
involvement level of the target audience is low, peripheral cues may
be more important than detailed message arguments.

An interesting test of the ELM showed that the effectiveness of a
celebrity endorser in an ad depends on the receiver’s involvement
level.34 When involvement was low, a celebrity endorser had a signifi-
cant effect on attitudes. When the receiver’s involvement was high,
however, the use of a celebrity had no effect on brand attitudes; the
quality of the arguments used in the ad was more important.

The explanation given for these findings was that a celebrity may
serve as a peripheral cue in the low-involvement situation, allowing
the receiver to develop favorable attitudes based on feelings toward
the source rather than engaging in extensive processing of the mes-
sage. A highly involved consumer, however, engages in more
detailed central processing of the message content. The quality of the
message claims becomes more important than the identity of the
endorser.

The ELM suggests that the most effective type of message
depends on the route to persuasion the consumer follows. Many mar-
keters recognize that involvement levels are low for their product
categories and consumers are not motivated to process advertising
messages in any detail. That’s why marketers of low-involvement
products often rely on creative tactics that emphasize peripheral cues
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Exhibit 5-10 This ad
contains peripheral cues,
most notably a celebrity
endorser
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and use repetitive advertising to create and maintain favorable attitudes toward their
brand.
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As you have seen from our analysis of
the receiver, the process consumers go
through in responding to marketing
communications can be viewed from a
number of perspectives. Vakratsas and
Ambler recently reviewed more than 250 journal articles and books in an effort to better
understand how advertising works and affects the consumer.35 On the basis of their
review of these studies, they concluded that although effects hierarchies have been
actively employed for nearly 100 years, there is little support for the concept of a hier-
archy of effects in the sense of temporal sequence. They note that in trying to under-
stand the response process and the manner in which advertising works, there are three
critical intermediate effects between advertising and purchase (Figure 5-10). These
include cognition, the “thinking” dimension of a person’s response; affect, the “feeling”
dimension; and experience, which is a feedback dimension based on the outcomes of
product purchasing and usage. They conclude that individual responses to advertising
are mediated or filtered by factors such as motivation and ability to process informa-
tion, which can radically alter or change the individual’s response to advertising. They
suggest that the effects of advertising should be evaluated using these three dimensions,
with some intermediate variables being more important than others, depending on fac-
tors such as the product category, stage of the product life cycle, target audience, com-
petition, and impact of other marketing-mix components.

Other researchers have been critical of the hierarchy models as well. For example,
Hall argues that advertisers need to move away from explicit and implicit reliance on
hierarchical models of advertising effects and develop models that place affect and
experience at the center of the advertising process.36 The implication of these criti-
cisms is that marketers should focus on cognition, affect, and experience as critical
variables that advertising may affect. However, they should not assume a particular
sequence of responses but, rather, engage in research and analysis to better understand
how advertising and other forms of promotion may affect these intermediate variables
in various product/market situations.

Those responsible for planning the IMC program need to learn as much as possible
about their target audience and how it may respond to advertising, along with other
forms of marketing communication. For example, William Weilbacher has noted that

Summarizing the Response Process
and the Effects of Advertising

Advertising input
Message content, media scheduling,

repetition

Consumer behavior
Choice, consumption,

loyalty, habit, etc.

Filters
Motivation, ability (involvement)

Consumer

Cognition Affect Experience

Figure 5-10 A framework
for studying how
advertising works
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marketing communications programs include more than just advertising.37 Consumers
are continually immersed in brand-sponsored communications that include public
relations, a broad range of sales promotion activities, websites, direct marketing, event
sponsorships, movie and TV show product placements, and other forms of marketing
communication. He argues that hierarchy models must move beyond just explaining
the effects of advertising and consider how, and with what effects, consumers synthe-
size information from all the various integrated marketing communications activities
for a brand. The various communication models presented in this chapter provide
insight into how consumers may process and respond to persuasive messages and
hopefully help marketers make better decisions in planning and implementing their
integrated marketing communications programs.

The function of all elements of 
the promotional mix is to commu-
nicate, so promotional planners
must understand the communica-
tion process. This process can be
very complex; successful market-
ing communications depend on a
number of factors, including the
nature of the message, the
audience’s interpretation of it, and
the environment in which it is
received. For effective communica-
tion to occur, the sender must
encode a message in such a way
that it will be decoded by the
receiver in the intended manner.
Feedback from the receiver helps
the sender determine whether
proper decoding has occurred or
whether noise has interfered with
the communication process.

Promotional planning begins
with the receiver or target

audience, as marketers must
understand how the audience is
likely to respond to various
sources of communication or
types of messages. For promo-
tional planning, the receiver can be
analyzed with respect to both its
composition (i.e., individual, group,
or mass audiences) and the
response process it goes through.
Different orderings of the
traditional response hierarchy
include the standard learning, dis-
sonance/attribution, and low-
involvement models. The
information response model inte-
grates concepts from both the
high- and low-involvement
response hierarchy perspectives
and recognizes the effects of
direct experience with a product.

The cognitive response
approach examines the thoughts

evoked by a message and how they
shape the receiver’s ultimate
acceptance or rejection of the
communication. The elaboration
likelihood model of attitude
formation and change recognizes
two forms of message processing,
the central and peripheral routes
to persuasion, which are a function
of the receiver’s motivation and
ability to process a message. There
are three critical intermediate
effects between advertising and
purchase including cognition,
affect, and experience. Those
responsible for planning the IMC
program should learn as much as
possible  about their target
audience and how it may respond
to advertising and other forms of
marketing communications.
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Discussion Questions
1. The opening vignette to the
chapter discusses how EDS devel-
oped a new branding and position-
ing campaign around the “EDS
Solved” theme. Analyze the
decision by EDS to use high profile
commercials such as “Cat
Herders,” “Running with the Squir-
rels,” and the “Airplane” spots as
part of its efforts to remake its
identity and change the image of
the company.

2. Discuss the challenges
marketers face as they develop
advertisements and other forms of
marketing communications for
young Hispanics. Do you think
marketers should advertise to
bilingual Hispanics teens in
English or Spanish?

3. What is meant by encoding and
decoding? Discuss how these two
processes differ for radio versus
television commercials.

4. Discuss how semiotics can be of
value to the field of integrated mar-

keting communications. Select a
marketing stimulus such as an
advertisement, package, or other
relevant marketing symbol and con-
duct a semiotic analysis of it such
as the one shown in Exhibit 5-3.

5. The study discussed in IMC Per-
spective 5-2 suggests that ageism
is a problem in the advertising
business. Do you think young cre-
ative professionals can connect
with and create ads that are effec-
tive for communicating with the
mature market? What are some
things that might be done to
ensure that agencies do create ads
that are relevant to older
consumers?

6. Discuss how a company intro-
ducing an innovative new product
might use the innovation adoption
model in planning its ingegrated
marketing communications
program.

7. Assume that you are the market-
ing communications manager for a

brand of paper towels. Discuss how
the low-involvement hierarchy
could be of value in developing an
advertising and promotion
strategy for this brand.

8. Evaluate the “Just Imagine” cam-
paign for Whirlpool appliances dis-
cussed in IMC Perspective 5-3. Do
you think this campaign will be
effective in connecting with the
working women Whirlpool is
targeting? Why or why not?

9. Find an example of a print ad
and evaluate it using the cognitive
response model shown in Figure 
5-8. Identify the specific types of
cognitive responses that the ad
might elicit from consumers and
discuss why they might occur.

10. Explain what is meant by a cen-
tral versus peripheral route to per-
suasion and the factors that would
determine when each might be
used by consumers in response to
an advertisement.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To study the major variables in the communica-
tion system and how they influence consumers’
processing of promotional messages.

2. To examine the considerations involved in select-
ing a source or communicator of a promotional
message.

3. To examine different types of message structures
and appeals that can be used to develop a
promotional message.

4. To consider how the channel or medium used to
deliver a promotional message influences the
communication process.

Source,Message,
and Channel Factors

6
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Athletic-shoe companies have been using popu-

lar athletes to endorse their products and serve

as advertising pitchmen for years. Traditionally

these companies would stay away from contro-

versial athletes and sign players with a clean-cut

image who could create a favorable association

for the product as well as the company. Super-

stars such as Michael Jordan, Derek Jeter, Grant

Hill, and Kobe Bryant have been used by compa-

nies such as Nike, Fila, and Adidas because of

their likable personalities and their image as pos-

itive role models. However, in recent years many

athletic-shoe marketers have been moving away

from athletes with squeaky-clean images and hir-

ing spokespersons who are known as much for

their alleged misdeeds off the court or field as

for their accomplishments on it.

Among the first of the “bad-boy” pitchmen

was former basketball star Charles Barkley, who

appeared in a Nike commercial in the mid-90s in

which he glowered at the camera and declared,

“I am not a role model.” Basketball star Dennis

Rodman was also able to parlay his irreverent and

rebellious image into an endorsement contract

with Nike, as well as a number of other compa-

nies, although his antics eventually became too

much for most of these companies. The new gen-

eration of bad-boy pitchmen includes NBA stars

such as Allan Iverson and Lattrell Sprewell as well

as retired athletes such as baseball star Pete Rose

and former Oakland Raider football players Ken

Stabler and Jack Tatum.

Iverson, who came into the NBA in 1996 as a

first-round draft pick, is among the best known

as well as the most controversial of the new gen-

eration of endorsers. The Philadelphia 76ers star

is viewed by many as the poster boy for a genera-

tion of unruly young players who many feel are

damaging the image of professional sports: a

rap-loving, inner-city type with too many tattoos,

a closet full of gang wear, and a history of run-ins

with the law and the league. Coca-Cola let a one-

year deal with him lapse after he was arrested in

1997 on gun and drug charges and placed on

probation. However, Iverson led the 76ers to the

NBA finals in 2001 and was named the league’s

most valuable player, and he began changing his

image into a model of courage, toughness, car-

ing, and humility. In December 2001, Reebok

signed Iverson to a lifetime contract guarantee-

ing him he would remain a Reebok endorser

throughout his pro career. The company began

developing an extensive line of Iverson’s signa-

ture I-3 products as well as extensively promoting

his signature shoe, the Answer, by increasing his

role in print and TV ads. However, just seven

months later Iverson was charged with multiple

felonies after he allegedly went on a gun-

wielding rampage in pursuit of his wife. Most of

the charges were later dropped and Reebok has

expressed unwavering support for Iverson.

Upstart basketball sneaker and apparel brand

And 1 also decided to go the bad-boy route by

hiring New York Knicks star Latrell Sprewell to

Bad Boys Become Pitchmen for Athletic Shoes
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endorse its shoes. Sprewell became one of the

most vilified athletes in sports a few years ago

when he choked and assaulted his Golden State

Warrior’s coach after becoming upset with his sar-

casm during a practice. And 1 featured Sprewell in

a controversial TV commercial showing a tight spot

of him getting his hair braided. In the spot,

Sprewell says, “People say I’m what’s wrong with

the sport. I say I’m a three-time NBA All-Star. I say

I’m the American dream.” Jay Gilbert, And 1’s vice

president of marketing, defended the spot by stat-

ing that it brings the company’s target market

closer to Latrell and the And 1 brand. He noted, “It

will make a lot of people uncomfortable, but he

represents the dream to the ballplayers that are

our core consumers.”

Urban sports brand Pony decided to go a slightly

different route in using bad-boy athletes as

endorsers with its “Why Not?” campaign, which

addresses why three athletes have not been named

to the Hall of Fame in their respective sports. The

ads feature baseball legend Pete Rose, who was

banned from the sport for gambling; former NFL

quarterback Kenny “the Snake” Stabler; and Jack

“the Assassin” Tatum, the former Oakland Raider

who was known for his crushing hits while playing

on the team in the 1970s, including one that para-

lyzed an opposing player. Rose appears in three ads

featuring the question “Why isn’t Pete Rose in the

Hall of Fame?” while the ad featuring Tatum in

Pony attire asks, “Why is the Assassin not in the

Hall of Fame?”

So what’s behind the decisions by these compa-

nies to use bad-boy pitchmen? One explanation is

that athletic-shoe companies are trying to reach

young, trendsetting urban males who identify with

the rebellious and scandalous image these athletes

represent. One sports marketing expert notes that

when a company attaches its brand to these anti-

heroes. “it’s a way of saying we’re in touch with

someone who is street real.” Gilbert of And 1

argues that personalities like Iverson and Sprewell

can slowly change society and notes that “they

really force people to look at them without blinking

and say, ‘Can you accept this?’” Perhaps the ulti-

mate reason companies use such spokespersons is

that they help the firms sell their shoes and apparel.

Iverson’s shoe line has consistently been among the

top two or three basketball sneakers and his 76ers

jersey is the NBA’s top seller. Even after his most

recent arrest, sales of Reebok products continued to

increase. In the current market for athletic shoes, it

appears that the nice guys do finish last and it is the

bad boys who are winning the endorsement game.

Sources: Rebecca Winters, “Bad-Boy Pitchmen,” Time, Aug. 19,
2002, p. 18; Hilary Cassidy, “Pete Rose, Ken “Snake” Stabler Star
in Pony Ads,” Adweek, May 14, 2002; Stefan Fatsis, “Can
Iverson Pitch to the Mainstream?” The Wall Street Journal, June
8, 2001, pp. B1, 4. 
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In this chapter, we analyze the major variables in the communication system: the
source, the message, and the channel. We examine the characteristics of sources, how
they influence reactions to promotional messages, and why one type of communicator
is more effective than another. We then focus on the message itself and how structure
and type of appeal influence its effectiveness. Finally, we consider how factors related
to the channel or medium affect the communication process.

To develop an effective advertising and promo-
tional campaign, a firm must select the right
spokesperson to deliver a compelling message
through appropriate channels or media. Source,
message, and channel factors are controllable ele-

ments in the communications model. The persuasion matrix (Figure 6-1) helps mar-
keters see how each controllable element interacts with the consumer’s response
process.1 The matrix has two sets of variables. Independent variables are the control-
lable components of the communication process, outlined in Chapter 5; dependent

Promotional Planning through
the Persuasion Matrix
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variables are the steps a receiver goes through in being persuaded. Marketers can
choose the person or source who delivers the message, the type of message appeal
used, and the channel or medium. And although they can’t control the receiver, they
can select their target audience. The destination variable is included because the initial
message recipient may pass on information to others, such as friends or associates,
through word of mouth. 

Promotional planners need to know how decisions about each independent variable
influence the stages of the response hierarchy so that they don’t enhance one stage at
the expense of another. A humorous message may gain attention but result in
decreased comprehension if consumers fail to process its content. Many ads that use
humor, sexual appeals, or celebrities capture consumers’ attention but result in poor
recall of the brand name or message. The following examples, which correspond to the
numbers in Figure 6-1, illustrate decisions that can be evaluated with the persuasion
matrix.

1. Receiver/comprehension: Can the receiver comprehend the ad? Marketers must
know their target market to make their messages clear and understandable. A less 
educated person may have more difficulty interpreting a complicated message. Jargon
may be unfamiliar to some receivers. The more marketers know about the target 
market, the more they see which words, symbols, and expressions their customers
understand.

2. Channel/presentation: Which media will increase presentation? A top-rated,
prime-time TV program is seen by nearly 12 million households each week. TV Guide
and Reader’s Digest reach nearly 12 million homes with each issue. But the important
point is how well they reach the marketer’s target audience. CNN’s financial show
Lou Dobbs Moneyline reaches only around a million viewers each weekday evening,
but its audience consists mostly of upscale businesspeople who are prime prospects
for expensive cars, financial services, and business-related products.

3. Message/yielding: What type of message will create favorable attitudes or
feelings? Marketers generally try to create agreeable messages that lead to positive
feelings toward the product or service. Humorous messages often put consumers in a
good mood and evoke positive feelings that may become associated with the brand
being advertised. Music adds emotion that makes consumers more receptive to the
message. Many advertisers use explicit sexual appeals designed to arouse consumers

Dependent variables:
Steps in being
persuaded

Source Message Channel

Independent variables: The communication components

Receiver Destination

Message presentation (2)

Attention (4)

Comprehension (1)

Yielding (3)

Retention

Behavior

Figure 6-1 The persuasion matrix
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or suggest they can enhance their attractiveness to the opposite sex. Some marketers
compare their brands to the competition.

4. Source/attention: Who will be effective in getting consumers’attention? The large
number of ads we are bombarded with every day makes it difficult for advertisers to
break through the clutter. Marketers deal with this problem by using sources who will
attract the target audience’s attention—actors, athletes, rock stars, or attractive
models.
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The source component is a multifaceted concept. When Tiger Woods appears in a
commercial for Nike, is the source Woods himself, the company, or some combina-
tion of the two? And, of course, consumers get information from friends, relatives,

and neighbors; in fact, personal sources may be the most influential factor in a pur-
chase decision. Word-of-mouth information transmitted from one individual to
another is often perceived as more reliable and trustworthy than that received through
more formal marketing channels such as advertising. As was discussed in Chapter 1,
marketers are using buzz and stealth marketing methods to generate favorable word-
of-mouth discussion and recommendations for their products and services.2

We use the term source to mean the person involved in communicating a marketing
message, either directly or indirectly. A direct source is a spokesperson who delivers a
message and/or demonstrates a product or service, like tennis star Andre Agassi who
endorses Head tennis rackets in Exhibit 6-1. An indirect source, say, a model, doesn’t
actually deliver a message but draws attention to and/or enhances the appearance of
the ad. Some ads use neither a direct nor an indirect source; the source is the organiza-
tion with the message to communicate. Since most research focuses on individuals as

a message source, our examination of source factors follows
this approach.

Companies are very careful when selecting individuals to
deliver their selling messages. Many firms spend huge sums of
money for a specific person to endorse their product or com-
pany. They also spend millions recruiting, selecting, and train-
ing salespeople to represent the company and deliver sales
presentations. They recognize that the characteristics of the
source affect the sales and advertising message. 

Marketers try to select individuals whose traits will maxi-
mize message influence. The source may be knowledgeable,
popular, and/or physically attractive; typify the target audience;
or have the power to reward or punish the receiver in some
manner. Herbert Kelman developed three basic categories of
source attributes: credibility, attractiveness, and power.3 Each
influences the recipient’s attitude or behavior through a differ-
ent process (see Figure 6-2).

Source Credibility
Credibility is the extent to which the recipient sees the source as
having relevant knowledge, skill, or experience and trusts the
source to give unbiased, objective information. There are two
important dimensions to credibility, expertise and trustworthiness. 

Source Factors

Credibility

Attractiveness

Power

Internalization

Identification

Compliance

Source attribute Process

Exhibit 6-1 Tennis star
Andre Agassi serves as a
spokesperson for Head

Figure 6-2 Source
attributes and receiver
processing modes
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A communicator seen as knowledgeable—someone with expertise—is
more persuasive than one with less expertise. But the source also has to be
trustworthy—honest, ethical, and believable. The influence of a knowl-
edgeable source will be lessened if audience members think he or she is
biased or has underlying personal motives for advocating a position (such
as being paid to endorse a product). 

One of the most reliable effects found in communications research is
that expert and/or trustworthy sources are more persuasive than sources
who are less expert or trustworthy.4 Information from a credible source
influences beliefs, opinions, attitudes, and/or behavior through a process
known as internalization, which occurs when the receiver adopts the opin-
ion of the credible communicator since he or she believes information from
this source is accurate. Once the receiver internalizes an opinion or attitude,
it becomes integrated into his or her belief system and may be maintained
even after the source of the message is forgotten. 

A highly credible communicator is particularly important when message
recipients have a negative position toward the product, service, company,
or issue being promoted, because the credible source is likely to inhibit
counterarguments. As discussed in Chapter 5, reduced counterarguing
should result in greater message acceptance and persuasion.

Applying Expertise Because attitudes and opinions developed through an
internalization process become part of the individual’s belief system, marketers want
to use communicators with high credibility. Companies use a variety of techniques to
convey source expertise. Sales personnel are trained in the product line, which
increases customers’ perceptions of their expertise. Marketers of highly technical
products recruit sales reps with specialized technical backgrounds in engineering,
computer science, and other areas to ensure their expertise.

Spokespeople are often chosen because of their knowledge, experience, and exper-
tise in a particular product or service area. Endorsements from individuals or groups
recognized as experts, such as doctors or dentists, are also common in advertising
(Exhibit 6-2). The importance of using expert sources was shown in a study by Roobina
Ohanian, who found that the perceived expertise of celebrity endorsers was more
important in explaining purchase intentions than their attractiveness or trustworthiness.
She suggests that celebrity spokespeople are most effective when they are knowledge-
able, experienced, and qualified to talk about the product they are endorsing.5

Applying Trustworthiness While expertise is important, the target audience
must also find the source believable. Finding celebrities or other figures with a trust-
worthy image is often difficult. Many trustworthy public figures hesitate to endorse
products because of the potential impact on their reputation and image. It has been
suggested that former CBS news anchor Walter Cronkite, who has repeatedly been
rated one of the most trusted people in America, could command millions of dollars as
a product spokesperson. Global Perspective 6-1 discusses how some American
celebrities protect their image by endorsing products in Japan rather than in the United
States.

Advertisers use various techniques to increase the perception that their sources are
trustworthy. Hidden cameras are used to show that the consumer is not a paid
spokesperson and is making an objective evaluation of the product. Disguised brands
are compared. (Of course, the sponsor’s brand always performs better than the con-
sumer’s regular brand, and he or she is always surprised.) Advertisers also use the
overheard-conversation technique to enhance trustworthiness. This involves creating a
situation in a commercial where a person is shown overhearing a conversation in
which favorable claims are made about a product or service. Most consumers are
skeptical of these techniques, so they may have limited value in enhancing perceptions
of an advertiser’s credibility.

Marketers can also deal with the source-trustworthiness issue by using other IMC
tools such as publicity. Information received from sources such as newscasters is often
very influential because these individuals are perceived as unbiased and thus more
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Exhibit 6-2 Dove
promotes the fact that it is
recommended by experts in
skin care
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 6-1

Celebrities Sell Out—But Only in Japan
Many American celebrities make huge sums of money
endorsing products and serving as advertising spokes-
people. Other big stars won’t appear in ads because
they don’t want fans to think they’ve sold out. But
many celebrities who resist the temptation to cash in
on their fame in the United States are only too happy
to appear in ads in foreign countries. And nowhere are
ads starring American celebrities more prevalent than
in Japan. Even the rich and famous have trouble saying
no to Japanese advertisers who will pay them between
$1 million and $3 million for a few hours’ work to make
15- to 30-second spots that their Western fans across
the Pacific will never see.

Megastars like Meg Ryan, Brad Pitt, Demi Moore,
and Harrison Ford are paid millions for appearing in
Japanese commercials. Ryan endorses cosmetics and
tea, Pitt appears in ads for canned coffee and blue
jeans, while Demi Moore hawks protein drinks. Ford
received several million dollars for appearing sweaty
and bare-chested in Kirin beer commercials and print
ads. Sometimes celebrities are forced to change their
images or personalities to suit the advertising style of
Japanese companies and the tastes of audiences in
Japan. Japanese commercials have a totally different
feel than those in the United States and Europe and
have often been described as “tacky” or “cheesy” by
Western standards. For example, one ad showed actor
Dennis Hopper sitting in a tub with a rubber ducky to
promote a brand of shampoo and body wash.

There are several reasons why Japanese companies
are willing to shell out huge sums of money for these

stars. Many Japanese are fascinated by American cul-
ture and its celebrities, and endorsement of a brand by
a star gives it a certain international cachet. Also,
Japanese advertising emphasizes style and mood
rather than substance; consumers expect to be enter-
tained, rather than bored by product information or
testimonials. Because most Japanese commercials
last only 15 seconds, advertisers feel that an instantly
recognizable Western celebrity who can capture view-
ers’ attention is well worth the money. Some movie stu-
dios encourage celebrities to do ads in Japan because
it boosts their visibility and helps the marketing of
their films in Japan and other Asian countries. Adver-
tising campaigns featuring U.S. celebrities often coin-
cide with the release of their films in Asia.

While many celebrities are cashing in on endorse-
ment deals in Japan, they still try to protect their image
at home. The stars commonly have nondisclosure
clauses in their contracts, specifying that the ads can-
not be shown—or sometimes even discussed (oops!)—
outside Japan. However, with the growth of the Internet,
stars like Arnold Schwarzenegger may have to say
hasta la vista to keeping their endorsements secret
and preventing people back home from seeing the
Japanese ads. A small Canadian web company, Zero One
Design, is dedicated to showing U.S. celebrities pitch-
ing products in Japan at www.gaijinagogo.com.
Recently, several celebrities, including Schwarzenegger
and Leonardo DiCaprio, threatened legal action against
the site for showing their commercials, arguing that it
infringed on the star’s intellectual-property rights.
Ironically, the site went from about 500 hits a month to
nearly 4 million in the two weeks following the public-
ity surrounding the controversy over the posting of the
commercial Schwarzenegger made for DirecTV in
Japan. Other websites, such as www.klein-dytham.com,
also provide examples of U.S. celebrities who appear in
commercials in Japan but would not be caught dead
endorsing products back home. Celebrities are used to
getting their way, and most want knowledge of their
Japanese endorsements to stay across the Pacific.
Sorry about that.

Sources: Debra Lau, “Movie Stars Moonlight in Japan,” Forbes.com,
Mar. 14, 2001; Kim Lunman, “Arnold Terminates Site Leaking
Foreign TV Ad,” Globetechnology.com, Aug. 11, 2000; Stephen Rae,
“How Celebrities Make Killings on Commercials,” Cosmopolitan,

January 1997, pp. 14, 67.
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credible, even though they are often presenting stories that stem from press releases.
In some situations celebrities may appear on news programs or talk shows and pro-
mote an upcoming cause or event such as the release of a new movie or music CD.
With the increase in stealth marketing techniques, many consumers are becoming
wary of endorsements made by celebrities on news programs and talk shows. For
example, a New York Times article revealed that drug companies were making pay-
ments to celebrities or their favorite charities in return for the celebrities’ touting the
companies’ pharmaceutical products on news and talk shows. As a result of the contro-
versy from the article, CNN and the major broadcast networks announced that they
would disclose any such financial deals during an interview.6

Using Corporate Leaders as Spokespeople Another way of enhancing
source credibility is to use the company president or chief executive officer as a
spokesperson in the firm’s advertising. Many companies believe the use of their presi-
dent or CEO is the ultimate expression of the company’s commitment to quality and
customer service. In some cases, these ads have not only increased sales but also
helped turn the company leaders into celebrities.7 Lee Iacocca appeared in more than
60 commercials for Chrysler Corp. and became a national business hero for guiding
the successful turnaround of the company. One of the most popular corporate
spokespersons ever was Dave Thomas, the founder of Wendy’s fast-food restaurants.
Thomas appeared in more than 800 ads for Wendy’s, which is a Guinness record for
the longest-running campaign by a company founder, between 1989 and early 2002
when he passed away8 (Exhibit 6-3). Other well-known corporate leaders who some-
times appear in ads for their companies include Dell computer founder and CEO
Michael Dell, Gateway founder Ted Wait, and Charles Schwab, who founded the
investment company that bears his name. The practice of using company founders,
owners, and presidents as advertising spokespersons is particularly prevalent among
small and mid-size companies such as retailers and auto dealers serving local markets.
For these companies, the decision to have the owner or president become a quasi actor
has to do with advertising budgets too small to accommodate professional actors or
announcers, who may charge thousands of dollars to tape a few commercials.

Many marketing and advertising experts question the strategy of using company
presidents or owners in ads and note that it is often ego rather than logic that results in
their use.9 The experts suggest that businesspeople should get in front of the camera
only if they exude credibility and possess the intangible quality of provoking a warm,
fuzzy feeling in viewers. They also note that CEO spokespeople
who become very popular may get more attention than their com-
pany’s product/service or advertising message. And if a firm’s
image becomes too closely tied to a popular leader, there can be
problems if that person leaves the company.

Major corporations are likely to continue to use their top exec-
utives in their advertising, particularly when they have celebrity
value that helps enhance the firm’s image. Some research suggests
the use of a company president or CEO can improve attitudes and
increase the likelihood that consumers will inquire about a com-
pany’s product or service.10 Defenders of the practice argue that
the use of top executives or business owners in ads is an effective
way of projecting an image of trust and honesty and, more impor-
tantly, the idea that the company isn’t run by some faceless corpo-
rate monolith. As one expert notes: “These guys come into
people’s living rooms every night and, over the course of weeks
and years, become like members of the family. It gets to the point
that when you think of a certain product category, you think of the
guy you see all the time on TV.”11

Limitations of Credible Sources Several studies have
shown that a high-credibility source is not always an asset, nor is a
low-credibility source always a liability. High- and low-credibility
sources are equally effective when they are arguing for a position

Exhibit 6-3 Dave Thomas
was a very effective
spokesperson for Wendy’s
for many years
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opposing their own best interest.12 A very credible source is more effective when mes-
sage recipients are not in favor of the position advocated in the message.13 However, a
very credible source is less important when the audience has a neutral position, and
such a source may even be less effective than a moderately credible source when the
receiver’s initial attitude is favorable.14

Another reason a low-credibility source may be as effective as a high-credibility
source is the sleeper effect, whereby the persuasiveness of a message increases with
the passage of time. The immediate impact of a persuasive message may be inhibited
because of its association with a low-credibility source. But with time, the association
of the message with the source diminishes and the receiver’s attention focuses more on
favorable information in the message, resulting in more support arguing. However,
many studies have failed to demonstrate the presence of a sleeper effect.15 Many
advertisers hesitate to count on the sleeper effect, since exposure to a credible source
is a more reliable strategy.16

Source Attractiveness
A source characteristic frequently used by advertisers is attractiveness, which encom-
passes similarity, familiarity, and likability.17 Similarity is a supposed resemblance
between the source and the receiver of the message, while familiarity refers to knowl-
edge of the source through exposure. Likability is an affection for the source as a result
of physical appearance, behavior, or other personal traits. Even when the sources are
not athletes or movie stars, consumers often admire their physical appearance, talent,
and/or personality.

Source attractiveness leads to persuasion through a process of identification,
whereby the receiver is motivated to seek some type of relationship with the source
and thus adopts similar beliefs, attitudes, preferences, or behavior. Maintaining this
position depends on the source’s continued support for the position as well as the
receiver’s continued identification with the source. If the source changes position, the
receiver may also change. Unlike internalization, identification does not usually inte-
grate information from an attractive source into the receiver’s belief system. The
receiver may maintain the attitudinal position or behavior only as long as it is sup-
ported by the source or the source remains attractive.

Marketers recognize that receivers of persuasive communications are more likely
to attend to and identify with people they find likable or similar to themselves. Simi-
larity and likability are the two source characteristics marketers seek when choosing a
communicator.

Applying Similarity Marketers recognize that people are more likely to be
influenced by a message coming from someone with whom they feel a sense of simi-
larity.18 If the communicator and receiver have similar needs, goals, interests, and
lifestyles, the position advocated by the source is better understood and received. Sim-
ilarity is used in various ways in marketing communications. Companies select sales-
people whose characteristics match well with their customers’. A sales position for a
particular region may be staffed by someone local who has background and interests
in common with the customers. Global marketers often hire foreign nationals as sales-
people so customers can relate more easily to them.

Companies may also try to recruit former athletes to sell sporting goods or beer,
since their customers usually have a strong interest in sports. Several studies have
shown that customers who perceive a salesperson as similar to themselves are more
likely to be influenced by his or her message.19

Similarity is also used to create a situation where the consumer feels empathy for
the person shown in the commercial. In a slice-of-life commercial, the advertiser usu-
ally starts by presenting a predicament with the hope of getting the consumer to think,
“I can see myself in that situation.” This can help establish a bond of similarity
between the communicator and the receiver, increasing the source’s level of persua-
siveness. Many companies feel that the best way to connect with consumers is by
using regular-looking, everyday people with whom the average person can easily
identify. For example, some of the most popular commercials in recent years have
been those from the “Whassup?” campaign for Budweiser beer. In these ads the
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agency cast a group of real-life friends from Philadelphia, rather than actors, who
greet each other with an exaggerated “Whassup?” when they speak with one another
or get together to watch a game and enjoy a Bud. IMC Perspective 6-2 discusses how
an unknown, aspiring actor with an easygoing manner that appeals to consumers
became a very popular spokesperson for Dell Computer.

Applying Likability: Using Celebrities Advertisers recognize the value of
using spokespeople who are admired: TV and movie stars, athletes, musicians, and
other popular public figures. It is estimated that nearly 20 percent of all TV commer-
cials feature celebrities, and advertisers pay hundreds of millions of dollars for their
services. The top celebrity endorser is golfer Tiger Woods, who makes more than $60
million a year from endorsement contracts with Nike, Disney, American Express,
General Mills, and Buick (Exhibit 6-4). Michael Jordan is also among the highest-paid
and most sought-after celebrity endorsers, along with singer Brittany Spears and
cyclist Lance Armstrong.

Why do companies spend huge sums to have celebrities appear in their ads and
endorse their products? They think celebrities have stopping power. That is, they draw
attention to advertising messages in a very cluttered media environment. Marketers
think a popular celebrity will favorably influence consumers’ feelings, attitudes, and
purchase behavior. And they believe celebrities can enhance the target audience’s per-
ceptions of the product in terms of image and/or performance. For example, a well-
known athlete may convince potential buyers that the product will enhance their own
performance.

A number of factors must be considered when a company decides to use a celebrity
spokesperson, including the dangers of overshadowing the product and being overex-
posed, the target audience’s receptivity, and risks to the advertiser.

Overshadowing the Product How will the celebrity affect the target audience’s pro-
cessing of the advertising message? Consumers may focus their attention on the
celebrity and fail to notice the brand. Advertisers should select a celebrity spokesperson
who will attract attention and enhance the sales message, yet not overshadow the brand.
For example, actress Lindsay Wagner served as the spokesperson for Ford Motor Co.
dealers in Southern California for a number of years and was very popular and effective.
She brought a star power and presence to the advertising that attracted attention and
made it memorable, yet she never overshadowed the Ford vehicles she was promoting.20

Overexposure Consumers are often skeptical of endorsements
because they know the celebrities are being paid.21 This problem is
particularly pronounced when a celebrity endorses too many prod-
ucts or companies and becomes overexposed. For example, cyclist
Lance Armstrong has endorsement contracts with nearly  20 differ-
ent companies, including the U.S. Postal Service, Nike, PowerBar,
General Mills, Oakley, and many others, and has recently limited his
endorsements so he does not become overexposed.22 Advertisers
can protect themselves against overexposure with an exclusivity
clause limiting the number of products a celebrity can endorse.
However, such clauses are usually expensive, and most celebrities
agree not to endorse similar products anyway. Many celebrities,
knowing their fame is fleeting, try to earn as much endorsement
money as possible, yet they must be careful not to damage their
credibility by endorsing too many products. For example,
singer/actress Cher damaged her credibility as an advertising
spokesperson by appearing in too many infomercials. When she
realized that appearing in so many infomercials was devastating to
her acting career as well, she ceased doing them.23

Target Audiences’ Receptivity One of the most important con-
siderations in choosing a celebrity endorser is how well the individ-
ual matches with and is received by the advertiser’s target audience.
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Exhibit 6-4 Tiger Woods
has endorsement contracts
with a number of
companies, including Buick
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 6-2

The Dell Dude Connects With PC Buyers
Every so often an advertising character jumps out of
the television screen and into the hearts of consumers.
A few years ago it was “Stuart”—the geeky, red-headed
know-it-all who appeared in commercials for online
stock trading company Ameritrade—who struck a chord
with viewers. The latest ad spokesperson generating
the buzz is “Steven,” the lovable blond surfer dude who
gives expert advice to people shopping for a home com-
puter. The “Dell Dude” is played by Ben Curtis, a 21-year-
old student who studies acting at New York University
and hails from Chattanooga, Tennessee. Curtis got the
role after an audition, and his first appearances in a
Dell commercial came in late 2000 in a spot in which he
makes a video for his parents explaining why they
should buy him a Dell personal computer. Although Dell
switched ad agencies a few months after Curtis was
hired, the company and its new agency, DDB Chicago,
knew they had a star in the making and retained the
Steven character as its “spokesdude.”

Over the past two years “Steven” has appeared in
more than 10 commercials for Dell including a popular
spot where he hawks Dells while driving his dad’s con-
vertible with a hot brunette seated next to him. The
commercials use a clever blend of humor and sales-
manship by portraying Steven as a hip teenager who
convinces his parents, his friends’ parents, and even
random people he meets to buy computers from Dell.
Shortly after taking over the account, DDB’s creative
group added the quip: “Dude, you're gettin’ a Dell” to
Steven’s pitch and the phrase has slowly been seeping
into pop-culture vernacular. The ad campaign has

helped Dell put a friendly face on its personal comput-
ers—a product category that is often intimidating to
consumers. Dell’s senior manager of consumer adver-
tising says that Steven “has changed our image into
that of an approachable company, a company that
makes technology easy and fun.” The ads have also
helped sales, as Dell’s share of the home segment of
the personal computer market has increased signifi-
cantly since the campaign was launched.

Curtis’s success as the Dell Dude demonstrates the
importance of casting in creating effective advertis-
ing. The creative director at DDB notes that the right
casting is as important as the right message since
you need somebody to bring it to life. Curtis clearly
brings the Dell Dude to life as “Steven” is described as
a modern-day Tom Sawyer who appeals to a broad
range of consumers. He receives fan mail from teeny-
bopper girls who want to date him as well as from
seniors who like his Eddie Haskell–like charm. The
“Dell Guy,” as he is often referred to, boasts one of the
largest advertising fan-club message boards on
Yahoo, with over 500 members as well as numerous
fan websites. Curtis has been interviewed on the
Today Show, CNN, and ABC’s 20/20 Downtown and
been featured in articles in The Wall Street Journal,
USA Today, and many other publications. Curtis also
makes appearances at Dell events to rally employees
as well as at industry trade shows such as Comdex. In
recognition of his celebrity status, Dell created a new
web “sitelet” that fans can visit to find out more about
Curtis and his latest ads.

In late 2002 Dell announced that “Steven” would be
playing a smaller role in its advertising, although the
company still plans to use him in the future. However,
some analysts note that the company may not want to
use “the Dell Dude” as it focuses more on selling its
computers to businesses. Curtis knows that the fame
he is currently enjoying may be short-lived but hopes he
can use it as a launchpad for his ultimate goal of
becoming an actor. He worries somewhat about being
typecast as a surfer dude but says that the pay helps
with school and the expense of living in New York. So
goes the life of Madison Avenue’s newest mini-celebrity.

Sources: Michael McCarthy, “Goofy Dell Guy Exudes Star Power;
‘Steven’ Wins Over Bunches of Computer Buyers,” USA Today, Jan.
14, 2002, p. B5; Suzanne Vranica, “Dell, Starting New Campaign,
Plans for Life Without Steven,” The Wall Street Journal, October 16,
2002, p. B3.
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Many former athletes such as Arnold Palmer and Nolan Ryan are
effective endorsers because they have very favorable images among
aging baby boomers and seniors. Pop star Brittany Spears is a very
effective spokesperson for Pepsi as she is very popular among young
teens, who are the heavy users of soft drinks.

Consumers who are particularly knowledgeable about a product or
service or have strongly established attitudes may be less influenced
by a celebrity than those with little knowledge or neutral attitudes.
One study found that college-age students were more likely to have a
positive attitude toward a product endorsed by a celebrity than were
older consumers.24 The teenage market has generally been very recep-
tive to celebrity endorsers, as evidenced by the frequent use of enter-
tainers and athletes in ads targeted to this group for products such as
apparel, cosmetics, and beverages. However, many marketers are find-
ing that teenage consumers are more skeptical and cynical toward the
use of celebrity endorsers and respond better to ads using humor,
irony, and unvarnished truth.25 Some marketers targeting teenagers
have responded to this by no longer using celebrities in their cam-
paigns or by poking fun at their use. For example, Sprite has devel-
oped a very effective campaign using ads that parody celebrity
endorsers and carry the tagline “Image is nothing. Obey your thirst”
(Exhibit 6-5).

Risk to the Advertiser A celebrity’s behavior may pose a risk to a company.26 A
number of entertainers and athletes have been involved in activities that could embar-
rass the companies whose products they endorsed. For example, Hertz used O. J.
Simpson as its spokesperson for 20 years and lost all that equity when he was accused
of murdering his ex-wife and her friend. Pepsi had a string of problems with celebrity
endorsers; it severed ties with Mike Tyson, after his wife accused him of beating her,
and with singer Michael Jackson, after he was accused of having sex with a 12-year-
old boy. Pepsi dropped a TV commercial featuring Madonna when some religious
groups and consumers objected to her “Like a Prayer” video and threatened to boy-
cott Pepsi products. More recently, several companies including Pizza Hut and the
Carl’s Jr. fast-food chain terminated the endorsement contract with controversial bas-
ketball star Dennis Rodman because of his unpredictable behavior both on and off the
court.27

To avoid these problems, companies often research a celebrity’s personal life and
background. Many endorsement contracts include a morals clause allowing the com-
pany to terminate the contract if a controversy arises. Callaway Golf terminated its
endorsement deal with well-known and popular golfer John Daly a few years ago on
the grounds that he violated a clause in his contract prohibiting him from drinking or
gambling.28 As discussed in the opening vignette to this chapter, basketball star Allan
Iverson has been involved in several controversies that have resulted in some compa-
nies’ refraining from using him as an endorser and led to criticism of those that con-
tinue to do so, such as Reebok.29 However, marketers should remember that adding
morals clauses to their endorsement contracts only gets them out of a problem; it does
not prevent it.

Understanding the Meaning of Celebrity Endorsers Advertisers
must try to match the product or company’s image, the characteristics of the target
market, and the personality of the celebrity.30 The image celebrities project to con-
sumers can be just as important as their ability to attract attention. An interesting per-
spective on celebrity endorsement was developed by Grant McCracken.31 He argues
that credibility and attractiveness don’t sufficiently explain how and why celebrity
endorsements work and offers a model based on meaning transfer (Figure 6-3).

According to this model, a celebrity’s effectiveness as an endorser depends on the
culturally acquired meanings he or she brings to the endorsement process. Each
celebrity contains many meanings, including status, class, gender, and age as well as
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Exhibit 6-5 Sprite
parodies the use of celebrity
endorsers in this ad
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personality and lifestyle. In explaining stage 1 of the meaning transfer process,
McCracken notes:

Celebrities draw these powerful meanings from the roles they assume in their television,
movie, military, athletic, and other careers. Each new dramatic role brings the celebrity into
contact with a range of objects, persons, and contexts. Out of these objects, persons, and con-
texts are transferred meanings that then reside in the celebrity.32

Examples of celebrities who have acquired meanings include actor Bill Cosby as the
perfect father (from his role on The Cosby Show) and actor Jerry Seinfeld as the quirky
comedian (from his role on the sitcom Seinfeld). Cyclist Lance Armstrong has devel-
oped a very favorable image as a fierce competitor and an All-American superhero by
winning the grueling Tour de France cycling race four times after overcoming a life-
threatening form of testicular cancer.

McCracken suggests celebrity endorsers bring their meanings and image into the ad
and transfer them to the product they are endorsing (stage 2 of the model in Figure 
6-3). For example, PowerBar, the leading brand of energy performance bars, takes

advantage of Armstrong’s image as a competitor and champion
with great determination in ads such as the one shown in Exhibit 
6-6. He is also an effective endorser for the product since he com-
petes in a very grueling and demanding sport where the benefits of
sustained energy are very important.

In the final stage of McCracken’s model, the meanings the
celebrity has given to the product are transferred to the consumer.
By using Armstrong in its ads, PowerBar hopes to enhance its
image as a product that can provide extra energy to athletes and
enhance their performance. McCracken notes that this final stage is
complicated and difficult to achieve. The way consumers take pos-
session of the meaning the celebrity has transferred to a product is
probably the least understood part of the process. 

The meaning transfer model has some important implications for
companies using celebrity endorsers. Marketers must first decide
on the image or symbolic meanings important to the target audience
for the particular product, service, or company. They must then
determine which celebrity best represents the meaning or image to
be projected. An advertising campaign must be designed that cap-
tures that meaning in the product and moves it to the consumer.
Marketing and advertising personnel often rely on intuition in
choosing celebrity endorsers for their companies or products, but
some companies conduct research studies to determine consumers’
perceptions of celebrities’ meaning.
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Exhibit 6-6 Cyclist Lance
Armstrong helps position
PowerBar as a product that
provides energy to athletes
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Marketers may also pretest ads to determine whether they transfer the proper mean-
ing to the product. When celebrity endorsers are used, the marketer should track the
campaign’s effectiveness. Does the celebrity continue to be effective in communicat-
ing the proper meaning to the target audience? Celebrities who are no longer in the
limelight may lose their ability to transfer any significant meanings to the product. 

As we have seen, marketers must consider many factors when choosing a celebrity
to serve as an advertising spokesperson for the company or a particular brand. Studies
have shown that advertising and marketing managers take these various factors into
account when choosing a celebrity endorser.33 Among the most important factors are
the celebrity’s match with the target audience and the product/service or brand, the
overall image of the celebrity, the cost of acquiring the celebrity, trustworthiness, the
risk of controversy, and the celebrity’s familiarity and likability among the target audi-
ence. IMC Perspective 6-3 discusses how marketers and advertising agencies use
research data and other types of information in choosing celebrity endorsers.

Applying Likability: Decorative Models Advertisers often draw atten-
tion to their ads by featuring a physically attractive person who serves as a passive or
decorative model rather than as an active communicator. Research suggests that physi-
cally attractive communicators generally have a positive impact and generate more
favorable evaluations of both ads and products than less attractive models.34 The gen-
der appropriateness of the model for the product being advertised and his or her rele-
vance to the product are also important considerations.35 Products such as cosmetics
or fashionable clothing are likely to benefit from the use of an attractive model, since
physical appearance is very relevant in marketing these items. For example, Revlon
has used supermodel Cindy Crawford in advertising for various cosmetics products
such as its Fire & Ice fragrance (Exhibit 6-7).

Some models draw attention to the ad but not to the product or message. Studies
show that an attractive model facilitates recognition of the ad but does not enhance
copy readership or message recall. Thus, advertisers must ensure that the consumer’s
attention will go beyond the model to the product and advertising message.36 Mar-
keters must also consider whether the use of highly attractive models might negatively
impact advertising effectiveness. Several recent studies have shown that some women
experience negative feelings when comparing themselves with beautiful models used
in ads and the images of physical perfection they represent.37

Source Power
The final characteristic in Kelman’s classification scheme is
source power. A source has power when he or she can actually
administer rewards and punishments to the receiver. As a result of
this power, the source may be able to induce another person(s) to
respond to the request or position he or she is advocating. The
power of the source depends on several factors. The source must
be perceived as being able to administer positive or negative sanc-
tions to the receiver (perceived control) and the receiver must think
the source cares about whether or not the receiver conforms (per-
ceived concern). The receiver’s estimate of the source’s ability to
observe conformity is also important (perceived scrutiny).

When a receiver perceives a source as having power, the influ-
ence process occurs through a process known as compliance. The
receiver accepts the persuasive influence of the source and acqui-
esces to his or her position in hopes of obtaining a favorable reaction
or avoiding punishment. The receiver may show public agreement
with the source’s position but not have an internal or private com-
mitment to this position. Persuasion induced through compliance
may be superficial and last only as long as the receiver perceives
that the source can administer some reward or punishment. 

Power as a source characteristic is very difficult to apply in a
nonpersonal influence situation such as advertising. A communica-
tor in an ad generally cannot apply any sanctions to the receiver or
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Exhibit 6-7 Revlon makes
effective use of supermodel
Cindy Crawford in this ad
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 6-3

Using Q Scores and the Fame Index 
to Help Choose a Celebrity Endorser
Obviously many marketers believe strongly in the
value of celebrity spokespeople, as the amount of
money paid to them continues to soar to record levels.
Companies look for a celebrity who will attract viewers’
attention and enhance the image of the company or
brand. But how do they choose the right one? While
some executives rely on their own intuition and gut
feeling, many turn to research that measures a
celebrity’s appeal as well as other factors that will pro-
vide insight into his or her warmth, trust, and credibil-
ity among the target audience.

To help select a celebrity endorser, many companies
and their advertising agencies rely on Q ratings that
are commercially available from the New York–based
firm known as Marketing Evaluations/TVQ, Inc. To
determine its Performer Q ratings for TV and movie
personalities, the company surveys a representative
national panel of 1,800 people twice a year and asks
them to evaluate over 1,500 performers. For its Sports
Q rating, which is conducted once a year, the company
surveys 2,000 teens and adults and asks them about
approximately 500 active and retired players, coaches,
managers, and sportscasters. In both studies respon-
dents are asked to indicate whether they have ever
seen or heard of the performer or sports personality
and, if they have, to rate him or her on a scale that
includes “one of my favorites,” “very good,” “good,”
“fair,” or “poor.” The familiarity score indicates the
percentage of people who have heard of the person,
while the one-of-my-favorite score is an absolute mea-
sure of the appeal or popularity of the celebrity. The
well-known Q rating is calculated by taking the per-
centage of respondents who indicate that a person is

“one of my favorites” and dividing that number by the
percentage of respondents who indicate that they
have heard of that person. The Q score thus answers
the question “How appealing is the person among
those who do know him or her?”

Results from a 2002 Performer Q study found that
Tom Hanks was familiar to 92 percent of those sur-
veyed and was considered “one of my favorites” by 48
percent. Thus, his Q rating was 52 (48/92) which was the
highest score among all performers measured. Other
performers in the top 10 along with their Q ratings
included Bill Cosby (50), Mel Gibson (47), Harrison Ford
(45), Sean Connery (45), Denzel Washington (42), Robert
DeNiro (41), Michael J. Fox (40), and Will Peterson (30).
The 2002 Sports Q survey for active and retired ath-
letes, coaches, managers, and sportscasters showed
that Michael Jordan was familiar to 90 percent of those
surveyed and considered “one of my favorites” by 47
percent, for  a leading Q rating of 52. Other sports per-
sonalities in the top 10 included Tiger Woods (43),
Nolan Ryan (40), Cal Ripken Jr. (39), Joe Montana (39),
Wayne Gretzky (37), Jerry Rice (36), Sarah Hughes (36),
Jackie Joyner-Kersey (36), and John Madden (35). The
average Q score is generally around 18 for performers
and 17 for sports personalities. Marketing Evaluation’s
Q ratings are also broken down on the basis of various
demographic criteria such as a respondent’s age,
income, occupation, education, and race so that mar-
keters have some idea of how a celebrity’s popularity
varies among different groups of consumers.

In addition to using Q ratings, marketers are using
information provided by other firms to match celebri-
ties with their products. Hollywood–Madison Avenue
Group, a firm that arranges celebrity endorsements,
has poured over 10 years of research into its Fame
Index, which is a database listing more than 10,000
celebrities by 250 criteria such as age, sex, residence,
career highlights, charity affiliations, fears, interests,
and addictions. The database is updated daily with
information from the Internet, magazines, and newspa-
per articles as well as television. Information in the
Fame Index reveals that actors Tom Cruise, Jim
Belushi, and Jason Alexander are big hockey fans, while
Carol Burnett and Rosie O’Donnell collect dolls. Kirstie
Alley’s interests include Scientology, the environment,
and motorcycles, and she supports charities con-
cerned with AIDS, children’s welfare, and animal rights.
Hollywood-Madison has helped a number of compa-
nies choose celebrities to serve as their advertising
spokespersons. For example, Philips Consumer Elec-
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determine whether compliance actually occurs. An indirect way of using power is by
using an individual with an authoritative personality as a spokesperson. Actor Charles
Bronson, who typifies this image, has appeared in public service campaigns com-
manding people not to pollute or damage our natural parks (Exhibit 6-8). 

The use of source power applies more in situations involving personal communica-
tion and influence. For example, in a personal selling situation, the sales rep may have
some power over a buyer if the latter anticipates receiving special rewards or favors for
complying with the salesperson. Some companies provide their sales reps with large
expense accounts to spend on customers for this very purpose. Representatives of com-
panies whose product demand exceeds supply are often in a position of power; buyers
may comply with their requests to ensure an adequate supply of the product. Sales reps
must be very careful in their use of a power position, since abusing a power base to
maximize short-term gains can damage long-term relationships with customers. 
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tronics used the company to help with the selection of
a celebrity to promote high-definition, wide-screen
televisions. The Fame Index identified director Martin
Scorsese as a film preservationist who supports the
wide-screen format, and Hollywood-Madison helped
broker a deal with him to participate in a public educa-
tion campaign supporting the introduction of Philips
new line of wide-screen HDTV.

As more and more companies court celebrities to
endorse their products or businesses, appear at

events, or support causes, they no longer are relying
solely on intuition or brainstorming sessions to
select such spokespersons. Companies such as Mar-
keting Evaluations/TVQ and Hollywood-Madison are
providing information that helps them find the ideal
candidate.

Sources: Marketing Evaluations/TVQ, Inc., www.qscores.com;
Kristina Saurwein, “Finding the Right Pitch,” Los Angeles Times,

July 30, 2001, p. B3; www.hollywood-madison.com.

The way marketing communications are presented is very important in deter-
mining their effectiveness. Promotional managers must consider not only the
content of their persuasive messages but also how this information will be struc-
tured for presentation and what type of message appeal will be used. Advertising, in
all media except radio, relies heavily on visual as well as verbal information. Many
options are available with respect to the design and presentation of a message. This
section examines the structure of messages and considers the effects of different types
of appeals used in advertising.

Message Structure
Marketing communications usually consist of a number of message points that the
communicator wants to get across. An important aspect of message strategy is know-
ing the best way to communicate these points and overcome any opposing viewpoints
audience members may hold. Extensive research has been conducted on how the
structure of a persuasive message can influence its effectiveness, including order of
presentation, conclusion drawing, message sidedness, refutation, and verbal versus
visual message characteristics.

Order of Presentation A basic consideration in the design of a persuasive
message is the arguments’ order of presentation. Should the most important message
points be placed at the beginning of the message, in the middle, or at the end?
Research on learning and memory generally indicates that items presented first and
last are remembered better than those presented in the middle (see Figure 6-4).38 This
suggests that a communicator’s strongest arguments should be presented early or late
in the message but never in the middle.

Presenting the strongest arguments at the beginning of the message assumes a pri-
macy effect is operating, whereby information presented first is most effective.
Putting the strong points at the end assumes a recency effect, whereby the last argu-
ments presented are most persuasive. 

Whether to place the strongest selling points at the beginning or the end of the mes-
sage depends on several factors. If the target audience is opposed to the communicator’s

Message Factors

Exhibit 6-8 Actor Charles
Bronson’s authoritative
image makes him an
effective source
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position, presenting strong points first can reduce the level of counterarguing. Putting
weak arguments first might lead to such a high level of counterarguing that strong argu-
ments that followed would not be believed. Strong arguments work best at the beginning
of the message if the audience is not interested in the topic, so they can arouse interest in
the message. When the target audience is predisposed toward the communicator’s posi-
tion or is highly interested in the issue or product, strong arguments can be saved for
the end of the message. This may result in a more favorable opinion as well as better
retention of the information.

The order of presentation can be critical when a long, detailed message with many
arguments is being presented. Most effective sales presentations open and close with
strong selling points and bury weaker arguments in the middle. For short communica-
tions, such as a 15- or 30-second TV or radio commercial, the order may be less criti-
cal. However, many product and service messages are received by consumers with
low involvement and minimal interest. Thus, an advertiser may want to present the
brand name and key selling points early in the message and repeat them at the end to
enhance recall and retention. Order of presentation is also an important consideration
in other forms of marketing communication. For example, many press releases use the
“pyramid style” of writing, whereby most of the important information is presented up
front to ensure that it is read since editors often cut from the end of articles.

Conclusion Drawing Marketing communicators must decide whether their
messages should explicitly draw a firm conclusion or allow receivers to draw their
own conclusions. Research suggests that, in general, messages with explicit conclu-
sions are more easily understood and effective in influencing attitudes. However, other
studies have shown that the effectiveness of conclusion drawing may depend on the
target audience, the type of issue or topic, and the nature of the situation.39

More highly educated people prefer to draw their own conclusions and may be
annoyed at an attempt to explain the obvious or to draw an inference for them. But
stating the conclusion may be necessary for a less educated audience, who may not
draw any conclusion or may make an incorrect inference from the message. Marketers
must also consider the audience’s level of involvement in the topic. For highly per-
sonal or ego-involving issues, message recipients may want to make up their own
minds and resent any attempts by the communicator to draw a conclusion. One study
found that open-ended ads (without explicit conclusions) were more effective than
closed-ended arguments that did include a specific conclusion—but only for involved
audiences.40

Whether to draw a conclusion for the audience also depends on the complexity of
the topic. Even a highly educated audience may need assistance if its knowledge level
in a particular area is low. Does the marketer want the message to trigger immediate
action or a more long-term effect? If immediate action is an objective, the message
should draw a definite conclusion. This is a common strategy in political advertising,
particularly for ads run close to election day. When immediate impact is not the objec-
tive and repeated exposure will give the audience members opportunities to draw their
own conclusions, an open-ended message may be used. 
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Drawing a conclusion in a message may make sure the target
audience gets the point the marketer intended. But many advertisers
believe that letting customers draw their own conclusions reinforces
the points being made in the message. For example, a health services
agency in Kentucky found that open-ended ads were more memo-
rable and more effective in getting consumers to use health services
than were ads stating a conclusion. Ads that posed questions about
alcohol and drug abuse and left them unanswered resulted in more
calls by teenagers to a help line for information than did a message
offering a resolution to the problem.41 The ad for Silk Soymilk in
Exhibit 6-9 is a very good example of an open-ended message. The
question in the headline encourages consumers to be open to the idea
of drinking soymilk.

Message Sidedness Another message structure decision fac-
ing the marketer involves message sidedness. A one-sided message
mentions only positive attributes or benefits. A two-sided message
presents both good and bad points. One-sided messages are most
effective when the target audience already holds a favorable opinion
about the topic. They also work better with a less educated audience.42

Two-sided messages are more effective when the target audience
holds an opposing opinion or is highly educated. Two-sided messages may enhance
the credibility of the source.43 A better-educated audience usually knows there are
opposing arguments, so a communicator who presents both sides of an issue is likely
to be seen as less biased and more objective. 

Most advertisers use one-sided messages. They are concerned about the negative
effects of acknowledging a weakness in their brand or don’t want to say anything posi-
tive about their competitors. There are exceptions, however. Sometimes advertisers
compare brands on several attributes and do not show their product as being the best
on every one.

In some situations marketers may focus on a negative attribute as a way of enhanc-
ing overall perceptions of the product. For example, W. K. Buckley Limited has
become one of the leading brands of cough syrup in Canada by using a blunt two-
sided slogan, “Buckley’s Mixture. It tastes awful. And it works.” Ads for the brand
poke fun at the cough syrup’s terrible taste but also suggest that the taste is a reason
why the product is effective (Exhibit 6-10). Buckley’s is using the humorous two-
sided message strategy in its entry into the U.S. market.44

Refutation In a special type of two-sided message known as a refutational
appeal, the communicator presents both sides of an issue and then refutes the oppos-
ing viewpoint. Since refutational appeals tend to “inoculate” the target audience
against a competitor’s counterclaims, they are more effective than one-sided messages
in making consumers resistant to an opposing message.45

Refutational messages may be useful when marketers wish to build attitudes that
resist change and must defend against attacks or criticism of their products or the com-
pany. For example, Exhibit 6-11 shows an ad used by the Almond Board of California
to refute nutritional concerns about almonds regarding their fat content. Market lead-
ers, who are often the target of comparative messages, may find that acknowledging
competitors’ claims and then refuting them can help build resistant attitudes and cus-
tomer loyalty.

Verbal versus Visual Messages Thus far our discussion has focused on the
information, or verbal, portion of the message. However, the nonverbal, visual ele-
ments of an ad are also very important. Many ads provide minimal amounts of infor-
mation and rely on visual elements to communicate. Pictures are commonly used in
advertising to convey information or reinforce copy or message claims. 

Both the verbal and visual portions of an ad influence the way the advertising mes-
sage is processed.46 Consumers may develop images or impressions based on visual
elements such as an illustration in an ad or the scenes in a TV commercial. In some
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effective use of an open-
ended approach
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cases, the visual portion of an ad may reduce its persuasiveness, since
the processing stimulated by the picture may be less controlled and
consequently less favorable than that stimulated by words.47

Pictures affect the way consumers process accompanying copy. A
recent study showed that when verbal information was low in imagery
value, the use of pictures providing examples increased both immediate
and delayed recall of product attributes.48 However, when the verbal
information was already high in imagery value, the addition of pictures
did not increase recall. Advertisers often design ads where the visual
image supports the verbal appeal to create a compelling impression in
the consumer’s mind. Notice how the ad for the CamelBak SnoBowl
uses visual elements to support the claims made in the copy regarding
the importance of being hydrated when skiing (Exhibit 6-12).

Sometimes advertisers use a different strategy; they design ads in
which the visual portion is incongruent with or contradicts the ver-
bal information presented. The logic behind this strategy is that the
use of an unexpected picture or visual image will grab consumers’
attention and get them to engage in more effortful or elaborative pro-
cessing.49 A number of studies have shown that the use of a visual
that is inconsistent with the verbal content leads to more recall and
greater processing of the information presented.50

Message Appeals
One of the advertiser’s most important creative strategy decisions involves the choice
of an appropriate appeal. Some ads are designed to appeal to the rational, logical
aspect of the consumer’s decision-making process; others appeal to feelings in an
attempt to evoke some emotional reaction. Many believe that effective advertising
combines the practical reasons for purchasing a product with emotional values. In this
section we will examine several common types of message appeals, including com-
parative advertising, fear, and humor.

Comparative Advertising Comparative advertising is the practice of either
directly or indirectly naming competitors in an ad and comparing one or more specific
attributes.51 This form of advertising became popular after the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) began advocating its use in 1972. The FTC reasoned that direct comparison of
brands would provide better product information, giving consumers a more rational basis
for making purchase decisions. Television networks cooperated with the FTC by lifting
their ban on comparative ads, and the result was a flurry of comparative commercials.

Initially, the novelty of comparative ads resulted in greater attention. But since they
have become so common, their attention-getting value has probably declined.
Some studies show that recall is higher for comparative than noncomparative
messages, but comparative ads are generally not more effective for other
response variables, such as brand attitudes or purchase intentions.52 Advertis-
ers must also consider how comparative messages affect credibility. Users of
the brand being attacked in a comparative message may be especially skepti-
cal about the advertiser’s claims.

Comparative advertising may be particularly useful for new brands, since it
allows a new market entrant to position itself directly against the more estab-
lished brands and to promote its distinctive advantages. Direct comparisons
can help position a new brand in the evoked, or choice, set of brands the cus-
tomer may be considering. 

Comparative advertising is often used for brands with a small market share.
They compare themselves to an established market leader in hopes of creating
an association and tapping into the leader’s market. For example, Savin Corp.
used comparative ads for a number of years that were aimed directly at Xerox,
the market leader in the copier industry. The campaign was very effective in
convincing decision makers at small and mid-size companies that Savin
should be considered as an alternative to Xerox as well as other copier compa-
nies such as Canon, Konica, and Mita (Exhibit 6-13). Market leaders, on the
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Exhibit 6-12 Visual
images are often designed
to support verbal appeals

Exhibit 6-13 Savin used a
comparative ad to position
itself against Xerox
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other hand, often hesitate to use comparison ads, as most believe they have little to gain
by featuring competitors’ products in their ads. There are exceptions, of course; Coca-
Cola resorted to comparative advertising in response to challenges made by Pepsi that
were reducing Coke’s market share. 

Another area where comparative messages are quite commonly used is political
advertising. Political advertising is viewed as an important component of political
speech and thus enjoys more First Amendment protection than commercial speech and
less regulation by either government or self-policing agencies. Thus, it has become
quite common for political ads to contain negative, one-sided attacks on an opposing
candidate’s weaknesses such as character flaws, voting record, public misstatements,
broken promises, and the like.53 The goal of these ads is to discredit the character,
record, or position of an opponent and create doubt in voters’ minds about his or her
ability to govern effectively. A major reason why negative political ads are used suc-
cessfully is that voters often tend to weight negative information more heavily than
positive information when forming impressions of political candidates.54 However,
studies have shown that the use of “attack advertising” by politicians can result in neg-
ative perceptions of both candidates.55

Fear Appeals Fear is an emotional response to a threat that expresses, or at least
implies, some sort of danger. Ads sometimes use fear appeals to evoke this emotional
response and arouse individuals to take steps to remove the threat. Some, like the
antidrug ads used by the Partnership for a Drug-Free America, stress physical danger
that can occur if behaviors are not altered. Others—like those for deodorant, mouth-
wash, or dandruff shampoos—threaten disapproval or social rejection.

How Fear Operates Before deciding to use a fear appeal–based message strategy,
the advertiser should consider how fear operates, what level to use, and how different
target audiences may respond. One theory suggests that the relationship between the
level of fear in a message and acceptance or persuasion is curvilinear, as shown in Fig-
ure 6-5.56 This means that message acceptance increases as the amount of fear used
rises—to a point. Beyond that point, acceptance decreases as the level of fear rises. 

This relationship between fear and persuasion can be explained by the fact that fear
appeals have both facilitating and inhibiting effects.57 A low level of fear can have
facilitating effects; it attracts attention and interest in the message and may motivate
the receiver to act to resolve the threat. Thus, increasing the level of fear in a message
from low to moderate can result in increased persuasion. High levels of fear, however,
can produce inhibiting effects; the receiver may emotionally block the message by
tuning it out, perceiving it selectively, or denying its arguments outright. Figure 6-5
illustrates how these two countereffects operate to produce the curvilinear relationship
between fear and persuasion.
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A study by Anand-Keller and Block provides support for this perspective
on how fear operates.58 They examined the conditions under which low- and
high-fear appeals urging people to stop smoking are likely to be effective.
Their study indicated that a communication using a low level of fear may be
ineffective because it results in insufficient motivation to elaborate on the
harmful consequences of engaging in the destructive behavior (smoking).
However, an appeal arousing high levels of fear was ineffective because it
resulted in too much elaboration on the harmful consequences. This led to
defensive tendencies such as message avoidance and interfered with process-
ing of recommended solutions to the problem.

Another approach to the curvilinear explanation of fear is the protection
motivation model.59 According to this theory, four cognitive appraisal
processes mediate the individual’s response to the threat: appraising (1) the
information available regarding the severity of the perceived threat, (2) the
perceived probability that the threat will occur, (3) the perceived ability of a
coping behavior to remove the threat, and (4) the individual’s perceived ability
to carry out the coping behavior.

This model suggests that both the cognitive appraisal of the information in
a fear appeal message and the emotional response mediate persuasion. An
audience is more likely to continue processing threat-related information, thereby
increasing the likelihood that a coping behavior will occur. 

The protection motivation model suggests that ads using fear appeals should give
the target audience information about the severity of the threat, the probability of its
occurrence, the effectiveness of a coping response, and the ease with which the
response can be implemented.60 For example, the Havrix ad in Exhibit 6-14 discusses
how tourists can pick up hepatitis A when traveling to high-risk areas outside the
United States and describes the severity of the problem. However, the ad reduces anxi-
ety by offering a solution to the problem—a vaccination with Havrix.

It is also important to consider how the target audience may respond. Fear appeals
are more effective when the message recipient is self-confident and prefers to cope
with dangers rather than avoid them.61 They are also more effective among nonusers
of a product than among users. Thus, a fear appeal may be better at keeping nonsmok-
ers from starting than persuading smokers to stop.

In reviewing research on fear appeals, Herbert Rotfeld has argued that some of the
studies may be confusing different types of threats and the level of potential harm por-
trayed in the message with fear, which is an emotional response.62 He concludes that
the relationship between the emotional responses of fear or arousal and persuasion is
not curvilinear but rather is monotonic and positive, meaning that
higher levels of fear do result in greater persuasion. However, Rotfeld
notes that not all fear messages are equally effective, because different
people fear different things. Thus they will respond differently to the
same threat, so the strongest threats are not always the most persuasive.
This suggests that marketers using fear appeals must consider the emo-
tional responses generated by the message and how they will affect
reactions to the message.

Humor Appeals Humorous ads are often the best known and best
remembered of all advertising messages. Many advertisers, including
FedEx, Little Caesar’s pizza, Pepsi, and Budweiser, have used humor
appeals effectively. Humor is usually presented through radio and TV
commercials as these media lend themselves to the execution of humor-
ous messages. However, humor is occasionally used in print ads as well.
The clever PayDay ad shown in Exhibit 6-15 is an excellent example of
how humor can be used to attract attention and convey a key selling
point in a magazine ad.

Advertisers use humor for many reasons. Humorous messages attract
and hold consumers’ attention. They enhance effectiveness by putting
consumers in a positive mood, increasing their liking of the ad itself and
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Exhibit 6-15 This clever
ad is an example of how
humor can be executed in
print media

Exhibit 6-14 This ad uses
a mild fear appeal but
reduces anxiety by offering
a solution to the problem
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their feeling toward the product or service. And humor can distract the receiver from
counterarguing against the message.63

Critics argue that funny ads draw people to the humorous situation but distract
them from the brand and its attributes. Also, effective humor can be difficult to pro-
duce and some attempts are too subtle for mass audiences. And, as discussed in IMC
Perspective 6-4, there is concern that humorous ads may wear out faster than serious
appeals.

Clearly, there are valid reasons both for and against the use of humor in advertising.
Not every product or service lends itself to a humorous approach. A number of studies
have found that the effectiveness of humor depends on several factors, including the
type of product and audience characteristics.64 For example, humor has been more
prevalent and more effective with low-involvement, feeling products than high-
involvement, thinking products.65 An interesting study surveyed the research and cre-
ative directors of the top 150 advertising agencies.66 They were asked to name which
communications objectives are facilitated through the appropriate situational use of

IMC PERSPECTIVE 6-4

Do Humorous Ads Wear Out Too Fast?
An issue of much concern to advertisers is the problem
of commercial wearout, or the tendency of a message
to lose its effectiveness when it is seen repeatedly.
Wearout may occur for several reasons. One is inatten-
tion; consumers may no longer attend to an ad after
several exposures, so the message loses its effective-
ness. Another reason is that consumers may become
annoyed at seeing an ad many times.

While wearout is a problem for any type of commer-
cial, some advertising experts argue that humorous
ads wear out much sooner than other formats because
once the viewer gets the joke, the ad becomes boring.
However, advocates of humor argue that ads filled with
yuks are effective longer because consumers can tol-
erate a well-executed humorous commercial again and
again.

So who is right? Well, a study conducted by
Research Systems Corp. concludes that neither view is
correct. Humorous ads wear out at the same rate as
other types of ads, whether the commercials include
comparative messages, celebrity spokespeople, or
other approaches. According to the study, the average
ad’s effectiveness wears out within eight weeks.

Not everyone agrees with this study. Another
research firm, Video Storyboard Tests, claims that
humorous ads lose their effectiveness faster than
other ads. Says the company’s president, “The first
time the ad is funny, the second time the ad is accept-
able, and the third time it is a bore.” 

While individual humorous ads may get old fast,
advertisers often get around this problem by using
humorous campaigns consisting of many different
commercials. For example, the Little Caesar’s pizza
chain, FedEx, Energizer batteries, Pepsi, and Anheuser-
Busch (Budweiser and Bud Light beer) have made

effective use of humor by constantly developing new
commercials and working them into the ad rotation.

One media consultant argues that it’s quite simple
to determine if a humorous spot or campaign is wear-
ing out. “If the viewers laugh with you, you can be in it
for the long haul. It’s when they laugh at you that
you’re in trouble.”

Sources: Dottie Enrico,“Humorous Touch Resonates with Consumers,”
USA Today, May 13, 1996,p.3B; Kevin Goldman,“Ever Hear the One
about the Funny Ad?” The Wall Street Journal, Nov.2,1993,p.B11.
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Figure 6-6 Summary of
top ad agency research and
creative directors’ opinions
regarding humor

• Humor does aid awareness and attention, which are the objectives best achieved by
its use.

• Humor may harm recall and comprehension in general.

• Humor may aid name and simple copy registration.

• Humor may harm complex copy registration.

• Humor may aid retention.

• Humor does not aid persuasion in general.

• Humor may aid persuasion to switch brands.

• Humor creates a positive mood that enhances persuasion.

• Humor does not aid source credibility.

• Humor is generally not very effective in bringing about action/sales. 

• Creatives are more positive on the use of humor to fulfill all the above objectives than
research directors are.

• Radio and TV are the best media in which to use humor; direct mail and newspapers
are least suited.

• Consumer nondurables and business services are best suited to humor; corporate
advertising and industrial products are least suited.

• Humor should be related to the product.

• Humor should not be used with sensitive goods or services.

• Audiences that are younger, better educated, upscale, male, and professional are best
suited to humor; older, less educated, and downscale groups are least suited to humor
appeals.

The final controllable variable of the communication process is the channel, or
medium, used to deliver the message to the target audience. While a variety of
methods are available to transmit marketing communications, as noted in Chapter
5 they can be classified into two broad categories, personal and nonpersonal media.

Personal versus Nonpersonal Channels
There are a number of basic differences between personal and nonpersonal communi-
cations channels. Information received from personal influence channels is generally
more persuasive than information received via the mass media. Reasons for the differ-
ences are summarized in the following comparison of advertising and personal selling:

From the standpoint of persuasion, a sales message is far more flexible, personal, and power-
ful than an advertisement. An advertisement is normally prepared by persons having minimal
personal contact with customers. The message is designed to appeal to a large number of per-
sons. By contrast, the message in a good sales presentation is not determined in advance. The
salesman has a tremendous store of knowledge about his product or service and selects appro-
priate items as the interview progresses. Thus, the salesman can adapt this to the thinking and
needs of the customer or prospect at the time of the sales call. Furthermore, as objections arise
and are voiced by the buyer, the salesman can treat the objections in an appropriate manner.
This is not possible in advertising.67

Effects of Alternative Mass Media
The various mass media that advertisers use to transmit their messages differ in many
ways, including the number and type of people they reach, costs, information process-
ing requirements, and qualitative factors. The mass media’s costs and efficiency in
exposing a target audience to a communication will be evaluated in Chapters 10
through 12. However, we should recognize differences in how information is
processed and how communications are influenced by context or environment.

Channel Factors

humor in terms of media, product, and audience factors. The general conclusions of
this study are shown in Figure 6-6.
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Differences in Information Processing There are basic differences in the
manner and rate at which information from various forms of media is transmitted and
can be processed. Information from ads in print media, such as newspapers, maga-
zines, or direct mail, is self-paced; readers process the ad at their own rate and can
study it as long as they desire. In contrast, information from the broadcast media of
radio and television is externally paced; the transmission rate is controlled by the
medium.

The difference in the processing rate for print and broadcast media has some obvi-
ous implications for advertisers. Self-paced print media make it easier for the message
recipient to process a long, complex message. Advertisers often use print ads when
they want to present a detailed message with a lot of information. Broadcast media are
more effective for transmitting shorter messages or, in the case of TV, presenting pic-
torial information along with words.

While there are limits to the length and complexity of broadcast messages, advertis-
ers can deal with this problem. One strategy is to use a radio or TV ad to get con-
sumers’ attention and direct them to specific print media for a more detailed message.
For example, home builders use radio ads to draw attention to new developments and
direct listeners to the real estate section of the newspaper for more details. Some
advertisers develop broadcast and print versions of the same message. The copy por-
tion is similar in both media, but the print ad can be processed at a rate comfortable to
the receiver.

Effects of Context and Environment
Interpretation of an advertising message can be influenced by the context or environ-
ment in which the ad appears. Communication theorist Marshall McLuhan’s thesis,
“The medium is the message,” implies that the medium communicates an image that is
independent of any message it contains.68 A qualitative media effect is the influence
the medium has on a message. The image of the media vehicle can affect reactions to
the message. For example, an ad for a high-quality men’s clothing line might have
more of an impact in a fashion magazine like GQ than in Sports Afield. Airlines, desti-
nation resorts, and travel-related services advertise in publications such as Travel &
Leisure partly because the articles, pictures, and other ads help to excite readers about
travel (Exhibit 6-16).

A media environment can also be created by the nature of the program in which a
commercial appears. One study found that consumers reacted more positively to com-
mercials seen during a happy TV program than a sad one.69 Advertisers pay premium
dollars to advertise on popular programs that create positive moods, like the Olympic
Games and Christmas specials. Conversely, advertisers tend to avoid programs that
create a negative mood among viewers or may be detrimental to the company or its
products. Many companies won’t advertise on programs with excessive violence or
sexual content. As a corporate policy, Coca-Cola never advertises on TV news pro-
grams because it thinks bad news is inconsistent with Coke’s image as an upbeat, fun
product. A study by Andrew Aylesworth and Scott MacKenzie found that commercials
placed in programs that induce negative moods are processed less systematically than
ads placed in programs that put viewers in positive moods.70 They suggest that media
buyers might be well advised to follow the conventional wisdom of placing their ads
during “feel-good” programming, especially if the message is intended to work
through a central route to persuasion. However, messages intended to operate through
a peripheral route to persuasion might be more effective if they are shown during more
negative programs, where presumably viewers will not analyze the ad in detail
because of their negative mood state.

Clutter
Another aspect of the media environment, which is important to advertisers, is the
problem of clutter, which has been defined as the amount of advertising in a
medium.71 However, for television, clutter is often viewed as including all the nonpro-
gram material that appears in the broadcast environment—commercials, promotional
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messages for shows, public service announcements (PSAs), and the like. Clutter is of
increasing concern to advertisers since there are so many messages in various media
competing for the consumer’s attention. Half of the average magazine’s pages contain
ads and in some publications the ratio of ads to editorial content is even higher. On
average, around a quarter of a broadcast hour on TV is devoted to commercials, while
most radio stations carry an average of 10 to 12 minutes of commercial time per hour.
The high level of advertising often annoys consumers and makes it difficult for ads to
communicate effectively.

Clutter has become a major concern among television advertisers as a result of
increases in nonprogram time and the trend toward shorter commercials. While the
30-second commercial replaced 60-second spots as the industry standard in the
1970s, many advertisers are now using 15-second spots. The advertising industry
continues to express concern over the highly cluttered viewing environment on TV,
as the amount of clutter increased as much as 30 percent during the 1990s. An
industry-sponsored study found that commercial clutter on the television broadcast
networks reached record levels during the 2001 season in some day parts such as
early morning, daytime, and local news.72 The amount of nonprogramming time
ranged from just over 16 minutes per hour during prime time to nearly 21 minutes
per hour in daytime. The study also found that clutter levels are even higher on
many cable networks and during syndicated programs. The problem is even greater
during popular shows, to which the networks add more commercials because they
can charge more. And, of course, advertisers and their agencies perpetuate the prob-
lem by pressuring the networks to squeeze their ads into top-rated shows with the
largest audiences. 

Advertisers and agencies want the networks to commit to a minimum amount of
program time and then manage the nonprogram portion however they see fit. If the
networks wanted to add more commercials, it would come out of their promos, PSAs,
or program credit time. The problem is not likely to go away, however, and advertisers
will continue to search for ways to break through the clutter, such as using humor,
celebrity spokespeople, or novel, creative approaches.73

Exhibit 6-16 Travel
& Leisure magazine
creates an excellent
reception environment
for travel-related ads
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Discussion Questions
1. The opening vignette discusses
how a number of companies are
using athletes with a “bad-boy”
image as endorsers for their
athletic shoes. Why do you think
companies such as Reebok, And 1,
and Pony use controversial
athletes such as Alan Iverson,
Latrell Sprewell, and Pete Rose as
their spokesperson? What risks
are they taking by using these ath-
letes to endorse their products?

2. Discuss how marketers could use
the persuasion matrix to plan their
communication programs. Choose a
print ad or TV commercial and use
the persuasion matrix to analyze
how it might influence consumers’
response processes.

3. What are the differences
between the source credibility
components of expertise and
trustworthiness? Provide an exam-
ple of an ad or other form of mar-
keting communications that uses
these source characteristics.

4. Discuss why companies might
use their founder, president or 
CEO as an advertising spokesper-
son. Discuss the pros and cons of
this practice for both major corpo-
rations and smaller companies,
such as a local retailer.

5. Discuss the ethics of celebrities
endorsing products in foreign
countries but not in the United
States to protect their image. Do

you think celebrities hurt their rep-
utations by endorsing products and
appearing in ads? Why or why not?

6. IMC Perspective 6-2 discusses
Dell Computer use of Steven “The
Dell Dude” as its advertising
spokesperson. Discuss why Steven
was such an effective spokes-
person for Dell. Why do you think
the company has decided to phase
him out of its advertising?

7. Find a celebrity who is currently
appearing in ads for a particular
company or brand and use
McCracken’s meaning transfer
model (shown in Figure 6-3) to ana-
lyze the use of the celebrity as a
spokesperson.

This chapter focused on the
controllable variables that are part
of the communication process—
source, message, and channel fac-
tors. Decisions regarding each of
these variables should consider
their impact on the various steps
of the response hierarchy the mes-
sage receiver passes through. The
persuasion matrix helps assess
the effect of controllable commu-
nication decisions on the
consumer’s response process.

Selection of the appropriate
source or communicator to deliver
a message is an important aspect
of communications strategy. Three
important attributes are source
credibility, attractiveness, and
power. Marketers enhance
message effectiveness by hiring
communicators who are experts in
a particular area and/or have a

trustworthy image. The use of
celebrities to deliver advertising
messages has become very popu-
lar; advertisers hope they will
catch the receivers’ attention and
influence their attitudes or behav-
ior through an identification
process. The chapter discusses the
meaning a celebrity brings to the
endorsement process and the
importance of matching the image
of the celebrity with that of the
company or brand.

The design of the advertising
message is a critical part of the
communication process. There are
various options regarding
message structure, including
order of presentation of message
arguments, conclusion drawing,
message sidedness, refutation,
and verbal versus visual traits. The
advantages and disadvantages of

different message appeal
strategies were considered, includ-
ing comparative messages and
emotional appeals such as fear and
humor.

Finally, the channel or medium
used to deliver the message was
considered. Differences between
personal and nonpersonal
channels of communication were
discussed. Alternative mass media
can have an effect on the commu-
nication process as a result of
information processing and quali-
tative factors. The context in which
an ad appears and the reception
environment are important factors
to consider in the selection of
mass media. Clutter has become a
serious problem for advertisers,
particularly on TV, where commer-
cials have become shorter and
more numerous.
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8. What is meant by one-sided ver-
sus two-sided messages? Discuss
some of the reasons marketers
may or may not want to use a two-
sided message.

9. Discuss the pros and cons of
using a comparative advertising
message. Find an example of a cur-

rent campaign where a marketer is
using a comparative ad and evalu-
ate the decision to do so.

10. Evaluate the pros and cons of
using humor as the basis for an
advertising campaign. Find an
example of an advertising cam-
paign that supports your argu-

ments for and against the use of
humor.

11. What is meant by a qualitative
media effect? Choose a specific
magazine and discuss the nature
of the media environment in that
publication.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To recognize the importance and value of 
setting specific objectives for advertising and
promotion.

2. To understand the role objectives play in the 
IMC planning process and the relationship of
promotional objectives to marketing objectives.

3. To know the differences between sales and 
communications objectives and the issues
regarding the use of each.

4. To recognize some problems marketers
encounter in setting objectives for their IMC 
programs.

5. To understand the process of budgeting for IMC.

6. To understand theoretical issues involved in 
budget setting.

7. To know various methods of budget setting.

Establishing Objectives 
and Budgeting for the
Promotional Program

7
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As you can imagine, marketers have probably

always wondered whether their advertising dol-

lars have an impact. This is particularly true now,

as advertising budgets are being slashed in virtu-

ally every industry due to the downturn in the

U.S. economy. Simply put, marketers want to

know whether it is worth advertising their brand,

and how much they should be spending if it is.

There are some out there who think that the

amount spent on media has little or no impact—

at least as it relates to consumers’ perceptions of

the brand’s quality. In a study commissioned by

Brandweek magazine, a Princeton-based research

company concluded: “Consumer opinions per-

taining to quality bear little correlation to the

amount of time and money companies spend

advertising their wares on Friends, FM radio or

Foxsports.com.” According to Total Research

Corp., none of the 10 brands most heavily adver-

tised in the United States were recognized as

among the top 100 “quality” brands—even

though they accounted for over $3.5 billion in

expenditures. On the other hand, the brands con-

sidered in the top 10 spent only approximately

$150 million. The top three media spenders—

McDonald’s, Burger King, and Circuit City—didn’t

make the top 100 list! (List numbers 1 to 3 were

Waterford Crystal, Craftsman tools, and the Dis-

covery Channel.)

When asked why this might be the case, some

consultants noted that advertising may be less

effective than initially thought or that it lacked

credibility in general. Others argued that adver-

tising is too weak to establish a brand and that

word of mouth or customer experience is far

more valuable in establishing quality.

But not everyone is ready to dismiss advertis-

ing as ineffective. Even those that conclude that

advertising is not effective in creating a quality

image are not yet ready to recommend that

companies stop advertising. They agree that

while advertising may be weak for this objec-

tive, it is (if well designed and placed) quite

effective, particularly when it comes to creating

awareness and reinforcing the product’s mes-

sage. Further, Robert Passikoff, president of the

Brand Keys consulting agency, notes that adver-

tising has different objectives depending on the

product category. He notes that “quality is less

important in hamburgers than in crystal” and if

the list was about fun, “Waterford would be

down at the bottom.”

Others agree with Passikoff, contending that

stressing quality may be only one objective of

advertising and that many companies do not use

Does It Really Matter What We Spend 
on Advertising?
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metrics to measure the ROI on advertising expendi-

tures or—if they do—use the wrong ones. The

result is that these expenditures are easy to cut,

even when they should not be. As noted by Keith

Woodward, VP of finance at General Mills, Inc.,

most managers want to see the direct returns to

volume or revenue, and “you can’t do that with

advertising.” He suggests the consideration of new

forms of metrics.

Woodward notes that brand value is important

but investments must consider other objectives as

well. Factors such as opportunity for growth, histor-

ical performance, growth versus the competition,

and previous advertising effectiveness metrics must

also be taken into consideration. Once the cam-

paign is launched, revenue, market data, and other

proprietary data are considered. Woodward notes

that while there is no absolute metric for advertis-

ing ROI, he feels that General Mills has some good

insights and that advertising does work.

Carol Gee of Du Pont (Lycra, Cordura, and other

brands) agrees. As global director of brands, Gee

notes that it is difficult to track the effectiveness of

advertising on the end consumer, “but if we just

advertised to our direct (OEM) customers we would

be a commodity overnight.” While most consul-

tants and experts agree that creating awareness

and reinforcing the brand’s image are both neces-

sary and measurable, most do not agree on what

other factors should be considered in computing

ROI. Brand revenues, sales, and even contributions

to stock values have been suggested—though there

are certainly some limitations to each.

For their part, advertising agencies are also

offering their opinions. In addition to awareness,

factors such as valuation, ability of the campaign

to differentiate the brand name, and other

“response components” are suggested. Getting

the ad to prompt the consumer to call a toll-free

number, visit a website, or request additional infor-

mation about the brand is also a valuable objec-

tive, they contend.

While the experts and consultants may disagree

as to the real value of advertising—and perhaps

even the real objectives—they do agree on a cou-

ple of things. First, it is hard to measure the direct

impact of advertising. Second, a variety of objec-

tives might be used in the evaluation process. And

third, so far as determining the ability of advertis-

ing to demonstrate positive ROI, we aren’t exactly

there yet.

Sources: Kris Frieswick, “New Brand Day,” CFO, November 2001,
pp. 97–99; Kenneth Hein, “Can’t Buy Me Love,” Brandweek,
June 4, 2001, pp. S20–S22.
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The lead-in to this chapter reports on an issue that has perplexed marketers seemingly
forever—what is the value of advertising? As you can see, there is no 100 percent
agreement on what the objectives of advertising are or if it works. As this chapter will
demonstrate, success can be measured by both marketing and communications objec-
tives. This chapter will examine how the goals for the integrated marketing communi-
cations program follow the company’s overall marketing strategy and how these goals
determine and are determined by the promotional budget.

Unfortunately, many companies have difficulty with the most critical step in the
promotional planning process—setting realistic objectives that will guide the develop-
ment of the IMC program. Complex marketing situations, conflicting perspectives
regarding what advertising and other promotional mix elements are expected to
accomplish, and uncertainty over resources make the setting of marketing communi-
cations objectives “a job of creating order out of chaos.”1 While the task of setting
objectives can be complex and difficult, it must be done properly, because specific
goals and objectives are the foundation on which all other promotional decisions are
made. Budgeting for advertising and other promotional areas, as well as creative and
media strategies and tactics, evolve from these objectives. They also provide a stan-
dard against which performance can be measured.

Setting specific objectives should be an integral part of the planning process. How-
ever, many companies either fail to use specific marketing communications objectives or
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set ones that are inadequate for guiding the development of the promotional plan or mea-
suring its effectiveness. Many marketers are uncertain as to what integrated marketing
communications should be expected to contribute to the marketing program. The goal of
their company’s advertising and promotional program is simple: to generate sales. They
fail to recognize the specific tasks that advertising and other promotional mix variables
must perform in preparing customers to buy a particular product or service.

As we know, advertising and promotion are not the only marketing activities
involved in generating sales. Moreover, it is not always possible or necessary to mea-
sure the effects of advertising in terms of sales. For example, the Toyota ad in Exhibit
7-1 is designed to promote the company’s concern for the environment.

Consider the State Farm ad shown in Exhibit 7-2. What objectives (other than gen-
erating sales) might the company have for this ad? How might its effectiveness be
measured?

This chapter examines the nature and purpose of objectives and the role they play in
guiding the development, implementation, and evaluation of an IMC program. Attention
is given to the various types of objectives appropriate for different situations. We will
also examine the budget-setting process and the interdependence of objective setting and
budgeting.

Exhibit 7-1 The objective of this ad is to demonstrate
Toyota’s concern for the environment

Exhibit 7-2 State Farm’s objectives for this ad may
be other than sales

Perhaps one reason many companies fail to set specific objectives
for their integrated marketing communications programs is that
they don’t recognize the value of doing so. Another may be dis-
agreement as to what the specific objectives should be. Advertising and promotional
objectives are needed for several reasons, including the functions they serve in com-
munications, planning and decision making, and measurement and evaluation.

Communications
Specific objectives for the IMC program facilitate coordination of the various groups
working on the campaign. Many people are involved in the planning and development

The Value of Objectives
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of an integrated marketing communications program on the client side as well as in the
various promotional agencies. The advertising and promotional program must be
coordinated within the company, inside the ad agency, and between the two. Any other
parties involved in the promotional campaign, such as public relations and/or sales
promotion firms, research specialists, or media buying services, must also know what
the company hopes to accomplish through its marketing communications program.
Many problems can be avoided if all parties have written, approved objectives to
guide their actions and serve as a common base for discussing issues related to the pro-
motional program.

Planning and Decision Making
Specific promotional objectives also guide development of the integrated marketing
communications plan. All phases of a firm’s promotional strategy should be based on
the established objectives, including budgeting, creative, and media decisions as well
as supportive programs such as direct marketing, public relations/publicity, sales pro-
motion, and/or reseller support.

Meaningful objectives can also be a useful guide for decision making. Promotional
planners are often faced with a number of strategic and tactical options in terms of
choosing creative options, selecting media, and allocating the budget among various
elements of the promotional mix. Choices should be made based on how well a partic-
ular strategy matches the firm’s promotional objectives.

Measurement and Evaluation of Results
An important reason for setting specific objectives is that they provide a benchmark
against which the success or failure of the promotional campaign can be measured.
Without specific objectives, it is extremely difficult to determine what the firm’s
advertising and promotion efforts accomplished. One characteristic of good objectives
is that they are measurable; they specify a method and criteria for determining how
well the promotional program is working. By setting specific and meaningful objec-
tives, the promotional planner provides a measure(s) that can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the marketing communications program. Most organizations are con-
cerned about the return on their promotional investment, and comparing actual perfor-
mance against measurable objectives is the best way to determine if the return justifies
the expense.
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Integrated marketing communica-
tions objectives should be based on a
thorough situation analysis that iden-

tifies the marketing and promotional issues facing the company or a brand. The situa-
tion analysis is the foundation on which marketing objectives are determined and the
marketing plan is developed. Promotional objectives evolve from the company’s over-
all marketing plan and are rooted in its marketing objectives. Advertising and promo-
tion objectives are not the same as marketing objectives (although many firms tend to
treat them as synonymous).

Marketing versus Communications Objectives
Marketing objectives are generally stated in the firm’s marketing plan and are state-
ments of what is to be accomplished by the overall marketing program within a given
time period. Marketing objectives are usually defined in terms of specific, measurable
outcomes such as sales volume, market share, profits, or return on investment. Good
marketing objectives are quantifiable; they delineate the target market and note the
time frame for accomplishing the goal (often one year). For example, a copy machine
company may have as its marketing objective “to increase sales by 10 percent in the
small-business segment of the market during the next 12 months.” To be effective,
objectives must also be realistic and attainable.

A company with a very high market share may seek to increase its sales volume by
stimulating growth in the product category. It might accomplish this by increasing
consumption by current users or encouraging nonusers to use the product. Some firms

Determining Promotional Objectives
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have as their marketing objectives expanding distribution and sales of their product in
certain market areas. Companies often have secondary marketing objectives that are
related to actions they must take to solve specific problems and thus achieve their pri-
mary objectives. IMC International Perspective 7-1 provides an example of how com-
panies invest to pursue multiple objectives.

Once the marketing communications manager has reviewed the marketing plan, he
or she should understand where the company hopes to go with its marketing program,

IMC INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 7-1

Video Games Attempt to Go Mainstream 
in the United States and Europe
In a market where many advertisers are slashing their
budgets,the video game industry is taking just the oppo-
site approach. The industry has unleashed a billion-dol-
lar bombardment of IMC communications designed to
make Mario the plumber and Munch the Gabit household
names as common as Harry Potter or Britney Spears.

The objective of the marketing blitz is to transform
the video game from a niche market to as common an
activity as watching television or going to the movies.
Sony (PlayStation2), Nintendo (GameCube), and
Microsoft (Xbox) have all recently redesigned their
video games in an attempt to penetrate as many living
rooms as possible while ushering in the next genera-
tion of digital entertainment.

While the immediate objective is to sell units, the
industry’s long-term goal is to change the image of the
products from a teenage game to family entertainment.
The products have become much more sophisticated
and have the added capabilities of playing DVD movies
and CDs and connecting to the Internet. And, while
growing the market is one goal, Sony and Nintendo are
also attempting to protect their market shares in the
$20 billion market from newcomer Microsoft.

The IMC programs will be as innovative as the prod-
ucts themselves. Traditional advertising media will play
a minimal role, while ad messages on soda bottles, in

fast-food restaurants, and on college campuses will be
commonplace. High-tech trucks and vans equipped with
games will tour the United States to allow trial. Nin-
tendo will host Gamecube parties throughout the coun-
try, while Sony will employ Britney Spears and Snoop
Dog at its events. Not to be outdone, Microsoft is tak-
ing its rigs on the road to 40 cities to throw “Xbox
Bashes.” In all, the companies will use multiple print
ads, street marketing teams, college marketing teams,
events, sponsorships, TV ads, and the Internet.

The budgets are outrageous as well! Consider that
Microsoft ($500 million worldwide) and Nintendo and
Sony ($250 million each in North America, and Nin-
tendo at total of $475 million worldwide) will spend
five times as much in 2002 as Coke did in 2001 to
advertise Coke and Diet Coke. Sega spent over $10 mil-
lion in the first quarter alone!

Meanwhile, the blitz is hitting Europe as well. The
first advertising by Microsoft broke during the
Olympic Games, followed by a larger TV campaign with
the product launch date in March. A direct-marketing
campaign followed, using a database supported by the
playmore.com website (fondly referred to as the com-
pany’s “brand experience” website) as well as 7,000
prelaunch demo units in department stores. Additional
brand advertising will also follow the introduction of
individual game releases.

The battle for brand share will be intense—maybe
more intense than the games themselves. For example,
Microsoft has already dubbed its positioning as “posi-
tive and inclusive,” as opposed to what it calls PlaySta-
tion2’s “dark and exclusive” strategy. Then again,
maybe PlayStation knows something. As noted by one
industry observer, “The industry has more casualties
than successes.”

Sources: Ravi Chandiramani, “Microsoft Xbox Adopts ‘Positive’
Brand Positioning,” Marketing, Jan. 24, 2002, p. 1; Kenneth Hein,
“Videogame Manufacturers See 0 Ceiling on Selling Season,”
Brandweek, Mar. 18, 2002, p. 13; Alex Pham and Greg Johnson, “Con-
sole Industry Taking the Game to a Different Level—Mainstream,”
Los Angeles Times, Sept. 10, 2001, p. C1.
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Sales-Oriented Objectives
To many managers, the only meaningful objective
for their promotional program is sales. They take the
position that the basic reason a firm spends money
on advertising and promotion is to sell its product or

service. Promotional spending represents an investment of a firm’s scarce resources
that requires an economic justification. Rational managers generally compare invest-
ment options on a common financial basis, such as return on investment (ROI). As
we’ll discuss later in this chapter, determining the specific return on advertising and
promotional dollars is often quite difficult (as seen in the chapter introduction). How-
ever, many managers believe that monies spent on advertising and other forms of pro-
motion should produce measurable results, such as increasing sales volume by a
certain percentage or dollar amount or increasing the brand’s market share. They
believe objectives (as well as the success or failure of the campaign) should be based
on the achievement of sales results. For example, two of the largest three oral care
manufacturers (Unilever and Colgate-Palmolive) recently joined Procter & Gamble in
the marketing of at-home tooth-whitening kits (Exhibit 7-3). Unilever spent $20 mil-
lion on Mentadent and Colgate allocated $60 million on Simply White in their product
launches. Colgate’s objective was to get $100 million in sales in the first year (the total
category sales are estimated at $300 million and growing). Mentadent focused on in-

Sales versus Communications
Objectives

how it intends to get there, and the role advertising and promotion will play. Market-
ing goals defined in terms of sales, profit, or market share increases are usually not
appropriate promotional objectives. They are objectives for the entire marketing pro-
gram, and achieving them depends on the proper coordination and execution of all the
marketing-mix elements, including not just promotion but product planning and pro-
duction, pricing, and distribution.

Integrated marketing communications objectives are statements of what various
aspects of the IMC program will accomplish. They should be based on the particular
communications tasks required to deliver the appropriate messages to the target audi-
ence. Managers must be able to translate general marketing goals into communica-
tions goals and specific promotional objectives. Some guidance in doing this may be
available from the marketing plan, as the situation analysis should provide important
information on

• The market segments the firm wants to target and the target audience
(demographics, psychographics, and purchase motives).

• The product and its main features, advantages, benefits, uses, and applications.

• The company’s and competitors’ brands (sales and market share in various
segments, positioning, competitive strategies, promotional expenditures, creative
and media strategies, and tactics).

• Ideas on how the brand should be positioned and specific behavioral responses
being sought (trial, repurchase, brand switching, and increased usage).

Sometimes companies do not have a formal marketing plan, and the information
needed may not be readily available. In this case, the promotional planner must
attempt to gather as much information as possible about the product and its markets
from sources both inside and outside the company.

After reviewing all the information, the promotional planner should see how inte-
grated marketing communications fits into the marketing program and what the firm
hopes to achieve through advertising and other promotional elements. The next step is
to set objectives in terms of specific communications goals or tasks.

Many promotional planners approach promotion from a communications perspec-
tive and believe the objective of advertising and other promotional mix elements is
usually to communicate information or a selling message about a product or service.
Other managers argue that sales or some related measure, such as market share, is the
only meaningful goal for advertising and promotion and should be the basis for setting
objectives. These two perspectives have been the topic of considerable debate and are
worth examining further.
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store efforts, promotions, ads in beauty magazines, and professional
outreach programs to gain its share of the market.2

As a result, they have increased their efforts to make agencies
more accountable for their performances. In turn, some agencies
have developed their own tools to attempt to provide more ROI
information in regard to how their integrated communications pro-
grams are performing. Grey Global Group, Interpublic Group, and 
J. Walter Thompson are just a few of the agencies that are boasting of
their ability to measure their client’s ROIs. McCann-Erickson’s
World Group Fusion 2.0 system has been adopted by many of its
clients including General Motors, Microsoft, and Pfizer.3

Some managers prefer sales-oriented objectives to make the indi-
viduals involved in advertising and promotion think in terms of how
the promotional program will influence sales. Or they may confuse
marketing objectives with advertising and promotional objectives.
For example, in recent years the major U.S. cereal manufacturers
have focused on goals designed to stimulate sales. When cereal sales
dropped in the mid-1990s, Post Cereals and General Mills both
slashed their prices in an attempt to increase sales. Kellogg immedi-
ately followed suit. Much of the money used to fund the price cuts
came from decreases in advertising and promotions spending. By the
end of 1998 an estimated $1.5 billion had been cut from advertising budgets. Yet sales
continued to fall, profits dropped, and still no brand-share gains were recorded. In
2002—a full six years after the initial cuts—cereal sales remain stagnant. Interest-
ingly, the few bright spots came from heavily advertised brands. Kellogg’s Smart Start
and Special K brands showed sales increases of 72 and 22 percent, respectively, in the
first quarter of 2002, when their advertising budgets were significantly increased.4 For
Kellogg and Post the goal was to increase sales and market share versus store brands.
This goal not only became the basis of the marketing plan but carried over as the pri-
mary objective of the promotional program. The success of the advertising and promo-
tional campaign is judged only by attainment of these goals.

Problems with Sales Objectives Given Kellogg’s and Post’s failures to
reverse their sales declines, does this mean the advertising and promotional program
was ineffective? Or does it mean the price cuts didn’t work? It might help to compare
this situation to a football game and think of advertising as a quarterback. The quarter-
back is one of the most important players on the team but can be effective only with
support from the other players. If the team loses, is it fair to blame the loss entirely on
the quarterback? Of course not. Just as the quarterback is but one of the players on the
football team, promotion is but one element of the marketing program, and there are
many other reasons why the targeted sales level was not reached. The quarterback can
lead his team to victory only if the linemen block, the receivers catch his passes, and
the running backs help the offense establish a balanced attack of running and passing.
Even if the quarterback plays an outstanding game, the team can still lose if the
defense gives up too many points.

In the business world, poor sales results can be due to any of the other marketing-
mix variables, including product design or quality, packaging, distribution, or pricing.
Advertising can make consumers aware of and interested in the brand, but it can’t
make them buy it, particularly if it is not readily available or is priced higher than a
competing brand. As shown in Figure 7-1, sales are a function of many factors, not just
advertising and promotion. There is an adage in marketing that states, “Nothing will
kill a poor product faster than good advertising.” Taken with the other factors shown
in Figure 7-1, this adage demonstrates that all the marketing elements must work
together if a successful plan is to be implemented.

Another problem with sales objectives is that the effects of advertising often occur
over an extended period. Many experts recognize that advertising has a lagged or
carryover effect; monies spent on advertising do not necessarily have an immediate
impact on sales.5 Advertising may create awareness, interest, and/or favorable atti-
tudes toward a brand, but these feelings will not result in an actual purchase until the
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Exhibit 7-3 Competition
in the tooth-whitening
market led to this
advertisement for
Whitestrips
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consumer enters the market for the product, which may occur later. A review of econo-
metric studies that examined the duration of cumulative advertising effects found that
for mature, frequently purchased, low-priced products, advertising’s effect on sales
lasts up to nine months.6 Models have been developed to account for the carryover
effect of advertising and to help determine the long-term effect of advertising on
sales.7 The carryover effect adds to the difficulty of determining the precise relation-
ship between advertising and sales.

Another problem with sales objectives is that they offer little guidance to those
responsible for planning and developing the promotional program. The creative and
media people working on the account need some direction as to the nature of the
advertising message the company hopes to communicate, the intended audience, and
the particular effect or response sought. As you will see shortly, communications
objectives are recommended because they provide operational guidelines for those
involved in planning, developing, and executing the advertising and promotional
program.

Where Sales Objectives Are Appropriate While there can be many
problems in attempting to use sales as objectives for a promotional campaign, there
are situations where sales objectives are appropriate. Certain types of promotion
efforts are direct action in nature; they attempt to induce an immediate behavioral

response from the prospective customer. A major objec-
tive of most sales promotion programs is to generate
short-term increases in sales. The “ads” in Exhibit 7-4
were part of BMW Group’s non-traditional integrated
marketing campaign that simultaneously relaunched the
MINI brand, introduced two new models; the MINI
Cooper and MINI Cooper S and established a new auto-
motive segment (MINI is the smallest car on the American
road) to the American public. Over 5.3 million Classic
Mini’s were sold worldwide from 1959–2000 but only
10,000 Classic Minis were sold in the US from
1960–1967. Over the years, MINI became a British auto-
motive icon, with milkmen, rock stars and royalty alike
behind the wheel. Since the SUV dominated the American
marketplace, the spirit of the MINI brand values and
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Advertising
and promotion

SALES

Product quality

The economy

Technology

Price

Competition

Distribution

Figure 7-1 Factors
influencing sales

Exhibit 7-4 MINI USA
used a non-traditional,
integrated campaign to
relaunch the MINI brand in
the US market
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extremely low brand awareness necessitated the development of a non-traditional
campaign that would uniquely position the MINI brand and break through the clut-
tered automotive advertising environment. In the pre-launch phase, MINIs were
stacked on top of SUVs that toured the country to bring attention to the brand. Then,
seats were removed from sports stadiums in Oakland, CA and New Orleans, and
MINIs were put on display at Major League Baseball and NFL football games. At
these events, wallet cards were handed out encouraging interested parties to visit the
MINIUSA.com website to create their own customized MINI and sign up to become a
“MINI Insider.” For launch, traditional media (magazine and out-of-home) was used
in non-traditional ways and complemented by extensive public relations activities.
The campaign yielded over 115,000 “MINI Insider” registrants on the website, and
record click-through rates on outbound email campaigns. Thousands of MINIs were
pre-ordered even before the car was available in dealer showrooms, putting MINI well
on track to reach its sales goal of 20,000 units.8

Direct-response advertising is one type of advertising that evaluates its effective-
ness on the basis of sales. Merchandise is advertised in material mailed to customers,
in newspapers and magazines, through the Internet, or on television. The consumer
purchases the merchandise by mail, on the Net, or by calling a toll-free number. The
direct-response advertiser generally sets objectives and measures success in terms of
the sales response generated by the ad. For example, objectives for and the evaluation
of a direct-response ad on TV are based on the number of orders received each time a
station broadcasts the commercial. Because advertising is really the only form of com-
munication and promotion used in this situation and response is generally immediate,
setting objectives in terms of sales is appropriate. The SkyTel interactive messaging
system shown in Exhibit 7-5 is an example of a product sold through direct-response
advertising.

Retail advertising, which accounts for a significant percentage of all advertising
expenditures, is another area where the advertiser often seeks a direct response, partic-
ularly when sales or special events are being promoted. The ad for Mattress Gallery’s
special purchase sale shown in Exhibit 7-6 is designed to attract consumers to stores
during the sales period (and to generate sales volume). Mattress Gallery’s manage-
ment can determine the effectiveness of its promotional effort by analyzing store traf-
fic and sales volume during sale days and comparing them to figures for nonsale days.
But retailers may also allocate advertising and promotional dollars to image-building
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Exhibit 7-5 Sales results are an
appropriate objective for direct-
response advertising

Exhibit 7-6 Retail ads often seek sales
objectives
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campaigns designed to create and enhance favorable perceptions of their stores. In this
case, sales-oriented objectives would not be appropriate; the effectiveness of the cam-
paign would be based on its ability to create or change consumers’ image of the store. 

Sales-oriented objectives are also used when advertising plays a dominant role in a
firm’s marketing program and other factors are relatively stable. For example, many
packaged-goods companies compete in mature markets with established channels of
distribution, stable competitive prices and promotional budgets, and products of simi-
lar quality. They view advertising and sales promotion as the key determinants of a
brand’s sales or market share, so it may be possible to isolate the effects of these pro-
motional mix variables.9 Many companies have accumulated enough market knowl-
edge with their advertising, sales promotion, and direct-marketing programs to have
considerable insight into the sales levels that should result from their promotional
efforts. Referring to the cereal companies, mentioned earlier, Jeff Montie, president of
Kellogg’s Morning Foods Division, now believes that it takes at least $20 million to
“do it right” in promoting a cereal brand.10 Thus, many companies believe it is reason-
able to set objectives and evaluate the success of their promotional efforts in terms of
sales results. Established brands are often repositioned (as discussed in Chapter 2)
with the goal of improving their sales or relative market share.

Advertising and promotional programs tend to be evaluated in terms of sales, par-
ticularly when expectations are not being met. Marketing and brand managers under
pressure to show sales results often take a short-term perspective in evaluating adver-
tising and sales promotion programs. They are often looking for a quick fix for declin-
ing sales or loss of market share. They ignore the pitfalls of making direct links
between advertising and sales, and campaigns, as well as ad agencies, may be changed
if sales expectations are not being met. As discussed in Chapter 3, many companies
want their agencies to accept incentive-based compensation systems tied to sales per-
formance. Thus, while sales may not be an appropriate objective in many advertising
and promotional situations, managers are inclined to keep a close eye on sales and
market share figures and make changes in the promotional program when these num-
bers become stagnant.

Communications Objectives
Some marketers do recognize the problems associated
with sales-oriented objectives. They recognize that the
primary role of an IMC program is to communicate and
that planning should be based on communications objec-
tives. Advertising and other promotional efforts are
designed to achieve such communications as brand
knowledge and interest, favorable attitudes and image,
and purchase intentions. Consumers are not expected to
respond immediately; rather, advertisers realize they
must provide relevant information and create favorable
predispositions toward the brand before purchase behav-
ior will occur.

For example, the ad for Hitachi in Exhibit 7-7 is
designed to inform consumers of the speed and reliability
of the company’s products and technologies. While there
is no call for immediate action, the ad creates favorable
impressions about the company by creating a distinct
image. Consumers will consider it when they enter the
market for products in this category.

Advocates of communications-based objectives gen-
erally use some form of the hierarchical models discussed
in Chapter 5 when setting advertising and promotion
objectives. In all these models, consumers pass through
three successive stages: cognitive, affective, and cona-
tive. As consumers proceed through the three stages, they
move closer to making a purchase. Figure 7-2 shows the
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Exhibit 7-7 Hitachi
creates an image of speed
and reliability
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various steps in the Lavidge and Steiner hierarchy of effects model as the consumer
moves from awareness to purchase, along with examples of types of promotion or
advertising relevant to each step.

Communications Effects Pyramid Advertising and promotion perform
communications tasks in the same way that a pyramid is built, by first accomplishing
lower-level objectives such as awareness and knowledge or comprehension.11 Subse-
quent tasks involve moving consumers who are aware of or knowledgeable about the
product or service to higher levels in the pyramid (Figure 7-3). The initial stages, at the
base of the pyramid, are easier to accomplish than those toward the top, such as trial
and repurchase or regular use. Thus, the percentage of prospective customers will
decline as they move up the pyramid. Figure 7-4 shows how a company introducing a
new brand of shampoo targeted at 18- to 34-year-old females might set its IMC objec-
tives using the communications effects pyramid.

The communications pyramid can also be used to determine promotional objectives
for an established brand. The promotional planner must determine where the target
audience lies with respect to the various blocks in the pyramid. If awareness levels for
a brand and knowledge of its features and benefits are low, the communications objec-
tive should be to increase them. If these blocks of the pyramid are already in place, but
liking or preference is low, the advertising goal may be to change the target markets’
image of the brand and move consumers through to purchase.

Problems with Communications Objectives Not all marketing and
advertising managers accept communications objectives; some say it is too difficult to
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Movement
toward

purchase

PurchaseConative
The realm of motives.
Ads stimulate or direct 
desires.

Example of types of
promotion or advertising
relevant to various steps

Awareness

KnowledgeCognitive
The realm of thoughts.
Ads provide information 
and facts.

Liking

PreferenceAffective
The realm of emotions.
Ads change attitudes 
and feelings.

Conviction

Point-of-purchase
Retail store ads
Deals
“Last-chance” offers
Price appeals
Testimonials

Teaser campaigns

Announcements
Descriptive copy
Classified ads
Slogans
Jingles
Skywriting

“Image” copy
Status, glamour appeals

Competitive ads
Argumentative copy

Figure 7-2 Effect of
advertising on consumers:
movement from awareness
to action
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translate a sales goal into a specific communications objective. But at some point a sales
goal must be transformed into a communications objective. If the marketing plan for an
established brand has as an objective of increasing sales by 10 percent, the promotional
planner will eventually have to think in terms of the message that will be communicated
to the target audience to achieve this. Possible objectives include the following:

• Increasing the percentage of consumers in the target market who associate
specific features, benefits, or advantages with our brand.

• Increasing the number of consumers in the target audience who prefer our prod-
uct over the competition’s.

• Encouraging current users of the product to use it more frequently or in more 
situations.

• Encouraging consumers who have never used our brand to try it.
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90% Awareness

70% Knowledge / comprehension

40% Liking

25% Preference

20% Trial

5%
Repurchase/
regular use

Figure 7-3
Communications effects
pyramid

Figure 7-4 Setting
objectives using the
communications effects
pyramid

Product: Backstage Shampoo

Time period: Six months

Objective 1: Create awareness among 90 percent of target audience. Use repeti-
tive advertising in newspapers, magazines, TV and radio programs. Simple message.

Objective 2: Create interest in the brand among 70 percent of target audience.
Communicate information about the features and benefits of the brand—i.e., that it
contains no soap and improves the texture of the hair. Use more copy in ads to convey
benefits.

Objective 3: Create positive feelings about the brand among 40 percent and
preference among 25 percent of the target audience. Create favorable attitudes by
conveying information, promotions, sampling, etc. Refer consumer to website for more
information, beauty tips, etc.

Objective 4: Obtain trial among 20 percent of the target audience. Use sampling
and cents-off coupons along with advertising and promotions. Offer coupons through
website.

Objective 5: Develop and maintain regular use of Backstage Shampoo among 5
percent of the target audience. Use continued-reinforcement advertising, fewer
coupons and promotions. Increase communications efforts to professionals.
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In some situations, promotional planners may gain insight into communications
objectives’ relationship to sales from industry research. Evalucom, Inc., conducted a
study of commercials for new products. Some succeeded in stimulating anticipated
levels of sales; others did not. Figure 7-5 shows four factors the study identified that
affect whether a commercial for a new product is successful in generating sales.

In attempting to translate sales goals into specific communications objectives,
promotional planners often are not sure what constitutes adequate levels of aware-
ness, knowledge, liking, preference, or conviction. There are no formulas to provide
this information. The promotional manager will have to use his or her personal
experience and that of the brand or product managers, as well as the marketing his-
tory of this and similar brands. Average scores on various communications mea-
sures for this and similar products should be considered, along with the levels
achieved by competitors’ products. This information can be related to the amount of
money and time spent building these levels as well as the resulting sales or market
share figures.

At some point, sales-oriented objectives must be translated into what the company
hopes to communicate and to whom it hopes to communicate it. For example, in the
highly competitive office supply industry Boise Cascade has been around for over 35
years. In a market where differentiation is difficult to achieve due to the fact that
many companies make the same products at about equal prices, Boise lacked person-
ality. The company needed to change the consumers’ focus from price to the advan-
tages provided by its knowledge and experience in the industry. After identifying the
target market as women 18 to 54 with a high school diploma, the company combined
with its agency to develop a “personality test” that customers and potential cus-
tomers could take to learn more about their personalities and interactive styles. In
addition, participants could learn more about the styles of coworkers, relatives, and
so on, to improve communications. The “You’ve Got to Have Personality” campaign
was designed in an attempt to have participants learn more about themselves as well
as Boise Cascade. Initially using advertising, direct mail, the Internet, and sales pro-
motions, the program was later extended to include trade shows and other promo-
tions. The results were obvious—a 30 percent increase in web traffic and a 250
percent jump in visitors to the company’s online magazine. Most important, recogni-
tion of the Boise name increased, a personality was established, and sales of the
products promoted in the “Personality” flyer increased 15.8 percent over the previ-
ous year.12

Many marketing and promotional managers recognize the value of setting specific
communications objectives and their important role as operational guidelines to the
planning, execution, and evaluation of the promotional program. Communications
objectives are the criteria used in the DAGMAR approach to setting advertising goals
and objectives, which has become one of the most influential approaches to the adver-
tising planning process.
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Figure 7-5 Factors related
to success of advertising for
new products

• Communicating that something is different about the product. Successful intro-
ductory commercials communicated some point of difference for the new product.

• Positioning the brand difference in relation to the product category. Successful
commercials positioned their brand’s difference within a specific product category. For
example, a new breakfast product was positioned as the “crispiest cereal” and a new
beverage as the “smoothest soft drink.”

• Communicating that the product difference is beneficial to consumers. Nearly
all of the successful commercials linked a benefit directly to the new product’s 
difference.

• Supporting the idea that something about the product is different and/or
beneficial to consumers. All the successful commercials communicated support for
the product’s difference claim or its relevance to consumers. Support took the form of
demonstrations of performance, information supporting a uniqueness claim, endorse-
ments, or testimonials.
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In 1961, Russell Colley prepared a report for the Association of
National Advertisers titled Defining Advertising Goals for Mea-
sured Advertising Results (DAGMAR).13 In it, Colley developed a
model for setting advertising objectives and measuring the results
of an ad campaign. The major thesis of the DAGMAR model is

that communications effects are the logical basis for advertising goals and objectives
against which success or failure should be measured. Colley’s rationale for communi-
cations-based objectives was as follows:

Advertising’s job, purely and simply, is to communicate to a defined audience information and
a frame of mind that stimulates action. Advertising succeeds or fails depending on how well it
communicates the desired information and attitudes to the right people at the right time and at
the right cost.14

Under the DAGMAR approach, an advertising goal involves a communications
task that is specific and measurable. A communications task, as opposed to a market-
ing task, can be performed by, and attributed to, advertising rather than to a combina-
tion of several marketing factors. Colley proposed that the communications task be
based on a hierarchical model of the communications process with four stages:

• Awareness—making the consumer aware of the existence of the brand or
company.

• Comprehension—developing an understanding of what the product is and what it
will do for the consumer.

• Conviction—developing a mental disposition in the consumer to buy the product.

• Action—getting the consumer to purchase the product.

As discussed earlier, other hierarchical models of advertising effects can be used as
a basis for analyzing the communications response process. Some advertising theo-
rists prefer the Lavidge and Steiner hierarchy of effects model, since it is more specific
and provides a better way to establish and measure results.15

While the hierarchical model of advertising effects was the basic model of the com-
munications response process used in DAGMAR, Colley also studied other specific
tasks that advertising might be expected to perform in leading to the ultimate objective
of a sale. He developed a checklist of 52 advertising tasks to characterize the contribu-
tion of advertising and serve as a starting point for establishing objectives.

Characteristics of Objectives
A second major contribution of DAGMAR to the advertising planning process was its
definition of what constitutes a good objective. Colley argued that advertising objec-
tives should be stated in terms of concrete and measurable communications tasks,
specify a target audience, indicate a benchmark starting point and the degree of change
sought, and specify a time period for accomplishing the objective(s).

Concrete, Measurable Tasks The communications task specified in the
objective should be a precise statement of what appeal or message the advertiser wants
to communicate to the target audience. Advertisers generally use a copy platform to
describe their basic message. The objective or copy platform statement should be spe-
cific and clear enough to guide the creative specialists who develop the advertising
message. For example, Foster’s Beer, after a successful introduction, saw sales decline
significantly. Knowing that to reverse the downward trend something significant had
to be done, Fosters developed an entirely new positioning campaign with the follow-
ing objectives:

• Strengthen the brand’s image

• Maximize brand presence

• Broaden the market base beyond traditional import beer drinkers

• Increase sales

DAGMAR: An Approach 
to Setting Objectives
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Using a variety of tools including billboards, videos, point-of-sale promotions, and
spot television (Exhibit 7-8), the program doubled its unaided awareness scores,
tripled trial, and increased brand awareness by 40 percent. In addition, beer sales dou-
bled in test markets, and overall beer sales increased by 12.1 percent in the first year of
the campaign.16

According to DAGMAR, the objective must also be measurable. There must be a
way to determine whether the intended message has been communicated properly. For
example Midwest Express measured its communications objective by asking airline
travelers whether they thought Midwest’s airfares were higher than those of compet-
ing airlines.

Target Audience Another important characteristic of good objectives is a well-
defined target audience. The primary target audience for a company’s product or ser-
vice is described in the situation analysis. It may be based on descriptive variables
such as geography, demographics, and psychographics (on which advertising media
selection decisions are based) as well as on behavioral variables such as usage rate or
benefits sought. Figure 7-6 demonstrates the objective-setting process involved in the
launch of the new Subaru Outback. Notice how specifically the target audience was
defined. 207
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Exhibit 7-8 Foster’s Beer
delivers a very successful
new campaign

Figure 7-6 Subaru
Outback Objective Setting

Target Market: Male, 35–55, married, household income $55,000+, active lifestyle

Positioning: Carlike qualities without sacrificing SUV qualities

Objectives: Convince SUV buyers to consider the Outback rather than SUV under
consideration; generate high awareness, generate high numbers of
showroom visits, avoid discounts, generate high sales volume, attract at
least 50% of sales from those intending to buy Ford, Chevy, or Jeep

Budget: $17 million

Media: Advertising:

TV: Prime-time programs, local news and sports

Cable TV: National Geographic Explorer, Discovery, Learning
Channel

Print: Backpacker, Outside, National Geographic, Smithsonian

Support Media: Outdoor and POP

Public Relations: Press kits and PR campaign

Direct Marketing: Prospective buyers; dealers

Results: Recall increased from 33 to 38% in first 60 days; 50% by completion of
campaign

Dealer traffic increased by 15 to 20%

Sales were highest in 9 years—four times projections; 55% from non-
Subaru owners; top three models traded in: Jeep Grand Cherokee, Ford
Explorer, Chevy Blazer
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Benchmark and Degree of Change Sought To set objectives, one must
know the target audience’s present status concerning response hierarchy variables
such as awareness, knowledge, image, attitudes, and intentions and then determine the
degree to which consumers must be changed by the advertising campaign. Determin-
ing the target market’s present position regarding the various response stages requires
benchmark measures. Often a marketing research study must be conducted to deter-
mine prevailing levels of the response hierarchy. In the case of a new product or ser-
vice, the starting conditions are generally at or near zero for all the variables, so no
initial research is needed.

Establishing benchmark measures gives the promotional planner a basis for deter-
mining what communications tasks need to be accomplished and for specifying partic-
ular objectives. For example, a preliminary study for a brand may reveal that
awareness is high but consumer perceptions and attitudes are negative. The objective
for the advertising campaign must then be to change the target audience’s perceptions
of and attitudes toward the brand. In the case of Outback, the objectives were to gener-
ate high levels of awareness, given that existing levels were so low.

Quantitative benchmarks are not only valuable in establishing communications
goals and objectives but essential for determining whether the campaign was success-
ful. Objectives provide the standard against which the success or failure of a campaign
is measured. An ad campaign that results in a 90 percent awareness level for a brand
among its target audience cannot really be judged effective unless one knows what
percentage of the consumers were aware of the brand before the campaign began. A 70
percent precampaign awareness level would lead to a different interpretation of the
campaign’s success than would a 30 percent level.

Specified Time Period A final consideration in setting advertising objectives
is specifying the time period in which they must be accomplished. Appropriate time
periods can range from a few days to a year or more. Most ad campaigns specify time
periods from a few months to a year, depending on the situation facing the advertiser
and the type of response being sought. For example, awareness levels for a brand can
be created or increased fairly quickly through an intensive media schedule of wide-
spread, repetitive advertising to the target audience. Repositioning of a product
requires a change in consumers’ perceptions and takes much more time. The reposi-
tioning of Marlboro cigarettes from a feminine brand to one with a masculine image,
for instance, took several years.

Assessment of DAGMAR
The DAGMAR approach to setting objectives has had considerable influence on the
advertising planning process. Many promotional planners use this model as a basis
for setting objectives and assessing the effectiveness of their promotional campaigns.
DAGMAR also focused advertisers’ attention on the value of using communications-
based rather than sales-based objectives to measure advertising effectiveness and
encouraged the measurement of stages in the response hierarchy to assess a cam-
paign’s impact. Colley’s work has led to improvements in the advertising and promo-
tional planning process by providing a better understanding of the goals and
objectives toward which planners’ efforts should be directed. This usually results in
less subjectivity and leads to better communication and relationships between client
and agency.

Criticisms of DAGMAR While DAGMAR has contributed to the advertising
planning process, it has not been totally accepted by everyone in the advertising field.
A number of problems have led to questions regarding its value as a planning tool:17

• Problems with the response hierarchy. A major criticism of the DAGMAR approach
is its reliance on the hierarchy of effects model. The fact that consumers do not always
go through this sequence of communications effects before making a purchase has
been recognized, and alternative response models have been developed.18 DAGMAR
MOD II recognizes that the appropriate response model depends on the situation and
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emphasizes identifying the sequence of decision-making steps that apply in a buying
situation.19

• Sales objectives. Another objection to DAGMAR comes from those who argue that
the only relevant measure of advertising objectives is sales. They have little tolerance
for ad campaigns that achieve communications objectives but fail to increase sales.
Advertising is seen as effective only if it induces consumers to make a purchase.20

The problems with this logic were addressed in our discussion of communications
objectives.

• Practicality and costs. Another criticism of DAGMAR concerns the difficulties
involved in implementing it. Money must be spent on research to establish
quantitative benchmarks and measure changes in the response hierarchy. This is
costly and time-consuming and can lead to considerable disagreement over method,
criteria, measures, and so forth. Many critics argue that DAGMAR is practical only
for large companies with big advertising and research budgets. Many firms do not
want to spend the money needed to use DAGMAR effectively.

• Inhibition of creativity. A final criticism of DAGMAR is that it inhibits advertising
creativity by imposing too much structure on the people responsible for developing the
advertising. Many creative personnel think the DAGMAR approach is too concerned
with quantitative assessment of a campaign’s impact on awareness, brandname recall,
or specific persuasion measures. The emphasis is on passing the numbers test rather
than developing a message that is truly creative and contributes to brand equity.
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Although the DAGMAR model suggests a logical
process for advertising and promotion planning,
most advertisers and their agencies fail to follow
these basic principles. They fail to set specific objectives for their campaigns and/or do
not have the proper evidence to determine the success of their promotional programs.
A classic study conducted by Stewart H. Britt examined problems with how advertis-
ers set objectives and measure their accomplishment.21 The study showed that most
advertising agencies did not state appropriate objectives for determining success and
thus could not demonstrate whether a supposedly successful campaign was really a
success. Even though these campaigns may have been doing something right, they
generally did not know what it was.

Although this study was conducted in 1969, the same problems exist in advertising
today. A more recent study examined the advertising practices of business-to-business
marketers to determine whether their ads used advertising objectives that met Colley’s
four DAGMAR criteria.22 Entries from the annual Business/Professional Advertising
Association Gold Key Awards competition, which solicits the best marketing commu-
nications efforts from business-to-business advertisers, were evaluated with respect to
their campaigns’ objectives and summaries of results. Most of these advertisers did not
set concrete advertising objectives, specify objective tasks, measure results in terms of
stages of a hierarchy of effects, or match objectives to evaluation measures. The
authors concluded: “Advertising practitioners have only partially adopted the con-
cepts and standards of objective setting and evaluation set forth 25 years ago.”23

Improving Promotional Planners’ Use of Objectives
As we have seen, it is important that advertisers and their agencies pay close attention
to the objectives they set for their campaigns. They should strive to set specific and
measurable objectives that not only guide promotional planning and decision making
but also can be used as a standard for evaluating performance. Unfortunately, many
companies do not set appropriate objectives for their integrated marketing communi-
cations programs.

Many companies fail to set appropriate objectives because top management has
only an abstract idea of what the firm’s IMC program is supposed to be doing. In a
study by the American Business Press that measured the attitudes of chairs, presidents,
and other senior managers of business-to-business advertising companies, more than
half of the 427 respondents said they did not know whether their advertising was

Problems in Setting Objectives
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working and less than 10 percent thought it was working well.24 This study showed
overwhelmingly that top management did not even know what the company’s adver-
tising was supposed to do, much less how to measure it.

Few firms will set objectives that meet all the criteria set forth in DAGMAR. How-
ever, promotional planners should set objectives that are specific and measurable and
go beyond basic sales goals. Even if specific communications response elements are
not always measured, meeting the other criteria will sharpen the focus and improve the
quality of the IMC planning process.

Setting Objectives for the IMC Program
One reason so much attention is given to advertising objectives is that for many com-
panies advertising has traditionally been the major way of communicating with target
audiences. Other promotional mix elements such as sales promotion, direct market-
ing, and publicity are used intermittently to support and complement the advertising
program.

Another reason is that traditional advertising-based views of marketing communi-
cations planning, such as DAGMAR, have dominated the field for so long. These
approaches are based on a hierarchical response model and consider how marketers
can develop and disseminate advertising messages to move consumers along an
effects path. This approach, shown in Figure 7-7, is what professor Don Schultz calls
inside-out planning. He says, “It focuses on what the marketer wants to say, when the
marketer wants to say it, about things the marketer believes are important about his or
her brand, and in the media forms the marketer wants to use.”25

Schultz advocates an outside-in planning process for IMC that starts with the cus-
tomer and builds backward to the brand. This means that promotional planners study
the various media customers and prospects use, when the marketer’s messages might
be most relevant to customers, and when they are likely to be most receptive to the
message.

A similar approach is suggested by Professor Tom Duncan, who argues that IMC
should use zero-based communications planning, which involves determining what
tasks need to be done and which marketing communications functions should be used
and to what extent.26 This approach focuses on the task to be done and searches for the
best ideas and media to accomplish it. Duncan notes that as with a traditional advertis-
ing campaign, the basis of an IMC campaign is a big idea. However, in IMC the big
idea can be public relations, direct response, packaging, or sales promotion. Duncan
suggests that an effective IMC program should lead with the marketing communica-
tions function that most effectively addresses the company’s main problem or oppor-
tunity and should use a promotional mix that draws on the strengths of whichever
communications functions relate best to the particular situation.

Many of the considerations for determining advertising objectives are relevant to
setting goals for other elements of the integrated marketing communications program.
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Figure 7-7 Traditional
advertising-based view of
marketing communications
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The promotional planner should determine what role vari-
ous sales promotion techniques, publicity and public rela-
tions, direct marketing, and personal selling will play in
the overall marketing program and how they will interact
with advertising as well as with one another.

For example, the marketing communications program
for the San Diego Zoological Society has a number of
objectives. First, it must provide funding for the society’s
programs and maintain a large and powerful base of sup-
porters for financial and political strength. The program
must educate the public about the society’s various pro-
grams and maintain a favorable image on a local, regional,
national, and even international level. A major objective
of the IMC program is drawing visitors to the two attrac-
tions (Exhibit 7-9).

To achieve these objectives, the San Diego Zoological Society and its advertising
agency developed an IMC program. As can be seen in Figure 7-8, this program
employed a variety of integrated marketing communication tools. When setting objec-
tives for these promotional elements, planners must consider what the firm hopes to
communicate through the use of this element, among what target audience, and during
what time period. As with advertising, results should be measured and evaluated
against the original objectives, and attempts should be made to isolate the effects of
each promotional element. Objectives for marketing communications elements other
than advertising are discussed more thoroughly in Part Five of the text.
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If you take a minute to look back at Figure 1-4 on page
26, you will see that while the arrows from the review of
the marketing plan and the promotional situation analysis
to analysis of the communications process are unidirec-
tional, the flow between the communications analysis
and budget determination is a two-way interaction. What this means is that while
establishing objectives is an important part of the planning process, the limitations of
the budget are important too. No organization has an unlimited budget, so objectives
must be set with the budget in mind.

Often when we think of promotional expenditures of firms, we think only about
the huge amounts being spent. We don’t usually take the time to think about how
these monies are being allocated and about the recipients of these dollars. The bud-
geting decisions have a significant impact not only on the firm itself but also on
numerous others involved either directly or indirectly. The remainder of this chapter
provides insight into some underlying theory with respect to budget setting, discusses
how companies budget for promotional efforts, and demonstrates the inherent
strengths and weaknesses associated with these approaches. Essentially, we focus on
two primary budgeting decisions: establishing a budget amount and allocating the
budget.

Establishing the Budget
The size of a firm’s advertising and promotions budget can vary from a few thousand
dollars to more than a billion. When companies like Ford, Procter & Gamble, and
General Motors spend over 2 billion dollars per year to promote their products, they
expect such expenditures to accomplish their stated objectives. The budget decision is
no less critical to a firm spending only a few thousand dollars; its ultimate success or
failure may depend on the monies spent. One of the most critical decisions facing the
marketing manager is how much to spend on the promotional effort.

Unfortunately, many managers fail to realize the value of advertising and promo-
tion. They treat the communications budget as an expense rather than an investment.
Instead of viewing the dollars spent as contributing to additional sales and market
share, they see budget expenses as cutting into profits. As a result, when times get
tough, the advertising and promotional budget is the first to be cut—even though there

Establishing and Allocating 
the Promotional Budget

Exhibit 7-9 The San
Diego Zoo attempts to
attract visitors through
advertising
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Advertising
Objectives: Drive attendance to Zoo and Wild Animal Park. Uphold image and educate target audience and inform them of new attractions 

and special events and promotions.

Audience: Members and nonmembers of Zoological Society. Households in primary and secondary geographic markets consisting of San 

Diego County and 5 other counties in southern California. Tertiary markets of 7 western states. Tourist and group sales markets.

Timing: As allowed and determined by budget. Mostly timed to coincide with promotional efforts.

Tools/media: Television, radio, newspaper, magazines, direct mail, outdoor, tourist media (television and magazine).

Public Relations
Objectives: Inform, educate, create, and maintain image for Zoological Society and major attractions; reinforce advertising message.

Audience: From local to international, depending on subject, scope, and timing.

Timing: Ongoing, although often timed to coincide with promotions and other special events. Spur-of-the-moment animal news and 

information such as acquisitions, births, etc.

Tools/media: Coverage by major news media, articles in local, regional, national and international newspapers, magazines and other 

publications such as visitors’ guides, tour books and guides, appearances by Zoo spokesperson Joanne Embery on talk shows 

(such as “The Tonight Show”).

Sales Promotions
Objectives: Use price, product, and other variables to drive attendance when it might not otherwise come.

Audience: Targeted, depending on co-op partner, mostly to southern California market.

Timing: To fit needs of Zoo and Wild Animal Park and cosponsoring partner.

Tools/media: Coupons, sweepstakes, tours, broadcast tradeouts, direct mail: statement stuffers, fliers, postcards.

Cause Marketing/Corporate Sponsorships/Events Underwriting
Objectives: To provide funding for Zoological Society programs and promote special programs and events done in cooperation with 

corporate sponsor. Must be win-win business partnership for Society and partner.

Audience: Supporters of both the Zoological Society and the corporate or product/service partner.

Timing: Coincides with needs of both partners, and seasonal attendance generation needs of Zoo and Wild Animal Park.

Tools: May involve advertising, publicity, discount co-op promotions, ticket trades, hospitality centers. Exposure is directly proportional

to amount of underwriting by corporate sponsor, both in scope and duration.

Group Sales
Objectives: Maximize group traffic and revenue by selling group tours to Zoo and Wild Animal Park.

Audience: Conventions, incentive groups, bus tours, associations, youth, scouts, schools, camps, seniors, clubs, military, organizations,

domestic and foreign travel groups.

Timing: Targeted to drive attendance in peak seasons or at most probable times such as convention season.

Tools: Travel and tourism trade shows, telemarketing, direct mail, trade publication advertising.

Internet
Objectives: Provide information regarding the zoo, programs, memberships and public relations activities.

Audience: All audiences interested in acquiring more information about the zoo.

Timing: Ongoing, updated frequently over time.

Tools: Website, including videos, shop zoo and zoo calendar.

Direct Marketing
Objectives: Maintain large powerful base of supporters for financial and political strength.

Audience: Local, regional, national and international. Includes children’s program (Koala Club), seniors (60+), couples, single memberships,

and incremental donor levels.

Timing: Ongoing, year-round promotion of memberships.

Tools: Direct mail and on-grounds visibility.

Figure 7-8 The San Diego Zoo sets objectives for various promotional elements
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is strong evidence that exactly the opposite should occur,
as Exhibit 7-10 argues. Moreover, the decision is not a
one-time responsibility. A new budget is formulated
every year, each time a new product is introduced, or
when either internal or external factors necessitate a
change to maintain competitiveness.

While it is one of the most critical decisions, budget-
ing has perhaps been the most resistant to change. A com-
parison of advertising and promotional texts over the past
10 years would reveal the same methods for establishing
budgets. The theoretical basis for this process remains
rooted in economic theory and marginal analysis.
(Advertisers also use an approach based on contribution
margin—the difference between the total revenue gener-
ated by a brand and its total variable costs. But, as Robert
Steiner says, marginal analysis and contribution margin
are essentially synonymous terms.)27 We begin our dis-
cussion of budgeting with an examination of these theo-
retical approaches.

Theoretical Issues in Budget Setting Most
of the models used to establish advertising budgets can be
categorized as taking an economic or a sales response 
perspective.

Marginal Analysis Figure 7-9 graphically represents
the concept of marginal analysis. As advertising/promo-
tional expenditures increase, sales and gross margins also
increase to a point, but then they level off. Profits are
shown to be a result of the gross margin minus advertising
expenditures. Using this theory to establish its budget, a
firm would continue to spend advertising/promotional dol-
lars as long as the marginal revenues created by these expenditures exceeded the incre-
mental advertising/promotional costs. As shown on the graph, the optimal expenditure
level is the point where marginal costs equal the marginal revenues they generate (point
A). If the sum of the advertising/promotional expenditures exceeded the revenues they
generated, one would conclude the appropriations were too high and scale down the
budget. If revenues were higher, a higher budget might be in order. (We will see later in
this chapter that this approach can also be applied to the allocation decision.)

While marginal analysis seems logical intuitively, certain weaknesses limit its use-
fulness. These weaknesses include the assumptions that (1) sales are a direct result of
advertising and promotional expenditures and this effect can be measured and (2)
advertising and promotion are solely responsible for sales. Let us examine each of
these assumptions in more detail.
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Exhibit 7-10 The AAAA
promotes the continued use
of advertising in a recession

Sales ($)

A

Fixed
cost of 
advertising

f(A) = Sales

A = Advertising/promotions
      expenditures
Mf(A) = Gross margin

Advertising/
promotions ($)

P = Mf(A) – A = Profit

Figure 7-9 Marginal
analysis
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1. Assumption that sales are a direct measure of advertising and promotions efforts.
Earlier in this chapter we discussed the fact that the advertiser needs to set communi-
cations objectives that contribute to accomplishing overall marketing objectives but at
the same time are separate. One reason for this strategy is that it is often difficult, if
not impossible, to demonstrate the effects of advertising and promotions on sales. In
studies using sales as a direct measure, it has been almost impossible to establish the
contribution of advertising and promotion. As noted by Frank Bass, “There is no more
difficult, complex, or controversial problem in marketing than measuring the
influence of advertising on sales.”28 In the words of David Aaker and James Carman,
“Looking for the relationship between advertising and sales is somewhat worse than
looking for a needle in a haystack.”29 Thus, to try to show that the size of the budget
will directly affect sales of the product is misleading. A more logical approach would
be to examine the impact of various budgets on the attainment of communications
objectives.

As we saw in the discussion of communications objectives, sales are not the only
goal of the promotional effort. Awareness, interest, attitude change, and other commu-
nications objectives are often sought, and while the bottom line may be to sell the
product, these objectives may serve as the basis on which the promotional program is
developed.

2. Assumption that sales are determined solely by advertising and promotion. This
assumption ignores the remaining elements of the marketing mix—price, product, and
distribution—which do contribute to a company’s success. Environmental factors
may also affect the promotional program, leading the marketing manager to assume
the advertising was or was not effective when some other factor may have helped or
hindered the accomplishment of the desired objectives.

Overall, you can see that while the economic approach to the budgeting process is a
logical one, the difficulties associated with determining the effects of the promotional
effort on sales and revenues limit its applicability. Marginal analysis is seldom used as
a basis for budgeting (except for direct-response advertising).

Sales Response Models You may have wondered why the sales curve in Figure 
7-9 shows sales leveling off even though advertising and promotions efforts continue
to increase. The relationship between advertising and sales has been the topic of much
research and discussion designed to determine the shape of the response curve.

Almost all advertisers subscribe to one of two models of the advertising/sales
response function: the concave-downward function or the S-shaped response curve.

• The concave-downward function. After reviewing more than 100 studies of the
effects of advertising on sales, Julian Simon and Johan Arndt concluded that the
effects of advertising budgets follow the microeconomic law of diminishing returns.30

That is, as the amount of advertising increases, its incremental value decreases. The
logic is that those with the greatest potential to buy will likely act on the first (or earli-
est) exposures, while those less likely to buy are not likely to change as a result of the
advertising. For those who may be potential buyers, each additional ad will supply lit-
tle or no new information that will affect their decision. Thus, according to the
concave-downward function model, the effects of advertising quickly begin to
diminish, as shown in Figure 7-10A. Budgeting under this model suggests that fewer
advertising dollars may be needed to create the optimal influence on sales.

• The S-shaped response function. Many advertising managers assume the S-shaped
response curve (Figure 7-10B), which projects an S-shaped response function to the
budget outlay (again measured in sales). Initial outlays of the advertising budget have
little impact (as indicated by the essentially flat sales curve in range A). After a certain
budget level has been reached (the beginning of range B), advertising and
promotional efforts begin to have an effect, as additional increments of expenditures
result in increased sales. This incremental gain continues only to a point, however,
because at the beginning of range C additional expenditures begin to return little or
nothing in the way of sales. This model suggests a small advertising budget is likely to
have no impact beyond the sales that may have been generated through other means
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(for example, word of mouth). At the other extreme, more does not necessarily mean
better: Additional dollars spent beyond range B have no additional impact on sales
and for the most part can be considered wasted. As with marginal analysis, one would
attempt to operate at that point on the curve in area B where the maximum return for
the money is attained.

Weaknesses in these sales response models render them of limited use to practition-
ers for direct applications. Many of the problems seen earlier—the use of sales as a
dependent variable, measurement problems, and so on—limit the usefulness of these
models. At the same time, keep in mind the purpose of discussing such models. Even
though marginal analysis and the sales response curves may not apply directly, they
give managers some insight into a theoretical basis of how the budgeting process
should work. Some empirical evidence indicates the models may have validity. One
study, based on industry experience, has provided support for the S-shaped response
curve; the results indicate that a minimum amount of advertising dollars must be spent
before there is a noticeable effect on sales.31

The studies discussed in earlier chapters on learning and the hierarchy of effects
also demonstrate the importance of repetition on gaining awareness and on subse-
quent higher-order objectives such as adoption. Thus, while these models may not
provide a tool for setting the advertising and promotional budget directly, we can use
them to guide our appropriations strategy from a theoretical basis. As
you will see later in this chapter, such a theoretical basis has advantages
over many of the methods currently being used for budget setting and
allocation.

Additional Factors in Budget Setting While the theoretical
bases just discussed should be considered in establishing the budget
appropriation, a number of other issues must also be considered. A weak-
ness in attempting to use sales as a direct measure of response to advertis-
ing is that various situational factors may have an effect. In one
comprehensive study, 20 variables were shown to affect the
advertising/sales ratio. Figure 7-11 lists these factors and their relation-
ships.32 For a product characterized by emotional buying motives, hidden
product qualities, and/or a strong basis for differentiation, advertising
would have a noticeable impact on sales (see Exhibit 7-11). Products
characterized as large-dollar purchases and those in the maturity or
decline stages of the product would be less likely to benefit. The study
showed that other factors involving the market, customer, costs, and
strategies employed have different effects.

The results of this study are interesting but limited, since they relate
primarily to the percentage of sales dollars allocated to advertising and
the factors influencing these ratios. As we will see later in this chapter,
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A. The Concave-Downward 
Response Curve

B. The S-Shaped Response Function

Incremental
sales

Incremental
sales

Advertising expenditures Advertising expenditures

Range A Range B Range C

Figure 7-10 Advertising sales/response functions

Exhibit 7-11 A strong
basis for differentiation
could show a noticeable
effect of advertising on sales 
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Figure 7-11 Factors influencing advertising budgets

Relationship of Relationship of 
Factor Advertising/Sales Factor Advertising/Sales

Product Factors Customer Factors

Basis for differentiation + Industrial products users —

Hidden product qualities + Concentration of users +

Emotional buying motives + Strategy Factors

Durability — Regional markets —

Large dollar purchase — Early stage of brand life cycle +

Purchase frequency Curvilinear High margins in channels —

Market Factors Long channels of distribution +

Stage of product life cycle: High prices +

Introductory + High quality +

Growth + Cost Factors

Maturity — High profit margins +

Decline —

Inelastic demand +

Market share —

Competition:

Active +

Concentrated +

Pioneer in market —

Note: + relationship means the factor leads to a positive effect of advertising on sales; — relationship indicates little or no effect of advertising on sales.

Figure 7-12 Factors con-
sidered in budget setting

Changes in advertising strategy and/or creative approach 51%

Competitive activity and/or spending levels 47

Profit contribution goal or other financial target 43

Level of previous year’s spending, with adjustment 17

Senior management dollar allocation or set limit 11

Volume share projections 8

Projections/assumptions on media cost increases 25

Modifications in media strategy and/or buying techniques 17

the percentage-of-sales method of budgeting has inherent weaknesses in that the
advertising and sales effects may be reversed. So we cannot be sure whether the situa-
tion actually led to the advertising/sales relationship or vice versa. Thus, while these
factors should be considered in the budget appropriation decision, they should not be
the sole determinants of where and when to increase or decrease expenditures.

The Advertising Age Editorial Sounding Board consists of 92 executives of the top
200 advertising companies in the United States (representing the client side) and 130
executives of the 200 largest advertising agencies and 11 advertising consultants (rep-
resenting the agency side). A survey of the board yielded the factors shown in Figure 
7-12 that are important in budget setting. 

Overall, the responses of these two groups reflect in part their perceptions as to fac-
tors of importance in how budgets are set. To understand the differences in the relative
importance of these factors, it is important to understand the approaches currently
employed in budget setting. The next section examines these approaches.
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Budgeting Approaches
The theoretical approaches to establishing the promotional budget are seldom
employed. In smaller firms, they may never be used. Instead, a number of methods
developed through practice and experience are implemented. This section reviews
some of the more traditional methods of setting budgets and the relative advantages
and disadvantages of each. First, you must understand two things: (1) Many firms
employ more than one method, and (2) budgeting approaches vary according to the
size and sophistication of the firm.

Top-Down Approaches The approaches discussed in this section may be
referred to as top-down approaches because a budgetary amount is established (usu-
ally at an executive level) and then the monies are passed down to the various depart-
ments (as shown in Figure 7-13). These budgets are essentially predetermined and have
no true theoretical basis. Top-down methods include the affordable method, arbitrary
allocation, percentage of sales, competitive parity, and return on investment (ROI).

The Affordable Method In the affordable method (often referred to as the “all-
you-can-afford method”), the firm determines the amount to be spent in various areas
such as production and operations. Then it allocates what’s left to advertising and pro-
motion, considering this to be the amount it can afford. The task to be performed by
the advertising/promotions function is not considered, and the likelihood of under- or
overspending is high, as no guidelines for measuring the effects of various budgets are
established.

Strange as it may seem, this approach is common among small firms. Unfortu-
nately, it is also used in large firms, particularly those that are not marketing-driven
and do not understand the role of advertising and promotion. For example, many high-
tech firms focus on new product development and engineering and assume that the
product, if good enough, will sell itself. In these companies, little money may be left
for performing the advertising and promotions tasks.

The logic for this approach stems from “We can’t be hurt with this method” think-
ing. That is, if we know what we can afford and we do not exceed it, we will not get
into financial problems. While this may be true in a strictly accounting sense, it does
not reflect sound managerial decision making from a marketing perspective. Often this
method does not allocate enough money to get the product off the ground and into the
market. In terms of the S-shaped sales response model, the firm is operating in range
A. Or the firm may be spending more than necessary, operating in range C. When the
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Top management sets
the spending limit

Top-Down Budgeting

Promotion budget set to stay
within spending limit

Promotion objectives are set

Bottom-Up Budgeting

Activities needed to achieve
objectives are planned

Costs of promotion activities
are budgeted

Total promotion budget is
approved by top management

Figure 7-13 Top-down
versus bottom-up
approaches to budget
setting
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market gets tough and sales and/or profits begin to fall, this method is likely to lead to
budget cuts at a time when the budget should be increased.

Arbitrary Allocation Perhaps an even weaker method than the affordable method
for establishing a budget is arbitrary allocation, in which virtually no theoretical
basis is considered and the budgetary amount is often set by fiat. That is, the budget is
determined by management solely on the basis of what is felt to be necessary. In a dis-
cussion of how managers set advertising budgets, Melvin Salveson reported that these
decisions may reflect “as much upon the managers’ psychological profile as they do
economic criteria.”33 While Salveson was referring to larger corporations, the
approach is no less common in small firms and nonprofit organizations.

The arbitrary allocation approach has no obvious advantages. No systematic think-
ing has occurred, no objectives have been budgeted for, and the concept and purpose
of advertising and promotion have been largely ignored. Other than the fact that the
manager believes some monies must be spent on advertising and promotion and then
picks a number, there is no good explanation why this approach continues to be used.
Yet budgets continue to be set this way, and our purpose in discussing this method is to
point out only that it is used—not recommended.

Percentage of Sales Perhaps the most commonly used method for budget setting
(particularly in large firms) is the percentage-of-sales method, in which the advertis-
ing and promotions budget is based on sales of the product. Management determines
the amount by either (1) taking a percentage of the sales dollars or (2) assigning a fixed
amount of the unit product cost to promotion and multiplying this amount by the num-
ber of units sold. These two methods are shown in Figure 7-14.

A variation on the percentage-of-sales method uses a percentage of projected
future sales as a base. This method also uses either a straight percentage of projected
sales or a unit cost projection. In the straight-percentage method, sales are projected
for the coming year based on the marketing manager’s estimates. The budget is a per-
centage of these sales, often an industry standard percentage like those presented in
Figure 7-15.

One advantage of using future sales as a base is that the budget is not based on last
year’s sales. As the market changes, management must factor the effect of these
changes on sales into next year’s forecast rather than relying on past data. The result-
ing budget is more likely to reflect current conditions and be more appropriate.

Figure 7-15 reveals that the percentage allocated varies from one industry to the
next. Some firms budget a very small percentage (for example, 0.7 percent in lumber
and wood products), and others spend a much higher proportional amount (12.0 per-
cent in the games and toy industry). Actual dollar amounts spent vary markedly
according to the company’s total sales figure. Thus, a smaller percentage of sales in the
construction machinery industry may actually result in significantly more advertising
dollars being spent.

Proponents of the percentage-of-sales method cite a number of advantages. It is
financially safe and keeps ad spending within reasonable limits, as it bases spending
on the past year’s sales or what the firm expects to sell in the upcoming year. Thus,
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Figure 7-14 Alternative
methods for computing per-
centage of sales for Eve
Cologne

Method 1: Straight Percentage of Sales

2002 Total dollar sales $1,000,000

Straight % of sales at 10% $100,000

2003 Advertising budget $100,000

Method 2: Percentage of Unit Cost

2002 Cost per bottle to manufacturer $4.00

Unit cost allocated to advertising 1.00

2003 Forecasted sales, 100,000 units

2003 Advertising budget (100,000 × $1) $100,000
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Figure 7-15 2001 advertising-to-sales ratios for the 200 largest ad-spending industries

Ad Dollars

As % As % Annual Ad 
SIC of of Growth

Industry Code Sales Margin Rate

Accident & health insurance 6321 0.9% 10.6% 11.3%

Advertising 7310 4.5 10.6 30.8

Agricultural chemicals 2870 8.1 25.8 16.6

Agriculture production—crops 100 2.1 8.2 3.0

Air courier services 4513 1.5 12.2 56.7

Air transport, scheduled 4512 1.2 7.8 2.7

Air cond., heating, refrig. equipment 3585 1.4 5.3 6.1

Amusement & recreation svcs 7900 5.1 20.9 23.1

Apparel & other finished products 2300 5.5 15.3 1.6

Apparel and accessory stores 5600 6.3 14.2 9.6

Auto and home supply stores 5531 1.1 2.7 8.1

Auto dealers, gas stations 5500 1.7 10.1 29.6

Auto rent & lease, no drivers 7510 2.7 6.0 14.4

Bakery products 2050 1.4 2.7 5.0

Beverage 2080 7.4 12.1 –6.4

Biological pds, except diagnostics 2836 2.4 5.2 10.2

Blankbooks, binders, bookbind 2780 4.2 7.1 –0.4

Bldg matl, hardwr, garden-retl 5200 2.6 6.8 5.9

Books: pubg, pubg & printing 2731 8.5 19.0 5.4

Btld & can soft drinks, water 2086 5.3 10.9 11.7

Business services, nec 7389 0.5 1.6 5.6

Cable and other pay TV svcs 4841 1.3 2.8 –1.6

Can, frozn, presrv fruit & veg 2030 4.7 10.7 5.0

Catalog, mail-order houses 5961 8.4 27.8 10.6

Chemicals & allied products 2800 1.9 4.4 1.7

Cigarettes 2111 3.9 6.8 –8.7

Cmp and cmp software stores 5734 1.1 7.2 –2.2

Cmp integrated sys design 7373 0.7 2.4 7.6

Cmp processing, data prep svc 7374 1.1 2.4 3.2

Cmp programming, data process 7370 6.8 16.7 5.3

Communications equip, nec 3669 1.3 3.4 5.3

Communications services, nec 4899 3.4 6.0 29.4

Computer & office equipment 3570 1.6 5.3 1.8

Computer communication equip 3576 2.7 4.5 15.1

Computer peripheral equip. nec 3577 2.2 4.6 7.7

Computer storage devices 3572 1.8 6.1 12.7

Computers & software-whsl 5045 0.3 3.8 13.1

Construction machinery & equip 3531 0.5 1.4 7.9

Construction-special trade 1700 3.2 8.4 10.6

Convenience stores 5412 1.2 3.0 –5.3

Convrt papr, paprbrd, except boxes 2670 3.8 8.0 4.8

Cookies and crackers 2052 3.5 6.2 10.0

Cutlery, hand tools, gen hrdwr 3420 11.8 24.1 10.6

Dairy products 2020 0.9 34.5 20.7

Dental equipment & supplies 3843 1.6 2.9 9.1

Department stores 5311 3.7 13.0 5.3

Distilled and blended liquor 2085 4.3 33.1 10.8

Dolls and stuffed toys 3942 15.2 29.5 11.2

Drawng, insulatng nonfer wire 3357 0.8 2.0 2.2

Drug & proprietary stores 5912 0.9 3.2 18.2

Ad Dollars

As % As % Annual Ad 
SIC of of Growth

Industry Code Sales Margin Rate

Drugs and proprietary-whsl 5122 2.6% 28.9% 11.6%

Eating and drinking places 5810 3.8 27.9 5.7

Eating places 5812 4.2 16.4 6.6

Educational services 6200 4.2 10.2 9.3

Elec meas & test instruments 3825 2.9 6.1 7.2

Electr, oth elec eq, ex cmp 3600 1.3 5.3 –5.7

Electric housewares and fans 3634 6.4 18.3 6.9

Electric lighting, wiring eq 3640 1.9 5.0 1.5

Electrical indi apparatus 3620 2.3 6.7 8.0

Electromedical apparatus 3845 1.3 2.1 10.1

Electronic comp, accessories 3670 2.2 5.4 1.6

Electronic computers 3571 1.5 4.4 10.5

Engines and turbines 3510 2.4 8.2 9.5

Engr, acct, research, mgmt. rel svcs 8700 1.7 5.7 22.2

Equip rental & leasing, nec 7359 2.0 3.4 9.4

Fabricated plate work 3443 2.7 13.8 12.9

Fabricated rubber products, nec 3060 1.8 5.8 11.7

Family clothing stores 5651 3.7 10.0 14.1

Farm machinery and equipment 3523 1.1 3.8 4.6

Food and kindred products 2000 10.2 24.0 –0.4

Food stores 5400 4.0 12.6 15.2

Footwear, except rubber 3140 4.5 11.2 10.1

Furniture stores 5712 6.9 17.4 9.4

Games, toys, chld. veh, except dolls 3944 12.0 21.1 4.3

General indi mach & equip, nec 3569 0.9 2.3 13.9

Grain mill products 2040 7.5 15.0 –5.6

Greeting cards 2771 3.5 5.1 1.5

Groceries & related products-whsl 5140 2.2 14.7 5.5

Grocery stores 5411 1.1 3.8 8.6

Hardwr, plumb, heat equip-whsl 5070 4.1 27.5 9.6

Health services 8000 8.7 21.1 20.8

Heating equip, plumbing fixture 3430 6.6 15.4 –11.8

Help supply services 7363 0.8 3.8 19.5

Hobby, toy and games shops 5945 3.0 11.3 1.0

Home furniture & equip store 5700 3.0 7.3 10.3

Hospital & medical svc plans 6324 0.4 2.6 10.2

Hotels and motels 7011 2.7 11.4 –1.8

Household appliances 3630 3.0 10.3 6.0

Household audio & video equip 3651 4.2 12.3 8.8

Household furniture 2510 7.6 24.0 12.6

Ice cream & frozen desserts 2024 2.0 7.6 –6.6

In vitro, in vivo diagnostics 2835 1.1 2.6 –6.9

Indi inorganic chemicals 2810 1.1 2.6 3.2

Indi trucks, tractors, trailers 3537 1.7 7.0 6.6

Industrial measurement instr 3823 0.8 1.8 7.7

Industrial organic chemicals 2860 1.1 3.2 –3.1

Investment advice 6282 5.4 16.1 10.5

Jewelry stores 5944 4.6 10.3 9.4

Knit outerwear mills 2253 2.9 10.4 3.5

Knitting mills 2250 3.6 12.5 –2.5
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Figure 7-15 Concluded

Ad Dollars

As % As % Annual Ad 
SIC of of Growth

Industry Code Sales Margin Rate

Lab analytical instruments 3826 1.7% 3.2% 11.6%

Leather and leather products 3100 8.8 15.5 12.2

Lumber & oth bldg matl-retl 5211 0.7 2.3 8.4

Malt beverages 2082 7.5 16.2 –1.5

Management services 8741 1.0 6.6 10.0

Manifold business forms 2761 9.7 26.5 7.5

Meat-packing plants 2011 7.8 26.0 7.2

Membership sport & rec clubs 7997 5.6 13.5 –2.5

Men’s, boys’ frnsh, work clthng 2320 3.0 7.0 11.6

Metal forgings and stampings 3460 1.7 8.1 47.5

Metalworking machinery & equip 3540 4.5 11.5 1.7

Millwork, veneer, plywood 2430 3.5 9.9 12.8

Misc amusement & rec service 7990 3.7 8.9 18.0

Misc business services 7380 1.3 2.4 12.4

Misc durable goods-whsl 5090 3.5 14.5 25.6

Misc elec machy, equip, supplies 3690 4.2 12.3 4.4

Misc fabricated textile products 2390 1.0 3.8 14.4

Misc food preps, kindred products 2090 3.0 7.7 17.8

Misc furniture and fixtures 2590 2.3 6.4 10.2

Misc general mdse stores 5399 4.5 19.5 –4.5

Misc manufacturing industries 3990 4.2 7.9 9.7

Misc nondurable goods-whsl 5190 0.5 2.3 –17.9

Misc shopping goods stores 5940 3.2 11.0 12.7

Misc transportation equip 3790 5.3 17.3 3.0

Miscellaneous publishing 2741 27.1 41.0 18.2

Miscellaneous retail 5900 0.7 2.3 0.4

Mortgage bankers & loan corr 6162 4.9 10.5 16.7

Motion pict, videotape prodtn 7812 8.0 25.4 2.8

Motion pict, videotape distr 7822 5.6 14.3 –1.3

Motion picture theaters 7830 2.8 15.8 10.4

Motor veh supply, new pts-whsl 5013 0.4 1.5 –1.7

Motor vehicle part, accessory 3714 0.9 3.3 10.9

Motor vehicles & car bodies 3711 2.7 10.9 6.8

Motorcycles, bicycles & parts 3751 1.7 4.9 9.6

Motors and generators 3621 0.9 3.2 6.4

Newspaper: pubg, pubg & print 2711 2.2 5.0 2.5

Office furniture, except wood 2522 1.0 2.5 16.2

Operative builders 1531 1.0 8.1 11.9

Ophthalmic goods 3851 7.8 11.4 16.4

Ordnance and accessories 3480 2.1 7.2 2.2

Ortho, prosth, surg appl, supply 3842 2.1 3.8 4.1

Paints, varnishes, lacquers 2851 3.1 7.3 11.1

Paper & paper products-whsl 5110 0.4 1.9 12.1

Paper mills 2621 1.8 4.3 –1.4

Patent owners and lessors 6794 7.5 11.8 –34.3

Pens, pencils, oth artist matl 3950 8.1 19.3 –0.2

Perfume, cosmetic, toilet prep 2844 11.9 19.0 4.8

Periodical: pubg, pubg & print 2721 6.0 12.6 6.5

Personal credit institutions 6141 2.5 5.0 25.3

Personal services 7200 2.4 7.1 6.1

Ad Dollars

As % As % Annual Ad 
SIC of of Growth

Industry Code Sales Margin Rate

Petroleum refining 2911 0.7% 3.4% 2.8%

Pharmaceutical preparation 2834 5.8 8.2 3.1

Phone comm except radiotelephone 4813 3.0 6.5 9.9

Phono records, audiotape, disk 3652 13.4 37.8 15.1

Photographic equip & supply 3861 4.3 8.7 –1.5

Plastics products, nec 3089 5.1 15.0 5.7

Plastics, resins, elastomers 2821 0.5 1.8 –31.1

Poultry slaughter & process 2015 3.4 18.4 9.4

Prefab wood bldgs, components 2452 1.8 6.1 22.3

Prepackaged software 7372 3.7 5.1 12.2

Prof & coml eq & supply-whsl 5040 1.3 3.8 8.7

Racing, incl track operations 7948 2.5 5.8 14.0

Radio broadcasting stations 4832 6.3 18.6 31.1

Radio, TV broadcast, comm equip 3663 0.4 1.2 8.1

Radio, TV, cons electr stores 5731 3.9 15.5 6.8

Radiotelephone communication 4812 4.6 8.4 21.9

Real estate dealers 6532 3.9 5.4 17.2

Real estate investment trust 6798 3.8 12.2 30.6

Record and tape stores 5735 1.4 3.7 7.0

Refrig & service ind machine 3580 2.0 6.4 12.9

Retail stores, nec 5990 3.7 9.9 15.1

Rubber and plastics footwear 3021 10.4 27.8 12.5

Scrap & waste materials-whsl 5093 4.7 48.5 28.1

Security brokers & dealers 6211 1.1 1.8 9.1

Semiconductor, related device 3674 3.2 5.6 14.9

Shoe stores 5661 3.0 7.8 8.4

Soap, detergent, toilet preps 2840 10.7 21.9 4.4

Spec outpatient facility, nec 8093 0.9 2.7 17.6

Special clean, polish props 2842 12.8 22.1 7.9

Special industry machinery 3550 2.1 6.0 9.6

Special industry machy, nec 3559 1.2 2.9 2.7

Sporting & athletic gds, nec 3949 5.6 14.8 13.9

Steel works & blast furnaces 3312 1.9 21.0 17.0

Structural clay products 3250 2.7 5.9 10.2

Subdivide, dev, except cemetery 6552 6.9 20.2 8.8

Sugar & confectionery prods 2060 12.7 32.6 3.8

Surgical, med instr, apparatus 3841 1.7 2.6 12.2

Tele & telegraph apparatus 3661 1.0 2.8 –2.2

TV broadcast station 4833 5.6 13.8 12.8

Tires and inner tubes 3011 1.8 5.8 2.0

Tobacco products 2100 3.9 5.7 7.2

Trucking, courier svc, except air 4210 0.6 9.9 10.7

Variety stores 5331 1.1 5.0 4.7

Watches, clocks and parts 3873 13.7 23.3 17.4

Water transportation 4400 7.3 18.5 15.6

Wine, brandy & brandy spirits 2084 11.3 19.2 10.5

Wmns, miss, chld, infnt undgrmt 2340 5.4 15.0 9.4

Women’s clothing stores 5621 4.7 12.3 6.8

Women’s, misses, jrs outerwear 2330 3.7 12.6 7.5

Wood hshld furn, except upholsrd 2511 3.5 11.6 7.4
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Figure 7-16 Investments
pay off in later years
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there will be sufficient monies to cover this budget, with increases in sales leading to
budget increases and sales decreases resulting in advertising decreases. The percent-
age-of-sales method is simple, straightforward, and easy to implement. Regardless of
which basis—past or future sales—is employed, the calculations used to arrive at a
budget are not difficult. Finally, this budgeting approach is generally stable. While the
budget may vary with increases and decreases in sales, as long as these changes are
not drastic the manager will have a reasonable idea of the parameters of the budget.

At the same time, the percentage-of-sales method has some serious disadvantages,
including the basic premise on which the budget is established: sales. Letting the level
of sales determine the amount of advertising and promotions dollars to be spent
reverses the cause-and-effect relationship between advertising and sales. It treats
advertising as an expense associated with making a sale rather than an investment. As
shown in Figure 7-16, companies that consider promotional expenditures an invest-
ment reap the rewards.

A second problem with this approach was actually cited as an advantage earlier: sta-
bility. Proponents say that if all firms use a similar percentage, that will bring stability
to the marketplace. But what happens if someone varies from this standard percentage?
The problem is that this method does not allow for changes in strategy either internally
or from competitors. An aggressive firm may wish to allocate more monies to the
advertising and promotions budget, a strategy that is not possible with a percentage-of-
sales method unless the manager is willing to deviate from industry standards.

The percentage-of-sales method of budgeting may result in severe misappropriation
of funds. If advertising and promotion have a role to perform in marketing a product,
then allocating more monies to advertising will, as shown in the S-shaped curve, gener-
ate incremental sales (to a point). If products with low sales have smaller promotion
budgets, this will hinder sales progress. At the other extreme, very successful products
may have excess budgets, some of which may be better appropriated elsewhere.

The percentage-of-sales method is also difficult to employ for new product intro-
ductions. If no sales histories are available, there is no basis for establishing the bud-
get. Projections of future sales may be difficult, particularly if the product is highly
innovative and/or has fluctuating sales patterns.

Finally, if the budget is contingent on sales, decreases in sales will lead to decreases in
budgets when they most need to be increased. Continuing to cut the advertising and pro-
motion budgets may just add impetus to the downward sales trend. On the other hand,
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some of the more successful companies have allocated additional funds during hard
times or downturns in the cycle of sales. Companies that maintain or increase their ad
expenditures during recessions achieve increased visibility and higher growth in both
sales and market share (compared to those that reduce advertising outlays). For example,
Sunkist can attribute at least some of its success in maintaining its strong image to the
fact that it has maintained consistent levels of advertising expenditures over 80 years,
despite recessions.34 IMC Perspective 7-2 discusses this issue in more detail.

While the percentage-of-future-sales method has been proposed as a remedy for
some of the problems discussed here, the reality is that problems with forecasting,
cyclical growth, and uncontrollable factors limit its effectiveness.

Competitive Parity If you asked marketing managers if they ever set their advertis-
ing and promotions budgets on the basis of what their competitors allocate, they would
probably deny it. Yet if you examined the advertising expenditures of these compa-
nies, both as a percentage of sales and in respect to the media where they are allocated,
you would see little variation in the percentage-of-sales figures for firms within a
given industry. Such results do not happen by chance alone. Companies that provide
competitive advertising information, trade associations, and other advertising industry
periodicals are sources for competitors’ expenditures. Larger corporations often sub-
scribe to services such as Competitive Media Reporting, which estimates the top 1,000
companies’ advertising in 10 media and in total. Smaller companies often use a clip-
ping service, which clips competitors’ ads from local print media, allowing the com-
pany to work backward to determine the cumulative costs of the ads placed.

In the competitive parity method, managers establish budget amounts by match-
ing the competition’s percentage-of-sales expenditures. The argument is that setting
budgets in this fashion takes advantage of the collective wisdom of the industry. It also
takes the competition into consideration, which leads to stability in the marketplace by
minimizing marketing warfare. If companies know that competitors are unlikely to
match their increases in promotional spending, they are less likely to take an aggres-
sive posture to attempt to gain market share. This minimizes unusual or unrealistic ad
expenditures.

The competitive parity method has a number of disadvantages, however. For one, it
ignores the fact that advertising and promotions are designed to accomplish specific
objectives by addressing certain problems and opportunities. Second, it assumes that
because firms have similar expenditures, their programs will be equally effective. This
assumption ignores the contributions of creative executions and/or media allocations,
as well as the success or failure of various promotions. Further, it ignores possible
advantages of the firm itself; some companies simply make better products than others.

Also, there is no guarantee that competitors will continue to pursue their existing
strategies. Since competitive parity figures are determined by examination of competi-
tors’ previous years’ promotional expenditures (short of corporate espionage), changes
in market emphasis and/or spending may not be recognized until the competition has
already established an advantage. Further, there is no guarantee that a competitor will
not increase or decrease its own expenditures, regardless of what other companies do.
Finally, competitive parity may not avoid promotional wars. Coke versus Pepsi and
Anheuser-Busch versus Miller have been notorious for their spending wars, each
responding to the other’s increased outlays.

In summary, few firms employ the competitive parity method as a sole means of
establishing the promotional budget. This method is typically used in conjunction with
the percentage-of-sales or other methods. It is never wise to ignore the competition;
managers must always be aware of what competitors are doing. But they should not
just emulate them in setting goals and developing strategies.

Return on Investment (ROI) In the percentage-of-sales method, sales dictate the
level of advertising appropriations. But advertising causes sales. In the marginal
analysis and S-shaped curve approaches, incremental investments in advertising and
promotions lead to increases in sales. The key word here is investment. In the ROI
budgeting method, advertising and promotions are considered investments, like plant
and equipment. Thus, the budgetary appropriation (investment) leads to certain
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returns. Like other aspects of the firm’s efforts, advertising and promotion are
expected to earn a certain return.

While the ROI method looks good on paper, the reality is that it is rarely possible to
assess the returns provided by the promotional effort—at least as long as sales con-
tinue to be the basis for evaluation. Thus, while managers are certain to ask how much
return they are getting for such expenditures, the question remains unanswered and as
shown in the chapter introduction, depends on the criteria used to determine effective-
ness. ROI remains a difficult method to employ.

IMC PERSPECTIVE 7-2

Cutting Budgets When Times Get Tough—Wise Strategy
or Potential Pitfall?
A downturn in the U.S. economy led a number of com-
panies to slash their advertising budgets significantly
in 2001 and 2002. Even the top spenders cut deeply,
with GM cutting the budget by 24 percent and the top
10 overall spending 7 percent less on the average. The
companies seemed to be saying that since sales are
down, advertising expenditures should go down. But is
this the right thing to do? A lot of companies don’t
think so.

For example, not all of the top 10 advertisers slashed
budgets (though 7 of them did). Some like AOL and
AT&T actually increased expenditures. For these com-
panies, the downturn is viewed as an opportunity
rather than a threat. They take a “spend now, win later”
approach, viewing such expenditures as an investment
rather than a cost. Take Monster.com as an example.
While many dot-coms announced advertising cuts for
2002, Monster indicated that it would maintain its
advertising expenditures and number of ads constant.
Not only that, but it announced that it would spend
additional promotional dollars in other areas. In the
first quarter of 2001 Monster invested $37.4 million in
measured media, as opposed to $28.7 in the same
period for 2000. The same amount was budgeted for
2002. In addition, Monster paid more than $10 million

to be part of the Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City. The
company is also negotiating for advertising on the
2003 Super Bowl. Monster has also kept its print bud-
get the same, though it is increasing expenditures
online.

What does Monster know that others do not? The
goal of the new Monster campaign is to raise brand
awareness. The company believes that in a time when
the economy is down and layoffs may occur, a job
placement firm has a golden opportunity to gain by
increased investing. Jim Dietz, president of Andover
Franchising, Inc., agrees with this philosophy. As Dietz
notes, “Pink slips can help us. When downsizing is in
the headlines, more folks are willing to look at making
an investment in themselves.” Andover has increased
its expenditures, as well as its media options. Primarily
an online advertiser, its 2002 plan included print ads in
Entrepreneur and Franchise Times magazines.

To encourage advertisers to consider ad dollars as
an investment rather than an expense, the American
Advertising Federation (AAF) has initiated a “Great
Brands” campaign, debuting with two 15-second TV
spots and a number of print ads encouraging mar-
keters not to neglect market spending during the
slump. Wally Snyder, CEO of the AAF, notes: “The com-
panies behind leading global brands . . . recognize that
advertising dollars translate into increased market
share.” The first two companies featured in the cam-
paign are Intel and Coca-Cola.

Thus, while some companies cut, others increase
expenditures in a down economy. Much of the reason
for this is rooted in the underlying philosophy as to
what advertising is all about—an investment or a cost
of doing business.

Sources: Erin Strout, “Spend Now, Win Later,” Sales & Marketing

Management, April 2002, pp. 65–66; Hillary Chura, “Monster.com
Beefs Up Ad Plans,” www.Adage.com, Dec. 3, 2001, pp. 1–2; Vanessa
O’Connell, “Ad Spending in All Media Is Slashed 5.2%,” The Wall

Street Journal, June 8, 2001, p. B6.
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Summary of Top-Down Budgeting Methods You are probably asking yourself
why we even discussed these budgeting methods if they are not recommended for use
or have severe disadvantages that limit their effectiveness. But you must understand
the various methods used in order to recognize their limitations, especially since these
flawed methods are commonly employed by marketers throughout the United States,
Europe, and Canada, as demonstrated in the results of a number of research studies
shown in Figure 7-17. Tradition and top management’s desire for control are probably
the major reasons why top-down methods continue to be popular.

As shown in Figure 7-17, the use of percentage-of-sales methods remained high
over the periods included, particularly the method based on anticipated sales. Unfortu-
nately, the affordable method appeared to be on the increase. On the decrease are two
methods not yet discussed: quantitative models and the objective and task method. Let
us now turn our discussion to these methods as well as one other, payout planning.

Build-Up Approaches The major flaw associated with the top-down methods
is that these judgmental approaches lead to predetermined budget appropriations often
not linked to objectives and the strategies designed to accomplish them. A more effec-
tive budgeting strategy would be to consider the firm’s communications objectives and
budget what is deemed necessary to attain these goals. As noted earlier, the promo-
tional planning model shows the budget decision as an interactive process, with the
communications objectives on one hand and the promotional mix alternatives on the
other. The idea is to budget so these promotional mix strategies can be implemented to
achieve the stated objectives.

Objective and Task Method It is important that objective setting and budgeting go
hand in hand rather than sequentially. It is difficult to establish a budget without spe-
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Figure 7-17 Comparison of methods for budgeting

Study San Augustine Patti and Lancaster Blasko and Hung and 
and Foley Blasko and Stern Patti West

(1975) (1981) (1983) (1984) (1991)

Population Large Large Large & Medium
Consumer/ Consumer/ Large Large Advertisers in 
Industrial Services Consumer Industrial U.K., U.S., &  

Advertisers Advertisers Advertisers Advertisers Canada

Sample 50/50 54 60 64 100

Methods

Quantitative models 2/4 51 20 3 NA

Objective and task 6/10 63 80 74 61

Percent anticipated sales 50/28 53 53 16 32

Unit anticipated sales 8/10 22 28 NA 9

Percent past year’s sales 14/16 20 20 23 10

Unit past year’s sales 6/4 NA 15 2 NA

Affordable 30/26 20 13 33 41

Arbitrary 12/34 4 NA 13 NA

Competitive parity NA 24 33 21 25

Previous budget NA NA 3 NA NA

Share of voice NA NA 5 NA NA

Others 26/10 NA 12 NA NA

Note: Figures exceed 100% due to multiple responses. NA = No answer.
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cific objectives in mind, and setting objectives without regard to how much money is
available makes no sense. For example, a company may wish to create awareness
among X percent of its target market. A minimal budget amount will be required to
accomplish this goal, and the firm must be willing to spend this amount.

The objective and task method of budget setting uses a buildup approach con-
sisting of three steps: (1) defining the communications objectives to be accomplished,
(2) determining the specific strategies and tasks needed to attain them, and (3) estimat-
ing the costs associated with performance of these strategies and tasks. The total bud-
get is based on the accumulation of these costs.

Implementing the objective and task approach is somewhat more involved. The
manager must monitor this process throughout and change strategies depending on
how well objectives are attained. As shown in Figure 7-18, this process involves sev-
eral steps:

1. Isolate objectives. When the promotional planning model is presented, a company
will have two sets of objectives to accomplish—the marketing objectives for the prod-
uct and the communications objectives. After the former are established, the task
involves determining what specific communications objectives will be designed to
accomplish these goals. Communications objectives must be specific, attainable, and
measurable, as well as time limited.

2. Determine tasks required. A number of elements are involved in the strategic 
plan designed to attain the objectives established. (These strategies constitute the
remaining chapters in this text.) These tasks may include advertising in various media,
sales promotions, and/or other elements of the promotional mix, each with its own
role to perform.

3. Estimate required expenditures. Buildup analysis requires determining the
estimated costs associated with the tasks developed in the previous step. For example,
it involves costs for developing awareness through advertising, trial through
sampling, and so forth.

4. Monitor. As you will see in Chapter 19 on measuring effectiveness, there are ways
to determine how well one is attaining established objectives. Performance should be
monitored and evaluated in light of the budget appropriated.

5. Reevaluate objectives. Once specific objectives have been attained, monies may be
better spent on new goals. Thus, if one has achieved the level of consumer awareness
sought, the budget should be altered to stress a higher-order objective such as evalua-
tion or trial.

The major advantage of the objective and task method is that the budget is driven
by the objectives to be attained. The managers closest to the marketing effort will have
specific strategies and input into the budget-setting process.
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Establish objectives
(create awareness of new product
among 20 percent of target market)

Estimate costs associated with tasks
(television advertising, $575,000;
radio advertising, $225,000;
newspaper advertising, $175,000)

Determine specific tasks
(advertise on market area 
television and radio stations 
and in major newspapers)

Figure 7-18 The objective
and task method
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The major disadvantage of this method is the difficulty of determining which tasks
will be required and the costs associated with each. For example, specifically what tasks
are needed to attain awareness among 50 percent of the target market? How much will it
cost to perform these tasks? While these decisions are easier to determine for certain
objectives—for example, estimating the costs of sampling required to stimulate trial in a
defined market area—it is not always possible to know exactly what is required and/or
how much it will cost to complete the job. This process is easier if there is past experi-
ence to use as a guide, with either the existing product or a similar one in the same prod-
uct category. But it is especially difficult for new product introductions. As a result,
budget setting using this method is not as easy to perform or as stable as some of the
methods discussed earlier. Given this disadvantage, many marketing managers have
stayed with those top-down approaches for setting the total expenditure amount.

The objective and task method offers advantages over methods discussed earlier
but is more difficult to implement when there is no track record for the product. The
following section addresses the problem of budgeting for new product introductions.

Payout Planning The first months of a new product’s introduction typically require
heavier-than-normal advertising and promotion appropriations to stimulate higher lev-
els of awareness and subsequent trial. After studying more than 40 years of Nielsen
figures, James O. Peckham estimated that the average share of advertising to sales
ratio necessary to launch a new product successfully is approximately 1.5:2.0.35 This
means that a new entry should be spending at approximately twice the desired market
share, as shown in the two examples in Figure 7-19. For example, in the food industry,
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Figure 7-19 Share of
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relationship (two-year
summary)
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brand 101 gained a 12.6 percent market share by spending 34 percent of the total
advertising dollars in this category. Likewise, brand 401 in the toiletry industry had a
30 percent share of advertising dollars to gain 19.5 percent of sales.

To determine how much to spend, marketers often develop a payout plan that
determines the investment value of the advertising and promotion appropriation. The
basic idea is to project the revenues the product will generate, as well as the costs it
will incur, over two to three years. Based on an expected rate of return, the payout plan
will assist in determining how much advertising and promotions expenditure will be
necessary when the return might be expected. A three-year payout plan is shown in
Figure 7-20. The product would lose money in year 1, almost break even in year 2, and
finally begin to show substantial profits by the end of year 3.

The advertising and promotion figures are highest in year 1 and decline in years 2
and 3. This appropriation is consistent with Peckham’s findings and reflects the addi-
tional outlays needed to make as rapid an impact as possible. (Keep in mind that shelf
space is limited, and store owners are not likely to wait around for a product to become
successful.) The budget also reflects the firm’s guidelines for new product expendi-
tures, since companies generally have established deadlines by which the product
must begin to show a profit. Finally, keep in mind that building market share may be
more difficult than maintaining it—thus the substantial dropoff in expenditures in later
years.

While the payout plan is not always perfect, it does guide the manager in establish-
ing the budget. When used in conjunction with the objective and task method, it pro-
vides a much more logical approach to budget setting than the top-down approaches
previously discussed. Yet on the basis of the studies reported on in Figure 7-17, payout
planning does not seem to be a widely employed method.

Quantitative Models Attempts to apply quantitative models to budgeting have met
with limited success. For the most part, these methods employ computer simulation
models involving statistical techniques such as multiple regression analysis to deter-
mine the relative contribution of the advertising budget to sales. Because of problems
associated with these methods, their acceptance has been limited, as demonstrated in
the figures reported earlier in Figure 7-17. Quantitative models have yet to reach their
potential. As computers continue to find their way into the advertising domain, better
models may be forthcoming. Specific discussion of these models is beyond the scope
of this text, however. Such methods do have merit but may need more refinement
before achieving widespread success.

Summary of Budgeting Methods There is no universally accepted
method of setting a budget figure. Weaknesses in each method may make it unfeasible
or inappropriate. As Figure 7-17 shows, the use of the objective and task method con-
tinues to stay high, whereas less sophisticated methods vary. More advertisers are also
employing the payout planning approach.

In a more recent study of how managers make decisions regarding advertising and
promotion budgeting decisions, George Low and Jakki Mohr interviewed 21 man-
agers in eight consumer-product firms. Their research focused on the decision
processes and procedures used to set spending levels on the factors that influence the
allocation of advertising and promotion dollars.
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Figure 7-20 Example of
three-year payout plan ($
millions)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Product sales 15.0 35.50 60.75

Profit contribution (@ $0.50/case) 7.5 17.75 30.38

Advertising/promotions 15.0 10.50 8.50

Profit (loss) (7.5) 7.25 21.88

Cumulative profit (loss) (7.5) (0.25) 21.63
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On the basis of their results (shown in Figure 7-21), the authors concluded that the
budget-setting process is still a perplexing issue to many managers and that institu-
tional pressures led to a greater proportion of dollars being spent on sales promotions
than managers would have preferred. In addition, the authors concluded that to suc-
cessfully develop and implement the budget, managers must (1) employ a comprehen-
sive strategy to guide the process, avoiding the piecemeal approach often employed,
(2) develop a strategic planning framework that employs an integrated marketing
communications philosophy, (3) build in contingency plans, (4) focus on long-term
objectives, and (5) consistently evaluate the effectiveness of programs.36

By using these approaches in combination with the percentage-of-sales methods,
these advertisers are likely to arrive at a more useful, accurate budget. For example,
many firms now start the budgeting process by establishing the objectives they need to
accomplish and then limit the budget by applying a percentage-of-sales or another
method to decide whether or not it is affordable. Competitors’ budgets may also influ-
ence this decision.

Allocating the Budget
Once the budget has been appropriated, the next step is to allocate it. The allocation
decision involves determining which markets, products, and/or promotional elements
will receive which amounts of the funds appropriated.

Allocating to IMC Elements As noted earlier, advertisers have begun to shift
some of their budget dollars away from traditional advertising media and into sales pro-
motions targeted at both the consumer and the trade. Direct marketing, the Internet, and
other promotional tools are also receiving increased attention and competing for more
of the promotional budget. Figure 7-22 reports the results of a survey conducted on 197
marketing executives, asking how they would allocate their dollars if the budget were
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Figure 7-21 How advertis-
ing and promotions budgets
are set

The Nature of the Decision Process

• Managers develop overall marketing objectives for the brand.

• Financial projections are made on the basis of the objectives and forecasts.

• Advertising and promotions budgets are set on the basis of quantitative models and
managerial judgment.

• The budget is presented to senior management, which approves and adjusts the
budgets.

• The plan is implemented (changes are often made during implementation).

• The plan is evaluated by comparing the achieved results with objectives.

Factors Affecting Budget Allocations

• The extent to which risk taking is encouraged and/or tolerated.

• Sophistication regarding the use of marketing information.

• Managerial judgment.

• Use of quantitative tools.

• Brand differentiation strategies.

• Brand equity.

• The strength of the creative message.

• Retailer power.

• Short- versus long-term focus.

• Top-down influences.

• Political sales force influences.

• Historical inertia.

• Ad hoc changes.
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CRM 28%

Mass media advertising 22%

Sales promotion 12%

Public relations 12%

Traditional direct marketing (non-CRM)  7%

Retail trade activities  6%

Other 13%

Internet/media promotion  2%
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Direct mail
27.8%

2001

2002

Other (events,
sponsorships, etc.)
19.7%

Other (events,
sponsorships, etc.)
18.4%

Telemarketing
9.4%

Telemarketing
9.0%

Internet advertising
(not e-mail)
10.3%

Internet advertising
(not e-mail)
9.9%

Offline broadcast advertising
(tv, radio, etc.)
14.6%

Offline broadcast advertising
(tv, radio, etc.)
13.2%

E-Mail
18.2%

Direct mail
25.2%

E-Mail
24.3%

Figure 7-23 U.S.
marketing budgets, by
marketing vehicle, 2001 and
2002 (as percent of overall
budget)

Figure 7-22 How U.S.
marketers would invest the
majority of their marketing
dollars if budget were not
an issue, May 2002 (as a
percent of respondents)

not an issue. While no comparative figures were available from previous years, you can
see how the monies would be spread around. Figure 7-23, from a different source,
shows how some of these dollars were allocated. The advantage of more target selectiv-
ity has led to an increased emphasis on direct marketing, while a variety of new media
have given marketers new ways to reach prospective customers. Rapidly rising media
costs, the ability of sales promotions to motivate trial, maturing of the product and/or
brand, and the need for more aggressive promotional tools have also led to shifts in
strategy.37 (We will discuss consumer and trade promotions and the reasons for some of
these changes in Chapter 16.)

Some marketers have also used the allocation decision to stretch their advertising
dollar and get more impact from the same amount of money. For example, General
Motors recently reevaluated its advertising and promotional expenditures and made
significant shifts in allocations by both media and product.38 Other companies have
reevaluated as well, including Procter & Gamble, Apple Computer, and Dow Chemical.

Client/Agency Policies Another factor that may influence budget allocation is
the individual policy of the company or the advertising agency. The agency may dis-
courage the allocation of monies to sales promotion, preferring to spend them on the
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advertising area. The agency position is that promotional monies are harder to track in
terms of effectiveness and may be used improperly if not under its control. (In many
cases commissions are not made on this area, and this fact may contribute to the
agency’s reluctance.)39

The orientation of the agency or the firm may also directly influence where monies
are spent. Many ad agencies are managed by officers who have ascended through the
creative ranks and are inclined to emphasize the creative budget. Others may have
preferences for specific media. For example, BBDO Worldwide, one of the largest
advertising agencies in the United States, has positioned itself as an expert in cable TV
programming and often spends more client money in this medium. McCann-Erickson
is spending more monies on the Internet. Both the agency and the client may favor cer-
tain aspects of the promotional program, perhaps on the basis of past successes, that
will substantially influence where dollars are spent.

Market Size While the budget should be allocated according to the specific pro-
motional tools needed to accomplish the stated objectives, the size of the market will
affect the decision. In smaller markets, it is often easier and less expensive to reach the
target market. Too much of an expenditure in these markets will lead to saturation and
a lack of effective spending. In larger markets, the target group may be more dispersed
and thus more expensive to reach. Think about the cost of purchasing media in
Chicago or New York City versus a smaller market like Columbus, Ohio, or Birming-
ham, Alabama. The former would be much more costly and would require a higher
budget appropriation.

Market Potential For a variety of reasons, some markets hold more potential
than others. Marketers of snow skis would find greater returns on their expenditures in
Denver, Colorado, than in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Imported Mexican beers sell bet-
ter in the border states (Texas, Arizona, California) than in the Midwest. A dispropor-
tionate number of imported cars are sold in California and New England. When
particular markets hold higher potential, the marketing manager may decide to allo-
cate additional monies to them. (Keep in mind that just because a market does not
have high sales does not mean it should be ignored. The key is potential—and a mar-
ket with low sales but high potential may be a candidate for additional appropriations.)

There are several methods for estimating marketing potential. Many marketers con-
duct research studies to forecast demand and/or use secondary sources of information
such as those provided by government agencies or syndicated services like Dun &
Bradstreet, A. C. Nielsen, and Audits and Surveys. One source for consumer goods
information is the Survey of Buying Power, published annually by Sales & Marketing
Management magazine. The survey contains population, income, and retail sales data
for states, counties, metropolitan statistical areas, and cities in the United States and
Canada with populations of 40,000 or more.

Market Share Goals Two studies in the Harvard Business Review discussed
advertising spending with the goal of maintaining and increasing market share.40 John
Jones compared the brand’s share of market with its share of advertising voice (the
total value of the main media exposure in the product category). Jones classified the
brands as “profit taking brands, or underspenders” and “investment brands, those
whose share of voice is clearly above their share of market.” His study indicated that
for those brands with small market shares, profit takers are in the minority; however,
as the brands increase their market share, nearly three out of five have a proportion-
ately smaller share of voice.

Jones noted that three factors can be cited to explain this change. First, new brands
generally receive higher-than-average advertising support. Second, older, more
mature brands are often “milked”—that is, when they reach the maturity stage, adver-
tising support is reduced. Third, there’s an advertising economy of scale whereby
advertising works harder for well-established brands, so a lower expenditure is
required. Jones concluded that for larger brands, it may be possible to reduce advertis-
ing expenditures and still maintain market share. Smaller brands, on the other hand,
have to continue to maintain a large share of voice.
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James Schroer addressed the advertising budget in a situation where the marketer
wishes to increase market share. His analysis suggests that marketers should:

• Segment markets, focusing on those markets where competition is weak and/or
underspending instead of on a national advertising effort.

• Determine their competitors’ cost positions (how long the competition can
continue to spend at the current or increased rate).

• Resist the lure of short-term profits that result from ad budget cuts.

• Consider niching strategies as opposed to long-term wars.

Figure 7-24 shows Schroer’s suggestions for spending priorities in various markets.

Economies of Scale in Advertising Some studies have presented evidence
that firms and/or brands maintaining a large share of the market have an advantage
over smaller competitors and thus can spend less money on advertising and realize a
better return.41 Larger advertisers can maintain advertising shares that are smaller than
their market shares because they get better advertising rates, have declining average
costs of production, and accrue the advantages of advertising several products jointly.
In addition, they are likely to enjoy more favorable time and space positions, coopera-
tion of middlepeople, and favorable publicity. These advantages are known as
economies of scale.

Reviewing the studies in support of this position and then conducting research over a
variety of small package products, Kent Lancaster found that this situation did not hold
true and that in fact larger brand share products might actually be at a disadvantage.42

His results indicated that leading brands spend an average of 2.5 percentage points
more than their brand share on advertising. More specifically, his study concluded:

1. There is no evidence that larger firms can support their brands with lower relative
advertising costs than smaller firms.

2. There is no evidence that the leading brand in a product group enjoys lower 
advertising costs per sales dollar than do other brands.

3. There is no evidence of a static relationship between advertising costs per dollar of
sales and the size of the advertiser.

The results of this and other studies suggest there really are no economies of scale
to be accrued from the size of the firm or the market share of the brand.43

Organizational Characteristics In a review of the literature on how alloca-
tion decisions are made between advertising and sales promotion, George Low and
Jakki Mohr concluded that organizational factors play an important role in determining
how communications dollars are spent.44 The authors note that the following factors
influence the allocation decision. These factors vary from one organization to another,
and each influences the relative amounts assigned to advertising and promotion:

• The organization’s structure—centralized versus decentralized, formalization,
and complexity.

• Power and politics in the organizational hierarchy.

• The use of expert opinions (for example, consultants).
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• Characteristics of the decision maker (preferences and experience).

• Approval and negotiation channels.

• Pressure on senior managers to arrive at the optimal budget.

One example of how these factors might influence allocations relates to the level of
interaction between marketing and other functional departments, such as accounting
and operations. The authors note that the relative importance of advertising versus sales
promotion might vary from department to department. Accountants, being dollars-and-
cents minded, would argue for the sales impact of promotions, while operations would
argue against sales promotions because the sudden surges in demand that might result
would throw off production schedules. The marketing department might be influenced
by the thinking of either of these groups in making its decision.

The use of outside consultants to provide expert opinions might also affect the allo-
cation decision. Trade journals, academic journals, and even books might also be valu-
able inputs into the decision maker’s thinking. In sum, it seems obvious that many
factors must be taken into account in the budget allocation decision. Market size and
potential, specific objectives sought, and previous company and/or agency policies
and preferences all influence this decision.

Summary
This chapter has examined the role
of objectives in the planning and
evaluation of the IMC program and
how firms budget in an attempt to
achieve these objectives. Specific
objectives are needed to guide the
development of the promotional
program, as well as to provide a
benchmark against which perfor-
mance can be measured and evalu-
ated. Objectives serve important
functions as communications
devices, as a guide to planning the
IMC program and deciding on vari-
ous alternatives, and for measure-
ment and evaluation.

Objectives for IMC evolve from
the organization’s overall market-
ing plan and are based on the roles
various promotional mix elements
play in the marketing program.
Many managers use sales or a
related measure such as market
share as the basis for setting
objectives. However, many promo-
tional planners believe the role of
advertising and other promotional
mix elements is to communicate
because of the various problems

associated with sales-based objec-
tives. They use communications-
based objectives like those in the
response hierarchy as the basis for
setting goals.

Much of the emphasis in setting
objectives has been on traditional
advertising-based views of market-
ing communications. However,
many companies are moving
toward zero-based communica-
tions planning, which focuses on
what tasks need to be done, which
marketing communication func-
tions should be used, and to what
extent. Many of the principles used
in setting advertising objectives
can be applied to other elements in
the promotional mix.

As you have probably concluded,
the budget decision is not typically
based on supporting experiences
or strong theoretical foundations.
Nor is it one of the more soundly
established elements of the promo-
tional program. The budgeting
methods used now have some
major problems. Economic models
are limited, often try to

demonstrate the effects on sales
directly, and ignore other elements
of the marketing mix. Some of the
methods discussed have no
theoretical basis and ignore the
roles advertising and promotion
are meant to perform.

One possible way to improve the
budget appropriation is to tie the
measures of effectiveness to com-
munications objectives rather than
to the broader-based marketing
objectives. Using the objective 
and task approach with communi-
cations objectives may not be the
ultimate solution to the budgeting
problem, but it is an improvement
over the top-down methods. Mar-
keters often find it advantageous
to employ a combination of 
methods.

As with determining the budget,
managers must consider a number
of factors when allocating advertis-
ing and promotions dollars. Market
size and potential, agency policies,
and the preferences of manage-
ment itself may influence the allo-
cation decision.
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Discussion Questions
1. The lead-in to the chapter
discusses the fact that the compa-
nies that spend the most on adver-
tising do not necessarily achieve
the highest brand value for their
products. Sometimes, those who
spend very little are able to
achieve this objective. Explain
what factors may lead to these
results. Provide examples.

2. Some marketers feel that the
cereal companies have focused too
much on sales objectives, creating
a situation in which price cutting
and couponing have become
essential to selling the product. Do
you think that these companies
may be able to reverse this
situation? Describe some of the
options available to the cereal
manufacturers.

3. Figure 7-1 notes the numerous
factors that influence sales.
Provide examples of products

and/or services that have been
directly influenced by each of
these factors.

4. What is DAGMAR? Explain how
marketers might use DAGMAR in
establishing objectives. What are
some of the problems associated
with the use of DAGMAR?

5. Discuss the two sales response
models described in the text.
Explain the differences between
the two models. Provide examples
of types of products that might
follow each of these response
curves.

6. Critics of the percentage-of-sales
method of budget setting contend
that this method “reverses the
advertising and sales relationship”
and that it “treats advertising as an
expense rather than an investment.”
Explain what these arguments
mean and discuss their merits.

7. In meeting with your new boss,
he informs you that the only goal
of advertising and promotion is to
generate sales. Present your argu-
ment as to why communications
objectives must also be
considered.

8. Discuss some of the reasons
managers continue to set budgets
using “top-down” budgeting 
methods.

9. What are some of the organiza-
tional characteristics that
influence the budgeting decision?
Give examples of each.

10. In Figure 7-21, Low and Mohr list 
a number of factors that affect 
the budget allocation decision.
Describe and provide examples 
of each.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To discuss what is meant by advertising creativity
and examine the role of creative strategy in
advertising.

2. To examine creative strategy development and
the roles of various client and agency personnel
involved in it.

3. To consider the process that guides the creation
of advertising messages and the research inputs
into the stages of the creative process.

4. To examine various approaches used for
determining major selling ideas that form the
basis of an advertising campaign.

Creative Strategy: Planning 
and Development

8
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Perhaps no company in the world has been as

successful in capitalizing on the fitness boom of

the past few decades as Nike. Since its inception

Nike has been a leader in the high-performance

athletic-shoe market and has become one of the

world’s great brand names. The company ran

past all its competitors to become the largest

seller of athletic footwear and apparel in the

world, with sales of nearly $10 billion in 2002.

The Nike ethos of pure, brash performance is

captured in the “Just Do It” slogan, which has

become a catchphrase for the sports world and

has been personified in advertising featuring

some of the world’s greatest athletes.

Nike is the overall leader in the $15.6 billion

market for athletic shoes and apparel in the

United States. However, the industry has been

stagnant for years, and Nike, along with its com-

petitors, is looking for new growth opportunities

and areas where the company can gain market

share and attract first-time customers. One of the

areas Nike is targeting is the women’s market,

which has been experiencing strong sales growth

but has been the company’s Achilles’ heel.

Women’s athletic footwear accounts for one-third

of the total industry sales and apparel for more

than 50 percent, but women’s products account

for only 20 percent of Nike’s revenue. Although

the company has been selling shoes and apparel

to women for years, Nike has been better known

as a brand catering to male athletes and building

its image around superstars such as Michael Jor-

dan, Pete Sampras, Lance Armstrong, and Tiger

Woods. These efforts have resulted in Nike’s dom-

inance of the male market, where the company

has a 50 percent market share. 

For much of its 30-year history, Nike has been

about men and either treated women like men or

didn’t give them much attention. However, some-

times Nike did get it right in communicating with

women. In 1995 the company ran a campaign

titled “If You Let Me Play” that struck a respon-

sive chord with many women. The campaign fea-

tured ads showing female athletes talking about

how sports could change women’s lives, from

reducing teen pregnancy to increasing the

chances of getting a college education. The cam-

paign, along with subsequent ads featuring top

female athletes such as sprinter Marion Jones,

helped make Nike the market leader, but it was

focused primarily on the high-performance seg-

ment of the female market.

In 2001 Nike launched a new strategic initiative

termed “Nike Goddess,” which is a companywide,

grassroots effort that has the goal of changing

how the company does business with women. The

Nike Targets Women
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new strategy appeals to a broader segment of the

female market and is designed to take advantage

of the differences between women and men in how

they conceive of sport, how they shop for clothing

and shoes, and even how they view celebrity ath-

letes. Nike wants to appeal more to women’s desire

for an active lifestyle than to any image they have

of themselves as hard-core athletes.

Nike began its new women’s movement by

spending time listening to women and learning

how they balance their lives, what they like to

wear, where and how they shop, and what moves

them. Nike designers and researchers spent time

scouring trendy workout spots like London’s Third

Space to pick up on new fitness trends. One key

insight that emerged from the research is that for

most women, high performance isn’t about sports;

it’s about fitness fitting in with their active

lifestyles. Nike stepped up its product development

and introduced flashier shoe designs such as the

Air Max Craze, which has a strap for a heel and a

zipper over the lace. Another new line, the Air Visi

Havoc, features materials not normally seen on a

playing field, such as a faux snakeskin look, baby-

blue satin, and red mesh.

Nike Goddess also includes new ways to reach

women and communicate better with them. A new

ad campaign takes a different look at women and

sports and veers away from Nike’s traditional strat-

egy of relying on big-name endorsers and produc-

ing product lines named after them. Jackie

Thomas, Nike’s U.S. brand marketing director for

women, notes: “Women love that Nike is aggres-

sive, that it is competitive. The difference between

women and men is that women don’t treat ath-

letes like heroes. No woman thinks that she’ll be

able to run like Marion Jones because she wears

shoes that are named after her.” Rather than dwell

on superstars, the new advertising campaign con-

sists of print and TV ads that show ordinary women

taking part in sport—from a swimmer to a young

fencer to the “Yogini,” a yoga instructor who

stands on her hands on a hardwood floor and

arches her back until her feet touch her head.

Nike has also launched a new website for

women: nikegoddess.com. The site offers profiles

of both famous athletes and everyday women who

are trying to meet the challenges of balancing

their hectic lives. It includes product information,

health and fitness tips, city profiles to help women

find fitness and fun when they are traveling, links

to other sites, and online shopping for Nike prod-

ucts. Nike also launched NikeGoddess, the com-

pany’s first “magalog” (a cross between a

magazine and a catalog), to help roll out the name

and communicate with today’s active women.

One analyst noted that for many years, even

within Nike there was a “general sense that it’s by

guys for guys.” However, if Nike is to continue to

grow, a company built on brash ads and male ath-

letic fantasies is going to have to connect with

female customers as well. The goal for the Nike

Goddess initiative is to double Nike’s sales to

women by mid-decade. This will require that Nike

change the way it sells to, designs for, and commu-

nicates with women. However, it appears that Nike

is rising to the challenge. And lest anyone forget,

Nike is named after a woman—the Greek goddess

of victory.

Sources: Fara Warner, “Nike’s Women’s Movement,” Fast Com-
pany, August 2002, pp. 70–75; Edward Wong, “Nike Trying New
Strategies for Women,” The New York Times, June 19, 2001, 
p. C1; Hillary Cassidy, “Hail the Goddess,” Brandweek, Feb. 5,
2001, p. 42.
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One of the most important components of an integrated marketing communications
program is the advertising message. While the fundamental role of an advertising
message is to communicate information, it does much more. The commercials we
watch on TV or hear on radio and the print ads we see in magazines and newspapers
are a source of entertainment, motivation, fascination, fantasy, and sometimes irrita-
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tion as well as information. Ads and commercials appeal to, and often
create or shape, consumers’ problems, desires, and goals. From the
marketer’s perspective, the advertising message is a way to tell con-
sumers how the product or service can solve a problem or help satisfy
desires or achieve goals. Advertising can also be used to create images
or associations and position a brand in the consumer’s mind as well as
transform the experience of buying and/or using a product or service.
Many consumers who have never driven or even ridden in a BMW per-
ceive it as “the ultimate driving machine” (Exhibit 8-1). Many people
feel good about sending Hallmark greeting cards because they have
internalized the company’s advertising theme, “when you care enough
to send the very best.”

One need only watch an evening of commercials or peruse a few
magazines to realize there are a myriad of ways to convey an advertis-
ing message. Underlying all of these messages, however, are a cre-
ative strategy that determines what the advertising message will say
or communicate and creative tactics for how the message strategy
will be executed. In this chapter, we focus on advertising creative
strategy. We consider what is meant by creativity, particularly as it
relates to advertising, and examine a well-known approach to creativ-
ity in advertising.

We also examine the creative strategy development process and various approaches
to determining the big idea that will be used as the central theme of the advertising
campaign and translated into attention-getting, distinctive, and memorable messages.
Creative specialists are finding it more and more difficult to come up with big ideas
that will break through the clutter and still satisfy the concerns of their risk-averse
clients. Yet their clients are continually challenging them to find the creative message
that will strike a responsive chord with their target audience.

Some of you may not be directly involved in the design and creation of ads; you
may choose to work in another agency department or on the client side of the busi-
ness. However, because creative strategy is often so crucial to the success of the
firm’s promotional effort, everyone involved in the promotional process should
understand the creative strategy and tactics that underlie the development of advertis-
ing campaigns and messages, as well as the creative options available to the adver-
tiser. Also, individuals on the client side as well as agency people outside the creative
department must work with the creative specialists in developing the advertising
campaign, implementing it, and evaluating its effectiveness. Thus, marketing and
product managers, account representatives, researchers, and media personnel must
appreciate the creative process and develop a productive relationship with creative
personnel.

For many students, as well as many advertising and
marketing practitioners, the most interesting aspect of
advertising is the creative side. We have all at one time
or another been intrigued by an ad and admired the
creative insight that went into it. A great ad is a joy to
behold and often an epic to create, as the cost of producing a TV commercial can
exceed $1 million. Many companies see this as money well spent. They realize that the
manner in which the advertising message is developed and executed is often critical to
the success of the promotional program, which in turn can influence the effectiveness
of the entire marketing program. Procter & Gamble, Levi Strauss, Nissan, General
Motors, Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Nike, McDonald’s, and many other companies spend
millions of dollars each year to produce advertising messages and hundreds of mil-
lions more to purchase media time and space to run them. While these companies
make excellent products, they realize creative advertising is also an important part of
their marketing success.

Good creative strategy and execution can often be central to determining the success
of a product or service or reversing the fortunes of a struggling brand. Conversely, an

The Importance of Creativity 
in Advertising

Exhibit 8-1 Excellent
advertising helps create an
image for BMW
automobiles as “the
ultimate driving machine”
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advertising campaign that is poorly conceived or executed can be a liability. Many
companies have solid marketing and promotional plans and spend substantial amounts
of money on advertising, yet have difficulty coming up with a creative campaign that
will differentiate them from their competitors. For example, Burger King has changed
its advertising theme 11 times in the past 15 years and changed agencies 6 times in
search of a campaign that would give the chain a strong identity in the fast-food market
(Figure 8-1). During many of these campaigns, market share dropped and franchises
were unhappy with the company’s inability to come up with an effective campaign.1 In
July 2002, Burger King was sold by parent company Diageo to an investment consor-
tium led by Texas Pacific Group.2 The company also added an additional agency,
Deutsch, to its roster to handle the advertising for its value menu and some local fran-
chisee associations. It will be interesting to see if the agencies can develop an effective
campaign to reposition Burger King in the fast-food market (and how long it will be
before the company changes agencies once again).

Just because an ad or commercial is creative or popular does not mean it will
increase sales or revive a declining brand. Many ads have won awards for creativity
but failed to increase sales. In some instances, the failure to generate sales has cost the
agency the account. For example, many advertising people believe some of the best
ads of all time were those done for Alka-Seltzer in the 1960s and 70s, including the
classic “Mama Mia! That’s a spicy meatball!” and “I can’t believe I ate the whole
thing.” While the commercials won numerous creative awards, Alka-Seltzer sales still
declined and the agencies lost the account.3 In the late 90s, Nissan asked its agency to
change the popular “Enjoy the ride” campaign that was widely praised for its amusing,
creative executions but was not helping increase sales.4 Nissan dealers complained
that the ads did not focus enough attention on the product, and in some cases compar-
isons with the competition were used. However, in late 2002 Nissan launched a new
advertising campaign using “Shift” as the umbrella tagline.5 The new campaign uses a
combination of emotional and product-focused ads that are designed to strengthen
Nissan’s brand image while showing its revitalized product line, which includes the
new 350Z sports car (Exhibit 8-2).

Many advertising and marketing people have become ambivalent toward, and in
some cases even critical of, advertising awards.6 They argue that agency creative peo-
ple are often more concerned with creating ads that win awards than ones that sell their
clients’ products. Other advertising people believe awards are a good way to recognize
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Figure 8-1 Burger King
advertising themes and
agencies

• “We Do It Like You Do It” (1987–1989)

Agency: NW Ayer

• “Sometimes you gotta break the rules” (1989–1991)

• “Your way. Right away” (1991–1992)

• “BK Tee Vee: I Love This Place” (1992–1994)

Agency: D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles

• “Back to Basics” (1994)

Agency: UniWorld Group, Inc.

• “Get Your Burger’s Worth” (1994–1996)

• “It Just Tastes Better” (1996–1998)

• “Go the Distance—When You Have It Your Way It Just Tastes Better” (1999)

• “Got the Urge” (2000)

Agency: Lowe Lintas & Partners

• “The Whopper Says” (2001–2002)

Agency: McCann-Erickson

• “At Burger King, You Got It” (2002–  )

Agency: Amoeba
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creativity that often does result in effective advertising. Global Perspective 8-1 dis-
cusses how the emphasis on creative awards has shifted to the international arena with
awards like the Cannes Lions.

As we saw in Chapter 7, the success of an ad campaign cannot always be judged in
terms of sales. However, many advertising and marketing personnel, particularly those
on the client side, believe advertising must ultimately lead the consumer to purchase
the product or service. Finding a balance between creative advertising and effective
advertising is difficult. To better understand this dilemma, we turn to the issue of cre-
ativity and its role in advertising.
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What Is Creativity?
Creativity is probably one of the most commonly used terms in
advertising. Ads are often called creative. The people who develop
ads and commercials are known as creative types. And advertising agencies develop
reputations for their creativity. Perhaps so much attention is focused on the concept of
creativity because many people view the specific challenge given to those who
develop an advertising message as being creative. It is their job to turn all of the infor-
mation regarding product features and benefits, marketing plans, consumer research,
and communication objectives into a creative concept that will bring the advertising
message to life. This begs the question: What is meant by creativity in advertising?

Different Perspectives on Advertising Creativity
Perspectives on what constitutes creativity in advertising differ. At one extreme are
people who argue that advertising is creative only if it sells the product. An advertising
message’s or campaign’s impact on sales counts more than whether it is innovative or
wins awards. At the other end of the continuum are those who judge the creativity of
an ad in terms of its artistic or aesthetic value and originality. They contend creative
ads can break through the competitive clutter, grab the consumer’s attention, and have
some impact.

As you might expect, perspectives on advertising creativity often depend on one’s
role. A study by Elizabeth Hirschman examined the perceptions of various individuals
involved in the creation and production of TV commercials, including management
types (brand managers and account executives) and creatives (art director, copywriter,
commercial director, and producer).7 She found that product managers and account
executives view ads as promotional tools whose primary purpose is to communicate
favorable impressions to the marketplace. They believe a commercial should be evalu-
ated in terms of whether it fulfills the client’s marketing and communicative objectives.

Advertising Creativity

Exhibit 8-2 In Nissan’s
new ads, the cars are once
again the stars
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 8-1

Cannes Festival Becomes the Olympic Games 
of Advertising
For many years the most coveted prize for creativity in
advertising was a Clio Award. However, the Clios lost
much of their prestige after financial problems
resulted in cancellation of the 1992 awards ceremony.
And even though they still sponsor an annual awards
competition, the Clios have never regained their for-
mer status as the advertising industry’s premier award
for creative excellence. There are a number of other
popular and well-recognized U.S.-based advertising
award competitions that recognize outstanding cre-
ative work. These include the Kelley Awards given by
the Magazine Publishers of America, the Best Awards
sponsored by Advertising Age, the One Show spon-
sored by the One Club for Art & Copy, and the Effies,
which are given each year by the New York American
Marketing Association.

While these contests remain very popular in the
United States, on a global level the Cannes Lions Inter-
national Advertising Festival is now widely considered
the most prestigious advertising award competition.
Inspired by the movie industry’s more famous Cannes
Film Festival, the Cannes Lions Festival is considered
by many to be the “Olympics of Advertising.” The
Cannes competition receives entries from agencies
around the world hoping to win Lions (the name of the
awards) in each of the major categories—television,
press and poster (print and outdoor ads), cyber (online
marketing and ads for websites), media planning and
buying, and direct marketing (which was added in
2002).

Agencies from the U.S. generally focus their entries
on the TV part of the competition, where they fare
much better than in the print and poster category,
which is usually dominated by agencies from the
United Kingdom whose style of advertising is consid-
ered more popular among the Cannes jury. Such was

the case in the 2002 Cannes competition, as U.S. agen-
cies failed to win any Gold Lions in the print and
poster competition. However, while U.K. agencies won
the most Gold Lion Awards for film, U.S. agencies dom-
inated the category, winning 4 Gold Lions, 3 Silver
Lions, and 13 Bronzes. For the third consecutive year, a
U.S. agency won the Grand Prix Award for the world’s
best TV commercial, as Wieden & Kennedy took home
the honors for the “Tag” spot it created for Nike. The
commercial features an inventive game of tag set to a
techno beat as young adults play the kid’s game and
chase each other around the streets, office buildings,
and subways of a major city. A young man wearing
Nike sneakers runs and hides from the other urbanites
during the commercial, which ends with the simple
one-word message “Play.” The Nike spot narrowly beat
out an eye-popping commercial created for Micro-
soft’s Xbox; called “Champagne,” it showed a newborn
being shot out of a window, aging rapidly, and landing
in a grave. The theme: Life is short, play more. The spot
was created by Microsoft’s European agency, Bartle
Bogle Hegarty, based in London.

One of the other big winners at the 2002 competi-
tion was the campaign for BMW Films from Fallon
Worldwide, of Minneapolis. The campaign (discussed
in the opening vignette to Chapter 3) won a Grand Prix
in the cyber category and in many ways dominated the
festival. The Cannes jury had problems deciding how
to categorize the breakthrough campaign, which com-
bined a website, short films, and movie trailers in ways
no one in the industry had seen before. The president
of the cyber-category jury noted: “BMWFilms is proba-
bly the most innovative and important marketing pro-
gram in the last year. This work has made people stop
and pause and reconsider what they are doing.”

While many advertising people in the United States
are critical of creative awards, the Cannes competition
attracted over 5,000 entries in 2002 from 61 countries,
so someone must think they are important. And don’t
try to downplay their importance in advertising-crazy
countries like Brazil and Argentina, where agency cre-
ative directors are treated like rock stars, or in Europe,
where agency leaders are seen as titans of industry, on
par with top CEOs. Agencies like Saatchi & Saatchi, of
London, which was selected as the Agency of the Year,
know that the prestige of a Cannes Lion Award
enhances their image and helps attract new business.

Sources: Laurel Wentz and Stefano Hatfield, “Nike ‘Tag’ Bags
Grand Prix,” Advertising Age, June 24, 2002, pp. 1, 76–77; Michael
McCarthy, “Nike’s ‘Tag’ Ad Runs Away with Top Honors at Cannes,”
USA Today, June 24, 2002, p. 7B.
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The perspective of those on the creative side was much more self-serving, as Hirsch-
man noted:

In direct contrast to this client orientation, the art director, copywriter, and commercial direc-
tor viewed the advertisement as a communication vehicle for promoting their own aesthetic
viewpoints and personal career objectives. Both the copywriter and art director made this
point explicitly, noting that a desirable commercial from their standpoint was one which com-
municated their unique creative talents and thereby permitted them to obtain “better” jobs at
an increased salary.8

In her interviews, Hirschman also found that brand managers were much more risk-
averse and wanted a more conservative commercial than the creative people, who
wanted to maximize the impact of the message.

What constitutes creativity in advertising is probably somewhere between the two
extremes. To break through the clutter and make an impression on the target audience,
an ad often must be unique and entertaining. As noted in Chapter 5, research has
shown that a major determinant of whether a commercial will be successful in chang-
ing brand preferences is its “likability,” or the viewer’s overall reaction.9 TV commer-
cials and print ads that are well designed and executed and generate emotional
responses can create positive feelings that are transferred to the product or service
being advertised. Many creative people believe this type of advertising can come
about only if they are given considerable latitude in developing advertising messages.
But ads that are creative only for the sake of being creative often fail to communicate a
relevant or meaningful message that will lead consumers to purchase the product or
service.

Everyone involved in planning and developing an advertising campaign must
understand the importance of balancing the “it’s not creative unless it sells” perspec-
tive with the novelty/uniqueness and impact position. Marketing and brand managers
or account executives must recognize that imposing too many sales- and marketing-
oriented communications objectives on the creative team can result in mediocre adver-
tising, which is often ineffective in today’s competitive, cluttered media environment.
At the same time, the creative specialists must recognize that the goal of advertising is
to assist in selling the product or service and good advertising must communicate in a
manner that helps the client achieve this goal.

Advertising creativity is the ability to generate fresh, unique, and appropriate
ideas that can be used as solutions to communications problems. To be appropriate
and effective, a creative idea must be relevant to the target audience. Many ad agen-
cies recognize the importance of developing advertising that is creative and different
yet communicates relevant information to the target audience. Figure 8-2 shows the
perspective on creativity that the former D’Arcy, Masius Benton & Bowles agency
developed to guide its creative efforts and help achieve superior creativity consis-
tently. The agency views a creative advertising message as one that is built around a
creative core or power idea and uses excellent design and execution to communicate
information that interests the target audience. It has used these principles in doing out-
standing creative work for Procter & Gamble’s Charmin and Pampers brands,
Norelco, and many other popular brands for many years.

Advertising creativity is not the exclusive domain of those who work on the cre-
ative side of advertising. The nature of the business requires creative thinking from
everyone involved in the promotional planning process. Agency people, such as
account executives, media planners, researchers, and attorneys, as well as those on the
client side, such as marketing and brand managers, must all seek creative solutions to
problems encountered in planning, developing, and executing an advertising cam-
paign. An excellent example of creative synergy between the media and creative
departments of an agency, as well as with the client, is seen in the TBWA/Chiat/Day
agency and its relationship with Absolut vodka. As discussed in Chapter 1, the creative
strategy for the brand plays off the distinctive shape of its bottle and depicts it with
visual puns and witty headlines that play off the Absolut name. The agency and client
recognized they could carry the advertising campaign further by tailoring the print ads
for the magazines or regions where they appear. Absolut’s media schedule includes
over 100 magazines, among them various consumer and business publications. The
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Figure 8-2 D’Arcy, Masius Benton & Bowles’s universal advertising standards 

1. Does this advertising position the product simply and with unmistakable clarity?

The target audience for the advertised product or service must be able to see and sense in a flash what the product is
for, whom it is for, and why they should be interested in it.

Creating this clear vision of how the product or service fits into their lives is the first job of advertising. Without a simple,
clear, focused positioning, no creative work can begin.

2. Does this advertising bolt the brand to a clinching benefit?

Our advertising should be built on the most compelling and persuasive consumer benefit—not some unique-but-
insignificant peripheral feature.

Before you worry about how to say it, you must be sure you are saying the right thing. If you don’t know what the most
compelling benefit is, you’ve got to find out before you do anything else.

3. Does this advertising contain a Power Idea?

The Power Idea is the vehicle that transforms the strategy into a dynamic, creative communications concept. It is the
core creative idea that sets the stage for brilliant executions to come. The ideal Power Idea should:

• Be describable in a simple word, phrase, or sentence without reference to any final execution.

• Be likely to attract the prospect’s attention.

• Revolve around the clinching benefit.

• Allow you to brand the advertising.

• Make it easy for the prospect to vividly experience our client’s product or service.

4. Does this advertising design in Brand Personality?

The great brands tend to have something in common: the extra edge of having a Brand Personality. This is something
beyond merely identifying what the brand does for the consumer; all brands do something, but the great brands also
are something.

A brand can be whatever its designers want it to be—and it can be so from day one.

5. Is this advertising unexpected?

Why should our clients pay good money to wind up with advertising that looks and sounds like everybody else’s in the
category? They shouldn’t. 

We must dare to be different, because sameness is suicide. We can’t be outstanding unless we first stand out.

The thing is not to emulate the competition but to annihilate them.

6. Is this advertising single-minded?

If you have determined the right thing to say and have created a way to say it uncommonly well, why waste time saying
anything else?

If we want people to remember one big thing from a given piece of advertising, let’s not make it more difficult than it
already is in an overcommunicated world.

The advertising should be all about that one big thing.

7. Does this advertising reward the prospect?

Let’s give our audience something that makes it easy—even pleasurable—for our message to penetrate: a tear, a smile,
a laugh. An emotional stimulus is that special something that makes them want to see the advertising again and again.

8. Is this advertising visually arresting?

Great advertising you remember—and can play back in your mind—is unusual to look at: compelling, riveting, a nour-
ishing feast for the eyes. If you need a reason to strive for arresting work, go no further than Webster: “Catching or
holding the attention, thought, or feelings. Gripping. Striking. Interesting.”

9. Does this advertising exhibit painstaking craftsmanship?

You want writing that is really written. Visuals that are designed. Music that is composed.

Lighting, casting, wardrobe, direction—all the components of the art of advertising are every bit as important as the sci-
ence of it. It is a sin to nickel-and-dime a great advertising idea to death.

Why settle for good, when there’s great? We should go for the absolute best in concept, design, and execution.

This is our craft—the work should sparkle.

“Our creative standards are not a gimmick,” Steve emphasizes. “They’re not even revolutionary. Instead, they are an
explicit articulation of a fundamental refocusing on our company’s only reason for being.

“D’Arcy’s universal advertising standards are the operating link between our vision today—and its coming reality.”
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creative and media departments work together selecting magazines
and deciding on the ads that will appeal to the readers of each publica-
tion. The creative department is often asked to create media-specific
ads to run in a particular publication. Exhibit 8-3 shows an Absolut ad
that was developed specifically for Los Angeles Magazine.

Planning Creative Strategy
The Creative Challenge
Those who work on the creative side of advertising often face a real
challenge. They must take all the research, creative briefs, strategy
statements, communications objectives, and other input and transform
them into an advertising message. Their job is to write copy, design
layouts and illustrations, or produce commercials that effectively com-
municate the central theme on which the campaign is based. Rather
than simply stating the features or benefits of a product or service, they
must put the advertising message into a form that will engage the audi-
ence’s interest and make the ads memorable.10

The job of the creative team is challenging because every market-
ing situation is different and each campaign or advertisement may
require a different creative approach. Numerous guidelines have been
developed for creating effective advertising,11 but there is no magic formula. As copy-
writer Hank Sneiden notes in his book Advertising Pure and Simple:

Rules lead to dull stereotyped advertising, and they stifle creativity, inspiration, initiative, 
and progress. The only hard and fast rule that I know of in advertising is that there are no
rules. No formulas. No right way. Given the same problem, a dozen creative talents would
solve it a dozen different ways. If there were a sure-fire formula for successful advertising,
everyone would use it. Then there’d be no need for creative people. We would simply pro-
gram robots to create our ads and commercials and they’d sell loads of product—to other
robots.12

Taking Creative Risks
Many creative people follow proven formulas when creating ads because they are
safe. Clients often feel uncomfortable with advertising that is too different. Bill Tra-
gos, former chair of TBWA, the advertising agency noted for its excellent creative
work for Absolut vodka, Evian, and many other clients, says, “Very few clients realize
that the reason that their work is so bad is that they are the ones who commandeered it
and directed it to be that way. I think that at least 50 percent of an agency’s successful
work resides in the client.”13

Many creative people say it is important for clients to take some risks if they want
breakthrough advertising that gets noticed. One agency that has been successful in
getting its clients to take risks is Wieden & Kennedy, best known for its excellent cre-
ative work for companies such as Nike, Microsoft, and ESPN. The agency’s founders
believe a key element in its success has been a steadfast belief in taking risks when
most agencies and their clients have been retrenching and becoming more conserva-
tive.14 The agency can develop great advertising partly because clients like Nike are
willing to take risks and go along with the agency’s priority system, which places the
creative work first and the client–agency relationship second. The agency has even ter-
minated relationships with large clients like Gallo when they interfered too much with
the creative process.

An example of a company that has begun taking more creative risks with its advertis-
ing is Wrigley. For many years the company, which has long dominated the market for
chewing gum, was very conservative with its advertising and relied on more traditional,
attribute-focused messages. However, in recent years Wrigley has taken a more dynamic
approach to its marketing by introducing new products and using an edgier creative
approach in its ads.15 For example, advertising for the company’s Big Red brand used
the tried and true “Kiss a Little Longer” campaign, featuring smooching couples, for
many years. However, in 2000 Wrigley decided to develop a new image for the brand

Exhibit 8-3 Absolut
vodka creates ads
specifically for the
publications in which they
appear, such as this one for
Los Angeles Magazine
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and began using a new campaign that focuses on the product’s bold cinna-
mon taste and little “wisdoms” regarding fresh breath (Exhibit 8-4).

Not all companies or agencies agree that advertising has to be risky to
be effective, however. Many marketing managers are more comfortable
with advertising that simply communicates product or service features
and benefits and gives the consumer a reason to buy. They see their ad
campaigns as multimillion-dollar investments whose goal is to sell the
product rather than finance the whims of their agency’s creative staff.
They argue that some creative people have lost sight of advertising’s bot-
tom line: Does it sell? IMC Perspective 8-2 discusses the ongoing debate
over the artsy, image-oriented approach to advertising taken by many cre-
ative types versus the more hard-sell approach that many clients prefer.

The issue of how much latitude creative people should be given and how
much risk the client should be willing to take is open to considerable
debate. However, clients and agency personnel generally agree that the
ability to develop novel yet appropriate approaches to communicating with
the customer makes the creative specialist valuable—and often hard to find.

Creative Personnel
The image of the creative advertising person perpetuated in novels,
movies, and TV shows is often one of a freewheeling, freethinking, eccen-

tric personality. The educational background of creative personnel is often in nonbusi-
ness areas such as art, literature, music, humanities, or journalism, so their interests
and perspectives tend to differ from those of managers with a business education or
background. Creative people tend to be more abstract and less structured, organized,
or conventional in their approach to a problem, relying on intuition more often than
logic. For example, Arthur Kover conducted a study of advertising copywriters and
found that they work without guidance from any formal theories of communication.
However, those interviewed in his study did have similar informal, implicit theories
that guide them in creating ads. These theories are based on finding ways to break
through the ad clutter, open the consciousness of consumers, and connect with them to
deliver the message.16

Advertising creatives are sometimes stereotyped as odd, perhaps because they dress
differently and do not always work the conventional 9-to-5 schedule. Of course, from
the perspective of the creatives, it is the marketing or brand managers and account
executives (the “suits”) who are strange. In many agencies, you can’t tell the creative
personnel from the executives by their dress or demeanor. Yet the differences between
creative and managerial personalities and perspectives must be recognized and toler-
ated so that creative people can do their best work and all those involved in the adver-
tising process can cooperate.

Most agencies thrive on creativity, for it is the major component in the product they
produce. Thus, they must create an environment that fosters the development of cre-
ative thinking and creative advertising. Clients must also understand the differences
between the perspectives of the creative personnel and marketing and product man-
agers. While the client has ultimate approval of the advertising, the opinions of cre-
ative specialists must be respected when advertising ideas and content are evaluated.
(Evaluation of the creative’s ideas and work is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.)
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Some advertising people say creativity in advertising is best viewed as
a process and creative success is most likely when some organized
approach is followed. This does not mean there is an infallible blue-

print to follow to create effective advertising; as we saw earlier, many advertising peo-
ple reject attempts to standardize creativity or develop rules. However, most do follow
a process when developing an ad.

One of the most popular approaches to creativity in advertising was developed by
James Webb Young, a former creative vice president at the J. Walter Thompson
agency. Young said, “The production of ideas is just as definite a process as the pro-
duction of Fords; the production of ideas, too, runs an assembly line; in this produc-
tion the mind follows an operative technique which can be learned and controlled; and

The Creative Process
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Exhibit 8-4 Wrigley’s
takes more of a creative risk
with its new ads
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 8-2

The Perpetual Debate: Creative 
versus Hard-Sell Advertising
For decades there has been a perpetual battle over the
role of advertising in the marketing process. The war
for the soul of advertising has been endlessly fought
between those who believe ads should move people
and those who just want to move product. On one side
are the “suits” or “rationalists,” who argue that adver-
tising must sell the product or service and that the
more selling points or information in the ad, the better
its chance of moving the consumer to purchase. On the
other side are the “poets” or proponents of creativity,
who argue that advertising has to build an emotional
bond between consumers and brands or companies
that goes beyond product advertising. The debate over
the effectiveness of creative or artsy advertising is not
new. The rationalists have taken great delight in point-
ing to long lists of creative and award-winning cam-
paigns over the years that have failed in the
marketplace, such as the humorous commercials for
Alka-Seltzer from the 1960s and 70s and the Joe Isuzu
spokes-liar ads from the late 80s. They also point to
the recent dot-com explosion that brought with it a lot
of creative and award-winning ads but proved that
great advertising alone cannot make consumers buy a
product or service they really do not want or need.

There are many examples of creative campaigns
that moved consumers’ emotions but were terminated
because they failed to move the sales needle and they
put accounts and reputations on the line. In 1998 Levi
Strauss & Co. terminated Foote, Cone & Belding, of San
Francisco, from its Levi’s jean account after 67 years
because of declining sales, even though the agency
had consistently earned rave reviews and awards for
its creative work. The company moved its
account to TBWA/Chiat/Day, which won
accolades for its creative work on cam-
paigns such as “Opt for the Original” and
“Make Them Your Own.” However, the pop-
ularity of Levi’s among young people
plummeted 74 percent from 1996 to 2001,
with only 8 percent citing the brand as
their favorite jean, down from 31 percent
in 1996. In early 2002 Levi Strauss parted
company with TBWA/Chiat/Day and
moved its business to Bartle Bogle
Hegarty, the agency that has handled
advertising for Levi’s in Europe for a num-
ber of years.

Another company that had differences
of opinion with its agency over artsy ver-
sus more hard-sell advertising is Norwe-

gian Cruise Lines. The company’s marketing director,
Nina Cohen, felt that the sensual “It’s different out
here” campaign produced by Goodby, Silverstein & Part-
ners in the mid-90s was gorgeous but irrelevant. She
said, “Every frame of those ads was frameable, but
we’re not in the framing business.” Cohen added that
“while there are some creative icons out there who feel
they have some higher voice to answer to, as clients,
we’re the ones you have to answer to.” However, the
agency’s co-creative director, Jeff Goodby, considered
his agency’s creative work for Norwegian both beauti-
ful and effective and argues that the impact of creative
and entertaining advertising on sales isn’t always quan-
tifiable for good reason. He notes: “It’s where the magic
happens in advertising, and you can never predict that.
It’s dangerous to be suspicious of that.” Many of the
“poets” on the creative side agree with Goodby and like
to cite the teaching of legendary adman Bill Bernbach,
who preached that persuasion is an art, not a science,
and that its success is dependent on a complex mix of
intangible human qualities that can be neither mea-
sured nor predicted.

Most of the “poets” who support advertising that
connects on an emotional level insist that selling prod-
uct is as much a priority for them as it is for those on
the rational side of the debate. One top agency execu-
tive notes, “We’ve proven that this kind of advertising
works; otherwise we wouldn’t be in business, us or the
agencies that practice the craft at this level.” However,
Brent Bouchez, founder of Bouchez Kent and Company
and a creative director for 20 years, argues that the
poets are losing sight of the fact that advertising is
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that its effective use is just as much a matter of practice in the technique as in the effec-
tive use of any tool.”17 Young’s model of the creative process contains five steps:

1. Immersion. Gathering raw material and information through background research
and immersing yourself in the problem.

2. Digestion. Taking the information, working it over, and wrestling with it in the mind.

3. Incubation. Putting the problems out of your conscious mind and turning the infor-
mation over to the subconscious to do the work.

4. Illumination. The birth of an idea—the “Eureka! I have it!” phenomenon.

5. Reality or verification. Studying the idea to see if it still looks good or solves the
problem; then shaping the idea to practical usefulness.

Young’s process of creativity is similar to a four-step approach outlined much ear-
lier by English sociologist Graham Wallas:

1. Preparation. Gathering background information needed to solve the problem
through research and study.

2. Incubation. Getting away and letting ideas develop.

3. Illumination. Seeing the light or solution.

4. Verification. Refining and polishing the idea and seeing if it is an appropriate 
solution.

Models of the creative process are valuable to those working in the creative area of
advertising, since they offer an organized way to approach an advertising problem.
Preparation or gathering of background information is the first step in the creative
process. As we saw in earlier chapters, the advertiser and agency start by developing a
thorough understanding of the product or service, the target market, and the competition.
They also focus on the role of advertising in the marketing and promotional program.

These models do not say much about how this information will be synthesized and
used by the creative specialist because this part of the process is unique to the individ-
ual. In many ways, it’s what sets apart the great creative minds and strategists in adver-
tising. However, many agencies are now using a process called account planning to
gather information and help creative specialists as they go through the creative process
of developing advertising.

Account Planning
To facilitate the creative process, many agencies now use account planning, which is
a process that involves conducting research and gathering all relevant information
about a client’s product or service, brand, and consumers in the target audience.
Account planning began in Great Britain during the 1960s and 70s and has spread to
agencies in the United States as well as throughout Europe and Asia. The concept has
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about selling things and that being really creative in
advertising means solving problems and building
interesting brands that people want to buy. He notes:
“It’s time we stopped teaching young creative people
to consider it a victory if the logo in an ad is hard to
find, or if the product doesn’t appear in the commer-
cial at all. It’s time we stopped using “break through
the clutter” as an excuse to say nothing about what it
is we’re selling or why you should buy it.”

It is unlikely there will ever be peace between the
warring factions as long as there are “rationalists” and
“poets” who make a point of arguing over which
approach works best. Steve Hayden, vice-chairman of
Ogilvy Worldwide, says, “It’s the ad industry’s reflec-

tion of the essential Platonic/Aristotelian split in the
world, pitting two groups of people against each other
who usually can’t agree which end is up.” However, Nina
Cohen, who has worked on both the agency and the
client side of the business, is bewildered by the intense
opinions held by people on each side and asks, “Aren’t
we all here to do the same thing?” meaning to build
brands and business. While the answer is, of course,
yes, the debate over how to do it is likely to continue.

Sources: Alice Z. Cuneo, “Bartle Bogle Tapped to Cure Levi’s Blues,”
Advertising Age, Jan. 14, 2002, p. 6; Brent Bouchez, “Trophies Are
Meaningless,” Advertising Age, July 30, 2001; Anthony Vagnoni,
“Creative Differences,” Advertising Age, Nov. 17, 1997, pp. 1, 28, 30
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become very popular in recent years as many agencies have seen the successful cam-
paigns developed by agencies that are strong advocates of account planning.18 One
such agency is Goodby, Silverstein & Partners, which has used account planning to
develop highly successful campaigns for clients such as Polaroid, Hewlett-Packard,
Sega, and Nike, as well as the popular “Got milk?” ads for the California Milk Proces-
sor Board.

Jon Steel, vice president and director of account planning at the agency’s San Fran-
cisco office, has written an excellent book on the process titled Truth, Lies & Advertis-
ing: The Art of Account Planning.19 He notes that the account planner’s job is to
provide the key decision makers with all the information they require to make an intel-
ligent decision. According to Steel, “Planners may have to work very hard to influence
the way that the advertising turns out, carefully laying out a strategic foundation with
the client, handing over tidbits of information to creative people when, in their judg-
ment, that information will have the greatest impact, giving feedback on ideas, and
hopefully adding some ideas of their own.”

Account planning plays an important role during creative strategy development by
driving the process from the customers’ point of view. Planners will work with the
client as well as other agency personnel, such as the creative team and media special-
ists. They discuss how the knowledge and information they have gathered can be used
in the development of the creative strategy as well as other aspects of the advertising
campaign. Account planners are usually responsible for all the research (both qualita-
tive and quantitative) conducted during the creative strategy development process. In
the following section we examine how various types of research and information can
provide input to the creative process of advertising. This information can be gathered
by account planners or others whose job it is to provide input to the process.

Inputs to the Creative Process: Preparation, 
Incubation, Illumination
Background Research Only the most foolish creative person or team would
approach an assignment without first learning as much as possible about the client’s
product or service, the target market, the competition, and any other relevant back-
ground information. The creative specialist should also be knowledgeable about gen-
eral trends, conditions, and developments in the marketplace, as well as research on
specific advertising approaches or techniques that might be effective. The creative
specialist can acquire background information in numerous ways. Some informal fact-
finding techniques have been noted by Sandra Moriarty:

• Reading anything related to the product or market—books, trade publications,
general interest articles, research reports, and the like.

• Asking everyone involved with the product for information—designers,
engineers, salespeople, and consumers.

• Listening to what people are talking about. Visits to stores, malls, restaurants,
and even the agency cafeteria can be informative. Listening to the client can be
particularly valuable, since he or she often knows the product and market best.

• Using the product or service and becoming familiar with it. The more you use a
product, the more you know and can say about it.

• Working in and learning about the client’s business to understand better the peo-
ple you’re trying to reach.20

To assist in the preparation, incubation, and illumination stages, many agencies
provide creative people with both general and product-specific preplanning input.
General preplanning input can include books, periodicals, trade publications, schol-
arly journals, pictures, and clipping services, which gather and organize magazine and
newspaper articles on the product, the market, and the competition, including the lat-
ter’s ads. This input can also come from research studies conducted by the client, the
agency, the media, or other sources.

Another useful general preplanning input concerns trends, developments, and hap-
penings in the marketplace. Information is available from a variety of sources,
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including local, state, and federal governments, secondary research
suppliers, and various industry trade associations, as well as advertis-
ing and media organizations. For example, advertising industry
groups like the American Association of Advertising Agencies and
media organizations like the National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB) and Magazine Publishers of America (MPA) publish research
reports and newsletters that provide information on market trends
and developments and how they might affect consumers. Those
involved in developing creative strategy can also gather relevant and
timely information by reading publications like Adweek, Advertising
Age, BrandWeek, and The Wall Street Journal (Exhibit 8-5).

Product/Service-Specific Research In addition to getting
general background research and preplanning input, creative people
receive product/service-specific preplanning input. This informa-
tion generally comes in the form of specific studies conducted on the
product or service, the target audience, or a combination of the two.
Quantitative and qualitative consumer research such as attitude
studies, market structure and positioning studies such as perceptual
mapping and lifestyle research, focus group interviews, and demo-
graphic and psychographic profiles of users of a particular product,

service, or brand are examples of product-specific preplanning input.
Many product- or service-specific studies helpful to the creative team are con-

ducted by the client or the agency. A number of years ago, the BBDO ad agency devel-
oped an approach called problem detection21 for finding ideas around which creative
strategies could be based. This research technique involves asking consumers familiar
with a product (or service) to generate an exhaustive list of things that bother them or
problems they encounter when using it. The consumers rate these problems in order of
importance and evaluate various brands in terms of their association with each prob-
lem. A problem detection study can provide valuable input for product improvements,
reformulations, or new products. It can also give the creative people ideas regarding

attributes or features to emphasize and guidelines for posi-
tioning new or existing brands.

Some agencies conduct psychographic studies annually
and construct detailed psychographic or lifestyle profiles
of product or service users. DDB Needham conducts a
large-scale psychographic study each year using a sample
of 4,000 U.S. adults. The agency’s Life Style Study pro-
vides its creative teams with a better understanding of the
target audience for whom they are developing ads.

For example, information from its Life Style Study was
used by DDB Needham’s creative department in develop-
ing an advertising campaign for Westin a few years ago.
The agency’s Life Style Study showed that the younger
business travelers the luxury hotel chain was targeting are
highly confident, intelligent, assertive, and classy and
considered themselves to be “winners.” Rather than using
the traditional images that feature buildings and golf
courses, the creative team decided to “brand the users” by
playing to their ego and reinforcing their strong self-
image. The ad campaign used the tagline “Who is he/she
sleeping with? Westin. Choose your travel partner wisely”
(Exhibit 8-6).

Recently a number of advertising agencies have been
conducting branding research to help better identify
clients’ customers and how they connect to their brands.
Agencies use this research to determine how a brand is
perceived among consumers, and these insights, in turn,
are used to develop more effective advertising cam-
paigns.22 IMC Perspective 8-3 discusses how some of the
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Exhibit 8-6 DDB
Needham’s Life Style Study
provided valuable input in
the development of this
campaign for Westin

Exhibit 8-5 Advertising
industry publications are
excellent sources of
information on market
trends
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 8-3

Advertising Agencies Find Ways to Build Stronger Brands
Branding has become more important than ever to
companies competing in today’s marketplace. At a
time when battered investors, customers, and even
employees are questioning whom they can trust, the
ability of a familiar brand to deliver proven value has
become extremely important. A belief in the power of
brands has spread beyond the traditional consumer-
goods marketers, and branding has become a very
important part of the marketing strategy for compa-
nies in almost every industry. Purveyors of products
ranging from Gillette razors to BMW automobiles to
Starbucks coffee have been able to use their strong
brands to keep growing without succumbing to the
pricing pressure of an intense promotional environ-
ment. However, many of the traditional big-brand com-
panies are striving to reinvent themselves and to
restore value to their venerable brands. And as they do
so, many are looking to their advertising agencies to
help them determine the best way to build strong
brands and connect with their customers.

Advertising agencies often conduct research stud-
ies for their clients, using techniques such as surveys,
focus groups, and ethnographic studies to help them
better understand their customers and determine the
best way to communicate with them. However, in
recent years a number of agencies have been conduct-
ing branding research and developing proprietary
models to help better identify clients’ customers and
determine how they connect to their brands.

DDB Worldwide provides clients with branding
insights through its Brand Capital Study, which
amasses information on more than 500 brands rang-
ing from Wal-Mart to Yahoo and from Budweiser to
Michelin. The proprietary branding research is based
on a global marketing study consisting of quantitative
surveys conducted among 14,000 consumers in 14
countries. The surveys consist of a battery of ques-
tions focusing on consumer attitudes, interests,
desired self-image, values, and product use as well as
various subjects and issues including family, religion,
politics, advertising, and brands. The agency uses the
information from the Brand Capital Study to compare
the desired self-images and lifestyles of consumers
who love a brand with those who have a less strong
connection. The study also measures brand magnet-
ism, which is the brand’s ability to strengthen its con-
nection with consumers and is based on four factors:
high quality, leadership in the category, growth in pop-
ularity, and uniqueness in the category. According to
the agency’s worldwide brand planning director, the
success of a product or brand is tied to how it is per-

ceived in popular culture: “In category after category,
around the world, the evidence is clear. As a brand’s
breadth of connection with consumers increases, its
depth of connection increases exponentially.” DDB
describes this phenomenon of each consumer’s feel-
ings about a brand being directly affected by other
consumer’s feelings as “brand contagion.”

Young & Rubicam is another agency that has devel-
oped a proprietary tool for building and managing
brands, a tool it refers to as the Brand Asset Valuator.
The agency has invested over $70 million and con-
ducted over 120 studies in building a comprehensive
global database of consumer perceptions of brands.
This tool views brands as developing through a very
specific progression of four consumer perceptions,
including differentiation, relevance, esteem, and
knowledge. Differentiation measures the strength of
the brand’s meaning, while relevance measures the
personal appropriateness of the brand to consumers.
These two measures together form brand strength,
which is viewed as an important indicator of future
performance and potential. Esteem is the extent to
which consumers like a brand and hold it in high
regard, while knowledge represents awareness of the
brand and what it stands for and is the culmination of
brand-building efforts. Esteem and knowledge form
brand stature, which is a more traditional measure of
the status of a brand and its current performance,
which is a strong strategic indicator of the health of a
brand. The Brand Asset Valuator uses measures of
these four factors to identify core issues for the
brand and to evaluate current brand performance and
potential.

The Leo Burnett agency relies on its Brand Belief
System to guide its global brand-building philosophy
and practice. This system focuses on the development
of the brand–believer bond, which is at the core of the
relationship between a brand and its believers, and
considers four fundamental questions. The first ques-
tion involves the category and asks, Where does the
brand truly belong? The second involves the content
and asks, How will the brand inspire belief? The third
question considers the culture and asks, What shapes
belief in the brand? The final question involves the
customer and asks, With whom and how will the brand
belong? Leo Burnett uses a set of proprietary research
tools to provide information that can be used as part
of the Brand Belief System and provide the agency
with a basis for brand analysis and planning.

Nearly all the major agencies are conducting brand-
ing research and/or developing models or systems
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major agencies are conducting branding research and developing models to determine
how consumers connect with their client’s brands.

Qualitative Research Input Many agencies, particularly larger ones with
strong research departments, have their own research programs and specific tech-
niques they use to assist in the development of creative strategy and provide input to
the creative process. In addition to the various quantitative research studies, qualita-
tive research techniques such as in-depth interviews or focus groups can provide the
creative team with valuable insight at the early stages of the creative process. Focus
groups are a research method whereby consumers (usually 10 to 12 people) from the
target market are led through a discussion regarding a particular topic. Focus groups
give insight as to why and how consumers use a product or service, what is important
to them in choosing a particular brand, what they like and don’t like about various
products or services, and any special needs they might have that aren’t being satisfied.
A focus group session might also include a discussion of types of ad appeals to use or
evaluate the advertising of various companies.

Focus group interviews bring the creative people and others involved in creative
strategy development into contact with the customers. Listening to a focus group gives
copywriters, art directors, and other creative specialists a better sense of who the target
audience is, what the audience is like, and who the creatives need to write, design, or
direct to in creating an advertising message. Focus groups can also be used to evaluate
the viability of different creative approaches under consideration and suggest the best
direction to pursue.23

Another form of qualitative input that has become popular among advertising agen-
cies is ethnographic research, which involves observing consumers in their natural
environment.24 Some agencies send anthropologists or trained researchers into the
field to study and observe consumers in their homes, at work, or at play. For example,
the Ogilvy & Mather agency has a research unit called the Discovery Group which
moves into consumers’ homes, follows consumers in their leisure pursuits, or trails
them as they move through their daily lives.25 For Ogilvy client Miller beer, Discovery
staffers traveled around the country filming Miller drinkers, as well as those drinking
competitive brands. They used the tapes to study group dynamics and how the dynam-
ics changed while people were drinking. The agency used the insights gained from the
study to help develop a new advertising campaign for Miller Lite beer, which will be
discussed later in the chapter. Many marketing and agency researchers prefer ethno-
graphic research over the use of focus groups, as the latter technique has a number of
limitations. Strong personalities can often wield undue influence in focus groups, and
participants often will not admit, or may not even recognize, their behavior patterns
and motivations. However, ethnographic studies can cost more to conduct and are
more difficult to administer.

Generally, creative people are open to any research or information that will help
them understand the client’s target market better and assist in generating creative
ideas. The advertising industry is recognizing the importance of using research to
guide the creative process. The Advertising Research Foundation recently initiated the
David Ogilvy Awards, named after the advertising legend who founded Ogilvy &
Mather. These awards are presented to teams of advertising agencies, client compa-
nies, and research companies in recognition of research that has been used success-
fully to determine the strategy and effectiveness of ad campaigns. For example, the
California Milk Processor Board, which is a past winner of the David Ogilvy Award,
has used both quantitative and qualitative research in developing the popular “Got
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that they can use to gain better insight into con-
sumers and develop more effective campaigns for
their clients. The importance of building and maintain-
ing strong brands is likely to become even greater in
the future. This will put even more pressure on agen-
cies to develop new and better tools and techniques

that can be used to guide their clients’ advertising
campaigns.

Sources: Kathryn Kranhold, “Agencies Beefing Up on Brand
Research,” The Wall Street Journal, Mar. 9, 2000, p. B14; Brand
Asset Valuator White Paper, www.yr.com; “DDB Worldwide Explores
What Makes Big Brands Big,” www.ddb.com, March 2000.
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milk?” advertising campaign. Focus groups and survey research studies were con-
ducted to help understand companion foods that are consumed with milk and how
consumers react to the effect of “milk deprivation,” which is the key idea behind the
humorous ads in the campaign.26 (Exhibit 8-7)

Inputs to the Creative Process: Verification, Revision
The verification and revision stage of the creative process evaluates ideas generated
during the illumination stage, rejects inappropriate ones, refines and polishes those
that remain, and gives them final expression. Techniques used at this stage include
directed focus groups to evaluate creative concepts, ideas, or themes; message com-
munication studies; portfolio tests; and evaluation measures such as viewer reaction
profiles.

At this stage of the creative process, members of the target audience may be asked
to evaluate rough creative layouts and to indicate what meaning they get from the ad,
what they think of its execution, or how they react to a slogan or theme. The creative
team can gain insight into how a TV commercial might communicate its message by
having members of the target market evaluate the ad in storyboard form. A story-
board is a series of drawings used to present the visual plan or layout of a proposed
commercial. It contains a series of sketches of key frames or scenes along with the
copy or audio portion for each scene (Exhibit 8-8).

Testing a commercial in storyboard form can be difficult because storyboards are
too abstract for many consumers to understand. To make the creative layout more real-
istic and easier to evaluate, the agency may produce an animatic, a videotape of the
storyboard along with an audio soundtrack. Storyboards and animatics are useful for
research purposes as well as for presenting the creative idea to other agency personnel
or to the client for discussion and approval.

At this stage of the process, the creative team is attempting to find the best creative
approach or execution style before moving ahead with the campaign themes and going
into actual production of the ad. The verification/revision process may include more
formal, extensive pretesting of the ad before a final decision is made. Pretesting and
related procedures are examined in detail in Chapter 19.
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Advertising Campaigns
Most ads are part of a series of messages that
make up an IMC or advertising campaign,
which is a set of interrelated and coordinated marketing communication activities that
center on a single theme or idea that appears in different media across a specified time
period. Determining the unifying theme around which the campaign will be built is a
critical part of the creative process, as it sets the tone for the individual ads and other
forms of marketing communications that will be used. A campaign theme should be a
strong idea, as it is the central message that will be communicated in all the advertis-
ing and other promotional activities.

Creative Strategy Development

Exhibit 8-7 Research helped in the development of the popular “got milk?” campaign
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Advertising campaign plans are short-term in nature and, like marketing and IMC
plans, are done on an annual basis. However, the campaign themes are usually devel-
oped with the intention of being used for a longer time period. Unfortunately, many
campaign themes last only a short time, usually because they are ineffective or market
conditions and/or competitive developments in the marketplace change. IMC Perspec-
tive 8-4 discusses the problems the Miller Brewing Co. has had in trying to find an
effective ad campaign for its Miller Lite brand.

While some marketers change their campaign themes often, a successful campaign
theme may last for years. Philip Morris has been using the “Marlboro country” cam-
paign for over 40 years, General Mills has positioned Wheaties cereal as the “Break-
fast of Champions” for decades, and BMW has used the “ultimate driving machine”
theme since 1974. Even though BMW has changed agencies several times over the
past three decades, the classic tagline has been retained. Figure 8-3 lists the top 10
advertising slogans of the past century, as selected by Advertising Age.
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Figure 8-3 Top 10 adver-
tising slogans of the century

Company or Brand Campaign Theme

1. DeBeers Diamonds are forever

2. Nike Just do it

3. Coca-Cola The pause that refreshes

4. Miller Lite Tastes great, less filling

5. Avis We try harder

6. Maxwell House Good to the last drop

7. Wheaties Breakfast of champions

8. Clairol Does she . . . or doesn’t she

9. Morton Salt When it rains it pours

10. Wendy’s Where’s the beef?

Exhibit 8-8 Marketers can
gain insight into consumers’
reactions to a commercial by
showing them a storyboard
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 8-4

Miller Lite Searches for the Right Campaign Theme
One of the most memorable and successful advertis-
ing campaigns of all times was the “Tastes Great, Less
Filling” theme for Miller Lite beer, which began in 1974.
The campaign used humorous commercials featuring
famous (and not-so-famous) ex-athletes and other
celebrities arguing over whether the brand’s main
appeal was its great taste or the fact that it contained
fewer calories than regular beer and was less filling.
The campaign ran for 17 years and helped make Miller
Lite the second-best-selling beer in the United States
for many years, as well as making light beer a legiti-
mate segment of the beer market.

In the late 80s, Miller began taking the campaign in
a new direction, and the ads began moving away from
the use of ex-athletes. Although the tagline was still
being used, the executions started using rock bands,
old movie and party scenes, the Miller Lite girls, and
other images in order to appeal to a broader and
younger market. Miller Lite was also facing strong com-
petition in the light-beer market from other brands
such as Bud Light and Coors Light. Despite not enter-
ing the market until 1982, Anheuser-Busch had devel-
oped Bud Light into a strong brand and Coors Light had
replaced the flagship brand as the company’s best-
selling product. By the early 90s, Miller Lite was contin-
uing to lose market share and the company decided to
drop the “Tastes great, Less Filling” campaign. What
followed was a six-year odyssey of advertising flip-flops
that included adolescent humor and far-out wit to
chase young male beer drinkers. Spots featuring cow-
boys singing good-bye to their beer on the way to the
bathroom didn’t help sell a lot of Miller Lite.

In early 1999 Miller dusted off the 24-year-old for-
mula of having people debate
the merits of the brand. The new
ad theme, “The Great Taste of a
True Pilsner Beer,” pitted celebri-
ties against one another in mock
arguments over whether Miller
Lite tastes great because its
smooth or because of its choice
hops. Miller marketing people
felt the celebrity-bickering
approach would work a second
time because the new campaign
was different from the original
ads. In the new campaign there
was no more talk about “less fill-
ing,” since this claim had lost its
uniqueness as other light beers
appeared. The ads focused on
Miller Lite’s taste and ingredi-
ents, which is what the company
felt really mattered to beer

drinkers. This campaign lasted less than a year: Miller
switched agencies as well as ad themes and revived the
30-year-old “Miller Time” tagline that was used in the
1970s for the Miller High Life brand. The new ads, from
the Ogilvy & Mather agency, modified the theme to
“Grab a Miller Lite. It’s Miller Time” and featured guys
bonding over beer, sexy women, and humorous
vignettes. They showed friends doing things and
enjoying their time together and focused on the ritual
and camaraderie of having a beer. The agency’s cre-
ative director noted: “When we get down to the heart
and soul of the brand, it’s always been about the occa-
sion and the time guys spend together—the banter and
the real talk.”

In 2002 the agency took the bonding concept in a
slightly different direction with a new campaign for
Miller Lite featuring ads that focus on real consumer
insights and storytelling. The commercials open with a
flashback to an embarrassing moment and end show-
ing the embarrassed person telling the story. For exam-
ple, one of the ads begins with a couple in a car, each
with something he or she wants to discuss. The young
man talks first, telling the woman he doesn’t want to
marry her. She then tells him that she won millions in
the lottery. The commercial ends with the man telling
the story to friends while playing pool and, afterward,
one of the friends sneaking off to phone the woman
for a date. Each ad closes with the slogan “Life is best
told over a great-tasting Miller Lite at a place called
Miller Time.” Print executions also focus on the theme
of friends getting together to enjoy a Miller Lite.

The new Miller Lite ads have been received very
favorably by Miller beer distributors and by con-

sumers. Some critics have
argued that, with the storyteller
ads, Miller has created one of its
most popular campaigns since
“Tastes Great, Less Filling.” A
Miller executive notes: “This
whole storytelling metaphor is
very powerful. Consumers tell us,
‘This is how I drink beer with my
friends.’ ” Of course, the company
hopes that the new ads ensure
that Miller Lite is the brand con-
sumers are drinking when they
get together with their friends.

Sources: Michael McCarthy, “Miller
Turns to Classic Strategy,” USA TODAY,

Aug. 5, 2002, p. 2B; Sally Beatty, “Philip
Morris Taps Old Formula to Help Boost
Miller Lite Brand,” The Wall Street Jour-

nal, Mar. 15, 1999, p. B5.
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Like any other area of the marketing and promotional process, the creative aspect
of advertising and the development of the campaign theme is guided by specific goals
and objectives. A creative strategy that focuses on what must be communicated will
guide the selection of the campaign theme and the development of all messages used
in the ad campaign. The creative strategy is based on several factors, including identi-
fication of the target audience; the basic problem, issue, or opportunity the advertising
must address; the major selling idea or key benefit the message needs to communicate;
and any supportive information that needs to be included in the ad. Once these factors
are determined, a creative strategy statement should describe the message appeal and
execution style that will be used. Many ad agencies outline these elements in a docu-
ment known as the copy or creative platform.

Copy Platform
The written copy platform specifies the basic elements of the creative strategy. Dif-
ferent agencies may call this document a creative platform or work plan, creative
brief, creative blueprint, or creative contract. The account representative or manager
assigned to the account usually prepares the copy platform. In larger agencies, an
individual from research or the strategic account planning department may write it.
People from the agency team or group assigned to the account, including creative
personnel as well as representatives from media and research, have input. The adver-
tising manager and/or the marketing and brand managers from the client side ulti-
mately approve the copy platform. Figure 8-4 shows a sample copy-platform outline
that can be used to guide the creative process. Just as there are different names for the
copy platform, there are variations in the outline and format used and in the level of
detail included.

Several components of the copy platform were discussed in previous chapters. For
example, Chapter 7 examined the DAGMAR model and showed how the setting of
advertising objectives requires specifying a well-defined target audience and devel-
oping a communication task statement that spells out what message must be commu-
nicated to this audience. Determining what problem the product or service will solve
or what issue must be addressed in the ad helps in establishing communication objec-
tives for the campaign to accomplish. For example, in developing a campaign for
Polaroid a few years ago, Goodby, Silverstein & Partners was faced with the chal-
lenge of redefining the relevancy of instant photography and bringing Polaroid cam-
eras out of the closet and back into everyday use. Working with Polaroid’s marketing
personnel, the agency came up with the idea of focusing on an instant picture as a
solution to a problem, an instant tool or “catalyst” to make something happen. The
advertising message is designed to give people ideas about how to use their forgotten
Polaroid cameras.

Two critical components of the copy platform are the development of the major
selling idea and creative strategy development. These two steps are often the responsi-
bility of the creative team or specialist and form the basis of the advertising campaign
theme. For Polaroid, the major selling idea was “the picture is only the beginning,”
and the resulting campaign theme built around this idea was “See what develops.” The
creative strategy was to have each ad in the campaign tell a story in which a Polaroid
camera sets off a chain reaction. For example, one of the TV commercials featured a
harried architect in a meeting telling his wife on the phone that he can’t possibly come
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Figure 8-4 Copy platform
outline

1. Basic problem or issue the advertising must address.

2. Advertising and communications objectives.

3. Target audience.

4. Major selling idea or key benefits to communicate.

5. Creative strategy statement (campaign theme,
appeal, and execution technique to be used).

6. Supporting information and requirements.
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home for lunch. But in a sultry voice she tells him to look in his briefcase, saying “I
left you something this morning.” He pulls out a Polaroid photo, his eyes widen, and
he says, “I’ll be there in 10 minutes.” Another humorous spot from the campaign
shows a dog, wrongfully being scolded for upsetting the trash while an evil-looking
cat sneers from the other side of the kitchen. The owner leaves, and the cat goes for the
trash once again. However, this time the dog takes a Polaroid snapshot of the cat,
astride the trash with a chicken bone in its mouth, and then patiently waits, incriminat-
ing photo in mouth, as the door opens and the owner returns. “Oh dear,” we hear as the
picture fades (Exhibit 8-9).

Many copy platforms also include supporting information and requirements (brand
identifications, disclaimers, and the like) that should appear in any advertising mes-
sage. This information may be important in ensuring uniformity across various execu-
tions of the ads used in a campaign or in meeting any legal requirements. One of the
major challenges for the creative team is determining the major selling idea that will
be used as the basis of the campaign. We examine below some approaches often used
for determining the major selling idea and campaign theme.

The Search for the Major Selling Idea
An important part of creative strategy is determining the central theme that will
become the major selling idea of the ad campaign. As A. Jerome Jeweler states in his
book Creative Strategy in Advertising:

The major selling idea should emerge as the strongest singular thing you can say about your
product or service. This should be the claim with the broadest and most meaningful appeal to
your target audience. Once you determine this message, be certain you can live with it; be
sure it stands strong enough to remain the central issue in every ad and commercial in the
campaign.27

Some advertising experts argue that for an ad campaign to be effective it must con-
tain a big idea that attracts the consumer’s attention, gets a reaction, and sets the adver-
tiser’s product or service apart from the competition’s. Well-known adman John
O’Toole describes the big idea as “that flash of insight that synthesizes the purpose of
the strategy, joins the product benefit with consumer desire in a fresh, involving way,
brings the subject to life, and makes the reader or audience stop, look, and listen.”28
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Exhibit 8-9 The major
selling idea behind this
Polaroid commercial is that
the picture is only the
beginning of the story
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Of course, the real challenge to the creative team is coming up with the big
idea to use in the ad. Many products and services offer virtually nothing unique,
and it can be difficult to find something interesting to say about them. The late
David Ogilvy, generally considered one of the most creative advertising copy-
writers ever to work in the business, has stated:

I doubt if more than one campaign in a hundred contains a big idea. I am supposed to
be one of the more fertile inventors of big ideas, but in my long career as a copywriter
I have not had more than 20, if that.29

While really great ideas in advertising are difficult to come by, there are
many big ideas that became the basis of very creative, successful advertising
campaigns. Classic examples include “We try harder,” which positioned Avis as
the underdog car-rental company that provided better service than Hertz; the
“Pepsi generation” theme and subsequent variations like “the taste of a new
generation” and “GenerationNext”; the “Be all you can be” theme used in
recruitment ads for the U.S. Army; and Wendy’s “Where’s the beef?” which fea-
tured the late, gravelly voiced Clara Peller delivering the classic line that helped

make the fast-food chain a household name. More recent big ideas that have resulted
in effective advertising campaigns include the “Intel inside” campaign for Intel micro-
processors that go in personal computers; Nike’s “Just do it”; the “It keeps going and
going” theme for Energizer batteries, featuring the pink bunny; and the “Like a rock”
theme for Chevrolet trucks.

Big ideas are important in business-to-business advertising as well. For example,
United Technologies Corp., a company that provides high-technology products to
aerospace and building-systems industries throughout the world, recently began a
major advertising campaign to increase awareness of the firm and its various sub-
sidiaries. One of the first advertisements in the campaign was the eye-catching ad
shown in Exhibit 8-10, which uses the headline “the punks who killed heavy metal,”
with the headline atop of what vaguely looks like a movie blood splotch. The copy
explains that the punks are actually scientists (notice the white pocket protectors)
from the company’s research center and touts their role in developing metal
foams—materials much lighter than traditional metals—that will help make a vari-
ety of UTC products, from helicopters to jet engines to elevators, lighter and more
economical to operate. The ad was very effective in cutting through the clutter of
corporate advertising in publications such as the Wall Street Journal, Barron’s and
BusinessWeek.

It is difficult to pinpoint the inspiration for a big idea or to teach advertising people
how to find one. However, several approaches can guide the creative team’s search for
a major selling idea and offer solutions for developing effective advertising. Some of
the best-known approaches follow:

• Using a unique selling proposition.

• Creating a brand image.

• Finding the inherent drama.

• Positioning.

Unique Selling Proposition The concept of the unique selling proposition
(USP) was developed by Rosser Reeves, former chair of the Ted Bates agency, and is
described in his influential book Reality in Advertising. Reeves noted three character-
istics of unique selling propositions:

1. Each advertisement must make a proposition to the consumer. Not just words, not
just product puffery, not just show-window advertising. Each advertisement must say
to each reader: “Buy this product and you will get this benefit.”

2. The proposition must be one that the competition either cannot or does not offer. It
must be unique either in the brand or in the claim.

3. The proposition must be strong enough to move the mass millions, that is, pull
over new customers to your brand.30
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Exhibit 8-10 United
Technologies “punks” ad is
an excellent example of a
big idea in business-to-
business advertising
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Reeves said the attribute claim or benefit that forms the basis of the
USP should dominate the ad and be emphasized through repetitive
advertising. An example of advertising based on a USP is the campaign
for Colgate’s new Total toothpaste (Exhibit 8-11).The brand’s unique
ingredients make it the only toothpaste that provides long-lasting pro-
tection and has been proved effective in fighting cavities between
brushings.

For Reeves’s approach to work, there must be a truly unique product
or service attribute, benefit, or inherent advantage that can be used in
the claim. The approach may require considerable research on the
product and consumers, not only to determine the USP but also to doc-
ument the claim. As we shall see in Chapter 21, the Federal Trade
Commission objects to advertisers’ making claims of superiority or
uniqueness without providing supporting data. Also, some companies
have sued their competitors for making unsubstantiated uniqueness
claims.31

Advertisers must also consider whether the unique selling propo-
sition affords them a sustainable competitive advantage that com-
petitors cannot easily copy. In the packaged-goods field in particular,
companies quickly match a brand feature for feature, so advertising
based on USPs becomes obsolete. For example, a few years ago
Procter & Gamble invented a combination shampoo and conditioner to rejuvenate
its struggling Pert brand. The reformulated brand was called Pert Plus and its 
market share rose from 2 to 12 percent, making it the leading shampoo. But compet-
ing brands like Revlon and Suave quickly launched their own two-in-one formula
products.32

Creating a Brand Image In many product and service categories, competing
brands are so similar that it is very difficult to find or create a unique attribute or bene-
fit to use as the major selling idea. Many of the packaged-goods products that account
for most of the advertising dollars spent in the United States are difficult to differenti-
ate on a functional or performance basis. The creative strategy used to sell these prod-
ucts is based on the development of a strong, memorable identity for the brand through
image advertising.

David Ogilvy popularized the idea of brand image in his famous book Confessions
of an Advertising Man. Ogilvy said that with image advertising, “every advertisement
should be thought of as a contribution to the complex symbol which is the brand
image.” He argued that the image or personality of the brand is particu-
larly important when brands are similar:

The greater the similarity between brands, the less part reason plays in brand
selection. There isn’t any significant difference between the various brands of
whiskey, or cigarettes, or beer. They are all about the same. And so are the cake
mixes and the detergents and the margarines. The manufacturer who dedicates his
advertising to building the most sharply defined personality for his brand will get
the largest share of the market at the highest profit. By the same token, the manu-
facturers who will find themselves up the creek are those shortsighted opportunists
who siphon off their advertising funds for promotions.33

Image advertising has become increasingly popular and is used as the
main selling idea for a variety of products and services, including soft
drinks, liquor, cigarettes, cars, airlines, financial services, perfume/
colognes, and clothing. Many consumers wear designer jeans or Ralph
Lauren polo shirts or drink certain brands of beer or soft drinks because
of the image of these brands. The key to successful image advertising is
developing an image that will appeal to product users. For example, the
sports apparel company No Fear uses this type of advertising to create a
unique image for the brand as representing the outer limits of human per-
formance. Ads like the one in Exhibit 8-12 have helped create this image
for No Fear.
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Exhibit 8-11 This Colgate
Total ad uses a unique
selling proposition

Exhibit 8-12 Advertising
for No Fear creates a unique
image for the brand as
representing the outer
limits of human
performance
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Finding the Inherent Drama Another approach to determining the major
selling idea is finding the inherent drama or characteristic of the product that makes
the consumer purchase it. The inherent drama approach expresses the advertising phi-
losophy of Leo Burnett, founder of the Leo Burnett agency in Chicago. Burnett said
inherent-drama “is often hard to find but it is always there, and once found it is the
most interesting and believable of all advertising appeals.”34 He believed advertising
should be based on a foundation of consumer benefits with an emphasis on the dra-
matic element in expressing those benefits.

Burnett advocated a down-home type of advertising that presents the message in a
warm and realistic way. Some of the more famous ads developed by his agency using
the inherent-drama approach are for McDonald’s, Maytag appliances, Kellogg cereals,
and Hallmark cards. Notice how the Hallmark commercial shown in Exhibit 8-13 uses
this approach to deliver a poignant message.

Positioning The concept of positioning as a basis for advertising strategy was
introduced by Jack Trout and Al Ries in the early 1970s and has become a popular
basis of creative development.35 The basic idea is that advertising is used to establish
or “position” the product or service in a particular place in the consumer’s mind. Posi-
tioning is done for companies as well as for brands. For example, the ad shown in
Exhibit 8-14 is part of a campaign designed to reinforce 3M’s image and position as an
innovative company.
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Exhibit 8-13 This
Hallmark commercial uses
an inherent-drama
approach
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Trout and Ries originally described positioning as the image consumers had of the
brand in relation to competing brands in the product or service category, but the con-
cept has been expanded beyond direct competitive positioning. As discussed in Chap-
ter 2, products can be positioned on the basis of product attributes, price/quality, usage
or application, product users, or product class. Any of these can spark a major selling
idea that becomes the basis of the creative strategy and results in the brand’s occupy-
ing a particular place in the minds of the target audience. Since positioning can be
done on the basis of a distinctive attribute, the positioning and unique selling proposi-
tion approaches can overlap. Positioning approaches have been used as the foundation
for a number of successful creative strategies.

Positioning is often the basis of a firm’s creative strategy when it has multiple
brands competing in the same market. For example, the two top-selling brands of
motor oil, Pennzoil and Quaker State, were merged into the same company when the
two companies merged a few years ago. The Pennzoil–Quaker State Co. creates sepa-
rate identities for the two brands by positioning them differently.36 Pennzoil is posi-
tioned as a brand that stands for protection, while Quaker State uses a performance
positioning. Advertising for Pennzoil uses the “we’re driving protection” tagline,
while Quaker State ads use the “stay tuned” theme. (Exhibit 8-15)

The USP, brand image, inherent-drama, and positioning approaches are often used
as the basis of the creative strategy for ad campaigns. These creative styles have
become associated with some of the most successful creative minds in advertising and
their agencies.37 However, many other creative approaches are available.

Some of the more contemporary advertising visionaries who have had a major
influence on modern-day advertising include Hal Riney of Hal Riney & Partners, Lee
Clow and Jay Chiat of TBWA/Chiat/Day, Dan Wieden of Wieden & Kennedy, and Jeff
Goodby and Rich Silverstein of Goodby, Silverstein & Partners. In describing today’s
creative leaders, Anthony Vagnoni of Advertising Age writes: “The modern creative
kings don’t write books, rarely give interviews or lay out their theories on advertising.
They’ve endorsed no set of rules, professed no simple maxims like Mr. Ogilvy’s
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positions 3M as an
innovative company
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famous ‘When you don’t have anything to say, sing it.’ If pronouncements and books
are out the window, what’s replaced them is a conscious desire to lift the intelligence
level of advertising. Today’s leaders see advertising as an uplifting social force, as a
way to inspire and entertain.”38

Goodby and Silverstein note: “Advertising works best when it sneaks into people’s
lives, when it doesn’t look or feel like advertising. It’s about treating people at their
best, as opposed to dealing with them at their lowest common denominator.” They
describe their creative formula as doing intelligent work that the public likes to see
and that, at the same time, has a sales pitch.39 Lee Clow says: “No rule book will tell
you how to target the masses anymore. The best of us understand the sociocultural
realities of people and how they interact with the media. If we didn’t, we couldn’t
make the kinds of messages that people would be able to connect with.”40

Specific agencies are by no means limited to any one creative approach. For exam-
ple, the famous “Marlboro country” campaign, a classic example of image advertis-
ing, was developed by Leo Burnett Co. Many different agencies have followed the
unique selling proposition approach advocated by Rosser Reeves at Ted Bates. The
challenge to the creative specialist or team is to find a major selling idea—whether it is
based on a unique selling proposition, brand image, inherent drama, position in the
market, or some other approach—and use it as a guide in developing an effective cre-
ative strategy.

Exhibit 8-15 Advertising for Pennzoil and Quaker State positions the brands differently
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Summary
The creative development and exe-
cution of the advertising message
are a crucial part of a firm’s
integrated marketing communica-
tions program and are often the
key to the success of a marketing
campaign. Marketers generally
turn to ad agencies to develop,
prepare, and implement their cre-
ative strategy since these
agencies are specialists in the cre-
ative function of advertising. The
creative specialist or team is
responsible for developing an
effective way to communicate the
marketer’s message to the
customer. Other individuals on
both the client and the agency
sides work with the creative
specialists to develop the creative

strategy, implement it, and evalu-
ate its effectiveness.

The challenge facing the
writers, artists, and others who
develop ads is to be creative and
come up with fresh, unique, and
appropriate ideas that can be used
as solutions to communications
problems. Creativity in advertising
is a process of several stages,
including preparation, incubation,
illumination, verification, and revi-
sion. Various sources of
information are available to help
the creative specialists determine
the best campaign theme, appeal,
or execution style.

Creative strategy development
is guided by specific goals and
objectives and is based on a num-

ber of factors, including the target
audience, the basic problem the
advertising must address, the
objectives the message seeks to
accomplish, and the major selling
idea or key benefit the advertiser
wants to communicate. These fac-
tors are generally stated in a copy
platform, which is a work plan used
to guide development of the ad
campaign. An important part of
creative strategy is determining
the major selling idea that will
become the central theme of the
campaign. There are several
approaches to doing this,
including using a unique selling
proposition, creating a brand
image, looking for inherent drama
in the brand, and positioning.
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Discussion Questions
1. The opening vignette discusses
Nike’s strategic initiative to
improve the way the company does
business with women which
includes finding new ways to reach
and communicate with them. Eval-
uate the efforts of Nike to reach
women from an integrated market-
ing communications perspective.
Do you feel Nike will be successful
in its efforts to communicate with
women?

2. Explain what is meant by
creative strategy and creative tac-
tics in advertising. Find an
example of an advertising
campaign and evaluate the
creative strategy and tactics used
in the ads.

3. Figure 8-1 lists the various adver-
tising campaign themes used by
Burger King over the past 15 years.
Why do you think the company has
had such a difficult time finding
an effective advertising theme and
changed campaigns and agencies
so many times? Find an example of
a current Burger King ad and eval-
uate the advertising theme being
used.

4. What is your opinion of advertis-
ing awards, such as the Cannes
Lions, that are based solely on cre-
ativity? If you were a marketer,
would you take these creative
awards into consideration in your
agency evaluation process? Why or
why not?

5. Find an example of an advertis-
ing campaign for a company or
brand that you feel is very good
and evaluate it using the universal
advertising standards of the
D’Arcy Benton & Bowles agency
that are shown in Figure 8-2.
Discuss how the advertising
reflects these standards.

6. IMC Perspective 8-2 discusses
the debate over creative versus
hard-sell advertising. Discuss the
arguments for and against each
perspective. Which do you
support? Who should be responsi-
ble for judging the creativity of 
an ad—clients or agency creative
personnel?
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7. What are the various stages of
the creative process? Do you agree
with the notion that advertising
creativity can or should follow a
definitive process?

8. Assume that you have been hired
as an account planner by an adver-
tising agency and assigned to work
on the advertising campaign for 
a new brand of bottled water.
Describe the various types of gen-
eral and product-specific pre-
planning input you might provide
to the creative team.

9. What are the differences
between focus group research and
ethnographic research? Discuss
how each research method could
be used to provide qualitative
research input that could be used
in the creative process.

10. IMC Perspective 8-4 discusses
the problems Miller Lite has had in
developing a successful advertis-
ing campaign. Evaluate the various
campaign themes that have been
used for Miller Lite in recent years 

and discuss why they have not
been effective. Evaluate the
current campaign being used for
the brand.

11. Find an example of an ad or cam-
paign that you think reflects one
of the approaches used to develop
a major selling idea such as unique
selling proposition, brand image,
inherent drama, or positioning.
Discuss how the major selling idea
is reflected in this ad or campaign.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To analyze various types of appeals that can be
used in the development and implementation of
an advertising message.

2. To analyze the various creative execution styles
that advertisers can use and the advertising situ-
ations where they are most appropriate.

3. To analyze various tactical issues involved in the
creation of print advertising and TV commercials.

4. To consider how clients evaluate the creative
work of their agencies and discuss guidelines for
the evaluation and approval process.

Creative Strategy:
Implementation and Evaluation

9
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The last five years have been heady times for

vodka as the product category has experienced

strong growth and one wave of chic new brands

has been followed by another. Consumption of

vodka has increased steadily since 1998, and the

vodka category is double the size of the next 

distilled-spirits segment, rum. Ironically, a bland-

tasting product that was best known for helping

Russians make it through a cold, bleak winter has

become a status symbol for many trendy 20- and

30-somethings in America. Marketers have been

trying to capitalize on the growing popularity of

vodka, and the growth of the “cocktail culture”

that has brought more young adults to the spirits

market, by creating a distinct image for their

brands and getting consumers to think of them

as cutting edge, edgy, and hip. While a myriad of

new vodka brands have been introduced in

recent years, none has been as successful at

attracting the attention of consumers as Skyy.

The brand has overtaken Stolichnaya as the 

number-two super-premium vodka in the United

States, trailing only Absolut.

Skyy was founded in 1992 by Maurice Kanbar,

who developed it as a premium brand for older

connoisseurs, like himself, desirous of the perfect

martini. Kanbar developed a four-stage distilla-

tions process that extracts many of the congers,

which are natural impurities that remain in alco-

hol after distillations and may contribute to

headaches, and created what he believed to be

the purest of vodkas. The Skyy name came to him

one day when he was looking out the window of

his San Francisco apartment and viewing a bril-

liant blue sky. The additional “y” in the brand

name was simply an addition to make the name

less common and develop a trademark, while the

cobalt-blue bottle was selected to connote a dis-

tinctive, daring product.

Much of Skyy’s initial growth was driven by

word of mouth. The company was successful in get-

ting its eye-catching blue bottle into swanky Holly-

wood parties and nightclubs known for attracting

a hip crowd. Skyy quickly generated a buzz on the

nightclub circuit, where word spread that its

quadruple-distilled formula reduced the likelihood

of hangovers. The company also spent much of its

limited marketing budget on sponsoring indepen-

dent film festivals and producing artsy short films

that were shown at these events. Skyy commis-

sioned these short films by well-known indepen-

dent film directors as part of its commitment to the

independent film industry, which is one of Kanbar’s

passions. The directors are not asked to create an

advertisement for Skyy, although each film does

include “a cocktail moment.” The Oscar-winning

director of the film Europa has directed one of the

films, and supermodel Claudia Schiffer has

costarred with Skyy in another cocktail moment.

The company uses the Internet to feature these

films as a way of expanding its presence on the

Web and also shows them as part of the festivals

and movie premieres that it sponsors.

Advertising has also become an important

part of Skyy’s brand-building efforts. When the

Reaching for the Skyy
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Lambesis agency took over the account in 1998,

the challenge was to create a brand image that

would generate buzz among young adults and cre-

ate awareness and trial in a category already domi-

nated by strong brands such as Absolut and

Stolichnaya. The agency realized that it would be

critical to establish an emotional connection with

young adults, who were beginning to develop

their brand loyalties, and set out to create image-

based advertising that would distinguish the brand

from competitors’ more product-focused ads.

The “Skyy Cinema” campaign was launched in

1998 and targets 21- to 34-year-old urban, metro-

consumers. To establish Skyy’s brand platform,

identifiable cinematic cocktail moments were cre-

ated for the advertising. The high-impact ads do

not contain any copy but, rather, rely on stylish,

seductive visuals that set up various noir-inspired

story lines but leave the actual scenarios up to the

mind of the viewer. Chad Farmer, the creative

director for Lambesis, notes that all the ads estab-

lish Skyy’s distinctive cobalt-blue bottle as the

“star” and have made it an iconic symbol while

showcasing the brand as a catalyst for a great cock-

tail moment. To create a buzz about the campaign,

a media plan was developed to reach style-

conscious trendsetters through avant-garde publi-

cations such as Paper and Interview. As the buzz

developed, more mainstream magazines were

added to the media mix, such as Details, Spin,

Vogue, Rolling Stone, InStyle, Movieline, and

Entertainment Weekly, along with outdoor ads in

key influential markets.

Skyy’s former brand manager, Teresa Zepeda,

notes that Skyy is all about style, innovation, and

quality. She notes: “We have to be disciplined and

be focused, and make an impact speaking to our

target rather than speaking to every consumer just

a little bit.” Skyy has achieved its tremendous

growth despite spending only a fraction of the

media dollars of its big-spending competitors such

as Absolut and Stolichnaya. Zepeda adds, “We look

bigger than we actually are and that is the

strength of our creative and focus behind the

brand.” Actually Skyy is becoming quite big: Its

sales have jumped from 3,000 cases in 1993 to

more than 1.3 million cases in 2002. The liquor

trade has recognized Skyy as the “fasting-growth

spirit of the decade,” and it has received Impact

magazine’s Hot Brand Award in the spirits category

for six consecutive years. It appears the skyy may be

the limit for this hot brand.

Sources: Kenneth Hein, “Strategy: Skyy Sets the Stage in Sultry
Cinematic Scenes,” Adweek, June 17, 2002; Melinda Fulmer,
“Skyy Vodka Shoots for the Hip,” Los Angeles Times, Apr. 17,
1999, pp. C1, 3; Theresa Howard, “Marketers of the Next Gener-
ation: Teresa Zepeda,” Brandweek, Nov. 8, 1999, pp. 18–21.
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In Chapter 8, we discussed the importance of advertising creativity and examined the
various steps in the creative process. We focused on determining what the advertising
message should communicate. This chapter focuses on how the message will be exe-
cuted. It examines various appeals and execution styles that can be used to develop the
ad and tactical issues involved in the design and production of effective advertising
messages. We conclude by presenting some guidelines clients can use to evaluate the
creative work of their agencies.

The advertising appeal refers to the approach used
to attract the attention of consumers and/or to influ-
ence their feelings toward the product, service, or

cause. An advertising appeal can also be viewed as “something that moves people,
speaks to their wants or needs, and excites their interest.”1 The creative execution
style is the way a particular appeal is turned into an advertising message presented to
the consumer. According to William Weilbacher:

The appeal can be said to form the underlying content of the advertisement, and the execution
the way in which that content is presented. Advertising appeals and executions are usually
independent of each other; that is, a particular appeal can be executed in a variety of ways and
a particular means of execution can be applied to a variety of advertising appeals. Advertising

Appeals and Execution Styles
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appeals tend to adapt themselves to all media, whereas some kinds of executional devices are
more adaptable to some media than others.2

Advertising Appeals
Hundreds of different appeals can be used as the basis for advertising messages. At the
broadest level, these approaches are generally broken into two categories: informa-
tional/rational appeals and emotional appeals. In this section, we focus on ways to use
rational and emotional appeals as part of a creative strategy. We also consider how
rational and emotional appeals can be combined in developing the advertising message.

Informational/Rational Appeals Informational/rational appeals focus
on the consumer’s practical, functional, or utilitarian need for the product or service
and emphasize features of a product or service and/or the benefits or reasons for own-
ing or using a particular brand. The content of these messages emphasizes facts, learn-
ing, and the logic of persuasion.3 Rational-based appeals tend to be informative, and
advertisers using them generally attempt to convince consumers that their product or
service has a particular attribute(s) or provides a specific benefit that satisfies their
needs. Their objective is to persuade the target audience to buy the brand because it is
the best available or does a better job of meeting consumers’ needs. For example, the
Nordica ad shown in Exhibit 9-1 uses a rational appeal to explain the features and ben-
efits of its Beast Synergy System ski collection.

Many rational motives can be used as the basis for advertising appeals, including
comfort, convenience, economy, health, and sensory benefits such as touch, taste, and
smell. Other rational motives or purchase criteria commonly used in advertising
include quality, dependability, durability, efficiency, efficacy, and performance. The
particular features, benefits, or evaluative criteria that are important to consumers and
can serve as the basis of an informational/rational appeal vary from one product or ser-
vice category to another as well as among various market segments.

Weilbacher identified several types of advertising appeals that fall under the cate-
gory of rational approaches, among them feature, competitive advantage, favorable
price, news, and product/service popularity appeals.

Exhibit 9-1 Nordica
uses a rational appeal to
advertise the features of
its skis and bindings
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Ads that use a feature appeal focus on the dominant traits of the
product or service. These ads tend to be highly informative and present
the customer with a number of important product attributes or features
that will lead to favorable attitudes and can be used as the basis for a
rational purchase decision. Technical and high-involvement products
such as automobiles often use this type of advertising appeal. Notice
how the ad shown in Exhibit 9-2 focuses on the various features of the
new Jeep Grand Cherokee Overland.

When a competitive advantage appeal is used, the advertiser makes
either a direct or an indirect comparison to another brand (or brands)
and usually claims superiority on one or more attributes. This type of
appeal was discussed in Chapter 6 under “Comparative Advertising.”

A favorable price appeal makes the price offer the dominant point
of the message. Price appeal advertising is used most often by retailers
to announce sales, special offers, or low everyday prices. Price appeal
ads are often used by national advertisers during recessionary times.
Many fast-food chains have made price an important part of their mar-
keting strategy through promotional deals and “value menus” or lower
overall prices, and their advertising strategy is designed to communi-
cate this. Many other types of advertisers use price appeals as well,
such as airlines and car-rental companies.

News appeals are those in which some type of news or announcement about the
product, service, or company dominates the ad. This type of appeal can be used for a
new product or service or to inform consumers of significant modifications or
improvements. This appeal works best when a company has important news it wants
to communicate to its target market. The Quaker Oatmeal ad shown in Exhibit 9-3,
which announced the news from the Food and Drug Administration regarding the
health benefits of eating oatmeal, is an example of a news appeal.

Product/service popularity appeals stress the popularity of a product or service by
pointing out the number of consumers who use the brand, the number who have
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Exhibit 9-2
DaimlerChrysler uses a
feature appeal ad to
promote its new Jeep®

Grand Cherokee Overland

Exhibit 9-3 Quaker
Oatmeal uses a news appeal
to promote the health
benefits of oatmeal
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switched to it, the number of experts who recommend it, or its leadership position in
the market. The main point of this advertising appeal is that the wide use of the brand
proves its quality or value and other customers should consider using it. The Excedrin
ad in Exhibit 9-4 uses this type of advertising appeal.

Emotional Appeals Emotional appeals relate to the customers’ social and/or
psychological needs for purchasing a product or service. Many consumers’ motives for
their purchase decisions are emotional, and their feelings about a brand can be more
important than knowledge of its features or attributes. Advertisers for many products
and services view rational, information-based appeals as dull. Many advertisers believe
appeals to consumers’ emotions work better at selling brands that do not differ
markedly from competing brands, since rational differentiation of them is difficult.4

Many feelings or needs can serve as the basis for advertising appeals designed to
influence consumers on an emotional level, as shown in Figure 9-1. These appeals are
based on the psychological states or feelings directed to the self (such as pleasure or
excitement), as well as those with a more social orientation (such as status or recogni-
tion). The ad for Kellogg’s Nutri-Grain cereal bars shown in Exhibit 9-5 appeals to
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Figure 9-1 Bases for emo-
tional appeals

Personal States or Feelings Social-Based Feelings

Safety Arousal/stimulation Recognition

Security Sorrow/grief Status

Fear Pride Respect

Love Achievement/accomplishment Involvement

Affection Self-esteem Embarrassment

Happiness Actualization Affiliation/belonging

Joy Pleasure Rejection

Nostalgia Ambition Acceptance

Sentiment Comfort Approval

Excitement

Exhibit 9-4 This ad promotes the
popularity of Excedrin among doctors

Exhibit 9-5 Nutri-Grain appeals to
consumers’ self-esteem and respect in this
clever ad
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emotional motives such as self-esteem and respect by using a clever visual image to
suggest what might happen to women who eat pastry in the morning. The “Respect
yourself” campaign has been very effective in positioning Nutri-Grain as a healthy
alternative for those who don’t take time to eat breakfast.

Advertisers can use emotional appeals in many ways in their creative strategy.
Kamp and Macinnis note that commercials often rely on the concept of emotional
integration, whereby they portray the characters in the ad as experiencing an emo-
tional benefit or outcome from using a product or service.5 Ads using humor, sex,
and other appeals that are very entertaining, arousing, upbeat, and/or exciting can
affect the emotions of consumers and put them in a favorable frame of mind. Many
TV advertisers use poignant ads that bring a lump to viewers’ throats. Hallmark,
AT&T, Kodak, and Oscar Mayer often create commercials that evoke feelings of
warmth, nostalgia, and/or sentiment. IMC Perspective 9-1 discusses how many mar-
keters have been using nostalgic appeals by bringing back some of their classic
advertising characters and commercials as well as using television stars from the 80s
in their ads.

Marketers use emotional appeals in hopes that the positive feeling they evoke will
transfer to the brand and/or company. Research shows that positive mood states and
feelings created by advertising can have a favorable effect on consumers’ evaluations
of a brand.6 Studies also show that emotional advertising is better remembered than
nonemotional messages.7

McDonald’s changed its advertising strategy recently and is putting more emotion
in its commercials to evoke a feel-good connection with consumers. The company’s
senior vice president of marketing explained the change by stating, “Over the last cou-
ple of years, we had been very good on the humor side but we really hadn’t done a lot
to reach and touch people with heartwarming or wholesome or romantic or heart-
tugging emotions.”8 McDonald’s feels the emotional ads take advantage of the chain’s
unique bond with consumers, which is a significant point of differentiation in the
highly competitive fast-food business.

Another reason for using emotional appeals is to influence consumers’ interpre-
tations of their product usage experience. One way of doing this is through what 
is known as transformational advertising. A transformational ad is defined as
“one which associates the experience of using (consuming) the advertised brand
with a unique set of psychological characteristics which would not typically be
associated with the brand experience to the same degree without exposure to the
advertisement.”9

Transformational ads create feelings, images, meanings, and beliefs about the prod-
uct or service that may be activated when consumers use it, transforming their inter-
pretation of the usage experience. Christopher Puto and William Wells note that a
transformational ad has two characteristics:

1. It must make the experience of using the product richer, warmer, more exciting,
and/or more enjoyable than that obtained solely from an objective description of
the advertised brand.

2. It must connect the experience of the advertisement so tightly with the experience
of using the brand that consumers cannot remember the brand without recalling the
experience generated by the advertisement.10

Transformational advertising can differentiate a product or service by making the
consumption experience more enjoyable. The “reach out and touch someone” cam-
paign used by AT&T for many years to encourage consumers to keep in touch with
family and friends by phone is an example of the successful use of transformational
advertising. McDonald’s has also used transformational advertising very effectively to
position itself as the fast-food chain where parents (or grandparents) can enjoy a
warm, happy experience with their children. Norwegian Cruise Lines used transfor-
mational advertising to create a unique image of the cruise experience and differenti-
ate itself from competitors with its “As far from the everyday as a ship can take you.
That’s the Norwegian Way” campaign. The goal of the campaign was to demonstrate
how Norwegian provides each guest with a unique reprieve from the mundane rou-
tines of everyday life. Both the dramatic visuals and ad copy depicted the vast array of
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 9-1

Everything Old Is New Again
Advertising generally prides itself on being ahead of
the curve and helping to create and define popular cul-
ture rather than trying to revisit it. However, recently
many advertisers have been bringing back some of
their classic advertising characters and commercials
rather than looking for new creative ides. The D’Arcy
Masius Benton & Bowles agency brought back the orig-
inal “Mr. Whipple,” the stern grocer known for his
famous request, “Please don’t squeeze the Charmin,”
in commercials for the brand. The ads, which ran over a
period of 18 months, resulted in an onslaught of e-
mails and letters from consumers indicating their
fondness for the iconic character. The Quaker com-
pany brought back the classic “Mikey” commercial for
Life cereal, which first aired in 1972 and ran for 12
years. The spot features a cute three-year-old boy who
hates everything but likes the taste of Life cereal when
he tries it. The director of account planning at the FCB
agency noted that the commercial was successful
because people had a warm and fuzzy feeling about
Mikey, and it is still relevant today.

Other popular advertising characters from the past
have resurfaced recently. Isuzu brought back Joe Isuzu,
the sleazy pitchman with a creepy smile who satirizes
the clichés of car ads, to hawk its Rodeo SUV after he
had been off the air for 11 years. Several animated char-
acters have also returned to the airways, including the
Jolly Green Giant for Green Giant vegetables and Char-
lie the Tuna for Starkist. Music and fashion from the

1980s are also back in vogue, so advertisers are bring-
ing back some of the decade’s iconic TV stars to appear
in their commercials. Alien puppet ALF, whose show was
popular in the late 80s, appears in ads for discount
phone service 10-10-220, while Mr. T, from the hit show
The A-Team, endorses 1-800-COLLECT. Robin Leach, who
hosted the celebrity-watching show Lifestyles of the
Rich and Famous, appears in ads for Courtyard by Mar-
riott hotels. Robert Thompson, director of Syracuse
University’s Center for the Study of Popular Television,
says that there’s usually a two-decade break between a
TV show and the resurrection of its stars.

Astute marketers recognize they cannot rely solely
on the recognition and nostalgia generated by past
ads and simply bring back the same thing. Thus, adver-
tisers are seeking to avoid the inherent risks associ-
ated with retrospective marketing, primarily by
contemporizing the classic elements of their ads to
make them relevant to current consumers, especially
young people. For example, Pepsi created an extrava-
gant commercial featuring pop star Brittany Spears
taking a trip through generations of Pepsi advertising
and revisiting jingles while dressed in period garb.
Although the commercial has a nostalgic tone, it also
has a modern, forward-looking ending as it transitions
to the current image for the brand. Fruit of the Loom
recently brought back the “fruit guys,” four obnoxious
little men who dress up as pieces of fruit and appear in
humorous commercials for the brand of underwear.
However, the new ads indirectly poke fun at the four
middle-aged fruit guys from the old days.

Reviving time-tested advertising characters,
spokespeople, and commercials has long been a popu-
lar advertising tactic among marketers, particularly
during uncertain times, such as the post-September 11
era. Experts note that new creative ideas are often put
aside for the reassuringly familiar. One brand identity
consultant notes: “When we feel less secure, with less
control over our daily lives, we reach out in brands to
connect with a time when things felt better, more com-
fortable. It’s about finding security, what we can trust.”
However, marketers recognize that they must recali-
brate the familiar if they want to make their ads rele-
vant to the modern-day consumer.

Sources: Vanessa O’Connell, “Ad Campaign Again Bears Fruit
Guys.” The Wall Street Journal, July 19, 2002, p. B2; Stuart Elliott,
“Ads from the Past with Modern Touches,” The New York Times,

Sept. 9, 2002, p. C8; Julia Cosgrove, “Listen Up Sucka, the ’80s Are
Back,” BusinessWeek, Aug. 5, 2002, p. 16.
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experiences and activities to be enjoyed during one individual day on a Norwegian
Cruise Line’s voyage (Exhibit 9-6).

Combining Rational and Emotional Appeals In many advertising situ-
ations, the decision facing the creative specialist is not whether to choose an emotional
or a rational appeal but, rather, determining how to combine the two approaches. As
noted copywriters David Ogilvy and Joel Raphaelson have stated:

Few purchases of any kind are made for entirely rational reasons. Even a purely functional
product such as laundry detergent may offer what is now called an emotional benefit—say, the
satisfaction of seeing one’s children in bright, clean clothes. In some product categories the
rational element is small. These include soft drinks, beer, cosmetics, certain personal care
products, and most old-fashioned products. And who hasn’t experienced the surge of joy that
accompanies the purchase of a new car?11

Consumer purchase decisions are often made on the basis of both emotional and
rational motives, and attention must be given to both elements in developing effective
advertising. Exhibit 9-7 shows a very clever ad that uses the Freudian concepts of id
and superego to suggest that there are both emotional and rational reasons for purchas-
ing the Lexus SC 400 coupe.
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Exhibit 9-6 Norwegian
Cruise Lines used
transformational
advertising to create a
unique image of the cruise
experience

Exhibit 9-7 Lexus
addresses both rational and
emotional appeals in this
clever ad
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Advertising researchers and agencies have given considerable thought to the rela-
tionship between rational and emotional motives in consumer decision making and
how advertising influences both. McCann-Erickson Worldwide, in conjunction with
advertising professor Michael Ray, developed a proprietary research technique known
as emotional bonding. This technique evaluates how consumers feel about brands and
the nature of any emotional rapport they have with a brand compared to the ideal emo-
tional state they associate with the product category.12

The basic concept of emotional bonding is that consumers develop three levels of
relationships with brands, as shown in Figure 9-2. The most basic relationship indi-
cates how consumers think about brands in respect to product benefits. This occurs, for
the most part, through a rational learning process and can be measured by how well
advertising communicates product information. Consumers at this stage are not very
brand loyal, and brand switching is common.

At the next stage, the consumer assigns a personality to a brand. For example, a
brand may be thought of as self-assured, aggressive, and adventurous, as opposed to
compliant and timid. The consumer’s judgment of the brand has moved beyond its
attributes or delivery of product/service benefits. In most
instances, consumers judge the personality of a brand on the
basis of an assessment of overt or covert cues found in its
advertising.

McCann-Erickson researchers believe the strongest relation-
ship that develops between a brand and the consumer is based
on feelings or emotional attachments to the brand. Consumers
develop emotional bonds with certain brands, which result in
positive psychological movement toward them. The marketer’s
goal is to develop the greatest emotional linkage between its
brand and the consumer. McCann-Erickson believes advertis-
ing can develop and enrich emotional bonding between con-
sumers and brands. McCann and its subsidiary agencies use
emotional bonding research to provide strategic input into the
creative process and determine how well advertising is com-
municating with consumers. McCann-Erickson used emotional
bonding research as the basis for its award-winning “Priceless”
campaign for MasterCard International. When the agency took
over the account a few years ago, MasterCard was perceived as
an ordinary credit card you keep in your wallet. The challenge
was to create an emotional bond between consumers and Mas-
terCard without losing the brand’s functional appeal. McCann-
Erickson developed a sentimental campaign that uses ads that
take the sum total of an experience and declare that it has no
price tag. Each commercial and print ad ends with the theme
“There are some things money can’t buy. For everything else
there’s MasterCard” (Exhibit 9-8).
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Emotions

Personality

Product benefits

Figure 9-2 Levels of
relationships with brands

Exhibit 9-8 MasterCard’s
“Priceless” campaign
creates an emotional bond
with consumers
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Additional Types of Appeals Not every ad fits neatly into
the categories of rational or emotional appeals. For example, ads for
some brands can be classified as reminder advertising, which has the
objective of building brand awareness and/or keeping the brand name
in front of consumers. Well-known brands and market leaders often
use reminder advertising. For example, Altoids breath mints runs
reminder ads to build national brand awareness and communicate its
quirky “curiously strong” message to consumers (Exhibit 9-9). Prod-
ucts and services that have a seasonal pattern to their consumption
also use reminder advertising, particularly around the appropriate
period. For example, marketers of candy products often increase their
media budgets and run reminder advertising around Halloween,
Valentine’s Day, Christmas, and Easter.

Advertisers introducing a new product often use teaser advertis-
ing, which is designed to build curiosity, interest, and/or excitement
about a product or brand by talking about it but not actually showing it.
Teasers, or mystery ads as they are sometimes called, are also used by
marketers to draw attention to upcoming advertising campaigns and
generate interest and publicity for them. For example, Lee Jeans used
teaser ads as part of its successful “Can’t bust ’em” campaign for its
new Dungarees line that features the Buddy Lee doll (Exhibit 9-10).

The denim-dressed doll, which was used in Lee’s promotional displays from the 1920s
through the 50s, was brought back and billed as a “Man of Action.” Lee’s agency, Fal-
lon McElligott, introduced Buddy with a “phantom campaign” designed to intrigue
influential trendsetters among the 17- to 22-year-old target market. Posters of Buddy
Lee, unidentified and unbranded, were wild-posted in “cool” areas of 15 markets to
generate curiosity. The agency then produced a six-minute film, The Buddy Lee Story,
that was run on “graveyard cable,” 2 A.M. slots on Comedy Central and other cable
channels. Again, the product was never mentioned, but the film did associate Buddy
with the Lee Company and its “Can’t bust ’em” spirit.

The goal of the teaser campaign was to let the trendsetters discover Buddy and
spread the news about him. The teaser campaign was successful in generating word of
mouth and helped accelerate the popularity of the brand as subsequent advertising fea-
turing Buddy hawking the Dungarees line was introduced. The campaign helped make
initial sales of the Dungarees line four times higher than anticipated and resulted in a 3
percent increase in market share for Lee even though overall denim sales were flat.13

Teaser ads are often used for new movies or TV shows and for major product
launches. They are especially popular among automotive advertisers for introducing a
new model or announcing significant changes in a vehicle. For example, Porsche used
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Exhibit 9-9 Altoids uses
reminder advertising to
build brand awareness

Exhibit 9-10 Lee Jeans
used a successful teaser
campaign featuring Buddy
Lee to help introduce its
Dungarees line
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teaser ads to generate interest in and excitement for the Cayenne SUV when it
was introduced to the U.S. market (Exhibit 9-11). The ads used the theme
“The next Porsche” and were part of an integrated campaign that included a
website telling the story of the new Cayenne, from development through test-
ing to its unveiling in fall 2002.

Teaser campaigns can generate interest in a new product, but advertisers
must be careful not to extend them too long or they will lose their effective-
ness.14 Many advertising experts thought the teaser campaign used by Infiniti
to introduce its cars to the U.S. market in 1989 ran too long and created con-
fusion among consumers.15 As one advertising executive says, “Contrary to
what we think, consumers don’t hold seminars about advertising. You have to
give consumers enough information about the product in teaser ads to make
them feel they’re in on the joke.”16

Many ads are not designed to sell a product or service but rather to enhance
the image of the company or meet other corporate goals such as soliciting
investment or recruiting employees. These are generally referred to as corpo-
rate image advertising and are discussed in detail in Chapter 17.

Advertising Execution
Once the specific advertising appeal that will be used as the basis for the advertising
message has been determined, the creative specialist or team begins its execution. Cre-
ative execution is the way an advertising appeal is presented. While it is obviously
important for an ad to have a meaningful appeal or message to communicate to the
consumer, the manner in which the ad is executed is also important.

One of the best-known advocates of the importance of creative execution in adver-
tising was William Bernbach, founder of the Doyle Dane Bernbach agency. In his
famous book on the advertising industry, Madison Avenue, Martin Mayer notes Bern-
bach’s reply to David Ogilvy’s rule for copywriters that “what you say in advertising
is more important than how you say it.” Bernbach replied, “Execution can become
content, it can be just as important as what you say. A sick guy can utter some words
and nothing happens; a healthy vital guy says them and they rock the world.”17 Bern-
bach was one of the revolutionaries of his time who changed advertising creativity on
a fundamental level by redefining how headlines and visuals were used, how art direc-
tors and copywriters worked together, and how advertising could be used to arouse
feelings and emotions. IMC Perspective 9-2 discusses how many in advertising
thought the dot-com ad boom that occurred a few years ago would drive a new cre-
ative revolution in advertising.

An advertising message can be presented or executed in numerous
ways:

• Straight sell or factual message • Animation

• Scientific/technical evidence • Personality symbol

• Demonstration • Fantasy

• Comparison • Dramatization

• Testimonial • Humor

• Slice of life • Combinations

We now examine these formats and considerations involved in their use.

Straight Sell or Factual Message One of the most basic types
of creative executions is the straight sell or factual message. This type of
ad relies on a straightforward presentation of information concerning the
product or service. This execution is often used with informational/rational
appeals, where the focus of the message is the product or service and its
specific attributes and/or benefits.

Straight-sell executions are commonly used in print ads. A picture of the
product or service occupies part of the ad, and the factual copy takes up the
rest of the space. (See the ad for Castrol Syntec motor oil in Exhibit 9-12.)
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Exhibit 9-11 Porsche used
teaser ads to create interest
in the new Cayenne SUV

Exhibit 9-12 Castrol uses
a straight-sell execution
style in this ad
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 9-2

Dot-com Advertising Fails to Inspire 
a New Creative Revolution
“I’m always hoping that one day some young man will
come into my office and say, ‘Your 96 rules for creating
good ads are for the birds. They’re all based on
research that is out of date and irrelevant. Here are 96
new rules based on new research. Throw yours out the
window . . . You’re an old dodo, living in the past. More-
over, I have written a new dogma, a new dialectic, and I
am the prophet of the future.’”

This appeal for someone to lead a new creative revo-
lution in advertising was written by legendary adman
David Ogilvy in his classic book The Art of Writing
Advertising, which was published in 1965. In the 60s
revolutionaries such as Ogilvy, Bill Bernbach, Leo Bur-
nett, and Rosser Reeves turned advertising creativity
on its head. The creative director of a major agency
describes the state of advertising creativity before
these revolutionaries came along as follows: “It was
the Dark Ages, manufacturers shouting out the fac-
tory window. There was no emotional connection. It
was basically what the client wanted you to say. The
creative revolution was about finding a way to talk to
people. It was like finding perspective.”

The creative revolution that occurred during the
60s was in many ways inspired by the emergence of
television as a dominant medium for advertising. Now
the Internet is the new technology invading homes in
the United States as well as other countries, and many
felt it would be the catalyst for a new creative revolu-
tion in advertising. Madison Avenue had never seen a

boom as explosive, spectacular, and sudden as the
“great dot-com ad boom” of the late 90s that contin-
ued on into the new millennium. Ads for Internet com-
panies such as portals and e-commerce sites were
everywhere. And as these companies competed for
consumers’ attention and a piece of their mind-set,
many were producing a new type of advertising whose
style was as daring and unconventional as the entre-
preneurs who built the online companies.

Among the most creative and popular of the ads for
the dot-com companies were the campaign created for
the online trading firm Ameritrade that featured Stu-
art, the young, ponytailed, red-headed day trader; ads
featuring Socks, the fast-talking dog sock puppet for
Pets.com; ads with sci-fi celebrity William Shatner
singing off key for Priceline.com; and commercials for
the online financial services company E*Trade featur-
ing a chimpanzee. There were also numerous dot-com
ads that pushed the limits of good taste to get atten-
tion and build awareness. Commercials for online
retailer Outpost.com included a spot showing gerbils
being shot out of cannon into a backboard, and another
featured a marching band on a football field forming
the words outpost.com and then being attacked by a
pack of wolves. Beyond.com, an online retailer of soft-
ware and computer-related products, helped pioneer
the crazy dot-com advertising genre with its “Naked
Man” campaign that featured a fictitious character
shopping for software at home au naturel.

Many of the ads for online companies were creative
and fun to watch. However, critics argued that most of
the ads were ineffective at communicating a meaning-
ful message for the companies and much of the $3 bil-
lion per year that was being spent on dot-com
advertising was wasted. All of the dot-coms wanted their
advertising to be the funniest or most outrageous. How-
ever, in the end it all started to look the same and
became boring. The end of the great dot-com ad boom
was perhaps best signified by an award-winning com-
mercial for E*Trade that ran during the 2001 Super
Bowl. The ad was a spoof of a 1971 “Keep America Beauti-
ful” spot from the Ad Council and showed the E-Trade
chimp riding on horseback into a deserted town replete
with lots of dot-com businesses that had gone bust.
After picking up a tattered sock puppet, the simian
sheds a tear—just as the American Indian did in the
much admired public service announcement years ago.
E*Trade was one of the survivors of the dot-com shake-
out and recently began a new campaign promoting the
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They are also used in TV advertising, with an announcer generally delivering the sales
message while the product/service is shown on the screen. Ads for high-involvement
consumer products as well as industrial and other business-to-business products gen-
erally use this format.

Scientific/Technical Evidence In a variation of the straight sell, scientific or
technical evidence is presented in the ad. Advertisers often cite technical information,
results of scientific or laboratory studies, or endorsements by scientific bodies or agen-
cies to support their advertising claims. For example, an endorsement from the Ameri-
can Council on Dental Therapeutics on how fluoride helps prevent cavities was the
basis of the campaign that made Crest the leading brand on the market. The ad for Der-
masil Pharmaceutical Dry Skin Treatment shown in Exhibit 9-13 uses this execution
style to emphasize the breakthrough from Vaseline Research.

Demonstration Demonstration advertising is designed to illustrate the key
advantages of the product/service by showing it in actual use or in some staged situa-
tion. Demonstration executions can be very effective in convincing consumers of a
product’s utility or quality and of the benefits of owning or using the brand. TV is
particularly well suited for demonstration executions, since the benefits or advan-
tages of the product can be shown right on the screen. Although perhaps a little less
dramatic than TV, demonstration ads can also work in print, as shown in the ad for
Du Pont’s Teflon Bakeware Liners (Exhibit 9-14).

Comparison Brand comparisons can also be the basis for the advertis-
ing execution. The comparison execution approach is increasingly popular
among advertisers, since it offers a direct way of communicating a brand’s
particular advantage over its competitors or positioning a new or lesser-
known brand with industry leaders. Comparison executions are often used
to execute competitive advantage appeals, as discussed earlier.

Testimonial Many advertisers prefer to have their messages presented
by way of a testimonial, where a person praises the product or service on
the basis of his or her personal experience with it. Testimonial executions
can have ordinary satisfied customers discuss their own experiences with
the brand and the benefits of using it. This approach can be very effective
when the person delivering the testimonial is someone with whom the tar-
get audience can identify or who has an interesting story to tell. The testi-
monial must be based on actual use of the product or service to avoid legal
problems, and the spokesperson must be credible.

Apple Computer made effective use of testimonials as part of its
“Switch” campaign, which features computer users from various walks of
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change of its name to E*Trade Financial and poking fun
at the excesses of the dot-com era.

Many in the advertising community believe that the
next creative revolution in advertising will come not
from ads for Internet companies but from the medium
itself. They feel that the skill set of the creativity com-
munity will really be unleashed as technological limita-
tions that handcuff web creativity, such as bandwidth
problems, are solved and the Internet converges with
other traditional media such a television and print. As
discussed earlier, advertisers such as BMW, Skyy vodka,
and Levi Strauss are taking advertising in a new direc-
tion by creating short films that can be viewed and/or

downloaded from their websites. This hybrid of adver-
tising and entertainment is referred to in the ad world
as “branded content.” The agency for Nike created a
campaign with cliff-hanger commercials whose end-
ings could be found only on the Nike website. A new cre-
ative revolution may indeed be under way. However, this
time it may involve more than ads showing gerbils
being shot out of cannons.

Source: Suzanne Vranica, “Dot-Com TV Ads Make a Comeback,” 
The Wall Street Journal, Apr. 10, 2002, p. B5; Suein L. Hwang and
Kathryn Kranhold, “Where Have All the Gerbils Gone?” The Wall

Street Journal, March 30, 2000, p. B1; Eleftheria Parpis, “You Say
You Want a Revolution,” Adweek, Dec. 13, 1999, pp. 29–36.

Exhibit 9-13 This
Dermasil ad cites a scientific
study
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life discussing why they switched from Windows-based machines to Macintoshes
(Exhibit 9-15). The people giving the testimonials in the ads are from various walks of
life, including a writer, publisher, programmer, and Windows network administrator,
and were chosen from a group of some 10,000 former PC users who wrote the com-
pany to proclaim their love for Apple. As part of the campaign Apple created a website
that includes testimonials from PC users who switched to Macs and provides more
detailed information for those considering switching.

A related execution technique is the endorsement, where a well-known or respected
individual such as a celebrity or expert in the product or service area speaks
on behalf of the company or the brand. When endorsers promote a company
or its products or services, the message is not necessarily based on their per-
sonal experiences.

Slice of Life A widely used advertising format, particularly for pack-
aged-goods products, is the slice-of-life execution, which is generally based
on a problem/solution approach. This type of ad portrays a problem or con-
flict that consumers might face in their daily lives. The ad then shows how
the advertiser’s product or service can resolve the problem.

Slice-of-life executions are often criticized for being unrealistic and irri-
tating to watch because they are often used to remind consumers of prob-
lems of a personal nature, such as dandruff, bad breath, body odor, and
laundry problems. Often these ads come across as contrived, silly, phony, or
even offensive to consumers. However, many advertisers still prefer this
style because they believe it is effective at presenting a situation to which
most consumers can relate and at registering the product feature or benefit
that helps sell the brand.

For many years, Procter & Gamble was known for its reliance on slice-
of-life advertising executions. In 1980, two-thirds of the company’s com-
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Exhibit 9-14 This ad
demonstrates the benefits
of Du Pont’s Teflon
Bakeware Liners

Exhibit 9-15 Apple’s
“Switch” campaign makes
effective use of testimonials
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mercials used either the slice-of-life or testimonial format. However, P&G has begun
using humor, animation, and other less traditional execution styles and now relies less
on slice-of-life or testimonials.18

Slice-of-life or problem/solution execution approaches are not limited to consumer-
product advertising. Many business-to-business marketers use this type of advertising
to demonstrate how their products and services can be used to solve business prob-
lems. For example, AT&T used this approach in executing the “It’s all within your
reach” campaign that promoted a broad array of the company’s offerings. The ads in
the campaign used emotionally charged moments to demonstrate how AT&T under-
stands and helps individuals reach their goals by offering the most relevant solutions
to the challenges of working and living in today’s fast-paced world and managing
one’s personal life and business pressures.

An award-winning commercial from the campaign was a spot called “Beaches,”
which focused on a working mother and her very busy life (Exhibit 9-16). The ad
addressed the problem facing many working parents: They would like to spend more
time with their children but need to go to work and kids don’t always understand why.
This situation, and the frustration often associated with it, is captured in the ad when
the little girl says to her mother, “Mom, when can I be a client?” Thanks to AT&T
Wireless Services, the mother is able to take the kids to the beach and still conduct her
important conference call as scheduled.19

Some business-to-business marketers use a variation of the problem/solution exe-
cution that is sometimes referred to as slice-of-death advertising.20 This execution
style is used in conjunction with a fear appeal, as the focus is on the negative conse-
quences that result when businesspeople make the wrong decision in choosing a sup-
plier or service provider. For example, FedEx has used this type of advertising for
nearly three decades through humorous, but to-the-point, commercials that show what
might happen when important packages and documents aren’t received on time.

Animation An advertising execution approach that has become popular in
recent years is animation. With this technique, animated scenes are drawn by artists
or created on the computer, and cartoons, puppets, or other types of fictional charac-
ters may be used. Cartoon animation is especially popular for commercials targeted
at children.

Animated cartoon characters have also been used successfully by the Leo Burnett
agency in campaigns for Green Giant vegetables (the Jolly Green Giant) and Keebler
cookies (the Keebler elves). Another successful example of animation execution was
the ad campaign developed for the California Raisin Advisory Board. A technique
called Claymation was used to create the dancing raisin characters used in these ads.

The use of animation as an execution style may increase as creative specialists dis-
cover the possibilities of computer-generated graphics and other technological innova-
tions.21 Exhibit 9-17 shows an ad for Stagg Chili that uses computer-generated
graphics and animation.
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Exhibit 9-16 AT&T uses a slice-of-life execution to advertise its wireless services
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Some advertisers have begun using Roger Rabbit-style ads that mix animation with
real people. Nike has used this technique to develop several creative, entertaining
commercials. One featured Michael Jordan and Bugs Bunny trouncing a foursome of
bullies on the basketball court and was the inspiration for the movie Space Jam. The
agency for Star-Kist tuna also used this technique when the H. J. Heinz Company
recently brought its animated Charlie the Tuna character out of retirement to appear in
commercials for the brand. While the old “Sorry Charlie” commercials portrayed
Charlie as not being good enough for Star-Kist, the new ads used him in a different
way, such as giving a courtroom address arguing that not all tunas are created equal
and asking for jurors to judge for themselves (Exhibit 9-18).
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Stagg Chili uses computer-
generated graphics and
animation

Exhibit 9-18 This Star-Kist
commercial mixes an
animated character with
real people.
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Personality Symbol Another type of advertising execution involves develop-
ing a central character or personality symbol that can deliver the advertising message
and with which the product or service can be identified. This character can be a person,
like Mr. Whipple, who asked shoppers, “Please don’t squeeze the Charmin,” or the
Maytag repairman, who sits anxiously by the phone but is never needed because the
company’s appliances are so reliable. 

Personality figures can also be built around animated characters and animals. As
discussed in Chapter 5, visual image personalities (VIPs) such as Morris the Cat and
Tony the Tiger have been used for decades to promote 9-Lives cat food and Kellogg’s
Frosted Flakes, respectively. Recently, commercials featuring the AFLAC duck have
made him a popular personality symbol and mascot for the insurance company and
have helped build awareness and interest. The humorous spots show the quirky duck
in all sorts of odd places—lounging in a sauna, conking his head on the ice at a skating
rink, and fighting for the attention of a couple on a roller coaster—as he desperately
tries to raise a flap about the supplemental insurance provider (Exhibit 9-19).

Anheuser-Busch created popular personality symbols in the talking lizards, Frank
and Louie, who appeared in ads for Budweiser beer for five years. However, the com-
pany had to deal with complaints from some consumer groups who argue that the ani-
mated characters were popular among children and might encourage underage
drinking. The company strongly denied that it was using the characters to target
minors and argued that the ads did not have any effect on children or encourage under-
age drinking.22 Actually the controversy over the Budweiser lizards has been mild
compared to the furor that was created by R. J. Reynolds’ use of Old Joe Camel, the
cartoon character used in ads for Camel cigarettes for many years. Critics argued that
Camel ads featuring the “smooth character” were more effective at marketing the
brand to minors than to adults. The controversy surrounding the campaign eventually
led to a settlement between the federal government and the tobacco industry that bans
the use of cartoon characters in tobacco advertising.23

Fantasy An execution technique that is popular for emotional types of appeals
such as image advertising is fantasy. Fantasy executions are particularly well suited
for television, as the commercial can become a 30-second escape for the viewer into
another lifestyle. The product or service becomes a central part of the situation created
by the advertiser. Cosmetics ads often use fantasy appeals to create images and sym-
bols that become associated with the brand.

Dramatization Another execution technique particularly well suited to televi-
sion is dramatization, where the focus is on telling a short story with the product or
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Exhibit 9-19 The AFLAC
duck has become a popular
mascot and personality
symbol for the company
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service as the star. Dramatization is somewhat akin to slice-of-life execution in that it
often relies on the problem/solution approach, but it uses more excitement and sus-
pense in telling the story. The purpose of using drama is to draw the viewer into the
action it portrays. Advocates of drama note that when it is successful, the audience
becomes lost in the story and experiences the concerns and feelings of the characters.24

According to Sandra Moriarty, there are five basic steps in a dramatic commercial:

First is exposition, where the stage is set for the upcoming action. Next comes conflict, which
is a technique for identifying the problem. The middle of the dramatic form is a period of ris-
ing action where the story builds, the conflict intensifies, the suspense thickens. The fourth
step is the climax, where the problem is solved. The last part of a drama is the resolution,
where the wrap-up is presented. In advertising that includes product identification and call to
action.25

The real challenge facing the creative team is how to encompass all these elements
in a 30-second commercial. A good example of the dramatization execution technique
is the ad for Zerex antifreeze in Exhibit 9-20, which shows a woman’s sense of relief
when her car starts at the airport on a cold winter night. The ad concludes with a strong
identification slogan, “The temperature never drops below Zerex,” that connects the
brand name to its product benefit.

Humor Like comparisons, humor was discussed in Chapter 6 as a type of advertising
appeal, but this technique can also be used as a way of presenting other advertising
appeals. Humorous executions are particularly well suited to television or radio, although
some print ads attempt to use this style. The pros and cons of using humor as an execu-
tional technique are similar to those associated with its use as an advertising appeal.

Combinations Many of the execution techniques can be combined to present
the advertising message. For example, animation is often used to create personality
symbols or present a fantasy. Slice-of-life ads are often used to demonstrate a product
or service. Comparisons are sometimes made using a humorous approach. FedEx uses
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humorous executions of the slice-of-death genre depicting businesspeople experienc-
ing dire consequences when they use another delivery service and an important docu-
ment doesn’t arrive on time. It is the responsibility of the creative specialist(s) to
determine whether more than one execution style should be used in creating the ad.
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Our discussion thus far has focused on the development of creative strategy and
various appeals and execution styles that can be used for the advertising message.
Once the creative approach, type of appeal, and execution style have been deter-
mined, attention turns to creating the actual advertisement. The design and production
of advertising messages involve a number of activities, among them writing copy,
developing illustrations and other visual elements of the ad, and bringing all of the
pieces together to create an effective message. In this section, we examine the verbal
and visual elements of an ad and discuss tactical considerations in creating print ads
and TV commercials.

Creative Tactics for Print Advertising
The basic components of a print ad are the headline, the body copy, the visual or illus-
trations, and the layout (the way they all fit together). The headline and body copy por-
tions of the ad are the responsibility of the copywriters; artists, often working under
the direction of an art director, are responsible for the visual presentation. Art directors
also work with the copywriters to develop a layout, or arrangement of the various
components of the ad: headlines, subheads, body copy, illustrations, captions, logos,
and the like. We briefly examine the three components of a print ad and how they are
coordinated.

Headlines The headline is the words in the leading position of the ad—the words
that will be read first or are positioned to draw the most attention.26 Headlines are usu-
ally set in larger type and are often set apart from the body copy or text portion of the
ad to give them prominence. Most advertising people consider the headline the most
important part of a print ad.

The most important function of a headline is attracting readers’ attention and inter-
esting them in the rest of the message. While the visual portion of an ad is obviously
important, the headline often shoulders most of the responsibility of attracting readers’
attention. Research has shown the headline is generally the first thing people look at in
a print ad, followed by the illustration. Only 20 percent of readers go beyond the head-
line and read the body copy.27 So in addition to attracting attention, the headline must
give the reader good reason to read the copy portion of the ad, which contains more
detailed and persuasive information about the product or service. To
do this, the headline must put forth the main theme, appeal, or propo-
sition of the ad in a few words. Some print ads contain little if any
body copy, so the headline must work with the illustration to commu-
nicate the entire advertising message.

Headlines also perform a segmentation function by engaging the
attention and interest of consumers who are most likely to buy a par-
ticular product or service. Advertisers begin the segmentation
process by choosing to advertise in certain types of publications
(e.g., a travel, general-interest, or fashion magazine). An effective
headline goes even further in selecting good prospects for the prod-
uct by addressing their specific needs, wants, or interests. For exam-
ple, the headline in the ad for RCA’s LYRA personal digital player
shown in Exhibit 9-21 catches the attention of consumers who want
the latest technology in audio products.

Types of Headlines There are numerous headline possibilities.
The type used depends on several factors, including the creative
strategy, the particular advertising situation (e.g., product type,
media vehicle(s) being used, timeliness), and its relationship to other
components of the ad, such as the illustration or body copy. Head-
lines can be categorized as direct and indirect. Direct headlines are

Creative Tactics

Exhibit 9-21 The
headline of this ad catches
the attention of young
consumers
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straightforward and informative in terms of the message they are presenting and the
target audience they are directed toward. Common types of direct headlines include
those offering a specific benefit, making a promise, or announcing a reason the reader
should be interested in the product or service.

Indirect headlines are not straightforward about identifying the product or ser-
vice or getting to the point. But they are often more effective at attracting readers’
attention and interest because they provoke curiosity and lure readers into the body
copy to learn an answer or get an explanation. Techniques for writing indirect head-
lines include using questions, provocations, how-to statements, and challenges.

Indirect headlines rely on their ability to generate curiosity or intrigue so as to moti-
vate readers to become involved with the ad and read the body copy to find out the
point of the message. This can be risky if the headline is not provocative enough to get
the readers’ interest. Advertisers deal with this problem by using a visual appeal that
helps attract attention and offers another reason for reading more of the message. For
example, the ad for the Lexus GS sports sedan shown in Exhibit 9-22 uses a question
as the headline that invites consumers to read the copy to learn more about the features
of the car and decide how to categorize it. The visual portion of the ad supports the
positioning theme by showing the GS 430 being driven on a windy road.

Subheads While many ads have only one headline, it is also common to see print
ads containing the main head and one or more secondary heads, or subheads. Sub-
heads are usually smaller than the main headline but larger than the body copy. They
may appear above or below the main headline or within the body copy. The Cam-
bridge SoundWorks ad shown in Exhibit 9-23 uses subheads within the body copy.

Subheads are often used to enhance the readability of the message by breaking up
large amounts of body copy and highlighting key sales points. Their content reinforces
the headline and advertising slogan or theme.
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Exhibit 9-22 This ad uses a question-style headline and
strong visual image that motivate consumers to read the
copy

Exhibit 9-23 This ad uses subheads to make the
copy easier to read
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Body Copy The main text portion of a print ad is referred to as the body copy (or
sometimes just copy). While the body copy is usually the heart of the advertising mes-
sage, getting the target audience to read it is often difficult. The copywriter faces a
dilemma: The body copy must be long enough to communicate the advertiser’s mes-
sage yet short enough to hold readers’ interest.

Body copy content often flows from the points made in the headline or various sub-
heads, but the specific content depends on the type of advertising appeal and/or execu-
tion style being used. For example, straight-sell copy that presents relevant
information, product features and benefits, or competitive advantages is often used
with the various types of rational appeals discussed earlier in the chapter. Emotional
appeals often use narrative copy that tells a story or provides an interesting account of
a problem or situation involving the product.

Advertising body copy can be written to go along with various types of creative
appeals and executions—comparisons, price appeals, demonstrations, humor, drama-
tizations, and the like. Copywriters choose a copy style that is appropriate for the type
of appeal being used and effective for executing the creative strategy and communi-
cating the advertiser’s message to the target audience.

Visual Elements The third major component of a print ad is the visual element.
The illustration is often a dominant part of a print ad and plays an important role in
determining its effectiveness. The visual portion of an ad must attract attention, com-
municate an idea or image, and work in a synergistic fashion with the headline and
body copy to produce an effective message. In some print ads, the visual portion of the
ad is essentially the message and thus must convey a strong and meaningful image. For
example, the award-winning ad for Sims Snowboards shown in Exhibit 9-24 uses a
powerful visual image. In a scene reminiscent of the protestor blocking military vehi-
cles in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square during the 1989 student uprising, a snowboarder
stands in the path of snow-grooming machines (which pack the snow, to the distress of
snowboarders). The single line of copy, “In a courageous act of solidarity, a lone snow-
boarder stands up for freedom,” reinforces the message presented by the visual image.

Many decisions have to be made regarding the visual portion of the ad: what identi-
fication marks should be included (brand name, company or trade name, trademarks,
logos); whether to use photos or hand-drawn or painted illustrations; what colors to
use (or even perhaps black and white or just a splash of color); and what the focus of
the visual should be.

Layout While each individual component of a print ad is important, the key factor
is how these elements are blended into a finished advertisement. A layout is the physi-
cal arrangement of the various parts of the ad, including the headline, subheads, body
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Exhibit 9-24 This ad for
Sims Snowboards uses a
strong visual image and a
layout that resembles a
newspaper page
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copy, illustrations, and any identifying marks. The layout shows where each part of the
ad will be placed and gives guidelines to the people working on the ad. For example,
the layout helps the copywriter determine how much space he or she has to work with
and how much copy should be written. The layout can also guide the art director in
determining the size and type of photos. In the ad for Sims Snowboards shown in
Exhibit 9-24, the layout is designed to make the ad look like it was reprinted from a
newspaper page. Notice how this theme is carried through in the copy, which reads
like a newspaper photo caption and ends with “Story on 2C.” Layouts are often done
in rough form and presented to the client so that the advertiser can visualize what the
ad will look like before giving preliminary approval. The agency should get client
approval of the layout before moving on to the more costly stages of print production.

Creative Tactics for Television
As consumers, we see so many TV commercials that it’s easy to take for granted the
time, effort, and money that go into making them. Creating and producing commer-
cials that break through the clutter on TV and communicate effectively is a detailed,
expensive process. On a cost-per-minute basis, commercials are the most expensive
productions seen on television.

TV is a unique and powerful advertising medium because it contains the elements of
sight, sound, and motion, which can be combined to create a variety of advertising
appeals and executions. Unlike print, the viewer does not control the rate at which the
message is presented, so there is no opportunity to review points of interest or reread
things that are not communicated clearly. As with any form of advertising, one of the
first goals in creating TV commercials is to get the viewers’ attention and then maintain
it. This can be particularly challenging because of the clutter and because people often
view TV commercials while doing other things (reading a book or magazine, talking).

Like print ads, TV commercials have several components. The video and audio must
work together to create the right impact and communicate the advertiser’s message.

Video The video elements of a commercial are what is seen on the TV screen. The
visual portion generally dominates the commercial, so it must attract viewers’ atten-
tion and communicate an idea, message, and/or image. A number of visual elements
may have to be coordinated to produce a successful ad. Decisions have to be made
regarding the product, the presenter, action sequences, demonstrations, and the like, as
well as the setting(s), the talent or characters who will appear in the commercial, and
such other factors as lighting, graphics, color, and identifying symbols.

Audio The audio portion of a commercial includes voices, music, and sound
effects. Voices are used in different ways in commercials. They may be heard through
the direct presentation of a spokesperson or as a conversation among various people
appearing in the commercial. A common method for presenting the audio portion of a
commercial is through a voice-over, where the message is delivered or action on the
screen is narrated or described by an announcer who is not visible. A trend among
major advertisers is to have celebrities with distinctive voices do the voiceovers for
their commercials.28 Actor Richard Dreyfuss does the voiceovers in some Honda com-
mercials, Jeff Goldblum does Apple Computers, and mega-stars such as Ben Affleck,
Renee Zelwegger, and Ashley Judd have done Diet Coke commercials.

Music is also an important part of many TV commercials and can play a variety of
roles.29 In many commercials, the music provides a pleasant background or helps cre-
ate the appropriate mood. Advertisers often use needledrop, which Linda Scott
describes as follows:

Needledrop is an occupational term common to advertising agencies and the music industry. It
refers to music that is prefabricated, multipurpose, and highly conventional. It is, in that sense,
the musical equivalent of stock photos, clip art, or canned copy. Needledrop is an inexpensive
substitute for original music; paid for on a one-time basis, it is dropped into a commercial or
film when a particular normative effect is desired.30

In some commercials, music is much more central to the advertising message. It
can be used to get attention, break through the advertising clutter, communicate a key
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selling point, help establish an image or position, or add feeling.31 For example, music
can work through a classical conditioning process to create positive emotions that
become associated with the advertised product or service. Music can also create a pos-
itive mood that makes the consumer more receptive toward the advertising message.32

Because music can play such an important role in the creative strategy, many com-
panies have paid large sums for the rights to use popular songs in their commercials.
There are two kinds of works to which companies negotiate rights when licensing
music for use in commercials. The musical composition includes the music notes and
the words, while the master recording includes the voice(s) of the original artist.33 The
latter is usually much more expensive to buy, so advertisers will often negotiate for the
rights to use the music and have it performed by someone with a similar voice. Rights
to music can be held by various parties, such as the original artist, the artist’s estate, or
a music publishing company. For example, the rights to songs done by the late reggae
star Bob Marley are held by his estate, while the rights to songs by the Beatles are con-
trolled by a music publishing company. Nortel Networks licensed the composition
rights to use the classic Beatles song “Come Together” (which it had performed by a
different artist) and used the music as the central theme in the global advertising cam-
paign the company ran recently.34 While it is less expensive to rerecord the music,
some advertisers are willing to pay millions of dollars to use the voices of the original
artists in their commercials. IMC Perspective 9-3 discusses how companies such as
Cadillac, Chevrolet Trucks, Microsoft, and Mitsubishi have made songs an important
part of their commercials in recent years.

Another important musical element in both TV and radio commercials is jingles,
catchy songs about a product or service that usually carry the advertising theme and a
simple message. For example, Doublemint gum has used the well-known “Double
your pleasure, double your fun with Doublemint, Doublemint gum” for years. The jin-
gle is very memorable and serves as a good reminder of the product’s minty flavor.
Oscar Mayer has used the popular jingles for some of its products, such as the bologna
song (“My bologna has a first name/ It’s O-S-C-A-R”) and the Oscar Mayer wiener
song (“I’d love to be an Oscar Mayer wiener”), as the basis of integrated marketing
programs. The company’s fleet of wienermobiles travel the country as part of the
Oscar Mayer Talent Search, where local auditions are held in search of children who
will continue the 30-year tradition of singing the catchy bologna and wiener jingles.35

Jingles can be used by themselves as the basis for a musical commercial. Diet Coke
brought back its old slogan “Just for the taste of it,” set it to a luxurious musical score,
and made it the basis of a multimillion-dollar ad campaign. In some commercials, jin-
gles are used more as a form of product identification and appear at the end of the mes-
sage. Jingles are often composed by companies that specialize in writing commercial
music for advertising. These jingle houses work with the creative team to determine
the role music will play in the commercial and the message that needs to be communi-
cated. Figure 9-3 shows the 10 jingles selected by Advertising Age as the best of the
past century.
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Figure 9-3 Top 10 jingles
of the century

Jingle Company or Brand

1. You deserve a break today McDonald’s

2. Be all that you can be U.S. Army

3. Pepsi Cola Hits the Spot Pepsi Cola

4. M’m, M’m Good Campbell’s Soup

5. See the USA in your Chevrolet Chevrolet

6. I wish I was an Oscar Mayer Wiener Oscar Mayer

7. Double your pleasure, double your fun Wrigley’s Doublemint gum

8. Winston tastes good like a cigarette should Winston

9. It’s the Real Thing Coca-Cola

10. Brylcreem—A little dab’ll do ya Brylcreem
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 9-3

Advertisers Marry Music with Their Products
While music has always been an important part of tele-
vision commercials, more and more advertisers are
using popular songs in their ads that resonate with
consumers and help keep their products and services
top-of-mind. Songs from artists and rock groups such
as Madonna, Sting, Bob Seger, Led Zeppelin, the
Rolling Stones, and the Beatles serve as the backdrop
in commercials for just about everything, including
cars, beer, fast food, computers, and insurance. Nike
pioneered the commercial use of music from major
artists in 1987 when it featured the original recording
of the classic Beatle’s song “Revolution” in ads for its
shoes. Cadillac recently struck a multimillion-dollar
deal with Led Zeppelin to use the legendary band’s
song “Rock and Roll” in its commercials. Service com-
panies are also using popular songs as part of their
ads as well. Tax preparation firm H&R Block recently
used the words and music to the Beatle’s tune “Tax
Man,” while AllState Insurance uses the famous
group’s “When I’m 64” to help sell life insurance.

There are a number of reasons why companies are
paying large sums of money to use popular songs in
their commercials. Music plays an important role in
setting the tone for a commercial and can be used for
entertainment, to target an audience, and/or to create
an emotional or nostalgic connection with the viewer.
When advertisers marry the right song with the right
product, they can strike a responsive chord with con-
sumers, which gets them to attend to the commercial
and can help differentiate the company or brand. For

example, ads for Chevrolet trucks began using Bob
Seger’s hit song “Like a Rock” in 1991, and the agency
made it the tagline for one of the most successful and
long-lasting campaigns in automotive advertising. The
manager for Chevy trucks says, “It is not just a market-
ing campaign. It captures the soul of the brand. It is
how to build a truck, it is how to run a company.” 

Other companies have also used the lyrics of a song
to help deliver their advertising message. Microsoft
paid a reported $12 million to the Rolling Stones for
the use of its song “Start Me Up,” which was featured
in ads for its Windows 95 operating system. Six years
later the company used the song from another mega-
star when it tapped Madonna for a multimillion deal to
use the Material Girl’s Grammy Award–winning song
“Ray of Light” to introduce its new XP software. The
creative director at McCann-Erickson, in San Fran-
cisco, which created the ad campaign, noted that the
lyrics of the song were exactly what the agency was
looking for to use in commercials for a technology
product like the XP software. The upbeat electric song
uses phrases like “faster then the speeding light she’s
flying.” He also noted that the agency wanted music
from an artist with some weight and star power and
Madonna fit the bill because she still remains relevant
and cool without being trendy.

For many years, many popular singers and rock
groups would not allow their songs to be used in com-
mercials. However, artists have learned that the bene-
fits, exposure, and money often far outweigh an
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Planning and Production of TV Commercials One of the first decisions
that has to be made in planning a TV commercial is the type of appeal and execution
style that will be used. Television is well suited to both rational and emotional adver-
tising appeals or combinations of the two. Various execution styles used with rational
appeals, such as a straight sell or announcement, demonstration, testimonial, or com-
parison, work well on TV.

Advertisers recognize that they need to do more than talk about, demonstrate, or
compare their products or services. Their commercials have to break through the clut-
ter and grab viewers’ attention; they must often appeal to emotional, as well as ratio-
nal, buying motives. Television is essentially an entertainment medium, and many
advertisers recognize that their commercials are most successful when they entertain
as well as inform. Many of the most popular advertising campaigns are characterized
by commercials with strong entertainment value, like the “Whassup?” campaign for
Budweiser, the humorous “Got milk” ads, musical spots for the Gap, and the many
stylish and engaging Nike ads. Some of the most popular commercials recently have
been those created for Volkswagen’s “Drivers wanted” campaign, which explores dri-
vers’ life experiences with their VWs36 (Exhibit 9-25). TV is particularly well suited to
drama; no other advertising medium can touch emotions as well. Various emotional
appeals such as humor, fear, and fantasy work well on TV, as do dramatizations and
slice-of-life executions.

Planning the Commercial The various elements of a TV commercial are brought
together in a script, a written version of a commercial that provides a detailed descrip-
tion of its video and audio content. The script shows the various audio components of
the commercial—the copy to be spoken by voices, the music, and sound effects. The
video portion of the script provides the visual plan of the commercial—camera actions
and angles, scenes, transitions, and other important descriptions. The script also shows
how the video corresponds to the audio portion of the commercial.

Once the basic script has been conceived, the writer and art director get together to
produce a storyboard, a series of drawings used to present the visual plan or layout of a
proposed commercial. The storyboard contains still drawings of the video scenes and
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outdated concern over the stigma of selling out to the
advertising world. As it becomes more difficult to get
airtime or become part of a radio station’s playlist,
many artists are finding that the exposure from com-
mercials can actually help sell their music. For exam-
ple, Sting sold the rights to his song “Desert Rose” to
Jaguar for a commercial in March 2000. The song,
which did not fit well with radio playlists, lingered on
Billboard’s top 100 list but didn’t become a hit until
the commercial started airing. “Start the Commotion”
by the Wiseguys was released in 1999 but didn’t hit
Billboard’s top 40 list until it was featured in a com-
mercial for the Mitsubishi Eclipse two years later. A
newly commissioned recording of “Ooh La La,” origi-
nally performed by the Faces in 1973, is a key part of a
Mitsubishi Galant commercial, and sales of the song
have more than doubled since the ad debuted.

While more companies than ever are using music in
their ads, an important issue for all of them is using it
effectively and making sure the song fits with the
advertiser’s message. For example, Mitsubishi has
made music a key element of its commercials, which
usually show a group of young, fun adults in the car

bopping to the beat or singing to the tunes of songs
such as “Start the Commotion” or “One Week” by the
Barenaked Ladies. An executive for the Deutsch
agency, which creates the ads, notes that the message
the ads want to communicate, without actually saying
it, is that “Cool people drive cool cars,” and this cam-
paign is about unspoken coolness. Apparently con-
sumers are getting the message from the music as the
coolness created by the ads has helped increase
awareness of the Mitsubishi brand and its appeal to
younger car buyers.

Watching television commercials these days is
almost like turning the radio dial as more songs, from
every kind of era and every kind of artist, can be heard
during the commercial breaks. And as more artists
open to the idea of having their music used in ads, it is
likely we will hear our favorite songs as part of the
pitch for a variety of products and services.

Sources: Donna De Marc, “TV Ads Go Pop,” Washington Times, May
12, 2002, p. A1; Jean Halliday, “Caddy Goes ‘Rock and Roll,’” Advertis-

ing Age, Feb. 4, 2002, p. 3; Joe Urschel, “Three Words That Evolved
into a Corporate Hymn,” USA Today, Feb. 19, 1996. p. 6B.
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descriptions of the audio that accompanies each scene. Like layouts for print ads, sto-
ryboards provide those involved in the production and approval of the commercial
with a good approximation of what the final commercial will look like. In some cases
an animatic (a videotape of the storyboard along with the soundtrack) may be pro-
duced if a more finished form of the commercial is needed for client presentations or
pretesting.

Production Once the storyboard or animatic of the commercial is approved, it is
ready to move to the production phase, which involves three stages:

1. Preproduction—all the work and activities that occur before the actual shooting/
recording of the commercial.

2. Production—the period during which the commercial is filmed or videotaped and
recorded.

3. Postproduction—activities and work that occur after the commercial has been
filmed and recorded.

The various activities of each phase are shown in Figure 9-4. Before the final pro-
duction process begins, the client must usually review and approve the creative strat-
egy and the various tactics that will be used in creating the advertising message.
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Exhibit 9-25
Volkswagen’s award-
winning commercials are
some of the most popular in
recent years

Preproduction

•  Selecting a director
•  Choosing a production
    company
•  Bidding
•  Cost estimation and timing
•  Production timetable

Set construction
Location
Agency and client approvals
Casting
Wardrobes

•  Preproduction meeting

Production

•  Location versus 
    set shoots
•  Night/weekend shoots
•  Talent arrangements

Postproduction

•  Editing
•  Processing
•  Recording sound effects
•  Audio/video mixing
•  Opticals
•  Client/agency approval
•  Duplicating
•  Release/shipping

Figure 9-4 The three phases of production for commercials
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While the creative specialists have much responsi-
bility for determining the advertising appeal and exe-
cution style to be used in a campaign, the client must
evaluate and approve the creative approach before
any ads are produced. A number of people on the
client side may be involved in evaluating the creative work of the agency, including the
advertising or communications manager, product or brand managers, marketing director
or vice president, representatives from the legal department, and sometimes even the
president or chief executive officer (CEO) of the company or the board of directors.

The amount of input each of these individuals has in the creative evaluation and
approval process varies depending on the company’s policies, the importance of the
product to the company, the role of advertising in the marketing program, and the
advertising approach being recommended. For example, the Chiat/Day agency had to
convince Apple’s board of directors to air the famous “1984” commercial used to
introduce the Macintosh personal computer. Apple’s board thought the commercial,
which was based on the concept of Big Brother from George Orwell’s classic novel
1984, was too controversial and might be detrimental to its image, particularly in the
business market. The spot used stark images of Orwell’s dystopia, and a dramatic
scene of a young woman throwing a mallet through a movie screen to destroy a con-
trolling force, purportedly symbolizing its major competitor IBM (Exhibit 9-26). The
agency convinced Apple’s board to run the commercial during the 1984 Super Bowl,
which is the only time it ever appeared as a commercial on TV, and the impact was
tremendous. The spot was the focus of attention in the media and was the talk of the
marketing and advertising industries. A few years ago, TV Guide named the “1984”
spot the greatest television commercial of all time.

Earlier in this chapter, we noted that Procter & Gamble has been moving away from
testimonials and slice-of-life advertising executions to somewhat riskier and more
lively forms of advertising. But the company remains conservative and has been slow
to adopt the avant-garde ads used by many of its competitors. Agencies that do the
advertising for various P&G brands recognize that quirky executions that challenge
the company’s subdued corporate culture are not likely to be approved.37 As discussed
in the previous chapter, Wrigley was always very conservative in its advertising for its
various brands of gum. However, since Bill Wrigley, Jr. took over the company in
1999 following the death of his more traditional father, the company has allowed its ad
agency to take more creative risks and use more edgy advertising.38

In many cases, top management is involved in selecting an ad agency and must
approve the theme and creative strategy for the campaign. Evaluation and approval of
the individual ads proposed by the agency often rest with the advertising and product
managers who are primarily responsible for the brand. The account executive and a
member of the creative team present the creative concept to the client’s advertising
and product and/or marketing managers for their approval before beginning produc-
tion. A careful evaluation should be made before the ad actually enters production,
since this stage requires considerable time and money as suppliers are hired to perform
the various functions required to produce the actual ad.

The client’s evaluation of the print layout or commercial storyboard can be diffi-
cult, since the advertising or brand manager is generally not a creative expert and must
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Exhibit 9-26 Apple’s
famous “1984” commercial
almost never made it to
television
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be careful not to reject viable creative approaches or accept ideas that will result in
inferior advertising. However, personnel on the client side can use the guidelines dis-
cussed next to judge the efficacy of creative approaches suggested by the agency.

Guidelines for Evaluating Creative Output
Advertisers use numerous criteria to evaluate the creative approach suggested by the
ad agency. In some instances, the client may want to have the rough layout or story-
board pretested to get quantitative information to assist in the evaluation. However,
the evaluation process is usually more subjective; the advertising or brand manager
relies on qualitative considerations. Basic criteria for evaluating creative approaches
are discussed next:

• Is the creative approach consistent with the brand’s marketing and advertising
objectives? One of the most important factors the client must consider is whether the
creative appeal and execution style recommended by the agency are consistent with
the marketing strategy for the brand and the role advertising and promotion have been
assigned in the overall marketing program. This means the creative approach must be
compatible with the image of the brand and the way it is positioned in the marketplace
and should contribute to the marketing and advertising objectives. IMC Perspective 
9-4 discusses how Savin Corporation has changed its advertising creative approach
several times in recent years as its marketing strategy has changed.

• Is the creative approach consistent with the creative strategy and objectives? Does
it communicate what it is supposed to? The advertising appeal and execution must
meet the communications objectives laid out in the copy platform, and the ad must say
what the advertising strategy calls for it to say. Creative specialists can lose sight of
what the advertising message is supposed to be and come up with an approach that
fails to execute the advertising strategy. Individuals responsible for approving the ad
should ask the creative specialists to explain how the appeal or execution style
adheres to the creative strategy and helps meet communications objectives. 

• Is the creative approach appropriate for the target audience? Generally, much time
has been spent defining, locating, and attempting to understand the target audience for
the advertiser’s product or service. Careful consideration should be given to whether
the ad appeal or execution recommended will appeal to, be understood by, and
communicate effectively with the target audience. This involves studying all elements
of the ad and how the audience will respond to them. Advertisers do not want to
approve advertising that they believe will receive a negative reaction from the target
audience. For example, it has been suggested that advertising targeted to older
consumers should use models who are 10 years younger than the average age of the
target audience, since most people feel younger than their chronological age.39 Adver-
tisers also face a considerable challenge developing ads for the teen market because
teenagers’ styles, fashions, language, and values change so rapidly. They may find
they are using an advertising approach, a spokesperson, or even an expression that is
no longer popular among teens.

• Does the creative approach communicate a clear and convincing message to the
customer? Most ads are supposed to communicate a message that will help sell the
brand. Many ads fail to communicate a clear and convincing message that motivates
consumers to use a brand. While creativity is important in advertising, it is also
important that the advertising communicate information attributes, features and bene-
fits, and/or images that give consumers a reason to buy the brand.

• Does the creative execution keep from overwhelming the message? A common criti-
cism of advertising, and TV commercials in particular, is that so much emphasis is
placed on creative execution that the advertiser’s message gets overshadowed. Many
creative, entertaining commercials have failed to register the brand name and/or sell-
ing points effectively.

For example, a few years ago the agency for North American Philips Lighting Corp.
developed an award-winning campaign that focused on the humorous results when
lightbulbs fail at just the wrong time. The spots included a woman who appears to
accidentally vacuum up her screeching cat after a lightbulb blows out and an elderly
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 9-4

Savin Advertising Connects with Customers
In the late 1970s and early 80s Savin Corp. used a very
effective comparative advertising campaign to overtake
Xerox and become the top brand of office copiers in
America. With the help of small, inexpensive copiers
made by Ricoh Corporation of Japan but sold in the
United States under the Savin brand, the company
caught Xerox off guard by running advertising compar-
ing its products directly against the market leader. How-
ever, a decision to manufacture the copiers in-house at a
new factory in Binghamton, New York, caused a severe
financial crisis that ultimately led to Savin’s filing for
bankruptcy protection in 1992. A year after emerging
from bankruptcy proceedings in 1994, Savin agreed to
be acquired by Ricoh. Since being acquired, Savin is get-
ting back to what it did best: marketing copiers made
by Ricoh under its own name primarily through its own
network of dealers that sell directly to companies. And
creative advertising has been an important part of its
strategy for gaining market share by positioning Savin
as a feisty and committed company with the best prod-
ucts, service, and support, as well as willingness to take
on the competition.

Savin’s first campaign after being purchased by
Ricoh was launched in 1996 and used the tagline
“We’re going to win you over.” The goal of the cam-
paign was to build awareness of and add value to the
brand name and to place Savin on the “considered list”
of the middle managers who influence or make the
copier purchase decisions for their company. A year
later Savin launched the second phase of the cam-
paign, which focused on document management and
product line attributes, and the tagline evolved into
“We’ve got what it takes to win you over.” The first two
phases of the campaign leveraged Savin’s renewed
focus on people, products, and programs and posi-
tioned the company as faster and easier to do busi-
ness with. However, the market was changing rapidly
with the emergence of digital technology that offered
improved output quality in black and white and color
as well as network connectivity.

The merging of printing and copying functionality
changed the marketing focus, as more companies were
offering products with similar benefits to the same
customers. However, the target audience within com-
panies was shifting. The traditional copier buyer, such
as an office manager, was no longer the only person
involved in the purchase decision or was losing power
to information technology (IT) departments. Moreover,
Savin’s competitors such as Xerox, Canon, and Hewlet-
Packard were seen as the safe choice, and there was
still a need to position the company as a viable player
in the digital office equipment market.

In 1998 Savin launched the “Alternative to Xerox”
campaign. The comparative ads piggybacked off
Xerox’s efforts to promote new digital copiers and
mocked Xerox for wanting to be the “biggest” docu-
ment company. Savin’s ads positioned the company as
the “fastest, most responsive and easy to work with
name in the business.” Savin’s CEO, Jim Ivy, noted:
“Going toe to toe with Xerox is part of our history. Peo-
ple remember Savin going after Xerox.” And since
there was a need to reach both existing copier buyers
and new customers in the IT space, Savin felt the ad
campaign would ring a bell with them. When the com-
parative campaign began in mid-1998, Savin had a
small 2.9 percent share of the U.S. office-copier mar-
ket, placing it a lowly eleventh out of 14 brands, while
Xerox led the industry with a 16.4 percent market
share. However, in 1998 and 1999 Savin’s growth in
sales outpaced that of all major providers of document
output systems, and the company nearly doubled its
digital sales.

While Savin’s comparative campaign was very suc-
cessful, by 2000 market conditions had changed, caus-
ing the company to reconsider its creative strategy.
Negative press reports about financial, sales, and mar-
keting issues at Xerox raised concern about using the
company as a reference point in Savin advertising and
positioning itself as an alternative to the troubled
competitor. Also, with the growth of the Internet,
intranets, e-mail, and fax machines, the office environ-
ment was changing from a “print and distribute”
approach to more of a “distribute and print” process.
Thus in 2001 Savin decided to take its advertising in a
different direction to position the company as an
attractive player in the digital office equipment mar-
ket with its “Think Inside the Box” campaign. The
objective of the new creative strategy is to convince
decision makers that Savin provides both the
advanced digital imaging solutions they need and the
customer-focused attitude they want to support all of
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couple using Philips Pastel bulbs to create a romantic mood (Exhibit 9-27). While the
purpose of the campaign was to help Philips make inroads into General Electric’s
dominance in the lightbulb market, many consumers did not notice the Philips brand
name. A survey showed that many viewers thought the ads were for GE lightbulbs.
Surveys taken a year later by the agency that created the campaign showed that brand
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their network printing and copying requirements. A
softening of media costs due to the advertising reces-
sion opened the opportunity for Savin to use televi-
sion advertising for the first time in recent years as
part of the campaign, and three 15-second spots were
created. The shift to TV makes it possible to broaden
awareness of Savin, maximize impact, and generate
excitement among its dealer partners. However, cre-
ativity was important to enable the spots to break
through the clutter, which they have done successfully.
Savin is enjoying almost double-digit growth in a cate-
gory that has experienced a 2 percent annual decline in
recent years.

Companies have been responding very favorably to
Savin’s easy-to-do-business-with philosophy and its
ability to provide solutions to all of their printing and
copying needs. They also have been responding well to
Savin’s advertising, which has helped build awareness
of the company and position it as a major player in the
digital office equipment market.

Sources: Personal correspondence with Louise Stix, Manager of
Corporate Communications and Creative Services, Savin Corpora-
tion; Raju Narisetti, “Savin Hopes Campaign Will Boost Image,”
The Wall Street Journal, May 19, 1998, p. B10; “Savin Corp. Having
Award-Winning Year,” Business Wire, June 8, 1999.

Exhibit 9-27 Some advertising experts think these Philips Lighting commercials may have been too
creative and overwhelmed the message

(Partial overhead of living
room. Man reads paper. Wife
walks in with Pastel bulbs, goes
straight to lamp).
ANNCR: For a change of mood,
(Wife turns off lamp, as
husband ignores her).
ANNCR: Change to Philips
Softone Pastel lightbulbs.
(Woman switches on lamp. It
now gives a warm peach hue
to the whole room).
MUSIC. (Piano riff) (Shot over
piano as man sings).

MAN: I’m in the mood for love.
Simply because . . .
(Woman slides into frame with
bottle of champagne).
MAN: (Singing) you’re near
me. (Suddenly, the cork pops
out and flies at the man).
MAN: Funny but when you’re
SFX: Cork pop. (Cork hits man
on forehead, leaving a little
impression).
SFX: Bop! (He’s stunned into
silence for a brief moment. He
launches back into the song
with great enthusiasm).

MAN: near me.
(Woman puts bottle in bucket
at left of piano and slides next
to him).
MAN: I’m in the mood for love.
ANNCR: Make everything seem
more beautiful . . .
(All the colors are represented.
Each bulb lights up in sequence
from left to right. “Philips”
clicks on) . . .
ANNCR: With new Softone
Pastels. It’s time to change
your bulb to Philips.
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C A R E E R  P R O F I L E

Louise Stix
Manager of Corporate Communications 
and Creative Services, Savin Corporation

I graduated from Lake Forest College in Illinois with a
degree in Art History. My first position out of college
was as an Assistant Curator of the art collection at
First Chicago Corporation, a large bank, where I
observed many aspects of business and decided that a
career in marketing was preferable to that of a
museum curator. I first learned consumer package
goods marketing disciplines as a
product manager at American Can
and then at Cadbury Schweppes.
However, the allure of the advertis-
ing business was too great to resist
and my experience as a brand man-
ager was attractive to agencies like
BBDO who were looking for this
type of experience in their account
management personnel. As an
account executive at BBDO, New
York, I worked on major brands such
as GE Lighting, Black & Decker
DustBuster, Wisk and others. While
there I learned about advertising
strategy, creative development and
production. My expertise was
attractive to public relations firms
with package goods clients and I
decided to round out my expertise
by joining a PR firm where I worked
on Colgate Oral Care products.

I returned to the corporate side
in my present position at Savin Cor-
poration where I draw on all of my
experience in marketing, advertis-
ing and public relations to run the
equivalent of a communications
agency within a company. My
department is responsible for most
of the internal and external commu-
nications for Savin, and our primary
focus is developing and implement-
ing integrated marketing communi-
cations programs. We handle
Savin’s public relations, websites, e-communications,
print and electronic product collateral, and, of course,
advertising. This is where the fun comes in. It is excit-
ing to see creative ideas come to life and to take some-
thing from an idea to execution in the marketplace
and see how it works.

I work with copywriters, art directors, web design-
ers, producers, printers, designers, photographers and
other communication specialists. I also work closely
with Savin’s top management and our agency to
develop a strategic communications plan that we can
execute across many of the customer touch-points
that are available. We extend our marketing communi-

cation strategy includes beyond
advertising to our web site, direct
marketing, electronic mail and
other collateral.

My career has been evolutionary
in terms of the areas I have worked
in, what I have learned, and what has
taken place in communications the
past 25 years. Every day brings new
challenges and opportunities. It is
important to be adaptable and
never stop learning. When I began
working in advertising, network
television, magazines, newspapers,
radio and out-of-home were the
media options. All of the cable TV
networks, different radio formats,
the 11,000+ magazines, the Internet,
and digital technology did not exist.
Who could have ever imagined that
the television commercials for
Savin’s new “Think Inside the Box”
campaign could be produced
entirely through computer technol-
ogy and that the only “shoot” we
had was a one-hour digital session
to film the machine in the closing
frames! The myriad of media
options now available require cre-
ative thinking and a well-planned
IMC program if a company wants to
communicate effectively.

In addition to working at Savin, I
am also an adjunct professor at
Norwalk Community College where I

teach Principles of Advertising and Introduction to
Business. I am in the unique position of being able to
“practice what I preach” and “preach what I practice.” I
don’t think there is a more interesting and dynamic
field in which to work and teach. I hope you all have the
opportunity to enjoy it as much as I have.

“It is exciting to see
creative ideas
come to life and to
take something
from an idea to
execution in the
marketplace and
see how it works.”
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awareness and sales had increased considerably, but some advertising people still
think the ads were so creative and entertaining that they overwhelmed the message.40

With the increasing amount of clutter in most advertising media, it may be necessary
to use a novel creative approach to gain the viewer’s or reader’s attention. However,
the creative execution cannot overwhelm the message. Clients must walk a fine line:
Make sure the sales message is not lost, but be careful not to stifle the efforts of the
creative specialists and force them into producing dull, boring advertising.

• Is the creative approach appropriate for the media environment in which it is likely
to be seen? Each media vehicle has its own specific climate that results from the
nature of its editorial content, the type of reader or viewer it attracts, and the nature of
the ads it contains. Consideration should be given to how well the ad fits into the
media environment in which it will be shown. For example, the Super Bowl has
become a showcase for commercials. People who care very little about advertising
know how much a 30-second commercial costs and pay as much attention to the ads
as to the game itself, so many advertisers feel compelled to develop new ads for the
Super Bowl or to save new commercials for the game.

• Is the ad truthful and tasteful? Marketers also have to consider whether an ad is
truthful, as well as whether it might offend consumers. For example, the Just For Feet
athletic footwear chain ran a commercial on the 1999 Super Bowl that featured a
Kenyan runner who was tracked like an animal by white mercenaries, drugged uncon-
scious, and fit with a pair of running shoes—which goes against centuries of Kenyan
tradition. The spot led to charges of neocolonialism and racism from outraged
consumers and the media and created a major public relations problem for the
company. Just For Feet had to pull the spot after running it only one time and ended
up suing its ad agency.41 The ultimate responsibility for determining whether an ad
deceives or offends the target audience lies with the client. It is the job of the advertis-
ing or brand manager to evaluate the approach suggested by the creative specialists
against company standards. The firm’s legal department may be asked to review the
ad to determine whether the creative appeal, message content, or execution could
cause any problems for the company. It is much better to catch any potential legal
problems before the ad is shown to the public.

The advertising manager, brand manager, or other personnel on the client side can
use these basic guidelines in reviewing, evaluating, and approving the ideas offered by
the creative specialists. There may be other factors specific to the firm’s advertising
and marketing situation. Also, there may be situations where it is acceptable to deviate
from the standards the firm usually uses in judging creative output. As we shall see in
Chapter 19, the client may want to move beyond these subjective criteria and use more
sophisticated pretesting methods to determine the effectiveness of a particular
approach suggested by the creative specialist or team.
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Summary
In this chapter, we examined how
the advertising message is imple-
mented and executed. Once the cre-
ative strategy that will guide the ad
campaign has been determined,
attention turns to the specific type
of advertising appeal and execution
format to carry out the creative
plan. The appeal is the central mes-
sage used in the ad to elicit some

response from consumers or influ-
ence their feelings. Appeals can be
broken into two broad categories,
rational and emotional. Rational
appeals focus on consumers’ practi-
cal, functional, or utilitarian need
for the product or service; emo-
tional appeals relate to social
and/or psychological reasons for
purchasing a product or service.

Numerous types of appeals are
available to advertisers within each
category.

The creative execution style is
the way the advertising appeal is
presented in the message. A num-
ber of common execution
techniques were examined in the
chapter, along with considerations
for their use. Attention was also
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Discussion Questions
1. The opening vignette to the
chapter discusses the strong
growth Skyy vodka has experi-
enced over the past decade.
Discuss how advertising and other
forms of marketing communica-
tion have contributed to the
success of Skyy.

2. Discuss the difference between
an advertising appeal and a cre-
ative execution style. Find several
ads and analyze the particular
appeal and execution style used 
in each.

3. What are the differences
between informational/rational
and emotional advertising appeals
and the factors that would lead to
the use of one over the other. Find
examples of advertising cam-
paigns that use each type of
appeal and discuss the reasons
why it is used by the advertiser.

4. IMC Perspective 9-1 discusses
how a number of companies have
been bringing back classic adver-

tising characters, spokespeople
and/or commercials. Why do you
think companies are doing this?
Discuss the pros and cons of this
strategy.

5. What is meant by emotional
bonding? Discuss how this
concept can be used in developing
an advertising campaign for a
brand.

6. Discuss how teaser advertising
might be used to introduce a new
product or brand or to reposition
an existing brand. What factors
should marketers take into consid-
eration when using a teaser 
campaign?

7. IMC Perspective 9-2 discusses
how advertising for online compa-
nies failed to inspire a new
creative revolution in advertising.
Do you think Internet and dot.com
companies relied too much on
developing outrageous adver-
tising? Might some of these com-
panies been more successful if

they had used more traditional
advertising approaches?

8. What is meant by slice-of-death
advertising? Discuss some of the
reasons business-to-business mar-
keters might use this technique.

9. AFLAC, which is a provider of
supplemental insurance, has been
very successful in making a duck 
a popular personality symbol for
the company in its advertising.
Discuss why an insurance
company would develop an adver-
tising campaign featuring a duck.

10. Discuss the role of headlines
and subheads in print advertise-
ments. Find examples of print ads
that use various types of direct
and indirect headlines.

11. Discuss the role of music in
advertising. Why might companies
such as General Motors and
Microsoft pay large sums of
money to use popular songs in
their commercials?
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given to tactical issues involved in
creating print and TV advertising.
The components of a print ad
include headlines, body copy, illus-
trations, and layout. We also exam-
ined the video and audio
components of TV commercials
and various considerations

involved in the planning and
production of commercials.

Creative specialists are respon-
sible for determining the advertis-
ing appeal and execution style as
well as the tactical aspects of cre-
ating ads. However, the client must
review, evaluate, and approve the

creative approach before any ads
are produced or run. A number of
criteria can be used by advertising,
product, or brand managers and
others involved in the promotional
process to evaluate the
advertising messages before
approving final production.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To understand the key terminology used in
media planning.

2. To know how a media plan is developed.

3. To know the process of developing and
implementing media strategies.

4. To be familiar with sources of media information
and characteristics of media.

Media Planning and Strategy

10
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While you are probably already familiar with

terms like PIP (picture in a picture), DVD, and

PDA (personal digital assistant), you may not

know about DSL (digital subscriber lines), VOD

(video on demand), and PVRs (personal video

recorders). You may have heard of these tech-

nologies, but do you really know what they do?

Media and entertainment people think they

know about all of these things, but whether they

do or not is open to debate.

The recent buzz in these industries is about

convergence and how it is going to change the

media landscape. The advent of digital televi-

sion, mobile phones, and the Internet has led to

the belief that the traditional means of watching

television will be a thing of the past, with view-

ers now “multitasking,” that is, using more than

one medium at once (e.g., surfing on the Inter-

net while watching television). Such technologies

will empower consumers to control their own

streams of information, entertainment, and con-

tent, where and when they want them. Should

this be the case, media planning in the future

will have to change demonstratively to keep

pace. The new technologies may alter the com-

munications landscape forever.

Consider the changes that may occur as a

result of interactive television. Rather than being

just a box that provides viewing entertainment,

the television is being transformed into an inter-

active tool that allows the viewer to play games,

access movies on demand, surf the Web, and

make purchases. Microsoft is betting that in the

future most of us will access the Internet through

our television sets rather than on our PCs.

A recent study conducted by the Nielsen Inter-

active Group claimed that 30 percent of Internet

users now have Internet access in the same room

as their TV sets. Further, the study showed that

67 percent of active Internet users are on the Net

at the same time that they are watching televi-

sion. What this means—according to Nielsen and

others—is that the likelihood of watching televi-

sion commercials will decrease and advertising

revenues to this medium will also go down. What

it also means is that opportunities will exist to

reach consumers through other media like the

Internet and cell phones. To a degree, consumers

will almost never be out of the reach of a com-

mercial message, and advertisers will have the

opportunity to send their messages through a

variety of platforms.

Take Nissan, for example. The company’s

launch of a new 4 × 4 in Britain employed inter-

active TV to provide specifications, additional

information, and requests for brochures and test

drives, all at the click of a button. Virgin Mobile,

another British company, used iTV to ask poten-

tial customers what annoyed them about their

DSL, VOD, TiVo and PVR: 
They All Add Up to Convergence—Or Do They?
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existing providers. The responses were used to

establish a database and tailor Virgin’s services

more specifically to customer needs. In the United

States, Sony Pictures Entertainment and Real Net-

works have developed 10-minute, “longer-format

advertisements” to provide more information than

30-second commercials. The companies debuted

the ads to the 420,000 TiVo subscribers in the sum-

mer of 2002, in an attempt to test the concept

while getting consumers to choose to actually view

ad content. Another company is experimenting

with PIP technology to send commercials without

interrupting the TV program. These examples

demonstrate previously unforeseen uses of interac-

tive media, and they are considered to be only the

beginning of numerous new communications

methods.

Not everyone is ready to embrace the new tech-

nologies just yet, however. Some experts feel the

industries know much more about the technolo-

gies than they do about how to use them. Other

observers feel that consumers are not as excited

about these capabilities as the providers think they

are. The Nielsen study cited earlier demonstrated

that of the 67 percent of viewers who were multi-

tasking by using the Internet while they watched

TV, more than 90 percent were pursuing unrelated

tasks (e.g., not co-using two media for the same

content and/or program). Studies in Britain indi-

cate that most of the early programming devel-

oped for iTV was not around four years later and

was not what consumers wanted. Other studies

have shown that for the majority of consumers,

television is an entertainment medium that they

want to watch as “couch potatoes,” not interact

with. David Poltrack, head of research at CBS,

notes that “TV is something you do when you

don’t want to do anything.” Jeff Zucker, head of

entertainment at NBC, agrees, noting: “The major-

ity of people want to sit back and just passively

enjoy TV.” Add the cost of building the enormous

infrastructure associated with interactive TV, and

you will see that the interactive future is a long

time away. Are the TV industry experts just fooling

themselves? At least one study conducted by the

Statistical Research Corporation says they are not.

In the study, conducted in the summer of 2001, 72

percent of respondents said they are not interested

in interactive TV. Maybe media planning won’t be

so hard after all?

Sources: Tobi Elkin, “TiVo Inks Pacts for Long-Form TV Ads,”
Advertising Age, June 17, 2002, p. 1; Paul Knight, “Let’s Not
Miss a Chance to Make iTV a Big Winner,” Marketing, Feb. 21,
2002, p. 20; Ian Darby, “How the Ad Industry Has Learnt to Stop
Worrying and Love TiVo,” campaign, May 17, 2002, p. 16; “Sur-
vey: Entertain Me,” The Economist, Apr. 13, 2002, pp. 4–6;
“Interactive Television a Dud,” Inman News Features, Aug. 31,
2001, p. 1.
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The discussion in this chapter’s opening vignette describes just one of the many
changes taking place in the media environment. Perhaps at no other time in history
have so many changes taken place that significantly alter the media decision process.
As a result, media planning has become more complex than ever before. As you will
see in the following chapters, these changes offer the marketer opportunities not previ-
ously available, but they also require in-depth knowledge of all the alternatives. Inte-
grated marketing communications programs are no longer a luxury; they are a
necessity. Media planners must now consider new options as well as recognize the
changes that are occurring in traditional sources. New and evolving media contribute
to the already difficult task of media planning. Planning when, where, and how the
advertising message will be delivered is a complex and involved process. The primary
objective of the media plan is to develop a framework that will deliver the message to
the target audience in the most efficient, cost-effective manner possible—that will
communicate what the product, brand, and/or service can do.

This chapter presents the various methods of message delivery available to mar-
keters, examines some key considerations in making media decisions, and discusses
the development of media strategies and plans. Later chapters will explore the relative
advantages and disadvantages of the various media and examine each in more detail.
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The media planning process is not an easy one.
Options include mass media such as television,
newspapers, radio, and magazines (and the
choices available within each of these categories) as well as out-of-the-home media
such as outdoor advertising, transit advertising, and electronic billboards. A variety of
support media such as direct marketing, interactive media, promotional products
advertising, and in-store point-of-purchase options must also be considered. The Inter-
net and interactive media such as those described in the chapter lead-in increase the
complexity of this process.

While at first glance the choices among these alternatives might seem relatively
straightforward, this is rarely the case. Part of the reason media selection becomes so
involved is the nature of the media themselves. TV combines both sight and sound, an
advantage not offered by other media. Magazines can convey more information and
may keep the message available to the potential buyer for a much longer time. News-
papers also offer their own advantages, as do outdoor, direct media, and each of the
others. The Internet offers many of the advantages of other media but is also limited in
its capabilities. The characteristics of each alternative must be considered, along with
many other factors. This process becomes even more complicated when the manager
has to choose between alternatives within the same medium—for example, between
Time and Newsweek or between Alias and Friends.

The potential for achieving effective communications through a well-designed
media strategy warrants the added attention. The power of an effective media strategy
was demonstrated by PC Flowers, at one time the smallest of the 25,000 members in
the Florists’ Transworld Delivery Association. The company then started to advertise
its services on the Internet. Within four months, PC Flowers moved into the top 10;
now it consistently ranks as one of the top two FTD members in the world.1 Likewise,
an online advertising and e-mail campaign with a budget of only $300,000 was effec-
tive enough to get 12,000 new members to sign up for British Air’s frequent-flyer pro-
gram (40 percent more than its goal) in only two weeks.2

The product and/or service being advertised affects the media planning process.
As demonstrated in Figure 10-1, firms have found some media more useful than oth-
ers in conveying their messages to specific target audiences. For example, GM and
Procter & Gamble tend to rely more heavily on broadcast media, while others like
JCPenney and Federated Department Stores (not shown) place more emphasis on
print media. The result is placement of advertising dollars in these preferred media—
and significantly different media strategies.

Some Basic Terms and Concepts
Before beginning our discussion of media planning, we review some basic terms and
concepts used in the media planning and strategy process. 

Media planning is the series of decisions involved in delivering the promotional
message to the prospective purchasers and/or users of the product or brand. Media
planning is a process, which means a number of decisions are made, each of which
may be altered or abandoned as the plan develops.

The media plan is the guide for media selection. It requires development of specific
media objectives and specific media strategies (plans of action) designed to attain
these objectives. Once the decisions have been made and the objectives and strategies
formulated, this information is organized into the media plan.

The medium is the general category of available delivery systems, which includes
broadcast media (like TV and radio), print media (like newspapers and magazines),
direct mail, outdoor advertising, and other support media. The media vehicle is the
specific carrier within a medium category. For example, Time and Newsweek are print
vehicles; 20/20 and 60 Minutes are broadcast vehicles. As you will see in later chap-
ters, each vehicle has its own characteristics as well as its own relative advantages and
disadvantages. Specific decisions must be made as to the value of each in delivering
the message.

Reach is a measure of the number of different audience members exposed at least
once to a media vehicle in a given period of time. Coverage refers to the potential audi-
ence that might receive the message through a vehicle. Coverage relates to potential

An Overview of Media Planning
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audience; reach refers to the actual audience delivered. (The importance of this distinc-
tion will become clearer later in this chapter.) Finally, frequency refers to the number
of times the receiver is exposed to the media vehicle in a specified period.

The Media Plan
The media plan determines the best way to get the advertiser’s message to the market.
In a basic sense, the goal of the media plan is to find that combination of media that
enables the marketer to communicate the message in the most effective manner to the
largest number of potential customers at the lowest cost.

The activities involved in developing the media plan and the purposes of each are
presented in Figure 10-2. As you can see, a number of decisions must be made
throughout this process. As the plan evolves, events may occur that necessitate
changes. Many advertisers find it necessary to alter and update their objectives and
strategies frequently.

Problems in Media Planning
Unfortunately, the media strategy decision has not become a standardized task. A
number of problems contribute to the difficulty of establishing the plan and reduce its
effectiveness. These problems include insufficient information, inconsistent termi-
nologies, time pressures, and difficulty measuring effectiveness.

Insufficient Information While a great deal of information about markets
and the media exists, media planners often require more than is available. Some data
are just not measured, either because they cannot be or because measuring them would
be too expensive. For example, continuous measures of radio listenership exist, but
only periodic listenership studies are reported due to sample size and cost constraints.
There are problems with some measures of audience size in TV and print as well, as
demonstrated by IMC Perspective 10-1.

The timing of measurements is also a problem; some audience measures are taken
only at specific times of the year. (For example, sweeps periods in February, May,
July, and November are used for measuring TV audiences and setting advertising
rates.) This information is then generalized to succeeding months, so future planning
decisions must be made on past data that may not reflect current behaviors. Think
about planning for TV advertising for the fall season. There are no data on the audi-
ences of new shows, and audience information taken on existing programs during the
summer may not indicate how these programs will do in the fall because summer
viewership is generally much lower. While the advertisers can review these programs
before they air, they do not have actual audience figures.

The lack of information is even more of a problem for small advertisers, who may
not be able to afford to purchase the information they require. As a result, their deci-
sions are based on limited or out-of-date data that were provided by the media them-
selves, or no data at all.

Inconsistent Terminologies Problems arise because the cost bases used by
different media often vary and the standards of measurement used to establish these
costs are not always consistent. For example, print media may present cost data in
terms of the cost to reach a thousand people (cost per thousand, or CPM), broadcast
media use the cost per ratings point (CPRP), and outdoor media use the number of
showings. Audience information that is used as a basis for these costs has also been
collected by different methods. Finally, terms that actually mean something different
(such as reach and coverage) may be used synonymously, adding to the confusion.

Time Pressures It seems that advertisers are always in a hurry—sometimes
because they need to be; other times because they think they need to be. Actions by a
competitor—for example, the cutting of airfares by one carrier—require immediate
response. But sometimes a false sense of urgency dictates time pressures. In either sit-
uation, media selection decisions may be made without proper planning and analyses
of the markets and/or media.
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The situation analysis The marketing strategy plan The creative strategy plan

Purpose: To understand the marketing 
problem. An analysis is made of a
company and its competitors on the
basis of:
1. Size and share of the total market.
2. Sales history, costs, and profits.
3. Distribution practices.
4. Methods of selling.
5. Use of advertising.
6. Identification of prospects.
7. Nature of the product.

Purpose: To plan activities that will
solve one or more of the marketing
problems. Includes the determination
of:
1. Marketing objectives.
2. Product and spending strategy.
3. Distribution strategy.
4. Which elements of the marketing

mix are to be used.
5. Identification of “best” market 

segments.

Setting media objectives

Purpose: To translate marketing objectives and strategies into goals that media can accomplish.

Determining media strategy

Purpose: To translate media goals into general guidelines that will control the planner’s selection and use of media. The best
strategy alternatives should be selected.

Selecting broad media classes

Purpose: To determine which broad class of media best fulfills the criteria. Involves comparison and selection of broad media
classes such as newspapers, magazines, radio, television, and others. The analysis is called intermedia comparisons. Audience
size is one of the major factors used in comparing the various media classes.

Selecting media within classes

Purpose: To compare and select the best media within broad classes, again using predetermined criteria. Involves making
decisions about the following:
1. If magazines were recommended, then which magazines?
2. If television was recommended, then

a. Broadcast or cable television? c.   If network, which program(s)?
b. Network or spot television? d.   If spot, which markets?

3. If radio or newspapers were recommended, then
a. Which markets shall be used? b.   What criteria shall buyers use in making purchases of local media?

Purpose: To determine what to
communicate through advertisements.
Includes the determination of:
1. How product can meet consumer 

needs.
2. How product will be positioned in 

advertisements.
3. Copy themes.
4. Specific objectives of each 

advertisement.
5. Number and sizes of advertisements.

Media use decisions—
broadcast

Media use decisions—
print

Media use decisions—
other media

1. What kind of sponsorship (sole,
shared, participating, or other)?

2. What levels of reach and frequency
will be required?

3. Scheduling: On which days and
months are commercials to appear?

4. Placement of spots: In programs or 
between programs?

1. Number of ads to appear and on
which days and months.

2. Placements of ads: Any preferred 
position within media?

3. Special treatment: Gatefolds,
bleeds, color, etc.

4. Desired reach or frequency levels.

1. Billboards
a. Location of markets and plan

of distribution.
b. Kinds of outdoor boards to be

used.
2. Direct mail or other media:

Decisions peculiar to those media.

Figure 10-2 Activities involved in developing the media plan
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Difficulty Measuring Effectiveness Because it is so hard to measure the
effectiveness of advertising and promotions in general, it is also difficult to determine
the relative effectiveness of various media or media vehicles. While progress is being
made in this regard, the media planner may have little more than an estimate of or a
good guess at the impact of these alternatives.

Because of these problems, not all media decisions are quantitatively determined.
Sometimes managers have to assume the image of a medium in a market with which
they are not familiar, anticipate the impact of recent events, or make judgments with-
out full knowledge of all the available alternatives.

While these problems complicate the media decision process, they do not render it
an entirely subjective exercise. The remainder of this chapter explores in more detail
how media strategies are developed and ways to increase their effectiveness. 305

IMC PERSPECTIVE 10-1

Media Companies Expand and Improve Their Services
Advertising costs are determined by how many people
can be reached through the medium. In print media,
such costs are based on circulation and readership fig-
ures; in broadcast, the basis is ratings. As in any indus-
try, firms compete directly to provide advertisers with
these audience numbers. Because so many billions of
dollars are spent on advertising each year, the figures
the services provide are critical. One would expect
that competing firms’ information would be valid and
consistent. Those in the magazine and newspaper
industries believe that it isn’t, and they are unhappy
about it.

The two primary providers of information on maga-
zine readership are Mediamark Research Inc. (MRI)
and Simmons Market Research Bureau (SMRB).
Because of the importance media buyers place on the
figures, they have become crucial to individual publi-
cations. As the vice president of one top ad agency
noted, “If the readership numbers shift just a hair,
there is a big shift in the number of ad pages.” Yet
MRI’s and SMRB’s numbers rarely agree, causing many
to question their validity.

In the late 1990s both MRI and SMRB came under
attack. USA Today and The Wall Street Journal were
unhappy with MRI, while Hearst, Times Mirror, and
Condé Nast were dissatisfied with SMRB. The issues
involved the research methodologies of the two com-
panies. The Magazine Publishers of America research
committee noticed what appeared to be illogical num-
bers in the SMRB research materials. Like MRI, SMRB
said it would change its research methods—to those
previously employed by MRI.

In 2002, SMRB announced another improvement
based on internal research that indicated usage of
color logo representations improved reporting accu-
racy. As a result, color magazine logos replaced black-
and-white images in an attempt to improve attention
and the ability to differentiate between potentially
confusing titles.

MRI also responded and made significant changes
of its own. One such change was the addition of diary
data to the existing methodology. Borrowing from
Nielsen Media Research—the TV audience measure-
ment counterpart—approximately 12,000 respondents
were asked to maintain diaries recording their maga-
zine reading habits on a day-to-day basis. MRI claimed
that the study would allow magazines to present more
coherent and precise quantitative readership mea-
sures showing exactly when readership takes place
and how magazine audiences grow. The company also
added 35 questions from the VALS program to help
agencies and publishers identify consumer groups
that have the greatest affinity with their products.

MRI also announced a partnership with Nielsen to
share data to produce a “share-of-voice” report that
combines national TV ratings with magazine reader-
ship. The new report allows media planners to compare
ad schedules in national TV, cable, and 200 magazines
based on audience delivery, expressed in gross rating
points and cost-per-thousand figures.

You would figure that this would make everyone
happy, right? Well, not exactly. Recently media buyers
have criticized MRI’s reporting of Sunday magazines
that appear in newspapers, arguing that MRI overesti-
mates the readership. The MRI method uses newspa-
per circulation figures and assumes that everyone
who reads the Sunday paper reads the magazine sec-
tion as well. Magazine competitors contend that this
gives Parade and USA Weekend an unfair advantage.

To add validity to the MRI numbers, Parade
announced that it was undertaking its own five-month
study to ensure the accuracy of the MRI figures. Who’s
next?

Sources: Tony Case, “By the Numbers,” Mediaweek, Feb. 4, 2002,
p. 32; Katy Bachman, “Data Upgrades,” Mediaweek, Mar. 25, 2002,
p. 41; “Mediamark Probes Consumer Psyche,” Mediaweek, Feb. 26,
2001, p. 48; Jon Fine, “MRI Arms Magazines with Diary Data,”
Advertising Age, Oct. 23, 2000, p. 4.
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The promotional planning model in Chapter 1 discussed
the process of identifying target markets, establishing
objectives, and formulating strategies for attaining them.

The development of the media plan and strategies follows a similar path, except that
the focus is more specifically keyed to determining the best way to deliver the mes-
sage. The process, shown in Figure 10-3, involves a series of stages: (1) market analy-
sis, (2) establishment of media objectives, (3) media strategy development and
implementation, and (4) evaluation and follow-up. Each of these is discussed in turn,
with specific examples. Appendix B to this chapter is an actual media plan, which we
refer to throughout the remainder of the chapter to exemplify each phase further.
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Market
analysis

Establishment of
media objectives

 Media strategy
development and
implementation

 Evaluation and
follow-up

Developing the Media Plan

The situation analysis stage of the overall promotional plan-
ning process involves a complete review of internal and
external factors, competitive strategies, and the like. In the
development of a media strategy, a market analysis is again
performed, although this time the focus is on the media and

delivering the message. The key questions at this stage are these: To whom shall we
advertise (who is the target market)? What internal and external factors may influence
the media plan? Where (geographically) and when should we focus our efforts?

To Whom Shall We Advertise?
While a number of target markets might be derived from the situation analysis, to
decide which specific groups to go after, the media planner may work with the client,
account representative, marketing department, and creative directors. A variety of fac-
tors can assist media planners in this decision. Some will require primary research,
whereas others will be available from published (secondary) sources.

The Simmons Market Research Bureau (SMRB) provides secondary information:
syndicated data on audience size and composition for approximately 100 publications,
as well as broadcast exposure and data on usage of over 800 consumer products and
services. This information comes in the form of raw numbers, percentages, and
indexes. As seen in Figure 10-4, information is given on (1) the number of adults in the
United States by each category under consideration; (2) the number of users; (3) the
percentage of users falling into each category (for example, the percentage who are
female); (4) the percentage of each category that uses the product (for example, the
percentage of all females using); (5) an index number; and (6) the same information
classified by heavy, medium, and light users. Both Simmons and its major competitor,
Mediamark Research Inc. (MRI), also provide lifestyle information and media usage
characteristics of the population.

Media planners are often more concerned with the percentage figures and index
numbers than with the raw numbers. This is largely due to the fact that they may have
their own data from other sources, both primary and secondary; the numbers provided
may not be specific enough for their needs; or they question the numbers provided
because of the methods by which they were collected. (See IMC Perspective 10-1.)
The total (raw) numbers provided by Simmons and MRI are used in combination with
the media planner’s own figures.

On the other hand, the index number is considered a good indicator of the poten-
tial of the market. This number is derived from the formula

Index =
Percentage of users in a demographic segment

× 100
Percentage of population in the same segment

An index number over 100 means use of the product is proportionately greater in
that segment than in one that is average (100) or less than 100. For example, the MRI

Market Analysis and Target
Market Identification

Figure 10-3 Developing the media plan
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Filter Total Sample
Sample 21452

‘(000) 202447
Regular Cola

(Not Diet)-
Drink?

YES Heavy Users Medium Users Light Users
Sample 13820 415 2521 9802

‘(000) 141102 5610.93 28022.6 97006
Vertical 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Horizontal 69.70% 2.77% 13.84% 47.92%
Index 100 100 100 100

SEX: MALE Sample 9538 6634 235 1324 4666
‘(000) 97199.5 71224.6 3238.06 15000.3 48607.6

Vertical 48.01% 50.48% 57.71% 53.53% 50.11%
Horizontal 100.00% 73.28% 3.33% 15.43% 50.01%

Index 100 105 120 111 104
SEX: FEMALE Sample 11914 7186 180 1197 5136

‘(000) 105248 69877.4 2372.87 13022.4 48398.4
Vertical 51.99% 49.52% 42.29% 46.47% 49.89%

Horizontal 100.00% 66.39% 2.26% 12.37% 45.99%
Index 100 95 81 89 96

AGE: 18–24 Sample 2017 1550 97 388 968
‘(000) 26148.3 20700.6 1522.87 4904.96 13146.1

Vertical 12.92% 14.67% 27.14% 17.50% 13.55%
Horizontal 100.00% 79.17% 5.82% 18.76% 50.28%

Index 100 114 210 136 105
AGE: 25–34 Sample 2918 2176 67 446 1501

‘(000) 38580.7 30089.7 1430.86 6509.51 19703.8
Vertical 19.06% 21.33% 25.50% 23.23% 20.31%

Horizontal 100.00% 77.99% 3.71% 16.87% 51.07%
Index 100 112 134 122 107

AGE: 35–44 Sample 4547 3042 79 564 2162
‘(000) 45760.3 32541.8 805.978 6585.31 22802.8

Vertical 22.60% 23.06% 14.36% 23.50% 23.51%
Horizontal 100.00% 71.11% 1.76% 14.39% 49.83%

Index 100 102 64 104 104
AGE: 45–54 Sample 4722 2979 80 547 2132

‘(000) 36552.8 24895.1 976.554 5069.16 17142.1
Vertical 18.06% 17.64% 17.40% 18.09% 17.67%

Horizontal 100.00% 68.11% 2.67% 13.87% 46.90%
Index 100 98 96 100 98

AGE: 55–64 Sample 3110 1907 45 318 1390
‘(000) 22980.8 14994.6 469.025 2617.5 10849.2

Vertical 11.35% 10.63% 8.20% 9.34% 11.18%
Horizontal 100.00% 65.25% 2.00% 11.39% 47.21%
Index 100 94 72 82 99

AGE: 65+ Sample 4138 2166 47 258 1649
‘(000) 32424.2 17880.1 414.636 2336.19 13362

Vertical 16.02% 12.67% 7.39% 8.34% 13.77%
Horizontal 100.00% 55.14% 1.28% 7.21% 41.21%

Index 100 79 46 52 86
AGE: 18–34 Sample 4935 3726 164 834 2468

‘000) 64729 50790.4 2953.74 11414.5 32849.9
Vertical 31.97% 36.00% 52.64% 40.73% 33.86%

Horizontal 100.00% 78.47% 4.56% 17.63% 50.75%
Index 100 113 165 127 106

AGE: 18–49 Sample 11918 8336 287 1671 5764
‘(000) 129634 96569.7 4349.01 20484.1 64875.3

Vertical 64.03% 68.44% 77.51% 73.10% 66.88%
Horizontal 100.00% 74.49% 3.36% 15.80% 50.05%

Index 100 107 121 114 104
AGE: 35–49 Sample 6983 4610 123 837 3295

‘(000) 64905.3 45779.4 1395.28 9069.66 32025.4
Vertical 32.06% 32.44% 24.87% 32.37% 33.01%

Horizontal 100.00% 70.53% 2.15% 13.97% 49.34%
Index 100 101 78 101 103

AGE: 25–54 Sample 12187 8197 226 1557 5795
‘(000) 120894 87526.6 3213.4 18164 59648.7

Vertical 59.72% 62.03% 57.27% 64.82% 61.49%
Horizontal 100.00% 72.40% 2.66% 15.03% 49.34%

Index 100 104 96 109 103
AGE: 50+ Sample 9534 5484 128 850 4038

‘(000) 72812.9 44532.3 1261.92 7538.5 32130.7
Vertical 35.97% 31.56% 22.49% 26.90% 33.12%

Horizontal 100.00% 61.16% 1.73% 10.35% 44.13%
Index 100 88 63 75 92

HIGH SCHOOL -
12 YEARS
(GRADUATED) Sample 6330 4334 156 828 3067

‘(000) 69022.9 50021.6 2343.45 10345.5 33973.3
Vertical 34.09% 35.45% 41.77% 36.92% 35.02%

Horizontal 100.00% 72.47% 3.40% 14.99% 49.22%
Index 100 104 123 108 103

COLLEGE-
4 YEARS
(GRADUATED) Sample 3494 2145 37 345 1569

‘(000) 25136.4 16638.5 281.425 2964.29 12050.7
Vertical 12.42% 11.79% 5.02% 10.58% 12.42%

Horizontal 100.00% 66.19% 1.12% 11.79% 47.94%
Index 100 95 40 85 100

DID NOT
GRADUATE
HIGH SCHOOL Sample 2196 1527 78 325 1021

‘(000) 32884.4 24128.2 1528.37 5285.51 15608.2
Vertical 16.24% 17.10% 27.24% 18.86% 16.09%

Horizontal 100.00% 73.37% 4.65% 16.07% 47.46%
Index 100 105 168 116 99

ATTENDED
COLLEGE
(1–3 YEARS) Sample 4915 3201 84 574 2297

‘(000) 42788.9 29502.1 970.031 5565.53 20926
Vertical 21.14% 20.91% 17.29% 19.86% 21.57%

Horizontal 100.00% 68.95% 2.27% 13.01% 48.91%
Index 100 99 82 94 102

Employed Male Sample 6863 4962 173 1020 3477
‘(000) 69831.6 53300.2 2421.39 11075.3 36505.1

Vertical 34.49% 37.77% 43.16% 39.52% 37.63%
Horizontal 100.00% 76.33% 3.47% 15.86% 52.28%

Index 100 110 125 115 109

Figure 10-4 Market
research profile of cola
users
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data in Figure 10-5 show that people in the age groups 45–54, 35–44, and 25–34,
respectively, are more likely to purchase cellular phones than those in the other age
segments, as are those with a household income of $40,000 or more. Most occupation
groups are users, though executives/managers and professionals are more likely to be.
College graduates also have a high index. Depending on their overall strategy, mar-
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Figure 10-5 Cellular
phones purchased in the
past year—MRI report

3.1% of all adults purchased a cellular phone in the past year. Of this group, women
account for 51.1%; 36.4% graduated from college; 26.0% are age 25 to 34; and
15.1% have $50,000 to $59,999 household income. Members of this group are 62%
more likely than average adults to have purchased a cellular phone in the past year.

Population (000) Percent of Base
Base: All adults 5,863 3.1%

Percent of Target Index

Men 48.9 102

Women 51.1 98

Household heads 54.3 89

Homemakers 58.9 95

Graduated college 36.4 176

Attended college 29.8 112

Graduated high school 26.7 79

Did not graduate high school 7.2 38

18–24 11.9 92

25–34 26.0 117

35–44 27.7 128

45–54 20.5 132

55–64 9.2 82

65 or over 4.6 28

18–34 37.9 108

18–49 78.1 119

25–54 74.3 125

Employed full-time 74.8 137

Employed part-time 10.8 112

Sole wage earner 15.3 87

Not employed 14.4 40

Professional 16.1 166

Executive/admin/managerial 15.5 172

Clerical/sales/technical 26.6 141

Precision/crafts/repair 9.4 132

Other employed 18.0 92

H/D income $75,000 or more 38.5 239

H/D income $60,000–$74,999 15.7 162

H/D income $50,000–$59,999 15.1 162

H/D income $40,000–$49,999 13.5 119

H/D income $30,000–$39,999 8.5 62

H/D income $20,000–$29,999 5.0 33

H/D income $10,000–19,999 3.2 22

H/D income less than $10,000 0.4 4
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keters may wish to use this information to determine which groups are now using the
product and target them or to identify a group that is currently using the product less
and attempt to develop that segment.

While the index is helpful, it should not be used alone. Percentages and product
usage figures are also needed to get an accurate picture of the market. Just because the
index for a particular segment of the population is very high, that doesn’t always mean
it is an attractive segment to target. The high index may be a result of a low denomina-
tor (a very small proportion of the population in this segment). In Figure 10-6, the 18-
to 24-year-old age segment has the highest index, but it also has both the lowest prod-
uct usage and the lowest population percentage. A marketer who relied solely on the
index would be ignoring a full 82 percent of product users.

Keep in mind that while Simmons and MRI provide demographic, geographic, and
psychographic information, other factors may be more useful in defining specific 
markets.

What Internal and External Factors Are Operating?
Media strategies are influenced by both internal and external factors operating at any
given time. Internal factors may involve the size of the media budget, managerial and
administrative capabilities, or the organization of the agency, as demonstrated in Fig-
ure 10-7. External factors may include the economy (the rising costs of media), 309
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Figure 10-6 How high
indexes can be misleading

Age Population in Product Use 
Segment Segment (%) in Segment (%) Index

18–24 15.1 18.0 119

25–34 25.1 25.0 100

35–44 20.6 21.0 102

45+ 39.3 36.0 91

Figure 10-7 Organizing the media buying department

While various firms and ad agencies have different ways of
organizing the media buying department, three seem to be
the most common. The first form employs a product/media
focus, the second places more emphasis on the market
itself, and the third organizes around media classes alone:

• Form 1 In this organizational arrangement, the media
buyers and assistant media buyers are responsible for a
product or group of products and/or brands. Their media
planner both plans and buys for these products/brands in
whichever geographic areas they are marketed. For exam-
ple, if the agency is responsible for the advertising of Hart
skis, the media planners determine the appropriate media
in each area for placing the ads for these skis. The logic
underlying this approach is that the planner knows the
product and will identify the best media and vehicles for
promoting it.

• Form 2 In this approach, the market is the focal point
of attention. Media planners become “experts” in a par-
ticular market area and are responsible for planning and
buying for all products/brands the firm and/or agency
markets in those areas. For example, a planner may be
responsible for the Memphis, Tennessee, market. If the
agency has more than one client who wishes to market in
this area, media selection for all of the brands/products is

the responsibility of the same person. The logic is that his
or her knowledge of the media and vehicles in the area
allows for a more informed media choice. The nonquanti-
tative characteristics of the media get more attention
under this approach.

• Form 3 Organizing around a specific class of media—
for example, print or broadcast—is a third alternative. The
purchasing and development unit handles all the agency
print or broadcast business. Members of the media
department become specialists who are brought in very
early in the promotional planning process. Planners per-
form only planning functions, while buyers are responsi-
ble for all purchases. The buying function itself may be
specialized with specific responsibilities for specialty
advertising, national buys, local buys, and so on. Knowl-
edge of the media and the audience each serves is
considered a major benefit. Also, people who handle all
the media buys can negotiate better deals.

As to which strategy works best, who’s to say? Each has
been in use for some time. The second approach requires
that the agency be big enough and have enough clients to
support the geographic assignment. The third alternative
seems to be the most common design.
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changes in technology (the availability of new media), competitive factors, and the
like. While some of this information may require primary research, much information
is available through secondary sources, including magazines, syndicated services, and
even the daily newspaper.

One service’s competitive information was shown in Figure 10-1. The Competitive
Media Reporting Service provides media spending figures for various brands compet-
ing in the same market. Competitive information is also available from many other
sources, as shown in Appendix A to this chapter.

Where to Promote?
The question of where to promote relates to geographic considerations. As noted in
Chapter 7, companies often find that sales are stronger in one area of the country or the
world than another and may allocate advertising expenditures according to the market
potential of an area (see Figure 10-8). For years, Whirlpool has had a much greater
brand share of the appliance market in the East and Midwest than in the Southeast and
West. The question is, where will the ad dollars be more wisely spent? Should
Whirlpool allocate additional promotional monies to those markets where the brand is
already the leader to maintain market share, or does more potential exist in those mar-
kets where the firm is not doing as well and there is more room to grow? Perhaps the
best answer is that the firm should spend advertising and promotion dollars where they
will be the most effective—that is, in those markets where they will achieve the
desired objectives. Unfortunately, as we have seen so often, it is not always possible to
measure directly the impact of promotional efforts. At the same time, certain tactics
can assist the planner in making this determination.

Using Indexes to Determine Where to Promote In addition to the
indexes from Simmons and MRI, three other indexes may also be useful:

1. The survey of buying power index, published annually by Sales & Marketing
Management magazine, is conducted for every major metropolitan market in the
United States and is based on a number of factors, including population, effective
buying income, and total retail sales in the area. Each of these factors is individually
weighted to drive a buying power index that charts the potential of a particular metro
area, county, or city relative to the United States as a whole. The resulting index gives
media planners insight into the relative value of that market, as shown in Figure 10-9.
When used in combination with other market information, the survey of buying power
index helps the marketer determine which geographic areas to target.

2. The brand development Index (BDI) helps marketers factor the rate of product
usage by geographic area into the decision process.

BDI =
Percentage of brand to total U.S. sales in the market

× 100
Percentage of total U.S. population in the market

Figure 10-8 Companies allocation of media dollars—U.S. and international

Media Spending (millions)

Outside World- Latin Middle
Rank Advertiser U.S. U.S. wide Africa Asia Europe America East Canada

1 Unilever $2,967 $698 $3,664 $24 $931 $1,713 $291 $7 $0

2 Procter & Gamble $2,610 1,542 4,152 7 589 1,513 397 41 61

3 Nestlé 1,560 327 1,886 7 404 985 163 1 0

4 Toyota 1,345 790 2,135 6 905 365 0 13 55

5 Volkswagen 1,290 424 1,714 4 14 1,101 150 0 20
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The BDI compares the percentage of the brand’s total U.S. sales in a given market
area with the percentage of the total population in the market to determine the sales
potential for that brand in that market area. An example of this calculation is shown in
Figure 10-10. The higher the index number, the more market potential exists. In this
case, the index number indicates this market has high potential for brand development
(see Appendix B for targeted cities).

3. The category development index (CDI) is computed in the same manner as the
BDI, except it uses information regarding the product category (as opposed to the
brand) in the numerator:

CDI =
Percentage of product category total sales in market

× 100
Percentage of total U.S. population in market

The CDI provides information on the potential for development of the total product
category rather than specific brands. When this information is combined with the BDI,
a much more insightful promotional strategy may be developed. For example, consider
the market potential for coffee in the United States. One might first look at how well
the product category does in a specific market area. In Utah and Idaho, for example, the
category potential is low (see Figure 10-11). The marketer analyzes the BDI to find
how the brand is doing relative to other brands in this area. This information can then
be used in determining how well a particular product category and a particular brand
are performing and figuring what media weight (or quantity of advertising) would be
required to gain additional market share, as shown in Figure 10-12.

While these indexes provide important insights into the market potential for the
firm’s products and/or brands, this information is supplemental to the overall strategy

Figure 10-10 Calculating
BDI

Percentage of brand sales in South Atlantic region
BDI =

Percentage of U.S. population in South Atlantic region
× 100

=
50%

16%
× 100

= 312

1/1/01 1/1/06 % 1/1/06 % 2005 %
Average

2006 %
Retail Sales

Total Total Change Total Change Total Change
Household

Total Retail Change
Per

Metro Area Pop. Pop. 2001– Hshlds. 2001– EBI 2000–
EBI ($)

Sales 2001–
Household ($)

County (000s) (000s) 2006 (000s) 2006 ($000) 2005 2000 2005 ($000) 2006 2001 2006 2001 2006

OREGON

CORVALLIS 78.7 81.1 3.0 30.9 4.4 1,854,799 30.6 47,993 60,026 992,224 31.9 25,423 32,111 .0253 .0263

BENTON 78.7 81.1 3.0 30.9 4.4 1,854,799 30.6 47.993 60,026 992,224 31.9 25,423 32,111 .0253 .0263

EUGENE-SPRINGFIELD 326.0 343.0 5.2 137.7 6.4 6,555,563 25.9 40,234 47,608 5,760,107 20.8 36,864 41,831 .1118 .1124

LANE 326.0 343.0 5.2 137.7 6.4 6,555,563 25.9 40,234 47,608 5,760,107 20.8 36,864 41,831 .1118 .1124

MEDFORD-ASHLAND 183.9 198.5 7.9 80.2 9.4 3,698,500 28.2 39,366 46,116 5,323,418 36.8 53,074 66,377 .0725 .0769

JACKSON 183.9 198.5 7.9 80.2 9.4 3,698,500 28.2 39,366 46,116 5,323,418 36.8 53,074 66,377 .0725 .0769

PORTLAND-VANCOUVER 1,948.3 2,125.2 9.1 835.6 9.9 52,817,163 35.6 51,205 63,209 36,596,371 26.1 38,160 43,797 .7474 .7940

CLACKAMAS 342.9 372.6 8.7 141.7 9.8 10,102,780 35.8 57,611 71,297 4,621,412 12.8 31,730 32,614 .1288 .1343

COLUMBIA 44.0 48.9 11.1 18.4 12.2 973,958 34.4 44,179 52,933 421,167 36.4 18,823 22,890 .0126 .0136

MULTNOMAH 666.2 688.8 3.4 287.1 3.9 15,876,995 26.6 45,390 55,301 16,090,416 32.2 44,054 56,045 .2665 .2751

WASHINGTON 455.4 507.4 11.4 198.4 12.6 14,049,490 40.1 56,921 70,814 9,554,319 19.0 46,041 48,661 .1945 .2076

YAMHILL 86.5 97.3 12.5 33.8 14.2 1,949,382 36.9 48,097 57,674 960,790 15.2 28,169 28,426 .0265 .0281

CLARK, WASH 353.3 410.2 16.1 156.2 17.4 9,864,558 45.3 51,050 63,153 4,848,267 38.4 26,332 31,039 .1185 .1353

PORTLAND-SALEM CONSOLIDATED

AREA 2,300.7 2,507.5 9.0 979.9 9.9 60,054,928 35.0 49,892 61,287 42,004,281 26.1 37,370 42,866 .8604 .9116

SALEM 352.4 382.3 8.5 144.3 10.1 7,237,765 30.6 42,276 50,158 5,407,910 25.8 32,784 37,477 .1130 .1176

MARION 289.1 312.2 8.0 118.1 9.7 5,934,535 30.2 42,308 50,250 5,193,924 26.5 38,135 43,979 .0976 .1014

POLK 63.3 70.1 10.7 26.2 12.0 1,303,230 32.2 42,130 49,742 213,986 12.2 8,153 8,167 .0154 .0162

TOTAL METRO COUNTIES 2,536.0 2,719.9 7.3 1,072.5 8.2 62,299.232 32.0 47,640 58,088 49,231,763 25.5 39,590 45,904 .9515 .9919

TOTAL STATE 3,464.9 3,702.3 6.9 1,465.3 8.0 78,533,444 30.3 44,416 53,595 62,519,210 24.5 37,014 42,666 1.2320 1.2726

Population Effective Buying Income Retail Sales

Buying Power
Index

Figure 10-9 Survey of buying power index

Source: Sales & Marketing Management, September 2001.
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determined earlier in the promotional decision-making process. In fact, much of this
information may have already been provided to the media planner. Since it may be
used more specifically to determine the media weights to assign to each area, this deci-
sion ultimately affects the budget allocated to each area as well as other factors such as
reach, frequency, and scheduling.
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Figure 10-11 Using CDI
and BDI to determine mar-
ket potential

CDI =
Percentage of product category sales in Utah/Idaho

× 100
Percentage of total U.S. population in Utah/Idaho

=
1%

× 100
1%

= 100

Percentage of total brand sales in Utah/Idaho
BDI =

Percentage of total U.S. population in Utah/Idaho
× 100

=
2%

× 100
1%

= 200

High BDI

High CDI

Low CDI

Low BDI

High BDI and high CDI This market usually represents good sales potential
    for both the product category and the brand.

High BDI and low CDI The category is not selling well, but the brand is;
    probably a good market to advertise in but should be
    monitored for declining sales.

Low BDI and high CDI The product category shows high potential but the
    brand is not doing well; the reasons should be
    determined.

Low BDI and low CDI Both the product category and the brand are doing
    poorly; not likely to be a good place for advertising.

High market share
Good market potential

Low market share
Good market potential

High market share
Monitor for sales decline

Low market share
Poor market potential

Figure 10-12 Using BDI
and CDI indexes

Just as the situation analysis leads to establishment
of marketing and communications objectives, the
media situation analysis should lead to determina-

tion of specific media objectives. The media objectives are not ends in themselves.
Rather, they are designed to lead to the attainment of communications and marketing
objectives. Media objectives are the goals for the media program and should be lim-
ited to those that can be accomplished through media strategies. An example of media
objectives is this: Create awareness in the target market through the following:

• Use broadcast media to provide coverage of 80 percent of the target market over
a six-month period.

• Reach 60 percent of the target audience at least three times over the same six-
month period.

• Concentrate heaviest advertising in winter and spring, with lighter emphasis in
summer and fall.

Establishing Media Objectives
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Having determined what is to be accomplished,
media planners consider how to achieve these
objectives. That is, they develop and implement
media strategies, which evolve directly from the
actions required to meet objectives and involve the
criteria in Figure 10-13.

The Media Mix
A wide variety of media and media vehicles are available to advertisers. While it is
possible that only one medium and/or vehicle might be employed, it is much more
likely that a number of alternatives will be used. The objectives sought, the character-
istics of the product or service, the size of the budget, and individual preferences are
just some of the factors that determine what combination of media will be used.

As an example, consider a promotional situation in which a product requires a
visual demonstration to be communicated effectively. In this case, TV may be the
most effective medium. If the promotional strategy calls for coupons to stimulate trial,
print media may be necessary. For in-depth information, the Internet may be best.

By employing a media mix, advertisers can add more versatility to their media
strategies, since each medium contributes its own distinct advantages (as demon-
strated in later chapters). By combining media, marketers can increase coverage,
reach, and frequency levels while improving the likelihood of achieving overall com-
munications and marketing goals.

Target Market Coverage
The media planner determines which target markets should receive the most media
emphasis. (In the media plan for Bumble Bee Tuna in Appendix B, this was deter-
mined to be women 25–54 and geographic markets.) Developing media strategies
involves matching the most appropriate media to this market by asking, “Through
which media and media vehicles can I best get my message to prospective buyers?”
The issue here is to get coverage of the market, as shown in Figure 10-14. The optimal
goal is full market coverage, shown in the second pie chart. But this is a very opti-
mistic scenario. More realistically, conditions shown in the third and fourth charts are
most likely to occur. In the third chart, the coverage of the media does not allow for
coverage of the entire market, leaving some potential customers without exposure to
the message. In the fourth chart, the marketer is faced with a problem of overexposure
(also called waste coverage), in which the media coverage exceeds the targeted audi-
ence. If media coverage reaches people who are not sought as buyers and are not
potential users, then it is wasted. (This term is used for coverage that reaches people
who are not potential buyers and/or users. Consumers may not be part of the intended
target market but may still be considered as potential—for example, those who buy the
product as a gift for someone else.)
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Figure 10-13 Criteria con-
sidered in the development
of media plans

• The media mix

• Target market coverage

• Geographic coverage

• Scheduling

• Reach versus frequency

• Creative aspects and
mood

• Flexibility

• Budget considerations

Developing and Implementing
Media Strategies

Population excluding target market

Full Market
Coverage

Partial Market
Coverage

Coverage
Exceeding

Target Market

Media overexposure

Target market (18- to 35-year-old males and females)

Media coverage

Figure 10-14 Marketing
coverage possibilities
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The goal of the media planner is to extend media coverage to as many of the mem-
bers of the target audience as possible while minimizing the amount of waste cover-
age. The situation usually involves trade-offs. Sometimes one has to live with less
coverage than desired; other times, the most effective media expose people not sought.
In this instance, waste coverage is justified because the media employed are likely to
be the most effective means of delivery available and the cost of the waste coverage is
exceeded by the value gained from their use.

When watching football games on TV, you may have noticed commercials for stock
brokerage firms such as Charles Schwab, Merrill Lynch, and E Trade. Not all viewers
are candidates for stock market services, but a very high percentage of potential cus-
tomers can be reached with this strategy. So football programs are considered a good
media buy because the ability to generate market coverage outweighs the disadvan-
tages of high waste coverage.

Figure 10-15 shows how information provided by Simmons can be used to match
media to target markets. It profiles magazines read and TV shows watched by people
who do aerobics. (You can practice using index numbers here.) From Figure 10-15,
you can see that Shape, Self, and Seventeen magazines would likely be wise selections
for aerobics ads, whereas Road and Track, or Sports Afield, would be less likely to
lead to the desired exposures.

Geographic Coverage
Snow skiing is much more popular in some areas of the country than in others. It
would not be the wisest of strategies to promote skis in those areas where interest is
not high, unless you could generate an increase in interest. It may be possible to pro-
mote an interest in skiing in the Southeast, but a notable increase in sales of ski equip-
ment is not very likely, given the market’s distance from snow. The objective of
weighting certain geographic areas more than others makes sense, and the strategy of
exerting more promotional efforts and dollars in those areas follows naturally. (The
Bumble Bee media plan emphasizes 5 primary and 6 secondary cities.)

Scheduling
Obviously, companies would like to keep their advertising in front of consumers at all
times as a constant reminder of the product and/or brand name. In reality, this is not
possible for a variety of reasons (not the least of which is the budget). Nor is it neces-
sary. The primary objective of scheduling is to time promotional efforts so that they
will coincide with the highest potential buying times. For some products these times
are not easy to identify; for others they are very obvious. Three scheduling methods
available to the media planner—continuity, flighting, and pulsing—are shown in Fig-
ure 10-16.

Continuity refers to a continuous pattern of advertising, which may mean every
day, every week, or every month. The key is that a regular (continuous) pattern is
developed without gaps or nonadvertising periods. Such strategies might be used for
advertising for food products, laundry detergents, or other products consumed on an
ongoing basis without regard for seasonality.

A second method, flighting, employs a less regular schedule, with intermittent peri-
ods of advertising and nonadvertising. At some time periods there are heavier promo-
tional expenditures, and at others there may be no advertising. Many banks, for
example, spend no money on advertising in the summer but maintain advertising
throughout the rest of the year. Snow skis are advertised heavily between October and
April; less in May, August, and September; and not at all in June and July.

Pulsing is actually a combination of the first two methods. In a pulsing strategy,
continuity is maintained, but at certain times promotional efforts are stepped up. In the
beer industry, advertising continues throughout the year but may increase at holiday
periods such as Labor Day or the Fourth of July. The scheduling strategy depends on
the objectives, buying cycles, and budget, among other factors. There are certain
advantages and disadvantages to each scheduling method, as shown in Figure 10-17.
(Notice that in the Bumble Bee media plan in Appendix B, flighting is recommended
for all markets.) One very recent and comprehensive study (acclaimed by many in the
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Figure 10-15 SMRB
profile of aerobics
participants magazine
readership

SPORTS-PLAYED/
Filter Total Sample PARTICIPATED 

Sample 20,936 LAST 12 MOS: 
'(000) 204,894 AEROBICS

Sample 2619
'(000) 24786.5
Vertical 100.00%
Horizontal 12.10%
Index 100

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: REDBOOK Sample 1564 345
'(000) 14665.1 3395.09
Vertical 7.16% 13.70%
Horizontal 100.00% 23.15%
Index 100 191

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: ROAD & TRACK Sample 770 84
'(000) 8536.71 940.121
Vertical 4.17% 3.79%
Horizontal 100.00% 11.01%
Index 100 91

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: ROLLING STONE Sample 1392 294
'(000) 16281.6 3280.79
Vertical 7.95% 13.24%
Horizontal 100.00% 20.15%
Index 100 167

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Sample 550 88
'(000) 4512.03 770.294
Vertical 2.20% 3.11%
Horizontal 100.00% 17.07%
Index 100 141

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SELF Sample 854 296
'(000) 7859.25 2747.37
Vertical 3.84% 11.08%
Horizontal 100.00% 34.96%
Index 100 289

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SEVENTEEN Sample 904 237
'(000) 10984.9 2824.24
Vertical 5.36% 11.39%
Horizontal 100.00% 25.71%
Index 100 213

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SHAPE Sample 787 307
'(000) 7707.39 2925.69
Vertical 3.76% 11.80%
Horizontal 100.00% 37.96%
Index 100 314

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SKI MAGAZINE Sample 301 56
'(000) 2497.3 413.07
Vertical 1.22% 1.67%
Horizontal 100.00% 16.54%
Index 100 137

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SMITHSONIAN Sample 1348 186
'(000) 10116.6 1452.75
Vertical 4.94% 5.86%
Horizontal 100.00% 14.36%
Index 100 119

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SOAP OPERA DIGEST Sample 1036 201
'(000) 11571.8 2138.36
Vertical 5.65% 8.63%
Horizontal 100.00% 18.48%
Index 100 153

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SOUTHERN LIVING Sample 2121 346
'(000) 17598 2779.82
Vertical 8.59% 11.22%
Horizontal 100.00% 15.80%
Index 100 131

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: THE SPORTING NEWS Sample 504 77
'(000) 5457.05 907.028
Vertical 2.66% 3.66%
Horizontal 100.00% 16.62%
Index 100 137

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SPORTS AFIELD Sample 586 59
'(000) 6483.66 738.638
Vertical 3.16% 2.98%
Horizontal 100.00% 11.39%
Index 100 94

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Sample 3023 369
'(000) 31309.9 4047.81
Vertical 15.28% 16.33%
Horizontal 100.00% 12.93%
Index 100 107

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: STAR Sample 941 143
'(000) 10171.3 1500.63
Vertical 4.96% 6.05%
Horizontal 100.00% 14.75%
Index 100 122

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: SUNSET Sample 743 130
'(000) 6776.34 1168.59
Vertical 3.31% 4.72%
Horizontal 100.00% 17.25%
Index 100 143

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: TENNIS Sample 307 63
'(000) 2750.2 582.462
Vertical 1.34% 2.35%
Horizontal 100.00% 21.18%
Index 100 175

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: TRAVEL & LEISURE Sample 758 140
'(000) 5688.04 1071.52
Vertical 2.78% 4.32%
Horizontal 100.00% 18.84%
Index 100 156

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: TV GUIDE Sample 2939 429
'(000) 30103.8 4294.41
Vertical 14.69% 17.33%
Horizontal 100.00% 14.27%
Index 100 118

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: US WEEKLY Sample 759 155
'(000) 7397.39 1622.07
Vertical 3.61% 6.54%
Horizontal 100.00% 21.93%
Index 100 181

MAGAZINES - READ/LOOK INTO LAST 6 MOS: USA WEEKEND Sample 6086 806
'(000) 59393.8 7280.44
Vertical 28.99% 29.37%
Horizontal 100.00% 12.26%
Index 100 101
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TV research community as “the most comprehensive study ever to shed light on
scheduling”) indicates that continuity is more effective than flighting. On the basis of
the idea that it is important to get exposure to the message as close as possible to when
the consumer is going to make the purchase, the study concludes that advertisers
should continue weekly schedules as long as possible.3 The key here may be the “as
long as possible” qualification. Given a significant budget, continuity may be more of
an option than it is for those with more limited budgets.

Reach versus Frequency
Since advertisers have a variety of objectives and face budget constraints, they usually
must trade off reach and frequency. They must decide whether to have the message be
seen or heard by more people (reach) or by fewer people more often (frequency).

How Much Reach Is Necessary? Thinking back to the hierarchies discussed
in Chapter 5, you will recall that the first stage of each model requires awareness of the
product and/or brand. The more people are aware, the more are likely to move to each
subsequent stage. Achieving awareness requires reach—that is, exposing potential
buyers to the message. New brands or products need a very high level of reach, since
the objective is to make all potential buyers aware of the new entry. High reach is also
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Continuity

Flighting

Pulsing

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Continuity
Advantages

Disadvantages

Serves as a constant reminder to the consumer
Covers the entire buying cycle
Allows for media priorities (quantity discounts, preferred 

locations, etc.)
Higher costs
Potential for overexposure
Limited media allocation possible

Pulsing
Advantages
Disadvantages

All of the same as the previous two methods
Not required for seasonal products (or other 

cyclical products)

Advantages

Disadvantages

Cost efficiency of advertising only during purchase cycles
May allow for inclusion of more than one medium or 

vehicle with limited budgets
Weighting may offer more exposure and advantage over 

competitors
Increased likelihood of wearout
Lack of awareness, interest, retention of promotional 

message during nonscheduled times
Vulnerability to competitive efforts during nonscheduled 

periods

Flighting

Figure 10-16 Three
methods of promotional
scheduling

Figure 10-17
Characteristics of scheduling
methods
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desired at later stages of the hierarchy. For example, at the trial stage of the adoption
hierarchy, a promotional strategy might use cents-off coupons or free samples. An
objective of the marketer is to reach a larger number of people with these samples, in
an attempt to make them learn of the product, try it, and develop favorable attitudes
toward it. (In turn, these attitudes may lead to purchase.)

The problem arises because there is no known way of determining how much reach
is required to achieve levels of awareness, attitude change, or buying intentions, nor
can we be sure an ad placed in a vehicle will actually reach the intended audience.
(There has been some research on the first problem, which will be discussed in the sec-
tion below on effective reach.)

If you buy advertising time on 60 Minutes, will everyone who is tuned to the pro-
gram see the ad? No. Many viewers will leave the room, be distracted during the com-
mercial, and so on, as shown in Figure 10-18 (which also provides a good example of
the difference between reach and coverage). If I expose everyone in my target group to
the message once, will this be sufficient to create a 100 percent level of awareness?
The answer again is no. This leads to the next question: What frequency of exposure is
necessary for the ad to be seen and to have an impact? 

What Frequency Level Is Needed? With respect to media planning, fre-
quency carries a slightly different meaning. (Remember when we said one of the prob-
lems in media planning is that terms often take on different meanings?) Here
frequency is the number of times one is exposed to the media vehicle, not necessarily
to the ad itself. While one study has estimated the actual audience for a commercial
may be as much as 30 percent lower than that for the program, not all researchers
agree.4 Figure 10-18 demonstrates that depending on the program, this number may
range from 12 to 40 percent.

Most advertisers do agree that a 1:1 exposure ratio does not exist. So while your ad
may be placed in a certain vehicle, the fact that a consumer has been exposed to that
vehicle does not ensure that your ad has been seen. As a result, the frequency level
expressed in the media plan overstates the actual level of exposure to the ad. This
overstatement has led some media buyers to refer to the reach of the media vehicle as
“opportunities to see” an ad rather than actual exposure to it. 

Because the advertiser has no sure way of knowing whether exposure to a vehicle
results in exposure to the ad, the media and advertisers have adopted a compromise:
One exposure to the vehicle constitutes reach, given that this exposure must occur for
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A. Efficiency of Spots during News Programming

60 35 5 80 6 14

79 10 11

84 6 10

88 1 11

86 9 5

84 9 7

88 10 2

B. Efficiency of Spots during Sports Programming

How many viewers actually watch a commercial? R. D. Percy & Co. reports that its advanced people meters, 
equipped with heat sensors that detect viewers present, indicate that spots retain, on average, 82 percent of the 
average-minute ratings for the quarter hour. During early morning news programs, “commercial efficiency” 
(as Percy calls it) is lower because so many people are bustling about, out of the room (blue), but the rate rises 
at night.

Percent of program audience retained 
by spot (commercial efficiency)

Percent of audience 
lost: out of the room

Percent of audience
lost: changing channels

6–9 A.M. Mon.–Fri.

5–7 P.M. Mon.–Fri.

7–8 P.M. Mon.–Fri.

11–11:30 P.M. Mon.–Fri.

Noon–3 P.M. Sat.–Sun.

3–5 P.M. Sat.–Sun.

5–7 P.M. Sat.–Sun.

8–11 P.M. Mon.–Fri.

Figure 10-18 Who’s still there to watch the ads?
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the viewer even to have an opportunity to see the ad. Thus, the exposure figure is used
to calculate reach and frequency levels. But this compromise does not help determine
the frequency required to make an impact. The creativity of the ad, the involvement of
the receiver, noise, and many other intervening factors confound any attempts to make
a precise determination.

At this point, you may be thinking, “If nobody knows this stuff, how do they make
these decisions?” That’s a good question, and the truth is that the decisions are not
always made on hard data. Says Joseph Ostrow, executive vice president/director of
communications services with Young and Rubicam, “Establishing frequency goals for
an advertising campaign is a mix of art and science but with a definite bias toward
art.”5 Let us first examine the process involved in setting reach and frequency objec-
tives and then discuss the logic of each.

Establishing Reach and Frequency Objectives It is possible to be
exposed to more than one media vehicle with an ad, resulting in repetition (fre-
quency). If one ad is placed on one TV show one time, the number of people exposed
is the reach. If the ad is placed on two shows, the total number exposed once is undu-
plicated reach. Some people will see the ad twice. The reach of the two shows, as
depicted in Figure 10-19, includes a number of people who were reached by both
shows (C). This overlap is referred to as duplicated reach.

Both unduplicated and duplicated reach figures are important. Unduplicated reach
indicates potential new exposures, while duplicated reach provides an estimate of fre-
quency. Most media buys include both forms of reach. Let us consider an example.

A measure of potential reach in the broadcast industry is the TV (or radio) program
rating. This number is expressed as a percentage. For an estimate of the total number of
homes reached, multiply this percentage times the number of homes with TV sets. For
example, if there are 102.2 million homes with TV sets in the United States and the pro-
gram has a rating of 30, then the calculation is 0.30 times 102.2, or 30.66 million homes.
(We go into much more detail on ratings and other broadcast terms in Chapter 11.)

Using Gross Ratings Points The media buyer typically uses a numerical indi-
cator to know how many potential audience members may be exposed to a series of
commercials. A summary measure that combines the program rating and the average
number of times the home is reached during this period (frequency of exposure) is a
commonly used reference point known as gross ratings points (GRPs):

GRP = Reach × Frequency
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A. Reach of One TV Program B. Reach of Two Programs

Total market audience reached Total market audience reached

C. Duplicated Reach D. Unduplicated Reach

Total market reached
with both shows

Total reach less
duplicated reach

Figure 10-19
Representation of reach and
frequency
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GRPs are based on the total audience the media schedule may reach; they use a dupli-
cated reach estimate. Target ratings points (TRPs) refer to the number of people in
the primary target audience the media buy will reach—and the number of times.
Unlike GRP, TRP does not include waste coverage.

Given that GRPs do not measure actual reach, the advertiser must ask: How many
GRPs are needed to attain a certain reach? How do these GRPs translate into effective
reach? For example, how many GRPs must one purchase to attain an unduplicated
reach of 50 percent, and what frequency of exposure will this schedule deliver? The
following example may help you to understand how this process works.

First you must know what these ratings points represent. A purchase of 100 GRPs
could mean 100 percent of the market is exposed once or 50 percent of the market is
exposed twice or 25 percent of the market is exposed four times, and so on. As you can
see, this information must be more specific for the marketer to use it effectively. To
know how many GRPs are necessary, the manager needs to know how many members
of the intended audience the schedule actually reaches. The graph in Figure 10-20
helps make this determination.

In Figure 10-20, a purchase of 100 TRPs on one network would yield an estimated
reach of 32 percent of the total households in the target market. This figure would
climb to 37.2 percent if two networks were used and 44.5 percent with three. Working
backward through the formula for GRPs, the estimate of frequency of exposure—
3.125, 2.688, and 2.247, respectively—demonstrates the trade-off between reach and
frequency.

As an example of a media buy, Denny’s purchased 1,300 GRPs in a 10-week period
to introduce a new Grand Slam promotion. This purchase employed TV spots in 28
markets and was estimated to reach 40 percent of the target audience an average of 17
times. To determine if this was a wise media buy, we need to know whether this was an
effective reach figure. Certainly, reaching 40 percent of the target market is attractive.
But why was the frequency level so high? And was it likely to be effective? In other
words, does this level of GRPs affect awareness, attitudes, and purchase intentions?

A number of researchers have explored this issue. David Berger, vice president and
director of research at Foote, Cone & Belding, has determined that 2,500 GRPs are
likely to lead to roughly a 70 percent probability of high awareness, 1,000 to 2,500
would yield about a 33 percent probability, and less than 1,000 would probably result
in almost no awareness.6 David Olson obtained similar results and further showed that
as awareness increased, trial of the product would also increase, although at a signifi-
cantly slower rate.7 In both cases, it was evident that high numbers of GRPs were
required to make an impact.

Figure 10-21 summarizes the effects that can be expected at different levels of expo-
sure, on the basis of research in this area. A number of factors may be operating, and
direct relationships may be difficult to establish.8 In addition to the results shown in
Figure 10-21, Joseph Ostrow has shown that while the number of repetitions increases
awareness rapidly, it has much less impact on attitudinal and behavioral responses.9

Daytime Television: Total Household

Percent
reach

Target ratings points
A = 1 network    B = 2 networks    C = 3 networks

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

100 200 300 400 500 600 700

C
B
A

800 900 1000

Figure 10-20 Estimates of
reach for network TRPs
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You can imagine how expensive it was for Denny’s to purchase 1,300 gross ratings
points on TV. Now that you have additional information, we will ask again, “Was this
a good buy?”

Determining Effective Reach Since marketers have budget constraints,
they must decide whether to increase reach at the expense of frequency or increase the
frequency of exposure but to a smaller audience. A number of factors influence this
decision. For example, a new product or brand introduction will attempt to maximize
reach, particularly unduplicated reach, to create awareness in as many people as possi-
ble as quickly as possible. At the same time, for a high-involvement product or one
whose benefits are not obvious, a certain level of frequency is needed to achieve effec-
tive reach.

Effective reach represents the percentage of a vehicle’s audience reached at each
effective frequency increment. This concept is based on the assumption that one expo-
sure to an ad may not be enough to convey the desired message. As we saw earlier, no
one knows the exact number of exposures necessary for an ad to make an impact,
although advertisers have settled on three as the minimum. Effective reach (exposure)
is shown in the shaded area in Figure 10-22 in the range of 3 to 10 exposures. Fewer
than 3 exposures is considered insufficient reach, while more than 10 is considered
overexposure and thus ineffective reach. This exposure level is no guarantee of effec-
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Figure 10-21 The effects
of reach and frequency

1. One exposure of an ad to a target group within a purchase cycle has little or no
effect in most circumstances.

2. Since one exposure is usually ineffective, the central goal of productive media plan-
ning should be to enhance frequency rather than reach.

3. The evidence suggests strongly that an exposure frequency of two within a purchase
cycle is an effective level.

4. Beyond three exposures within a brand purchase cycle or over a period of four or
even eight weeks, increasing frequency continues to build advertising effectiveness
at a decreasing rate but with no evidence of decline.

5. Although there are general principles with respect to frequency of exposure and its
relationship to advertising effectiveness, differential effects by brand are equally
important.

6. Nothing we have seen suggests that frequency response principles or generalizations
vary by medium.

7. The data strongly suggest that wearout is not a function of too much frequency; it is
more of a creative or copy problem.

Total Exposure versus Effective Exposure
of a Prime-Time Television Schedule

Percent
reach

Total exposure = 400 GRPs
Effective exposure = 221 ERPs

Number of exposures

20
No exposure

15

10

5

1413121110987654321 201918171615

Ineffective exposure

Threshold of effectiveness

Reinforcement of effectiveness

Excessive exposure

Effective exposure
Negative
exposure

GRPs = Gross rating points
ERPs = Effective rating points

Figure 10-22 Graph of effective reach
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tive communication; different messages may require more or fewer exposures. For
example, Jack Myers, president of Myers Reports, argues that the three-exposure the-
ory was valid in the 1970s when consumers were exposed to approximately 1,000 ads
per day. Now that they are exposed to 3,000 to 5,000 per day, three exposures may not
be enough. Adding in the fragmentation of television, the proliferation of magazines,
and the advent of a variety of alternative media leads Myers to believe that 12 expo-
sures may be the minimum level of frequency required. Also, Jim Surmanek, vice pres-
ident of International Communications Group, contends that the complexity of the
message, message length, and recency of exposure also impact this figure.10

Since they do not know how many times the viewer will actually be exposed,
advertisers typically purchase GRPs that lead to more than three exposures to increase
the likelihood of effective reach and frequency.

Determining effective reach is further complicated by the fact that when calculating
GRPs, advertisers use a figure that they call average frequency, or the average number
of times the target audience reached by a media schedule is exposed to the vehicle over
a specified period. The problem with this figure is revealed in the following scenario:

Consider a media buy in which:

50 percent of audience is reached 1 time. 

30 percent of audience is reached 5 times. 

20 percent of audience is reached 10 times. 

Average frequency = 4

In this media buy, the average frequency is 4, which is slightly more than the num-
ber established as effective. Yet a full 50 percent of the audience receives only one
exposure. Thus, the average-frequency number can be misleading, and using it to cal-
culate GRPs might result in underexposing the audience.

Although GRPs have their problems, they can provide useful information to the
marketer. A certain level of GRPs is necessary to achieve awareness, and increases in
GRPs are likely to lead to more exposures and/or more repetitions—both of which are
necessary to have an effect on higher-order objectives. Perhaps the best advice for pur-
chasing GRPs is offered by Ostrow, who recommends the following strategies:11

1. Instead of using average frequency, the marketer should decide what minimum fre-
quency goal is needed to reach the advertising objectives effectively and then max-
imize reach at that frequency level.

2. To determine effective frequency, one must consider marketing factors, message
factors, and media factors. (See Figure 10-23.)

In summary, the reach-versus-frequency decision, while critical, is very difficult to
make. A number of factors must be considered, and concrete rules do not always
apply. The decision is often more of an art than a science.

Creative Aspects and Mood
The context of the medium in which the ad is placed may also affect viewers’ percep-
tions. A specific creative strategy may require certain media. Because TV provides
both sight and sound, it may be more effective in generating emotions than other
media; magazines may create different perceptions from newspapers. In developing a
media strategy, marketers must consider both creativity and mood factors. Let us
examine each in more detail.

Creative Aspects It is possible to increase the success of a product significantly
through a strong creative campaign. But to implement this creativity, you must employ
a medium that will support such a strategy. For example, the campaign for 212
cologne shown in Chapter 4 used print media to communicate the message effectively.
Kodak and Hallmark, among many others, have effectively used TV to create emo-
tional appeals. In some situations, the media strategy to be pursued may be the driving
force behind the creative strategy, as the media and creative departments work closely
together to achieve the greatest impact with the audience of the specific media.
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Mood Certain media enhance the creativity of a message because they create a
mood that carries over to the communication. For example, think about the moods cre-
ated by the following magazines: Gourmet, Skiing, Travel, and House Beautiful. Each of
these special-interest vehicles puts the reader in a particular mood. The promotion of fine
wines, ski boots, luggage, and home products is enhanced by this mood. What different
images might be created for your product if you advertised it in the following media?

The New York Times versus the National Enquirer

Architectural Digest versus Reader’s Digest

A highly rated prime-time TV show versus an old rerun

Television versus the Internet
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Figure 10-23 Factors
important in determining
frequency levels

Marketing Factors

• Brand history. Is the brand new or established? New brands generally require higher
frequency levels.

• Brand share. An inverse relationship exists between brand share and frequency. The
higher the brand share, the lower the frequency level required.

• Brand loyalty. An inverse relationship exists between loyalty and frequency. The
higher the loyalty, the lower the frequency level required.

• Purchase cycles. Shorter purchasing cycles require higher frequency levels to
maintain top-of-mind awareness.

• Usage cycle. Products used daily or more often need to be replaced quickly, so a
higher level of frequency is desired.

• Competitive share of voice. Higher frequency levels are required when a lot of com-
petitive noise exists and when the goal is to meet or beat competitors.

• Target group. The ability of the target group to learn and to retain messages has a
direct effect on frequency.

Message or Creative Factors

• Message complexity. The simpler the message, the less frequency required.

• Message uniqueness. The more unique the message, the lower the frequency level
required.

• New versus continuing campaigns. New campaigns require higher levels of
frequency to register the message.

• Image versus product sell. Creating an image requires higher levels of frequency
than does a specific product sell.

• Message variation. A single message requires less frequency; a variety of messages
requires more.

• Wearout. Higher frequency may lead to wearout. This effect must be tracked and
used to evaluate frequency levels.

• Advertising units. Larger units of advertising require less frequency than smaller ones
to get the message across.

Media Factors

• Clutter. The more advertising that appears in the media used, the more frequency is
needed to break through the clutter.

• Editorial environment. The more consistent the ad is with the editorial environment,
the less frequency is needed.

• Attentiveness. The higher the level of attention achieved by the media vehicle, the
less frequency is required. Low-attention-getting media require more repetitions.

• Scheduling. Continuous scheduling requires less frequency than does flighting or
pulsing.

• Number of media used. The fewer media used, the lower the level of frequency
required.

• Repeat exposures. Media that allow for more repeat exposures (for example,
monthly magazines) require less frequency.
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The message may require a specific medium and a certain media vehicle to achieve
its objectives. Likewise, certain media and vehicles have images that may carry over
to the perceptions of messages placed within them.

Flexibility
An effective media strategy requires a degree of flexibility. Because of the rapidly
changing marketing environment, strategies may need to be modified. If the plan has
not built in some flexibility, opportunities may be lost and/or the company may not be
able to address new threats. Flexibility may be needed to address the following:

1. Market opportunities. Sometimes a market opportunity arises that the advertiser
wishes to take advantage of. For example, the development of a new advertising
medium may offer an opportunity that was not previously available.

2. Market threats. Internal or external factors may pose a threat to the firm, and a
change in media strategy is dictated. For example, a competitor may alter its media
strategy to gain an edge. Failure to respond to this challenge could create problems
for the firm.

3. Availability of media. Sometimes a desired medium (or vehicle) is not available to
the marketer. Perhaps the medium does not reach a particular target segment or has
no time or space available. There are still some geographic areas that certain media
do not reach. Even when the media are available, limited advertising time or space
may have already been sold or cutoff dates for entry may have passed. Alternative
vehicles or media must then be considered.

4. Changes in media or media vehicles. A change in the medium or in a particular
vehicle may require a change in the media strategy. For example, the advent of
cable TV opened up new opportunities for message delivery, as will the
introduction of interactive media. The Internet has led many consumer companies
to adopt this medium, while for business-to-business marketers the Web has almost
become a requirement to succeed. Likewise, a drop in ratings or a change in editor-
ial format may lead the advertiser to use different programs or print alternatives.

Fluctuations in these factors mean the media strategy must be developed with enough
flexibility to allow the manager to adapt to specific market situations.

Budget Considerations
One of the more important decisions in the development of media strategy is cost esti-
mating. The value of any strategy can be determined by how well it delivers the mes-
sage to the audience with the lowest cost and the least waste. We have already
explored a number of factors, such as reach, frequency, and availability that affect this
decision. The marketer tries to arrive at the optimal delivery by balancing cost with
each of these. (Again, the Bumble Bee plan in Appendix B demonstrates how this
issue is addressed.) As the following discussion shows, understanding cost figures
may not be as easy as it seems.

Advertising and promotional costs can be categorized in two ways. The absolute
cost of the medium or vehicle is the actual total cost required to place the message. For
example, a full-page four-color ad in Newsweek magazine costs about $183,000. Rela-
tive cost refers to the relationship between the price paid for advertising time or space
and the size of the audience delivered; it is used to compare media vehicles. Relative
costs are important because the manager must try to optimize audience delivery within
budget constraints. Since a number of alternatives are available for delivering the mes-
sage, the advertiser must evaluate the relative costs associated with these choices. The
way media costs are provided and problems in comparing these costs across media
often make such evaluations difficult.

Determining Relative Costs of Media To evaluate alternatives, advertis-
ers must compare the relative costs of media as well as vehicles within these media.
Unfortunately, the broadcast, print, and out-of-home media do not always provide the
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same cost breakdowns, nor necessarily do vehicles within the print media. Following
are the cost bases used:

1. Cost per thousand (CPM). For years the magazine industry has provided cost
breakdowns on the basis of cost per thousand people reached. The formula for this
computation is

CPM =
Cost of ad space (absolute cost)

× 1,000
Circulation

Figure 10-24 provides an example of this computation for two vehicles in the same
medium—Time and Newsweek—and shows that (all other things being equal) Time is
a more cost-effective buy, even though its absolute cost is higher. (We will come back
to “all other things being equal” in a moment.)

2. Cost per ratings point (CPRP). The broadcast media provide a different compar-
ative cost figure, referred to as cost per ratings point or cost per point (CPP), based on
the following formula:

CPRP =
Cost of commercial time

Program rating

An example of this calculation for a spot ad in a local TV market is shown in Figure
10-25. It indicates that Survivor would be more cost-effective than CSI.

3. Daily inch rate. For newspapers, cost effectiveness is based on the daily inch rate,
which is the cost per column inch of the paper. Like magazines, newspapers now use
the cost-per-thousand formula discussed earlier to determine relative costs. As shown
in Figure 10-26, the Detroit News costs significantly more to advertise in than does
the Chicago Tribune (again, all other things being equal).

As you can see, it is difficult to make comparisons across various media. What is
the broadcast equivalent of cost per thousand or the column inch rate? In an attempt to
standardize relative costing procedures, the broadcast and newspaper media have
begun to provide costs per thousand, using the following formulas:

Television:
Cost of 1 unit of time × 1,000

Newspapers:
Cost of ad space × 1,000

Program rating Circulation
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Figure 10-24 Cost per
thousand computations:
Time versus Newsweek

Time Newsweek

Per-page cost $202,000 $183,000

Circulation 4.0 million 3.1 million

Calculation of CPM 
202,000 × 1,000 183,000 × 1,000

4,000,000 3,100,000

CPM $50.5 $59.03

Figure 10-25 Comparison
of cost per ratings point: CSI
versus Survivor in a local TV
market

CSI Survivor

Cost per spot ad $9,000 $8,000

Rating 20 19

Reach (households) 195,140 185,383

Calculation $9,000/20 $8,000/19

CPRP (CPP) $450 $421
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While the comparison of media on a cost-per-thousand basis is important, interme-
dia comparisons can be misleading. The ability of TV to provide both sight and sound,
the longevity of magazines, and other characteristics of each medium make direct
comparisons difficult. The media planner should use the cost-per-thousand numbers
but must also consider the specific characteristics of each medium and each media
vehicle in the decision.

The cost per thousand may overestimate or underestimate the actual cost effective-
ness. Consider a situation where some waste coverage is inevitable. The circulation
(using the Time magazine figures to demonstrate our point) exceeds the target market.
If the people reached by this message are not potential buyers of the product, then hav-
ing to pay to reach them results in too low a cost per thousand, as shown in scenario A
of Figure 10-27. We must use the potential reach to the target market—the destination
sought—rather than the overall circulation figure. A medium with a much higher cost
per thousand may be a wiser buy if it is reaching more potential receivers. (Most
media buyers rely on target CPM (TCPM), which calculates CPMs based on the tar-
get audience, not the overall audience.) 325
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Figure 10-27 Cost per
thousand estimates

Scenario A: Overestimation of Efficiency

Target market 18–49

Magazine circulation 4,000,000

Circulation to target market 65% (2,600,000)

Cost per page $202,000

CPM =
$202,000 × 1,000

= $50.5
4,000,000

CPM (actual target audience) =
$202,000 × 1,000

= $77.69
2,600,000

Scenario B: Underestimation of Efficiency

Target market All age groups, male and female 

Magazine circulation 4,000,000

Cost per page $202,000

Pass-along rate 3* (33% of households)

Page cost × 1,000 202,000 × 1,000
CPM (based on readers per copy) =

Circulation + 3(1,320,000)
=

7,960,000

= $25.37

*Assuming pass-along was valid.

Figure 10-26
Comparative costs in news-
paper advertising

Detroit News Chicago Tribune

Cost per page $43,680 $20,450

Cost per inch 453 490

Circulation 626,450 653,000

Calculation CPM = Page cost × 1,000

Circulation

= $43,680 × 1,000 $20,450 × 1,000

626,450 653,000

$69.72 $31.32
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CPM may also underestimate cost efficiency. Magazine advertising space sellers
have argued for years that because more than one person may read an issue, the actual
reach is underestimated. They want to use the number of readers per copy as the true
circulation. This would include a pass-along rate, estimating the number of people
who read the magazine without buying it. Scenario B in Figure 10-27 shows how this
underestimates cost efficiency. Consider a family in which a father, mother, and two
teenagers read each issue of Time. Assume such families constitute 33 percent of
Time’s circulation base. While the circulation figure includes only one magazine, in
reality there are four potential exposures in these households, increasing the total
reach to 7.96 million.

While the number of readers per copy makes intuitive sense, it has the potential to
be extremely inaccurate. The actual number of times the magazine changes hands is
difficult to determine. How many people in a fraternity read each issue of Sports Illus-
trated or Maxim that is delivered? How many people in a sorority or on a dorm floor
read each issue of Cosmopolitan or Vanity Fair? How many of either group read each
issue of BusinessWeek? While research is conducted to make these determinations,
pass-along estimates are very subjective and using them to estimate reach is specula-
tive. These figures are regularly provided by the media, but managers are selective
about using them. At the same time, the art of media buying enters, for many maga-
zines’ managers have a good idea how much greater the reach is than their circulation
figures provided.

In addition to the potential for over- or underestimation of cost efficiencies, CPMs
are limited in that they make only quantitative estimates of the value of media. While
they may be good for comparing very similar vehicles (such as Time and Newsweek),
they are less valuable in making intermedia comparisons, for example, CPM for mag-
azines versus Internet banner ads. We have already noted some differences among
media that preclude direct comparisons.

You can see that the development of a media strategy involves many factors.
Ostrow may be right when he calls this process an art rather than a science, as so much
of it requires going beyond the numbers. IMC Perspective 10-2 demonstrates how
involved successful media plans can be.
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All plans require some evaluation to assess their performance.
The media plan is no exception.

In outlining the planning process, we stated that objectives
are established and strategies developed for them. Having implemented these strate-
gies, marketers need to know whether or not they were successful. Measures of effec-
tiveness must consider two factors: (1) How well did these strategies achieve the
media objectives? (2) How well did this media plan contribute to attaining the overall
marketing and communications objectives? If the strategies were successful, they
should be used in future plans. If not, their flaws should be analyzed.

The problem with measuring the effectiveness of media strategies is probably obvi-
ous to you at this point. At the outset of this chapter, we suggested the planning
process was limited by problems with measurements and lack of consistent terminol-
ogy (among others). While these problems limit the degree to which we can assess the
relative effectiveness of various strategies, it is not impossible to make such determi-
nations. Sometimes it is possible to show that a plan has worked. Even if the evalua-
tion procedure is not foolproof, it is better than no attempt.

Evaluation and Follow-Up

Attempts to improve on the media buying process
through the use of computers have received a great
deal of attention. While advanced planning models

have been around since at least 1963, for the most part these models have met with
limited success. Programs based on linear programming, simulation, and iteration
have been adopted by a number of agencies, but there remains a great deal of skepti-
cism regarding their practicality.12

Computers have been used, however, to automate each of the four steps involved in
planning and strategy development. While the art of media strategy has not been
mechanized, advances in the quantitative side have significantly improved managers’

Computers in Media Planning
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 10-2

The Best Media Plans
Each year Adweek selects the best media plans of the
year. The selection is made by a number of top execu-
tives of advertising and media agencies, with category
winners including “Best media plan spending more
than $25 million,” “. . . between $10 and $25 million,” 
“. . . between $1 and 10 million,” and “. . . less than $1 mil-
lion.” In addition, there are winners in specific cate-
gories such as “best use of cable TV,” “best use of
outdoor,” “best use of new media,” and so on. While we
would like to report on all of them, space permits only a
few. However, this sampling will demonstrate what suc-
cessful plans include.

• Spending more than $25 million—Dunkin’ Donuts
(Hill Holliday Agency): Dunkin’ Donuts has over 3,500
franchises in over 120 markets, with multiple products
and varying advertising budgets. Trying to find a posi-
tioning statement that serves everyone is no easy
task. Hill Holliday’s creative “Loosen Up”—designed to
help consumers overcome guilt associated with eating
donuts—required a very unique media strategy to
communicate. To be effective for all franchisees, a
“modular” strategy was developed from which individ-
ual locations could pick and choose what would work
best given their needs and budgets. For example, spon-
sorships were created for early morning shows such as
the Today show. Drive-time and in-office radio spots
were purchased, as was space on the Captivate
Network, which places advertisements on screens in
high-rise elevators. Local TV spots at prime time and
late fringe were included on shows like Friends, Every-
body Loves Raymond, and the Letterman and Jay Leno
shows. A 20-foot-high inflatable coffee cup was hung
over the Massachusetts Pike in downtown Boston, and
mobile billboards were common around Dunkin’
Donuts sites. While no endorsement deals were made,
the brand was able to receive the cooperation of radio
and TV personalities while effectively communicating
the “have fun” message through a “have fun” media
strategy.

• Spending between $10 and $25 million—Baskin-
Robbins (Initiative Media): Changing lifestyles, super-
market sales of ice cream, and a limited media invest-
ment restricted for years to spot TV and radio led 
to flat sales for the ice-cream purveyor and its fran-
chisees. Armed with what the agency considered to be
“a ton of proprietary research,” the agency realized
that the target audience included both children and
adults and that the strategy had to change in respect
to communications with consumers, field organiza-
tions, and promotional partners. Baskin-Robbins first

teamed up with DreamWorks to promote the animated
film Shrek. Movie signage appeared in stores, a “Free
Scoop Night” promotion was initiated, and new prod-
ucts that tied in with the movie were developed. Initia-
tive Media’s plan was to leverage this success through
media buys. TV spots were placed on Nick, Nick at Nite,
Fox Family, Hallmark, and the Discovery channel,
among others. Oprah, Jack Hanna, and Home Improve-
ment also received shorter (10-second) spots. Cable
included the Hallmark channel, VH1, and the TV Guide
channel. Most of the ads were accompanied with sales
promotions like “Flava of the Week,” “Birthday
Scoops,” and others.

• Spending less than $1 million—Archipelago (Fallon
Minneapolis): Archipelago’s goal was to attract stock
traders away from traditional brokers to online
trading. A $245,000 budget employing street protests,
pennies, and other nontraditional media was allocated
to reach the traders—most of whom were unhappy with
their current means of trading. Fallon developed a cre-
ative strategy that capitalized on this dissatisfaction
with the campaign slogan “Don’t Get Pennied,” which
referred to the New York Stock Exchange’s switch to
expressing stock transactions to the penny rather
than in increments of 6.25 cents—a practice that many
traders perceived to be to their disadvantage. The
agency actually organized demonstrations along Wall
Street and in Boston’s Post Office Square—where
many traders had offices. An armored truck drove past
the traders’ offices playing the Beatle’s “Penny Lane,”
and out-of-work actors took to the streets chanting 
“A penny saved is a penny earned. Choose Archipelago
and don’t get burned.” Direct-mail pieces including
advertising specialties and a roll of pennies followed,
as did handouts in Boston subway stations and
wallscapes in specified Manhattan communities. A
full-page ad was placed in regional editions of The
Wall Street Journal. The website was also altered to
reflect the “Don’t Get Pennied” campaign.

As these plans clearly demonstrate, a variety of media
are now employed to get one’s message across. They
also demonstrate that effective plans don’t have to
cost millions and millions of dollars—but don’t tell that
to the media people!

Sources: Kate Macarthur, “Dunkin’ Donuts Tries New Tag,” Adver-
tising Age, Aug. 12, 2002, p. 8; Eric Schmuckler and Todd Shields,
“Media Plan of the Year,” Adweek, June 17, 2002, pp. SR 1–16; “Green
Giant Produces Big Sales for Baskin-Robbins,” Potentials, July
2002, p. 13.
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decision-making capabilities while saving substantial time and effort. Let us
briefly examine some of these methods.

Computers in Market Analysis
Earlier in this chapter, we provided examples of Simmons and MRI data. In
Chapter 2, we reviewed the information in Prizm and VALS, as well as other
such systems. All these data can be accessed either through an interactive sys-
tem or on the agency’s own PC. For example, MRI offers its clients interac-
tive capabilities with its mainframe or its MEMRI software database that can
be used on a PC to cross-tabulate media and demographic data, estimate reach
and frequency, and rank costs, in addition to numerous other applications.
The databases can also interface with Prizm and VALS data. Simmons also
allows access to Prizm, VALS, and others.

Other market analysis programs are also available. Nelson and Scarbor-
ough provide demographic, geographic, psychographic, and product and
media use information that can be used for media planning (Exhibit 10-1).
Census tract information and socioeconomic data are also accessible. These
systems are linked to Nielsen data for scheduling and targeting to specific
groups.

Analyses of these data can help planners determine which markets and
which groups should be targeted for advertising and promotions. By using

this information along with other data, the marketer can also define media objectives.

Computers in Media Strategy Development
In the section on strategy development, we discussed the need to make decisions
regarding coverage, scheduling, costs, and the trade-off between reach and frequency,
among others. Of primary benefit to media planners are the programs that assist in
development of these strategies. While there are far too many of these programs to
review here, we will provide a small sampling to demonstrate our point.

Reach and Frequency Analyses on the Computer Figure 10-28
demonstrates how software programs are being used to determine reach and frequency
levels and assist in deciding which alternative is best. The Telmar program computes
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Exhibit 10-1 Scarborough
Reports provide valuable
information to media
planners

Figure 10-28 Telmar
media plan for a local bank

Reach
Media Mix Frequency 3+ Level 1st Quarter
(A 25–54) (%/X) (%) Weekly Cost

TV (125) 84/4.5 51 $21,480

TV (125) R (125) 91/8.2 71 29,450

TV (125) R (150)* 92/9.0 73 31,045

TV (150) 86/5.2 57 25,660

TV (150) R (125) 92/9.0 73 33,625

TV (150) R (150) 92/9.8 74 35,220

TV (175) 89/5.9 61 29,930

TV (175) R (125) 93/9.7 75 37,900

TV (175) R (150) 93/10.5 76 39,490

TV (200) 90/6.7 65 34,255

TV (200) R (125) 93/10.5 76 42,225

TV (200) R (150) 93/11.3 78 43,820

Note: Based on a three-week flight.
*Recommended.
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various media mixes for TV and radio at different TRPs, with reach and frequency
estimates, the number of people reached three or more times, and the costs. The pro-
gram has determined that a mix of 125 TRPs on TV and 150 TRPs on radio would
result in the best buy. Keep in mind that this recommendation considers only the most
efficient combination of quantifiable factors and does not allow for the art of media
buying.

Figure 10-28 shows just one of the many examples of how computer programs are
being used in media strategy development. Other computer-based media planning pro-
grams are available; the following list is just a small sample:

• ADplus provides for media planning, reach and frequency analysis, media mix
information, budgeting, and more.

• Adware provides Arbitron and Nielsen information, calculates media costs, pro-
jects GRPs, and more.

• DSI (Datatrak Systems, Inc.) provides integrated systems for a full range of
agency functions, from media and production to planning, buying, billing, and
traffic. Software programs include Spot Media Datatrak, Network Media
Datatrak, Print Media Datatrak, and Print Analysis Datatrak.

• IMS offers a fully integrated suite of software that performs market analysis, tar-
get identification, print and broadcast planning, and more. It also provides access
to over 600 databases, including syndicated and proprietary, media and
marketing, consumer, trade, domestic, and international data.

• Media Plan, Inc., offers multimedia planning, reach and frequency, and
flowchart tools. Software includes Manas (flowchart), MultiReach, and
MediaPlan RollUp.

• Media Control by Control G Software has a Print Media Control Module and
Broadcast Media Control. The software packages help to manage media 
planning by controlling deadlines, station and spot mix, contract usage, and
much more.

• Strata Marketing, Inc. provides Windows-based TV and radio prebuy and
postbuy software systems. Programs include StrataView Radio, StrataView TV,
StrataView Buy Management System, and Q-View.

• Tapscan uses syndicated data useful in radio media planning, including ratings
data and reach and frequency analysis.

• MRI+ contains MRI research, rate card data, and ABC and BPA figures for 5,700
consumer and trade magazines.

• Telmar allows planners to analyze media data, devise media plans, and create
flowcharts. It is linked to major syndicated data services.

• TVscan provides information like Tapscan’s for TV.

• TV Conquest combines Nielsen, Donnelley, and Simmons data to provide demo-
graphic, product usage, and ratings information.

In addition to these, media models have been developed to show the effects of
media selection on advertising responses:

1. Evaluation models are exposure distribution models that estimate the reach and fre-
quency of media vehicles on the basis of probability theories.

2. Allocation models are comprehensive models used to optimize advertising budget
allocation.

3. Interaction models consider the interaction effects between copy and media selec-
tion in predicting advertising effects.

Unfortunately, these models also have weaknesses that limit their adoption.13

The one area where computers have not yet provided a direct benefit is in the evalu-
ation stage of the media plan. While these programs do generate what they consider to
be optimal TRP, GRP, and media mixes and allow for pre- and postbuy analyses, the
true test is what happens when the plan is implemented. We reserve our discussion of
the evaluation process for Chapter 19, on measuring effectiveness.
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Optimizers In recent years the U.S. market has been introduced to computer pro-
grams designed to maximize the reach of the media buy or minimize the cost. These
programs, known as optimizers, were developed in the United Kingdom and brought
to the United States and linked to Nielsen data. Originally cost-prohibitive, programs

Optimized
Cost

Cost

Reach

Reach

Lowest cost per
reach point

Highest reach
per dollar

Media

Television

Radio

Magazines

Newspapers

Outdoor

Direct mail

Internet and
interactive

media

Advantages Disadvantages

Mass coverage

High reach

Impact of sight, sound, and motion

High prestige

Low cost per exposure

Attention getting

Favorable image

Low selectivity

Short message life

High absolute cost

High production costs

Clutter

Local coverage

Low cost

High frequency

Flexible

Low production costs

Well-segmented audiences

Audio only

Clutter

Low attention getting

Fleeting message

Segmentation potential

Quality reproduction

High information content

Longevity

Multiple readers

Long lead time for ad placement

Visual only

Lack of flexibility

High coverage

Low cost

Short lead time for placing ads

Ads can be placed in interest sections

Timely (current ads)

Reader controls exposure

Can be used for coupons

Short life

Clutter

Low attention-getting capabilities

Poor reproduction quality

Selective reader exposure

Location specific

High repetition

Easily noticed

Short exposure time requires short ad

Poor image

Local restrictions

High selectivity

Reader controls exposure

High information content

Opportunities for repeat exposures

High cost/contact

Poor image (junk mail)

Clutter

User selects product information

User attention and involvement

Interactive relationship

Direct selling potential

Flexible message platform

Limited creative capabilities

Websnarl (crowded access)

Technology limitations

Few valid measurement techniques

Limited reach

Figure 10-29
Optimization

Figure 10-30 Media
characteristics
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Summary
This chapter has presented an
overview of the determination of
media objectives, development of
the media strategy, and formaliza-
tion of objectives and strategy in
the form of a media plan. Sources
of media information, characteris-
tics of media, and an actual plan
were also provided.

The media strategy must be
designed to supplement and sup-
port the overall marketing and
communications objectives. The
objectives of this plan are
designed to deliver the message
the program has developed.

The basic task involved in the
development of media strategy is

to determine the best matching of
media to the target market, given
the constraints of the budget. The
media planner attempts to
balance reach and frequency and
to deliver the message to the
intended audience with a
minimum of waste coverage. At
the same time, a number of addi-
tional factors affect the media
decision. Media strategy develop-
ment has been called more of an
art than a science because while
many quantitative data are avail-
able, the planner also relies on cre-
ativity and nonquantifiable
factors.

This chapter discussed many
factors, including developing a
proper media mix, determining tar-
get market and geographic cover-
age, scheduling, and balancing
reach and frequency. Creative
aspects, budget considerations,
the need for flexibility in the
schedule, and the use of
computers in the media planning
process were also considered.

The chapter also introduced a
number of resources available to
the media planner. A summary
chart of advantages and disadvan-
tages of various media was
provided, as was an example of a
media plan.
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such as SuperMidas, Xpert, and Spot-On have now become affordable to most agen-
cies and buyers.

Optimizers use cost, reach, and target points to provide the media buyer with either
the highest reach or the lowest cost available on the basis of Nielsen respondent data,
not a formula. As shown in Figure 10-29, the buyer specifies whether he or she wants
to achieve highest reach or lowest cost. One is specified, the second is optimized, and
the result (target points) is a function of the two. As an example, the buyer may dictate
a specified budget, and the program will yield the optimal reach. Alternatively, one
may start with a defined reach goal, and the budget will be optimized.

Optimizers have met with both great acceptance and criticism in the television
industry. Supporters believe that these programs will provide the long-sought solution
to optimizing reach and cost trade-offs. They cite the success of optimizers in Britain
to support their position. Others are not so sure. Erwin Ephron of Ephron, Papazian &
Ephron advertising in New York notes that the programs may be more suited to the
controlled markets of the United Kingdom than those of the United States. He cautions
that optimization should not be considered a substitute for media planning and that the
programs base all decisions on CPMs rather than taking into consideration the value of
viewers reached. Given the short time optimizers have been used in the United States,
it is difficult to determine their value at this point.14

To this point, we have discussed the elements involved in the
development of media strategy. One of the most basic elements
in this process is the matching of media to markets. In the fol-
lowing chapters, you will see that each medium has its own characteristics that make it
better or worse for attaining specific objectives. First, Figure 10-30 provides an overall
comparison of media and some of the characteristics by which they are evaluated. This
is a very general comparison, and the various media options must be analyzed for each
situation. Nevertheless, it is a good starting point and serves as a lead-in to subsequent
chapters.

Characteristics of Media
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Key Terms
media planning, 301
media objectives, 301
media strategies, 301
medium, 301
media vehicle, 301
reach, 301
coverage, 301
frequency, 303
sweeps periods, 303
index number, 306

survey of buying power
index, 310

brand development
index (BDI), 310

category development
index (CDI), 311

waste coverage, 313
continuity, 314
flighting, 314
pulsing, 314

unduplicated reach, 318
duplicated reach, 318
program rating, 318
gross ratings points

(GRPs), 318
target ratings points

(TRPs), 319
effective reach, 320
average frequency, 321
absolute cost, 323

relative cost, 323
cost per thousand

(CPM), 324
cost per ratings point

(CPRP), 324
daily inch rate, 324
target CPM (TCPM), 325
readers per copy, 326
pass-along rate, 326
optimizers, 330

Discussion Questions
1. Describe the three methods of
promotional scheduling. Give
examples of products and/or
services that might employ each
method.

2. The text notes that one problem
in media planning is that ratings
information is gathered during
sweeps periods. Explain what
sweeps periods are, and why this
might pose a problem.

3. Figure 10-30 notes some of the
advantages and disadvantages
associated with various media
options. Referring to Figure 10-30,
provide examples of products
and/or services that might most
benefit from the use of each
medium.

4. Describe what is meant by waste
coverage. The decision must often
be made between waste coverage
and undercoverage. Give examples
when the marketer might have to
choose between the two, and when
it may be acceptable to live with
waste coverage.

5. Figure 10-4 provides a profile of
the cola user. Using the indices,
describe the profile of the cola
user. Now describe the profile of
the heavy cola user.

6. The text lists both internal and
external factors that might impact
the media strategy. Provide exam-
ples of each and discuss how they
might impact the media plan.

7. Using the BDI and CDI indices,
explain the least desirable market
situation for marketers. Provide an
example. Then do the same for the
most desirable situation.

8. Discuss the role of optimizers in
media planning.

9. Media planning involves a trade-
off between reach and frequency.
Explain what this means and give
examples of when reach should be
emphasized over frequency and
vice versa.

10. One long-time advertising
agency executive noted that buy-
ing media is both an art and a sci-
ence, with a leaning toward art.
Explain what this means and pro-
vide examples.
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APPENDIX A
Sources of Media Information

APPENDIX B
Media Plan for Bumble Bee Tuna
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Audience
Market Information

General Competitive Information (Target Advertising
Information Activities (Geographic) Groups) Rates

Nonmedia information 1, 10, 15, 16, 1 10, 11, 15, 16, 15, 16, 20
(general marketing) 20, 21, 22 18, 19, 21, 24 

Multimedia or intermedia 1, 15, 16, 20 1, 13 18 2, 24 2

Daily newspapers 9 5, 9, 15, 16, 20 2, 23

Weekly newspapers 9 23

Consumer magazines 3, 14 13 3 3, 15, 16, 20 2, 23

Farm publications 5, 25 2, 23

Business publications 6, 8 6, 25 2, 23

Network television 7, 13 15, 16, 17, 20 2

Spot television 7, 13 15, 16, 17, 20 2, 23

Network radio 7 12, 15, 16, 17, 2
20, 26

Spot radio 4, 5, 12, 17, 20 2, 23

Appendix A
Sources of Media Information

Cross-reference guide to advertising media sources

1. Advertising Age

2. Advertising agency media estimating guides

3. Magazine Publishers Association (MPA)

4. Arbitron Ratings Company

5. Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC)

6. Business/Professional Advertising Association (B/PAA)
Media Data

7. Broadcast Advertisers Reports (BAR)

8. Business Publications Audit of Circulation (BPA) 

9. Newspaper Association of America (NAA)

10. State and Metropolitan Area Data Book

11. Editor & Publisher Market Guide

12. Survey of World Advertising Expenditures,
Stach/Inra/Hooper

13. Competitive Media Reporting

14. Magazine Publishers Association of America (MPA)

15. Mediamark Research, Inc. (MRI)

16. Mendelsohn Media Research, Inc. (MMR)

17. Nielsen Media Research Company

18. Prizm

19. Sales & Marketing Management Survey of Buying
Power

20. Simmons Market Research Bureau: Study of Media and
Markets

21. Standard Directory of Advertisers

22. Standard Directory of Advertising Agencies

23. Standard Rate and Data Service

24. Telmar

25. Verified Audit Circulation Corporation (VAC)
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Bumble Bee Tuna

Media Plan

Phillips-Ramsey

• Increase expansion strategies into 11 markets, with primary
emphasis on 5 key markets (Group A) and 6 secondary markets
(Group B).

• Develop media strategies to create high awareness in new product
intro markets.

• Develop media strategies to sustain achieved awareness levels.

• Achieve the following combined TV/Print minimum average four-
week TRP levels:

• Bumble Bee Introduction 700
• Sustaining #1 200
• New Product Introduction 400
• Sustaining #2 200

• As budget permits, incorporate the following expansion strategies:

1. Run the complete TV plan—24 weeks—in all five markets.
2. Beef up the New Product Introduction to 500 TRPs/four weeks.
3. Increase the Sustaining #2 levels to 250 TRPs/four weeks.

• Top five: 45% category white meat (WM) volume and 51% Bum-
ble Bee (BB) white meat (WM) volume.

• Remaining six: 18% category WM volume and 17% BB WM 
volume.

Television

• Schedule length: On-air weeks total 24 in all Top Five markets.

• Weight levels: TRPs vary by campaign period in order to achieve
the combined TV/Print Media Objectives.

Print

• Regional editions of publications selected for ad flexibility and
CPM.

• Will provide May–December continuity coverage in all eleven
markets.

Out-of-Home: New York

• Subway posters: 1,000+ per month for 5 months.

• Bus shelters: 60+ per month for 3 months.

Communica-
tions
Objectives

Media
Overview
Media Objectives

Market Groups

Media Details

Appendix B
Media Plan for Bumble Bee Tuna
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Media Plan
Summary
Markets

Group A Group B Combined

# markets 5 6 11

% BB WM volume 51.0 17.4 68.4

% category WM volume 44.7 17.8 62.5

% U.S. TV HH 14.2 11.9 26.1

Media Strategy

Local Media
Selection
Rationale

Develop a media mix, where required and affordable, as follows:

• Television: Deliver designated weekly TRP levels over a
maximum of three periods: 2nd Q, 3rd Q, and 4th Q, depending
upon market importance and TV costs.

• Out-of-home: Bus shelters/subway signs in NY; posters in selec-
tive markets.

• Magazine: Regional editions rather than local-market editions due
to lower cost and CPMs.

Select the media emphasis by market based on:

1. High BB and category WM volume.

2. BB strength vis-a-vis the category and competitors.

3. Opportunity for BB share increase.

4. Targeted media availability and cost.

5. Total available media budget.

Note: All markets receive magazine ad support.

New York: Protect highest volume = TV in 2nd and 3rd Qtrs; shel-
ters and subway signs.

Boston: Share-increase opportunity = TV in all three Qtrs;
posters in 2nd Q.

Miami: BB dominant in share = TV in 2nd Q; posters in 2nd Q.

Hartford: BB strongest, protect share = TV in 2nd and 3rd Qtrs.

Philadelphia: Share-increase opportunity = TV in all three Qtrs.

Tampa: Protect share = TV in 2nd and 3rd Qtrs.

Detroit: Share-increase opportunity = TV in all three Qtrs.

Baltimore: Strong BB share = Media too costly [print only].

Washington: BB highest share = Media too costly [print only].

Los Angeles: Share-increase opportunity in #3 category market = TV
in 3rd Q.

Albany: Mid-range share, volume potential law = Print only.
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% BB WM % Category
Volume WM WM: BDIs % U.S. TV HH

Market Per mkt Cume Per mkt Cume WM: CDI BB COS SK Per mkt Cume

New York 26.8 26.8 20.2 20.2 297 395 260 256 6.9 6.9

Boston 7.7 34.5 10.4 30.6 372 275 349 246 2.22 9.12

Miami 7.6 42.1 4.4 35 236 407 111 182 1.42 10.54

Hartford/ 3.8 45.9 3.4 38.4 300 315 219 247 0.94 11.48
New Haven

Philadelphia 5.1 51 6.3 44.7 199 160 215 202 2.72 142

BB: Bumble Bee
COS: Chicken of the Sea
SK: Starkist

Market BDIs

Target: women 25–54

Media/
Calculations A B C D

Better Homes & Gardens 0 2 2 1

Parade 3 0 0 0

People 2 2 2 1

USA Weekend 2 3 0 1

Family Circle 0 3 2 1

Total inserts 7 10 6 4

Gross rating points 223 241 156 99

Reach percent 77.6 75.1 65.8 63.1

Effective reach percent 3+ 45.8 41.7 24.0 7.7

Average frequency 2.88 3.21 2.37 1.57

Median frequency 2.77 2.80 2.09 1.39

Schedule Key:
A = Qtr. AMJ
B = Qtr. JAS
C = Qtr. OND
D = “Avg.” 4-week

IMS Model Summary Report

GRPs Reach % Avg Freq Eff Rch 3+ %

405 86.3% 4.69 50.1%

Combined Media Delivery: TV + Print

Average 4-week

Source: 1997 MRI Fall. © MRI All Rights Reserved.
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Market Mate—TV Market Report (March 12, 1998)

Report demo: Females 25–54 Schedule: A (4 weeks) Budget $(000): 0.0

Bumble Bee Introduction: May

Total Reach Avg Gr Imps 3+
Market GRPs % Freq (000) Reach %

Boston 700 62.7 11.16 9181 44.6

Hartford & New Haven 700 64.6 10.83 3834 48.2

Miami–Ft. Lauderdale 700 68.0 10.30 5427 48.7

New York 700 65.1 10.75 30473 45.5

Philadelphia 700 54.7 10.83 11237 45.2

Report demo: Females 25–54 Schedule: B (4 weeks) Budget $(000): 0.0

Sustaining Period: June/July/Aug

Total Reach Avg Gr Imps 3+
Market GRPs % Freq (000) Reach %

Boston 200 47.5 4.21 2623 24.3

Hartford & New Haven 200 48.8 4.10 1096 24.8

Miami–Ft. Lauderdale 200 49.7 4.02 1551 25.1

New York 200 47.6 4.20 8707 24.4

Philadelphia 200 48.5 4.13 3211 24.7

Report demo: Females 25–54 Schedule: C (4 weeks) Budget $(000): 0.0

“New Product” Introduction: Aug/Sept

Total Reach Avg Gr Imps 3+
Market GRPs % Freq (000) Reach %

Boston 400 56.3 7.11 5246 35.8

Hartford & New Haven 400 58.0 6.90 2191 36.9

Miami–Ft. Lauderdale 400 59.5 6.72 3101 37.7

New York 400 56.6 7.07 17413 36.0

Philadelphia 400 52.0 7.70 6421 33.3

Report demo: Females 25–54 Schedule: D (4 weeks) Budget $(000): 0.0

Sustaining Period: Sept/Oct/Nov/Dec

Total Reach Avg Gr Imps 3+
Market GRPs % Freq (000) Reach %

Boston 200 46.0 4.34 2623 23.8

Hartford & New Haven 200 48.8 4.10 1096 24.8

Miami–Ft. Lauderdale 200 51.9 3.85 1551 25.8

New York 200 51.0 3.83 8707 25.5

Philadelphia 200 48.3 4.14 3211 24.7
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Market Mate—TV Schedule Comparison Report (March 12, 1998)

Market: BOSTON

Report demo: Females 25–54

Pop (000): 1311.6

Calculation A B C D

GRPs 700 200 400 200

Reach % 62.7 47.5 56.3 48.0

Avg Freq 11.16 4.21 7.11 4.34

Gr Imps (000) 9181 2623 5246 2823

Eff Reach % 3+ 44.6 24.3 35.8 23.8

Market: HARTFORD & NEW HAVEN

Report demo: Females 25–54

Pop (000): 547.7

Calculation A B C D

GRPs 700 200 400 200

Reach % 64.6 48.8 58.0 48.8

Avg Freq 10.83 4.10 6.90 4.10

Gr Imps (000) 3834 1095 2191 1096

Eff Reach % 3+ 46.2 24.8 35.9 24.8

Market: MIAMI–FT. LAUDERDALE

Report Demo: Females 25–54

Pop (000): 775.3

Calculation A B C D

GRPs 700 200 400 200

Reach % 68.0 49.7 59.5 51.9

Avg Freq 10.30 4.02 6.72 3.85

Gr Imps (000) 5427 1551 3101 1551

Eff Reach % 3+ 48.7 25.1 37.7 25.8

Market: NEW YORK

Report demo: Females 25–54

Pop (000): 4363.3

Calculation A B C D

GRPs 700 200 400 200

Reach % 65.1 47.6 56.6 51.0

Avg Freq 10.75 4.20 7.07 3.93

Gr Imps (000) 30473 8707 17413 8707

Eff Reach % 3+ 48.5 24.4 38.0 25.5
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Market: PHILADELPHIA

Report Demo: Females 25–54

Pop (000): 1605.3

Calculation A B C D

GRPs 700 200 400 200

Reach % 64.7 48.5 52.0 48.3

Avg Freq 10.83 4.13 7.70 4.14

Gr Imps (000) 11237 3211 6421 3211

Eff Reach % 3+ 46.2 24.7 33.3 24.7

Average Four-Week TV Delivery
A = Bumble Bee Intro: May
B = Sustaining Period: June/July/August
C = New Product Intro: August/Sept
D = Sustaining Period: Sept/Oct/Nov/Dec
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Market Media
Plan: New York

Local Media Plans

Market Media
Plan: Boston

TV info: Brand data:

6.90% U.S. TV households 26.8% BB WM volume

7.45% U.S. women 25–54 WM CDI = 297

BB BDI = 395

Food sales: COS BDI = 260

73% by chains SK BDI = 255

Top chains:

A&P, Grand Union, Pathmark, 
Waldbaum, Edwards, King Kullen, 
Acme, Food Emporium, ShopRite

Television

19 weeks on-air.

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: 269.0 247.2 -0- 516.2

“Political Protection Period” = Aug. 1–Sept. 14

Out-of-Home

1,140 subway signs @ $24K/month* × 6 months.
107 bus shelters @ $100K/month** × 3 months.

*NY metro. **NY metro, Long Is., Westchester.

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: 372.0 72.0 -0- 444.0

Magazine

# inserts

Parade 3

USA Weekend 5

People 6

Better Homes & Gardens 4

Family Circle 5

TV info: Brand data:

2.22% U.S. TV households 7.7% BB WM volume

2.27% U.S. women 25–54 WM CDI = 372

BB BDI = 275

Food sales: COS BDI = 349

77% by chains SK BDI = 246

Top chains:

Stop & Shop, Demoulas, Shaws,
Star, Shop N Save
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Local Media Plans

Market Media
Plan: Miami

Local Media Plans

Television

Full 26 weeks on-air.

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: 125.7 115.9 68.0 309.6

“Political Protection Periods” = Aug. 1–Sept. 14 [state].
Sept. 4–Nov. 2 [federal].

Out-of-Home

70 posters @ $51K/month × 3 months.

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: 153.0 -0- -0- 153.0

Magazine

# inserts

Parade 3

USA Weekend 5

People 6

Better Homes & Gardens 4

Family Circle 5

TV info: Brand data:

1.42% U.S. TV households 7.6% BB WM volume

1.37% U.S. women 25–54 WM CDI = 236

BB BDI = 407

Food sales: COS BDI = 111

73% by chains SK BDI = 182

Top chains:

Publix, Winn Dixie, Sedanos

Television

9 weeks on-air.

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: 112.8 -0- -0- 112.8

Out-of-Home

55 posters @ $40K/month × 4 months.

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: 120.0 40.0 -0- 160.0
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Market Media
Plan: Hartford/
New Haven

Local Media Plans

Magazine

# inserts

Parade 3

People 6

Better Homes & Gardens 4

Family Circle 5

[USA Weekend dropped due to minimal coverage at high cost.]

TV info: Brand data:

.94% U.S. TV households 3.8% BB WM volume

.93% U.S. women 25–54 WM CDI = 300

BB BDI = 315

Food sales: COS BDI = 219

61% by chains SK BDI = 247

Top chains:

Stop & Shop, Waldbaums, 
Big Y, Shaws

Television

19 weeks on-air.

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: 56.6 53.1 -0- 109.7

“Political Protection Period” = Aug. 1–Sept. 14.

Out-of-Home

[not recommended].

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: -0-

Magazine

# inserts

Parade 3

USA Weekend 5

People 6

Better Homes & Gardens 4

Family Circle 5
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Market
Media Plan: 
Philadelphia

Local Media Plans

TV info: Brand data:

2.72% U.S. TV households 5.1% BB WM volume

2.74% U.S. women 25–54 WM CDI = 199

BB BDI = 160

Food sales: COS BDI = 215

69% by chains SK BDI = 202

Top chains:

Acme, Super Fresh, Pathmark, 
Genuardi, Food Lion, Giant Martins

Television

Full 26 weeks on-air.

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: 167.6 156.8 90.6 415.0

“Political Protection Periods” = Aug. 1–Sept. 14 [state].
Sept. 4–Nov. 2 [federal].

Out-of-Home

[not recommended].

2nd Q 3rd Q 4th Q Total

$(000) by Q: -0-

Magazine

# inserts

Parade 3

USA Weekend 5

People 6

Better Homes & Gardens 4

Family Circle 5
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Chapter Objectives

1. To examine the structure of the television and
radio industries and the role of each medium in
the advertising program.

2. To consider the advantages and limitations of TV
and radio as advertising media.

3. To explain how advertising time is purchased for
the broadcast media, how audiences are
measured, and how rates are determined.

4. To consider future trends in TV and radio and
how they will influence the use of these media in
advertising.

Evaluation of Broadcast Media

11
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How much would you be willing to pay to never

have to watch another TV commercial, be able to

automatically record shows with your favorite

actor, or record more than one show at a time?

How about being able to leave the room in the

middle of an exciting football game to answer

the door or go to the bathroom and, when you

return, being able to resume watching the game

from the point where you left off? These capabili-

ties are no longer the dreams of TV viewers. They

are now realities thanks to new consumer elec-

tronic devices called personal video recorders, or

PVRs (also called digital video recorders), which

hit the market a few years ago. And while they

may be the answer to TV viewers’ dreams, many

argue that PVRs may be the television and adver-

tising industries’ worst nightmare.

Two companies, TiVo Inc. and SONICblue, Inc.,

are marketing PVRs, which are better known by

the brand names TiVo and ReplayTV. The devices

digitally record television shows and save them

on a massive multigigabyte internal hard drive

that can hold 10 to 30 hours of programming.

Using a phone line, the PVRs download program

schedules that pop up on the screen, and, with

some simple programming through a remote

control, consumers can click on shows they want

to watch rather than punching in times and

channels. The devices also allow users to create

“channels” based on their own search criteria,

such as types of shows or names of entertainers.

The TiVo device even makes recommendations

based on how users have rated other programs.

PVRs also allow users to rewind or pause in the

middle of a live broadcast while it keeps record-

ing, resume watching from the point where they

stopped, and then skip ahead to catch up to the

live broadcast. And among the devices’ most

anticipated, and controversial, features are but-

tons that allow users to skip past commercials at

superhigh speeds. SONICblue recently announced

plans to market a new version of ReplayTV with

features that will automatically skip commercials

in recorded programs. Both TiVo and SONICblue

hope that these features, along with the ease of

using the devices, will win over consumers, many

of whom have given up trying to master their

VCRs. If consumers do embrace the new technol-

ogy, the result will be TV on demand, which will

have a dramatic impact on television advertising.

Television shows have always been shown in

time slots, with viewers watching whatever is on

at that particular time. Advertisers are used to

this world of synchronous viewing and buy ad

time based on Nielsen ratings, which measure

how many people are watching a show at a given

moment. However, the digital PVRs make it very

easy for TV viewers to watch shows at any time

they choose. Watching TV will be more like surf-

ing the Web than viewing a movie. This may

reduce the influence of the Nielsen ratings and

PVRs May Change the Future 
of Television Advertising
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bring the one-to-one world of the Internet to tele-

vision. PVRs will also make it much easier for con-

tent providers to push programming directly to

end-users, potentially on a pay-per-view, commer-

cial-free basis.

The PVR companies note that rather than fear-

ing their new technology, advertisers should be

embracing it, since the marriage of TV and the

Internet will make possible interactive advertising

and give viewers the ability to purchase products

directly from the television screen. PVR companies

could take certain commercials out of a program

and replace them with ads that are of more inter-

est to specific types of TV viewers or ads that

include contests or other incentives that will

encourage consumers not to skip them. Moreover,

both companies argue that they are not out to kill

the television networks, because their business

relies on the programming the networks provide.

Without commercials, there would be no money to

pay for new programming, which would mean the

supply of new shows could end unless other means

of funding were found.

Both TiVo and SONICblue have been marketing

their PVRs and personal television service very

heavily, although TiVo is the brand that has

become practically synonymous with the product

category. However, as of late 2002, only 1 percent

of the nation’s 106 million TV households owned a

PVR, and the new technology has not had a major

impact on television advertising’s traditional busi-

ness model. Nevertheless, market tracking firm For-

rester Research predicts that PVRs will be in nearly

50 million households by 2007. A senior analyst for

the company notes that TV as we know it is going

to die in the next five years. Instead of being on a

network schedule, it’s going to become demand-

driven as consumers will use PVRs or this capability

will be supplied by cable and satellite TV compa-

nies. Consumers will be able to watch what they

want and when they want, and this will clearly

change how they relate to advertisers.

Not everyone agrees with these predictions:

Many argue that television is a passive medium

and viewing habits will not change easily. A TiVo

senior vice president notes: “There’s tremendous

inertia associated with watching TV. There’s no

other human behavior that’s as entrenched. We’ve

been watching TV the same way our whole lives.”

However, as prices of the devices come down and

they become easier to use, there is a strong chance

that sales will take off. Thus, many marketers view

the PVR as a very serious threat to TV advertising

and are searching for ways around the problem.

TiVo is encouraging marketers to experiment with

extended-form ads and other types of “advertain-

ment” that can be shown to its subscribers. The

company feels that viewers may choose to watch

advertising if the content is as compelling as the

programming.

It appears that changes are well under way that

may revolutionize the way we watch television and

threaten to make the traditional TV advertising

business model obsolete. In the future, TV viewers

may not have to sit through all those ads for paper

towels, toothpaste, and automobiles. On the other

hand, would TV really be as much fun without the

commercials?

Sources: Jefferson Graham, “PVRs Change the Broadcast
Picture,” USA Today, Aug. 13, 2002, pp. D1, 2; Scott Kirsner,
“Can TiVo Go Prime Time?” Fast Company, August 2002, pp.
82–88; Tobi Elkin, “TiVo Signs Sony, Realplayer for Long-Play
Ads,” Advertising Age, June 17, 2002, pp. 1, 41.

350

The emergence of new products such as personal video recorders is very important
because they will have a profound impact on television, which is our primary form of
entertainment as well as the quintessential advertising medium. TV has virtually satu-
rated households throughout the United States and most other countries and has
become a mainstay in the lives of most people. The average American household
watches over seven hours of TV a day, and the tube has become the predominant
source of news and entertainment for many people. Nearly 90 percent of the TV
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households in the United States have a VCR, and many people have entertainment
centers with big-screen TVs, VCRs, and stereos. On any given evening during the
prime-time hours of 8 to 11 P.M., more than 100 million people are watching TV. Popu-
lar shows like CSI: Miami and Everybody Loves Raymond may have more than 30
million viewers. The large numbers of people who watch television are important to
the TV networks and stations because they can sell time on these programs to mar-
keters who want to reach that audience with their advertising messages. Moreover, the
qualities that make TV a great medium for news and entertainment also encourage cre-
ative ads that can have a strong impact on customers.

Radio is also an integral part of our lives. Many of us wake up to clock radios in the
morning and rely on radio programs to inform and/or entertain us while we drive to
work or school. For many people, radio is a constant companion in their cars, at home,
even at work. The average American listens to the radio more than three hours each
day.1 Like TV viewers, radio listeners are an important audience for marketers.

In this chapter, we examine the broadcast media of TV and radio, including the gen-
eral characteristics of each as well as their specific advantages and disadvantages. We
examine how advertisers use TV and radio as part of their advertising and media
strategies, how they buy TV and radio time, and how audiences are measured and
evaluated for each medium. We also examine the factors that are changing the role of
TV and radio as advertising media.
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TelevisionIt has often been said that television is the ideal advertising medium. Its ability to com-
bine visual images, sound, motion, and color presents the advertiser with the opportu-
nity to develop the most creative and imaginative appeals of any medium. However,
TV does have certain problems that limit or even prevent its use by many advertisers.

Advantages of Television
TV has numerous advantages over other media, including creativity and impact, cov-
erage and cost effectiveness, captivity and attention, and selectivity and flexibility.

Creativity and Impact Perhaps the greatest advantage of TV is the opportu-
nity it provides for presenting the advertising message. The interaction of sight and
sound offers tremendous creative flexibility and makes possible dramatic, lifelike rep-
resentations of products and services. TV commercials can be used to convey a mood
or image for a brand as well as to develop emotional or entertaining appeals that help
make a dull product appear interesting.

Television is also an excellent medium for demonstrating a product or service. For
example, print ads are effective for showing a car and communicating information
regarding its features, but only a TV commercial can put you in the driver’s seat and
give you the sense of actually driving, as shown by the Porsche commercial in
Exhibit 11-1.

Exhibit 11-1 This TV commercial helps viewers feel the sensation of driving a sports car
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Coverage and Cost Effectiveness Television advertising makes it possible
to reach large audiences. Nearly everyone, regardless of age, sex, income, or educa-
tional level, watches at least some TV. Most people do so on a regular basis. According
to Nielsen Media Research estimates, nearly 270 million people age 2 or older live in
the nation’s 106.7 million TV households, nearly 76 percent of whom are 18 or older.2

Marketers selling products and services that appeal to broad target audiences find
that TV lets them reach mass markets, often very cost efficiently. The average prime-
time TV show reaches 7 million homes; a top-rated show like ER may reach nearly 15
million homes and perhaps twice that many viewers. In 2002, the average cost per
thousand (CPM) homes reached was around $14 for network evening shows and $4
for daytime weekly shows.3

Because of its ability to reach large audiences in a cost-efficient manner, TV is a pop-
ular medium among companies selling mass-consumption products. Companies with
widespread distribution and availability of their products and services use TV to reach
the mass market and deliver their advertising messages at a very low cost per thousand.
Television has become indispensable to large consumer packaged-goods companies,
carmakers, and major retailers. Companies like General Motors and Ford spend nearly
two-thirds of their media budgets on various forms of TV—network, spot, cable, and
syndicated programs—while PepsiCo and Coca-Cola spend more than 80 percent. Fig-
ure 11-1 shows the top 10 network television advertisers and their expenditures.

Captivity and Attention Television is basically intrusive in that commercials
impose themselves on viewers as they watch their favorite programs. Unless we make
a special effort to avoid commercials, most of us are exposed to thousands of them
each year. The increase in viewing options and the penetration of VCRs, DVDs,
PVRs, remote controls, and other automatic devices have made it easier for TV view-
ers to avoid commercial messages. Studies of consumers’ viewing habits found that as
much as a third of program audiences may be lost during commercial breaks.4 How-
ever, the remaining viewers are likely to devote some attention to many advertising
messages. As discussed in Chapter 5, the low-involvement nature of consumer learn-
ing and response processes may mean TV ads have an effect on consumers simply
through heavy repetition and exposure to catchy slogans and jingles.

Selectivity and Flexibility Television has often been criticized for being a
nonselective medium, since it is difficult to reach a precisely defined market segment
through the use of TV advertising. But some selectivity is possible due to variations in
the composition of audiences as a result of program content, broadcast time, and geo-
graphic coverage. For example, Saturday morning TV caters to children; Saturday and
Sunday afternoon programs are geared to the sports-oriented male; and weekday day-
time shows appeal heavily to homemakers.
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Figure 11-1 Top 10
network TV advertisers,
2001

Measured TV Advertising
Rank Company (millions)

1 General Motors Corp. $661.8

2 Procter & Gamble Co. 596.5

3 Johnson & Johnson 430.4

4 Philip Morris Cos. 416.7

5 AOL Time Warner 359.4

6 Pfizer 343.8

7 GlaxoSmithKline 335.4

8 PepsiCo. 334.8

9 Walt Disney Co. 311.4

10 Ford Motor Co. 305.1
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With the growth of cable TV, advertisers refine their coverage further by appealing
to groups with specific interests such as sports, news, history, the arts, or music, as
well as specific demographic groups. Exhibit 11-2 shows an ad promoting Court TV
and its ability to reach the 18-to-49 market.

Advertisers can also adjust their media strategies to take advantage of different geo-
graphic markets through local or spot ads in specific market areas. Ads can be sched-
uled to run repeatedly or to take advantage of special occasions. For example,
companies such as Anheuser-Busch and Gillette are often major sponsors during base-
ball’s World Series, which allows them to advertise heavily to men who constitute the
primary market for their products.

Limitations of Television
Although television is unsurpassed from a creative perspective, the medium has sev-
eral disadvantages that limit or preclude its use by many advertisers. These problems
include high costs, the lack of selectivity, the fleeting nature of a television message,
commercial clutter, limited viewer attention, and distrust of TV ads.

Costs Despite the efficiency of TV in reaching large audiences, it is an expensive
medium in which to advertise. The high cost of TV stems not only from the expense of
buying airtime but also from the costs of producing a quality commercial. Production
costs for a national brand 30-second spot average over $300,000 and can reach over a
million for more elaborate commercials.5 Many advertisers such as Burger King,
Coca-Cola, and others develop commercials specifically for certain ethnic markets
such as African-Americans and Hispanics.6 More advertisers are using media-driven
creative strategies that require production of a variety of commercials, which drive up
their costs. Even local ads can be expensive to produce and often are not of high qual-
ity. The high costs of producing and airing commercials often price small- and
medium-size advertisers out of the market. IMC Perspective 11-1 discusses the most
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Exhibit 11-2 Court TV
promotes its ability to reach
an important demographic
segment
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 11-1

The Super Bowl Is Not the Only Big Advertising 
Game in Town
The Super Bowl has long been con-
sidered the premier event for tele-
vision advertising. Despite the
high costs of advertising on the
Super Bowl, many companies
think it is well worth the money.
They point out that the big game
is usually the most watched pro-
gram of the year and delivers
more than 100 million viewers.
Advertisers also note that the
Super Bowl is one occasion where
as much attention is paid to the
commercials as to the program.
Many consumers actually wait to
see the new ads that often debut
during the telecast, and the spots
often receive a considerable
amount of hype and publicity
prior to as well as after the game.

While the Super Bowl remains the showcase for
advertising, many companies are opting for other
alternatives rather than paying more than $2 million to
run a 30-second ad on the big game. Marketing execu-
tives are running the numbers and concluding that
there are more cost-effective alternatives to televi-
sion’s highest-rated, but also highest-priced, event.
Some of the largest advertisers are opting for other
major telecasts such as the Academy Awards, the
Grammies, the Golden Globes, and other events that
deliver younger, more sophisticated viewers for less
money. Others are choosing to spread their media bud-
gets over long-term commitments instead of spending
them on an expensive one-night stand. For example,
Electronic Data Systems (EDS) launched its popular
“Cat Herder” commercial on the 2000 Super Bowl and
followed with the “Running of the Squirrels” spot on
the 2001 game. However, EDS decided to pass on the
2002 Super Bowl and directed its agency to create a
series of commercials that aired 58 times over the 17
days of the Winter Olympics. An EDS executive noted:
“The Olympic Games provide 17 days to sell the EDS
story, and give us a better chance to make an impact.”

There is also a growing sentiment that the Super
Bowl has turned into an expensive beauty pageant for
big agencies that want to see their creative work on
display rather than being a bona fide opportunity for
launching new products. The chairman of Sterling
Group, an independent branding firm, notes: “The
Super Bowl has been the altar of branding and every-

body prayed to the Super Bowl
god.” However, many companies
are cutting back on their new
product launches or are not
launching them during the time
period that coincides with the
game. In addition, some compa-
nies that have long been Super
Bowl advertisers are being run by
new CEOs or marketing executives
who are less interested than their
predecessors in advertising on the
big game and are looking at other
high-profile media events.

The annual event that has
become one of the most popular
alternatives to the Super Bowl
among major advertisers is the
Academy Awards show, which airs

in late March or early April. The show is traditionally
among the most watched events on television, attract-
ing more than 40 million viewers, and the going rate
for a 30-second spot has been around $1.1 million to
$1.4 million in recent years. Media buyers point out
that the Academy Awards program is a good opportu-
nity to attract women viewers, which has earned it the
sobriquet “Super Bowl for Women.” Many marketers
also like to be a part of the excitement and pageantry
that surrounds the event. For example, JCPenney’s
director of strategic marketing has stated that the
Academy Awards event “is a place where fashion, cul-
ture and style converge and we want to be part of
that.” The Grammy Awards program is another annual
event that has become popular among advertisers, par-
ticularly those trying to reach a younger audience.

While a number of marketers are opting for these
alternative events to showcase their ads, others are
investing their marketing budgets in events that give
them several weeks or even months of exposure. For
example, Cingular Wireless gained nationwide recogni-
tion by running four spots on the 2001 Super Bowl but
passed on the 2002 game in favor of events that would
give it exposure and impact over a longer term, such as
NASCAR racing and tie-ins with movies such as Spider
Man. The company’s vice president of advertising and
communications noted: “We are trying to invest our
money in those things that give us several weeks—if
not months—of mileage.”

The Super Bowl is likely to remain advertising’s pre-
mier event, particularly for companies with large bud-
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expensive TV program of all, the Super Bowl, and how its high cost is causing some
advertisers to look for alternatives to advertising on the big game.

Lack of Selectivity Some selectivity is available in television through varia-
tions in programs and cable TV. But advertisers who are seeking a very specific, often
small, target audience find the coverage of TV often extends beyond their market,
reducing its cost effectiveness (as discussed in Chapter 10). Geographic selectivity can
be a problem for local advertisers such as retailers, since a station bases its rates on the
total market area it reaches. For example, stations in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, reach
viewers in western and central Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio, northern West Virginia,
and even parts of Maryland. The small company whose market is limited to the imme-
diate Pittsburgh area may find TV an inefficient media buy, since the stations cover a
larger geographic area than the merchant’s trade area.

Audience selectivity is improving as advertisers target certain groups of consumers
through the type of program or day and/or time when they choose to advertise. How-
ever, TV still does not offer as much audience selectivity as radio, magazines, newspa-
pers, or direct mail for reaching precise segments of the market.

Fleeting Message TV commercials usually last only 30 seconds or less and
leave nothing tangible for the viewer to examine or consider. Commercials have
become shorter and shorter as the demand for a limited amount of broadcast time has
intensified and advertisers try to get more impressions from their media budgets.
Thirty-second commercials became the norm in the mid-1970s, and in September
1986, the three major networks began accepting 15-second spots across their full
schedules (except during children’s viewing time). Since 1987, these shorter spots
have been accounting for about a third of all network commercials and 9 percent of
nonnetwork commercial activity. Thirty-second spots remain the dominant commer-
cial length, accounting for nearly 60 percent of network spots and over 80 percent of
nonnetwork ads.7

An important factor in the decline in commercial length has been the spiraling infla-
tion in media costs over the past decade. With the average cost of a prime-time spot
reaching over $100,000, many advertisers see shorter commercials as the only way to
keep their media costs in line. A 15-second spot typically sells for half the price of a
30-second spot. By using 15- or even 10-second commercials, advertisers think they
can run additional spots to reinforce the message or reach a larger audience. Many
advertisers believe shorter commercials can deliver a message just as effectively as
longer spots for much less money.

Several years ago, many advertising people predicted 15-second spots would
become the dominant commercial unit. However, the growth in the use of 15-second
commercials peaked at 38 percent in 1989 and has recently declined to around 32 per-
cent. The decline may be due to several factors, including creative considerations,
lower prices for network time, and a desire by the networks to restrict clutter.8
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gets that are willing to spend millions for a 30-second
spot. Moreover, National Football League marketing
executives have also been making some defensive
moves to broaden the game’s appeal and to allow more
companies to participate in the hoopla surrounding
the game. To attract younger viewers, the Super Bowl’s
half-time show has featured popular rock groups such
as U2, whose music has been included in the NFL’s pro-
motional ads. The league is also creating new opportu-
nities for advertisers that choose not to pay
television’s highest commercial prices, such as those
for Friday or Saturday televised events, including con-

certs and pregame shows. The networks have also pro-
duced special shows that air on Super Bowl weekend.
For example, in 2002 CBS created a special program,
which aired the night before the big game, to provide
advertisers with an opportunity to be part of the Super
Bowl hype. You guessed it: The show was a special look
back at the best Super Bowl ads of all time.

Sources: Vanessa O’Connell, “Super Bowl Gets Competition,” The

Wall Street Journal, Jan. 28, 2002, pp. B1, 3; Suzanne Varanica, “Ad
Time for Academy Awards Is Sold Out,” The Wall Street Journal,

Mar. 7, 2002, p. B8.
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Clutter The problems of fleeting messages and shorter commercials are com-
pounded by the fact that the advertiser’s message is only one of many spots and other
nonprogramming material seen during a commercial break, so it may have trouble
being noticed. One of advertisers’ greatest concerns with TV advertising is the poten-
tial decline in effectiveness because of such clutter.

The next time you watch TV, count the number of commercials, promotions for the
news or upcoming programs, or public service announcements that appear during a sta-
tion break and you will appreciate why clutter is a major concern. A recent study spon-
sored by the advertising industry found that commercial clutter on television during
2001 reached an all-time high in three dayparts—early morning, daytime, and local
news.9 Nonprogramming time was up to 18:02 minutes per hour in the early morning
daypart, 20:57 minutes in daytime, and 17:10 minutes during local news. Network
prime time was the least cluttered daypart as the four major networks averaged 16:08
minutes of nonprogram content per hour. With all of these messages competing for our
attention, it is easy to understand why the viewer comes away confused or even
annoyed and unable to remember or properly identify the product or service advertised.

One cause of clutter is the use of shorter commercials and split-30s, 30-second
spots in which the advertiser promotes two different products with separate messages.
Clutter also results when the networks and individual stations run promotional
announcements for their shows, make more time available for commercials, and redis-
tribute time to popular programs. For many years, the amount of time available for
commercials was restricted by the Code Authority of the National Association of
Broadcasters to 9.5 minutes per hour during prime time and 12 minutes during non-
prime time. The Justice Department suspended the code in 1982 on the grounds that it
violated antitrust law. At first the networks did not alter their time standards, but in
recent years they have increased the number of commercial minutes in their schedules.
The networks argue that they must increase commercial inventory or raise their
already steep rates. Advertisers and agencies have been pressuring the networks to cut
back on the commercials and other sources of clutter.

Limited Viewer Attention When advertisers buy time on a TV program,
they are not purchasing guaranteed exposure but rather the opportunity to communi-
cate a message to large numbers of consumers. But there is increasing evidence that
the size of the viewing audience shrinks during a commercial break. People leave the
room to go to the bathroom or to get something to eat or drink, or they are distracted in
some other way during commercials.

Getting consumers to pay attention to commercials has become an even greater chal-
lenge in recent years. The increased presence of VCRs and remote controls has led to the
problems of zipping and zapping. Zipping occurs when customers fast-forward through
commercials as they play back a previously recorded program. A study by Nielsen
Media Research found that while 80 percent of recorded shows are actually played back,
viewers zip past more than half of the commercials.10 Another study found that most
viewers fully or partially zipped commercials when watching a prerecorded program.11

Zapping refers to changing channels to avoid commercials. Over three-quarters of
homes in the United States now have television sets with remote controls, which enable
viewers to switch channels easily. An observational study conducted by John Cronin
found as much as a third of program audiences may be lost to electronic zapping when
commercials appear.12 A Nielsen study found that most commercial zapping occurs at the
beginning and, to a lesser extent, the end of a program. Zapping at these points is likely to
occur because commercial breaks are so long and predictable. Zapping has also been
fueled by the emergence of 24-hour continuous-format programming on cable channels
such as CNN, MTV, and ESPN. Viewers can switch over for a few news headlines, sports
scores, or a music video and then switch back to the program. Research shows that young
adults zap more than older adults and that men are more likely to zap than women.13

How to inhibit zapping? The networks use certain tactics to hold viewers’ attention,
such as previews of the next week’s show or short closing scenes at the end of a pro-
gram. Some programs start with action sequences before the opening credits and com-
mercials. A few years ago, Anheuser-Busch began using the Bud Frame, in which the
ad frames live coverage of a sporting event. Some advertisers believe that producing
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different executions of a campaign theme is one way to maintain viewers’ attention.
Others think the ultimate way to zap-proof commercials is to produce creative adver-
tising messages that will attract and hold viewers’ attention. However, this is easier
said than done, as many consumers just do not want to watch commercials. As more
viewers gain access to remote controls and the number of channels increases, the zap-
ping problem is likely to continue.

A recent study on zapping among viewers of the five major commercial channels in
the Netherlands was conducted by Lex van Meurs.14 He found that during commercial
breaks, 29 percent of the audience stopped watching television or switched away to
another channel. This loss of viewers was partially compensated for by an average
increase of 7 percent of new viewers who zapped in from another channel. The study
also found that people stop viewing TV during a commercial break because they have a
reason to stop watching television altogether or they want to find out what is being
shown on other channels. The number of people zapping in and out during breaks was
not caused by the type of products being advertised or by specific characteristics of the
commercials. Another recent study, by Alan Tse and Ruby Lee, found that zapping dur-
ing commercial breaks was very prevalent among TV viewers in Hong Kong and that
zappers recalled fewer of the brands advertised than did nonzappers. They also found
that most of the brands that were recalled by zappers were placed near the end of the
commercial break, which is when viewers would be likely to be returning to a program.15

Advances in technology are likely to continue to lead to changes in television view-
ing habits, which will impact the number of consumers who watch TV commercials. As
discussed in the opening vignette to this chapter, personal video recorders (PVRs) are
likely to have a major impact on the way consumers watch TV and their likelihood of
viewing commercials. If estimates regarding the penetration rates of PVRs prove to be
true, this technology will become a major threat to television’s traditional advertising-
based business model.16

Distrust and Negative Evaluation To many critics of advertising, TV
commercials personify everything that is wrong with the industry. Critics often single
out TV commercials because of their pervasiveness and the intrusive nature of the
medium. Consumers are seen as defenseless against the barrage of TV ads, since they
cannot control the transmission of the message and what appears on their screens.
Viewers dislike TV advertising when they believe it is offensive, uninformative, or
shown too frequently or when they do not like its content.17 Studies have shown that of
the various forms of advertising, distrust is generally the highest for TV commer-
cials.18 Also, concern has been raised about the effects of TV advertising on specific
groups, such as children or the elderly.19
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A number of options are available to advertisers that choose to use
TV as part of their media mix. They can purchase time in a variety
of program formats that appeal to various types and sizes of audi-
ences. They can purchase time on a national, regional, or local basis. Or they can spon-
sor an entire program, participate in the sponsorship, or use spot announcements
during or between programs.

The purchase of TV advertising time is a highly specialized phase of the advertising
business, particularly for large companies spending huge sums of money. Large adver-
tisers that do a lot of TV advertising generally use agency media specialists or special-
ized media buying services to arrange the media schedule and purchase TV time.
Decisions have to be made regarding national or network versus local or spot pur-
chases, selection of specific stations, sponsorship versus participation, different
classes of time, and appropriate programs. Local advertisers may not have to deal with
the first decision, but they do face all the others.

Network versus Spot
A basic decision for all advertisers is allocating their TV media budgets to network
versus local or spot announcements. Most national advertisers use network schedules
to provide national coverage and supplement this with regional or local spot purchases
to reach markets where additional coverage is desired.

Buying Television Time
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Network Advertising A common way advertisers disseminate
their messages is by purchasing airtime from a television network. A net-
work assembles a series of affiliated local TV stations, or affiliates, to
which it supplies programming and services. These affiliates, most of
which are independently owned, contractually agree to preempt time dur-
ing specified hours for programming provided by the networks and to
carry the national advertising within the program. The networks share the
advertising revenue they receive during these time periods with the affili-
ates. The affiliates are also free to sell commercial time in nonnetwork
periods and during station breaks in the preempted periods to both
national and local advertisers.

The three traditional major networks are NBC, ABC, and CBS. The
Fox Broadcasting Co. broadcasts its programs over a group of affiliated
independent stations and has become the fourth major network. A number
of Fox’s prime-time programs, such as Malcom in the Middle and 24,
have become very popular, particularly among the 18-to-49 age group that
is often targeted by advertisers. Fox has also become a major player in
sports programming with its contracts to broadcast sporting events such as
NFL football and Major League Baseball.

Two additional competitors in network television have emerged over
the past five years. WB is a network that was originally financed by Time

Warner and, following the merger with AOL, is now part of the AOL–Time Warner
media conglomerate. WB reaches a national audience through its affiliates, and its pro-
gramming includes comedy, drama, and talk shows such as Whose Line Is It Anyway?
and Third Watch. The other new network is United Paramount Network (UPN), which
has more than 100 affiliates and now has five nights a week of prime-time program-
ming that includes shows such as Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Star Trek: Enterprise, and
WWE Smackdown (Exhibit 11-3). In addition to WB, UPN, and the four major net-
works, there are also now three Spanish-language networks in the United States.
Diversity Perspective 11-2 discusses how these Spanish-language television networks
are becoming increasingly popular among advertisers and explains the battle being
waged between Univision and Telemundo for Hispanic viewers.

The networks have affiliates throughout the nation for almost complete national
coverage. When an advertiser purchases airtime from one of these four national net-
works, the commercial is transmitted across the nation through the affiliate station net-
work. Network advertising truly represents a mass medium, as the advertiser can
broadcast its message simultaneously throughout the country.

A major advantage of network advertising is the simplification of the purchase
process. The advertiser has to deal with only one party or media representative to air a
commercial nationwide. The networks also offer the most popular programs and gen-
erally control prime-time programming. Advertisers interested in reaching huge
nationwide audiences generally buy network time during the prime viewing hours of 8
to 11 P.M. eastern time.

The major drawback is the high cost of network time, particularly on the four major
networks. Figure 11-2 shows cost estimates for a 30-second spot on the networks’
prime-time shows during the fall 2002 television season.20 Many of the popular prime-
time shows charge $200,000 or more for a 30-second spot; the highest-rated shows,
like Friends and ER, can command nearly half a million dollars. Thus, only advertis-
ers with large budgets can afford to use network advertising on a regular basis.

Availability of time can also be a problem as more advertisers turn to network adver-
tising to reach mass markets. Traditionally, most prime-time commercial spots, particu-
larly on the popular shows, are sold during the up-front market, a buying period that
occurs before the TV season begins. Advertisers hoping to use prime-time network
advertising must plan their media schedules and often purchase TV time as much as a
year in advance. Demands from large clients who are heavy TV advertisers force the
biggest agencies to participate in the up-front market. However, TV time is also pur-
chased during the scatter market that runs through the TV season. Some key incen-
tives for buying up front, such as cancellation options and lower prices, are becoming
more available in the quarterly scatter market. Network TV can also be purchased on a
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Exhibit 11-3 UPN is one
of the newest television
networks
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DIVERSITY PERSPECTIVE 11-2

Spanish-Speaking TV Stations Go Mano a Mano
The television industry has grown accustomed to
fierce battles among the major networks for viewers,
as ABC, CBS, NBC, and Fox have always gone head-to-
head with one another. However, the fiercest battle
being waged right now in the television industry is the
struggle between the two largest Spanish-language
television networks in the United States—Univision
and Telemundo. The two companies are fighting to
lure the eyeballs of the 35 million Hispanics in the
United States, a market segment that is projected to
grow by 15 percent by 2010. According to Nielsen
Media Research estimates, there are nearly 9 million
Hispanic-American television households in the
United States and about one-third of them speak no
English at home. Language usage has an important
impact on their choice of TV programs, and a substan-
tial share of viewing in these homes goes to Spanish-
language television. Moreover, Hispanics tend to be
younger, have larger families, and watch nearly 10
hours of TV a day, which is about 2 hours more than
non-Hispanics watch.

Univision, which is based in Los Angeles, dominates
the Hispanic market in the United States, as it com-
mands over 70 percent of the audience watching
Spanish-language TV. The company has 26 television
stations and 32 broadcast affiliates; it also owns
Galavision, which is available to 25 million cable sub-
scribers; 50 percent of Disa Records, the world’s 
second-largest Spanish-language record label; and
Univision Online, which recently set up a marketing
pact with America Online. In 2002 Univision launched
the bilingual network TeleFutura, which has captured
8 percent of the estimated 3 million prime-time His-
panic TV viewers, and purchased Hispanic Broadcast-
ing, the largest chain of Hispanic radio operations in
the United States, with 55 stations. Programming on
Univision’s core network is full of novelas or soap
operas produced by Mexico’s Grupo Televisa; the
shows are very popular among Hispanics of Mexican
descent, who make up nearly two-thirds of the Latino
population in the United States. Its programming also
includes soccer matches, variety, news, and music
shows.

Univision’s big rival is Telemundo, based in Hialeah,
Florida, which was purchased by General Electric Co.’s
NBC network in late 2001. Telemundo has seen its rat-
ings rise for the past three years with programming
that includes novelas in prime time and sports,
movies, and comedies on the weekend. In 2002 Tele-
mundo entered into a three-year deal to broadcast

NBA and WNBA games in Spanish. Since it is part of
NBC, Telemundo can promote its shows heavily on the
network, which will also give it the Spanish-TV rights
to other programs such as the Billboard Latin Music
Awards, the Olympics, and Miss Universe contests.

A major part of the war between Univision and Tele-
mundo is being waged in battles for programming.
Two months after NBC announced its Telemundo deal,
Univision rewrote deals with its two largest suppliers,
Televisa and Venezuela’s Venesision, so that it would
have exclusive rights to their programming. Univision
also signed an agreement with the Brazilian producers
of Telemundo’s hottest show, Betty La Fea (“Betty the
Ugly”), which gives it the rights to the show’s sequel.
Univision is also counting on Telefutura to help it
reach a different audience—the 60 percent of Hispan-
ics in the United States who are tuned to English-
language channels. To pull in this audience, Telefutura
will air sports and movies popular with men against
the prime-time soaps on Univision and Telemundo.
Univision is even advertising the new network in 
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English, placing radio spots on general-market sta-
tions to promote Telefutura among bilingual Hispan-
ics in New York and Los Angeles.

Univision and Telemundo are fighting over the
fastest-growing media market in the United States: Ad
spending on Hispanic television is growing nearly 10
percent a year, while advertising revenues in main-
stream network television have shown little or no
increases. A major reason for this growth is that major
advertisers such as Sears, Kmart, Miller Brewing Co.,
Ford, McDonald’s, and many others recognize the
importance of the Hispanic market and are developing
commercials specifically for this market. These compa-
nies also recognize that Spanish-language TV networks
are the best means of reaching this fast-growing mar-
ket with their television spots. Univision already has
surpassed the major networks in several big-city mar-
kets, as its stations in Los Angeles, New York, Miami,
Houston, and Dallas had higher prime-time ratings in

the coveted 18-to-34 age category than did their ABC,
CBS, NBC, and Fox counterparts during a recent ratings
period.

While Univision and Telemundo are likely to continue
their battle for Hispanic TV viewers, it appears there is
plenty of room for both networks to continue to grow.
However, they are likely to face competition from other
media companies, such as ESPN. Owned by Disney, ESPN
is launching a 24-hour, Spanish-language sports cable
network in late 2003. The ESPN Deportes’ programming
will include Major League and Latin American baseball,
NBA games, volleyball, soccer, and a Spanish version of
ESPN’s signature show, Sportscenter.

Sources: Barry Jackson, “ESPN to Launch Spanish-Language Net-
work,” The Miami Herald, Sept. 25, 2002, p. 1; Ronald Grover and
Aixa M. Pascual, “Mana a Mano in Hispanic TV,” BusinessWeek,

Sept. 9, 2002, p. 122; Eduardo Porter, “Univision Seeks a Bigger Pie
for Spanish TV,” The Wall Street Journal, Jan. 14, 2002, pp. B1, 3.

Figure 11-2 What TV shows cost: estimated price of a 30-second spot on the major networks: Fall 2002
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regional basis, so an advertiser’s message can be aired in certain sections of the country
with one media purchase.

Spot and Local Advertising Spot advertising refers to commercials shown
on local TV stations, with time negotiated and purchased directly from the individual
stations. All nonnetwork advertising done by a national advertiser is known as
national spot advertising; airtime sold to local firms such as retailers, restaurants,
banks, and auto dealers is known as local advertising. Local advertisers want media
whose coverage is limited to the geographic markets in which they do business. This
may be difficult to accomplish with TV, but many local businesses are large enough to
make efficient use of TV advertising.

Spot advertising offers the national advertiser flexibility in adjusting to local market
conditions. The advertiser can concentrate commercials in areas where market poten-
tial is greatest or where additional support is needed. This appeals to advertisers with
uneven distribution or limited advertising budgets, as well as those interested in test
marketing or introducing a product in limited market areas. National advertisers often
use spot television advertising through local retailers or dealers as part of their cooper-
ative advertising programs and to provide local dealer support.

A major problem for national advertisers is that spot advertising can be more diffi-
cult to acquire, since the time must be purchased from a number of local stations.
Moreover, there are more variations in the pricing policies and discount structure of
individual stations than of the networks. However, this problem has been reduced
somewhat by the use of station reps, individuals who act as sales representatives for a
number of local stations in dealings with national advertisers.

Spot ads are subject to more commercial clutter, since local stations can sell time on
network-originated shows only during station breaks between programs, except when
network advertisers have not purchased all the available time. Viewership generally
declines during station breaks, as people may leave the room, zap to another channel,
attend to other tasks, or stop watching TV.

While spot advertising is mostly confined to station breaks between programs on
network-originated shows, local stations sell time on their own programs, which con-
sist of news, movies, syndicated shows, or locally originated programs. Most cities
have independent stations that spot advertisers use. Local advertisers find the indepen-
dent stations attractive because they generally have lower rates than the major network
affiliates.

The decision facing most national advertisers is how to combine network and spot
advertising to make effective use of their TV advertising budget. Another factor that
makes spot advertising attractive to national advertisers is the growth in syndication.

Syndication Advertisers may also reach TV viewers by advertising on syndi-
cated programs, shows that are sold or distributed on a station-by-station, market-by-
market basis. A syndicator seeks to sell its program to one station in every market.
There are several types of syndicated programming. Off-network syndication refers to
reruns of network shows that are bought by individual stations. Shows that are popular
in off-network syndication include Seinfeld, Everybody Loves Raymond, and Friends.
The FCC prime-time access rule forbids large-market network affiliates from carrying
these shows from 7 to 8 P.M., but independent stations are not affected by this restric-
tion. A show must have a minimum number of episodes before it is eligible for syndi-
cation, and there are limits on network involvement in the financing or production of
syndicated shows.

Off-network syndication shows are very important to local stations because they
provide quality programming with an established audience. The syndication market is
also very important to the studios that produce programs and sell them to the net-
works. Most prime-time network shows initially lose money for the studios, since the
licensing fee paid by the networks does not cover production costs. Over four years
(the time it takes to produce the 88 episodes needed to break into syndication), half-
hour situation comedies often run up a deficit of millions, and losses on a one-hour
drama show are even higher. However, the producers recoup their money when they
sell the show to syndication.
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First-run syndication refers to shows produced specifically for the syndication market.
The first-run syndication market is made up of a variety of shows, including some that did
not make it as network shows. Examples of popular first-run syndication shows include
talk shows such as Live with Regis & Kelly and The Jerry Springer Show, entertainment
shows such as Inside Edition and Entertainment Tonight, and dramas such as VIP.

Advertiser-supported or barter syndication is the practice of selling shows to stations
in return for a portion of the commercial time in the show, rather than (or in addition to)
cash. The commercial time from all stations carrying the show is packaged into national
units and sold to national advertisers. The station sells the remaining time to local and
spot advertisers. Both off-network and first-run syndicated programs are offered
through barter syndication. Usually, more than half of the advertising time is presold,
and the remainder is available for sale by the local advertiser. Barter syndication allows
national advertisers to participate in the syndication market with the convenience of a
network-type media buy, while local stations get free programming and can sell the
remainder of the time to local or spot advertisers. Recently, the straight barter deal has
given way to more barter/cash arrangements, where the station pays for a program at a
reduced rate and accepts a number of preplaced bartered ads. Top-rated barter syndi-
cated programs include Wheel of Fortune, Jeopardy, and The Oprah Winfrey Show.

Syndication now accounts for more than a third of the national broadcast audience
and has become a very big business, generating ad revenue comparable to any of the
big-three networks. Syndicated shows have become more popular than network shows
in certain dayparts, such as daytime, early prime time, and late fringe. In some markets,
syndicated shows like Wheel of Fortune draw a larger audience than the network news.

Many national advertisers use syndicated shows to broaden their reach, save
money, and target certain audiences. For example, off-network syndication shows
such as Friends, Seinfeld, and X-Files are popular with advertisers because they reach
the highly sought after, and often difficult to reach, young-adult audience (age 18 to
34) and are about 15 to 20 percent lower on a cost-per-thousand basis than network
shows.21 Figure 11-3 shows the top 10 syndicated programs in 2002.

Syndication has certain disadvantages, such as more commercial time and thus
more clutter. The audience for syndicated shows is often older and more rural, and
syndicators do not supply as much research information as the networks do. Syndica-
tion also creates more problems for media buyers, since a syndicated show may not be
seen in a particular market or may be aired during an undesirable time period. Thus,
media buyers have to look at each market and check airtimes and other factors to put
together a syndication schedule.

Methods of Buying Time
In addition to deciding whether to use network versus spot advertising, advertisers
must decide whether to sponsor an entire program, participate in a program, or use
spot announcements between programs. Sponsorship of a program and participations
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Figure 11-3 Top 10 regu-
larly scheduled syndicated
programs 2001–2002 Season

Rank Program Rating (%)

1 Wheel of Fortune 9.5

2 Jeopardy 8.0

3 Friends 6.9

4 Seinfeld 6.3

5 Entertainment Tonight 6.1

6 ESPN NFL Regular Season 5.9

7 Judge Judy 5.8

8 Oprah Winfrey Show 5.8

9 Everybody Loves Raymond 5.6

10 Seinfeld (weekend) 5.0

Source: Nielsen Media Research.
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are available on either a network or a local market basis, whereas spot announcements
are available only from local stations.

Sponsorship Under a sponsorship arrangement, an advertiser assumes responsi-
bility for the production and usually the content of the program as well as the advertis-
ing that appears within it. In the early days of TV, most programs were produced and
sponsored by corporations and were identified by their name, for example, Texaco Star
Theater and The Colgate Comedy Hour. Today most shows are produced by either the
networks or independent production companies that sell them to a network.

Some companies are becoming more involved in the production business. For
example, Procter & Gamble, which has been producing soap operas since 1950,
entered into an agreement with Paramount Television Groups to develop shows for
network TV and first-run syndication. A consortium of nine major advertisers—
AT&T, Campbell Soup, General Motors, Coca-Cola, Sears, McDonald’s, Clorox,
Coors, and Reebok—joined Television Production Partners, a new venture to develop
movies, specials, and limited-run series. Each company chooses which programs it
wants to be involved with and takes a portion of the commercial spots.22

Several major companies have been sponsoring special programs for many years,
such as the Kraft Masterpiece Theater and Hallmark Hall of Fame dramatic series. In
1994 Hallmark acquired RHI Entertainment Inc., the company that produces its
wholesome Hall of Fame productions as well as TV miniseries and movies. Sole spon-
sorship of programs is usually limited to specials and has been declining. However,
some companies, including Ford, AT&T, General Electric, IBM, and Chrysler, do still
use program sponsorships occasionally.

A company might choose to sponsor a program for several reasons. Sponsorship
allows the firm to capitalize on the prestige of a high-quality program, enhancing the
image of the company and its products. For example, the Ford Motor Company
received a great deal of favorable publicity when it sponsored the commercial-free
television debut of the Holocaust movie Schindler’s List. Companies also sponsor
programs to gain more control over the shows carrying their commercials. For exam-
ple, Wendy’s International has been involved in sponsorship of family-oriented 
programs.

Another reason is that the sponsor has control over the number, placement, and
content of its commercials. Commercials can be of any length as long as the total
amount of commercial time does not exceed network or station regulations. Adver-
tisers introducing a new product line often sponsor a program and run commercials
that are several minutes long to introduce and explain the product. IBM used this
strategy to introduce new generations of products. While these factors make spon-
sorship attractive to some companies, the high costs of sole sponsorship limit this
option to large firms. Most commercial time is purchased through other methods,
such as participations.

Participations Most advertisers either cannot afford the costs of sponsorship or
want greater flexibility than sole sponsorship permits. Nearly 90 percent of network
advertising time is sold as participations, with several advertisers buying commercial
time or spots on a particular program. An advertiser can participate in a certain pro-
gram once or several times on a regular or irregular basis. Participating advertisers
have no financial responsibility for production of the program; this is assumed by the
network or individual station that sells and controls the commercial time.

There are several advantages to participations. First, the advertiser has no long-
term commitment to a program, and expenditures can be adjusted to buy whatever
number of participation spots fits within the budget. This is particularly important to
small advertisers with a limited budget. The second advantage is that the TV budget
can be spread over a number of programs, thereby providing for greater reach in the
media schedule.

The disadvantage of participations is that the advertiser has little control over the
placement of ads, and there may also be problems with availability. Preference is
given to advertisers willing to commit to numerous spots, and the firm trying to buy
single spots in more than one program may find that time is unavailable in certain
shows, especially during prime time.
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Spot Announcements As discussed earlier, spot announcements are bought
from the local stations and generally appear during time periods adjacent to network
programs (hence the term adjacencies), rather than within them. Spot announcements
are most often used by purely local advertisers but are also bought by companies with
no network schedule (because of spotty or limited distribution) and by large advertis-
ers that use both network and spot advertising.

Selecting Time Periods and Programs
Another consideration in buying TV time is selecting the right period and program for
the advertiser’s commercial messages. The cost of TV advertising time varies depend-
ing on the time of day and the particular program, since audience size varies as a func-
tion of these two factors. TV time periods are divided into dayparts, which are
specific segments of a broadcast day.

The time segments that make up the programming day vary from station to station.
However, a typical classification of dayparts for a weekday is shown in Figure 11-4.
The various daypart segments attract different audiences in both size and nature, so
advertising rates vary accordingly. Prime time draws the largest audiences, with 8:30
to 9 P.M. being the most watched half-hour time period and Sunday the most popular
night for television. Since firms that advertise during prime time must pay premium
rates, this daypart is dominated by the large national advertisers.

The various dayparts are important to advertisers since they attract different demo-
graphic groups. For example, daytime TV generally attracts women; early morning
attracts women and children. The late-fringe (late-night) daypart period has become
popular among advertisers trying to reach young adults who tune in to The Late Show
with David Letterman on CBS and NBC’s The Tonight Show with Jay Leno. Audience
size and demographic composition also vary depending on the type of program. Situa-
tion comedies attract the largest prime-time audiences, with women 18 to 34 compris-
ing the greatest segment of the audience. Feature films rank second, followed by
general drama shows. Women 55 and older are the largest audience segment for these
programs.

Cable Television
The Growth of Cable Perhaps the most significant development in the broad-
cast media has been the expansion of cable television. Cable, or CATV (community
antenna television), which delivers TV signals through fiber or coaxial wire rather
than the airways, was developed to provide reception to remote areas that couldn’t
receive broadcast signals. Cable then expanded to metropolitan areas and grew rapidly
due to the improved reception and wider selection of stations it offered subscribers.
Cable has experienced substantial growth during the past two decades. In 1975, only
13 percent of TV households had cable. By 2002, cable penetration reached 68 percent
of the nation’s 106 million households.23 Cable programming also reaches another 10
percent of U.S. homes through alternative delivery systems such as direct broadcast
satellite (DBS).

Cable subscribers pay a monthly fee for which they receive an average of more than
60 channels, including the local network affiliates and independent stations, various
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Figure 11-4 Common
television dayparts

Morning 7:00 A.M.–9:00 A.M., Monday through Friday

Daytime 9:00 A.M.–4:30 P.M., Monday through Friday

Early fringe 4:30 P.M.–7:30 P.M., Monday through Friday

Prime-time access 7:30 P.M.–8:00 P.M., Sunday through Saturday

Prime time 8:00 P.M.–11:00 P.M., Monday through Saturday, and
7:00 P.M.–11:00 P.M., Sunday

Late news 11:00–11:30 P.M., Monday through Friday

Late fringe 11:30–1:00 A.M., Monday through Friday
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cable networks, superstations, and local cable system channels. Cable networks and
channels have a dual revenue stream; they are supported by both subscriber fees and
ad revenue. Cable operators also offer programming that is not supported by commer-
cial sponsorship and is available only to households willing to pay a fee beyond the
monthly subscription charge. These premium channels include HBO, Showtime, and
The Movie Channel.

Cable TV broadens the program options available to the viewer as well as the
advertiser by offering specialty channels, including all-news, pop music, country
music, sports, weather, educational, and cultural channels as well as children’s pro-
gramming. Figure 11-5 shows the most popular cable channels along with the types of
programming they carry. Many cable systems also carry superstations, independent

Figure 11-5 Major cable networks

Network Type of Programming

ABC Family Family/general/original

A&E Network Biographies/dramas/movies/
documentaries

American Movie Classics Movies/documentaries

Animal Planet Wildlife and nature 
documentaries/adventure/
children’s entertainment

BBC America Drama/comedy/news/arts and
lifestyle documentaries

BET Networks Entertainment/information for
African Americans

BET Jazz Jazz music/documentaries/
concerts

Cartoon Network Cartoons

CMT: Country Music Country music video/concert/
Television specials

CNBC Financial and business news/
interviews and discussions

CNN News/information

CNN en Espanol News/information (Spanish
language)

CNN Headline News News/information

CNN fn Financial and business news

CNN Sports Illustrated Sports

Comedy Central Comedy programs/original

Court TV Court/legal

Discovery Channel Family/health/technology/
science

Discovery Health Health/medical
Channel

E! Entertainment Entertainment/celebrities/pop
Television culture

ESPN Sports/specials/events

ESPN 2 Sports

ESPN Sports Classics Sports history/biographies

ESPN Deportes Sports (Spanish language)

ESPNEWS Sports news

Network Type of Programming

Food Network Food/cooking/entertainment

FOX News Channel News/information

FOX Sports Net Sports

FX Networks Entertainment/original
programs

Galavision Programming/entertainment
for Hispanics

Game Show Network Game shows

Golf Channel Golf

History Channel Historical documentaries/
movies

Home & Garden Decorating/gardening
Television

Lifetime Television News/information/women’s
interests

MSNBC News/information

MTV: Music Television Music/videos/documentaries

National Geographic Adventure/exploration/
Channel science/culture

Nickelodeon/Nick at Nite Youth interest/cartoons/
comedy/game shows

Oxygen Movies/news/comedy/
women’s interests

SCI FI Channel Science fiction

TBS Entertainment/movies/sports

TLC (Learning Channel) Science/history/adventure/
behavior

TNN: The National Pop culture/movies/sports/
Network drama

TNT Movies/general entertainment/
sports

Travel Channel Travel information

USA Network Entertainment/movies/sports

VH1 Music videos/movies/concerts/
documentaries

Weather Channel Weather

WGN Entertainment/sports/movies
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Exhibit 11-4 WGN is one of the top superstations

local stations that send their signals nationally via satellite to cable operators to make
their programs available to subscribers. Programming on superstations such as TBS
and WGN generally consists of sports, movies, and reruns of network shows (Exhibit
11-4). The superstations do carry national advertising and are a relatively inexpensive
option for cable households across the country.

Cable has had a considerable influence on the nature of television as an advertising
medium. First, the expanded viewing options have led to considerable audience frag-
mentation. Much of the growth in cable audiences has come at the expense of the three
major networks. Cable channels now have about 40 percent of the prime-time viewing
audience, while the total share of the three networks has declined to around 50 percent.
Many cable stations have become very popular among consumers, leading advertisers
to reevaluate their media plans and the prices they are willing to pay for network and
spot commercials on network affiliate stations. The networks, recognizing the growing
popularity of cable, have become involved with the cable industry. ABC purchased
ESPN, while NBC started two cable channels in the early 90s—the Consumer News
and Business Channel (CNBC) and Sports Channel America—and in 1996 entered in a
joint venture with Microsoft to launch MSNBC, a 24-hour news channel.24

Advertising on Cable Cable advertising revenues have increased steadily
since the mid-1980s and exceeded $12 billion in 2002. Much of this growth has come
from advertising on the national cable networks such as CNN, ESPN, USA, and MTV.
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However, many national advertisers have been shifting some of their
advertising budgets to spot cable and purchasing through local opera-
tors as well as the national cable networks. Over the past four years,
spot cable revenues have averaged 20 percent annual growth, reaching
nearly $33 billion in 2002.

Like broadcast TV, cable time can be purchased on a national,
regional, or local (spot) level. Many large marketers advertise on cable
networks to reach large numbers of viewers across the country with a sin-
gle media buy. Regional advertising on cable is available primarily
through sports and news channels that cover a certain geographic area.

Many national advertisers are turning to spot advertising on local
cable systems to reach specific geographic markets. Spot cable affords
them more precision in reaching specific markets, and they can save
money by using a number of small, targeted media purchases rather
than making one network buy. The growth in spot cable advertising is
also being facilitated by the use of interconnects, where a number of
cable systems in a geographic area are joined for advertising purposes.
These interconnects increase the size of the audience an advertiser can
reach with a spot cable buy. For example, Chicago Cable Interconnect
reaches more than 1.7 million subscribers in the greater Chicago metro-
politan area; the ADLINK Digital Interconnect delivers 3 million cable
subscribers in Los Angeles and four surrounding counties. New York Interconnect
reaches 3.6 million households in the largest market area in the country and offers
advertisers 31 different cable networks (Exhibit 11-5). More sophisticated intercon-
nect systems are developing that will pool large numbers of cable systems and allow
spot advertisers to reach more viewers. These new systems will also allow local adver-
tisers to make more selective cable buys, since they can purchase the entire intercon-
nect or one of several zones within the system.

While spot cable is becoming very popular among national advertisers, it has some
of the same problems as spot advertising on broadcast TV. The purchasing process is
very complicated and time-consuming; media buyers must contact hundreds of cable
systems to put together a media schedule consisting of spot cable buys. Local cable
systems also do not provide advertisers with strong support or much information on
demographics, lifestyle, or viewership patterns.

Advantages of Cable Cable TV has experienced tremendous growth as an
advertising medium because it has some important advantages. A primary one is selec-
tivity. Cable subscribers tend to be younger, more affluent, and better educated than
nonsubscribers and have greater purchasing power. Moreover, the spe-
cialized programming on the various cable networks reaches very spe-
cific target markets.

Many advertisers have turned to cable because of the opportunities it
offers for narrowcasting, or reaching very specialized markets. For
example, MTV is used by advertisers in the United States and many
other countries to reach teenagers and young adults. CNBC is now the
worldwide leader in business news and reaches a highly educated and
affluent audience (Exhibit 11-6). ESPN has become synonymous with
sports and is very popular among advertisers who want to target men of
all ages. As discussed in IMC Perspective 11-3, ESPN has become more
than just a 24-hour sports channel and is changing its strategy to attract
a broader audience.

Advertisers are also interested in cable because of its low cost and
flexibility. Advertising rates on cable programs are much lower than
those for the shows on the major networks. Advertising time on network
shows can cost two to three times as much on a cost-per-thousand basis
in some time periods.25 Spot advertising is also considerably cheaper on
most cable stations, while local cable is the most affordable television
advertising vehicle available. This makes TV a much more viable media
option for smaller advertisers with limited budgets and those interested
in targeting their commercials to a well-defined target audience. Also,
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Exhibit 11-5 New York
Interconnect promotes its
targeting potential to
advertisers

Exhibit 11-6 CNBC has
become the leader in
business news and has a
very affluent viewing
audience
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 11-3

ESPN—More “E” and Less “S”?
For many years, TV sports programming consisted pri-
marily of football, baseball, and to a lesser extent bas-
ketball shown primarily on weekends on network
television. When ESPN, the first cable network devoted
entirely to sports programming, was launched in 1979,
the critics declared that “all the good sports are
already on the three networks.” They ridiculed the net-
work for broadcasting sports such as stock-car racing,
which was described as “two hours of left turns.” How-
ever, no one is laughing at ESPN today. It is one of the
top cable networks, reaching 86 million homes in the
United States—10 million more than its closest com-
petitor. Its signature show, SportsCenter—a one-hour
sports news show that is aired numerous times
throughout the day and night—is emblematic of the
entire network and has helped position ESPN as the
place for the ultimate sports fan, not just another
cable channel showing sports. An award-winning
advertising campaign consisting of humorous spots
that purport to give viewers a behind-the-scenes look
at SportsCenter has helped contribute to the popular-
ity and image of the show and create a brand identity
that has carried over to the entire network.

ESPN (which originally was an acronym for “Enter-
tainment and Sports Program Network”) is much more
than the number-one cable network. It is an entire
brand that has become synonymous with sports in
America as well as many other countries. It has
expanded beyond its stalwart network, as the ESPN
franchise now includes six other U.S. channels, a radio
network, a popular website, ESPN The Magazine, and
eight ESPN Zone restaurants. Its latest venture is an
interactive channel on DirecTV that allows viewers to
grab news with a flick of the remote, and its wireless
unit is charging users for scores and news it delivers
to cell phones, personal digital assistants, and even
scrolling screens on billboards and atop taxicabs.

In addition to being very popular among sports
fans, ESPN has become one of Madison Avenue’s
favorites, as the network is particularly good at deliv-
ering large numbers of young, male sports fans, a
group that is difficult to reach but highly coveted by
marketers. However, ESPN now finds itself among
cable TV’s once-hot but maturing brands such as MTV
and CNN. Its prime-time viewership among the cov-
eted audience of males 18 to 49 was down by 14 per-
cent in the past year. Its main rival, Fox Sports net,
which puts more emphasis on local and regional
sports, is up by 12 percent among the same demo-
graphic group. The ratings slide isn’t the only problem
facing the company. ESPN charges cable and satellite
operators $1.50 per subscriber per month for its pro-

gramming, and its contracts call for 20 percent–a-year
increases. These fees are among the highest in the
cable industry and have created long-simmering
resentment from many cable and satellite operators.
They also argue that ESPN’s parent company, the Walt
Disney Co., uses the sports network aggressively in
negotiations to make cable operators carry Disney’s
other, less watched channels.

ESPN management has recognized that the 23-year-
old sports network needs to make some changes to
sustain its growth and continue as the preeminent
sports network. In early 2002 ESPN, along with the
ABC television network, which is also owned by Disney,
outbid NBC for the rights to televise National Basket-
ball Association games. The $2.4 billion deal marks the
first time a cable player has grabbed a major sports
contract from the broadcast networks. Although
expensive, ABC and ESPN feel the deal will work finan-
cially because they will be able to broadcast as many
as 75 regular-season games, mostly on ESPN and ESPN
2, and sell more ads.

ESPN is also making a major change in its strategy
by entering another new arena: original programming,
which includes variety shows, made-for-TV movies,
reality shows, and game shows. The first movie pro-
duced by ESPN was A Season on the Brink: A Year with
Bob Knight and the Indiana Hoosiers, based on the
book by John Feinstein, which aired in March 2002.
Later that year the network launched a late-night
sports variety show hosted by actor Jay Mohr and a
new reality game show, Beg, Borrow and Deal, which
follows players as they head across the country in a
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cable advertisers generally do not have to make the large up-front commitments,
which may be as much as a year in advance, the networks require.

The low costs of cable make it a very popular advertising medium among local
advertisers. Car dealers, furniture stores, restaurants, and many other merchants are
switching advertising spending from traditional media such as radio, newspapers, and
even magazines to take advantage of the low rates of local cable channels. Local cable
advertising is one of the fastest-growing segments of the advertising market, and cable
systems are increasing the percentage of revenue they earn from local advertising.

Limitations of Cable While cable has become increasingly popular among
national, regional, and local advertisers, it still has a number of drawbacks. One major
problem is that cable is overshadowed by the major networks, as households with
basic cable service still watch considerably more network and syndicated program-
ming than cable shows. This stems from the fact that cable generally has less desirable
programming than broadcast TV.

Another drawback of cable is audience fragmentation. Although cable’s share of
the TV viewing audience has increased significantly, the viewers are spread out among
the large number of channels available to cable subscribers. The number of viewers
who watch any one cable channel is generally quite low. Even MTV, ESPN, and CNN
have prime-time ratings of only about 1 or 2. The large number of cable stations has
fragmented audiences and made buying procedures more difficult, since numerous
stations must be contacted to reach the majority of the cable audience in a market.
There are also problems with the quality and availability of local ratings for cable sta-
tions as well as research on audience characteristics.

Cable also still lacks total penetration, especially in the major markets. As of 2002,
cable penetration was 74 percent in the New York City designated market area and 65
percent in Los Angeles and Chicago. While cable programming now penetrates 78
percent of all U.S. television households, this still means that nearly a quarter of the
market cannot be reached by advertising on cable.

The Future of Cable Cable TV should continue to experience strong growth as
its audience share increases and advertisers spend more money to reach cable viewers.
However, the cable industry faces several challenges: increases in the number of chan-
nels, leading to fragmentation of the audience, changes in government regulations,
and competition in the programming distribution business from other telecommunica-
tions companies and direct broadcast satellite services. Advances in technology such
as digital video compression and fiber optics, coupled with massive investments in
system upgrades, are making it possible for cable operators to offer more channels and
thus subject existing cable channels to greater competition. In 2002, over 42 million
U.S. homes could receive at least 54 channels. An average 95 percent of cable sub-
scribers could receive 30 channels or more. Increases in the number of channels avail-
able lead to further fragmentation of the cable audience and make it more difficult for
cable networks to charge the ad rates needed to finance original programming. Some
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marathon of athletic events. Another reality show is
planned called The Life, which is based on a feature in
ESPN The Magazine and will show viewers how rich
and famous athletes manage to spend all that money.

Analysts explain these recent moves by noting that
the Walt Disney Company didn’t just buy a 24-hour
sports cable network when it bought ESPN as part of a
package deal for ABC/Capital Cities back in 1995. Dis-
ney bought a valuable brand, out of which it wants to
squeeze as much value as possible. The ESPN-produced
programs will have secondary markets on other chan-
nels owned by Disney, and they may also help expand

the viewing audience beyond the core sports junkie.
However, some media experts argue that ESPN is tak-
ing a big risk and may alienate its core viewers in an
effort to get higher ratings. ESPN’s success may ulti-
mately depend on how elastic the brand is to viewers
and how far the network can stretch the definition of
“sports coverage.” It will be interesting to see what hap-
pens as the “E” in ESPN steps forward.

Sources: Tom Lowry, “ESPN’s Full-Court Press,” BusinessWeek, Feb.
11, 2002, pp. 60–61; Joseph Guinto “Against the Grain,” Southwest

Airlines Spirit, Feb. 2002, pp. 67–70.
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of the growth in cable channels will come from multiplexing, or transmitting multiple
channels from one network. Several major cable networks, including ESPN, VH1, and
the Discovery Channel, own several channels.

The cable industry has also been affected by changes in government regulation. In
the early 90s, concerns over poor service and high rates led to a revolt against the
cable industry. As a result, Congress passed legislation in 1993 that rolled back the
provisions of the Cable Television Act of 1984, allowed local governments to regulate
basic cable rates, and forced cable operators to pay licensing fees for local broadcast
programming they used to retransmit for free. The Telecommunications Act of 1996
allows local phone companies to offer cable service. However, as part of this act, fed-
eral regulation of the cable industry expired on April 1, 1999, and cable rates are now
deregulated.26

One of the biggest threats facing the cable industry is competition from direct
broadcast satellite (DBS) services, which use a system whereby TV and radio pro-
grams are sent directly from a satellite to homes equipped with a small dish. DBS
companies such as DirecTV and EchoStar now have nearly 10 million subscribers,
many of whom have come to them at the expense of cable companies. DBS companies
have been aggressively marketing their service, superior picture quality, and greater
channel choice as subscribers receive as many as 200 channels that include news,
music, and sports in crisp, digital video and CD-quality sound. A major competitive
restriction to DBS services was removed in late 1999 when the federal government
passed legislation allowing satellite TV companies to carry local broadcast signals in
most major markets.27

The future of cable as an advertising medium will ultimately depend on the size and
quality of the audiences cable stations can reach with their programs. This in turn will
depend on cable’s ability to offer programs that attract viewers and subscribers.
Cable’s image as a stepchild in program development and acquisition has changed.
Cable networks such as VH1, E!, TBS, and others have been creating original films,
documentaries, and other programs that draw significant ratings. Networks like A&E,
the Discovery Channel, and the Learning Channel provide outstanding cultural and
educational programming. IMC Perspective 11-4 discusses how MTV recently created
one of the most popular entertainment shows ever shown on cable—The Osbournes.

Cable TV will continue to be a popular source of sports programming and is very
important to advertisers interested in reaching the male market. There are over 11
regional cable sports networks, and with companies such as Fox Sports, advertisers
can buy multiple regions with one media buy. Cable networks are also paying large
sums for the rights to sports programming. Deals by ESPN for exclusive Sunday night
coverage of National Football League and Major League Baseball games, along with

its new six-year deal to broadcast National Basketball Association
games, have proved that cable networks can compete with the major
networks in a sports bidding war.28

As cable penetration increases, its programming improves, and
more advertisers discover its efficiency and ability to reach targeted
market segments, cable’s popularity as an advertising medium should
continue to grow. Many agencies have developed specialists to exam-
ine the use of cable in their clients’ media schedules. Cable networks
are also looking to international markets as a source of future growth.
Both ESPN and MTV have expanded into South America, Europe,
and Asia, while TV viewers throughout the world tune to CNN Inter-
national for news (Exhibit 11-7).

Measuring the TV Audience
One of the most important considerations in TV advertising is the size
and composition of the viewing audience. Audience measurement is
critical to advertisers as well as to the networks and stations. Adver-
tisers want to know the size and characteristics of the audience they
are reaching when they purchase time on a particular program. And
since the rates they pay are a function of audience size, advertisers
want to be sure audience measurements are accurate.
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Exhibit 11-7 CNN
International is the
authoritative source for
news throughout the world
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 11-4

The Osbournes Gives New Meaning to Reality TV
In recent years reality shows have become some of the
most popular programs on television. Shows such as
Survivor, Fear Factor, The Bachelor, Temptation Island,
and American Idol: The Search for a Superstar have
been among the most popular of the reality genre and
have spawned a slew of copycats. However, many of
these shows might never have come about had not the
path been blazed nearly a decade earlier by MTV’s real-
life soap opera The Real World, which has been run-
ning for 11 years and remains a staple of the music
channel’s lineup. The series single-handedly created
the 24/7, “soap-u-mentary” style of most contemporary
reality series.

A decade later MTV has created yet another hit real-
ity show, The Osbournes, which is a no-holds-barred
look at the real life of aging British rock star Ozzy
Osbourne and his family as they go about their daily
routine. They show has been described as a bizarre,
unscripted, profanity-laced family comedy that gives
new meaning to “reality TV.” Osbourne plays himself—
a tattoo-covered hellion-turned-slipper-wearing dad
with world-weary teenagers and a wife who is also his
manager. The show is set in Osbourne’s Beverly Hills
mansion, which is furnished in a style that might be
termed “kinky robber baron”: plush couches, antique
carpets, crucifixes galore, totems of the occult, and a
menagerie of rebellious house pets.

The Osbournes premiered in spring 2002 and, after
only 10 episodes, became a bona fide pop cultural sen-
sation, as well as MTV’s top-rated series ever and one of
the most watched entertainment shows on cable.
Nearly 8 million people have been tuning in to the show
when it airs, and they aren’t just MTV’s core audience of
12- to 24-year-olds. The Osbournes appeals to a broader

demographic of 18- to 34-year-olds and beyond and
spans generations in many households, as teens often
find themselves laughing at the family’s antics with
their baby-boomer parents. Television critics attribute
the show’s success to the quirky, unscripted approach
of the show and the characters, who include Ozzy, his
wife Sharon, his kids Jack and Kelly, Melinda the nanny,
the band, the pets, the assistants, the roadies, and the
security guards. MTV president Van Toffler notes: “I’m
not sure we could ever find a family as unique, as unpre-
dictable and as twisted as the Osbournes are.”

The success of the show has made Ozzy Osbourne
very popular. He has been invited to play for Queen
Elizabeth II, he has received a six-figure book contract,
and his concert tours have been sold out wherever the
band plays. The Viacom network has also benefited
from the success of the show, as its ratings success
has made it a smash hit for MTV’s advertising depart-
ment. Media executives report that some 30-second
commercials in the show have gone for close to
$100,000, which is a record for a regular nonsports
cable series. MTV can show each episode worldwide up
to 100 times, and it can raise advertising rates as the
show’s popularity increases.

As might be expected, the success of The Osbournes
has resulted in other networks’ trying to one-up one
another with oddball reality shows. E! Entertainment
Television launched a similar reality show in August
2002 featuring buxom model/actress Anna Nicole
Smith, while MTV began exploring projects that would
provide behind-the-scenes looks at other entertainers
and celebrities, such as rapper “P. Diddy” Combs. VH1
turned its cameras on singer Liza Minnelli and her hus-
band, David Getz, in Liza and David.

Some television critics feel that it is only a matter
of time until viewers become tired of reality shows.
However, MTV executives must not agree with this pre-
diction, as the network has signed The Osbournes to a
two-year deal. MTV is also coming up with ways to
keep the show popular, such as shooting some
episodes in England. One writer notes that the attrac-
tion of The Osbournes is simple: famous people doing
ordinary things. It will be interesting to see how long
people want to watch Ozzy continue to do simple
things such as curse and yell “Sharon.”

Sources: Megan Larson, “Strange Brew,” Mediaweek, Sept. 16, 2002,
pp. 26–27; David Calvo and Geoff Boucher, “Surreality TV Triumphs:
‘Osbournes’ Is Renewed,” Los Angeles Times, May 30, 2002, pp. A1,
23; Wayne Friedman, “‘Osbournes’ Hits Peak Cable Program Pric-
ing,” Advertising Age, May 13, 2002, pp. 1, 75.
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Audience size and composition are also important to the network or station, since
they determine the amount it can charge for commercial time. Shows are frequently
canceled because they fail to attract enough viewers to make their commercial time
attractive to potential advertisers. Determining audience size is not an exact science
and has been the subject of considerable controversy through the years. In this section,
we examine how audiences are measured and how advertisers use this information in
planning their media schedules.

Audience Measures The size and composition of television audiences are
measured by ratings services. The sole source of network TV and local audience infor-
mation is the A. C. Nielsen Co. For many years local audience information was also
available from the Arbitron Co., but Arbitron exited the local TV ratings business at
the end of 1993 due to steep financial losses.29 Nielsen gathers viewership information
from a sample of TV homes and then projects this information to the total viewing
area. The techniques used to gather audience measurement information include
diaries, electronic meters or recorders, and personal interviews. Nielsen provides vari-
ous types of information that can be used to measure and evaluate a station’s audience.
These measures are important to media planners as they weigh the value of buying
commercial time on a program.

Television Households The number of households in the market that own a TV is
sometimes referred to as the universe estimate (UE). Nielsen estimates that 106.7 mil-
lion U.S. households owned at least one TV set as of August 2002. Since over 98 per-
cent of U.S. households own a TV set, television households generally correspond to
the number of households in a given market.30

Program Rating Probably the best known of all audience measurement figures is
the program rating, the percentage of TV households in an area that are tuned to a
specific program during a specific time period. The program rating is calculated by
dividing the number of households tuned to a particular show by the total number of
households in the area. For example, if 14 million households (HH) watched ER, the
national rating would be 11.9, calculated as follows:

Rating =
HH tuned to show

=
14,000,000

= 13.1
Total U.S. HH 106,700,000

A ratings point represents 1 percent of all the television households in a particular
area tuned to a specific program. On a national level, 1 ratings point represents
1,067,000 households. Thus, if a top-rated program like ER averages a rating of 12, it
would reach 12.8 million households each week (12 × 1,067,000).

The program rating is the key number to the stations, since the amount of money
they can charge for commercial time is based on it. Ratings points are very important
to the networks as well as to individual stations. A 1 percent change in a program’s rat-
ings over the course of a viewing season can gain or lose millions of dollars in adver-
tising revenue. Advertisers also follow ratings closely, since they are the key measure
for audience size and commercial rates.

Households Using Television The percentage of homes in a given area where TV
is being watched during a specific time period is called households using television
(HUT). This figure, sometimes referred to as sets in use, is always expressed as a per-
centage. For example, if 70 million of the U.S. TV households have their sets turned
on at 10 P.M. on a Thursday night, the HUT figure is 65.6 percent (70 million out of
106.7 million). Television usage varies widely depending on the time of day and sea-
son of the year.

Share of Audience Another important audience measurement figure is the share of
audience, which is the percentage of households using TV in a specified time period
that are tuned to a specific program. This figure considers variations in the number of
sets in use and the total size of the potential audience, since it is based only on those
households that have their sets turned on. Audience share is calculated by dividing the
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number of households (HH) tuned to a show by the number of households using tele-
vision (HUT). Thus, if 70 million U.S. households had their sets turned on during the
10 P.M. time slot when ER is shown, the share of audience would be 20, calculated as
follows:

HH tuned to show 14,000,000
Share =

U.S. households using TV
=

70,000,000
= 20

Audience share is always higher than the program rating unless all the households
have their sets turned on (in which case they would be equal). Share figures are impor-
tant since they reveal how well a program does with the available viewing audience.
For example, late at night the size of the viewing audience drops substantially, so the
best way to assess the popularity of a late-night program is to examine the share of the
available audience it attracts relative to competing programs.

Ratings services also provide an audience statistic known as total audience, the
total number of homes viewing any five-minute part of a telecast. This number can be
broken down to provide audience composition figures that are based on the distribu-
tion of the audience into demographic categories.

Network Audience Information Nielsen Television Index The source
of national and network TV audience information is the Nielsen Media Research,
which provides daily and weekly estimates of TV viewing and national sponsored net-
work and major cable program audiences. For more than 50 years, Nielsen provided
this information using a two-pronged system consisting of a national sample of metered
households along with a separate sample of diary households. In the metered house-
holds, an electronic measurement device known as the audimeter (audience meter)
was hooked up to the TV set to continuously measure the channels to which the set was
tuned. Network viewing for the country (the famous Nielsen ratings) was based on the
results provided by audimeters placed in a national sample of homes carefully selected
to represent the population of U.S. households. The metered households were sup-
ported by a separate panel of households that recorded viewing information in diaries.
Since the audimeter could measure only the channel to which the set was tuned, the
diary panel was used to gather demographic data on the viewing audience.

For many years, the television and advertising industries expressed concern over
the audimeter/diary system. The information from diaries was not available to the net-
work and advertising analysts for several weeks, and studies indicated the method was
overstating the size of some key demographic audiences. Cooperation rates among
diary keepers declined, and often the person who kept a household’s diary did not note
what other family members watched when he or she wasn’t home. The complex new
video environment and explosion in viewing options also made it difficult for diary
keepers to maintain accurate viewing records.

As a result of these problems, and in response to competitive pressure from an audi-
ence measurement company from England, AGB, in 1987 Nielsen made the people
meter the sole basis of its national rating system and eliminated the use of the diary
panel.

The People Meter The people meter is an electronic measuring device that incor-
porates the technology of the old-style audimeter in a system that records not only
what is being watched but also by whom in 6,000 households. The actual
device is a small box with eight buttons—six for the family and two for
visitors—that can be placed on the top of the TV set (Exhibit 11-8). A
remote control unit permits electronic entries from anywhere in the room.
Each member of the sample household is assigned a button that indicates
his or her presence as a viewer. The device is also equipped with a sonar
sensor to remind viewers entering or leaving the room to log in or out on
the meter.

The viewership information the people meter collects from the house-
hold is stored in the home system until it is retrieved by Nielsen’s comput-
ers. Data collected include when the set is turned on, which channel is
viewed, when the channel is changed, and when the set is off, in addition to
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who is viewing. The demographic characteristics of the viewers are also in
the system, and viewership can be matched to these traits. Nielsen’s opera-
tion center processes all this information each week for release to the TV
and advertising industries. Nielsen uses a sample of metered households in
55 markets across the country to provide overnight viewing results.

Local Audience Information Information on local audiences is
important to both local advertisers and firms making national spot buys.
Nielsen Media Research measures TV station audiences in 210 local mar-
kets known as designated market areas (DMAs). DMAs are nonoverlap-
ping areas used for planning, buying, and evaluating TV audiences and are
generally a group of counties in which stations located in a metropolitan or
central area achieve the largest audience share. Nielsen Media Research
reports information on viewing by time periods and programs and includes
audience size and estimates of viewing over a range of demographic cate-
gories for each DMA.

Nielsen measures viewing audiences in every television market at least
four times a year. The major markets are covered six times a year. The rat-
ings periods when all 210 DMAs are surveyed are known as sweeps. The

networks and local stations use numbers gathered during the sweeps rating periods in
selling TV time. Exhibit 11-9 shows how KFMB, the CBS affiliate in San Diego, pro-
motes its dominance of the sweeps ratings for local news.

However, as discussed in IMC Perspective 11-5, many advertising professionals
believe the audience estimates gathered during the sweeps are overestimated because
of special programming and promotions that occur during these periods.

Developments in Audience Measurement For years the advertising
industry has been calling for changes in the way TV viewing audiences are measured,
at both the national and local levels. Many people believe people meters are only the
first step in improving the way audiences are measured. While the people meter is
seen as an improvement over the diary method, it still requires cooperation on an
ongoing basis from people in the metered homes. Viewers in the Nielsen households,
including young children, must punch a preassigned number on the remote control
device each time they start or stop watching. Media researchers argue that kids forget
and adults tire of the task over the two years they are in the Nielsen sample. Nielsen
has been trying to develop passive measurement systems that require less involve-
ment by people in metered homes and can produce more accurate measures of the
viewing audience. However, such a system does not appear to be forthcoming in the
near future.

Much of the concern over the Nielsen measurements involves the diary system
used to measure viewing in the 210 local markets. This system requires that every 15
minutes viewers write down station call letters, channel numbers, programs, and who
is watching. Many homes do not return completed diaries, and many of those that are
returned are often not filled out correctly. Nielsen executives acknowledge the prob-
lems with its measurement system for local markets and is trying to correct them. The
company is testing new diaries, sending out more of them, and working to improve the
response rates.31 Nielsen is also considering switching to a continuous measurement
system for local markets rather than relying solely on the sweeps measurement sys-
tem.32 (See IMC Perspective 11-5.)

Recently a number of advertisers and ad agencies increased their criticism of
Nielsen’s local diary system, saying the handwritten method used to measure viewing
audiences and gather demographic data in local audiences is antiquated. They argue
that people meters are a far more accurate measurement system and should be used in
local markets as well as on a national level. Nielsen has begun exploring the possibility
of expanding the use of people meters to local markets. However, issues such as who
will bear the cost of installing the people meters and how they would add to the cost of
Nielsen’s services are still major factors that have to be addressed.33 As of October
2002 Nielsen began using people meters in the Boston area, making the nation’s sixth-
largest TV market the first to use the device for local audience measurement.34
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Exhibit 11-9 KFMB
promotes its dominance of
the sweeps rating period for
local news
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 11-5

Is It Time to Do Away with Sweeps Ratings?
The cornerstone of selling local television time is the
sweeps ratings periods, which are held in February,
May, November, and, to a lesser extent, August by
Nielsen Media Research to determine what stations
and shows are being watched in all 210 U.S. television
markets. The term sweeps dates back to the 1950s,
when Nielsen began mailing diaries to households and
reporting the results, first with the East Coast markets
before sweeping across the country. As TV networks
gradually took control of programming, they needed
better demographic numbers to calculate how much
they could charge for commercials on specific shows.
Local stations could not afford to measure TV viewing
audiences year-round, as the networks do, so they set-
tled on the four month-long sweeps ratings periods.

The numbers gathered during the sweeps periods
are used as guideposts in the buying and selling of TV
commercial time during the rest of the year and are
extremely important to local stations. However, many
people in the advertising industry are enraged over
the tactics used by networks and their local affiliates
to bolster their ratings during sweeps periods, such as
special programming, contests, games, and other non-
typical promotions. They argue that the extraordinary
programming and promotion efforts inflate the rat-
ings taken during these periods and that they are not
indicative of audience sizes for the other 36 weeks of
the year, when networks run their regular program-
ming and promotions are not used to boost local view-
ing audiences.

Advertisers and their agencies have become accus-
tomed to the usual tactics used to beef up program
schedules during the sweeps months, from block-
buster network programming to lurid sensationalism
in local newscasts. Many local stations follow the
accepted practice of producing and heavily promoting
sex and scandal stories to lure viewers to their news-
casts. For example, a Miami station ran an investiga-
tion into female college students who work as
strippers to pay their tuition. Of much greater con-
cern, however, is the blatant use of ratings grabbers
such as big-prize sweepstakes, contests, and giveaways
during sweeps periods. Nielsen Media Research has
expressed concern over the number of unusual
sweeps-period station promotions—most often give-
away contests on local newscasts. For example, a Hous-
ton station conducted a watch-and-win contest
offering $2,000 each day to viewers of its 5 P.M., 6 P.M.
and 10 P.M. newscasts. Nielsen’s research has con-
firmed that giveaway promotions increase a station’s
audience share but that it generally drops back to pre-
contest levels when the promotion ends.

Nielsen Media Research is working with the adver-
tising industry to solve the sweeps problems. It pro-

vides red flags in its printed reports if stations use
special promotions to bump up their ratings. Nielsen
also recently dropped a San Diego TV station from its
sweeps measurement period when it discovered that
the station tried to pump up its ratings by sending
promotional tapes to Nielsen’s local panel members.
However, the advertising industry argues that the only
real solution to the problem is to increase the number
of weeks Nielsen measures local audiences rather than
relying on the artificially hyped numbers from sweeps
periods. However, Nielsen argues that a continuous
measurement system like that used for the network
ratings would be very expensive and the TV and adver-
tising industry would have to be willing to pay a higher
price for local ratings information. Nielsen’s director
of communications notes: “In a perfect world, putting
people meters in all the markets is what we’d want to
do. But there’s not enough advertising dollars in the
smaller markets to make it worth their while.”

Nielsen may also be getting some resistance from
the local stations that have grown accustomed to get-
ting higher ad rates year-round based on the inflated
sweeps numbers. In the top 20 television markets, as
much as half of a station’s revenue comes from com-
mercial time sold during the four or five hours of local
newscasts aired each day, and a 30-second spot may
sell for $2,500 to $3,000. Local stations are limited in
the amount of airtime they can sell during network
programs, so they concentrate on local newscasts to
increase ad revenue. Ironically, however, some media
researchers argue that sweeps don’t always help boost
a local station’s ratings. They note that many viewers
are loyal to local station news teams while others see
through all of the sensational stories and promotional
gimmicks.

Despite the many drawbacks of the system, many
local stations continue to support sweeps for three
main reasons: habit, fear, and money. However, nearly
everyone in the advertising industry argues that some
type of overhaul of the sweeps system is needed. The
chair of the media research committee for the Ameri-
can Association of Advertising Agencies notes:
“Sweeps are a travesty. Advertisers buy time on sta-
tions 365 days a year, yet we have no idea what ratings
are for most of the year when there aren’t those hyped,
big-event programs.” She speaks for many in the adver-
tising industry when she concludes, “Sweeps should be
done away with.” It will be interesting to see if the tele-
vision industry takes action to solve the sweeps prob-
lem or just continues to sweep it under the rug.

Sources: Michael J. Weis, “Sweeps,” American Demographics, May
2001, pp. 43–49; Allen Banks, “Close the Book on Sweeps,” Advertis-

ing Age, Mar. 15, 1999.
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Nielsen has been battling with the networks, local TV stations, and ad agencies for
years over the accuracy of its numbers. Many in the industry suspect that Nielsen is
not moving fast enough to improve its audience measurement systems because it has a
virtual monopoly in both the national and the local ratings business. They would like
to see some competition.

The major networks, advertisers, and agencies have explored alternatives to
Nielsen Media Research. One such recent effort was a system developed by Statistical
Research Inc. (SRI) called Smart-TV, which was initially funded by the three major
networks and big advertisers such as Procter & Gamble, AT&T, and General Motors.
SRI claimed its Smart-TV system had many advantages over Nielsen’s people meter
and tested the system in Philadelphia in 1998. However, in May 1999 SRI canceled a
national rollout of the new measurement system due to a lack of funding.35 The latest
effort to develop a TV audience measurement system that challenges Nielsen comes
from a joint venture involving shopping network QVC and its majority owner, cable
system operator Comcast.36 The new service is called TargetTV and relies on digital
set-top boxes to monitor viewer behavior by recording clickstream data in increments
as small as five seconds in order to track channel surfing. The service was launched in
60,000 homes in Philadelphia in late 2000 and has moved into several other markets.
The system has several drawbacks, however, as it is limited to households with set-top
boxes and does not account for noncable TV users or those with analog cable boxes. It
is not likely that the TargetTV service will mount a serious challenge to Nielsen any-
time soon.

Another alternative to Nielsen is the portable people meter (PPM) system, which is
being tested by Arbitron Inc.37 The pager-size device detects an inaudible code embed-
ded in the audio signal of a TV program, radio show, or Internet streaming audio. At
the end of the day, users of the device drop it into a bay station, which then sends the
ratings information to Arbitron’s central database. Arbitron maintains that the PPM is
superior to traditional set-top meters because it captures audience behavior year-
round, it tracks media use outside the home, and it tracks all different types of media.
The company began field tests of the system in Philadelphia in 2002 and plans to
expand into as many as 100 markets by 2008. Arbitron has skirted potential opposition
to the system from Nielsen by giving its one-time rival the option to develop PPM
technology if it goes into commercial production.

Many advertising professionals hope that a focus of new technology for measuring
viewing audiences will be on developing rating systems for commercials, not just for
programs. The Nielsen system measures the audiences for the programs surrounding
the commercials rather than the commercials themselves. But with new technologies
such as personal video recorders, as well as zipping, zapping, people leaving the room,
and people being distracted from the TV during commercial breaks, there is a need to
develop accurate ratings of more than just program audience viewing. Nielsen has
announced that it can now monitor the TiVo personal video recorder behavior of all the
U.S. TV households it monitors.38 However, the impending arrival of convergence
technology also means that people may soon routinely watch television shows on their
computers, personal digital assistants, and other wireless devices such as cell phones,
which will add to the problem of accurately measuring TV viewing.

For over 50 years consumers passively received TV programming and commer-
cials. This is changing rapidly, however, as the major cable operators, telecommunica-
tions companies, and others bring various entertainment, information, and interactive
services into homes via television. Researchers argue that the Nielsen system is being
overwhelmed by the explosion in the number of TV sets, delivery systems, and pro-
gram options available. These developments must be carefully monitored by advertis-
ers and media planners as well as by people in the TV industry, as they can have a
profound impact on audience size and composition and on the way advertisers use and
pay for the use of TV as an advertising medium. Improvements in measurement tech-
nology are needed to accommodate these developments.

Media experts also argue that consideration must be given to measuring media
involvement and determining when consumers are most tuned into television pro-
grams and open to receiving advertisements and other types of marketing messages.39

Current audience measurement methods are often criticized for only reporting the
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sizes of viewing audiences and not distinguishing among them in terms of the inten-
sity of their relationships with television programs. These limitations have prompted
researchers to investigate the qualitative distinctions among viewers who may all be
counted as “watching” a TV program but have very different levels of attention, atti-
tudes, and even behaviors related to the show. Researchers Cristel Russell, Andrew
Norman, and Susan Heckler have introduced the concept of audience connectedness
to capture the fact that some television viewers build relationships, loyalty, and con-
nections with certain TV shows, with the characters portrayed in these programs, and
with fellow audience members.40 These connected viewers are very different from
viewers who are less involved with a program. They may be more attentive to adver-
tising and product placements and more likely to engage in behaviors such as visiting
a program’s website or purchasing brands that are associated with the show.
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RadioTelevision has often been referred to as the ideal advertising medium, and to many
people it personifies the glamour and excitement of the industry. Radio, on the other
hand, has been called the Rodney Dangerfield of media because it gets no respect from
many advertisers. Dominated by network programming and national advertisers
before the growth of TV, radio has evolved into a primarily local advertising medium.
Network advertising generally accounts for less than 5 percent of radio’s revenue.
Radio has also become a medium characterized by highly specialized programming
appealing to very narrow segments of the population.

The importance of radio is best demonstrated by the numbers. There are more than
11,000 radio stations in this country, including 4,784 commercial AM stations and
5,766 commercial FM stations. There are over 576 million radios in use in the United
States, an average of 5.6 per household. Radio reaches 77 percent of all Americans
over the age of 12 each day and has grown into a ubiquitous background to many
activities, among them reading, driving, running, working, and socializing. The aver-
age American listens to radio 3 hours every weekday and nearly 5 hours every week-
end.41 The pervasiveness of this medium has not gone unnoticed by advertisers; radio
advertising revenue grew from $8.8 billion in 1990 to over $18 billion in 2001
(Exhibit 11-10).

Radio has survived and flourished as an advertising medium because it offers
advertisers certain advantages for communicating messages to their potential cus-
tomers. However, radio has inherent limitations that affect its role in the advertiser’s
media strategy.

Advantages of Radio
Radio has many advantages over other media, including cost and
efficiency, selectivity, flexibility, mental imagery, and integrated
marketing opportunities.

Cost and Efficiency One of the main strengths of radio as an
advertising medium is its low cost. Radio commercials are very inex-
pensive to produce. They require only a script of the commercial to
be read by the radio announcer or a copy of a prerecorded message
that can be broadcast by the station. The cost for radio time is also
low. A minute on network radio may cost only $5,000, which trans-
lates into a cost per thousand of only $3 to $4. Local advertising on
radio stations costs about $6 per thousand households, compared to
more than $20 for local TV advertising. The low relative costs of
radio make it one of the most efficient of all advertising media, and
the low absolute cost means the budget needed for an effective radio
campaign is often lower than that for other media.

The low cost of radio means advertisers can build more reach and
frequency into their media schedule within a certain budget. They
can use different stations to broaden the reach of their messages and
multiple spots to ensure adequate frequency. For example, a number
of Internet start-ups have been heavy users of radio in their efforts to
build brand awareness. Companies such as More.com, which sells

Exhibit 11-10 Radio is a
very important advertising
medium
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drugstore items on the Internet, see radio as a fast and relatively inexpensive way to
get their names known. Radio commercials can be produced more quickly than TV
spots, and the companies can run them more often.42 Many national advertisers also
recognize the cost efficiency of radio and use it as part of their media strategy.

Selectivity Another major advantage of radio is the high degree of audience
selectivity available through the various program formats and geographic coverage of
the numerous stations. Radio lets companies focus their advertising on specialized
audiences such as certain demographic and lifestyle groups. Most areas have radio sta-
tions with formats such as adult contemporary, easy listening, classical music, country,
news/talk shows, jazz, and all news, to name a few. Figure 11-6 shows the percentage
of the radio listening audience captured by various radio formats for different age
groups. For example, among 12- to 17-year-olds and 18- to 24-year olds, the most
popular radio format is contemporary hits, while those between the ages of 45 and 54
prefer news/talk. Elusive consumers like teenagers, college students, and working
adults can be reached more easily through radio than most other media.

Radio can reach consumers other media can’t. Light television viewers spend con-
siderably more time with radio than with TV and are generally an upscale market in
terms of income and education level. Light readers of magazines and newspapers also
spend more time listening to radio. Radio has become a popular way to reach specific
non-English-speaking ethnic markets. Los Angeles, New York City, Dallas, and
Miami have several radio stations that broadcast in Spanish and reach these areas’
large Hispanic markets. As mass marketing gives way to market segmentation and
regional marketing, radio will continue to grow in importance.

Flexibility Radio is probably the most flexible of all the advertising media
because it has a very short closing period, which means advertisers can change their
message almost up to the time it goes on the air. Radio commercials can usually be
produced and scheduled on very short notice. Radio advertisers can easily adjust their
messages to local market conditions and marketing situations.

Mental Imagery A potential advantage of radio that is often overlooked is that
it encourages listeners to use their imagination when processing a commercial mes-
sage. While the creative options of radio are limited, many advertisers take advantage
of the absence of a visual element to let consumers create their own picture of what is
happening in a radio message.

Radio may also reinforce television messages through a technique called image
transfer, where the images of a TV commercial are implanted into a
radio spot.43 First the marketer establishes the video image of a TV
commercial. Then it uses a similar, or even the same, audio portion
(spoken words and/or jingle) as the basis for the radio counterpart. The
idea is that when consumers hear the radio message, they will make the
connection to the TV commercial, reinforcing its video images. Image
transfer offers advertisers a way to make radio and TV ads work
together synergistically. This promotional piece put out by the Radio
Advertising Bureau shows how the image transfer process works
(Exhibit 11-11).

Integrated Marketing Opportunities Radio provides mar-
keters with a variety of integrated marketing opportunities. Radio sta-
tions become an integral part of many communities, and the deejays and
program hosts may become popular figures. Advertisers often use radio
stations and personalities to enhance their involvement with a local mar-
ket and to gain influence with local retailers. Radio also works very
effectively in conjunction with place-based/point-of-purchase promo-
tions. Retailers often use on-site radio broadcasts combined with special
sales or promotions to attract consumers to their stores and get them to
make a purchase. Live radio broadcasts are also used in conjunction with
event marketing. For example, Banana Boat Suncare often sponsors live
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Exhibit 11-11 The Radio
Advertising Bureau
promotes the concept of
imagery transfer
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12–17 18–24
Format Share (%) Format Share (%)

Contemporary hits radio (CHR) 43.7 Contemporary hits radio (CHR) 26.2
Urban 16.3 Urban 13.5
Alternative 10.5 Adult contemporary (AC) 12.1
Adult contemporary (AC) 6.9 Alternative 10.2
Hispanic 4.7 Hispanic 9.2
Country 4.3 Country 6.3
Oldies 2.6 News/talk 4.1
Album rock (AOR) 2.1 Classic rock 4.0
News/talk/information 1.8 Album rock (AOR) 3.9
Classic rock 1.6 Oldies 3.9
Religious 1.6 Religious 1.3
Remaining formats 3.5 NAC/smooth jazz 0.8

Remaining formats 4.5

24–35 35–44
Format Share (%) Format Share (%)

Adult contemporary (AC) 15.8 Adult contemporary (AC) 17.6
Contemporary hits radio (CHR) 14.3 News/talk/information 14.7
Urban 11.0 Urban 9.5
News/talk/information 10.4 Contemporary hits radio (CHR) 8.3
Hispanic 9.8 Country 8.3
Alternative 8.5 Classic rock 8.0
Country 7.2 Oldies 7.9
Oldies 5.4 Hispanic 7.8
Classic rock 5.0 Alternative 4.5
Album rock (AOR) 4.8 Album rock (AOR) 4.1
Religious 2.1 NAC/smooth jazz 3.3
NAC/smooth jazz 1.6 Religious 2.9
Classical 0.5 Classical 0.8
Remaining formats 3.6 Remaining formats 2.3

45–54 55–64
Format Share (%) Format Share (%)

News/talk/information 20.5 News/talk/information 28.1
Adult contemporary (AC) 17.5 Adult contemporary (AC) 15.2
Oldies 13.7 Country 12.6
Country 9.2 Oldies 12.3
Alternative 7.2 Hispanic 5.9
Urban 6.0 Urban 5.7
Hispanic 5.6 NAC/smooth jazz 4.5
Classic rock 5.6 Adult standards 3.9
NAC/smooth jazz 5.1 Classical 3.2
Contemporary hits radio (CHR) 4.4 Religious 3.1
Religious 2.9 Contemporary hits radio (CHR) 1.9
Album rock (AOR) 1.9 Classic rock 1.7
Classical 1.6 Alternative 0.8
Adult standards 1.0 Album rock (AOR) 0.6
Remaining formats 3.4 Remaining formats 0.5

Note: Read as the contemporary hits radio (CHR) format captures a 43.7% share of radio listening among persons 12
to 17 years old.
Source: Radio Advertising Bureau, Radio Marketing Guide & Fact Book for Advertisers, 2002–2003, p. 36.

Figure 11-6 Radio format
audience shares by age
group
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broadcast promotions at beaches, sporting events, and festivals, setting up product
booths for sampling and giveaways (Exhibit 11-12).

Limitations of Radio
Several factors limit the effectiveness of radio as an advertising medium, among them
creative limitations, fragmentation, chaotic buying procedures, limited research data,
limited listener attention, and clutter. The media planner must consider them in deter-
mining the role the medium will play in the advertising program.

Creative Limitations A major drawback of radio as an advertising medium is
the absence of a visual image. The radio advertiser cannot show the product, demon-
strate it, or use any type of visual appeal or information. A radio commercial is, like a
TV ad, a short-lived and fleeting message that is externally paced and does not allow
the receiver to control the rate at which it is processed. Because of these creative limi-
tations many companies tend to ignore radio, and agencies often assign junior people
to the development of radio commercials.

Fragmentation Another problem with radio is the high level of audience frag-
mentation due to the large number of stations. The percentage of the market tuned to
any particular station is usually very small. The top-rated radio station in many major
metropolitan areas with a number of AM and FM stations may attract less than 10 per-
cent of the total listening audience. Advertisers that want a broad reach in their radio
advertising media schedule have to buy time on a number of stations to cover even a
local market. IMC Perspective 11-6 discusses how the fragmentation of radio audi-
ences may become even greater with the emergence of satellite radio. This new tech-
nology is now available for automobiles from companies such as XM Satellite Radio.

Chaotic Buying Procedures It should be readily apparent how chaotic the
media planning and purchasing process can become for the advertiser that wants to
use radio on a nationwide spot basis. Acquiring information and evaluating and con-
tracting for time with even a fraction of the 10,500 commercial stations that operate
across the country can be very difficult and time-consuming. This problem has dimin-
ished somewhat in recent years as the number of radio networks and of syndicated
programs offering a package of several hundred stations increases.

Limited Research Data Audience research data on radio are often limited,
particularly compared with TV, magazines, or newspapers. Most radio stations are
small operations and lack the revenue to support detailed studies of their audiences.
And most users of radio are local companies that cannot support research on radio 
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Exhibit 11-12 Banana
Boat uses live radio
broadcasts to promote its
sun-care products
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 11-6

XM Hopes to Reinvent the Radio
When Fortune magazine named its Product of the Year
in 2001, the winner was a new technology that many
feel may revolutionize the way we listen to radio when
we drive. The magazine’s rationale for its selection
stated: “Of all the new technologies of 2001, XM Satel-
lite Radio is way, way, way above the rest. It’s the first
major advance in radio since FM emerged in the 1960s,
and the best thing to happen to mobile music since the
dashboard CD player.” After spending more than a bil-
lion dollars for programming and satellite operating
expenses, as well as catchy TV commercials featuring
celebrities such as David Bowie, B. B. King, and Snoop
Dogg, XM Satellite Radio hit the airways in November
2001, claiming that it will do for radio what cable did
for television.

XM radio uses “Rock” and “Roll,” its two Boeing 702
satellites stationed over the East and West Coasts, to
beam 100 audio channels from the stratosphere to
subscribers’ cars. While subscribers to satellite radio
still get regular broadcast stations via their car anten-
nas, they get 100 XM channels, about a third of which
are commercial-free. Subscribers get 71 channels of
music, including 7 for hip-hop, soul, and R&B; 5 for jazz
and blues; 5 for Latin music; and 3 for classical and
opera. Each decade from the 40s to the 90s gets its
own XM channel, featuring not just music but period
commercials and interviews with personalities from
the era. XM rounds out the lineup with news, sports,
talk, and children’s programming. The 12 news chan-
nels include Fox News and CNN; CNBC, CNNfn, and
Bloomberg News for business junkies; and CNET for
the technofile. Commercial-free news is available on 
C-SPAN or BBC World Service. XM offerings also
include radio versions of network fare from ESPN,
MTV, VH1, the Discovery Channel, and BET.

Many industry observers note that there is a
tremendous opportunity for satellite radio. There has
been consolidation in the radio industry, which has led
to repetitious, cookie-cutter formats in markets across
the country. To pay for the huge radio conglomerates
they have built, moguls must increase the commercial
load, which means less programming and more frus-
trated listeners. XM’s chief programmer, Lee Abrams,
notes that the company hopes to have the same cre-
ative effect as the FM revolution of the late 60s and
70s, which brought major changes to the radio scene.
FM’s superior sound and lack of commercial clutter
triggered a huge audience shift away from AM radio.
However, Abrams argues that FM has sprouted a pot-
belly and gone gray at the temples and become the
stodgy establishment, complacent and vulnerable to a
hard-charging rival such as XM. “Right now, we live in a

very vanilla age, radio-wise,” says Abrams. “Except for
talk radio, it’s stay in the middle, don’t upset anybody,
and play the big hits everybody’s comfortable with.
We’re 180 degrees from that. We want to challenge
people.”

If XM is going to be successful in taking on the
radio establishment, it is going to have to overcome a
number of challenges itself. One of the major chal-
lenges facing the company is getting consumers to
pay anywhere from $300 to nearly $1,000 for satellite-
radio-ready receivers, antennas, and installation
charges and then pay an additional $10 per month for
the XM service. The company’s strategy is to first win
the battle for the dashboard, where consumers spend
more than $2 billion each year to install about 11 mil-
lion after-market car radios. An additional 17 million
radios are installed annually in new vehicles, and XM
has been working the automakers to get them to make
satellite radio an option for buyers when purchasing
vehicles. XM officials claim that the company can
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listenership in their markets. Thus, media planners do not have as much audience
information available to guide them in their purchase of radio time as they do with
other media.

Limited Listener Attention Another problem that plagues radio is that it is
difficult to retain listener attention to commercials. Radio programming, particularly
music, is often the background to some other activity and may not receive the listen-
ers’ full attention. Thus they may miss all or some of the commercials. One environ-
ment where radio has a more captive audience is in cars. But getting listeners to pay
attention to commercials can still be difficult. Most people preprogram their car radio
and change stations during commercial breaks. A study by Avery Abernethy found
large differences between exposure to radio programs versus advertising for listeners
in cars. They were exposed to only half of the advertising broadcast and changed sta-
tions frequently to avoid commercials.44 Another factor that is detracting from radio
listening in motor vehicles is the rapid growth of cellular phones. A recent study found
that half of commuters surveyed who own a cell phone reported listening to less radio
than they did a year earlier.45

Clutter Clutter is just as much a problem with radio as with other advertising
media. Most radio stations carry an average of nearly 10 minutes of commercials
every hour. During the popular morning and evening rush hours, the amount of com-
mercial time may exceed 12 minutes. Also contributing to the clutter problem is the
practice of some stations to offer “commercial-free” blocks of music to attract listen-
ers. This practice results in more commercials being aired in a short time period and
may also result in listeners switching to another station rather than listening through a
long block of ads. Advertisers must create commercials that break through the clutter
or use heavy repetition to make sure their messages reach consumers. In a study of
radio listeners conducted by Edison Research, perceptions of increased ad clutter were
cited by participants as a reason for spending less time listening to radio.46

Another factor that may contribute to the problem of commercial clutter on radio is
a new technological system called Cash, developed by the Prime Image Company.47

The machine momentarily stores the broadcast of a live show, creating an impercepti-
ble delay. When the rebroadcast airs seconds later, the Cash system has reduced the
pauses between words and shortened long syllables in order to add more space for

make a profit with 4 million subscribers, which is less
than 3 percent of the nation’s 200 million registered
vehicles.

In addition to competing with one other satellite
company, Sirius Satellite Radio, XM will face a torrent
of competition from traditional radio. In 2000, the
Federal Communications Commission authorized low-
powered radio—a service that could create up to 1,000
new stations. Although their signals will not travel
very far, they will spawn a great deal of content. The
FCC also plans to auction up to 350 now-dormant FM
stations and set a standard for the AM and FM sta-
tions to switch to new digital technology, which will
allow broadcasters to offer better-quality sound as
well as new programs and services. Some experts
argue that local broadcasters have an advantage over
the new satellite technology since they can offer traf-
fic reports, local sports information, and community
talk shows that appeal to rush-hour motorists.

XM acknowledges that for people who don’t spend a
lot of time in their cars or local drivers who have a

short commute, satellite radio may be more than they
need. The natural audience for satellite radio will be
the true car potatoes—salespeople, suburban-sprawl
commuters, or long-haul drivers such as truckers (who
have their own channel on XM, Open Road). Another
market may be the real music junkies who want the lis-
tening options and superior sound quality offered by
satellite radio.

It is too early to tell whether satellite radio will revo-
lutionize our radio listening habits or become the CB-
radio fad of the new millennium. Consumers may not
want to be faced with another monthly bill for XM or
Sirius when they are used to getting radio for free.
However, remember that there was a time when many
experts predicted that people would never pay for
cable television. Stay tuned.

Sources: Jube Shiver, Jr., “Satellite Radio Aiming High,” Los Ange-

les Times, Feb. 4, 2002, pp. C1, 6; Chris Tucker, “Sky-High Fidelity,”
Southwest Airlines Spirit, Feb. 2002, pp. 76–85; “Product of the
Year,” Fortune, Dec. 24, 2001, p. 170.
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commercials. This allows stations to add up to six minutes of extra airtime per hour,
which may mean as many as 12 more 30-second commercials. Unlike the case with
previous systems that compressed broadcasts and replayed them at a faster pace, lis-
teners cannot recognize the effect. However, they are very likely to recognize the
increased number of commercials, which will only compound the clutter problem.

Buying Radio Time
The purchase of radio time is similar to that of television, as advertisers can make
either network, spot, or local buys. Since these options were reviewed in the section on
buying TV time, they are discussed here only briefly.

Network Radio Advertising time on radio can be purchased on a network basis
using one of the national networks. There are currently three major national radio net-
works, Westwood One, ABC, and Premiere. There are also more than 100 regional
radio networks across the country. Using networks minimizes the amount of negotia-
tion and administrative work needed to get national or regional coverage, and the costs
are lower than those for individual stations. However, the number of affiliated stations
on the network roster and the types of audiences they reach can vary considerably, so
the use of network radio reduces advertisers’ flexibility in selecting stations.

An important trend in radio is the increasing number of radio networks and syndi-
cated programs that offer advertisers a package of several hundred stations. For
example, conservative Rush Limbaugh’s radio show is syndicated nationally and is
carried by more than 500 stations, reaching more than 11 million people weekly
(Exhibit 11-13). Syndication reduces audience fragmentation and purchasing prob-
lems and increases radio’s appeal to national advertisers.

Spot Radio National advertisers can also use spot radio to purchase airtime on
individual stations in various markets. The purchase of spot radio provides greater
flexibility in selecting markets, individual stations, and airtime and adjusting the mes-
sage for local market conditions. Spot radio accounts for about 20 percent of radio
time sold. Figure 11-7 shows the top 20 advertisers by brand and how they allocate
their radio budgets between network and spot radio.

Local Radio By far the heaviest users of radio are local advertisers; nearly 79
percent of radio advertising time is purchased from individual stations by local com-
panies. Auto dealers, retailers, restaurants, and financial institutions are among the
heaviest users of local radio advertising. But a number of radio advertisers are switch-
ing to local cable TV because the rates are comparable and there is the added advan-
tage of TV’s visual impact.

Time Classifications
As with television, the broadcast day for radio is divided into various time periods or
dayparts, as shown in Figure 11-8. The size of the radio listening audience varies
widely across the dayparts, and advertising rates follow accordingly. The largest radio
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Exhibit 11-13 Rush
Limbaugh’s talk radio show is
syndicated nationally
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Figure 11-8 Dayparts for
radio

Morning drive time 6:00–10:00 A.M.

Daytime 10:00 A.M.–3:00 P.M.

Afternoon/evening drive time 3:00–7:00 P.M.

Nighttime 7:00 P.M.–12:00 A.M.

All night 12:00–6:00 A.M.

Figure 11-7 Radio’s top
20 national network and
spot advertisers

Rank National Brand Advertiser Total* Network* National Spot*

1 Verizon Wireless–Wireless Service $52.1 $ 4.8 $47.3

2 Cingular Wireless Service 41.7 — 41.7

3 Home Depot Home Center 39.5 — 39.5

4 AT&T Wireless Store 22.4 — 22.4

5 Autozone Parts Store 21.6 18.8 2.8

6 SBC Communications Internet 19.8 — 19.8
Services

7 Burger King Restaurant 19.7 0.2 19.5

8 Radio Shack Electronics Stores 17.4 11.5 5.9

9 Wells Fargo Bank Consumer 16.8 — 16.8
Services

10 Dish Network Satellite System 16.7 8.0 8.7

11 Dodge Dealer Assn.—various 
autos and trucks 16.7 — 16.7

12 Kohl’s Dept. Stores—multiple 16.0 — 16.0
products

13 Hyundai Dealer Assn.—various 15.7 — 15.7
autos and trucks

14 Fox TV Network Entertainment Div. 15.7 — 15.7

15 Audi Dealer Assn.—various autos 15.7 — 15.7

16 Denny’s Restaurants 15.5 — 15.5

17 Jared’s Jewelers 14.9 — 14.9

18 Epson Printers 14.3 9.2 5.1

19 State Farm Insurance—various 14.2 10.9 3.3

20 Nextel Cellular Service 13.9 — 13.9

*All revenue figures are in millions of dollars.
Source: Radio Marketing Guide & Fact Book for Advertisers, 2002–2003, p. 27.

audiences (and thus the highest rates) occur during the early morning and late afternoon
drive times. Radio rates also vary according to the number of spots or type of audience
plan purchased, the supply and demand of time available in the local market, and the
ratings of the individual station. Rate information is available directly from the stations
and is summarized in Standard Rate and Data Service’s (SRDS’s) Spot Radio Rates and
Data for both local stations and radio networks. Some stations issue rate cards like the
one shown in Figure 11-9. But many stations do not adhere strictly to rate cards and the
rates published in SRDS. Their rates are negotiable and depend on factors such as avail-
ability, time period, and number of spots purchased.
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Audience Information
One problem with radio is the lack of audience information. Because there are so
many radio stations and thus many small, fragmented audiences, the stations cannot
support the expense of detailed audience measurement. Also, owing to the nature of
radio as incidental or background entertainment, it is difficult to develop precise mea-
sures of who listens at various time periods and for how long. The major radio ratings
services are owned by Arbitron which provides audience information for local stations
and network audiences.

Arbitron Arbitron covers 286 local radio markets with one to four ratings reports
per year. Arbitron has a sample of representative listeners in each market maintain a
diary of their radio listening for seven days. Audience estimates for the market are
based on these diary records and reported by time period and selected demographics in
the Arbitron Radio Market Report, to which clients subscribe. Figure 11-10 provides a
sample page from the Arbitron ratings report for people in the 18-to-49 age target audi-
ence across the various dayparts. The three basic estimates in the Arbitron report are

• Person estimates—the estimated number of people listening.

• Rating—the percentage of listeners in the survey area population.

• Share—the percentage of the total estimated listening audience.

These three estimates are further defined by using quarter-hour and cume figures.
The average quarter-hour (AQH) figure expresses the average number of people esti-
mated to have listened to a station for a minimum of five minutes during any quarter-
hour in a time period. For example, station KCBQ has an average quarter-hour
listenership of 2,500 during the weekday 6 to 10 A.M. daypart. This means that any
weekday, for any 15-minute period during this time period, an average of 2,500 people
between the ages of 18 and 49 are tuned to this station. This figure helps to determine
the audience and cost of a spot schedule within a particular time period.

Cume stands for “cumulative audience,” the estimated total number of different
people who listened to a station for at least five minutes in a quarter-hour period within
a reported daypart. In Figure 11-10, the cumulative audience of people 18 to 49 for
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Figure 11-9 Sample radio
rate card
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station KCBQ during the weekday morning daypart is 26,300. Cume estimates the
reach potential of a radio station.

The average quarter-hour rating (AQH RTG) expresses the estimated number of
listeners as a percentage of the survey area population. The average quarter-hour
share (AQH SHR) is the percentage of the total listening audience tuned to each sta-
tion. It shows the share of listeners each station captures out of the total listening audi-
ence in the survey area. The average quarter-hour rating of station KCBQ during the
weekday 6 to 10 A.M. daypart is 0.2, while the average quarter-hour share is 0.8.

Arbitron is conducting market trials of its portable people meter (PPM) device,
which was discussed earlier in the chapter, for use in measuring radio audiences. The
radio industry and advertisers have always had concerns over the use of Arbitron’s
diary method. Many view the new PPM technology as a more valid audience measure-
ment system.48

Arbitron also recently began measuring listenership to webcasts. Arbitron Webcast
Ratings is an audience measurement service that measures Internet audio and video
tuning across all webcasting sources. However, this service is still in a pilot testing
phase.49 Arbitron’s research has found that 30 percent of online users have listened to
Internet radio stations and the number continues to grow. This will make the measure-
ment of radio listening over the Internet a very important area in the future.

RADAR Another rating service that is now owned by Arbitron is RADAR
(Radio’s All-Dimension Audience Research) studies, which are sponsored by the
major radio networks. Audience estimates are collected twice a year on the basis of
12,000 daily telephone interviews covering seven days of radio listening behavior.
Each listener is called daily for a week and asked about radio usage from the day
before until that moment. RADAR provides network audience measures, along with
estimates of audience and various segments. The audience estimates are time-period
measurements for the various dayparts. RADAR also provides estimates of network
audiences for all commercials and commercials within various programs.

As with TV, media planners must use the audience measurement information to
evaluate the value of various radio stations in reaching the advertiser’s target audience
and their relative cost. The media buyer responsible for the purchase of radio time
works with information on target audience coverage, rates, time schedules, and avail-
ability to optimize the advertiser’s radio media budget.
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Target Audience, Persons 18–49

Monday–Friday Monday–Friday
6–10 A.M. 10 A.M.–3 P.M.

AQH CUME AQH AQH AQH CUME AQH AQH
(00) (00) RTG SHR (00) (00) RTG SHR

KCBQ

METRO 25 263 .2 .8 40 365 .3 1.3

TSA 25 263 40 365

KCBQ-FM

METRO 101 684 .7 3.1 117 768 .9 3.7

TSA 101 684 117 768

KCEO

METRO 11 110 .1 .3 8 81 .1 .3

TSA 11 110 8 81

KFMB

METRO 171 790 1.3 5.3 106 678 .8 3.3

TSA 171 790 106 678

Figure 11-10 Partial sam-
ple page from Arbitron
radio ratings report
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Summary
Television and radio, or the broad-
cast media, are the most pervasive
media in most consumers’ daily
lives and offer advertisers the
opportunity to reach vast
audiences. Both broadcast media
are time- rather than space-
oriented and organized similarly in
that they use a system of
affiliated stations belonging to a
network, as well as individual sta-
tions, to broadcast their programs
and commercial messages. Adver-
tising on radio or TV can be done
on national or regional network
programs or purchased in spots
from local stations.

TV has grown faster than any
other advertising medium in
history and has become the
leading medium for national
advertisers. No other medium
offers its creative capabilities; the
combination of sight, sound, and
movement give the advertiser a
vast number of options for
presenting a commercial message

387

Target Audience, Persons 18–49

Monday–Friday Monday–Friday Weekend
3–7 P.M. 7 P.M.–Mid. 10 A.M.–7 P.M.

AQH CUME AQH AQH AQH CUME AQH AQH AQH CUME AQH AQH
(00) (00) RTG SHR (00) (00) RTG SHR (00) (00) RTG SHR

KCBQ

METRO 36 340 .3 1.4 6 138 .5 51 356 .4 2.4

TSA 36 340 6 138 51 356

KCBQ-FM

METRO 83 736 .6 3.2 23 354 .2 2.1 67 616 .5 3.2

TSA 83 736 23 354 67 616

KCEO

METRO 10 95 .1 .4 8 1 8

TSA 10 95 8 1 8

KFMB

METRO 141 1092 1.0 5.4 87 827 .6 7.9 92 567 .7 4.4

TSA 141 1092 87 827 92 567

with high impact. Television also
offers advertisers mass coverage
at a low relative cost. Variations in
programming and audience com-
position, along with the growth of
cable, are helping TV offer more
audience selectivity to advertisers.
While television is often viewed as
the ultimate advertising medium,
it has several limitations,
including the high cost of produc-
ing and airing commercials, a lack
of selectivity relative to other
media, the fleeting nature of the
message, and the problem of com-
mercial clutter. The latter two
problems have been compounded
in recent years by the trend toward
shorter commercials.

Information regarding the size
and composition of national and
local TV audiences is provided by
the A. C. Nielsen Co. The amount of
money networks or stations can
charge for commercial time on
their programs is based on its
audience measurement figures.

This information is also important
to media planners, as it is used to
determine the combination of
shows needed to attain specific
levels of reach and frequency with
the advertiser’s target market.

Future trends in television
include the continued growth of
cable, competition to local cable
operators from direct broadcast
satellite systems, and a resulting
increase in channels available to
television households. Changes
are also likely to occur in the mea-
surement of viewing audiences—
for example, continuous
measurement of audiences.

The role of radio as an
entertainment and advertising
medium has changed with the
rapid growth of television. Radio
has evolved into a primarily local
advertising medium that offers
highly specialized programming
appealing to narrow segments of
the market. Radio offers advertis-
ers the opportunity to build high
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reach and frequency into their
media schedules and to reach
selective audiences at a very effi-
cient cost. It also offers opportuni-
ties for integrated marketing
programs such as place-based pro-
motions and event sponsorships.

The major drawback of radio is
its creative limitations owing to the
absence of a visual image. The
short and fleeting nature of the
radio commercial, the highly frag-
mented nature of the radio audi-
ence, and clutter are also problems.

As with TV, the rate structure
for radio advertising time varies
with the size of the audience deliv-
ered. The primary sources of audi-
ence information are Arbitron for
local radio and its RADAR studies
for network audiences.
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Discussion Questions
1. The opening vignette to the chap-
ter discusses how personal video
recorders (PVRs) being marketed 
by companies such as TiVo and
SONICblue are becoming more pop-
ular. Discuss how these products
are impacting the way people watch
television. What are the implica-
tions for television’s traditional
advertising business model?

2. Discuss the advantages of 
television as an advertising
medium and the importance of
these factors to major advertisers
such as automobile companies or
packaged-goods marketers.

3. IMC Perspective 11-1 discusses
how some major companies are no
longer advertising on the Super
Bowl. Discuss the pros and cons of
advertising during the Super Bowl.
Do you feel that paying more than
$2 million for a 30-second spot on
the big game is a good investment?
Why or why not?

4. Explain what is meant by zipping
and zapping and how they affect
television viewing behavior. Dis-

cuss some of the ways advertisers
can deal with the zapping problem.

5. Discuss how the growth of 
Spanish-language television net-
works in the United States such as
Univision and Telemundo is likely
to affect the media strategy of
marketers targeting the Hispanic
market.

6. IMC Perspective 11-3 discusses
how ESPN is changing its strategy
and adding more entertainment
programs such as variety shows,
reality shows, and original movies.
Discuss the reasons ESPN is mak-
ing these changes in its program-
ming. Do you think these changes
will be successful in increasing the
viewing audience for ESPN?

7. Discuss the various reasons 
reality programs such as The
Osbournes, Survivor, The Bachelor-
ette, and American Idol have
become so popular. How is the
growing popularity of these shows
impacting the television viewing
audience?

8. Evaluate the use of sweeps 
ratings periods as a method for
measuring local television viewing
audiences. Do you think sweeps
ratings provide reliable and valid
estimates of local television view-
ing audiences? How might they be
improved?

9. Discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of advertising on
radio. Discuss how radio advertis-
ing might be used by national ver-
sus local advertisers.

10. IMC Perspective 11-6 discusses
how companies such as XM and
Sirius are trying to market satel-
lite radio. Discuss how satellite
radio might impact traditional
radio and the business model for
radio advertising if it is success-
ful. Do you think satellite radio will
be successful? Why or why not?

11. Discuss how the concept of
image transfer can be used in
radio advertising. Find an example
of a radio campaign that is using
this concept and evaluate it.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To examine the structure of the magazine and
newspaper industries and the role of each
medium in the advertising program.

2. To analyze the advantages and limitations of
magazines and newspapers as advertising media.

3. To examine the various types of magazines and
newspapers and the value of each as an advertis-
ing medium.

4. To discuss how advertising space is purchased in
magazines and newspapers, how readership is
measured, and how rates are determined.

5. To consider future developments in magazines
and newspapers and how these trends will influ-
ence their use as advertising media.

Evaluation of Print Media

12
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For more than three decades Rolling Stone mag-

azine has been considered the bible of music and

popular culture. The magazine’s founder and

publisher, Jan Wenner, was able to build Rolling

Stone into a publishing empire because he was

one of the first magazine moguls to recognize

that rock ‘n’ roll was the language of choice for

the baby-boom generation. Wenner also had the

insight and daring to move the magazine

beyond music into movies, politics, and other sig-

nificant cultural issues. Rolling Stone took its

readers to the bloody streets outside the 1968

Democratic convention in Chicago, to Wood-

stock, and to the Vietnam war. It also led its read-

ers into the minds of some of the greatest

performing artists of the time, such as John

Lennon, Bob Dylan, and Mick Jagger, with long,

penetrating interviews by Wenner himself. The

magazine attracted some of the finest writers in

the country and featured the work of gifted pho-

tographers such as Annie Leibovitz. It was an

honor for writers to be published in the maga-

zine and for musicians to be on the cover.

Rolling Stone dominated the music/pop cultural

space for more than two decades. However, in the

late 80s and early 90s the music scene began to

change with the emergence of new genres such as

alternative rock, metal, rap, and hip-hop. Critics

note that Rolling Stone’s music focus began to

blur and it fell behind in its coverage of new artists

and musical trends, a situation that created an

opportunity for new publications. One of the

major competitors to emerge was Spin magazine,

which was started in 1986 by Bob Guccione, Jr.,

who moved the magazine aggressively into alter-

native rock and metal in the early 90s. Guccione

notes that he modeled the magazine after Rolling

Stone: “My model for Spin was Rolling Stone of

the 70s, which meant something to me when I was

a young man. My romanticism was to parallel

what Rolling Stone meant to me when I was 18

and have Spin be that to today’s people who are

18.” In addition to Spin, Rolling Stone is now

being encroached upon by other direct competi-

tors such as Vibe, Blender, and Alternative Press as

well as publications targeting the young male

audience, ranging from ESPN The Magazine to

“lad mags” such as Maxim, Stuff, and FHM.

Rolling Stone must find a way to make the

magazine essential again in a publishing world

that has been inspired by it and has long been

chipping away at its relevance. Jan Wenner says:

“Maybe there is a generational change. Maybe

there is a larger significance. But Rolling Stone

has got to be as relevant today as it was 25 or 30

years ago.” Rolling Stone is taking steps not only

to remain relevant but to recapture its position

as a cutting-edge publication that is the bible of

Rolling Stone Reinvents Itself
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music and popular culture. The magazine has

undergone a major redesign and changes to

update its image and make it appealing to a

younger audience. The new Rolling Stone has

shorter articles, brighter colors, and less serious

news content. The Rock ‘n’ Roll section has been

expanded, with new subsections like “rock feuds,”

which highlights rock-star whining in convenient

sound-byte form. The Reviews section has been

broadened to regularly feature movies, books,

DVDs, video games, and music gadgets. The New

Releases section has been expanded to include

more CD reviews in each issue and compete with

Blender’s exhaustive review section. The

redesigned Rolling Stone uses more sidebars and

navigational aids like toolbars that emblazon

department titles across the pages it runs.

The CEO of another publishing company

equates the challenge facing Rolling Stone with

that facing Levi’s jeans, noting: “They are both

iconic brands in their own sectors, but the biggest

challenge is to make sure folks don’t perceive Levi’s

as my father’s jeans and Rolling Stone as my

father’s magazine.” In the late 80s Rolling Stone

ran its now famous “Perception/reality” campaign,

which was successful in repositioning the publica-

tion and changing advertisers’ image of the type of

person who reads the magazine. The goal of the

campaign was to convince advertisers that Rolling

Stone was not a “hippie magazine” read only by

those stuck in the 60s but rather that it reached a

well-educated and affluent audience and reflected

the changing attitudes, ideas, and lifestyles of peo-

ple who were changing the world. The challenge

facing Rolling Stone this time is different, as it

must now convince a new generation of young

people that it is still relevant to them.

Sources: “It’s Over 30; Can Rolling Stone Be Trusted?” Los Ange-
les Times, Sept. 7, 2002, pp. F1, 5; Jon Fine, Rolling Stone Rein-
vents Itself,” Advertising Age, Aug. 26, 2002, pp. 1, 19.
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Magazines and newspapers have been advertising media for more than two centuries;
for many years, they were the only major media available to advertisers. With the
growth of the broadcast media, particularly television, reading habits declined. More
consumers turned to TV viewing not only as their primary source of entertainment but
also for news and information. But despite the competition from the broadcast media,
newspapers and magazines have remained important media vehicles to both con-
sumers and advertisers.

Thousands of magazines are published in the United States and throughout the
world. They appeal to nearly every specific consumer interest and lifestyle, as well as
to thousands of businesses and occupations. By becoming a highly specialized
medium that reaches specific target audiences, the magazine industry has prospered.
Newspapers are still the primary advertising medium in terms of both ad revenue and
number of advertisers. Newspapers are particularly important as a local advertising
medium for hundreds of thousands of retail businesses and are often used by large
national advertisers as well.

Magazines and newspapers are an important part of our lives. For many con-
sumers, newspapers are their primary source of product information. They would not
think of going shopping without checking to see who is having a sale or clipping
coupons from the weekly food section or Sunday inserts. Many people read a number
of different magazines each week or month to become better informed or simply
entertained. Individuals employed in various occupations rely on business magazines
to keep them current about trends and developments in their industries as well as in
business in general.

While most of us are very involved with the print media, it is important to keep in
mind that few newspapers or magazines could survive without the support of advertis-
ing revenue. Consumer magazines generate an average of 47 percent of their revenues
from advertising; business publications receive nearly 73 percent. Newspapers gener-
ate 70 percent of their total revenue from advertising. In many cities, the number of
daily newspapers has declined because they could not attract enough advertising rev-
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The role of magazines and newspapers in the advertiser’s media
plan differs from that of the broadcast media because they allow the
presentation of detailed information that can be processed at the
reader’s own pace. The print media are not intrusive like radio and
TV, and they generally require some effort on the part of the reader
for the advertising message to have an impact. For this reason, newspapers and maga-
zines are often referred to as high-involvement media.1 Over 80 percent of U.S. house-
holds subscribe to or purchase magazines, while the average household buys six
different magazines each year.2

Newspapers are received in nearly two-thirds of American households daily. Most
magazines, however, reach a very selective audience. Like radio, they can be valuable
in reaching specific types of consumers and market segments. While both magazines
and newspapers are print media, the advantages and disadvantages of the two are quite
different, as are the types of advertising each attracts. This chapter focuses on these
two major forms of print media. It examines the specific advantages and limitations of
each, along with factors that are important in determining when and how to use news-
papers and magazines in the media plan.
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The Role of Magazines 
and Newspapers

Over the past several decades, magazines have grown rapidly to serve the educational,
informational, and entertainment needs of a wide range of readers in both the con-
sumer and business markets. Magazines are the most specialized of all advertising
media. While some magazines—such as Reader’s Digest, Time, and TV Guide—are
general mass-appeal publications, most are targeted to a very specific audience. There
is a magazine designed to appeal to nearly every type of consumer in terms of demo-
graphics, lifestyle, activities, interests, or fascination. Numerous magazines are tar-
geted toward specific businesses and industries as well as toward individuals engaged
in various professions (Exhibit 12-1).

The wide variety makes magazines an appealing medium to a vast number of
advertisers. Although TV accounts for the largest dollar amount of advertising expen-
ditures among national advertisers, more companies advertise in magazines than in
any other medium. Users of magazines range from large consumer-product companies
such as Procter & Gamble and General Motors, which spend over $400 million a year
on magazine advertising, to a small company advertising scuba equipment in Skin
Diver magazine.

Classifications of Magazines
To gain some perspective on the various types of magazines available and
the advertisers that use them, consider the way magazines are generally
classified. Standard Rate and Data Service (SRDS), the primary reference
source on periodicals for media planners, divides magazines into three
broad categories based on the audience to which they are directed: con-
sumer, farm, and business publications. Each category is then further clas-
sified according to the magazine’s editorial content and audience appeal.

Consumer Magazines Consumer magazines are bought by the
general public for information and/or entertainment. SRDS divides 2,700
domestic consumer magazines into 75 classifications, among them gen-
eral editorial, sports, travel, and women’s. Another way of classifying
consumer magazines is by distribution: They can be sold through sub-
scription or circulation, store distribution, or both. Time and Newsweek
are sold both through subscription and in stores; Woman’s World is sold
only through stores. People magazine was originally sold only through
stores but then added subscription sales as it gained in popularity. Figure
12-1 shows the top 10 magazines in terms of subscriptions and single-
copy sales, respectively. Magazines can also be classified by frequency;
weekly, monthly, and bimonthly are the most common.

Magazines

Exhibit 12-1 Magazines
targeted to a specific
industry or profession

enue to support their operations. The print media must be able to attract large numbers
of readers or a very specialized audience to be of interest to advertisers.
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Consumer magazines represent the major portion of the magazine industry,
accounting for nearly two-thirds of all advertising dollars spent in magazines. Con-
sumer magazines are best suited to marketers interested in reaching general consumers
of products and services as well as to companies trying to reach a specific target mar-
ket. The most frequently advertised categories in consumer magazines are automotive,
direct response, toiletries and cosmetics, computers, office equipment and stationery,
and business and consumer services. Marketers of tobacco products spend much of
their media budget in magazines, since they are prohibited from advertising in the
broadcast media.

While large national advertisers tend to dominate consumer magazine advertising
in terms of expenditures, the more than 2,000 consumer magazines are also important
to smaller companies selling products that appeal to specialized markets. Special-
interest magazines assemble consumers with similar lifestyles or interests and offer
marketers an efficient way to reach these people with little wasted coverage or circula-
tion. For example, a manufacturer of ski or snowboarding equipment such as Nordica,

Rossignol, or Salomon might find Powder the best vehicle for advertising
to skiers or snowboarders.

Not only are these specialty magazines of value to firms interested in
reaching a specific market segment, but their editorial content often creates
a very favorable advertising environment for relevant products and ser-
vices. For example, avid skiers and snowboarders cannot wait for the first
snowfall after reading the season’s first issues of Snowboarding or Powder
magazine and may be quite receptive to the ads they carry for skiing and
snowboarding products and destination ski resorts (Exhibit 12-2).

Farm Publications The second major SRDS category consists of
all the magazines directed to farmers and their families. About 300 publi-
cations are tailored to nearly every possible type of farming or agricultural
interest. Standard Rate and Data Service breaks farm publications into 9
classifications, ranging from general-interest magazines aimed at all types
of farmers (e.g., Farm Journal, Successful Farming, Progressive Farmer)
to those in specialized agricultural areas such as poultry (Gobbles), hog
farming (National Hog Farmer), or cattle raising (Beef—see Exhibit 12-3).
A number of farm publications are directed at farmers in specific states or
regions, such as Nebraska Farmer or Montana Farmer Stockman. Farm
publications are not classified with business publications because histori-
cally farms were not perceived as businesses.
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Figure 12-1 Top
magazines by subscriptions
and single-copy sales

By Single-Copy Sales

1. Cosmopolitan 2,043,873

2. Family Circle 1,607,143

3. Woman’s World 1,575,731

4. National Enquirer 1,467,702

5. Woman’s Day 1,419,322

6. People Weekly 1,392,465

7. First For Women 1,392,465

8. Star 1,194,676

9. Glamour 1,007,390

10. Good Housekeeping 1,001,224

By Subscriptions

1. NRTA/AARP Bulletin 21,712,410

2. AARP Modern Maturity 17,538,189

3. Reader’s Digest 11,527,098

4. TV Guide 8,103,380

5. Better Homes and Gardens 7,268,408

6. National Geographic 6,630,182

7. Time 3,948,602

8. My Generation 3,843,250

9. Ladies’ Home Journal 3,746,271

10. Good Housekeeping 3,707,740

Note: Figures are averages for first six months of 2002 based on Audit Bureau of Circulation statements.
Source; Magazine Publishers of America, fact sheet, www.magazine.org.

Exhibit 12-2
Snowboarding magazine is
an excellent medium for
reaching the serious
snowboarder
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Business Publications Business publications are
those magazines or trade journals published for specific
businesses, industries, or occupations. Standard Rate and
Data Service breaks down over 9,300 U.S. magazines
and trade journals into more than 180 market classifica-
tions. The major classifications include:

1. Magazines directed at specific professional groups,
such as National Law Review for lawyers and
Architectural Forum for architects.

2. Industrial magazines directed at businesspeople in
various manufacturing and production industries—for
example, Iron and Steelmaker, Chemical Week, and
Industrial Engineering.

3. Trade magazines targeted to wholesalers, dealers, dis-
tributors, and retailers, among them Progressive Gro-
cer, Drug Store News, Women’s Wear Daily, and
Restaurant Business.

4. General business magazines aimed at executives in all
areas of business, such as Forbes, Fortune, and Busi-
nessWeek. (General business publications are also
included in SRDS’s consumer publications edition.)

5. Health care publications targeted to various areas
including dental, medical and surgical, nursing,
biotechnological sciences, and hospital
administration.

The numerous business publications reach specific
types of professional people with particular interests and give them important infor-
mation relevant to their industry, occupation, and/or careers. Business publications are
important to advertisers because they provide an efficient way of reaching the specific
types of individuals who constitute their target market. Much marketing occurs at the
trade and business-to-business level, where one company sells its products or services
directly to another.

Advantages of Magazines
Magazines have a number of characteristics that make them attractive as an advertis-
ing medium. Strengths of magazines include their selectivity, excellent reproduction
quality, creative flexibility, permanence, prestige, readers’ high receptivity and
involvement, and services they offer to advertisers.

Selectivity One of the main advantages of using magazines as an advertising
medium is their selectivity, or ability to reach a specific target audience. Magazines
are the most selective of all media except direct mail. Most magazines are published
for special-interest groups. The thousands of magazines published in the United
States reach all types of consumers and businesses and allow advertisers to target
their advertising to segments of the population who buy their products. For example,
Modern Photography is targeted toward camera buffs, Stereo Review reaches those
with an avid interest in music, and Ebony focuses on the upscale African-American
market. Many new magazines are introduced each year targeting new interests and
trends. According to Samir Husni, who has been tracking magazine launches since
1985, the category with the greatest number of new magazines during the past 15
years is sports.3 Nearly 1,000 new titles have been introduced into the crowded
sports magazine field, with many of these launches occurring in recent years. Many
of the new magazines are targeted at nontraditional sports, such as skateboarding,
snowboarding, wrestling, and weight lifting. For example, Muscle & Fitness Hers is
a new magazine that targets women who are into serious fitness training and weight
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magazine is read by many
cattle ranchers
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lifting (Exhibit 12-4). Weider Publications launched the magazine in
response to the recent dramatic increase in strength training by
women.4

In addition to providing selectivity based on interests, magazines can
provide advertisers with high demographic and geographic selectivity.
Demographic selectivity, or the ability to reach specific demographic
groups, is available in two ways. First, most magazines are, as a result
of editorial content, aimed at fairly well defined demographic segments.
Ladies’ Home Journal, Ms., Self, and Cosmopolitan are read predomi-
nantly by women; Esquire, Playboy, and Sports Illustrated are read
mostly by men. Older consumers can be reached through publications
like Modern Maturity. IMC Perspective 12-1 discusses how publishers
have been introducing new magazines targeted at teens in an effort to
reach this elusive, but important, market segment.

A second way magazines offer demographic selectivity is through
special editions. Even magazines that appeal to broader audiences, such
as Reader’s Digest, Time, or Newsweek, can provide a high degree of
demographic selectivity through their special demographic editions.
Most of the top consumer magazines publish different editions targeted
at different demographic markets.

Geographic selectivity lets an advertiser focus ads in certain cities or
regions. One way to achieve geographic selectivity is by using a magazine that is tar-
geted toward a particular area. Magazines devoted to regional interests include Yan-
kee (New England), Southern Living (South), Sunset (West), and Texas Monthly
(guess where?), among many others. One of the more successful media developments
of recent years has been the growth of city magazines in most major American cities.
Los Angeles Magazine, Philadelphia, and Boston, to name a few, provide residents of
these areas with articles concerning lifestyle, events, and the like, in these cities and
their surrounding metropolitan areas (Exhibit 12-5). City and regional magazines
make it possible for advertisers to focus on specific local markets that may be of inter-
est to them. These publications also have a readership profile that appeals to mar-
keters of upscale brands: high income, college educated, loyal, and influential in their
communities.

Another way to achieve geographic selectivity in magazines is through purchasing
ad space in specific geographic editions of national or regional magazines. A number
of publications divide their circulation into groupings based on regions or major met-
ropolitan areas and offer advertisers the option of concentrating their ads in these edi-
tions. For example, Newsweek breaks the United States into 11 geographic areas and
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Exhibit 12-5 City
magazines offer advertisers
high geographic selectivity

Exhibit 12-4 Muscle &
Fitness Hers is one of the
many magazines launched
in the sports category in
recent years
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 12-1

Magazines Seek the Most Elusive Readers
of All—Young Males
Teenagers are one of the fastest-growing market seg-
ments in America. There are nearly 31 million teenagers
in the United States, and according to Teenage
Research Unlimited (TRU), a market research firm that
specializes in teens, they spend more than $155 billion a
year. While their numbers and purchasing power make
them a very attractive segment for marketers, teens
are very difficult to reach—particularly through maga-
zines. Teenagers spend a lot more time listening to
radio, watching TV, and surfing the Internet than read-
ing magazines. And while teenagers in general are an
elusive segment for advertisers, young males are a par-
ticularly difficult audience to capture.

According to TRU, 80 percent of girls between the
ages of 12 and 19 read a magazine for pleasure every
week compared to only 65 percent of boys. The Big Five
teen magazines—Seventeen, YM, Teen, Teen People, and
CosmoGirl—all target girls. Only Teen People manages
to pull in a sizable male audience, as male teens
account for around 20 percent of its readers. Conven-
tional wisdom in the magazine industry says that
teenage males are too antsy to cozy up with a magazine
for any length of time. And when they do, they tend to
read publications such as Sports Illustrated, ESPN The
Magazine, or niche titles catering to specific interests
such as extreme sports or video gaming. Publishers
also note that teen guys are so worried about being
teased by friends for needing advice on things such as
muscle building or snagging girls that they balk at
picking up magazines that deal with these topics. And
today, no matter how racy the content, it’s difficult for a
magazine to compete with the raw subject matter avail-
able on the Internet and many cable TV channels.

While few magazines have been successful in reach-
ing the elusive teenage male segment on a large scale,
publishers continue to look for the right formula to do
so. After years of watching girl-oriented magazines
dominate the teen-glossies market, a number of pub-
lishers are trying to lure teenage boys. For example,
Rodale Inc. created a spin-off of its Men’s Health maga-
zine for teen guys called MH-18. The new magazine’s
content was similar to the girl’s magazine Seventeen as
it included boyish lifestyle fare: workout plans, girl-
kissing tips, and ways to boost grades. When MH-18 was
launched in August 2000, the editor acknowledged
that it was a risky venture as he was not sure how teen
guys would respond to the new magazine. It did not
take long for him to get an answer: MH-18 lasted only
one year before being shuttered by the publisher.

While MH-18 was unsuccessful with a fairly tame
editorial mix, another publisher, TransWorld Media, is
taking a different approach with its publication

Stance, which debuted in early 2000. The new publica-
tion takes its cover-shot and content cues from adult
magazines such as Gear, Maxim, Stuff, and FHM.
Stance’s publisher says that the magazine is a combi-
nation of the things teenage boys want to look at:
girls, action sports, video games, cars, and music.
Stance steers clear of grooming articles and girl-
getting pointers, focusing more on cool stuff to buy
such as computers and video game players and exotic
things to do such as snowboarding in Austria. The
magazine has been very successful in attracting read-
ers as well as a variety of advertisers.

Marketers will be keeping a close watch on Stance and
other new magazines that target the elusive teen male
market. Advertisers would love to see magazines that
can attract teenage boys succeed so that they can better
target this important market segment. Publishers have
already proved that they can attract teenage girls. Now if
they can only get the guys to pick up a magazine!

Sources: Jon Fine, “Rodale Names Steve Murphy New CEO,” Adver-

tising Age, Jan. 14, 2002, p. 7; Larry Dobrow, “Sounding Boards,”
Advertising Age, June 25, 2001, pp. S1, 8; Erin White, “Teen Mags for
Guys Not Dolls,” The Wall Street Journal, Aug. 10, 2000, pp. B1, 4.
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offers regional editions for each, as shown in Exhibit 12-6. Newsweek also offers
advertisers their choice of editions directed to the top 40, 20, or 10 metropolitan areas.
Many magazines allow advertisers to combine regional or metropolitan editions to
best match the geographic market of interest to them.

Standard Rate and Data Service lists over 350 consumer magazines offering geo-
graphic and/or demographic editions. Regional advertisers can purchase space in edi-
tions that reach only areas where they have distribution, yet still enjoy the prestige of
advertising in a major national magazine. National advertisers can use the geographic
editions to focus their advertising on areas with the greatest potential or those needing
more promotional support. They can also use regional editions to test-market products
or alternative promotional campaigns in various regions of the country.

Ads in regional editions can also list the names of retailers or distributors in various
markets, thus encouraging greater local support from the trade. The trend toward
regional marketing is increasing the importance of having regional media available to
marketers. The availability of regional and demographic editions can also reduce the
cost per thousand for reaching desired audiences.

Reproduction Quality One of the most valued attributes of magazine advertising
is the reproduction quality of the ads. Magazines are generally printed on high-quality
paper stock and use printing processes that provide excellent reproduction in black and
white or color. Since magazines are a visual medium where illustrations are often a domi-
nant part of an ad, this is a very important property. The reproduction quality of most
magazines is far superior to that offered by the other major print medium of newspapers,
particularly when color is needed. The use of color has become a virtual necessity in most
product categories, and more than two-thirds of all magazine ads now use color.

Creative Flexibility In addition to their excellent reproduction capabilities, maga-
zines also offer advertisers a great deal of flexibility in terms of the type, size, and place-
ment of the advertising material. Some magazines offer (often at extra charge) a variety of
special options that can enhance the creative appeal of the ad and increase attention and
readership. Examples include gatefolds, bleed pages, inserts, and creative space buys.

Gatefolds enable an advertiser to make a striking presentation by using a third page
that folds out and gives the ad an extra-large spread. Gatefolds are often found at the
inside cover of large consumer magazines or on some inside pages. Advertisers use gate-
folds to make a very strong impression, especially on special occasions such as the intro-
duction of a new product or brand. For example, automobile advertisers often use
gatefolds to introduce new versions of their cars each model year. Not all magazines offer
gatefolds, however, and they must be reserved well in advance and are sold at a premium.

Bleed pages are those where the advertisement extends all the way to the end of the
page, with no margin of white space around the ad. Bleeds give the ad an impression
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Exhibit 12-6 Geographic
editions of Newsweek
magazine
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of being larger and make a more dramatic impact. Many
magazines charge an extra 10 to 20 percent for bleeds.

In addition to gatefolds and bleed pages, creative
options available through magazines include unusual page
sizes and shapes. Some advertisers have grabbed readers’
attention by developing three-dimensional pop-up ads that
jump off the page. Exhibit 12-7 shows a pop-up ad that
Nabisco used in several trade magazines to promote its
Reduced Fat cracker and cookie products.

Various other inserts are used in many magazines.
These include return cards, recipe booklets, coupons,
records, and even product samples. Cosmetic companies
use scratch-and-sniff inserts to introduce new fragrances,
and some companies use them to promote deodorants,
laundry detergents, or other products whose scent is
important. Inserts are also used in conjunction with direct-
response ads and as part of sales promotion strategies.

Scented ads, pop-ups, singing ads, and other techniques are ways to break through
the clutter in magazines and capture consumers’ attention. However, there recently has
been some backlash against various types of printaculars. Critics argue that they alter
the appearance and feel of a magazine and the reader’s relationship to it. Advertisers
do not want to run regular ads that have to compete against heavy inserts, pop-ups,
talking ads, or other distractions. Some advertisers and agencies are even asking pub-
lishers to notify them when they plan to run any spectacular inserts so that they can
decide whether to pull their regular ads from the issue.5

Creative space buys are another option of magazines. Some magazines let advertisers
purchase space units in certain combinations to increase the impact of their media bud-
get. For example, WD-40, an all-purpose lubrication product, uses half- or quarter-page
ads on consecutive pages of several magazines, mentioning a different use for the prod-
uct on each page, as shown in Exhibit 12-8. This strategy gives the company greater
impact for its media dollars and is helpful in promoting the product’s variety of uses.
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Exhibit 12-8 WD-40 uses
quarter-page ads to get
greater impact from its
media budget

Exhibit 12-7 Nabisco
used a pop-up ad to get the
attention of trade magazine
readers
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Permanence Another distinctive advantage offered by magazines is their long
life span. TV and radio are characterized by fleeting messages that have a very short
life span; newspapers are generally discarded soon after being read. Magazines, how-
ever, are generally read over several days and are often kept for reference. They are
retained in the home longer than any other medium and are generally referred to on
several occasions. A study of magazine audiences found that readers devote nearly an
hour over a period of two or three days to reading an average magazine.6 Studies have
also found that nearly 75 percent of consumers retain magazines for future reference.7

One benefit of the longer life of magazines is that reading occurs at a less hurried pace
and there is more opportunity to examine ads in considerable detail. This means 
ads can use longer and more detailed copy, which can be very important for high-
involvement and complex products or services. The permanence of magazines also
means readers can be exposed to ads on multiple occasions and can pass magazines
along to other readers.

Prestige Another positive feature of magazine advertising is the prestige the
product or service may gain from advertising in publications with a favorable image.
Companies whose products rely heavily on perceived quality, reputation, and/or image
often buy space in prestigious publications with high-quality editorial content whose
consumers have a high level of interest in the advertising pages. For example, Esquire
and GQ cover men’s fashions in a very favorable environment, and a clothing manu-
facturer may advertise its products in these magazines to enhance the prestige of its
lines. Architectural Digest provides an impressive editorial environment that includes
high-quality photography and artwork. The magazine’s upscale readers are likely to
have a favorable image of the publication that may transfer to the products advertised
on its pages. Good Housekeeping provides a unique consumer’s refund or replacement
policy for products that bear the limited warranty seal or advertise in the magazine.
This can increase a consumer’s confidence in a particular brand and reduce the amount
of perceived risk associated with a purchase.

While most media planners recognize that the environment created by a publication
is important, it can be difficult to determine the image a magazine provides. Subjective
estimates based on media planners’ experience are often used to assess a magazine’s
prestige, as are objective measures such as reader opinion surveys.8

Consumer Receptivity and Involvement With the exception of newspa-
pers, consumers are more receptive to advertising in magazines than in any other
medium. Magazines are generally purchased because the information they contain

interests the reader, and ads provide additional information that may be
of value in making a purchase decision. The Study of Media Involve-
ment conducted for the Magazine Publishers of America (MPA) found
that magazines are the medium turned to most by consumers for knowl-
edge, information, and usable ideas (see Figure 12-2). The study found
that magazines are consumers’ primary source of information for a
variety of products and services, including automobiles, beauty and
grooming, clothing and fashion, financial planning, and personal and
business travel.9 The MPA cites consumer involvement as a reason for
the success of magazine advertising in its “Magazine Plans That Work”
campaign. This campaign consists of a series of ads promoting the
results achieved by advertisers who have made magazines the lead
media vehicle or part of their media mix plan (Exhibit 12-9).

In addition to their relevance, magazine ads are likely to be
received favorably by consumers because, unlike broadcast ads, they
are nonintrusive and can easily be ignored. Studies show that the
majority of magazine readers welcome ads; only a small percentage
have negative attitudes toward magazine advertising.10 Some maga-
zines, such as bridal or fashion publications, are purchased as much
for their advertising as for their editorial content. MPA-sponsored
studies have shown that magazine readers are more likely to attend to
and recall ads than are TV viewers.
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Exhibit 12-9 The MPA has
been promoting the value
of magazines in successful
marketing and brand-
building programs with a
series of ads such as the one
shown
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Services A final advantage of magazines is the special services some publications
offer advertisers. Some magazines have merchandising staffs that call on trade inter-
mediaries like retailers to let them know a product is being advertised in their publica-
tion and to encourage them to display or promote the item. Another service offered by
magazines (usually the larger ones) is research studies that they conduct on con-
sumers. These studies may deal with general consumer trends, changing purchase pat-
terns, and media usage or may be relevant to a specific product or industry.

An important service offered by some magazines is split runs, where two or more
versions of an ad are printed in alternate copies of a particular issue of a magazine.
This service is used to conduct a split-run test, which allows the advertiser to deter-
mine which ad generates the most responses or inquiries, providing some evidence as
to their effectiveness.

Disadvantages of Magazines
Although the advantages offered by magazines are considerable, they have certain
drawbacks too. These include the costs of advertising, their limited reach and fre-
quency, the long lead time required in placing an ad, and the problem of clutter and
heavy advertising competition.

Costs The costs of advertising in magazines vary according to the size of the audi-
ence they reach and their selectivity. Advertising in large mass-circulation magazines
like TV Guide, Time, or Reader’s Digest can be very expensive. For example, a full-
page, four-color ad in Time magazine’s national edition (circulation 4.2 million) cost
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Figure 12-2 Magazines
are the premier source of
consumer knowledge

The Study of Media Involvement,
conducted by Beta Research, an 
independent research firm, reports
that magazines are the medium
turned to most by consumers for
knowledge, information, and usable
ideas. In fact, 95 percent of U.S.
adults cite magazines as their premier
source of insight and ideas. This is
also true when consumers seek 
information about specific topics
affecting their lives—ranging from
automobiles to fashion to personal
finance.

Note: Based on net of 12 measured product categories,
multiple responses.

Percent of Adults Referring to:

Area of Interest Magazines TV Newspapers Radio

Automobiles 39% 21% 29% 1%

Beauty and grooming 63 20 5 0

Clothing and fashion 58 18 15 0

Computers: hardware and software 54 14 11 0

Food 50 19 22 1

Fitness and exercise 49 36 6 1

Financial planning 45 11 31 2

Home repair/decorating 69 13 11 0

Sports: equipment/performance 49 24 7 1

Travel: personal and business 42 16 29 2
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$202,000 in 2002. Popular positions such as the back cover cost even more. By con-
trast, a full-page, four-color ad in Tennis (circulation 710,000) cost $64,000.

Like any medium, magazines must be considered not only from an absolute cost
perspective but also in terms of relative costs. Most magazines emphasize their effec-
tiveness in reaching specific target audiences at a low cost per thousand. Also, an
increasing number of magazines are offering demographic and geographic editions,
which helps lower their costs. Media planners generally focus on the relative costs of a
publication in reaching their target audience. However, they may recommend a maga-
zine with a high cost per thousand because of its ability to reach a small, specialized
market segment. Of course, advertisers with limited budgets will be interested in the
absolute costs of space in a magazine and the costs of producing quality ads for these
publications.

Limited Reach and Frequency Magazines are generally not as effective as
other media in offering reach and frequency. While nearly 90 percent of adults in the
United States read one or more consumer magazines each month, the percentage of
adults reading any individual publication tends to be much smaller, so magazines have
a thin penetration of households. For example, Reader’s Digest has the third-highest
circulation of any magazine, at 12.2 million, but this represents only 11 percent of the
106 million households in the United States.

As shown in Figure 12-3, only 37 magazines had a paid circulation over 2 million
in 2002. Thus, advertisers seeking broad reach must make media buys in a number of
magazines, which means more negotiations and transactions. For a broad-reach strat-
egy, magazines are used in conjunction with other media. Since most magazines are
monthly or at best weekly publications, the opportunity for building frequency
through the use of the same publication is limited. Using multiple ads in the same
issue of a publication is an inefficient way to build frequency. Most advertisers try to
achieve frequency by adding other magazines with similar audiences to the media
schedule.

Long Lead Time Another drawback of magazines is the long lead time needed
to place an ad. Most major publications have a 30- to 90-day lead time, which means
space must be purchased and the ad must be prepared well in advance of the actual
publication date. No changes in the art or copy of the ad can be made after the closing
date. This long lead time means magazine ads cannot be as timely as other media, such
as radio or newspapers, in responding to current events or changing market conditions.

Clutter and Competition While the problem of advertising clutter is gener-
ally discussed in reference to the broadcast media, magazines also have this drawback.
The clutter problem for magazines is something of a paradox: The more successful a
magazine becomes, the more advertising pages it attracts, and this leads to greater
clutter. In fact, magazines generally gauge their success in terms of the number of
advertising pages they sell.

Magazine publishers do attempt to control the clutter problem by maintaining a rea-
sonable balance of editorial pages to advertising. According to the Magazine Publish-
ers of America, the average consumer magazine contains 45 percent advertising and
55 percent editorial.11 However, many magazines contain ads on more than half of
their pages. This clutter makes it difficult for an advertiser to gain readers’ attention
and draw them into the ad. Thus, many print ads use strong visual images, catchy
headlines, or some of the creative techniques discussed earlier to grab the interest of
magazine readers. Some advertisers create their own custom magazines to sidestep the
advertising clutter problem as well as to have control over editorial content. A number
of companies have also been publishing their own magazines to build relationships
with their customers. For example, Farmer’s Insurance sends its customers a magazine
called The Friendly Review that contains useful articles on a variety of topics. Swedish
retailer IKEA has partnered with John Brown Contract Publishing to custom-publish a
magazine titled space.12 space is both a showcase for IKEA merchandise and a maga-
zine that contains informative articles about home furnishings, modern design, and
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lifestyle trends. space is sold at IKEA stores, and on newsstands, throughout North
America. Custom-published magazines have also become very popular among
tobacco companies, such as Philip Morris, which direct-mail them to their customer
base.13 IMC Perspective 12-2 discusses how a number of companies are now publish-
ing “admazines” to better communicate with their customers.

Clutter is not as serious an issue for the print media as for radio or TV, since con-
sumers tend to be more receptive and tolerant of print advertising. They can also con-
trol their exposure to a magazine ad simply by turning the page.

Magazine Circulation and Readership
Two of the most important considerations in deciding whether to use a magazine in the
advertising media plan are the size and characteristics of the audience it reaches.
Media buyers evaluate magazines on the basis of their ability to deliver the adver-
tiser’s message to as many people as possible in the target audience. To do this, they
must consider the circulation of the publication as well as its total readership and
match these figures against the audience they are attempting to reach.
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Figure 12-3 Top 50 magazines in average paid circulation

Total Paid
Rank Publication Circulation

1 NRTA/AARP Bulletin 21,712,410

2 AARP Modern Maturity 17,538,189

3 Reader’s Digest 12,212,040

4 TV Guide 9,072,609

5 Better Homes and Gardens 7,602,575

6 National Geographic 6,890,852

7 Good Housekeeping 4,708,964

8 Family Circle 4,671,052

9 Woman’s Day 4,167,933

10 Time—The Weekly  4,114,137
Newsmagazine

11 Ladies’ Home Journal 4,101,280

12 My Generation 3,846,955

13 People Weekly 3,617,127

14 Rosie 3,503,993

15 Westways 3,328,280

16 Home & Away 3,313,966

17 Sports Illustrated 3,252,896

18 Newsweek 3,248,097

19 Playboy 3,217,269

20 Prevention 3,131,814

21 Cosmopolitan 2,963,351

22 Guideposts 2,747,626

23 Via Magazine 2,655,203

24 American Legion Magazine 2,644,518

25 Maxim 2,569,172

Total Paid
Rank Publication Circulation

26 Southern Living 2,546,471

27 Glamour 2,509,566

28 Seventeen 2,431,943

29 Redbook 2,380,410

30 Martha Stewart Living 2,323,129

31 O, The Oprah Magazine 2,275,599

32 YM 2,262,574

33 AAA Going Places 2,191,629

34 Parents 2,092,443

35 Smithsonian 2,040,294

36 Parenting Magazine 2,039,462

37 U.S. News & World Report 2,018,621

38 Money 1,945,265

39 Ebony 1,884,739

40 National Enquirer 1,801,598

41 Country Living 1,711,449

42 Shape 1,692,690

43 Woman’s World 1,668,482

44 In Style 1,660,193

45 Men’s Health 1,659,594

46 Teen People 1,651,723

47 VFW Magazine 1,645,944

48 Entertainment Weekly 1,635,623

49 Cooking Light 1,603,680

50 Golf Digest 1,578,248

Note: Figures are averages for first six months of 2002 based on Audit Bureau of Circulation statements.
Source: Magazine Publishers of America, fact sheet, www.magazine.org.
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 12-2

Companies Create “Admazines” 
to Connect with Customers
Advertising clutter is a problem in most media, and
magazines are no exception. The average consumer
magazine has ads on nearly half of its pages, and in
some publications the percentage is even higher. Some
companies are dealing with the clutter problem by
publishing their own custom magazines. Custom publi-
cations started more than 10 years ago; some of the
latest include No Boundaries, a quarterly publication
from Ford that is sent to owners of the company’s
sport utility vehicles; Everyday Pictures, which is pub-
lished by Kodak; Nikegoddess, which is an important
part of Nike’s efforts to reach women; and Mary Beth’s
Beanies & More, a bright bimonthly that quickly sold
out its 100,000-copy premier issue, which cost $5. Mar-
keters spend nearly $1.5 billion a year producing their
own magazines, according to the Custom Publishing
Council, and more companies are entering the fray.

Custom publications offer marketers a way of deal-
ing with the clutter problem, but there are also other
reasons why companies with big brand names are pub-
lishing their own “admazines.” Marketers have total
control of the editorial and advertising content of
these publications and view them as a way of provid-

ing valuable information to their customers that can
help with retention and loyalty. Kodak’s new custom
magazine, Everyday Pictures, is sized to fit in super-
market checkout racks and provides the average per-
son with tips on how to take better pictures. A Kodak
consumer-imaging-product manager notes: “There
was nothing in the photography category that spoke
to the average soccer mom.”

Ford feels that its new publication, No Boundaries,
can play an important role in creating owner loyalty.
The magazine contains seasonal outdoor-adventure
and travel stories and provides owners of Ford SUVs,
such as Explorers, Expeditions, and Excursions, with
the opportunity to purchase gear and clothing brands.
Ford’s advertising agency, J. Walter Thompson, sug-
gested the customer magazine because “it can take us
to places where advertising would never let us” in
developing owner loyalty. The magazine also comple-
ments Ford’s move into television programming, which
will include a TV program with the same name.

Nike’s new custom publication, Nikegoddess, is sent
to select subscribers of women’s magazines such as
Sports Illustrated for Women, In Style, Self, and Teen
People and is also available at the company’s Nike
Town stores and retailers such as Nordstrom and Fin-
ish Line. The quarterly publication is part of the com-
pany’s effort to communicate better with women and
showcases Nike’s women’s products as well as provid-
ing lifestyle fitness and sports information. In early
2002 Nike launched another custom publication,
Brand Jordan, in partnership with Hearst Custom Pub-
lishing. Nike plans to publish the magazine four times
a year and will use it primarily to promote the com-
pany’s new Jordan brand.

Many in the publishing industry feel that the num-
ber of custom publications will increase in the future.
Publishers are interested in doing deals with major
companies and brands to lessen the financial risk of
launching a new magazine, and marketers see such
publications as another means of communicating with
their customers and connecting them to their brands.
As new technology makes it easier for companies to
build databases and track their customers, many are
looking to custom magazines as a way of communicat-
ing with their most valued customers and building
long-term relationships with them.

Sources: Aileen Jacobson, “Magazines with a Message: Companies
Are Turning to Custom Publications to Build Goodwill—and Sales,”
Newsday, Feb. 13, 2002, p. B6; Theresa Howard, “They Look Like
Magazines, but They’re Really Ads,” USA Today, Aug. 13, 2001, p. B4.
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Circulation Circulation figures represent the number of individuals who receive
a publication through either subscription or store purchase. The number of copies dis-
tributed to these original subscribers or purchasers is known as primary circulation
and is the basis for the magazine’s rate structure. Circulation fluctuates from issue to
issue, particularly for magazines that rely heavily on retail or newsstand sales. Many
publications base their rates on guaranteed circulation and give advertisers a rebate if
the number of delivered magazines falls below the guarantee. To minimize rebating,
most guaranteed circulation figures are conservative; that is, they are set safely below
the average actual delivered circulation. Advertisers are not charged for any excess
circulation.

Many publishers became unhappy with the guaranteed circulation concept, since it
requires them to provide refunds if guarantees are not met but results in a bonus for
advertisers when circulation exceeds the guarantee. Thus, many publications have
gone to a circulation rate base system. Rates are based on a set average circulation that
is nearly always below the actual circulation delivered by a given issue but carries no
guarantee. However, circulation is unlikely to fall below the rate base, since this
would reflect negatively on the publication and make it difficult to attract advertisers
at prevailing rates.

Circulation Verification Given that circulation figures are the basis for a maga-
zine’s advertising rates and one of the primary considerations in selecting a publica-
tion, the credibility of circulation figures is important. Most major publications are
audited by one of the circulation verification services. Consumer magazines and farm
publications are audited by the Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC), which was orga-
nized in 1914 and is sponsored by advertisers, agencies, and publishers. ABC collects
and evaluates information regarding the subscriptions and sales of magazines and
newspapers to verify their circulation figures. Only publications with 70 percent or
more paid circulation are eligible for verification audits by ABC. In 2002 the ABC
approved new guidelines for counting magazine circulation and sales. The changes did
away with the long-standing “50 percent rule,” in which copies that sold for less than
half of the basic price of a magazine could not be counted as paid circulation. Under
the new rules copies sold at any price may be counted, but the magazine must disclose
sales and prices in its circulation statements.14 Certain business publications are
audited by the Business Publications Audit (BPA) of Circulation. Many of these are
published on a controlled-circulation basis, meaning copies are sent (usually free) to
individuals the publisher believes can influence the company’s purchases.

Circulation verification services provide media planners with reliable figures regard-
ing the size and distribution of a magazine’s circulation that help them evaluate its
worth as a media vehicle. The ABC statement also provides other important informa-
tion. It shows how a magazine is distributed by state and size, as well as percentage of
the circulation sold at less than full value and percentage arrears (how many subscrip-
tions are being given away). Many advertisers believe that subscribers who pay for a
magazine are more likely to read it than are those who get it at a discount or for free.

Media buyers are generally skeptical about publications whose circulation figures
are not audited by one of the verification services, and some companies will not adver-
tise in unaudited publications. Circulation data, along with the auditing source, are
available from Standard Rate and Data Service or from the publication itself. Exhibit
12-10 shows a sample magazine publisher’s statement, which is subject to audit by
Audit Bureau of Circulations.

Readership and Total Audience Advertisers are often interested in the
number of people a publication reaches as a result of secondary, or pass-along, reader-
ship. Pass-along readership can occur when the primary subscriber or purchaser
gives a magazine to another person or when the publication is read in doctors’ waiting
rooms or beauty salons, on airplanes, and so forth.

Advertisers generally attach greater value to the primary in-home reader than the
pass-along reader or out-of-home reader, as the former generally spends more time
with the publication, picks it up more often, and receives greater satisfaction from it.
Thus, this reader is more likely to be attentive and responsive to ads. However, the
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value of pass-along readers should not be discounted. They can greatly expand a mag-
azine’s readership. People magazine commissioned a media research study to deter-
mine that its out-of-home audience spends as much time reading the publication as do
its primary in-home readers.

You can calculate the total audience, or readership, of a magazine by multiplying
the readers per copy (the total number of primary and pass-along readers) by the circu-
lation of an average issue. For example, a magazine that has a circulation of 1 million
and 3.5 readers per copy has a total audience of 3.5 million. However, rate structures
are generally based on the more verifiable primary circulation figures, and many

media planners devalue pass-along readers by as much as 50
percent. Total readership estimates are reported by major syn-
dicated magazine research services (discussed next), but media
buyers view these numbers with suspicion.

Audience Information and Research
for Magazines
A very valuable source for information on magazines is the
Standard Rate and Data Service (SRDS), whose print and
online service provides complete planning information on
domestic and international consumer magazines as well as
business and health care trade publications. The SRDS propri-
etary database contains standardized ad rates, circulation fig-
ures, dates, general requirements, contact information, and
links to online media kits, websites, and audit statements that
provide additional information on readership and positioning.
Exhibit 12-11 shows an example of the type of information that
is available about magazines from SRDS.

While circulation and total audience size are important in
selecting a media vehicle, the media planner is also interested in
the match between the magazine’s readers and the advertiser’s
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Exhibit 12-10 Example of an Audit Bureau of Circulations publisher’s statement

Exhibit 12-11 Information
about magazines is
available from SRDS
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C A R E E R  P R O F I L E

Greg Hancock
Sales Representative for Rolling Stone Magazine

I chose the University of Southern California to get my
undergraduate degree because they had one of the
top-rated Business Entrepreneurship programs, which
I felt would prepare me to own my own business. How-
ever, after graduating I realized it takes a lot of money
and experience to start up a new business. I lacked
both, so I searched for a job to learn sales, marketing
and advertising. These are important skills, no matter
what industry you work in.

Using my social network, I found
a friend of a friend that sold adver-
tising for magazines. I offered to
take her for lunch to learn more
about her job. Following lunch, she
introduced me to her boss, the
owner of the James G. Elliott Com-
pany, a Los Angeles Rep Firm (a Rep
Firm is sometimes used by a maga-
zine to sell their advertising rather
than using an in-house sales team).
They had an entry-level position
available, but unfortunately “entry-
level” in the ad sales industry
meant at least a couple of years of
experience. Most people selling
advertising get their start by work-
ing at an ad agency. They learn the
industry, and then move into sales.
Although I did not have enough
experience, I just kept calling. I told
Jim Elliott, “Give me three months
to prove myself and if you don’t like
me you don’t have to pay me!” It
turns out persistence was more
important than experience and they
offered me the job.

I worked for the rep firm for four
years, selling ads for more than 11 different maga-
zines—many you’ve probably never heard of including
Sporting Goods Dealer, North American Hunter, and
Attache (the US Airways in-flight magazine). As my
knowledge and selling skills improved, I was allowed to
work on magazines with larger circulation such as Pop-

ular Science. Larger circulation means higher ad cost,
which means higher commissions. Each magazine
exposed me to a different group of clients and it wasn’t
long before I started getting calls from other maga-
zines to work for them. After a 6-month stint at Shape

magazine, I received a call from Rolling Stone. I had

finally made it to one of the most recognizable and
highly respected magazines in the industry.

Since 1967 Rolling Stone has been the largest music
magazine in the US and arguably one of the most
influential voices in matters of pop culture. With an
audience of over 11,000,000 readers every two weeks,
we reach an outstanding audience for advertisers to
deliver their message. I’m responsible for over $7 mil-

lion dollars of advertising every
year coming from a list of hundreds
of potential advertisers including:
Toyota, Honda, and Nissan; high
tech companies like Apple Comput-
ers and Symantec; and fashion
accounts like Guess and Skechers.
The pressure is high, the workload
is heavy, but the perks are outstand-
ing. Sales is not just about selling a
product, it’s also about building
relationships and friendships. We
do this by entertaining our cients—
lunches and dinners in the best
restaurants, drinks at the coolest
clubs, and of course, great seats to
the hottest concerts.

Ultimately the sale of an ad
comes down to the research we
show the buyers regarding our
readers. They want to know as much
as possible about the reader of
Rolling Stone including their demo-
graphic and psychographic profiles
and how well our readers match the
target market the advertiser wants
to reach. Research is the key and it
is best learned by working for an
advertising agency first.

My job requires a lot of hard work but it is also a lot
of fun and there are many things about it that suit me
very well. I like to be in charge, I need flexibility, and I
like to be paid well for what I do. So here are my words
of advice for those of you who want to pursue a career
in business: You can try to climb the corporate ladder
quickly by skipping steps, but at some point, you’ll
need to know what steps you skipped or you’ll end up
falling back down faster than you went up! In the
words of the Talking Heads, “And you may find yourself
in a beautiful house, with a beautiful wife. And you
may ask yourself—Well, how did I get here?”

“My job requires a
lot of hard work
but it is also a lot
of fun.”
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target audience. Information on readers is available from several sources, including the
publication’s own research and syndicated studies. Most magazines provide media
planners with reports detailing readers’ demographics, financial profile, lifestyle, and
product usage characteristics. The larger the publication, the more detailed and compre-
hensive the information it usually can supply about its readers.

Syndicated research studies are also available. For consumer magazines, primary
sources of information are Simmons Market Research Bureau’s Study of Media and
Markets and the studies of Mediamark Research Inc. (MRI). These studies provide a
broad range of information on the audiences of major national and regional maga-
zines, including demographics, lifestyle characteristics, and product purchase and
usage data. Most large ad agencies and media buying services also conduct ongoing
research on the media habits of consumers. All this information helps determine the
value of various magazines in reaching particular types of product users.

Audience information is generally more limited for business publications than for
consumer magazines. The widely dispersed readership and nature of business publica-
tion readers make audience research more difficult. Media planners generally rely on
information provided by the publication or by sources such as Standard Rate and Data
Service. SRDS’s Business Publication Advertising Source provides the titles of indi-
viduals who receive the publication and the type of industry in which they work. This
information can be of value in understanding the audiences reached by various busi-
ness magazines.

Purchasing Magazine Advertising Space
Cost Elements Magazine rates are primarily a function of circulation. Other
variables include the size of the ad, its position in the publication, the particular edi-
tions (geographic, demographic) chosen, any special mechanical or production
requirements, and the number and frequency of insertions.

Advertising space is generally sold on the basis of space units such as full page,
half page, and quarter page, although some publications quote rates on the basis of
column inches. The larger the ad, the greater the cost. However, many advertisers use
full-page ads since they result in more attention and readership. Studies have found
that full-page ads generated 30 percent more readership than half-page ads.15

Ads can be produced or run using black and white, black and white plus one color,
or four colors. The more color used in the ad, the greater the expense because of the
increased printing costs. On average, a four-color ad costs 30 percent more than a
black-and-white ad. Advertisers generally prefer color ads because they have greater
visual impact and are superior for attracting and holding attention.16 Roper Starch
Worldwide analyzed the effect of various factors on the readership of magazine ads.
The “noted” scores (the percentage of readers who remember seeing the ad in a publi-
cation they read) are anywhere from 6 to 59 percent higher for a four-color full-page
ad than for a black-and-white ad, depending on the product category. “Read-most”
scores (the percentage who say they read more than half of the copy of an ad) are also
higher for four-color versus black-and-white ads, by about 25 percent on average.17

Other studies have examined the impact of size and color and found that a four-color
spread (two facing pages) outperforms a one-page color ad by 30 percent and a black-
and-white spread by 35 percent in terms of ad recall.18 Ads requiring special mechani-
cal production such as bleed pages or inserts may also cost extra.

Rates for magazine ad space can also vary according to the number of times an ad
runs and the amount of money spent during a specific period. The more often an
advertiser contracts to run an ad, the lower are the space charges. Volume discounts
are based on the total space purchased within a contract year, measured in dollars.
Advertisers can also save money by purchasing advertising in magazine combina-
tions, or networks.

Magazine networks offer the advertiser the opportunity to buy space in a group of
publications as a package deal. The publisher usually has a variety of magazines that
reach audiences with similar characteristics. Networks can also be publishers of a
group of magazines with diversified audiences or independent networks that sell space
in groups of magazines published by different companies. For example, the News Net-
work sells space in a group of news-oriented publications such as Time, Newsweek,
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and U.S. News & World Report. The Ivy League Network is a consor-
tium of alumni magazines of Ivy League schools and one non-Ivy,
Stanford University. Advertisers can purchase ad space and reach the
well-educated, affluent alumni of all eight schools with one media
purchase through the network (Exhibit 12-12).

The Future for Magazines
Like other major advertising media, magazines are strongly impacted
by the economy and the increases and decreases in ad spending that
occur with changes in economic situations. The past several years
have been very difficult for the magazine industry; many publications
experienced reductions in revenue as advertisers cut back on spend-
ing due to the recession.19 Many publications saw their number of
advertising pages decline and found it difficult to raise their rates to
offset the reduction in ad pages. And while advertising revenue has
been decreasing, publishers’ other major revenue stream, circulation,
has also been declining. A number of magazines, such as Working
Woman and Industry Standard, could not survive these reductions in
revenue and ceased publication.20 Several computer/Internet maga-
zines were impacted by the reductions in ad spending by dot-com and
computer companies and went out of business, including Family PC
and Yahoo! Internet Life.

While the health of the economy has a major impact on the magazine industry,
there are a number of other important issues facing the industry. The costs of paper and
ink continue to rise, and the industry has had to weather several significant increases in
postal rates in recent years, which have had a major impact on their cost structure.21

Magazines are also facing strong competition from other media such as television, the
Internet, and direct mail; and, as discussed in IMC Perspective 12-3, they are being
asked to demonstrate that they can build brand awareness and help increase sales. Pub-
lishers are looking at a number of ways to improve their position—including stronger
editorial platforms, better circulation management, cross-magazine and media deals,
database marketing, technological advances, and
electronic delivery methods—to make advertising in
magazines more appealing to marketers.

Stronger Editorial Platforms Magazines
with strong editorial platforms that appeal to the inter-
ests, lifestyles, and changing demographics of con-
sumers as well as business and market trends in the
new millennium are in the best position to attract
readers and advertisers. For example, Fast Company
has been successful by developing a different type of
business magazine that provides readers with infor-
mation and ideas for succeeding in the modern work-
place (See Exhibit 12-13). Publications such as
Maxim, FHM, and Stuff have been very successful at
targeting a group described as “adultescents,” 18- to
34-year-old males who cling to the trappings of youth
culture.22

Circulation Management One of the major
challenges facing magazine publishers is trying to
increase or even maintain their circulation bases. Cir-
culation is the second major source of revenue for
most publications, and publishers must carefully
manage the costs of attracting and maintaining addi-
tional readers or subscribers. The cost of acquiring
subscriptions has increased dramatically over the past
decade. At the same time, there has been a decline in
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Exhibit 12-12 Advertisers
can reach alumni of Ivy
League schools through the
Ivy League Network

Exhibit 12-13 Fast
Company has been successful
as a new type of business
magazine
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Proving That Magazine Ads Work
For years magazine publishers focused most of their
attention on selling ads in their magazines and devoted
less attention to proving the ads were effective. At
many magazines, efforts at measuring effectiveness
were often limited to tracking consumer response to
800 numbers that appeared in print ads. However, the
carefree days are over as many new advertising media
have emerged, such as niche-oriented cable TV net-
works, narrowly targeted radio stations, and the Inter-
net. Moreover, there are more than twice as many
magazines competing for media dollars as there were a
decade ago. With so many media options available, mar-
keters now want tangible proof that magazine advertis-
ing is effective and can build brand awareness, help
position a brand, or actually deliver sales.

Magazines have typically promised advertisers
exposure or access to a well-defined audience such as
fashion-conscious young women, sports-obsessed
men, or automotive buffs. However, advertisers want
evidence of more than exposure. They want proof that
seeing an ad for Calvin Klein jeans in Cosmo makes
readers more likely to spend $80 to buy them or that
placing an ad for a Volkswagen Jetta in Rolling Stone
helps the brand stick in consumers’ minds long
enough to influence their next auto purchase. The

executive vice president of Conde Naste Publications,
Inc., which publishes popular titles such as Vogue, GQ,
Glamour, and Vanity Fair, says: “Twenty years ago, our
only obligation to advertisers was to gather people
who would see the ad. Now we must prove the ad actu-
ally does something. Sometimes, that’s possible;
sometimes it’s not.”

Magazines increasingly have to compete against
media that can provide evidence that their ads do
indeed do something. For example, the Internet can
show accountability instantly because consumers’
movements and purchases can be tracked through
their mouse clicks. And with new digital technology,
television sets will soon become transactional tools,
allowing consumers to order information and goods
right from their sofas with a remote control. Maga-
zines can ill afford to wait any longer to prove that
they work.

The magazine industry is taking steps to address
the accountability issue. The industry’s lead trade
group, Magazine Publishers of America (MPA),
recently spent half a million dollars investigating ways
to prove magazine effectiveness. One of the group’s
studies found that boosting ad spending in magazines
increased short-term sales of products and also gener-
ated more sales over time. Sales increased among
magazine-exposed households for 8 of the 10 brands
measured. Individual magazines are also trying to
prove how advertising in their pages can help build a
brand or move the sales needle. Another phase of the
study found a significant relationship between adver-
tising awareness and purchase intention. Moreover,
awareness attributed to a combination of both televi-
sion and magazines was most strongly related to posi-
tive changes in purchase intention. This “media
multiplier” effect occurs because the heavy magazine
reader is traditionally a light TV viewer and magazines
deliver a new audience when added to a heavy TV
schedule and can also help build frequency.

Consumers’ loyalty to magazines and their willing-
ness to spend uninterrupted, focused time with them
has always been a powerful selling point for the
medium. Now, however, magazines must prove that
their connection with readers will generate sales for
the companies that advertise in them. As Chris Miller,
the MPA’s head of marketing, notes: “One of the most
important questions for this industry is the bottom-
line question—does it drive sales?”

Source: Wendy Bounds, “Magazines Seek to Demonstrate Efficacy
of Ads,” The Wall Street Journal, Apr. 12, 1999, pp. B1, 3. Magazine
Publishers of America, “Documenting the Effectiveness of Maga-
zines in the Media Mix,” www.magazine.org.
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the prices consumers pay for subscriptions. In 1990 the average magazine subscription
rate was $26.90. In 2001 it was $25.30. Thus, publishers have to pay more to maintain
their rate bases (the circulation level guaranteed to advertisers), but they make less
money on each subscription sold.

Publishers are also facing a drop in sweepstakes-generated circulation as a result of
the controversy that developed over consumer confidence in the sweepstakes-related
subscription offers. Agents such as Publishers Clearing House and American Family
Enterprises have been going through changes, both self-imposed and externally dic-
tated, that have greatly reduced the number of subscriptions they generate for publish-
ers.23 To compensate for losses from sweepstakes agents, publishers are looking to
other methods of generating subscribers, such as making subscriptions available
through websites, offering free trial copies online, conducting special promotions, or
using other agents such as school-related subscription services.24

Many magazines are also focusing more attention on managing their circulation
bases. For many years, magazines focused on increasing their circulation under the
assumption that higher circulation meant higher advertising rates. However, publish-
ers are now realizing that the cost of attracting and maintaining the last 10 to 15 per-
cent of their circulation base is often greater than the additional revenue generated,
since these subscribers require numerous direct-mail solicitations, premium offers, or
discount subscriptions.

A number of magazines have reduced their circulation base in recent years. Many
publishers believe they can pass on price increases more easily to their core readers or
subscribers and offer advertisers a more loyal and focused audience. Many advertisers
welcome the improvement in circulation management. They would rather reach a few
hundred thousand fewer subscribers than pay for inefficient circulation and be hit with
advertising rate increases each year. Many magazines are also using the monies saved
on the circulation side to improve the editorial content of their publications, which
should attract more readers—and advertisers.

Cross-Magazine and Media Deals Another important development
involves the way ad space is sold; there will be more cross- or multimagazine and
cross-media ad packages. Multimagazine deals involve two or more publishers offer-
ing their magazines to an advertiser as one package. For example, Newsweek offers
cross-magazine deals with several other publishers, including Meredith and Times
Mirror. Many magazines are also making cross-media advertising deals that include
several different media opportunities from a single company or a partnership of media
providers. For example, with the merger of America Online (AOL) and Time Warner,
the new company offers advertisers the opportunity for cross-media deals whereby
they can advertise in magazines owned by the media conglomerate, such as Time,
Sports Illustrated, People, and Fortune; on its TV stations, such as CNN, TNT, TBS,
and the WB Network; and through AOL and other websites.25

Database Marketing Many advertisers are increasingly turning to magazines
as a cost-efficient way of reaching specialized audiences. As marketers continue to
move toward greater market segmentation, market niche strategies, and regional mar-
keting, they are making greater use of magazines because of their high selectivity and
ability to avoid wasted coverage or circulation. Magazines are using advances in tech-
nology and database marketing to divide their audiences on the basis of demograph-
ics, psychographics, or regions and to deliver more personalized advertising
messages. Database marketing lets advertisers personalize their advertising by merg-
ing their own databases with those of a magazine. By selectively accessing informa-
tion from a magazine’s database, advertisers can choose from an array of information
on consumers, such as product usage or purchase intention data. Marketers will
increasingly advertise in magazines that are targeted specifically to narrow groups of
subscribers.26

Advances in Technology Two important technological developments are
making it possible for advertisers to deliver personalized messages to tightly targeted
audiences: selective binding technology and ink-jet imaging. Selective binding is a
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computerized production process that allows the creation of hundreds of
copies of a magazine in one continuous sequence. Selective binding
enables magazines to target and address specific groups within a maga-
zine’s circulation base. They can then send different editorial or adver-
tising messages to various groups of subscribers within the same issue
of a publication. Ink-jet imaging reproduces a message by projecting
ink onto paper rather than using mechanical plates. This process makes
it possible to personalize an advertising message. Many publishers
believe selective binding and ink-jet imaging will let advertisers target
their messages more finely and let magazines compete more effectively
with direct mail and other direct-marketing vehicles. Exhibit 12-14
shows how Newsweek promotes the capabilities of ink-jet imaging for
targeting advertising messages.

Publishers are also developing new technologies that will enhance
the creative opportunities available to magazine advertisers. Advertisers
use a variety of techniques in print ads to capture readers’ attention,
including sound, scents, moving images, and pop-up ads. Current tech-
nologies are being refined and made more cost effective, and a number
of new technologies will be incorporated into print ads soon. These
include anaglyphic images (three-dimensional materials that are viewed

with colored glasses); lenticular (color) images printed on finely corrugated plastic
that seem to move when tilted; and pressure- or heat-sensitive inks that change color
on contact. These new technologies give advertisers ways to break through the adver-
tising clutter. However, these new print technologies can be very costly. Moreover,
many advertisers and agencies are concerned that ads that use these new technologies
may do so at the expense of other ads in the magazine, so they may pressure publishers
to control their use. Some creative people have also expressed concern that these new
technologies are gimmicks being substituted for creative advertising ideas.27

Online Delivery Methods Many magazines are keeping pace with the digital
revolution and the continuing consumer interest in technology by making their publi-
cations available online. There are more than 300 magazines with online versions, and
many more are becoming available each month. Online versions of magazines such as
BusinessWeek offer the many advantages of the Internet to publishers and subscribers
(Exhibit 12-15). They also provide advertisers with the opportunity for sponsorships
as well as banner ads and promotions on the online versions of the magazines. How-
ever, it remains to be seen whether people will want their magazines delivered online
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or prefer to read them in more traditional form. As the presence of magazines online
grows, the industry will also have to address important issues regarding audience mea-
surement and how to determine consumers’ exposure to and interactions with online
advertising. Advertising on the Internet is discussed in Chapter 15.
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Newspapers, the second major form of print media, are the largest of all advertising
media in terms of total dollar volume. In 2002 an estimated $44 billion was spent on
newspaper advertising, or about 22 percent of the total advertising expenditures in the
United States. Newspapers are an especially important advertising medium to local
advertisers, particularly retailers. However, newspapers are also valuable to national
advertisers. Many of the advertising dollars spent by local retailers are actually pro-
vided by national advertisers through cooperative advertising programs (discussed in
Chapter 16). Newspapers vary in terms of their characteristics and their role as an
advertising medium.

Types of Newspapers
The traditional role of newspapers has been to deliver prompt, detailed coverage of
news as well as to supply other information and features that appeal to readers. The
vast majority of newspapers are daily publications serving a local community. How-
ever, weekly, national, and special-audience newspapers have special characteristics
that can be valuable to advertisers.

Daily Newspapers Daily newspapers, which are published each weekday, are
found in cities and larger towns across the country. Many areas have more than one
daily paper. Daily newspapers are read by nearly 60 percent of adults each weekday
and by 68 percent on Sundays.28 They provide detailed coverage of news, events, and
issues concerning the local area as well as business, sports, and other relevant infor-
mation and entertainment. Daily newspapers can further be classified as morning,
evening, or Sunday publications. In 2002 there were 1,468 daily newspapers in the
United States; of these, 48 percent were evening papers and 52 percent morning.
There were also 913 Sunday newspapers, most of which were published by daily
newspapers.

Weekly Newspapers Most weekly newspapers originate in small towns or
suburbs where the volume of news and advertising cannot support a daily newspaper.
These papers focus primarily on news, sports, and events relevant to the local area and
usually ignore national and world news, sports, and financial and business news. There
are nearly 8,000 weekly newspapers published in the United States, and they have an
average circulation of close to 6,000. Weeklies appeal primarily to local advertisers
because of their geographic focus and lower absolute cost. Most national advertisers
avoid weekly newspapers because of their duplicate circulation with daily or Sunday
papers in the large metropolitan areas and problems in contracting for and placing ads
in these publications. However, the contracting and scheduling problems associated
with these papers have been reduced by the emergence of syndicates that publish them
in a number of areas and sell ad space in all of their local newspapers through one
office.

National Newspapers Newspapers in the United States with national circula-
tion include USA Today, The Wall Street Journal, and The Christian Science Monitor.
All three are daily publications and have editorial content with a nationwide appeal.
USA Today, which positions itself as “the nation’s newspaper,” has the largest circula-
tion of any newspaper in the country, at 2.3 million copies a day. The Wall Street Jour-
nal sells over 1.8 million copies a day and is an excellent means of reaching
businesspeople. National newspapers appeal primarily to large national advertisers
and to regional advertisers that use specific geographic editions of these publications.
For example, The Wall Street Journal has three geographic editions covering 18
regions in which ads can be placed, while USA Today offers advertisers the opportu-
nity to run ads in its national edition or any of 25 regionals.

Newspapers
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Recently the New York Times was classified as a national
newspaper rather than a regional publication by Competi-
tive Media Reporting, which has developed a new policy
on how it defines national newspapers.29 This policy states
that a paper must publish at least five times a week and have
no more than 67 percent of its distribution in any one area.
More than 33 percent of its display advertising must come
from national advertising categories, and more than 50 per-
cent of its advertising must come from national advertisers.
Designation as a national newspaper is important to major
newspapers in attracting national advertisers.30 Exhibit 12-16
shows an ad run by the New York Times informing advertis-
ers of its classification as a national newspaper. IMC Per-
spective 12-4 discusses the battle among the Times, The
Wall Street Journal, and USA Today to be the leading
national newspaper.

Special-Audience Newspapers A variety of
papers offer specialized editorial content and are pub-
lished for particular groups, including labor unions, pro-
fessional organizations, industries, and hobbyists. Many
people working in advertising read Advertising Age, while
those in the marketing area read Marketing News. Special-
ized newspapers are also published in areas with large 
foreign-language-speaking ethnic groups, among them
Polish, Chinese, Hispanics, Vietnamese, and Filipinos. In
the United States, there are newspapers printed in more
than 40 languages.

Newspapers targeted at various religious groups compose another large class of
special-interest papers. For example, more than 140 Catholic newspapers are pub-
lished across the United States. Another type of special-audience newspaper is one
most of you probably read regularly during the school year, the college newspaper.
More than 1,300 colleges and universities publish newspapers that offer advertisers an
excellent medium for reaching college students (Exhibit 12-17).

Newspaper Supplements Although not a category of newspapers per se,
many papers include magazine-type supplements, primarily in their Sunday editions.
Sunday supplements have been part of most newspapers for many years and come in
various forms. One type is the syndicated Sunday magazine, such as Parade or USA
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classification as a national
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Exhibit 12-17 College
newspapers such as The
Daily Collegian are an
excellent way to reach
students
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 12-4

The Battle to Be the Nation’s Newspaper
It’s been more than 20 years since the Gannett Com-
pany, one of the nation’s leading newspaper publishers,
caught the attention of the media world with its deci-
sion to publish a daily national newspaper called USA
Today. The new paper was launched in September 1982
amid considerable skepticism by the media commu-
nity as well as the advertising industry. Some critics
called it the “fast-food of journalism” and nicknamed it
“McPaper” for its light approach to the news and its
lack of in-depth news coverage.

While USA Today lost an estimated $600 million in
its first decade, Gannett stuck to its long-term plan.
People became increasingly interested in a full-color,
upscale national newspaper that offered particularly
thorough coverage of areas such as sports, entertain-
ment, and business news. More important, Gannett
found a segment of upscale newspaper readers few
had noticed before—the business traveler. Airline
deregulation had made flying more affordable and
spurred a surge in business travel. And when they were
on the road, businesspeople wanted a way to catch up
with national and business news as well as sports. The
paper found its target readers with a novel distribution
strategy—it followed them around by selling large
numbers of papers in airports and through hotel
chains that provided the paper as a service to their
guests. Nearly half of USA Today’s readers pick up
their copies of the paper in these venues. National
advertisers noticed the growing popularity of USA
Today, and the paper became profitable by 1993.

USA Today has become the newspaper with the
largest readership in the country. Boasting a circula-
tion of 2.2 million on Monday through Thursday and 2.6
million for its Friday weekend edition, USA Today dubs
itself “the nation’s newspaper.” However, there are two
other papers that want that title as well—The Wall
Street Journal and the New York Times, which are the
second and third most widely circulated newspapers in
America. USA Today’s pursuit of the business traveler
has placed it in direct competition with The Wall Street
Journal. Though the Journal has been a national news-
paper since the 1940s, it had traditionally positioned
itself as a paper for businesspeople rather than general
readers. However, as the interests of its readership
expanded, the Journal has been forced to follow suit.
The paper has added several new sections in recent
years and expanded beyond its roots with “Weekend
Journal,” its Friday arts and culture supplement.

In 2002 the Journal underwent a major redesign in
an effort to attract a more diverse base of readers and
advertisers. The changes included the first redesign

since 1944 of the paper’s front page, which now has
color. The new Journal also sports more white space,
with more room around the columns, and presents
advertisers with greater flexibility in ad sizing and
placement. One problem facing The Wall Street Jour-
nal is its image as a business paper, which makes it dif-
ficult to attract readers with more general interests.
Its circulation has remained relatively flat at 1.8 mil-
lion, and its business focus leaves it dependent on a
few advertising categories such as business to busi-
ness, finance, and technology.

USA Today’s other major competitor is the New
York Times, whose entry into the national newspaper
sweepstakes is more recent. The Times has published a
national edition since 1980, and journalistically it has
long viewed itself as a national newspaper. Until
recently, however, the Times did not have a way to cir-
culate copies widely on a national level, so few out-of-
town readers could get the paper in a timely manner.
To remedy this, the Times has completely overhauled
its distribution network: Home delivery is now avail-
able in 217 U.S. markets and a distribution deal was
signed with Starbucks to sell the paper in more than
2,000 of its stores. By going national, the Times
escaped the sharp decline in circulation that most
large daily newspapers have experienced over the past
decade. The paper now has a circulation of 1.2 million
(1.6 million on Sundays), and although most of its read-
ers are still on the East Coast, the paper’s appeal to
national advertisers has grown.

The competition among the three publications to
be the leading national newspaper is likely to continue,
although USA Today is clearly the leader. Its sports
coverage remains unmatched, and the paper now runs
longer stories and more coverage of hard news. The
paper also has the advantage of being part of the Gan-
nett empire, which owns 94 daily newspapers, 300
nondailies, 22 television stations, and numerous web-
sites. Every morning, anchors on the 22 Gannett TV
stations spend 10 minutes summarizing that morn-
ing’s USA Today. The paper’s president argues that it
is no longer just a newspaper but, rather, a platform
that feeds content to other media such as television
and the Internet. It appears that USA Today is best
positioned to remain the front-runner in the race to be
“the nation’s newspaper.”

Sources: Ira Teinowitz, USA Today: No Longer a Newspaper,” Adver-

tising Age, Sept. 2, 2002, p. 18; Nicholas Stein, “Deadline U.S.A.,”
Fortune, July 8, 2002, pp. 78–83; Jon Fine, “‘WSJ’ Targets More Ads,
Young Readers,” Advertising Age, Mar. 25, 2002, p. 3.
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Weekend, distributed in hundreds of papers throughout the country. Parade has a cir-
culation of over 35 million; USA Weekend is carried by more than 350 newspapers
with a combined circulation of over 22 million. These publications are similar to
national magazines and carry both national and regional advertising.

Some large newspapers publish local Sunday supplements distributed by the parent
paper. These supplements contain stories of more local interest, and both local and
national advertisers buy ad space. The New York Times Sunday Magazine is the best-
known local supplement. The Washington Post, San Francisco Examiner, and Los
Angeles Times have their own Sunday magazines.

In some areas, papers have begun carrying regional supplements as well as special-
ized weekday supplements that cover specific topics such as food, sports, or entertain-
ment. Supplements are valuable to advertisers that want to use the newspaper yet get
four-color reproduction quality in their ads.

Types of Newspaper Advertising
The ads appearing in newspapers can also be divided into different categories. The
major types of newspaper advertising are display and classified. Other special types of
ads and preprinted inserts also appear in newspapers.

Display Advertising Display advertising is found throughout the newspaper
and generally uses illustrations, headlines, white space, and other visual devices in
addition to the copy text. Display ads account for approximately 70 percent of the
advertising revenue of the average newspaper. The two types of display advertising in
newspapers are local and national (general).

Local advertising refers to ads placed by local organizations, businesses, and indi-
viduals who want to communicate with consumers in the market area served by the
newspaper. Supermarkets and department stores are among the leading local display
advertisers, along with numerous other retailers and service operations such as banks
and travel agents. Local advertising is sometimes referred to as retail advertising
because retailers account for 85 percent of local display ads.

National or general advertising refers to newspaper display advertising done by
marketers of branded products or services that are sold on a national or regional level.
These ads are designed to create and maintain demand for a company’s product or ser-
vice and to complement the efforts of local retailers that stock and promote the adver-
tiser’s products. Major retail chains, automakers, and airlines are heavy users of
newspaper advertising.

Classified Advertising Classified advertising also provides
newspapers with a substantial amount of revenue. These ads are
arranged under subheads according to the product, service, or offering
being advertised. Employment, real estate, and automotive are the
three major categories of classified advertising. While most classified
ads are just text set in small type, some newspapers also accept classi-
fied display advertising. These ads are run in the classified section of
the paper but use illustrations, larger type sizes, white space, borders,
and even color to stand out.

Special Ads and Inserts Special advertisements in newspa-
pers include a variety of government and financial reports and notices
and public notices of changes in business and personal relationships.
Other types of advertising in newspapers include political or special-
interest ads promoting a particular candidate, issue, or cause.
Preprinted inserts are another type of advertising distributed through
newspapers. These ads do not appear in the paper itself; they are
printed by the advertiser and then taken to the newspaper to be inserted
before delivery. Many retailers use inserts such as circulars, catalogs,
or brochures in specific circulation zones to reach shoppers in their
particular trade areas. Exhibit 12-18 shows how the San Diego Union-
Tribune promotes its insert distribution service to advertisers.
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Advantages of Newspapers
Newspapers have a number of characteristics that make them popular among both
local and national advertisers. These include their extensive penetration of local mar-
kets, flexibility, geographic selectivity, reader involvement, and special services.

Extensive Penetration One of the primary advantages of newspapers is the
high degree of market coverage, or penetration, they offer an advertiser. In most areas,
50 percent or more of households read a daily newspaper, and the reach figure may
exceed 70 percent among households with higher incomes and education levels. Most
areas are served by one or two daily newspapers, and often the same company owns
both, publishing a morning and an evening edition. By making one space buy, the
advertiser can achieve a high level of overall reach in a particular market.

The extensive penetration of newspapers makes them a truly mass medium and
provides advertisers with an excellent opportunity for reaching all segments of the
population with their message. Also, since many newspapers are published and read
daily, the advertiser can build a high level of frequency into the media schedule.

Flexibility Another advantage of newspapers is the flexibility they offer advertis-
ers. First, they are flexible in terms of requirements for producing and running the ads.
Newspaper ads can be written, laid out, and prepared in a matter of hours. For most
dailies, the closing time by which the ad must be received is usually only 24 hours
before publication (although closing dates for special ads, such as those using color,
and Sunday supplements are longer). The short production time and closing dates
make newspapers an excellent medium for responding to current events or presenting
timely information to consumers. For example, Chevrolet Trucks ran a newspaper ad
congratulating major league baseball star Cal Ripken, Jr. the day after he got his
3,000th career hit. Ripken is a spokesperson for the Chevy Truck line, and the newspa-
per ad was a very timely salute to his reaching this great milestone (Exhibit 12-19).

A second dimension of newspapers’ flexibility stems from the creative options they
make available to advertisers. Newspaper ads can be produced and run in various
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sizes, shapes, and formats; they can use color or special inserts to gain the interest of
readers. Ads can be run in Sunday magazines or other supplements, and a variety of
scheduling options are possible, depending on the advertiser’s purpose.

Geographic Selectivity Newspapers generally offer advertisers more geo-
graphic or territorial selectivity than any other medium except direct mail. Advertisers
can vary their coverage by choosing a paper—or combination of papers—that reaches
the areas with the greatest sales potential. National advertisers take advantage of the
geographic selectivity of newspapers to concentrate their advertising in specific areas
they can’t reach with other media or to take advantage of strong sales potential in a
particular area. For example, BMW, Mercedes, and Volvo use heavy newspaper media
schedules in California and New York/New Jersey to capitalize on the high sales
potential for luxury import cars in these markets.

A number of companies, including General Motors, AT&T, and Campbell, use news-
papers in their regional marketing strategies. Newspaper advertising lets them feature
products on a market-by-market basis, respond and adapt campaigns to local market
conditions, and tie into more retailer promotions, fostering more support from the trade.

Local advertisers like retailers are interested in geographic selectivity or flexibility
within a specific market or trade area. Their media goal is to concentrate their advertis-
ing on the areas where most of their customers are. Many newspapers now offer
advertisers various geographic areas or zones for this purpose. For example, the
Chicago Tribune offers advertisers a number of different circulation area zones as
shown in Exhibit 12-20.
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Reader Involvement and Acceptance Another important feature of
newspapers is consumers’ level of acceptance and involvement with papers and the
ads they contain. The typical daily newspaper reader spends time each day reading the
weekday newspaper and even more time reading the Sunday paper. Most consumers
rely heavily on newspapers not only for news, information, and entertainment but also
for assistance with consumption decisions.

Many consumers actually purchase a newspaper because of the advertising it con-
tains. Consumers use retail ads to determine product prices and availability and to see
who is having a sale. One aspect of newspapers that is helpful to advertisers is read-
ers’ knowledge about particular sections of the paper. Most of us know that ads for
automotive products and sporting goods are generally found in the sports section,
while ads for financial services are found in the business section. The weekly food
section in many newspapers is popular for recipe and menu ideas as well as for the
grocery store ads and coupons offered by many stores and companies. Exhibit 12-21
shows how the San Diego Union-Tribune promotes various sections of the paper to
potential advertisers.

The value of newspaper advertising as a source of information has been shown in
several studies. One study found that consumers look forward to ads in newspapers
more than in other media. In another study, 80 percent of consumers said newspaper
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ads were most helpful to them in doing their weekly shopping. News-
paper advertising has also been rated the most believable form of
advertising in numerous studies.

Services Offered The special services newspapers offer can be
valuable to advertisers. For example, many newspapers offer mer-
chandising services and programs to manufacturers that make the
trade aware of ads being run for the company’s product and help con-
vince local retailers they should stock, display, and promote the item.

Many newspapers are also excellent sources of local market infor-
mation through their knowledge of market conditions and research
like readership studies and consumer surveys. For example, the pub-
lisher of the San Diego Union-Tribune, the major daily newspaper in
San Diego, provides information on the local market through reports
such as the “San Diego Market Close-Up” (Exhibit 12-22).

Newspapers can also assist small companies through free copy-
writing and art services. Small advertisers without an agency or
advertising department often rely on the newspaper to help them
write and produce their ads.

Limitations of Newspapers
While newspapers have many advantages, like all media they also

have disadvantages that media planners must consider. The limitations of newspapers
include their reproduction problems, short life span, lack of selectivity, and clutter.

Poor Reproduction One of the greatest limitations of newspapers as an adver-
tising medium is their poor reproduction quality. The coarse paper stock used for
newspapers, the absence of color, and the lack of time papers have available to achieve
high-quality reproduction limits the quality of most newspaper ads. Newspapers have
improved their reproduction quality in recent years, and color reproduction has
become more available. Also, advertisers desiring high-quality color in newspaper ads
can turn to such alternatives as freestanding inserts or Sunday supplements. However,
these are more costly and may not be desirable to many advertisers. As a general rule,
if the visual appearance of the product is important, the advertiser will not rely on
newspaper ads. Ads for food products and fashions generally use magazines to capital-
ize on their superior reproduction quality and color.

Short Life Span Unlike magazines, which may be retained around the house for
several weeks, a daily newspaper is generally kept less than a day. So an ad is unlikely
to have any impact beyond the day of publication, and repeat exposure is very
unlikely. Compounding this problem are the short amount of time many consumers
spend with the newspaper and the possibility they may not even open certain sections
of the paper. Media planners can offset these problems somewhat by using high fre-
quency in the newspaper schedule and advertising in a section where consumers who
are in the market for a particular product or service are likely to look. Figure 12-4
shows readership figures for various sections of newspapers by gender and ethnic
background.

Lack of Selectivity While newspapers can offer advertisers geographic selec-
tivity, they are not a selective medium in terms of demographics or lifestyle character-
istics. Most newspapers reach broad and very diverse groups of consumers, which
makes it difficult for marketers to focus on narrowly defined market segments. For
example, manufacturers of fishing rods and reels will find newspapers very inefficient
because of the wasted circulation that results from reaching all the newspaper readers
who don’t fish. Thus, they are more likely to use special-interest magazines such as
Field & Stream or Fishing World. Any newspaper ads for their products will be done
through cooperative plans whereby retailers share the costs or spread them over a
number of sporting goods featured in the ad.
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Clutter Newspapers, like most other advertising media, suffer from clutter.
Because 64 percent of the average daily newspaper in the United States is devoted to
advertising, the advertiser’s message must compete with numerous other ads for con-
sumers’ attention and interest. Moreover, the creative options in newspapers are lim-
ited by the fact that most ads are black and white. Thus, it can be difficult for a
newspaper advertiser to break through the clutter without using costly measures such
as large space buys or color. Some advertisers use creative techniques like island
ads—ads surrounded by editorial material. Island ads are found in the middle of the
stock market quotes on the financial pages of many newspapers. Exhibit 12-23 shows
an island ad for Cathay Pacific Airways that targets business travelers to Hong Kong
and other Asian destinations.

The Newspaper Audience
As with any medium, the media planner must understand the nature and size of the
audience reached by a newspaper in considering its value in the media plan. Since
newspapers as a class of media do an excellent job of penetrating their market, the
typical daily newspaper gives advertisers the opportunity to reach most of the house-
holds in a market. But, while local advertisers aim to cover a particular market or
trade area, national advertisers want to reach broad regions or even the entire
country. They must purchase space in a number of papers to achieve the desired
level of coverage.

The basic sources of information concerning the audience size of newspapers
come from the circulation figures available through rate cards, publishers’ state-
ments, or Standard Rate and Data Service’s Newspaper Rates and Data. Circula-
tion figures for many newspapers are verified by the Audit Bureau of Circulation
which was discussed earlier. Advertisers that use a number of papers in their media
plan generally find SRDS the most convenient source.

Newspaper circulation figures are generally broken down into three categories:
the city zone, the retail trading zone, and all other areas. The city zone is a market
area composed of the city where the paper is published and contiguous areas similar
in character to the city. The retail trading zone is the market outside the city zone
whose residents regularly trade with merchants within the city zone. The “all other”
category covers all circulation not included in the city or retail trade zone.

Sometimes circulation figures are provided only for the primary market, which
is the city and retail trade zones combined, and the other area. Both local and
national advertisers consider the circulation patterns across the various categories
in evaluating and selecting newspapers.
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Figure 12-4 U.S. daily newspaper pages or sections usually read

Percentage of Weekday Audience

African- Spanish/
Section Readership Adults Men Women White American Hispanic*

Business/finance 59 66 53 61 50 48

Classified 53 55 52 53 58 54

Comics 58 59 57 59 53 52

Entertainment (movies, theater, etc.) 65 61 70 66 64 63

Food or cooking 55 46 63 56 49 45

Main news 88 87 89 89 83 81

Sports 61 74 46 61 58 59

TV/radio listings 52 52 52 53 50 45

*Defined as “of Spanish or Hispanic origin or descent.”
Source: Newspaper Association of America, “Facts about Newspapers 2002,” www.naa.org.

Exhibit 12-23 Island ads
are a way to break through
the clutter in newspaper
advertising
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National advertisers often buy newspaper space on the basis of the size of the mar-
ket area they cover. For example, General Motors might decide to purchase advertis-
ing in the top 10 markets, the top 50 markets, the top 100 markets, and so on. A
national advertiser gets different levels of market coverage depending on the number
of market areas purchased.

Audience Information Circulation figures provide the media planner with the
basic data for assessing the value of newspapers and their ability to cover various mar-
ket areas. However, the media planner also wants to match the characteristics of a
newspaper’s readers with those of the advertiser’s target audience. Data on newspaper
audience size and characteristics are available from studies conducted by the papers as
well as from commercial research services. As for magazines, a very valuable source
for information on newspapers is the Standard Rate and Data Service (SRDS), whose
print and online service provides complete planning information on daily papers,
newspaper groups, ethnic newspapers, college newspapers, comics, and newspaper-
distributed magazines. The SRDS data contain standardized ad rates, circulation fig-
ures, dates, general requirements, contact information, and other valuable information
for media.

Companies such as Simmons Market Research Bureau and Mediamark Research
Inc. provide syndicated research studies on lifestyles, media behavior, and product/
brand preferences that include information on newspapers. These studies can be valu-
able for comparing newspapers with other media vehicles.

Many newspapers commission their own audience studies to provide current and
potential advertisers with information on readership and characteristics of readers
such as demographics, shopping habits, and lifestyles. These studies are often
designed to promote the effectiveness of the newspaper in reaching various types of
consumers. Since they are sponsored by the paper itself, many advertisers are skepti-
cal of their results. Careful attention must be given to the research methods used and
conclusions drawn by these studies.

Purchasing Newspaper Space
Advertisers are faced with a number of options and pricing structures when purchas-
ing newspaper space. The cost of advertising space depends not only on the newspa-
per’s circulation but also on factors such as premium charges for color or special
sections as well as discounts available. The purchase process and the rates paid for
newspaper space differ for general and local advertisers.

General versus Local Rates Newspapers have different rate structures for
general or national advertisers and local or retail advertisers. General advertising
rates apply to display advertisers outside the newspaper’s designated market area
(DMA) and to any classification deemed by the publisher to be “general” in nature.
This includes ads run by national advertisers such as automotive, tobacco, packaged-
goods, and pharmaceutical companies. Retail or local advertising rates apply to
advertisers that conduct business or sell goods or services within the DMA. The rates
paid by general advertisers are, on average, 75 percent higher than those paid by local
advertisers. Newspaper publishers claim the rate differential is justified for several
reasons. First, they argue it costs more to handle general advertising since ad agencies
get a 15 percent commission and commissions must also be paid to the independent
sales reps who solicit nonlocal advertising. Second, they note that general advertising
is less dependable than local advertising; general advertisers usually don’t use news-
papers on a continual basis like local advertisers do. Finally, newspaper publishers
contend that demand for general advertising is inelastic—it will not increase if rates
are lowered or decrease if rates are raised. This means there is no incentive to lower
the national advertisers’ rates.

National advertisers do not view these arguments as valid justification for the rate
differential. They argue that the costs are not greater for handling national advertising
than for local business and that many national advertisers use newspapers on a regu-
lar basis. Since they use an agency to prepare their ads, national advertisers are less
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likely to request special services. The large and costly staff maintained by many
newspapers to assist in the design and preparation of advertising is used mostly by
local advertisers.

The differential rate structure for national versus local advertising has been the
source of considerable controversy. Some newspapers are making efforts to narrow
the rate differential, as is the Newspaper Association of America (NAA). In 1993, the
NAA created the Newspaper National Network (NNN) to target national advertisers in
six low-use categories: automotive, cosmetics and toiletries, food, household prod-
ucts, liquor and beverages, and drugs and remedies.31 The network’s goal is to attract
more advertising dollars from national advertisers in these categories by promoting
the strategic use of newspapers and facilitating the purchase of newspaper space with
their one order/one bill model. Exhibit 12-24 shows an ad encouraging national adver-
tisers to place their ads in newspapers through the NNN.

Many marketers sidestep the national advertiser label and the higher rates by chan-
neling their newspaper ads through special category plans, cooperative advertising
deals with retailers, and local dealers and distributors that pay local rates. However,
the rate differential does keep many national advertisers from making newspapers a
larger part of their media mix.

Newspaper Rates
Traditionally, newspaper space for national advertisers has been sold by the agate line.
The problem is that newspapers use columns of varying width. Some have six
columns per page, while others have eight or nine, which affects the size, shape, and
costs of an ad. This results in a complicated production and buying process for
national advertisers purchasing space in a number of newspapers.

To address this problem and make newspapers more comparable to other media that
sell space and time in standard units, the newspaper industry switched to standard
advertising units (SAUs) in 1984. All newspapers under this system use column
widths 21/16 inches wide, with tabloid-size papers five columns wide and standard or
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Exhibit 12-24 The
Newspaper National
Network encourages
national advertisers to run
their ads in newspapers
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broadcast papers six columns. The column inch is the unit of measurement to create
the 57 standard units or format sizes shown in Figure 12-5.

A national advertiser can prepare one ad in a particular SAU, and it will fit every
newspaper in the country that accepts SAUs. Rates are quoted on that basis. Since
over 1,400 (about 90 percent) of daily newspapers use the SAU system, the purchase
and production process has been simplified tremendously for national advertisers.

Newspaper rates for local advertisers continue to be based on the column inch,
which is 1 inch deep by 1 column wide. Advertising rates for local advertisers are
quoted per column inch, and media planners calculate total space costs by multiplying
the ad’s number of column inches by the cost per inch.

Rate Structures While the column inch and SAU are used to determine basic
newspaper advertising rates, the media planner must consider other options and factors.
Many newspapers charge flat rates, which means they offer no discount for quantity or
repeated space buys. Others have an open-rate structure, which means various dis-
counts are available. These discounts are generally based on frequency or bulk pur-
chases of space and depend on the number of column inches purchased in a year.

Newspaper space rates also vary with an advertiser’s special requests, such as pre-
ferred position or color. The basic rates quoted by a newspaper are run of paper
(ROP), which means the paper can place the ad on any page or in any position it
desires. While most newspapers try to place an ad in a requested position, the adver-
tiser can ensure a specific section and/or position on a page by paying a higher pre-
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ferred position rate. Color advertising is also available in many newspapers on an
ROP basis or through preprinted inserts or Sunday supplements.

Advertisers can also buy newspaper space based on combination rates, where they
get a discount for using several newspapers as a group. Typically, a combination rate
occurs when a publisher owns both a morning and an evening newspaper in a market
and offers a reduced single rate for running the same ad in both newspapers, generally
within a 24-hour period. Combination discounts are also available when the advertiser
buys space in several newspapers owned by the publisher in a number of markets or in
multiple newspapers affiliated in a syndicate or newspaper group. Exhibit 12-25
shows an ad promoting the three newspapers published by the Miami Herald in the
south Florida market.

The Future for Newspapers
Newspapers remain the largest advertising medium in terms of total advertising volume.
Newspapers’ largest advertising category is retail, and consolidation among department
stores and grocery chains is likely to lead to a slight decline in ad volume. National
advertising in newspapers is growing as major advertisers such as Procter & Gamble,
Kraft, Nestlé, and General Motors use the medium more. However, newspapers have
fallen behind TV and magazines as a medium for national advertisers; they accounted
for only 4.5 percent of the estimated $144 billion spent by national advertisers in 2002.

Newspapers’ major strength lies in their role as a medium that can be used effec-
tively by local advertisers on a continual basis. It is unlikely that newspapers’ impor-
tance to local advertisers will change in the near future. However, there are a number
of problems and issues newspapers must address to maintain their strong position as a
dominant local advertising medium and to gain more national advertising. These
include competition from other advertising media, maintaining and managing circula-
tion, cross-media opportunities, and declining readership.

Competition from Other Media The newspaper industry’s battle to
increase its share of national advertising volume has been difficult. In addition to the
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It takes 3 newspapers to
reach the #1 retail market

in the U.S.

We publish them all.
The Miami/Ft. Lauderdale DMA leads
the nation in retail spending per
household.
And there’s no better way to reach this
big-spending market than by advertising

in The Miami Herald, El Nuevo Herald
(the nation’s #1 Spanish-language daily)
and The Herald in Broward County.
Together, these three newspapers have
the highest reach in South Florida.

Source: Demographics USA, 1999 Market Statistics; Scarborough Multi-Media Study, 1999

For more information call Ric Banciella, National Marketing Manager,
at (305) 376-2694 or (800) HERALD5, ext. 2694. e-mail: rbanciella@herald.com

Or, visit our websites at  www.herald.com or www.elherald.com
000190

Exhibit 12-25
Marketers can advertise
in the three newspapers
published by the Miami
Herald
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problems of reproduction quality and rate differentials, newspapers face competition
from other media for both national and local advertisers’ budgets. The newspaper
industry is particularly concerned about the bypass, or loss of advertisers to direct
marketing and telemarketing.

To deal with this problem, many newspapers will have to gear up to compete as
direct marketers. Many papers are already building databases by collecting informa-
tion from readers that potential advertisers can use to target specific groups or for
direct marketing. Newspapers already have a distribution system that can reach nearly
every household in a market every day. It is likely that many newspapers will find
ways to make their extensive databases and distribution systems available to mar-
keters that want to target consumers with direct-marketing efforts. By supplementing
newspaper advertising with direct mail, marketers can be encouraged to invest more of
their advertising dollars with newspaper publishers.

The intermedia battle that newspapers find themselves involved in is no longer lim-
ited to national advertising. Many companies are investigating the Internet as a mar-
keting tool and a place to invest advertising dollars that might otherwise go to
newspapers. Local radio and TV stations (particularly cable stations), as well as the
expanding number of Yellow Pages publishers, are aggressively pursuing local adver-
tisers. Newspapers will have to fight harder to retain those advertisers. Many newspa-
pers have expanded their marketing capabilities and are making efforts to develop and
sustain relationships with their advertisers. Some have created sophisticated databases
and direct-mail capabilities, which they offer as value-added services. Others are
increasing their marketing research departments, preparing comprehensive market
studies for major customers, and, in some cases, serving as media advisors and mar-
keting partners.32

Circulation The newspaper industry has been struggling for years to reverse
declining circulation. While most of the major newspapers in the United States have
been able to maintain their circulation, the rest of the industry has been experiencing a
decline.33 Like magazines, many newspapers are taking a closer look at their circula-
tion and analyzing whether the cost of getting additional circulation is justified by the
advertising revenue it generates. Many papers are raising newsstand and home deliv-
ery rates and circulation revenue is accounting for more of their total revenue.

Several major metropolitan newspapers have found that advertisers use newspapers
to reach consumers within specific geographic areas and do not want to pay for readers
in outlying areas. Thus, some papers are eliminating what has been called “ego circu-
lation” and focusing more on regional editions in their immediate trade area.

Cross-Media Buys Another area where newspapers may be following the lead
of magazines is cross-newspaper and media buys. Newspapers within, as well as
across, various regions are banding together to offer national advertisers a package of
newspapers so they won’t have to purchase space in individual papers. A number of
newspaper networks are being formed to help newspapers compete for more of the
media expenditures of national advertisers.

Cross-media buys involving newspapers with other media vehicles are also likely
to become more prevalent. For example, the Washington Post has been involved in a
cross-media deal with Newsweek, while large companies that own newspapers, maga-
zines, and broadcast media are also offering cross-media packages to advertisers
(Exhibit 12-26).

Attracting and Retaining Readers The growth of newspapers as an adver-
tising medium may be limited by the reduced popularity of the medium itself. News-
paper readership has been on a steady decline for the past two decades. The percentage
of the adult population reading a newspaper on the average weekday has declined
from 78 percent in 1970 to 54 percent today. The percentage of U.S. households
receiving a daily newspaper has declined from 77 percent in 1980 to 60 percent. The
decline in newspaper readership can be attributed to several factors, including the fast-
paced, time-poor lifestyle of the modern dual-income household and the continued
growth, popularity, and viewing options of TV.
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A number of newspapers have been redesigned to be more interesting and easier
and faster to read. Changes include the increased use of color and graphics as well as
expanded coverage of sports and entertainment. Some papers have begun providing
short summaries of articles in each section of the paper so readers can skim them and
decide what they want to read.

Of particular concern to publishers is the decline in newspaper readership among
important market segments such as women and young adults. Surveys show that the
percentage of women who read a newspaper on a typical day declined from 67 percent
in 1981 to 51 percent in 2001.34 Newspapers and advertisers are concerned because
women are far more likely than men to make buying decisions. Many newspa-
pers are introducing new women’s sections and revising old ones to make them
more appealing to modern women. This means including articles on such issues
as health, parenting, and careers—for example, how women with children and
jobs manage their time.

Newspapers are also concerned about where their future readers will come
from, since many young people are heavy TV viewers and also are spending
more and more time surfing the Internet. However, a recent study found that
newspaper readership is high among teens, and many papers are making special
efforts to attract teenagers in hopes they will become and remain regular read-
ers. The newspaper industry is also taking steps to maintain readership among
young people. For example, the Newspaper Association of America (NAA)
developed an advertising campaign using the theme “It all starts with newspa-
pers” that encourages young people to read the newspaper every day.35 The ads
ask parents to “encourage your child to read a newspaper every day” and feature
celebrities such as musician Jon Bon Jovi, basketball star Grant Hill, and actress
Meryl Streep promoting newspapers as literacy tools. Exhibit 12-27 shows one
of the ads from that campaign, featuring Jackie Chan, the popular action-movie
star, reading The Tuxedo Times. The ad was run to coincide with the release of
Chan’s action-comedy film The Tuxedo.

The newspaper industry faces a major challenge. To increase circulation and
readership and continue to attract advertising revenue, it must make newspapers
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Exhibit 12-26
Newsweek and the
Washington Post offer
advertisers a cross-media
opportunity

Exhibit 12-27 This ad is
part of a campaign
encouraging young people
to read newspapers
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more interesting to readers by targeting specific groups and expanding services to
encourage advertisers to continue using newspapers. The newspaper industry
launched a comprehensive program to address some of these issues. Called the News-
paper Readership Initiative, this program seeks to reverse the decline in newspaper
readership and circulation and make newspapers a part of every advertiser’s media
plan.36

The growth of the Internet and online services is another factor that may erode
newspaper readership. As penetration of the Internet into households increases, news-
papers and magazines are among the most threatened of the major media. A survey
conducted for Advertising Age found that consumers with home Internet access are
less likely to use magazines or newspapers as a primary information source when
shopping for a car, financial services, travel, or fashion. The study also found that con-
sumers from teens to seniors are comfortable with the idea of using the Internet in the
future to read books, magazines, and newspapers.37

Newspaper publishers are addressing this threat by making their papers available
online. Nearly every major newspaper has established a website, and many publishers
now make their papers available online. The number of U.S. newspapers available
online increased from less than 100 in 1995 to more than 1,300 in 2002. Many papers
are also developing innovative programs for advertisers to attract their online advertis-
ing dollars. Networks are forming to help local newspapers go online and to facilitate
the sale and purchase of banner ads and sponsorships. But as with magazines, audi-
ence measurement and user involvement are making it difficult for newspapers to
attract advertisers and are issues that must be addressed.
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Summary
Magazines and newspapers, the
two major forms of print media,
play an important role in the
media plans and strategy of many
advertisers. Magazines are a very
selective medium and are very
valuable for reaching specific
types of customers and market
segments. The three broad
categories of magazines are con-
sumer, farm, and business publica-
tions. Each of these categories can
be further classified according to
the publication’s editorial content
and audience appeal.

In addition to their selectivity,
the advantages of magazines
include their excellent reproduction
quality, creative flexibility, long life,
prestige, and readers’ high receptiv-
ity to magazine advertising, as well
as the services they offer to adver-
tisers. Disadvantages of magazines
include their high cost, limited
reach and frequency, long lead time,
and the advertising clutter in most
publications.

Advertising space rates in mag-
azines vary according to a number

of factors, among them the size of
the ad, position in the publication,
particular editions purchased, use
of color, and number and
frequency of insertions. Rates for
magazines are compared on the
basis of the cost per thousand,
although other factors such as the
editorial content of the
publication and its ability to reach
specific target audiences must
also be considered.

Newspapers represent the
largest advertising medium in
terms of total volume, receiving
nearly a fourth of all advertising
dollars. Newspapers are a very
important medium to local adver-
tisers, especially retailers. They are
also used by national advertisers,
although the differential rate
structure for national versus local
advertisers is a source of
controversy. Newspapers are a
broad-based medium that reaches
a large percentage of households
in a particular area. Newspapers’
other advantages include flexibil-
ity, geographic selectivity, reader

involvement, and special services.
Drawbacks of newspapers include
their lack of high-quality ad repro-
duction, short life span, lack of
audience selectivity, and clutter.

Trends toward market segmen-
tation and regional marketing are
prompting many advertisers to
make more use of newspapers and
magazines. However, both
magazines and newspapers face
increasing competition from such
other media as radio, cable TV,
direct marketing, and the Internet.
Both magazines and newspapers
are working to improve the quality
of their circulation bases, offer
database marketing services, and
initiate cross-media deals. Rising
costs and declining readership are
problems for many magazines and
newspapers. Both magazines and
newspapers are making their publi-
cations available online, but prob-
lems with audience measurement
and interactions with ads are
important issues that must be
resolved.
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Discussion Questions
1. The vignette at the beginning of
the chapter discusses how Rolling
Stone magazine is undergoing
major changes to update its image
and make it more appealing to a
younger audience. Evaluate the
changes being made by Rolling
Stone to reposition itself and the
challenges the magazine faces in
trying to compete against other
magazines that are targeting
young adults.

2. Discuss the role of newspapers
and magazines in the development
and implementation of an
integrated marketing communica-
tions program. What advantages
are offered by each medium?

3. What is meant by selectivity
with regard to the purchase of
advertising media? Discuss the
various ways magazines offer
selectivity to advertisers.

4. Choose a specific target market
that an advertiser might want to
reach. Discuss how magazines
and/or newspapers might be used

to reach this particular market in a
cost effective manner.

5. IMC Perspective 12-1 discusses
the challenges marketers targeting
products and services to the young
male market face in trying to reach
this segment. Why do you think
teenage males are such a difficult
market to reach with magazines?
Do you think a magazine such as
Stance will be successful in appeal-
ing to the teen male market?

6. Discuss why many companies
such as Nike, Kodak, Ford, Ikea and
others are choosing to publish
their own custom magazines. Do
you think these custom publica-
tions are an effective way to reach
their customers?

7. If you were purchasing magazine
advertising space for a manufac-
turer of golf clubs such as Taylor-
Made or Calloway, what factors
would you consider? Would your
selection of magazines be limited
to golf publications? Why or why
not?

8. Discuss how the use of newspa-
pers as an advertising medium
would differ for national versus
local advertisers. Find examples of
newspaper advertising used by a
national and a local advertiser and
evaluate the type of ad used by
each.

9. Discuss the reasons why USA
Today has become the leading
national newspaper. What
challenges do other national news-
papers such as The Wall Street
Journal and the New York Times
face in trying to compete against
USA Today for national
advertising?

10. Why has newspaper readership
in the United States been
declining over the past decade? Do
you think campaigns such as the
Newspaper Association of
America’s “It all starts with news-
papers” can help reverse the
decline in newspaper readership
among young people?
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Chapter Objectives

1. To recognize the various support media available
to the marketer in developing an IMC program.

2. To develop an understanding of the advantages
and disadvantages of support media.

3. To know how audiences for support media are
measured.

Support Media

13
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The next time you see a campus opinion leader or

Hollywood star driving a certain type of car, drink-

ing a soda, or talking about the merits of some

product or service, realize that he or she may be

being paid to promote the item. While not a com-

pletely new idea, the use of nonconventional

methods of getting products promoted appears

to almost be becoming conventional. Referred to

by a variety of titles including stealth marketing,

ambush marketing, and guerrilla marketing,

these “under-the-radar” methods attempt to get

exposure for products or services in a number of

ways at the lowest cost. For smaller companies

stealth marketing may be the only form of com-

munications they can afford, so this means of

communication is a necessity. But now many of

the larger advertisers have also adopted the

approach.

One of the more popular brands in Britain is

Colman’s Mustard. Founded 188 years ago, Col-

man’s has successfully employed under-the-radar

tactics since the 1920s, when its advertising

agency initiated the idea of a fictitious “mustard

club.” The campaign started with the agent him-

self pasting stickers on buses that read, “Has

father joined the mustard club?” The campaign

caught on very quickly with Brits and eventually

expanded into an integrated campaign that

included a club members’ newslet-

ter, card games, and badges

(500,000 badges were distributed

in 1933 alone!). The success of the

campaign led Colman’s to be the

top-selling mustard by 1938, and it

has remained a brand leader ever

since, although it is now owned by

Unilever.

In the United States, a number

of brands that have become suc-

cessful through more conventional

advertising approaches are also

attempting to capitalize on the

stealth approach. For example,

Revlon paid ABC to include its cos-

metics as part of the plot on the soap opera All

My Children. Calvin Klein’s $45 million launch of

the men’s cologne Crave will include street sam-

pling, “seeding”—having designated opinion

leaders be seen with and talk about the brand—

and sand sculptures of the logo on beaches on

both coasts. Sony Ericsson hired troupes of actors

to pose as tourists in New York City and Los Ange-

les to ask passers-by to take their picture with the

company’s new combination cell-phone camera.

Procter & Gamble sent elaborate Porta Potties to

state fairs to promote Charmin toilet paper, and

Elle magazine (among others) has hired individu-

als to log on to Internet chat rooms and talk

about its product. And this is just a sampling!

Like many other things, however, overuse cre-

ates problems. Many consumers and businesspeo-

ple consider the practice of stealth marketing

Stealth Marketing Goes Mainstream
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deceptive, arguing that such practices attempt to

trick the consumer. Some have even fought back.

One such group is the Federation Internationale de

Football Association (FIFA), the governing body of

international soccer (“football” to most of the

world). During the 2002 World Cup the agency took

on the role of policing unauthorized promotions at

the games in South Korea. Pushed by Coca-Cola,

Adidas, and Philips Electronics—all of whom paid

$35 million to $40 million to be official sponsors,

the “cops” clamped down on competitors that

attempted to gain exposure to the estimated 40 bil-

lion TV viewers through stealth methods. One such

effort—according to FIFA, but denied by the com-

pany—was that by Samsung. At one game more

than 100 Chinese spectators were adorned in bright

red hats with a logo of South Korea’s Samsung elec-

tronics prominently emblazoned on them. The

police made them remove the hats prior to entering

the stadium, as Samsung just happens to be a com-

petitor of sponsor Philips Electronics. At another

game, more than thirty 10-meter-long banners

were confiscated, each trying to promote compa-

nies ranging from electronics to car-repair shops.

While some success was achieved at the World

Cup games, the reality is that stealth methods are

on the rise and are almost impossible to stop. And

not everyone believes that they should be stopped.

As noted by Salim Ahmed of Marketing, a London

business magazine, stealth may be the only future

marketing has—at least for some companies.

Sources: Daniel Eisenberg, “It’s an Ad, Ad, Ad, Ad World,” Time
Magazine, Sept. 2, 2002, pp. 38–41; Gabriel Kahn, “Stop That
Logo!” The Wall Street Journal Europe, June 21–23, 2002, p. N1;
“Colman’s Mustard,” Marketing, Aug. 1, 2002, p. G19; Salim
Ahmed, “Stealth May Be the Only Future Marketing Has,” Mar-
keting, Nov. 2, 2000, p. 32.
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The stealth marketing techniques discussed in the lead-in to this chapter reflect the
many different ways (some unconventional) that companies and organizations get
their messages out. Ads have also appeared on manhole covers, inside rest-room stalls,
on lettuce wrappers in grocery stores, on hubcaps, on cell phones, and even on beep-
ers. In this chapter, we review a number of support media, some that are new to the
marketplace and others that have been around a while. We discuss the relative advan-
tages and disadvantages, cost information, and audience measurement of each. We
refer to them as support media because the media described in the previous chapters
dominate the media strategies of large advertisers, particularly national advertisers.
Support media are used to reach those people in the target market the primary media
may not have reached and to reinforce, or support, their messages.

You may be surprised at how many different ways there are to deliver the message
and how often you are exposed to them. Let’s begin by examining the scope of the
support media industry and some of the many alternatives available to marketers.

Support media are referred to by several titles, among them
alternative media, nonmeasured media, and nontradi-
tional media. These terms describe a vast variety of channels
used to deliver communications and to promote products and
services. In this chapter we will discuss many of these media

(though, as you might imagine, it would be impossible for us to discuss them all).
Many advertisers, as well as the top 100 advertising agencies, have increased their

use of nontraditional support media, and as new alternatives are developed, this use
will continue to grow. Figures for nontraditional media do not include some of the
most popular support media, such as out-of-home advertising, specialty advertising,
and advertising in the Yellow Pages. Let us examine some of these in more detail.

The Scope of the Support
Media Industry

Out-of-home advertising encompasses many advertising forms, includ-
ing outdoor (billboards and signs), transit (both inside and outside the
vehicle), skywriting, and a variety of other media. While outdoor advertis-

ing is used most often, as shown in Figure 13-1, the others are also increasing in use.

Out-of-Home Media
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Alternative
outdoor

2001 Total Outdoor Expenditures: $5.3 Billion

Transit

Street
furniture

Billboards

60%

6%17%

17%

Figure 13-1 Estimated
gross billings by media
category show that outdoor
ads are still the most
popular.

Source: OAAA.

1. Local services and amusements

Top 10 Outdoor Advertising Categories
Listed by percent total ’01 revenues (January–December)

2. Public transportation, hotels, and resorts

3. Retail

4. Media and advertising

5. Restaurants

6. Automotive dealers and services

7. Insurance and real estate

8. Financial

9. Automotive, access, and equipment

10. Telecommunications 

$100.0 $200.0 $300.0 $400.0 $500.0

12.8%

11.4%

10.0%

8.8%

7.8%

6.6%

4.7%

5.4%

5.3%

4.9%

$(000,000)

Figure 13-2 Outdoor advertising expenditures ranked by percent of total 2001 revenues

Source: OAAA.

Outdoor Advertising
Outdoor advertising has probably existed since the days of cave dwellers. Both the
Egyptians and the Greeks used it as early as 5,000 years ago. Outdoor is certainly one
of the more pervasive communication forms, particularly if you live in an urban or
suburban area.

Even though outdoor accounts for only about 2.3 percent of all advertising expendi-
tures and the number of billboards has decreased, the medium has grown steadily in
terms of dollars billed. In 1982, approximately $888 million was spent in this area; in
2001, expenditures reached $5.3 billion.1 As the medium was once dominated by
tobacco advertisers (25 percent of its $1.5 billion revenue came from cigarette advertis-
ing in 1991), there were concerns in the industry when an agreement was reached with
46 states in November 1998 to ban all cigarette ads. Increased expenditures from auto-
motive, retail, and financial companies and from new advertisers such as the dot-coms
have more than made up for the losses. Companies like McDonald’s, Miller, and AT&T
are some of the top spenders in this medium. As shown in Figure 13-2, outdoor contin-
ues to be used by a broad client base, a demonstration of its continued acceptance in the
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industry. The increase in the number of women in the work force has led to more adver-
tising of products targeted to this segment, and the increases in the number of vehicles
on the road and the number of miles driven have led to increased expenditures by gas
companies and food and lodging providers.

A major reason for the continued success of outdoor is its ability to remain innova-
tive through technology. As Exhibit 13-1 shows, billboards are no longer limited to
standard sizes and two dimensions; 3-D forms and extensions are now used to attract
attention. Electronic billboards and inflatables, like the one in Exhibit 13-2 that was
used to promote Power Rangers, have also opened new markets. You probably have
been exposed to either signboards or electronic billboards at sports stadiums, in super-
markets, in the campus bookstore and dining halls, in shopping malls, on the freeways,
or on the sides of buildings, from neon signs on skyscrapers in New York City to Mail
Pouch Tobacco signs painted on the sides of barns in the Midwest. This is truly a per-
vasive medium (Exhibit 13-3).

Outdoor advertising does have its critics. Ever since Lady Bird Johnson tried to rid
the interstate highways of billboard advertising during her husband’s presidency with
the Highway Beautification Act of 1965, there has been controversy regarding its use.
As previously noted, legislation has passed in 46 states banning the advertising of cig-
arettes on billboards. In addition, a number of cities and states have considered
extending the ban to alcoholic beverages.2 Consumers themselves seem to have mixed
emotions about the medium. In a Maritz AmeriPoll asking consumers about their
opinions of billboards, 62 percent of the respondents said they thought billboards
should not be banned, while 52 percent said they should be strictly regulated. When
asked if billboards were entertaining, 80 percent of those surveyed said no, and when
asked if billboards could be beautiful, only 27 percent said yes.3

Media buyers have not completely adopted outdoor, partially because of image
problems and because of the belief that it is difficult to buy. (Approximately 80 per-
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Exhibit 13-1 Outdoor
advertising goes beyond
two dimensions

Exhibit 13-2 Inflatables
bring new meaning to
outdoor advertising
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cent of outdoor advertising is purchased by local merchants and companies.) Let
us examine some of the advantages and disadvantages of the medium in more
detail.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Outdoor Advertising
Outdoor advertising offers a number of advantages:

1. Wide coverage of local markets. With proper placement, a broad base of
exposure is possible in local markets, with both day and night presence. A 100
GRP showing (the percentage of duplicated audience exposed to an outdoor
poster daily) could yield exposure to an equivalent of 100 percent of the market-
place daily, or 3,000 GRPs over a month. This level of coverage is likely to yield
high levels of reach.

2. Frequency. Because purchase cycles are typically for 30-day periods,
consumers are usually exposed a number of times, resulting in high levels of 
frequency.

3. Geographic flexibility. Outdoor can be placed along highways, near stores, or
on mobile billboards, almost anywhere that laws permit. Local, regional, or
even national markets may be covered.

4. Creativity. As shown in Exhibit 13-1, outdoor ads can be very creative. Large
print, colors, and other elements attract attention.

5. Ability to create awareness. Because of its impact (and the need for a simple
message), outdoor can lead to a high level of awareness.

6. Efficiency. Outdoor usually has a very competitive CPM when compared to
other media. The average CPM of outdoor is approximately one-half of radio
and far less than that of TV, magazines, and newspapers.

7. Effectiveness. Outdoor advertising can often lead to sales, as demonstrated in
Figure 13-3. In a study reported by BBDO advertising, 35 percent of consumers
surveyed said they had called a phone number they saw on an out-of-home ad.4

A study reported by Mukesh Bhargava and Naveen Donthu showed that outdoor
advertising can have a significant effect on sales, particularly when combined
with a promotion.5

8. Production capabilities. Modern technologies have reduced production times for
outdoor advertising to allow for rapid turnaround time.

At the same time, however, there are limitations to outdoor, many of them related to
its advantages:

1. Waste coverage. While it is possible to reach very specific audiences, in many
cases the purchase of outdoor results in a high degree of waste coverage. It is not
likely that everyone driving past a billboard is part of the target market.

2. Limited message capabilities. Because of the speed with which most people pass
by outdoor ads, exposure time is short, so messages are limited to a few words and/or
an illustration. Lengthy appeals are not likely to be effective.
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Figure 13-3 Higher sales
from outdoor advertising

Brand Outdoor Used Results

Sunsplash Amusement Park 25 GRP billboards 6,000 new customers in first
14 days

Bennett Infiniti 25 GRP billboards Moved from #35 to #3 in sales 
in upscale markets in state; sales increased from 8

to 30 per month

Altoids 30 sheet posters; Sales increased 50%; sales 
transit, bus panels; increased 5 to 1 in advertised 
kiosks vs. nonadvertised markets

Exhibit 13-3 Most
desirable out-of-home
advertising locations
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3. Wearout. Because of the high frequency of exposures, outdoor may lead to a quick
wearout. People are likely to get tired of seeing the same ad every day.

4. Cost. Because of the decreasing signage available and the higher cost associated
with inflatables, outdoor advertising can be expensive in both an absolute and a rela-
tive sense.

5. Measurement problems. One of the more difficult problems of outdoor advertising
lies in the accuracy of measuring reach, frequency, and other effects. (As you will see
in the measurement discussion, this problem is currently being addressed, though it
has not been resolved.)

6. Image problems. Outdoor advertising has suffered some image problems as well as
some disregard among consumers.

In sum, outdoor advertising has both advantages and disadvantages for marketers.
Some of these problems can be avoided with other forms of out-of-home advertising.

Additional Out-of-Home Media
Several other forms of outdoor advertising are also available. As you read about them,
keep in mind the advantages and disadvantages of outdoor in general mentioned ear-
lier and consider whether these alternatives have the same advantages and/or provide a
possible solution to the disadvantages.

Aerial Advertising Airplanes pulling banners, skywriting (in letters as high as
1,200 feet), and blimps all constitute another form of outdoor advertising available to
the marketer: aerial advertising. Generally these media are not expensive in absolute
terms and can be useful for reaching specific target markets. For example, Coppertone
has often used skywriting over beach areas to promote its tanning lotions, beer compa-
nies (among others) commonly employ aerial advertising at sporting events, and local
advertisers promote special events, sales, and the like. Exhibit 13-4 shows one of the
many products, services, and/or events that have used this medium. Perhaps one of the
more interesting examples of aerial advertising is that shown in Exhibit 13-5. Pizza
Hut paid about $1 million to have a 30-foot version of its new logo on an unmanned
Russian Proton rocket. The logo was visible for only a few seconds, but Pizza Hut felt
the exposure was well worth the investment. (The company also put pizza on the
Space Shuttle for those assembling the orbiting space platform.)

Mobile Billboards Another outdoor medium is mobile billboards (see Exhibit
13-6). Some companies paint Volkswagen Beetles with ads called Beetleboards; 
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Exhibit 13-4 A variety of companies use blimps as an advertising medium
Exhibit 13-5 Pizza Hut takes
aerial advertising to new heights
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Exhibit 13-6 An interesting and 
unusual example of a mobile billboard Trucks often serve as mobile billboards

others paint trucks and vans. Still others put ads on small billboards, mount them on
trailers, and drive around and/or park in the geographic areas being targeted (Exhibit
13-6). Costs depend on the area and the mobile board company’s fees, though even
small and large organizations have found the medium affordable. One small company
in California found that its five mobile cars account for 25 percent of its earnings, and
a study conducted jointly by 3M and the American Trucking Association estimated
that one truck traveling about 60,000 miles a year would create about 10 million
viewer impressions of the ad placed on it.6 In a study employing tracking methodol-
ogy, the Traffic Audit Bureau (TAB) estimated that three trucks with a Seiko watch ad
on them were seen by an average of 121,755 people per day in the Chicago area.7

America Online, Lexus, Wolfgang Puck, and numerous dot-com companies are some
of the advertisers that have used this medium.

In-Store Media
Advertisers spend an estimated $17 billion to promote their products in supermarkets
and other stores with untypical media like displays, banners, and shelf signs. These
point-of-purchase materials include video displays on shopping carts, kiosks that pro-
vide recipes and beauty tips, and coupons at counters and cash registers, LED (light-
emitting diode) boards, and ads that broadcast over in-house screens. At one time,
Miller Brewing Co. used 30 to 40 agencies to provide these services (it now uses 10).
Figure 13-4 lists a few of the many in-store media options.

Much of the attraction of point-of-purchase media is based on figures from the
Point of Purchase Advertising Institute (POPAI) that state approximately two-thirds of
consumers’ purchase decisions are made in the store; some impulse categories demon-
strate an 80 percent rate.8 Many advertisers are spending more of their dollars where
decisions are made now that they can reach consumers at the point of purchase, pro-
viding additional product information while reducing their own efforts.

Miscellaneous Outdoor Media
As shown in Figure 13-5, there are numerous outdoor media available, adding to the
pervasiveness of this medium. The next time you are out, take a few moments to
observe how many different forms of outdoor advertising you are exposed to.

Audience Measurement in Out-of-Home Media
A number of sources of audience measurement and other information are available:

• Competitive Media Reports (formerly BAR/LNA) provides information on expen-
ditures on outdoor media by major advertisers.

• Simmons Market Research Bureau conducts research annually for the Institute of
Outdoor Advertising, providing demographic data, exposures, and the like.
Mediamark Research Inc. (MRI) provides similar data.
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Figure 13-4 In-store
media options

Company/Program Medium

ActMedia

Act Now Co-op couponing/sampling

Aisle Vision Ad posters inserted in stores’ directory signs

Carts Ad placed on frame inside/outside shopping cart

Impact Customized in-store promotion events

Instant Coupon Machine Coupon dispensers mounted in shelf channels

Act Radio Live format in-store radio network

Shelf Take-One Two-sided take-one offers in plastic see-thru
cartridges placed at shelf

Shelf Talk Plastic frames on shelf near product

Addvantage Media Group Shopping cart calculators

Advanced Promotion Technologies

Vision System Scanner-driven, card-based promotion system using
audio/video at checkout

Alpine Promotions “Adsticks” dividers that separate food at grocery
store checkout

Audits and Surveys Tracks in-store sales using scanner data
Worldwide

Catalina Marketing

Checkout Coupon Scanner-driven coupon program that generates
coupons at checkout

Checkout Message Targeted ad messages delivered at checkout

Save Now Instant electronic discounts

Donnelly Marketing

Convert Solo/customized promotion events

In-Store Advertising Two-sided LED display units that hang above five 
high-traffic areas

Innova Marketing In-store actresses and actors providing product 
demonstrations

Time In-Store In-store couponing

Valassis In-Store In-store couponing

SPAR Marketing Force In-store demos and customized events

Media One, Inc.

SuperAd Backlit ads placed in checkout lanes

Stratmar Systems

Field Services In-store demos and customized events

StratMedia Shopping cart ad program

Supermarket Communications Systems

Good Neighbor Direct Bulletin board distribution center

• Standard Rate & Data Service provides a sourcebook on rate information,
production requirements, closing dates, and so on.

• Eight-Sheet Outdoor Advertising Association provides a buyers’ guide containing
facts and figures regarding outdoor advertising.

• Shelter Advertising Association provides a buyers’ guide containing facts and
figures regarding shelter advertising.
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• Audience Measurement by Market for Outdoor (AMMO) audience estimates are
provided by Marketmath, Inc., for outdoor showings in over 500 markets. Published
annually, the reports are based on a series of local market travel studies and
circulation audits and provide demographic characteristics of audiences.

• The Institute of Outdoor Advertising is a trade organization of the outdoor advertis-
ing industry. It gathers cost data and statistical information for outdoor advertising
space purchases.

• Harris-Donovan Media Systems employs a mathematical model using data supplied
by the Traffic Audit Bureau and segmented by time period and billboard size. The data
provide audience figures in the top 50 metropolitan areas and are available to
subscribers on any IBM-compatible computer.

• The Point of Purchase Advertising Institute is a trade organization of point-of-
purchase advertisers collecting statistical and other market information on POP
advertising.

• The Outdoor Advertising Association of America (OAAA) is the primary trade
association of the industry. It assists members with research, creative ideas, and more
effective use of the medium and has a website at www.oaa.org.

• The Media Market Guide (MMG) provides physical dimensions, population
characteristics, and media opportunities for the top 100 media markets.

• The Traffic Audit Bureau (TAB) is the auditing arm of the industry. TAB conducts
traffic counts on which the published rates are based.

• The Traffic Audit Bureau for Media Measurement provides data regarding exposures
to a variety of out-of-home media, including bus shelters, aerial banners, in-store
media, and billboards. This organization was formed in response to complaints that
current methodologies might overstate the reach provided by these media.

• Scarborough publishes local market studies providing demographic data, product
usage, and outdoor media usage.

• Computer packages like Telmar, Donnelly, TAPSCAN, and IMS also provide infor-
mation comparing outdoor with other media.

One of the weaknesses associated with outdoor advertising is audience measure-
ment. Space rates are usually based on the number of desired showings, as shown in
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30-Sheet Posters
210,000

8-Sheet Posters
140,000

Bulletins
56,000

Alternative Outdoor

Street Furniture

Transit

Billboards

Sports Stadiums/Arenas
77 facilities

Shelters
34,000

Shopping Malls
1,200 malls

C-Stores
10,000 stores

In-Stores
34,000 stores

Buses
37,600

Commuter Rail/Subways
13,000 cars

Airports
100+

Figure 13-5 Out-of-home
advertising faces/vehicles
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Figure 13-6. For example, a 100 GRP showing would theoretically provide coverage
to the entire 18-plus market. In Memphis, this would mean coverage of approximately
26 million people for a monthly rate of $52,000. Along with rate information, the com-
panies offering outdoor billboards provide reach and frequency estimates—but there
is no valid way to verify that the showings are performing as promised. The buyer is
somewhat at the mercy of the selling agent.

In response to criticism, the industry has implemented a gross ratings point system sim-
ilar to that used in the television industry. While the system has helped, problems associ-
ated with the use of GRPs (discussed earlier in this text) limit the usefulness of this
information. Many experts think the new service provided by Harris Media Systems is a
significant improvement over the AMMO system, resulting in more credible information.9

Transit Advertising
Another form of out-of-home advertising is transit advertising. While similar to out-
door in the sense that it uses billboards and electronic messages, transit is targeted at
the millions of people who are exposed to commercial transportation facilities, includ-
ing buses, taxis, commuter trains, elevators, trolleys, airplanes, and subways.

Transit advertising has been around for a long time, but recent years have seen a
renewed interest in this medium. Due in part to the increased number of women in the
work force (they can be reached on their way to work more easily than at home), audi-
ence segmentation, and the rising cost of TV advertising, yearly transit ad spending
increased from $43 million in 1972 to over $900 million in 2001.10 Much of this
spending has come from packaged-goods companies such as Colgate, Nestlé,
Kraft–General Foods, America Online, and Lycos, which like transit’s lower costs and
improved frequency of exposures. Other retailers, movie studios, and business-to-
business companies have also increased expenditures in this area (Exhibit 13-7).
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Figure 13-6 Posting space rates, Memphis market (per-month basis)

18+ 4-Week 4-Week Total
Pop. Total Circulation Rate per 4-Week
(000) GRP Faces (000) Face Rate CPM

898.3 100 65 26,098.8 $800 $52,000 $1.99

853.3 95 62 24,925.6 847 52,514 2.11

808.4 90 58 23,276.4 847 49,126 2.11

763.5 85 55 22,103.2 847 46,585 2.11

718.6 80 52 20,930.0 847 44,044 2.10

673.7 75 49 19,756.8 847 41,503 2.10

628.8 70 45 18,107.6 882 39,690 2.19

Note: Memphis-Memphis, 30-sheet poster, general market.

Exhibit 13-7 The FBI uses
outdoor to recruit
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Types of Transit Advertising There are actually
three forms of transit advertising: (1) inside cards, (2) out-
side posters, and (3) station, platform, or terminal posters.

Inside Cards If you have ever ridden a commuter bus,
you have probably noticed the inside cards placed above
the seats and luggage area advertising restaurants, TV or
radio stations, or a myriad of other products and services.
An innovation is the electronic message boards that carry
current advertising information. The ability to change the
message and the visibility provide the advertiser with a
more attention-getting medium.

Transit cards can be controversial. For example, in the
New York subway system, many of the ads for chewing
gum, soup, and Smokey the Bear have given way to pub-
lic service announcements about AIDS, unwanted pregnancies, rape, and infant mor-
tality. While subway riders may agree that such issues are important, many of them
complain that the ads are depressing and intrusive.

Outside Posters Advertisers use various forms of outdoor transit posters to pro-
mote products and services. These outside posters may appear on the sides, backs,
and/or roofs of buses, taxis, trains, and subway and trolley cars.

The increasing sophistication of this medium is demonstrated by a new technology,
developed by Vert, Inc., a small company in Boston, that transforms ads on top of taxi-
cabs into real-time animated electronic billboards. Available in New York and Boston,
a web server that communicates with a global positioning satellite (GPS) is built into
the taxi-top screen. The GPS determines the taxi’s location and sends it to the local
server, which then delivers the relevant ads for a particular area. A taxi traveling
through a Hispanic community can have a message in Spanish, stock quotes could
appear in the financial district, and so on. The ads appear in color in a format similar to
banner ads, at 10 times the brightness of a TV screen. Space is sold in blocks of time,
with cost dependent on the neighborhood, usually ranging from $1 to $5 CPM.11 (See
Exhibit 13-8.)

Station, Platform, and Terminal Posters Floor displays, island showcases, elec-
tronic signs, and other forms of advertising that appear in train or subway stations, air-
line terminals, and the like are all forms of transit advertising. As Exhibit 13-9 shows,
terminal posters can be very attractive and attention-getting. Bus shelters often pro-
vide the advertiser with expanded coverage where other outdoor boards may be
restricted. Gannett Transit recently introduced electronic signs on subway platforms in
New York.
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Exhibit 13-8 Electronic
outside posters often
appear on taxicabs

Exhibit 13-9 Terminal
posters can be used to
attract attention
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Transit Advertising Advantages
of using transit advertising include the following:

1. Exposure. Long length of exposure to an ad is one major advantage of indoor
forms. The average ride on mass transit is 45 minutes, allowing for plenty of exposure
time.12 As with airline tickets, the audience is essentially a captive one, with nowhere
else to go and nothing much to do. As a result, riders are likely to read the ads—more
than once. A second form of exposure transit advertising provides is the absolute num-
ber of people exposed. About 9 million people ride mass transit every week, and over
9.4 billion rides were taken in 2001, providing a substantial number of potential 
viewers.13

2. Frequency. Because our daily routines are standard, those who ride buses,
subways, and the like are exposed to the ads repeatedly. If you rode the same subway
to work and back every day, in one month you would have the opportunity to see the
ad 20 to 40 times. The locations of station and shelter signs also afford high frequency
of exposure.

3. Timeliness. Many shoppers get to stores on mass transit. An ad promoting a prod-
uct or service at a particular shopping area could be a very timely communication.

4. Geographic selectivity. For local advertisers in particular, transit advertising
provides an opportunity to reach a very select segment of the population. A purchase
of a location in a certain neighborhood will lead to exposure to people of specific eth-
nic backgrounds, demographic characteristics, and so on.

5. Cost. Transit advertising tends to be one of the least expensive media in terms of
both absolute and relative costs. An ad on the side of a bus can be purchased for a very
reasonable CPM.

Some disadvantages are also associated with transit:

1. Image factors. To many advertisers, transit advertising does not carry the image
they would like to represent their products or services. Some advertisers may think
having their name on the side of a bus or on a bus stop bench does not reflect well on
the firm.

2. Reach. While an advantage of transit advertising is the ability to provide exposure
to a large number of people, this audience may have certain lifestyles and/or
behavioral characteristics that are not true of the target market as a whole. For exam-
ple, in rural or suburban areas, mass transit is limited or nonexistent, so the medium is
not very effective for reaching these people.

3. Waste coverage. While geographic selectivity may be an advantage, not everyone
who rides a transportation vehicle or is exposed to transit advertising is a potential
customer. For products that do not have specific geographic segments, this form of
advertising incurs a good deal of waste coverage.

Another problem is that the same bus may not run the same route every day. To
save wear and tear on the vehicles, some companies alternate city routes (with much
stop and go) with longer suburban routes. Thus, a bus may go downtown one day and
reach the desired target group but spend the next day in the suburbs, where there may
be little market potential.

4. Copy and creative limitations. It may be very difficult to place colorful, attractive
ads on cards or benches. And while much copy can be provided on inside cards, on 
the outside of buses and taxis the message is fleeting and short copy points are 
necessary.

5. Mood of the audience. Sitting or standing on a crowded subway may not be
conducive to reading advertising, let alone experiencing the mood the advertiser
would like to create. Controversial ad messages may contribute to this less than posi-
tive feeling. Likewise, hurrying through an airport may create anxieties that limit the
effectiveness of the ads placed there.

In summary, an advantage for one product or service advertiser may be a disadvan-
tage for another. Transit advertising can be an effective medium, but one must under-
stand its strengths and weaknesses to use it properly.
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Audience Measurement in Transit Advertising As with outdoor
advertising, the cost basis for transit is the number of showings. In transit advertising,
a 100 showing means one ad appears on or in each vehicle in the system; a showing of
50 means half of the vehicles carry the ad. If you are placing such ads on taxicabs, it
may be impossible to determine who is being exposed to them.

Rate information comes from the sellers of transit advertising, and audience infor-
mation is very limited. So much of the information marketers need to purchase transit
ads does not come from purely objective sources.
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According to the Promotional Products Asso-
ciation International (PPA), promotional
products marketing is “the advertising or
promotional medium or method that uses promotional products, such as ad specialties,
premiums, business gifts, awards, prizes, or commemoratives.” Promotional products
marketing is the more up-to-date name for what used to be called specialty advertis-
ing. Specialty advertising has now been provided with a new definition:

A medium of advertising, sales promotion, and motivational communication employing
imprinted, useful, or decorative products called advertising specialties, a subset of promo-
tional products.

Unlike premiums, with which they are sometimes confused (called advertising special-
ties), these articles are always distributed free—recipients don’t have to earn the specialty by
making a purchase or contribution.14

As you can see from these descriptions, specialty advertising is often considered
both an advertising and a sales promotion medium. In our discussion, we treat it as a
supportive advertising medium in the IMC program (Exhibit 13-10).

There are over 15,000 advertising specialty items, including ballpoint pens, coffee
mugs, key rings, calendars, T-shirts, and matchbooks. Unconventional specialties such
as plant holders, wall plaques, and gloves with the advertiser’s name printed on them
are also used to promote a company or its product; so are glassware, trophies, awards,
and vinyl products. In fact, advertisers spend over $16.5 billion per year on specialty
advertising items. The increased use of this medium makes it the fastest-growing of all
advertising or sales promotion media.15

If you stop reading for a moment and look around your desk (or bed or beach blan-
ket), you’ll probably find some specialty advertising item nearby. It may be the pen
you are using, a matchbook, or even a book cover with the campus bookstore name on
it. (Figure 13-7 shows the percentage of sales by product category.) Specialty items
are used for many promotional purposes: to thank a customer for patronage, keep the
name of the company in front of consumers, introduce new products, or reinforce the
name of an existing company, product, or service. Advertising specialties are often
used to support other forms of product promotions.

Advantages and Disadvantages 
of Promotional Products Marketing
Like any other advertising medium, promotional products marketing offers
the marketer both advantages and disadvantages. Advantages include the
following:

1. Selectivity. Because specialty advertising items are generally
distributed directly to target customers, the medium offers a high degree of
selectivity. The communication is distributed to the desired recipient,
reducing waste coverage.

2. Flexibility. As the variety of specialty items in Figure 13-7 demon-
strates, this medium offers a high degree of flexibility. A message as sim-
ple as a logo or as long as is necessary can be distributed through a number
of means. Both small and large companies can employ this medium, lim-
ited only by their own creativity.

3. Frequency. Most forms of specialty advertising are designed for reten-
tion. Key chains, calendars, and pens remain with the potential customer

Promotional Products Marketing

Exhibit 13-10
Promotional products can
be a valuable contributor to
the IMC program
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Figure 13-7 Sales of promotional products by category (numbers in parentheses indicate sales by product category)

Product Category Items Included

Wearables T-shirts, golf shirts, aprons, uniforms, blazers, headwear, jackets, neckwear,
footwear, etc.

Writing instruments Pens, pencils, markers, highlighters, etc.

Desk/office/business accessories Briefcases, folders, desk pen sets, calculators, cubed paper, etc.

Bags Totebags, shopping bags, satchels, gift bags, drawstring bags, cosmetic
bags, etc.

Calendars Wall and wallet calendars, desk diaries, pocket secretaries, etc.

Glassware/ceramics China, crystal, mugs, figurines, etc.

Games/toys/playing cards/inflatables Kites, balls, puzzles, stuffed animals, etc.

Recognition awards/trophies/jewelry/clocks Plaques, certificates, etc.
and watches

Sporting goods/leisure products/travel Picnic/party products, camping equipment, barbecue items, bar 
accessories products, plastic cups, binoculars, luggage, passport cases, etc.

Computer products Mouse pads, monitor frames, disk carriers, wrist pads, software, etc.

Buttons/badges/ribbons/stickers/magnets Decals, transfers, signs, banners, etc.

Housewares/tools Measuring devices, kitchen products, picture frames, household
decorations, ornaments, tool kits, first-aid kits, 
furniture, flashlights, cutlery, weather instruments, etc.

Automotive accessories Key tags, bumper strips, road maps, floor mats, window shades, etc.

Personal/pocket-purse products Pocket knives, grooming aids, lighters, matches, sunglasses, wallets, etc.

Electronic devices and accessories Radios, TVs, videotapes, music CDs, phone cards, etc.

Textiles Flags, towels, umbrellas, pennants, throws, blankets, etc.

Food gifts Candy, nuts, gourmet meat, spices, etc.

Other No examples reported

Wearables/apparel
29.0% (29.0%)

Writing instruments
10.6%

Bags
5.9% (6.9%)

Calendars
7.0% (5.3%)

Desk
7.6% (7.0%)Glassware

5.5% (4.7%)

Recognition
4.0% (4.1%)

Buttons
3.5% (3.1%)

Automotive
3.5% (2.8%)

Sporting goods
3.3% (4.0%)

Housewares
2.6% (2.8%)

Personal
2.2% (2.6%)

Other
2.9% (3.5%)

Computer
3.1% (3.1%)

Games
2.6% (4.4%)

Textiles
2.4% (2.0%)

Food
1.7% (1.9%)

Electronic
2.3% (2.3%)
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Combining
Promotional
Products with: Effect

Advertising Including direct mail with a promotional product increased response to a print ad to 4.2%,
versus 2.3% with direct mail only and .7% with an ad only.

Personal selling Customers receiving a promotional product expressed more goodwill toward the company
than did those receiving a letter. They rated the company more positively in 52% of the cases and rated
the salespeople more proficient (34%) and more capable (16%). Business-to-business customers
receiving a promotional product were 14% more likely to provide leads, while salespersons who gave
gifts to customers received 22% more leads than those who did not.

Trade shows Responses to invitations to visit a booth were higher when a promotional product was enclosed.

Direct Responses to direct-mail sales pieces were 1.9% with only a letter but 3.3% with a 
promotional product (75% higher). Other studies have shown increases of 50 to 66%.

for a long time, providing repeat exposures to the advertising message at no additional
cost.

4. Cost. Some specialty items are rather expensive (for example, leather goods), but
most are affordable to almost any size organization. While they are costly on a CPM
basis when compared with other media, the high number of repeat exposures drives
down the relative cost per exposure of this advertising medium.

5. Goodwill. Promotional products are perhaps the only medium that generates good-
will in the receiver. Because people like to receive gifts and many of the products are
functional (key chains, calendars, etc.), consumers are grateful to receive them. In a
recent study of users of promotional products, goodwill was cited as the number-one
reason for use.

6. Supplementing other media. A major advantage of promotional products marketing
is its ability to supplement other media. Because of its low cost and repeat exposures,
the simplest message can reinforce the appeal or information provided through other
forms. Figure 13-8 demonstrates how promotional products have been used to supple-
ment other IMC strategies.

Promotional products have also been used to support trade shows, motivate dealers,
recognize employees, and promote consumer and sales force contests.

Disadvantages of promotional products marketing include the following:

1. Image. While most forms of specialty advertising are received as friendly
reminders of the store or company name, the firm must be careful choosing the
specialty item. The company image may be cheapened by a chintzy or poorly
designed advertising form.

2. Saturation. With so many organizations now using this advertising medium, the
marketplace may become saturated. While you can always use another ballpoint pen
or book of matches, the value to the receiver declines if replacement is too easy, and
the likelihood that you will retain the item or even notice the message is reduced. The
more unusual the specialty, the more value it is likely to have to the receiver.

3. Lead time. The lead time required to put together a promotional products message
is significantly longer than that for most other media.

Even with its disadvantages, promotional products marketing can be an effective
medium.

Audience Measurement in Promotional 
Products Marketing
Owing to the nature of the industry, specialty advertising has no established ongoing
audience measurement system. Research has been conducted in an attempt to deter-
mine the impact of this medium, however, including the following reports.
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A study by Schreiber and Associates indicated 39 percent of people receiving
advertising specialties could recall the name of the company as long as six months
later, and a study conducted by A. C. Nielsen found that 31 percent of respondents
were still using at least one specialty they had received a year or more earlier.16

A study by Gould/Pace University found the inclusion of a specialty item in a
direct-mail piece generated a greater response rate and 321 percent greater dollar pur-
chases per sale than mail pieces without such items.17 Studies at Baylor University
showed that including an ad specialty item in a thank-you letter can improve cus-
tomers’ attitudes toward a company’s sales reps by as much as 34 percent and toward
the company itself by as much as 52 percent.18 Finally, Richard Manville Research
reported the average household had almost four calendars; if they had not been given
such items free, two-thirds of the respondents said they would purchase one, an indi-
cation of the desirability of this particular specialty item.19

The Promotional Products Association International (www.ppai.org) is the trade
organization of the field. The PPAI helps marketers develop and use specialty advertis-
ing forms. It also provides promotional and public relations support for specialty
advertising and disseminates statistical and educational information.

Yellow Pages Advertising
When we think of advertising media, many of us overlook one of the most popular
forms in existence—the Yellow Pages. While most of us use the Yellow Pages fre-
quently, we tend to forget they are advertising. Over 200 publishers produce more than
6,500 Yellow Pages throughout the United States, generating $13.6 billion in advertis-
ing expenditures. This makes the Yellow Pages the fifth-largest medium (just behind
radio).20

More than 90 percent of the industry’s ad revenues are accounted for by nine big
operators: the seven regional Bell companies, the Donnelley Directory, and GTE
Directories.21 Local advertisers constitute the bulk of the ads in these directories
(about 90 percent), though national advertisers such as U-Haul, Sears, and General
Motors use them as well.22

Interestingly, there are several forms of Yellow Pages. (Because AT&T never copy-
righted the term, any publisher can use it.) They include the following:

• Specialized directories. Directories are targeted at select markets such as Hispan-
ics, blacks, Asians, and women. Also included in this category are toll-free direc-
tories, Christian directories, and many others.

• Audiotex. The “talking Yellow Pages” offer oral information on advertisers.

• Interactive. Consumers search the database for specific types of information.
Advertisers can update their listings frequently.

• Internet directories. A number of websites provide some form of Internet-based
Yellow Pages (see www.kelseygroup.com).
These directories include national directo-
ries which provide a nationwide database
of business listings; local and regional
directories, which provide information on
a local or regional basis; and “shared”
directories, in which local companies join
together to form a national database.

• Other services. Some Yellow Pages direc-
tories offer coupons and freestanding
inserts. In Orange County, California, tele-
phone subscribers received samples of
Golden Grahams and Cinnamon Toast
Crunch cereals when their Yellow Pages
were delivered.

The Yellow Pages are often referred to as a
directional medium because the ads do not
create awareness or demand for products or
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Exhibit 13-11 The Yellow
Pages are the final link in
the buying cycle
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services; rather, once consumers have decided to buy, the Yellow Pages point them in
the direction where their purchases can be made.23 The Yellow Pages are thus consid-
ered the final link in the buying cycle, as shown in Exhibit 13-11. As shown in Figure
13-9, the Yellow Pages can extend the reach of other IMC media.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Yellow Pages The Yellow Pages
offer the following advantages to advertisers:

1. Wide availability. A variety of directories are published. According to the Yellow
Pages Publishers Association, consumers refer to the Yellow Pages more than 19.4
billion times yearly.24

2. Action orientation. Consumers use the Yellow Pages when they are considering, or
have decided to take, action.

3. Costs. Ad space and production costs are relatively low compared to other media.

4. Frequency. Because of their longevity (Yellow Pages are published yearly),
consumers return to the directories time and again. The average adult refers to the Yel-
low Pages about 1.4 times a week, and 56 percent of U.S. households use the Yellow
Pages weekly, and 76 percent monthly.25

5. Nonintrusiveness. Because consumers choose to use the Yellow Pages, they are not
considered an intrusion. Studies show that most consumers rate the Yellow Pages very
favorably.26 Among users, 79 percent agree that the Yellow Pages are an important
source of information, and 76 percent report that the books are helpful for learning
about new products.

Disadvantages of the Yellow Pages include the following:

1. Market fragmentation. Since Yellow Pages are essentially local media, they tend to
be very localized. Add to this the increasing number of specialized directories, and the
net result is a very specific offering.

2. Timeliness. Because Yellow Pages are printed only once a year, they become
outdated. Companies may relocate, go out of business, or change phone numbers in
the period between editions.
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Figure 13-9 The Yellow
Pages extend the reach of
other media
Note: Percent estimates represent an
average based on an aggregation of
media usage across 151 product and
service categories among those
consumers involved in a purchase
decision.
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3. Lack of creativity. While the Yellow Pages are somewhat flexible, their creative
aspects are limited.

4. Lead times. Printing schedules require that ads be placed a long time before the
publications appear. It is impossible to get an ad in after the deadline, and advertisers
need to wait a long time before the next edition.

5. Clutter. A recent study by Avery Abernethy indicates that the Yellow Pages (like
other media) experience problems with clutter.

6. Size requirements. Response to Yellow Pages ads is directly tied to the size of the
ad. A study by Abernethy and Laband indicates that for large directories a minimum
of one-half page may be required just to get noticed.27

Audience Measurement in the Yellow Pages Two forms of audience
measurement are employed in the Yellow Pages industry. As with other print media,
circulation is counted as the number of either individuals or households possessing a
particular directory. But Yellow Pages advertisers have resisted the use of circulation
figures for evaluating audience size, arguing that this number represents only potential
exposures to an ad.28 Given that households may possess more than one directory,
advertisers argued for a figure based on usage. The National Yellow Pages Monitor
(NYPM) now provides Yellow Pages directory ratings and usage behavior by market.
Using a diary method similar to that used for broadcast media, this ratings method
allows advertisers to determine both the absolute and relative costs of advertising in
different directories (see Figure 13-10). Statistical Research Inc. (SRI) conducts
national studies to measure Yellow Pages usage. Simmons and MRI provide demo-
graphic and usage information.

The trade association for the Yellow Pages, the Yellow Pages Integrated Media
Association (www.yellowpagesima.org and www.yppa.org), provides industry infor-
mation, rates, educational materials, and assistance to advertisers and potential adver-
tisers. The YPPA also disseminates educational and statistical information.
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There are numerous other nontraditional ways to promote products. Some are
reviewed here.

Advertising in Movie Theaters
Another method of delivering the message that is increasing quickly (to the dismay of
many) is the use of movie theaters to promote products and/or services. Commercials
shown before the film and previews, with both local and national sponsorships, have
replaced cartoons. In addition, ads in theater lobbies, at kiosks, and on popcorn tubs
and drink cups are used. For example, Coca-Cola Co. has frequently advertised the
Coke Classic brand in movie theaters. PepsiCo, Sears, Gap, and Target have also
employed this medium, as have numerous other companies. McDonald’s, Clairol, and
Toyota are prime users. At least one study has estimated that more than one-half of all
theaters show ads before the films (Figure 13-11). The growth rate has averaged 20
percent a year sine 1992, resulting in a $400 million industry by 2001.29 On videos,
companies place ads before the movies as well as on the cartons they come in. Pepsi

Other Media

Figure 13-10 The Yellow Pages use a usage rating system

CPM Based on Directory Circulation

Cost for a
Directory Circulation Full-Page Ad CPM

A 509,000 $28,000 $55.01

B 505,000 21,000 41.58

CPM Based on Directory Usage (Ratings)

Total
References Share of Cost for a

Directory per Year References Full-Page Ad CPM

A 58,400,000 76.9% $28,000 .48

B 17,500,000 23.1 21,000 1.20
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advertises on the video of Casper. Disney often promotes its upcoming movies as well
as Disney World (10 minutes of advertising preceded The Lion King on video).30 (If
you have ever rented a Disney movie, you are well aware of this!) The Canadian gov-
ernment has shown “stay in school” spots, knowing that the movies are a good way to
reach 12- to 17-year-olds. Dozens of other advertisers have also used this medium,
including Sega, AT&T, and DeBeers.

Consumer reaction to ads in movie theaters is mixed. A number of studies have
shown that most people think these ads are annoying or very annoying. But in an
Advertising Age/Gallup national sample of moviegoers, 35 percent were against a ban
on ads in movie theaters and another 21 percent were unsure whether such a ban
should be enacted.31 The survey was taken after Walt Disney Co. announced it would
stop showing its movies in any theater that runs on-screen advertising along with the
films. While advertisers were infuriated, Disney claimed its surveys showed that cus-
tomers were extremely irritated by such ads and as a result might quit coming to the
theaters.32 (Disney still bans ads, and some movie chains refuse to accept them 
as well.)

Adam Snyder, writing in Brandweek magazine, believes that pushing movies is
acceptable but beyond that consumers are likely to react negatively.33 Nevertheless,
Blake Thomas, marketing vice president for MGM/UA Home Entertainment, claims,
“We could conceivably sell as much air time as we want, since advertisers cannot
resist the temptation of reaching tens of millions of viewers.”34

Advantages of Movie Theater Advertising Movies provide a number
of advantages to advertisers, including the following:

1. Exposure. The number of people attending movies is substantial: over 1.49 billion
tickets were sold in 2001.35 Ticket sales are over $7.7 billion per year, and attendance
continues to climb.36

2. Mood. If viewers like the movie, the mood can carry over to the product
advertised.

3. Cost. The cost of advertising in a theater varies from one setting to the next. How-
ever, it is low in terms of both absolute and relative costs per exposure.

4. Recall. Research indicates that the next day about 83 percent of viewers can recall
the ads they saw in a movie theater. This compares with a 20 percent recall rate for
television.37

5. Clutter. Lack of clutter is another advantage offered by advertising in movie
theaters. Most theaters limit the number of ads.
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Figure 13-11 The Show
Before the Show: Movie the-
aters are screening commer-
cials, along with previews,
before the main attraction.

Number of Number of Commercial
Cinema Screens Theaters Time

Regal Cinema 4,449 424 3 minutes

AMC Entertainment Inc. 2,736 197 2 minutes

Loews Cineplex Entertainment 2,726 359 3 minutes

Carmike Cinemas Inc. 2,445 350 3 minutes

Cinemark USA Inc. 2,227 192 3 minutes

United Artists Theatres 1,858 257 3 minutes

National Amusements 1,076 102 No limit

General Cinema Theatres 1,060 133 3 minutes

Hoyts Cinema Corp. 967 113 3 minutes

Century Theatres 700 75 No rolling stock ads

Edwards Theatres Circuit 690 59 No rolling stock ads

Source: National Association of Theatre Owners, individual cinema circuits.
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6. Proximity. Since many theaters are located in or adjacent to shopping malls, poten-
tial customers are “right next door.” (Of moviegoers, 73 percent combine the activity
with dining out, 69% percent with shopping.)

7. Segmentation. A key advantage of movie advertising is the ability to target specific
demographic segments. The profile of the moviegoer is above-average in education
and affluent. The movie titles and ratings enable advertisements to reach specific
groups.

Disadvantages of Movie Theater Advertising Some of the disadvan-
tages associated with movie theaters as advertising media follow:

1. Irritation. Perhaps the major disadvantage is that many people do not wish to see
advertising in these media. A number of studies suggest these ads may create a high
degree of annoyance.38 This dissatisfaction may carry over to the product itself, to the
movies, or to the theaters. Mike Stimler, president of the specialty video label Water
Bearer Films, says, “People boo in movie theaters when they see product
advertising.”39 Anne-Marie Marcus, vice president of sales for Screen Vision,
contends that the furor has died down, though the T. J. Maxx retail chain says it is
unlikely to use this form of advertising again.40

2. Cost. While the cost of advertising in local theaters has been cited as an advantage
because of the low rates charged, ads exposed nationally are often as much as 20 per-
cent higher than an equal exposure on television. CPMs also tend to be higher than in
other media.

While only two disadvantages of theater advertising have been mentioned, the first
is a strong one. Many people who have paid to see a movie perceive advertising as an
intrusion. In a study by Michael Belch and Don Sciglimpaglia, many moviegoers
stated that not only would they not buy the product advertised, but they would con-
sider boycotting it. So advertisers should be cautious in their use of this medium. If
they want to use movies, they might consider an alternative—placing products in the
movies.

Product Placements in Movies and on TV
An increasingly common way to promote a product or service is by showing the actual
product or an ad for it as part of a movie or TV show. While such product placement
does not constitute a major segment of the advertising and promotions business, it has
proved effective for some companies and has taken on increased importance with
advertisers’ concerns over viewers’ ability to avoid watching commercials. (Note:
Like specialty advertising, product placement is sometimes considered a promotion
rather than an advertising form. This distinction is not a critical one, and we have
decided to treat product placement as a form of advertising.)

A number of companies pay to have their products
used in movies and music videos. For example, in the
movie Austin Powers, the villain Dr. Evil’s spacecraft
was in the shape of a “Big Boy” from the Big Boy
restaurant chain. In Austin Powers III, Taco Bell, Jaguar,
and Starbucks were just a few of the many product
placements to appear. Essentially, this form is advertis-
ing without an advertising medium. Often, the audience
doesn’t realize a product promotion is going on (See
Exhibit 13-12). Viewers tend to see brand names in films
as lending realism to the story. Yet the impact on the
buying public is real. For example, when Reese’s Pieces
were used in the movie E.T., sales rose 70 percent and
the candies were added to the concessions of 800 movie
theaters where they had previously not been sold.41 Sales
of Ray-Ban Wayfarer sunglasses tripled after Tom
Cruise wore them in the movie Risky Business, and Ray-
Ban Aviator sales increased 40 percent after he wore
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Exhibit 13-12 Many
companies use movies to
promote their products
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them in Top Gun. After he wore Oakleys in Mission Impossible II, sales increased 80
percent.42

The move to place products on TV programs has also been on the increase, since
1988, when CBS broke its long-standing tradition of not mentioning brand names in
its programs. The use of product placements has become commonplace, as demon-
strated in IMC Perspective 13-1, and is also on the increase in foreign markets

Advantages of Product Placements A number of advantages of product
tie-ins have been suggested:

1. Exposure. A large number of people see movies each year (over 1.4 billion
admissions per year). The average film is estimated to have a life span of three and one-
half years (with 75 million exposures), and most of the moviegoers are very attentive
audience members. When this is combined with the increasing home video rental mar-
ket and network and cable TV (for example, HBO, Showtime, the Movie Channel), the
potential exposure for a product placed in a movie or on television is enormous. And
this form of exposure is not subject to zapping, at least not in the theater.

High exposure numbers are also offered for TV tie-ins, based on the ratings and the
possibility to direct the ad to a defined target market.

2. Frequency. Depending on how the product is used in the movie (or program), there
may be ample opportunity for repeated exposures (many, for those who like to watch
a program or movie more than once). For example, if you are a regular watcher of the
CBS program Survivor, you will be exposed to the products placed therein a number
of times.

3. Support for other media. Product placements may support other promotional tools.
A trend in the movie industry is to have the client that is placing the product cross-
promote the product and movie tie-in in multiple media venues as well as through the
Internet and sales promotions.

4. Source association. In Chapter 6, we discussed the advantages of source identifica-
tion. When consumers see their favorite movie star wearing Oakleys, drinking
Starbucks coffee, or driving a Mercedes, this association may lead to a favorable
product image. Most of those involved in the business of product placements believe
that association with the proper source is critical to success.

5. Cost. While the cost of placing a product may range from free samples to $1
million, the latter is an extreme. The CPM for this form of advertising can be very
low, owing to the high volume of exposures it generates.

6. Recall. A number of firms have measured the impact of product placements on
next-day recall. Results ranged from Johnson’s Baby Shampoo registering 20 percent
to Kellogg’s Corn Flakes registering 67 percent (in the movie Raising Arizona). Aver-
age recall is approximately 38 percent. Again, these scores are better than those
reported for TV viewing. A study provided by Pola Gupta and Kenneth Lord showed
that prominently displayed placements led to strong recall.43

7. Bypassing regulations. In the United States as well as many foreign countries,
some products are not permitted to advertise on television or to specific market
segments. Product placements have allowed the cigarette and liquor industries to have
their products exposed, circumventing these restrictions.

8. Acceptance. A study by Pola Gupta and Stephen Gould indicated that viewers are
accepting of product placements and in general evaluate them positively, though some
products (alcohol, guns, cigarettes) are perceived as less acceptable.44

Disadvantages of Product Placements Some disadvantages are also
associated with product placements:

1. High absolute cost. While the CPM may be very low for product placement in
movies, the absolute cost of placing the product may be very high, pricing some
advertisers out of the market. Although only a small percentage of placements are
paid for directly, the increased demand by the studios for cross-promotions drives
costs up considerably.
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 13-1

Product Placements Invade New Media
Can you think of the last time you watched a movie and
didn’t see a product placement—that is, a branded
product displayed in the scene? While product place-
ments have been around for quite some time, there has
been a tremendous increase in their usage in the past
few years. And now, they are invading television pro-
grams as well.

Exactly when product placements originated is hard
to determine, but most marketers agree that the fre-
quency of their use increased significantly with the
placement of Reese’s Pieces in the movie E.T. over 20
years ago. Since that time, placements have become so
common that some advertisers are concerned that the
novelty of the brand exposures has worn off, leading
them to be less effective, or—even worse—that they are
so common and so obvious that viewers are getting
turned off by them. The recent James Bond and Austin
Powers movies have so many placements in them that
one has to wonder if such movies are created just to
promote products.

But instead of cutting back on placements, the
advertising industry has now turned to other mediums
to get its products shown. For example, the novel The
Bulgari Connection, by Fay Weldon, was actually so-
named (at least in part) because an “undisclosed sum”
of money was paid to the author by the Italian Bulgari
jewelry company. Television has also seen a marked
increase in the number of placements. Junior Mints,
Calvin Klein, Kenny Roger’s Roasted Chicken, and
numerous cereals are just a few of the many brands
that have appeared in Seinfeld, with many other prod-
ucts appearing in other shows as well. Budweiser,
Mountain Dew, and Doritos have all been in Survivor,
Pottery Barn was integrated into the plot in Friends,
and Procter & Gamble products are all over Sex and the
City. When Unilever launched Cheese Creations
sauces, a major promotional effort was expended on
radio DJ parties to get the jockeys talking about the
products on the air. Nivea did the same thing with its
wrinkle-control cream targeted to women, P&G did it
with its Downy Wrinkle Releaser spray, and so has
Compaq computers. Jeep Wrangler and Liberty are
prominently displayed throughout Tony Hawk’s Pro
Skater 3 video game, which is extremely popular with
males in their 20s.

Is it possible that product placements have gone
too far—maybe even bordering on deception? A num-
ber of critics think so, arguing that the lines have
blurred between content and promotions. They cite the
new TV show No Boundaries, a reality-based show in
which the contestants drive Ford Boundaries. Ford,
whose campaign slogan is “No Boundaries,” helped pay
for the show’s production costs. Gary Ruskin, execu-

tive director of Commercial Alert, a nonprofit advertis-
ing watchdog group, notes that today’s movies are
“being corrupted by commercialization that has mush-
roomed beyond mere product placement to include
script doctoring and related sins.” Ruskin goes on to
note: “In movies like Minority Report, you have a bunch
of ads with a couple of scenes thrown in, with artistic
concerns taking a back seat.” He is particularly per-
turbed by a film to be released under the title Food
Fight, which features brands as characters such as Mr.
Clean, Mr. Pringle, and Twinkie the Kid. Even some peo-
ple in the product placement industry itself are con-
cerned that viewers will see the placements as
commercial, infringing on their pleasure of watching.

Others are not so concerned, however. Citing the
growth of TiVo, the increase in commercial zipping and
zapping, and the increasing number of advertisers vying
for more time through regular television commercials,
they argue that this may be the only way to have one’s
product or brand shown in the future. Those assuming
this position suggest that you will see even more place-
ments in even more media in the future. So the next time
you turn on HBO to get away from the commercials on
network TV, pay attention. Who knows, you may see a
product placement on Sex and the City (Jabra cell-phone
earpieces) or on The Sopranos (Gateway computers)—
and maybe you’ll notice and maybe you won’t. Either way,
the placement may still work, as some research indi-
cates that products that you do not actually notice may
have a greater impact than those that you do.

Sources: Jennifer Davies, “Where Do Films Start, Ads Stop?” San

Diego Union-Tribune, Aug. 3, 2002, p. C1; T. L. Stanley, “Brand X:
Ready on . . .,” Brandweek, May 13, 2002, pp. 34–40; Joann Muller,
“Chrysler’s Wink-Wink, Nudge-Nudge Campaign,” BusinessWeek,

Dec. 17, 2001, p. 114; Betsy Spethmann, “Hot Air,” Promo Magazine,

September 2001, pp. 37–40; Laura Shanahan, “Designated
Shopper,” Brandweek, Sept. 24, 2001, p. 38.
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2. Time of exposure. While the way some products are exposed to the audience has 
an impact, there is no guarantee viewers will notice the product. Some product 
placements are more conspicuous than others. When the product is not featured
prominently, the advertiser runs the risk of not being seen (although, of course, the
same risk is present in all forms of media advertising).

3. Limited appeal. The appeal that can be made in this media form is limited. There is
no potential for discussing product benefits or providing detailed information. Rather,
appeals are limited to source association, use, and enjoyment. The endorsement of the
product is indirect, and the flexibility for product demonstration is subject to its use in
the film.

4. Lack of control. In many movies, the advertiser has no say over when and how
often the product will be shown. Many companies have found that their placements in
movies did not work as well as expected. Fabergé developed an entire Christmas cam-
paign around its Brut cologne and its movie placement, only to find the movie was
delayed until February.

5. Public reaction. Many TV viewers and moviegoers are incensed at the idea of plac-
ing ads in programs or movies. These viewers want to maintain the barrier between
program content and commercials. If the placement is too intrusive, they may develop
negative attitudes toward the brand. The increased use of placements has led many
consumers to be annoyed by what they consider to be crass commercialization. The
FTC has explored options for limiting placements without consumer notification.

6. Competition. The appeal of product placements has led to increased competition to
get one’s product placed. Movie production houses continue to increase demands for
key placements.

7. Negative placements. Some products may appear in movie scenes that are disliked
by the audience or create a less than favorable mood. For example, in the movie Miss-
ing, a very good, loyal father takes comfort in a bottle of Coke, while a Pepsi machine
appears in a stadium where torturing and murders take place—not a good placement
for Pepsi.

Audience Measurement for Product Place-
ments To date, no audience measurement is available
except from the providers. Potential advertisers often
have to make decisions based on their own creative
insights or rely on the credibility of the source. However,
at least two studies have demonstrated the potential effec-
tiveness of product placements.

In addition to the studies reported earlier, research by
Eva Steortz showed that viewers had an average recall for
placements of 38 percent.45 And Damon Darlin has pro-
vided evidence that an aura of glamour is added to prod-
ucts associated with celebrities.46 Research companies
like PR Data Systems (mentioned earlier) compare the
amount of time a product is exposed in the program/
movie to the cost of an equivalent ad spot to measure
value. (As you will see in Chapter 19, however, we have
problems with this measure of effectiveness.)

In-Flight Advertising
Another rapidly growing medium is in-flight advertis-
ing. As the number of flying passengers increases, so too
does the attractiveness of this medium. In-flight advertis-
ing includes three forms:

• In-flight magazines. Free magazines (like the one
shown in Exhibit 13-13) published by the airlines are
offered on almost every plane in the air. United Airlines
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distributes over 1 million of its Hemispheres magazines each month and estimates
potential exposures at 1.7 million.47

• In-flight videos. In-flight videos have been common on international flights for
some time and are now being used on domestic flights. Commercials were not
originally included in these videos. Now about $18 million in commercials is booked
on flights per year ($12 million on international flights).48 While not all airlines offer
in-flight commercials, companies like Japan Air Lines, Delta, American, and British
Airways are participating. Some of these commercial messages are as long as three
minutes. For example, SKY-TV has features on United, TWA, and US Airways, with
a bonus feature on broadcast.com included (Exhibit 13-14). American’s CBS Eye on
American is broadcast in English and Spanish.

• In-flight radio. USA Today’s in-flight radio is run by the same people responsible
for publishing its newspaper.

• In-flight catalogs. Twenty domestic airlines (as well as Amtrak) now offer in-flight
shopping catalogs, with more than 90 percent of passengers having access. The cata-
logs usually range from 160 to 180 pages and include products offered by Sharper
Image, Magellan’s, Lego, and Hammacher Schlemmer, among many others.49

Advantages and Disadvantages of In-Flight Advertising Advan-
tages of in-flight advertising include the following:

1. A desirable audience. The average traveler is 45 years old and has a household
income over $83,700. Both business and tourist travelers tend to be upscale, an attrac-
tive audience to companies targeting these groups. Many of these passengers hold top
management positions in their firms. Hemispheres reaches over 4 percent of business
professionals and estimates that almost 71 percent of the magazine’s readership are
professionals. Other demographics are favorable as well (see Figure 13-12).50

2. A captive audience. As noted in the discussion about ticket covers, the audience in
an airplane cannot leave the room. Particularly on long flights, many passengers are
willing (and even happy) to have in-flight magazines to read, news to listen to, and
even commercials to watch.

3. Cost. The cost of in-flight commercials is lower than that of business print media.
A 30-second commercial on United Airlines that offers exposure to 3,500,000 passen-
gers costs approximately $27,500. A four-color spread in Forbes and Fortune would
cost double that amount. A full-page ad in American Way costs from $16,474 to
$19,154 depending on the number of placements.51 The SKY-TV videos mentioned
earlier cost less than a half-page ad in The Wall Street Journal.
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4. Segmentation capabilities. In-flight allows the advertiser to reach specific
demographic groups, as well as travelers to a specific destination. For example,
Martell cognac targeted only first-class passengers on JAL’s New York to Tokyo
route. American Airlines’ Celebrated Living readers have a median income of
$174,500, with 42 percent having a net worth of more than $1 million.52

Disadvantages of in-flight advertising include the following:

1. Irritation. Many consumers are not pleased with the idea of ads in general and
believe they are already too intrusive. In-flight commercials are just one more place,
they think, where advertisers are intruding.

2. Limited availability. Many airlines limit the amount of time they allow for in-flight
commercials. Japan Air Lines, for example, allows a mere 220 seconds per flight.

3. Lack of attention. Many passengers may decide to tune out the ads, not purchase
the headsets required to get the volume, or simply ignore the commercials.

4. Wearout. Given projections for significant increases in the number of in-flight ads
being shown, airline passengers may soon be inundated by these commercials.
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media reach a desirable tar-
get audience

Percent Percent
(000) Coverage Composition Index Rank

Upwardly Employed

Base: Adults

Target market: Professional/managerial

Harvard Business Review 370 1.4 76.9 141 1

Attache 868 3.2 75.2 137 2

ABA Journal 356 1.3 74.0 135 3

Robb Report 233 0.9 71.9 131 4

Cigar Aficionado 548 2.0 71.7 131 5

Hemispheres 1133 4.1 70.9 130 6

Corporate Influentials

Base: Adults

Target market: Top management

Departures 203 2.3 42.6 242 1

Harvard Business Review 201 2.3 41.8 237 2

Robb Report 124 1.4 38.3 217 3

The Wall Street Journal 1754 19.9 35.5 201 4

Hemispheres 541 6.1 33.9 192 5

ABA Journal 160 1.8 33.3 189 6

Business Travelers

Base: Adults

Target market: Spent 7+ nights in hotels for business during the past year

Hemispheres 1108 7.3 69.4 227 1

Attache 780 5.1 67.5 221 2

American Way 2-issue 1649 10.8 65.4 214 3

SW Airlines Spirit 965 6.3 64.2 211 4

Sky Magazine 1574 10.3 64.2 210 5

NW Air World Traveler 785 5.1 63.1 207 6
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Miscellaneous Other Media
As noted earlier in this chapter, the variety of advertising support media continues to
increase, and discussing or even mentioning all is beyond the scope of this text. How-
ever, the following are provided just to demonstrate a few of the many options:

• Place-based media. The idea of bringing the advertising medium to the consumers
wherever they may be underlies the strategy behind place-based media. TV monitors
and magazine racks have appeared in classrooms, doctors’ offices, and health clubs,
among a variety of other locations. After an initial introduction and failure by Whittle
Communications, Promedia now owns Channel One; Cass Communications offers
place-based media options for the college market. Place-based media have become a
profitable venture and an attractive alternative for media buyers. Many advertisers,
like Vans, Paramount Pictures, and Disney, support and use this medium in the class-
room, arguing that both the sponsor and the “cash-strapped” schools benefit. But some
observers, like the Consumers Union and consumer advocate Ralph Nader, denounce
it as “crass commercialism.”53

• Kiosks. The growth of interactive kiosks was briefly mentioned in Chapter 10.
Advertisers pay rates ranging from $1,000 to $2,500 a month for signage and interac-
tive ads on kiosks that are placed in malls, movie theaters, and other high-traffic areas.
Additional charges may accrue for more complex interactive programs. Companies
like Ameritech and North Communications have increased their involvement in this
medium. Intel has deployed over 1,000 kiosks in computer stores to give consumers
immediate access to the Internet.54 Kmart estimates that 20 percent of its sales comes
from its in-store kiosks.

• Others. Just a few other examples of the use of support media: Coca-Cola has
installed 1,000 feet of light boxes in the Atlanta subway to show motion picture ads
for Dasani; Motorola is advertising on pagers; Muzak, a provider of background
music, has teamed with Tyme ATMs to broadcast ads at bank ATM sites; ads now
appear on luggage conveyors at some airports, on hubcaps, in elevators, on fruit, and
on gasoline pumps (visual and talking). There are many other examples, as is well
demonstrated in IMC Perspective 13-2 and Exhibit 13-15 (at least he earned
something from the fight!).
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 13-2

How Can They Change the Ads on the Backstops
between Innings?—It’s “Virtually” Possible
Next time you watch a Major League Baseball game,
watch the advertisements appearing on the backstop
behind the batter. At the top of the inning, you will see
an ad for one company—let’s say Yahoo.com—between
innings you may see one for Office Depot, and at the
bottom of the inning you may see Toyota’s message.
Or perhaps you were watching a college football game
on ESPN and you saw different ads between the goal-
posts every time an extra point or field goal was
kicked. Did you ever wonder how they could change
those ads so quickly? Actually they don’t. What you are
seeing is a new technology called virtual advertising,
in which the ads are digitally entered onto your screen.
While you are seeing the ads on your screen, people at
the stadium are seeing a blank wall.

Virtual advertising has been around for a few years,
with the San Francisco Giants baseball team being the
first to test the medium in the summer of 1996. The
San Diego Padres, Philadelphia Phillies, and Seattle
Mariners have used it. Fox Sports has used virtually
advertising on a regional basis, and ESPN has placed
virtual ads on its Sunday night football games aired
nationally. The new advertising form is catching on so
quickly that the San Diego Padres sold out all their vir-
tual spots for the baseball season, and a number of
other teams are expected to begin to offer them in the
future.

In virtual advertising, ad messages are inserted into
a TV picture so that they appear to be part of the sta-
dium scene. The advertiser can pay the same price for
the virtual placement as it would for a 30-second spot
on the same game telecast. The cost can range from as
low as $8,000 to as much as $25,000 on an ESPN
national telecast. In baseball, the ads last as long as
the half inning—typically 4 to 8 minutes. Other sports
events using virtual advertising include football, arena

football, and tennis. Exposure times, of course, are cal-
culated differently for each sport.

Advertisers like the new virtual capabilities for a
number of reasons. First, the ads are shown while the
event is still active, rather than during commercial
slots, increasing the likelihood of viewer attention.
Second, the format allows for a large number of com-
panies to participate (the three mentioned above all
appeared in a single Padres game), and since the ads
are digitally created, there are few production difficul-
ties and little inventory to contend with. The same
game shown in two different markets can carry differ-
ent ads for each market.

Before you begin to think that this technology is
limited to sports, consider this: In an episode of the
prime-time entertainment show Seven Days, virtual
product placements appeared for the first time in such
programming. After the program had been produced
and put on the air, Princeton Video Image created the
placements in a syndicated rerun, with a Wells Fargo
bank sign, Kenneth Cole shopping bags, and bottles of
Coca-Cola and Evian appearing on the screen. The
products, bags, and signs never existed in the actual
episode. The Mexican TV network Televisia is also
inserting visual product placements in entertainment
shows in Mexico. Televisia charges $1,000 per inser-
tion. The potential seems endless, as almost any prod-
uct can be placed in a syndicated show, in almost any
scene—creating a bonanza for advertisers.

Not everyone is so happy about the new technology,
however. Some industry experts are concerned that the
potential for virtual advertising and product place-
ments may lead to oversaturation, becoming offensive
and in poor taste. They note that product placement
buyers will seek prominent placements, at key parts of
the program, and that actors and actresses will become
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unknowing (and even unwilling) endorsers. (Imagine
Sydney Bristow of Alias carrying a purse even though
she never actually had one in the performance!) Equally
important, they contend, is the potential for crass com-
mercialism, with ads and placements getting in the way
of program content—again irritating the viewer. Finally,
and no less important, what about the actual sponsor
or advertiser in a commercial break of the program? If
Pepsi buys a regular ad on the program, and Coke, or
even Evian, is allowed to appear as a product placement,
what impact does that have on Pepsi’s commercial? If
General Motors sponsors college football games, and a
virtual ad for Toyota appears every time a field goal or
extra point is kicked, is that fair? FIFA, the governing
body of international soccer (football), doesn’t think
so: After a match in Greece showed a giant spray can of
deodorant hovering above the field, FIFA issued guide-
lines designed to limit the use of virtual placements.
Viewers watching CBS’s evening news broadcast from
Times Square saw a billboard advertising CBS news,
but it really wasn’t there—it was a placement.

At this point, virtual advertising and product place-
ments are in the infancy stage. But who knows how
quickly the medium will catch on? The next time you
watch I Love Lucy, Lucy may be drinking a Diet Coke,
while Ricky takes Viagra. Or the UCLA placekicker—
whose team is sponsored by Adidas—may be kicking
into a Nike ad. The Turner Broadcasting System (TBS)
has recently struck a deal to insert virtual advertising
in its syndicated programming of Law and Order.
The inserts will likely include ads on the coffee cups
police officers drink from and on the soda machine 
in the police station. Who knows how things will
change?

Sources: Stuart Elliott, “A Video Process Allows the Insertion of
Brand-Name Products in TV Shows Already on Film,” New York

Times, Mar. 29, 1999, p. 11; John Consoli, “Virtual Ads Set to Pitch,”
Mediaweek, Mar. 22, 1999, mediaweek.com; “Virtual Ads, Real Prob-
lems,” Advertising Age, Mar. 24, 1999, p. 30; “Virtual Signage Breaks
into Prime Time,” Mediaweek, Mar. 29, 1999, mediaweek.com; David
Goetel, “TBS Tries Virtual Advertising,” Advertising Age, May 21,
2001, p. 8; “Virtual Advertising,” Economist, Jan. 15, 2000, p. 68.

Summary
This chapter introduced you to the
vast number of support media avail-
able to marketers. These media,
also referred to as nontraditional or
alternative media, are just a few of
the many ways advertisers attempt
to reach their target markets. We
have barely scratched the surface
here. Support media include out-of-
home advertising (outdoor, in-store,
and transit), promotional products,
product placements in movies and
on TV, and in-flight advertising,
among many others.

Support media offer a variety of
advantages. Cost, ability to reach
the target market, and flexibility
are just a few of those cited in this
chapter. In addition, many of the
media discussed here have effec-
tively demonstrated the power of
their specific medium to get
results.

But each of these support
media has disadvantages. Perhaps
the major weakness with most is
the lack of audience measurement
and verification. Unlike many of

the media discussed earlier in this
text, most nontraditional media do
not provide audience measure-
ment figures. So the advertiser is
forced to make decisions without
hard data or based on information
provided by the media.

As the number and variety of
support media continue to grow,
it is likely the major weaknesses
will be overcome. When that
occurs, these media may no longer
be considered nontraditional or
alternative.
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Discussion Questions
1. Transit advertising takes a
variety of forms, and many advertis-
ers may be reluctant to use these
media. Discuss some of the various
forms of transit advertising and
their relative advantages and disad-
vantages. Give examples of which
products and/or services might
effectively utilize this medium.

2. Describe what is meant by
“stealth marketing.” Give examples
of products and/or services that
you know have employed this strat-
egy. Then describe some of the
characteristics of companies that
might most benefit from stealth
marketing.

3. There seems to be a growing
interest among marketers to
engage in the use of product
placements. These marketers 
are attracted by the success 
experienced by prior product
placements. Give examples of
product placements that you have
seen. Then discuss what factors

impact the success or lack of suc-
cess of product placements.

4. Advertising in movie theaters 
is on the increase. A variety of rea-
sons as to why this medium may
be effective are offered in the
chapter. Discuss the reasons why
movie theater advertising may be
advantageous. Then discuss some
of the reasons why it might not be
as successful as planned.

5. As advertisers engage in 
stealth marketing tactics, many
companies are taking action to
prohibit such activities. Ethical
issues are raised on both sides—
one side claiming free speech,
while the other argues that such
activities are unfair to paying
advertisers, sponsors, etc. Discuss
the positions of each side. Which
do you favor?

6. Some advertisers claim that vir-
tual ads are bad for the advertising
industry in general. Explain some

of the reasons why they feel this
way. Are these reasons valid?

7. What are promotional products?
List some of the advantages and
disadvantages of this medium.
Provide examples where the use of
this medium would be appropriate.

8. Discuss some of the merits of
in-flight advertising. What types
of products might most effectively
use this medium?

9. Support media have also been
called alternative media, nonmea-
sured media, and nontraditional
media. Why has the medium been
assigned these titles?

10. Explain how various support
media might be used as part of an
IMC program. Take any three of the
media discussed in the chapter
and explain how they might be
used in an IMC program for auto-
mobiles, cellular telephones, and
Internet services.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To recognize the area of direct marketing as a
communications tool.

2. To know the strategies and tactics involved in
direct marketing.

3. To demonstrate the use of direct-marketing
media.

4. To determine the scope and effectiveness of
direct marketing.

Direct Marketing
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If you don’t know the answer to the above ques-

tion, perhaps a few more hints will help. What if

we added Monsters, Excite@Home, and the Indy

Races to the list? That’s right, all of the above are

sponsors of infomercials—an advertising form

that has long been considered appropriate only

for Ronco Vegematics, Whopper Choppers, and

Dione Warwick’s Psychic Friends.

The infomercial, or—as those in the industry

like to refer to it—long-form advertisement, is a

30- to 60-minute television segment designed to

provide the viewer with a great deal of informa-

tion and detail about a product or service. In

effect, infomercials are long commercials designed

to provide information as well as to sell. You will

usually see long-form ads late at night, in the

wee hours of the morning, or at any time when

the advertising rates are at their lowest. As a

result, this ad form has long been the domain of

smaller, direct-response companies. But all that is

changing.

The new infomercials are no longer low-

budget productions that attempt only to sell, sell,

sell. And low-audience spots are no longer their

only medium. Mercedes-Benz recently aired an

infomercial for its E320 on national cable net-

works. The long-form ad, titled “The Mark of Pas-

sion,” was very expensive looking

and plugged the Starmark used-car

program through archival footage

and testimonials from very satisfied

owners. Excite’s objective was to

provide information on its complex

products and services and to

demonstrate the advantages of

broadband. Monster.com’s “Mon-

ster Show” included a number of

specific features, such as the “Learn

to Love Monday Morning Quiz,”

which measures satisfaction with

one’s current employer. While the

infomercials had a sales component, other mea-

sures of success were also employed. Mercedes’s

ads directed the viewers to learn more about the

Starmark program by calling a toll-free number or

logging on to the Starmark website (70 percent of

the viewers used the website). Once there, infor-

mation was collected for the development of a

database and for mailings with additional infor-

mation. Monster tracked activity on various

aspects of the website.

But why use an infomercial for household

appliances? Can’t they just be sold through regu-

lar advertising and retail outlets? And, at an

average price of $369.95 per appliance, isn’t that a

bit expensive for this medium? No and no says

Brian Maynard, director of integrated marketing

for KitchenAid, a 90-year-old company out of Ben-

ton Harbor, Michigan. The highly competitive

market requires different thinking and different

What Do Ab Rockers, Ginsu Knives, Mercedes,
and Kitchen Appliances Have in Common?
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ways to drive sales. The initial infomercial—which

was designed to drive retail and break even on

direct response—exceeded expectations by 60 to 70

percent. But, once again, it was not your typical

infomercial. Set in a very expensive kitchen, the

infomercial was portrayed to be more like a cooking

show than a commercial. Well-known chefs, and

two hosts from PBS cooking shows, were brought

in, and additional IMC tools were employed. Tradi-

tional ads air between the two segments of the

long-form ad. The company’s website was enhanced

to stimulate selling, and sales promotions featur-

ing “free gifts” of aprons, spatulas, and bowl cov-

ers were included. Buyers also received three free

issues of Food & Wine. And let’s not forget the

website’s recipe page—with instructions written in

“KitchenAid-ese.” For consumers reluctant to pur-

chase on their first visit, direct-mail pieces were

sent. The results speak for themselves: 45 percent

of the company’s mixers are now sold through 

the website. Retail sales are up, and many of the

viewers already own mixers but come to buy

attachments.

And now about those Indy races. The Indy races

include a circuit of 12 races plus the Indianapolis

500. Given that the races are not as well known as

the NASCAR series, the goal of the infomercial was

to educate racing fans on the Indy races’ strengths

relative to NASCAR. Included are shots from inside

the race cars, interviews with drivers like Al Unser

Jr., and testimonials from fans. Besides an overall

increase in sales, attendance has been up by 15 per-

cent at every track in areas where the infomercials

have run preceding the races. And you thought

infomercials were only for Tummy Tuckers.

Sources: Charles Wesley Orton; “KitchenAid Shares Its Recipe
for DRTV,” Response, January 2002, pp. 26–30; Bernard Stamler,
“Indy Racing Uses Infomercial to Lure Viewers to the Track,”
New York Times.com, Aug. 8, 2001, pp. 1–2; Evantheia
Schibsted, “Ab Rockers, Ginshu Knives, E320s,” Business 2.0,
May 29, 2001, pp. 46–49.
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As marketers continue to explore options for delivering their messages, the media
landscape is itself changing. The addition of new options like the Internet and interac-
tive media is one change that has occurred. Another is the variety of innovations tak-
ing place in regard to existing media and the companies using them. Earlier in this text
we discussed the changing role of support media such as product placements and
movie theater advertising. The examples in this chapter’s lead-in demonstrate one of
the changes occurring in the direct-marketing area, specifically in regard to infomer-
cials. But it is important to realize that the infomercial is only one of the tools used by
direct marketers.

While most companies continue to rely primarily on the other promotional mix
elements to move their products and services through intermediaries, an
increasing number are going directly to the consumer. These companies

believe that while the traditional promotional mix tools such as advertising, sales pro-
motion, and personal selling are effective in creating brand image, conveying informa-
tion, and/or creating awareness, going direct with these same tools can generate an
immediate behavioral response. Direct marketing is a valuable tool in the integrated
communications program, though it seeks somewhat different objectives.

In this chapter, we discuss direct marketing and its role as a communications tool.
Direct marketing is one of the fastest-growing forms of promotion in terms of dollar
expenditures, and for many marketers it is rapidly becoming the medium of choice for
reaching consumers. Stan Rapp and Thomas Collins, in their book Maximarketing,
propose that direct marketing be the driving force behind the overall marketing pro-
gram.1 Recently, others have agreed. Ropp and Collins present a nine-step model that
includes creating a database, reaching prospects, developing the sale, and developing
the relationship. We begin by defining direct marketing and then examine direct-
marketing media and their use in the overall communications strategy. The section
concludes with a basis for evaluating the direct-marketing program and a discussion of
the advantages and disadvantages of this marketing tool.

Direct Marketing
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Defining Direct Marketing
As noted in Chapter 1, direct marketing is a system of marketing by which organiza-
tions communicate directly with target customers to generate a response or transac-
tion. This response may take the form of an inquiry, a purchase, or even a vote. In his
Dictionary of Marketing Terms, Peter Bennett defines direct marketing as:

the total of activities by which the seller, in effecting the exchange of goods and services with
the buyer, directs efforts to a target audience using one or more media (direct selling, direct
mail, telemarketing, direct-action advertising, catalogue selling, cable TV selling, etc.) for the
purpose of soliciting a response by phone, mail, or personal visit from a prospect or customer.2

First we must distinguish between direct marketing and direct-marketing media. As
you can see in Figure 14-1, direct marketing is an aspect of total marketing—that is, it
involves marketing research, segmentation, evaluation, and the like, just as our planning
model in Chapter 1 did. Direct marketing uses a set of direct-response media, including
direct mail, telemarketing, interactive TV, print, the Internet, and other media. These
media are the tools by which direct marketers implement the communications process.

The purchases of products and services through direct-response advertising cur-
rently exceed $2 trillion and are projected to reach $2.8 trillion by the year 2006.3

Firms that use this marketing method range from major retailers such as the Gap,
Restoration Hardware, and Victoria’s Secret to publishing companies to computer
retailers to financial services. Business-to-business and industrial marketers have also
significantly increased their direct-marketing efforts, with an estimated $1.3 trillion in
sales forecast by 2004.4

The Growth of Direct Marketing
Direct marketing has been around since the invention of the printing press in the 15th
century. Ben Franklin was a very successful direct marketer in the early 1700s, and
Warren Sears and Montgomery Ward (you may have heard of these guys) were using
this medium in the 1880s.

The major impetus behind the growth of direct marketing may have been the devel-
opment and expansion of the U.S. Postal Service, which made catalogs available to
both urban and rural dwellers. Catalogs revolutionized America’s buying habits; con-
sumers could now shop without ever leaving their homes.

But catalogs alone do not account for the rapid growth of direct marketing. A num-
ber of factors in American society have led to the increased attractiveness of this
medium for both buyer and seller:

• Consumer credit cards. There are now over 1 billion credit cards—bank, oil
company, retail, and so on—in circulation in the United States. This makes it feasible
for consumers to purchase both low- and high-ticket items through direct-response
channels and assures sellers that they will be paid. It is estimated that over $1.23 tril-
lion was charged on credit cards in the year 2001.5 Of course, not all of this was
through direct marketing, but a high percentage of direct purchases do use this method
of payment, and companies such as American Express, Diners Club, MasterCard, and
Visa are among the heaviest direct advertisers.

• Direct-marketing syndicates. Companies specializing in list development, statement
inserts, catalogs, and sweepstakes have opened many new opportunities to marketers.
The number of these companies continues to expand, creating even more new users.

• The changing structure of American society and the market. One of the major
factors contributing to the success of direct marketing is that so many Americans are
now “money-rich and time-poor.”6 The rapid increase in dual-income families has
meant more income. (It is estimated that by 2008 women will make up about 48 per-
cent of the labor force.)7 At the same time, the increased popularity of physical fitness,
do-it-yourself crafts and repairs, and home entertainment have reduced the time avail-
able for shopping and have increased the attractiveness of direct purchases.

• Technological advances. The rapid technological advancement of the electronic
media and of computers has made it easier for consumers to shop and for marketers to
be successful in reaching the desired target markets. Well over 110 million television
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homes receive home shopping programs, and home channel purchases are projected
to reach $15.6 billion by 2006.8

• Miscellaneous factors. A number of other factors have contributed to the increased
effectiveness of direct marketing, including changing values, more sophisticated mar-
keting techniques, and the industry’s improved image. These factors will also ensure
the success of direct marketing in the future. The variety of companies employing
direct marketing demonstrates its potential.

While some organizations rely on direct marketing solely to generate consumer
response, in many others direct marketing is an integral part of the IMC program.
They use direct marketing to achieve other than sales goals and integrate it with other
program elements. We first examine the role of direct marketing in the IMC program
and then consider its more traditional role.

The Role of Direct Marketing in the IMC Program
Long the stepchild of the promotional mix, direct marketing is now becoming an
important component in the integrated marketing programs of many organizations. In
fact, direct-marketing activities support and are supported by other elements of the
promotional mix.

Combining Direct Marketing with Advertising Obviously, direct mar-
keting is in itself a form of advertising. Whether through mail, print, or TV, the direct-
response offer is an ad. It usually contains a toll-free or 900 number or a form that
requests mailing information. Sometimes the ad supports the direct-selling effort. For
example, Victoria’s Secret runs image ads to support its store and catalog sales. Both
Marlboro and Benson & Hedges advertise their cigarettes, achieving a carryover effect
of their image to their direct-response merchandise catalogs. Direct-response ads or
infomercials are also referred to in retail outlet displays. Sometimes an advertisement
will be sent through direct mail. CBS has tied into a Blockbuster video mailer to
advertise its new fall lineup and offer a sneak-preview CD.

Combining Direct Marketing with Public Relations As you will see
later in this text, public relations activities often employ direct-response techniques.
Private companies may use telemarketing activities to solicit funds for charities or
cosponsor charities that use these and other direct-response techniques to solicit funds.
Likewise, corporations and/or organizations engaging in public relations activities
may include toll-free numbers or website URLs in their ads or promotional materials.
Direct mail has also been shown to be effective in recruiting job candidates.9

Combining Direct Marketing with Personal Selling Telemarketing
and direct selling are two methods of personal selling (others will be discussed in
Chapter 18). Nonprofit organizations like charities often use telemarketing to solicit
funds. As you will see, for-profit companies are also using telemarketing with much
greater frequency to screen and qualify prospects (which reduces selling costs) and to
generate leads. Direct-mail pieces are often used to invite prospective customers to
visit auto showrooms to test-drive new cars; the salesperson then assumes responsibil-
ity for the selling effort. The GM and BMW examples cited earlier in this text demon-
strate effective use of this approach.

Combining Direct Marketing with Sales Promotions How many
times have you received a direct-mail piece notifying you of a sales promotion or
event or inviting you to participate in a contest or sweepstakes? Ski shops regularly
mail announcements of special end-of-season sales. Airlines send out mailers or e-
mails announcing promotional airfares. Nordstom and other retail outlets call their
existing customers to notify them of special sales promotions. Each of these is an
example of a company using direct-marketing tools to inform customers of sales pro-
motions. In turn, the sales promotion event may support the direct-marketing effort.
Databases are often built from the names and addresses acquired from a promotion,
and direct mail and/or telemarketing calls follow.
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C A R E E R  P R O F I L E

Melissa L. Fisher
Vice President, Marketing and Communications Cox Target Media, Inc.

I’ve always been envious of graduates from presti-
gious schools such as Northwestern, Wharton or Har-
vard, who land the ultimate marketing job and work on
the mega brands. My story is different. I went to
schools that gave me scholarships and work-study
opportunities, participated in a number of internships
and chose entry-level jobs that would give me vast
experiences.

I graduated from Houghton Col-
lege with a BS in business adminis-
tration and a minor in music. I
interned with the Buffalo Chamber
of Commerce working on the “I Love
New York” campaign, had a summer
internship in Nashville to learn
about the music industry, and filled
in as the art director in the college’s
PR dept. I volunteered for the cam-
pus activity council and worked
with a student chapter of the Ameri-
can Marketing Association.

After graduation, I moved back
home and worked at the local credit
and collections company for a year. I
attended Regent University’s School
of Business. I received a partial schol-
arship but my meager finances moti-
vated me to complete my master’s
degree in under a year. After I gradu-
ated, a local company recruited me to
work in research and development. In
a few months, I was promoted to
Director of R&D and Marketing,
directing all facets of product
research, development and market-
ing. I worked with product suppliers,
laboratories, nutritionists, chemists,
printers, advertising agencies, media
planners, research development
firms, FDA/trademark/patent attorneys, and media ser-
vice bureaus. Working there was a crash course in man-
agement, business law and marketing. I resigned when
the company was sold and relocated to Dallas,Texas.

My next job was as a manager at Sentara Health
Systems Inc., a large healthcare and hospital system. I
was responsible for daily operations and patient flow
of their Oncology, Urgent Care, Rehabilitation and
Emergency departments. I did well at that job, but it
was not my dream vocation. I missed marketing, and

left Sentara to accept a position at CableRep, the
advertising sales wing of COX Communications, the
local cable company. I was hired as a Promotions Coor-
dinator but was promoted to Marketing Manager
within the first year.

I went from an event coordinator and planner to
having full responsibility for marketing, promotional,
and strategic development. My efforts to build rev-

enue streams—commercial spots in
over 40 networks, local origination
programs, direct mail coupons,
video production, resort program-
ming and COX Interactive Media
Internet ad sales—were so success-
ful, that we broke all earnings
records several times over and I won
several awards.

I am now the Vice President of
Marketing and Communications at
Cox Target Media. I joined CTM in
2000 to create unified sales tools
for disparate national sales teams
representing eight direct market-
ing product lines. In 2001, CTM con-
solidated several of its product
lines including Cox Direct, Cox Sam-
pling, Carol Wright and Valpak
Direct Marketing Systems, Inc. I was
selected to lead the consolidation
and direction of CTM’s marketing
and communications functions, a
role requiring me to unify various
departments to more effectively
market the company’s signature
products: Valpak and Valpak.com.
Valpak envelopes deliver over 15 bil-
lion coupons and advertising offers
to consumers each year. I was
responsible for Valpak’s 2002 re-

branding program and its national advertising cam-
paign. I also led Valpak’s effort to develop new national
promotional partnerships with such media companies
as CBS, 20th Century Fox, Warner Bros. and Paramount
Pictures.

I think the best part of working in marketing is that
there is continual change and challenges. Every day is
different and you are always dealing with interesting
problems and issues. And, most important, I enjoy
every minute of it.

“I think the best
part of working in
marketing is that
there is continual
change and
challenges.”
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Combining Direct Marketing with Support Media Adding a promo-
tional product to a direct mailer has proved to increase response rates. One company
included a promotional product in half of its 10,000 mailers and not in the other half.
The former generated 65 percent more orders. 3M used a promotional product as an
incentive for people responding to a direct-mail offer. The incentive generated a 23
percent response rate versus only 9 percent for the regular mailer.

To successfully implement direct-marketing programs, companies must make a
number of decisions. As in other marketing programs, they must determine (1) what
the program’s objectives will be; (2) which markets to target (through the use of a list
or marketing database); (3) what direct-marketing strategies will be employed; and (4)
how to evaluate the effectiveness of the program.

Direct-Marketing Objectives
The direct marketer usually seeks a direct response. The objectives of the program are
normally behaviors—for example, test drives, votes, contributions, and/or sales. A typi-
cal objective is defined through a set response, perhaps a 2 to 3 percent response rate.

Not all direct marketing seeks a behavioral response, however. Many organizations
use direct marketing to build an image, maintain customer satisfaction, and inform
and/or educate customers in an attempt to lead to future actions. Exhibit 14-1 shows
how the city of San Diego uses direct mail to encourage tourism.

Developing a Database
As we have discussed throughout this text, market segmentation and targeting are criti-
cal components of any promotional program. Direct-marketing programs employ these
principles even more than others, since the success of a direct-marketing program is in
large part tied to the ability to do one-to-one marketing. To segment and target their mar-
kets, direct marketers use a database, a listing of customers and/or potential customers.
Research by the U.S. Postal Service showed that 65 percent of the companies surveyed
rely on their internal databases for marketing purposes.10 This database is a tool for
database marketing—the use of specific information about individual customers
and/or prospects to implement more effective and efficient marketing communications.11

Figure 14-2 demonstrates how database marketing works. As you can see, the
database marketing effort must be an integral part of the overall IMC program. At the
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very least, this list contains names, addresses, and Zip codes; more sophisticated
databases include information on demographics and psychographics, purchase trans-
actions and payments, personal facts, neighborhood data, and even credit histories
(see Figure 14-3). This database serves as the foundation from which the direct-
marketing programs evolve. Databases are used to perform the following functions:12

• Improving the selection of market segments. Some consumers are more likely to be
potential purchasers, users, voters, and so on than others. By analyzing the character-
istics of the database, a marketer can target a greater potential audience. For example,
catalog companies have become very specialized. Companies such as Lands’ End,
Lilly’s Kids, and Johnson & Murphy have culled their lists and become much more
efficient, targeting only those who are most likely to purchase their products.

• Stimulate repeat purchases. Once a purchase has been made, the customer’s name
and other information are entered into the database. These people are proven direct-
marketing users who offer high potential for repurchase. Magazines, for example,
routinely send out renewal letters and/or call subscribers before the expiration date.
Blockbuster Entertainment helps its video-rental customers select movies, locate
additional Blockbuster stores, and review their membership. Companies from
window cleaners to carpet cleaners to car dealers build a base of customers and
contact them when they are “due” to repurchase.

• Cross-sell. Customers who demonstrate a specific interest also constitute strong
potential for other products of the same nature. For example, the National Geographic
Society has successfully sold globes, maps, videos, travel magazines, and an
assortment of other products to subscribers who obviously have an interest in geogra-
phy and/or travel. Likewise, Victoria’s Secret has expanded its clothing lines primar-
ily through sales to existing customers, and Kraft–GF has successfully cross-sold
products in its varied food line. Upon responding to the direct-mail piece sent by
Hertz (Exhibit 14-2), you are asked for your permission for Hertz to provide your
name to its parent company, Ford, and others, and to allow Hertz to send you informa-
tion on other products and services. Notice how many cross-selling offers are con-
tained in the Blockbuster piece in Exhibit 14-3.

• Customer relationship management. Customer relationship management (CRM),
which is described in more detail in Chapter 16, requires that the marketer develop
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Figure 14-3 Contents for
a comprehensive database

Consumer Database Business-to-Business Database

Name Name of company/contact/decision maker(s)

Address/Zip code Title of contact

Telephone number Telephone number

Length of residence Source of order/inquiry or referral

Age Credit history

Gender Industrial classification

Marital status Size of business

Family data (number of children, etc.) Revenues

Education Number of employees

Income Time in business

Occupation Headquarters location

Transaction history Multiple locations

Promotion history Purchase history

Inquiring history Promotion history

Unique identifier Inquiry history

Unique identifier
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and maintain a significant amount of information about its clients. The aim of CRM is
to establish a relationship with one’s customers through affinities, personalized com-
munications, and product/service offerings. For CRM to work effectively, a database
is required. While CRM relies on technology specifically designed for managing cus-
tomer relationships, there are overlapping characteristics of CRM and database mar-
keting. Suffice it to say at this point that many of the techniques employed in database
marketing are necessary to develop an effective CRM program.

Numerous other companies have established comprehensive databases on existing
and potential customers both in the United States and internationally. IMC Perspective
14-1 provides additional examples. Database marketing has become so ubiquitous that
many people are concerned about invasion of privacy. Direct marketers are concerned
as well. The Direct Marketing Association (DMA), the trade association for direct
marketers, has asked its members to adhere to ethical rules of conduct in their market-
ing efforts. It points out that if the industry does not police itself, the government will.

Sources of Database Information There are many sources of information
for direct-marketing databases:

• The U.S. Census Bureau. Census data provide information on almost every
household in the United States. Data include household size, demographics,
income, and other information.
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 14-1

Database Marketers Cross Over Industries
Many marketers subscribe to the
notion that one’s current customers
are also one’s best potential cus-
tomers. Now more and more compa-
nies from a variety of industries are
taking that rule to heart—or should
we say to their databases?

These days, it seems that every
time we make a purchase we are
asked to give our life histories. Buy
something from Radio Shack, and
the salesclerk will ask you for your
Zip code and, if you are willing to
spend the time, for much additional
information, including your name,
address, phone number, and e-mail
address. Other companies collect
the same information through war-
ranty cards, credit card applica-
tions, or online registrations on the Internet.

But then what? Why do companies want this infor-
mation? For many companies, the database consti-
tutes the basis for all other IMC activities. Consider
the following examples:

• Petco. Over 62 percent of households in the United
States have at least one pet, creating a gold mine of
opportunities for the $26 billion pet supply industry.
Historically dominated by large brands like Alpo, Kal
Kan, and Purina, the majority of sales have been
through supermarkets. Now specialty pet stores like
PetsMart and Petco want some of this action, and they
are getting it, due in part to successful database mar-
keting. While Petco is price-competitive, the com-
pany’s marketing success can be attributed to strong
customer service and direct marketing, which in turn
guides its other IMC efforts. Petco was the first to
introduce a customer loyalty program—PALS (“Petco
Animal Lovers Save”)—which now has over 17 million
card members. The information provided by members
allows the specialty store to effectively personalize
direct-marketing efforts and gain an understanding 
of its customers’ needs. This information is used to
provide customers with highly targeted in-store dis-
counts and promotional offers. Advertising plays an
important role in creating awareness of Petco pro-
grams, and the company frequently advertises through
monthly circular ads in Sunday newspapers. Radio and
cable TV spots are also employed, as is localized public
relations (each store gets involved in activities in its
trade area). All these approaches consistently remind

the pet food customer of the advan-
tages of being a PALS member.

• Wrigley. How do you create a
database of gum chewers? Ask
Wrigley. The long-time purveyor of
chewing gum recently launched its
“Get your code and go” summer
movie promotion for PlenTPaks of
Winterfresh gum by dropping 8.8
million packs into stores bearing
splash graphics for the promotion.
Consumers were directed to the
Internet site www.winterfresh.com
to sign in (and, of course, provide
information about themselves) and
to enter a code found on the inside
wrapper to earn points. Point totals
were tracked, with 5 points
automatically triggering a free-

ticket voucher valid at participating theaters. The pro-
motional campaign was supported by TV ads
promoting the gum’s flavor. The objectives of the
movie promo were to provide Wrigley with more data
on who is chewing its gum and to initiate the develop-
ment of a loyalty program.

• General Motors. GM, the largest automobile com-
pany in the United States, has apparently discovered
yet another way to successfully market its cars. Using
national TV and print to promote the “Overdrive” cor-
porate umbrella theme, GM used information provided
by more than 1 million GM cardholders who registered
at gmcard.com to target direct mailers to those card-
holders who indicated that they might currently be in
the market for a new car or truck. The mailer offered
cardholders monetary incentives for new-vehicle pur-
chases that could total as much as $3,500 over seven
years. New cardholders were also being attracted
through GM’s sponsorship of country singer Kenny
Chesney’s 50-stop concert tour. Those who agreed to
fill out an application received a free CD featuring
Chesney and four other artists and the chance to win
an opportunity to meet the singer. Did it work? Within
two weeks of the mailing, GM recorded four of its top
10 new-vehicle sales days in the history of the credit
card. And you thought such companies just wanted
mailing information!

Sources: Jean Halliday, “GM Plays Cards Right,” Advertising Age,

May 27, 2002, p. 45; Mike Beime, “Wrigley Gum Entices Info via
Internet,” Brandweek, July 15, 2002, p. 4.
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• The U.S. Postal Service. Postal Zip codes and the extended four-digit code
provide information on both household and business locations.

• List services. Many providers of lists are available. The accuracy and timeliness
of the lists vary.

• Standard Rate and Data Service. SRDS provides information regarding both
consumer and business lists. Published in two volumes, Direct Mail List Rates
and Data contains over 50,000 list selections in hundreds of classifications.

• Simmons Market Research Bureau. SMRB conducts an annual study of
customers who buy at home via mail or telephone (see Figure 14-4). It compiles
information on total orders placed, types of products purchased, demographics,
and purchase satisfaction, among others.

• Direct Marketing Association. The direct marketers’ trade organization promotes
direct marketing and provides statistical information on direct-marketing use.
The DMA’s Fact Book of Direct Marketing contains information regarding use,
attitudes toward direct marketing, rules and regulations, and so forth.

Consumer-goods manufacturers, banks, credit bureaus, retailers, charitable organi-
zations, and other business operations also sell lists and other selected information.
Companies can build their own databases through completed warranty cards, surveys,
and so on.

Determining the Effectiveness of the Database While many compa-
nies maintain a database, many do not use them effectively. Collecting names and
information is not enough; the list must be kept current, purged of old and/or inactive
customers, and updated frequently. The more information about customers that can be
contained in the database, the more effective it will be. The Postal Service recom-
mends an RFM scoring method for this purpose.13 RFM stands for the recency, fre-
quency, and monetary transactions between the company and the customer. More
specifically, data need to be entered each time there is a transaction so the company
can track how recently purchases have been made, how often they are made, and what
amounts of money are being spent. In addition, tracking which products and/or ser-
vices are used increases the ability to conduct the activities previously mentioned (on
page 467). By analyzing the database on a regular basis, the company or organization
can identify trends and buying patterns that will help it establish a better relationship
with its customers by more effectively meeting their needs.

Direct-Marketing Strategies and Media
As with all other communications programs discussed in this text, marketers must
decide the message to be conveyed, the size of the budget, and so on. Perhaps the
major difference between direct-marketing programs and other promotional mix pro-
grams regards the use of media.

As shown in Figure 14-1, direct marketing employs a number of media, including
direct mail, telemarketing, direct-response broadcasting, the Internet, and print. Each
medium is used to perform specific functions, although they all generally follow a
one- or two-step approach.

In the one-step approach, the medium is used directly to obtain an order. You’ve
probably seen TV commercials for products like wrench sets, workout equipment, or
magazine subscriptions in which the viewer is urged to phone a toll-free number to
place an order immediately. Usually these ads accept credit cards or cash on delivery
and give an address. Their goal is to generate an immediate sale when the ad is shown.

The two-step approach may involve the use of more than one medium. The first
effort is designed to screen, or qualify, potential buyers. The second effort generates
the response. For example, many companies use telemarketing to screen on the basis
of interest, and then follow up to interested parties with more information designed to
achieve an order or use personal selling to close the sale.

Direct Mail Direct mail is often called “junk mail”—the unsolicited mail you
receive. More advertising dollars continue to be spent in direct mail than in almost any
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Figure 14-4 SMRB
provides information on
consumers who ordered
merchandise by mail or
phone

Ordered by Mail or Phone

Total A B C D
US % Across
000 000 Down % Index

Total adults 185,822 97,715 100.0 52.6 100

Males 88,956 42,488 43.5 47.8 91

Females 96,866 55,227 56.5 57.0 108

Principal shoppers 112,018 60,697 62.1 54.2 103

18–24 23,965 9,846 10.1 41.1 78

25–34 42,832 22,434 23.0 52.4 100

35–44 39,908 23,902 24.5 59.9 114

45–54 27,327 16,047 16.4 58.7 112

55–64 21,238 10,939 11.2 51.5 98

65 or older 30,552 14,547 14.9 47.6 91

18–34 66,798 32,280 33.0 48.3 92

18–49 121,918 65,339 66.9 53.6 102

25–54 110,067 62,383 63.8 56.7 108

35–49 55,120 33,059 33.8 60.0 114

50 or older 63,905 32,376 33.1 50.7 96

Graduated college 36,463 23,374 23.9 64.1 122

Attended college 44,294 24,904 25.5 56.2 107

Graduated high school 66,741 34,408 35.2 51.6 98

Did not graduate high school 38,324 15,028 15.4 39.2 75

Employed males 65,500 32,228 33.0 49.2 94

Employed females 55,910 34,804 35.6 62.3 118

Employed full-time 110,363 60,402 61.8 54.7 104

Employed part-time 11,047 6,630 6.8 60.0 114

Not employed 64,412 30,682 31.4 47.6 91

Professional/manager 31,718 19,851 20.3 62.6 119

Technical/clerical/sales 37,895 22,703 23.2 59.9 114

Precision/craft 13,954 6,930 7.1 49.7 94

Other employed 37,843 17,548 18.0 46.4 88

Single 41,284 17,744 18.2 43.0 82

Married 109,023 62,594 64.1 57.4 109

Divorced/separated/widowed 35,515 17,376 17.8 48.9 93

Parents 62,342 35,701 36.5 57.3 109

White 158,841 87,327 89.4 55.0 105

Black 21,122 7,896 8.1 37.4 71

Other 5,859 2,492 2.6 42.5 81

Household income

$75,000 or more 24,165 14,731 15.1 61.0 116

$60,000 or more 40,979 24,220 24.8 59.1 112

$50,000 or more 57,996 34,185 35.0 58.9 112

$40,000 or more 80,078 47,018 48.1 58.7 112

$30,000 or more 106,838 62,069 63.5 58.1 110

$30,000–$39,000 26,759 15,051 15.4 56.2 107

$20,000–$29,000 30,669 15,147 15.5 49.4 94

$10,000–$19,999 29,083 13,069 13.4 44.9 85

Under $10,000 19,232 7,430 7.6 38.6 73
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other advertising medium—an estimated $46.5 billion in 2001.14 Mail-order sales
exceeded $582 billion in 2001 ($359 billion in the consumer market).15 Direct mail is
not restricted to small companies seeking our business. Respected large companies
such as General Electric, American Express, and Citicorp have increased their expen-
ditures in this area, as have many others. Sales through direct mail in the business-to-
business market are expected to reach over $345 billion by the year 2006.16

Many advertisers shied away from direct mail in the past, fearful of the image it
might create or harboring the belief that direct mail was useful only for low-cost prod-
ucts. But this is no longer the case. For example, Porsche Cars North America, Inc.,
uses direct mail to target high-income, upscale consumers who are most likely to pur-
chase its expensive sports cars (Exhibit 14-4). In one example, Porsche developed a
direct-mail piece that was sent to a precisely defined target market: physicians in spe-
cialties with the highest income levels. This list was screened to match the demo-
graphics of Porsche buyers and narrowed further to specific geographic areas. The
direct-mail piece was an X ray of a Porsche 911 Carrera 4 written in the language of
the medical audience. This creative campaign generated one of the highest response
rates of any mailing Porsche has done in recent years.17 The materials shown in
Exhibit 14-5 are just some of the ones sent by Mercedes to introduce its new sports
utility vehicle. The Express retail chain and Vogue magazine teamed up to offer the
store’s credit card holders a one-year subscription to the magazine, to be charged to
their credit cards.

Keys to the success of direct mail are the mailing list, which constitutes the data-
base from which names are generated, and the ability to segment markets. Lists have
become more current and more selective, eliminating waste coverage. Segmentation
on the basis of geography (usually through Zip codes), demographics, and lifestyles
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has led to increased effectiveness. The most commonly used lists are of individuals
who have already purchased direct-mail products.

The importance of the list has led to a business of its own. It has been estimated that
there are over 38 billion names on lists, and many companies have found it profitable
to sell the names of purchasers of their products and/or services to list firms. Compa-
nies like A. B. Zeller and VNU Business Media (Exhibit 14-6) provide such lists on a
national level, and in most metropolitan areas there are firms providing the same ser-
vice locally.

While direct mail continues to be a favorite medium of many advertisers, and projec-
tions are that the market will continue to grow, this medium has been seriously threat-
ened by the Internet. Between 1996 and 2001 direct-mail expenditures rose at the rate of
6.15 percent per year while Internet expenditures increased at the rate of 95 percent.18

Interestingly, the Internet is both a threat and an opportunity, as Internet companies have
increased their expenditures in direct mail to drive potential customers to their sites. For
example, AOL frequently mails disks with free time to induce trial of its Internet ser-
vice. Nevertheless, the direct-mail business has experienced lower response rates from
customers than in the past and has seen many advertisers shift dollars from this medium
to the Net.19 Many companies, particularly in the business-to-business market, have
shifted from print to online catalogs, and legal problems have also hurt the industry.

Catalogs Major participants in the direct-marketing business include catalog
companies. The number of catalogs mailed and the number of catalog shoppers have
increased significantly since 1984, with sales growing by an average of 11.4 percent
each year between 1996 and 2001. Catalog sales are expected to reach $16.3 billion in
2006.20

Many companies use catalogs in conjunction with their more traditional sales and
promotional strategies. For example, companies like Pottery Barn, Nordstrom, and
JCPenney sell directly through catalogs but also use them to inform consumers of
product offerings available in the stores. Some companies (for example, Fingerhut and
Alloy) rely solely on catalog sales. Others that started out exclusively as catalog com-
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panies have branched into retail outlets, among them The Sharper
Image, Lands’ End, and Banana Republic. L.L. Bean recently opened
a superstore on the East Coast. As you can see by the following exam-
ples, the products being offered through this medium have reached
new heights as well:

• The 2002 Neiman Marcus Christmas catalog was used to introduce
the 2004 Cadillac XLR—MFRP $85,000. Cadillac produced only 101
of the “Neiman-Marcus XLRs—99 for sale through the catalog, 2 for
charity. They sold out in 14 minutes! (Exhibit 14-7)

• Victoria’s Secret featured a $1 million Miracle Bra in its Christmas
catalog. Modeled by supermodel Claudia Schiffer, the bra contained
over 100 carats of real diamonds as well as hundreds of semiprecious
stones.

• Saks’ Holding Co., a division of Saks Fifth Avenue, offered a pair of
Mercedes-Benz convertibles in a catalog, with bidding to start at
$50,000.

• Hammacher Schlemmer featured a $43,000 taxicab and a $34,000
train set in its Christmas catalog.

• The Sharper Image offered a $375,000 silver saddle in its catalog (though it didn’t
sell any).

In addition to the traditional hard copies, catalogs are now available on the Internet
for both consumer and business-to-business customers. In some instances in the con-
sumer market the catalog merchandise is available in retail stores as well. In others,
the catalog and retail divisions are treated as separate entities. For example, if you pur-
chase through the Eddie Bauer catalog, you can exchange or return the merchandise to
the retail stores. Victoria’s Secret products must be returned to the catalog department.
At the Gap, the catalog is used to supplement the inventory in stock, and phone orders
for different sizes and so on can be made from the store and shipped for free.

Broadcast Media The success of direct marketing in the broadcast industry has
been truly remarkable; over 77 percent of the U.S. population report that they have
viewed a direct-response appeal on TV.21 Direct-response TV is estimated to have gen-
erated more than $79.3 billion in sales in 2002—with projections of $108.2 billion by
2006. However, forecasts are for slower growth in the next few years, averaging 8.8
percent through 2007.22

Two broadcast media are available to direct marketers: television and radio. While
radio was used quite extensively in the 1950s, its use and effectiveness have dwindled
substantially in recent years. Thus, the majority of direct-marketing broadcast adver-
tising now occurs on TV, which receives the bulk of our attention here. It should be
pointed out, however, that the two-step approach is still very common on the radio,
particularly with local companies.

Direct marketing in the broadcast industry involves both direct-response advertis-
ing and support advertising. In direct-response advertising, the product or service is
offered and a sales response is solicited, through either the one- or two-step approach
previously discussed. Examples include ads for magazine subscriptions, CDs and
tapes, and tips on football or basketball betting. Toll-free phone numbers are included
so that the receiver can immediately call to order. Support advertising is designed to
do exactly that—support other forms of advertising. Ads for Publishers Clearing
House or Reader’s Digest or other companies telling you to look in your mailbox for a
sweepstakes entry are examples of support advertising.

Direct-response TV encompasses a number of media, including direct-response TV
spots like those just mentioned, infomercials, and home shopping shows (teleshop-
ping). And as noted in Chapter 10, Internet TV has recently been introduced.

Infomercials The lower cost of commercials on cable and satellite channels has
led advertisers to a new form of advertising. An infomercial is a long commercial that
ranges from 30 to 60 minutes. Many infomercials are produced by the advertisers and
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are designed to be viewed as regular TV shows. Consumers dial a toll-
free or 900 number to place an order. Programs such as “Liquid Luster,”
“Amazing Discoveries,” and “Stainerator” (the so-called miracle-
product shows) were the most common form of infomercial in the 1980s.
While this form of show is still popular, the infomercial industry has
been adopted by many big, mainstream marketers, as noted in the lead-in
to this chapter (see Exhibits 14-8 and 14-9).

As to their effectiveness, studies indicate that infomercials get
watched and sell products. Figure 14-5 shows the demographics of TV
shoppers. This profile is consistent with research conducted by Naveen
Donthu and David Gilliland profiling infomercial viewers and buyers.
These studies demonstrate that this advertising medium is indeed effec-
tive with a broad demographic base, not significantly different from the
infomercial nonshopper in age, education, income, or gender. Infomer-
cial sales in the year 2002 were expected to exceed $20 billion, three
times the amount spent in 1995.23 Retail stores are benefiting from
infomercials as well, as brand awareness leads to increased in-store pur-
chases. For example, a $500,000 print campaign combined with an
infomercial for the George Foreman Grill led to more sales at retail
stores than through Direct TV.24

However, some people are not sold on the idea of ads disguised as pro-
grams. For example, infomercials disguised as “ultrahip” TV shows have

been targeted at teenagers, raising fears that kids under the age of 13 will be susceptible
to their lure. Consumer complaints are on the rise, and the FTC has already levied fines
for deceptive endorsements against infomercial sponsors. Four consumer groups (the
Consumer Federation of America, Center for the Study of Commercialism, Center for
Media Education, and Telecommunications Research and Action Center) have asked
the FCC to require all infomercials to display a symbol that indicates a “paid ad” or
“sponsored by” so that viewers won’t confuse them with regular programming.

TV Advertorials In 1999, Peugot took its first step into TV programming by
developing a series of advertorials to show the public its entire model range. Peugeot
is the first auto manufacturer to use TV advertorials. The company developed eight 5-
minute films positioning the autos as “The Drive of Your Life” while providing com-
prehensive information on test drives, technical specifications, and demonstrations. In
addition, the auto company developed advertorials for its website, with each advertor-
ial targeted to different target audiences.25

Teleshopping The development of toll-free telephone numbers, combined with
the widespread use of credit cards, has led to a dramatic increase in the number of peo-
ple who shop via their TV sets. Jewelry, kitchenware, fitness products, insurance,
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Figure 14-5 Here’s who’s
watching (and buying from)
infomercials

Survey

U.S. Census 2001 2000 1999 1998

Female purchaser n/a 79% 84% 84% 84%

Caucasian 69% 73 76 80 84

Married 52 61 68 63 77

White collar/technical n/a 41 33 37 57

Homeowner 66 76 73 72 87

Income:

$26,000–$35,000 12 13 13 15 8

$36,000–$55,000 22 27 27 27 10

$56,000 or more 46 34 42 34 62

Exhibit 14-8 A variety of
companies use infomercials
to sell their products
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compact discs, and a variety of items are now promoted (and sold) this way. The major
shopping channel in the United States (QVC) accounted for over $3.9 billion worth of
sales in 2002, reaching over 84 million households and fielding more than 130 million
calls.26 Industry studies project a 5 percent growth rate, to $15.6 billion, by 2006.27

QVC is pursuing international markets (including the United Kingdom, Canada, and
Latin America) to follow up on its successes in Germany and Japan, partnerships
(United signed on as official airline of the “Quest for America’s Best” program), and
sponsorships (for example, Geoff Bodine on the NASCAR circuit).

Print Media Magazines and newspapers are difficult media to use for direct mar-
keting. Because these ads have to compete with the clutter of other ads and because
the space is relatively expensive, response rates and profits may be lower than in other
media. This does not mean these media are not used (as evidenced by the fact that
expenditures totaled over $9.8 billion in 2001.)28 Exhibit 14-10 shows a direct ad that
appeared in a magazine. You can find many more in specific interest areas like finan-
cial newspapers or sports, sex, or hobby magazines.

Telemarketing If you have a telephone, you probably do not have to be told
about the rapid increase in the use of telemarketing, or sales by telephone. Both profit
and charitable organizations have employed this medium effectively in
both one- and two-step approaches. Combined telemarketing sales (con-
sumer and business-to-business) totaled over $661 billion in 2001—with
$274.2 billion in the consumer market.29 Telemarketing is a very big indus-
try and still growing. Consider these facts:

• Over 6.3 million people are now employed in the telemarketing
industry.30

• Telemarketing accounts for 45.2 percent of all b-to-b marketing
sales.31

• Marketers spend an estimated $76.2 billion a year on outbound tele-
marketing calls.32

Business-to-business marketers like Adobe Systems, Kaiser Perma-
nente, and Hewlett-Packard are just a few of the many companies that use
this direct-marketing medium effectively. B-to-b sales are expected to
reach $588 billion by 2006.33

As telemarketing continues to expand in scope, a new dimension
referred to as audiotex or telemedia has evolved. Tom Eisenhart defines
telemedia as the “use of telephone and voice information services (900,
800, and 976 numbers) to market, advertise, promote, entertain, and
inform.”34 Many telemedia programs are interactive. While many people
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still think of 900 and 976 numbers as rip-offs or “sex, lies, and phone lines,” over
7,000 programs are carried on 900 numbers alone, including Tele-Lawyer, a legal
information services organization; Bally’s Health & Tennis Corp., the nation’s largest
health-club chain; and NutraSweet. Figure 14-6 shows more specifically how 800, 976
and 900 numbers are used as marketing tools.35

Problems associated with telemarketing include its potential for fraud and decep-
tion and its potential for annoyance. (Doesn’t it seem as if every time you sit down to
dinner you receive a phone call from someone trying to sell you something or asking
for a donation?)

Those in the telemarketing and telemedia industry have responded to public criti-
cisms. Dial-a-Porn and its ilk hold a diminishing share of 800, 900, and 976 offerings.
As more and more large companies use telemedia, its tarnished image will likely
brighten up.

Electronic Teleshopping Unlike infomercials and home shopping channels,
which have relied on broadcast or cable TV, electronic teleshopping is an online
shopping and information retrieval service accessed through personal computers.
While we will discuss e-commerce in detail in the next chapter, it is important to reit-
erate that Internet shopping is a direct-response medium that traditional direct mar-
keters are adding to their businesses as well. For example, QVC, the home shopping
channel, has started iQVC, an Internet home shopping channel that complements its
cable TV channel and adds incremental sales (the cable channel drives customers to
the website). The company was one of the first “Web department stores” to turn a
profit. QVC’s Internet shopping channel did $400 million in sales in 2002.36 Other
direct marketers have met with less success, finding out the hard way that selling on
the Internet requires different strategies. One such company, K-Tel, Inc., a highly suc-
cessful direct-response TV marketer (Top 40 music, Veg-o-matic), has had much less
success in adapting its traditional methods to the Web.37
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Figure 14-6 The use of 800, 900, and 976 numbers in marketing

Note: Direct forecast survey was conducted by Jacobson Consulting Applications. The firms mailed a four-page questionnaire to direct-marketing executives on an
nth name basis from Direct’s circulation list. There were 565 responses.

Direct Selling An additional element of the direct-marketing program is direct selling, the direct, per-
sonal presentation, demonstration, and sales of products and services to consumers in
their homes. Avon, Cutco, Mary Kay Inc., and Tupperware are some of the best-known
direct-selling companies in the United States and are now extending these programs
overseas (Exhibit 14-11). Close to 11 million people engage in direct selling throughout
the world; 99 percent of them are independent contractors (not employees of the firm
they represent). These 11 million generate approximately $25.57 billion in sales.38
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The three forms of direct selling are

1. Repetitive person-to-person selling. The salesperson visits the buyer’s home, job
site, or other location to sell frequently purchased products or services (for
example, Amway).

2. Nonrepetitive person-to-person selling. The salesperson visits the buyer’s home,
job site, or other location to sell infrequently purchased products or services (for
example, Encyclopaedia Britannica).

3. Party plans. The salesperson offers products or services to groups of people
through home or office parties and demonstrations (for example, Tupperware and
PartyLite Gifts).

While a number of products and services are sold through direct selling, home and
family care products (33.7 percent) and personal care products (26.4 percent) are the
most popular. The “typical” direct-selling representative is female (73 percent), mar-
ried (76 percent), and between 35 and 44 years of age (Figure 14-7). For most of the
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Exhibit 14-11 Cutco
uses direct selling
successfully in marketing
their knives

Figure 14-7 2002 direct sales force demographics

Demographics of Direct Salespeople

Independent contractors 99.8%

Married 76

Female 73

Age: 35–54 54

Less than 30 hours per week 83.1

Source: From DSA’s 2002 National Salesforce Survey.

Full-time
hours worked

18.4%

Part-time
hours worked

81.6%
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representatives, direct selling is not a full-time job but an opportunity to earn addi-
tional income and a way to get the product at a discount for themselves. Over half of
those employed in this industry spend less than 10 hours a week selling, and 81.6 per-
cent spend less than 30 hours a week.
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Because they generate a direct response, measuring the
effectiveness of direct-marketing programs is not diffi-
cult. Using the cost per order (CPO), advertisers can
evaluate the relative effectiveness of an ad in only a few
minutes based on the number of calls generated. By run-

ning the same ad on different stations, a direct marketer can determine the relative effec-
tiveness of the medium itself. For example, if the advertiser targets a $5 return per order
and a broadcast commercial (production and print) costs $2,500, the ad is considered
effective if it generates 500 orders. Similar measures have been developed for print and
direct-mail ads.

For direct-marketing programs that do not have an objective of generating a behav-
ioral response, traditional measures of effectiveness can be applied. (We discuss these
measures in Chapter 19.)

Advantages and Disadvantages 
of Direct Marketing
Many of the advantages of direct marketing have already been presented. A review of
these and some additions follow:

1. Selective reach. Direct marketing lets the advertiser reach a large number of people
and reduces or eliminates waste coverage. Intensive coverage may be obtained
through broadcast advertising or through the mail. While not everyone drives on high-
ways where there are billboards or pays attention to TV commercials, virtually every-
one receives mail. A good list allows for minimal waste, as only those consumers 
with the highest potential are targeted. For example, a political candidate can direct 
a message at a very select group of people (those living in a certain Zip code or 
members of the Sierra Club, say); a music club can target recent purchasers of CD
players.

2. Segmentation capabilities. Marketers can purchase lists of recent product
purchasers, car buyers, bank-card holders, and so on. These lists may allow segmenta-
tion on the basis of geographic area, occupation, demographics, and job title, to men-
tion a few. Combining this information with the geocoding capabilities of Prizm or
VALS (discussed in Chapter 2), marketers can develop effective segmentation 
strategies.

3. Frequency. Depending on the medium used, it may be possible to build frequency
levels. The program vehicles used for direct-response TV advertising are usually the
most inexpensive available, so the marketer can afford to purchase repeat times. Fre-
quency may not be so easily accomplished through the mail, since consumers may be
annoyed to receive the same mail repeatedly.

4. Flexibility. Direct marketing can take on a variety of creative forms. For example,
the Discovery Network sent 17-inch TV sets to media buyers through the mail. The
only message accompanying the TV sets was one on the cord that said “Plug me in”
and another on a videotape that read “Play me.” Upon doing so, the recipient was
greeted with a seven-minute promotional video. Direct-mail pieces also allow for
detailed copy that provides a great deal of information. The targeted mailing of
videotapes containing product information has increased dramatically, as companies
have found this a very effective way to provide potential buyers with product
information.

5. Timing. While many media require long-range planning and have long closing
dates, direct-response advertising can be much more timely. Direct mail, for example,
can be put together very quickly and distributed to the target population. TV programs
typically used for direct-response advertising are older, less sought programs that are

Evaluating the Effectiveness 
of Direct Marketing
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likely to appear on the station’s list of available spots. Another common strategy is to
purchase available time at the last possible moment to get the best price.

6. Personalization. No other advertising medium can personalize the message as
well as direct media. Parents with children at different age levels can be approached,
with their child’s name included in the appeal. Car owners are mailed letters congrat-
ulating them on their new purchase and offering accessories. Computer purchasers
are sent software solicitations. Graduating college students receive very personalized
information that recognizes their specific needs and offers solutions (such as credit
cards).

7. Costs. While the CPM for direct mail may be very high on an absolute and a rela-
tive basis, its ability to specifically target the audience and eliminate waste coverage
reduces the actual CPM. The ads used on TV are often among the lowest-priced avail-
able, and a video can be delivered for less than $1 (including postage).

A second factor contributing to the cost effectiveness of direct-response advertising
is the cost per customer purchasing. Because of the low cost of media, each sale gener-
ated is very inexpensive.

8. Measures of effectiveness. No other medium can measure the effectiveness of its
advertising efforts as well as direct response. Feedback is often immediate and always
accurate.

Disadvantages of direct marketing include the following:

1. Image factors. As we noted earlier, the mail segment of this industry is often
referred to as junk mail. Many people believe unsolicited mail promotes junk products,
and others dislike being solicited. Even some senders of direct mail, including Motor-
ola, GM, and Air Products & Chemicals, say they throw out most of the junk mail they
receive. This problem is particularly relevant given the increased volume of mail being
sent. (One study estimates the typical American receives 14 pieces of junk mail per
week.)39 Another predicts that by 2007 consumers will receive over 3,900 junk e-mails
per year.40 In 2002 over 205.7 billion pieces of mail were sent in the United States
alone.41

Likewise, direct-response ads on TV are often low-budget ads for lower-priced
products, which contributes to the image that something less than the best products
are marketed in this way. (Some of this image is being overcome by the home shop-
ping channels, which promote some very expensive products.) Telemarketing is found
to be irritating to many consumers, as is “spam” or Internet junk mail. As you can see
in Ethical Perspective 14-2, other factors have also created image problems for the
direct-marketing industry.

2. Accuracy. One of the advantages cited for direct mail and telemarketing was
targeting potential customers specifically. But the effectiveness of these methods
depends on the accuracy of the lists used. People move, change occupations, and so
on, and if the lists are not kept current, selectivity will decrease. Computerization has
greatly improved the currency of lists and reduced the incidence of bad names; how-
ever, the ability to generate lists is becoming a problem.42

3. Content support. In our discussion of media strategy objectives in Chapter 10, we
said the ability of magazines to create mood contributes to the overall effectiveness 
of the ads they carry. In direct-response advertising, mood creation is limited to the
surrounding program and/or editorial content. Direct mail and online services are
unlikely to create a desirable mood.

4. Rising costs. As postal rates increase, direct-mail profits are immediately and
directly impacted.
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ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE 14-2

Scam Artists Know No Boundaries
As direct-marketing scam artists get more sophisti-
cated, they have expanded their efforts beyond the
United States and into foreign countries. Apparently—
like legitimate marketers—they have discovered mar-
ket potential in these new markets.

One such market is Canada. Driven by the strength
of the dollar (one U.S. dollar is worth about one-and-a-
half Canadian dollars), Canada’s lenient stance on
white-collar crime, and the problems with getting law-
breakers back into the United States to face trial,
Canada has become a virtual haven for telemarketing
scam artists preying on Canadian and U.S. citizens as
well as the elderly in England and Australia. With all
due respect to both Canadian and U.S. officials, it is
not as though the scammers operate at will. Both coun-
tries have increased their efforts against scammers,
but the sophistication of the telemarketing rings
make it hard to catch them.

The rings use a maze of business names, bank
accounts, and mail drops. They are highly mobile, mov-
ing monthly or even weekly, and know how to throw
authorities off track. Their primary target audiences
are the elderly, the financially desperate, persons seek-
ing a lucrative investment, and/or those just hoping to
get rich quick.

One such scheme is the sweepstakes-winner scam.
Working from lists, the telemarketers phone and tell
the unwary receivers that they may already have won a
lottery or sweepstakes but they must pay a fee rang-
ing from a few hundred dollars to thousands of dollars
to cover taxes or currency exchanges to collect. Once
they pay, they are told they may have won an even
larger prize, and more fees are collected. Some scam-
mers pose as FBI or IRS agents. Others prey on the
emotions of victims—particularly those with children
in poor physical or financial health. All are good at
what they do.

Another scam artist very good at what she does—or
shall we say, did—is Miss Cleo. The flamboyant

Caribbean clairvoyant scammed consumers out of mil-
lions of dollars with false promises of free psychic
readings. Miss Cleo was actually a fictitious name
established by two Florida firms, Psychic Readers Net-
work, Inc., and Access Resources Services, Inc., that
used TV ads, infomercials, and direct mailings to 
lure in customers. The ads featured the Caribbean-
accented voice of a woman saying “Call me now” and
promised free psychic readings if people called an 800
number. Once they did, they were referred to a 900
number for a “free” three-minute reading. After the
three minutes the customer would be billed at $4.99 a
minute, and operators did everything they could to get
them past the free time—including putting them on
hold! Over 6 million people called the hot line, averag-
ing $60 per call, for a total of $360 million before the
scam was busted. A settlement was awarded in Decem-
ber 2002.

A London-based company was forced by the FTC to
suspend operations for selling false domain names
ending in “.USA”—the names were useless. Shortly after
the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, the promotion
used e-mails to encourage consumers to be patriotic
and register for USA domain names. The FTC believes
the company made over $1 million from the scams.

While these are just some of the many scams being
run, no one knows how many more are operating on a
daily basis or how many people are being cheated. The
only things that are known is that the scammers are a
very tiny minority of the direct marketers out there
and that legitimate telemarketers are as unhappy
about the scams as are consumers and the authorities.
After all, they are getting scammed too.

Sources: Myron Levin, “Canada Scam Artists Have a Global Reach,”
Los Angeles Times, July 7, 2002, p. C4; Myron Levin, “Psychic Hot-
line Accused of Caller Scam,” Los Angeles Times, Feb. 1, 2002, p. C1;
Christopher Saunders, “Courts Silence ‘.USA’ Marketer,” Advertis-

ing Report, Mar. 12, 2002, pp. 1–2.
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Summary
This chapter introduced you to the
rapidly growing field of direct mar-
keting, which involves a variety of
methods and media beyond direct
mail and telemarketing. The versa-
tility of direct marketing offers
many different types of companies
and organizations a powerful pro-
motional and selling tool.

Direct marketing continues to
outpace other advertising and pro-
motional areas in growth; many of
the Fortune 500 companies now
use sophisticated direct-
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marketing strategies. Database
marketing has become a critical
component of many marketing
programs.

Advantages of direct marketing
include its selective reach,
segmentation, frequency, flexibil-
ity, and timing. Personalized and
custom messages, low costs, and
the ability to measure program
effectiveness are also advantages
of direct-marketing programs.

At the same time, a number of
disadvantages are associated with

the use of direct marketing. Image
problems, the proliferating sale
and use of databases (some of
them based on inaccurate lists),
lack of content support, and the
intrusive nature of the medium
make some marketers hesitant to
use direct-marketing tools.
However, self-policing of the indus-
try and involvement by large,
sophisticated companies have led
to significant improvements. As a
result, the use of direct marketing
will continue to increase.
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Discussion Questions
1. Many marketers felt that the
Internet would hurt the direct mail
catalog industry. In fact, this has
not been the case. Explain some of
the similar characteristics of cata-
log shopping and shopping on the
Internet. Then explain why you feel
the mail catalog business has not
been hurt.

2. What is the difference between
direct marketing and direct
selling? Describe the various
forms of direct selling and some
of the characteristics of the indus-
try that make it unique.

3. What are the characteristics of
the infomercial watcher? In viewing
this profile, does it surprise you?
Explain why or why not.

4. Explain why companies like
those cited in the lead in to Chap-
ter 14 have been successful in

adopting direct marketing
techniques. Describe the
conditions that contribute to the
successful implementation of
direct marketing programs.

5. Identify some of the factors that
have contributed to the growth of
direct marketing. Do you see these
factors being as relevant today?
Discuss why or why not, and the
impact they will have on direct
marketing in the future.

6. The catalog has become an
important part of the shopping
lives of many consumers. Describe
different groups that you think
might find catalogs useful in the
consumer market, and explain
what aspects of catalogs would
attract them to this medium.

7. Most of the methods for measur-
ing effectiveness of direct market-

ing have to do with behaviors like
sales,cost per order,etc. Explain
how the adoption model discussed
in Chapter 5 might also be employed
to measure effectiveness.

8. One of the disadvantages asso-
ciated with direct-marketing
media is the high cost per expo-
sure. Some marketers feel that this
cost is not really as much of a dis-
advantage as is claimed. Argue for
or against this position.

9. Why have companies like Volvo,
Cadillac, and General Motors
increased their use of infomer-
cials? Is this a wise strategy?

10. Give an example of how compa-
nies might use direct marketing as
part of an IMC program. Provide
examples of both consumer and
business marketers.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To understand the different ways the Internet is
used to communicate.

2. To know the advantages and disadvantages of
the Internet and interactive media.

3. To know the role of the Internet and interactive
media in an IMC program.

4. To understand how to evaluate the effectiveness
of communications through the Internet.

The Internet and Interactive
Media

15
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The rise and fall of the World Wide Web (WWW)

brings to mind images of riding a roller-coaster.

First there was the very rapid growth of the

medium and the dot-com boom. Next came the

dot-com bust and rapid downhill spending by

marketers. Now the predictions are that the Net

is slowly climbing back up. It appears that the ups

and downs of this medium have many marketers

confused about how to use the Internet.

Part of the problem regarding how best to use

the Internet can be attributed to the infancy of

this medium and to differing opinions as to what

role the Internet should assume. Direct mar-

keters, for example, argue that the Internet is

just another direct-marketing medium—albeit

one with great sales potential. Others take a

much broader perspective, viewing the Internet

as an important IMC tool capable of supporting

and enhancing other program elements. They

see the Internet as a medium whose role is cen-

tral to the effectiveness of the IMC program.

One of the proponents of the latter perspec-

tive is David A. Aaker, a University of California–

Berkeley professor and the author of numerous

articles and books on branding. Aaker argues that

one of the ways to improve the ROI of brand mar-

keting is to “increase the synergies and impact

among the firm’s individual brand-building pro-

grams so that the whole is greater than the sum

of its parts.” Aaker’s view of the Internet is not

that it is just another medium but that it is the

“integrator” of the IMC program—the “glue”

that holds the IMC program together. Proper inte-

gration of the Internet into the IMC program, he

argues, requires that it is used creatively and as a

component of the overall brand-building process.

He feels that the Internet can be used to amplify

other IMC elements.

One of the problems with the Internet, how-

ever, has been the inability of marketers to

implement what Aaker has suggested. For years,

companies have struggled with how to use the

Net for branding purposes. The literature is full

of articles on this problem, and many are of the

notion that marketers aren’t quite there yet.

They cite the fact that there are not many power-

ful success stories to support the branding

efforts.

At the same time, there are numerous exam-

ples of Internet success stories that go beyond

direct marketing and support the position of pro-

ponents of a more enhanced role for the

medium. Aaker cites numerous examples of effec-

tive branding and integration programs involving

PepsiCo, Oscar Mayer, Valvoline, FedEx, and Proc-

ter & Gamble among others. Since it declared

bankruptcy in 2002, Kmart has also relied more

heavily on the Net to reclaim its brand image,

emphasizing tighter cross-integration of IMC

components through its “Stuff of Life” campaign.

Its website now carries exactly the same logo,

The Internet: Powerful IMC Tool 
or Just Another Medium?
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type fonts, and imagery as every other component,

including TV and print.

While the above list reflects the success experi-

enced by large companies with large communica-

tions budgets, one shouldn’t be deceived into

thinking that integration is the domain of only

those with large expenditure capabilities. The issue

is not so much the amount of money spent but

how it is spent, and there are plenty of success sto-

ries among smaller companies with less money but

good strategies. Crate & Barrel, Godiva, and

Sharper Image are just a few of the companies that

have enhanced their brands through effective mer-

chandising on the Web while still maintaining the

selling component. Territory Ahead, akademiks,

and fubu have created strong brand images

among their target audiences with limited budgets

and a strong Internet premise.

The capability of the Internet to tie together

various elements of the IMC program may take 

the medium back to the top again. Let’s just hope

that its lack of integration doesn’t take it back

down.

Sources: David A. Aaker, “Fast Brand Building in Slow-Growth
Markets,” strategy+business, Third Quarter 2002, pp. 48–57;
Mary Wagner, “Richard Blunck Has Kmart.com Ready for
Success—the Rest Is Up to Kmart,” Internet Retailer, September
2002, pp. 18–21; Mary Wagner, “On the Web, Merchandising
No Longer Follows Rules Developed in Other Channels,” Inter-
net Retailer, September 2002, pp. 22–25.
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Anyone who has followed the Internet industry over the last decade has seen an amazing
series of events. Moving from a medium with almost no presence in the marketing envi-
ronment to one that was the center of attention, the Internet experienced a boom that
unfortunately became a bust. What some marketers thought would be the “be all and end
all” of communications has now become a puzzle waiting to be solved, as many mar-
keters have yet to discover what role the Internet will assume in their communications
program.

What the lead-in to this chapter illustrates, however, is that some companies have
apparently solved the puzzle and have effectively integrated the Internet into their mar-
keting communications programs. As you will see in this chapter, others have been suc-
cessful as well, particularly when they view the Internet as a component of the integrated
marketing communications program and not as the only tool required for success.

In this chapter we will discuss the Internet and interactive media, marketers’ objec-
tives for using these media, and ways to measure their effectiveness. As you will see, the
Internet and interactive media are valuable components of the integrated marketing com-
munications program and, like other components, are most effective when used in con-
junction with other program elements. We will begin our discussion with the Internet.

Before beginning our discussion, it may be useful to establish some
common ground. While all of us are familiar with the Internet, the degree
to which we are familiar varies. Understanding the material presented in

this chapter will be easier if you are familiar with the terms used in the discussion.
The Internet is a worldwide means of exchanging information and communicating

through a series of interconnected computers. It was started as a U.S. Defense Depart-
ment project, but it is now accessible to anyone with a computer and a modem. While
the most popular component of the Internet is the World Wide Web (WWW), there
are other features as well, as shown in Figure 15-1. For marketers, a number of these
features offer potential, but it is the Web that has developed as the commercial compo-
nent. For that reason, the following discussion will focus on using the Web as a com-
munications and sales tool. Before reading further, however, please take a few minutes
to examine Figure 15-2, to familiarize yourself with some of the terms that we will be
using. In reality, there are many more words that have been added to our language as a
result of the growth of the Internet (you can actually purchase a dictionary of Internet
terms), but space permits only a small inclusion here. Thus, we have stayed away from
the technical jargon, concentrating primarily on marketing communications terms. If
you are not familiar with terms like URL, backbone, browser, and so on, you may wish
to consult another source before continuing.

Defining the Internet
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Figure 15-1 Features of the Internet

Feature Use

Electronic mail (e-mail) Allows users to send electronic mail anywhere in the world

Usenet Discussion groups, newsgroups, and electronic bulletin boards, similar to those offered 
by online services

Telnet Online databases, library catalogs, and electronic journals at hundreds of colleges 
and public libraries

File transfer protocol (ftp) The ability to transfer files from one mainframe
or hypertext transfer computer to another
protocol (http)

Client server Allows for the transfer of files from one mainframe
computer to another

Gopher A document retrieval system used to search for
information

Wide Area Information Enables one to use keywords in specific databases and
Server (WAIS) retrieve full text information

World Wide Web (WWW) Does much the same thing as gopher and WAIS, but combines sound, graphic images,
video, and hypertext on a single page; the commercial arm of the Internet

Figure 15-2 Internet terminology

Term Definition

Ad clicks Number of times users click on an ad banner.

Ad click rate Often referred to as “click-through,” the percentage of ad views that result in an ad click.

Ad views (impressions) Number of times an ad banner is downloaded (and presumably seen by viewers).

Banner An ad on a Web page that may be “hot-linked” to the advertiser’s site.

Button An advertisement smaller than a traditional banner ad. Buttons are usually square in shape 
and located down the left or right side of the site; sometimes referred to as “tiles.”

CPC Cost per click—a marketing formula used to price ad banners. Some advertisers pay on the
basis of the number of clicks a specific ad banner gets.

CPM Cost per thousand for a site.

Domain name The unique name of an Internet site. There are six domains widely used in the U.S.: .com 
(commercial), .edu (education), .net (network operations), .gov (U.S. government), .mil (U.S.
military), and .org (organization).

Additional two letter domains specify a country, for example, .sp for Spain.

Hit Each instance in which a server sends a file to a browser. Hits are used to measure the traffic 
on a site.

Interstitial An advertisement that appears in a window on your screen while you are waiting for a Web
page to load.

Link An electronic connection between two websites.

Opt-in-e-mail List of Internet users who have voluntarily signed up to receive commercial e-mail about topics
of interest.

Page views Number of times a user requests a page that contains a particular ad; used to indicate the 
number of times an ad was potentially seen, or “gross impressions.”

Rich media Advanced technology used in Internet ads, such as streaming video, which allows interaction
and special effects.

Sponsorships The sponsoring of a site’s content by an advertiser.

Unique users Number of different individuals who visit a site within a specific time period.

Valid hits Number of hits that deliver all the information to a user (excludes error messages, redirects, etc.)

Visits A sequence of requests made by one user at one site.
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As with other media discussed earlier in this
text, using the Internet requires the development
of a plan. This plan should consider target audi-

ences (users of the Net), specific objectives and strategies, and methods for measuring
effectiveness.

Web Participants
The Web, like all other media, has both customers (users) and those trying to reach
these users (advertisers, sponsors, e-commerce). As with other media, target markets
include consumers and the business-to-business (b-to-b) markets. Let’s start our dis-
cussion with the users—the target markets.

Users: Consumer Market In 1995, there were an estimated 14.9 million users
on the Net. By mid-2002, there were an estimated 150 million, with 64.3 percent of all
U.S. households now accessing the medium.1 The rapid adoption continues interna-
tionally as well, with an estimated 445.9 million users worldwide.2 (See Figure 15-3.)
As shown in Figure 15-4, the adoption curve of the Internet greatly outpaces that of

Developing an Internet Program
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* The launch of HBO in 1976 was used to estimate the beginning of cable as an
entertainment/advertising medium. Though cable technology was developed in the late 

1940s, its initial use was primarily for the improvement of reception in remote areas. It was 
not until HBO began to distribute its pay-TV movie service via satellite in 1976 that the 
medium became a distinct content and advertising alternate to broadcast television.

+ Morgan Stanley Technology Research Estimate

Figure 15-3 Internet users
worldwide, by region,
2000–2004 (in millions)

CAGR**
2000* 2001 2002 2003 2004 2000–2004

North 108.1 133.4 152.0 169.3 184.5 14.3%
America†

Europe 100.9 139.3 170.7 196.2 221.1 21.7

Asia- 123.3 145.9 168.0 205.0 232.1 17.1
Pacific

Latin 15.8 22.0 32.0 43.4 60.6 39.9
America

Africa 4.1 5.3 7.2 9.0 10.9 27.7

Total 352.2 445.9 529.9 622.9 709.1 19.1

*eMarketer’s year 2000 baseline is from the International Telecommunication Union’s estimate of Internet users age
2 years and older, who have accessed the Internet within the previous 30 days.
**Compound annual growth rate.
†North America includes the United States and Canada; Mexico is included in Latin America.

Figure 15-4 Adoption curves for various media—the Web is ramping fast
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Figure 15-5 Profile of U.S.
online population,
February–March 2002

Adults All
Online Adults

Age:

18–29 28% 22

30–39 23 22

40–49 23 20

50–64 24 18

65+ 5 16

Gender:

Men 49 48

Women 51 52

Race/Ethnicity:

White 76 76

Black 12 12

Hispanic 9 10

Education:

High school or less 37 52

Some college 31 26

College grad/post grad 32 22

Household Income:

$25,000 or less 18 25

$25,001–$50,000 25 29

$50,001 and over 46 32

any other medium. A number of reasons have been offered to explain this rapid adop-
tion. A long period of economic prosperity, Internet innovation, heavy investments by
companies, and (as noted in the previous chapter) changing lifestyles of the American
consumer (consumers are now “money rich and time poor”) have all contributed.

The demographic profile of Internet users has changed as well. Whereas in 1996,
the Web was clearly a male-dominated medium (82 percent male versus 18 percent
female), Internet users are now much more consistent with the profile of the overall
U.S. population (Figure 15-5), although persons with more education and more
income tend to be online slightly more than others. The use of the Internet for shop-
ping, searching for information about products and services, and buying is predicted to
continue to show growth, as indicated in Figure 15-6. Whether the increase in Internet
usage and e-commerce will slow or continue to grow at its current pace, it will account
for a substantial amount of consumer spending, as can be seen in Figure 15-6.

Users: Business to Business The consumer market figures may seem astro-
nomical enough, but they pale in comparison to the figures on business-to-business
marketing. While some consumer companies feel that a website is not a critical com-
ponent of their communications mix, most business marketers consider a good site a
necessity. The number of businesses online is expected to rise to 8.3 million by 2004,
with over 100 million business-to-business decision makers online.3 The revenue
generated by these business sites is much higher than that generated in the consumer
market—with projections of $6.2 trillion by the year 2004 (yes, that is a t!).4 Busi-
nesses in the computer and electronics, shipping and warehousing, and utilities
industries expect that by 2004 they will conduct over 70 percent of their transactions
over the Internet. (So-called heavy industries like aerospace and defense are expected
to transact less than 50 percent through this medium.)
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Business-to-business marketers use the Internet in a variety of ways. Hewlett-
Packard has budgeted over $100 million to target b-to-b users of its equipment.5 Cisco
and Dell use the Web to track and distribute sales leads in real time, while others like
Scientific International train their sales representatives and host sales meetings via the
Web as well as sell.6 Cisco estimates that it saves $1 million per month by having sales
meetings on the Web.7 One of the main benefits for business-to-business marketers is
the ability to acquire information about products and services. In today’s Internet
world, a company can immediately pull up the product and service offerings of a
provider, without having to make a phone call or wait for a salesperson to visit. In turn,
the same company can reach thousands of potential customers that it would not have
been possible to reach without a website—at a significantly reduced cost.

Web Objectives
When major corporations first began to conduct business on the Internet, they put up
websites primarily for information purposes. Companies like United Airlines and
Maytag had sites that were really not much more than online catalogs designed for
information purposes only. The role of the website quickly changed, however; sites
have become much more creative, promoting brand images, positioning, and offering
promotions, product information, and even products and services for sale. With the
introduction of Java in 1995, it became possible to create fancier graphics, audio, and
animation online. This resulted in marketers’ utilizing the Internet in an entirely new
way, moving beyond the purely informational role. As you will see, the objective of
disseminating information still remains, but additional communications and sales
objectives are now being pursued.

Developing and Maintaining a Website
Before we discuss marketers’ Web objectives in detail, it is important that you under-
stand the role of the website—the place where information is made available to users
of the Internet by the provider. Developing and maintaining a successful website
requires significant time and effort. To attract visitors to the site and have them return
to it requires a combination of creativity, effective marketing, and continual updating
of the site. In addition, other media must be integrated with the website, as noted in the
introduction to this chapter.
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Figure 15-6 U.S.
consumer online buying and
shopping grid, 2000–2004
(in millions and percent 
penetration)

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Shoppers:

Internet users aged 73.0% 77.0% 79.0% 81.0% 82.0%
14+

Shoppers aged 14+ 63.2 83.2 97.5 111.6 123.2

Buyers:

Internet users aged 48.5% 53.2% 55.8% 58.3% 59.9%
14+

Buyers aged 14+ 42.0 57.5 68.9 80.3 90.0

Average annual $969.02 $880.67 $1,089.21 $1,248.48 $1,400.47
purchase per online
buyer

Total U.S. B2C $40,700 $50,600 $75,000 $100,300 $126,000
e-commerce
revenues (incl.
online travel)*

*eMarketer benchmarks its B2C retail revenue figures against U.S. Department of Commerce data, for which the
last period measured was Q4 2001; the travel component was formulated based on aggregated data.
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Exhibit 15-1 demonstrates what makes a website work. Making a site work and hav-
ing one work successfully are not the same thing, however, and whether a site is effec-
tive is determined by what it is that management hopes to achieve through the site. As
already noted, some sites are offered for informational purposes only (this tends to be
more common in the business-to-business market than the consumer market), while
others approach the market much more aggressively. For example, Kimberly-Clark
Corporation, the manufacturer of Huggies brand (diapers, Pull-Ups training pants, and
Little Swimmers swim pants) has been extremely successful in its Internet marketing
efforts. The Huggies homepage (Exhibit 15-2) goes well beyond providing informa-
tion. The site has additional objectives, such as developing a relationship with parents,
establishing a brand image for the products, and supporting sales. Part of the site is
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Exhibit 15-1 Hot Hot Hot founders demonstrate what makes a website work

Exhibit 15-2 Huggies
homepage
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designed to develop one-on-one relationships by offering a free sample to anyone who
sends in his or her name, address, and e-mail address. Thousands of people have
responded to the offer, providing Kimberly-Clark with an enormous database useful for
future marketing efforts. Another part targets parents visiting other websites such as
CTW.org (Children’s Television Workshop—producer of Sesame Street), Women.com,
iVillage.com, and BabyZone.com. In addition, anyone typing in the keywords diapers
or infant care on the portal AltaVista is greeted with a Huggies banner ad. To bring visi-
tors to the site, Huggies provides tips on baby care, chats with other parents, access to
other baby links, and additional information about Huggies products. Finally, to sup-
port sales, the site directs customers to the nearest retail store that sells Huggies brands.

As the Huggies example demonstrates, a website can be an effective tool for the
marketer. Depending on the nature of one’s business and one’s marketing objectives
for the Internet, a website can range from being a very simple source of information
about the company and its products to being a powerful tool for developing a brand
image, sampling, and even generating sales. Following are some of the objectives
sought by those marketing on the Internet.

Communications Objectives
Unlike other media discussed thus far in the text, the Internet is actually a hybrid of
media. In part, it is a communications medium, allowing companies to create aware-
ness, provide information, and influence attitudes, as well as pursue other communica-
tions objectives. But for some it is also a direct-response medium, allowing the user to
both purchase and sell products through e-commerce. Thus, we will discuss two sets
of objectives pursued by companies that use the Internet. Let’s first look at some of the
communications objectives these companies want to achieve.

Create Awareness Advertising on the Web can be useful in creating awareness
of an organization as well as its specific product and service offerings. For small com-
panies with limited budgets, the Web offers the opportunity to create awareness well
beyond what might be achieved through traditional media. For example, a company in
Los Angeles that distributed paper to business-to-business firms in the local market
now conducts 80 percent of its business internationally as a result of posting its website.
While a valuable tool for creating awareness—particularly for smaller companies that
may have limited advertising budgets—the Internet is not likely to be the most effec-
tive of the IMC elements for achieving this objective. Advertising may be more useful
for this purpose, given its larger reach.

Generate Interest A visit to CocaCola.com or Snapple.com will demonstrate
how companies attempt to use the Web to generate interest in their sites as well as their
products and services. On the Coca-Cola site, visitors can find a number of activities
to generate and maintain their interests. For example, there is “Coke Music,” a click

upon which will take you on a musical tour
and allow you to create your own demo, take a
quiz, and chat with others about music. If your
interest is football, you can visit Coke Football
Town to see where the Coke football tour is in
your state. If your interests tend more to phil-
anthropic events, you can explore the Coke
Youth Partnership. While on the site, you can
also learn about Coca-Cola products, the com-
pany itself, or visit the Coca-Cola Store to pur-
chase Coca-Cola clothing, clocks, and other
products. Snapple, in its attempt to attract visi-
tors and hold their interests, has created Snap-
pleton, a make-believe town with many places
to visit while learning about Snapple products
(Exhibit 15-3). The objectives of these sites is
simple: Create interest that will bring visitors
back to learn more about the products.
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Exhibit 15-3 Snapple
creates interest through
their website
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Disseminate Information One of the primary objec-
tives for using the Web is to provide in-depth information about a
company’s products and services. In business-to-business mar-
kets, having a website has become a necessity, as more and more
buyers expect that a company will have a site providing them
with detailed information about its offerings. In the government
sector, contracts are often put out to bid on the Internet. Informa-
tion regarding requirements, specifications, submission dates,
and so on, is disseminated much quicker, to more potential candi-
dates, and at a much lower cost via the Net than it is through other
media. For many consumer companies, their websites serve as a
means of communicating more information about their products
and services. The Huggies site discussed earlier shows how a
website can facilitate this objective, while the Cheerios box
shown in Exhibit 15-4 demonstrates how General Mills uses its
package to refer users to its site for additional information. 

Create an Image Many websites are designed to reflect
the image a company wants to portray (Exhibit 15-5). For exam-
ple, when you have a few minutes to spare, check out the con-
sumer sites at www.fubu.com and www.akademiks.com or the
business-to-business site at www.sharp.com (Exhibit 15-6). All
of these are excellent examples of websites used for image
building. Interestingly, one of the difficulties traditional mar-
keters have experienced is that of creating a brand image on the
Internet. While some of these companies have been successful,
others have not fared as well and have come to realize that branding and image-creat-
ing strategies must be specifically adapted to this medium.

Create a Strong Brand As David Aaker pointed out in the introduction to this
chapter, the Internet—as part of an integrated marketing communications program—
can be a useful tool for branding. Unfortunately, many companies have not yet figured
out how to successfully brand through the Internet. A review of the literature over the
past five years will lead to a number of articles discussing this very topic and the diffi-
culties in achieving this objective. While space does not permit an in-depth review,
let’s discuss just a few of the many reasons why companies attempting to create brand-
ing through the Internet may not be achieving their goals.

Branding Is a Complicated Process While creating a strong brand is not easy in
any communications effort, some marketers feel that it may be even more difficult
to do on the Internet. As noted by Karen Benezra, editor of Brandweek magazine,
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Exhibit 15-4 Cheerios
uses its package to send
users to its homepage

Exhibit 15-5 Sean John uses the Web to establish an
image

Exhibit 15-6 Sharp uses the Web to enhance its
image
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many companies—dot-coms as well as traditional—have spent millions of dollars
trying to brand by advertising on the Internet, with only lukewarm success. One rea-
son behind this problem, Benezra notes, is the lack of a clear understanding of the
role the Web should assume in the branding process. New or less well known brands
may have to assume different strategies than those used by more established brands
such as Volvo, BMW, or The Gap. Another reason is that many marketers mistak-
enly believe that simply creating awareness or attention will lead to a strong brand.
Finally, notes Benezra, it takes a long time to establish a brand relationship with a
customer, and the Internet hasn’t been around long enough to prove its branding
capabilities.8

Branding and Direct Response May Be Counterobjectives Noting the similari-
ties between the Internet and other direct-response media like catalogs or interactive
TV, some marketers feel that the Internet is best suited to be a direct-response medium.
They contend that direct marketing requires a very targeted effort, searching for high-
probability buyers. Branding, on the other hand, is much less targeted and reaches out
to numerous audiences. According to Erwin Ephron of Advertising Age, the Internet is
somewhere in between, and trying to achieve both objectives at the same time has led
to unsuccessful branding efforts.9

The Costs Are Too High Successful branding does not take place overnight. Unfor-
tunately, many marketers aren’t willing, or feel that they can’t afford, to wait. Such
marketers may view the Internet as a “quick fix” that will allow them to instantly
establish their brands. When they discover that the Internet is not able to provide
instant identity, they may quickly return to their focus on ROI or the bottom line. Cut-
ting advertising and brand identity efforts on the Internet will immediately reflect cost
savings and a return to business as normal.10

The above are just a few of many reasons that can be offered as to why branding on
the Internet has been less successful than many hoped. We believe that the Internet—
as part of an integrated marketing communications program—can be used for brand-
ing purposes, as well as for other objectives. IMC Perspective 15-1 provides just a few
examples of companies that have used this medium effectively, by integrating media. 

Stimulate Trial Many marketers have found the Internet to be an effective
medium for stimulating trial of their products or services. Some websites offer elec-
tronic coupons in an attempt to stimulate trial of their products. Others offer samples,
promotions, and sweepstakes designed to encourage trial.

E-Commerce
The Internet also offers the opportunity to sell directly to customers in both the con-
sumer market and the business-to-business market. This direct selling of goods and

services has been labeled e-commerce. Many of the sites
already mentioned in this chapter have a sales compo-
nent—either as a primary or secondary goal.

Many companies maintain their existing “brick and
mortar” stores while also selling through the Internet.
Consumer-targeted companies like Eddie Bauer, The Gap,
and Barnes and Noble are a few examples. Sears allows
online visitors to Sears.com to choose from 4 million parts
and carries schematics of 90,000 items. The items carry
the same prices as they do in the stores and can be picked
up at and returned to the stores as well.11 Circuit City has a
similar program. Others like Amazon.com, eBay.com, and
E-toys.com maintain Internet sites only (Exhibit 15-7).

We will discuss more about e-commerce and strategies
employed in this area a little later in the chapter. Before
we do, let’s have a look at how the Internet can be used as
part of an IMC program.
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Exhibit 15-7 eBay is a
very popular Internet site
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 15-1

Integrating the Internet—TV Commercials Hit the Web
As the Internet moves beyond being a direct-response
medium, assuming additional marketing objectives
such as branding, the format of the communications
are changing as well. Knowing that banner ads and
interstitials may not be doing the job, electronic mar-
keters are turning to an old reliable—the TV commer-
cial. Only now, the TV commercial is on the Web. As the
technology on the Internet improves, more and more
marketers have taken their commercials to the Web
hoping to attract viewers’ attention and interest. Tra-
ditional advertisers and their agencies like the idea,
because they are used to dealing with commercials
and the costs are lower than those for TV. While the
idea of delivering commercials via websites is not
new—now defunct PointCast and Excite@Home have
done it for a few years—the poor quality led many
advertisers to shy away from the medium. But all that
is changing.

Take Apple Computers as an example. With its latest
“Switch” campaign, designed to attract Windows users
to the Macintosh camp, Apple has taken the integra-
tion of TV and the Web to a new level. Eight 30-second
TV spots created by TBWA/Chiat/Day and directed by
Errol Morris (director of the movie The Thin Blue Line)
feature regular people talking about their switch from
Windows to Macintosh—and, of course, about how
happy they are for having done so. The $75 million ad
campaign has been integrated with a new Apple web-
site (apple.com/switch) by directing viewers to the site
for more information. That’s nothing new. But once at
the site, consumers can actually view the TV commer-
cials (the IMC program also includes print). The com-
mercials appear in the same quality as they would on
TV, and they have become a big hit—in one case creat-

ing a new crush named Ellen Feiss, whose homework
was eaten by a PC.

Apple is not the only one integrating TV and the
Internet in this manner. PepsiCo featured a Britney
Spears spot on its site nearly a year before Apple
added its commercials, and Universal Pictures used its
website to promote its movie A Beautiful Mind. A
video ad for the movie Collateral Damage was shown
on the Los Angeles Times website, the city of New York
ran commercials to promote New York City on the New
York Times website, and the New York Stock Exchange
ran digital ads on the website of The Wall Street Jour-
nal. Automobile companies like Toyota and Volvo have
also run spots, as has Porsche in the introduction of its
new SUV, the Cayenne. The CBS MarketWatch site esti-
mated that as many as 75 percent of the campaigns
run on its site in 2002 would include commercials.

But the real question is, “Will consumers watch the
commercials?” Skeptics argue that consumers are
watching fewer commercials on television and are
probably less likely to watch commercials on their
computers. Amicada, one of the companies offering
the technology to deliver high-quality commercials,
thinks they will watch them—particularly if other tra-
ditional methods are also employed. Amicada sug-
gests a permission-based program coupled with
incentives (gaining points for watching) and access
to premium content and entertaining video content
such as music videos or movie previews that would
include the ads. Viewers would get credit only when
they viewed the entire commercial, which would be
tracked using Internet technology. Advertisers would
pay only for the commercials watched—$1 for each
CPCV (Amicada’s equivalent of CPM). While some
advertisers are not sold on the CPCV concept (Greg
Smith of Carat Interactive, in New York, considers it
arm twisting), they do seem to like the permission-
based and pay-for-performance aspects. With a num-
ber of large companies now showing commercials on
TV and the Internet, can others be far behind?

Sources: Mylene Mangalindan, “Now TV Ads Are in Reruns on Web
Sites,” The Wall Street Journal, Feb. 11, 2002, p. B5; Aaron Baar,
“Porsche SUV Entry Teases with Web, Print Effort,” adweek.com,
Apr. 29, 2002, pp. 1–2; Thom Weidlich, “Online Spots—a New Genera-
tion,” Advertising Age, July 30, 2001, p. S10; John Schwartz, “Out-of-
It Eyebrow Lift Gives Apple a Superstar,” New York Times, Aug. 19,
2002, p. 3; Theresa Howard, “PC Users Make the Switch in Mac Ads;
Apple Launches $75M Campaign to Nab Some of Microsoft’s Mar-
ket,” USA Today, June 11, 2002, p. B2.
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Up to this point, we have mentioned the need for using
the Internet as part of an IMC program. In this section,
we discuss how the Web can be used with other program 
elements.

Advertising
Advertising on the Internet Like broadcast or print, the Internet is an adver-
tising medium. Companies and organizations working to promote their products and
services must consider this medium as they would television, magazines, outdoor, and
so on. Advertising on the Internet employs a variety of forms, as shown in Figure 15-7.

Banners The most common form of advertising on the Web is banner ads. Banner
ads may be used for creating awareness or recognition or for direct-marketing objec-
tives. Banner ads may take on a variety of forms, as shown in Exhibit 15-8, as well as a
number of names such as side panels, skyscrapers, or verticals. Initially banner ads
constituted the vast majority of advertising on the Net, but studies indicating their
questionable effectiveness have led to a decline in usage. Reports on click-through
rates vary, but most studies indicate a less than 1 percent response rate.12 A few studies
have shown an increase in response rates in recent years. These findings may lead to
increased use of this method of advertising in the future.13

Sponsorships Another common form of advertising is sponsorships. There are two
types of sponsorships. Regular sponsorships occur when a company pays to sponsor a
section of a site, for example, Clairol’s sponsorship of a page on GirlsOn.com and
Intuit’s Turbo Tax sponsorship of a page on Netscape’s financial section. A more
involved agreement is the content sponsorship, in which the sponsor not only pro-
vides dollars in return for name association but participates in providing the content
itself. In some cases, the site is responsible for providing content and having it
approved by the sponsor; in other instances, the sponsor may contribute all or part of
the content. Due in part to the lack of effectiveness of banner ads, sponsorships have
been increasing in popularity. Notice the number of partners on the iVillage site in
Exhibit 15-9—each of which provides content.

Pop-Ups/Pop-Unders When you access the Internet, have you ever seen a small
window appear on Netscape advertising AOL’s “Instant Messenger”? Such windows

Exhibit 15-8 Banner ad
formats

The Internet and Integrated
Marketing Communications

Exhibit 15-9 iVillage has numerous Internet partners
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are known as pop-ups, and they often appear when you access a certain site. Pop-ups
are usually larger than a banner ad but smaller than a full screen.

Pop-unders are ads that appear underneath the web page and become visible only
when the user leaves the site. For example, if you ever visited a travel website, you
probably were hit with a pop-under ad for Orbitz—one of the heaviest users of this
form of web advertising. Go to the Los Angeles Times website, and when you leave,
you will almost certainly see an example of this form of advertising.

While some companies like Orbitz believe that pop-ups and pop-unders are effec-
tive forms of advertising, others disagree. Consumer complaints have led Google.com,
iVillage.com, and Earthlink (among others) to no longer accept these advertising forms.
(According to iVillage, its research indicates that as many as 90 percent of its users dis-
like such ads.) Nevertheless, indications are that despite the annoying qualities of pop-
ups and pop-unders, more and more websites are offering this type of advertising.

Interstitials Interstitials are ads that appear on your screen while you are waiting
for a site’s content to download. Although some advertisers believe that interstitials
are irritating and more of a nuisance than a benefit, a study conducted by Grey Adver-
tising found that only 15 percent of those surveyed felt that the ads were irritating (ver-
sus 9 percent for banner ads) and that 47 percent liked the ads (versus 38 percent for
banners). Perhaps more importantly, while ad recall of banner ads was approximately
51 percent, recall of interstitials was much higher, at 76 percent. Recently, Acura intro-
duced its Integra Type R model using an interstitial. Coca-Cola, TriStar, and Macy’s
commonly employ this ad form.

Push Technologies Push technologies, or webcasting technologies, allow compa-
nies to “push” a message to consumers rather than waiting for them to find it. Push
technologies dispatch web pages and news updates and may have sound and video
geared to specific audiences and even individuals. For example, a manager whose job
responsibilities involve corporate finance might log on to his or her computer and find
new stories are automatically there on the economy, stock updates, or a summary of a
speech by Alan Greenspan. Companies provide screen savers that automatically
“hook” the viewer to their sites for sports, news, weather reports, and/or other infor-
mation that the viewer has specified. Users can use personalization—that is, they can
personalize their sites to request the kinds of specific information they are most inter-
ested in viewing. For example, if you are into college sports, you can have updates
sent to you through sites providing college sports information. The service is paid for
by advertisers who flash their messages on the screen.

Links While considered by some as not a type of advertising, links serve many of the
same purposes as are served by the types discussed above. For example, a visitor to one
site may click on a link that provides additional information and/or related materials at
another site. At the bottom of the homepage at women.com are a number of links to
magazines, including Cosmopolitan and Good Housekeeping among others. Clicking

on one of these takes you to the magazine’s site and usu-
ally a pop-up for a subscription to the magazine appears.

Other forms of advertising, such as ads placed in chat
rooms, are also available. Given the limited use of many
of these alternatives, we suggest the reader consult addi-
tional resources for more information.

Sales Promotion on the Internet
Companies have found the Internet to be a very effective
medium for disseminating sales promotions. As noted
earlier, Huggies ties in the use of sales promotions with
its website. Other examples such as GMC’s special
financing offers, Pontiac Vibe’s announcements of
events, and PepsiCo’s use of sweepstakes and contests
(Exhibit 15-10) are just a few of many. Levis has used
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the net for a variety of promotions including contests, Internet films and Super Bowl
tie-ins.

Personal Selling on the Internet
The Internet has been both a benefit and a detriment to many of those involved in per-
sonal selling—particularly those in the business-to-business market. For some, the
Internet has been a threat that might take away job opportunities. Companies have
found that they can remain effective—even increase effectiveness—by building a
strong Web presence. The high-cost and poor-reach disadvantages of personal selling
are allowing these companies to reduce new hires and even cut back on their existing
sales forces.

On the positive side, websites have been used quite effectively to enhance and sup-
port the selling effort. As noted earlier, the Web has become a primary source of infor-
mation for millions of customers in the consumer and business-to-business markets.
Visitors to websites can gain volumes of information about a company’s products and
services. In return, the visitors become a valuable resource for leads that both internal
and external salespersons can follow up, and they become part of a prospect database.
Not only can potential customers learn about the company’s offerings, but the selling
organization can serve and qualify prospects more cost-effectively.

The Web can also be used to stimulate trial. For many companies, personal sales-
persons can reach only a fraction of the potential customer base. Through trial demon-
strations and/or samples offered online, customers can determine if the offering
satisfies their needs and if so request a personal sales call. In such cases both parties
benefit from time and cost savings.

Some companies have used the Internet to improve their one-on-one relationships
with customers. By providing more information in a more timely and efficient manner,
a company enables customers to learn more about what it has to offer. This increases
the opportunity for cross-selling and customer retention. For example, Neoforma.com
links hospitals and medical supply vendors with listings of 300,000 medical products,
with pages describing separate product categories.14 For those interested in medical
products, the site has become a one-stop shopping center (Exhibit 15-11). In addition,
by providing a website, companies can improve their response times to inquiries as
well as complaints, thereby improving customer service.

In a well-designed IMC program, the Internet and personal selling are designed to
be complementary tools—working together to increase sales. It appears that more and
more companies are coming to this realization.

Public Relations on the Internet
As with other media, the Internet is a useful medium for conducting public relations
activities. Many sites devote a portion of their content to public relations activities,
including the provision of information about the company, its philanthropic activi-
ties, annual reports, and so on. Shel Holtz, in his book Public Relations on the Inter-
net, notes that the public relations industry has been slow to adopt the Internet.
Some of the more traditional public relations organiza-
tions do not use the Net at all, while most others use it
primarily as a tool for disseminating information. Holtz
notes that the Web offers a number of opportunities to
public relations practitioners, including: (1) the develop-
ment of media relations websites, (2) the ability to pro-
vide customized information dissemination, and (3) the
development of positive e-mail relationships.

One example of the use of public relations on the Inter-
net is provided by Chrysler. Working with reporters,
Chrysler developed a one-stop information source for the
media (the public could also use the site, but reporters
would have to register to use the “newsroom”). News sto-
ries and other forms of content, photo images, and cross-
references to other sites or media were included on the site,
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as were press kits and a calendar of upcoming events (Exhibit 15-12). The objective of
the site was to improve relations with the press, and Chrysler was quite effective in
doing so. In addition, Chrysler’s newsroom contains many of the articles written about
the corporation, including awards won and philanthropic efforts such as its $10 million
support for children of the victims of the September 11 terrorist attack.

Other examples of effective use of public relations activities on the Internet are also
available, as you will see in the chapter on public relations. The Web is a useful
medium for conducting public relations activities, and its use for this function is on the
increase.

At the same time, many philanthropic and nonprofit organizations have found the
Internet to be a useful way to generate funds. Several sites have developed to perform
the functions that are required in traditional fund-raising programs. For example, Ben
and Jerry’s uses its website to express concerns about dioxin and forced child labor as
well as its support for the Red Cross and other charities. Other sites have been formed
to handle public relations activities for charitable organizations, provide information
regarding the causes the charity supports, collect contributions, and so on. In an exam-
ple of integrating the Internet with public relations and television, Youth AIDS has ini-
tiated a Public Service campaign featuring artists like Alicia Keyes, Destiny’s Child,
and others to direct 15- to 24-year-olds to its website www.youthAIDS.org to learn
more about the disease and contribute to the cause.

Direct Marketing on the Internet
Our discussion of direct marketing and the Internet will approach the topic from two
perspectives: the use of direct-marketing tools for communications objectives (as
discussed in Chapter 14), and e-commerce. As we stated previously, many direct-
marketing tools like direct mail, infomercials, and the like, have been adapted to the
Internet, as you will see. At the same time, e-commerce—selling directly to the con-
sumer via the Internet—has become an industry of its own.

Direct Mail Direct mail on the Internet (e-mail) is essentially an electronic ver-
sion of regular mail. Like regular mail it is highly targeted, relies heavily on lists, and
attempts to reach consumers with specific needs through targeted messages. As we
discussed earlier under personalization, consumers can opt to have specific types of e-
mail sent to them and other types not sent. For example, if you permit, The New York
Times will e-mail you information about specific promotions, articles that will appear,
books on sale, and other items that you might purchase from it.

Sometimes users may also receive less targeted and unwanted e-mails. The elec-
tronic equivalent of junk mail, these messages are referred to as SPAM. (One e-mail-
filtering company estimates that as many as 25 percent of all e-mails are SPAM.)15

U.S. companies spent $927 million on e-mail ads in 2001, up 87 percent from
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2000.16 Because of the high volumes of SPAM that have been sent,
and the fact that many consumers consider it a nuisance, the U.S.
government has passed laws regulating its use.

Catalog-oriented companies like Lands’ End have also increased
their use of electronic media. Lands’ End sells more apparel online
than any other retailer ($327 million in 2001); online sales constitute
21 percent of its total revenues. Interestingly, unlike many other 
e-mail marketers, the company does not use SPAM. It sends mes-
sages only to those who have agreed to receive them—an indication
that junk mailing may not be necessary to be successful.17 (See
Exhibit 15-13.) The company recently aired television commercials
to promote the ease and efficiency of using its online catalog, and
sent customers in its existing database direct-mail pieces informing
them of the same. In turn, many e-marketing companies now send
out print catalogs to promote their sites.

While many consumers don’t like SPAM or other forms of e-mail,
studies have shown the effectiveness of e-mails. A study by Abacus
indicated that in 2001 the value of online transactions increased by
47 percent while that of off-line catalogs remained the same. Accord-
ing to the study, the number of persons who received a catalog off-
line and then ordered online increased by 7 percent.18

Infomercials Yes, even the infomercial has discovered the Net. The same people
who brought you “Amazing Discoveries” infomercials on television now produce
infomercials for the Internet (and they are not alone). One such infomercial, by iMall,
a company based in Provo, Utah, runs marketing seminars on how to make money on
the Internet. Other companies are expected to follow. Does this mean we will soon see
FlowBees on the Web?

E-Commerce E-commerce, or direct sales on the Internet, has truly taken off.
Online spending for the fourth quarter was expected to reach $19.6 billion, a 23 per-
cent gain over 2001.19

While more and more consumers buy online, consumer sales are only about one-
fifth of those by business-to-business marketers. B-to-b sales are expected to be over
$6 trillion by 2004.20 Many business-to-business companies like Applied Industrial
Technologies, National SemiConductor, and Xerox have also found success in the
world of e-commerce.

Home Shopping Channels In the direct-marketing chapter, we mentioned
that QVC has taken its home shopping TV channel to the Internet in the form of iQVC.
HSN also has an Internet shopping channel. In fall 2002, buy.com (the Internet-only
company) announced that it would be initiating a new shopping channel on television.
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Companies measuring the effectiveness of the Internet
employ a variety of methods, most of which can be done elec-
tronically. As you will see in a moment, a number of compa-
nies provide Internet measures as part of a package; that is,
they provide audience measurement information (demograph-
ics, psychographics, etc.) as “up-front’ information, as well as some of the effective-
ness measures described below. First, we will discuss some of the measures used to
determine the effectiveness of a website. Then, we will discuss some of the companies
providing these measures.

Audience Measures and Measures of Effectiveness
You will see that while the Internet industry has developed its own measures of effec-
tiveness, there are some problems with these measures that must be considered when
employing them. In an attempt to respond to criticism of the audience metrics
employed, as well as to standardize some of the measures used to gauge effectiveness

Measuring Effectiveness
of the Internet

Exhibit 15-13 Lands’ End
is an effective Internet user
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of the Internet, the Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB)—the largest and most influen-
tial trade group—combined with eight prominent Web publishers and two technology
firms (in total representing nearly two-thirds of all industry revenue) to conduct
research on these methods. In 2002 their report was completed, and the group created
voluntary guidelines intended to make uniform the various incompatible systems that
evaluate effectiveness of Internet advertisements. The guidelines included five mea-
sures that would allow for independent auditing and verification (Figure 15-8). It is
believed that the adoption of these guidelines, along with objective auditing, will
make the Internet a more attractive medium for many of those who advertise in tradi-
tional media. Figure 15-9 shows the frequency of use of these measures among the
research agencies participating.

The measures suggested do not include a commonly employed method referred to
as hits—the number of times that a specific component of a site is requested. Hits
could include 100 people making one request each or one person making 100 requests.
As a measure of communication effectiveness, hits have generally been considered a
weak metric. Thus, while some may still track hits, many companies have abandoned
this measure or place little emphasis on it.

Information on users is typically collected robotically by a cookie, an electronic
device attached to your file (usually without your knowing it) that collects information
on where you visit, how many times you visit, where you click, and the like. Due in
part to weaknesses in previously employed measures and advertisers’ desire for addi-
tional information, a number of other measures are now being employed, including the
ones discussed below.

Online Measuring A joint venture between IntelliQuest and Millward Brown
has led to a research tool employing online measuring that collects information regard-
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Figure 15-8 IAB
Guidelines for Internet 
measurement

Ad impression. This is a measurement of responses from an ad delivery system to an ad
request from the user’s browser.

Click. This measure includes three forms: click-through, in-unit click and mouse-over. A
click-through occurs when the viewer clicks on the ad to have information sent to him
or her. The in-unit click and the mouse-over are ad interactions without the content
being sent to the viewer.

Visit. A visit is defined as “one or more text and/or graphics downloads from a site quali-
fying as at least one page, without 30 consecutive minutes of inactivity, which can be
reasonably attributed to a single browser for a single session.” The browser must “pull”
text or graphic content to be considered a visit.

Unique measurement (browsers, visitors, and users). This is the number of actual individ-
ual people, within a designated reporting timeframe, with activity consisting of one or
more visits to a site or the delivery of pushed content. A unique user can be either (1) an
actual individual who accesses a site (unique visitor) or (2) an actual individual who is
pushed content and/or ads such as e-mail, newsletters, interstitials, and pop-up or pop-
under ads. Each individual is counted only once in the unique-user or visitor measure for
the reporting period. When no attempt is made to estimate the number of unique users
based on the number of unique cookies received, the measure should be referred to as
unique browsers.

Page impression. This is a measurement of the responses from a web server to a page
request from the user’s browser. Pagelike items should be counted as follows:

• Pop-ups—ad impressions

• Interstitials—ad impressions

• Pop-unders—ad impressions

• HTML newsletters (if opened)—page impressions (if ad only—ad impressions)

• Auto-refreshed pages—page impressions

• Frames—page impressions
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ing demographics, psychographics, location of Web access, media usage, and buying
habits. Clients can determine who saw their ads, determine reach, and ascertain whether
the right target audience was reached. Advertisers can test the impact of their messages,
receiving a report detailing impressions and clicks by time of day and day of the week.

In another joint venture, Amazon.com paid $250 million in stock to acquire Alexa,
a little-known service. The service tracks what sites are on the Internet and where, as
well as who, goes to them. The appeal of Alexa is that it goes beyond “cookies,” which
don’t track a user’s other Web visits. Alexa collects data on all Web activity by any
user who signs up for it. Measures as to how much traffic a site gets, whether users like
the site, and where they go next are all reported. The database is already twice the size
of all the printed matter in the Library of Congress.21

Recall and Retention Ipsos-ASI performs 20,000 continuous daily interviews
with Web users to determine recall and whether viewers remember the ads they see, as
well as whether there is a “halo-effect” among ads.

Surveys Survey research, conducted both online and through traditional methods,
is employed to determine everything from site usage to attitudes toward a site. Brand
Optics tracks responses of Internet users to ads, e-mails, and other communications
using cookies and surveys to track effectiveness.

Sales Of course, for the e-commerce marketers, a prime indicator of effectiveness
is the number of sales generated. Adding information regarding demographics, user
behaviors, and so on, can increase the effectiveness of this measure.

Tracking Some companies now offer more traditional tracking measures. For
example, Dynamic Logic, Inc., provides information such as brand awareness, ad
recall, message association, and purchase intent.

The above measures reveal that the Internet has its own set of criteria for measuring
effectiveness and is also borrowing from traditional measures—for example, brand
recall is becoming a major area of focus.22 In 2002 the Association of Advertising
Agencies and the Association of National Advertisers announced a system called
Advertising Digital Identification (Ad-Id). Ad-Id assigns advertising across all media a
specific media code to facilitate cross-media buys. The goal of the coalition is to
develop cross-media standards employing reach/frequency comparisons that include
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the Internet. Many of the companies that provide research information in traditional
media (Nielsen, Ipsos-ASI) are now extending their reach into the Internet world. Oth-
ers (MediaMetrics, Forrester) have developed measures specifically for online users.
Academics are also beginning to publish articles related to measuring effectiveness on
the Internet. Studies on consumers’ attitudes toward a site, response variations in e-mail
surveys, and similarities between brick-and-mortar retailing and e-commerce are just a
few of the many articles being published in academic journals to advance the measure-
ment of the Internet.23

Unfortunately, not all of the methods used to measure Internet activity and effec-
tiveness are accurate. We discuss some of these later in this chapter, under disadvan-
tages of the Internet.

Sources of Measurement Data
The number of sources available that provide information about the Internet is enor-
mous. Below we provide a partial list just to give you some indication of the types of
information available. Most of the companies listed are the largest and/or most cited
sources, and the list is by no means intended to be exhaustive:

• Arbitron. Arbitron provides demographic, media usage, and lifestyle data on
users of the Internet as well as other interactive media.

• MRI and SMRB. Both of these companies (discussed in Chapter 10) now provide
information regarding viewership profiles for the Internet and other interactive
media. Nielsen offers similar data.

• Audit Bureau of Circulations. This print agency is developing a product called
WebFacts to certify Web counts.

• Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB). A trade organization of the Internet, IAB
provides information on statistics, usage, and strategies regarding the Internet.

• eMarketer. This company publishes comparative data from various research
sources and explains the different methods used to arrive at the projections. It
also publishes its own projections.

• Nielsen Net Ratings. Nielsen provides audience information and analyses based
on click-by-click Internet behavior through a meter installed on users’ computers
at home and work.

• Jupiter MediaMetrics, Inc. Previously separate companies, Jupiter, PC Meter,
and MediaMetrics have joined to provide statistics and website information,
including data on users, projections, trends, and so on.

• Business 2.0 and Fast Company. These business-to-business magazines target
persons interested in the Internet, from both a technological and a business
perspective, with emphasis on the latter.

• Internet Advertising Report and office.com. Both these organizations provide an
online newsletter containing information on trends, statistics, and other articles
of interest to Internet users. The latter focuses on the business community.
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A number of advantages of the Internet can be
cited:

1. Target marketing. A major advantage of the
Web is the ability to target very specific groups
of individuals with a minimum of waste cover-

age. For those in the business-to-business market, the Internet resembles a
combination trade magazine and trade show, as only those most interested in the prod-
ucts and/or services a site has to offer will visit the site (others have little or no reason
to do so). In the consumer market, through personalization and other targeting
techniques, sites are becoming more tailored to meet one’s needs and wants.

2. Message tailoring. As a result of precise targeting, messages can be designed to
appeal to the specific needs and wants of the target audience. The interactive capabili-

Advantages and Disadvantages 
of the Internet
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ties of the Net make it possible to carry on one-to-one marketing with increased
success in both the business and the consumer markets.

3. Interactive capabilities. Because the Internet is interactive, it provides strong
potential for increasing customer involvement and satisfaction and almost immediate
feedback for buyers and sellers. A recent study indicated that as many as 47 percent of
Internet users multitask.24 As multitasking increases, the interactive capabilities of the
Internet will make this medium even more attractive.

4. Information access. Perhaps the greatest advantage of the Internet is its availability
as an information source. Internet users can find a plethora of information about
almost any topic of their choosing merely by conducting a search through one of the
search engines. Once they have visited a particular site, users can garner a wealth of
information regarding product specifications, costs, purchase information, and so on.
Links will direct them to even more information if it is desired.

5. Sales potential. The numbers provided earlier in this chapter demonstrate the
incredible sales numbers being generated in both the business-to-business and the
consumer segments. Forecasts are for continued growth in the future.

6. Creativity. Creatively designed sites can enhance a company’s image, lead to
repeat visits, and positively position the company or organization in the consumer’s
mind. Visit some of the sites mentioned earlier to see what we mean.

7. Exposure. For many smaller companies, with limited budgets, the World Wide
Web enables them to gain exposure to potential customers that heretofore would have
been impossible. For a fraction of the investment that would be required using
traditional media, companies can gain national and even international exposure in a
timely manner.

8. Speed. For those requesting information on a company, its products, and/or its ser-
vice offerings, the Internet is the quickest means of acquiring this information.

9. Complement to IMC. The Net both complements and is complemented by other
IMC media. As such, it serves as a vital link in the integrative process.

While it is a potentially effective medium, the Internet also has its disadvantages:

1. Measurement problems. One of the greatest disadvantages of the Internet is the
lack of reliability of the research numbers generated. A quick review of forecasts,
audience profiles, and other statistics offered by research providers will demonstrate a
great deal of variance—leading to a serious lack of validity and reliability. One com-
pany mentioned earlier, eMarketer, has attempted to reconcile such differences and
explain the reasoning for the discrepancies (differences in methodologies employed),
but the problem still exists. One of the industry’s largest and most cited trade publica-
tions has written an exposé of a heavily cited Internet research company, referring to
the numbers it provides as “scary.”25 Others have stressed concerns over the fact that
most site’s figures are not audited, which may lead to rampant cheating in respect to
the numbers reported.26 The recent actions taken by the IAB to standardize metrics
will help in reducing some of this problem. But due to difficulties involved in both
measuring and forecasting in this medium, it remains necessary to proceed with cau-
tion when using these numbers.

2. Websnarl. At times, downloading information from the Net takes a long time.
When there are a number of users, the time increases and some sites may be inaccessi-
ble due to too many visitors. For many users who expect speed, this is a major disad-
vantage. Broadband is helping to reduce this problem.

3. Clutter. As the number of ads proliferates, the likelihood of one ad’s being noticed
drops accordingly. The result is that some ads may not get noticed, and some
consumers may become irritated by the clutter. Some studies already show that banner
ads may be losing effectiveness for this very reason.

4. Potential for deception. The Center for Media Education has referred to the Web as
“a web of deceit” in regard to attempts of advertisers to target children with subtle
advertising messages. The Center, among others, has asked the government to
regulate the Internet. In addition, data collection without consumers’ knowledge and
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permission, hackers, and credit card theft are a number of problems confronting the
Internet.

5. Privacy. Like their direct-marketing counterparts, Internet marketers must be care-
ful not to impinge upon the privacy of users. The IAB has issued a policy on privacy
that it asks companies to abide by (see www.iab.net).

6. Limited production quality. Although it is improving, net advertising does not offer
the capabilities of many competitive media from a production standpoint. While the
advent of advanced technologies and rich media is narrowing the gap, the Net still
lags behind some traditional media in this area.

7. Poor reach. While the Internet numbers are growing in leaps and bounds, its reach
is still far behind that of television. As a result, as discussed earlier, Internet
companies have turned to traditional media to achieve reach and awareness goals. In
addition, statistics show that only a small percentage of sites on the Internet are
captured by search engines and that the top 50 sites listed account for 95 percent of
the sites visited.27

8. Irritation. Numerous studies have reported on the irritating aspects of some Web
tactics. These studies have shown consumers’ discontent with clutter,28 e-mail
SPAM,29 and pop-ups and pop-unders.30 These irritating aspects will deter visitors
from coming to the sites.31 Ethical Perspective 15-2 expands on this issue.

Overall, the Internet offers marketers some very definite advantages over tradi-
tional media. At the same time, disadvantages and limitations render this medium as
less than a one-stop solution. However, as part of an IMC program, the Internet is a
very valuable tool.
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While the Internet has captured most of the attention of
marketers, additional interactive media are also avail-
able and can be used as a contributor to an IMC pro-

gram. Interactive CD-ROMs, kiosks, and interactive phones have been used by
marketers to provide information to their audiences. Agency executives stated that the
most important capability of these media was their ability to be linked with traditional
marketing projects.

One of the more attention getting and promising of the new interactive media is
interactive TV. Interactive TV, or iTV, allows the viewer of a television program to
interact with the progam and/or the ads. Many marketers are betting on the fact that
future computer users will access the Internet through their television sets. As noted
earlier, multitasking will allow television viewers to watch an event—for example, a
football game—and pull up information on players, history of the matchups between
the teams, and other statistics without ever leaving the couch or the game. ABC pro-
motes “enhanced TV” on its college football bowl games. (The numbers will appear in
a window.) Or suppose you are watching the TV show Friends and like the sweater
Rachel is wearing. You simply drag your mouse over to Rachel and click on her
sweater, and a window will appear providing you with information regarding colors,
materials, sizes, and costs. You may then ask to see other garments to mix and match
with the sweater. You may then be asked if you wish to order and what shipping
arrangements you prefer. If you have previously ordered, you are done, as your infor-
mation has been stored in a database. If not, this first time you will be asked for per-
sonal information, including credit card number. You have ordered without leaving the
couch or missing a minute of programming.

Wink-enhanced advertisements allow advertisers to communicate directly with
Wink-subscribed viewers (4 million as of 2002) during a traditional 30- or 60-second
spot. By clicking on an icon, advertisers can pose questions, offer samples, solicit con-
test entries, or even make a sale (Exhibit 15-14). For example, one Wink-enabled Ford
ad asked viewers if they would like a Ford Outfitters catalog. If they wanted it, they
were asked to select a model (Excursion, Expedition, or Explorer) and then to specify
their interest in a two-door, four-door, or sport Track edition. Direct-mail pieces were
then sent to respondents. Glaxo-SmithKline ran a similar ad allowing viewers to
request information on its migraine medicine Imitrex. The company’s six-month
response goal was achieved in one week.32

Additional Interactive Media
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ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE 15-2

Effective Marketing or Deception and Invasion of Privacy?
The direct-marketing industry has taken its share of
criticism from consumers and government agencies
for a long time. Critics of direct marketing cite junk
mail, telemarketing, and the selling of names con-
tained in a database as just some of the reasons for
their discontent. While it is a very effective medium
for marketers, the mention of direct marketing con-
jures up negative connotations to many consumers.
Now, it appears that the Internet may be taking a simi-
lar track.

Consider this: Estimates indicate that over 31 billion
commercial e-mails were sent in 2002. Approximately
one-third of these were automated mailings, including
stock price alerts, newsletters, or sales/marketing
messages. By the year 2006, the number of e-mails
sent annually is expected to exceed 60 billion, with
over 50 percent being commercial in nature. As noted
by Mark Levitt, vice president of IDC Collaborative
Computing Services and co-author of the estimates
study, “Like water flowing out of a hose, e-mail has the
potential to fill our inboxes and workdays, overwhelm-
ing our abilities to navigate through the growing cur-
rents of content.” A study conducted by Ferris
Research estimated that SPAM cost U.S. corporations
$8.9 billion in lost worker productivity in 2002. Other
studies have shown that 59 percent of consumers can
differentiate between legitimate e-mail and SPAM and
are becoming more and more annoyed with the latter.
Click-through rates on e-mails are also dropping. Per-
mission-based online marketers have already experi-
enced the negative impact of increased e-mails and
expect to see response rates continue to decline. Many
are already exploring other options.

But e-mails are not the only problem. How many
times have you visited a site only to be immediately
confronted with an ad (pop-up) or exited a site and had
to close one or more advertisements that you didn’t
want to see (pop-unders)? How many times have you
been unable to close them, no matter how often you
tried? How many times have you tried to “unsubscribe”
to a site yet not been removed from its list? While these
practices irritate consumers, many Internet marketers
continue to conduct business in this manner, arguing
that clicking off does not require a great deal of effort,
or that consumers accept this as part of the Internet
experience, or offering other unfounded excuses.

And now a new form of Internet deception has sur-
faced. The website of the New York Times recently
refused to accept ads from Sony Electronics that the
Times claims “blur the lines between advertising and
editorial content.” The ads—which appear in the form
of journalistic articles—are written by freelance writ-
ers and are designed to appear as content on popular
websites. The articles are accompanied by sidebars
that link readers to SonyStyle.com for more informa-
tion. The “advertorials” provide only a small subhead
that reads “feature by Sony.” Sony is spending $10 mil-
lion on 60 stories to appear on 40 different content
sites including People.com, InStyle.com, NationalGeo-
graphic.com and others such as AOL and AOL Music.
While Sony contends the articles are just a new means
of presenting content, and sees nothing wrong with
the practice, the Times refused to accept the argu-
ment, noting that “advertorial content must be clearly
labeled to distinguish it from editorial content.” Time,
Inc., saw no problem with the content.

Like legitimate direct marketers, many marketers
on the Internet are being hurt by the irritating and/or
deceptive practices of others in their industry. But
what can they do? A number of suggestions have been
offered. First, the industry must police itself. The
actions of the New York Times and of sites that refuse
to accept pop-ups and pop-unders are one example.
Second, trade organizations such as the Interactive
Advertising Bureau (IAB) must take a more active role.
Establishing and adhering to privacy guidelines is a
good first step that individual companies can take on
their own—for example, pursuing permission-based
practices. The questionable practices discussed
above—and numerous others not mentioned—are con-
sidered by many consumers to be, at best, an invasion
of their privacy. A lack of action may lead to more dras-
tic measures, as the direct-marketing industry can
attest to—not the least of which is government action.
It would be best for the Internet industry to regulate
itself before it is too late.

Sources: Brian Morrissey, “SPAM Cost Corporate America $9B Last
Year,” www.internetnews.com, Jan. 6, 2003, pp. 1–2; Tobi Elkin, “New
York Times Web Site Refuses Sony Ads,” www.adage.com, July 22,
2002, pp. 1–3; _____, “Study: E-Mail to Double by 2006,” www.inter
netnews.com, Sept. 27, 2002, pp. 1–2; _____, “Sifting through Spam
and E-Mail Marketing,” eMarketer Daily, Sept. 24, 2002, pp. 1–2.
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Many marketers believe that the rapid adoption of iTV is just around the corner.
Others feel that it is a very large corner, given that the promise of iTV has not been ful-
filled, even though the technology has been around for quite some time. (A number of
test markets have proved to be unsuccessful and have been abandoned.) While num-
bers vary (eMarketer estimates that 20 percent of households will have iTV in 2002
and 50 percent by 2005; others predict less), the fact remains that over 75 percent of
consumers still need to be convinced that they should interact with their TV sets. A
study indicated that 72 percent of U.S. viewers had no interest in interactive services.33

Another study, conducted in 2002 in Europe—where iTV has been more rapidly
adopted than in the United States—found that 94 percent of interactive customers
haven’t purchased anything through their TVs, 35 percent are not interested in doing
so, and 40 percent can’t figure it out.34

Nevertheless, some companies have demonstrated successful interactive cam-
paigns. Volvo sponsored a two-week interactive television campaign during the
NCAA basketball tournament in March 2002 and another on the Bravo cable televi-
sion network later in the year. The company stated that it was “surprised” at the num-
ber of inquiries the campaign generated, and it considered the campaign a big
success.35 Another car dealer, Toyota, will run an integrated campaign using print, TV,
and outdoor, as well as interactive and online ads, to introduce its new 4Runner. The
campaign will be designed to drive viewers to a portal sight to gain more information,
while providing Toyota with a database of interested parties.36

While interactive TV sounds like the future, so far the results have not been as
encouraging as marketers had hoped for. Two of the test markets for the concept have
proved to be failures, and the major content providers like General Electric (NBC) and
Walt Disney Company (ABC) have expressed less interest in the concept than had
been expected. Microsoft’s WebTV (now MSN TV) has seen limited growth since
2000,37 and OpenTV—although it has grown—is still of relatively small size.38 It may
just be that when viewers are watching TV, they just want to watch TV—we will wait
to see.

Wireless
A rapidly growing interactive medium capturing the attention of marketers is wireless
communication. While still in its early stages, some companies are already sending
advertisements, coupons, and direct-response offers through cell phones and PDAs.
By 2002 an estimated $53 million was being spent on mobile ads in Europe, with esti-
mates that the United States would surpass that amount by 2006. Some applications
already integrate global positioning satellite (GPS) technologies, changing the mes-
sages sent based on the geographic location of the user. Companies have already
begun to use product placements in games as well as to offer special promotions.
While just beginning, wireless is already an integrated medium.
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Exhibit 15-14 Interactive
television has been slow to
catch on
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Summary
This chapter introduced you to the
Internet and interactive media. It
explained some of the objectives
for these media and how they can
be used in an IMC program.

The discussion of the Internet
focused on understanding the key
terms used in the industry,the
objectives sought when using 
the Internet,and Internet communi-
cations strategies. In addition,the
role of the Internet in an IMC
program was discussed,with an
explanation of how all the IMC pro-
gram elements can be used with the
Internet. Advantages of the

Internet—including the ability to tar-
get markets, interactive capabilities,
and relationship building—were dis-
cussed. In addition,disadvantages—
including high costs,unreliable
measurements and statistics,and
relatively low reach (compared to
that of traditional media)—were
reviewed. Sources of Internet mea-
surement data were also provided.

The Internet has been the most
rapidly adopted medium of our
time. It holds great potential for
both business-to-business and
consumer marketers. However, con-
trary to popular belief, the Internet

is not a stand-alone medium. Its
role in an integrated marketing
communications program
strengthens the overall program
as well as the effectiveness of the
Internet itself.

Interactive media have not yet
fulfilled their promise. While still
in its infancy, the medium has not
received the acceptance and use
expected. Test market indications
are that the medium still needs
improvements—particularly in 
content—before reaching mass
acceptance. Wireless is starting to
experience growth.

Key Terms
Internet, 486
World Wide Web

(WWW), 486
website, 490
e-commerce, 494

banner ads, 496
sponsorships, 496
content sponsorship,

496
pop-ups, 496

pop-unders, 496
interstitials, 498
push technologies, 498
webcasting, 498
personalization, 498

Discussion Questions
1. One of the problems slowing the
rate of adoption of the Internet as
an advertising medium is the fact
that this medium has been slow to
adopt traditional advertising met-
rics. Discuss why this has been the
case, and what must be done to
overcome this problem.

2. Interactive television has not
been adopted by consumers as
rapidly as was expected. Give some
reasons for this slower than
expected adoption rate, and what
iTV must do to overcome these
problems.

3. What is meant by wireless? Pro-
vide examples of companies that
currently are employing this com-
munications medium. For what
type of companies might wireless
best be suited?

4. The IAB recently provided guide-
lines for metrics for use by those
in the Internet industry. Explain
what these guidelines entailed and
why they are important.

5. Provide examples of companies
with which you are familiar that
have successfully integrated the
Internet into their communications
programs. Explain the role of the
Internet in these IMC programs.

6. The Internet is growing at an
extremely rapid pace. At the same
time there are indications that
this growth will slow. Discuss 
some factors that may lead to
decreased growth of the use of
this medium.

7. Discuss the objectives
marketers may be seeking in their

use of the Internet. Which is the
Internet best suited for?

8. Explain the different forms that
advertisers might use to advertise
on the Internet. Discuss some of
the advantages and disadvantages
associated with each.

9. A number of Internet marketers
have been criticized as engaging
in unethical practices. Discuss
some of the practices that might
be considered unethical. What
should be done to curtail these
practices?

10. What is interactive TV? Explain
how interactive television differs
from traditional television. Give an
example of how a company might
employ this medium.

links, 498
SPAM, 500
cookie, 502
interactive TV, 506
wireless, 508
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Chapter Objectives

1. To understand the role of sales promotion in a
company’s integrated marketing communications
program and to examine why it is increasingly
important.

2. To examine the various objectives of sales
promotion programs.

3. To examine the types of consumer- and trade-
oriented sales promotion tools and the factors to
consider in using them.

4. To understand how sales promotion is
coordinated with advertising.

5. To consider potential problems and abuse by
companies in their use of sales promotion.

Sales Promotion

16
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Advertising has a long and fascinating history

and has had a major impact, both good and bad,

on our culture. Advertising has entertained,

moved, and motivated consumers for more than

a century, and many of the images created by

advertisers have become cultural icons—Ronald

McDonald, the Marlboro Man, Tony the Tiger,

and the Energizer Bunny, to name just a few.

Much has been written about the history of

advertising and how it reflects society and its

whole range of activities. However, sales promo-

tion also has a very rich and interesting history:

Marketers have developed and used a variety of

techniques over the past century to give con-

sumers an extra incentive to use their products

and services. Many of the sales promotion offers

that motivate consumers today and have become

part of their everyday lives have been around for

nearly a century or more.

The oldest, most widely used, and most effec-

tive sales promotion tool is the cents-off coupon.

Coupons have been around since 1895 when the

C.W. Post Co. first began using the penny-off

coupon to help sell its new Grape Nuts cereal

brand. Procter & Gamble began using coupons

in 1920, and its first ones were metal coins that

were good for discounts or buy-one-get-one-

free deals. Those were soon replaced by cheaper,

more convenient paper versions, which have

been around ever since. Another classic promo-

tional tool is the premium offer, which dates

back to 1912 when Cracker Jack began offering

“a prize in every box.” Ovaltine developed one

of the first interactive premiums in 1930, when 

it gave away decoder rings that were needed 

to decode secret messages broadcast in Little

Orphan Annie radio shows in the 30s. The pro-

motion was brought back 20 years later as televi-

sion became the new mass medium and the

rings were used to decode messages in Texas

Rangers TV shows. Perhaps no company has used

premium offers as effectively as McDonald’s,

which launched its Happy Meals in 1979 and has

been using them ever since. Happy Meals

account for a significant portion of McDonald’s

sales and have made the company the world’s

largest toy manufacturer.

Marketers also have a long history of taking

their promotional programs to the customer. The

first Oscar Mayer Wienermobile hit the streets in

1936, when the nephew of the company’s

founder had the idea of introducing a 13-foot-

long hot dog on wheels. Soon it was seen driving

the streets of Chicago, promoting Oscar Mayer

“German Style Wieners.” Seven updates and 66

years later, there is now a fleet of eight Wiener-

mobiles that cruise the highways of America and

other countries playing 21 versions of the famous

Wiener Jingle and helping to promote the brand.

Pepsi is another company that took a promo-

tional program on the road, with its launch of

Sales Promotion Has an Interesting 
History as Well
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the famous “Pepsi Challenge” in 1975, which was

one of the most successful promotions ever used to

attract users of a competing brand. Pepsi took on

its archrival and industry leader Coca-Cola in a

hard-hitting promotion that challenged consumers

to taste the two brands in blind taste tests. Pepsi

ran the challenge promotion for nearly a decade

and relaunched it again in 2000 as it began cruising

for a new generation.

Contests and sweepstakes also have an interest-

ing history. Pillsbury launched its first Bake-Off Con-

test in 1949, when the company’s advertising agency

created the contest to celebrate the company’s 80th

birthday and invited homemakers to share their

treasured recipes. The response was so great that

Pillsbury decided to hold the contest again in subse-

quent years, and the Bake-Off has become an insti-

tution as well as the nation’s most prestigious

cooking competition. Many of the winning recipes

in each year’s competition have become part of the

repertoire of home cooks and have led to innovative

new products from Pillsbury.

McDonald’s has taken another institution, the

world-famous Monopoly board game, and turned

it into a long-running and immensely popular con-

test. The first McDonald’s Monopoly game contest

was in 1987, and its collect-and-win format and big

prizes generated tremendous interest and excite-

ment and was very effective at generating repeat

business. McDonald’s began running the game

annually in 1991, tweaking it each year by adding

new partners and prizes and making the game

more complex with new iterations such as the Pick

Your Prize twist. However, in 2001 the game had

the most surprising twist of all: The FBI used it to

collect evidence against an embezzlement ring that

had been stealing high-value game pieces through-

out the years. It remains to be seen if McDonald’s

will try to bring back the popular game.

Another promotional program of historical signifi-

cance is the American Airlines AAdvantage frequent-

flier program, which was launched in 1981. The

program created a new currency and has set the gold

standard for loyalty marketing as it now has nearly

44 million members. American also has a steady

stream of partners that offer AAdvantage miles as an

incentive to encourage consumers to purchase their

products and services. Loyalty programs have also

become very prevalent in many other industries such

as hospitality, rental cars, and retailing.

Many of the marketers discussed here are pro-

motional pioneers, as they have found creative

ways to provide consumers with an extra incentive

to purchase their brands. The success of these pro-

motions has had a major impact on consumers

throughout the years and also has resulted in simi-

lar programs being developed by competitors.

Such promotions show that advertising is not the

only IMC tool with a rich and interesting history.

Sources: “A Look at 16 Campaigns That Helped Redefine
Promotion Marketing,” Promo, March 2002, pp. 58–70;
www.bakeoff.com/history.
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As discussed in the opening vignette, marketers have come to recognize that advertis-
ing alone is not always enough to move their products off store shelves and into the
hands of consumers. Companies also use sales promotion methods targeted at both
consumers and the wholesalers and retailers that distribute their products to stimulate
demand. Most companies’ integrated marketing communications programs include
consumer and trade promotions that are coordinated with advertising, direct market-
ing, and publicity/public relations campaigns as well as sales force efforts.

This chapter focuses on the role of sales promotion in a firm’s IMC program. We
examine how marketers use both consumer- and trade-oriented promotions to influ-
ence the purchase behavior of consumers as well as wholesalers and retailers. We
explore the objectives of sales promotion programs and the various types of sales pro-
motion tools that can be used at both the consumer and trade level. We also consider
how sales promotion can be integrated with other elements of the promotional mix and
look at problems that can arise when marketers become overly dependent on con-
sumer and trade promotions, especially the latter.
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Sales promotion has been defined as “a direct inducement that offers an
extra value or incentive for the product to the sales force, distributors, or
the ultimate consumer with the primary objective of creating an immedi-
ate sale.”1 Keep in mind several important aspects of sales promotion as
you read this chapter.

First, sales promotion involves some type of inducement that provides an extra
incentive to buy. This incentive is usually the key element in a promotional program; it
may be a coupon or price reduction, the opportunity to enter a contest or sweepstakes,
a money-back refund or rebate, or an extra amount of a product. The incentive may
also be a free sample of the product, given in hopes of generating a future purchase, or
a premium that serves as a reminder of the brand and reinforces its image, such as the
miniature race car premium offer that ties into Tide’s NASCAR sponsorship (Exhibit
16-1). Most sales promotion offers attempt to add some value to the product or ser-
vice. While advertising appeals to the mind and emotions to give the consumer a rea-
son to buy, sales promotion appeals more to the pocketbook and provides an incentive
for purchasing a brand.

Sales promotion can also provide an inducement to marketing intermediaries such
as wholesalers and retailers. A trade allowance or discount gives retailers a financial
incentive to stock and promote a manufacturer’s products. A trade contest directed
toward wholesalers or retail personnel gives them extra incentive to perform certain
tasks or meet sales goals.

A second point is that sales promotion is essentially an acceleration tool, designed
to speed up the selling process and maximize sales volume.2 By providing an extra
incentive, sales promotion techniques can motivate consumers to purchase a larger
quantity of a brand or shorten the purchase cycle of the trade or consumers by encour-
aging them to take more immediate action.

Companies also use limited-time offers such as price-off deals to retailers or a
coupon with an expiration date to accelerate the purchase process.3 Sales promotion
attempts to maximize sales volume by motivating customers who have not
responded to advertising. The ideal sales promotion program generates sales that
would not be achieved by other means. However, as we shall see later, many sales
promotion offers end up being used by current users of a brand rather than attracting
new users.

A final point regarding sales promotion activities is that they can be targeted to dif-
ferent parties in the marketing channel. As shown in Figure 16-1, sales promotion can
be broken into two major categories: consumer-oriented and trade-oriented promo-
tions. Activities involved in consumer-oriented sales promotion include sampling,
couponing, premiums, contests and sweepstakes, refunds and
rebates, bonus packs, price-offs, frequency programs, and
event marketing. These promotions are directed at consumers,
the end purchasers of goods and services, and are designed to
induce them to purchase the marketer’s brand.

As discussed in Chapter 2, consumer-oriented promotions
are part of a promotional pull strategy; they work along with
advertising to encourage consumers to purchase a particular
brand and thus create demand for it. Consumer promotions
are also used by retailers to encourage consumers to shop in
their particular stores. Many grocery stores use their own
coupons or sponsor contests and other promotions to increase
store patronage.

Trade-oriented sales promotion includes dealer contests
and incentives, trade allowances, point-of-purchase displays,
sales training programs, trade shows, cooperative advertising,
and other programs designed to motivate distributors and
retailers to carry a product and make an extra effort to push it
to their customers. Many marketing programs include both
trade- and consumer-oriented promotions, since motivating
both groups maximizes the effectiveness of the promotional
program.
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While sales promotion has been part of the mar-
keting process for a long time, its role and impor-
tance in a company’s integrated marketing

communications program have increased dramatically over the past decade. Con-
sumer sales promotion–related spending increased from $56 billion in 1991 to nearly
$100 billion in 2001.4 Marketers also spend an estimated $150 billion each year on
promotions targeted at retailers and wholesalers. Consumer packaged goods firms
continue to be the core users of sales promotion programs and tools. However, sales
promotion activity is also increasing in other categories, including health care, com-
puter hardware and software, consumer electronics, and service industries.

Not only has the total amount of money spent on sales promotion increased, but the
percentage of marketers’ budgets allocated to promotion has grown as well. For many
years advertising was the major component in the promotional mix of most consumer-
product companies. Until the 1980s, nearly half of marketers’ promotional dollars was
spent on advertising campaigns designed to create or reinforce brand awareness and
build long-term loyalty. However by the mid- to late 80s, a fundamental change had
occurred in the way most consumer-product companies were marketing their products.
The proportion of the marketing budget allocated to sales promotion rose sharply,
while the amount spent on media advertising declined. The increase in spending on
sales promotion at the expense of media advertising continued throughout the decade
of the 90s and into the new millennium. Currently, estimates are that marketers spend
between 60 and 75 percent of their promotional budgets on sales promotion, with the
remainder being allocated to media advertising.5

Allocation of marketing budgets among consumer promotions, trade promotions,
and media advertising varies by industry and company. For example, trade promotion
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Consumer-Oriented Promotions

Sales Promotion

Trade-Oriented Promotions

Samples

Trade allowancesCoupons

Point-of-purchase displaysPremiums

Contests and dealer incentives

Refunds/rebates

Training programsContests/sweepstakes
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accounts for nearly 50 percent of the budget for consumer packaged-
goods companies, with 27 percent going to consumer promotion and 24
percent to media advertising.6 Moreover, a significant amount of the
monies that marketers allocate to media advertising is spent on ads that
deliver promotional messages regarding contests, games, sweepstakes,
and rebate offers.7 Surveys have shown that marketers devote about 17
percent of their ad budgets to promotional messages.8 Promotional mes-
sages are also used to help attract attention to image-building ads. For
example, the ad shown in Exhibit 16-2 delivers a message informing
consumers of the Chevy Avalanche Outdoor Adventure Sweepstakes.

Reasons for the Increase in Sales
Promotion
The reallocation of the marketing budget concerned many marketers
who still viewed media advertising as the primary tool for brand building
and saw sales promotion programs as little more than gimmicks that con-
tributed little to brand equity. However, most have recognized that con-
sumers may love certain brands but often want an extra incentive to buy
them. Marketers also know they must partner effectively with trade
accounts, and this often means providing them with an additional incen-
tive to stock and promote their brands and participate in various promotional programs.

A major reason for the increase in spending on sales promotion is that the promo-
tion industry has matured over the past several decades. Increased sophistication and a
more strategic role and focus have elevated the discipline and its role in the IMC pro-
gram of many companies.9 In the past, sales promotion specialists would be brought in
after key strategic branding decisions were made. Promotional agencies were viewed
primarily as tacticians whose role was to develop a promotional program such as a
contest or sweepstakes or a coupon or sampling program that could create a short-term
increase in sales. However, many companies are now making promotional specialists
part of their strategic brand-building team, a move that
puts sales promotion on par with media advertising. Pro-
motional agencies have expanded their integrated mar-
keting capabilities as well as their expertise in branding
and helping their clients build relationships with their
customers. For example, Exhibit 16-3 shows an ad for
DVC Worldwide, one of the leading promotion agencies,
that touts the agency’s expertise in strategy and brand
building.

There are also a number of other factors that have led
to the increase in the importance of sales promotion and
the shift in marketing dollars from media advertising to
consumer and trade promotions. Among them are the
growing power of retailers, declining brand loyalty,
increased promotional sensitivity, brand proliferation,
fragmentation of the consumer market, the short-term
focus of many marketers, increased accountability, com-
petition, and clutter.

The Growing Power of Retailers One reason
for the increase in sales promotion is the power shift in
the marketplace from manufacturers to retailers. For
many years, manufacturers of national brands had the
power and influence; retailers were just passive distribu-
tors of their products. Consumer-product manufacturers
created consumer demand for their brands by using heavy
advertising and some consumer-oriented promotions,
such as samples, coupons, and premiums, and exerted
pressure on retailers to carry the products. Retailers did
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very little research and sales analysis; they relied on manufacturers for information
regarding the sales performance of individual brands.

In recent years, however, several developments have helped to transfer power from
the manufacturers to the retailers. With the advent of optical checkout scanners and
sophisticated in-store computer systems, retailers gained access to data concerning
how quickly products turn over, which sales promotions are working, and which prod-
ucts make money.10 Retailers use this information to analyze sales of manufacturers’
products and then demand discounts and other promotional support from manufactur-
ers of lagging brands. Companies that fail to comply with retailers’ demands for more
trade support often have their shelf space reduced or even their product dropped.

Another factor that has increased the power of retailers is the consolidation of the
grocery store industry, which has resulted in larger chains with greater buying power
and clout. These large chains have become accustomed to trade promotions and can
pressure manufacturers to provide deals, discounts, and allowances. Consolidation has
also given large retailers more money for advancing already strong private label initia-
tives, and sales promotion is the next step in the marketing evolution of private label
brands. Private label brands in various packaged-good categories such as foods, drugs,
and health and beauty care products are giving national brands more competition for
retail shelf space and increasing their own marketing, including the use of traditional
sales promotion tools. Well-marketed private label products are forcing national brand
leaders, as well as second-tier brands, to develop more innovative promotional pro-
grams and to be more price-competitive.11

Declining Brand Loyalty Another major reason for the increase in sales pro-
motion is that consumers have become less brand loyal and are purchasing more on the
basis of price, value, and convenience. Some consumers are always willing to buy their
preferred brand at full price without any type of promotional offer. However, many
consumers are loyal coupon users and/or are conditioned to look for deals when they
shop. They may switch back and forth among a set of brands they view as essentially
equal. These brands are all perceived as being satisfactory and interchangeable, and
consumers purchase whatever brand is on special or for which they have a coupon.

Increased Promotional Sensitivity Marketers are making greater use of sales
promotion in their marketing programs because consumers respond favorably to the
incentives it provides. A major research project completed by Promotion Decisions, Inc.,
tracked the purchase behavior of over 33,000 consumers and their response to both con-
sumer and trade promotions. The results showed that 42 percent of the total unit volume
of the 12 packaged-good products analyzed was purchased with some type of incentive
while 58 percent was purchased at full price. Coupons were particularly popular among
consumers, as 24 percent of the sales volume involved the use of a coupon.12

An obvious reason for consumers’ increased sensitivity to sales promotion offers is
that they save money. Another reason is that many purchase decisions are made at the
point of purchase by consumers who are increasingly time-sensitive and facing too many
choices. Some studies have found that up to 70 percent of purchase decisions are made in
the store, where people are very likely to respond to promotional deals.13 Buying a brand
that is on special or being displayed can simplify the decision-making process and solve
the problem of overchoice. Professor Leigh McAlister has described this process:

As consumers go down the supermarket aisle they spend 3 to 10 seconds in each product cate-
gory. They often don’t know the regular price of the chosen product. However, they do have a
sense of whether or not that product is on promotion. As they go down the aisle, they are try-
ing to pensively fill their baskets with good products without tiresome calculations. They see a
“good deal” and it goes in the cart.14

Brand Proliferation A major aspect of many firms’ marketing strategies over
the past decade has been the development of new products. Consumer-product compa-
nies are launching nearly 30,000 new products each year, according to the research firm
Marketing Intelligence Service (compared with only 2,689 in 1980).15 The market has
become saturated with new brands, which often lack any significant advantages that can
be used as the basis of an advertising campaign. Thus, companies increasingly depend
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on sales promotion to encourage consumers to try these brands. In Chap-
ter 4, we saw how sales promotion techniques can be used as part of the
shaping process to lead the consumer from initial trial to repeat purchase
at full price. Marketers are relying more on samples, coupons, rebates,
premiums, and other innovative promotional tools to achieve trial usage
of their new brands and encourage repeat purchase (Exhibit 16-4).

Promotions are also important in getting retailers to allocate some of
their precious shelf space to new brands. The competition for shelf space
for new products in stores is enormous. Supermarkets carry an average of
30,000 products (compared with 13,067 in 1982). Retailers favor new
brands with strong sales promotion support that will bring in more cus-
tomers and boost their sales and profits. Many retailers require special
discounts or allowances from manufacturers just to handle a new product.
These slotting fees or allowances, which are discussed later in the chap-
ter, can make it expensive for a manufacturer to introduce a new product.

Fragmentation of the Consumer Market As the con-
sumer market becomes more fragmented and traditional mass-
media–based advertising less effective, marketers are turning to more
segmented, highly targeted approaches. Many companies are tailoring
their promotional efforts to specific regional markets. Sales promotion
tools have become one of the primary vehicles for doing this, through programs tied
into local flavor, themes, or events. For example, fast-food restaurants and take-out
pizza chains such as Domino’s spent a high percentage of their marketing budget on
local tie-ins and promotions designed to build traffic and generate sales from their
trade areas.16

A number of marketers are also using sales promotion techniques to target ethnic
markets. For example, Sears targets the Hispanic market by hosting grassroots events
at stores and tie-ins with local festivals. Sears also develops other promotions targeted
specifically at the Hispanic community. For example, the “Los Heroes De Mi Vida”
contest shown in Exhibit 16-5 invited young people of Hispanic heritage to submit an
essay to honor a person who has had a positive influence on their lives. Diversity Per-
spective 16-1 discusses how a number of companies are using sales promotion tools to
target the African-American market.

Marketers are also shifting more of their promotional efforts to direct marketing,
which often includes some form of sales promotion incentive. Many marketers use
information they get from premium offers, trackable coupons, rebates, and sweepstakes
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DIVERSITY PERSPECTIVE 16-1

Using Sales Promotion to
Target African-Americans
The African-American market has become very impor-
tant to many marketers as this segment accounts for
two-thirds of the money spent by minorities in the
United States and commands an estimated $572 bil-
lion in purchasing power. African-Americans represent
about 13 percent (36.4 million) of the U.S. population,
and nearly half belong to the middle class. According
to the most recent U.S. census, 5.3 million of the 12.8
million African-American households earn more than
$35,000 annually; nearly 14 million now live in the sub-
urbs, and 10 percent of those suburban dwellers earn
more than $100,000 annually.

Traditionally, marketers have targeted African-
Americans and other ethnic markets by running ads in
the various TV, radio, and print media that reach these
markets. However, many marketers are discovering that
sales promotion techniques are often more effective
ways to reach these markets and can be very valuable in
developing relationships with them. For example, Amer-
ican Airlines has developed several programs to
entrench its brand in the African-American community.
One of these programs is called “Comfort Zone,” an
effort whose name played on two themes: the literal
comfort of the extra leg room in American cabins, and
the figurative level of satisfaction African-Americans
have with the airline. The program centered on Comfort
Zone parties in American’s five hub markets. Urban
radio stations held call-in contests giving away passes
to the parties, which featured raffles awarding trips
and cruises. American followed the campaign by spon-
soring Sisters in the Spirit, a national gospel tour, and
also teamed with Coca-Cola for a sweepstakes giving
away trips to Hawaii that were advertised in various
African-American magazines including Ebony and
Black Enterprise.

Other companies are using ongoing promotional
programs to reach the African-American market. For
example, Volvo Cars North America has launched its
largest minority-targeted promotion ever, a Buckle Up
for Safety campaign run in conjunction with the
Edward Davis Education Foundation and the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The goal of the
campaign is to promote seat belt usage within the
African-American and Hispanic communities—particu-
larly among young adults—and to reinforce the proper
use of car and booster seats for infants and children.

Mott’s Inc. has expanded its annual Hawaiian Punch
Black History “Our Words! Our Art!” contest from 8 to
16 markets. The month-long promotion asks students
to share what they have learned about African-
American historical figures. First- and second-graders
submit artwork, while fourth- through sixth-graders

write essays. Forty-five winners, selected by the
National Association of Black School Educators, win
family trips to Disney World. Burger King also has
developed a connection with the African-American
community by celebrating its heritage. The company
sponsors Black History month through a campaign
called “Everyday Heroes” that recognizes the achieve-
ments of more obscure figures such as chess grand
master Morris Ashley and Brigadier General Ronald
Coleman. The chain distributed more than 10 million
special calendars through its restaurants during the
2002 promotion. African-Americans and Hispanics
account for 30 percent of Burger King’s overall sales.

Marketers are also using sales promotion tools in
conjunction with cause-related marketing to connect
with African-Americans. For example, Kraft Foods
recently partnered with Motown Records on Women of
the Times, a 10-song CD featuring African-American
singers such as Erykah Badu and Patti LaBelle that
was sold through point-of-purchase displays in grocery
stores. The CD could be purchased for $2.99 with three
Kraft proofs of purchase, and the company donated 25
cents of each purchase to the United Negro College
Fund.

Sales promotion is becoming an integral part of
marketer efforts to reach the African-American market
and build a genuine connection with this important
segment. As DiversityInc.com notes, “The African-
American market is positioned to make or break profits
for many leading U.S. companies.” Many companies are
hoping that their promotional efforts will help them
fully entrench their brands in the African-American
community.

Sources: Matthew Kinsman, “Equal Opportunities,” Promo, Febru-
ary 2002, pp. 14–16; Lafayette Jones, “A Sign of the Times,” Promo,

February 2002, pp. 16–17.
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to build databases for future direct-marketing efforts. As marketers continue to shift
from media advertising to direct marketing, promotional offers will probably be used
even more to help build databases. The technology is already in place to enable mar-
keters to communicate individually with target consumers and transform mass promo-
tional tools into ways of doing one-to-one marketing.17

Short-Term Focus Many businesspeople believe the increase in sales promo-
tion is motivated by marketing plans and reward systems geared to short-term perfor-
mance and the immediate generation of sales volume. Some think the packaged-goods
brand management system has contributed to marketers’ increased dependence on
sales promotion. Brand managers use sales promotions routinely, not only to introduce
new products or defend against the competition but also to meet quarterly or yearly
sales and market share goals. The sales force, too, may have short-term quotas or goals
to meet and may also receive requests from retailers and wholesalers for promotions.
Thus, reps may pressure marketing or brand managers to use promotions to help them
move the products into the retailers’ stores.

Many managers view consumer and trade promotions as the most dependable way
to generate short-term sales, particularly when they are price-related. The reliance on
sales promotion is particularly high in mature and slow-growth markets, where it is
difficult to stimulate consumer demand through advertising. This has led to concern
that managers have become too dependent on the quick sales fix that can result from a
promotion and that the brand franchise may be eroded by too many deals.

Increased Accountability In addition to pressuring their marketing or brand
managers and sales force to produce short-term results, many companies are demand-
ing to know what they are getting for their promotional expenditures. Results from
sales promotion programs are generally easier to measure than those from advertising.
Many companies are demanding measurable, accountable ways to relate promotional
expenditures to sales and profitability. For example, Kraft Foods uses computerized
sales information from checkout scanners in determining compensation for marketing
personnel. Part of the pay managers receive depends on the sales a promotion gener-
ates relative to its costs.18

Managers who are being held accountable to produce results often use price dis-
counts or coupons, since they produce a quick and easily measured jump in sales. It
takes longer for an ad campaign to show some impact and the effects are more difficult
to measure. Marketers are also feeling pressure from the trade as powerful retailers
demand sales performance from their brands. Real-time data available from computer-
ized checkout scanners make it possible for retailers to monitor promotions and track
the results they generate on a daily basis.

Competition Another factor that led to the increase in sales promotion is manu-
facturers’ reliance on trade and consumer promotions to gain or maintain competitive
advantage. The markets for many products are mature and stagnant, and it is increas-
ingly difficult to boost sales through advertising. Exciting, breakthrough creative ideas
are difficult to come by, and consumers’ attention to mass-media advertising continues
to decline. Rather than allocating large amounts of money to run dull ads, many mar-
keters have turned to sales promotion.

Many companies are tailoring their trade promotions to key retail accounts and
developing strategic alliances with retailers that include both trade and consumer pro-
motional programs. A major development in recent years is account-specific market-
ing (also referred to as comarketing), whereby a manufacturer collaborates with an
individual retailer to create a customized promotion that accomplishes mutual objec-
tives. For example, Coppertone’s promotion agency created an account-specific pro-
motion for “Spot the Dog Scavenger Hunt” that was based on the iconic Little Miss
Coppertone losing her dog in a Wal-Mart store (Exhibit 16-6). The in-store scavenger
hunt involved having consumers find clues throughout the store, fill in a game piece,
and receive a prize. The game piece promoted Coppertone’s rub-free adult and chil-
dren’s spray and included a $2 Wal-Mart–specific rebate coupon. The promotion
resulted in a 6 percent increase in Coppertone sales during the promotion.
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Estimates are that marketers will soon be spending more than half of their promo-
tion budgets on account-specific marketing. A number of companies are developing
promotional programs for major retail accounts such as supermarket chains, mass
merchandisers, and convenience stores.19

Retailers may use a promotional deal with one company as leverage to seek an
equal or better deal with its competitors. Consumer and trade promotions are easily
matched by competitors, and many marketers find themselves in a promotional trap
where they must continue using promotions or be at a competitive disadvantage. (We
discuss this problem in more detail later in the chapter.)

Clutter A promotional offer in an ad can break through the clutter that is prevalent
in most media today. A premium offer may help attract consumers’ attention to an ad,
as will a contest or sweepstakes. Some studies have shown that readership scores are
higher for print ads with coupons than for ads without them.20 However, more recent
studies by Starch INRA Hooper suggest that magazine ads with coupons do not gener-
ate higher readership.21 A recent study found that promotional messages are very
prevalent in both magazine and newspaper ads, particularly the latter. Sweepstakes,
games, and contests were prevalent in magazine ads, while coupons and sales offers
were used the most in newspaper advertising.22

Concerns about the Increased Role 
of Sales Promotion
Many factors have contributed to the increased use of sales promotion by consumer-
product manufacturers. Marketing and advertising executives are concerned about
how this shift in the allocation of the promotional budget affects brand equity. As
noted in Chapter 2, brand equity, or consumer franchise, is an intangible asset of
added value or goodwill that results from consumers’ favorable image, impressions of
differentiation, and/or strength of attachment to a brand.

Some critics argue that sales promotion increases come at the expense of brand
equity and every dollar that goes into promotion rather than advertising devalues the
brand.23 They say trade promotions in particular contribute to the destruction of brand
franchises and equity as they encourage consumers to purchase primarily on the basis
of price.

Proponents of advertising argue that marketers must maintain strong franchises if
they want to differentiate their brands and charge a premium price for them. They say
advertising is still the most effective way to build the long-term franchise of a brand: It
informs consumers of a brand’s features and benefits, creates an image, and helps build
and maintain brand loyalty. However, many marketers are not investing in their brands
as they take monies away from media advertising to fund short-term promotions.

Marketing experts generally agree that advertising plays an important role in build-
ing and maintaining a brand’s image and position, which are core components of its
equity. Many are concerned that if the trend toward spending more on sales promotion
at the expense of media advertising continues, brands may lose the equity that adver-
tising helped create and be forced to compete primarily on the basis of price. Many of
these concerns are justified, but not all sales promotion activities detract from the
value of a brand. It is important to distinguish between consumer franchise-building
and nonfranchise-building promotions.

Consumer Franchise-Building versus 
Nonfranchise-Building Promotions
Sales promotion activities that communicate distinctive brand attributes and contribute
to the development and reinforcement of brand identity are consumer franchise-
building (CFB) promotions.24 Consumer sales promotion efforts cannot make con-
sumers loyal to a brand that is of little value or does not provide them with a specific
benefit. But they can make consumers aware of a brand and, by communicating its spe-
cific features and benefits, contribute to the development of a favorable brand image.
Consumer franchise-building promotions are designed to build long-term brand prefer-
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ence and help the company achieve the ultimate goal of full-price purchases that do not
depend on a promotional offer.

For years, franchise or image building was viewed as the exclusive realm of adver-
tising, and sales promotion was used only to generate short-term sales increases. But
now marketers are recognizing the image-building potential of sales promotion and
paying attention to its CFB value. Surveys have found that nearly 90 percent of senior
marketing executives believe consumer promotions can help build brand equity while
nearly 60 percent think trade promotions can contribute.25 Marketers recognize that the
value of sales promotion extends well beyond quick-fix tactics such as price-off deals.
Most sales promotion agencies recognize the importance of developing consumer and
trade promotions that can help build brand equity. For example, Exhibit 16-7 shows an
ad for Ryan Partnership that stresses how the agency develops trade promotions that
help build brand equity.

Companies can use sales promotion techniques in a number of ways to contribute to
franchise building. Rather than using a one-time offer, many companies are develop-
ing frequency programs that encourage repeat purchases and long-term patronage.
Many credit cards have loyalty programs where consumers earn bonus points every
time they use their card to charge a purchase. These points can then be redeemed for
various items. Most airlines and many hotel chains offer frequent-flyer or guest pro-
grams to encourage repeat patronage. Many retail stores have also begun using fre-
quency programs to build loyalty and encourage repeat purchases.26

Companies can also use sales promotion to con-
tribute to franchise building by developing an offer
consistent with the image of the brand. An example
of a successful consumer brand-building promo-
tion is the Search for 2000 Uses Sweepstakes pro-
motion for WD-40, shown in Exhibit 16-8. The
WD-40 Company positions its brand as the leading
multipurpose problem solver that cleans, protects,
penetrates, lubricates, and displaces moisture like
no other product on earth. The marketing strategy
for WD-40 is to continually promote the myriad of
uses for the product. The Search for 2000 Uses
Sweepstakes, which was launched to coincide with
the new millennium, asked consumers to suggest
their use for WD-40 in order to be entered for a
chance to win various prizes such as WD-40 can
radios, T-shirts, and baseball caps and a grand prize
of $10,000 in company stock. The sweepstakes
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reinforced WD-40’s image as a multipurpose problem solver and also encouraged con-
sumers to visit the company’s website to enter their uses.

Nonfranchise-building (non-FB) promotions are designed to accelerate the pur-
chase decision process and generate an immediate increase in sales. These activities do
not communicate information about a brand’s unique features or the benefits of using it,
so they do not contribute to the building of brand identity and image. Price-off deals,
bonus packs, and rebates or refunds are examples of non-FB sales promotion tech-
niques. Trade promotions receive the most criticism for being nonfranchise building—
for good reason. First, many of the promotional discounts and allowances given to the
trade are never passed on to consumers. Most trade promotions that are forwarded
through the channels reach consumers in the form of lower prices or special deals and
lead them to buy on the basis of price rather than brand equity.

Many specialists in the promotional area stress the need for marketers to use sales
promotion tools to build a franchise and create long-term continuity in their promo-
tional programs. Whereas non-FB promotions merely borrow customers from other
brands, well-planned CFB activities can convert consumers to loyal customers. Short-
term non-FB promotions have their place in a firm’s promotional mix, particularly
when competitive developments call for them. But their limitations must be recog-
nized when a long-term marketing strategy for a brand is developed.
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In this section, we examine the vari-
ous sales promotion tools and tech-
niques marketers can use to influence

consumers. We study the consumer-oriented promotions shown in Figure 16-1 and
discuss their advantages and limitations. First, we consider some objectives marketers
have for sales promotion programs targeted to the consumer market.

Objectives of Consumer-Oriented Sales Promotion
As the use of sales promotion techniques continues to increase, companies must con-
sider what they hope to accomplish through their consumer promotions and how they
interact with other promotional activities such as advertising, direct marketing, and
personal selling. When marketers implement sales promotion programs without con-
sidering their long-term cumulative effect on the brand’s image and position in the
marketplace, they often do little more than create short-term spikes in the sales curve.

Not all sales promotion activities are designed to achieve the same objectives. As
with any promotional mix element, marketers must plan consumer promotions by con-
ducting a situation analysis and determining sales promotion’s specific role in the inte-
grated marketing communications program. They must decide what the promotion is
designed to accomplish and to whom it should be targeted. Setting clearly defined
objectives and measurable goals for their sales promotion programs forces managers
to think beyond the short-term sales fix (although this can be one goal).

While the basic goal of most consumer-oriented sales promotion programs is to
induce purchase of a brand, the marketer may have a number of different objectives
for both new and established brands—for example, obtaining trial and repurchase,
increasing consumption of an established brand, defending current customers, target-
ing a specific market segment, or enhancing advertising and marketing efforts.

Obtaining Trial and Repurchase One of the most important uses of sales
promotion techniques is to encourage consumers to try a new product or service. While
thousands of new products are introduced to the market every year, as many as 90 per-
cent of them fail within the first year. Many of these failures are due to the fact that the
new product or brand lacks the promotional support needed either to encourage initial
trial by enough consumers or to induce enough of those trying the brand to repurchase
it. Many new brands are merely new versions of an existing product without unique
benefits, so advertising alone cannot induce trial. Sales promotion tools have become
an important part of new brand introduction strategies; the level of initial trial can be
increased through techniques such as sampling, couponing, and refund offers.

The success of a new brand depends not only on getting initial trial but also on
inducing a reasonable percentage of people who try the brand to repurchase it and

Consumer-Oriented Sales Promotion
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establish ongoing purchase patterns. Promotional incentives such as coupons or
refund offers are often included with a sample to encourage repeat purchase after trial.
For example, when Lever Brothers introduced its Lever 2000 brand of bar soap, it dis-
tributed millions of free samples along with a 75-cent coupon. The samples allowed
consumers to try the new soap, while the coupon provided an incentive to purchase it.

Increasing Consumption of an Established Brand Many marketing
managers are responsible for established brands competing in mature markets, against
established competitors, where consumer purchase patterns are often well set. Aware-
ness of an established brand is generally high as a result of cumulative advertising
effects, and many consumers have probably tried the brand. These factors can create a
challenging situation for the brand manager. Sales promotion can generate some new
interest in an established brand to help increase sales or defend market share against
competitors.

Marketers attempt to increase sales for an established brand in several ways, and sales
promotion can play an important role in each. One way to increase product consumption
is by identifying new uses for the brand. Sales promotion tools like recipe books or cal-
endars that show various ways of using the product often can accomplish this. One of the
best examples of a brand that has found new uses is Arm & Hammer baking soda.
Exhibit 16-9 shows a clever freestanding insert (FSI) that promotes the brand’s new
fridge-freezer pack, which absorbs more odors in refrigerators and freezers.

Another strategy for increasing sales of an established brand is to use promotions
that attract nonusers of the product category or users of a competing brand. Attracting
nonusers of the product category can be very difficult, as consumers may not see a
need for the product. Sales promotions can appeal to nonusers by providing them with
an extra incentive to try the product, but a more common strategy for increasing sales
of an established brand is to attract consumers who use a competing brand. This can be
done by giving them an incentive to switch, such as a coupon, premium offer, bonus
pack, or price deal. Marketers can also get users of a competitor to try their brand
through sampling or other types of promotional programs.

One of the most successful promotions ever used to attract users of a competing
brand was the Pepsi Challenge. In this campaign, Pepsi took on its archrival, industry
leader Coca-Cola, in a hard-hitting comparative promotion that challenged consumers
to taste the two brands in blind taste tests (Exhibit 16-10). The Pepsi Challenge promo-
tion included national and local advertising, couponing, and trade support as part of a
fully integrated promotional program. The campaign was used from 1975 to the early
80s and was instrumental in helping Pepsi move ahead of Coke to become the market
share leader in supermarket sales. In response Coke launched a variety of counterat-
tacks, including the controversial decision to change its formula and launch New Coke
in 1986. Pepsi brought back the promotion in 2000 to recruit a new generation of brand
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Exhibit 16-9 Arm &
Hammer used this FSI to
promote a specific use for
the product

ANNCR: All across America people
are taking the Pepsi Challenge. In
California here’s what they are
saying.

TRACY KUERBIS: Pepsi really is the
better drink.

DAVE JOHNSON: I’ve proven to my-
self now that I like Pepsi better.

ANNCR: Nationwide more people
prefer the taste of Pepsi over
Coca-Cola.

CHERIE BOOTH: I think today’s test
was very honest.

DAVE: Pepsi has a better product
and that’s probably why they are
running a test like this because it’s

obvious how many people over
here have picked Pepsi.

SUZANNE MACK: Being able to
compare the two, I’d pick Pepsi.

CHERIE: If someone offered me
either or, I choose the Pepsi.

ANNCR: What will you say? Take
the Pepsi Challenge and find out.

Exhibit 16-10 The Pepsi Challenge was a very successful promotion for attracting users of a
competing brand
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switchers. Taste tests comparing Pepsi and Pepsi ONE with Coca-Cola products were
conducted in more than 30 cities. This latest version of the challenge also included a
cross promotion designed to further engage young consumers in Pepsi products. Con-
sumers taking the Pepsi Challenge had their photos taken and posted online at
pepsi.com, generating awareness of and traffic to Pepsi’s website.

Defending Current Customers With more new brands entering the market
every day and competitors attempting to take away their customers through aggressive
advertising and sales promotion efforts, many companies are turning to sales promotion
programs to hold present customers and defend their market share. A company can use
sales promotion techniques in several ways to retain its current customer base. One way
is to load them with the product, taking them out of the market for a certain time. Spe-
cial price promotions, coupons, or bonus packs can encourage consumers to stock up
on the brand. This not only keeps them using the company’s brand but also reduces the
likelihood they will switch brands in response to a competitor’s promotion.

Targeting a Specific Market Segment Most companies focus their mar-
keting efforts on specific market segments and are always looking for ways to reach
their target audiences. Many marketers are finding that sales promotion tools such as
contests and sweepstakes, events, coupons, and samplings are very effective ways to
reach specific geographic, demographic, psychographic, and ethnic markets. Sales
promotion programs can also be targeted to specific user-status groups such as
nonusers or light versus heavy users.

Contests have become a popular sales promotion tool for targeting specific market
segments. For example, Perdue Farms, Inc., the country’s fourth-largest poultry pro-
ducer, developed a contest to support its Fun Shapes line of breaded chicken nuggets
among its core target of women between the ages of 25 and 49 and its secondary mar-
ket of children ages 2 to 12. The Fun Shapes line is a series of different and uniquely
shaped nuggets including basketball, baseball, tic-tac-toe, dinosaur, and space-theme
designs. Its promotion agency, DVC, developed a contest known as the Perdue “Mas-

terpieces in Chicken” that invited children to design the
nugget shape they would most like to see Perdue add to its
line of fun shapes (Exhibit 16-11). The grand-prize winner
was designated “Artist of the Year” and received an all-
expense paid family trip to Paris for a guided tour of the
Louvre and passes to Euro-Disney. The winning design was
also made into a shape by Perdue and introduced into its line
in 2000. The program received thousands of entries and in
the weeks during and after the promotion, sales volume
increased by 10 percent.

Enhancing Integrated Marketing Communi-
cations and Building Brand Equity A final
objective for consumer-oriented promotions is to enhance or
support the integrated marketing communications effort for
a brand or company. Building brand equity and image has
traditionally been done through advertising. However, sales
promotion techniques such as contests or sweepstakes and
premium offers are often used to draw attention to an ad,
increase involvement with the message and product/service,
and help build relationships with consumers. For example,
one of the objectives of Perdue Farms’ “Masterpiece in
Chicken” promotion was to increase consumers’ involve-
ment level by encouraging them to interact with the brand.
The promotion contributed to brand equity by using a con-
test that was fun and relevant to both mothers and children.

IMC Perspective 16-2 discusses how a number of mar-
keters are recognizing the value of contests as a way of
building and/or maintaining brand equity.
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Exhibit 16-11 Perdue
Farms’ “Masterpieces in
Chicken” contest was
targeted at mothers and
their children
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 16-2

Using Contests to Build Brand Equity
Building and/or maintaining brand
equity has become an important
goal for marketers as they develop
their sales promotion strategies.
Companies are asking their promo-
tion agencies to think strategically
and develop promotional programs
that can do more than just gener-
ate short-term sales. They want
promotions that require con-
sumers to become more involved
with their brands and offer a
means of presenting the brand
essence in an engaging way. Many
marketers are recognizing that a
well-designed and -executed con-
test can be a very effective way to
engage consumers and differenti-
ate their brands. Contests are expe-
riencing resurgence as marketers focus less on
awareness and more on ways to engender consumer
interaction and get their branding messages across.

One of the reasons for the growing popularity of
contests is that they can be used to get consumers to
think about a brand and how they can relate to it.
Some companies are using contests rather than
sweepstakes as the latter are seen as less involving
and less motivating. Because of the additional work
involved in participating, contests attract brand loyal-
ists who are not just entering to win a big prize. The
right type of contest can also transcend its role as a
promotional tool and help build the brand franchise.
For example, the Pillsbury Bake-Off, which has been
around since 1949, requires participants to whip up
their favorite dishes featuring Pillsbury ingredients.
The contest has been adapted to fit the times, and
now includes an “Easy Cook Night” for contemporary
on-the-go eating habits and a $1 million grand prize.
The final round brings 100 chefs together for a tele-
vised bake-off, and thousands of recipe books are dis-
tributed annually. Eighty percent of the female
entrants now have careers, and 10 percent of the
entries in recent years have come from men. The
director of corporate promotion and marketing for
Pillsbury notes, “Prizes are certainly part of the incen-
tive, but the real motivation is the fundamental desire
for recognition.”

Contests can also be helpful in rejuvenating strug-
gling brands by creating interest and excitement that
can get consumers to become involved with them.
When the Georgia-Pacific Corp. acquired the Brawny
paper-towel business a few years ago, it inherited a
declining brand. As part of its effort to rebuild the

brand, the company wanted to
leverage the Brawny Man icon as
well as gain insight into the 
modern-day woman’s opinions as
to what makes a man brawny. In the
summer of 2002 Georgia-Pacific
conducted the “Do You Know a
Brawny Man™?” promotion, which
included a contest asking women
to send in photos and 150-word
descriptions explaining why their
guys are as rugged as the product.
More than 40,000 entry forms
were downloaded from the Brawny-
man.com website, and over 4,000
people wrote to the company to
nominate someone to be the
Brawny Man. Five finalists were
selected, and consumers were able

to vote online and through the mail to choose a winner,
whose picture appeared on the package for a few
weeks. Information gathered from the entrants was
used by the Brawny marketing team to develop a per-
manent Brawny Man image to replace the smiling lum-
berjack, who was long overdue for a makeover.

Marketers feel that contests can often provide them
with insight into consumers who use their brands.
Campbell Soup Co. has run a “What Do You Do With
Your Pace?” recipe contest for several years as a way of
understanding how its customers actually use the
salsa brand. The contest averages about 12,000 entries
and has produced some interesting tidbits into how
consumers use the product. A recent grand-prize win-
ner submitted a recipe for banana bread that included
salsa as an ingredient. Thales Navigation, manufac-
turer of the Magellan GPS navigation system, ran a
contest requiring entrants to write an essay about
their off-road adventures. The winner was sponsored in
the Jaos Adventure Road Rally, an annual high-tech
scavenger hunt that sends participants into the
Nevada desert looking for cues with GPS devices.

More marketers are realizing that contests can get
consumers to think more about a product than about
the prize they might win. As the brand manager for
Brawny paper towels notes: “For the winner, the con-
test provides 15 minutes of fame. For the consumer, it
provides a better opportunity to relate to the brand
than just seeing it as they walk down the aisle.”

Sources: Evan Perez and Chad Terhune, “Today, ‘Brawny’ Men Help
with the Kids and the Housework,” The Wall Street Journal, Oct. 4,
2002, p. B2; Matthew Kinsman, “May the Best Brand Win,” Promo,

August 2002, pp. 45–47.
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Sampling
Marketers use various sales promotion techniques to meet the
objectives just discussed. Figure 16-2 shows the extent to
which these consumer promotions are used by packaged-
goods companies.

Sampling involves a variety of procedures whereby consumers are given some
quantity of a product for no charge to induce trial. Sampling is generally considered
the most effective way to generate trial, although it is also the most expensive. As a
sales promotion technique, sampling is often used to introduce a new product or
brand to the market. However, as Figure 16-2 shows, sampling is also used for estab-
lished products as well. Some companies do not use sampling for established prod-
ucts, reasoning that samples may not induce satisfied users of a competing brand to
switch and may just go to the firm’s current customers, who would buy the product
anyway. This may not be true when significant changes (new and improved) are made
in a brand.

Manufacturers of packaged-goods products such as food, health care items, cos-
metics, and toiletries are heavy users of sampling since their products meet the three
criteria for an effective sampling program:

1. The products are of relatively low unit value, so samples do not cost too much.

2. The products are divisible, which means they can be broken into small sample sizes
that are adequate for demonstrating the brand’s features and benefits to the user.

3. The purchase cycle is relatively short, so the consumer will consider an immediate
purchase or will not forget about the brand before the next purchase occasion.

Benefits and Limitations of Sampling Samples are an excellent way to
induce trial as they provide consumers with a risk-free way to try new products. A
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Promotion Type

Couponing—
consumer direct

Cents-off
promotions

Couponing in
retailers’ ads

Couponing—in-store
(shelf dispenser, handouts)

Sampling
new products

Sampling
established products

Money-back offers/
other refunds

Prepricing (on
product package)

Sweepstakes

Electronic retail
promotions

Premium offers

Internet promotions

Contests

Other

Percent of Respondents

100%

98%

93%

88%

85%

78%

78%

78%

76%

73%

71%

58%

66%

27%

Consumer-Oriented Sales
Promotion Techniques

Figure 16-2 Types of
consumer promotions used
by packaged-goods
manufacturers
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major study conducted by the Promotion Marketing Association in 2002 found that the
vast majority of consumers receiving a sample either use it right away or save it to use
sometime later.27 Sampling generates much higher trial rates than advertising or other
sales promotion techniques.

Getting people to try a product leads to a second benefit of sampling: Consumers
experience the brand directly, gaining a greater appreciation for its benefits. This can
be particularly important when a product’s features and benefits are difficult to
describe through advertising. Many foods, beverages, and cosmetics have subtle fea-
tures that are most appreciated when experienced directly. Nearly 70 percent of the
respondents in the PMA survey indicated they have purchased a product they did not
normally use after trying a free sample. The study also found that samples are even
more likely to lead to purchase when they are accompanied by a coupon.

While samples are an effective way to induce trial, the brand must have some
unique or superior benefits for a sampling program to be worthwhile. Otherwise, the
sampled consumers revert back to other brands and do not become repeat purchasers.
The costs of a sampling program can be recovered only if it gets a number of con-
sumers to become regular users of the brand at full retail price.

Another possible limitation to sampling is that the benefits of some products are dif-
ficult to gauge immediately, and the learning period required to appreciate the brand
may require supplying the consumer with larger amounts of the brand than are afford-
able. An example would be an expensive skin cream that is promoted as preventing or
reducing wrinkles but has to be used for an extended period before any effects are seen.

Sampling Methods One basic decision the sales promotion or brand manager
must make is how the sample will be distributed. The sampling method chosen is
important not only in terms of costs but also because it influences the type of con-
sumer who receives the sample. The best sampling method gets the product to the best
prospects for trial and subsequent repurchase. Some basic distribution methods
include door-to-door, direct-mail, in-store, and on-package approaches.

Door-to-door sampling, in which the product is delivered directly to the prospect’s
residence, is used when it is important to control where the sample is delivered. This
distribution method is very expensive because of labor costs, but it can be cost-
effective if the marketer has information that helps define the target market and/or if
the prospects are located in a well-defined geographic area. Some companies have
samples delivered directly to consumers’ homes by including them with newspapers.
Sunday papers have become an increasingly attractive way of mass distributing sam-
ples. However, there are also a number of newspapers that can now distribute a sample
into a subscriber segment as small as 250 households with little increase in costs to
marketers. Many newspapers distribute samples through polybags which
are plastic bags that serve as covers for the paper and deliver a promotional
message along with the sample.(Exhibit 16-12).

Sampling through the mail is common for small, lightweight, nonper-
ishable products. A major advantage of this method is that the marketer has
control over where and when the product will be distributed and can target
the sample to specific market areas. Many marketers are using information
from geodemographic target marketing programs such as Claritas’s Prizm
or Microvision to better target their sample mailings. The main drawbacks
to mail sampling are postal restrictions and increasing postal rates.

In-store sampling is increasingly popular, especially for food products.
The marketer hires temporary demonstrators who set up a table or booth,
prepare small samples of the product, and pass them out to shoppers. The
in-store sampling approach can be very effective for food products, since
consumers get to taste the item and the demonstrator can give them more
information about the product while it is being sampled. Demonstrators
may also give consumers a cents-off coupon for the sampled item to
encourage immediate trial purchase. While this sampling method can be
very effective, it can also be expensive and requires a great deal of plan-
ning, as well as the cooperation of retailers.
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Exhibit 16-12 Polybags
are used by many
newspapers to distribute
samples
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On-package sampling, where a sample of a product is attached to another item, is
another common sampling method (see Exhibit 16-13). This procedure can be very
cost-effective, particularly for multiproduct firms that attach a sample of a new prod-
uct to an existing brand’s package. A drawback is that since the sample is distributed
only to consumers who purchase the item to which it is attached, the sample will not
reach nonusers of the carrier brand. Marketers can expand this sampling method by
attaching the sample to multiple carrier brands and including samples with products
not made by their company.

Event sampling has become one of the fastest-growing and most popular ways of
distributing samples. Many marketers are using sampling programs that are part of
integrated marketing programs that feature events, media tie-ins, and other activities
that provide consumers with a total sense of a brand rather than just a few tastes of a
food or beverage or a trial size of a packaged-goods product. Event sampling can take
place in stores as well as at a variety of other venues such as concerts, sporting events,
and other places.

Other Methods of Sampling The four sampling methods just discussed are
the most common, but several other methods are also used. Marketers may insert
packets in magazines or newspapers (particularly Sunday supplements). Some
tobacco and cereal companies send samples to consumers who call toll-free numbers
to request them or mail in sample request forms. As discussed in Chapter 14, these
sampling methods are becoming popular because they can help marketers build a data-
base for direct marketing.

Many companies also use specialized sample distribution services such as Advo
Inc. and D. L. Blair. These firms help the company identify consumers who are
nonusers of a product or users of a competing brand and develop appropriate proce-
dures for distributing a sample to them. Many college students receive sample packs at
the beginning of the semester that contain trial sizes of such products as mouthwash,
toothpaste, headache remedies, and deodorant.

The Internet is yet another way companies are making it possible for consumers to
sample their products, and it is adding a whole new level of targeting to the mix by
giving consumers the opportunity to choose the samples they want. Catalina Market-
ing’s ValuPage.com sampling and distribution service now has over one million mem-
bers. The Sunflower Group’s SiteLinkPlus program offers companies a fulfillment
service from their brand or corporate websites for samples, coupons, and premiums
(Exhibit 16-14). The service asks consumers qualifying questions on brand loyalty,
product usage, and lifestyles that can be used by marketers to target their samples and
other promotional offers more effectively.

Some companies cut back on their sampling programs in recent years because they
felt they were too expensive, wasteful, and fraught with distribution problems. How-
ever, several factors have led to a resurgence in sampling recently. First, big compa-
nies like Advo and Time Warner have entered the sampling business, which creates
more competition and helps keep sampling costs down. Also, a combination of tech-
nology and creativity is driving new sampling methods that let marketers target more
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Exhibit 16-13 Armor All
uses on-package samples for
related products

Exhibit 16-14 The
Sunflower Group’s
SiteLinkPlus provides
companies with a
fulfillment service for
samples
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efficiently. Yet another factor may be the everyday low-pricing strategies that have
prompted companies such as Procter & Gamble to move away from coupons and other
price promotions in favor of samples. Many marketers are finding that sampling meets
the complementary goals of introducing consumers to their products and getting retail-
ers to support their promotional programs.

Couponing
The oldest, most widely used, and most effective sales promotion tool is the cents-off
coupon. Coupons have been around since 1895, when the C. W. Post Co. started using
the penny-off coupon to sell its new Grape-Nuts cereal. In recent years, coupons have
become increasingly popular with consumers, which may explain their explosive
growth among manufacturers and retailers that use them as sales promotion incen-
tives. As Figure 16-2 showed, coupons are the most popular sales promotion technique
as they are used by nearly all the packaged-goods firms.

Coupon distribution rose dramatically over the past 30 years. The number of
coupons distributed by consumer packaged-goods marketers increased from 16 billion
in 1968 to a peak of 310 billion in 1994. Since 1994 coupon distribution has been
declining, and it dropped to 239 billion in 2001. According to NCH Promotional Ser-
vices, a company that tracks coupon distribution and redemption patterns, nearly 80
percent of consumers in the United States use coupons and nearly 25 percent say they
always use them when they shop. The average face value of coupons distributed
increased from 21 cents in 1981 to 83 cents in 2001. The average face value of the 4
billion coupons that were redeemed in 2001 was 74 cents.28

Adding additional fuel to the coupon explosion of the past several decades has been
the vast number of coupons distributed through retailers that are not even included in
these figures. In most markets, a number of grocery stores make manufacturers’
coupons even more attractive to consumers by doubling the face value.

Advantages and Limitations of Coupons Coupons have a number of
advantages that make them popular sales promotion tools for both new and established
products. First, coupons make it possible to offer a price reduction only to those con-
sumers who are price-sensitive. Such consumers generally purchase because of
coupons, while those who are not as concerned about price buy the brand at full value.
Coupons also make it possible to reduce the retail price of a product without relying
on retailers for cooperation, which can often be a problem. Coupons are generally
regarded as second only to sampling as a promotional technique for generating trial.
Since a coupon lowers the price of a product, it reduces the consumer’s perceived risk
associated with trial of a new brand. Coupons can encourage repurchase after initial
trial. Many new products include a cents-off coupon inside the package to encourage
repeat purchase.

Coupons can also be useful promotional devices for established products. They can
encourage nonusers to try a brand, encourage repeat purchase among current users,
and get users to try a new, improved version of a brand. Coupons may also help coax
users of a product to trade up to more expensive brands. The product category where
coupons are used most is disposable diapers, followed by cereal, detergent, and
deodorant. Some of the product categories where coupons are used the least are car-
bonated beverages, candy, and gum.

But there are a number of problems with coupons. First, it can be difficult to esti-
mate how many consumers will use a coupon and when. Response to a coupon is
rarely immediate; it typically takes anywhere from two to six months to redeem one. A
study of coupon redemption patterns by Inman and McAlister found that many
coupons are redeemed just before the expiration date rather than in the period follow-
ing the initial coupon drop.29 Many marketers are attempting to expedite redemption
by shortening the time period before expiration. The average length of time from issue
date to expiration date for coupons in 2001 was 3.2 months, for grocery products.
However, coupons remain less effective than sampling for inducing initial product
trial in a short period.

A problem associated with using coupons to attract new users to an established
brand is that it is difficult to prevent the coupons from being used by consumers who
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already use the brand. For example, General Foods decided to reduce its use of
coupons for Maxwell House coffee when research revealed the coupons were being
redeemed primarily by current users. Rather than attracting new users, coupons can
end up reducing the company’s profit margins among consumers who would probably
purchase the product anyway.

Other problems with coupons include low redemption rates and high costs.
Couponing program expenses include the face value of the coupon redeemed plus
costs for production, distribution, and handling of the coupons. Figure 16-3 shows the
calculations used to determine the costs of a couponing program using an FSI (free-
standing insert) in the Sunday newspaper and a coupon with an average face value of
74 cents. As can be seen from these figures, the cost of a couponing program can be
very high. Former Procter & Gamble chairman Durk Jager, who led efforts to rein in
the company’s use of coupons in the late 90s, has argued that they are extremely ineffi-
cient. He contends that it may cost as much as $50 to move a case of goods with
coupons that may generate only $10 to $12 in gross profit.30 Marketers should track
coupon costs very carefully to ensure their use is economically feasible.

Another problem with coupon promotions is misredemption, or the cashing of a
coupon without purchase of the brand. Coupon misredemption or fraud occurs in a
number of ways, including:

• Redemption of coupons by consumers for a product or size not specified on the
coupon.

• Redemption of coupons by salesclerks in exchange for cash.

• Gathering and redemption of coupons by store managers or owners without the
accompanying sale of the product.

• Gathering or printing of coupons by criminals who sell them to unethical
merchants, who in turn redeem them.

Estimates of coupon misredemption costs are as high as $500 million.31 Many man-
ufacturers hold firm in their policy to not pay retailers for questionable amounts or
suspicious types of coupon submissions. However, some companies are less aggres-
sive, and this affects their profit margins. Marketers must allow a certain percentage
for misredemption when estimating the costs of a couponing program. Ways to iden-
tify and control coupon misredemption, such as improved coding, are being devel-
oped, but it still remains a problem.
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Figure 16-3 Calculating
couponing costs

Cost per Coupon Redeemed: An Illustration

1. Distribution cost $343,750
55,000,000 circulation × $6.25/M

2. Redemptions at 1.8% 990,000

3. Redemption cost $732,600
990,000 redemptions × $.74 face value

4. Retailer handling cost and processor fees $99,000
990,000 redemptions × $.10

5. Total program cost $1,175,350
Items 1 + 3 + 4

6. Cost per coupon redeemed $1.19
Cost divided by redemption

7. Actual product sold on redemption 792,000
(misredemption estimated at 20%)
990,000 × 80%

8. Cost per product moved $1.48
Program cost divided by amount of product sold
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Coupon Distribution Coupons can be disseminated to consumers by a num-
ber of means, including freestanding inserts in Sunday newspapers, direct mail, news-
papers (either in individual ads or as a group of coupons in a cooperative format),
magazines, and packages. Distribution through newspaper freestanding inserts is by
far the most popular method for delivering coupons to consumers, accounting for 84
percent of all coupons distributed in 2001. This growth has come at the expense of
vehicles such as manufacturers’ ads in newspapers (newspaper ROP), newspaper 
co-op ads, and magazines.

There are a number of reasons why FSIs are the most popular way of delivering
coupons, including their high-quality four-color graphics, competitive distribution
costs, national same-day circulation, market selectivity, and the fact that they can be
competition-free due to category exclusivity (by FSI company). Prices for a full-page
FSI are currently about $6 to $7 per thousand, which makes FSI promotions very effi-
cient and affordable. Because of their consumer popularity and predictable distribu-
tion, coupons distributed in FSIs are also a strong selling point with the retail trade.

The increased distribution of coupons through FSIs has, however, led to a clutter
problem. Consumers are being bombarded with too many coupons, and although each
FSI publisher offers product exclusivity in its insert, this advantage may be negated
when there are three inserts in a Sunday paper. Redemption rates of FSI coupons have
declined from 4 percent to only 1.3 percent and even lower for some products (Figure
16-4). These problems are leading many marketers to look at ways of delivering
coupons that will result in less clutter and higher redemption rates, such as direct mail.

Direct mail accounts for about 2.1 percent of all coupons distributed. Most are sent
by local retailers or through co-op mailings where a packet of coupons for many dif-
ferent products is sent to a household. These couponing programs include Metro-
mail’s Red Letter Day, Advo System’s Super Coups, and Cox Target Media’s Valpak.
IMC Perspective 16-3 discusses how Cox Target Media recently redesigned the famil-
iar Valpak blue envelope that delivers billions of coupons each year and created an
advertising campaign to improve the image of the direct-mail piece.

Direct-mail couponing has several advantages. First, the mailing can be sent to a
broad audience or targeted to specific geographic or demographic markets such as
teenagers, senior citizens, Hispanics, and other market segments. Firms that mail their 531
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Figure 16-4 Coupon
redemption rates by media
type

Grocery Health and
Media Products Beauty Products

FSI 1.3% 0.8%

Newspaper 0.8 0.4

Magazine 1.0 0.6

Direct mail 3.2 3.5

Regular in-pack 6.3 2.6

Regular on-pack 8.4 13.7

In-pack cross-ruff 4.7 8.4

On-pack cross-ruff 5.8 6.2

Instant on-pack 18.1 40.8

Instant on-pack cross-ruff 5.3 4.9

Handout electronically dispensed 7.2 4.8

On-shelf distributed 8.3 5.8

All other handouts in store 3.3 4.4

All other handouts away from store 4.0 4.2

Source: NCH Marketing Services, 2002 Trend Report.
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 16-3

Getting Consumers to Love the Valpak Blue Envelope
Cox Target Media provides direct-marketing services
and solutions to advertisers who want to reach spe-
cific target audiences. Its first branded product, the
Valpak blue envelope, has been mailed to consumers
for over 35 years and is currently distributed to more
than 50 million homes and businesses throughout the
United States, Canada, Puerto Rico, and the United
Kingdom. Every year, 500 Valpak mailings deliver over
15 billion coupons and advertising offers to consumers
in highly recognizable light blue envelopes. Valpak is
sold through a network of over 220 independent fran-
chisees and has a varied reputation that depends on
the quality of the local business owner and content
mix. As a direct-mail product, Valpak relies on con-
sumers to open the envelope and examine the contents
to spur increased redemptions of the coupons and
other promotional offers for its clients’ products.

In 2001 Cox Target Media conducted extensive
research to determine the overall awareness, growth
potential, and consumer perception of the blue enve-
lope. The research showed that Valpak’s blue envelope
was perceived as a locally mailed product and that its
dated design, which had not changed in 15 years, was a
turn-off to image-conscious national advertisers. Cox
wanted to attract new advertisers as users of its ser-
vice and leverage relationships with its existing clients,
and it recognized that these problems had to be
addressed. In 2002 Cox redesigned the blue envelope
and launched an extensive advertising campaign to
reposition Valpak with the consumer. The new design
includes an updated Valpak logo as well as a
Valpak.com logo to send shoppers online, splashy
graphics and re-energized blue colors to refresh the
envelope, and lively color photos that change with the
seasons.

Cox also created the Valpak “Loves” advertising cam-
paign with the goal of upscaling the Valpak image in
the mind of consumers and potential advertisers. The
campaign was designed to connect the contents of the
blue envelope with the activities and objects that are
already central to the end users’ lives. Four television
commercials and four complementary print ads were
created featuring consumers who closely profile the
demographics of people who already take advantage of
the coupons and other savings offers found within Val-
pak. They are everyday, yet upscale, people who enjoy
everyday pleasures like improving their homes or
engaging in a family outing. The ads also highlight the
categories of content and savings that Cox’s research
indicated consumers want to find inside the blue enve-
lope. The tagline used in all of the commercials and
print ads is “There’s something in it for you,” which

reinforces the benefits consumers receive from the
offers contained in the Valpak envelope.

The four TV commercials created for the campaign
ran on national spot television in 92 Nielsen Desig-
nated Market Area territories. Valpak franchise owners
were also invited to supplement the national spot
placement by purchasing additional time on local sta-
tions. Two of the commercials were adapted to 10- and
20-second formats to accommodate the inclusion of
local advertiser’s logos or information or local Valpak
mailing-date information. For the national print cam-
paign, Valpak ads were run in a selection of women’s
aspirational magazines including Martha Stewart Liv-
ing and Oprah as well as service publications such as
Woman’s Day, Redbook, and Good Housekeeping.

The “Loves” campaign has been successful in improv-
ing both consumer and advertiser perceptions of the
quality associated with the Valpak brand and the con-
tents of the blue envelope. Valpak has always been per-
ceived as the best, as well as the best known, of all the
cooperative direct-mail marketing vehicles. The reposi-
tioning campaign has helped Cox attract a number of
high-profile, national advertisers as promotional part-
ners, including 20th Century Fox Studios, CBS, H&R
Block, and Burger King. It has also been successful in
getting consumers to think twice before tossing out the
ubiquitous blue envelopes that appear in their mail-
boxes. They know there truly is “something in it” for
them.

Source: Melissa Fisher, vice president of marketing and communi-
cation, Cox Target Media.
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own coupons can be quite selective about recipients. Another important advantage of
direct-mail couponing is a redemption rate of over 3 percent, much higher than for
FSIs. Direct-mail couponing can also be combined with a sample, which makes it a
very effective way to gain the attention of consumers.

The major disadvantage of direct-mail coupon delivery is the expense relative to
other distribution methods. The cost per thousand for distributing coupons through 
co-op mailings ranges from $10 to $15, and more targeted promotions can cost $20 to
$25 or even more. Also, the higher redemption rate of mail-delivered coupons may
result from the fact that many recipients are already users of the brand who take
advantage of the coupons sent directly to them.

The use of newspapers and magazines as couponing vehicles has declined dramati-
cally since the introduction of FSIs. In 2001 only 1.3 percent of coupons were distrib-
uted via newspapers. The advantages of newspapers as a couponing vehicle include
market selectivity, shorter lead times with timing to the day, cooperative advertising
opportunities that can lead to cost efficiencies, and promotional tie-ins with retailers.
Other advantages of newspaper-delivered coupons are the broad exposure and con-
sumer receptivity. Many consumers actively search the newspaper for coupons, espe-
cially on Sundays or “food day” (when grocery stores advertise their specials). This
enhances the likelihood of the consumer at least noticing the coupon. Problems with
newspapers as couponing vehicles include higher distribution costs, poor reproduction
quality, clutter, and declining readership of newspapers; all contribute to low redemp-
tion rates.

The use of magazines as a couponing vehicle has also declined steadily since the
introduction of FSIs. Magazines now account for only about 2 percent of the total
number of coupons distributed each year. Distribution of coupons through magazines
can take advantage of the selectivity of the publication to reach specific target audi-
ences, along with enhanced production capabilities and extended copy life in the
home. However, the cost of distributing coupons through magazines is very high and
redemption rates are low (just under 1 percent).

Placing coupons either inside or on the outside of the package is a distribution
method that accounted for about 3 percent of the coupons distributed in 2001. The
in/on-package coupon has virtually no distribution costs and a much higher redemp-
tion rate than other couponing methods, averaging between 3 and nearly 14 percent.
An in/on-pack coupon that is redeemable for the next purchase of the same brand is
known as a bounce-back coupon. This type of coupon gives consumers an induce-
ment to repurchase the brand.

Bounce-back coupons are often used with product samples to encourage the con-
sumer to purchase the product after sampling. They may be included in or on the pack-
age during the early phases of a brand’s life cycle to encourage repeat purchase, or
they may be a defensive maneuver for a mature brand that is facing competitive pres-
sure and wants to retain its current users. The main limitation of bounce-back coupons
is that they go only to purchasers of the brand and thus do not attract nonusers. A
bounce-back coupon placed on the package for Kellogg’s
Eggo brand waffles is shown in Exhibit 16-15.

Another type of in/on-pack coupon is the cross-ruff
coupon, which is redeemable on the purchase of a different
product, usually one made by the same company but occa-
sionally through a tie-in with another manufacturer. Cross-
ruff coupons have a redemption rate of 4 to 8 percent and
can be effective in encouraging consumers to try other prod-
ucts or brands. Companies with wide product lines, such as
cereal manufacturers, often use these coupons.

Yet another type of package coupon is the instant
coupon, which is attached to the outside of the package so
the consumer can rip it off and redeem it immediately at the
time of purchase. Instant coupons have the highest redemp-
tion levels of all types of coupons, averaging around 18 per-
cent for grocery products and jumping to over 40 percent for
health and beauty items. However, the redemption level is
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Exhibit 16-15 Kellogg’s
uses an on-package coupon
to encourage repurchase
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much lower for instant cross-ruff coupons, as it averages around 5 percent. Instant
coupons give consumers an immediate point-of-purchase incentive, and can be selec-
tively placed in terms of promotion timing and market region. Some companies prefer
instant coupons to price-off deals because the latter require more cooperation from
retailers and can be more expensive, since every package must be reduced in price.

Another distribution method that has experienced strong growth over the past 10
years or so is in-store couponing, which includes all co-op couponing programs dis-
tributed in a retail store environment. This medium now accounts for around 8 percent
of total coupon distribution. Coupons are distributed to consumers in stores in several
ways, including tear-off pads, handouts in the store (sometimes as part of a sampling
demonstration), on-shelf dispensers, and electronic dispensers.

Most of the coupons distributed in stores are through ActMedia’s Instant Coupon
Machine. This coupon dispenser is mounted on the shelf in front of the product being
promoted. It has blinking red lights to draw consumers’ attention to the savings
opportunity. These in-store coupons have several advantages: They can reach con-
sumers when they are ready to make a purchase, increase brand awareness on the
shelf, generate impulse buying, and encourage product trial. They also provide cate-
gory exclusivity. In-store couponing removes the need for consumers to clip coupons
from FSIs or print ads and then remember to bring them to the store. Redemption
rates for coupons distributed by the Instant Coupon Machine are very high, averaging
about 6 to 8 percent.

Another popular way to distribute in-store coupons is through electronic devices
such as kiosks or at the checkout counter. Some electronically dispensed coupons,
such as Catalina Marketing Corp.’s Checkout Coupon, are tied to scanner data at each
grocery store checkout. When the specified product, such as a competitive brand, is
purchased, the consumer receives a coupon at the checkout for the company’s brand
(Exhibit 16-16). Companies also use this system to link purchases of products that are
related. For example, a consumer who purchases a caffeine-free cola might be issued a
coupon for a decaffeinated coffee.

Major advantages of electronically dispensed checkout coupons are that they are
cost-effective and can be targeted to specific categories of consumers, such as users of
competitive or complementary products. Since 65 to 85 percent of a manufacturer’s
coupons are used by current customers, marketers want to target their coupons to users
of competitive brands. Redemption rates are also high for electronically dispensed
coupons, averaging around 5 to 7 percent.

Couponing Trends Over the past four years the number of coupons distributed
has declined by nearly 20 percent. While the average American household is still
being barraged with nearly 3,000 coupons per year, many marketers have cut back on
their use of coupons because of concerns over costs and effectiveness. Critics argue
that coupons cost too much to print, distribute, and process and that they don’t benefit

enough consumers. Consumers redeemed less than 2 percent of the 239 bil-
lion coupons distributed in 2001. Former Procter & Gamble CEO Durk
Jager echoed the sentiment of many consumer-product companies when he
said, “Who can argue for a practice that fails 98 percent of the time?”32

Despite the growing sentiment among major marketers that coupons are
inefficient and costly, very few companies, including Procter & Gamble,
are likely to abandon them entirely.33 Although most coupons never get
used, consumers use some of them and have come to expect them. More
than 80 percent of consumers use coupons and nearly one-quarter say they
use them every time they shop. With so many consumers eager for coupons,
marketers will continue to accommodate them. However, companies as
well as the coupon industry are looking for ways to improve on their use.

Marketers are continually searching for more effective couponing tech-
niques. General Mills, Kellogg, and Post replaced brand-specific coupons
with universal coupons good for any of their cereal brands. For example, to
make its couponing spending more efficient, Post began using universal
coupons worth $1.50 off two boxes (matching the average cereal-coupon
discount of 75 cents) and cut coupon distribution in half. Even though Post

Exhibit 16-16 Catalina
Marketing promotes its
checkout coupons
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dropped only half as many coupons, redemption rates reached 6 percent, far exceeding
the FSI average of less than 2 percent.34

Some marketers are broadening their use of account-specific direct-mail coupon-
ing, in which coupons are cobranded with individual retailers but can be used by con-
sumers at any retail store. Procter & Gamble began using account-specific couponing
with Tide detergent and has broadened the program to include mailings for a number
of other brands.35

Some marketers and retailers are looking to the Internet as a medium for distribut-
ing coupons. Several companies now offer online couponing services. Catalina Mar-
keting started Valupage.com as a way for marketers to reach consumers at home with
promotions traditionally offered in-store, including coupons. Consumers can log on to
the website, type in their Zip code and choose from a list of participating grocery
stores in their area and download manufacturer- and retailer-sponsored coupons. A
number of retailers, particularly supermarkets, are also using the Internet to distribute
coupons to encourage consumers to shop at their stores. Cox Target Media also offers
consumers the opportunity to access coupons online, through Valpak.com. The web-
site makes the same coupons and offers available to consumers that come in the Val-
pak direct-mail envelope (Exhibit 16-17).

Premiums
Premiums are a sales promotion device used by many marketers. A premium is an
offer of an item of merchandise or service either free or at a low price that is an extra
incentive for purchasers. Many marketers are eliminating toys and gimmicks in favor
of value-added premiums that reflect the quality of the product and are consistent with
its image and positioning in the market. Marketers spend over $4 billion a year on
value-added premium incentives targeted at the consumer market. The two basic types
of offers are the free premium and the self-liquidating premium.

Free Premiums Free premiums are usually small gifts or merchandise included
in the product package or sent to consumers who mail in a request along with a proof
of purchase. In/on-package free premiums include toys, balls, trading cards, or other
items included in cereal packages, as well as samples of one product included with
another. Surveys have shown that in/on-package premiums are consumers’ favorite
type of promotion.36

Package-carried premiums have high impulse value and can provide an extra incen-
tive to buy the product. However, several problems are associated with their use. First,

Exhibit 16-17 Coupons
are now available online
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there is the cost factor, which results from the premium
itself as well as from extra packaging that may be needed.
Finding desirable premiums at reasonable costs can be
difficult, particularly for adult markets, and using a poor
premium may do more harm than good.

Another problem with these premiums is possible
restrictions from regulatory agencies such as the Federal
Trade Commission and the Food and Drug Administration
or from industry codes regarding the type of premium
used. The National Association of Broadcasters has strict
guidelines regarding the advertising of premium offers to
children. There is concern that premium offers will entice
children to request a brand to get the promoted item and
then never consume the product. The networks’ policy on
children’s advertising is that a premium offer cannot
exceed 15 seconds of a 30-second spot, and the emphasis
must be on the product, not the premium.

Since most free mail-in premium offers require the consumer to send in more than
one proof of purchase, they encourage repeat purchase and reward brand loyalty. But a
major drawback of mail-in premiums is that they do not offer immediate reinforce-
ment or reward to the purchaser, so they may not provide enough incentive to purchase
the brand. Few consumers take advantage of mail-in premium offers; the average
redemption rate is only 2 to 4 percent.37

Free premiums have become very popular in the restaurant industry, particularly
among fast-food chains such as McDonald’s and Burger King, which use premium
offers in their kids’ meals to attract children.38 McDonald’s has become the world’s
largest toymaker on a unit basis, commissioning about 750 million toys per year for its
Happy Meals (Exhibit 16-18). Many of the premium offers used by the fast-food
giants have cross-promotional tie-ins with popular movies and can be very effective at
generating incremental sales. McDonald’s gained a major competitive advantage in
the movie tie-in premium wars in 1996 when it signed an agreement with Disney giv-
ing McDonald’s exclusive rights to promotional tie-ins with Disney movies for 10
years.39

One of the fastest-growing types of incentive offers being used by marketers is air-
line miles, which have literally become a promotional currency. U.S. airlines make
more than an estimated $2 billion each year selling miles to other marketers. Con-
sumers are now choosing credit-card services, phone services, hotels, and many other

products and services on the basis of mileage premiums for major fre-
quent-flyer programs such as American Airlines’ AAdvantage pro-
gram or United Airlines’ Mileage Plus program. Exhibit 16-19 shows
a trade ad run by American Airlines promoting the value of AAdvan-
tage miles as a promotional incentive that companies can offer their
customers to help generate sales.

Self-Liquidating Premiums Self-liquidating premiums
require the consumer to pay some or all of the cost of the premium
plus handling and mailing costs. The marketer usually purchases items
used as self-liquidating premiums in large quantities and offers them
to consumers at lower-than-retail prices. The goal is not to make a
profit on the premium item but rather just to cover costs and offer a
value to the consumer.

In addition to cost savings, self-liquidating premiums offer several
advantages to marketers. Offering values to consumers through the
premium products can create interest in the brand and goodwill that
enhances the brand’s image. These premiums can also encourage trade
support and gain in-store displays for the brand and the premium offer.
Self-liquidating premiums are often tied directly to the advertising
campaign, so they extend the advertising message and contribute to
consumer franchise building for a brand. For example, Philip Morris
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Exhibit 16-18 McDonald’s
Happy Meals use toys to
help attract children

Exhibit 16-19 American
Airlines promotes the value
of AAdvantage miles as a
purchase incentive
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offers Western wear, outdoor items, and other types of Marlboro gear through its Marl-
boro Country catalog, which reinforces the cigarette brand’s positioning theme.

Self-liquidating premium offers have the same basic limitation as mail-in premi-
ums: a very low redemption rate. Fewer than 10 percent of U.S. households have ever
sent for a premium, and fewer than 1 percent of self-liquidating offers are actually
redeemed.40 Low redemption rates can leave the marketer with a large supply of items
with a logo or some other brand identification that makes them hard to dispose of.
Thus, it is important to test consumers’ reaction to a premium incentive and determine
whether they perceive the offer as a value. Another option is to use premiums with no
brand identification, but that detracts from their consumer franchise-building value.

Contests and Sweepstakes
Contests and sweepstakes are an increasingly popular consumer-oriented promotion.
Marketers spent nearly $2 billion on these promotions in 2001. These promotions
seem to have an appeal and glamour that tools like cents-off coupons lack. Contests
and sweepstakes are exciting because, as one expert has noted, many consumers have
a “pot of gold at the end of the rainbow mentality” and think they can win the big
prizes being offered.41 The lure of sweepstakes and promotions has also been influ-
enced by the “instant-millionaire syndrome” that has derived from huge cash prizes
given by many state lotteries in recent years. Marketers are attracted to contests and
sweepstakes as a way of generating attention and interest among a large number of
consumers.

There are differences between contests and sweepstakes. A contest is a promotion
where consumers compete for prizes or money on the basis of skills or ability. The
company determines winners by judging the entries or ascertaining which entry comes
closest to some predetermined criteria (e.g., picking the winning teams and total num-
ber of points in the Super Bowl or NCAA basketball tournament). Contests usually
provide a purchase incentive by requiring a proof of purchase to enter or an entry form
that is available from a dealer or advertisement. Some contests require consumers to
read an ad or package or visit a store display to gather information needed to enter.
Marketers must be careful not to make their contests too difficult to enter, as doing so
might discourage participation among key prospects in the target audience.

A sweepstakes is a promotion where winners are determined purely by chance; it
cannot require a proof of purchase as a condition for entry. Entrants need only submit
their names for the prize drawing. While there is often an official entry form, hand-
written entries must also be permitted. One form of sweepstakes is a game, which also
has a chance element or odds of winning. Scratch-off cards with instant winners are a
popular promotional tool. Some games occur over a longer period and require more
involvement by consumers. Promotions where consumers must collect game pieces
are popular among retailers and fast-food chains as a way to build store traffic and
repeat purchases.

Because they are easier to enter, sweepstakes attract more entries than contests.
They are also easier and less expensive to administer, since every entry does not have
to be checked or judged. Choosing the winning entry in a sweepstakes requires only
the random selection of a winner from the pool of entries or generation of a number to
match those held by sweepstakes entrants. Experts note that the costs of mounting a
sweepstakes are also very predictable. Companies can buy insurance to indemnify
them and protect against the expense of awarding a big prize. In general, sweepstakes
present marketers with a fixed cost, which is a major advantage when budgeting for a
promotion.

Contests and sweepstakes can get the consumer involved with a brand by making
the promotion product relevant. For example, contests that ask consumers to suggest a
name for a product or to submit recipes that use the brand can increase involvement
levels. Nabisco developed an “Open a box, make up a snack,” promotional contest for
its three top cracker brands—Ritz, Triscuit, and Wheat Thins. Consumers sent in their
favorite recipes, which were then made available on a dedicated website and at a toll-
free number. Marketers can use contests and sweepstakes to build brand equity by
connecting the prizes to the lifestyle, needs, or interests of the target audience.
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Sweepstakes and games can also be used to generate excitement and involvement
with a popular and timely event and/or as a way to get consumers to visit a company’s
website. For example, Suzuki sponsored a sweepstakes that was tied to its sponsorship
of the 2002 Heisman Trophy, which is the award given each year to the top college
football player (Exhibit 16-20). One official vote was placed in the selection of the win-
ner of the Heisman Trophy based on the results of the voting. Each person who voted
was also entered into the Suzuki Heisman Sweepstakes. The contest was an effective
way of associating Suzuki with this prestigious award and encouraging consumers to
visit the website, where they would learn more about the company’s vehicles.

Problems with Contests and Sweepstakes While the use of contests
and sweepstakes continues to increase, there are some problems associated with these
types of promotions. Many sweepstakes and/or contest promotions do little to con-
tribute to consumer franchise building for a product or service and may even detract
from it. The sweepstakes or contest often becomes the dominant focus rather than the
brand, and little is accomplished other than giving away substantial amounts of money
and/or prizes. Many promotional experts question the effectiveness of contests and
sweepstakes. Some companies have cut back or even stopped using them because of
concern over their effectiveness and fears that consumers might become dependent on
them.42 The sweepstakes industry also received a considerable amount of negative
publicity recently. Lawsuits were filed by a number of states against American Family
Publishing for misleading consumers regarding their odds of winning large cash prizes
in AFP’s annual magazine subscription solicitation sweepstakes.43

Numerous legal considerations affect the design and administration of contests and
sweepstakes.44 These promotions are regulated by several federal agencies, and each
of the 50 states has its own rules. The regulation of contests and sweepstakes has
helped clean up the abuses that plagued the industry in the late 1960s and has
improved consumers’ perceptions of these promotions. But companies must still be
careful in designing a contest or sweepstakes and awarding prizes. Most firms use con-
sultants that specialize in the design and administration of contests and sweepstakes to
avoid any legal problems, but they may still run into problems with promotions, as
discussed in IMC Perspective 16-4.

A final problem with contests and sweepstakes is participation by professionals or
hobbyists who submit many entries but have no intention of purchasing the product or
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Exhibit 16-20 The Suzuki
Heisman Sweepstakes ties
into the popularity of
college football’s top award
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 16-4

McDonald’s and Others Learn the Perils of Promotions
Contests, sweepstakes, and premium offers are often
used by marketers to give consumers an extra incen-
tive to purchase their products. However, when these
promotions don’t go as planned, they can embarrass a
company or even create legal problems. A number of
high-profile companies known for their marketing
excellence have experienced problems with promo-
tions over the years. Kraft Food and PepsiCo encoun-
tered problems resulting from printing errors and
computer glitches, while more recently McDonald’s
was the victim of a conspiracy to steal high-value
game pieces from its long-running Monopoly game
promotion. These botched promotions were embar-
rassing for the companies and resulted in the loss of
goodwill as well as money.

Kraft was one of the first to learn how expensive it
can be when a promotion goes awry. In 1989, a printing
error resulted in the printing of too many winning
game pieces for a match-and-win game promotion.
Kraft canceled the promotion but still had to spend
nearly $4 million to compensate the winners—versus
the $36,000 budgeted for prizes. The snafu gave birth
to the “Kraft clause,” a disclaimer stating that a mar-
keter reserves the right to cancel a promotion if there
are problems and hold a random drawing if there are
more winners than prizes.

A few years later, PepsiCo had a major problem when
a bottle-cap promotion offering a grand prize of 1 mil-
lion pesos (about $36,000) went wrong in the Philip-
pines. Due to a computer glitch, the winning number
appeared on more than 500,000 bottle caps, which
would have made the company liable for more than $18
billion in prize money. When the error was discovered,
Pepsi announced that there was a problem and quickly
offered to pay $19 for each winning cap, which ended
up costing the company nearly $10 million. The furor
caused by the botched promotion prompted anti-Pepsi
rallies, death threats against Pepsi executives, and
attacks on Pepsi trucks and bottling plants.

McDonald’s also ran into a major problem with a
promotion when winning game pieces were embezzled
from its popular Monopoly game promotion. McDon-
ald’s ran its first Monopoly game promotion in 1987
and began running it annually in 1991. The company
was able to run the game so long because it worked on
many different levels. Consumers knew how to play the
game, its big prizes generated excitement and inter-
est, and its format—which required participants to col-
lect all the Monopoly board game pieces to win—drove
repeat traffic into the restaurants. McDonald’s also

spent large amounts of money on ads promoting the
game and kept refining it with new iterations such as a
Pick Your Prize twist. However, in August 2001 the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation arrested eight people for
embezzling winning game pieces from the Monopoly
game as well as the company’s “Who Wants to Be a Mil-
lionaire” sweepstakes in order to divert nearly $24 mil-
lion worth of prizes to co-conspirators.

The conspiracy is believed to have begun as early as
1995, and the FBI investigation, which was conducted
with McDonald’s cooperation, lasted two years before
the arrests were made. Fifty-one people were indicted
in the case, nearly all of whom either pleaded guilty or
were convicted following trial. Among those pleading
guilty was the director of security for McDonald’s pro-
motional agency, Simon Marketing, who stole the win-
ning tickets and conspired with the others to
distribute them to a network of recruiters who
solicited individuals to falsely claim they were legiti-
mate game winners.

Following the arrests McDonald’s immediately fired
Simon Marketing, as did several other of the agency’s
clients, including Kraft Foods and Philip Morris Co. To
win back consumer confidence, McDonald’s ran a five-
day instant giveaway promotion over the Labor Day
weekend in which consumers could win 55 cash prizes
ranging from $1,000 to $1 million. The company also
created an independent task force comprised of
antifraud and game security experts to review proce-
dures for future promotions.

The promotion scandal that rocked McDonald’s sent
shock waves through the industry and threatened to
undermine consumer trust in contests and sweep-
stakes in general. Marketers are now more carefully
reviewing their contests and sweepstakes as well as
the companies that manage them. However, most
industry experts maintain that McDonald’s was a rare
victim in an industry conducted honestly and legiti-
mately and policed by many private and public watch-
dogs. While marketers will continue to use contests,
sweepstakes, and games, they will be taking extra pre-
cautions to safeguard them to avoid the problems
Kraft, PepsiCo, and McDonald’s encountered.

Sources: Kate McArthur, “Guilty Verdict for Four in McDonald’s
Sweepstakes Scandal,” AdAge.com, Sept. 3, 2002; Kate McArthur,
“McSwindle,” Advertising Age, Aug. 27, 2002, pp. 1, 22; Cara Beardi,
“Scandal May Impact Other Sweepstakes,” Advertising Age, Aug.
27, 2002, p. 22; Betsy Spethmann, “The Perils of Promotion,” Promo,

November 1996, pp. 22, 134.
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service. Because most states make it illegal to require a purchase as a
qualification for a sweepstakes entry, consumers can enter as many
times as they wish. Professional players sometimes enter one sweep-
stakes several times, depending on the nature of the prizes and the
number of entries the promotion attracts. Newsletters are even avail-
able that inform them of all the contests and sweepstakes being held,
the entry dates, estimated probabilities of winning for various num-
bers of entries, how to enter, and solutions to any puzzles or other
information that might be needed. The presence of these professional
entrants not only defeats the purpose of the promotion but may also
discourage entries from consumers who think their chances of win-
ning are limited.

Refunds and Rebates
Refunds (also known as rebates) are offers by the manufacturer to
return a portion of the product purchase price, usually after the con-
sumer supplies some proof of purchase. Consumers are generally very
responsive to rebate offers, particularly as the size of the savings
increases. Rebates are used by makers of all types of products, ranging
from packaged goods to major appliances, cars, and computer soft-
ware. Exhibit 16-21 shows an ad promoting a $30 rebate on Intuit’s

popular tax and financial software products, TurboTax and Quicken.
Packaged-goods marketers often use refund offers to induce trial of a new product

or encourage users of another brand to switch. Consumers may perceive the savings
offered through a cash refund as an immediate value that lowers the cost of the item,
even though those savings are realized only if the consumer redeems the refund or
rebate offer. Redemption rates for refund offers typically range from 1 to 3 percent for
print and point-of-purchase offers and 5 percent for in/on-package offers.

Refund offers can also encourage repeat purchase. Many offers require consumers
to send in multiple proofs of purchase. The size of the refund offer may even
increase as the number of purchases gets larger. Some packaged-goods companies
are switching away from cash refund offers to coupons or cash/coupon combina-
tions. Using coupons in the refund offer enhances the likelihood of repeat purchase
of the brand.

Rebates have become a widely used form of promotion for consumer durables.
Products such as cameras, sporting goods, appliances, televisions, audio and video
equipment, computers, and cars frequently use rebate offers to appeal to price-
conscious consumers. The use of rebates for expensive items like cars was begun by
Chrysler Corp. in 1981 to boost sales and generate cash for the struggling company.
Rebates are now common not only in the auto industry and other durable products but
for packaged-goods products as well.

Evaluating Refunds and Rebates Rebates can help create new users and
encourage brand switching or repeat purchase behavior, or they can be a way to offer a
temporary price reduction. The rebate may be perceived as an immediate savings even
though many consumers do not follow through on the offer. This perception can influ-
ence purchase even if the consumer fails to realize the savings, so the marketer can
reduce price for much less than if it used a direct price-off deal.

Some problems are associated with refunds and rebates. Many consumers are not
motivated by a refund offer because of the delay and the effort required to obtain the
savings. They do not want to be bothered saving cash register receipts and proofs of
purchase, filling out forms, and mailing in the offer.45 A study of consumer perceptions
found a negative relationship between the use of rebates and the perceived difficulties
associated with the redemption process.46 The study also found that consumers per-
ceive manufacturers as offering rebates to sell products that are not faring well.
Nonusers of rebates were particularly likely to perceive the redemption process as too
complicated and to suspect manufacturers’ motives. This implies that companies using
rebates must simplify the redemption process and use other promotional elements
such as advertising to retain consumer confidence in the brand.
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When small refunds are being offered, marketers may find other promotional incen-
tives such as coupons or bonus packs more effective. They must be careful not to
overuse rebate offers and confuse consumers about the real price and value of a product
or service. Also, consumers can become dependent on rebates and delay their purchases
or purchase only brands for which a rebate is available. Many retailers have become
disenchanted with rebates and the burden and expense of administering them.47

Bonus Packs
Bonus packs offer the consumer an extra amount of a product at the regular price by
providing larger containers or extra units (Exhibit 16-22). Bonus packs result in a
lower cost per unit for the consumer and provide extra value as well as more product
for the money. There are several advantages to bonus pack promotions. First, they give
marketers a direct way to provide extra value without having to get involved with
complicated coupons or refund offers. The additional value of a bonus pack is gener-
ally obvious to the consumer and can have a strong impact on the purchase decision at
the time of purchase.

Bonus packs can also be an effective defensive maneuver against a competitor’s
promotion or introduction of a new brand. By loading current users with large
amounts of its product, a marketer can often remove these consumers from the market
and make them less susceptible to a competitor’s promotional efforts. Bonus packs
may result in larger purchase orders and favorable display space in the store if rela-
tionships with retailers are good. They do, however, usually require additional shelf
space without providing any extra profit margins for the retailer, so the marketer can
encounter problems with bonus packs if trade relationships are not good. Another
problem is that bonus packs may appeal primarily to current users who probably
would have purchased the brand anyway or to promotion-sensitive consumers who
may not become loyal to the brand.

Price-Off Deals
Another consumer-oriented promotion technique is the direct price-off deal, which
reduces the price of the brand. Price-off reductions are typically offered right on the
package through specially marked price packs, as shown in Exhibit 16-23. Typically,
price-offs range from 10 to 25 percent off the regular price, with the reduction coming
out of the manufacturer’s profit margin, not the retailer’s. Keeping the retailer’s mar-
gin during a price-off promotion maintains its support and cooperation.

Marketers use price-off promotions for several reasons. First, since price-offs are
controlled by the manufacturer, it can make sure the promotional discount reaches the
consumer rather than being kept by the trade. Like bonus packs, price-off deals usually
present a readily apparent value to shoppers, especially when they have a reference
price point for the brand and thus recognize the value of the discount.48 So price-offs
can be a strong influence at the point of purchase when price comparisons are being
made. Price-off promotions can also encourage consumers to purchase larger quanti-
ties, preempting competitors’ promotions and leading to greater trade support.

Price-off promotions may not be favorably received by retailers, since they can cre-
ate pricing and inventory problems. Most retailers will not accept packages with a spe-
cific price shown, so the familiar X amount off the regular price must be used. Also,
like bonus packs, price-off deals appeal primarily to regular users instead of attracting
nonusers. Finally, the Federal Trade Commission has regulations regarding the condi-
tions that price-off labels must meet and the frequency and timing of their use.

Frequency Programs
One of the fastest-growing areas of sales promotion is the use of frequency programs
(also referred to as continuity or loyalty programs). American Airlines was one of the
first major companies to use loyalty programs when it introduced its AAdvantage 
frequent-flyer program in 1981. Since then frequency programs have become com-
monplace in a number of product and service categories, particularly travel and hospi-
tality, as well as among retailers. Virtually every airline, car rental company, and hotel
chain has some type of frequency program. American Airlines has nearly 44 million
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members in its AAdvantage program, while Marriott International has enlisted more
than 18 million business travelers into its Rewards program.

Many packaged-goods companies are also developing frequency programs. Pills-
bury, Nestlé, Kraft, and others have recently introduced continuity programs that offer
consumers the opportunity to accumulate points for continuing to purchase their
brands; the points can be redeemed for gifts and prizes. For example, Kellogg
launched a frequency program called “Eet and Ern” that targets younger consumers.
The program allows them to find a 10-character code on the inside of specially-
marked packages of Kellogg products, enter the code at the EetandErn.com website,
and receive a downloadable reward (Exhibit 16-24). They can also participate in other
special promotions including contests, sweepstakes, special offers, games and other
activities. The frequency program has been very effective and has helped Kellogg
increase its sales despite the overall decline in cereal industry sales.49

Frequency programs have become particularly popular among grocery stores.50

Nearly 7,000 supermarkets now have loyalty programs that offer members discounts,
a chance to accumulate points that can be redeemed for rewards, newsletters, and
other special services. Loyalty programs are also used by a variety of other retailers,
including department stores, home centers, bookstores, and even local bagel shops.

There are a number of reasons why frequency programs have become so popular.
Marketers view these programs as a way of encouraging consumers to use their prod-
ucts or services on a continual basis and as a way of developing strong customer loy-
alty. Many companies are also realizing the importance of customer retention and
understand that the key to retaining and growing market share is building relationships
with loyal customers. Frequency programs also provide marketers with the opportu-
nity to develop databases containing valuable information on their customers that can
be used to better understand their needs, interests, and characteristics as well as to
identify and track a company’s most valuable customers. These databases can also be
used to target specific programs and offers to customers to increase the amount they
purchase and/or to build stronger relationships with them.

As frequency programs become more common, marketers will be challenged 
to find ways to use them as a means of differentiating their product, service, business,
or retail store. It has been argued that many of the loyalty programs developed by
packaged-goods marketers are really short-term promotions that overreward regular
users and do little to develop long-term loyalty.51 Marketers must find ways to make
them true loyalty programs rather than just frequent-buyer programs. This will require
the careful management of databases to identify and track valuable customers and
their purchase history and the strategic use of targeted loyalty promotions.
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Event Marketing
Another type of consumer-oriented promotion that has become very popular in recent
years is the use of event marketing. It is important to make a distinction between event
marketing and event sponsorships, as the two terms are often used interchangeably yet
they refer to different activities. Event marketing is a type of promotion where a
company or brand is linked to an event or where a themed activity is developed for the
purpose of creating experiences for consumers and promoting a product or service.
Marketers often do event marketing by associating their product with some popular
activity such as a sporting event, concert, fair, or festival. However, marketers also
create their own events to use for promotional purposes. For example, RC Cola staged
events to launch RC Edge Maximum Power, a new soda targeted at teens that contains
Indian ginseng and taurine in addition to caffeine. RC put together a 25-market tour
that included radio tie-ins and “Edgy” events such as white-water rafting and skydiv-
ing at which samples of the product were distributed (Exhibit 16-25). The comarketing
promotion Coppertone created for Wal-Mart, which was discussed earlier in the chap-
ter, is an example of an in-store event marketing activity.

An event sponsorship is an integrated marketing communications activity where
a company develops actual sponsorship relations with a particular event and provides
financial support in return for the right to display a brand name, logo, or advertising
message and be identified as a supporter of the event. Event marketing often takes
place as part of a company’s sponsorship of activities such as concerts, the arts, social
causes, and sporting events. Decisions and objectives for event sponsorships are
often part of an organization’s public relations activities and are discussed in the next
chapter.

Event marketing has become very popular in recent years as marketers develop
integrated marketing programs including a variety of promotional tools that create
experiences for consumers in an effort to associate their brands with certain lifestyles
and activities. Marketers use events to distribute samples as well as information about
their products and services or to actually let consumers experience the product.

Summary of Consumer-Oriented Promotions 
and Marketer Objectives
The discussion of the various sales promotion techniques shows that marketers use
these tools to accomplish a variety of objectives. As noted at the beginning of the
chapter, sales promotion techniques provide consumers with an extra incentive or
reward for engaging in a certain form of behavior such as purchasing a brand. For
some types of sales promotion tools the incentive the consumer receives is immediate,
while for others the reward is delayed and is not realized immediately. Marketers often
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evaluate sales promotion tools in terms of their ability to accomplish specific objec-
tives and consider whether the impact of the promotion will be immediate or delayed.
The chart in Figure 16-5 outlines which sales promotion tools can be used to accom-
plish various objectives of marketers and identifies whether the extra incentive or
reward is immediate or delayed.52

It should be noted that in Figure 16-3 some of the sales promotion techniques are
listed more than once because they can be used to accomplish more than one objec-
tive. For example, loyalty programs can be used to retain customers by providing both
immediate and delayed rewards. Shoppers who belong to loyalty programs sponsored
by supermarkets and receive discounts every time they make a purchase are receiving
immediate rewards that are designed to retain them as customers. Some loyalty pro-
motions such as frequency programs used by airlines, car rental companies, and hotels
offer delayed rewards by requiring that users accumulate points to reach a certain level
or status before the points can be redeemed. Loyalty programs can also be used by
marketers to help build brand equity. For example, when an airline or car rental com-
pany sends its frequent users upgrade certificates, the practice helps build relation-
ships with these customers and thus contributes to brand equity.

While marketers use consumer-oriented sales promotions to provide current and/or
potential customers with an extra incentive, they also use these promotions as part of
their marketing program to leverage trade support. Retailers are more likely to stock a
brand, purchase extra quantities, or provide additional support such as end-aisle dis-
plays when they know a manufacturer is running a promotion during a designated
period. The development of promotional programs targeted toward the trade is a very
important part of the marketing process and is discussed in the next section.
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Consumer Reward
Incentive

Marketing Objective

Induce trial
Customer

retention/loading

Immediate • Sampling
• Instant coupons
• In-store coupons
• In-store rebates

• Media- and mail-
   delivered coupons
• Mail-in refunds and
   rebates
• Free mail-in premiums
• Scanner- and Internet-
   delivered coupons

• Price-off deals
• Bonus packs
• In- and on-package
   free premiums
• Loyalty programs

• In- and on-package
   coupons
• Mail-in refunds and
   rebates
• Loyalty programs

Support IMC program/
build brand equity

• Events
• In- and on-package
   free premiums

• Self-liquidating
   premiums
• Free mail-in premiums
• Contests and
   sweepstakes
• Loyalty programs

Delayed

Objectives of Trade-
Oriented Sales Promotion

Like consumer-oriented promotions, sales promotion programs targeted to the trade
should be based on well-defined objectives and measurable goals and a consideration
of what the marketer wants to accomplish. Typical objectives for promotions targeted
to marketing intermediaries such as wholesalers and retailers include obtaining distri-
bution and support for new products, maintaining support for established brands,
encouraging retailers to display established brands, and building retail inventories.

Obtain Distribution for New Products Trade promotions are often used
to encourage retailers to give shelf space to new products. Manufacturers recognize
that only a limited amount of shelf space is available in supermarkets, drugstores, and
other major retail outlets. Thus, they provide retailers with financial incentives to

Trade-Oriented Sales Promotion

Figure 16-5 Consumer-oriented sales promotion tools for various marketing objectives
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stock new products. For example, Lever Brothers used heavy sampling and high-value
coupons in the successful introduction of Lever 2000 bar soap. However, in addition
to these consumer promotions, the company used discounts to the trade to encourage
retailers to stock and promote the new brand.

While trade discounts or other special price deals are used to encourage retailers
and wholesalers to stock a new brand, marketers may use other types of promotions to
get them to push the brand. Merchandising allowances can get retailers to display a
new product in high-traffic areas of stores, while incentive programs or contests can
encourage wholesale or retail store personnel to push a new brand.

Maintain Trade Support for Established Brands Trade promotions are
often designed to maintain distribution and trade support for established brands. Brands
that are in the mature phase of their product life cycle are vulnerable to losing whole-
sale and/or retail distribution, particularly if they are not differentiated or face competi-
tion from new products. Trade deals induce wholesalers and retailers to continue to
carry weaker products because the discounts increase their profit margins. Brands with
a smaller market share often rely heavily on trade promotions, since they lack the funds
required to differentiate themselves from competitors through media advertising.

Even if a brand has a strong market position, trade promotions may be used as part
of an overall marketing strategy. For example, Heinz has relied heavily on trade pro-
motions to hold its market share position for many of its brands. Many consumer
packaged-goods companies count on trade promotions to maintain retail distribution
and support.

Encourage Retailers to Display Established Brands Another objec-
tive of trade-oriented promotions is to encourage retailers to display and promote an
established brand. Marketers recognize that many purchase decisions are made in the
store and promotional displays are an excellent way of generating sales. An important
goal is to obtain retail store displays of a product away from its regular shelf location.
A typical supermarket has approximately 50 display areas at the ends of aisles, near
checkout counters, and elsewhere. Marketers want to have their products displayed in
these areas to increase the probability shoppers will come into contact with them.
Even a single display can increase a brand’s sales significantly during a promotion.

Manufacturers often use multifaceted promotional programs to encourage retailers
to promote their products at the retail level. For example, Exhibit 16-26 shows a
brochure that Chicken of the Sea International provided to retailers showing the vari-
ous promotions the company planned to use during the year for its Chicken of the Sea
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brand tuna and salmon. The company used a variety of promotional tools to support
the brands and increase retailer participation. These included advertising in maga-
zines, local newspapers, FSI and checkout coupons, in-store displays, premium offers,
recipe handouts, Web support, contests, and a continuity program.

Build Retail Inventories Manufacturers often use trade promotions to build
the inventory levels of retailers or other channel members. There are several reasons
manufacturers want to load retailers with their products. First, wholesalers and retail-
ers are more likely to push a product when they have high inventory levels rather than
storing it in their warehouses or back rooms. Building channel members’ inventories
also ensures they will not run out of stock and thus miss sales opportunities.

Some manufacturers of seasonal products offer large promotional discounts so that
retailers will stock up on their products before the peak selling season begins. This
enables the manufacturer to smooth out seasonal fluctuations in its production sched-
ule and passes on some of the inventory carrying costs to retailers or wholesalers.
When retailers stock up on a product before the peak selling season, they often run
special promotions and offer discounts to consumers to reduce excess inventories.

Types of Trade-Oriented Promotions
Manufacturers use a variety of trade promotion tools as inducements for wholesalers
and retailers. Next we examine some of the most often used types of trade promotions
and some factors marketers must consider in using them. These promotions include
contests and incentives, trade allowances, displays and point-of-purchase materials,
sales training programs, trade shows, and co-op advertising.

Contests and Incentives Manufacturers may develop contests or special
incentive programs to stimulate greater selling effort and support from reseller man-
agement or sales personnel. Contests or incentive programs can be directed toward
managers who work for a wholesaler or distributor as well as toward store or depart-
ment managers at the retail level. Manufacturers often sponsor contests for resellers
and use prizes such as trips or valuable merchandise as rewards for meeting sales quo-
tas or other goals. Exhibit 16-27 shows a contest Chicken of the Sea sponsored for

food-service distributors who call on restaurants.
Contests or special incentives are often targeted at the

sales personnel of the wholesalers, distributors/dealers, or
retailers. These salespeople are an important link in the
distribution chain because they are likely to be very famil-
iar with the market, more frequently in touch with the cus-
tomer (whether it be another reseller or the ultimate
consumer), and more numerous than the manufacturer’s
own sales organization. Manufacturers often devise incen-
tives or contests for these sales personnel. These programs
may involve cash payments made directly to the retailer’s
or wholesaler’s sales staff to encourage them to promote
and sell a manufacturer’s product. These payments are
known as push money (pm) or spiffs. For example, an
appliance manufacturer may pay a $25 spiff to retail sales
personnel for selling a certain model or size. In sales con-
tests, salespeople can win trips or valuable merchandise
for meeting certain goals established by the manufacturer.
As shown in Figure 16-6, these incentives may be tied to
product sales, new account placements, or merchandising
efforts.

While contests and incentive programs can generate
reseller support, they can also be a source of conflict
between retail sales personnel and management. Some
retailers want to maintain control over the selling activities
of their sales staffs. They don’t want their salespeople
devoting an undue amount of effort to trying to win a con-
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test or receive incentives offered by the manufacturer. Nor do they want their people
becoming too aggressive in pushing products that serve their own interests instead of
the product or model that is best for the customer.

Many retailers refuse to let their employees participate in manufacturer-sponsored
contests or to accept incentive payments. Retailers that do allow them often have strict
guidelines and require management approval of the program.

Trade Allowances Probably the most common trade promotion is some form
of trade allowance, a discount or deal offered to retailers or wholesalers to encourage
them to stock, promote, or display the manufacturer’s products. Types of allowances
offered to retailers include buying allowances, promotional or display allowances, and
slotting allowances.

Buying Allowances A buying allowance is a deal or discount offered to resellers in
the form of a price reduction on merchandise ordered during a fixed period. These dis-
counts are often in the form of an off-invoice allowance, which means a certain per-
case amount or percentage is deducted from the invoice. A buying allowance can also
take the form of free goods; the reseller gets extra cases with the purchase of specific
amounts (for example, 1 free case with every 10 cases purchased).

Buying allowances are used for several reasons. They are easy to implement and
are well accepted, and sometimes expected, by the trade. They are also an effective
way to encourage resellers to buy the manufacturer’s product, since they will want to
take advantage of the discounts being offered during the allowance period. Manufac-
turers offer trade discounts expecting wholesalers and retailers to pass the price reduc-
tion through to consumers, resulting in greater sales. However, as discussed shortly,
this is often not the case.

Promotional Allowances Manufacturers often give retailers allowances or dis-
counts for performing certain promotional or merchandising activities in support of
their brands. These merchandising allowances can be given for providing special dis-
plays away from the product’s regular shelf position, running in-store promotional
programs, or including the product in an ad. The manufacturer generally has guide-
lines or a contract specifying the activity to be performed to qualify for the promo-
tional allowance. The allowance is usually a fixed amount per case or a percentage
deduction from the list price for merchandise ordered during the promotional period.

Slotting Allowances In recent years, retailers have been demanding a special
allowance for agreeing to handle a new product. Slotting allowances, also called
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Figure 16-6 Three forms
of promotion targeted to
reseller salespeople

• Product or Program Sales

Awards are tied to the selling of a product, for example:

Selling a specified number of cases

Selling a specified number of units

Selling a specified number of promotional programs

• New Account Placements

Awards are tied to:

The number of new accounts opened

The number of new accounts ordering a minimum number of cases or units

Promotional programs placed in new accounts

• Merchandising Efforts

Awards are tied to:

Establishing promotional programs (such as theme programs)

Placing display racks, counter displays, and the like
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C A R E E R  P R O F I L E

John Boyle
Marketing Analyst, Chicken of the Sea International

Choosing a major is an important decision for under-
graduate students. This decision determines the
nature of one’s college experience and, ultimately,
one’s career path. I decided to major in marketing as
an undergraduate at San Diego State University
because I felt this degree would provide me with a
number of exciting career opportunities. I also chose
marketing because I was intrigued
by the way marketers analyze con-
sumers to understand their pur-
chase behavior and the strategies
they develop to compete against
one another.

After finishing my Bachelor’s
Degree I decided to continue my
education and pursue an MBA, as I
wanted to study marketing in more
depth. While pursuing my MBA, I
had the opportunity to take courses
in areas such as advertising and
promotion, consumer behavior, mar-
keting research and strategic mar-
keting, all of which prepared me
quite well for an entry level position
in the field. My educational experi-
ence at SDSU was gratifying, and
focusing on marketing turned out
to be an excellent decision.

I went to work for Chicken of the
Sea International (COSI) after fin-
ishing my MBA degree. Since join-
ing COSI I have been working as a
Marketing Analyst and have had the
opportunity to provide input into
decisions that directly affect the
direction of the company. I work
closely with brand managers on a
daily basis and, together, we make marketing decisions
for a diverse product line. Chicken of the Sea sells a
variety of products ranging from canned tuna to
salmon as well as the new pouch pack versions of these
products.

An important part of my job as a marketing analyst
is to procure, organize, analyze, and disseminate infor-
mation which provides the foundation for strategic, as
well as tactical decisions. I work with many areas of the
business, but most closely with marketing communi-
cations which includes our advertising, sales promo-
tion and online marketing functions. Sales promotion

is a particularly important element of our IMC pro-
gram because of its ability to directly influence cus-
tomer behavior. While advertising is used to build the
image of our brands over time, we use various types of
promotions to elicit a direct response and drive short-
term sales. Sales promotions are focused on getting
consumers to take action, whether it be redeeming a

coupon for one of our products or
getting them to save product labels
and submit them in exchange for a
free movie ticket. Our sales promo-
tion programs are also targeted
toward the retailers as we have a
variety of programs that are
designed to encourage them to
stock and promote our products.

Measuring the effectiveness of
sales promotions is a challenging
but vital component of our promo-
tion program. Technological
advances in our industry have
greatly enhanced our ability to eval-
uate promotions. For example, we
have access to a variety of rich
external data sources including
point-of-sale data generated by
super-market scanners, consumer
panel data, and retailer loyalty card
information. Internal data sources
such as coupon redemption data-
bases and factory shipments are
also valuable. Consumer click-
stream data from online grocery
retailing websites is a promising
new frontier in the area of sales pro-
motion evaluation.

Designing effective sales promo-
tions is a challenging but important task. We con-
stantly ask ourselves the obvious questions: What
worked, what didn’t, and why? Was the price discount
large enough, or was there a competitive promotion
being run simultaneously? Perhaps the contest prize
value should be increased, or maybe the retailer didn’t
pass the entire trade discount on to consumers.

It’s very exciting to deal with real world marketing
problems every day and to use a variety of concepts I
studied in business school to develop innovative ways
to solve them. The payoff comes from seeing the
results and knowing what I do has made a difference.

“It’s very exciting
to deal with real
world marketing
problems every
day.”
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stocking allowances, introductory allowances, or street money, are fees retailers
charge for providing a slot or position to accommodate the new product. Retailers jus-
tify these fees by pointing out the costs associated with taking on so many new prod-
ucts each year, such as redesigning store shelves, entering the product into their
computers, finding warehouse space, and briefing store employees on the new prod-
uct.53 They also note they are assuming some risk, since so many new product intro-
ductions fail.

Slotting fees can range from a few hundred dollars per store to $50,000 or more for
an entire retail chain. Manufacturers that want to get their products on the shelves
nationally can face several million dollars in slotting fees. Many marketers believe
slotting allowances are a form of blackmail or bribery and say some 70 percent of
these fees go directly to retailers’ bottom lines.

Retailers can continue charging slotting fees because of their power and the limited
availability of shelf space in supermarkets relative to the large numbers of products
introduced each year. Some retailers have even been demanding failure fees if a new
product does not hit a minimum sales level within a certain time. The fee is charged to
cover the costs associated with stocking, maintaining inventories, and then pulling the
product.54 Large manufacturers with popular brands are less likely to pay slotting fees
than smaller companies that lack leverage in negotiating with retailers.

In late 1999 the Senate Committee on Small Business began taking action against
the practice of using slotting fees in the grocery, drugstore, and computer software
industries because of the fees’ negative impact on small business.55 The committee
recommended that the Federal Trade Commission and Small Business Administration
take steps to limit the use of slotting fees because they are anticompetitive. A recent
study by Paul Bloom, Gregory Gundlach, and Joseph Cannon examined the views of
manufacturers, wholesalers, and grocery retailers regarding the use of slotting fees.
Their findings suggest that slotting fees shift the risk of new product introductions
from retailers to manufacturers and help apportion the supply and demand of new
products. They also found that slotting fees lead to higher retail prices, are applied in a
discriminatory fashion, and place small marketers at a disadvantage.56

Problems with Trade Allowances Many companies are concerned about the
abuse of trade allowances by wholesalers, retailers, and distributors. Marketers give
retailers these trade allowances so that the savings will be passed through to con-
sumers in the form of lower prices, but companies such as Procter & Gamble claim
that only 30 percent of trade promotion discounts actually reach consumers because
35 percent is lost in inefficiencies and another 35 percent is pocketed by retailers and
wholesalers. Moreover, many marketers believe that the trade is taking advantage of
their promotional deals and misusing promotional funds.

For example, many retailers and wholesalers engage in a practice known as for-
ward buying, where they stock up on a product at the lower deal or off-invoice price
and resell it to consumers after the marketer’s promotional period ends. Another com-
mon practice is diverting, where a retailer or wholesaler takes advantage of the pro-
motional deal and then sells some of the product purchased at the low price to a store
outside its area or to a middleperson who resells it to other stores.

Forward buying and diverting are widespread practices. Industry studies show that
nearly 40 percent of wholesalers’ and retailers’ profits come from these activities. In
addition to not passing discounts on to consumers, forward buying and diverting cre-
ate other problems for manufacturers. They lead to huge swings in demand that cause
production scheduling problems and leave manufacturers and retailers always build-
ing toward or drawing down from a promotional surge. Marketers also worry that the
system leads to frequent price specials, so consumers learn to make purchases on the
basis of what’s on sale rather than developing any loyalty to their brands.

The problems created by retailers’ abuse led Procter & Gamble, one of the coun-
try’s most powerful consumer-product marketers, to adopt everyday low pricing
(EDLP), which lowers the list price of over 60 percent of its product line by 10 to 25
percent while cutting promotional allowances to the trade. The price cuts leave the
overall cost of the product to retailers about the same as it would have been with the
various trade allowance discounts.
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P&G argues that EDLP eliminates problems such as deal buying, leads to regular
low prices at the retail level, and helps build brand loyalty among consumers. Yet the
EDLP strategy has caused great controversy in the trade, which depends heavily on
promotions to attract consumers. Some retailers took P&G products off the shelf; oth-
ers cut their ads and displays of the company’s brands. Retailers prefer to operate on a
high/low strategy of frequent price specials and argue that EDLP puts them at a disad-
vantage against the warehouse stores and mass merchandisers that already use every-
day low pricing. They also say that some products, such as those that are bought on
impulse, thrive on promotions and don’t lend themselves to EDLP. Retailers rely on
promotions like end-of-aisle displays and price discounts to create excitement and
generate incremental sales and profits from products like soft drinks, cookies, and
candy.57

Critics of EDLP also note that while the strategy may work well for market leaders
whose brands enjoy high loyalty, it is not effective for marketers trying to build market
share or prop up lagging products. Moreover, many consumers are still motivated
more by promotional deals and specials than by advertising claims from retailers pro-
moting everyday low prices.

Despite the criticism, P&G says EDLP is paying off and volume has grown faster in
its brands that have switched to the pricing strategy. P&G extended its use of everyday
low pricing to international markets, including the United Kingdom and Italy.58 P&G
continues to make changes in the way sales promotions are being used by packaged-
goods marketers. The company has taken steps in recent years to simplify its promo-
tional programs by cutting back on many types of promotions including bonus packs,
premiums, coupons, and cents-off packs. P&G has long been a bellwether for the
packaged-goods industry and its changes with regard to the use of consumer and trade
promotions are likely to create a ripple effect among other marketers.59

Displays and Point-of-Purchase Materials The next time you are in a
store, take a moment to examine the various promotional materials used to display and
sell products. Point-of-purchase (POP) displays are an important promotional tool
because they can help a manufacturer obtain more effective in-store merchandising of
products. Companies in the United States spend more than $15 billion a year on point-
of-purchase materials, including end-of-aisle displays, banners, posters, shelf cards,
motion pieces, and stand-up racks, among others. Point-of-purchase displays are very
important to marketers since many consumers make their purchase decisions in the
store. In fact, some studies estimate that nearly two-thirds of a consumer’s buying
decisions are made in a retail store. Thus, it is very important for marketers to get the
attention of consumers, as well as to communicate a sales or promotional message,
through POP displays.

A recent measurement study from Point-of-Purchase Advertising International (an
industry trade association) and the Advertising Research Foundation estimates that the
cost-per-thousand-impressions figure for POPs is $6 to $8 for supermarket displays.60

The CPM figure is based on findings that a grocery store display makes an average of
2,300 to 8,000 impressions per week, depending on store size and volume. Although
this study has shown that POP displays are very effective at reaching consumers, diffi-
culties in getting retail stores to comply with requests for displays often makes it diffi-
cult for marketers to use them.61 Moreover, many retailers are decreasing the amount of
signage and displays they will accept as well as the messages they can communicate.
Also, as account-specific promotions become more popular, some retailers are requir-
ing customized POP materials. For example, 7-Eleven has taken over the responsibility
for the production of all POP materials from vendors—who must still pay for them. The
goal is to give 7-Eleven complete control over its in-store environment.

Despite these challenges, marketers recognize that point-of-purchase displays are
an important part of their promotional programs. Many continue to develop innovative
methods to display their products efficiently, make them stand out in the retail envi-
ronment, and communicate a sales message to consumers. It should be noted that the
importance of creative POP displays is not limited to grocery or convenience stores.
Point-of-purchase displays are also important to companies that distribute their prod-
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ucts through other types of retail outlets, such as home improvement, consumer elec-
tronic, and sporting goods stores. For example, Exhibit 16-28 shows an award-
winning POP display for Wilson Sporting Goods Co. that was designed to keep the
company’s high-end baseball gloves off the shelves and separate from other gloves.
The gloves needed a product-specific display that would promote them as the “Official
Glove of Major League Baseball” and also maximize space while merchandising more
product.

Many manufacturers help retailers use shelf space more efficiently through
planograms, which are configurations of products that occupy a shelf section in a
store. Some manufacturers are developing computer-based programs that allow retail-
ers to input information from their scanner data and determine the best shelf layouts
by experimenting with product movement, space utilization, profit yields, and other
factors.62

Sales Training Programs Another form of manufacturer-sponsored promo-
tional assistance is sales training programs for reseller personnel. Many products sold
at the retail level require knowledgeable salespeople who can provide consumers with
information about the features, benefits, and advantages of various brands and models.
Cosmetics, appliances, computers, consumer electronics, and sporting equipment are
examples of products for which consumers often rely on well-informed retail sales
personnel for assistance.

Manufacturers provide sales training assistance to retail salespeople in a number of
ways. They may conduct classes or training sessions that retail personnel can attend to
increase their knowledge of a product or a product line. These training sessions pre-
sent information and ideas on how to sell the manufacturer’s product and may also
include motivational components. Sales training classes for retail personnel are often
sponsored by companies selling high-ticket items or complex products such as per-
sonal computers, cars, or ski equipment.

Another way manufacturers provide sales training assistance to retail employees is
through their own sales force. Sales reps educate retail personnel about their product
line and provide selling tips and other relevant information. The reps can provide
ongoing sales training as they come into contact with retail sales staff on a regular
basis and can update them on changes in the product line, market developments, com-
petitive information, and the like.

Manufacturers also give resellers detailed sales manuals, product brochures, refer-
ence manuals, and other material. Many companies provide videocassettes for retail
sales personnel that include product information, product-use demonstrations, and
ideas on how to sell their product. These selling aids can often be used to provide
information to customers as well.

Trade Shows Another important promotional activity targeted to resellers is the
trade show, a forum where manufacturers can display their products to current as well
as prospective buyers. According to the Trade Show Bureau, nearly 100 million peo-
ple attend the 5,000 trade shows each year in the United States and Canada, and the
number of exhibiting companies exceeds 1.3 million. In many industries, trade shows
are a major opportunity to display one’s product lines and interact with customers.
They are often attended by important management personnel from large retail chains
as well as by distributors and other reseller representatives.

A number of promotional functions can be performed at trade shows, including
demonstrating products, identifying new prospects, gathering customer and competi-
tive information, and even writing orders for a product. Trade shows are particularly
valuable for introducing new products, because resellers are often looking for new
merchandise to stock. Shows can also be a source of valuable leads to follow up on
through sales calls or direct marketing. The social aspect of trade shows is also impor-
tant. Many companies use them to entertain key customers and to develop and main-
tain relationships with the trade. A recent academic study demonstrated that trade
shows generate product awareness and interest and can have a measurable economic
return.63
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Cooperative Advertising The final form of trade-oriented promotion we
examine is cooperative advertising, where the cost of advertising is shared by more
than one party. There are three types of cooperative advertising. Although the first two
are not trade-oriented promotion, we should recognize their objectives and purpose.

Horizontal cooperative advertising is advertising sponsored in common by a
group of retailers or other organizations providing products or services to the market.
For example, automobile dealers who are located near one another in an auto park or
along the same street often allocate some of their ad budgets to a cooperative advertis-
ing fund. Ads are run promoting the location of the dealerships and encouraging car
buyers to take advantage of their close proximity when shopping for a new automobile.

Ingredient-sponsored cooperative advertising is supported by raw materials
manufacturers; its objective is to help establish end products that include the com-
pany’s materials and/or ingredients. Companies that often use this type of advertising
include Du Pont, which promotes the use of its materials such as Teflon, Thinsulate,
and Kevlar in a variety of consumer and industrial products, and NutraSweet, whose
artificial sweetener is an ingredient in many food products and beverages. Perhaps the
best-known, and most successful, example of this type of cooperative advertising is
the “Intel Inside” program, sponsored by Intel Corporation, which is discussed in IMC
Perspective 16-5.

The most common form of cooperative advertising is the trade-oriented form, ver-
tical cooperative advertising, in which a manufacturer pays for a portion of the
advertising a retailer runs to promote the manufacturer’s product and its availability in
the retailer’s place of business. Manufacturers generally share the cost of advertising
run by the retailer on a percentage basis (usually 50/50) up to a certain limit.

The amount of cooperative advertising the manufacturer pays for is usually based
on a percentage of dollar purchases. If a retailer purchases $100,000 of product from a
manufacturer, it may receive 3 percent, or $3,000, in cooperative advertising money.
Large retail chains often combine their co-op budgets across all of their stores, which
gives them a larger sum to work with and more media options.

Cooperative advertising can take on several forms. Retailers may advertise a manu-
facturer’s product in, say, a newspaper ad featuring a number of different products,
and the individual manufacturers reimburse the retailer for their portion of the ad. Or
the ad may be prepared by the manufacturer and placed in the local media by the
retailer. Exhibit 16-29 shows a cooperative ad format for New Balance athletic shoes
that retailers in various market areas can use by simply inserting their store name and
location.

Once a cooperative ad is run, the retailer requests reimbursement from the manu-
facturer for its percentage of the media costs. Manufacturers usually have specific
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Exhibit 16-29 This New Balance ad is an example of vertical cooperative advertising
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 16-5

Intel Inside: The Co-op Program That Changed 
the Computer Industry
If you were to ask most owners of personal computers
what is inside their PCs, chances are they would
respond by saying, “an Intel.” And there’s a good reason
why. Over the past decade consumers have been
exposed to hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth of ads
for personal computers each year that carry the “Intel
Inside” logo. The logo has become ubiquitous in PC ads
as a result of a landmark cooperative advertising pro-
gram that is lauded as the most powerful ever and the
definitive model for successful “ingredient” branding.

In 1989 Intel was the first computer chip manufac-
turer to advertise directly to consumers. Its goal was
to persuade PC users to upgrade to Intel’s 386SX chip
from the 286. Known as the “Red X” campaign, the ads
depicted the number 286 with a bold, spray-painted X
over it. In 1990 Intel selected a new agency, Dahlin
Smith White, Salt Lake City, which created the now-
famous tagline “Intel. The Computer Inside.” The goal
of the campaign was to build awareness and position
Intel as the real brains of the computer. In early 1991
Intel began pitching the program to PC makers, and
IBM, creator of the first Intel-powered personal com-
puter, became the first computer maker to use the
logo. Intel then began talking to PC makers about the
creation of a co-op fund in which Intel would take 5 per-
cent of the purchase price of processors and put it in a
pool to create funds for advertising. The “Intel Inside”
co-op program was officially launched in July 1991 and
works as follows: In return for showing the logo in
print ads and on the PCs, a computer maker can get
back 5 percent of what it pays Intel for chips, with the
money to be applied to ads paid for jointly by the PC
vendor and Intel. More than 150 computer makers
signed on to the program and began using the “Intel
Inside” logo in their ads.

As the program began, Intel started playing up the
logo in its own print ads as well. In November 1991 it
moved the campaign to television with the classic
“Power Source” spot, which magically took viewers on a
whirlwind tour of the inside of a computer to show how
the Intel chip streamlined upgrading of a PC. In 1993
Intel introduced the Pentium processor brand with a
national TV campaign. However, the company was
putting the bulk of its advertising budget into the “Intel
Inside” co-op program. In 1995 Intel expanded the co-op
program to include TV, radio, and in-flight ads. The move
led to a boom in PC ads on television featuring the Intel
auditory signature at the end of each commercial. In
1997 Intel expanded the co-op program to include Inter-
net ads and provided incentives to PC makers to place
ads on media-rich websites. Intel has also extended the
co-op program into retail promotions as well.

Since the co-op program began, Intel has pumped
into it an estimated $4 billion, and this has been an
awfully smart investment. Intel’s share of the micro-
processor market has grown from 56 percent in 1989
to nearly 80 percent in 2002, and the company’s rev-
enue has gone from $3 billion to nearly $30 billion.
Nearly 90 percent of the more than 17,000 PC print ads
run in the United States carry the “Intel Inside” logo.
The program has influenced a generation of PC users
and propelled growth of the entire computer industry.

According to positioning expert Al Ries, “Intel
Inside” will go down in history as one of the more mag-
nificent campaigns of the century. He notes, “It’s bril-
liant, and, in a sense, it pre-empted the branding of
personal computers.” Branding guru Jack Trout notes,
“They took an old idea—ingredient branding—which Du
Pont pioneered, and took it into technology.” Trout was
an early believer in the program; he told Advertising
Age in a 1991 interview that conceptually it was a good
idea, although Intel would need consistent advertising
over time for the logo to have much meaning.

Intel’s advertising has been consistent over the past
decade as its various ad campaigns have strengthened
its brand image and demonstrated the power of vari-
ous generations of Intel Pentium processors. These
campaigns have featured the “Bunny People,” who
were a takeoff on the workers who wear so-called
bunny suits to keep chip labs sterile, as well as the Blue
Man Group performance artists. In late 2002, Intel
launched a new global brand campaign called “Yes”
that is designed to connect with young adults and
showcase the benefits of a digital lifestyle. The com-
mercials capture today’s digital lifestyle by showing
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requirements the ad must meet to qualify for co-op reimbursement, such as size, use of
trademarks, content, and format. Verification that the ad was run is also required, in the
form of a tearsheet (print) or an affidavit from the radio or TV station (broadcast) and
an invoice.

As with other types of trade promotions, manufacturers have been increasing their
cooperative advertising expenditures in recent years. Some companies have been mov-
ing money out of national advertising into cooperative advertising because they believe
they can have greater impact with ad campaigns in local markets. There is also a trend
toward more cooperative advertising programs initiated by retailers, which approach
manufacturers with catalogs, promotional events they are planning, or advertising pro-
grams they have developed in conjunction with local media and ask them to pay a per-
centage of the cost. Manufacturers often go along with these requests, particularly
when the retailer is large and powerful.64
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people using their computers for digital photography,
CD-burning, instant messaging, and movie-making.
The ads play off the famous tagline by showing people
burning CDs and then cutting to the copy line “Intel
Inside your music” or by showing how a digital photo
can be used followed by the line “Intel Inside your pho-
tos.” The commercials end with the line “Can a better
computer really change your life? Yes.”

In its early stages the Intel Inside program encoun-
tered criticism, as many advertising and computer
marketing executives were skeptical about Intel’s abil-

ity to differentiate its chips. The head of one agency
noted: “Most people who buy computers don’t even
know that chip is there. They care about the perfor-
mance of the computer. It really doesn’t matter what
the chip is.” Well, some may still not know exactly what
a microprocessor chip does, but apparently it does
matter if there is an “Intel Inside.”

Sources:Tobi Elkin, “Intel Goes for a New Overall Branding Look,”
Advertising Age, Sept. 1, 2002, pp. 3, 43. Tobi Elkin, “Co-op
Crossroads,” Advertising Age, Nov. 15, 1999, pp. 1, 24, 26.

Those involved in the promotional process must
recognize that sales promotion techniques usually
work best in conjunction with advertising and 
that the effectiveness of an ad campaign can be
enhanced by consumer-oriented sales promotion

efforts. Rather than separate activities competing for a firm’s promotional budget,
advertising and sales promotion should be viewed as complementary tools. When prop-
erly planned and executed to work together, advertising and sales promotion can have a
synergistic effect much greater than that of either promotional mix element alone.

Proper coordination of advertising and sales promotion is essential for the firm to
take advantage of the opportunities offered by each tool and get the most out of its pro-
motional budget. Successful integration of advertising and sales promotion requires
decisions concerning not only the allocation of the budget to each area but also the
coordination of the ad and sales promotion themes, the timing of the various promo-
tional activities, and the target audience reached.

Budget Allocation
While many companies are spending more money on sales promotion than on media
advertising, it is difficult to say just what percentage of a firm’s overall promotional
budget should be allocated to advertising versus consumer- and trade-oriented promo-
tions. This allocation depends on a number of factors, including the specific promo-
tional objectives of the campaign, the market and competitive situation, and the
brand’s stage in its life cycle.

Consider, for example, how allocation of the promotional budget may vary accord-
ing to a brand’s stage in the product life cycle. In the introductory stage, a large
amount of the budget may be allocated to sales promotion techniques such as sam-
pling and couponing to induce trial. In the growth stage, however, promotional dollars
may be used primarily for advertising to stress brand differences and keep the brand
name in consumers’ minds.

Coordinating Sales Promotion 
and Advertising
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When a brand moves to the maturity stage, advertising is primarily a reminder to
keep consumers aware of the brand. Consumer-oriented sales promotions such as
coupons, price-offs, premiums, and bonus packs may be needed periodically to main-
tain consumer loyalty, attract new users, and protect against competition. Trade-
oriented promotions are needed to maintain shelf space and accommodate retailers’
demands for better margins as well as encourage them to promote the brand. A study
on the synergistic effects of advertising and promotion examined a brand in the mature
phase of its life cycle and found that 80 percent of its sales at this stage were due to
sales promotions. When a brand enters the decline stage of the product life cycle, most
of the promotional support will probably be removed and expenditures on sales pro-
motion are unlikely.

Coordination of Ad and Promotion Themes
To integrate the advertising and sales promotion programs successfully, the theme of
consumer promotions should be tied in with the advertising and positioning theme
wherever possible. Sales promotion tools should attempt to communicate a brand’s
unique attributes or benefits and to reinforce the sales message or campaign theme. In
this way, the sales promotion effort contributes to the consumer franchise-building
effort for the brand.

At the same time, media advertising should be used to draw attention to a sales pro-
motion program such as a contest, sweepstakes, or event or to a special promotion
offer such as a price reduction or rebate program. An example of this is the ad shown
in Exhibit 16-30 for WD-40, which promotes the Search for 2000 Uses Sweepstakes
that was discussed earlier and shown in Exhibit 16-8. Note how both the magazine ad
and the sweepstakes promotion integrate the variety-of-uses positioning theme used
for WD-40.

Media Support and Timing
Media support for a sales promotion program is critical and should be coordinated with
the media program for the ad campaign. Media advertising is often needed to deliver
such sales promotion materials as coupons, sweepstakes, contest entry forms, premium
offers, and even samples. It is also needed to inform consumers of a promotional offer
as well as to create awareness, interest, and favorable attitudes toward the brand.

By using advertising in conjunction with a sales promotion program, marketers can
make consumers aware of the brand and its benefits and increase their responsiveness
to the promotion. Consumers are more likely to redeem a coupon or respond to a
price-off deal for a brand they are familiar with than one they know nothing about.
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consistent with the
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the brand
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Moreover, product trial created through sales promotion
techniques such as sampling or high-value couponing is
more likely to result in long-term use of the brand when
accompanied by advertising.65

Using a promotion without prior or concurrent adver-
tising can limit its effectiveness and risk damaging the
brand’s image. If consumers perceive the brand as being
promotion dependent or of lesser quality, they are not
likely to develop favorable attitudes and long-term loy-
alty. Conversely, the effectiveness of an ad can be
enhanced by a coupon, a premium offer, or an opportu-
nity to enter a sweepstakes or contest.

An example of the effective coordination of advertis-
ing and sales promotion is the introductory campaign
Lever Brothers developed for its Lever 2000 bar soap. As
noted earlier in the chapter, Lever Brothers used high-
value coupons, sent samples to half of U.S. households,
and offered discounts to retailers as part of its introduc-
tory marketing blitz. These sales promotion efforts were
accompanied by heavy advertising in print and TV with
the tagline “Presenting some of the 2000 body parts you
can clean with Lever 2000” (Exhibit 16-31).

Sales promotion was important in inducing trial for
Lever 2000 and continued after introduction in the form of
couponing. But it was the strong positioning created
through effective advertising that converted consumers to
regular users. Repeat sales of the brand were at about 40
percent even after heavy discounting ended. Just six
months after its introduction, Lever 2000 became the 

number-two deodorant soap in dollar volume, with an estimated 8.4 percent of the $1.5
billion bar-soap market.66

To coordinate their advertising and sales promotion programs more effectively,
many companies are getting their sales promotion agencies more involved in the
advertising and promotional planning process. Rather than hiring agencies to develop
individual, nonfranchise-building types of promotions with short-term goals and tac-
tics, many firms are having their sales promotion and advertising agencies work
together to develop integrated promotional strategies and programs. Figure 16-7
shows how the role of sales promotion agencies is changing.
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Figure 16-7 The shifting
role of the promotion
agency

Traditional New and Improved

1. Primarily used to develop short-term 1. Used to develop long- and short-term
tactics or concepts. promotional strategies as well as tactics.

2. Hired/compensated on a project-by- 2. Contracted on annual retainer,
project basis. following formal agency reviews.

3. Many promotion agencies used a 3. One or two exclusive promotion
mix—each one hired for best task agencies for each division or brand
and/or specialty. group.

4. One or two contact people from 4. Full team or core group on the
agency. account.

5. Promotion agency never equal to ad 5. Promotion agency works on equal
agency—doesn’t work up front in basis with ad agency—sits at
annual planning process. planning table up front.

6. Not directly accountable for results. 6. Very much accountable—goes through
a rigorous evaluation process.

Exhibit 16-31 Creative
advertising was coordinated
with sales promotion in the
successful introduction of
Lever 2000 soap
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The increasing use of sales promotion in marketing programs is
more than a passing fad. It is a fundamental change in strategic
decisions about how companies market their products and ser-
vices. The value of this increased emphasis on sales promotion has been questioned by
several writers, particularly with regard to the lack of adequate planning and manage-
ment of sales promotion programs.67

Are marketers becoming too dependent on this element of the marketing program?
Consumer and trade promotions can be a very effective tool for generating short-term
increases in sales, and many brand managers would rather use a promotion to produce
immediate sales than invest in advertising and build the brand’s image over an
extended time. As the director of sales promotion services at one large ad agency
noted: “There’s a great temptation for quick sales fixes through promotions. It’s a lot
easier to offer the consumer an immediate price savings than to differentiate your
product from a competitor’s.”68

Overuse of sales promotion can be detrimental to a brand in several ways. A brand
that is constantly promoted may lose perceived value. Consumers often end up pur-
chasing a brand because it is on sale, they get a premium, or they have a coupon, rather
than basing their decision on a favorable attitude they have developed. When the extra
promotional incentive is not available, they switch to another brand. A study by Priya
Raghubir and Kim Corfman examined whether price promotions affect pretrial evalu-
ations of a brand.69 They found that offering a price promotion is more likely to lower
a brand’s evaluation when the brand has not been promoted previously compared to
when it has been frequently promoted; that price promotions are used as a source of
information about a brand to a greater extent when the evaluator is not an expert but
does have some product or industry knowledge; and that promotions are more likely to
result in negative evaluations when they are uncommon in the industry. The findings
from this study suggest that marketers must be careful in the use of price promotions
as they may inhibit trial of a brand in certain situations.

Alan Sawyer and Peter Dickson have used the concept of attribution theory to
examine how sales promotion may affect consumer attitude formation.70 According to
this theory, people acquire attitudes by observing their own behavior and considering
why they acted in a certain manner. Consumers who consistently purchase a brand
because of a coupon or price-off deal may attribute their behavior to the external pro-
motional incentive rather than to a favorable attitude toward the brand. By contrast,
when no external incentive is available, consumers are more likely to attribute their
purchase behavior to favorable underlying feelings about the brand.

Another potential problem with consumer-oriented promotions is that a sales pro-
motion trap or spiral can result when several competitors use promotions exten-
sively.71 Often a firm begins using sales promotions to differentiate its product or
service from the competition. If the promotion is successful and leads to a differential
advantage (or even appears to do so), competitors may quickly copy it. When all the
competitors are using sales promotions, this not only lowers profit margins for each
firm but also makes it difficult for any one firm to hop off the promotional band-
wagon.72 This dilemma is shown in Figure 16-8.

A number of industries have fallen into this promotional trap. In the cosmetics
industry, gift-with-purchase and purchase-with-purchase promotional offers were

Sales Promotion Abuse

All Other Firms

Our Firm

Cut back promotions

Cut back promotions Higher profits for all Market share goes
to our firm

Market share
stays constant;
profits stay low

Market share goes
to all other firms

Maintain promotions

Maintain promotions

Figure 16-8 The sales
promotion trap
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developed as a tactic for getting buyers to sample new products. But they have become
a common, and costly, way of doing business.73 In many areas of the country, super-
markets have gotten into the trap of doubling or even tripling manufacturers’ coupons,
which cuts into their already small profit margins. Fast-food chains have also fallen
into the trap with promotions featuring popular menu items, such as Burger King’s
Whopper for 99 cents. The sales promotion war spread to yet another industry recently
when Dell Computer began using sales promotion offers to help sell its personal com-
puters. Dell’s Trip-a-Day Giveaway offered consumers a chance to win a vacation
worth up to $50,000 (Exhibit 16-32). Competitors quickly matched Dell’s promotion:
Compaq and Hewlett Packard developed their own sweepstakes and also began using
rebates. Gateway gave away free printers and scanners with certain PCs, and Apple
offered no-payment financing. Industry analysts have expressed concern over the
impact the promotional war will have on these companies as profit margins in the PC
industry are already very low.74

Marketers must consider both the short-term impact of a promotion and its long-
term effect on the brand. The ease with which competitors can develop a retaliatory
promotion and the likelihood of their doing so should also be considered. Marketers
must be careful not to damage the brand franchise with sales promotions or to get the
firm involved in a promotional war that erodes the brand’s profit margins and threatens
its long-term existence. Marketers are often tempted to resort to sales promotions to
deal with declining sales and other problems when they should examine such other
aspects of the marketing program as channel relations, price, packaging, product qual-
ity, or advertising.

Exhibit 16-32 Dell’s
sweepstakes started a
promotional battle in the
personal computer industry
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Summary
For many years, advertising was
the major promotional mix
element for most consumer-
product companies. Over the past
decade, however, marketers have
been allocating more of their pro-
motional dollars to sales promo-
tion. There has been a steady
increase in the use of sales promo-
tion techniques to influence con-
sumers’ purchase behavior. The
growing power of retailers, erosion
of brand loyalty, increase in
consumers’ sensitivity to
promotions, increase in new prod-
uct introductions, fragmentation
of the consumer market, short-
term focus of marketing and
brand managers, and increase in
advertising clutter are some of the
reasons for this increase.

Sales promotions can be charac-
terized as either franchise build-
ing or nonfranchise building. The
former contribute to the long-term
development and reinforcement of
brand identity and image; the lat-

ter are designed to accelerate the
purchase process and generate
immediate increases in sales.

Sales promotion techniques can
be classified as either trade- or
consumer-oriented. A number of
consumer-oriented sales promo-
tion techniques were examined in
this chapter, including sampling,
couponing, premiums, contests
and sweepstakes, rebates and
refunds, bonus packs, price-off
deals, frequency programs, and
event marketing. The characteris-
tics of these promotional tools
were examined, along with their
advantages and limitations.
Various trade-oriented promotions
were also examined, including
trade contests and incentives,
trade allowances, displays and
point-of-purchase materials, sales
training programs, trade shows,
and cooperative advertising.

Advertising and sales promotion
should be viewed not as separate
activities but rather as complemen-

tary tools. When planned and exe-
cuted properly, advertising and
sales promotion can produce a syn-
ergistic effect that is greater than
the response generated from either
promotional mix element alone. To
accomplish this, marketers must
coordinate budgets, advertising
and promotional themes, media
scheduling and timing, and target
audiences.

Sales promotion abuse can result
when marketers become too depen-
dent on the use of sales promotion
techniques and sacrifice long-term
brand position and image for short-
term sales increases. Many indus-
tries experience sales promotion
traps when a number of competitors
use promotions extensively and it
becomes difficult for any single
firm to cut back on promotion with-
out risking a loss in sales. Overuse
of sales promotion tools can lower
profit margins and threaten the
image and even the viability of a
brand.
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1. Discuss the role of sales promo-
tion as a part of the promotional
mix and how it can be integrated
with other marketing communica-
tion tools.

2. Discuss how sales promotion
can be used as an acceleration tool
that can speed up the selling
and/or purchasing process and
increase a company’s sales
volume.

3. Discuss the various factors that
have led to companies shifting
more of their marketing budgets
to sales promotion. Discuss the
pros and cons of this reallocation
of marketers’ advertising and pro-
motion budgets.

4. IMC Perspective 16-1 discusses
how marketers are using contests
as a way of increasing involvement
with their products and/or
services and building brand
equity. Discuss how a contest can
be used to increase involvement
and contribute to brand equity.
Find an example of a contest that
you believe contributes to the

equity of a brand and explain how
it does so.

5. Discuss how samples and
coupons can be used to generate
trial of a new product or increase
consumption of an established
brand.

6. Discuss how sales promotion
programs can be integrated with a
company’s online strategy and
how the Internet can be used as
part of a company’s sales
promotion efforts.

7. In recent years a number of mar-
keters have questioned the
economic feasibility of couponing
programs. Discuss the various rea-
sons marketers are questioning
the value of coupons. Evaluate the
arguments for and against the use
of coupons.

8. IMC Perspective 16-4 discusses
the problems McDonald’s encoun-
tered as a result of the conspiracy
to embezzle winning game pieces
from the company’s popular
Monopoly game promotion. Do you

think McDonald’s will ever be able
to use the Monopoly game promo-
tion again? Why or why not?

9. What is meant by trade-oriented
sales promotion? Discuss the vari-
ous types of trade promotions and
reasons why marketers use them.

10. What is meant by a slotting
allowance or fee? Evaluate the
arguments for and against retail-
ers charging slotting fees to 
manufacturers.

11. Describe the various forms of
cooperative advertising and the
reasons they are used by
marketers.

12. What is meant by a sales
promotion trap or spiral? Evaluate
the promotional war that was
begun by Dell Computer when the
company began using sales
promotion offers to help sell
personal computers. What are the
options for other personal
computer companies in deciding
whether to match Dell’s
promotional offers?

Discussion Questions
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Chapter Objectives

1. To recognize the roles of public relations, 
publicity, and corporate advertising in the
promotional mix.

2. To know the difference between public relations
and publicity and demonstrate the advantages
and disadvantages of each.

3. To understand the reasons for corporate
advertising and its advantages and
disadvantages.

4. To know the methods for measuring the effects
of public relations, publicity, and corporate
advertising.

Public Relations,Publicity,
and Corporate Advertising

17
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Just about a decade ago, some people involved

in the public relations (PR) industry were asking

marketers to stay out of their domain. These tra-

ditional PR people were arguing that marketing

and public relations always have been separate

communications functions and that they should

forever stay that way. My how things have

changed!

Recently, two very well known marketing con-

sultants released a book titled The Fall of Adver-

tising and the Rise of PR. The gist of the book is

that while advertising is still the most dominant

medium used by marketers, declining advertising

effectiveness means that this communications

tool is no longer effective for introducing and

building new brands. The only way to build a

brand now, they contend, is through public rela-

tions. While this obviously led to book burnings

in advertising agencies around the world, what

made it worse is that the authors—Al Ries and his

daughter Laura Ries—are well known and

respected marketers! Al Ries (along with a former

coauthor, Jack Trout) is best known for first intro-

ducing the concept of positioning. And what

could be more marketing than that? But now, say

the Rieses, consumers have changed, and the

communications program and the way we think

about branding must change with it. Consumers

now learn about products and brands through

means other than advertising—the Rieses con-

tend that some brands including Palm, Starbucks,

and the Body Shop have succeeded with no

advertising—and advertising has lost credibility.

The Rieses contend that companies now must cre-

ate brand images through publicity and media

that consumers rely on for more “objective”

information. The role of advertising, they say, is

to maintain the brand image. And the Rieses are

not the only ones who feel this way. Linda Recu-

pero, vice president of the brand marketing com-

pany Burson-Marsteller, in New York—which was

responsible for the successful PR launches of

Botox and Segway—agrees with the premise that

PR is more effective in building a brand in the

introduction stage. Executives from large market-

ing companies like Gillette, Unilever, and Geor-

gia-Pacific have also weighed in on the side of

public relations.

But not everyone is buying the death-of-

advertising argument yet—including some PR

executives. Thomas Harris, a public relations con-

sultant, calls the book “a gross generalization”

that overlooks other public relations functions

beyond publicity. Harris argues that publicity can

be a powerful tool for mature brands—not just

introductions—citing the Pillsbury Bake-Off as

just one example. Others have taken issue with

the Rieses’ contention that advertising is now

Does the Success of Public Relations 
Mean the Death of Advertising?
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only useful for promoting mature brands, citing

their own examples of successful brand introduc-

tions supported heavily by advertising. Many

advertising and PR people feel that it is hard to

control the message disseminated through PR

channels. Heinz’s introduction of green ketchup in

an EZ Squirt bottle is one such example. While

Heinz got $10 million worth of free publicity—

three times what was to be spent on advertising—

the publicity hijacked the marketing plan when

word of the launch leaked out two months before

Heinz was ready. Heinz’s marketing plan called for

the emphasis to be placed on the bottle design,

while the publicity focused on the green color of

the ketchup. While it all ended up okay, Heinz mar-

keting managers admit they were lucky that the

green color didn’t turn kids off.

So will public relations replace advertising as the

mainstay of the communications budget? Not

likely, say Jack Neff and others writing in Advertis-

ing Age. They note that even with major declines

in 2001, advertising spending dwarfed that of PR—

$31.74 billion to $4.31 billion—and that PR spend-

ing actually declined more than did advertising

spending. Rance Crain, also of Advertising Age,

sees advertising and PR working together as a

“one-two” punch, with PR as the relationship

builder. Crain notes that “integration seems to be

the way of the future,” arguing that “whatever

the disciplines used, they all must work together to

give a unified message to the consumer.” While

opinions differ, no one seems to be saying that

public relations should return to its traditional

function. Wonder what those PR people who told

marketers to stay away are thinking?

Sources: Rance Crain, “Marketers Look at New Ideas, and PR
Becomes the ‘Closer,’” Advertising Age, July 29, 2002, p. 15;
Jack Neff, Cara Dipasqule, and Jean Halliday, “Ries’ Thesis: Ads
Don’t Build Brands, PR Does,” Advertising Age, July 15, 2002, p.
14; Jack Neff, “Will PR Kill Advertising?” advertisingage.com,
July 16, 2002, pp. 1–6.
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Regardless of which side you take in the advertising–public relations argument, one
thing is clear—the role of public relations in the communications program has
changed. While some people may disagree as to the importance and/or power of this
program element, few, if any, would contend that it is business as usual.

Publicity, public relations, and corporate advertising all have promotional program
elements that may be of great benefit to marketers. They are integral parts of the over-
all promotional effort that must be managed and coordinated with the other elements
of the promotional mix. However, these three tools do not always have the specific
objectives of product and service promotion, nor do they always involve the same
methods you have become accustomed to as you have read this text. Typically, these
activities are designed more to change attitudes toward an organization or issue than to
promote specific products or affect behaviors directly (though you will see that this
role is changing in some organizations). This chapter explores the roles of public rela-
tions, publicity, and corporate advertising, the advantages and disadvantages of each,
and the process by which they are employed. Examples of such efforts—both success-
ful and unsuccessful—are also included.

What is public relations? How does it differ from other elements of marketing
discussed thus far? Perhaps a good starting point is to define what the term public
relations has traditionally meant and then to introduce its new role.

The Traditional Definition of PR
A variety of books define public relations, but perhaps the most comprehensive defi-
nition is that offered by the Public Relations News (the weekly newsletter of the
industry):

the management function which evaluates public attitudes, identifies the policies and proce-
dures of an organization with the public interest, and executes a program of action (and com-
munication) to earn public understanding and acceptance.1

Public Relations
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Public relations is indeed a management function. The term management should be
used in its broadest sense; it is not limited to business managements but extends to
other types of organizations, including nonprofit institutions.

In this definition, public relations requires a series of stages, including:

1. The determination and evaluation of public attitudes.

2. The identification of policies and procedures of an organization with a public 
interest.

3. The development and execution of a communications program designed to bring
about public understanding and acceptance.

This process does not occur all at once. An effective public relations program con-
tinues over months or even years.

Finally, this definition reveals that public relations involves much more than
activities designed to sell a product or service. The PR program may involve some of
the promotional program elements previously discussed but use them in a different
way. For example, press releases may be sent to announce new products or changes
in the organization, special events may be organized to create goodwill in the com-
munity, and advertising may be used to state the firm’s position on a controversial
issue.

The New Role of PR
As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, in an increasing number of marketing-
oriented companies, new responsibilities have been established for public relations. It
takes on a much broader (and more marketing-oriented) perspective, designed to pro-
mote the organization as well as its products and/or services.

The way that companies and organizations use public relations might best be
viewed as a continuum. On one end of the continuum is the use of PR from a tradi-
tional perspective. In this perspective public relations is viewed as a nonmarketing
function whose primary responsibility is to maintain mutually beneficial relationships
between the organization and its publics. In this case, customers or potential cus-
tomers are only part of numerous publics—employees, investors, neighbors, special-
interest groups, and so on. Marketing and public relations are separate departments; if
external agencies are being used, they are separate agencies. At the other end of the
continuum, public relations is considered primarily a marketing communications
function. All noncustomer relationships are perceived as necessary only in a market-
ing context.2 In these organizations, public relations reports to marketing. As the book
by the Rieses clearly indicates, for many companies the PR function is moving more
and more toward a “new role,” which is much closer to a marketing function than a
traditional one.

The new role of public relations envisions both strong marketing and strong PR
departments. Rather than each department operating independently, the two work
closely together, blending their talents to provide the best overall image of the firm and
its product or service offerings.

Writing in Advertising Age, William N. Curry notes that organizations must use
caution in establishing this relationship because PR and marketing are not the same
thing, and when one becomes dominant, the balance required to operate at maximum
efficiency is lost.3 He says losing sight of the objectives and functions of public rela-
tions in an attempt to achieve marketing goals may be detrimental in the long run. Oth-
ers take an even stronger view that if public relations and marketing distinctions
continue to blur, the independence of the PR function will be lost and it will become
much less effective.4 In fact, as noted by Cutlip, Center, and Broom, marketing and
public relations are complementary functions, “with each making unique but comple-
mentary contributions to building and maintaining the many relationships essential for
organizational survival and growth. To ignore one is to risk failure in the other.”5 This
position is consistent with our perception that public relations is an important part of
the IMC process, contributing in its own way but also in a way consistent with market-
ing goals.
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Integrating PR into the Promotional Mix
Given the broader responsibilities of public relations, the issue is how to integrate it
into the promotional mix. Philip Kotler and William Mindak suggest a number of
alternative organizational designs: Either marketing or public relations can be the
dominant function; both can be equal but separate functions; or the two can perform
the same roles.6 While each of these designs has its merits, in this text we consider
public relations an IMC program element. This means that its broad role must include
traditional responsibilities.

Whether public relations takes on a traditional role or a more marketing-oriented
one, PR activities are still tied to specific communications objectives. Assessing public
attitudes and creating a favorable corporate image are no less important than promot-
ing products or services directly.

Marketing Public Relations (MPR) Functions
Thomas L. Harris has referred to public relations activities designed to support mar-
keting objectives as marketing public relations (MPR) functions.7 Marketing objec-
tives that may be aided by public relations activities include raising awareness,
informing and educating, gaining understanding, building trust, giving consumers a
reason to buy, and motivating consumer acceptance. MPR adds value to the integrated
marketing program in a number of ways:

• Building marketplace excitement before media advertising breaks. The
announcement of a new product, for example, is an opportunity for the marketer
to obtain publicity and dramatize the product, thereby increasing the effective-
ness of ads. When Volkswagen reintroduced the Beetle, a great deal of anticipa-
tion was created through public relations prior to the availability of the cars.

• Creating advertising news where there is no product news. Ads themselves can
be the focus of publicity. There seems to be as much hype about the ads on the
Super Bowl as there is for the game itself. The “Switch” campaign of Apple
Computers has generated much publicity for the ads.

• Introducing a product with little or no advertising. This strategy has been imple-
mented successfully by a number of companies, including Hewlett-Packard,
Kinetix, Ty, and Crayola. Gillette uses PR as the lead medium in every new prod-
uct launch.8

• Providing a value-added customer service. Butterball established a hotline where
people can call in to receive personal advice on how to prepare their turkeys. The
company handled 25,000 calls during one holiday season. Many companies pro-
vide such services on their Internet sites. Chicken of the Sea provides recipes to
visitors of its site (which of course suggest using Chicken of the Sea tuna).

• Building brand-to-customer bonds. The Pillsbury Bake-Off has led to strong
brand loyalty among Pillsbury customers, who compete by submitting baked
goods. The winner now receives a $1 million prize!

• Influencing the influentials—that is, providing information to opinion leaders.

• Defending products at risk and giving consumers a reason to buy. By taking con-
structive actions to defend or promote a company’s products, PR can actually
give consumers a reason to buy. Energizer’s national education campaign that
urges consumers to change the batteries in their fire alarms when they reset their
clocks in the fall has resulted in a strong corporate citizen image and increased
sales of batteries.

An excellent example of using MPRs in an integrated program is a strategy
employed by Victoria’s Secret. A spot ad that appeared on the Super Bowl (cost, $1.5
million) announcing a live webcast of the Victoria’s Secret fashion show that would
appear a few days later generated mountains of publicity. An estimated 5 billion peo-
ple worldwide were made aware of Victoria’s Secret. The rush to view the show led to
so many users signing on that servers throughout the world overloaded, causing many
to crash—and this led to even more publicity. Combining these two events with in-
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store merchandising also paid off, as sales rose by 13 percent. The Web presence pro-
duced 600,000 new catalog requests, 1.1 million registrations for e-mail updates, and
orders from 136 nations. The company has now increased its television budget, as well
as its spending in magazines like Elle and Vogue, to broaden its integrated approach.9

Additional successful implementations of MPRs are shown in Figure 17-1.
Harris notes that there are a number of advantages of using MPR:10

• It is a cost-effective way to reach the market.

• It is a highly targeted way to conduct public relations.

• It benefits from the endorsement of independent and objective third parties who
have no association with the product.

• It achieves credibility.

• It supports advertising programs by making messages more credible.

• It breaks through the clutter.

• It circumvents consumer resistance to sales efforts.

He also notes that there are disadvantages, including the following:

• There is a lack of control over the media.

• It is difficult to tie in slogans and other advertising devices.

• Media time and space are not guaranteed.

• There are no standard effectiveness measures.

One of the major threats expressed by Harris is that MPRs may lead to public rela-
tions’ becoming subservient to marketing—a concern expressed by many opponents
of MPR. However, if employed properly and used in conjunction with other traditional
public relations practices as well as IMC elements, MPR can continue to be used
effectively.
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Figure 17-1 MPR adds
value to the marketing 
program

• Segway. The strange-looking motorized transport device was introduced with no
advertising, yet it generated an estimated 758 million impressions valued at $70 mil-
lion to $80 million through free publicity. The company did not plan to advertise until
over a year after the introduction.11 (Exhibit 17-1.)

• Wonderbra. With almost no advertising support beyond billboards in major markets,
Wonderbra created anticipation for the launch of the first Wonderbra in 1994.
Already behind two major competitors, the company relied heavily on public relations
coverage and media hype to create awareness and gain attention for the product
launch. The same strategy has continued over the years, and Wonderbra has become
the number-one push-up bra in the United States.

• Rockport. Just another shoe company in the 1980s, Rockport was convinced by its
public relations agency to promote the concept of “fitness walking” through a series
of MPR initiatives. Rockport became known as the “Walking Shoe Company,” achiev-
ing a tenfold increase in sales.

• Arbor Mist Wine. After several years of researching consumer trends and brand pref-
erences for wine, Canandaigua found that younger women (among others) were dis-
satisfied with the choices of alcoholic beverages available to them. Positioning the
product as “Snapple with an attitude,” and as a fun wine, Arbor Mist used wine festi-
vals and wine tastings for local media to achieve its success. By building one-on-one
relationships with the media, Arbor Mist’s PR team was able to generate significant
publicity in New York, Chicago, Miami, and Los Angeles. The company became the
first wine ever to ship 1 million cases in less than 100 days.

• California Kiwifruit Commission. While the commission has been around since 1935,
its public relations efforts have primarily focused on disseminating health and
nutritional information about kiwis. Through a more marketing-oriented public
relations campaign, the commission was able to increase sales by as much as 300 
percent in stores and achieved a 12 percent increase in new users.
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The actual process of conducting public relations and integrating 
it into the promotional mix involves a series of both traditional and 
marketing-oriented tasks.

Determining and Evaluating Public Attitudes
You’ve learned that public relations is concerned with people’s attitudes toward the
firm or specific issues beyond those directed at a product or service. The first question
you may ask is why. Why is the firm so concerned with the public’s attitudes?

One reason is that these attitudes may affect sales of the firm’s products. A number
of companies have experienced sales declines as a result of consumer boycotts. Proc-
ter & Gamble, Coors, Nike, and Bumble Bee Seafoods are just a few companies that
responded to organized pressures. A string of SUV accidents led to major problems for
102-year-old Bridgestone/Firestone. In response to the problem, Firestone replaced
nearly 900,000 tires and implemented a communications program to counter the nega-
tive publicity, a program including television commercials, personal visits to dealers,
and print advertising such as that shown in Exhibit 17-2. As a result of the campaign,

Firestone lost none of its 10,000 independent tire dealers and
two years later was on the road to recovery.

Second, no one wants to be perceived as a bad citizen.
Corporations exist in communities, and their employees may
both work and live there. Negative attitudes carry over to
employee morale and may result in a less-than-optimal
working environment internally and in the community.

Due to their concerns about public perceptions, many pri-
vately held corporations, publicly held companies, utilities,
and media survey public attitudes. The reasons for conduct-
ing this research are many:

1. It provides input into the planning process. Once the firm
has determined public attitudes, they become the starting
point in the development of programs designed to maintain
favorable positions or change unfavorable ones.

2. It serves as an early warning system. Once a problem
exists, it may require substantial time and money to correct.
By conducting research, the firm may be able to identify
potential problems and handle them effectively before they
become serious issues.

3. It secures support internally. If research shows a problem
or potential problem exists, it will be much easier for the
public relations arm to gain the support it needs to address
this problem.

4. It increases the effectiveness of the communication. The
better it understands a problem, the better the firm can design
communications to deal with it.12
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Establishing a PR Plan
In a survey of 100 top and middle managers in the communications field, over 60 per-
cent said their PR programs involved little more than press releases, press kits for
trade shows, and new product announcements.13 Further, these tools were not
designed into a formal public relations effort but rather were used only as needed. In
other words, no structured program was evident in well over half of the companies
surveyed! As we noted earlier, the public relations process is an ongoing one, requir-
ing formalized policies and procedures for dealing with problems and opportunities.
Just as you would not develop an advertising and/or promotions program without a
plan, you should not institute public relations efforts haphazardly. Moreover, the PR
plan needs to be integrated into the overall marketing communications program. Fig-
ure 17-2 provides some questions marketers should ask to determine whether their PR
plan is workable.

Cutlip, Center, and Broom suggest a four-step process for developing a public rela-
tions plan: (1) define public relations problems; (2) plan and program; (3) take action
and communicate; and (4) evaluate the program.14 The questions in Figure 17-2 and
the four-step planning process tie in with the promotional planning process stressed
throughout this text.

Developing and Executing the PR Program
Because of the broad role that public relations may be asked to play, the PR program
may need to extend beyond promotion. A broader definition of the target market, addi-
tional communications objectives, and different messages and delivery systems may
be employed. Let us examine this process.

Determining Relevant Target Audiences The targets of public relations
efforts may vary, with different objectives for each. Some may be directly involved in
selling the product; others may affect the firm in a different way (e.g., they may be
aimed at stockholders or legislators). These audiences may be internal or external to
the firm.

Internal audiences may include the employees of the firm, stockholders and
investors, members of the local community, suppliers, and current customers. Why are
community members and customers of the firm considered internal rather than exter-
nal? According to John Marston, it’s because these groups are already connected with
the organization in some way and the firm normally communicates with them in the
ordinary routine of work.15 External audiences are those people who are not closely
connected with the organization (e.g., the public at large).
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Figure 17-2 Ten questions
for evaluating public
relations plans

1. Does the plan reflect a thorough understanding of the company’s business
situation?

2. Has the PR program made good use of research and background sources?

3. Does the plan include full analysis of recent editorial coverage?

4. Do the PR people fully understand the product’s strengths and weaknesses?

5. Does the PR program describe several cogent, relevant conclusions from the
research?

6. Are the program objectives specific and measurable?

7. Does the program clearly describe what the PR activity will be and how it will 
benefit the company?

8. Does the program describe how its results will be measured?

9. Do the research, objectives, activities, and evaluations tie together?

10. Has the PR department communicated with marketing throughout the
development of the program?
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It may be necessary to communicate with these groups on an
ongoing basis for a variety of reasons, ranging from ensuring good-
will to introducing new policies, procedures, or even products. A few
examples may help.

Employees of the Firm Maintaining morale and showcasing the
results of employees’ efforts are often prime objectives of the public
relations program. Organizational newsletters, notices on bulletin
boards, paycheck envelope stuffers, direct mail, and annual reports
are some of the methods used to communicate with these groups.
Exhibit 17-3 shows one such internal communication used by the
Business School at San Diego State University.

Personal methods of communicating may be as formal as an estab-
lished grievance committee or as informal as an office Christmas
party. Other social events, such as corporate bowling teams or pic-
nics, are also used to create goodwill.

Stockholders and Investors You may think an annual report like
the one in Exhibit 17-4 just provides stockholders and investors with
financial information regarding the firm. While this is one purpose,
annual reports are also a communications channel for informing this
audience about why the firm is or is not doing well, future plans, and

other information that goes beyond numbers.
For example, McDonald’s has successfully used annual reports to fend off potential

PR problems. One year the report described McDonald’s recycling efforts to alleviate
consumers’ concerns about waste; another report included a 12-page spread on food
and nutrition. Other companies use similar strategies, employing shareholders’ meet-
ings, video presentations, and other forms of direct mail. General Motors’ annual pub-
lic interest report is sent to shareholders and community members to detail the
company’s high standards of corporate responsibility. GM also produces a sustainabil-
ity report to update interested parties on its progress. Companies have used these
approaches to generate additional investments, to bring more of their stocks “back
home” (i.e., become more locally controlled and managed), and to produce funding to
solve specific problems, as well as to promote goodwill.

Community Members People who live and work in the community where a firm is
located or doing business are often the target of public relations efforts. Such efforts
may involve ads informing the community of activities that the organization is
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engaged in—for example, reducing air pollution, cleaning up water supplies, or, as
shown in Exhibit 17-5, protecting turtles. (As you can see, the community can be
defined very broadly.) Demonstrating to people that the organization is a good citizen
with their welfare in mind may also be a reason for communicating to these groups.

Suppliers and Customers An organization wishes to maintain goodwill with its
suppliers as well as its consuming public. If consumers think a company is not socially
conscious, they may take their loyalties elsewhere. Suppliers may be inclined to do 
the same.

Sometimes sponsoring a public relations effort results in direct evidence of success.
For example, the “Just say no” to drugs campaign was a boon to companies manufac-
turing drug testing kits, hospitals offering drug rehabilitation programs, and TV news
programs’ ratings.16 Indirect indications of the success of PR efforts may include more
customer loyalty, less antagonism, or greater cooperation between the firm and its sup-
pliers or consumers.

Sometimes a public relations effort is targeted to more than one group. For exam-
ple, San Diego Gas & Electric (SDGE), the public utility company for the San Diego
area, has suffered from extreme negative attitudes among its customers due to its high
rates. This problem was aggravated when a series of management blunders resulted in
even higher rates and SDGE announced plans to build a nuclear plant in one of the
lagoons near the ocean, resulting in protests from consumers and environmentalists.
Stockholders and potential investors lacked trust, and employee morale was low.
(Company cars with the SDGE logo on the doors were vandalized, and drivers were
threatened to the point where the identifying logos had to be removed.)

The public relations plan developed to deal with these problems targeted a variety
of publics and employed a number of channels. TV spots showed consumers how to
save energy, print ads explained the reasons for the energy purchases made by man-
agement, and PR programs were developed to foster more community interaction.
These programs have led to much more favorable attitudes among all the publics tar-
geted. (At least employees can put the SDGE logo back on their cars.)

Relevant audiences may also include people not directly involved with the firm.
The press, educators, civic and business groups, governments, and the financial com-
munity can be external audiences.

The Media Perhaps one of the most critical external publics is the media, which
determine what you will read in your newspapers or see on TV, and how this news will
be presented. Because of the media’s power, they should be informed of the firm’s
actions. Companies issue press releases and communicate through conferences, inter-
views, and special events. The media are generally receptive to such information as
long as it is handled professionally; reporters are always interested in good stories.
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In turn, the media are concerned about how the com-
munity perceives them. Exhibit 17-6 is a public relations
piece distributed by a San Diego TV station that describes
a variety of ways the station benefits the community.

Educators A number of organizations provide educa-
tors with information regarding their activities. The
Direct Marketing Association, the Promotional Products
Association, and the Yellow Pages Publishers Associa-
tion (YPPA), among others, keep educators informed in
an attempt to generate goodwill as well as exposure for
their causes. These groups and major corporations pro-
vide information regarding innovations, state-of-the-art
research, and other items of interest (Exhibit 17-7). YPPA
provides materials specifically designed for educators.

Educators are a target audience because, like the media,
they control the flow of information to certain parties—in
this case, people like you. BusinessWeek, Fortune, and
Fast Company magazines attempt to have professors use
their magazines in their classes, as does The Wall Street
Journal, The New York Times, and Advertising Age, among
others. In addition to selling more magazines, such usage
would also lend credibility to the mediums.

Civic and Business Organizations The local Jaycees,
Kiwanis, and other nonprofit civic organizations also
serve as gatekeepers of information. Companies’ finan-
cial contributions to these groups, speeches at organiza-

tion functions, and sponsorships are all designed to create goodwill. Corporate
executives’ service on the boards of nonprofit organizations also generates positive
public relations.

Governments Public relations often attempts to influence government bodies
directly at both local and national levels. Successful lobbying may mean immediate
success for a product, while regulations detrimental to the firm may cost it millions.
Imagine for a moment what FDA approval of NutraSweet meant to Searle or what
could happen to the beer and wine industries if TV advertising were banned. The bicy-
cle helmet industry sometimes experiences sales increases of 200 to 400 percent in a
state when it passes a helmet law.

After decades of criticism from special-interest groups, the
beer industry was forced to take steps to counteract legislation and
other forms of government intervention similar to those affecting
the cigarette and liquor industries. The beer industry’s response
was to support its political action committee, called Six-PAC, so
that the committee could become more visible and active in its
lobbying efforts in Washington, D.C. One of the first moves was
to establish a new image for the industry, with a new slogan titled
“Family businesses delivering America’s beverage.” Increased
campaign contributions to candidates and pressures to investigate
groups the industry felt were “gunning for beer” were also initi-
ated. The lobby’s efforts have paid off. While cigarettes and liquor
continue to fall under attack and have had excise taxes levied on
them, the beer industry remains unscathed and has a much more
favorable reputation.17

Financial Groups In addition to current shareholders, potential
shareholders and investors may be relevant target markets. Finan-
cial advisors, lending institutions, and others must be kept abreast
of new developments as well as financial information, since they
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offer the potential for new sources of funding. Press releases and corporate reports
play an important role in providing information to these publics.

Implementing the PR Program Once the research has been conducted and
the target audiences identified, the public relations program must be developed and
delivered to the receivers. A number of PR tools are available for this purpose, including
press releases, press conferences, exclusives, interviews, and community involvement.

The Press Release One of the most important publics is the press. To be used by the
press, information must be factual, true, and of interest to the medium as well as to its
audience. As shown in Figure 17-3, the source of the press release can do certain
things to improve the likelihood that the “news” will be disseminated.

The information in a press release won’t be used unless it’s of interest to the readers
of the medium it’s sent to (Exhibit 17-8). For example, financial institutions may issue
press releases to business trade media and to the editor of the business section of a
general-interest newspaper. Information on the release of a new rock album is of more
interest to radio disk jockeys than to TV newscasters; sports news also has its inter-
ested audiences.
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Figure 17-3 Getting the
public relations story told

Jonathan Schenker of Ketchum Public Relations, New York, suggests four technological
methods to make life easier for the press and to increase the likelihood that the media
will use your story:

1. Telephone press conferences. Since reporters cannot always get to a press
conference, use the telephone to call them for coverage.

2. In-studio media tours. Satellite communications providing a story, and a chance to
interview, from a central location such as a TV studio save broadcast journalists time
and money by eliminating their need to travel.

3. Multicomponent video news releases (VNR). A five-component package consisting of
a complete script in print and on tape, a video release with a live reporter, a local
contact source at which to target the video, and a silent video news release that
allows the station to fill in with its own news reporter lend an advantage by saving
the media money.

4. Targeted newswire stories. When the sender targets the public relations message,
reporters are spared the need to read through volumes of news stories to select
those of interest to their target audiences.

Exhibit 17-8 A Graco
press release
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Press Conferences We are all familiar with press conferences held by
political figures. While used less often by organizations and corporations,
this form of delivery can be very effective. The topic must be of major inter-
est to a specific group before it is likely to gain coverage. Usually major
accomplishments (such as the awarding of the next Super Bowl or
Olympics location), major breakthroughs (such as medical cures), emergen-
cies, or catastrophes warrant a national press conference. On a local level,
community events, local developments, and the like may receive coverage.
Companies often call press conferences when they have significant news to
announce, such as the introduction of a new product or advertising cam-
paign. Sports teams use this tool to attract fan attention and interest when a
new star is signed. TV3, a Malaysian broadcast system, held an interna-
tional press conference to announce its introduction of an interactive TV
service. Reebok held a press conference and issued a press release to
announce it had signed rock star Shakira to an endorsement agreement. The
Grammy Award–winning artist would be featured in Reebok’s advertising
campaign, and Reebok would sponsor her tour. Print ads, billboards, in-
store displays, and consumer promotions were also included as part of the
IMC package (Exhibit 17-9).

Exclusives Although most public relations efforts seek a variety of channels for
distribution, an alternative strategy is to offer one particular medium exclusive rights
to the story if that medium reaches a substantial number of people in the target 
audience. Offering an exclusive may enhance the likelihood of acceptance. As you
watch television over the next few weeks, look for the various networks’ and local
stations’ exclusives. Notice how the media actually use these exclusives to promote
themselves.

Interviews When you watch TV or read magazines, pay close attention to the per-
sonal interviews. Usually someone will raise specific questions, and a spokesperson
provided by the firm will answer them. For example, when four people died from eat-
ing tainted hamburgers at Jack in the Box restaurants, the company’s president gave
personal interviews with the press to detail the corrective actions the company would
take. Microsoft’s president, Steve Ballmer, appeared in a number of personal inter-
views to present the company’s position in a legal case brought against it by the U.S.
government. Monica Lewinsky’s first TV interview with Barbara Walters of ABC was
a major coup for the network, as the ratings were among the highest ever recorded.
(The interview just happened to take place during “sweeps”!)

Community Involvement Many corporations enhance their public images
through involvement in the local community. This involvement may take many
forms, including membership in local organizations like the Kiwanis or Jaycees and
contributions to or participation in community events. For example, after Hurricane
Floyd created so much damage in the South, a number of companies came to the
assistance of those experiencing losses. Retail Alliance provided $1 million in 
interest-free loans to small businesses. Lowe’s stores contributed $5,000 and the
Franciscus Company, a Virginia Beach condo developer, donated furnishings from
professionally decorated model homes.18 In addition, a local trade association raised
$53,000 for victims in less than one week. A flood in Venezuela, which killed hun-
dreds, brought aid from governments and businesses from around the world. Similar
actions were taken after floods in the Midwest by Provident Bank, Parmalat USA
(milk donations), and Wal-Mart, among others. The media also devoted free airtime
to aid victims by coordinating activities, announcing programs and food drop-off
points, and so on. After the September 11 terrorist attacks, corporations from all over
the world donated time, money, and other types of assistance in a variety of forms to
help victims. The subsequent war in Afghanistan resulted in countries’ lending assis-
tance by providing medical supplies, clothing, equipment, and food and shelter to
people in that country.
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The Internet As mentioned briefly in Chapter 15, the Internet has become a means
by which companies and organizations can disseminate public relations information.
Just as in the print media, companies have used the Web to establish media relations
and government, investor, and community relationships; deal with crises; and even
conduct cause marketing. Companies have used their websites to address issues, as
well as to provide information about products and services, archive press releases,
link to other articles and sites, and provide lists of activities and events. In October
2002, poultry processor Pilgrim’s Pride issued a nationwide recall of 27.4 million
pounds of cooked sandwich meat—the largest meat recall in U.S. history—after
warnings of possible contamination from listeria. While not linked directly to the ill-
ness, the company wanted to be sure that its products were not responsible. To assist
in providing information to consumers, Pilgrim’s Pride called a press conference,
issued press releases, and provided information on its website (Exhibit 17-10).19

Other Internet tools, including e-mails and e-mail newsletters, have also been used
effectively.

Shel Holtz notes that while there are many similarities between public relations
activities conducted in traditional media and those conducted on the Internet, three
main elements account for the differences between the two:

1. The Internet offers a more limited opportunity to gain attention due to short expo-
sure times.

2. The Internet offers the opportunity to build internal links that provide the media
with instant access to additional sources of information on the issue.

3. The Internet offers the ability to provide much more substantial information. Print
and broadcast materials are confined by time and space limitations, while the 
Internet can literally provide volumes of information at a fingertip—or click of a
mouse.20

Holtz also notes that while public relations activities are increasing on the Internet,
and will continue to do so, PR people have been some of the slowest to adopt the new
technology. However, as more and more media people and PR people gain confidence,
the Internet will become a major source of public relations activities.

Other methods of distributing information include photo kits, bylined articles
(signed by the firm), speeches, and trade shows. Of course, the specific mode of distri-
bution is determined by the nature of the story and the interest of the media and its
publics.
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Advantages and Disadvantages of PR
Like the other program elements, public relations has both advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages include the following:

1. Credibility. Because public relations communications are not perceived in the
same light as advertising—that is, the public does not realize the organization either
directly or indirectly paid for them—they tend to have more credibility. The fact that
the media are not being compensated for providing the information may lead
receivers to consider the news more truthful and credible. For example, an article in
newspapers or magazines discussing the virtues of aspirin may be perceived as much
more credible than an ad for a particular brand of aspirin.

Automotive awards presented in magazines such as Motor Trend have long been
known to carry clout with potential car buyers. Now marketers have found that even
lesser media mean a lot as well. General Motors’ Pontiac division played up an award
given to Pontiac as “the best domestic sedan” by MotorWeek in a 30-minute program
carried by about 300 public broadcasting stations. Likewise, Chrysler trumpeted the
awards given to its Jeep Cherokee by 4-Wheel & Off Road magazines.21 It has become
a common practice for car companies to promote their achievements.

News about a product may in itself serve as the subject of an ad. Exhibit 17-11
demonstrates how Olympus used favorable publicity from a variety of sources to pro-
mote its digital camera. A number of auto manufacturers have also taken advantage in
their ads of high customer satisfaction ratings reported by J. D. Powers & Associates,
an independent research firm specializing in automotive research.

2. Cost. In both absolute and relative terms, the cost of public relations is very low,
especially when the possible effects are considered. While a firm can employ public
relations agencies and spend millions of dollars on PR, for smaller companies this
form of communication may be the most affordable alternative available.
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Krispy Kreme, a donut shop, started in 1934 in Winston-Salem. While the one
store slowly grew into a 34-state chain over the years, it was really not a popular,
well-known national brand. Then with a strong PR program and a subsequent IPO,
Krispy Kreme took off. When a new Krispy Kreme shop opens today, press coverage
and free publicity almost eliminate the need for advertising.

Many public relations programs require little more than the time and expenses
associated with putting the program together and getting it distributed, yet they still
accomplish their objectives.

3. Avoidance of clutter. Because they are typically perceived as news items, public
relations messages are not subject to the clutter of ads. A story regarding a new prod-
uct introduction or breakthrough is treated as a news item and is likely to receive
attention. When Steven Jobs (the founder of Apple Computer) announced his return to
Apple, after being with another firm for years, all the networks covered it, as did
major newspapers and magazines. Some (like CNN) devoted two- to three-minute
segments to the story.

4. Lead generation. Information about technological innovations, medical break-
throughs, and the like results almost immediately in a multitude of inquiries. These
inquiries may give the firm some quality sales leads.

5. Ability to reach specific groups. Because some products appeal to only small mar-
ket segments, it is not feasible to engage in advertising and/or promotions to reach
them. If the firm does not have the financial capabilities to engage in promotional
expenditures, the best way to communicate to these groups is through public relations.

6. Image building. Effective public relations helps to develop a positive image for the
organization. A strong image is insurance against later misfortunes. For example, in
1982, seven people in the Chicago area died after taking Extra Strength Tylenol
capsules that had been laced with cyanide (after they reached the store). Within one
week of the poisonings, Tylenol’s market share fell from 35 to only 6.5 percent.
Strong public relations efforts combined with an already strong product and corporate
image helped the product rebound (despite the opinions of many experts that it had no
chance of recovering). A brand or firm with a lesser image would never have been
able to come back. The ad in Exhibit 17-12 demonstrates the power of a strong image.
The Firestone tire recall cited earlier is another example. Because of a strong image
established over 102 years of doing business, Firestone was able to weather the storm
and recover from the incident.

Perhaps the major disadvantage of public relations is the potential for not complet-
ing the communications process. While public relations messages can break through
the clutter of commercials, the receiver may not make the connection to the source.
Many firms’ PR efforts are never associated with their sponsors in the public mind.

Public relations may also misfire through mismanagement and a lack of coordina-
tion with the marketing department. When marketing and PR departments operate
independently, there is a danger of inconsistent communications, redundancies in
efforts, and so on.

The key to effective public relations is to establish a good program, worthy of pub-
lic interest, and manage it properly. To determine if this program is working, the firm
must measure the effectiveness of the PR effort.

Measuring the Effectiveness of PR
As with the other promotional program elements, it is important to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the public relations efforts. In addition to determining the contribution of
this program element to attaining communications objectives, the evaluation offers
other advantages:

1. It tells management what has been achieved through public relations activities.

2. It provides management with a way to measure public relations achievements
quantitatively.

3. It gives management a way to judge the quality of public relations achievements
and activities.
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Exhibit 17-12 This Wall
Street Journal ad stresses
the value of a strong brand
and/or corporate image

As shown in Figure 17-4, a number of criteria may be used to measure the effects of
PR programs. Raymond Simon suggests additional means for accomplishing this eval-
uation process, including the following:

• Personal observation and reaction. Personal observation and evaluation by one’s
superiors should occur at all levels of the organization.

• Matching objectives and results. Specific objectives designed to attain the overall
communications objectives should be related to actions, activities, or media coverage.
For example, placing a feature story in a specific number of media is an objective,
quantitative, and measurable goal.22

• The team approach. Harold Mendelsohn suggests that one way to achieve attitude
and behavior modification through public information campaigns is the team
approach, whereby evaluators are actually involved in the campaign.23 By using
research principles and working together, the team develops—and accomplishes—
goals.
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• Management by objectives. Executives and their managers act together to identify
goals to be attained and the responsibilities of the managers. These goals are then used
as a standard to measure accomplishments.

• Public opinion and surveys. Research in the form of public opinion surveys may be
used to gather data to evaluate program goal attainment.

• Audits. Both internal and external audits may be used. Internal audits involve eval-
uations by superiors or peers within the firm to determine the performance of the
employee (or his or her programs). External audits are conducted by consultants, the
client (in the case of a PR agency), or other parties outside the organization.

A number of other bases for evaluation can be used. Walter Lindenmann says three
levels of measures are involved: (1) the basic, which measures the actual PR activities
undertaken; (2) the intermediate, which measures audience reception and understand-
ing of the message; and (3) the advanced, which measures the perceptual and behav-
ioral changes that result.24

Some organizations may use a combination of measures, depending on their specific
needs. For example, Hewlett-Packard uses impression counts, awareness and prefer-
ence studies, in-house assessments, press clippings counts, and tracking studies.25

In summary, the role of public relations in the promotional mix is changing. As PR
has become more marketing oriented, the criteria by which the programs are evaluated
have also changed. At the same time, nonmarketing activities will continue to be part
of the public relations department and part of the basis for evaluation.
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Figure 17-4 Criteria for
measuring the effectiveness
of PR

A system for measuring the effectiveness of the public relations program has been
developed by Lotus HAL. The criteria used in the evaluation process follow:

• Total number of impressions over time

• Total number of impressions on the target audience

• Total number of impressions on specific target audiences

• Percentage of positive articles over time

• Percentage of negative articles over time

• Ratio of positive to negative articles

• Percentage of positive/negative articles by subject

• Percentage of positive/negative articles by publication or reporter

• Percentage of positive/negative articles by target audience

Publicity refers to the generation of news about a person, product, or service that
appears in broadcast or print media. To many marketers, publicity and public relations
are synonymous. In fact, publicity is really a subset of the public relations effort.

But there are several major differences. First, publicity is typically a short-term
strategy, while public relations is a concerted program extending over a period of time.
Second, public relations is designed to provide positive information about the firm and
is usually controlled by the firm or its agent. Publicity, on the other hand, is not always
positive and is not always under the control of, or paid for by, the organization. Both
positive and negative publicity often originates from sources other than the firm.

In most organizations, publicity is controlled and disseminated by the public rela-
tions department. In this section, we discuss the role publicity plays in the promotional
program and some of the ways marketers use and react to these communications.

The Power of Publicity
One of the factors that most sets off publicity from the other program elements is the
sheer power this form of communication can generate. Unfortunately for marketers,
this power is not always realized in the way they would like it to be. Publicity can
make or break a product or even a company.

Earlier we discussed the substantial drop in Tylenol sales after extensive media
coverage of the tampering with its products while on store shelves. The Johnson &

Publicity
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Johnson marketing efforts (including a strong public relations emphasis) designed to
aid recovery were a model in proficiency that will be studied by students of marketing
(in both the classroom and the boardroom) for many years. By January 1983, almost
100 percent of the original brand share had been regained. When Odwalla’s brand was
threatened by negative publicity resulting from contaminated juice, the company
immediately recalled the product, increased safety measures, and paid medical bills
for those who had become ill. It also established a website and 800 numbers to make
information easily available to concerned customers (Exhibit 17-13). The company
has regained 100 percent of its market share as a result of these efforts. Unfortunately,
a marketer cannot always capitalize on positive publicity or control the effects of neg-
ative publicity so effectively.

Why is publicity so much more powerful than advertising or sales promotion—or
even other forms of public relations? First, publicity is highly credible. Unlike adver-
tising and sales promotions, publicity is not usually perceived as being sponsored by
the company (in the negative instances, it never is). So consumers perceive this infor-
mation as more objective and place more confidence in it. In fact, Consumer Reports,
the medium responsible for one of the examples previously cited, recently ran an ad
campaign designed to promote its credibility by noting it does not accept advertising
and therefore can be objective in its evaluations.

Publicity information may be perceived as endorsed by the medium in which it
appears. For example, publicity regarding a breakthrough in the durability of golf balls
will go far to promote them if it is reported by Golf magazine. Car & Driver’s award
for car of the year reflects the magazine’s perception of the quality of the auto selected.

Still another reason for publicity’s power is its news value and the frequency of
exposure it generates. When Krispy Kreme opened a store in Woodbury, Minnesota,
anxious consumers camped out overnight waiting for the store to open. Every local
television station covered the event—some with live reports from the scene.26 The free
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Exhibit 17-13 Odwalla
assures customers of its
quality
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publicity (advertising?) is often repeated in other locales where Krispy Kreme opens a
shop, and it occurs for other well-hyped products as well.

The bottom line is that publicity is news, and people like to pass on information that
has news value. Publicity thus results in a significant amount of free, credible, word-
of-mouth information regarding the firm and its products.

The Control and Dissemination of Publicity
In some of the examples cited earlier, the control of publicity was not in the hands of
the company. While in some instances it is the firm’s own blunder to allow informa-
tion to leak out, companies like KMart and Martha Stewart could do nothing to stop
the media from releasing negative information. When publicity becomes news, it is
reported by the media, sometimes despite the efforts of the firm. In these instances, the
organization needs to react to the potential threat created by the news. IMC Perspec-
tive 17-1 reports on some interesting examples.

A good example of one company’s efforts to respond to adverse publicity is shown
in Exhibit 17-14. Tree Top’s problems began when all the major news media reported
that the chemical Alar, used by some growers to regulate the growth of apples, might
cause cancer in children. Despite published statements by reliable scientific and med-
ical authorities (including the surgeon general) that Alar does not cause cancer, a few
special-interest groups were able to generate an extraordinary amount of adverse
publicity, causing concern among consumers and purchasing agents. A few school
districts took apples off their menus, and even applesauce and juice were implicated.
Tree Top ran the ad in Exhibit 17-14 to state its position and alleviate consumers’
fears. It also sent a direct mailing to nutritionists and day care operators. The cam-
paign was successful in assuring consumers of the product’s safety and rebuilding
their confidence.

In other instances, however, publicity must be managed like any other promotional
tool. For example, when Martha Stewart was accused by the SEC (Securities and
Exchange Commission) of insider trading, the negative publicity had severe conse-
quences for her company. Sales dropped, stocks plummeted, and advertisers withheld
ads waiting to see what would happen.27

Publicity can also work for marketers. A number of kids’
toys (Pokemon, Power Rangers) achieved significant sales
due to high levels of positive publicity and word-of-mouth
advertising. Sales of Cabernet Sauvignon increased an aver-
age of 45 percent in the month after a CBS 60 Minutes
report that daily moderate consumption of red wine can
reduce the risk of heart disease. There are many more exam-
ples of the positive impact publicity can have.

Marketers like to have as much control as possible over
the time and place where information is released. One way
to do this is with the video news release (VNR), a publicity
piece produced by publicists so that stations can air it as a
news story. The videos almost never mention that they are
produced by the subject organization, and most news sta-
tions don’t mention it either. Many pharmaceutical compa-
nies like Pfizer, Aventis, and AstraZeneca have used VNRs,
as have GNC, Mercedes, Nieman Marcus, and others.

In their efforts to manage publicity and public relations,
marketers are continuously learning more about these activi-
ties. Courses are offered and books written on how to man-
age publicity. These books cover how to make a presentation,
whom to contact, how to issue a press release, and what to
know about each medium addressed, including TV, radio,
newspapers, magazines, and direct-response advertising.
They discuss such alternative media as news conferences,
seminars, events, and personal letters, as well as insights 
on how to deal with government and other legislative bod-
ies. Because this information is too extensive to include as a
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Exhibit 17-14 Tree Top
responds to the threat of
negative publicity
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 17-1

Peace Signs, Bobbleheads, Space Sprouts, 
and Other PR Blunders
The power of publicity is well known to marketers, who
constantly attempt to manage it to create “buzz”
about their products and/or services. In success sto-
ries like the movie Blair Witch Project, The PT Cruiser,
and Vespa Scooters, positive publicity played a big
part. But what happens when good intentions go
wrong? Following are some of the marketing efforts
that did not work out so well.

• McDonald’s Bobbleheads. It seems like everybody is
marketing bobbleheads these days. The hot trend of
creating the figurine likenesses of people, usually ath-
letes, has been adopted by a variety of companies as
well as nonprofits and universities (San Diego State
gave away Marshall Faulk bobbleheads). Unfortunately,
some of the characters had an excess of lead paint on
them, rendering them unsafe for children. McDonald’s
discovered the problem through its own testing and
recalled 100,000 of the likenesses of Chicago Bears
players Brian Urlacher and Anthony Thomas. (The fig-
urines were being sold for $5 each in areas just outside
Chicago.) The company then alerted the Consumer
Products Safety Commission, which issued a recall.
McDonald’s claimed that the manufacturer—Bobbie
Dreams—distributed the products prior to seeing the
test results. While no consumers were hurt, you can be
sure the relationship between McDonald’s and Bobbie
Dreams was.

• Burger King et al. In 2001, the U.S. Consumer
Products Safety Commission ordered four fast-food
chains to recall toy premiums that posed a risk to
small children. Burger King Corp. and Alcone Market-

ing Group were forced to recall 2.6 million of the
“Hourglass Space Sprout” and “Look for Me Bumble-
bee” toys after learning that the toys, when broken,
released small beads that could cause children to
choke if the children put the beads in their mouths.
Although no one was hurt, at least 18 incidents were
reported. When the problem was discovered, Burger
King notified the CPSC and subsequently hired
outside safety experts to review future operations.

• FedEx. FedEx’s well-liked Super Bowl spot which fea-
tured the Wizard of Oz munchkins inhaling helium to
raise their voices was not so well liked by everyone.
The National Inhalant Prevention Coalition, the
National PTA, and the Partnership for a Drug Free
America banded together to ask FedEx to discontinue
airing the spot. The company did so just a few weeks
after its initial showing.

• IBM. City officials in Chicago and San Francisco
threatened to bring lawsuits against IBM because
peace symbols, penguins, and hearts were spray-
painted on city sidewalks to promote the introduction
of IBM’s new Linux-based operating system. IBM said
the sidewalks were supposed to be painted in
biodegradable chalk, instead of the graffiti paint that
was used by the contractors. IBM learned about the
problem when a painter hired by Ch’rewd Marketing
and Promotions was arrested for criminal damage to
property, vandalism, and possession of spray paint.
Both cities threatened IBM with fines as well as costs
associated with cleaning up each of 100-plus
paintings. Sun Microsystems, Inc., a competitor of
IBM, attempted to turn IBM’s gaff into a PR bonanza
of its own by offering to clean up the paint to “clean
up after IBM.”

• Microsoft. In the fall of 2002, New York City sent
Microsoft a summons for defacing public property
when Microsoft logo butterfly decals were pasted on
sidewalks, streets and other public properties to
announce the launch of MSN 8.0 software.

In each of these cases, and there are many, many
more to report, a marketing effort turned into a public
relations problem. Fortunately, no one was hurt—
except the pride of the companies involved, their pock-
etbooks, and their contractual relationships.

Sources: Kate MacArthur, “McDonald’s Recalls Lead Paint 
Bobbleheads,” Sept. 20, 2002, AdAge.com, p. 1; Margie Mason,
“San Francisco and Chicago Officials Rankled by IBM’s ‘Peace’ Ads,”
www.individual.com, Apr. 30, 2001, pp. 1–2; Thor Olavsrud, “Sun
Offers to Clean Up IBM Mess,” www.Internetnews.com, Apr. 30, 2001,
p. 1; Jeanie Casison, “Toy Story,” Incentive, October 2001, pp. 10–11.
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single chapter in this text, we suggest you peruse one of the many books available on
this subject for additional insights.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Publicity
Publicity offers the advantages of credibility, news value, significant word-of-mouth
communications, and a perception of being endorsed by the media. Beyond the poten-
tial impact of negative publicity, two major problems arise from the use of publicity:
timing and accuracy.

Timing Timing of the publicity is not always completely under the control of the
marketer. Unless the press thinks the information has very high news value, the timing
of the press release is entirely up to the media—if it gets released at all. Thus, the
information may be released earlier than desired or too late to make an impact.

Accuracy A major way to get publicity is the press release. Unfortunately, the
information sometimes gets lost in translation—that is, it is not always reported the
way the provider wishes it to be. As a result, inaccurate information, omissions, or
other errors may result. Sometimes when you see a publicity piece that was written on
the basis of a press release, you wonder if the two are even about the same topic.

Measuring the Effectiveness of Publicity
The methods for measuring the effects of publicity are essentially the same as those
discussed earlier under the broader topic of public relations. Rather than reiterate them
here, we thought it would be more interesting to show you an actual example. Figure
17-5 is a model developed by Ketchum Public Relations for tracking the effects of
publicity. (I guess we just provided Ketchum with some free publicity.)

One of the more controversial forms of advertising is corporate
advertising. Actually an extension of the public relations function,
corporate advertising does not promote any one specific product or
service. Rather, it is designed to promote the firm overall, by enhancing its image,
assuming a position on a social issue or cause, or seeking direct involvement in some-
thing. Why is corporate advertising controversial? A number of reasons are offered:

1. Consumers are not interested in this form of advertising. A Gallup and Robinson
study reported in Advertising Age found consumers were 35 percent less interested in
corporate ads than in product-oriented advertising.28 This may be because consumers
do not understand the reasons behind such ads. Of course, much of this confusion
results from ads that are not very good from a communications standpoint.

2. It’s a costly form of self-indulgence. Firms have been accused of engaging in
corporate image advertising only to satisfy the egos of top management. This argu-
ment stems from the fact that corporate ads are not easy to write. The message to be
communicated is not as precise and specific as one designed to position a product, so
the top managers often dictate the content of the ad, and the copy reflects their ideas
and images of the corporation.

3. The firm must be in trouble. Some critics believe the only time firms engage in cor-
porate advertising is when they are in trouble—either in a financial sense or in the
public eye—and are advertising to attempt to remedy the problem. There are a num-
ber of forms of corporate advertising, each with its own objectives. These critics argue
that these objectives have become important only because the firm has not been man-
aged properly.

4. Corporate advertising is a waste of money. Given that the ads do not directly
appeal to anyone, are not understood, and do not promote anything specific, critics say
the monies could be better spent in other areas. Again, much of this argument has its
foundation in the fact that corporate image ads are often intangible. They typically do
not ask directly for a purchase; they do not ask for investors. Rather, they present a

Corporate Advertising
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Figure 17-5 The Ketchum Effectiveness Yardstick (KEY)—a strategic approach to the measurement of public
relations results

At Ketchum, we believe strongly that it is possible to measure public relations effectiveness. We also believe strongly that
measuring public relations results can be done in a timely and cost-efficient manner.

Our strategic approach to public relations measurement involves a two-step process:

1. Setting in advance very specific and clearly defined public relations goals and objectives, and,

2. Pinpointing those levels of measurement that are crucial to the organization in determining to what extent those
specific public relations goals and objectives have been met.

In the model, there are three levels for measuring PR effectiveness:

• Level #1—the Basic level for measuring public relations OUTPUTS. This measures the amount of exposure an organiza-
tion receives in the media, the total number of placements, the total number of impressions, and/or the likelihood of
having reached specific target audience groups. Research tools often used when conducting Level #1 measurement
include content analysis or publicity tracking studies, secondary analysis, segmentation analysis, and basic public opinion
polls.

• Level #2—the Intermediate level for measuring public relations OUTGROWTHS. Outgrowths measure whether or not tar-
get audience groups actually received the messages directed at them, paid attention to them, understood the messages,
and retained those messages in any shape or form. Research tools often used when conducting Level #2 measurement
include focus groups; in-depth interviews; telephone, mail, face-to-face, or mall intercept surveys; testing techniques;
and recall studies.

• Level #3—the Advanced level for measuring public relations OUTCOMES. This measures opinion, attitude, and/or behav-
ior change to determine if there has been a shift in views and/or how people act when it comes to an organization, its
products, or its services. Research tools often used when conducting Level #3 measurement include before-and-after
studies, experimental and quasi-experimental research, ethnographic studies, communications audits, and multivariate
analyses of data.

• The different levels of measuring public relations impact can be plotted on a yardstick in a hierarchial fashion. Here is a
graphic displaying the KETCHUM EFFECTIVENESS YARDSTICK (KEY), which summarizes from left to right these levels of
public relations measurement:

Level #1 Level #2 Level #3

Basic—Measuring Intermediate—Measuring Advanced—Measuring

OUTPUTS OUTGROWTHS OUTCOMES

Media placements Receptivity Opinion change

Impressions Awareness Attitude change

Targeted Comprehension Behavior change

Audiences Retention

More detailed information about Ketchum’s strategic approach to measuring public relations effectiveness may be
obtained by contacting Graham Hueber, Vice President and Director of Research at Ketchum.
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position or try to create an image. Because they are not specific, many critics believe
their purpose is lost on the audience and these ads are not a wise investment of the
firm’s resources.

Despite these criticisms and others, corporate advertising has increased in use. It’s
been estimated that more than 7 percent of all advertising dollars spent are for corporate
advertising, meaning billions of dollars are spent on this form of communication.29

While corporate advertising has generally been regarded as the domain of compa-
nies such as USX, Phillips Petroleum, Aventis, and Deutsche Telekom (that is, compa-
nies that primarily sell directly to the consumer market), this is no longer the case.
Beatrice Foods, BASF, and Procter & Gamble are just a few consumer-product com-
panies running corporate image ads, and Lucent Technologies, Microsoft, and Pfizer
have also increased expenditures in this area.

Since the term corporate advertising tends to be used as a catchall for any type of
advertising run for the direct benefit of the corporation rather than its products 
or services, much advertising falls into this category. For purposes of this text (and 
to attempt to bring some perspective to the term), we use it to describe any type 
of advertising designed to promote the organization itself rather than its products or
services.

Objectives of Corporate Advertising
Corporate advertising may be designed with two goals in mind: (1) creating a positive
image for the firm and (2) communicating the organization’s views on social, busi-
ness, and environmental issues. More specific applications include:

• Boosting employee morale and smoothing labor relations.

• Helping newly deregulated industries ease consumer uncertainty and answer
investor questions.

• Helping diversified companies establish an identity for the parent firm rather than
relying solely on brand names.30

As these objectives indicate, corporate advertising is targeted at both internal and
external audiences and involves the promotion of the organization as well as its ideas.

Types of Corporate Advertising
Marketers seek attainment of corporate advertising’s objectives by implementing
image, advocacy, or cause-related advertising. Each form is designed to achieve spe-
cific goals.

Image Advertising One form of corporate advertising is devoted to
promoting the organization’s overall image. Image advertising may accom-
plish a number of objectives, including creating goodwill both internally and
externally, creating a position for the company, and generating resources,
both human and financial. A number of methods are used:

1. General image or positioning ads. As shown in Exhibit 17-15, ads are
often designed to create an image of the firm in the public mind. The exhibit
shows how Tyco is attempting to create an image of itself as a market leader
and health care expert, not a toy company. A number of companies have cre-
ated new names—for example, Accenture, Verizon, and Allianz—in an
attempt to create a new image.

Other companies and organizations have used image advertising to
attempt to change an existing image. The American Medical Association
(AMA), responding to its less-than-positive image among many Americans
who perceived doctors negatively, ran a series of ads portraying doctors in a
more sensitive light. It spent over $1.75 million to highlight the caring,
sharing, and sensitive side of AMA members.31 Penthouse magazine
attempted to change its image with advertisers by running ads in trade mag-
azines that showed Penthouse was not just a magazine with pictures of
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Exhibit 17-15 Tyco uses
image advertising to avoid
confusion
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nude females. The ad for America’s pharmaceutical companies (Exhibit 17-16) casts
the industry in a very favorable light. In 2002 Philip Morris Company, Inc., share-
holders voted to change the company’s name to Altria Group, Inc. Altria is derived
from the Latin word meaning to “reach higher.” Philip Morris CEO, Geoffrey Bible,
said that the name was being changed to reflect the fact that the company was no
longer just a cigarette company and that the new name better reflects its diversity.
Others contend the move was an attempt to disassociate itself from the negative
image of cigarettes.

2. Sponsorships. A firm often runs corporate image advertising on TV programs or spe-
cials. For example, the Hallmark or IBM specials and documentaries on network TV
and Mobil and Gulf Oil program sponsorships on public TV are designed to promote
the corporation as a good citizen. By associating itself with high-quality or educational

programming, the firm hopes for a carryover effect that benefits its own
image.

Other examples of sponsorships include those run by Outback Steak
House (LUPUS), Providian Financial (children and youth), McDonald’s
(UNICEF), and GM (Make-A-Wish). Exhibit 17-17 shows KitchenAid’s
sponsorship of the fight against breast cancer.

Visa considers sponsorships an important part of its integrated marketing
communications. It has sponsored the Olympics, the U.S. decathlon team, U.S.
basketball’s dream team, the U.S. Gymnastics Federation, the U.S. Open Ten-
nis Championships, and Major League Baseball’s All-Star game. According to
John Bennett, senior VP for international marketing communications, the
sponsorships are designed to fulfill specific business objectives while provid-
ing support for the recipients.32 Figure 17-6 shows a few of the companies that
decided an Olympic sponsorship would be good for them.

3. Recruiting. The Mattel piece presented in Exhibit 17-18 is a good exam-
ple of corporate image advertising designed to attract new employees. If you
are interested in working in an innovative and family-oriented company, you
might be interested in Mattel.
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Exhibit 17-16 The pharmaceutical industry uses
image advertising

Exhibit 17-17 KitchenAid supports the fight against
breast cancer

Figure 17-6 On Board. 
Some of the U.S. Olympic sponsors

AT&T

Bank of America

Blue Cross

Blue Shield

Budweiser

Delta

Gateway

General Motors

Hallmark

Home Depot

Jet Set

Lucent

Marker

Monster.com

NuSkin

Office Depot

Qwest

Seiko

Sensormatic

Texaco

United

York
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The Sunday employment section of most major metropoli-
tan newspapers is an excellent place to see this form of corpo-
rate image advertising at work. Notice the ads in these papers
and consider the images the firms are presenting.

4. Generating financial support. Some corporate advertising
is designed to generate investments in the corporation. By cre-
ating a more favorable image, the firm makes itself attractive
to potential stock purchasers and investors. More investments
mean more working capital, more monies for research and
development, and so on. In this instance, corporate image
advertising is almost attempting to make a sale; the product is
the firm.

While there is no concrete evidence that corporate image
advertising leads directly to increased investment, at least 
one study shows a correlation between the price of stock and
the amount of corporate advertising done.33 Firms that spend
more on corporate advertising also tend to have higher-
priced stocks (though a direct relationship is very difficult to
substantiate).

This thing called image is not unidimensional. Many fac-
tors affect it. Figure 17-7 shows the results of a survey con-
ducted by the Hay Group and Fortune magazine on the best
corporate reputations in the United States. The most admired
firms did not gain their positions merely by publicity and word
of mouth (nor, we guess, did the least admired).

A positive corporate image cannot be created just from a few advertisements. Qual-
ity of products and services, innovation, sound financial practices, good corporate citi-
zenship, and wise marketing are just a few of the factors that contribute to overall
image. In addition, the type of product marketed and emotional appeal also contribute.
The survey mentioned above demonstrated that profits and stock performances had lit-
tle to do with reputation and that once a reputation is acquired, it has lasting power. A
study conducted by Harris Interactive and the Reputation Institute showed that compa-
nies are ranked differently on key corporate attributes including emotional appeal,
social responsibility, workplace environment, and vision and leadership (among 16
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Exhibit 17-18 Mattel ad
designed to attract new
employees

Figure 17-7 Fortune’s
most reputable corporations

Total Return (%)

Rank Company 2001 1996–2001

1 General Electric –15.1 21.2

2 Southwest Airlines –17.3 33.7

3 Wal-Mart Stores 9.0 39.1

4 Microsoft 52.7 26.3

5 Berkshire Hathaway 6.5 17.3

6 Home Depot 12.1 36.0

7 Johnson & Johnson 14.0 20.5

8 FedEx 29.8 18.5

9 Citigroup 0.1 28.9

10 Intel 4.9 14.1

Top ten average 9.7 25.5

S&P 500 –11.89 10.70

Source: Fortune, Mar. 4, 2002.
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others).34 Figure 17-8 shows some of the results of Business Ethics magazine’s analy-
sis of the 100 best corporate citizens for 2002.

Event Sponsorships As we noted in the last section, corporate sponsorships of
charities and causes has become a popular form of public relations. While some com-
panies sponsor specific events and/or causes with primarily traditional public relations
objectives in mind, a separate and more marketing-oriented use of sponsorships is also
on the increase. Such event sponsorships take on a variety of forms, as shown in Fig-
ure 17-9. Anything from golf apparel and equipment to concerts, stadiums, and col-
lege football bowl games is now a candidate for corporate sponsorship. Sometimes,
however, this can prove to be a risky venture, as shown in IMC Perspective 17-2.

Companies spent over $9.5 billion on event sponsorships in 2002, with sports
receiving the majority of event sponsorship monies. Among the most popular sporting
events for sponsorship are auto racing, golf and tennis tournaments, and running
events. Professional sports leagues and teams as well as Olympic teams and competi-
tions also receive large amounts of sponsorship money. Bicycle racing, beach volley-
ball, skiing, and various water sports are also attracting corporate sponsorship.
Traditionally, tobacco, beer, and car companies have been among the largest sports
event sponsors. Now a number of other companies have become involved in event
sponsorships, including beverage companies, airlines, telecommunications and finan-
cial services companies, and high-tech firms.

Many marketers are attracted to event sponsorship because it gets their company
and/or product names in front of consumers. By choosing the right events for sponsor-
ship, companies can get visibility among their target market. For example, RJR
Nabisco was heavily involved in sponsoring auto racing under its Winston and Camel
cigarette brands. The company’s market research showed that racing fans fit the demo-
graphic profile of users of these brands and consumers would purchase a product that
sponsored their favorite sport.35 For tobacco companies, which are prohibited from
advertising on radio and TV, event sponsorship is also a way to have their brand names
seen on TV. President Clinton issued an executive order in 1996 that would have pro-
hibited any form of advertising of tobacco sponsorships at sporting events after 1998.
The tobacco companies appealed this order in the courts on the grounds that to pro-
hibit advertising a legal product violates free speech.36 In 2000, the Supreme Court
struck down the law, although a settlement did place further restrictions on such spon-
sorships.37 A number of international sports are currently considering such bans.38

Many companies are attracted to event sponsorships because effective IMC pro-
grams can be built around them and promotional tie-ins can be made to local, regional,
national, and even international markets. Companies are finding event sponsorships an
excellent platform from which to build equity and gain affinity with target audiences
as well as a good public relations tool.

Most companies focus their marketing efforts on specific market segments and are
always looking for ways to reach these target audiences. Many marketers are finding
that sales promotion tools such as event sponsorships, contests and sweepstakes, and
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Figure 17-9 Annual spon-
sorship spending in North
America by property 
($ millions)

1996 1997 1998 1999 2002

Sports $3,540 $3,840 $4,556 $5,100 $6,430

Entertainment tours
and attractions 566 650 680 756 865

Festivals, fairs, events 512 558 612 685 834

Causes 485 535 544 630 828

Arts 323 354 408 460 610

Total $5,426 $5,937 $6,800 $7,631 $9,567

Source: Adapted from Promo, June 1, 2002.

Figure 17-8 The Top 10
Business Ethics’ list of top
100 corporate citizens

Rank Company

1 IBM

2 Hewlett-Packard

3 Fannie Mae

4 St Paul Cos

5 Procter & Gamble

6 Motorola Inc.

7 Cummins Engine

8 Herman Miller

9 General Mills, Inc.

10 Avon Products

Source: www.business-ethics.com/
100best.htm.
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 17-2

Naming Stadiums—an Expensive and Risky Business
There was a time when stadi-
ums and arenas were named
after their sports teams and/or
cities. There were the Boston
Gardens in Boston, Tiger Sta-
dium in Detroit, Wimbledon in
Wimbledon, and Old Trafford in
Old Trafford (where the Man-
chester United U.K. football
team plays). But all of that has
changed. Boston Gardens is
now the Fleet Center (named
after a bank), and stadiums
named after companies include
Conseco Fieldhouse (home of
the Indiana Pacers and named
after an insurance company),
Reebok Stadium (sports equip-
ment and apparel), Bradford
and Bingley Stadium (savings and loan) in the U.K., and
ANZ Stadium (bank), North Power Stadium (power com-
pany), and Aussie Stadium (Aussie Home Loans) in Aus-
tralia. Let’s not forget Qualcomm Stadium (San Diego),
PNB Park (Pittsburgh), and the United Center
(Chicago). And the list goes on.

What’s behind the name changes? According to Liz
Miller, former sports executive, it’s “money, money,
money”—and a lot of it. Consider the following amounts,
which were paid for naming rights: FedEx Field (Wash-
ington, D.C., 27 years), $205 million; American Airlines
Center (Dallas, Texas, 30 years), $4,195 million; ANZ Sta-
dium (Brisbane, Australia), $27 million ($50 million in
Australian dollars); Molson Centre (Montreal, Canada,
20 years) $21 million ($33 million in Canadian dollars);
and Eircom Park (Dublin, Ireland, 20 years) $21 million
($23 million in euros). And the prices continue to esca-
late, as there are apparently more investors than there
are stadiums and arenas.

Why would companies be willing to pay that much?
One reason is to create the brand awareness and high-
profile exposure that come with having one’s name
associated with a sports franchise. Another is to make
an impression on Wall Street, indicating that the com-
pany has now become a major force in the market. Every
time someone attends the venue or watches a game
broadcast from the stadium, he or she sees the com-
pany name, argue the buyers—and the payback is well
worth it. Consumers remember the names of corporate
sponsors, says Jed Pearsall, president of Performance
Research, a Rhode Island–based market research firm.
And, finally, the ability to interact and network with the
cities and their franchises adds value, the buyers say.

Is it really worth it—either to the companies or the
franchises themselves? You may remember Enron
Field in Houston, named after the now unpopular

Enron Corporation. That deal
wasn’t so good for the fran-
chise or the city of Houston.
Savvis Communications (St.
Louis), Fruit of the Loom
(Miami), and PSINet (Balti-
more) are others whose names
appeared on stadiums or are-
nas before they went bankrupt.
Then there is the TWA Dome,
where the St. Louis Rams play.
TWA, bankrupt, was bought
out by American Airlines. In
such cases, the stadium names
don’t bode well for the cities,
whose teams become associ-
ated with the problems, and
they are particularly bad for
the franchises, which often

end up in court with other bankruptcy creditors.
Then there are the public relations and publicity

aspects of the deals. As long as things are going well,
the move looks like a good one. But a number of prob-
lems other than bankruptcy can lead to PR night-
mares. For example, in Denver, fans wanted to keep the
name Mile High Stadium when a new field was built.
They initiated a lawsuit when the naming rights were
sold to Invesco for $120 million—bad publicity. Soldier
Field in Chicago was named in memory of World War I
veterans. When the city council sought naming rights,
many people were not very happy (as you might imag-
ine!). When people in Southern California felt that they
were being ripped off by their electric company, South-
ern California Edison, they wondered about the util-
ity’s investment in Edison Field. In general, the public
often wonders whether companies are spending their
monies wisely when they pay such large amounts of
money for naming rights. They wonder even more
when the same companies go bankrupt.

Consider the case of the Portland, Oregon, triple-A
baseball team (whose stadium happens to be called
PGE Park). The team gained publicity by having an
“Arthur Andersen Appreciation Night” promotion in
which there were paper shredding competitions and
in-stadium money certificates hidden throughout the
stadium. Anyone named Arthur or Andersen got in
free, and the first Arthur Andersen received a gift pack
and free suite for the game—all a tongue-in-cheek
event making fun of Arthur Andersen, Enron’s account-
ing agency. And then, of course, people think about
Enron Field.

Sources: Tim Nudd, “Enron Field,” Adweek, July 15, 2002, p. 34; Greg
Johnson, “Some Fumbles in Arena Name Game,” Los Angeles

Times, Apr. 20, 2001, pp. C1–3; brandchannel.com.
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sampling are very effective ways to reach specific geographic, demographic, psycho-
graphic, and ethnic markets.

Event sponsorship has become a good sales promotion tool for reaching specific
target markets. Golf tournaments are a popular event for sponsorship by marketers of
luxury automobiles and other upscale products and services. The golf audience is
affluent and highly educated, and marketers believe that golfers care passionately
about the game, leading them to form emotional attachments to brands they associate
with the sport.

Marketers can also turn their sponsorships into effective integrated marketing
opportunities. For example, Cadillac is an umbrella sponsor of the Senior PGA Tour,
which fits well with its attempt to target age 40-plus professionals with incomes
exceeding $60,000. On-site signage and vehicle displays are part of the sponsorship
deal. The Team Cadillac golfers, including such notables as Lee Trevino and Arnold
Palmer, wear the automaker’s logo during tournaments and also help in public rela-
tions by giving media interviews and representing Cadillac at tie-in events. In the
weeks preceding an event, dealers send out as many as 20,000 direct-mail pieces to
owners and prospects inviting them to visit a dealership for a test drive and to pick up
tournament tickets and hospitality passes. Response to the direct-mail offerings aver-
ages 16 percent. Cadillac also gets automotive advertising exclusivity on the ESPN
telecasts and often airs commercials featuring the Team Cadillac members.

Cadillac attributes $250 million in vehicle sales directly to its involvement with the
tour since 1990. The dollar figure comes from tracking sales to prospects who respond
to Cadillac’s direct-marketing programs built around the tournament.39

A major issue that continues to face the event sponsorship industry is incomplete
research. As marketers become interested in targeted audiences, they will want more
evidence that event sponsorship is effective and is a good return on their investment.
Measuring the effectiveness of event sponsorships is discussed in Chapter 19.

Advocacy Advertising A third major form of corporate advertising addresses
social, business, or environmental issues. Such advocacy advertis-
ing is concerned with propagating ideas and elucidating controver-
sial social issues of public importance in a manner that supports the
interests of the sponsor.40

While still portraying an image for the company or organization,
advocacy advertising does so indirectly, by adopting a position on a
particular issue rather than promoting the organization itself. An
example is shown in Exhibit 17-19. Advocacy advertising has
increased in use over the past few years and has also met with
increased criticism. The ads may be sponsored by a firm or by a
trade association and are designed to tell readers how the firm oper-
ates or management’s position on a particular issue.

Sometimes the advertising is a response to negative publicity or
to the firm’s inability to place an important message through public
relations channels. Sometimes the firm just wants to get certain
ideas accepted or have society understand its concerns.

Advocacy advertising has been criticized by a number of sources
(including consumer advocate Ralph Nader). But as you can see in
Exhibit 17-20, this form of communication has been around for a long
time. AT&T engaged in issues-oriented advertising way back in 1908
and has continued to employ this form of communication throughout
the 20th century. Critics contend that companies with large advertis-
ing budgets purchase too much ad space and time and that advocacy
ads may be misleading, but the checks and balances of regular product
advertising also operate in this area.

For example, an ad run by the seven regional Bell operating compa-
nies that addressed the threat of Japanese technologies in the telecom-
munications industry was perceived by some members of Congress
(the group the ads were designed to influence) as Japan-bashing and
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Exhibit 17-19 Advocacy
ads take a position on an
issue
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offensive. When the ad backfired, the campaign was immediately halted and the agency
that developed it was fired.41 The ultimate judge, of course, is always the reader.

Cause-Related Advertising An increasingly popular method of image build-
ing is cause-related marketing, in which companies link with charities or nonprofit
organizations as contributing sponsors. The company benefits from favorable public-
ity, while the charity receives much-needed funds. Spending on cause-related market-
ing has increased more than 300 percent since 1990, reaching $828 million in 2002.
Proponents of cause marketing say that association with a cause may differentiate one
brand or store from another, increase consumer acceptance of price increases, generate
favorable publicity, and even win over skeptical officials who may have an impact on
the company.42 Cause-marketing relationships can take a variety of forms. Making
outright donations to a nonprofit cause, having companies volunteer for the cause,
donating materials or supplies, running public service announcements, or even provid-
ing event refreshments are some of the ways companies get involved. Exhibit 17-21
shows Doug Flutie’s support for the Doug Flutie, Jr.,
Foundation’s attempts to find a cure for autism.

While companies receive public relations benefits from
their association with causes, with 80 percent of con-
sumers saying they have a more positive impression of
companies that support a cause, they sometimes receive
financial rewards as well.43 Visa’s “Reading is Fundamen-
tal” campaign led to a 17 percent increase in sales, BMW
saw sales increase when it sponsored a program to eradi-
cate breast cancer, and Wendy’s International in Denver
saw sales increase by more than 33 percent when a portion
of purchases was contributed to Denver’s Mercy Medical
Center.44

At the same time, not all cause marketing is a guaran-
tee of success. Cause marketing requires more than just
associating with a social issue, and it takes time and
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Exhibit 17-20 Advocacy
ads have been used for
years

Exhibit 17-21 Doug
Flutie’s foundation cause is
finding a cure for autism
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effort. Companies have gotten into trouble by misleading consumers about their rela-
tionships, and others wasted money by hooking up with a cause that offered little
synergism. One survey showed that over 300 companies had associated themselves
with breast cancer concerns, with most becoming lost in sponsorship clutter. Others
have simply picked the wrong cause—finding that their customers and potential cus-
tomers either have little interest in or don’t like the cause. In some cases, cause mar-
keting is considered nothing more than shock advertising. Finally, the results of
cause-marketing efforts can sometimes be hard to quantify.

Advantages and Disadvantages 
of Corporate Advertising
A number of reasons for the increased popularity of corporate advertising become evi-
dent when you examine the advantages of this form of communication:

1. It is an excellent vehicle for positioning the firm. Firms, like products, need to
establish an image or position in the marketplace. Corporate image ads are one way to
accomplish this objective. A well-positioned product is much more likely to achieve
success than is one with a vague or no image. The same holds true of the firm. Stop
and think for a moment about the image that comes to mind when you hear the name
IBM, Apple, Johnson & Johnson, or Procter & Gamble.

Now what comes to mind when you hear Unisys, USX, or Navistar? How many
consumer brands can you name that fall under ConAgra’s corporate umbrella? (Swiss
Miss, Wesson, La Choy, and many others.) While we are not saying these latter com-
panies are not successful—because they certainly are—we are suggesting their corpo-
rate identities (or positions) are not as well entrenched as the identities of those first
cited. Companies with strong positive corporate images have an advantage over com-
petitors that may be enhanced when they promote the company overall.

2. It takes advantage of the benefits derived from public relations. As the PR efforts
of firms have increased, the attention paid to these events by the media has lessened
(not because they are of any less value, but because there are more events to cover).
The net result is that when a company engages in a public relations effort, there is no
guarantee it will receive press coverage and publicity. Corporate image advertising
gets the message out, and though consumers may not perceive it as positively as infor-
mation from an objective source, the fact remains that it can communicate what has
been done.

3. It reaches a select target market. Corporate image advertising should not be
targeted to the general public. It is often targeted to investors and managers of other
firms rather than to the general public. It doesn’t matter if the general public does not
appreciate this form of communication, as long as the target market does. In this
respect, this form of advertising may be accomplishing its objectives.

Some of the disadvantages of corporate advertising were alluded to earlier in the
chapter. To these criticisms, we can add the following:

1. Questionable effectiveness. There is no strong evidence to support the belief that
corporate advertising works. Many doubt the data cited earlier that demonstrated a
correlation between stock prices and corporate image advertising. A study by Bozell
& Jacobs Advertising of 16,000 ads concluded that corporate advertising contributed
to only 4 percent of the variability in the company’s stock price, compared with a 55
percent effect attributable to financial factors.45 A second study also casts doubts on
earlier studies that concluded that corporate advertising worked.46

2. Constitutionality and/or ethics. Some critics contend that since larger firms have
more money, they can control public opinion unfairly. This point was resolved in the
courts in favor of the advertisers. Nevertheless, many consumers still see such adver-
tising as unfair and immediately take a negative view of the sponsor.

A number of valid points have been offered for and against corporate advertising.
Two things are certain: (1) No one knows who is right, and (2) the use of this commu-
nications form continues to increase.
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Measuring the Effectiveness 
of Corporate Advertising
As you can tell from our discussion of the controversy surrounding corporate advertis-
ing, there need to be methods for evaluating whether or not such advertising is effective:

• Attitude surveys. One way to determine the effectiveness of corporate advertising is
conducting attitude surveys to gain insights into both the public’s and investors’ reac-
tions to ads. The Phase II study conducted by market research firm Yankelovich,
Skelly & White is one of the best-known applications of this measurement method.47

The firm measured recall and attitudes toward corporate advertisers and found that
corporate advertising is more efficient in building recall for a company name than is
product advertising alone. Frequent corporate advertisers rated better on virtually all
attitude measures than those with low corporate ad budgets.

• Studies relating corporate advertising and stock prices. The Bozell & Jacobs study
is one of many that have examined the effect of various elements of corporate adver-
tising (position in the magazine, source effects, etc.) on stock prices. These studies
have yielded conflicting conclusions, indicating that while the model for such mea-
sures seems logical, methodological problems may account for at least some of the
discrepancies.

• Focus group research. Focus groups have been used to find out what investors want
to see in ads and how they react after the ads are developed. As with product-oriented
advertising, this method has limitations, although it does allow for some effective
measurements.

While the effectiveness of corporate advertising has been measured by some of the
methods used to measure product-specific advertising, research in this area has not kept
pace with that of the consumer market. (One study reported that only 35 of the Fortune
500 companies ever attempted to measure performance of their annual reports.48 The
most commonly offered reason for this lack of effort is that corporate ads are often the
responsibility of those in the highest management positions in the firm, and these par-
ties do not wish to be held accountable. Interestingly, those who should be most con-
cerned with accountability are the most likely to shun this responsibility!
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Summary
This chapter examined the role of
the promotional elements of pub-
lic relations, publicity, and corpo-
rate advertising. We noted that
these areas are all significant to
the marketing and communica-
tions effort and are usually consid-
ered differently from the other
promotional elements. The
reasons for this special treatment
stem from the facts that (1) they
are typically not designed to pro-
mote a specific product or service
and (2) in many instances it is
harder for the consumer to make
the connection between the com-
munication and its intent.

Public relations was shown to
be useful in its traditional respon-

sibilities as well as in a more mar-
keting-oriented role. In many
firms, PR is a separate department
operating independently of
marketing; in others, it is consid-
ered a support system. Many large
firms have an external public rela-
tions agency, just as they have an
outside ad agency.

In the case of publicity, another
factor enters the equation: lack of
control over the communication the
public will receive. In public rela-
tions and corporate advertising, the
organization remains the source
and retains much more control. Pub-
licity often takes more of a reactive
than a proactive approach, yet it
may be more instrumental (or detri-

mental) to the success of a product
or organization than all other forms
of promotion combined.

While not all publicity can 
be managed, the marketer must
nevertheless recognize its poten-
tial impact. Press releases and 
the management of information
are just two of the factors under
the company’s control. Proper 
reaction and a strategy to deal
with uncontrollable events are also
responsibilities.

Corporate advertising was
described as controversial, largely
because the source of the message
is top management, so the rules for
other advertising and promoting
forms are often not applied. This
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element of communication defi-
nitely has its place in the promo-
tional mix. But to be effective, it
must be used with each of the other
elements, with specific communica-
tions objectives in mind.

Finally, we noted that measures
of evaluation and control are

required for each of these program
elements, just as they are for all
others in the promotional mix. We
presented some methods for tak-
ing such measurements and some
evidence showing why it is impor-
tant to use them. As long as the
elements of public relations, pub-

licity, and corporate advertising
are considered integral
components of the overall commu-
nications strategy, they must
respect the same rules as the
other promotional mix elements to
ensure success.
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Discussion Questions
1. The lead-in to the chapter
discusses a new book that argues
that public relations should
replace advertising as the primary
means of introducing new
products. Explain arguments in
favor and opposed to this position.
What do you conclude?

2. A number of companies have
experienced public relations prob-
lems resulting from product
recalls, product failures, etc.
Describe some of the steps compa-
nies can take to minimize the
impact of this negative publicity.

3. Describe some of the criteria
used by companies to measure
effectiveness of the public
relations program. Provide 
examples.

4. Explain why public relations and
publicity may have more impact on
the consumer than other IMC pro-
gram elements (for example, adver-
tising, direct marketing, etc.).
Provide case examples.

5. The text describes various forms
of corporate advertising. Find
examples of each type and discuss
whether the company has
effectively employed this form.

6. Discuss the advantages that the
Internet offers for those responsi-
ble for conducting public relations
activities. Describe how these
activities are different than tradi-
tional methods.

7. Discuss some of the advan-
tages associated with the use of

MPRs. What are some of the 
disadvantages?

8. Explain why traditional public
relations practitioners might be
unhappy with the organization’s
use of MPRs. Take a position as to
whether this criticism is justified.

9. List and describe the advan-
tages and disadvantages of the
use of public relations in an IMC
program. Provide an example of an
appropriate use of public relations
in this mix.

10. What is a video news release
(VNR)? Provide an example of a sit-
uation in which a company might
employ the use of a VNR. Discuss
some of the ethical implications (if
any) in using this tool.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To understand the role of personal selling in the
integrated marketing communications program.

2. To know the advantages and disadvantages of
personal selling as a promotional program
element.

3. To understand how personal selling is combined
with other elements in an IMC program.

4. To know ways to determine the effectiveness of
the personal selling effort.

Personal Selling

18
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Regardless of how good one’s advertising, public

relations, and other IMC programs are, for many

companies, it is the sales force that is called on to

close the deal—particularly those in the business-

to-business market. As you might imagine, there

is always a need for good salespeople, and com-

panies do whatever they can to attract and

retain them and to motivate them to continue to

do good work—regardless of the industry.

As the business environment changes, so too

do the needs and wants of the sales force. In the

past, when the salesman was the breadwinner,

money worked well. By providing the sales force

with the opportunity to earn more money by

working harder, motivation was easily achieved.

But now, times have changed. Dual-worker fami-

lies, more emphasis on lifestyles, and more

opportunities are just some of the factors that

are resulting in more diversified salespeople and

that explain why money in and of itself doesn’t

cut it like it used to. So companies have explored

a number of options, as seen in the following

examples:

• Jupiter Media Metrix. As the competition

between Jupiter and its number-one rival

Forrester Research (both provide Internet

research services) intensified, Forrester hung

a sign in its headquarters’ office inspiring

employees to “Beat Jupiter.” In response,

Jupiter initiated a motivation of its own:

leather boxing gloves in the lobby showcase

of its New York offices. Each quarter, the

sales rep who “scores the biggest knockout”

against rival Forrester gets to autograph the

gloves.

• Hobart. The Ohio-based commercial food

manufacturer—whose equipment is in the

White House—outfitted the White House

cafeteria on the TV show West Wing with its

equipment. The product placement was well

received by the sales force, but to add even

more to the punch, the national sales force

meeting was held in Hollywood and top-

performing salespeople got to tour the set

and meet actor Martin Sheen. As noted by

Dean Landeche, vice president of marketing

for Hobart, “It became the buzz around our

campus for quite some time.”

• Guardian Life Insurance. Among the

hardest groups to motivate are the sales

forces of insurance companies. As noted 

by one ex-agent, “The industry is unique 

in a sense in that we are working with

unmotivated buyers—people who have a

need for what an agent sells, but do not

believe they need to buy it yet. We all 

deny we are going to die.” Keeping

salespeople motivated is critical, and

companies have taken various approaches.

Guardian Life Insurance has created an

online “university,” available 24 hours a

day, to provide its sales force with desired

Motivating the Sales Force—Not an Easy Task
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training. The company also holds regional

motivational sales meetings and provides

access to outside motivation sources. Sales

reps demand, and receive, constantly

updated information on “hot topics” to keep

them as aware of trends as their increasingly

sophisticated clients are.

Other companies have come up with their own

incentives, ranging from money to trips to trophies.

Mark McMaster, writing in Sales & Marketing 

Management magazine, suggests 51 possibilities,

including:

• Have each salesperson bring a joke to the sales

meeting.

• Hold a meeting where the only agenda item is

popcorn.

• Rent a Porsche Boxster for use by the top per-

former for the weekend.

• Adopt an animal at the zoo and name it after

the top achiever.

• Bring in a comedian for a 7 A.M. sales meeting.

McMaster provides another 46 possibilities,

including playing games of tag, providing hotel

upgrades, and encouraging practical jokes in the

office. Interestingly, none of these include paying

more money. Maybe money just doesn’t motivate

people anymore!

Sources: Mark McMaster, “51 Ways to Motivate Your Sales Force
(on Any Budget),” Sales & Marketing Management, March
2002, pp. 30–31; Dana James, “Something in Common,”
Marketing News, May 27, 2002, pp. 11–14; Eileen Courter,
“Keeping Your Sales Force Happy,” Advisor Today, October
2001, pp. 50–58; Laurie Luczak, “Sock It to ‘Em,” Sales &
Marketing Management, October 2001, pp. 57–64.
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The chapter opener demonstrates just a few of the
ways organizations attempt to motivate salespeople
and illustrates how they are integrating the personal

selling function into the overall marketing communications program through the use
of product placements, sales promotions, and other IMC tools. The changing market-
place has had a significant impact on how personal selling activities are conducted and
how successful firms will compete in the future. In Chapter 1, we stated that while we
recognize the importance of personal selling and the role it plays in the overall market-
ing and promotions effort, it is not emphasized in this text. Personal selling is typically
under the control of the sales manager, not the advertising and promotions department.
A study conducted by Sales & Marketing Management showed that in 46 percent of
the companies surveyed, sales and marketing are totally separate departments.1 But
personal selling does make a valuable contribution to the promotional program. As
you can see by the introduction to this chapter, additional IMC tools are used in con-
junction with personal selling, with the salespeople themselves often the receivers. To
develop a promotional plan effectively, a firm must integrate the roles and responsibil-
ities of its sales force into the communications program. Strong cooperation between
the departments is also necessary.

This chapter focuses on the role personal selling assumes in the IMC program, the
advantages and disadvantages of this program element, and the basis for evaluating its
contributions to attaining communications objectives. In addition, we explore how
personal selling is combined with other program elements, both to support them and to
receive support from them.

Personal selling involves selling through a person-to-person communications
process. The emphasis placed on personal selling varies from firm to firm depending
on a variety of factors, including the nature of the product or service being marketed,
size of the organization, and type of industry. Personal selling often plays the domi-
nant role in industrial firms, while in other firms, such as makers of low-priced con-
sumer nondurable goods, its role is minimized. In many industries, these roles are
changing to a more balanced use of promotional program elements. In an integrated
marketing communications program, personal selling is a partner with, not a substitute
for, the other promotional mix elements.

The Scope of Personal Selling
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Manufacturers may promote their products directly to
consumers through advertising and promotions and/or
direct-marketing efforts or indirectly through resellers
and salespeople. (A sales force may call on customers
directly—for example, in the insurance industry or real
estate. But this chapter focuses on the personal selling function as it exists in most
large corporations or smaller companies—that is, as a link to resellers or dealers in
business-to-business transactions.) Depending on the role defined by the organiza-
tion, the responsibilities and specific tasks of salespeople may differ, but ultimately
these tasks are designed to help attain communications and marketing objectives.

Personal selling differs from the other forms of communication presented thus far
in that messages flow from a sender (or group of senders) to a receiver (or group of
receivers) directly (usually face to face). This direct and interpersonal communication
lets the sender immediately receive and evaluate feedback from the receiver. This
communications process, known as dyadic communication (between two people or
groups), allows for more specific tailoring of the message and more personal commu-
nications than do many of the other media discussed. The message can be changed to
address the receiver’s specific needs and wants.

In some situations, this ability to focus on specific problems is mandatory; a stan-
dard communication would not suffice. Consider an industrial buying situation in
which the salesperson is an engineer. To promote the company’s products and/or ser-
vices, the salesperson must understand the client’s specific needs. This may mean
understanding the tensile strength of materials or being able to read blueprints or plans
to understand the requirements. Or say a salesperson represents a computer graphics
firm. Part of his or her responsibility for making a sale may involve the design of a
software program to solve a problem unique to this customer. Mass communications
cannot accomplish these tasks. Personal selling plays a critical role not just in indus-
trial settings but in the consumer market as well.

The great entrepreneur Marshall Field said, “The distance between the salesperson
and the potential buyer is the most important three feet in business.”2 Personal selling
is important in selling to consumers and resellers. Consumer-product companies must
secure distribution, motivate resellers to stock and promote the product, and so on.

Why is personal selling so important? Let’s examine its role with respect to other
promotional program elements.

Determining the Role of Personal Selling
The first questions a manager needs to ask when preparing the promotional program
are what the specific responsibilities of personal selling will be and what role it will
assume relative to the other promotional mix elements. To determine its role, manage-
ment should be guided by four questions:

1. What specific information must be exchanged between the firm and potential 
customers?

2. What are the alternative ways to carry out these communications objectives?

3. How effective is each alternative in carrying out the needed exchange?

4. How cost effective is each alternative?3

• Determining the information to be exchanged. In keeping with the objectives
established by the communications models in Chapter 5, the salesperson may
have a variety of messages to communicate, such as creating awareness of the
product or service offering, demonstrating product benefits for evaluation, ini-
tiating trial, and/or closing the sale. It may also be necessary to answer
questions, counter misconceptions, and discover potentially unmet needs.

• Examining promotional mix alternatives. In previous chapters, we discussed
the roles of advertising and sales promotion, direct marketing, and public
relations/publicity. Each of these program elements offers specific advantages
and disadvantages, and each needs to be considered when the promotional
mix is developed. Personal selling is an alternative that offers distinct 
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advantages in some situations but is less appropriate in others, as evidenced
in Figure 18-1.

• Evaluating the relative effectiveness of alternatives. The effectiveness of each
program element must be evaluated based on the target market and the objec-
tives sought. Personal selling is effective in many situations, but other
program elements may be more attractive in other cases. For example, adver-
tising may do a better job of repeating messages or reaching a large number of
people with one distinct, consistent message.

• Determining cost effectiveness. One of the major disadvantages of personal
selling is the cost involved. (Cahners Research estimates the average cost per
sales call could be as high as $329.)4 While the cost of a personal sales call
may not be prohibitive in industrial settings where a single purchase can be
worth millions of dollars, the same cost may be unfeasible in a consumer mar-
ket. Other media may be able to communicate the required message at a much
lower cost.

The Nature of Personal Selling
To integrate the personal selling effort into the overall promotional program, we must
understand the nature of this tool. Let us look at how personal selling has evolved over
the years and then examine some of its characteristics.

The personal selling task encompasses a variety of responsibilities (some of which
we discuss in the next section). Like other aspects of the promotional mix, these
responsibilities are constantly changing. As noted by Thomas Wotruba, the personal
selling area is constantly evolving as the marketing environment itself evolves.5

Wotruba identifies five distinct stages of personal selling evolution, shown in Figure
18-2.

1. Provider stage. Selling activities are limited to accepting orders for the supplier’s
available offering and conveying it to the buyer.

2. Persuader stage. Selling involves an attempt to persuade market members to buy
the supplier’s offerings.

3. Prospector stage. Activities include seeking out selected buyers who are perceived
to have a need for the offering as well as the resources and authority to buy it.
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Figure 18-1 When the sales force is a major part of the IMC mix

Product or Service

Complex products requiring customer application
assistance (computers, pollution control system, steam
turbines)

Major purchase decisions, such as food items purchased
by supermarket chains

Features and performance of the product requiring
personal demonstration and trial by the customer 
(private aircraft)

Price

Final price is negotiated between buyer and seller 
(appliances, cars, real estate)

Selling price or quality purchased enables an adequate
margin to support selling expenses (traditional 
department store compared to discount house)

Channels

Channel system relatively short and direct to end users

Product and service training and assistance needed by
channel intermediaries

Personal selling needed to push product through channel

Channel intermediaries available to perform personal 
selling function for supplier with limited resources and
experience (brokers or manufacturer’s agents)

Advertising

Advertising media do not provide effective link with market
targets

Information needed by buyer cannot be provided entirely
through advertising and sales promotion (life insurance)

Number and dispersion of customers will not enable
acceptable advertising economies
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4. Problem-solver stage. Selling involves obtaining the participation of buyers to
identify their problems, which can be translated into needs, and then presenting a
selection from the supplier’s offerings that corresponds with those needs and can
solve those problems.

5. Procreator stage. Selling defines the buyer’s problems or needs and their solutions
through active buyer-seller collaboration and then creates a market offering
uniquely tailored to the customer.

According to Wotruba, firms evolving through these five stages have to assume dif-
ferent market orientations, as well as different organizational designs, staffing, and
compensation programs. The different stages require different promotional strategies,
each integrated with personal selling to achieve the maximum communications effect.

The New Role of Personal Selling As previously noted, the business world
is going through a very rapid transition as (1) individuals and corporations gain more
knowledge and economic power, (2) value is replacing efficiency, and (3) industry
boundaries are changing—for example, competitors are joining forces to achieve more
buying power.6 As a result, the role of the sales force will also significantly change,
according to Kevin Hoffberg and Kevin Corcoran. Along with retaining their traditional
roles, described by Wotruba, salespeople will have to acquire new roles to remain effec-
tive. That is, in addition to being information providers, influencers through proximity
(i.e., through personal contact), and demonstrators, salespeople will engage in:

• Surveying—educating themselves more about their customers’ businesses and
regularly assessing these businesses and their customers to achieve a position of
knowledgeable authority.

• Mapmaking—outlining both an account strategy and a solutions strategy (for the
customer). This means laying out a plan, discussing it with the customer, and
revising it as changes require.
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Figure 18-2 The stages in the evolution of selling

Characteristics of Stages

Nature and
Customer Type of Intensity of

Stages and Description Needs Market Competition Examples

1. Provider: accepts orders Assumed to exist; Sellers’ None Route salespeople/drivers;
and delivers to buyer. not a concern some retail salesclerks

2. Persuader: attempts to Created, Buyers’ Undifferentiated; Telemarketers for photo
convince anyone to buy awakened slight intensity studio; many new car
available offerings. dealers

3. Prospector: seeks out Considered but Segmented Differentiated; Car insurance salespeople
prospects with need for inferred growing calling on new car buyers;
available offering and office supplies sellers
resources to buy. calling on small businesses

4. Problem solver: matches Diagnosed, with Participative Responsive and Communication systems
available offerings to solve attention to counteractive salespeople for a
customer-stated problems. customer input with increasing telephone company;

resources architectural services
sellers calling on building
contractors

5. Procreator: creates a unique Mutually defined; Coactive Focused; growing Materials handling equip-
offering to match the matched with in breadth of ment salespeople who
buyer’s needs as mutually tailored offering market and design and sell a system
specified, involving any or service offerings to fit a buyer’s manufac-
all aspects of the seller’s turing facility
total marketing mix.
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• Guiding—bringing incremental value to the customer by identifying problems
and opportunities, offering alternative options and solutions, and providing solu-
tions with tangible value. 

• Fire starting—engaging customers and driving them to commit to a solution.7

This new role, say Hoffberg and Corcoran, will create added value and develop a
relationship between buyer and seller.

Relationship Marketing As noted, personal selling is evolving from a focus
on persuasive techniques used to sell a product or service to a much more marketing-
oriented partnership with the customer. This new role requires much broader thinking
and expertise on the part of the seller and a more extensive use of the various promo-
tional tools. The modern salesperson is attempting to establish a long-term, symbiotic
relationship with clients, working with them as a solutions provider.

Relationship marketing is defined as “an organization’s effort to develop a long-
term, cost-effective link with individual customers for mutual benefit.”8 Rather than
focusing on a short-term sale, the sales rep tries to establish a long-term bond. And
rather than just selling, the sales department works with marketing to use techniques
like database marketing, message differentiation to different target markets, and track-
ing of promotional effects to improve the relationship. For example, customer rela-
tionship management (CRM) tools have been used by a number of companies. These
companies, including Sears, Wells Fargo, Sony, and GM, among others, make exten-
sive uses of their databases on purchase behavior and frequency and duration of cus-
tomer interactions to estimate profitability at the individual account level. A number of
companies now offer software to assist in implementing CRM programs, including
Seibel Systems, SAP, and PeopleSoft (Exhibit 18-1). AT&T builds databases of cus-
tomers with similar profiles, flagging those with the most potential for up-selling. As
noted by Copulsky and Wolf, such marketing uses a more personalized form of com-
munication that crosses the previous boundaries between personal selling and the
other promotional tools. Relationship building also requires trust, as noted by Pepper
and Rodgers; if the customer does not trust the salesperson, there is no relationship
and the sale will focus only on price. In a long-term relationship, the buyer and seller
collaborate within the context of previous and future transactions.9

Adoption of a CRM approach will require sales managers to develop nontraditional
sales strategies, according to some observers. Ingram and colleagues note that compa-
nies will need to move to a more strategic, less tactical approach, using emerging 
technologies to support this effort. Bob Donath agrees, noting that traditional commu-
nications performance standards—the number of qualified and converted leads gener-

ated from a medium—will be less important. Donath notes that a
company’s reliance on websites and banner ads, as well as ads in print
publications, will need to be more strategic, direct marketing will
assume a greater role, and the use of more sophisticated CRM programs
will be required to be successful.

The Costs of Personal Selling In some industries, personal
selling constitutes a substantial portion of the communications effort and
may account for most of the promotional budget. This is true because (1)
much attention is devoted to this function due to its advantages over
other communication methods and (2) it is an expensive form of com-
munication. The average cost per sales call varies by industry, ranging
from a low of $276 in the food industry to $354 in electronics. Commu-
nication does not come cheap!

When the cost per sales call is compared with the cost per message
delivered through other media, these figures seem outrageous. We saw in
earlier chapters that these costs could be as low as 3 cents. But taking
these numbers at face value may lead to unfair comparisons. In evaluat-
ing the costs of personal selling, we must consider the nature of the call,
the objectives sought, and whether other program elements could deliver
the message as effectively. It may be that the higher costs cannot be
avoided.
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Exhibit 18-1 PeopleSoft
designs software to assist
Customer Relationship
Management (CRM)
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The costs of personal selling are even higher when you consider that
one sales call is not likely to be enough to close a deal. This is particu-
larly true in building and construction; while it may take (on the aver-
age) only 3.34 sales calls to close a deal in the building and construction
industry, the same close in electronics and computer manufacturing
may require 6.5 visits.10 The industry average is 5.12. As you can see
through simple multiplication, the cost per sale is now even more intim-
idating (though in industrial markets the returns may easily warrant the
expense).

Overall, personal selling is an expensive way to communicate. Yet it
does usually involve more than just communicating, and the returns
(more direct sales) may be greater than those from the other program
elements.

Personal Selling Responsibilities Sales & Marketing Man-
agement uses three categories to classify salespeople: order taking,
creative selling, and missionary sales11 (see Figure 18-3). Of course,
not all firms treat each of these responsibilities the same, nor are their
salespeople limited to only these tasks (Exhibit 18-2). Personal selling
has evolved to include responsibilities beyond these. Job requirements
may include (1) locating prospective customers; (2) determining cus-
tomers’ needs and wants that are not being satisfied; (3) recommending a way to sat-
isfy these needs and/or wants; (4) demonstrating the capabilities of the firm and its
products for providing this satisfaction; (5) closing the sale and taking the order; and
(6) following up and servicing the account. Let’s discuss these job classifications and
some of the responsibilities assigned to each:

1. Locating prospective customers. The process of locating new customers (often
referred to as prospecting) involves the search for and qualification of prospective
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Figure 18-3 Types of sales
jobs

Creative Selling

Creative selling jobs may require the most skill and preparation. In addition to prospect-
ing, the salesperson must assess the situation, determine the needs to be met, present
the capabilities for satisfying these needs, and get an order. The salesperson is often the
“point person” who has established the initial contact on behalf of the firm and who is
primarily responsible for completing the exchange. He or she is, in fact, the order getter.
Sales personnel may focus on current customers, encouraging more sales and cross sell-
ing, and/or they may seek new customers.

Order Taking

Once the initial sale has taken place, the creative seller may be replaced (not physically!)
by an order taker, whose role is much more casual. It may simply involve a straight
rebuy—that is, the order does not change much. (A bottled-water delivery person is an
example.) When a slight change is considered, the order taker may be involved in a
modified rebuy, which may require some creative selling (for example, a salesperson 
calling on a wholesale food company may have a list of products to sell). If a major pur-
chase decision is required, however, the role of making the sale may again be turned
over to the creative seller. Order takers are often classified as inside order takers, who
work inside the sales office and receive orders by phone, mail, or the Internet, and field
order takers, who travel to customers to get their orders.

Missionary Sales Reps

The missionary representative is essentially a support role. While performing many of the
tasks assumed in creative selling, the missionary rep may not actually take the order. He
or she introduces new products, new promotions, and/or new programs, with the actual
order to be taken by the company’s order taker or by a distributor representing the com-
pany’s goods. The missionary sales rep may have additional account service responsibili-
ties including customer relationship management. Missionary reps are most often
employed in industries where the manufacturer uses a middleperson to distribute the
product (for example, food products or pharmaceuticals).

Exhibit 18-2 Salespeople
may assume multiple
responsibilities
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customers. Salespeople must follow up on leads (those who may become customers)
and prospects (those who need the product or service). They must also determine
whether these prospects are qualified prospects—that is, able to make the buying
decision and pay for the product. Exhibit 18-3 is an ad for a company that helps sales
forces identify qualified leads. Macromedia, a software company in San Francisco,
uses an automated lead tracking system to help in this regard. The system gathers all
leads, and then with automated scripts and questionnaires the leads are qualified by
phone, fax, or Internet. The system then arranges each lead by “grade” and priority
status and directs it to the appropriate salesperson. Dell and Cisco, among others, use
a Web-based system.

2. Determining customers’needs and wants. At this stage, the salesperson gathers
more information on the prospect and decides the best way to approach him or her.
The rep must determine what the customer needs or wants and make certain the
person being approached is capable of making the purchase decision. In some
instances the salesperson may have to assist the customer in determining what he or
she needs.

3. Recommending a way to satisfy the customers’needs and wants. Here the salesper-
son recommends a possible solution to the problem and/or needs of the potential cus-
tomer. This may entail providing information the prospect had not considered or
identifying alternative solutions that might work. As noted earlier, the salesperson acts
as a systems provider.

4. Demonstrating the capabilities of the firm and its products. At this stage, the sales-
person demonstrates the capabilities of the firm and shows the prospect why that firm
is the obvious choice. As you might expect, corporate image (created through
advertising and other promotional tools) is important to the salesperson.

5. Closing the sale. The key ingredient in any sales presentation is the close—
getting the prospect’s commitment. For many salespeople, this is the most difficult
task. Many reps are adept at prospecting, identifying customer needs, and making
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Exhibit 18-3 Giltspur
offers salespeople expertise
on how to qualify leads
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presentations, but they are reluctant to ask for the sale. Most managers work with
their sales forces to close the sale and help reluctant or uncertain buyers make a
decision.

6. Following up and servicing the account. The responsibilities of the sales force do
not end once the sale has been made. It is much easier to keep existing customers than
to attract new ones. Maintaining customer loyalty, generating repeat sales, and getting
the opportunity to cross sell—that is, sell additional products and services to the same
customer—are some of the advantages of keeping customers satisfied through follow-
up activities. In a relationship marketing versus selling orientation, follow-up is nec-
essary and expected.

A primary advantage a salesperson offers is the opportunity to assess the situation
firsthand and adapt the sales message accordingly (a direct feedback network). No
other promotional element provides this opportunity. The successful salesperson con-
stantly analyzes the situation, reads the feedback provided by the receiver, and shapes
the message to specifically meet the customer’s needs.

While you might expect this to be an easy task, it isn’t always the case. Sometimes
buyers will not or cannot express their needs accurately. Other times, the salesperson
must become a problem solver for the client. More and more, salespeople are being
asked to assist in the buyers’ decision-making process. The more salespeople can
become involved in planning and decision making, the more confidence the buyer
places in them, and the more bonding the relationship becomes.

Sometimes the true motivation for purchasing is not the one the customer gives.
You might expect buyers to base their decisions on rational, objective factors, but this
is not always the case. Even in industrial markets (where product specifications may
be critical) or reseller markets (where product movements and/or profits are impor-
tant), many purchase decisions are made on what might be called nonrational criteria
(not irrational, but involving factors beyond cost or other product benefits). Since it is
generally believed these purchase situations involve less emotion and more rational
thinking than many consumer purchases, this is an important insight.

Consider the marketer’s dilemma. If a firm provides advertising and promotions
that speak only to the rational purchase motives, it may not be able to make the sale.
On the other hand, how could an advertiser possibly know all the emotional or nonra-
tional criteria influencing the decision, let alone integrate this information into its mes-
sages? The personal sales effort may be the only way to uncover the many motivations
for purchasing and address them.

When you review this list of responsibilities, it becomes clear that the salesperson
of today is no mere huckster. Figure 18-4 provides a list of the 10 traits that are com-
mon to successful salespeople (the list is consistent with other studies conducted),
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Figure 18-4 Ten traits of
effective salespeople

A Sales & Marketing Management survey of 209 salespeople representing 189 companies
in 37 industries determined that the following traits characterize top sales performers:

1. Ego strength: a healthy self-esteem that allows one to bounce back from rejection.

2. A sense of urgency: wanting to get it done now.

3. Ego drive: a combination of competitiveness and self-esteem.

4. Assertiveness: the ability to be firm, lead the sales process, and get one’s point
across confidently.

5. Willingness to take risk: willing to innovate and take a chance.

6. Sociable: outgoing, friendly, talkative, and interested in others.

7. Abstract reasoning: ability to understand concepts and ideas.

8. Skepticism: a slight lack of trust and suspicion of others.

9. Creativity: the ability to think differently.

10. Empathy: the ability to place oneself in someone else’s shoes.
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while Figure 18-5 shows the results of one company’s survey of buyers’ likes and dis-
likes regarding the sales force.

The importance of personal selling in the integrated marketing communications
program should now be clear. This program element provides opportunities that no
other form of message delivery does. But while the tasks performed by salespeople
offer some distinct advantages to the marketing program, they may also constitute dis-
advantages, as you will now see.
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Figure 18-5 Buyers’ likes and dislikes about salespeople

Traits Buyers Consider Most 
Helpful In Salespeople*

1. Knowledgeable. They want salespeople who know
products and policies thoroughly. They value technical 
support most highly.

2. Empathy. They want salespeople who are interested 
in them. They want salespeople who listen and learn 
about them, their problems, and their goals.

3. Well organized. They want salespeople who come
prepared and do not waste their time. They strongly 
prefer salespeople who have written objectives.

4. Promptness. They expect quick replies to requests 
for information, especially when a problem rears its 
ugly head.

5. Follow-through. They look for salespeople who will 
follow through without continuous badgering. This 
spells personal reliability.

6. Solutions. They want salespeople to present innovative
solutions to problems. They seek responsiveness and
creativity.

7. Punctuality. They expect salespeople to keep 
appointments promptly and to let them know if they 
will be late. They will excuse tardiness occasionally, 
but not frequently.

8. Hard work. They appreciate salespeople who work 
hard. They are impressed by salespeople who put in 
long and hard hours. 

9. Energetic. They are impressed by a positive attitude, 
enthusiasm, affability, consistency, and flexibility.

10. Honesty. They want specifics instead of generalities. 
They look for personal integrity.

*In order of greatest number of times mentioned.
Source: Better Repping Survey Report, Berman Information Services, Inc., 2002.

Traits Buyers Consider Most 
Objectionable In Salespeople*

1. Unprepared. Buyers hate salespeople who waste time
by calling without clear purposes, especially on a busy
day.

2. Uninformed. They are vociferous about dealing with
salespeople who don’t know their products or lines
and can’t answer simple questions.

3. Aggressive. They are turned off by “pushy” sales-
people who argue and who “care more about their
commission than the customer.”

4. Undependability. They cite salespeople who do not
return calls promptly and who are never there when
needed.

5. Poor follow-through. They are disgusted with calling
salespeople several times to get information the sales-
people promised.

6. Presumptuousness. Many are offended by salespeople
asking for competitors’ quotes.

7. “Walk-ins.” They list people who call without appoint-
ments, with no specific purposes. They also feel
invaded by many telemarketers.

8. “Gabbers.” They dislike compulsive talkers who go on
and on and don’t listen. They describe the “Gift of
Gab” as boring. They are tired of hearing the “latest
jokes.”

9. Problem avoiders. They dislike salespeople who go to
pieces in a crisis, those with no clout, and those who
are afraid of their principals.

10. Lack of personal respect. They resent salespeople who
go to other people in the company without their
knowledge.

The nature of personal selling positions this pro-
motional tool uniquely among those available to
marketers. Its advantages include the following:

1. Allowing for two-way interaction. The ability
to interact with the receiver allows the sender to

determine the impact of the message. Problems in comprehension or objections can be
resolved and in-depth discussions of certain selling points can be provided
immediately. In mass communications this direct feedback is not available and such
information cannot be obtained immediately (if at all).

2. Tailoring of the message. Because of the direct interaction, messages can be
tailored to the receiver. This more precise message content lets the sender address the

Advantages and Disadvantages 
of Personal Selling
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consumer’s specific concerns, problems, and needs. The sales rep can also determine
when to move on to the next selling point, ask for the sale, or close the deal.

3. Lack of distraction. In many personal selling situations, a one-to-one presentation
is conducted. The likelihood of distractions is minimized and the buyer is generally
paying close attention to the sales message. Even when the presentation is made by a
group of salespeople or more than one decision maker is present, the setting is less
distracting than those in which nonpersonal mass media are used.

4. Involvement in the decision process. Through consultative selling and relationship
marketing, the seller becomes more of a partner in the buying decision process, acting
in conjunction with the buyer to solve problems. This leads the buyer to rely more on
the salesperson and his or her products and services. An added benefit may be increas-
ing the involvement of the organization’s own employees.

5. Source of research information. In a well-integrated marketing/sales department
the sales force can be the “eyes and ears” of the firm. Sales reps can collect informa-
tion on competitors’ products and services, promotions, pricing, and so on, firsthand.
In addition, they can learn about the buying needs and wants of customers and poten-
tial customers.

As you can see, the advantages of personal selling focus primarily on the dyadic
communications process, the ability to alter the message, and the opportunity for
direct feedback. Sometimes, however, these potential advantages are not always real-
ized. In fact, they may become disadvantages.

Disadvantages associated with personal selling include the following:

1. Inconsistent messages. Earlier we stated that the ability to adapt the message to the
receiver is a distinct advantage of personal selling. But the lack of a standardized mes-
sage can become a disadvantage. The message to be communicated is generally
designed by the marketing staff with a particular communications objective in mind.
Once this message has been determined, it is communicated to all receivers. But the
salesperson may alter this message in ways the marketer did not intend. Thus, the
marketing staff is at the mercy of the sales force with respect to what exactly is com-
municated. (Sales communications aids can offset this problem to some degree, as
you will see later in this chapter.)

2. Sales force/management conflict. Unfortunately, there are situations in even the
best companies when one wonders if the sales staff and marketing staff know they
work for the same company and for the same goals. Because of failure to communi-
cate, corporate politics, and myriad other reasons, the sales force and marketing may
not be working as a team. The marketing staff may not understand the problems faced
by the sales staff, or the salespeople may not understand why marketing people 
do things the way they do. The result is that the sales force may not use materials pro-
vided from marketing, marketing may not be responsive to the field’s assessment of
customer needs, and so forth. The bottom line is that the communications process is
not as effective as it could be due to faulty internal communications and/or conflicts.

3. High cost. We discussed earlier the high cost of personal selling. As the cost per
sales call continues to climb, the marketer may find mass communications a more
cost-effective alternative.

4. Poor reach. Personal selling cannot reach as many members of the target audience
as other elements. Even if money were no object (not a very likely scenario!), the
sales force has only so many hours and so many people it can reach in a given time.
Further, the frequency with which these accounts are reached is also low.

5. Potential ethical problems. Because the manager does not have complete control
over the messages the salespeople communicate and because income and advancement
are often directly tied to sales, sometimes sales reps bend the rules. They may say and
do things they know are not entirely ethical or in the best interest of the firm in order to
get a sale. Other, perhaps more serious, problems can also occur. For example, many
organizations are concerned about salespersons committing bribery. In a study reported
in Sales & Marketing Management, 25 percent of managers and/or sales reps reported
that they sometimes or often have felt pressured by a client to give the client something
worth more than $100 in exchange for their business. Even more scary is that almost
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89 percent said that they had offered such gifts in exchange for business.12 The poten-
tial for this problem has led to a renewed emphasis on ethics in the marketplace and has
caused as many as 20 percent of companies to use surveillance measures to ensure that
their representatives are not engaging in illegal activities.13
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Like the other program elements, personal selling is
usually one component of the integrated marketing
communications program. Rarely, if ever, is it used
alone. Rather, this promotional tool both supports
and is supported by other program elements.

Combining Personal Selling and Advertising
With specific market situations and communications objectives, the advantages of
advertising make it more effective in the early stages of the response hierarchy (for
example, in creating awareness and interest), whereas personal selling is more likely
to be used in the later stages (for example, stimulating trial and getting the order).
Thus, each may be more or less appropriate depending on the objectives sought. These
elements can be combined in the promotional mix to compensate for each other’s
weaknesses and complement each other.

Consider a new product introduction. Given an adequate budget, the initial objec-
tive might be to reach as many people in the target market as quickly and cost effec-
tively as possible. Since the primary objective is awareness and a simple message will
suffice, advertising will likely be the most appropriate medium.

Now suppose specific benefits must be communicated that are not very obvious or
easy to comprehend, and a product demonstration would be useful. Or consider a situ-
ation in which the objective is to ask for the sale and/or to establish a relationship.
Here personal selling is a more appropriate tool than advertising. In common market-
ing situations like these, you can see how well advertising and personal selling work
together to attain the objectives sought.

A number of studies bear out this complementary relationship. A study by Theodore
Levitt showed that sales reps from well-known companies are better received than
those from companies that do not spend advertising dollars to create awareness.14

(Once they are in the door, however, the buyer expects the salesperson to perform bet-
ter than those from lesser-known companies.) If a salesperson from a lesser-known
company can get in to see the buyer, he or she is as likely to make the sale. But in risky
situations, the well-advertised company rep has the advantage. Gateway recently
embarked upon a $50 million IMC campaign (Exhibit 18-4) using advertising, direct

marketing, sales promotion, and the Internet to create awareness
that Gateway is interested in companies’ business (Gateway has
been perceived by many as being a consumer PC). The campaign
is designed to position the company as a solutions provider and to
assist and enhance the sales force’s efforts.

In other studies, John Morrill found that selling costs were 2 to
28 percent lower if the buyer had received an advertising mes-
sage before the salesperson’s arrival.15 McGraw-Hill Corp., in a
review of 54 studies, concluded the combination of advertising
and personal selling is important since “less than 10 percent of
industrial decision makers had been called upon by a salesperson
from a specific company about a specific product in the previous
two months.”16

The studies suggest that combining advertising and personal
selling is likely to improve reach, reduce costs, and increase the
probability of a sale (assuming the advertising is effective, a con-
cern reflected in Exhibit 18-5). Unfortunately, many salespeople
do not understand the role that advertising plays and the contribu-
tion it can make to supporting their sales efforts. Some view the
impact advertising makes with skepticism and/or believe that the
monies would be better spent on commissions, price reductions,
and so on. Ted Pollock, writing in The American Salesman, dis-

Combining Personal Selling 
with Other Promotional Tools

Exhibit 18-4 Gateway’s
IMC campaign informs
customers that Gateway is
in the business-to-business
market
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cusses the fact that advertising contributes to the sales
process, and he enumerates 12 ways salespersons can use
advertising to help them sell more (Figure 18-6).

Combining Personal Selling and
Public Relations
The job descriptions presented earlier demonstrate that per-
sonal selling involves much more than just selling products
and/or services. The personal selling agent is often the firm’s
best source of public relations. In their day-to-day duties,
salespeople represent the firm and its products. Their person-
alities, servicing of the account, cooperation, and empathy
not only influence sales potential but also reflect on the orga-
nizations they represent.

The salesperson may also be used directly in a PR role.
Many firms encourage sales reps to participate in community
activities like the Jaycees and Little League. Sometimes sales
reps, in conjunction with the company, sacrifice time from
their daily duties to help people in need. For example, after
the Los Angeles earthquake, local companies donated food
and their sales forces’ time to aid quake victims. Computer
salespeople devoted much of their time to getting customers
and noncustomers back online. After a catastrophic flood, a
beer company in the Northeast had its sales reps distribute
water in its cans to flood victims. Coors provided free water
in its cans to Pittsburghers when a barge break contaminated
the drinking water. These as well as other public relations
activities result in goodwill toward both the company and its products while at the
same time benefiting society.
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Exhibit 18-5 Advertising
and personal selling should
be designed to work
together

Figure 18-6 Twelve ways to use advertising to sell more

1. Save sales force time. Sending a reprint of an advertise-
ment ahead of time familiarizes the potential client with
the product or service.

2. Save lengthy explanations. Sometimes ads can explain
much of what the product does and even what it 
doesn’t do, saving time as the salesperson only has to
explain what is not already conveyed.

3. Visual aids. Ads can add impact to the presentation,
reinforcing selling points.

4. Ego boosters. Telling prospects that an ad will appear 
in the media often makes the buyer feel she is
important, and that she has inside information. Seeing
the ad reinforces this.

5. Personal refreshers. Reviewing ad copy will often add
insights to the salesperson, or remind him of key points
that can be useful in a presentation.

6. Clues to prospects’ interests. Sometimes prospects call
in reference to an ad. By reviewing the ad, the salesper-
son can gain insights into the benefits the potential cus-
tomer may be most interested in.

7. Prove a point. The printed word adds credibility to sales-
persons’ verbal claims. One medium reinforces the
other.

8. Nudge indecisive prospects. For indecisive prospects, a
review of the ad campaign can often be the closer. If
the ad is to include dealers’ names, an additional ben-
efit is offered, as the dealer may now directly benefit.

9. Create preference. Consistent advertising helps to
build brand preference. Keeping customers and
prospects aware of advertising creates favorable
impressions of the company, the product or service
and the salesperson.

10. Provide follow-ups. Sending a reprint of an ad after
the sales presentation serves as a good reminder, and
can be used to focus attention on key benefits
offered in the ad and in the presentation. It also
demonstrates concern on the part of the salesperson.

11. Fight lower-priced competitors. Ads can be used to
show support and ward off low priced competitors.
The salesperson can explain how the ad will help
support the customer’s own sales efforts and not
have to get into price wars.

12. Getting the customer into the act. Asking the
customer about the ads and getting his inputs helps
cement relationships and provides valuable feedback
to one’s own organization. Often customers have
ideas that may never have been thought of.

Source: Adapted from Ted Pollock, “12 ways to use your advertising to sell more,” American Salesman, October 2002, pp. 10–15.
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Combining Personal Selling 
and Direct Marketing
Companies have found that integrating direct marketing, specifically
telemarketing, into their field sales operations makes their sales efforts
more effective. The cost of a sales call and the cost associated with
closing the sale are already very high and on the increase. Many mar-
keters have reduced these costs by combining telemarketing and sales
efforts (a typical telesales call costs about 11 cents for each $1 in rev-
enue generated).17 A number of companies now offer consulting ser-
vices to help organizations in the sales process including assisting in
direct-marketing methods, as shown in Exhibit 18-6.

The telemarketing department is used to screen leads and—after
qualifying potential buyers on the basis of interest, credit ratings, and
the like—pass them on to the sales force. The net result is a higher per-
centage of sales closings, less wasted time by the sales force, and a
lower average cost per sale. For example, IBM teamed up with Zacson
Corp. to open an integrated teleservices center for its Northern Cali-
fornia territory. The group handles inquiries, lead generation, and
qualification; develops promotional campaigns; distributes PR materi-
als; and does problem solving for IBM clients. The new relationship

reduced IBM’s customer contact costs by 97 percent, lowered sales visit costs from
$500 to $15, and exceeded customer expectations 78 percent of the time.18

As shown in Figure 18-7, there has been a rapid growth in the use of the telemarket-
ing/sales combination for other firms as well. They have determined the phone can be
used effectively for service and follow-up functions as well as for growth-related
activities. Supplementing personal selling efforts with phone calls frees the sales force
to spend more time selling.

In addition to selling and supporting the sales efforts, the telemarketing staff pro-
vides a public relations dimension. Communicating with buyers more often creates
goodwill, improving customer satisfaction and loyalty.

In addition to telemarketing, other forms of direct marketing have been combined
successfully with personal selling. Direct mail and e-mail are commonly used methods
for supporting sales. For example, many companies send out lead cards to screen
prospective customers. The salesperson follows up on those who express a genuine
interest, saving valuable time and increasing the potential for a sale. Other uses include
database building and mining. Exhibit 18-7 shows an example of a highly used soft-
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Figure 18-7 The growth
of telemarketing as a sales
function: reasons for growth 
(in percent)

Telephone Sales
and Service* Field Sales*

Total growth related 58.0 61.8

Overall business growth or expansion 44.7 43.1

Adding product lines 10.2 8.0

Adding territories 3.1 10.7 

Total system related 20.8 7.5

Added centralized telemarketing dept. 11.5 1.8

Added/changed computer system 6.2 4.4

Centralized sales and marketing 3.1 1.3

Customer demand 10.5 10.2 

Cost efficiencies 1.4 0

Other 2.0 2.2

Can’t tell/no response 9.8 18.2

*Figures add to more than 100 percent due to multiple mentions.

Exhibit 18-6 Research
and consulting companies
offer businesses direct-
marketing services
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ware program available to assist marketers in creating and
managing a database.

Combining Personal Selling 
and Sales Promotion
The program elements of sales promotion and personal sell-
ing also support each other. For example, many of the sales
promotions targeted to resellers are presented by the sales
force, who will ultimately be responsible for removing or
replacing them as well.

While trade sales promotions are designed to support the
reseller and are often targeted to the ultimate consumer,
many other promotional tools are designed to assist the sales
staff. Flip charts, leave-behinds, and specialty ads may be
designed to assist salespeople in their presentations, serve as
reminders, or just create goodwill. The number of materials
available may range from just a few to hundreds, depending
on the company. (If you ever get the chance, look into the
trunk of a consumer-product salesperson’s car. You will find
everything from pens to calendars to flip charts to samples
to lost baseball mitts—all but the last of which are used in
the selling effort.) Other forms of sales promotions like con-
tests and sweepstakes are also used, as noted earlier.

Likewise, many sales promotions are targeted at the sales
force itself. Incentives such as free trips, cash bonuses, or
gifts are often used to stimulate sales efforts. And, as we saw
with resellers, contests and sweepstakes may also be used.

Combining Personal Selling with the Internet
In the Internet chapter, we discussed the increasing use of the Internet as a support to
personal selling. As noted, the Internet has been used to provide product information,
generate leads, screen prospects, and build and market from databases. While many
marketing managers see the Internet taking business away from channel members and
direct sales, few are ready to relinquish their sales forces. Even though at least one
study predicts that 98 percent of all large companies would be on the Internet by 2002,
and that the ROI for direct sales on the Web is five times that for traditional direct mar-
keting, most companies still see the sales force as an integral part of the IMC process—
particularly for relationship building.19 Many managers feel that the Web will be used
to fulfill the more mundane tasks of order fulfillment and providing informa-
tion. This in turn will allow the sales force to be more effective in closing
orders, doing close selling, and focusing more attention on high-value and/or
new customers. Future salespeople will do what is more profitable for the
future—that is, sell and develop relationships, not take orders.

A rapidly growing use of the Internet is that of conducting online meetings
in which the sales force and/or clients and potential clients participate. Some
companies have found that they can save both time and money by conducting
their sales meetings online rather than at a central location. More involved
presentations—often referred to as “webinars”—may include a variety of
purposes, from conducting job training for employees to making presenta-
tions and providing in-depth product information to existing and potential
customers. (See Exhibit 18-8.)

It is important that the elements of the promotional program work together,
as each has its specific advantages and disadvantages. While personal selling is
valuable in accomplishing certain objectives and supporting other promotional
tools, it must be supported by the other elements. Ads, sales promotions, and
the like may be targeted to the ultimate user, resellers, or the organization’s
sales force. IMC Perspective 18-1 provides a few examples of companies that
have successfully integrated personal selling and other IMC elements.
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Exhibit 18-7 Goldmine is
one of the more popular
database management tools

Exhibit 18-8 The Internet
is used to conduct online
meetings
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 18-1

How Companies Integrate Personal 
Selling into the IMC Program
For many companies, personal selling has been the pri-
mary focus for promoting their goods and services.
Other IMC program elements have assumed more of a
support role and, in many instances, have not been
used effectively by the marketing managers or the
sales force. For many companies, all of this is chang-
ing—as reflected in the following examples:

• Xerox—testing ads and sales promotions. Barbara
Basney, director of marketing communications at
Xerox’s Office Printing Business, is responsible for
gathering hundreds of thousands of sales leads for
the company’s marketing database. Relying heavily on
trade shows and direct mail, Basney realized that
costs continued to increase but effectiveness did not.
In an attempt to try something totally different and
innovative, she signed on with the online division of
advertising agency Young and Rubicam to test market
a program designed specifically to generate leads.
Together they launched three direct-response offers:
(1) a sweepstakes with information about Xerox’s
printer and a chance to win a trip to the Winter
Olympics in Salt Lake City; (2) a product-information-
only banner ad that switches to color; and (3) an inter-
active game in which the banner ad told visitors to
play “Phaser Blast.” Each of the offers used links, ban-
ners, buttons, and pop-up advertising. The nine-month
test exceeded Xerox’s expectations, generating 96,000

sales leads in the first four months and 200,000 in the
next five months, surpassing the goals established by
117 and 111 percent, respectively—at less than 50
percent of what such results would have cost using
traditional methods. What worked? According to Bas-
ney, the sweepstakes and product information ad were
about equally effective, and the interactive game was
the “definite loser.”

• Audi—building a customer relationship program.
Audi’s goal was to not have the relationship with the
customer end after the sale was made. Operating on
the assumption that the company’s best potential cus-
tomers were also its existing customers, the company
initiated an online program to maintain contact, while
allowing its sales force to concentrate on selling.
Based on its television campaign for the new A4
model, Audi offered a downloadable screensaver that
frequently broadcasted updated news and information
automatically to the consumers’ computers. After dis-
playing the screensaver option on its website, Audi
sent an e-mail to owners and prospects offering them
the opportunity to download it. Over 10,000 people
took advantage of the offer. Audi then began to main-
tain a continuous dialog with the adopters by sending
them newsletters and updates. Click-through rates
ranged from 25 to 35 percent on various parts of the
site—well exceeding the standard rates—and car sales
were 25 percent higher than they were the previous
year, even in a down economy.

• ConAgra—introducing a new product. In a market
saturated by ready-to-eat dinners few retailers pre-
dicted that Banquet Homestyle Bakes—a meal with
the meat already packed in—would have any success.
Store owners were reluctant to stock the product and
give up valuable shelf space. But the product team
was determined that it had a success after three
years of research and test marketing. Working closely
with the sales team, product managers gathered feed-
back while providing the sales force with research
results and a great consumer story. Sampling (each
box weighed 2 to 3 pounds) was supported with a
humorous advertising campaign on television and in
print, appearing in magazines such as Good
Housekeeping, Parenting, TV Guide, and Soap Opera
Digest. Bundling the product discounts with other
ConAgra brands including Chef Boyardee and Hunt’s
Snack Packs helped, as did a contest called “Super
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Like all other elements of the promotional mix, personal selling
must be evaluated on the basis of its contribution to the overall
promotional effort. The costs of personal selling are often high,
but the returns may be just as high.

Because the sales force is under the supervision of the sales
manager, evaluations are typically based on sales criteria. Sales may be analyzed by
total sales volume, territories, product line, customer type, or sales rep.20 Other sales-
related criteria such as new account openings and personal traits are also sometimes
considered and may be increasing in importance (Figure 18-8).

From a promotional perspective, sales performance is important, as are the contri-
butions of individuals in generating these sales. On the other hand, the promotions
manager must evaluate the performance of personal selling as one program element
contributing to the overall promotional program. So he or she needs to use different
criteria in determining its effectiveness.

Criteria for Evaluating Personal Selling
A number of criteria may be used to evaluate the contribution of the personal selling
effort to the promotional program. They include the following.

• Provision of marketing intelligence—the ability of the sales force to feed back
information regarding competitive programs, customer reactions, market trends,
and other factors that may be important in the development of the promotional
program.

• Follow-up activities—the use and dissemination of promotional brochures and
correspondences with new and existing customers, providing feedback on the
effectiveness of various promotional programs.

• Program implementations—the number of promotional programs implemented;
the number of shelf and/or counter displays used, and so forth; the implementa-
tion and assessment of cooperative advertising programs.

• Attainment of communications objectives—the number of accounts to whom 
presentations were made (awareness, evaluation), the number of trial offers
accepted, and the like. (Specific criteria are often hard to agree on, as evidenced
by IMC Perspective 18-2.).

Combining these criteria with those used by the sales department, the promotions
manager should be able to accurately assess the effectiveness of the personal selling
program. Making these evaluations requires a great deal of cooperation between the
departments.

Evaluating the Personal
Selling Effort

Meals/Super Moms,” which included prizes such as
maid service, flowers, and spa visits. The contest itself
garnered a 77 percent participation rate from whole-
salers. Finally, 100 college scholarship offers valued at
$10,000 provided a nice public relations touch. How
did it work? First-year sales totaled $125 million, the
product had the highest repeat purchase rate of any
supermarket product introduced in the previous five
years, and the introduction was touted as one of the
hottest new product introductions of the year by
Information Resources Inc.’s “New Product
Pacesetters” report.

The above examples are just a few of the many compa-
nies that have effectively integrated personal selling
into their IMC programs. Each shows how the sales
team and marketing can work together to achieve 
success—what an idea!

Sources: Sonia Reyes, “This One’s a Stove Topper,” Brandweek,

Oct. 14, 2002, pp. M30–M33; “Xerox Tests Three Online Sales 
Lead Generation Tactics—Sweeps vs. Game vs. Product Info,” 
marketingsherpa.com, Sept. 12, 2002, pp. 1–6; Sheree Curry, “E-Mar-
keting Evolution,” Sales & Marketing Management, June 2002,
pp. 32–37.
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Figure 18-8 Criteria used to evaluate sales forces

Quantitative Measures

Sales Results Sales Efforts

Orders

Number of orders obtained

Average order size (units or dollars)

Batting average (orders ÷ sales calls)

Number of orders canceled by customers

Sales Volume

Dollar sales volume

Unit sales volume

By customer type

By product category

Translated into market share

Percentage of sales quota achieved

Margins

Gross margin

Net profit

By customer type

By product category

Customer Accounts

Number of new accounts

Number of lost accounts

Percentage of accounts sold

Number of overdue accounts

Dollar amount of accounts receivable

Collections made of accounts receivable

Sales Calls

Number made on current customers

Number made on potential new accounts

Average time spent per call

Number of sales presentations

Selling time versus nonselling time

Call frequency ratio per customer type

Selling Expenses

Average per sales call

As percentage of sales volume

As percentage of sales quota

By customer type

By product category

Direct-selling expense ratios

Indirect-selling expense ratios

Customer Service

Number of service calls

Displays set up

Delivery cost per unit sold

Months of inventory held, by customer type

Number of customer complaints

Percentage of goods returned

Qualitative Measures

Sales Results Sales Efforts

Selling Skills

Knowing the company and its policies

Knowing competitors’ products and sales strategies

Use of marketing and technical backup teams

Understanding of selling techniques

Customer feedback (positive and negative)

Product knowledge

Customer knowledge

Execution of selling techniques

Quality of sales presentations

Communication skills

Sales-related activities

Territory management: sales call preparation, scheduling,
routing, and time utilization

Marketing intelligence: new product ideas, competitive
activities, new customer preferences

Follow-ups: use of promotional brochures and correspon-
dence with current and potential accounts

Customer relations

Report preparation and timely submission

Personal characteristics

Cooperation, human relations, enthusiasm, motivation,
judgment, care of company property, appearance, self-
improvement efforts, patience, punctuality, initiative,
resourcefulness, health, sales management potential, 
ethical and moral behavior
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 18-2

Measuring the Effectiveness of the Sales Force—
Is It Really Just ROI?
Probably for as long as there have been sales forces,
managers have sought ways to determine whether they
are effective or not. In the past, salespeople were evalu-
ated on the basis of their sales—that is, did they reach
their sales quotas? As the role of the sales force
changed from being purely concerned with selling to
becoming more involved in marketing and more respon-
sible for maintaining customer relationships, managers
recognized the need for expanding evaluative criteria
beyond just the achievement of sales goals. The evalua-
tion criteria of today are vastly different from those in
the past. Sure, sales are still important, but now other
measures are gaining in importance as well.

One of the more often discussed measures is ROI
(return on investment). More and more top executives
are asking their sales managers for accountability—as
in “Are we getting the returns we seek from the sales
force?” The idea is that by measuring the impact of pro-
grams designed to aid the selling process as well as
measuring sales closures, the marketing team can be
more effective and efficient. Unfortunately, it isn’t
always that easy. In a survey conducted in 2002 of com-
panies with a marketing budget of $1 million or more, 56
percent indicated they had no system for measuring the
ROI on their marketing investments. As noted by David
Reibstein of the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton
School of Business, “In marketing, benefits like advertis-
ing impact aren’t easily put into dollar returns. It takes a
leap of faith to come up with a number.” Marketers know
that it is often difficult to separate advertising, promo-
tions, and other communications efforts from the sell-
ing effort.

Then what about ranking them? Many of the largest
firms in America, including GE, Ford, and Microsoft,
rank employees by categorizing them as top 20 per-
cent, bottom 10 percent, and the like, with the top get-
ting highly rewarded and the bottom likely to be let go.
Others use A, B, or C grades, with two straight C’s con-
stituting grounds for dismissal. Cruel? While Jack
Welch, ex-CEO of GE, and Dick Grote, president of
Grote Consulting (a performance management com-
pany in Texas), don’t think so, eight Ford employees
did, and they filed a class-action lawsuit claiming dis-
crimination. A study of 17 large companies, conducted
by the American Productivity and Quality Center, cor-
roborated the positions of Grote and Welch, conclud-
ing that forced rankings were the most effective way
to identify and reward core competencies. Whether
rankings outweigh discrimination is still to be seen,

however, and may have to be decided in the courts
rather than the marketing office.

How about sales per employee as a measure of effec-
tiveness? Saleforce.com, for example, uses sales per
employee to compare the relative performance of its
sales forces. A steady rise in sales per employee is a sign
of improving efficiency. Siebel Systems also employees
this system, releasing the lowest-performing 10 percent
of its employees. Altera, Bea Systems, and Sun Micro-
systems also use measures of sales generated by
employees to determine if they are operating “fat” or
“lean.” James S. Pepitone, chairman of Pepitone, Berk-
shire, Piaget Worldwide, a management firm based in
Dallas, is not sold on the concept. He considers it a rela-
tive metric, arguing that “it only has meaning in com-
parison to itself” and should be used only as an internal
benchmark, and a ballpark figure, confounded by
numerous other factors.

Well, then, what about quotas? Perhaps we should go
to the old reliable and set sales targets and goals. Many
companies are scrapping sales quota systems in favor
of compensation packages that promote new behaviors
among salespeople (like maintaining customer rela-
tionships), arguing that the old system doesn’t work
anymore. Salespeople have both positive and negative
attitudes toward quota dropping. While some feel that
it may reduce their sales effectiveness and motivation,
others recognize that in today’s customer relationship
world, providing service and keeping old customers are
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as important as finding new ones. They are glad to see
the importance of sales quotas diminished.

Then what’s a company to do? Many successful com-
panies now use a combination of measures. For exam-
ple, Siebel Systems—yes, the same company mentioned
above—notes that approximately 40 percent of each
salesperson’s incentive compensation is based on his
or her customers’ reported satisfaction with service
and implementation of products purchased. Nortel,
eBay, and AT&T employ similar measures. At JD
Edwards, up to 20 percent of a sales rep’s earnings are
based on two such surveys per year. Many other com-
panies are also moving away from traditional quota-
based systems, combining sales goals with less
traditional measures such as customer satisfaction,

repeat business, profitable revenues, and internal
communications. Other measures include prospect-
ing, qualifying, and generating sign-ups to the com-
pany’s website.

Regardless of what measures are being employed—
and there are many more than those mentioned here—
the days of the sales quota–based system are on the
way out. And no one could be happier than the sales-
people themselves.

Sources: Erin Strout, “ROI: More Vital Than Ever,” Sales & Market-

ing Management, January 2002, p. 51; Andy Cohen, “Should You
Rank Your Salespeople?” Sales & Marketing Management, August
2001, p. 13; Kim Cross, “Does Your Team Measure Up?” Business 2.0,

June 12, 2001, pp. 22–28; Eilene Zimmerman, “Quota Busters,” Sales

& Marketing Management, January 2001, pp. 59–63.

Summary
This chapter discussed the nature
of personal selling and the role
this program element plays in the
promotional mix. The role of
personal selling in the IMC pro-
gram varies depending on the
nature of the industry, competi-
tion, and market conditions. In
many industries (for example,
industrial markets) the personal
selling component may receive the
most attention, while in others (for
example, consumer nondurables) it
plays a minor role. However,
managers in most industries
believe the importance of this pro-

gram element will continue to
increase over the next few years.

Personal selling offers the mar-
keter the opportunity for a dyadic
communications process (a two-
way exchange of information). The
salesperson can instantly assess
the situation and the effects of the
communication and adapt the
message if necessary.

While this exchange lets the
sales rep tailor the message
specifically to the needs and
wants of the receiver, its disadvan-
tage is a nonstandardized
message, since the final message

communicated is under the sales-
person’s control. In an attempt to
develop a standard communica-
tion, marketers provide their reps
with flip charts, leave-behinds, and
other promotional pieces.

Evaluation of the personal sell-
ing effort is usually under the con-
trol of the sales department, since
sales is the most commonly used
criterion. The promotions manager
must assess the contribution of
personal selling with nonsales-
oriented criteria as well, integrat-
ing this element into the overall
IMC program.

Key Terms
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599
provider stage, 600
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prospector stage, 600
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Discussion Questions
1. The lead in to this chapter
discusses some of the ways that
companies attempt to motivate
salespeople without just givng
them money. Following upon this,
give some examples of how
integrating other program
elements might also be effective
in motivating the sales force.

2. The role of the salesperson has
undergone significant changes in
recent years. Describe some of
these changes, and give examples
of the new roles salespeople are
being asked to perform.

3. It has been said that the impor-
tance of the sales force varies at
various stages in the communica-
tions hierarchies. Discuss this
idea, providing examples to
support your position.

4. Organizations are becoming
increasingly concerned about dis-
honesty within their sales organi-
zations. Describe some of the ways
that sales people may engage in
dishonest activities. What can
managers do to avoid such
problems?

5. The text describes a number of
ways that sales people can use
advertising to help them sell more.
Discuss these, providing examples
of each.

6. One of the advantages of
personal selling is the ability for
dyadic communication. Explain
what this term means. Why is this
an advantage over other media?

7. Explain what is meant by “the
new role of personal selling.” How
does this new role differ from what
personal selling has involved in the
past?

8. Explain why the high costs of
personal selling might be war-
ranted. Give a specific example of
a situation where this is the case.

9. Explain why the combination of
personal selling and advertising
may provide benefits that exceed
just personal selling alone.

10. Describe some of the criteria
used to evaluate qualitative
aspects of the effectiveness of the
salesperson. How might these be
used to support the IMC program?
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Chapter Objectives

1. To understand reasons for measuring
promotional program effectiveness.

2. To know the various measures used in assessing
promotional program effectiveness.

3. To evaluate alternative methods for measuring
promotional program effectiveness.

4. To understand the requirements of proper 
effectiveness research.

Measuring the Effectiveness 
of the Promotional Program

19
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As marketers continue to allocate dollars to a vari-

ety of IMC tools, the question is, How well is the

IMC program working? Unfortunately, while

numerous efforts have been made to determine

effectiveness of specific program elements, only

recently have marketers made attempts to exam-

ine the interactive effect of communications meth-

ods. Here are some of the results of these studies:

• Online Publishers Association. The Online

Publishers Association, in partnership with

Millward Brown and IntelliQuest, conducted

a test to determine how advertising can

work in combination with off-line

(traditional) advertising. Specifically, the

research was designed to test recall and

memorability of online advertising and tele-

vision advertising—alone and in

combination. Using an advertisement for

the U.S. Air Force, three groups were

exposed to the ad by (1) visiting a web page

on ESPN.com, (2) watching an episode of

Who Wants to Be a Millionaire, or (3) watch-

ing the TV program and visiting the web

page. A control group with no exposure to

the ads was also included. The results

indicated that:

• Brand awareness was significantly higher

than, and day-after recall was more than

double, that of the control group when

exposed to online ads.

• Online advertising is more likely

to be seen than TV advertising.

• Those exposed to both online

and TV ads were significantly

more likely to recall the TV com-

mercial.

Overall, the study concluded

that there was a synergistic

effect when TV and online are

used in combination, leading to

a 9 percent gain in recall. When

the TV and online ads were both

used, there was a 48 percent 

increase in recognition of the

online ads, leading to the conclusion that

online supports TV commercials and vice

versa.

• MSN online study. Microsoft joined forces

with research company Marketing

Evolution, Dynamic Logic, the Advertising

Research Foundation, the Interactive Adver-

tising Bureau, and Unilever to examine the

impact of online advertising when combined

with traditional advertising. Branding met-

rics such as unaided and aided awareness,

brand associations, and purchase intent

were measured for Dove and Dove Nutrium

Bar soaps, using individual media and a com-

bination of online with TV and print. The

results indicated that increasing the

frequency of online advertising efficiently

improved branding results and that combin-

ing online advertising with the more

Measuring the Impact of IMC—
Bringing It All Together
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traditional TV and print media increased the

effectiveness of the entire campaign.

• Differences in media effectiveness. In an exam-

ination of four product categories

(automobiles, luxury watches, shampoos, and

fast food), it was found that TV was the most

used medium for all four product categories

and that it was most useful for providing

information on low-involvement products

while the Internet was more useful for high-

involvement products. TV was also shown to

be more useful for providing information on

affective versus rational decisions. The authors

of the study concluded that the Internet

should be considered in conjunction with

other traditional media alternatives, with its

role varying depending on the product

category. Further, they noted that there is a

need to develop an integrative media plan

whereby media executives can determine the

relative contribution of various media.

So what do we conclude from these studies? In a

nutshell, they confirm the fact that the various ele-

ments of an IMC program each make their own

contributions to the overall impact of the cam-

paign. They also reveal that a combination of the

program elements is likely to have a greater impact

than the effect of each element used alone. In

other words, the whole really is greater than the

sum of its parts.

Sources: Online Publishers Association/MBIQ Media Mix Study,
April 2002; Sung-Joon Yoon and Joo-Ho Kim, “Is the Internet
More Effective Than Traditional Media? Factors Affecting the
Choice of Media,” Journal of Advertising Research,
November–December 2001, pp. 53–60; “Interactive Advertising
Bureau, Doubleclick, MSN, and CNET Networks Release Ground-
breaking Online Brand Research Findings,”
www.microsoft.com/press pass, July 1, 2001, pp. 17–18.
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As marketers spend their communications dollars in numerous media, the need to
determine the effectiveness of these expenditures becomes increasingly important.
Both clients and agencies are continually striving to determine whether their commu-
nications are working and how well they are working relative to other options. Unfor-
tunately, there seems to be little agreement on the best measures to use. Almost
everyone agrees that research is required, but they disagree on how it should be con-
ducted and how the results should be used. At the same time, as can be seen by the
lead-in to this chapter, companies and organizations are working together in an
attempt to provide answers to these questions.

Measuring the effectiveness of the promotional program is a critical element in the
promotional planning process. Research allows the marketing manager to evaluate the
performance of specific program elements and provides input into the next period’s
situation analysis. It is a necessary ingredient to a continuing planning process, yet it is
often not carried out.

In this chapter, we discuss some reasons firms should measure the effectiveness of
their IMC programs, as well as why many decide not to. We also examine how, when,
and where such measurements can be conducted. Most of our attention is devoted to
measuring the effects of advertising because much more time and effort have been
expended developing evaluation measures in advertising than in the other promotional
areas. We will, however, discuss measurement in other areas of the IMC program as
well. (In some of these areas, the measures are more directly observable—for exam-
ple, direct marketing and personal selling.) You’ll recall that we addressed the meth-
ods used to evaluate many of the other promotional elements in previous chapters.

It is important to understand that in this chapter we are concerned with research that
is conducted in an evaluative role—that is, to measure the effectiveness of advertising
and promotion and/or to assess various strategies before implementing them. This is
not to be confused with research discussed earlier in the text to help develop the pro-
motional program, although the two can (and should) be used together. While evalua-
tive research may occur at various times throughout the promotional process
(including the development stage), it is conducted specifically to assess the effects of
various strategies. We begin our discussion with the reasons effectiveness should be
measured as well as some of the reasons firms do not do so.
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Almost any time one engages in a project or activity,
whether for work or fun, some measure of performance
occurs. In sports you may compare your golf score against
par or your time on a ski course to other skiers’ perfor-
mance. In business, employees are generally given objec-
tives to accomplish, and their job evaluations are based on their ability to achieve
these objectives. Advertising and promotion should not be an exception. It is impor-
tant to determine how well the communications program is working and to measure
this performance against some standards.

Reasons to Measure Effectiveness
Assessing the effectiveness of ads both before they are implemented and after the final
versions have been completed and fielded offers a number of advantages:

1. Avoiding costly mistakes. The top three advertisers in the United States spent over
$7.3 billion in advertising and promotion in 2001. The top 10 spent a total of over $21
billion. This is a lot of money to be throwing around without some understanding of
how well it is being spent. If the program is not achieving its objectives, the marketing
manager needs to know so he or she can stop spending (wasting) money on it.

Just as important as the out-of-pocket costs is the opportunity loss due to poor
communications. If the advertising and promotions program is not accomplishing its
objectives, not only is the money spent lost but so too is the potential gain that could
result from an effective program. Thus, measuring the effects of advertising does not
just save money. It also helps the firm maximize its investment. For example, one
mass merchant discovered that promoting Tide detergent generated more cross-selling
opportunities than did promotions of nonpremium brands like Purex (Exhibit 19-1).
At the same time, promotions of motor oil had no cross-selling impact.1

2. Evaluating alternative strategies. Typically a firm has a number of strategies under
consideration. For example, there may be some question as to which medium should
be used or whether one message is more effective than another. Or the decision may
be between two promotional program elements. For example, should research be
spent on sponsorships or on advertising? One retailer found that advertising do-it-
yourself products on the radio was effective in rural areas but not in urban locales.2

Research may be designed to help the manager determine which strategy is most
likely to be effective. Companies often test alternate versions of their advertising in
different cities to determine which ad communicates most effectively. They may also
explore different forms of couponing.
3. Increasing the efficiency of advertising in general. You may have heard the expres-
sion “can’t see the forest for the trees.” Sometimes advertisers get so close to the proj-
ect they lose sight of what they are seeking, and because they know what they are
trying to say, they expect their audience will also understand. They may use technical
jargon that not everyone is familiar with. Or the creative department may get too cre-
ative or too sophisticated and lose the meaning that needs to be communicated. How
many times have you seen an ad and asked yourself what it was trying to say, or how
often have you seen an ad that you really like, but you
can’t remember the brand name? Conducting research
helps companies develop more efficient and effective com-
munications. An increasing number of clients are demand-
ing accountability for their promotional programs and
putting more pressure on the agencies to produce. As IMC
Perspective 19-1 demonstrates, effective research can be
used for both of these purposes.
4. Determining if objectives are achieved. In a well-
designed IMC plan, specific objectives are established. If
objectives are attained, new ones need to be established in
the next planning period. An assessment of how program
elements led to the attainment of the goals should take
place, and/or reasons for less-than-desired achievements
must be determined.
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Arguments for and Against
Measuring Effectiveness

Exhibit 19-1 Tide has
been shown to be an
effective promotional draw
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 19-1

The ARF David Ogilvy Research Awards—
No Longer Just Ad Campaign Awards
One of the most prestigious awards an advertiser can
receive is the David Ogilvy Award. The award is given
by the Advertising Research Foundation (ARF) in
honor of researcher-turned-adman David Ogilvy, whose
own work always stressed the role of research in devel-
oping, evaluating, and improving advertising. To win an
Ogilvy Award, the candidate must demonstrate how
research was used in developing a program and show
marketing success. Awards are given in three areas—(1)
services, (2) durables, and (3) packaged goods—and an
overall grand-prize winner is announced. Judges come
from academia, advertising agencies, companies, and
research firms. This year’s winners included:

• Grand Winner: Robert Wood Johnson Foundation—
“The Covering Kids Campaign.” In 1997 the federal gov-
ernment allocated money to each state to offer health
coverage to children in low-income families. Unfortu-
nately, much of this money went unused. The Robert
Wood Johnson Foundation used its own monies to
determine why this was the case, as well as to develop
a campaign to communicate to parents. The
foundation worked with Wirthlin Worldwide, a market-
ing research company, to determine the motivations,
or lack of motivations, for taking advantage of this
opportunity. The research demonstrated that financial
aid and emotional issues were involved and that while
low-income families were concerned with insuring
their children, there was a lack of knowledge of the

program as well as a number of misperceptions
regarding qualifications. In addition, semantics mat-
tered, as many families felt that “insurance” was syn-
onymous with high cost and that if it was free, it was a
“handout.”

Based on this research, the advertising agency of
Greer, Margolis, Mitchell, Burns and Associates devel-
oped a “values approach” in which ad messages stated
“You could be eligible” and funneled callers directly
into the program. The campaign included TV, outdoor,
radio, and print ads differentiated for various ethnic
groups. An Internet site was also included, as was a
toll-free number to call for more assistance.

The results reflected the value of the research, as 8
out of every 10 persons who called the national hotline
did so after seeing a Covering Kids ad, and the number
of calls doubled during the time the ad campaign ran.
Calls to regional toll-free numbers increased by as
much as 745 percent!

• Distinguished Finalist: United States Navy—
“An URL in Every Port.” Joining the armed services is
not an easy decision. The U.S. Navy had found that its
competition included colleges, trade schools, the work-
force, and other branches of military services. To com-
pete successfully, the Navy felt that it had to conduct
research into the motivations and attitudes of high
school students—its primary target audience. Working
with advertising agency Campbell-Ewald, the Navy cre-
ated an extensive research portfolio that included
interviews with Navy personnel, recruiters, and deci-
sion influencers such as parents and teachers. Focus
groups, brand metaphor exercises, and a quantitative
survey of teens were all used to explore the values and
attitudes of teens. The resulting psychographic profile
showed that “Adventurers” (active, fun-oriented
outdoor types), “Vocationalists” (concerned about the
future and looking for vocational skills to improve
their job prospects), and “Independent Skill Seekers”
(uncertain about their future, looking for vocational
and leadership skills) were most likely to be interested
in joining the Navy. However, few of the Generation Y
audience knew much, if anything, about the Navy
beyond what they had seen in movies. The agency and
the Navy knew they had to put something together to
assist in the decision process.

A limited budget meant that a wide use of
traditional advertising media like TV was impractical.
Rather, a “Life Accelerator” web-based program was
designed to present the Navy in a nonthreatening
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Reasons Not to Measure Effectiveness
Companies give a number of reasons for not measuring the effectiveness of advertis-
ing and promotions strategies:

1. Cost. Perhaps the most commonly cited reason for not testing (particularly among
smaller firms) is the expense. Good research can be expensive, in terms of both time
and money. Many managers decide that time is critical and they must implement the
program while the opportunity is available. Many believe the monies spent on
research could be better spent on improved production of the ad, additional media
buys, and the like.

While the first argument may have some merit, the second does not. Imagine what
would happen if a poor campaign were developed or the incentive program did not
motivate the target audience. Not only would you be spending money without the
desired effects, but the effort could do more harm than good. Spending more money to
buy media does not remedy a poor message or substitute for an improper promotional
mix. For example, one of the nation’s leading brewers watched its test-market sales
for a new brand of beer fall short of expectations. The problem, it thought, was an
insufficient media buy. The solution, it decided, was to buy all the TV time available
that matched its target audience. After two months sales had not improved, and the
product was abandoned in the test market. Analysis showed the problem was not in
the media but rather in the message, which communicated no reason to buy. Research
would have identified the problem, and millions of dollars and a brand might have
been saved. The moral: Spending research monies to gain increased exposure to the
wrong message is not a sound management decision.

2. Research problems. A second reason cited for not measuring effectiveness is that it
is difficult to isolate the effects of promotional elements. Each variable in the market-
ing mix affects the success of a product or service. Because it is often difficult to mea-
sure the contribution of each marketing element directly, some managers become
frustrated and decide not to test at all. They say, “If I can’t determine the specific
effects, why spend the money?”

This argument also suffers from weak logic. While we agree that it is not always
possible to determine the dollar amount of sales contributed by promotions, research
can provide useful results. As demonstrated by the introduction and examples in IMC
Perspective 19-1, communications effectiveness can be measured and may carry over
to sales or other behaviors.

3. Disagreement on what to test. The objectives sought in the promotional program
may differ by industry, by stage of the product life cycle, or even for different people
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environment as well as one in which teenagers were
comfortable (teens are online 50 percent more than
adults). The website was supported by an economical
media plan designed to drive traffic to the site. Radio
(95 percent of teens listen 10 or more hours a week)
and other Internet venues received a lot of the
resources. TV was used in a more traditional sense—
e.g., MTV as well as a direct-response medium to gen-
erate leads to be followed up on by Navy personnel.

In the first few months of the campaign, the Life
Accelerator had more than 200 million hits, which
were in turn referred to recruitment tables. Potential
prospects spent 50 percent more time at the site and
viewed more pages, and recruitment offices reported
an increase in candidates who came in with Life Accel-
erator pages in hand. Overall, 225,318 leads were gener-
ated, 13 percent above the goal. The goal of 53,000
enlistments was easily achieved.

Not all of the Ogilvy Awards are for services or non-
profits (in the chapter we will discuss some winners in
the other categories), and not all of the winners
employ the same research methods or media strate-
gies. All do, however, use research to guide their strate-
gies, as well as to measure its effectiveness.

What is really interesting is that the Ogilvy Awards,
started decades ago as an advertising award in which
the ad campaign was based on research, have now
become much broader in scope. The above two examples
demonstrate that the award is really now more of an
IMC award, with an emphasis on the overall campaign—
whether or not advertising is a major component.

Sources: “2002 ARF David Ogilvy Research Award Winners,”
www.arfsite.org, Nov. 4, 2002; “The 2002 ARF David Ogilvy
Research Awards,” Journal of Advertising Research, July–August
2002 (special section).
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within the firm. The sales manager may want to see the impact of promotions on 
sales, top management may wish to know the impact on corporate image, and those
involved in the creative process may wish to assess recall and/or recognition of the ad.
Lack of agreement on what to test often results in no testing.

Again, there is little rationale for this position. With the proper design, many or
even all of the above might be measured. Since every promotional element is
designed to accomplish its own objectives, research can be used to measure its effec-
tiveness in doing so.

4. The objections of creative. It has been argued by many (and denied by others) that
the creative department does not want its work to be tested and many agencies are
reluctant to submit their work for testing. This is sometimes true. Ad agencies’
creative departments argue that tests are not true measures of the creativity and effec-
tiveness of ads; applying measures stifles their creativity; and the more creative the
ad, the more likely it is to be successful. They want permission to be creative without
the limiting guidelines marketing may impose. The Chiat/Day ad shown in Exhibit
19-2 reflects how many people in the advertising business feel about this subject.

At the same time, the marketing manager is ultimately responsible for the success
of the product or brand. Given the substantial sums being allocated to advertising and
promotion, it is the manager’s right, and responsibility, to know how well a specific
program—or a specific ad—will perform in the market. Interestingly, in a study
examining the 200 most awarded commercials over a 2-year span, it was shown that
86 percent were deemed effective in achieving their goals, versus only 33 percent for
other ads—proving that creative ads are effective.3
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expresses its opinion of
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5. Time. A final reason given for not testing is a lack of time. Managers believe they
already have too much to do and just can’t get around to testing, and they don’t want
to wait to get the message out because they might miss the window of opportunity.

Planning might be the solution to the first problem. While many managers are
overworked and time-poor, research is just too important to skip.

The second argument can also be overcome with proper planning. While
timeliness is critical, getting the wrong message out is of little or no value and may
even be harmful. There will be occasions where market opportunities require
choosing between testing and immediate implementation. But even then some testing
may help avoid mistakes or improve effectiveness. For example, after the terrorist
attacks on September 11, Motorola developed an ad designed to portray the quality of
its mobile phones by showing an FDNY fireman using one. While the ad may have
had good intentions, many people felt it was an attempt to capitalize on a tragedy. As a
result, much negative publicity was generated. The problem could have been avoided
had Motorola pretested consumers’ responses to the ad. In most instances, proper
planning and scheduling will allow time for research.
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What to Test
We now examine how to measure the effects
of communications. This section considers
what elements to evaluate, as well as where
and how such evaluations should occur.

In Chapter 5, we discussed the components of the communications model (source,
message, media, receiver) and the importance of each in the promotional program.
Marketers need to determine how each is affecting the communications process. Other
decisions made in the promotional planning process must also be evaluated.

Source Factors An important question is whether the spokesperson being used
is effective and how the target market will respond to him or her. For example, Tiger
Woods has proved to be a successful salesperson for Nike and Buick. Or a product
spokesperson may be an excellent source initially but, owing to a variety of reasons,
may lose impact over time. For example, Britney Spears had been an effective
spokesperson for Pepsi, particularly with the teen market. The question was, Will she
be able to retain this relationship as she gets older? Apparently Pepsi thought not, as
her contract was not renewed. In other instances, changes in the source’s attractiveness
or likeability or other external factors may lead to changes in source effectiveness.
Pepsi pulled a TV sport featuring rapper Ludacris after Fox TV’s Bill O’Reilly
attacked the violent lyrics in Ludacris’s songs.4

Message Variables Both the message and the means by which it is communi-
cated are bases for evaluation. For example, in the beer example discussed earlier, the
message never provided a reason for consumers to try the new product. In other
instances, the message may not be strong enough to pull readers into the ad by attract-
ing their attention or clear enough to help them evaluate the product. Sometimes the
message is memorable but doesn’t achieve the other goals set by management. One
study showed that 7 of the 25 products that scored highest on interest and memorabil-
ity in Video Storyboard Tests’ ad test had flat or declining sales.5 A number of factors
regarding the message and its delivery may have an impact on its effectiveness,
including the headline, illustrations, text, and layout.

Many ads are never seen by the public because of the message they convey. For
example, an ad in which Susan Anton ate a slice of Pizza Hut pizza was considered too
erotic for the company’s small-town image. Likewise, an ad created for General Elec-
tric in which Uncle Sam got slapped in the face (to demonstrate our growing trade
imbalance) was killed by the company’s chair.6

Media Strategies Media decisions need to be evaluated. Research may be
designed to determine which media class (for example, broadcast versus print), sub-
class (newspaper versus magazines), or specific vehicles (which newspapers or mag-
azines) generate the most effective results. The location within a particular medium

Conducting Research to Measure
Advertising Effectiveness
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(front page versus back page) and size of ad or length of commercial also merit
examination. For example, research has demonstrated that readers pay more attention
to larger ads.7 As shown earlier, a variety of methods have been employed to measure
the effectiveness of advertising on the Internet. Similarly, direct-response advertisers
on TV have found that some programs are more effective than others. One successful
direct marketer found that old TV shows yield more responses than first runs:

The fifth rerun of “Leave It to Beaver” will generate much more response than will the first
run of a prime-time television program. Who cares if you miss something you have seen four
times before? But you do care when it’s the first time you’ve seen it.8

Another factor is the vehicle option source effect, “the differential impact that the
advertising exposure will have on the same audience member if the exposure occurs in
one media option rather than another.”9 People perceive ads differently depending on
their context.10

A final factor in media decisions involves scheduling. The evaluation of flighting
versus pulsing or continuous schedules is important, particularly given the increasing
costs of media time. As discussed in Chapter 10 and IMC Perspective 19-1, there is
evidence to support the fact that continuity may lead to a more effective media sched-
ule than does flighting. Likewise, there may be opportunities associated with increas-
ing advertising weights in periods of downward sales cycles or recessions. The
manager experimenting with these alternative schedules and/or budget outlays should
attempt to measure their differential impact.11

Budgeting Decisions A number of studies have examined the effects of bud-
get size on advertising effectiveness and the effects of various ad expenditures on
sales. Many companies have also attempted to determine whether increasing their ad
budget directly increases sales. This relationship is often hard to determine, perhaps
because using sales as an indicator of effectiveness ignores the impact of other market-
ing mix elements. More definitive conclusions may be possible if other dependent
variables, such as the communications objectives stated earlier, are used.

When to Test
Virtually all test measures can be classified according to when they are conducted.
Pretests are measures taken before the campaign is implemented; posttests occur
after the ad or commercial has been in the field. A variety of pretests and posttests are
available to the marketer, each with its own methodology designed to measure some
aspect of the advertising program. Figure 19-1 classifies these testing methods.

Pretesting Pretests may occur at a number of points, from as early on as idea
generation to rough execution to testing the final version before implementing it. More
than one type of pretest may be used. For example, concept testing (which is discussed
later in this chapter) may take place at the earliest development of the ad or commer-
cial, when little more than an idea, basic concept, or positioning statement is under
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Figure 19-1 Classification
of testing methods

Pretests

Laboratory Methods

Consumer juries Theater tests Readability tests

Portfolio tests Rough tests Comprehension and 

Physiological measures Concept tests reaction tests

Field Methods

Dummy advertising vehicles On-air tests

Posttests

Field Methods

Recall tests Single-source systems Recognition tests

Association measures Inquiry tests Tracking studies
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consideration. Ogilvy Award winner GM used focus groups to derive the concepts to
promote its new minivan. In other instances, layouts of the ad campaign that include
headlines, some body copy, and rough illustrations are used. For TV commercials, 
storyboards and animatics may be tested. The GM minivan research also involved the
evaluation of six animatics. In these tests specific shortcomings were identified, and
the ads were changed to enhance certain executional elements.

The methodologies employed to conduct pretests vary. In focus groups, participants
freely discuss the meanings they get from the ads, consider the relative advantages of
alternatives, and even suggest improvements or additional themes. In addition to or
instead of the focus groups, consumers are asked to evaluate the ad on a series of rat-
ing scales. (Different agencies use different measures.) In-home interviews, mall inter-
cept, or laboratory methods may be used to gather the data.

The advantage of pretesting at this stage is that feedback is relatively inexpensive.
Any problems with the concept or the way it is to be delivered are identified before
large amounts of money are spent in development. Sometimes more than one version
of the ad is evaluated to determine which is most likely to be effective.

A study of 4,637 on-air commercials designed to build normative intelligence con-
ducted by MSW Group (formerly McCollum Spielman Worldwide) found that only 19
percent were considered outstanding or really good. Nearly twice as many (34 per-
cent) were failures. On the other hand, of those spots that were pretested before the
final form was aired, the share of good to outstanding rose to 37 percent, while the fail-
ure rate fell to 9 percent.12 This is certainly a testimonial to the value of pretesting.

The disadvantage is that mock-ups, storyboards, or animatics may not communicate
nearly as effectively as the final product. The mood-enhancing and/or emotional aspects
of the message are very difficult to communicate in this format. Another disadvantage is
time delays. Many marketers believe being first in the market offers them a distinct
advantage over competitors, so they forgo research to save time and ensure this position.

Posttesting Posttesting is also common among both advertisers and ad agencies
(with the exception of testing commercials for wearout). Posttesting is designed to (1)
determine if the campaign is accomplishing the objectives sought and (2) serve as input
into the next period’s situation analysis. An excellent example of using research to guide
future advertising strategies is reflected in an experiment conducted by Lowe’s, the
nation’s second-largest home improvement retailer. In a study designed to test 36 differ-
ent versions of covers for its catalogs (which are sent to between 30 and 40 million
homes per year), the company determined that by putting more products on the covers,
using real pictures rather than cartoons, and reducing the size of the catalog, the catalogs
were more effective. Other tests varying the number of TV spots, newspaper ads, and
sports sponsorships led to increases in advertising spending and affir-
mation of the company’s sponsorship of NASCAR auto racing (Exhibit
19-3).13 A variety of posttest measures are available, most of which
involve survey research methods.

Where to Test
In addition to when to test, decisions must be made as to where.
These tests may take place in either laboratory or field settings.

Laboratory Tests In laboratory tests, people are brought to a
particular location where they are shown ads and/or commercials.
The testers either ask questions about them or measure participants’
responses by other methods—for example, pupil dilation, eye track-
ing, or galvanic skin response.

The major advantage of the lab setting is the control it affords the
researcher. Changes in copy, illustration, formats, colors, and the like
can be manipulated inexpensively and the differential impact of each
assessed. This makes it much easier for the researcher to isolate the
contribution of each factor.

The major disadvantage is the lack of realism. Perhaps the great-
est effect of this lack of realism is a testing bias. When people are
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Exhibit 19-3 Research
affirmed the value of a
NASCAR sponsorship for
Lowe’s
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brought into a lab (even if it has been designed to look like a living room), they may
scrutinize the ads much more closely than they would at home. A second problem with
this lack of realism is that it cannot duplicate the natural viewing situation, complete
with the distractions or comforts of home. Looking at ads in a lab setting may not be
the same as viewing at home on the couch, with the spouse, kids, dog, cat, and para-
keet chirping in the background. (A bit later you will see that some testing techniques
have made progress in correcting this deficiency. No, they did not bring in the dogs
and the parakeets.) Overall, however, the control offered by this method probably out-
weighs the disadvantages, which accounts for the frequent use of lab methods.

Field Tests Field tests are tests of the ad or commercial under natural viewing sit-
uations, complete with the realism of noise, distractions, and the comforts of home.
Field tests take into account the effects of repetition, program content, and even the
presence of competitive messages.

The major disadvantage of field tests is the lack of control. It may be impossible to
isolate causes of viewers’ evaluations. If atypical events occur during the test, they
may bias the results. Competitors may attempt to sabotage the research. And field tests
usually take more time and money to conduct, so the results are not available to be
acted on quickly. Thus, realism is gained at the expense of other important factors. It is
up to the researcher to determine which trade-offs to make.

How to Test
Our discussion of what should be tested, when, and where was general and designed to
establish a basic understanding of the overall process as well as some key terms. In
this section, we discuss more specifically some of the methods commonly used at each
stage. First, however, it is important to establish some criteria by which to judge ads
and commercials.

Conducting evaluative research is not easy. Twenty-one of the largest U.S. ad agen-
cies have endorsed a set of principles aimed at “improving the research used in prepar-
ing and testing ads, providing a better creative product for clients, and controlling the
cost of TV commercials.”14 This set of nine principles, called PACT (Positioning
Advertising Copy Testing), defines copy testing as research “which is undertaken
when a decision is to be made about whether advertising should run in the market-
place. Whether this stage utilizes a single test or a combination of tests, its purpose is
to aid in the judgment of specific advertising executions.”15 The nine principles of
good copy testing are shown in Figure 19-2.

As you can see, advertisers and their clients are concerned about developing appro-
priate testing methods. Adherence to these principles may not make for perfect test-
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Figure 19-2 Positioning
Advertising Copy Testing
(PACT)

1. Provide measurements that are relevant to the objectives of the advertising.

2. Require agreement about how the results will be used in advance of each specific
test.

3. Provide multiple measurements (because single measurements are not adequate to
assess ad performance).

4. Be based on a model of human response to communications—the reception of a
stimulus, the comprehension of the stimulus, and the response to the stimulus.

5. Allow for consideration of whether the advertising stimulus should be exposed more
than once.

6. Require that the more finished a piece of copy is, the more soundly it can be eval-
uated and require, as a minimum, that alternative executions be tested in the same
degree of finish.

7. Provide controls to avoid the biasing effects of the exposure context.

8. Take into account basic considerations of sample definition.

9. Demonstrate reliability and validity.
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ing, but it goes a long way toward improving the state of the art and alleviates at least
one of the testing problems cited earlier.
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Figure 19-3 Concept
testing

Objective: Explores consumers’ responses to various ad concepts as expressed in
words, pictures, or symbols.

Method: Alternative concepts are exposed to consumers who match the characteris-
tics of the target audience. Reactions and evaluations of each are sought
through a variety of methods, including focus groups, direct questioning,
and survey completion. Sample sizes vary depending on the number of
concepts to be presented and the consensus of responses.

Output: Qualitative and/or quantitative data evaluating and comparing alternative
concepts.

Figure 19-4 Weaknesses
associated with focus group
research

• The results are not quantifiable.

• Sample sizes are too small to generalize to larger populations.

• Group influences may bias participants’ responses.

• One or two members of the group may steer the conversation or dominate the 
discussion.

• Consumers become instant “experts.”

• Members may not represent the target market. (Are focus group participants a certain
type of person?)

• Results may be taken to be more representative and/or definitive than they really are.

Testing may occur at various points throughout the development of an ad
or a campaign: (1) concept generation research, (2) rough, prefinished
art, copy, and/or commercial testing, (3) finished art or commercial
pretesting, and (4) market testing of ads or commercials (posttesting).

Concept Generation and Testing
Figure 19-3 describes the process involved in advertising concept testing, which is
conducted very early in the campaign development process in order to explore the 
targeted consumer’s response to a potential ad or campaign or have the consumer 
evaluate advertising alternatives. Positioning statements, copy, headlines, and/or illus-
trations may all be under scrutiny. The material to be evaluated may be just a headline
or a rough sketch of the ad. The colors used, typeface, package designs, and even
point-of-purchase materials may be evaluated.

One of the more commonly used methods for concept testing is focus groups,
which usually consist of 8 to 10 people in the target market for the product. Compa-
nies have tested everything from product concepts to advertising concepts using focus
groups. For most companies, the focus group is the first step in the research process.
The number of focus groups used varies depending on group consensus, strength of
response, and/or the degree to which participants like or dislike the concepts. Some
companies use 50 or more groups to develop a campaign, although fewer than 10 are
usually needed to test a concept sufficiently.

While focus groups continue to be a favorite of marketers, they are often overused.
The methodology is attractive in that results are easily obtained, directly observable,
and immediate. A variety of issues can be examined, and consumers are free to go into
depth in areas they consider important. Also, focus groups don’t require quantitative
analysis. Unfortunately, many managers are uncertain about research methods that
require statistics, and focus groups, being qualitative in nature, don’t demand much
skill in interpretation. Weaknesses with focus groups are shown in Figure 19-4.

The Testing Process
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Clearly, there are appropriate and inappropriate circumstances for employing this
methodology.

Another way to gather consumers’ opinions of concepts is mall intercepts, where
consumers in shopping malls are approached and asked to evaluate rough ads and/or
copy. Rather than participating in a group discussion, individuals assess the ads via
questionnaires, rating scales, and/or rankings. New technologies allow for concept
testing over the Internet, where advertisers can show concepts simultaneously to con-
sumers throughout the United States, garnering feedback and analyzing the results
almost instantaneously. While this methodology is gaining acceptance, traditional
methods are more commonly used (See Figure 19-5).

Rough Art, Copy, and Commercial Testing
Because of the high cost associated with the production of an ad or commercial (many
network commercials cost hundreds of thousands of dollars to produce), advertisers
are increasingly spending more monies testing a rendering of the final ad at early
stages. Slides of the artwork posted on a screen or animatic and photomatic roughs
may be used to test at this stage. (See Figure 19-6 for an explanation of terminology.)
Because such tests can be conducted for about $3,000 to $5,000, research at this stage
is becoming ever more popular.

But cost is only one factor. The test is of little value if it does not provide relevant,
accurate information. Rough tests must indicate how the finished commercial would
perform. Some studies have demonstrated that these testing methods are reliable and
the results typically correlate well with the finished ad.16

Most of the tests conducted at the rough stage involve lab settings, although some
on-air field tests are also available. Popular tests include comprehension and reaction
tests and consumer juries. Again, the Internet allows field settings to be employed.

1. Comprehension and reaction tests. One key concern for the advertiser is whether
the ad or commercial conveys the meaning intended. The second concern is the reac-
tion the ad generates. Obviously, the advertiser does not want an ad that evokes a neg-
ative reaction or offends someone. Comprehension and reaction tests are designed
to assess these responses (which makes you wonder why some ads are ever brought to
the marketplace).

Tests of comprehension and reaction employ no one standard procedure. Personal
interviews, group interviews, and focus groups have all been used for this purpose,
and sample sizes vary according to the needs of the client; they typically range from
50 to 200 respondents.

2. Consumer juries. This method uses consumers representative of the target market 
to evaluate the probable success of an ad. Consumer juries may be asked to rate a
selection of layouts or copy versions presented in pasteups on separate sheets. The
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Figure 19-6 Rough testing terminology

A rough commercial is an unfinished execution that may fall into three broad categories:

Animatic Rough Photomatic Rough Live-Action Rough

Succession of drawings/cartoons Succession of photographs Live motion

Rendered artwork Real people/scenery Stand-in/nonunion talent

Still frames Still frames Nonunion crew

Simulated movement: Simulated movements: Limited props/minimal opticals
Panning/zooming of frame/ Panning/zooming of frame/ Location settings
rapid sequence rapid sequence

A Finished Commercial Uses:

Live motion/animation

Highly paid union talent

Full union crew

Exotic props/studio sets/special effects
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objectives sought and methods employed in consumer juries are shown in Figure 19-7.17

Sample questions asked of jurists are shown in Figure 19-8.
While the jury method offers the advantages of control and cost effectiveness, seri-

ous flaws in the methodology limit its usefulness:

• The consumer may become a self-appointed expert. One of the benefits sought
from the jury method is the objectivity and involvement in the product or ser-
vice that the targeted consumer can bring to the evaluation process.
Sometimes, however, knowing they are being asked to critique ads,
participants try to become more expert in their evaluations, paying more atten-
tion and being more critical than usual. The result may be a less than objective
evaluation or an evaluation on elements other than those intended.

• The number of ads that can be evaluated is limited. Whether order of merit or
paired comparison methods are used, the ranking procedure becomes tedious
as the number of alternatives increases. Consider the ranking of 10 ads. While
the top two and the bottom two may very well reveal differences, those ranked
in the middle may not yield much useful information.

In the paired comparison method, the number of evaluations required is
calculated by the formula

If six alternatives are considered, 15 evaluations must be made. As the number
of ads increases, the task becomes even more unmanageable.

• A halo effect is possible. Sometimes participants rate an ad good on all charac-
teristics because they like a few and overlook specific weaknesses. This
tendency, called the halo effect, distorts the ratings and defeats the ability to
control for specific components. (Of course, the reverse may also occur—rat-
ing an ad bad overall due to only a few bad attributes.)

• Preferences for specific types of advertising may overshadow objectivity. Ads
that involve emotions or pictures may receive higher ratings or rankings than

n n −( )1

2
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Figure 19-7 Consumer
juries

Objective: Potential viewers (consumers) are asked to evaluate ads and give their
reactions to and evaluation of them. When two or more ads are tested,
viewers are usually asked to rate or rank order the ads according to their
preferences.

Method: Respondents are asked to view ads and rate them according to either 
(1) the order of merit method or (2) the paired comparison method. In the
former, the respondent is asked to view the ads, then rank them from one
to n according to their perceived merit. In the latter, ads are compared
only two at a time. Each ad is compared to every other ad in the group,
and the winner is listed. The best ad is that which wins the most times.
Consumer juries typically employ 50 to 100 participants.

Output: An overall reaction to each ad under construction as well as a rank 
ordering of the ads based on the viewers’ perceptions.

Figure 19-8 Questions
asked in a consumer jury
test

1. Which of these ads would you most likely read if you saw it in a magazine?

2. Which of these headlines would interest you the most in reading the ad further?

3. Which ad convinces you most of the quality or superiority of the product?

4. Which layout do you think would be most effective in causing you to buy?

5. Which ad did you like best?

6. Which ad did you find most interesting?
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those employing copy, facts, and/or rational criteria. Even though the latter are
often more effective in the marketplace, they may be judged less favorably by
jurists who prefer emotional appeals.

Some of the problems noted here can be remedied by the use of ratings scales
instead of rankings. But ratings are not always valid either. Thus, while consumer
juries have been used for years, questions of bias have led researchers to doubt their
validity. As a result, a variety of other methods (discussed later in this chapter) are
more commonly employed.

Pretesting of Finished Ads
Pretesting finished ads is one of the more commonly employed studies among market-
ing researchers and their agencies. At this stage, a finished advertisement or com-
mercial is used; since it has not been presented to the market, changes can still be
made.

Many researchers believe testing the ad in final form provides better information.
Several test procedures are available for print and broadcast ads, including both labo-
ratory and field methodologies.

Print methods include portfolio tests, analyses of readability, and dummy advertis-
ing vehicles. Broadcast tests include theater tests and on-air tests. Both print and
broadcast may use physiological measures.

Pretesting Finished Print Messages A number of methods for pretesting
finished print ads are available. One is Diagnostic Research Inc.’s Copytest System,
described in Figure 19-9. The most common of these methods are portfolio tests, read-
ability tests, and dummy advertising vehicles.

Portfolio Tests Portfolio tests are a laboratory methodology designed to expose a
group of respondents to a portfolio consisting of both control and test ads. Respon-
dents are then asked what information they recall from the ads. The assumption is that
the ads that yield the highest recall are the most effective.

While portfolio tests offer the opportunity to compare alternative ads directly, a
number of weaknesses limit their applicability:

1. Factors other than advertising creativity and/or presentation may affect recall.
Interest in the product or product category, the fact that respondents know they are
participating in a test, or interviewer instructions (among others) may account for
more differences than the ad itself.

2. Recall may not be the best test. Some researchers argue that for certain types of
products (those of low involvement) ability to recognize the ad when shown may
be a better measure than recall.

One way to determine the validity of the portfolio method is to correlate its results
with readership scores once the ad is placed in the field. Whether such validity tests
are being conducted or not is not readily known, although the portfolio method
remains popular in the industry.
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Figure 19-9 Diagnostic
Research Inc.’s print test

Objective: Tests recall and readers’ impressions of print ads.

Method: Mall intercepts in two or more cities are used to screen respondents and
have them take home “test magazines” for reading. Participants are
phoned the next day to determine opinions of the ads, recall of ad
contents, and other questions of interest to the sponsor. Approximately
225 people constitute the sample.

Output: Scores reported include related recall of copy and visual elements, sales
messages, and other nonspecific elements. Both quantitative (table)
scores and verbatim responses are reported.
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Readability Tests The communications efficiency of the copy in a print ad can be
tested without reader interviews. This test uses the Flesch formula, named after its
developer, Rudolph Flesch, to assess readability of the copy by determining the aver-
age number of syllables per 100 words. Human interest appeal of the material, length
of sentences, and familiarity with certain words are also considered and correlated
with the educational background of target audiences. Test results are compared to pre-
viously established norms for various target audiences. The test suggests that copy is
best comprehended when sentences are short, words are concrete and familiar, and
personal references are drawn.

This method eliminates many of the interviewee biases associated with other tests
and avoids gross errors in understanding. The norms offer an attractive standard for
comparison.

Disadvantages are also inherent, however. The copy may become too mechanical,
and direct input from the receiver is not available. Without this input, contributing ele-
ments like creativity cannot be addressed. To be effective, this test should be used only
in conjunction with other pretesting methods.

Dummy Advertising Vehicles In an improvement on the portfolio test, ads are
placed in “dummy” magazines developed by an agency or research firm. The maga-
zines contain regular editorial features of interest to the reader, as well as the test ads,
and are distributed to a random sample of homes in predetermined geographic areas.
Readers are told the magazine publisher is interested in evaluations of editorial con-
tent and asked to read the magazines as they normally would. Then they are inter-
viewed on their reactions to both editorial content and ads. Recall, readership, and
interest-generating capabilities of the ad are assessed.

The advantage of this method is that it provides a more natural setting than the port-
folio test. Readership occurs in the participant’s own home, the test more closely
approximates a natural reading situation, and the reader may go back to the magazine,
as people typically do.

But the dummy magazine shares the other disadvantages associated with portfolio
tests. The testing effect is not eliminated, and product interest may still bias the results.
Thus, while this test offers some advantages over the portfolio method, it is not a guar-
anteed measure of the advertising’s impact.

While all the previously described measures are available, the most popular form of
pretesting of print ads now involves a series of measures. Companies like Gallup &
Robinson and Ipsos-ASI offer copy testing services that have improved upon many of
the shortcomings cited above. The tests can be used for rough and/or finished ads and
are most commonly conducted in the respondents’ homes. For example, Gallup &
Robinson’s Magazine Impact Research Service (MIRS) uses an at-home, in-magazine
context, employing widely dispersed samples, and offers standardized measures as
well as a variety of options. Ipsos-ASI’s Next*Print methodology also offers multiple
measures, as shown in Figure 19-10.

Pretesting Finished Broadcast Ads A variety of methods for pretesting
broadcast ads are available. The most popular are theater tests, on-air tests, and physi-
ological measures.
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Figure 19-10 Ipsos-ASI’s
Next*Print

Objective: To assist advertisers in copy testing of print advertisements to determine
(1) main idea communication, (2) likes and dislikes, (3) believability, (4) ad
attribute ratings, (5) overall likeability, and (6) brand attribute ratings.

Method: Tests are conducted in current issues of newsstand magazines such as
People, Better Homes & Gardens, and Newsweek. The recall measure
consists of 150 responses. Diagnostic measures range from 105 to 150
responses. Highly targeted audiences are available through a version
known as the Targeted Print Test.

Output: Standard scores and specific diagnostics.
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Theater Tests In the past, one of the most popular laboratory methods for pretest-
ing finished commercials was theater testing. In theater tests participants are invited
by telephone, mall intercepts, and/or tickets in the mail to view pilots of proposed
TV programs. In some instances, the show is actually being tested, but more com-
monly a standard program is used so audience responses can be compared with nor-
mative responses established by previous viewers. Sample sizes range from 250 to
600 participants.

On entering the theater, viewers are told a drawing will be held for gifts and are
asked to complete a product preference questionnaire asking which products they
would prefer if they win. This form also requests demographic data. Participants may
be seated in specific locations in the theater to allow observation by age, sex, and so
on. They view the program and commercials, and a form asking for evaluations is dis-
tributed. Participants are then asked to complete a second form for a drawing so that
changes in product preference can be noted. In addition to product/brand preference,
the form may request other information:

1. Interest in and reaction to the commercial.

2. Overall reaction to the commercial as measured by an adjective checklist.

3. Recall of various aspects of the commercial.

4. Interest in the brand under consideration.

5. Continuous (frame-by-frame) reactions throughout the commercial.

The methods of theater testing operations vary, though all measure brand prefer-
ence changes. For example, many of the services now use videotaped programs with
the commercials embedded for viewing in one’s office rather than in a theater. Others
establish viewing rooms in malls and/or hotel conference rooms. Some do not take all
the measures listed here; others ask the consumers to turn dials or push buttons on a
keypad to provide the continual responses. An example of one methodology is shown
in Figure 19-11.

Those opposed to theater tests cite a number of disadvantages. First, they say the
environment is too artificial. The lab setting is bad enough, but asking respondents to
turn dials or, as one service does, wiring people for physiological responses takes them
too far from a natural viewing situation. Second, the contrived measure of brand pref-
erence change seems too phony to believe. Critics contend that participants will see
through it and make changes just because they think they are supposed to. Finally, the
group effect of having others present and overtly exhibiting their reactions may influ-
ence viewers who did not have any reactions themselves.

Proponents argue that theater tests offer distinct advantages. In addition to control,
the established norms (averages of commercials’ performances) indicate how one’s
commercial will fare against others in the same product class that were already tested.
Further, advocates say the brand preference measure is supported by actual sales
results.

Despite the limitations of theater testing, most major consumer-product compa-
nies have used it to evaluate their commercials. This method may have shortcom-
ings, but it allows them to identify strong or weak commercials and to compare them
to other ads.
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Figure 19-11 The
AD*VANTAGE/ACT theater
methodology

Advertising Control for Television (ACT), a lab procedure of The MSW Group, uses about
400 respondents representing four cities. It measures initial brand preference by asking
participants which brands they most recently purchased. Respondents are then divided
into groups of 25 to view a 30-minute program with seven commercials inserted in the
middle. Four are test commercials; the other three are control commercials with estab-
lished viewing norms. After viewing the program, respondents are given a recall test of
the commercials. After the recall test, a second 30-minute program is shown, with each
test commercial shown again. The second measure of brand preference is taken at this
time, with persuasion measured by the percentage of viewers who switched preferences
from their most recently purchased brand to one shown in the test commercials.
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On-Air Tests Some of the firms conducting theater tests also insert the commercials
into actual TV programs in certain test markets. Typically, the commercials are in fin-
ished form, although the testing of ads earlier in the developmental process is becom-
ing more common. This is referred to as an on-air test and often includes
single-source ad research (discussed later in this chapter). Information Resources,
Ipsos-ASI, MSW Group, and Nielsen are well-known providers of on-air tests.

On-air testing techniques offer all the advantages of field methodologies, as well as
all the disadvantages. Further, there are negative aspects to the specific measures taken
through the on-air systems. One concern is associated with day-after recall scores,
the primary measure used in these tests. Lyman Ostlund notes that measurement errors
may result from the natural environment—the position of the ad in the series of com-
mercials shown, the adjacent program content, and/or the number of commercials
shown.18 While the testing services believe their methods overcome many of these
criticisms, each still uses recall as one of the primary measures of effectiveness. Since
recall tests best reflect the degree of attention and interest in an ad, claims that the tests
predict the ad’s impact on sales may be going too far. (In 28 studies reviewed by Jack
Haskins, only 2 demonstrated that factual recall could be related to sales.)19 Joel
Dubow’s research indicates that recall is a necessary but not sufficient measure, while
research by Jones and Blair was even more demonstrative, noting that “it is unwise to
look to recall for an accurate assessment of a commercial’s sales effect.”20

On the plus side, most of the testing services have offered evidence of both validity
and reliability for on-air pretesting of commercials. Both Ipsos-ASI and MSW Group
claim their pretest and posttest results yield the same recall scores 9 out of 10 times—a
strong indication of reliability and a good predictor of the effect the ad is likely to have
when shown to the population as a whole.

In summary, on-air pretesting of finished or rough commercials offers some distinct
advantages over lab methods and some indications of the ad’s likely success. Whether the
measures used are as strong an indication as the providers say still remains in question.

Physiological Measures A less common method of pretesting finished commer-
cials involves a laboratory setting in which physiological responses are measured.
These measures indicate the receiver’s involuntary response to the ad, theoretically
eliminating biases associated with the voluntary measures reviewed to this point.
(Involuntary responses are those over which the individual has no control, such as
heartbeat and reflexes.) Physiological measures used to test both print and broadcast
ads include pupil dilation, galvanic skin response, eye tracking, and brain waves:

1. Pupil dilation. Research in pupillometrics is designed to measure dilation and
constriction of the pupils of the eyes in response to stimuli. Dilation is associated with
action; constriction involves the body’s conservation of energy.

Advertisers have used pupillometrics to evaluate product and package design as
well as to test ads. Pupil dilation suggests a stronger interest in (or preference for) an
ad or implies arousal or attention-getting capabilities. Other attempts to determine the
affective (liking or disliking) responses created by ads have met with less success.

Because of high costs and some methodological problems, the use of
pupillometrics has waned over the past decade. But it can be useful in evaluating cer-
tain aspects of advertising.

2. Galvanic skin response. Also known as electrodermal response, GSR measures
the skin’s resistance or conductance to a small amount of current passed between two
electrodes. Response to a stimulus activates sweat glands, which in turn increases the
conductance of the electrical current. Thus, GSR/EDR activity might reflect a reaction
to advertising. In their review of the research in this area, Paul Watson and Robert
Gatchel concluded that GSR/EDR (1) is sensitive to affective stimuli, (2) may present
a picture of attention, (3) may be useful to measure long-term advertising recall, and
(4) is useful in measuring ad effectiveness.21 In interviews with practitioners and
reviews of case studies, Priscilla LaBarbera and Joel Tucciarone also concluded that
GSR is an effective measure and is useful for measuring affect, or liking, for ads.22

While a number of companies have offered skin response measures, this research
methodology is not commonly used now, and LaBarbera and Tucciarone believe that
it is underused, given its potential.
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C A R E E R  P R O F I L E

John Hallward
President, Global Product Development

Ipsos-ASI Inc, “The Advertising Research Company”

Twenty years ago I applied to consumer packaged
good manufacturers such as Procter & Gamble, Gen-
eral Mills, and General Foods. Having studied market-
ing and finance, I preferred a “marketing” career and
wanted to follow the brand management path at P&G
in Canada.

On the P&G application they required students to
indicate their three most enjoyed
courses, and the three least pre-
ferred. I mentioned that Market
Research was one of my least pre-
ferred courses because, most people
would agree that market research
was a boring science of counting
consumers. I just missed the cut.

Later, P&G called and asked if I
was interested in a job in the Market
Research Department. I took the
opportunity to interview. It became
apparent that my initial application
was on the interviewer’s desk. “Tell
me about the three least preferred
courses” he asked. I provided my
honest view of the market research
course—this subject was boring, dry,
factual and void of real-world input.
“Oh” says the Research Manager, “Is
my old classmate still teaching that
course?”—This turned out to be a
humorous start to a friendly inter-
view, and I went on to start my mar-
keting research career at P&G.

The point is that marketing
research is not as boring as it might
appear! Research offers an expo-
sure to the many aspects of market-
ing issues than does brand
management. The research consul-
tant is exposed to many different
projects and problems, across many different brands
and categories. In research, one experiences all of the
practices of marketing from development of an ad
through testing, tracking, product tests, pricing, brand
name, and promotion research segmentation and tar-
geting decisions, etc. In research, the emphasis is on

“consulting” and adding experienced insight and rec-
ommendations, not just collecting data, and it is rarely
dull or repetitive.

After a couple of years at P&G, I was offered to be
the Market Research manager at Johnson & Johnson.
Later I met an individual from the U.K. who had an idea
about introducing a unique way of measuring ad effec-

tiveness in North America. We
joined together to start our new
business. This was the beginning of
my entrepreneurial spirit, and my
career of a research consultant on
the “supplier” side.

Twenty years later, I still enjoy
my job immensely. I have also
enjoyed being an entrepreneur and
growing a business from three to
135 people and 500+ interviewers. I
am not sure what other career paths
would have exposed me to so much
about marketing, with such a quick
paced career. I smile when I think
back to my initial thoughts of avoid-
ing marketing research.

Today, I have a new challenge. We
sold our business to Ipsos, a global
research firm operating in over 30
countries. Within Ipsos-ASI, “the
advertising research company,” I
have global responsibility for the
development of our advertising and
brand equity research tools. This
exposes me to the international dif-
ferences of brand management,
with global clients and brands,
which makes my career very excit-
ing. It is fulfilling to help direct the
brand equity and advertising for
the globe’s biggest brands. And it is

never dull to be able to evolve to different brands, in
different categories, for different companies, with dif-
ferent cultural challenges. The information world is
growing, and there is room for more research consul-
tants. Give it a thought, and I encourage you to not be
so biased by any one university course!

“I smile when I
think back to my
initial thoughts 
of avoiding
marketing
research.”
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3. Eye tracking. A methodology that is more commonly employed is eye tracking
(Figure 19-12), in which viewers are asked to view an ad while a sensor aims a beam
of infrared light at the eye. The beam follows the movement of the eye and shows the
exact spot on which the viewer is focusing. The continuous reading of responses
demonstrates which elements of the ad are attracting attention, how long the viewer is
focusing on them, and the sequence in which they are being viewed.

Eye tracking can identify strengths and weaknesses in an ad. For example, attrac-
tive models or background action may distract the viewer’s attention away from the
brand or product being advertised. The advertiser can remedy this distraction before
fielding the ad. In other instances, colors or illustrations may attract attention and cre-
ate viewer interest in the ad.

More recently, eye-tracking has been used to measure the effectiveness of websites
and online ads. IMC Perspective 19-2 reports on some of these efforts.

4. Brain waves. Electroencephalographic (EEG) measures can be taken from the
skull to determine electrical frequencies in the brain. These electrical impulses are
used in two areas of research, alpha waves and hemispheric lateralization:

• Alpha activity refers to the degree of brain activation. People are in an alpha
state when they are inactive, resting, or sleeping. The theory is that a person in
an alpha state is less likely to be processing information (recall correlates neg-
atively with alpha levels) and that attention and processing require moving
from this state. By measuring a subject’s alpha level while viewing a commer-
cial, researchers can assess the degree to which attention and processing are
likely to occur.

• Hemispheric lateralization distinguishes between alpha activity in the left
and right sides of the brain. It has been hypothesized that the right side of the
brain processes visual stimuli and the left processes verbal stimuli. The right
hemisphere is thought to respond more to emotional stimuli, while the left
responds to logic. The right determines recognition, while the left is responsi-
ble for recall.23 If these hypotheses are correct, advertisers could design ads to
increase learning and memory by creating stimuli to appeal to each
hemisphere. However, some researchers believe the brain does not function
laterally and an ad cannot be designed to appeal to one side or the other.

While EEG research has engaged the attention of academic researchers, it has been
much less successful in attracting the interest of practitioners.

Market Testing of Ads
The fact that the ad and/or campaign has been implemented does not mean there is no
longer a need for testing. The pretests were conducted on smaller samples and may in
some instances have questionable merit, so the marketer must find out how the ad is
doing in the field. In this section, we discuss methods for posttesting an ad. Some of
the tests are similar to the pretests discussed in the previous section and are provided
by the same companies.

Posttests of Print Ads A variety of print posttests are available, including
inquiry tests, recognition tests, and recall tests.
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Figure 19-12 Eye
movement research

Objective: Tracks viewers’ eye movements to determine what viewers read or view in
print ads and where their attention is focused in TV commercials or
billboards.

Method: Fiber optics, digital data processing, and advanced electronics are used to
follow eye movements of viewers and/or readers as they process an ad.

Output: Relationship among what readers see, recall, and comprehend. Scan
paths on print ads, billboards, commercials, and print materials. (Can also
be used to evaluate package designs.)
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 19-2

Eye Tracking Branches Out
The use of eye tracking to measure various aspects of
the marketing communication program is nothing
new. Companies have used this methodology to deter-
mine which labels are most likely to catch the con-
sumer’s eye in a supermarket and to track how
effective various elements of an advertisement are in
catching viewers’ attention. The technique has also
been used to test television commercials, by watching
where the viewer’s eyes focus and for how long.

Now eye-tracking methodology is being expanded
to help companies in new ways. One of these is deter-
mining the effectiveness of online advertising. As you
would expect, advertisers want to know if their Inter-
net advertising is being noticed.

One measure, of course, is whether or not the viewer
clicks on the ad. But this tells only that the ad has been
seen (or accidentally clicked on!) but not the impact of
various types of ads or the effect of where the ads are
placed. As noted by Rice University professor David
Lane, who studies the effectiveness of banner ads,
“People don’t know how effective ads are, and there are
so many different ways of advertising. They don’t know
which ones work best.” 

Other university researchers have also measured
effectiveness through eye tracking. Stanford Univer-
sity researchers used this method to see where people

focused while reading online news sites and where and
how long they looked at the ads. At the University of
Wales in the United Kingdom, ads were sandwiched
between flashes of puppies and hairy spiders in an
attempt to see what was noticed most.

University researchers are not the only ones inter-
ested in determining advertising effectiveness
through eye tracking. AT&T is just one of the compa-
nies that employ this methodology to determine the
impact of their website designs. By tracking the eyes
of viewers for 30 minutes, the company was able to
document viewing patterns and to uncover exactly
what people looked at as they visit home pages. The
results were then used to design AT&T’s sites to be
more user-friendly and to be more effective than com-
petitors’ sites. IBM is also using this method to watch
what users look at on the screen.

So what do researchers find out by watching our
eyes? The Rice study showed that many Internet users
largely ignore banner ads. A study at the University of
Indiana, which used electrodes to measure heart rate
and GSR activity along with eye tracking, produced
results that were consistent with those at Rice. The
study further indicated that static banner ads elicited
no reactions in the additional physiological measures
and animated ads elicited a mild response, with both
types being less effective than television advertising.
The Stanford study showed that viewers’ eyes first
went to the text on news sites, ignoring graphics and
ads, but they later viewed as many as 45 percent of the
banners—though only for an average of one second. In
essence, the studies concluded that banner ads aren’t
very effective.

As a result, like AT&T, companies are exploring new
ways to make online advertising effective. New forms
of ads, new placements, and other creative ideas are
being explored to try to catch your eye. Maybe if they
just had more creative ads?

Sources: Sharon Machlis, “See Me, Hear Me . . .”, Computerworld,

Aug. 26, 2002, p. 34; Adam Geller, “Online Advertisers Are Looking
for Ways to Catch Your Eye,” San Diego Union-Tribune, Feb. 2, 2001,
p. C1; “Eye-Tracking Helps Fine Tune AT&T’s Customer Service Site,”
Quirks, July–August 2001, pp. 21–30.
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Inquiry Tests Used in both consumer and business-to-business market testing,
inquiry tests are designed to measure advertising effectiveness on the basis of
inquiries generated from ads appearing in various print media, often referred to as
“bingo cards.” The inquiry may take the form of the number of coupons returned,
phone calls generated, or direct inquiries through reader cards. Exhibit 19-4 shows an
example of a reader response card, while Figure 19-13 shows that this form is still the
most commonly employed response to trade ads. For example, if you called in a
response to an ad in a local medium recently, perhaps you were asked how you found
out about the company or product or where you saw the ad. This is a very simple mea-
sure of the ad’s or medium’s effectiveness.

More complex methods of measuring effectiveness through inquiries may involve
(1) running the ad in successive issues of the same medium, (2) running split-run
tests, in which variations of the ad appear in different copies of the same newspaper or
magazine, and/or (3) running the same ad in different media. Each of these methods
yields information on different aspects of the strategy. The first measures the cumula-
tive effects of the campaign; the second examines specific elements of the ad or varia-
tions on it. The final method measures the effectiveness of the medium rather than the
ad itself.

While inquiry tests may yield useful information, weaknesses in this methodology
limit its effectiveness. For example, inquiries may not be a true measure of the 
attention-getting or information-providing aspects of the ad. The reader may be
attracted to an ad, read it, and even store the information but not be motivated to
inquire at that particular time. Time constraints, lack of a need for the product or ser-
vice at the time the ad is run, and other factors may limit the number of inquiries. But
receiving a small number of inquiries doesn’t mean the ad was not effective; attention,
attitude change, awareness, and recall of copy points may all have been achieved. At
the other extreme, a person with a particular need for the product may respond to any
ad for it, regardless of specific qualities of the ad.
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Exhibit 19-4 Reader
response cards are popular
in business and business
markets
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Major advantages of inquiry tests are that they are inexpensive to implement and
they provide some feedback with respect to the general effectiveness of the ad or
medium used. But they are usually not very effective for comparing different versions
or specific creative aspects of an ad.

Recognition Tests Perhaps the most common posttest of print ads is the recogni-
tion method, most closely associated with Roper ASW. The Starch Ad Readership
Report lets the advertiser assess the impact of an ad in a single issue of a magazine,
over time, and/or across different magazines (see Figure 19-14). Starch measures over
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Figure 19-14 The Starch
Ad Readership Report

Objective: Determining recognition of print ads and comparing them to other ads of
the same variety or in the same magazine.

Method: Samples are drawn from 20 to 30 urban areas reflecting the geographic
circulation of the magazine. Personal interviewers screen readers for 
qualifications and determine exposure and readership. Samples include a
minimum of 200 males and females, as well as specific audiences where
required. Participants are asked to go through the magazines, looking at
the ads, and provide specific responses.

Output: Starch Ad Readership Reports generate three recognition scores:

• Noted score—the percentage of readers who remember seeing the ad.

• Seen-associated score—the percentage of readers who recall seeing or
reading any part of the ad identifying the product or brand.

• Read-most score—the percentage of readers who report reading at
least half of the copy portion of the ad.

Figure 19-13 Ad response
methods

Despite the rise in popularity of electronic response mechanisms, the traditional reader
service, or “bingo card,” remains the most common way to respond to trade
publication advertising.

Ad Response Methods Used Frequently or Very Frequently*

Indirect Methods

Return reader service cards 41%

Save ads for reference 35

Discuss advertised products with others 30

Pass ads on to others for possible action 26

Direct Methods

Send back reply cards/coupons 31%

Contact vendors’ websites 28

Telephone manufacturers 23

Telephone local distributors/reps 22

Go to magazine websites 21

Stop at vendors’ trade show exhibits 20

Discuss products with sales reps 20

Send faxes to vendors 17

Contact distributors’ websites 15

Send e-mail messages 10

Mail notes to vendors 6

*The 2,705 respondents could name more than one method.
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25,000 ads in more than 400 issues representing more than 100 consumer,
farm, and business magazines and newspapers per year and provides a
number of measures of the ad’s effectiveness. An example of a Starch-
scored ad is shown in Exhibit 19-5.

Starch claims that (1) the pulling power of various aspects of the ad can
be assessed through the control offered, (2) the effectiveness of competi-
tors’ ads can be compared through the norms provided, (3) alternative ad
executions can be tested, and (4) readership scores are a useful indication
of consumers’ involvement in the ad or campaign. (The theory is that a
reader must read and become involved in the ad before the ad can commu-
nicate. To the degree that this readership can be shown, it is a direct indi-
cation of effectiveness.)

Of these claims, perhaps the most valid is the ability to judge specific
aspects of the ad. Many researchers have criticized other aspects of the
Starch recognition method (as well as other recognition measures) on the
basis of problems of false claiming, interviewer sensitivities, and unreli-
able scores:

1. False claiming. Research shows that in recognition tests, respondents
may claim to have seen an ad when they did not. False claims may be a
result of having seen similar ads elsewhere, expecting that such an ad
would appear in the medium, or wanting to please the questioner. Interest

in the product category also increases reporting of ad readership. Whether this false
claiming is deliberate or not, it leads to an overreporting of effectiveness. On the flip
side, factors such as interview fatigue may lead to an underreporting bias—that is,
respondents not reporting an ad they did see.

2. Interviewer sensitivities. Any time research involves interviewers, there is a poten-
tial for bias. Respondents may want to impress the interviewer or fear looking
unknowledgeable if they continually claim not to recognize an ad. There may also be
variances associated with interviewer instructions, recordings, and so on, regardless
of the amount of training and sophistication involved.

3. Reliability of recognition scores. Starch admits that the reliability and validity of
its readership scores increase with the number of insertions tested, which essentially
means that to test just one ad on a single exposure may not produce valid or reliable
results.

In sum, despite critics, the Starch readership studies continue to dominate the
posttesting of print ads. The value provided by norms and the fact that multiple expo-
sures can improve reliability and validity may underlie the decisions to employ this
methodology.

Recall Tests There are several tests to measure recall of print ads. Perhaps the best
known of these are the Ipsos-ASI Next*Print test and the Gallup & Robinson Maga-
zine Impact Research Service (MIRS) (described in Figure 19-15). These recall tests
are similar to those discussed in the section on pretesting broadcast ads in that they
attempt to measure recall of specific ads.

In addition to having the same interviewer problems as recognition tests, recall tests
have other disadvantages. The reader’s degree of involvement with the product and/or
the distinctiveness of the appeals and visuals may lead to higher-than-accurate recall
scores, although in general the method may lead to lower levels of recall than actually
exist (an error the advertiser would be happy with). Critics contend the test is not
strong enough to reflect recall accurately, so many ads may score as less effective than
they really are, and advertisers may abandon or modify them needlessly.

On the plus side, it is thought that recall tests can assess the ad’s impact on mem-
ory. Proponents of recall tests say the major concern is not the results themselves but
how they are interpreted. In one very interesting study of the effects of brand name
suggestiveness on recall, Kevin Keller, Susan Heckler, and Michael Houston found
that suggestive brand names (those that convey relevant attribute or benefit informa-
tion about the product) facilitate the initial recall of the brand’s benefits but inhibit
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Exhibit 19-5 Example of
a Starch-scored ad
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recall of subsequently advertised claims. These results would seem to indicate that a
suggestive brand name could facilitate initial positioning of the brand but make it
more difficult to introduce new attributes at a later time. The authors suggest that
these results might be useful in explaining why Jack in the Box has had trouble devel-
oping a more adult image and why Old Spice and Oldsmobile have had difficulty
with younger audiences.24

A very extensive longitudinal study was conducted by the Netherlands Institute of
Public Opinion (NIPO) to assess the relationship between recall and recognition. The
results indicated that the average correlation between recall and recognition in both
newspapers and magazines was very high (r = .96 and .95, respectively). The study
concluded that recall actually stems from recognition, in that 99 percent of 3,632 cases
of recall also had recorded recognition. In addition, likable and interesting ads doubled
the recall scores and increased the recall share of recognition. Creative advertising was
much more effective for creating perceptions and recall than was the size of the ad.25

Posttests of Broadcast Commercials A variety of methods exist for
posttesting broadcast commercials. The most common provide a combination of day-
after recall tests, persuasion measures, and diagnostics. Test marketing and tracking
studies, including single-source methods, are also employed.

Day-After Recall Tests The most popular method of posttesting employed in the
broadcasting industry for decades was the Burke Day-After Recall test. While a num-
ber of companies offered day-after recall methodologies, the “Burke test” for all
intents and purposes became the generic name attached to these tests. While popular,
day-after recall tests also had problems, including limited samples, high costs, and
security issues (ads shown in test markets could be seen by competitors). In addition,
the following disadvantages with recall tests were also suggested:

1. DAR tests may favor unemotional appeals because respondents are asked to
verbalize the message. Thinking messages may be easier to recall than emotional
communications, so recall scores for emotional ads may be lower.26 A number of other
studies have also indicated that emotional ads may be processed differently from
thinking ones; some ad agencies, for example, Leo Burnett and BBDO Worldwide,
have gone so far as to develop their own methods of determining emotional response
to ads.27

2. Program content may influence recall. The programs in which the ad appears may
lead to different recall scores for the same brand. The net result is a potential
inaccuracy in the recall score and in the norms used to establish comparisons.28

3. A prerecruited sample (Gallup & Robinson) may pay increased attention to the
program and the ads contained therein because the respondents know they will be
tested the next day. This effect would lead to a higher level of recall than really exists.
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Figure 19-15 Gallup &
Robinson Magazine Impact
Research Service

Objective: Tracking recall of advertising (and client’s ads) appearing in magazines to
assess performance and effectiveness.

Method: Test magazines are placed in participants’ homes and respondents are
asked to read the magazine that day. A telephone interview is conducted
the second day to assess recall of ads, recall of copy points, and
consumers’ impressions of the ads. Sample size is 150 people.

Output: Three measurement scores are provided:

• Proven name registration—the percentage of respondents who can
accurately recall the ad.

• Idea communication—the number of sales points the respondents can
recall.

• Favorable buying attitude—the extent of favorable purchase reaction to
the brand or corporation.
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The major advantage of day-after recall tests is that they
are field tests. The natural setting is supposed to provide a
more realistic response profile. These tests are also popular
because they provide norms that give advertisers a standard
for comparing how well their ads are performing. In addition
to recall, a number of different measures of the commercial’s
effectiveness are now offered, including persuasive measures
and diagnostics. (The Burke test itself no longer exists.)

Persuasive Measures As noted earlier in our discussion
of pretesting broadcast commercials, a measure of a com-
mercial’s persuasive effectiveness is gathered by asking
consumers to choose a brand that they would want to win in
a drawing and then—after exposure to the ad—ask the
question again. In theater settings this is accomplished by
announcing a series of prize drawings, with viewers indi-
cating which of the brands they would choose if they won.
In field settings, it is accomplished by taking a brand prefer-
ence measure when the video is delivered and then again
the next day. Some of the services offer additional persua-
sion measures, including purchase-intent and frequency-of-
purchase criteria.

Diagnostics In addition to measuring recall and persua-
sion, copy testing firms also provide diagnostic measures.
These measures are designed to garner viewers’ evaluations
of the ads, as well as how clearly the creative idea is under-
stood and how well the proposition is communicated.
Rational and emotional reactions to the ads are also exam-

ined. A number of companies offer diagnostic measures, including Diagnostic
Research, Inc., Gallup & Robinson, and Millward Brown.

Comprehensive Measures While each of the measures just described provides
specific input into the effectiveness of a commercial, many advertisers are interested
in more than just one specific input. Thus, some companies provide comprehensive
approaches in which each of the three measures just described can be obtained through
one testing program. Figure 19-16 describes one such comprehensive program, Ipsos-
ASI’s Next*TV test (Exhibit 19-6).

Test Marketing Many companies conduct tests designed to measure their advertising
effects in specific test markets before releasing them nationally. The markets chosen are
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Figure 19-16 Ipsos-ASI’s
Next*TV

Objectives: To assist advertisers in copy testing of their commercials through multiple
measures to determine (1) the potential of the commercial for impacting
sales, (2) how the ad contributes to brand equity, (3) how well it is in line
with existing advertising strategies and objectives, and (4) how to
optimize effectiveness.

Method: Consumers are recruited to evaluate a TV program, with ads embedded
into the program as they would be on local prime-time television.
Consumers view the program on a videotape in their homes to simulate
actual field conditions. (The option to use local cable television programs
with commercial inserts is also provided.)

Output: Related recall (day-after recall) scores; persuasion scores, including brand
preference shifts, purchase intent and frequency, brand equity differentia-
tion, and relevance and communication; and reaction diagnostics to
determine what viewers take away from the ad and how creative
elements contribute to or distract from advertising effectiveness.

Exhibit 19-6 Ipsos-ASI
offers a comprehensive
testing measure
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representative of the target market. For example, a company may test its ads in Portland,
Oregon; San Antonio, Texas; or Buffalo, New York, if the demographic and socioeco-
nomic profiles of these cities match the product’s market. A variety of factors may be
tested, including reactions to the ads (for example, alternative copy points), the effects
of various budget sizes, or special offers. The ads run in finished form in the media
where they might normally appear, and effectiveness is measured after the ads run.

The advantage of test marketing of ads is realism. Regular viewing environments
are used and the testing effects are minimized. A high degree of control can be attained
if the test is designed successfully. For example, an extensive test market study was
designed and conducted by Seagram and Time, Inc., over three years to measure the
effects of advertising frequency on consumers’ buying habits. This study demon-
strated just how much could be learned from research conducted in a field setting but
with some experimental controls. It also showed that proper research can provide
strong insights into the impact of ad campaigns. (Many advertising researchers con-
sider this study one of the most conclusive ever conducted in the attempt to demon-
strate the effects of advertising on sales.)

The Seagram study also reveals some of the disadvantages associated with test mar-
ket measures, not the least of which are cost and time. Few firms have the luxury to
spend three years and hundreds of thousands of dollars on such a test. In addition, there
is always the fear that competitors may discover and intervene in the research process.

A number of companies, including Procter & Gamble and Toyota, have test mar-
keted interactive commercials. Reckitt—the world’s largest manufacturer of house-
hold cleaning products—and Whirlpool have joined efforts to test iTV ads. Customers
were offered three different enticements to interact with the campaign: (1) register to
win a Whirlpool dishwasher, (2) register for free samples of Finish Dishwater Fresh-
ener, or (3) order money-off coupons for Finish Dishwater Tablets. After eight months
of testing, Reckitt reported that the target goal of 35,000 responses was exceeded.29

Sears and Ford are both testing the impact of ads placed on Gemstar—TV Guide’s
interactive program guide—while Chrysler is experimenting with online gaming to
generate leads and stimulate buzz.30

Test marketing can provide substantial insight into the effectiveness of advertising
if care is taken to minimize the negative aspects of such tests.

Single-Source Tracking Studies Since the 1980s the focus of many research
efforts has been on single-source tracking methods. Single-source tracking methods
track the behaviors of consumers from the television set to the supermarket checkout
counter. Participants in a designated area who have cable TV and agree to participate
in the studies are given a card (similar to a credit card) that identifies their household
and gives the research company their demographics. The households are split into
matched groups; one group receives an ad while the other does not, or alternate ads are
sent to each. Their purchases are recorded from the bar codes of the products bought.
Commercial exposures are then correlated with purchase behaviors.

Earlier we mentioned the use of single-source ad research in pretesting commercials.
One study demonstrated that the single-source method can also be used effectively to
posttest ads, allowing for a variety of dependent measures and tracking the effects of
increased ad budgets and different versions of ad copy—and even ad effects on sales.31

A 10-year study conducted by Information Resources’ BehaviorScan service
demonstrated long-term effects of advertising on sales. The study examined copy,
media schedules, ad budgets, and the impact of trade promotions on sales in 10 mar-
kets throughout the United States and concluded that advertising can produce sales
growth as long as two years after a campaign ends.32 (The study also concluded that
results of copy recall and persuasion tests were unlikely to predict sales reliably.) A
number of single-source methods have been used, among them BehaviorScan (Infor-
mation Resources) and MarketSource. The A. C. Nielsen company’s Scantrack is
another commonly employed single-source tracking system.

Many advertisers believe these single-source measures will change the way research
is conducted due to the advantages of control and the ability to measure directly the ads’
effects on sales. A number of major corporations and ad agencies are now employing this
method, including Campbell Soup, Colgate-Palmolive, Nestlé, General Foods, P&G,
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Pepsi-Cola, Leo Burnett, and J. Walter Thompson. After using scanner data
to review the advertising/sales relationship for 78 brands, John Jones con-
cluded that single-source data are beginning to fulfill their promise now that
more measurements are available.33

While single-source testing is a valuable tool, it still has some problems.
One researcher says, “Scanner data focus on short-term sales effects, and as
a result capture only 10 to 30 percent of what advertising does.”34 Others
complain that the data are too complicated to deal with, as an overabun-
dance of information is available. Still another disadvantage is the high cost
of collecting single-source data. While the complexity of single-source data
resulted in a slow adoption rate, this method of tracking advertising effec-
tiveness became widely adopted in the 1990s by the research companies
mentioned earlier (Gallup & Robinson, Millward-Brown, and Ipsos-ASI).

Tracking Print/Broadcast Ads One of the more useful and adaptable
forms of posttesting involves tracking the effects of the ad campaign by tak-
ing measurements at regular intervals. Tracking studies have been used to
measure the effects of advertising on awareness, recall, interest, and atti-
tudes toward the ad and/or brand as well as purchase intentions. (Ad track-

ing may be applied to both print and broadcast ads but is much more common with the
latter.) Personal interviews, phone surveys, mall intercepts, and even mail surveys have
been used. Sample sizes typically range from 250 to 500 cases per period (usually quar-
terly or semiannually). Tracking studies yield perhaps the most valuable information
available to the marketing manager for assessing current programs and planning for the
future. (See Exhibit 19-7.)

The major advantage of tracking studies is that they can be tailored to each specific
campaign and/or situation. A standard set of questions can track effects of the cam-
paign over time. The effects of various media can also be determined, although with
much less effectiveness. Tracking studies have also been used to measure the differen-
tial impact of different budget sizes, the effects of flighting, brand or corporate image,
and recall of specific copy points. Finally, when designed properly, as shown in Figure
19-17, tracking studies offer a high degree of reliability and validity.35

Some of the problems of recall and recognition measures are inherent in tracking
studies, since many other factors may affect both brand and advertising recall. Despite
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Figure 19-17 Factors that
make or break tracking
studies

1. Properly defined objectives

2. Alignment with sales objectives

3. Properly designed measures (e.g., adequate sample size, maximum control over
interviewing process, adequate time between tracking periods)

4. Consistency through replication of the sampling plan

5. Random samples

6. Continuous interviewing (that is, not seasonal)

7. Evaluate measures related to behavior (attitudes meet this criterion; recall of ads
does not)

8. Critical evaluative questions asked early to eliminate bias

9. Measurement of competitors’ performance

10. Skepticism about questions that ask where the advertising was seen or heard (TV
always wins)

11. Building of news value into the study

12. “Moving averages” used to spot long-term trends and avoid seasonality

13. Data reported in terms of relationships rather than as isolated facts

14. Integration of key marketplace events with tracking results (e.g., advertising 
expenditures of self and competitors, promotional activities associated with price
changes in ad campaigns, introductions of new brands, government
announcements, changes in economic conditions)

Exhibit 19-7 Tracking
studies provide useful
measures
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these limitations, however, tracking studies are a very effective way to assess the
effects of advertising campaigns.

In summary, you can see that each of the testing methods considered in this chapter
has its strengths and its limitations. You may wonder: Can we actually test advertising
effectiveness? What can be done to ensure a valid, reliable test? The next section of
this chapter suggests some answers.
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There is no surefire way to test advertising effec-
tiveness. However, in response to pressures to
determine the contribution of ads to the overall
marketing effort, steps are being taken to improve
this measurement task. Let’s begin by reviewing the
major problems with some existing methods and then examine possible improvements.

Problems with Current Research Methods
When current testing methods are compared to the criteria established by PACT (see
Figure 19-2), it is clear that some of the principles important to good copy testing can
be accomplished readily, whereas others require substantially more effort. For exam-
ple, principle 6 (providing equivalent test ads) should require a minimum of effort.
The researcher can easily control the state of completion of the test communications.
Also fairly easy are principles 1 and 2 (providing measurements relative to the objec-
tives sought and determining a priori how the results will be used).

We have seen throughout this text that each promotional medium, the message, and
the budget all consider the marketing and communications objectives sought. The
integrated marketing communications planning model establishes the roles of these
elements. So by the time one gets to the measurement phase, the criteria by which
these programs will be evaluated should simply fall into place.

Slightly more difficult are principles 3, 5, and 8, although again these factors are
largely in the control of the researcher. Principle 3 (providing multiple measurements)
may require little more than budgeting to make sure more than one test is conducted. At
the most, it may require considering two similar measures to ensure reliability. Likewise,
principle 5 (exposing the test ad more than once) can be accomplished with a proper
research design. Finally, principle 8 (sample definition) requires little more than sound
research methodology; any test should use the target audience to assess an ad’s effective-
ness. You would not use a sample of nondrinkers to evaluate new liquor commercials.

The most difficult factors to control—and the principles that may best differentiate
between good and bad testing procedures—are PACT requirements 4, 7, and 9. Fortu-
nately, however, addressing each of these contributes to the attainment of the others.

The best starting point is principle 4, which states the research should be guided by
a model of human response to communications that encompasses reception, compre-
hension, and behavioral response. It is the best starting point, in our opinion, because
it is the principle least addressed by practicing researchers. If you recall, Chapter 5
proposed a number of models that could fulfill this principle’s requirements. Yet even
though these models have existed for quite some time, few if any common research
methods attempt to integrate them into their methodologies. Most current methods do
little more than provide recall scores, despite the fact many researchers have shown
that recall is a poor measure of effectiveness. Models that do claim to measure such
factors as attitude change or brand preference change are often fraught with problems
that severely limit their reliability. An effective measure must include some relation-
ship to the communications process.

It might seem at first glance that principle 7 (providing a nonbiasing exposure)
would be easy to accomplish. But lab measures, while offering control, are artificial
and vulnerable to testing effects. And field measures, while more realistic, often lose
control. The Seagram and Time study may have the best of both worlds, but it is too
large a task for most firms to undertake. Some of the improvements associated with
the single-source systems help to solve this problem. In addition, properly designed ad
tracking studies provide truer measures of the impact of the communication. As tech-
nology develops and more attention is paid to this principle, we expect to see improve-
ments in methodologies soon.

Establishing a Program for
Measuring Advertising Effects
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Last but not least is principle 9, the concern for reliability and validity. Most of the
measures discussed are lacking in at least one of these criteria, yet these are two of the
most critical distinctions between good and bad research. If a study is properly
designed, and by that we mean it addresses principles 1 through 8, it should be both
reliable and valid.

Essentials of Effective Testing
Simply put, good tests of advertising effectiveness must address the nine principles
established by PACT. One of the easiest ways to accomplish this is by following the
decision sequence model in formulating promotional plans.

• Establish communications objectives. We have stated that except for a few instances
(most specifically direct-response advertising), it is nearly impossible to show the
direct impact of advertising on sales. So the marketing objectives established for the
promotional program are not good measures of communication effectiveness. For
example, it is very difficult (or too expensive) to demonstrate the effect of an ad on
brand share or on sales. On the other hand, attainment of communications objectives
can be measured and leads to the accomplishment of marketing objectives.

• Use a consumer response model. Early in this text we reviewed hierarchy of effects
models and cognitive response models, which provide an understanding of the effects
of communications and lend themselves to achieving communications goals.

• Use both pretests and posttests. From a cost standpoint—both actual cost outlays
and opportunity costs—pretesting makes sense. It may mean the difference between
success or failure of the campaign or the product. But it should work in conjunction
with posttests, which avoid the limitations of pretests, use much larger samples, and
take place in more natural settings. Posttesting may be required to determine the true
effectiveness of the ad or campaign.

• Use multiple measures. Many attempts to measure the effectiveness of advertising
focus on one major dependent variable—perhaps sales, recall, or recognition. As
noted earlier in this chapter, advertising may have a variety of effects on the
consumer, some of which can be measured through traditional methods, others that
require updated thinking (recall the discussion on physiological responses). For a true
assessment of advertising effectiveness, a number of measures may be required. The
Ogilvy Award winners mentioned earlier employed multiple measures to track the
effects on communications objectives.

• Understand and implement proper research. It is critical to understand research
methodology. What constitutes a good design? Is it valid and reliable? Does it
measure what we need it to? There is no shortcut to this criterion, and there is no way
to avoid it if you truly want to measure the effects of advertising.

A major study sponsored by the Advertising Research Foundation (ARF), involv-
ing interviews with 12,000 to 15,000 people, addressed some of these issues.36 While
we do not have the space to analyze this study here, note that the research was
designed to evaluate measures of copy tests, compare copy testing procedures, and
examine some of the PACT principles. Information on this study has been published in
a number of academic and trade journals and by the ARF.
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Throughout this text, we have discussed how and
when promotional program elements should be used,
the advantages and disadvantages of each, and so on.
In many chapters we have discussed measures of
effectiveness used to evaluate these programs. In the

final section of this chapter, we add a few measures that were not discussed earlier.

Measuring the Effectiveness of Sales Promotions
Sales promotions are not limited to retailers and resellers of products. Sports mar-
keters have found them a very effective way to attract crowds and have been able to
measure their relative effectiveness by the number of fans attending games. Major

Measuring the Effectiveness 
of Other Program Elements
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League Baseball teams have seen their attendance increase for those games in which
promotions are offered.

A number of organizations measure sales promotions. One firm, MarketSource,
provides marketers with a basis for measuring the effectiveness of their sampling pro-
grams. While too involved to discuss in detail here, the program calculates a
breakeven rate by dividing the sampling investment by the profit for the user. If the
conversions exceed the breakeven rate, the sampling program is successful.37 Promo-
tion Decisions Inc. examines the impact of freestanding inserts (FSIs) (Figure 19-18).

Other measures of sales promotions are also available. Schnucks (St. Louis), Smitty’s
Super Valu (Phoenix), and Vons (Los Angeles) have all used pretests with effects mea-
sured through scanner data. Others have employed this methodology to examine brand
and store switching, alternative promotions, price discounts, and merchandising tech-
niques.38 Other advertisers use awareness tracking studies and count the number of
inquiries, coupon redemptions, and sweepstakes entries. They also track sales during
promotional and nonpromotional periods while holding other factors constant.

One recent technological development designed to track the effectiveness of sales
promotions at the point of sale is offered by Datatec Industries. This automated sys-
tem, called Shopper Trak, places sensors in the store that track whether a person is
coming or going, calculate the shopper’s height (to differentiate between adults and
children), and gauge traffic patterns. The system helps retailers evaluate the effective-
ness of promotions or displays located throughout the store.39

Elizabeth Gardener and Minakshi Trivedi offer a communications framework to
allow managers to evaluate sales promotion strategies over a given set of specific cri-
teria. Borrowing from advertising applications, and using four communications
goals—attention, comprehension (understanding), persuasion, and purchase—the
researchers show the impact of four promotional tools and everyday low pricing
(EDLP) on each goal (Figure 19-19). In addition, the impact of everyday low pricing,
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Figure 19-18 Measuring the effects of FSIs

A study by Promotion Decisions Inc. examined the actual purchase data of users and nonusers of 27 coupon promotions in
its National Shopper Lab (75,000 households) over a period of 18 months. The findings:

• FSI coupons generated significant trial by new and lapsed users of a product (53%).

• Repeat purchase rates were 11.8% higher among coupon redeemers than nonredeemers.

• 64.2% of repeat volume among coupon redeemers was without a coupon.

• There was no significant difference in share of volume between buyers who used coupons and those who did not.

• Coupons returned between 71 and 79% of their cost within 12 weeks.

• Full-page ads provided higher redemption rates, incremental volume, redemption by new users, and a higher number of
repeat buyers than half-page ads.

• Consumers who used coupons were brand loyal.

Figure 19-19 Conceptual framework analysis

Communication Factors

Attention/ Communication/
Impression Understanding Persuasion Purchase

FSI coupons √√ √√√ √√ √√

On-shelf coupons √√√ √√√ √√√ √√√

On-pack promotions √ √ √√ √

Bonus packs √√√ √√ √√ √√

EDLP √ √√ √√ √

Note: Promotional tendency to fulfill factor: √√√ = strong; √√ = moderate; √ = weak.

Sales
Promotions
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Procter & Gamble’s strategy for discontinuing the use of sales promotions, is also dis-
cussed in the article.40

Measuring the Effectiveness 
of Nontraditional Media
In Chapter 13, we noted that one of the disadvantages of employing nontraditional
media is that it is usually difficult to measure the effectiveness of the programs. But
some progress has been made, as shown in these examples:

• The effects of shopping cart signage. Earlier we discussed sales increases that
occurred when shopping cart signage was used. We have also noted throughout this
chapter that while increasing sales is a critical goal, many other factors may contribute
to or detract from this measure. (It should be noted that these results are provided by
the companies that sell these promotional media.) At least one study has examined the
effectiveness of shopping cart signage on data besides sales.41 This study used
personal interviews in grocery stores to measure awareness of, attention to, and influ-
ence of this medium. Interestingly, it suggests shopping carts are much less effective
than the sign companies claim.

• The effectiveness of ski-resort-based media. In Chapter 13, we discussed advertising
on ski chair lifts and other areas to attempt to reach selective demographic groups.
Now the Traffic Audit Bureau (TAB) is tracking the effectiveness of this form of
advertising to give advertisers more reliable criteria on which to base purchase
decisions. The TAB data verify ad placements, while the media vendors have
employed Simmons Market Research Bureau and Nielsen Media Research to collect
ad impressions and advertising recall information.42 These measures are combined
with sales tracking data to evaluate the medium’s effectiveness.

• The effectiveness of other media. A number of companies provide effectiveness
measures to determine the impact of package designs, POP displays, trade show
exhibits, and the like. While it is not possible to list them all here, suffice it to say 
that if one wants to measure the impact of various IMC elements, the resources are
available.

Measuring the Effectiveness of Sponsorships
In earlier chapters we discussed the growth in sponsorships and the reasons why orga-
nizations have increased their investments in this area. Along with the increased
expenditures have come a number of methods for measuring the impact of sponsor-
ships. Essentially, measures of sponsorship effectiveness can be categorized as 
exposure-based methods or tracking measures:43

• Exposure methods. Exposure methods can be classified as those that monitor the
quantity and nature of the media coverage obtained for the sponsored event and those
that estimate direct and indirect audiences. While commonly employed by
corporations, scholars have heavily criticized these measures. For example, Pham
argues that media coverage is not the objective of sponsorships and should not be con-
sidered as a measure of effectiveness. He argues that the measures provide no indica-
tion of perceptions, attitude change, or behavioral change and should therefore not be
considered as measures of effectiveness.44

• Tracking measures. These measures are designed to evaluate the awareness, famil-
iarity, and preferences engendered by sponsorship based on surveys. A number of
empirical studies have measured recall of sponsors’ ads, awareness of and attitudes
toward the sponsors and their products, and image effect including brand and
corporate images.

A number of companies now measure the effectiveness of sports sponsorships. For
example, Joyce Julius & Associates of Ann Arbor, Michigan, assigns a monetary value
to the amount of exposure the sponsor receives during the event. It reviews broadcasts
and adds up the number of seconds a sponsor’s product name or logo can be seen
clearly (for example, on signs or shirts). A total of 30 seconds is considered the equiv-
alent of a 30-second commercial. (Such measures are of questionable validity.)
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Performance Research in Newport, Rhode Island, measures impact on brand
awareness and image shifts. PS Productions, a Chicago-based research organization,
provides clients with a measure of event sponsorships based on increased sales. PS
calculates sales goals based on the cost of the event and the value of extras like
donated media, customized displays, ads for key retailers, and tickets given away. An
event is a success if it brings in at least that amount in additional sales (Figure 19-20).

While each of these measures has its advantages and disadvantages, we suggest
using several in assessing the impact of sponsorships. In addition to those mentioned
here, the eight-step process suggested in Figure 19-21 could be used to guide these
evaluations.

Measuring the Effectiveness 
of Other IMC Program Elements
Many of the organizations mentioned in this chapter offer research services to measure
the effectiveness of specific promotional program elements. As we noted at the outset
of this chapter, the increased use of integrated marketing communications programs has
led to more interest in determining the synergistic effects of all program elements. A
review of the Ogilvy Award winners from 1993 to date demonstrates the increased inte-
gration of additional media (as opposed to specifically the best advertising campaign)
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Figure 19-20 Sales impact
of concert sponsorships
(average four to six weeks)

Sales Percent Change
During Event from Average

Product Market (Dollar or Volume) Sales

Snacks Louisville $119,841 +52%

Salt Lake City $135,500 +47

Indianapolis $347,940 +105

Soap Atlanta 950 cases +375

Minneapolis 880 cases +867

Cleveland 972 cases +238

Portland, OR 580 cases +580

St. Louis 1,616 cases +1,454

Salad dressing Atlanta NA +175

Salt Lake City NA +143

Figure 19-21 Eight
steps to measuring event
sponsorship

1. Narrowly define objectives with specifics.

2. Establish solid strategies against which programming will be benchmarked and 
measure your programming and effectiveness against the benchmark.

3. Set measurable and realistic goals; make sure everything you do supports them.

4. Enhance, rather than just change, other marketing variables.

5. Don’t pull Marketing Plan 101 off the shelf. Programming should be crafted to
reflect the particulars of your company’s constituencies and target audiences.

6. Define the scope of your involvement. Will it involve multiple areas within the 
company? Who internally and externally comprises the team?

7. Think “long term.” It takes time to build brand equity. Also, think of leveraging your
sponsorship through programming for as long as possible, before and after the
event.

8. Build evaluation and a related budget into your overall sponsoring program. Include
items such as pre- and post-event attitude surveys, media analysis, and sales results.
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Summary
This chapter introduced you to
issues involved in measuring the
effects of advertising and promo-
tions. These issues include reasons
for testing, reasons companies do
not test, and the review and evalua-
tion of various research methodolo-
gies. We arrived at a number of
conclusions: (1) Advertising
research to measure effectiveness
is important to the promotional
program, (2) not enough companies
test their ads, and (3) problems
exist with current research method-
ologies. In addition, we reviewed
the criteria for sound research and
suggested some ways to
accomplish effective studies.

All marketing managers want to
know how well their promotional
programs are working. This infor-

mation is critical to planning for
the next period, since program
adjustments and/or maintenance
are based on evaluation of current
strategies. Problems often result
when the measures taken to deter-
mine such effects are inaccurate
or improperly used.

This chapter demonstrated that
testing must meet a number of cri-
teria (defined by PACT) to be suc-
cessful. These evaluations should
occur both before and after the
campaigns are implemented.

A variety of research methods
were discussed, many provided by
syndicated research firms such as
Ipsos-ASI, MSW, Arbitron, and A. C.
Nielsen. Many companies have
developed their own testing
systems. There has been an

increase in testing through the
Internet.

Single-source research data
were discussed. These single-
source systems offer strong
potential for improving the effec-
tiveness of ad measures in the
future, since commercial
exposures and reactions may be
correlated to actual purchase
behaviors.

It is important to recognize that
different measures of effective-
ness may lead to different results.
Depending on the criteria used,
one measure may show that an ad
or promotion is effective while
another states that it is not. This is
why clearly defined objectives and
the use of multiple measures are
critical to determining the true
effects of an IMC program.

and the value of measuring their contribution to the program’s success. Also departing
from the specific focus on advertising are the awards given by the London-based Insti-
tute of Practitioners, which in 2002 opened the competition for the first time to nontra-
ditional media as well as public relations, sales promotions, and other entries.45

As noted throughout the chapter, a number of studies have been implemented to
determine the combined effects of two or more media as well as their synergistic
impact. Before we close, we would like to cite one final example of the impact of a
combination of media. This case is particularly interesting because it demonstrates
that companies do not have to be as large as Microsoft, spend millions of dollars on
communications, or employ large research agencies to measure effectiveness.

Heart-wear, a small jewelry manufacturer with almost no advertising budget, relies
to a large degree on word of mouth and its Internet site as the primary means of creat-
ing awareness and interest in the brand. By tracking visitors to its site, Heart-wear was
able to determine the impact of having its product appear in various publications, thus
getting an indication of the value of publicity. In February 2002, Heart-wear page
requests ranged from a low of 5 to as high as 726 per day, with an average of 199 (see
Figure 19-22). In March, the average number dropped. Then the jewelry was shown in
various magazines—not as an ad but with someone wearing the product or just with a
small print name mention. As can be seen, the appearances in Teen People, YM, and
US Weekly significantly increased the number of hits to almost 4,000 each time the
jewelry appeared. The actual exposures were minimal but still led to significant
increases in visits, with lower numbers associated with no exposure periods. The
August and September spikes were associated with appearances in Victoria’s Secret
catalog mailings, with each increase correlated with the mailing period. Sales figures
also correlated highly with the site visits.

The Heart-wear example is just one more indication of the value of measuring the
effectiveness of the impact of various IMC elements. Perhaps just as important, it indi-
cates that the excuse of not measuring due to costs has little or no merit.

All the advertising effectiveness measures discussed here have their inherent
strengths and weaknesses. They offer the advertiser some information that may be
useful in evaluating the effectiveness of promotional efforts. While not all promo-
tional efforts can be evaluated effectively, progress is being made.
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Discussion Questions
1. The chapter lead in discusses a
number of studies that indicate
that the combined effects of
advertising in various media may
lead to more effectiveness than
just using one medium. Explain
why you think this might occur,
using some of the examples cited
in the chapter.

2. Discuss some of the aspects of
the communication program that
advertisers may wish to test. Pro-
vide some examples.

3. Describe what is meant by focus
group testing. What are some of
the advantages and disadvantages
of this methodology as it relates
to advertising testing?

4. IMC perspective 19-2 discusses
the research methodology known

as eye tracking. Describe this
methodology, and provide
examples of how marketing
researchers might use it to
enhance advertising effectiveness.

5. One of the most commonly used
forms of measuring advertising
effectiveness in the broadcast
industry is that of day after recall.
Explain this methodology, and
some of the advantages and disad-
vantages associated with its use.
Provide examples where possible.

6. Discuss some of the reasons
why some companies decide not to
measure the effectiveness of their
promotional programs. Explain
why this may or may not be a good
strategy.

7. Discuss the differences between
pretesting and posttesting. Give
examples of each.

8. What is the difference between
a lab test and a field test? When
should each be employed?

9. Give examples of the various
types of rough testing methodolo-
gies. Describe why a company
might wish to test at this phase of
the process. When might it wish to
test only completed ads?

10. Major changes have taken place
in the way that theater tests are
conducted. Describe some of these
changes and the changes in mea-
sures that have also occurred in
this testing method.

Key Terms
vehicle option source

effect, 626
pretests, 626
posttests, 626
laboratory tests, 627
testing bias, 627
field tests, 628
PACT (Positioning

Advertising Copy
Testing), 628

concept testing, 629
comprehension and

reaction tests, 631
consumer juries, 631
halo effect, 632
portfolio tests, 633
Flesch formula, 634
theater testing, 635
on-air test, 636

day-after recall scores,
636

pupillometrics, 636
electrodermal response,

636
eye tracking, 638
electroencephalographic

(EEG) measures, 638
alpha activity, 638

hemispheric
lateralization, 638

inquiry tests, 640
split-run tests, 640
recognition method, 641
recall tests, 642
single-source tracking

methods, 645
tracking studies, 646
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Chapter Objectives

1. To examine the importance of international mar-
keting and the role of international advertising
and promotion.

2. To review the various factors in the international
environment and how they influence advertising
and promotion decisions.

3. To consider the pros and cons of global versus
localized marketing and advertising.

4. To examine the various decision areas of interna-
tional advertising.

5. To understand the role of other promotional mix
elements in the international integrated market-
ing communications program.

International Advertising 
and Promotion

20
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In his classic 1983 book The Marketing Imagina-

tion, Harvard marketing professor Theodore

Levitt argued that the world was becoming a

common marketplace where people have the

same basic needs, wants, desires, and tastes no

matter where they live. Levitt called on mar-

keters to develop global marketing strategies

and true global brands that could be sold under

one name around the globe. Many multinational

companies heeded the call for globalization, and

their ad agencies were given the charge of help-

ing them turn their products into global brands

that could be promoted with the same advertis-

ing theme and approach worldwide.

A number of consumer-product companies

such as PepsiCo, Coca-Cola, Procter & Gamble,

and Nestlé have been successful in turning many

of their products into global brands. However,

while many companies refer to their products 

as “global brands,” precious few consumer 

packaged-goods brands are really global in

scope. According to a recent study by the A. C.

Nielsen Company, one of the world’s leading

market research firms, only 43 consumer-product

brands can be considered truly global. To be part

of Nielsen’s global brand list, a brand was

required to have sales of over a billion dollars

(U.S.), have at least 5 percent of its sales outside

of its home region, and have a geographic pres-

ence in all major regions of the world. The study

findings are based on data from 30 countries

that account for 90 percent of the world’s gross

domestic product (GDP) and are spread across all

the major regions of the world.

The 43 brands on the Nielsen global brand list

represent 23 companies and more than $125 bil-

lion in annual sales. Brands with major presence

in North America dominate the list. PepsiCo had

the most brands on the list, with six, while Philip

Morris Companies (including Kraft Foods) and

Procter & Gamble each had five brands, followed

by Coca-Cola with four, and Kimberly-Clark,

Gillette, and Mars with two each. The product

category with the most global brands was bever-

ages, which is probably not surprising to any

global traveler. Nearly one-third of the brands on

the list were some type of beverage, including

five carbonated beverages, two juice brands, one

sports drink, two coffee brands, and three beer

brands. Beverage companies are clearly ahead on

the globalization curve, both in the number of

products and in the level of sales. The total Coca-

Cola brand was number one among the bever-

ages, with over $15 billion in sales.

How Many Truly Global Brands Are There?
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Many of the brands on the global list rely heav-

ily on foreign markets for sales. Coca-Cola gener-

ates the most sales outside of its home market, as

over 70 percent of its revenue comes from interna-

tional markets; next are Marlboro cigarettes, Pam-

pers diapers, and Gillette razors and blades, each

of which is over 60 percent. All of the global

brands on the Nielsen list have their largest mar-

kets in North America or the Europe, Middle East,

and Africa region. This is not surprising considering

that North America accounts for 32 percent of the

world’s GDP while Europe represents 33 percent.

The Nielsen study shows that despite the efforts

of major companies to find new markets for their

products and make them more global, there are

really not that many truly global brands. Nielsen

examined more than 200 brands in this study and

while more than half had a global presence, they

did not reach the billion-dollar sales figure needed

to make the final list. According to Jane Perrin,

managing director of global services for A. C.

Nielsen, many companies call their brands “global”

and Nielsen is trying to set some standards regard-

ing the use of the term. She stresses that there is a

difference between a global product or portfolio

of brands and a global brand. To meet Nielsen’s

definition of the latter, consumers should be able

to find the same product with the same name

around the world.

Many marketers and advertising executives are

questioning the criteria used by Nielsen for a brand

to achieve global status. One agency executive

notes: “Global branding does not mean having the

same brand everywhere. It means having an over-

arching strategy that optimizes brand effectiveness

in local, regional, and international markets.” He

notes that one soap formula sold under different

names can achieve global brand status—as long as

the marketing efforts are managed centrally.

Many companies aspire to labeling their prod-

ucts “global brands,” and marketers are likely to

continue to use the term to describe products that

are sold in foreign markets. However, A. C. Nielsen

hopes that its study will bring some common

understanding to what global brand truly is and

will ensure that companies rightfully claim the

moniker.

Sources: A. C. Nielsen Global Services, “Reaching the Billion 
Dollar Mark: A Review of Today’s Global Brands.” September
2001; “AC Nielsen Study Finds 43 Brands Have Billion Dollar
Presence,” news release, acnielsen.com; Shelly Branch, “AC
Nielsen Gives 43 Brands Global Status,” The Wall Street Journal,
Oct. 31, 2001, p. B8.
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The primary focus of this book so far has been on integrated marketing communica-
tions programs for products and services sold in the U.S. market. Many American
companies have traditionally devoted most of their marketing efforts to the domestic
market, since they often lack the resources, skills, or incentives to go abroad. This is
changing rapidly, however, as U.S. corporations recognize the opportunities that for-
eign markets offer for new sources of sales and profits as well as the need to market
their products internationally. Many companies are striving to develop global brands
that can be advertised and promoted the world over.

In this chapter, we look at international advertising and promotion and the various
issues marketers must consider in communicating with consumers around the globe.
We examine the environment of international marketing and how companies often
must adapt their promotional programs to conditions in each country. We review the
debate over whether a company should use a global marketing and advertising
approach or tailor it specifically for various countries.

We also examine how firms organize for international advertising, select agencies,
and consider various decision areas such as research, creative strategy, and media
selection. While the focus of this chapter is on international advertising, we also con-
sider other promotional mix elements in international marketing, including sales pro-
motion, personal selling, publicity/public relations, and the Internet. Let’s begin by
discussing some of the reasons international marketing has become so important to
companies.
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One of the major developments in the business world during the
decade of the 90s was the globalization of markets. The emergence of
a largely borderless world has created a new reality for all types of
companies. Today, world trade is driven by global competition
among global companies for global consumers.1 With the develop-
ment of faster communication, transportation, and financial transactions, time and dis-
tance are no longer barriers to global marketing. Products and services developed in
one country quickly find their way to other countries where they are finding enthusias-
tic acceptance. Consumers around the world wear Nike shoes and Calvin Klein jeans,
eat at McDonald’s, shave with Gillette razors, use Apple and Dell computers, drink
Coca-Cola and Pepsi Cola soft drinks and Starbucks coffee, talk on cellular phones
made by Nokia and Motorola, and drive cars made by global automakers such as Ford,
Honda, and Nissan.2

Companies are focusing on international markets for a number of reasons. Many
companies in the U.S. and Western Europe recognize that their domestic markets offer
them limited opportunities for expansion because of slow population growth, satu-
rated markets, intense competition, and/or an unfavorable marketing environment. For
example, U.S. tobacco companies face declining domestic consumption as a result of
restrictions on their marketing and advertising efforts and the growing antismoking
sentiment in this country. Companies such as R. J. Reynolds and Philip Morris are
turning to markets outside the United States such as Asia and South America, where
higher percentages of people smoke, nonsmokers are far more tolerant of the habit,
opposition is less organized, and consumers are less litigious.3 Many U.S.-based brew-
ers, among them Anheuser-Busch and Coors, are looking to international markets to
sustain growth as beer sales in the United States decline and regulatory pressures
increase. However, these brewers are facing strong competition from foreign compa-
nies that are also targeting international markets. For example, in 2002 the Miller
Brewing Co. was purchased by South African Breweries, whose largest markets are in
Asia and Africa. The acquisition gives SAB access to the U.S. beer market while
expanding opportunities for Miller brands in global markets.4

Many companies must focus on foreign markets to survive. Most European nations
are relatively small in size and without foreign markets would not have the economies
of scale to compete against larger U.S. and Japanese companies. For example, Swiss-
based Nestlé and Netherlands-based Unilever are two of the world’s largest consumer-
product companies because they have learned how to market their brands to
consumers in countries around the world. Two of the world’s major marketers of cellu-
lar telephones are from Scandinavian countries. Nokia is based in Finland and Erics-
son is located in Sweden. Australia’s tourist industry is a major part of its economy
and relies heavily on visitors from other countries. Australia’s major tourist markets
experienced dramatic declines in visitors following the global economic downturn in
the tourist industry after the terrorist attacks of September 11.5 Exhibit 20-1 shows an
ad used by the Australian Tourist Commission to
attract visitors from abroad.

Companies are also pursuing international markets
because of the opportunities they offer for growth and
profits. The dramatic economic, social, and political
changes around the world in recent years have opened
markets in Eastern Europe and China. China’s joining
of the World Trade Organization in 2001 has provided
foreign competitors with access to 1.2 billion potential
Chinese consumers, and Western marketers are eager
to sell them a variety of products and services.6 The
growing markets of the Far East, Latin America, and
other parts of the world present tremendous opportuni-
ties to marketers of consumer products and services as
well as business-to-business marketers.

Many companies in the United States as well as in
other countries have long recognized the importance
and potential profitability of international markets.

The Importance of
International Markets

Exhibit 20-1 The
Australian Tourist
Commission promotes the
country as a tourist
destination
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General Electric, Ford, General Motors, Nissan, Nestlé, and Procter & Gamble
have made the world their market and generate much of their sales and profits
from abroad. Gillette sells over 800 products in more than 200 countries. 
Colgate-Palmolive generates almost 70 percent of its nearly $10 billion in
sales from outside the United States and Canada.7 Starbucks sells lattes around
the world as its name and image connect with consumers in Europe and Asia
as well as North America. The company has coffee shops in 28 countries and
operates 1,200 international outlets from Beijing to London. Starbucks plans
to double its number of stores worldwide to over 10,000 by 2005.8 Coca-Cola,
Pepsi, Nike, KFC, Dell, McDonald’s, and many other U.S. companies and
brands are known all over the world.

Many U.S.-based companies have formed joint ventures or strategic
alliances with foreign companies to market their products internationally. For
example, General Mills and Swiss-based Nestlé entered into a joint venture to
create Cereal Partners Worldwide (CPW), taking advantage of General Mills’
popular product line and Nestlé’s powerful distribution channels in Europe,
Asia, Latin America, and Africa. CPW is now the world’s second-largest
cereal company, operating in 75 international markets, and it generated over
$800 million in sales in 2002.9 Nestlé also has entered into joint ventures with

Coca-Cola to have the beverage giant distribute its instant coffee and tea throughout
the world. Häagen-Dazs entered into a joint venture in Japan with Suntory Ltd., and its
premium ice cream, frozen yogurt, and other brands are now sold throughout Asia.

International markets are important to small and mid-size companies as well as the
large multinational corporations. Many of these firms can compete more effectively in
foreign markets, where they may face less competition or appeal to specific market
segments or where products have not yet reached the maturity stage of their life cycle.
For example, the WD-40 Co. has saturated the U.S. market with its lubricant product
and now gets much of its sales growth from markets in Europe, Asia, Latin America,
and Australia (Exhibit 20-2).

Another reason it is increasingly important for U.S. companies to adopt an interna-
tional marketing orientation is that imports are taking a larger and larger share of the
domestic market for many products. The United States has been running a continuing
balance-of-trade deficit; the monetary value of our imports exceeds that of our
exports. American companies are realizing that we are shifting from being an isolated,
self-sufficient, national economy to being part of an interdependent global economy.
This means U.S. corporations must defend against foreign inroads into the domestic
market as well as learn how to market their products and services to other countries.

While many U.S. companies are becoming more aggressive in their pursuit of inter-
national markets, they face stiff competition from large multinational corporations
from other countries. Some of the world’s most formidable marketers are European
companies such as Unilever, Nestlé, Siemens, Philips, and Renault, as well as the vari-
ous Japanese car and electronic manufacturers and packaged-goods companies such as
Suntory, Shiseido, and Kao.
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Exhibit 20-2 The WD-40
Co. gets much of its sales
growth from foreign
markets such as Australia

Advertising and promotion are important parts of the mar-
keting program of firms competing in the global market-
place. An estimated $236 billion was spent on advertising
in the United States in 2002, with much of this money
being spent by multinational companies headquartered

outside this country.10 Advertising expenditures outside the United States have
increased by nearly 60 percent since 1990, reaching an estimated $214 million in
2002, as global marketers based in the United States, as well as European and Asian
countries, increase their worldwide advertising.11 Figure 20-1 shows the top 10 com-
panies in terms of advertising spending outside the United States.

In addition, estimates are that another $500 billion is spent on sales promotion
efforts targeted at consumers, retailers, and wholesalers around the world. The United
States is still the world’s major advertising market, accounting for slightly more than
half of the estimated $450 billion in worldwide ad expenditures. Nearly 90 percent of
the money spent on advertising products and services around the world is concentrated

The Role of International 
Advertising and Promotion
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in the United States and Canada along with the industrialized countries of Western
Europe and the Pacific Rim, including Japan, South Korea, and Australia. However,
advertising spending is increasing rapidly in China and in several Latin American
countries, such as Mexico and Brazil.12

More and more companies recognize that an effective promotional program is
important for companies competing in foreign markets. As one international market-
ing scholar notes:

Promotion is the most visible as well as the most culture bound of the firm’s marketing func-
tions. Marketing includes the whole collection of activities the firm performs in relating to its
market, but in other functions the firm relates to the market in a quieter, more passive way.
With the promotional function, however, the firm is standing up and speaking out, wanting to
be seen and heard.13

Many companies have run into difficulties developing and implementing advertis-
ing and promotion programs for international markets. Companies that promote their
products or services abroad face an unfamiliar marketing environment and customers
with different sets of values, customs, consumption patterns, and habits, as well as dif-
fering purchase motives and abilities. Languages vary from country to country and
even within a country, such as India or Switzerland. Media options are quite limited in
many countries, owing to lack of availability or limited effectiveness. These factors
demand different creative and media strategies as well as changes in other elements of
the advertising and promotional program for foreign markets.
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Figure 20-1 Advertising spending outside the United States, top 10 companies, 2000

Ad Spending (Millions, US$)

Rank Advertiser Headquarters Outside the U.S. U.S. Worldwide

1. Unilever London, England/ $2,967 $ 698 $3,665
Rotterdam, Netherlands

2. Procter & Gamble Cincinnati, Ohio 2,610 1,542 4,152

3. Nestlé Vevey, Switzerland 1,560 327 1,887

4. Toyota Motor Corp. Toyota City, Japan 1,345 790 2,135

5. Volkswagen Wolfsburg, Germany 1,290 424 1,714

6. Coca-Cola Atlanta, Georgia 1,176 403 1,579

7. Ford Motor Co. Dearborn, Michigan 1,127 1,196 2,323

8. General Motors Detroit, Michigan 1,028 2,951 3,979

9. PSA Peugeot Citroen Paris, France 1,004 0 1,004

10. Fiat Turin, Italy 988 2 990

Source: adageglobal.com.

Just as with domestic marketing, companies
engaging in international marketing must carefully
analyze the major environmental factors of each
market in which they compete, including economic, demographic, cultural, and politi-
cal/legal variables. Figure 20-2 shows some of the factors marketers must consider in
each category when analyzing the environment of each country or market. These fac-
tors are important in evaluating the potential of each country as well as designing and
implementing a marketing and promotional program.

The Economic Environment
A country’s economic conditions indicate its present and future potential for consuming,
since products and services can be sold only to countries where there is enough income
to buy them. This is generally not a problem in developed countries such as the United

The International Environment
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Economic environment

• Stage of economic development
• Economic infrastructure
• Standard of living
• Per capita income
• Distribution of wealth
• Currency stability
• Exchange rates

Cultural environment

• Language
• Lifestyles
• Values
• Norms and customs
• Ethics and moral standards
• Taboos

Demographic environment

• Size of population
• Number of households
• Household size
• Age distribution
• Occupation distribution
• Education levels
• Employment rate
• Income levels

Political/legal environment

• Government policies
• Laws and regulations
• Political stability
• Nationalism
• Attitudes toward multinational
   companies

International Marketing
and Promotions Decisions

Figure 20-2 Forces in the
international marketing
environment

States, Canada, Japan, and most of Western Europe, where consumers generally have
higher incomes and standards of living. Thus, they can and want to purchase a variety of
products and services. Developed countries have the economic infrastructure in terms
of the communications, transportation, financial, and distribution networks needed to
conduct business in these markets effectively. By contrast, many developing countries
lack purchasing power and have limited communications networks available to firms
that want to promote their products or services to these markets.

For most companies, industrialized nations represent the greatest marketing and
advertising opportunities. But most of these countries have stable population bases, and
their markets for many products and services are already saturated. Many marketers are
turning their attention to parts of the world whose economies and consumer markets are
growing. In the early to mid-1990s many marketers began turning their attention to the
“four Tigers” of Asia—South Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Taiwan—which were
among the fastest-growing markets in the world.14 However, in 1997 the Asian eco-
nomic crisis hit, and these countries, as well as other parts of Asia, experienced a severe
recession which resulted in major declines in consumer spending. Latin America also
has been experiencing a severe economic crisis over the past several years. The econ-
omy has been particularly bad in Argentina as a result of government instability and fis-
cal policies that have resulted in the peso losing 70 percent of its value against the
dollar and euro.15 Advertising spending in Argentina declined from more than $3 bil-
lion in 1999 to barely half a billion in 2002. Brazil, which is another major market in
Latin America, has also experienced economic problems recently.16

The global economic slowdown that began in 2001 has created problems for most
multinational companies and has led to reductions in advertising spending in most
countries. The economies in many countries are stagnant, making it difficult for com-
panies to meet their growth objectives. However, a number of multinational compa-
nies are focusing on markets experiencing stronger economic growth, such as those in
China.17 Many are also turning their attention to third-world countries where con-
sumer markets are slowly emerging. Global Perspective 20-1 discusses the opportuni-
ties that these markets present as well as the challenges of marketing to them.
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 20-1

Marketing to 4 Billion of the World’s Poorest Consumers
Most multinational companies generate the majority
of their sales and profits by selling products and ser-
vices to consumers and businesses in highly devel-
oped countries. When they do venture into developing
nations such as India or China, they have traditionally
focused on urban areas where incomes are higher and
communication, transportation, and distribution sys-
tems are available to implement their marketing pro-
grams. However, many multinational marketers have
begun turning their attention to the 4 billion con-
sumers who live in the remote, rural communities of
developing countries. These people are yearning for a
better way of life and are eager to become consumers
for a variety of products.

While this emergent trend has been given various
labels such as B2-4B (business-to-4-billion) selling, sell-
ing to the “bottom of the pyramid,” or selling to pre-
markets, a number of companies are recognizing that
they can turn a profit while having a positive effect on
people not normally considered potential consumers.
However, they also realize that it is a tremendous chal-
lenge to market to these consumers. Many of the
world’s poor live in severe poverty, subsisting on less
than $1,500 a year, and are illiterate or nearly so. They
often live in tiny villages in remote areas that are com-
pletely beyond the reach of mass media and common
distribution channels. Their access to and ability to
use products are determined by the available infra-
structure—water, roads, electricity—or lack thereof.
Clearly marketers have to package, price, and distrib-
ute their products differently as well as find innova-
tive ways to communicate with these consumers.

So how do global marketers such as Procter & Gam-
ble and Unilever sell soap to consumers who use mud
to bathe, or how do they market toothpaste to some-
one who uses wood from a tree to clean his teeth?
These companies often start by examining the daily

lives of the consumers, including their needs, aspira-
tions, and habits, to better understand what they may
want as consumers. In many cases, advertising agen-
cies are following or often leading their clients into
these rural areas. For example, the Interpublic Group’s
Lowe Lintas & Partners recently set up “Linterland,” an
extension of its integrated marketing communica-
tions department, to help clients such as Unilever mar-
ket to hard-to-reach consumers in Indonesia. Lowe’s
director of IMC estimates that about 64 percent of
Indonesia’s population (about 135 million people) lives
in rural areas but can afford relatively inexpensive con-
sumer goods such as soft drinks, shampoo, and tooth-
paste. The director of Linterland Indonesia notes that
conventional media are not capable of reaching these
rural consumers and so a different form of marketing
communications—one that relies on events, road
shows, and sampling—is needed to reach them.

Other ad agencies have set up similar operations to
reach the vast rural populations in other Asian coun-
tries. For example, in India, 75 percent of the popula-
tion (700 million people) is spread out in 600,000
villages that are virtually untouched by mass media,
and they speak more than 360 dialects. WPP Group’s
Ogilvy and Mather launched its own special unit,
Ogilvy Outreach, consisting of 35 teams in four offices
that coordinate rural marketing activities across 14
states, using a network of 15,000 field-workers. Ogilvy
Outreach has resorted to unusual practices such as
painting cows’ horns, branding water sources, organiz-
ing folk performances, and relying on schoolteachers,
village heads and local health workers to relay market-
ing messages for clients such as Hinustan Lever,
Castrol, or Amara Raja batteries. McCann-Erickson
Worldwide has developed Group Asia, which special-
izes in rural event marketing to help its clients reach
consumers in remote areas.

The most challenging country for marketers look-
ing beyond urban markets is China, which has nearly
900 million rural consumers who are almost com-
pletely untouched by multinational marketers. In addi-
tion to the lack of knowledge regarding brands, there
are problems of low income and very poor infrastruc-
tures. However, many companies are branching out
into these rural areas. Word-of-mouth is the supreme
marketing tool for reaching consumers in these mar-
kets, followed by education and product demonstra-
tions. Marketers also have to adapt their products for
these markets by making them available in single-use
sachets that cost the equivalent of pennies rather than
dollars and can be easily distributed and sold through
the small kiosks found in rural villages.
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The Demographic Environment
Major demographic differences exist among countries as well as within them. Mar-
keters must consider income levels and distribution, age and occupation distributions
of the population, household size, education, and employment rates. In some coun-
tries, literacy rates are also a factor; people who cannot read will not respond well to
print ads. Demographic data can provide insight into the living standards and lifestyles
in a particular country to help companies plan ad campaigns.

Demographic information can reveal the market potential of various foreign mar-
kets. India’s population topped 1 billion in 2000. Only China, with 1.2 billion people,
has a larger population.18 Latin America remains one of the world’s largest potential
markets, although the meager income of most consumers in the region is still a prob-
lem. Brazil, the largest consumer market in South America, now has a population of
200 million and is a growing market for many products and services. More than 50
percent of the Latin American market is younger than age 26, and 30 percent is under
15. Moreover, children are the fastest-growing segment of that market. These numbers
have caught the attention of international advertisers such as Mattel, Hasbro, Burger
King, and others.19 Indonesia also has a very young population, with more people
under the age of 16 than the United States, and they are very receptive to Western
ways and products. For example, Tower Records, a California-based chain of music
stores, opened stores in Bangkok that are nearly identical to its U.S. outlets and are
very popular with the youth in Thailand.20

The Cultural Environment
Another important aspect of the international marketing environment is the culture of
each country. Cultural variables marketers must consider include language, customs,
tastes, attitudes, lifestyles, values, and ethical/moral standards. Nearly every country

exhibits cultural traits that influence not just the needs and wants of con-
sumers but how they go about satisfying them.

Marketers must be sensitive not only in determining what products and
services they can sell foreign cultures but also in communicating with
them. Advertising is often the most effective way to communicate with
potential buyers and create markets in other countries. But it can also be
one of the most difficult aspects of the international marketing program
because of problems in developing messages that will be understood in
various countries.

International advertisers often have problems with language. The adver-
tiser must know not only the native tongue of the country but also its
nuances, idioms, and subtleties. International marketers must be aware of
the connotations of words and symbols used in their messages and under-
stand how advertising copy and slogans are translated. Marketers often
encounter problems in translating their advertising messages and brand
names into various languages. The Heineken ad in Exhibit 20-3 is one
example. Although this ad worked well in the United States and other 
English-speaking countries, the line “you don’t have to make a great fuss”
could not be translated in a meaningful way into many other languages.

Advertisers can encounter problems with the connotative meaning of
signs and symbols used in their messages. For example, Pepsodent tooth-
paste was unsuccessful in Southeast Asia because it promised white teeth
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Many developing countries are becoming more sta-
ble and open to trade and direct foreign investment,
while education levels are also improving. The World
Bank has reported that the economic growth rate for
developing countries is about twice that of developed
nations and is expected to reach nearly 4 percent. While
investment in these markets still requires a long-term

perspective, many companies are recognizing that the
billions of consumers in the third world are eager to
become consumers and represent a rich opportunity.

Sources: Dana James, “B2-4B Spells Profits,” Marketing News,

Nov. 5, 2001, pp. 1, 11–14; Normandy Madden, “Marketing in the
Field,” Adage Global, October 2001, p. 8.

Exhibit 20-3 This
Heineken ad did not
translate well into some
languages
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to a culture where black and yellow teeth are symbols of prestige. An American ad
campaign using various shades of green was a disaster in Malaysia, where the color
symbolizes death and disease.

Problems arising from language diversity and differences in signs and symbols can
usually be best solved with the help of local expertise. Marketers should consult local
employees or use an ad agency knowledgeable in the local language that can help ver-
ify that the advertiser is saying what it wants to say. Many companies turn to agencies
that specialize in translating advertising slogans and copy into foreign languages.

Tastes, traditions, and customs are also an important part of cultural considerations.
The customs of a society affect what products and services it will buy and how they
must be marketed. In France, cosmetics are used heavily by men as well as women,
and advertising to the male market is common. There are also cultural differences in
grooming and hygiene habits of consumers in various countries. For example, though
many U.S. consumers use products like deodorant and shampoo daily, consumers in
many other Western countries are not as fanatical about personal hygiene, so con-
sumption of products such as deodorants and mouthwash is much lower than in the
United States.

Another aspect of culture that is very important for international marketers to under-
stand is values. Cultural values are beliefs and goals shared by members of a society
regarding ideal end states of life and modes of conduct. Society shapes consumers’
basic values, which affect their behavior and determine how they respond to various sit-
uations. For example, cultural values in the United States place a major emphasis on
individual activity and initiative, while many Asian societies stress cooperation and
conformity to the group. Values and beliefs of a society can also affect its members’
attitudes and receptivity toward foreign products and services.21 Values such as ethno-
centrism, which refers to the tendency for individuals to view their own group or soci-
ety as the center of the universe, or nationalism often affect the way consumers in
various countries respond to foreign brands or even advertising messages.22 For many
years, consumers in many European countries were reluctant to buy American brands
and there was even a backlash against American imagery. In fact, many U.S. companies
doing business in Europe were careful not to flaunt their American roots.

One European country, in particular, where American-made products were not well
received for many years is France. The French have always been very protective of
their culture; for example, they have quotas for French-language shows on TV and
music on the radio. As historian Richard Pells notes: “France, like the U.S., has tradi-
tionally seen itself as a country with a mission and a country whose culture and civiliza-
tion is worthy of being exported around the world.”23 However, in recent years many
American brands have become popular in France, particularly among younger con-
sumers. For example, the French subsidiary of New Balance, the Boston-based athletic-
shoe company, experienced strong sales growth in France when its 576 model shoe
became de rigueur among the fashion elite (Exhibit 20-4). In recent years, U.S. brands
have become popular in many other European countries as well as in Asia. Marketers
attribute the rising popularity of many U.S.-made products to the worldwide distribu-
tion of American music, films, and TV shows; the growth of the
Internet; and the increase in travel to the United States. These
factors have made consumers in foreign countries more familiar
with American culture, values, and lifestyle.24

Japan is one of the more difficult markets for many American
advertisers to understand because of its unique values and cus-
toms.25 For example, the Japanese have a very strong commit-
ment to the group; social interdependence and collectivism are
as important to them as individualism is to most Americans. Ads
stressing individuality and nonconformity have traditionally not
done well in Japan, but westernized values have become more
prevalent in Japanese advertising in recent years.26 However,
the Japanese dislike ads that confront or disparage the competi-
tion and tend to prefer soft rather than hard sells.27 A recent
study found that Japanese and American magazine ads tend to
portray teenage girls in different ways and that the differences
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Exhibit 20-4 New Balance
shoes have become very
popular in France
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correspond to each country’s central concepts of self and society. In many American
ads teens are associated with images of independence, rebelliousness, determination,
and even defiance that are consistent with the American value of individuality. In con-
trast, Japanese ads tend to portray a happy, playful, childlike, girlish image that is con-
sistent with the Japanese culture’s sense of self, which is more dependent on others.28

Another recent study examined gender-role portrayals in Japanese magazine advertis-
ing and found that some of the previously used hard-line stereotyping of both men and
women has softened considerably since the 1980s. Men are not associated as much
with stereotypical male traits, while women are shown in more positive ways. The
researchers suggest that this may reflect the westernization of the depictions of men and
women in Japan.29

As advertisers turn their attention to China, more consideration is also being given
to understanding the cultural system and values of the world’s most populous country.
Chinese values are centered around Confucianism, which stresses loyalty and inter-
personal relationships. Chinese culture also emphasizes passive acceptance of fate by
seeking harmony with nature; inner experiences of meaning and feeling; stability and
harmony; close family ties; and tradition.30 A recent study of advertising appeals used
in China found that advertising reflects these traditional Chinese cultural values. Chi-
nese advertisers tend to base their advertising strategies on creating liking for a prod-
uct through image and emotional appeals rather than information-laden ads. However,
the study also found subtle changes in appeals to cultural values used by advertisers,
particularly for ads targeting younger consumers. Youth and modernity appeals were
found to be prevalent, reflecting the westernization, as well as the modernization,
trend in China.31 Marketing is just beginning to emerge in China, and advertising is a
relatively new social phenomenon, so it will be important for marketers to develop a
better understanding of Chinese cultural values and their implication for communica-
tions strategy.32

Religion is another aspect of culture that affects norms, values, and behaviors. For
example, in many Arab countries, advertisers must be aware of various taboos result-
ing from conservative applications of the Islamic religion. Alcohol and pork cannot be
advertised. Human nudity is forbidden, as are pictures of anything sacred, such as
images of a cross or photographs of Mecca. The faces of women may not be shown in
photos, so cosmetics use drawings of women’s faces in ads.33 In conservative Islamic
countries, many religious authorities are opposed to advertising on the grounds that it
promotes Western icons and culture and the associated non-Islamic consumerism.34

Procter & Gamble recently took on tradition in Egypt by underwriting a new ground-
breaking TV talk show on feminine hygiene called “Frankly Speaking” that tackles
some of the most sensitive issues facing women in an Islamic country. The program
has the support of the Egyptian government, which has launched its own health educa-
tion drive. P&G does not promote its products during the show, but the program does
contain numerous commercials for its Always brand, which has 85 percent of the dis-
posable sanitary pad market in the country.35

The Political/Legal Environment
The political and legal environment in a country is one of the most important factors
influencing the advertising and promotional programs of international marketers. Reg-
ulations differ owing to economic and national sovereignty considerations, nationalis-
tic and cultural factors, and the goal of protecting consumers not only from false or
misleading advertising but, in some cases, from advertising in general. It is difficult to
generalize about advertising regulation at the international level, since some countries
are increasing government control of advertising while others are decreasing it. Gov-
ernment regulations and restrictions can affect various aspects of a company’s adver-
tising program, including:

• The types of products that may be advertised.

• The content or creative approach that may be used.

• The media that all advertisers (or different classes of advertisers) are permitted to
employ.
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• The amount of advertising a single advertiser may use in total or in a specific
medium.

• The use of foreign languages in ads.

• The use of advertising material prepared outside the country.

• The use of local versus international advertising agencies.

• The specific taxes that may be levied against advertising.36

A number of countries ban or restrict the advertising of various products. Cigarette
advertising is banned in some or all media in numerous countries besides the United
States, including Argentina, Canada, France, Italy, Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland.
The Australian government limits tobacco advertising to point of purchase. The ban
also excludes tobacco companies from sponsoring sporting events. In Malaysia, a gov-
ernment ban on cigarette-related advertising and sponsorship was initiated in 2003 in
an effort to curb the rising number of smokers in the country.37 In China, tobacco and
liquor advertising are banned except in hotels for foreigners.

Recently the tobacco industry has been reducing its advertising efforts in markets
around the world, including Asia and Eastern Europe, where they have enjoyed much
more regulatory freedom. Three of the largest tobacco companies are leading an effort
to implement self-imposed restrictions and requirements for their advertising.38 For
example, the tobacco industry agreed to stop all television advertising in Mexico at the
end of 2002 as part of a raft of new self-regulatory measures.39 Many of these restric-
tions are already being forced on the companies in North America, Western Europe, and
North Asia, where governments take a tough stance on tobacco advertising. However,
regulations in many other countries, such as Indonesia and the Philippines, are mini-
mal. The industry’s self-regulatory efforts are seen as a move to head off a campaign by
the World Health Organization for a worldwide ban on all tobacco advertising.

In Europe there has been a longstanding ban on advertising for prescription-drug
products, which is designed to keep government-subsidized health care costs under
control. The European Union has argued that advertising increases the marketing bud-
gets of drug companies and results in higher prices. The ban prevents prescription-drug
companies from mentioning their products even on their websites or in brochures,
although some relaxation of these restrictions is being considered by the European
Commission for drugs used to treat AIDS, diabetes, and respiratory ailments.40

While international marketers are accustomed to restrictions on the advertising of
cigarettes, liquor, and pharmaceuticals, they are often surprised by restrictions on
other products or services. For example, margarine cannot be advertised in France, nor
can restaurant chains. For many years, the French government restricted travel adver-
tising because it encourages the French to spend their francs outside the country.41

Many countries restrict the media advertisers can use. In 1999 the European Com-
mission threw out an appeal against Greece’s national ban on toy advertising on day-
time television. Thus advertisers can advertise toys on TV only during the evening
hours.42 Some of the most stringent advertising regulations in the world are found in
Scandinavian countries. Commercial TV advertising did not begin in Sweden until
1992, and both Sweden and Denmark limit the amount of time available for commer-
cials. Advertising aimed at young children has not been legal in Sweden since commer-
cial television was introduced in the country a decade ago. The Swedish government
feels that young people are not able to differentiate between advertising and program-
ming and are not capable of understanding the selling intent of commercials.43 Saudi
Arabia opened its national TV system to commercial advertising in 1986, but advertis-
ing is not permitted on the state-run radio system. Advertising in magazines and news-
papers in the country is subject to government and religious restrictions.44

Many governments have rules and regulations that affect the advertising message.
For example, comparative advertising is legal and widely used in the United States
and Canada but is illegal in some countries such as Korea and Belgium. In Europe, the
European Commission has developed a directive to standardize the basic form and
content of comparative advertising and develop a uniform policy.45 Currently, compar-
ative advertising is legal in many European countries, illegal in some, and legal and
rarely used in others such as Great Britain. Many Asian and South American countries
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have also begun to accept comparative ads. However,
Brazil’s self-regulatory advertising codes are so strict that
few advertisers have been able to create a comparative mes-
sage that has been approved.46 Many countries restrict the
types of claims advertisers can make, the words they can
use, and the way products can be represented in ads. In
Greece, specific claims for a product, such as “20 percent
fewer calories,” are not permitted in an advertising mes-
sage.47 Copyright and other legal restrictions make it diffi-
cult to maintain the same name from market to market. For
example, Diet Coke is known as Coca-Cola Light in Ger-
many, France, and many other countries because of legal
restrictions prohibiting the word diet (Exhibit 20-5).

Government restrictions can influence the use of foreign
languages in advertising as well as the production of the ad.
Most countries permit the use of foreign languages in print
ads and direct mail. However, some do not allow foreign-
language commercials on TV or radio or in cinema ads, and
some restrict foreign-language ads to media targeted to for-
eigners in their country.48 Some countries also restrict the
use of foreign-produced ads and foreign talent. For example,
with few exceptions, such as travel advertising, all commer-
cials aired on Malaysian television must be made in
Malaysia. However, the Asian country is considering chang-
ing its rules to allow foreign commercials to air on the new
legalized satellite signals into the country.49

These restrictions are motivated primarily by economic considerations. Many
countries require local production of at least a portion of commercials to build local
film industries and create more jobs for local producers of print and audiovisual mate-
rials. Nationalistic and cultural factors also contribute to these restrictions, along with
a desire to prevent large foreign ad agencies from dominating the advertising business
in a country and thus hampering its development. Restrictions affecting the advertis-
ing industry took a new twist recently in China when the government began strictly
enforcing regulations governing licenses it requires of magazine publishers. Since the
new enforcement took effect on January 1, 2000, Western publishers have been
required to use a direct translation of the often-obscure name that appears on their
license or use no English name at all. Thus, magazines such as Cosmopolitan, Esquire,
and Woman’s Day are not able to use their popular names.50

In some countries, steps are being taken to ease some of the legal restrictions and
other barriers facing international advertisers. For example, the Maastricht Treaty was
designed to create a single European market and remove many of the barriers to trade
among the 12 member nations of the European Community. One of the goals of this
plan was a single advertising law throughout the EC, but when the treaty was ratified
in November 1993, many of the advertising directives were not agreed upon—so
many advertising regulations are still decided by each country. A directive was passed
by the European Commission banning all tobacco advertising, which most of the 15
European Union countries are now implementing. The European Commission may
also take steps to restrict alcohol advertising and marketing. Sweden has been leading
a Pan-European effort to ban TV advertising targeted at children under the age of 12
that has been gaining support from other members of the European Union.51 However,
marketers, ad agencies, media, and trade associations in several European countries
including the United Kingdom and France have begun pushing for self-regulation that
would include efforts to help children understand and interpret advertising effectively
rather than banning efforts to reach them.52
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Exhibit 20-5 Diet Coke
must use a different name
in some countries

The discussion of differences in the mar-
keting environments of various countries
suggests that each market is different

and requires a distinct marketing and advertising program. However, in recent years a
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great deal of attention has focused on the concept of global marketing, where a com-
pany uses a common marketing plan for all countries in which it operates, thus selling
the product in essentially the same way everywhere in the world. Global advertising
falls under the umbrella of global marketing as a way to implement this strategy by
using the same basic advertising approach in all markets.

The debate over standardization versus localization of marketing and advertising
programs began years ago.53 But the idea of global marketing was popularized by Pro-
fessor Theodore Levitt, who says the worldwide marketplace has become homoge-
nized and consumers’ basic needs, wants, and expectations transcend geographic,
national, and cultural boundaries.54 One writer described Levitt’s position on global
marketing as follows:

Levitt’s vision of total worldwide standardization is global marketing at the extreme. He
argues that, thanks to cheap air travel and new telecommunications technology, consumers the
world over are thinking—and shopping—increasingly alike. According to Levitt, the New
Republic of Technology homogenizes world tastes, wants, and possibilities into global mar-
keting proportions, which allows for world standardized products.55

Not everyone agrees with Levitt’s global marketing theory, particularly with
respect to advertising. Many argue that products and advertising messages must be
designed or at least adapted to meet the differing needs of consumers in different
countries.56 We will consider the arguments for and against global marketing and
advertising, as well as situations where it is most appropriate.

Advantages of Global Marketing and Advertising
A global marketing strategy and advertising program offer certain advantages to a
company, including the following:

• Economies of scale in production and distribution.

• Lower marketing and advertising costs as a result of reductions in planning and
control.

• Lower advertising production costs.

• Abilities to exploit good ideas on a worldwide basis and introduce products
quickly into various world markets.

• A consistent international brand and/or company image.

• Simplification of coordination and control of marketing and promotional
programs.

Advocates of global marketing and advertising contend that standardized products
are possible in all countries if marketers emphasize quality, reliability, and low prices.
They say people everywhere want to buy the same products and live the same way.
Product standardization results in lower design and production costs as well as greater
marketing efficiency, which translates into lower prices for consumers. Product stan-
dardization and global marketing also enable companies to roll out products faster into
world markets, which is becoming increasingly important as product life cycles
become shorter and competition increases.

A number of companies have been very successful using a global advertising
approach, including Coca-Cola, Merrill Lynch, Xerox, American Express, and British
Airways. Gillette used global advertising in the early 90s to launch its Sensor shaving
system, which became one of the most successful products in the company’s history.
The advertising theme for the global campaign was “The Best a Man Can Get.” At the
end of the decade Gillette launched the Mach3, its new triple-bladed shaving system,
and once again used a global campaign built around the high-tech theme of the prod-
uct and retaining the same tagline. Prior to the introduction of the new product,
Gillette launched the Mach3.com website, which was supported by online advertising
to educate prospective customers about the intricacies of the triple-bladed razor. The
Web campaign was followed by a $200 million global media blitz that helped make
the Mach3 the number-one-selling shaving system after less than a year on the market.
Exhibit 20-6 shows an ad for the Mach3 that was used in Spain.
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Problems with Global Advertising
Opponents of the standardized global approach argue that very few products lend
themselves to global advertising.57 Differences in culture, market, and economic
development; consumer needs and usage patterns; media availabilities; and legal
restrictions make it extremely difficult to develop an effective universal approach to
marketing and advertising. Advertising may be particularly difficult to standardize
because of cultural differences in circumstances, language, traditions, values, beliefs,
lifestyle, music, and so on. Moreover, some experts argue that cultures around the
world are becoming more diverse, not less so. Thus, advertising’s job of informing and
persuading consumers and moving them toward using a particular brand can be done
only within a given culture.

Consumer usage patterns and perceptions of a product may vary from one country
to another, so advertisers must adjust their marketing and advertising approaches to
different problems they may face in different markets. For example, when Nestlé
introduced its Nescafé instant coffee brand, the company faced at least five different
situations in various parts of the world:

1. In the United States, the idea of instant coffee had great penetration but Nescafé
had the minor share.

2. In continental Europe, Nescafé had the major share of the market, but the idea of
instant coffee was in the early stages.

3. In the tea-drinking countries, such as the United Kingdom and Japan, tea drinkers
had to be converted not just to coffee but to instant coffee.

4. In Latin America, the preferred coffee was a heavy one that could not be duplicated
with an instant version.

5. In Scandinavia, Nestlé had to deal with the ingrained custom of keeping a pot of
coffee on the stove from early morning until late at night.

Nestlé had to use different advertising strategies for each market; a global cam-
paign would not have been able to address the varying situations adequately. Exhibit
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20-7 shows Nescafé ads used in Japan and Norway. Nestlé encountered yet another
challenge when it entered the Israeli market in 1995. Nescafé was the generic word for
instant coffee as Israelis assumed that it was an abbreviation of the Hebrew word
namess (dissolving). Israeli consumers were also not very demanding with respect to
the quality of their coffee and considered the low-quality powdered coffee, or nescafé,
produced by a local company, suitable fare. To overcome the generic connotation of
Nescafé, all of the advertising presented the Nescafé Classic brand as “Nescafé of
Nestlé” and portrayed it as the coffee choice of people all around the world (Exhibit
20-8). The company also relied on taste testing at the points of sale so consumers
could experience Nescafé Classic’s superior quality. Within one year Nestlé had 30
percent of the instant coffee market in Israel.58

Many experts believe that marketing a standardized product the same way all over
the world can turn off consumers, alienate employees, and blind a company to diversi-
ties in customer needs. For example, when McDonald’s expanded to Puerto Rico, it
alienated consumers by using American TV ads dubbed in Spanish and then using His-
panic ads that were brought in from New York, which subsequent research showed
looked too Mexican.59

Parker Pen also encountered problems when it attempted to use global advertising
in the mid-1980s. Local managers in its foreign branches resented the home office
centralizing the advertising function with one worldwide agency and mandating the
type of advertising appeal used in their markets.60

Such problems have led some major companies to move away from a completely
standardized approach. For example, the Colgate-Palmolive Co. has used global adver-
tising for many of its brands, including the Colgate, Palmolive, Fab, and Ajax product
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lines, and continues to endorse the use of global appeals.
Under its current marketing strategy, however, advertis-
ing is often modified for a specific country or region,
particularly where local creativity can improve the
advertising over the global standard. An example of this
approach is the advertising used for Colgate toothpaste
(see Exhibit 20-9). The globe/smile image is used as the
visual in nearly every country where Colgate is mar-
keted, but the copy varies. This ad for the Russian mar-
ket appeared in the Moscow edition of Reader’s Digest.

Some marketing experts claim much of the attention
to the advantages of global advertising stems from large
ad agencies trying to increase business by encouraging
clients to use one agency to handle their marketing com-
munications worldwide.61 Many large multinational
companies are indeed consolidating their business with
one or a few agencies who have offices around the world
and offer international advertising capabilities. How-
ever, the consolidations are often driven by the client’s
increasing emphasis on global markets.62

When Is Globalization
Appropriate?
While globalization of advertising is viewed by many in
the advertising industry as a difficult task, some
progress has been made in learning what products and
services are best suited to worldwide appeals:63

1. Brands or messages that can be adapted for a visual
appeal, avoiding the problems of trying to translate
words into dozens of languages.

2. Brands that are promoted with image campaigns that
play to universal appeals such as sex or wealth.

3. High-tech products and new products coming to the
world for the first time, not steeped in the cultural
heritage of the country.

4. Products with nationalistic flavor if the country has a
reputation in the field.

5. Products that appeal to a market segment with
universally similar tastes, interests, needs, and
values.

Many companies and brands rely heavily on visual appeals that are easily adapted
for use in global advertising campaigns. For example, Boeing launched its first global
image campaign in 2000 as part of its effort to be known as more than an airplane
manufacturer. While Boeing is the world’s leading manufacturer of commercial jets, a
series of acquisitions has transformed the company into a major force in markets for
military aircraft, rockets, satellites, and broadband communications. Boeing is setting
the stage for its future with a global image and branding campaign that uses the tagline
“Boeing Forever New Frontiers.” The corporate campaign features TV spots as well as
print ads, such as the one shown in Exhibit 20-10, that symbolize optimism and future
orientation. The commercials use a steady stream of visuals—children with arms out-
stretched, a young boy releasing a dove, jet planes, and spinning satellites. The goal of
the campaign is to leverage Boeing’s strong global brand image with customers and
aviation, business and government influentials as well as to create excitement among
the company’s employees regarding the future of the company.

Products such as jewelry, liquor, cosmetics, and cigarettes can be promoted using
image advertising, the second category. Marlboro uses its cowboy/western imagery
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around the world, and many cosmetic companies use similar image campaigns in dif-
ferent countries.

Levitt, like many advertisers, believes that joy, sentiment, excitement, and many
other emotions are universal. Thus, it is common for global advertising campaigns to
use emotional and image appeals. One advertising executive said:

What it all boils down to is that we are all human. We share the gift of emotional response. We
feel things. And we feel them in remarkably similar ways. We speak different languages, we
observe different customs, but we are wired to each other and to an ultimate power source that
transcends us in a way that makes us subject to a common emotional spectrum.64

Companies whose products appeal to universal needs, values, and emotions are
also recognizing that they can advertise their brands with global campaigns. For
example, Calvin Klein, one of the leading fashion and design companies and a brand
name recognized around the world, recently launched a global campaign for its Eter-
nity fragrance brand. The ad campaign expands the Eternity ideal of lasting love and
intimacy with commercials featuring scenes of family life set to the classic Burt
Bacharach song “What the World Needs Now Is Love,” which is sung by Aimee
Mann. The print advertising depicts life’s special moments and features the tagline
“Love, Sweet Love” and is designed to resemble photographs pulled from a family
album. The campaign features supermodel Christy Turlington as the Eternity woman.

High-tech consumer products such as personal computers, calculators, VCRs, TVs,
and audio equipment are in the third category, as are various types of business-to-
business products and services such as computer systems. Business-to-business mar-
keters like EDS and Xerox have begun using global advertising campaigns, as have
Hewlett-Packard and IBM.

Products in the fourth category are those whose national reputation for quality can
be the basis for a global advertising campaign. Examples include Swiss watches,
French wine, and German beer or automobiles. As discussed earlier in the chapter,
many U.S. companies are taking advantage of the cachet American products have
acquired among consumers in Europe and other international markets. For example,
Jeep promotes itself as “the American legend” in Europe and Japan. Brown-Forman
has been using an American theme for its Jack Daniel’s and Southern Comfort liquor
brands since it began selling them in foreign markets more than two decades ago.

In the final category for which globalization is appropriate are products and ser-
vices that can be sold to common market segments around the world, such as those
identified by Salah Hassan and Lea Katsansis.65 One such segment is the world’s
elite—people who, by reason of their economically privileged position, can pursue a
lifestyle that includes fine jewelry, expensive clothing, quality automobiles, and the
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like. Marketers of high-quality products such as Bally leather goods, Cartier jewelry,
Godiva chocolates, and Louis Vuitton luggage can use global advertising to appeal to
the elite market segment around the world. Well-known international brands compet-
ing in the luxury goods marketplace often present a singular image of prestige and
style to the entire world.

Another segment of global consumers who have similar needs and interests and
seek similar features and benefits from products and services is teenagers. There are
more than 200 million teens in Europe, Latin America, and the Pacific Rim countries
of Asia whose lifestyles are converging with those of the 40 million teens in the United
States and Canada to create a vast, free-spending global market.66 Teens now have
intense exposure to television, magazines, movies, music, travel, and global advertis-
ing from companies such as Levi Strauss, Benetton, Nike, Coca-Cola, Pepsi, and
many others. MTV is now seen in 136 countries. Global Perspective 20-2 discusses
how the youth of the world have become an important global market segment for
many companies.

Global Products, Local Messages
While the pros and cons of global marketing and advertising continue to be debated,
many companies are taking an in-between approach by standardizing their products
and basic marketing strategy but localizing their advertising messages. This approach
recognizes similar desires, goals, needs, and uses for products and services but tailors
advertising to the local cultures and conditions in each market. Some agencies call this
approach “Think globally, act locally.” Grey Advertising describes it as “global vision
with a local touch.”67

Although some marketers use global ads with little or no modification, most compa-
nies adapt their messages to respond to differences in language, market conditions, and
other factors. Many global marketers use a strategy called pattern advertising; their
ads follow a basic approach, but themes, copy, and sometimes even visual elements are
adapted to differences in local markets. For example, Unilever’s Dove soap uses the
same basic advertising and positioning theme globally, but models from Australia,
France, Germany, and Italy are used to appeal to women in those countries. The Taylor-
Made Golf Company uses pattern advertising to promote its golf clubs in different
countries. Exhibit 20-11 shows ads for the company’s R500 driver used in the United
States and Germany.

Another way global marketers adapt their campaigns to local markets is by produc-
ing a variety of ads with a similar theme and format and allowing managers in various
countries or regions to select those messages they believe will work best in their mar-
kets. Some companies are also giving local managers more autonomy in adapting
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 20-2

Youth Become an Important Global Market Segment
Marketers are continually searching for global con-
sumer market segments to whom products and ser-
vices can be advertised in a similar fashion all over the
world. Many companies are recognizing that the most
global segment of all is the youth of the world, as they
show amazing similarities in tastes, interests, lan-
guage, and attitudes. Elissa Moses, author of The $100
Billion Allowance: Accessing the Global Teen Market,
says: “Pop culture is totally transient. Teens are simul-
taneously plugged into two cultural channels—local
and global. For global (culture), they are a homoge-
neous target. This includes music, fashion, film, video
games and technology.” Marketing experts note that
there are more similarities than differences among
youthful consumers. Teens in the United States as well
as Latin America, Europe, Asia, and Australia are surf-
ing the Internet, talking on their cell phones, playing
video games, watching MTV, going to the movies, and
drinking Coke or Pepsi.

Multinational companies recognize that one of their
major marketing challenges is tapping into the billions
of dollars being spent by young consumers around the
world. Global youth is a very ripe and growing market,
as there are over 200 million teens in Europe, Latin
America, and the Pacific Rim countries of Asia who are
converging with the 40 million in the United States and
Canada to create a vast, free-spending global market.
U.S.-based companies in particular recognize the
importance of marketing to young people in foreign
markets. The youthfulness of many other countries is
far greater than that of the United States, especially in
Asia and South America. Twenty-one percent of the
population in the United States is age 14 and under ver-
sus 25 percent in China, 33 percent in India, 37 percent
in the Philippines, 29 percent in Brazil, and 27 percent
in Argentina.

The convergence in the lifestyles, tastes, attitudes,
and product preferences of young people is being 
driven by several factors. Many young people around
the globe have a strong interest in U.S. culture and
lifestyle, and their hunger for Americana is being fed
by their access to satellite television and the Internet.
Music, movies, and sports are universal languages for
young people, and many marketers capitalize on these
interests by having celebrities with global appeal
appear in their ads targeting youth. Pepsi ads featur-
ing pop-star Britney Spears are shown around the
world, while athletes with global appeal such as Tiger
Woods, Lance Armstrong, and Michael Jordan endorse
products for Nike and other global marketers.

To tap into the global youth market, companies have
to understand young people’s common characteristics.
For example, Harvard marketing professor Rohit
Desphande notes that one of the most important char-
acteristics of young consumers globally is a sense of
individualism that goes beyond what their parents’ gen-
eration felt. He notes that this characteristic is a result
of values portrayed in Western music, film, the Internet,
and news media. Individualistic values are even preva-
lent among young people in Asia, where collectivist val-
ues have always been the norm. A study of Asian teens
conducted by the Roper ASW research firm found that
youth between the ages of 13 and 19 ranked values such
as individualism, ambition, and freedom much higher
than did adults between the ages of 40 and 65.

While many companies are marketing to the similar-
ities of global youth, they must also be mindful of the
cultural differences that still exist from one country to
the next. For example, while American teens view fast
food as a way to eat on the go, youth in other countries
favor meals they can savor. Pizza Hut and Kentucky
Fried Chicken are considered upscale restaurants in
Asia, and many young people consider them very cool
places to go and be seen.

Cellular phones are much more prevalent in Europe
than in the United States. For example, 65 percent of
10- to 19-year-olds in the United Kingdom have mobile
phones versus less than 20 percent in the United
States. Instant messaging and text messaging is
widely used in Europe and Japan and has made cell
phones in those regions very important possessions
for teens, while for American youth the technology is
seen as a nice-to-have accessory. European teens con-
sume much of the same media as their American coun-
terparts, with TV and the Internet topping the list of
their favorites. However, 67 percent of European boys
and 47 percent of European girls consider the Internet
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global campaign themes to local markets. For example, when Douglas Daft took over
as CEO of the Coca-Cola Co. in late 1999, he noted that global brand management and
marketing had distanced the company from the crucial differences that existed from
market to market. Daft announced a new strategy that gives managers in various
regions and countries around the world more freedom to adapt their marketing and
advertising to local conditions.68 The new approach puts a stronger emphasis on cre-
ativity that is tailored to local markets. Coca-Cola first used this new approach when it
launched its “Coca-Cola Enjoy” advertising campaign in 2000 (Exhibit 20-12). To
ensure that the global theme could be adapted to various regions and countries, local
ad agencies were brought into the process early on to develop ads for their markets.69

Coca-Cola continued with the “go local” strategy a year later when it developed the
“Life Tastes Good” campaign, which celebrates the positive values of the brand in sto-
ries of everyday life. Marketing directors from 13 regions around the world helped
create 30 TV commercials as well as print ads tailored to their own markets. In coun-
tries like Brazil, four different commercials were produced adapted to regional differ-
ences and habits regarding the consumption of soft drinks.70

Although many marketers are striving to develop global brands, research suggests
most are doing so by using a localized approach. A study of international advertising
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“too American” and would rather buy a local product
over the Internet than an American one.

Despite these regional variations, most marketers’
attraction to the youth market lies in the youngsters’
similarities. Many experts still note that it is difficult
to find anything different, other than language, among
teenagers in Japan, China, France, Brazil, or the United
States. It doesn’t matter where they live, the youth of

the world are an important market segment and repre-
sent a tremendous opportunity for marketers.

Sources: Arundhati Parmar, “Global Youth United,” Marketing

News, Oct. 28, 2002, pp. 1, 49; Lisa Bertagnoli, “Continental Spend-
thrifts,” Marketing News, Oct. 22, 2001, pp. 1,15; Laurel Wentz,
“Japan: The Ultimate Buyers Market,” Advertising Age

International, January 1997, p. 135.

Exhibit 20-12 The Coca-
Cola Co. uses a global
advertising theme but local
adaptations are used to
respond to conditions in
various markets
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strategies of successful U.S. multinational corporations found that only 9 percent used
totally standardized global advertising for all foreign markets, while 37 percent used
all localized advertising. The remaining 54 percent used a combination strategy, stan-
dardizing portions of their advertising but adapting it for local markets.71 Marketers
said a major risk of the global approach was a lack of communication owing to cul-
tural differences. Another study found that most U.S. consumer durable goods manu-
facturers used a localized advertising approach—but most used some standardized
messages.72

A more recent study of international advertising decision makers found that “think
globally, act locally” still appears to be the dominant strategy of international advertis-
ers, but with a slight revision: “Think globally, act regionally.”73 Most of the respon-
dents in this survey said their companies’ worldwide headquarters play a dominant
role in determining their international advertising messages so they are consistent
worldwide. However, there is a trend toward giving regional offices the autonomy to
adapt the global theme for their local markets.

Most managers believe it is important to adapt components of their advertising
messages—such as the language, models, scenic backgrounds, message content, and
symbols—to reflect the culture and frame of reference of consumers in various coun-
tries. Many companies are making these tactical adjustments to their advertising mes-
sages while still pursuing global strategies that will help them project a consistent
global image and turn their products and services into global brands.
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Companies developing advertising and promotional programs
for international markets must make certain organizational
and functional decisions similar to those for domestic mar-
kets. These decisions include organization style, agency selec-
tion, advertising research, creative strategy and execution,
and media strategy and selection.

Organizing for International Advertising
One of the first decisions a company must make when it decides to market its products
to other countries is how to organize the international advertising and promotion func-
tion. This decision is likely to depend on how the company is organized overall for
international marketing and business. Three basic options are centralization at the
home office or headquarters, decentralization of decision making to local foreign mar-
kets, or a combination of the two.

Centralization Many companies prefer to centralize the international advertis-
ing and promotion function so that all decisions about agency selection, research, cre-
ative strategy and campaign development, media strategy, and budgeting are made at
the firm’s home office.

Complete centralization is likely when market and media conditions are similar
from one country to another, when the company has only one or a few international
agencies handling all of its advertising, when the company can use standardized
advertising, or when it desires a consistent image worldwide. Centralization may also
be best when a company’s international business is small and it operates through for-
eign distributors or licensees who do not become involved in the marketing and pro-
motional process.

Many companies prefer the centralized organizational structure to protect their for-
eign investments and keep control of the marketing effort and corporate and/or brand
image. Centralization can save money, since it reduces the need for staff and adminis-
tration at the local subsidiary level. As the trend toward globalized marketing and
advertising strategies continues, more companies are likely to move more toward cen-
tralization of the advertising function to maintain a unified world brand image rather
than presenting a different image in each market. Some foreign managers may actually
prefer centralized decision making, as it removes them from the burden of advertising
and promotional decisions and saves them from defending local decisions to the home
office.

Decision Areas in
International Advertising
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However, many marketing and advertising managers in foreign markets oppose
centralized control. They say the structure is too rigid and makes it difficult to adapt
the advertising and promotional program to local needs and market conditions. As
noted earlier, Parker Pen encountered such resistance when it attempted to implement
a global advertising strategy.

Decentralization Under a decentralized organizational structure, marketing
and advertising managers in each market have the authority to make their own adver-
tising and promotional decisions. Local managers can select ad agencies, develop bud-
gets, conduct research, approve creative themes and executions, and select advertising
media. Companies using a decentralized approach put a great deal of faith in the judg-
ment and decision-making ability of personnel in local markets. This approach is often
used when companies believe local managers know the marketing situation in their
countries the best. They may also be more effective and motivated when given respon-
sibility for the advertising and promotional program in their markets. Decentralization
also works well in small or unique markets where headquarters’ involvement is not
worthwhile or advertising must be tailored to the local market.

International fragrance marketer Chanel, Inc., uses a decentralized strategy. Chanel
found that many of its fragrance concepts do not work well globally and decided to
localize advertising. For example, the U.S. office has the option of using ads created
by the House of Chanel in Paris or developing its own campaigns for the U.S. market.
Chanel executives in the United States think that the French concept of prestige is not
the same as Americans’ and the artsy ads created in France do not work well in this
country.74

Combination While there is an increasing trend toward centralizing the interna-
tional advertising function, many companies combine the two approaches. The home
office, or headquarters, has the most control over advertising policy, guidelines, and
operations in all markets. The international advertising manager works closely with
local or regional marketing managers and personnel from the international agency (or
agencies) and sets advertising and promotional objectives, has budgetary authority,
approves all creative themes and executions, and approves media selection decisions,
especially when they are made on a regional basis or overlap with other markets.

Advertising managers in regional or local offices submit advertising plans and bud-
gets for their markets, which are reviewed by the international advertising manager.
Local managers play a major role in working with the agency to adapt appeals to their
particular markets and select media.

The combination approach allows for consistency in a company’s international
advertising yet permits local input and adaptation of the promotion program. Most
consumer-product companies find that local adaptation of advertising is necessary for
foreign markets or regions, but they want to maintain control of the overall worldwide
image they project. Eastman Kodak, for example, provides central strategy and sup-
port to local offices and acts as consultant to them. Although each country is
autonomous, the main office controls the quality of advertising and advertising policy.
Media buying is done on a local level, but the main office becomes involved in special
media opportunities and overall strategy for events such as Olympic sponsorship and
regionalized campaigns. Levi’s created a centralized vice president of global market-
ing position to oversee the company’s marketing in over 60 countries but still provides
a great deal of autonomy to regional marketing directors.

Agency Selection
One of the most important decisions for a firm engaged in international marketing is
the choice of an advertising agency. The company has three basic alternatives in
selecting an agency to handle its international advertising. First, it can choose a major
agency with both domestic and overseas offices. Many large agencies have offices all
over the world and have become truly international operations. Some Western agen-
cies have opened offices in Eastern Europe and Russia to create ads for the multina-
tional companies participating in the free-market economies that are developing in
these countries. Global Perspective 20-3 discusses how many agencies are moving
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 20-3

Shanghai—The Next New York City 
of the Advertising World
For many years marketers could only dream of selling
their products to China’s 1.2 billion consumers. But
with the end of the cultural revolution in 1979 and its
massive modernization drive over the past 25 years,
China has become one of the fastest-growing con-
sumer markets in the world. A number of multinational
companies—including Coca-Cola, General Motors,
Gillette, Procter & Gamble, Unilever, and Nokia—are
marketing their products to the world’s largest poten-
tial mass market. And advertising, once banned as a
capitalist scourge, is now encouraged by the Chinese
government, which views it as a catalyst that can accel-
erate China’s economic development.

Over the past two decades, many of world’s largest
marketers, as well as advertising agencies, opened
offices in the island enclave of Hong Kong, which is
located on China’s far southern coast. Hong Kong,
which was a British colony for many years before
returning to China’s control in 1997, provides a well-
developed infrastructure; an experienced, English-
speaking work force; low taxes; a fair judicial system;
and transparent business practices. However, a grow-
ing number of major marketers and their agencies are
deciding that if they really want to compete in the
world’s largest consumer market, they need to be more
centrally located on the mainland of China. Thus they
are abandoning Hong Kong for Shanghai, which is
China’s largest city, with 15 million people, and is
strategically located on China’s central coast.

Although Beijing is the nation’s capital, Shanghai is
a cosmopolitan city and is home to China’s largest
port, largest industrial base, best shops and restau-
rants, and most fashionable people, a throwback to the
city’s heritage as the “Paris of the East” in the 1920s

and 1930s. A major reason why companies are moving
to Shanghai is that they realize they can no longer
treat China, or offices in China, as satellites of Hong
Kong. The country has 28 provinces, each of which is a
market in its own right, and 34 cities with populations
of over 1 million. The major benefits of being located in
Shanghai are that it affords an opportunity for greater
market intelligence and understanding of consumers.

Among the companies that have moved to Shanghai
is Coca-Cola, which relocated its Greater China market-
ing team from Hong Kong in 2001. The company’s
regional communications director explained the move
by noting: “Only by breathing the same air as our con-
sumers can we get to know them. We used to market to
China, now we market to individual markets within
China based on the size of their population.” Being
closer to consumers in China has helped Coca-Cola
react more quickly and develop more impactful market-
ing programs. For example, Coke realized it could create
buzz among young Chinese by tapping into their aspi-
rations to own a computer and be more connected with
the outside world. During the summer of 2002, the com-
pany ran a promotion called “Vibrant Connections” that
included the largest webcast in China, sponsored hun-
dreds of road show events that were supported by TV
spots by its agency, McCann-Erickson Worldwide, and
distributed 7,000 personal computers as prizes.

Many advertising agencies that were previously
located in Hong Kong are following their clients to
Shanghai as well as Beijing. Executives from major
international agency networks, such as Denstu Young &
Rubicam Partnerships (DYR) and M&C Saatchi, have fol-
lowed clients such as Sony and Nestlé to Shanghai. Bei-
jing, which has become China’s high-tech center, has
also benefited from marketers’ desire to be closer to
the Chinese market, as telecom companies such as
Nokia have moved there.

International agencies are also moving to cities
such as Shanghai and Beijing and expanding their
mainland resources to attract Chinese companies, as
well as multinational clients, since local brands domi-
nate China’s advertising business. Only two foreign
brands, Procter & Gamble’s Safeguard soap and Crest
toothpaste, ranked among the 10 most advertised
products in China in 2002. The rest were local over-the-
counter drugs such as tonics, vitamins, and stomach
medicines. However, since China joined the World
Trade Organization in 2001, these products, along with
national brands such as Legend Computers, Tsingato
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their offices from Hong Kong to Shanghai to be closer to the world’s largest consumer
market, on the mainland of China.

Many American companies prefer to use a U.S.-based agency with foreign offices;
this gives them greater control and convenience and also facilitates coordination of
overseas advertising. Companies often use the same agency to handle international
and domestic advertising. As discussed in Chapter 3, the flurry of mergers and acqui-
sitions in the ad agency business in recent years, both in the United States and in
other countries, has created large global agencies that can meet the international
needs of global marketers. A number of multinational companies have consolidated
their advertising with one large agency. The consolidation trend began in 1994 when
IBM dismissed 40 agencies around the world and awarded its entire account to
Ogilvy & Mather Worldwide.75 A year later Colgate-Palmolive consolidated all of its
global advertising with New York–based Young & Rubicam. The move, which fol-
lowed the worldwide restructuring of Colgate’s manufacturing and distribution sys-
tem, marked the first time a large multibrand advertiser put all of its billings with one
agency.76

There are a number of reasons why global marketers consolidate their advertising
with one agency. Many companies recognize they must develop a consistent global
image for the company and/or its brands and speak with one coordinated marketing
voice around the world. For example, IBM officials felt the company had been pro-
jecting too many images when its advertising was divided among so many agencies.
The consolidation enabled IBM to present a single brand identity throughout the world
while taking advantage of one of the world’s best-known brand names. Likewise, the
H. J. Heinz Company consolidated the advertising for its flagship ketchup brand to
help develop a consistent message and image worldwide.

Companies are also consolidating their global advertising in an effort to increase
efficiency and gain greater leverage over their agencies. Colgate notes that a major
reason for its agency consolidation is to achieve greater cost efficiency. The company
has moved into 25 new countries in recent years and increased its advertising and pro-
motional spending in many markets around the globe (Exhibit 20-13). Consolidation
has generated savings that can be invested in additional advertising. Consolidation
also gives advertisers greater leverage over their agencies. When a major client puts
all of its advertising with one agency, that company often becomes the agency’s most
important account. And, as one IBM executive notes, “You become a magnet for talent
and attention.”77

Advertising executives also noted that a major reason for all of the account consoli-
dation is that agencies now have the ability to communicate and manage globally. Fax
machines, e-mail, and airline connections make it much easier to manage accounts
around the globe. Of course, placing an entire global advertising account with one
agency can be risky. If the agency fails to deliver an effective campaign, the client has
no backup agency to make a fast rebound and the search for a new agency can be very
time-consuming. Clients who consolidate also face the problem of selling the idea to
regional offices, which often previously enjoyed their own local agency relationship.
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beer, and White Rabbit candy, will have to compete
against foreign brands in many sectors.

Multinational companies and advertising agencies
recognize that the enormous size of the Chinese mar-
ket, along with its strong economic development and
growth, make it important for them to establish a
foothold there. They want to begin marketing their
products and creating ads when a significant number
of China’s 1.2 billion consumers can afford the cars,
mobile phones, cosmetics, and other products. They
know that they need to be close to the action, which

means setting up operations in key mainland cities. It
is likely that the advertising business in China will
come to resemble that in the United States, with
Shanghai, like New York, being the key city and Beijing
and Hong Kong, like Chicago and Los Angeles, being
important centers.

Sources: Normandy Madden, “Shanghai Rises as Asia’s Newest
Marketing Capital,” Advertising Age, Oct. 14, 2002, pp. 1, 13; Michael
Flagg, “China Remains a Tough Game, but Ad Agencies See Oppor-
tunity,” The Wall Street Journal, May 21, 2000, p. B10.
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However, it appears that more and more companies are willing to take these risks and
rely on one agency to handle their advertising around the world.

A second alternative for the international marketer is to choose a domestic agency
that, rather than having its own foreign offices or branches, is affiliated with agencies
in other countries or belongs to a network of foreign agencies. An agency may acquire
an interest in several foreign agencies or become part of an organization of interna-
tional agencies. The agency can then sell itself as an international agency offering
multinational coverage and contacts. For example, many U.S. agencies are expanding
into Latin America by forming associations with regional agencies and acquiring par-
tial or full ownership of agencies in various countries. Leo Burnett has majority stakes
in agencies in 11 Latin American countries and minority ownership or associations in
seven others.78

The advantage of this arrangement is that the client can use a domestic-based
agency yet still have access to foreign agencies with detailed knowledge of market
conditions, media, and so on in each local market. There may be problems with this
approach, however. The local agency may have trouble coordinating and controlling
independent agencies, and the quality of work may vary among network members.
Companies considering this option must ask the local agency about its ability to con-
trol the activities of its affiliates and the quality of their work in specific areas such as
creative and media.

The third alternative for the international marketer is to select a local agency for
each national market in which it sells its products or services. Since local agencies
often have the best understanding of the marketing and advertising environment in
their country or region, they may be able to develop the most effective advertising.

Some companies like local agencies because they may provide the best talent in
each market. In many countries, smaller agencies may, because of their independence,
be more willing to take risks and develop the most effective, creative ads. Choosing
local agencies also increases the involvement and morale of foreign subsidiary man-
agers by giving them responsibility for managing the promotion function in their mar-
kets. Some companies have the subsidiary choose a local agency, since it is often in
the best position to evaluate the agency and will work closely with it.

Criteria for Agency Selection The selection of an agency to handle a com-
pany’s international advertising depends on how the firm is organized for international
marketing and the type of assistance it needs to meet its goals and objectives in foreign
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markets. Figure 20-3 lists some criteria a company might use in selecting an agency. In
a study conducted among marketing directors of European companies, creative capabil-
ity was ranked the most important factor in selecting an advertising agency network,
followed by understanding of the market, understanding of marketing goals, and ability
to produce integrated communications. Size of the agency and agency reputation were
cited as important criteria by less than 2 percent of the respondents.79 Another recent
study found that most clients choose an agency based on its creative reputation and the
creative presentation it had made. However, a large number of clients felt their agencies
lacked international expertise and account coordination ability.80

Some companies choose a combination of the three alternatives just discussed
because their involvement in each market differs, as do the advertising environment and
situation in each country. Several experts in international marketing and advertising
advocate the use of international agencies by international companies, particularly those
firms moving toward global marketing and striving for a consistent corporate or brand
image around the world. The trend toward mergers and acquisitions and the formation of
mega-agencies with global marketing and advertising capabilities suggests the interna-
tional agency approach will become the preferred arrangement among large companies.

Advertising Research
Research plays the same important role in the development of international advertis-
ing and promotion programs that it does domestically—helping managers make better,
more informed decisions. However, many companies do not conduct advertising
research in international markets. Probably the main reason for this is the high cost of
conducting research in foreign markets, coupled with the limited budgets many firms
have for international advertising and promotion. When international markets repre-
sent a small percentage of overall sales, investments in research are difficult to justify.
Rather than quality marketing information, generalizations based on casual observa-
tions of foreign markets have guided the promotional process.

As companies increase their investment in international marketing, they are recog-
nizing the importance of conducting marketing and advertising research to better
understand the characteristics and subtleties of consumers in foreign markets. There
are a number of areas where research on foreign markets can help firms make better
advertising decisions:

• Information on demographic characteristics of markets.
• Information on cultural differences such as norms, lifestyles, and values.
• Information on consumers’ product usage, brand attitudes, and media

preferences.
• Information on media usage and audience size.
• Copy testing to determine reactions to different types of advertising appeals and

executions.
• Research on the effectiveness of advertising and promotional programs in

foreign markets.
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Figure 20-3 Criteria for
selecting an agency to han-
dle international advertising

• Ability of agency to cover relevant markets

• Quality of agency work

• Market research, public relations, and other services offered by agency

• Relative roles of company advertising department and agency

• Level of communication and control desired by company

• Ability of agency to coordinate international campaign

• Size of company’s international business

• Company’s desire for local versus international image

• Company organizational structure for international business and marketing 
(centralized versus decentralized)

• Company’s level of involvement with international operations
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A great deal of information on international markets is available
through secondary sources. One of the most valuable sources of infor-
mation for companies based in this country is the U.S. Department of
Commerce, which works closely with American companies to help
them sell their products overseas through its International Trade Admin-
istration (ITA) division. The ITA publishes a series of Overseas Busi-
ness Reports that provide valuable information on most major world
markets, including economic and marketing data as well as laws and
regulations. Information on markets is sometimes available from other
countries’ government agencies, embassies, or consulates. The ITA also
publishes Export America, which is a monthly magazine that provides
valuable information on foreign markets and issue related to global
business. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) publishes the World
Fact Book, which contains information on more than 250 countries in
eight categories, including geography, population, economy, govern-
ment, communications, transportation, military, and transnational
issues (Exhibit 20-14). The information includes data on telephones,
radios, television sets, and communication-satellite use for nearly every
country in the world and is usually updated annually. Circulation figures
for the world’s newspapers are also published every year.

The United Nations Statistical Yearbook, which is published annu-
ally, provides demographic and economic data on more than 200 countries. Yearbooks
and other reports are also available for regions such as Latin America, Europe, and
Asia. Other international organizations that can provide valuable information on
world markets include the International Monetary Fund and regional organizations
like the Japanese External Trade Organization and the European Union. The World
Bank’s annual World Development Reports has many national statistics including per
capita incomes, literacy rates, imports, exports, and a variety of other information.

Information on product and brand attitudes, usage patterns, and media habits is
generally more difficult to find, particularly in developing countries. However, more
information is becoming available. A. C. Nielsen Worldwide Consumer Panel Ser-
vices provides marketers with key consumer insights for 18 countries around the
world. The company tracks consumer purchases in nearly 125,000 households using
scanning technology or, in some markets, more traditional purchase diaries. Informa-
tion from the panels is useful for understanding purchase behavior and shopping pat-
terns for different segments of the population across various retail outlets. NCH Nù
World Marketing Limited now collects information on coupon distribution and
redemption patterns in the United States and a number of European countries. Data on
media usage in European countries have increased tremendously over the past decade.
However, information on TV audiences is still lacking in many countries.

Much of the information advertisers need must be gathered from research gener-
ated by the company and/or ad agency. Consumer needs and wants, purchase motives,
and usage patterns often vary from one country to another, and research is needed to
understand these differences. Some companies and their agencies conduct psycho-
graphic research in foreign markets to determine activities, interests, and opinions as
well as product usage patterns.

Advertisers should also research consumers’ reactions to the advertising appeal and
execution style they plan to use in foreign markets. One agency researcher recom-
mends testing the basic premise and/or selling idea to be used in a global campaign
first to be sure it is relevant to the target audiences in the markets where it will
appear.81

Creative Decisions
Another decision facing the international advertiser is determining the appropriate
advertising messages for each market. Creative strategy development for international
advertising is basically similar in process and procedure to that for domestic advertis-
ing. Advertising and communications objectives should be based on the marketing
strategy and market conditions in foreign markets. Major selling ideas must be devel-
oped and specific appeals and execution styles chosen.
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An important factor in the development of creative strategy is the issue of global
versus localized advertising. If the standardized approach is taken, the creative team
must develop advertising that will transcend cultural differences and communicate
effectively in every country. For example, Tropicana Products Inc. uses a global
advertising campaign for its pure premium orange juice. Its ads, though tailored a bit
for each market, stress the superior, nearly fresh-squeezed taste of its juice over local
brands that are often reconstituted from concentrates.

When companies follow a localized advertising strategy, the creative team must
determine what type of selling idea, ad appeal, and execution style will work in each
market. A product may have to be positioned differently in each market depending on
consumers’ usage patterns and habits. For example, General Foods found that in
France, people drink very little orange juice and almost none at breakfast. Thus, when
the company decided to market its Tang instant breakfast drink in France, the agency
developed ads positioning the brand as a refreshment for any time of day rather than as
a substitute for orange juice (the approach used in the United States).

Marketers must also figure out what type of advertising appeal or execution style
will be most effective in each market. Emotional appeals such as humor may work well
in one country but not in another because of differences in cultural backgrounds and
consumer perceptions of what is or is not funny. While humorous appeals are popular in
the United States and Britain, they are not used often in Germany, where consumers do
not respond favorably to them. German advertising typically uses rational appeals that
are text-heavy and contain arguments for a product’s superiority.82 France, Italy, and
Brazil are more receptive to sexual appeals and nudity in advertising than are most
other societies. The French government recently stepped up its efforts to convince
advertisers and their ad agencies to tone down the use of sexual imagery and violence
in their advertising.83 France’s Truth in Advertising Commission, which is the main
self-regulatory body, has issued new standards regarding the presentation of human
beings in advertising. However, several of the French fashion houses such as Dior and
Yves Saint Laurent set off a new controversy in 2002 with the use of provocative sexual
imagery in ads for their perfumes. YSL was criticized for using full-frontal nudity in a
print ad featuring martial-arts-champion-turned-male-model Samuel de Cubber.84

International marketers sometimes find they can change consumer purchasing pat-
terns by taking a creative risk. For example, Häagen-Dazs broke through cultural barri-
ers in Britain, where ice cream consumption is only a third as great as in the United
States and consumers usually purchase low-grade, low-priced local brands. A sexy
advertising campaign showing seminude couples feeding each other the ice cream
helped get British consumers to pay premium prices for Häagen-Dazs. The company
also used an avant-garde billboard campaign in Japan showing a young couple kissing in
public, a near-taboo. The posters were so popular that many were stolen (Exhibit 20-15).
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Media Selection
One of the most challenging areas for international marketers is media strategy and
selection. Companies generally find major differences in the media available outside
their home markets, and media conditions may vary considerably from one country to
another. In less developed countries such as Vietnam, Kenya, and Egypt, most con-
sumers do not have contact with a marketer’s advertising and promotion efforts until
they enter a store. Packaging and other point-of-purchase elements, rather than media
advertising, will have the greatest impact on purchase decisions. On the other hand,
advertising bombards consumers in the more affluent countries of Europe, the Pacific
Rim, and North America through a variety of print and broadcast as well as interactive
media. Media planners face a number of problems in attempting to communicate adver-
tising and promotional messages to consumers in various countries. First, the types of
media available are different in different countries. Many homes in developing coun-
tries do not have TV sets. For example, in many South and Central African nations
(such as Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya, and Zimbabwe), radio is the dominant medium and
access to TV sets is very limited.85 Vietnam’s 71 million people own an estimated 7
million radios and 2.5 million television sets, and reported newspaper circulation is
only 1.2 million copies. Outdoor advertising reaches the most Vietnamese, followed by
point-of-purchase material.86 Only one in three of the 151 million Russians has access
to a television or radio, although Russians are better-educated than people in less devel-
oped nations and 26 million newspapers circulate throughout the country each day.

In some countries, TV advertising is not accepted or the amount of commercial
time is severely limited. For example, in Germany, TV advertising is limited to 20
minutes a day on each of the government-owned channels (four 5-minute breaks) and
banned on Sundays and holidays. Germany’s privately-owned television stations,
however, are permitted to devote up to 20 percent of their airtime to commercials. In
the Netherlands, TV spots are limited to 5 percent of airtime and must be booked up to
a year in advance. Programs also do not have fixed time slots for ads, making it impos-
sible to plan commercial buys around desired programs. In some countries the limited
number of channels and demand for commercial time result in extremely high levels
of advertising clutter.

The number of TV sets is increasing tremendously in India, but there is still contro-
versy over TV advertising. Commercials are restricted to only 10 percent of program-
ming time and must appear at the beginning or end of a program.87 Australia lifted a
ban on cable TV advertising in 1997. However, some cable channels won’t accept any
advertising, and Australian consumers will not tolerate as much advertising on cable
channels as on free TV networks.88

The characteristics of media differ from country to country in terms of coverage,
cost, quality of reproduction, restrictions, and the like. In some countries, media rates
are negotiable or may fluctuate owing to unstable currencies, economic conditions, or
government regulations. For example, in China TV stations charge a local rate for Chi-
nese advertisers, a foreign rate, and a joint venture rate.89 Although its 900 million TV
viewers make China the world’s largest television market, the medium is strictly con-
trolled by the Communist Party. State-owned China Central Television (CCTV) con-
trols the national networks. Politics frequently intrude into program selection and
scheduling: A show might be delayed for several months to coincide with a key politi-
cal event, or programs from foreign countries may be pulled off the air.90

Another problem international advertisers face is obtaining reliable media informa-
tion such as circulation figures, audience profiles, and costs. Many countries that had
only state-owned TV channels are now experiencing a rapid growth in commercial
channels, which is providing more market segmentation opportunities. However, reli-
able audience measurement data are not available, and media buyers often rely on
their instincts when purchasing TV time. A number of research companies are devel-
oping audience measurement systems for countries in Eastern Europe, Russia, and
China. In China, A. C. Nielsen began using PeopleMeters in urban areas such as
Shanghai and the southern city of Guangzhou. Television research also is available
from China Sofres Media, a joint venture formed by the French company Sofres and
the state-owned China Viewers Survey & Consulting Centre. International advertising
and television trade groups are also working to develop standardized measurement
principles for global TV advertising.91
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The goal of international advertisers is to select media vehicles that reach their tar-
get audience most effectively and efficiently. Media selection is often localized even
for a centrally planned, globalized campaign. Local agencies or media buyers gener-
ally have more knowledge of local media and better opportunities to negotiate rates,
and subsidiary operations can maintain control and adapt to media conditions and
options in their market. Media planners have two options: using national or local
media or using international media.

Local Media Many advertisers choose the local media of a country to reach its
consumers. Print is the most used medium worldwide, since TV commercial time and
the number of homes with TV sets are limited in many countries. Many countries have
magazines that are circulated nationwide as well as national or regional newspapers
that carry advertising directed to a national audience. Most countries also have maga-
zines that appeal to special interests or activities, allowing for targeting in media selec-
tion. For example, Exhibit 20-16 shows an ad promoting President, which is a
magazine that reaches top executives in Japan.

Although restrictions and regulations have limited the development of TV as a
dominant advertising medium in many countries, it is a primary medium for obtaining
nationwide coverage in most developed countries and offers tremendous creative
opportunities. Restrictions on television may be lessening in some countries, and time
availability may increase. For example, the number of TV stations and television
advertising in Italy have exploded in the past decade since government restrictions
against private broadcasting were lifted. Advertising groups are using economic, legal,
and political pressure to get more television commercial time from reluctant European
governments. The increase in TV channels through direct broadcasting by satellite to
many European households (discussed later in this section) is hastening this process.

In addition to print and television, local media available to advertisers include
radio, direct mail, billboards, cinema, and transit advertising. These media give inter-
national advertisers great flexibility and the opportunity to reach specific market seg-
ments and local markets within a country. Most international advertisers rely heavily
on national and local media in their media plans for foreign markets.
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International Media The other way for the international advertiser to reach
audiences in various countries is through international media that have multimarket
coverage. The primary focus of international media has traditionally been magazines
and newspapers. A number of U.S.-based consumer-oriented publications have inter-
national editions, including Time, Newsweek, Reader’s Digest, and National Geo-
graphic as well as the newspaper USA Today. Cosmopolitan publishes 29 international
editions that reach over 30 million readers in various countries (Exhibit 20-17). U.S.-
based business publications with foreign editions include BusinessWeek, Fortune,
Harvard Business Review, and The Wall Street Journal.

International publications offer advertisers a way to reach large audiences on a
regional or worldwide basis. Readers of these publications are usually upscale, high-
income individuals who are desirable target markets for many products and services.
There are, however, several problems with these international media that can limit
their attractiveness to many advertisers. Their reach in any one foreign country may be
low, particularly for specific segments of a market. Also, while they deliver desirable
audiences to companies selling business or upscale consumer products and services,
they do not cover the mass consumer markets or specialized market segments very
well. Other U.S.-based publications in foreign markets do offer advertisers ways to
reach specific market segments.

While print remains the dominant medium for international advertising, many
companies are turning their attention to international commercial TV. Packaged-
goods companies in particular, such as Gillette, McDonald’s, Pepsi, and Coca-Cola,
view TV advertising as the best way to reach mass markets and effectively communi-
cate their advertising messages. Satellite technology has helped spread the growth of
TV in other countries and made global television networks a reality. Global Perspec-
tive 20-4 discusses how MTV has become the largest global television network in the
world.
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 20-4

MTV Goes Global—but with a Local Touch
MTV (Music Television) Network was launched in the
United States in 1981 as a joint venture between Ameri-
can Express and Warner Communications. Almost
from the outset, the pioneering 24-hour music video
cable channel put young viewers in a trance, influenc-
ing how they looked, talked, and shopped. The outfit
that all but invented the rock video has become per-
haps the biggest force in the music world. It is also the
premiere platform for marketers trying to woo young
consumers in 136 countries and 340 million house-
holds around the world. Every week nearly 188 million
people watch their MTV—and 80 percent of them tune
in outside the U.S.

In 1986, Viacom International purchased MTV and a
year later launched its first overseas channel in
Europe. MTV’s first international venture got off to a
wobbly start, piping a single feed across Europe, with
English-speaking veejays. MTV learned the hard way
that, while Europe’s youth agreed with the slogan “I
want my MTV!” they didn’t want a homogeneous ver-
sion, as their tastes vary by country. Local copycats
cropped up and stole MTV’s viewers and sponsors, and
the network suffered as a result. In 1995 MTV changed
its strategy and broke Europe into regional feeds. It
now has five feeds on the Continent: one for the United
Kingdom and Ireland; another for Germany, Austria,
and Switzerland; one for Scandinavia; a broader broad-
cast for Belgium, Greece, France, and Israel; and one
just for Italy alone.

Following its European debut, MTV moved into
Latin America in 1990 and launched a pan-regional ser-
vice in Asia in 1995. Viacom has been pushing MTV
ever deeper into markets in Asia, where it now reaches
125 million households and has seven separate chan-
nels: Southeast Asia, which is English-language pro-
gramming for Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Thailand, and the Philippines; separate Mandarin
feeds for China and Taiwan; an English-Hindi channel
for India; South Korea; and its most recent launch,
Japan. MTV Japan originally debuted in 1992 but only
lasted until 1998, as its mainly international content
did not fare well in a market where Japanese artists
dominate the music scene. When MTV relaunched its
Japanese channel in 2001, it did so with a local staff
from its Tokyo production base that determines all
music playlists and features a mixture of Japanese and
international content. MTV’s coverage is unmatched in
reaching Asia’s vast ranks of young consumers. Nearly
two-thirds of Asia’s 3 billion people are under the age
of 35. The middle class is expanding and splashy 
Western-brands products, from Procter & Gamble per-

sonal products to Nokia cell phones, are symbols of
making it among consumers.

In Europe and Asia, digital and satellite technology
have made localization of programming easier and less
expensive, as six feeds can be beamed off one satellite
transponder. While some of the programming shown in
various countries can originate from the United States,
MTV channels worldwide air more locally produced and
programmed content. However, in most markets, 70
percent of the video fare is local music, as more and
more countries have their own popular music and local
stars who sing in their own language. For example, in
Brazil, MTV first began by playing an equal amount of
Brazilian and international music. However, MTV has
become more of a Brazilian channel and features more
music from local artists as well as programming with
stronger cultural, social, and political relevance. Over
the past three years, MTV Brazil’s audience size has
doubled and advertising income has increased by 30
percent. The president of MTV’s international networks
says: “People root for the home team, culturally and
musically. Local repertoire is a worldwide trend. There
are fewer global megastars.”

Going local offers political benefits as well. MTV
must constantly fight the perception that it is trying
to take an American version of what is popular and try-
ing to implant it globally. MTV executives note that the
company is always trying to fight the stereotype that
MTV channels in various countries are importing
American culture. Viacom’s chairman, Sumner Red-
stone, denies the charge and says to do so would be a
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A major development affecting broadcasting in Europe, Asia, and Latin America is
direct broadcast by satellite (DBS) to homes and communities equipped with small,
low-cost receiving dishes. A number of satellite networks operate in these regions and
beam entertainment programming across several countries. For example, media baron
Rupert Murdoch’s News Corp. owns 40 percent of British Sky Broadcasting (BSkyB),
which was formed by the merger of Sky Television and British Satellite Broadcasting
and beams over 300 channels to 6 million subscribers in the United Kingdom. Sky
also owns and operates 11 channels including Sky One, Sky News, Sky Travel, the
Sky Sports channels, and The Sky Movies channels. In 1993 News Corp. purchased
Satellite Television Asian Region (STAR TV), which is now the world’s largest satel-
lite network, stretching from the Middle East and India to South Korea (Exhibit 20-
18). It broadcasts 40 services in eight languages and reaches more than 300 million
viewers throughout 53 Asian countries. In India and China alone, it produces over
16,000 hours of original programming each year.92 In 1996 Star entered into a partner-
ship with two Hong Kong companies to launch the Phoenix Satellite Television Co.
Along with airing reruns of popular American shows, the Mandarin-language Phoenix
Chinese Channel offers a mix of locally produced sports, news, and talk shows.
Phoenix has greater reach in China than any other foreign channel, particularly among
upscale, educated viewers in urban areas such as Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou.
The favorable demographics make the channel popular among blue-chip advertisers.93

The main incentive to the growth of these satellite networks has been the severely
limited program choices and advertising opportunities on government-
controlled stations in many countries. However, many European and
Asian governments are moving to preserve cultural values and protect
advertising revenues from going to foreign-based networks. In India,
for example, advertising revenue has been shifting to ISkyB, a sub-
sidiary of STAR TV, from Doordarshan, the state-run television net-
work.94 The Indian government is considering legislation that would
regulate foreign satellite channels and advertisers and favor the Door-
darshan. India’s minister for information and broadcasting says foreign
satellite channels are a threat to India’s cultural fabric and should be
curbed. He cites offensive program content and the amount of nudity on
foreign channels as reasons why the Indian government needs to regu-
late satellite channels. In China, most people are officially barred from
receiving foreign satellite broadcasts, but millions do anyway from
unauthorized cable operators or through their satellite dishes. In 1999
the government did begin enforcing the ban, particularly in Beijing, but
the Phoenix channel remains popular among Chinese viewers who want
more options than China’s state-run television.95

Advances in satellite and communications technology, the expansion
of multinational companies with global marketing perspectives, and the
development of global ad agencies mean advertisers’ use of television
as a global medium is likely to increase.
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kind of cultural imperialism. Instead, he says, MTV is
“cultivating and nurturing local artists and shows.” For
example, MTV India produces 21 homegrown shows
hosted by local veejays who speak Hinglish, a kind of
hip, city-bred blend of Hindi and English. The country
also has a very vibrant and rapidly expanding movie
and music scene and most of the music on MTV India
comes from Hindi movies.

In all, MTV now airs 29 different feeds around the
world, all tailored for their respective markets. Localized
feeds and programming make it easier to sell commer-
cials overseas, because the advertising budgets of

multinational companies tend to be local, rather than
regional. MTV’s advertising revenues continue to rise as
more marketers are recognizing that young people
trust MTV and trust what is shown on MTV. Music is a
common language that travels, and MTV has a formula
that entrances young people around the globe.

Sources: Anne-Marie Crawford, “MTV: Out of Its Teens,” Adage

Global, May 2001, pp. 25–26; Claudia Penteado, “MTV Brazil Wins
Success with Local Programming,” Adage Global, May 2001, p. 29;
Brett Pulley and Andrew Tanzer, “Sumner’s Gemstone,” Forbes, Feb.
21, 2000, pp. 106–111.

Exhibit 20-18 STAR TV
reaches more than 100
million homes across Asia
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This chapter has focused on advertis-
ing, since it is usually the primary ele-
ment in the promotional mix of the
international marketer. However, as in
domestic marketing, promotional pro-

grams for foreign markets generally include such other elements as sales promotion,
personal selling, public relations, and websites on the Internet. The roles of these other
promotional mix elements vary depending on the firm’s marketing and promotional
strategy in foreign markets.

Sales promotion and public relations can support and enhance advertising efforts;
the latter may also be used to create or maintain favorable images for companies in
foreign markets. For some firms, personal selling may be the most important promo-
tional element and advertising may play a support role. This final section considers the
roles of some of these other promotional mix elements in the international marketing
program.

Sales Promotion
Sales promotion activity in international markets is growing due in part to the transfer
of promotion concepts and techniques from country to country and in part to the pro-
liferation of media. The growth also stems from the liberalization of trade, the rise of
global brands, the spread of cable and satellite TV, and the deregulation and/or privati-
zation of media. Sales promotion and direct-response agencies have been becoming
more common, particularly in Europe and more recently in South American, Asian,
and Middle Eastern countries. In many less developed countries, spending on sales
promotion often exceeds media spending on TV, radio, and print ads.96

As we saw in Chapter 16, sales promotion is one of the fastest-growing areas of
marketing in the United States. Companies increasingly rely on consumer- and trade-
oriented sales promotion to help sell their products in foreign markets as well. Many
of the promotional tools that are effective in the United States, such as free samples,
premiums, event sponsorships, contests, coupons, and trade promotions, are also used
in foreign markets. For example, Häagen-Dazs estimates it gave out more than 5 mil-
lion free tastings of its ice cream as part of its successful strategy for entering the
European market. Since taste is the major benefit of this premium product, sampling
was an appropriate sales promotion tool for entering foreign markets. The WD-40
Company uses samples in the United States as well as foreign markets to educate con-
sumers about the versatility of the product and encourage trial. The sample shown in
Exhibit 20-19, which uses the front headline “One Can. One Thousand Uses,” was
translated into 20 different languages. This makes it possible for the distributors in dif-
ferent countries to use a sampling tool in their local languages.

A type of promotion that has become very popular in
foreign markets is event sponsorship. Many companies
sponsor sporting events, concerts, and other activities in
foreign countries to promote their products and enhance
corporate image. Sponsorship of sporting events has
become a cornerstone of the Coca-Cola Company’s pro-
motional efforts. The company is now the largest corpo-
rate sports sponsor in the world, spending nearly $1
billion a year on global sports sponsorships. Its programs
pervade several different levels, from grassroots sponsor-
ship of youth sports programs to global sponsorship of
major sporting events such as the Olympic Games and
World Cup soccer.97 A number of other multinational
companies are also involved with sponsorship of sporting
events in foreign markets. MasterCard, Canon, and
Gillette sponsor Asian soccer teams and tournaments,
while Nike sponsors the Brazilian national soccer team
that won the 2002 World Cup. Visa was an official sponsor
of the Rugby World Cup 2003 in Australia, which is one
of the world’s most popular sporting events, attracting
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more than 3 billion viewers in over 200 countries. Visa used the sponsorship to deliver
benefits to member banks, merchants, and cardholders. As part of its sponsorship, Visa
provided 10,000 tickets worldwide for cardholders to win when Visa cards were used
as part of merchant and company promotions.

Sponsorship of concert tours by popular performers has also become an important
part of many companies’ global marketing programs. For example, AOL sponsored
Madonna’s Drowned World Tour and used its sponsorship to run promotions in tour
cities to get consumers to sign up for its service. E Trade Financial sponsored the
North American leg of the Rolling Stones world tour in 2002–2003, which took the
legendary rock group to China and India for the first time.

Unlike advertising, which can be done on a global basis, sales promotions must be
adapted to local markets. Kamran Kashani and John Quelch noted several important
differences among countries that marketers must consider in developing a sales pro-
motion program.98 They include the stage of economic development, market maturity,
consumer perceptions of promotional tools, trade structure, and legal restrictions and
regulations:

• Economic development. In highly developed countries such as the United States,
Canada, Japan, and Western European nations, marketers can choose from a wide
range of promotional tools. But in developing countries they must be careful not to
use promotional tools such as in- or on-package premiums that would increase the
price of the product beyond the reach of most consumers. Free samples and
demonstrations are widely used, effective promotional tools in developing countries.
But coupons, which are so popular with consumers in the United States, are rarely
used because of problems with distribution and resistance from retailers. In the United
States and Britain, most coupons are distributed through newspapers (including FSIs)
or magazines. Low literacy rates in some countries make print media an ineffective
coupon distribution method, so coupons are delivered door to door, handed out in
stores, or placed in or on packages. Figure 20-4 shows the total number of coupons
distributed and redeemed in various countries in 2001.

• Market maturity. Marketers must also consider the stage of market development for
their product or service in various countries when they design sales promotions. To
introduce a product to a country, consumer-oriented promotional tools such as
sampling, high-value coupons, and cross-promotions with established products and
brands are often effective. The competitive dynamics of a foreign market are also
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Number of Coupons Distributed and Redeemed in Various Countries (2001)

U.S. U.K. Canada Italy Spain

239
billion

6.1
billion

2.7
billion

.490
billion .154

billion

4
billion

Coupons distributed

Coupons redeemed

.57
billion

.12
billion

.11
billion

.026
billion

Figure 20-4 Number of
coupons distributed and
redeemed in various
countries, 2001

Source: NCH Marketing Services 2002 Trend Report.
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often a function of its stage of development. More competition is likely in well-devel-
oped mature markets, which will influence the types of sales promotion tools used.
For example, there may be competitive pressure to use trade allowances to maintain
distribution or consumer promotions that will maintain customer loyalty, such as
bonus packs, price-off deals, or coupons.

• Consumer perceptions. An important consideration in the design of sales promotion
programs is how they are perceived by consumers as well as the trade. Consumer per-
ceptions of various sales promotion tools vary from market to market. For example,
Japanese women are less likely to take advantage of contests, coupons, or other
promotions than are women in the United States.99 Premium offers in particular must
be adapted to the tastes of consumers in various markets. A recent study by Huff and
Alden examined consumers’ opinions toward the use of coupons and sweepstakes in
three Asian countries: Taiwan, Malaysia, and Thailand. The study found differences
among the three countries with consumers in Taiwan having more negative attitudes
and lower levels of use of both sweepstakes and coupons than consumers in Malaysia
and Thailand.100

• Trade structure. In areas with highly concentrated retailing systems, such as north-
ern Europe, the trade situation is becoming much like the United States and Canada as
pressure grows for more price-oriented trade and in-store promotions. In southern
Europe, the retail industry is highly fragmented and there is less trade pressure for
promotions. The willingness and ability of channel members to accommodate sales
promotion programs must also be considered. Retailers in many countries do not want
to take time to process coupons, post promotional displays, or deal with premiums or
packaging that require special handling or storage. In countries like Japan or India,
where retailing structures are highly fragmented, stores are too small for point-of-
purchase displays or in-store sampling.

• Regulations. An important factor affecting the use of sales promotions in foreign
countries is the presence of legal restrictions and regulations. Laws affecting sales
promotions are generally more restrictive in other countries than in the United States.
Some countries ban contests, games, or lotteries, while others restrict the size or
amount of a sample, premium, or prize. For example, fair-trade regulations in Japan
limit the maximum value of premiums to 10 percent of the retail price; in France the
limit is 5 percent. Canada prohibits games of pure chance unless a skill element is
used to determine the winner. In Japan the amount of a prize offer is limited to a
certain percentage of the product tied to the promotion.101 In some countries, a free
premium must be related to the nature of the product purchased. Many countries have
strict rules when it comes to premium offers for children, and some ban them
altogether. The appendix at the end of this chapter shows the restrictions on various
sales promotion tools in a number of different countries.

Variations in rules and regulations mean marketers must often develop separate
consumer sales promotion programs for each country. Many companies have found 
it difficult to do any promotions throughout Europe because sales promotion rules
differ so from one country to another. While the treaty on European Union may 
result in a more standardized legal environment in Europe, laws regarding sales pro-
motion are still likely to vary. This is why many companies use local agencies or
international sales promotion companies to develop sales promotion programs for
foreign markets.

Management of Sales Promotion in Foreign Markets Although
sales promotion programs of multinational companies have traditionally been man-
aged locally, this is changing somewhat as marketers create global brands. Many
global marketers recognize the importance of giving local managers the autonomy to
design and execute their own sales promotion programs. However, the ways local pro-
motions influence and contribute to global brand equity must also be considered.

Kashani and Quelch developed a framework for analyzing the role of centralized
(headquarters) versus local management in sales promotion decisions based on vari-
ous stages of globalization (Figure 20-5). This model suggests headquarters’ influence
will be greatest for global brands and least for local brands. Since global brands
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require uniformity in marketing communications, the promotional program should be
determined at the headquarters level. Decisions regarding overall promotional strat-
egy—including international communications objectives, positioning, allocation of
the communications budget to sales promotion versus advertising, and weight of con-
sumer versus trade promotions—are made at the headquarters level.102

While the promotional strategy for global brands is determined by global product
managers at headquarters, implementation of the programs should be left to local
management. It is important to make the promotional strategy broad enough to allow
for differences in diverse local markets. Headquarters is also responsible for encourag-
ing the cross-fertilization of ideas and practices among local managers and facilitating
the transfer of information. Some companies are now using promotional agencies that
have offices around the globe and can coordinate programs in various markets. Exhibit
20-20 shows an ad for DVC Worldwide touting the agency’s integrated marketing
communications capabilities in local as well as global markets.

Regional brands usually do not require the same level of standardization as global
brands, and the promotional strategy can be developed by regional offices and carried
out at the local level. However, regional promotions should avoid contradictory brand
communications and promotional activities that might upset local activities in nearby
markets. The role of national-level brand managers is adoption and adaptation. They
determine what promotional ideas to adopt from the region and adapt
them to local conditions.

For local brands, decisions regarding promotional strategy, program
design, and execution are left to local managers. Of course, local man-
agers may benefit from information about the promotions used in other
local markets.

Personal Selling
As a company’s most direct contact with its customers in foreign mar-
kets, personal selling is an important part of the marketing and promo-
tional process. Companies selling industrial and high-tech products
generally rely heavily on personal selling as the primary method for
communicating with their customers, internationally as well as domesti-
cally. Consumer-product firms may also use personal selling to call on
distributors, wholesalers, or major retailing operations in foreign mar-
kets. Due to low wages in many developing countries, some companies
hire large sales staffs to perform missionary activities and support sell-
ing and advertising efforts. For example, Citibank launched its credit
cards in many Asian countries using a multifaceted marketing program
that included advertising, direct mail, and personal selling. The com-
pany found personal selling a very focused and cost-effective way to
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Figure 20-5 Central
versus local roles in
international sales
promotion

Exhibit 20-20
Promotional agencies such
as DVC Worldwide have
offices in cities around the
world
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reach prospective credit-card applicants in countries such as India, Malaysia, and
Thailand. Citibank captured 40 percent of Thailand’s credit-card market, relying pri-
marily on a sales force of 600 part-timers who were paid a fee for each applicant
approved.103

There are a number of differences in the business environments and cultures of the
United States and other countries that impact the personal selling process.104 First of
all, U.S.-based salespeople generally encounter a longer sales cycle in foreign markets
than they do domestically, a situation that may be due to several factors such as cul-
tural differences, business practices, and more tenuous economic conditions. In coun-
tries such as Italy and Spain, as well as in Latin America, salespeople must spend more
time on the social aspects of selling, and this can prolong the sales cycle. There is a
tendency toward more conservative business practices in countries such as Germany,
where the business culture is older and very ingrained. Germans are more risk-averse
and thorough in evaluating business deals. They require strong reassurance and will
conduct extensive reviews and ask for multiple references before closing a deal.105 In
the Middle East, price negotiations are common, and buyers often want to feel they
extracted some concessions from sellers. Unstable economic conditions in many
countries in the Middle East and Latin America can also complicate the selling
process, as currency devaluations are common and financing is a major issue that must
be addressed.

Because it involves personal contact and communication, personal selling is gener-
ally even more culture bound than advertising. So most companies use sales reps from
the host country and adapt personal selling activities and sales programs to each mar-
ket. Management of the sales force is usually decentralized to the local subsidiaries,
although the international marketer sets the general sales policy and advises foreign
managers on the role personal selling should play in their market, the development of
the sales program, and various aspects of sales management.

Public Relations
Many companies involved in international marketing are recognizing the importance
of using public relations to support and enhance their marketing and advertising
efforts.106 Public relations activities are needed to deal with local governments, media,
trade associations, and the general public, any of which may feel threatened by the
presence of a foreign multinational. The job of PR agencies in foreign markets is not
only to help the company sell its products or services but also to present the firm as a
good corporate citizen concerned about the future of the country.

Companies generally need a favorable image to be successful in foreign markets.
Those perceived negatively may face pressure from the media, local governments, or
other relevant publics, or even boycotts by consumers. Often, public relations is
needed to deal with specific problems a company faces in international markets. For
example, NutraSweet had problems getting its low-calorie sweetener into some mar-
kets because of strong sugar lobbies in Australia, Canada, and Europe. These lobbies
encouraged the foreign press to pick up some unfavorable news about the product
from the U.S. media. The company retained Burson-Marsteller, the second-largest PR
company in the world, to help design factual ads about the product and to conduct
other PR activities to counter the problems and get the facts out about NutraSweet.

Coca-Cola had to deal with a severe public relations crisis in Europe after several
hundred Belgians, many of them schoolchildren, became ill after drinking Coke prod-
ucts in the summer of 1999. Several countries banned all Coca-Cola products, while
others issued health warnings until the problem, which was traced to bad carbon diox-
ide in a bottling plant, was resolved. In response to the crisis, Coca-Cola ran full-page
newspaper ads from its chairman in the countries where the company had to withdraw
its products apologizing for the quality control problem. However, the media criticized
the company’s chairman, at that time Douglas Ivester, for not stepping forward and
becoming involved in the handling of the crisis. In the ads apologizing for the problem
Ivester acknowledged, “I should have spoken to you earlier.”107

Facing a public relations crisis of global dimensions, Coca-Cola retained the Euro-
pean advertising and PR firm Publicis, which had experience in handling crisis man-
agement situations for European companies such as Nestlé, Perrier, and Heineken.
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Publicis worked closely with executives at Coke’s Atlanta headquarters to develop
communication strategies and handle contacts with the media. When the ban on Coca-
Cola products was lifted in Belgium, Coke and Publicis hired several hundred thou-
sand people to deliver vouchers and coupons for one free family-size bottle of Coke to
each of the country’s 4.4 million homes. The program was backed by newspaper
advertising. In France an existing commercial made by Coke’s U.S. agency and
adapted for France with the catchline “Today more than ever, we thank you for your
loyalty” was aired. In Poland newspaper ads were run guaranteeing the integrity of
locally produced Coke products.

Coca-Cola is the world’s most valuable brand, and its strong brand equity helped
carry the company through the crisis. However, in the process the Coca-Cola Com-
pany learned that even the most powerful brand in the world is not immune from a cri-
sis. Global Perspective 20-5 discusses the public relations problems another major
American company, McDonald’s, has been facing in France in recent years.

The Internet
Worldwide Growth of the Internet The Internet is coming of age as a
global marketing medium and is becoming an important IMC tool for companies
around the world, both large and small. Marketers are using the Internet to promote
their companies, build their brands, and engage in e-commerce transactions in their
own countries as well as across borders. As more homes and offices become connected
to the Internet, its importance as an integrated marketing communications tool and
way of transacting business will increase tremendously for companies selling con-
sumer products and services as well as business-to-business marketers.

During its formative years the Internet was largely a North American phenome-
non. By the end of the 90s, nearly 54 percent of all online users were in North Amer-
ica and English was the language used on three-fourths of all websites and nearly all
e-commerce sites, even though it is the primary language of only 8 percent of the
world’s population. However, this is changing rapidly. As of 2002, the largest number
of Internet users still reside in North America, but they account for only one-third of
the world’s online population. The number of Internet users in Europe and the Asia
Pacific region is nearly as large as, and is growing faster than, the number in North
America. The United States has the largest number of people online, with an esti-
mated 150 million, followed by Japan with 34 million. However, China has been
experiencing very rapid growth of the Internet and now has an estimated 26 million
people online versus just over 1 million users only five years earlier.108 Internet pene-
tration is very high in Scandinavian countries such as Finland and Sweden as well as
countries such as South Korea. Most multinational companies are developing web-
sites in a variety of languages as Internet penetration increases and more consumers
in various countries go online for information and entertainment.

While the use of the Internet around the globe continues to grow, there is still
tremendous variation in consumer usage as well as the level of marketing activity
occurring online. In the Asia Pacific region, Internet use is higher in the urban areas of
mainland China as well as in Hong Kong. Singapore and Thailand have considerable
numbers of upscale users and several domestic service providers. By contrast, in India
personal computer penetration is still less than 10 percent, and less than half of the
estimated 1 million households with PCs have Internet access. The number of people
online is increasing rapidly in Latin America; Internet penetration averages around 13
percent for the entire region but is nearly 20 percent in Peru and Chile.109 The region is
becoming one of the fastest-growing e-commerce markets in the world. However, fac-
tors such as unreliable delivery services, low usage of credit cards, security concerns,
and customs duties are likely to be daunting obstacles to the growth of e-commerce in
the region.110

Use of the Internet in International Marketing The use of the Inter-
net as an IMC tool by companies in various countries is increasing as more marketers
learn how to develop and maintain websites and improvements in the systems and
technologies needed to support these sites occur. Many multinational companies are
developing websites in a number of different languages and making them an important
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GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 20-5

McDonald’s Deals with Public Relations 
Problems in France
One of the challenges facing multinational companies
operating in foreign markets is that various groups
such as consumers, government, the media, and other
relevant publics may feel threatened by their presence.
Resentment and concerns over their presence in a
country can make public relations problems and crisis
situations even more difficult for large multinational
companies, as McDonald’s has learned from problems
it has encountered in France over the past few years.

McDonald’s opened its first restaurant in France in
1979 and now has more than 800 outlets across the
country. As the company expanded in France, it made
efforts to appear as French as possible, dressing up its
sandwiches with cheeses and herbs and adapting its
menu to better suit the tastes of local consumers.
However, in the late 90s McDonald’s began receiving
negative publicity from ongoing anti-American
protests by angry French farmers. The farmers’ move-
ment was triggered by a World Trade Organization rul-
ing ordering Europe to accept hormone-fed beef
produced in the United States and by sanctions the
U.S. government imposed on a host of imported French
foods, including Roquefort cheese, truffles, and Dijon
mustard. The farmers’ protests have included the
dumping of tons of animal manure and rotting vegeta-
bles at McDonald’s restaurants all over France and
have attracted mass-media attention in the country.

Additional protests against McDonald’s were led by
Jose Bove, a French citizen who has been described as
a professional militant and is known for headline-
grabbing acts of civil disobedience. Bove became a
folk hero to many when he led a group that vandalized
a partially built McDonald’s restaurant in the French
town of Millau to protest the U.S. import tax on Roque-
fort cheese and other European agricultural products.
He also lashed out at what he called the global prolifer-
ation of “le malbouf,” or junk food. A recent book he
wrote with fellow farm unionist Francois Dufour, The
World Is Not For Sale: Farmers against Junk Food, has
been translated into eight languages.

Initially McDonald’s took a low-key approach to the
protests and attacks, declining to press charges for
vandalism against its restaurants and placing posters
in its restaurants explaining that McDonald’s is a
major partner of the French agricultural sector. How-
ever, in fall 1999 McDonald’s France began countering
the negative publicity by launching a “Made in France”
corporate advertising campaign in 60 regional daily
newspapers across the country. The ads inform con-
sumers that while the brand may be American, the

products served in France’s 750 McDonald’s outlets are
French in origin. The ads underscore McDonald’s pol-
icy of buying French products and its role in France’s
agricultural sector, while thanking consumers who
have remained loyal. In response to the farmers’ con-
cerns, McDonald’s also began substituting locally pro-
duced specialties targeted by the U.S. sanctions, such
as duck breast and Roquefort cheese, for traditional
ingredients in the company’s Big Mac and cheese-
burger menu items.

French government officials, while deploring vio-
lence against McDonald’s, have done little, if anything,
to improve the company’s image in the country. The
French prime minister declared that he thought Jose
Bove raised valid questions about McDonald’s, while
the Socialist minister of agriculture publicly referred
to the United States as the home of the world’s worst
food. McDonald’s problems in France continued into
the new millennium, as an employee in one of the com-
pany’s restaurants in Brittany was killed in a bombing
in April 2000.

McDonald’s France executives have asked their com-
patriots to understand that the company is essentially
a French company staffed by industrious employees
and to stop using it as a symbol in a fight against U.S.
trade sanctions. The company has also pointed to its
efforts to ensure that supplies of its products are
obtained locally in France and are of high quality. It
appears that the company’s public relations efforts
have been succeeding, as sales in France increased by
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part of their integrated marketing communications programs. Marketers are also using
mass-media advertising to drive consumers to their websites and provide them with
detailed information about their products and services, encourage them to participate
in online promotions, or allow them to make purchases. Exhibit 20-21 shows a page
from the Japanese website the Gillette Company developed for its Mach3 shaving sys-
tem. A number of global business-to-business marketers such as Dell Computer, IBM,
Xerox, and Hewlett-Packard are using websites to provide customers with information
and conduct business with them.

As the digital revolution continues, marketers will be making greater use of the
Internet in their global as well as local IMC programs. However, they will also face
some challenges with respect to the way they approach global marketing and brand-
ing. As more consumers worldwide have access to the same information and same
brands via the World Wide Web, many marketers will have to rethink their strategies
of producing the same product under different names and tailoring promotions to local
markets. It is predicted that marketers will use more global brands and promotional
campaigns to take advantage of the worldwide exposure that will be available through
the Internet.
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more than 9 percent in 2001, making McDonald’s
French operation the fastest growing in Europe.

While sales have increased, the company’s uneasy
relationship with the French encountered yet another
problem in May 2002 when McDonald’s France placed a
full-page “advertorial” in the magazine Femme Actuelle
headlined “McDonald’s—Is It Causing Obesity in Chil-
dren?” The ad was run in response to a report showing
that child obesity in France had doubled to 16 percent
in 10 years. In the copy of the ad McDonald’s France
stated that “The number of visits to its outlets should
be limited.” Forbidding children from eating fast food
would be counterproductive. However, there is no rea-
son to eat excessive amounts of junk food, nor go more
than once a week to McDonalds.” As might be
expected, the ad provoked a furious response from

McDonald’s American corporate headquarters in
Chicago, which issued a statement noting that the ad
was the opinion of only one consultant and the com-
pany does not share this view.

McDonald’s can only hope that the latest contro-
versy does not add to its problems in France. To the
French, nothing is as symbolic as food, and many have
already decided that McDonald’s symbolizes globally
homogenized tastes and the “McDomination” of its
market.

Sources: Marian Burros, “McDonald’s France Says Slow Down on
the Fast Food,” New York Times, Oct. 30, 2002, p. C7; David
Woodruff, “Just Say No: Jose Bove Has Made a Career as a Profes-
sional Agitator; His Latest Target: Globalization,” The Wall Street

Journal, Oct. 1, 2001, p. A1; Larry Speer, “McDonald’s Self Defense Is
Its French Connection,” Advertising Age, Sept. 13, 1999, p. 26.

Exhibit 20-21 Gillette
developed a Japanese
website for its Mach3 razor
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Summary
Many U.S. companies are recogniz-
ing not only the opportunities but
also the necessity of marketing
their products and services inter-
nationally because of saturated
markets and intense competition
from both domestic and foreign
competitors. Advertising and pro-
motion are important parts of the
international marketing program
of a multinational corporation.
Advertising is generally the most
cost-effective way to communicate
with buyers and create a market in
other countries.

International marketers must
carefully analyze the major
environmental forces in each mar-
ket where they compete, including
economic, demographic, cultural,
and political/ legal factors. These
factors are important not only in
assessing the potential of each
country as a market but also in
designing and implementing
advertising and promotional 
programs.

In recent years, much attention
has focused on global marketing,
where a standard marketing pro-

gram is used in all markets. Part of
global marketing is global adver-
tising, where the same basic adver-
tising approach is used in all
markets. Opponents of the global
(standardized) approach argue
that differences in culture, market
and economic conditions, and con-
sumer needs and wants make a
universal approach to marketing
and advertising impractical. Many
companies use an in-between
approach, standardizing their
basic marketing strategy but
localizing advertising messages to
fit each market.

There are a number of
important decision areas in the
development of advertising and
promotional programs for interna-
tional markets. These include orga-
nization, agency selection,
advertising research, creative
strategy and execution, and media
strategy and selection.

Sales promotion, personal sell-
ing, public relations, and Internet
websites are also part of the
promotional mix of international

marketers. Sales promotion
programs usually must be adapted
to local markets. Factors to
consider include stage of market
development, market maturity,
consumer perceptions of
promotional tools, trade structure,
and legal restrictions and regula-
tions. Personal selling is the most
important element of some
companies’ international market-
ing programs, since it is their main
form of contact with foreign cus-
tomers. PR programs are also
important to help international
marketers develop and maintain
favorable relationships with
governments, media, and
consumers in foreign countries.
The use of the Internet as a
marketing tool varies by region. In
many countries, there are few
Internet users and few local
companies with websites. But as
the number of consumers online
grows, so too does the number of
large international marketers
using the Internet to support their
ad campaigns.

Key Terms
balance-of-trade deficit,

660
economic infrastructure,

662

cultural values, 665
global marketing, 669
global advertising, 669

pattern advertising, 674
localized advertising

strategy, 684

direct broadcast by
satellite (DBS), 689

Discussion Questions
1. The opening vignette to the
chapter discusses the require-
ments developed by the A. C.
Nielsen Company to be on its
global brand list. Do you think that
a brand should have to meet these
criteria in order to achieve global
brand status? Why might
marketers disagree with the
requirements set by A. C. Nielsen?

2. Why are international markets
so important to U.S. companies
such as Starbucks, McDonald’s and

Coca-Cola, as well as to European
companies such as Nestlé,
Unilever, and Nokia? Discuss the
role of advertising and other forms
of promotion in these companies’
international marketing programs.

3. Discuss the importance of the
economic environment in a coun-
try in evaluating its market poten-
tial. How do the economic
conditions and factors impact the
type of integrated marketing com-

munications program a company
can use in a country?

4. Global Perspective 20-1
discusses how many multinational
companies have begun focusing
more attention on the 4 billion
consumers who live in the remote,
rural communities of developing
countries. Discuss the challenges
companies face in marketing their
products to the world’s poorest
consumers. How do they have to
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adapt their integrated marketing
communication programs in sell-
ing to these consumers?

5. What are some of the cultural
variables that marketers must con-
sider in developing advertising
and promotional programs in a for-
eign market? Choose one of these
cultural variables and discuss how
it has created a problem or
challenge for a company in devel-
oping an advertising and
promotional program in a specific
country.

6. Discuss the arguments for and
against the use of global market-
ing and advertising. What types of 

products and services are best
suited for global advertising?

7. What is meant by the “think
global, act local” approach to
global marketing and advertising?
Discuss some of the ways
marketers can adapt their advertis-
ing to local markets.

8. What is meant by a global mar-
ket segment? Provide an example
of a company that has identified a
global market segment and adver-
tises its product or service the
same way around the world to this
market.

9. What are the three basic options
a company has for organizing its

international advertising and pro-
motion function? Discuss the pros
and cons of each.

10. Discuss the problems and chal-
lenges international marketers
face in developing media
strategies for foreign markets.

11. How would the planning and
promotional program differ for a
global brand versus a regional or
local brand?

12. Discuss the role of public rela-
tions in the integrated marketing
communications program for an
international marketer. How would
the role of public relations differ
from advertising?

699
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APPENDIX C
Promoting Overseas: What’s Legal and What’s Not

The information contained in this chart has been abbreviated and is for general purposes only. If you’re planning to run a promotion in any
of these countries, be sure to contact the appropriate legal counsel in each country for more specific details on the restrictions there. You’ll
find a list of some promotion attorneys in this report, or you can contact www.gala-adlaw.com or one of the featured associations for
additional information. Copyright © 1998 PROMO Magazine.

Home-Deliv. Mail-Deliv.
Country Premiums Coupons Coupons Games Contests

Argentina Legal Not in use. Not in use. Legal Legal (if proof of
purchase is

required, free option
must be fixed)

Australia Legal Legal, but third Legal, but third Legal Legal
parties cannot put parties cannot put
together coupon together coupon
books or coupons books or coupons

from groups of from groups of
companies. companies.

Belgium Legal, but with many Legal Legal Legal, but not when Legal, but not when
restrictions. Value linked with linked with

may not exceed 5% purchase. purchase.
of the main product

value.

Brazil Legal, very popular. Legal, but not Legal, but not Legal, very popular. Legal, very popular.
popular. popular. If requiring purchase If requiring purchase

or based on chance, or based on chance,
approval from approval from

Consumer Defense Consumer Defense
Dept. required. Dept. required.

Chile Legal Not in use. Not in use. Legal Legal

Colombia Legal Legal Legal Legal, but games Legal, but contests
based on chance or based on chance or

luck require luck require
authorization. authorization.

England Legal Legal Legal Subject to Subject to
compliance with compliance with

Lotteries & Lotteries &
Amusements Act. Amusements Act.

Finland Legal, if gift has very Legal, except Legal, except Legal, when based Legal, when based
small value or there coupons having a coupons having a on skill, purchase on skill, purchase

is an evident combined offer or combined offer or can be required. can be required.
material connection connected to connected to When based on When based on
between the goods purchase, or purchase, or chance, free method chance, free method
or services offered. containing illegal containing illegal of entry is required. of entry is required.

sweeps or lotteries. sweeps or lotteries.

France Legal, if gift has a Legal, but only when Legal, but only when Legal, but must be Legal, but prize
very small value or is offering discount on offering discount on absolutely free and promotion must be
identical to the good same product. Cross same product. Cross not connected to a skill, absolutely free,
purchased. Usually coupons forbidden. coupons forbidden. purchase. and not connected to
not allowed when a purchase.

the premium is free.

Germany Buy one get one free Legal, only for Legal, only for Legal, mechanics Legal, mechanics
not allowed. product samples. product samples. must be checked must be checked

Price-off coupons Price-off coupons before practiced. before practiced.
not allowed. not allowed.
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Rebates/ Gift W/ Database Product
Sweeps Refunds/ Purchase Marketing Sampling

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Permit sometimes Legal Legal Legal, but state Legal, except
required. All states privacy laws shortly therapeutics.
require compliance anticipated.
with special laws.

Usually not allowed. Legal, but with many Legal, but with many Legal Legal
restrictions and restrictions and

conditions. conditions.

Legal, very popular. Legal, but not Legal, popular. Legal, very popular. Legal, very popular.
If requiring purchase popular. Mail must be
or based on chance, discontinued at

approval from receiver’s request.
Consumer Defense

Dept. required.

Legal All consumers must Legal Legal, but Legal
have the same consumer can

discount based on request to have
volume bought. names removed

from database.

Legal, but sweeps Legal, but not Legal Legal Legal
based on chance or popular.

luck require
authorization.

Subject to Legal Legal Legal Legal, but some
compliance with restrictions on

Lotteries & alcohol, tobacco,
Amusements Act. medicines, solvents,
Free prize draws & and some food.
instant win must
allow free entry.

Legal, when based Legal Legal, if gift has very Legal, with many Legal, some
on skill, purchase small value or there restrictions. restrictions.
can be required. is an evident
When based on material connection

chance, free method between the goods
of entry is required. or services offered.

Legal, but must be Legal Legal, if gift has a Legal Legal
absolutely free and very small value or is
not connected to a identical to the good

purchase. purchased. Usually
not allowed when

the premium is free.

Legal, should be Legal, only to 3% Usually not allowed. Legal, but consumer Usually legal when
checked with lawyer. maximum. Some small-value must consent first. only samples are

giveaways are used. No regular
allowed, lawyers original retail
usually can find a products.

way around the law.
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On-Pack On-Pack In-Pack In-Pack Near-Pack
Country Premiums Coupons Premiums Coupons Premiums

Argentina Legal Not in use. Legal Not in use. Legal

Australia Legal Legal, third party Legal Legal Legal
trading stamps not a

problem.

Belgium Legal, but with many Legal, but only when Legal, but with many Legal, but only when Legal, but with many
restrictions. offering discount on restrictions. offering discount on restrictions.

same product. Cross same product. Cross
coupons forbidden. coupons forbidden.

Brazil Legal, popular. Legal, but not Legal, popular. Legal, but not Legal, but not
popular. popular. popular.

Chile Legal Not in use. Legal Not in use. Legal

Colombia Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

England Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Finland Legal, if gift has very Legal, if the good Legal, if gift has very Legal, if the good Legal, if gift has very
small value or there being offered free or small value or there being offered free or small value or there

is an evident at a discount has is an evident at a discount has is an evident
material connection very small value and material connection very small value and material connection
between the goods there is an evident between the goods there is an evident between the goods
or services offered. material connection or services offered. material connection or services offered.
Restriction when between the goods Restriction when between the goods Restriction when

directed to children. or services offered. directed to children. or services offered. directed to children.

France Legal, if gift has a Legal, but only when Legal, if gift has a Legal, but only when Legal, if gift has a
very small value or is offering discount on very small value or is offering discount on very small value or is
identical to the good same product. Cross identical to the good same product. Cross identical to the good
purchased. Usually coupons forbidden. purchased. Usually coupons forbidden. purchased. Usually
not allowed when not allowed when not allowed when

the premium is free. the premium is free. the premium is free.

Germany Usually not allowed. Retailers cannot Usually not allowed. Usually not allowed. Usually not allowed.
make price Must be checked
reductions. with lawyer in every

Consumers must case.
collect an on-pack
code and mail it
directly to the
manufacturer.
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Self-Liquid. Bonus Free in Continuity/ Phone Freq. Shop.
Premiums Packs the Mail Loyalty Cards Cards

Legal Legal Not in use. Legal Not in use. Legal

Legal, but exact Legal, but some Legal, except Legal, but many Legal Legal
nature of offer must packaging therapeutics, restrictions.
be revealed (closing restrictions. alcohol, cigarettes.

date, # of proofs
required, etc.).

Legal, but with many Legal, but with many Legal Legal Legal Legal
restrictions. restrictions.

Legal, popular. Legal, very popular. Legal, but not Legal, popular. Legal, but not Legal, popular.
popular. popular.

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Not in use. Legal, as long as Legal, as long as Legal Legal, but Legal, as long as
offer is not offer is not not in use. offer does not

connected to a connected to a contain illegal
purchase. purchase. benefits.

Legal Legal Legal, if gift has a Legal Legal, if gift has a Legal
very small value or is very small value or is
identical to the good identical to the good
purchased. Usually purchased. Usually
not allowed when not allowed when

the premium is free. the premium is free.

Legal Legal, but many Usually not allowed. No special refunds Legal, but can’t be Legal, members can
restrictions. Must be except a maximum combined with buy exclusive offers.
checked with lawyer discount of 3% when purchase. Advantages such as

in every case. paying with cash. reduced prices only
for members are not

allowed.
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Home-Deliv. Mail-Deliv.
Country Premiums Coupons Coupons Games Contests

Holland Legal Legal Legal Prize value not to Prize value not to
exceed US$2,500. exceed US$2,500.

Regulations Regulations
currently under currently under

review. review.

Hungary Legal, but only used Legal, usually used Legal, must contain Legal, must get Legal, must get
between trade in connection with information as to approval from approval from

companies. fragile or large where the Gambling Gambling
products. advertiser’s office is Supervision. Supervision.

located.

Ireland Legal Legal Legal Legal, if based on Legal, if based on
chance free entry chance free entry

required. If winner is required. If winner is
determined by skill, determined by skill,

purchase can be purchase can be
required. required.

Israel Legal Legal, but not Legal, but not Legal, but proof of Legal, but proof of
popular. popular. purchase may be purchase may be

required. required.

Italy Legal, 20% tax on Legal Legal Legal, 45% tax on Legal, 45% tax on
prize value. prize value. prize value.
Government Government Government

notification required. notification required. notification required.

Japan Legal, but very strict Legal Legal Legal, but very strict Legal
restrictions apply. restrictions apply.

Malaysia Legal Legal Legal Legal, but prize Legal, but prize
promotion must be promotion must be
skill, not chance. skill, not chance.

Mexico Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

New Zealand Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Poland Legal Legal Legal Legal, but games of Legal, but games of
chance restricted by chance restricted by
Law on Games of Law on Games of
Chance & Mutual Chance & Mutual

Bets. Bets.

Singapore Legal Legal Legal Legal, may require Legal, may require
permission from permission from

authorities. authorities.

Spain Legal, but you must Legal, but you must Legal, but you must Legal, you must Legal, you must
ask for permission. ask for permission. ask for permission. register with the register with the

government. government.

Sweden Legal, but exact Legal, with some Legal, with some Legal, but Legal, but promotion
details of offer must restrictions. Illegal to restrictions. Illegal to government permit must be skill, not
be revealed (closing send to persons send to persons required. chance. Some

date, conditions, under age 16. under age 16. restrictions to
value, etc.). Restrictions when Restrictions when connect to a

sending to parent of sending to parent of purchase. Exact
newborns, relatives newborns, relatives details of offer must

of deceased of deceased be revealed (closing
persons. persons. date, conditions,

value, etc.).

United States Legal, but all Legal, with Legal, with Legal, but on-pack Legal, some states
material terms and restrictions on restrictions on games subject to prohibit requiring
conditions must be alcohol, tobacco, alcohol, tobacco, certain restrictions. consideration. Bona

disclosed. drugs. drugs. fide skill must
dominate and

control final result.
Various state

disclosure
requirements.

Venezuela Legal, some Legal, but only in use Legal, but only in use Legal, must register Legal, must register
restrictions when by very few retailers. by very few retailers. with the with the
with food. Must government. government.
register with the

government.
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Rebates/ Gift W/ Database Product
Sweeps Refunds/ Purchase Marketing Sampling

Prize value not to Rebates—Legal. Legal Legal, with some Legal, except for
exceed US$2,500. Refunds—price restrictions. alcohol, drugs and

Regulations restrictions. Consumers can pharmaceuticals.
currently under request to have

review. name removed from
database.

Legal, must get Legal, but only used Legal, as long as gift Legal, consumers can Legal, except for
approval from between trade has a very small request to have pharmaceuticals,

Gambling companies. value. names removed tobacco, alcohol,
Supervision. from database. weapons, or

explosives.

Legal, but purchase Legal Legal Legal Legal, but tobacco
cannot be required. prohibited.

Legal, 180 days Legal, but not Legal Legal, but can’t use Legal
must be between popular. private data such as
each sweeps from credit card, bank,
the same company. healthcare, etc. info.

Legal, 45% tax on Illegal Legal, 20% tax on Legal, but with use of Legal
prize value. prize value. personal data
Government Government written permission of

notification required. notification required. consumer required.

Legal, but very strict Legal Legal, but very strict Legal Legal, except
restrictions apply. restrictions apply. medicine.

Illegal Legal Legal Legal Legal, except
alcohol, cigarette

to Muslims.

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal, with Legal Legal, but protected Legal
restrictions. by consumer privacy

act.

Legal, but restricted Legal, but rebates Legal Legal, but Legal, except
by Law on Games of are not in use. significantly limited pharmaceuticals,

Chance & Mutual by the Law on alcoholic beverages.
Bets. Protection of

Personal Data.

Legal, with many Legal Legal Legal Legal
restrictions, and many

require permission
from authorities.

Legal, you must Legal, you must Legal, some Legal, you must Legal
register with the register with the restrictions. register database

government. government. with data protection
agency.

Legal, but promotion Legal, but exact Legal, but exact Legal, with some Legal
must be skill, not details of offer must details of offer must restrictions and a

chance. Some be revealed (closing be revealed (closing permit to maintain a
restrictions to date, conditions, date, conditions, list. The marketing
connect to a value, etc.). value, etc.). offer must state from

purchase. Exact where the address
details of offer must was obtained.
be revealed (closing

date, conditions,
value, etc.).

Legal, no Legal, must not be Legal, but cost of gift Legal, consumers Legal, with
consideration. coupons. may not be built into may request to have restrictions on

Significant disclosure the cost for name removed from alcohol, tobacco,
requirements by purchased product. industry, state and drugs and some

states. Some states company lists. agricultural
prohibit everybody products.
wins, direct mail

sweeps subject to
stringent disclosure

requirements.

Legal, must register Legal Legal, some Legal Legal, except
with the restrictions with cigarettes and

government. food. Must register alcohol to minors.
with the Must register with

government. the government.
Some restrictions
when with food.
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On-Pack On-Pack In-Pack In-Pack Near-Pack
Country Premiums Coupons Premiums Coupons Premiums

Holland Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Hungary Not in use. Not in use. Not in use. Not in use. Not in use.

Ireland Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Israel Legal Legal, but not Legal Legal, but not Legal
popular. popular.

Italy Legal, 20% tax on Legal Legal, 20% tax on Legal, but cross Legal, 20% tax on
prize value. prize value. coupons not prize value.
Government Government permitted; 20% tax Government

notification required. notification required. on redeemed value. notification required.

Japan Legal, but very strict Legal Legal, but very strict Legal Not in use.
restrictions apply. restrictions apply.

Malaysia Legal Legal Legal, must comply Legal Legal
with safety

requirements.

Mexico Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

New Zealand Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Poland Legal Legal, not in use. Legal Legal, not in use. Legal

Singapore Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Spain Legal, some Legal, you need Legal, some Legal, you need Legal, some
restrictions. permission from restrictions. permission from restrictions.

data protection data protection
agency. agency.

Sweden Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

United States Legal, with Legal, but all Legal, with Legal, but all Legal
restrictions on material terms must restrictions on material terms must

alcohol, tobacco, be disclosed. There alcohol, tobacco, be disclosed. There
drugs. Premium must be a minimum drugs. Premium must be a minimum

must be appropriate six month must be appropriate six month
to targeted age redemption period. to targeted age redemption period.
group. Certain group. Certain

restrictions apply to restrictions apply to
premiums directed premiums directed

to children. to children.

Venezuela Legal, must register Not in use. Legal, some sanitary Not in use. Legal, some
with the restrictions with restrictions with

government. food. Must register food. Must register
with the with the

government. government.
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Self-Liquid. Bonus Free in Continuity/ Phone Freq. Shop.
Premiums Packs the Mail Loyalty Cards Cards

Legal Legal Legal Legal, with some Legal Legal
restrictions. Must
conform with the

Privacy Law.

Illegal Not in use. Legal, except Not in use. Legal for use as a Legal, not very
pharmaceuticals, surface for popular.
tobacco, alcohol, advertising, very

weapons or popular. If used as a
explosives. credit card, many

restrictions.

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal, but not Legal
popular.

Legal, but price of Legal Legal Legal, 20% tax on Legal, 20% tax on Legal, 20% tax on
purchase must be prize value. prize value. prize value.
more than price of Government Government Government
base product alone. notification required. notification required. notification required.

Legal, but very strict Legal, but very strict Legal Legal, but very strict Legal Legal, but very strict
restrictions apply. restrictions apply. restrictions apply. restrictions apply.

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal Not in use. Legal Not in use. Legal

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal, some Legal Legal, you must Legal Legal, you must
restrictions. register database register database

with data protection with data protection
agency. agency.

Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal Legal

Legal Legal Legal, unordered Legal, but all items Legal, cannot be Legal
merchandise and conditions must used to change

considered free gift. be clearly disclosed customers’ long
and consumer distance service

expressly consents without written
to join plan. authorization.

Legal, some Legal, some Legal, but not very __ __ __
restrictions with restrictions with common. Some __ __ __

food. Must register food. Must register restrictions when __ __ __
with the with the with food. Must __ __ __

government. government. register with the __ __ __
government.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To examine how advertising is regulated, includ-
ing the role and function of various regulatory
agencies.

2. To examine self-regulation of advertising and
evaluate its effectiveness.

3. To consider how advertising is regulated by fed-
eral and state government agencies, including
the Federal Trade Commission.

4. To examine rules and regulations that affect
sales promotion, direct marketing, and
marketing on the Internet.

Regulation of Advertising 
and Promotion

21
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For more than five decades, distilled spirits were

not advertised on television or radio because of a

self-imposed ban by members of the Distilled

Spirits Council of the United States (DISCUS).

Council members agreed in 1936 to avoid radio

advertising and extended the ban to TV in 1948.

But Seagram, the second-largest distiller in the

world, ended the U.S. spirits industry’s long-

standing ban on broadcast advertising in June

1996 by airing commercials for its Crown Royal

Canadian Whiskey brand on an affiliate in Cor-

pus Christi, Texas.

Seagram issued a statement explaining that it

was ending the liquor industry’s decades-old

practice of not advertising on TV because DIS-

CUS’s voluntary code of good practice placed

spirits at a competitive disadvantage to beer and

wine, which did not have any such restrictions.

Seagram also argued that the ban had become

outdated as radio and TV have become more tar-

geted and the company could pinpoint its adver-

tising message to people of legal drinking age.

Initial reactions within the liquor industry

were mixed. A number of distillers, eager to turn

around the long, slow decline in hard-liquor

sales, watched Seagram test the water with its TV

ads before rolling out their own commercials.

Some held discussions with TV stations but

waited for a formal amendment to the DISCUS

code of good practice before proceeding. The

amendment came on November 7, 1996, when

DISCUS members voted unanimously to overturn

the self-imposed ban on broadcast ads. The DIS-

CUS president noted that spirits makers wanted

to break down the public perception that spirits

are stronger or more dangerous than beer and

wine and thus deserving of harsher social and

political treatment.

After the DISCUS ban was lifted, the four

major broadcast TV networks as well as major

cable networks such as ESPN and MTV continued

to refuse liquor ads, prompting consumer and

public interest groups to applaud their actions. In

fact, it has been argued that it was really the

refusal by TV stations and networks to accept

liquor advertising, rather than the DISCUS code,

that had kept the ads off the air. However, the

major networks cannot control the practices of

affiliate stations they do not own, and many

affiliates began accepting liquor ads, as did local

cable channels and independent broadcast sta-

tions. By fall 2001, DISCUS estimated that about

Liquor Advertising Almost Makes 
It to Network Television
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400 local stations and cable channels were permit-

ting or considering spirits ads, although most had

restrictions that the ads had to air after 9 P.M.

In December 2001 NBC, which is owned by Gen-

eral Electric Co., made a landmark decision when it

announced that it would become the first broad-

cast network to accept hard-liquor advertising in

more than 50 years. NBC decided it was tired of the

double standard by which broadcast networks

accept beer and wine commercials but not spots for

hard liquor and noted that there appeared to be an

arbitrary distinction between the ads for the vari-

ous alcoholic beverage categories. As part of its

decision to accept spirits ads, NBC adopted a set of

guidelines under which the makers of distilled spir-

its could advertise in a way similar to beer and wine

makers. Under the guidelines, liquor companies

had to run four months of so-called social responsi-

bility ads on subjects like designated drivers before

general product promotion spots could air. The net-

work would also limit liquor ads to programs for

which at least 85 percent of viewers are 21 or older.

NBC was not joined by the three other major

broadcast networks—ABC, CBS, and Fox—in its

decision to accept liquor commercials. While execu-

tives from the other networks stated that they did

not think it was the right thing to do, industry

experts noted that the networks were also wary of

alienating beer companies by accepting ads for

hard liquor. While NBC’s lead in accepting liquor

ads did not generate support from the other net-

works, it did engender a considerable amount of

controversy and criticism from members of Con-

gress, federal regulators, the American Medical

Association, and many public advocacy groups.

Critics of NBC’s decision expressed concern that air-

ing liquor ads on TV would glamorize drinking and

encourage children and teenagers to drink.

Facing a widening backlash over its decision, in

March 2002 NBC announced that it was dropping

its plans to accept liquor advertising. The network’s

president of standards and practices said: “We

promised to do this responsibly and said we would

listen to a variety of voices on this subject and have

concluded that it would not be appropriate to go

forward at this time.” NBC’s reversal was applauded

by groups such as the National Center on Addiction

and Substance Abuse and MADD. However, other

advocacy groups such as the Center for Science in

the Public Interest noted that there still is a need to

look at all alcoholic beverage advertising. The cen-

ter’s director expressed concern over the recent

introduction of flavored malt beverages known as

“alco-pops,” which carry the names of liquor

brands like Smirnoff, Bacardi, and Jack Daniel’s but

follow the rules for advertising beer, which are far

less restrictive than those for distilled spirits.

The Distilled Spirits Council categorized NBC’s

reversal as a temporary setback, noting that a few

misguided critics, through their attacks on NBC,

had been successful in undercutting the effort to

bring distilled spirits ads to the major networks.

DISCUS chief executive Peter Cressey stated: “Poli-

cies on alcohol advertising need to be based on

facts, not preconceived notions or misperceptions.

There would have been more social responsibility

messages about drinking on television than ever

before.”

NBC’s retreat is indicative of the sensitivities that

still exist over the issue of airing liquor ads on the

major networks. It appears that there are still some

advertising frontiers that will be extremely hard to

cross, and it may still be some time before hard-

liquor commercials appear in TV shows on the

major networks. However, industry experts note

that liquor ads are becoming more prevalent on

broadcast affiliate and independent stations as

well as local cable and now reach over two-thirds

of U.S. households. They predict that it is only a

matter of time before such ads appear on the

major networks as well.

Sources: Kate Fitzgerald, “Cable Wrestles with Liquor Ads,”
Advertising Age, June 10, 2002, p. S-16; Stuart Elliott, “Facing
Outcry, NBC Ends Plan to Run Liquor Ads,” The New York Times,
Mar. 21, 2002, p. C1; Joe Flint and Shelly Branch, “In Face of
Widening Backlash, NBC Gives Up Plan to Run Liquor Ads,” The
Wall Street Journal, Mar. 21, 2002, pp. B1, 3.
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Suppose you are the advertising manager for a consumer-product company and have
just reviewed a new commercial your agency created. You are very excited about the
ad. It presents new claims about your brand’s superiority that should help differentiate
it from the competition. However, before you approve the commercial you need
answers. Are the claims verifiable? Did researchers use proper procedures to collect
and analyze the data and present the findings? Do research results support the claims?
Were the right people used in the study? Could any conditions have biased the results?

Before approving the commercial, you have it reviewed by your company’s legal
department and by your agency’s attorneys. If both reviews are acceptable, you send
the ad to the major networks, which have their censors examine it. They may ask for
more information or send the ad back for modification. (No commercial can run with-
out approval from a network’s Standards and Practices Department.)

Even after approval and airing, your commercial is still subject to scrutiny from
such state and federal regulatory agencies as the state attorney general’s office and the
Federal Trade Commission. Individual consumers or competitors who find the ad mis-
leading or have other concerns may file a complaint with the National Advertising
Division of the Council of Better Business Bureaus. Finally, disparaged competitors
may sue if they believe your ad distorts the facts and misleads consumers. If you lose
the litigation, your company may have to retract the claims and pay the competitor
damages, sometimes running into millions of dollars.

After considering all these regulatory issues, you must ask yourself if the new ad
can meet all these challenges and is worth the risk. Maybe you ought to continue with
the old approach that made no specific claims and simply said your brand was great.

Regulatory concerns can play a major role in the advertising decision-making
process. Advertisers operate in a complex environment of local, state, and federal rules
and regulations. Additionally, a number of advertising and business-sponsored associ-
ations, consumer groups and organizations, and the media attempt to promote honest,
truthful, and tasteful advertising through their own self-regulatory programs and
guidelines. The legal and regulatory aspects of advertising are very complex. Many
parties are concerned about the nature and content of advertising and its potential to
offend, exploit, mislead, and/or deceive consumers.

Advertising has also become increasingly important in product liability litigation
involving products that are associated with consumer injuries. In many of these cases
the courts have been willing to consider the impact of advertising on behavior of con-
sumers that leads to injury-causing situations. Thus advertisers must avoid certain
practices and proactively engage in others to ensure that their ads are comprehended
correctly and do not misrepresent their products or services.1

Numerous guidelines, rules, regulations, and laws constrain and restrict advertis-
ing. These regulations primarily influence individual advertisers, but they can also
affect advertising for an entire industry. For example, cigarette advertising was banned
from the broadcast media in 1970, and many groups are pushing for a total ban on the
advertising of tobacco products.2 Legislation now being considered would further
restrict the advertising of alcoholic beverages, including beer and wine.3 Advertising
is controlled by internal self-regulation and by external state and federal regulatory
agencies such as the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the U.S. Postal
Service. And recently state attorneys general have become more active in advertising
regulation. While only government agencies (federal, state, and local) have the force
of law, most advertisers also abide by the guidelines and decisions of internal regula-
tory bodies. In fact, internal regulation from such groups as the media and the National
Advertising Review Board probably has more influence on advertisers’ day-to-day
operations and decision making than government rules and regulations.

Decision makers on both the client and agency side must be knowledgeable about
these regulatory groups, including the intent of their efforts, how they operate, and
how they influence and affect advertising and other promotional mix elements. In this
chapter, we examine the major sources of advertising regulation, including efforts by
the industry at voluntary self-regulation and external regulation by government agen-
cies. We also examine regulations involving sales promotion, direct marketing, and
marketing on the Internet.
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For many years, the advertising industry has practiced and promoted voluntary
self-regulation. Most advertisers, their agencies, and the media recognize the
importance of maintaining consumer trust and confidence. Advertisers also see

self-regulation as a way to limit government interference, which, they believe, results
in more stringent and troublesome regulations. Self-regulation and control of advertis-
ing emanate from all segments of the advertising industry, including individual adver-
tisers and their agencies, business and advertising associations, and the media.

Self-Regulation by Advertisers and Agencies
Self-regulation begins with the interaction of client and agency when creative ideas are
generated and submitted for consideration. Most companies have specific guidelines,
standards, and policies to which their ads must adhere. Recognizing that their ads reflect
on the company, advertisers carefully scrutinize all messages to ensure they are consis-
tent with the image the firm wishes to project. Companies also review their ads to be
sure any claims made are reasonable and verifiable and do not mislead or deceive con-
sumers. Ads are usually examined by corporate attorneys to avoid potential legal prob-
lems and their accompanying time, expense, negative publicity, and embarrassment.

Internal control and regulation also come from advertising agencies. Most have stan-
dards regarding the type of advertising they either want or are willing to produce, and
they try to avoid ads that might be offensive or misleading. Most agencies will ask their
clients to provide verification or support for claims the clients might want to make in
their advertising and will make sure that adequate documentation or substantiation is
available. However, agencies will also take formal steps to protect themselves from
legal and ethical perils through agency-client contracts. For example, many liability
issues are handled in these contracts. Agencies generally use information provided by
clients for advertising claims, and in standard contracts the agency is protected from
suits involving the accuracy of those claims. Contracts will also absolve the agency of
responsibility if something goes wrong with the advertised product and consumers suf-
fer damages or injury or other product liability claims arise.4 However, agencies have
been held legally responsible for fraudulent or deceptive claims and in some cases have
been fined when their clients were found guilty of engaging in deceptive advertising.5

Many agencies have a creative review board or panel composed of experienced person-
nel who examine ads for content and execution as well as for their potential to be per-
ceived as offensive, misleading, and/or deceptive. Most agencies also employ or retain
lawyers who review the ads for potential legal problems. Exhibit 21-1 shows an ad for a
legal firm specializing in advertising law and intellectual property.

Most marketers and their agencies work closely with one another to develop adver-
tising that adheres to legal and ethical standards. IMC Perspective 21-1 discusses how
the former owner of the Just For Feet athletic-shoe chain filed a lawsuit against its
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 21-1

Just For Feet Sues Its Ad Agency for Malpractice
During the 1999 Super Bowl athletic-shoe
retailer Just For Feet ran a commercial that
showed a barefoot Kenyan runner fleeing
from hunters in a Humvee, who capture and
drug him. When he awakes, he finds a pair of
running shoes on his feet. The ad was sup-
posed to be part of a brand-building cam-
paign for the retailer that would help move
the company away from its “Where the 13th
pair is free” positioning theme. However,
rather than change the image of the com-
pany, the ad created a controversy that
resulted in a lawsuit that could have drasti-
cally changed the relationships between
advertisers and their agencies.

Following the Super Bowl, critics lashed
out at the commercial for its racial insensi-
tivity. As a result of the fallout and criticism
surrounding the ad, Just For Feet filed a lawsuit
against its agency, Saatchi & Saatchi Business Com-
munications, asking for more than $10 million in dam-
ages for advertising malpractice. In its lawsuit Just For
Feet claimed that the finished spot, called “Kenya,” was
entirely different from the concept the agency first
presented. Moreover, the retailer’s CEO claimed in
news reports that he was forced into running the spot
even though he personally disliked it.

According to the company, the original concept
called for a Just For Feet team coming up to a runner
whose shoelace had become untied. The team would
tie the runner’s shoelace and give him water and a
towel, the company said. The commercial was one of
two that Saatchi had been considering using until
immediately before the Super Bowl. A second spot
showed a geeky boy playing dodge ball in a school
gymnasium when the Just For Feet team comes in and
rescues the boy by giving him better shoes. Just For
Feet preferred this spot, the lawsuit claims, but one
network rejected it, saying it was “mean-spirited and
promotes antisocial behavior.”

As the Super Bowl approached, Saatchi presented the
final “Kenya” spot to its client. Just For Feet said it
“expressed strong misgivings and dissatisfaction over
the spot,” according to the lawsuit, but the agency “then
reassured Just For Feet that the commercial would be
well received based on Saatchi’s expertise and experi-
ence with national advertising and marketing, and that
having committed to advertise in the Super Bowl it was
too late to develop and produce another commercial or
to reshoot the dodge ball commercial.” Since it had
already spent $900,000 on production costs and $2 mil-

lion for the Super Bowl time slot, Just For Feet said it
had no choice but to run the “Kenya” spot.

In addition to its concerns over the creative work,
Just For Feet ran into another major problem. The com-
pany planned a sweepstakes promotion, the “Just For
Feet Third Quarter Super Bowl Win a Hummer Con-
test.” In the weeks leading up to the game, Just For
Feet spent $800,000 on promotional teaser spots dur-
ing the National Football League conference champi-
onship games. These spots told viewers to watch the
third quarter of the Super Bowl and find out how many
times the Just For Feet name was mentioned. Viewers
who wanted to participate in the contest could tele-
phone or go to the company’s website to enter their
answers. However, the spot ran in the fourth quarter of
the big game, making the contest’s correct answer
zero. The website would not accept zero as the answer,
so “customers were left with the mistaken impression
that Just For Feet was attempting to trick or deceive
them,” according to the lawsuit. The Super Bowl spot
was bought by Zenith media, which is a sibling of
Saatchi & Saatchi.

The litigation actually began just as the contro-
versy from the spot was settling down, when Saatchi
sued Just For Feet in late February 1999 for failing to
pay its $3 million media bill. On March 1, Just For Feet
filed its own suit against Saatchi and Fox Broadcast-
ing. The retailer charged Saatchi with breach of guar-
anty and warranty, misrepresentation, breach of
contract, and “professional negligence and malprac-
tice.” In the lawsuit the retailer claimed that its favor-
able reputation had come under attack and that it
had been subjected to the entirely unfounded and
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agency for advertising malpractice. If successful, this lawsuit could have redefined the
relationships between advertisers and their agencies regarding responsibility for self-
regulation of advertising.6

Self-Regulation by Trade Associations
Like advertisers and their agencies, many industries have also developed self-regula-
tory programs. This is particularly true in industries whose advertising is prone to con-
troversy, such as liquor and alcoholic beverages, drugs, and various products marketed
to children. Many trade and industry associations develop their own advertising guide-
lines or codes that member companies are expected to abide by.

The Wine Institute, the U.S. Brewers Association, and the Distilled Spirits Council
of the United States all have guidelines that member companies are supposed to fol-
low in advertising alcoholic beverages.7 Other industry trade associations with adver-
tising guidelines and programs include the Toy Manufacturers Association, the Motion
Picture Association of America, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association, and
the Proprietary Association (the trade association for nonprescription-drug makers).8

Many professions also maintain advertising guidelines through local, state, and
national organizations. For years professional associations like the American Medical
Association (AMA) and the American Bar Association (ABA) restricted advertising by
their members on the basis that such promotional activities lowered members’ profes-
sional status and led to unethical and fraudulent claims. However, such restrictive codes
have been attacked by both government regulatory agencies and consumer groups.
They argue that the public has a right to be informed about a professional’s services,
qualifications, and background and that advertising will improve professional services
as consumers become better informed and are better able to shop around.9

In 1977, the Supreme Court held that state bar associations’ restrictions on advertis-
ing are unconstitutional and that attorneys have First Amendment freedom of speech
rights to advertise.10 Many professional associations subsequently removed their
restrictions, and advertising by lawyers and other professionals is now common
(Exhibit 21-2).11 In 1982, the Supreme Court upheld an FTC order permitting advertis-
ing by dentists and physicians.12

Research shows that consumers generally favor increased use of professional
advertising. However, professionals continue to have reservations. They worry that
advertising has a negative impact on their image, credibility, and dignity and see bene-
fits to consumers as unlikely.13 Still, advertising by professionals is increasing, partic-
ularly among newcomers to medicine, dentistry, and law. Associations such as the
AMA and the ABA developed guidelines for members’ advertising to help maintain
standards and guard against misleading, deceptive, or offensive ads.

unintended public perception that it was a racist or
racially insensitive company.

The lawsuit raised a troubling question for the
advertising community as to whether ad agencies can
be held liable for the ads they produce. In its legal
papers Saatchi claimed advertising is a business that
has no explicit guidelines and standards and there-
fore that it cannot have committed malpractice. The
agency also noted that the “Kenya” spot was pre-
sented to the networks and was not rejected. Many
advertising executives have argued that while Saatchi
may have used bad judgment in developing the idea
for the commercial and carrying it forward, Just For
Feet was ultimately responsible because the company
approved the spot and should have taken responsibil-
ity for it.

In January 2000 Just For Feet declared bankruptcy,
and two months later its assets were purchased by

Footstar, one of the largest footwear retailers in the
United States. Footstar now operates over 90 athletic-
footwear superstores under the Just For Feet name.
The company hired a new agency, which has developed
a campaign to rebuild the image of the stores. How-
ever, the former owner of Just For Feet is still pursuing
legal action against Saatchi & Saatchi. A ruling in his
favor in the landmark case could yet create problems
for advertising agencies and have a major impact on
their creative limits, as they would have to be careful to
avoid making ads that might result in their becoming
involved in lawsuits. The outcome of this case could
still be very important to the advertising industry.

Sources: Lisa van der Pool, “Just For Feet Makes TV Return,”
Adweek, Feb. 19, 2001, p. 2; Alice Z. Cuneo, “Can an Agency Be Guilty
of Malpractice?” Advertising Age, Jan. 31, 2000, pp. 24, 25; “Bad Ad
Breeds Worse Lawsuit,” Advertising Age, June 28, 1999, p. 30.
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The issue of professional advertising, particularly by attorneys, is still hotly
debated. Some traditional law firms resist using advertising, particularly on TV, due to
concern that it might hurt the profession’s image. Many in the legal profession worry
that ads soliciting personal injury victims only worsen the public’s perception of attor-
neys. A sizable faction within the American Bar Association blames the legal profes-
sion’s image problem on sleazy ads. The ABA’s Commission on Advertising recently
held a series of public hearings on what, if any, restrictive measures to recommend to
state ethics panels. Some states, such as Iowa and Florida, already restrict the content
of attorney ads and the way they can be delivered. For example, Iowa lawyers are lim-
ited to “tombstone” print ads that merely list their name, location, and objective quali-
fications. And all ads require a disclaimer urging consumers not to base their attorney
selection on an advertisement. Florida attorneys cannot use testimonials or endorse-
ments, dramatizations, self-laudatory statements, illustrations, or photos.14

Many attorneys are incensed over efforts to restrict their rights to promote them-
selves because they use advertising to help build their practices. Several cases are cur-
rently being litigated, but ultimately the Supreme Court may have to decide just how
far states can go in curtailing advertising.

Although industry associations are concerned with the impact and consequences of
members’ advertising, they have no legal way to enforce their guidelines. They can
only rely on peer pressure from members or other nonbinding sanctions to get adver-
tisers to comply.

Self-Regulation by Businesses
A number of self-regulatory mechanisms have been established by the business com-
munity in an effort to control advertising practices. The largest and best known is the
Better Business Bureau (BBB), which promotes fair advertising and selling practices
across all industries. The BBB was established in 1916 to handle consumer complaints
about local business practices and particularly advertising. Local BBBs are located in
most large cities throughout the United States and supported entirely by dues of the
more than 100,000 member firms.

Local BBBs receive and investigate complaints from consumers and other companies
regarding the advertising and selling tactics of businesses in their area. Each local office
has its own operating procedures for handling complaints; generally, the office contacts
the violator and, if the complaint proves true, requests that the practice be stopped or
changed. If the violator does not respond, negative publicity may be used against the
firm or the case may be referred to appropriate government agencies for further action.

While BBBs provide effective control over advertising practices at the local level,
the parent organization, the Council of Better Business Bureaus, plays a major role
at the national level. The council assists new industries in developing advertising
codes and standards, and it provides information about advertising regulations and

Exhibit 21-2 Advertising
by lawyers has become
more common as the result
of a 1977 Supreme Court
ruling
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legal rulings to advertisers, agencies, and the media. The council also plays an impor-
tant self-regulatory role through its National Advertising Division (NAD) and Chil-
dren’s Advertising Review Unit (CARU). The NAD works closely with the National
Advertising Review Board (NARB) to sustain truth, accuracy, and decency in
national advertising.

The National Advertising Review Council 
and the NAD/NARB
In 1971 four associations—the American Advertising Federation (AAF), the American
Association of Advertising Agencies (AAAA), the Association of National Advertisers
(ANA), and the Council of Better Business Bureaus—joined forces to establish the
National Advertising Review Council (NARC). The NARC’s mission is to sustain
high standards of truth, accuracy, and social responsibility in national advertising. The
council has two operating arms, the National Advertising Division of the Council of
Better Business Bureaus and the National Advertising Review Board. The NAD is the
first level that investigates the truthfulness and accuracy of an ad. The NAD reviews
only national advertisements, those disseminated on a nationwide or broadly regional
basis. Product performance claims, superiority claims against competitive products, and
all kinds of scientific and technical claims made in national advertising are the types of
cases accepted by the NAD. When an advertiser or a challenger disagrees with the
NAD’s findings, the decision can be appealed to the NARB for additional review. The
NAD/NARB has become the advertising industry’s primary self-regulatory mechanism.

The NAD’s advertising monitoring program is the source of many of the cases it
reviews (Figure 21-1). It also reviews complaints from consumers and consumer
groups, local BBBs, and competitors. For example, in 2002 the NAD received a com-
plaint from the Center for Science in the Public Interest, a consumer advocacy group,
over an ad run by Campbell Soup for the company’s V8 vegetable juice that suggested
a link between the tomato-based product and a reduced risk of cancer. Though the
NAD decided that Campbell provided competent and reliable evidence to support cer-
tain claims, it recommended that the company modify language stating “for prostate
cancer, a lower risk is apparent when five or more servings (of tomato products) are
consumed per week.” Campbell agreed to change the wording of the ad.15 During the
1970s and 80s, many of the complaints to the NAD came from consumers. However,
with the increased use of comparative advertising, the majority of the complaints are
now coming from marketers that are challenging competitors’ comparisons with their
brands.16 For example, BMW filed a complaint with the NAD over a Volvo commer-
cial claiming the Volvo 850 Turbo Sportswagon accelerates faster than a BMW 328I.17

Procter & Gamble recently filed a challenge with the NAD over a TV commercial
from Fort James Corp. that claimed Brawny paper towels were stronger than P&G’s
Bounty brand. The commercial in question was the popular “Grannies” spot that
showed two grandmothers pushing over a refrigerator to make a mess that was more
easily cleaned with Brawny paper towels than with Bounty.18

The NAD acts as the investigative arm of the NARC. After initiating or receiving a
complaint, it determines the issue, collects and evaluates data, and makes the initial
decision on whether the advertiser’s claims are substantiated. The NAD may ask the
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Figure 21-1 Sources of NAD cases and decisions, 2001

Sources Number Percent Decisions Number Percent

Competitor challenges 77 66% Modified/discontinued 71 60%

NAD monitoring 18 15 Administratively closed 13 11

Local BBB challenges 6 5 Substantiated 17 15

Consumer challenges 16 14 Compliance 8 7

Total 117 100% Referred to government 8 7

Total 117 100%
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advertiser to supply substantiation for the claim in question. If the information pro-
vided is considered adequate to support the claim, the case is deemed substantiated. In
the Volvo case, the NAD ruled that the company did have test results to support its
superior-acceleration claim and the case was considered substantiated. If the substanti-
ation is unsatisfactory, the NAD negotiates with the advertiser to modify or discon-
tinue the advertising. For example, in the case involving Brawny and Bounty paper
towels, the NAD found that several performance claims in the Brawny ads were sub-
stantiated. However, the NAD also found that the Brawny ads conveyed an overall-
superiority claim that could not be supported, and it recommended that Fort James
modify the spot or discontinue using it.

If the NAD and the advertiser fail to resolve the controversy, either can appeal to a
five-person panel from the National Advertising Review Board. For example, Fort
James Corp. chose to appeal the NAD decision regarding its overall-superiority claim
for Brawny versus Bounty paper towels to the NARB rather than modify its ad. The
NARB is composed of 85 advertising professionals and prominent public-
interest/academia members. If the NARB panel agrees with the NAD and rules against
the advertiser, the advertiser must discontinue the advertising. If the advertiser refuses
to comply, the NARB refers the matter to the appropriate government agency and indi-
cates the fact in its public record. NAD/NARB decisions are released to the press and
also are published in its monthly publication, NAD Case Reports.

Although the NARB has no power to order an advertiser to modify or stop running an
ad and no sanctions it can impose, advertisers who participate in an NAD investigation
and NARB appeal rarely refuse to abide by the panel’s decision. Most cases do not even
make it to the NARB panel. For example, in 2001, of the 117 NAD investigations, 17 ad
claims were substantiated, 5 were referred to the government, and 71 were modified or
discontinued (Figure 21-1). Of the 71 cases where the advertising claims were modified
or discontinued, in only 2 did the advertiser appeal to the NARB for resolution.19

The National Advertising Review Council is also involved in the self-regulation of
children’s advertising through the Children’s Advertising Review Unit (CARU) of the
Council of Better Business Bureaus. The NARC board sets policy for CARU’s self-
regulatory program, which is administered by the Council of Better Business Bureaus
and funded directly by members of the children’s advertising industry. The CARU’s
activities include the review and evaluation of child-directed advertising in all media,
as well as online privacy issues that affect children. The CARU also provides a general
advisory service for advertisers and agencies and has developed self-regulatory guide-
lines for children’s advertising (Exhibit 21-3).
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Children’s Advertising
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children’s advertising
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The National Advertising Review Council, working through the NAD/NARB and
CARU, has become a valuable and effective self-regulatory body. Cases brought to it
are handled at a fraction of the cost (and with much less publicity) than those brought
to court and are expedited more quickly than those reviewed by a government agency
such as the FTC. The system also works because judgments are made by the adver-
tiser’s peers, and most companies feel compelled to comply. Firms may prefer self-
regulation rather than government intervention in part because they can challenge
competitors’ unsubstantiated claims through groups like the NARB.20

Advertising Associations Various groups in the advertising industry also
favor self-regulation. The two major national organizations, the American Association
of Advertising Agencies and the American Advertising Federation, actively monitor
and police industry wide advertising practices. The AAAA, which is the major trade
association of the ad agency business in the United States, has established standards of
practice and its own creative code. It also issues guidelines for specific types of adver-
tising such as comparative messages (Figure 21-2). The AAF consists of advertisers,
agencies, media, and numerous advertising clubs. The association has standards for
truthful and responsible advertising, is involved in advertising legislation, and actively
influences agencies to abide by its code and principles.

Self-Regulation by Media
The media are another important self-regulatory mechanism in the advertising indus-
try. Most media maintain some form of advertising review process and, except for
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Figure 21-2 AAAA policy
statement and guidelines
for comparative advertising

The Board of Directors of the American Association of Advertising Agencies recognizes
that when used truthfully and fairly, comparative advertising provides the consumer
with needed and useful information.

However, extreme caution should be exercised. The use of comparative advertising, by
its very nature, can distort facts and, by implication, convey to the consumer
information that misrepresents the truth.

Therefore, the Board believes that comparative advertising should follow certain 
guidelines:

1. The intent and connotation of the ad should be to inform and never to discredit or
unfairly attack competitors, competing products, or services.

2. When a competitive product is named, it should be one that exists in the
marketplace as significant competition.

3. The competition should be fairly and properly identified but never in a manner or
tone of voice that degrades the competitive product or service.

4. The advertising should compare related or similar properties or ingredients of the
product, dimension to dimension, feature to feature.

5. The identification should be for honest comparison purposes and not simply to
upgrade by association.

6. If a competitive test is conducted, it should be done by an objective testing source,
preferably an independent one, so that there will be no doubt as to the veracity of
the test.

7. In all cases the test should be supportive of all claims made in the advertising that
are based on the test.

8. The advertising should never use partial results or stress insignificant differences to
cause the consumer to draw an improper conclusion.

9. The property being compared should be significant in terms of value or usefulness
of the product to the consumer.

10. Comparatives delivered through the use of testimonials should not imply that the
testimonial is more than one individual’s thought unless that individual represents a
sample of the majority viewpoint.
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political ads, may reject any they regard as objectionable. Some media exclude adver-
tising for an entire product class; others ban individual ads they think offensive or
objectionable. For example, Reader’s Digest does not accept advertising for tobacco
or liquor products. A number of magazines in the United States and other countries
refused to run some of Benetton’s shock ads on the grounds that their readers would
find them offensive or disturbing (Exhibit 21-4).21

Newspapers and magazines have their own advertising requirements and restric-
tions, which often vary depending on the size and nature of the publication. Large,
established publications, such as major newspapers or magazines, often have strict
standards regarding the type of advertising they accept. Some magazines, such as Par-
ents and Good Housekeeping, regularly test the products they advertise and offer a
“seal of approval” and refunds if the products are later found to be defective. Such
policies are designed to enhance the credibility of the publication and increase the
reader’s confidence in the products it advertises.

Advertising on television and radio has been regulated for years through codes
developed by the industry trade association, the National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB). Both the radio code (established in 1937) and the television code (1952) pro-
vided standards for broadcast advertising for many years. Both codes prohibited the
advertising of certain products, such as hard liquor. They also affected the manner in
which products could be advertised. However, in 1982, the NAB suspended all of its
code provisions after the courts found that portions (dealing with time standards and
required length of commercials in the TV code) were in restraint of trade. While the
NAB codes are no longer in force, many individual broadcasters, such as the major
TV networks, have incorporated major portions of the code provisions into their own
standards.22

The four major television networks have the most stringent review process of any
media. All four networks maintain standards and practices divisions, which carefully
review all commercials submitted to the network or individual affiliate stations.
Advertisers must submit for review all commercials intended for airing on the network
or an affiliate.

A commercial may be submitted for review in the form of a script, storyboard, ani-
matic, or finished commercial (when the advertiser believes there is little chance of
objection). A very frustrating, and often expensive, scenario for both an agency and its
client occurs when a commercial is approved at the storyboard stage but then is
rejected after it is produced. Commercials are rejected for a variety of reasons, includ-
ing violence, morbid humor, sex, politics, and religion. Network reviewers also con-
sider whether the proposed commercial meets acceptable standards and is appropriate
for certain audiences. For example, different standards are used for ads designated for
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prime-time versus late-night spots or for children’s versus adults’ programs (see Fig-
ure 21-3). Although most of these guidelines remain in effect, ABC and NBC loosened
their rules on celebrity endorsements.23

The four major networks receive nearly 50,000 commercials a year for review;
nearly two-thirds are accepted, and only 3 percent are rejected. Most problems with
the remaining 30 percent are resolved through negotiation, and the ads are revised and
resubmitted.24 Most commercials run after changes are made. For example, censors
initially rejected a humorous “Got milk?” spot that showed children watching an
elderly neighbor push a wheelbarrow. Suddenly, the man’s arms rip off, presumably
because he doesn’t drink milk. The spot was eventually approved after it was modified
so that the man appears unhurt after losing his limbs and there was no expression of
pain (Exhibit 21-5).25

Network standards regarding acceptable advertising change constantly. The net-
works first allowed lingerie advertisers to use live models rather than mannequins in
1987. Advertising for contraceptives is now appearing on some stations. The networks
also loosened long-standing restrictions on endorsements and competitive advertising
claims.26 Network standards will continue to change as society’s values and attitudes
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Figure 21-3 A sampling of
the TV networks’ guidelines
for children’s advertising

Each of the major TV networks has its own set of guidelines for children’s advertising,
although the basics are very similar. A few rules, such as the requirement of a static
“island” shot at the end, are written in stone; others, however, can sometimes be nego-
tiated. Many of the rules below apply specifically to toys. The networks also have special
guidelines for kids’ food commercials and for kids’ commercials that offer premiums.

Must not overglamorize product

No exhortative language, such as “Ask Mom to buy . . .”

No realistic war settings

Generally no celebrity endorsements

Can’t use “only” or “just” in regard to price

Show only two toys per child or maximum of six per commercial

Five-second “island” showing product against plain background
at end of spot

Animation restricted to one-third of a commercial

Generally no comparative or superiority claims

No costumes or props not available with the toy

No child or toy can appear in animated segments

Three-second establishing shot of toy in relation to child

No shots under one second in length

Must show distance a toy can travel before stopping on its own

Exhibit 21-5 This humorous “Got milk?” commercial had to be modified slightly to satisfy network censors
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toward certain issues and products change. Also, many advertising people believe
these changes are a response to competition from independent and cable stations,
which tend to be much less stringent in their standards and practices. However, since
television is probably the most carefully scrutinized and frequently criticized of all
forms of advertising, the networks must be careful not to offend their viewers and
detract from advertising’s credibility.

Appraising Self-Regulation
The three major participants in the advertising process—advertisers, agencies, and the
media—work individually and collectively to encourage truthful, ethical, and respon-
sible advertising. The advertising industry views self-regulation as an effective mech-
anism for controlling advertising abuses and avoiding the use of offensive,
misleading, or deceptive practices, and it prefers this form of regulation to government
intervention. Self-regulation of advertising has been effective and in many instances
probably led to the development of more stringent standards and practices than those
imposed by or beyond the scope of legislation.

A senior vice president and general counsel at Kraft Foods, while praising the
NAD, summarized the feelings of many advertisers toward self-regulation. In his testi-
monial he stated: “NAD is superior to its competition, which is regulation by the gov-
ernment or regulation by the courts. Accurate, prompt, and inexpensive decisions year
in and year out have earned NAD its well-deserved credibility with the industry and
with regulators.” Federal Trade Commission chairman Timothy Murris has described
the NAD as a “model of self-regulation” (Exhibit 21-6).

There are, however, limitations to self-regulation, and the process has been criti-
cized in a number of areas. For example, the NAD may take six months to a year to
resolve a complaint, during which time a company often stops using the commercial
anyway. Budgeting and staffing constraints may limit the number of cases the
NAD/NARB system investigates and the speed with which it resolves them.27 And
some critics believe that self-regulation is self-serving to the advertisers and advertis-
ing industry and lacks the power or authority to be a viable alternative to federal or
state regulation.

Many do not believe advertising can or should be controlled solely by self-regula-
tion. They argue that regulation by government agencies is necessary to ensure that
consumers get accurate information and are not misled or deceived. Moreover, since
advertisers do not have to comply with the decisions and recommendations of self-reg-
ulatory groups, it is sometimes necessary to turn to the federal and/or state government.
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Advertising is controlled and regulated
through federal, state, and local laws and
regulations enforced by various govern-

ment agencies. The federal government is the most important source of external
regulation since many advertising practices come under the jurisdiction of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission. In addition, depending on the advertiser’s industry and
product or service, other federal agencies such as the Federal Communications
Commission, the Food and Drug Administration, the U.S. Postal Service, and the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms may have regulations that affect adver-
tising. We will begin our discussion of federal regulation of advertising by consid-
ering the basic rights of marketers to advertise their products and services under the
First Amendment.

Advertising and the First Amendment
Freedom of speech or expression, as defined by the First Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution, is the most basic federal law governing advertising in the United States. For
many years, freedom of speech protection did not include advertising and other forms
of speech that promote a commercial transaction. However, the courts have extended
First Amendment protection to commercial speech, which is speech that promotes a
commercial transaction. There have been a number of landmark cases over the past
three decades where the federal courts have issued rulings supporting the coverage of
commercial speech by the First Amendment.

In a 1976 case, Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer
Council, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that states cannot prohibit pharmacists from
advertising the prices of prescription drugs, because such advertising contains infor-
mation that helps the consumer choose between products and because the free flow of
information is indispensable.28 As noted earlier, in 1977 the Supreme Court ruled that
state bar associations’ restrictions on advertising are unconstitutional and attorneys
have a First Amendment right to advertise their services and prices.29 In another land-
mark case in 1980, Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. New York Public Service
Commission, the Supreme Court ruled that commercial speech was entitled to First
Amendment protection in some cases. However, the Court ruled that the U.S. Consti-
tution affords less protection to commercial speech than to other constitutionally
guaranteed forms of expression. In this case the Court established a four-part test,
known as the Central Hudson Test, for determining restrictions on commercial
speech.30 In a more recent case, the Supreme Court’s 1996 decision in 44 Liquormart,
Inc. v. Rhode Island struck down two state statutes designed to support the state’s
interest in temperance. The first prohibited the advertising of alcoholic beverage
prices in Rhode Island except on signs within a store, while the second prohibited the
publication or broadcast of alcohol price ads. The Court ruled that the Rhode Island
statutes were unlawful because they restricted the constitutional guarantee of free-
dom of speech, and the decision signaled strong protection for advertisers under the
First Amendment.31

In the cases regarding advertising, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that freedom
of expression must be balanced against competing interests. For example, the courts
have upheld bans on the advertising of products that are considered harmful, such 
as tobacco. The Court has also ruled that only truthful commercial speech is pro-
tected, not advertising or other forms of promotion that are false, misleading, or
deceptive.

In a very recent case involving Nike, the California Supreme Court issued a ruling
that is likely to impact corporate image advertising campaigns and the way companies
engage in public debate regarding issues that affect them.32 The California high court
ruled that corporations are not protected by the First Amendment when they present as
fact statements about their labor policies or company operations in advertisements,
press releases, letters to the editor, or public statements. The court ruled that corpora-
tions can be found liable for deceptive advertising if they make misleading statements
about their operations and conduct. Nike had argued that statements the company
made to defend itself against charges involving its labor practices were protected by
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constitutional guarantees of free speech. In this case the court did not find Nike guilty
of misleading advertising. However, the court did rule that the statements made by the
company to defend itself against charges regarding its labor practices in Third World
countries were commercial in nature and thus subject to government regulation. This
ruling also affects other aspects of marketing communications, such as public rela-
tions, since the court ruled that speech can be considered commercial even if it is not
in the form of an advertisement. It is expected that Nike will appeal the ruling to the
U.S. Supreme Court.33

The job of regulating advertising at the federal level and determining whether
advertising is truthful or deceptive is a major focus of the Federal Trade Commission.
We now turn our attention to federal regulation of advertising and the FTC.

Background on Federal 
Regulation of Advertising
Federal regulation of advertising originated in 1914 with the passage of the Federal
Trade Commission Act (FTC Act), which created the FTC, the agency that is today
the most active in, and has primary responsibility for, controlling and regulating
advertising. The FTC Act was originally intended to help enforce antitrust laws, such
as the Sherman and Clayton acts, by helping to restrain unfair methods of competition.
The main focus of the first five-member commission was to protect competitors from
one another; the issue of false or misleading advertising was not even mentioned. In
1922, the Supreme Court upheld an FTC interpretation that false advertising was an
unfair method of competition, but in the 1931 case FTC v. Raladam Co., the Court
ruled the commission could not prohibit false advertising unless there was evidence of
injury to a competitor.34 This ruling limited the power of the FTC to protect consumers
from false or deceptive advertising and led to a consumer movement that resulted in
an important amendment to the FTC Act.

In 1938, Congress passed the Wheeler-Lea Amendment. It amended section 5 of
the FTC Act to read: “Unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair or
deceptive acts or practices in commerce are hereby declared to be unlawful.” The
amendment empowered the FTC to act if there was evidence of injury to the public;
proof of injury to a competitor was not necessary. The Wheeler-Lea Amendment also
gave the FTC the power to issue cease-and-desist orders and levy fines on violators. It
extended the FTC’s jurisdiction over false advertising of foods, drugs, cosmetics, and
therapeutic devices. And it gave the FTC access to the injunctive power of the federal
courts, initially only for food and drug products but expanded in 1972 to include all
products in the event of a threat to the public’s health and safety.

In addition to the FTC, numerous other federal agencies are responsible for, or
involved in, advertising regulation. The authority of these agencies is limited, how-
ever, to a particular product area or service, and they often rely on the FTC to assist in
handling false or deceptive advertising cases.

The Federal Trade Commission
The FTC is responsible for protecting both consumers and businesses from anticom-
petitive behavior and unfair and deceptive practices. The major divisions of the FTC
include the bureaus of competition, economics, and consumer protection. The Bureau
of Competition seeks to prevent business practices that restrain competition and is
responsible for enforcing antitrust laws. The Bureau of Economics helps the FTC
evaluate the impact of its actions and provides economic analysis and support to
antitrust and consumer protection investigations and rule makings. It also analyzes the
impact of government regulation on competition and consumers. The Bureau of Con-
sumer Protection’s mandate is to protect consumers against unfair, deceptive, or fraud-
ulent practices. This bureau also investigates and litigates cases involving acts or
practices alleged to be deceptive or unfair to consumers. The Division of Advertising
Practices of the Bureau of Competition protects consumers from deceptive and unsub-
stantiated advertising and enforces the provisions of the FTC Act that forbid misrepre-
sentation, unfairness, and deception in general advertising at the national and regional
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level (Exhibit 21-7). The Division of Marketing Practices of the Bureau of Competi-
tion engages in activities that are related to various marketing and warranty practices
such as fraudulent telemarketing schemes, 900-number programs, and disclosures
relating to franchise and business opportunities.

The FTC has had the power to regulate advertising since passage of the Wheeler-
Lea Amendment. However, not until the early 1970s—following criticism of the com-
mission in a book by “Nader’s Raiders” and a special report by the American Bar
Association citing its lack of action against deceptive promotional practices—did the
FTC become active in regulating advertising.35 The authority of the FTC was
increased considerably throughout the 1970s. The Magnuson-Moss Act of 1975, an
important piece of legislation, dramatically broadened the FTC’s powers and substan-
tially increased its budget. The first section of the act dealt with consumers’ rights
regarding product warranties; it allowed the commission to require restitution for
deceptively written warranties where the consumer lost more than $5. The second sec-
tion, the FTC Improvements Act, empowered the FTC to establish trade regulation
rules (TRRs), industrywide rules that define unfair practices before they occur.

During the 1970s, the FTC made enforcement of laws regarding false and mislead-
ing advertising a top priority. Several new programs were instituted, budgets were
increased, and the commission became a very powerful regulatory agency. However,
many of these programs, as well as the expanded powers of the FTC to develop regu-
lations on the basis of “unfairness,” became controversial. At the root of this contro-
versy is the fundamental issue of what constitutes unfair advertising.

The Concept of Unfairness
Under section 5 of the FTC Act, the Federal Trade Commission has a mandate to act
against unfair or deceptive advertising practices. However, this statute does not define
the terms unfair and deceptive, and the FTC has been criticized for not doing so itself.
While the FTC has taken steps to clarify the meaning of deception, people have been
concerned for years about the vagueness of the term unfair.

Controversy over the FTC’s authority to regulate unfair advertising practices began
in 1978, when the agency relied on this mandate to formulate its controversial “kid
vid” rule restricting advertising to children.36 This interpretation caused widespread
concern in the business community that the term unfair could be used to encompass
anything FTC commissioners might find objectionable. For example, in a 1980 policy
statement the FTC noted that “the precise concept of consumer unfairness is one
whose precise meaning is not immediately obvious.” Consequently, in 1980 Congress
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responded by suspending the children’s advertising rule and banning the FTC from
using unfairness as a legal basis for advertising rulemaking.

The FTC responded to these criticisms in December 1980 by sending Congress a
statement containing an interpretation of unfairness. According to FTC policy, the
basis for determining unfairness is that a trade practice (1) causes substantial physical
or economic injury to consumers, (2) could not reasonably be avoided by consumers,
and (3) must not be outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competi-
tion. The agency also stated that a violation of public policy (such as of other govern-
ment statutes) could, by itself, constitute an unfair practice or could be used to prove
substantial consumer injury. Practices considered unfair are claims made without prior
substantiation, claims that might exploit such vulnerable groups as children and the
elderly, and instances where consumers cannot make a valid choice because the adver-
tiser omits important information about the product or competing products mentioned
in the ad.37

The FTC’s statement was intended to clarify its interpretation of unfairness and
reduce ambiguity over what might constitute unfair practices. However, efforts by the
FTC to develop industrywide trade regulation rules that would define unfair practices
and have the force and effect of law were limited by Congress in 1980 with the pas-
sage of the FTC Improvements Act. Amidst calls to end the stalemate over the FTC’s
regulation of unfair advertising by having the agency work with Congress to define its
advertising authority, in 1994 Congress and the advertising industry agreed on a defin-
ition of unfair advertising that is very similar to the FTC’s 1980 policy statement dis-
cussed earlier. However, the new agreement requires that before the FTC can initiate
any industrywide rule, it has to have reason to believe that the unfair or deceptive acts
or practices are prevalent.38

The FTC does have specific regulatory authority in cases involving deceptive, mis-
leading, or untruthful advertising. The vast majority of advertising cases that the FTC
handles concern deception and advertising fraud, which usually involve knowledge of
a false claim.

Deceptive Advertising
In most economies, advertising provides consumers with information they can use to
make consumption decisions. However, if this information is untrue or misleads the
consumer, advertising is not fulfilling its basic function. But what constitutes an
untruthful or deceptive ad? Deceptive advertising can take a number of forms, ranging
from intentionally false or misleading claims to ads that, although true, leave some
consumers with a false or misleading impression.

The issue of deception, including its definition and measurement, receives consid-
erable attention from the FTC and other regulatory agencies. One of the problems reg-
ulatory agencies deal with in determining deception is distinguishing between false or
misleading messages and those that, rather than relying on verifiable or substantiated
objective information about a product, make subjective claims or statements, a prac-
tice known as puffery. Puffery has been legally defined as “advertising or other sales
presentations which praise the item to be sold with subjective opinions, superlatives,
or exaggerations, vaguely and generally, stating no specific facts.”39 The use of
puffery in advertising is common. For example, Bayer aspirin calls itself the “wonder
drug that works wonders,” Nestlé claims “Nestlé makes the very best chocolate,”
Snapple advertises that its beverages are “made from the best stuff on Earth,” and
BMW uses the tagline “The Ultimate Driving Machine.” Superlatives such as great-
est, best, and finest are puffs that are often used.

Puffery has generally been viewed as a form of poetic license or allowable exagger-
ation. The FTC takes the position that because consumers expect exaggeration or
inflated claims in advertising, they recognize puffery and don’t believe it. But some
studies show that consumers may believe puffery and perceive such claims as true.40

One study found that consumers could not distinguish between a verifiable fact-based
claim and puffery and were just as likely to believe both types of claims.41 Ivan Pres-
ton argues that puffery has a detrimental effect on consumers’ purchase decisions by
burdening them with untrue beliefs and refers to it as “soft-core deception” that should
be illegal.42
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Advertisers’ battle to retain the right to use puffery was supported in the latest revi-
sion of the Uniform Commercial Code in 1996. The revision switches the burden of
proof to consumers from advertisers in cases pertaining to whether certain claims were
meant to be taken as promises. The revision states that the buyer must prove that an
affirmation of fact (as opposed to puffery) was made, that the buyer was aware of the
advertisement, and that the affirmation of fact became part of the agreement with the
seller.43

The use of puffery as a defense for advertising claims is periodically challenged in
court. IMC Perspective 21-2 discusses a recent legal battle involving Pizza Hut and
Papa John’s in which the U.S. Supreme Court issued a decision in support of the use of
puffery as the basis for a comparative advertising claim.

Since unfair and deceptive acts or practices have never been precisely defined, the
FTC is continually developing and refining a working definition in its attempts to reg-
ulate advertising. The traditional standard used to determine deception was whether a
claim had the “tendency or capacity to deceive.” However, this standard was criticized
for being vague and all-encompassing.

In 1983 the FTC, under Chair James Miller III, put forth a new working definition
of deception: “The commission will find deception if there is a misrepresentation,
omission, or practice that is likely to mislead the consumer acting reasonably in the
circumstances to the consumer’s detriment.”44 There are three essential elements to
this definition of deception.45 The first element is that the representation, omission, or
practice must be likely to mislead the consumer. The FTC defines misrepresentation as
an express or implied statement contrary to fact, whereas a misleading omission
occurs when qualifying information necessary to prevent a practice, claim, representa-
tion, or reasonable belief from being misleading is not disclosed.

The second element is that the act or practice must be considered from the perspec-
tive of the reasonable consumer. In determining reasonableness, the FTC considers
the group to which the advertising is targeted and whether their interpretation of or
reaction to the message is reasonable in light of the circumstances. The standard is
flexible and allows the FTC to consider factors such as the age, education level, intel-
lectual capacity, and frame of mind of the particular group to which the message or
practice is targeted. For example, advertisements targeted to a particular group, such
as children or the elderly, are evaluated with respect to their effect on a reasonable
member of that group.

The third key element to the FTC’s definition of deception is materiality. According
to the FTC a “material” misrepresentation or practice is one that is likely to affect a
consumer’s choice or conduct with regard to a product or service. What this means is
that the information, claim, or practice in question is important to consumers and, if
acted upon, would be likely to influence their purchase decisions. In some cases the
information or claims made in an ad may be false or misleading but would not be
regarded as material since reasonable consumers would not make a purchase decision
on the basis of this information.

Miller’s goal was to help the commission determine which cases were worth pursu-
ing and which were trivial. Miller argued that for an ad to be considered worthy of
FTC challenge, it should be seen by a substantial number of consumers, it should lead
to significant injury, and the problem should be one that market forces are not likely to
remedy. However, the revised definition may put a greater burden on the FTC to prove
that deception occurred and that the deception influenced the consumers’ decision-
making process in a detrimental way.

Determining what constitutes deception is still a gray area. Two of the factors the
FTC considers in evaluating an ad for deception are (1) whether there are significant
omissions of important information and (2) whether advertisers can substantiate the
claims made for the product or service. The FTC has developed several programs to
address these issues.

Affirmative Disclosure An ad can be literally true yet leave the consumer
with a false or misleading impression if the claim is true only under certain conditions
or circumstances or if there are limitations to what the product can or cannot do. Thus,
under its affirmative disclosure requirement, the FTC may require advertisers to
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 21-2

The Pizza Wars Legal Battle Upholds the Use of Puffery
The use of unsubstantiated superlatives such as good,
better, and best have long been a staple of American
advertising. The Federal Trade Commission views the
use of these terms, as well as other forms of marketing
bravado, as puffery. The FTC defines puffery as “clear
hyperbole” and takes the position that consumers
would not expect these claims to be documented and
would not take them seriously. However, a recent legal
battle between Pizza Hut and Papa John’s over the lat-
ter’s use of puffery nearly resulted in a redefining of
the limits of advertising claims that would have
opened a large can of worms for the entire industry.

In 1997 Papa John’s began running ads comparing
its product to market leader Pizza Hut and using the
tagline “Better ingredients. Better pizza.” The battle
heated up in 1998 when Papa John’s ran a series of ads
designed to show just why it believed that better
ingredients do indeed make a better pizza. One spot
featured Papa John’s brash founder, John Schnatter,
claiming consumers preferred his chain’s tomato
sauce because Papa John’s uses fresh tomatoes picked
from the vine while Pizza Hut uses “remanufactured
paste.” Another spot explained that Papa John’s dough
is made with clear filtered water and yeast given sev-
eral days to work its magic while the “biggest chain”
(Pizza Hut) uses whatever comes out of the tap to
make frozen dough or dough made the same day.

Pizza Hut responded with what it called a “correc-
tive ad” on the dough issue and, after getting no sym-
pathy from the National Advertising Division of the
Council of Better Business Bureaus, filed a lawsuit
against Papa John’s in 1998 claiming that much of its
advertising was false and misleading. The suit was
heard in November 1999 and after weeks of testimony
in federal court, which included dough experts and
sauce demonstrations, a jury sided with Pizza Hut, rul-
ing that Papa John’s “Better ingredients. Better pizza”
slogan was false and misleading because the chain
had failed to prove its sauce and dough were superior.
The judge in the case upheld the jury’s decision and
ruled that the slogan was acceptable puffery until
Papa John’s began running ads touting its tomato
sauce and pizza dough as superior. He held that the slo-
gan then became tainted to the extent that its contin-
ued use should be stopped. The judge admonished
both sides for the dubious nature of their advertising,
but ordered Papa John’s to pay Pizza Hut $468,000 in
damages and also issued an injunction against the
entire “Better ingredients. Better pizza” integrated
marketing blitz, including use of the slogan on store
signage, pizza boxes, car toppers, menus, napkins, and
hats as well as in advertisements.

In January 2000 Papa John’s appealed the decision,
arguing that the judge had misinterpreted the law as
use of the “Better ingredients. Better pizza” slogan was
legally acceptable puffery. The court of appeals handed
down a complicated ruling that sided with Papa John’s
on the puffery issue and lifted the injunction. The
appellate judges ruled that Papa John’s ads were mis-
leading but argued that Pizza Hut had not provided
enough evidence that the misrepresentation was
“material” and had a negative effect on consumers’ pur-
chase behavior. Pizza Hut was outraged by the ruling,
arguing that as “evidence” it had produced three differ-
ent consumer surveys at the original trial, all of which
indicated that consumers were wrongly influenced by
the Papa John’s campaign. However, all three surveys
were ignored by the courts on technicalities.

Pizza Hut continued to believe that if the judges
felt the advertising was misleading, and their ruling
said they did, they should have punished Papa John’s.
So, in December 2000, Pizza Hut’s lawyers decided to
appeal the case to the U.S. Supreme Court on the basis
that the appeals judges had required an unusually
high standard of evidence to prove that consumers
had been misled by Papa John’s. An attorney for Pizza
Hut who argued the case before the Supreme Court
stated: “There is no social value in false advertising,
and the concept that you turn a blind eye to false
advertising simply because of the inability to prove
very precise purchasing decisions strikes me as a stan-
dard of proof that is extremely high and completely
unwarranted.” However, in March 2001 the Supreme
Court handed down its two-word decision: “Petition
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include certain types of information in their ads so that consumers will be aware of all
the consequences, conditions, and limitations associated with the use of a product or
service. The goal of affirmative disclosure is to give consumers sufficient information
to make an informed decision. An ad may be required to define the testing situation,
conditions, or criteria used in making a claim. For example, fuel mileage claims in car
ads are based on Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ratings since they offer a
uniform standard for making comparisons. Cigarette ads must contain a warning about
the health risks associated with smoking.

An example of an affirmative disclosure ruling is the FTC’s case against Campbell
Soup for making deceptive and unsubstantiated claims. Campbell’s ads, run as part of
its “Soup is good food” campaign, linked the low-fat and -cholesterol content of its
soup with a reduced risk of heart disease. However, the advertising failed to disclose
that the soups are high in sodium, which may increase the risk of heart disease. In a
consent agreement accepted in 1991, Campbell agreed that, for any soup containing
more than 500 milligrams of sodium in an 8-ounce serving, it will disclose the sodium
content in any advertising that directly or by implication mentions heart disease in
connection with the soup. Campbell also agreed it would not imply a connection
between soup and a reduction in heart disease in future advertising.46

Another area where the Federal Trade Commission is seeking more specificity from
advertisers is in regard to country of origin claims. The FTC has been working with
marketers and trade associations to develop a better definition of what the “Made in the
USA” label means. The 50-year-old definition used until recently required full manu-
facturing in the United States, using U.S. labor and parts, with only raw materials from
overseas.47 Many companies argue that in an increasingly global economy, it is becom-
ing very difficult to have 100 percent U.S. content and remain price-competitive. How-
ever, the FTC argues that advertising or labeling a product as “Made in the USA” can
provide a company with a competitive advantage. For many products some consumers
do respond to the claim, as they trust the quality of domestic-made products and/or feel
patriotic when they buy American. For example, athletic-shoe maker New Balance is a
company that promotes its commitment to domestic manufacturing and the fact that a
percentage of its products are made in the United States (Exhibit 21-8).

In December 1998 the FTC issued new guidelines for American-made products.
The guidelines spell out what it means by “all or virtually all” in mandating how much
U.S. content a product must have to wear a “Made in USA” label or be advertised as
such. According to the new FTC guidelines, all significant parts and processing that go
into the product must be of U.S. origin and the product should have no or very little
foreign content. Companies do not have to receive the approval of the FTC before
making a “Made in USA” claim. However, the commission does have the authority to
take action against false and unsubstantiated “Made in USA” claims just as it does
with other advertising claims.48
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denied.” The court of appeals ruling favoring Papa
John’s was allowed to stand.

Despite being disappointed at losing the case, Pizza
Hut’s general counsel was philosophical about the rul-
ing, noting that it trapped Papa John’s in a curious
catch 22: If Pizza Hut won, it could describe Papa
John’s advertising as false; but if Papa John’s won, it
would be only because it had successfully argued that
its advertising was mere puffery—not to be believed—
which is exactly what happened. Papa John’s expressed
satisfaction with the case and indicated that it was
glad the matter was over—and for good reason. The
company’s financial reports indicated that it had
spent at least $7 million to cover the legal costs of the
case. Experts noted that it is reasonable to assume
that Pizza Hut incurred similar costs.

The advertising industry was also relieved that the
Supreme Court had ruled in favor of Papa John’s. The
case had put many executives on edge, as a ruling
against the puffery defense could have prompted
other challenges and a redrawing of the blurry line
separating so-called puffery and outright false adver-
tising. With this ruling, advertisers are still free to use
words such as good, better, and best and let consumers
determine what they really mean.

Sources: Jim Edwards, “Sour Dough: Pizza Hut v. Papa John’s,”
Brandweek, May 21, 2001, pp. 26–30; Davan Maharaj and Greg John-
son, “Battle over Pizza Puffery Could Reshape Ad Landscape,” Los

Angeles Times, Apr. 2, 2000, pp. C1, 4; Michael Fumento, “Free-a-the
Papa!” Forbes, Feb. 21, 2000, p. 53; Louise Kramer, “Jury Finds Papa
John’s Ads Misled,” Advertising Age, Nov. 22, 1999, p. 46.
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Advertising Substantiation A major area of concern to regulatory agencies
is whether advertisers can support or substantiate their claims. For many years, there
were no formal requirements concerning substantiation of advertising claims. Many
companies made claims without any documentation or support such as laboratory tests
and clinical studies. In 1971, the FTC’s advertising substantiation program required
advertisers to have supporting documentation for their claims and to prove the claims
are truthful.49 Broadened in 1972, this program now requires advertisers to substanti-
ate their claims before an ad appears. Substantiation is required for all express or
implied claims involving safety, performance, efficacy, quality, or comparative price.

The FTC’s substantiation program has had a major effect on the advertising indus-
try, because it shifted the burden of proof from the commission to the advertiser.
Before the substantiation program, the FTC had to prove that an advertiser’s claims
were unfair or deceptive.

Ad substantiation seeks to provide a basis for believing advertising claims so con-
sumers can make rational and informed decisions and companies are deterred from
making claims they cannot adequately support. The FTC takes the perspective that it is
illegal and unfair to consumers for a firm to make a claim for a product without having
a “reasonable basis” for the claim. In their decision to require advertising substantia-
tion, the commissioners made the following statement:

Given the imbalance of knowledge and resources between a business enterprise and each of
its customers, economically it is more rational and imposes far less cost on society, to require
a manufacturer to confirm his affirmative product claims rather than impose a burden on each
individual consumer to test, investigate, or experiment for himself. The manufacturer has the
ability, the know-how, the equipment, the time and resources to undertake such information,
by testing or otherwise, . . . the consumer usually does not.50

Many advertisers respond negatively to the FTC’s advertising substantiation pro-
gram. They argue it is too expensive to document all their claims and most consumers
either won’t understand or aren’t interested in the technical data. Some advertisers
threaten to avoid the substantiation issue by using puffery claims, which do not require
substantiation.

Generally, advertisers making claims covered by the substantiation program must
have available prior substantiation of all claims. However, in 1984, the FTC issued a
new policy statement that suggested after-the-fact substantiation might be acceptable
in some cases and it would solicit documentation of claims only from advertisers that
are under investigation for deceptive practices.

In a number of cases, the FTC has ordered advertisers to cease making inadequately
substantiated claims. In 1993, the FTC took on the weight-loss industry when it filed a
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promotes its commitment to
U.S. manufacturing
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complaint charging that none of five large, well-known diet program mar-
keters had sufficient evidence to back up claims that their customers
achieved their weight-loss goals or maintained the loss (Exhibit 21-9).
Three of the companies agreed to publicize the fact that most weight loss is
temporary and to disclose how long their customers kept off the weight they
lost. The agreement required the companies to substantiate their weight-loss
claims with scientific data and to document claims that their customers keep
off the weight by monitoring a group of them for two years.51

In 1997 the FTC challenged advertising claims made by Abbott Labora-
tories for its Ensure brand nutritional beverage. The FTC charged that
Abbott made false and unsubstantiated claims that many doctors recom-
mend Ensure as a meal supplement and replacement for healthy adults,
including those in their 30s and 40s. The agency complaint said Abbott
relied on a survey of doctors that wasn’t designed to determine whether
many doctors actually recommended Ensure as a meal replacement for
healthy adults. Rather, according to the FTC complaint, the survey asked
doctors to assume that they would recommend a supplement for adults who
were not ill and then merely select which brand they would suggest. The
FTC ruled that Abbott went too far when it suggested that doctors recom-
mend Ensure for healthy, active people, like those pictured in its ads, in
order to stay healthy and active. Abbott agreed to settle the charges and stop
using endorsements from medical professionals unless it could produce reli-
able scientific evidence to substantiate the claims.52

Recently the FTC has stepped up its action against false and unsubstanti-
ated claims in ads and infomercials. A few years ago, the commission fined
the Home Shopping Network $1.1 million for making unsubstantiated adver-
tising claims for two weight-loss products, an acne treatment, and a dietary

supplement for menopause and premenstrual syndrome. Under the settlement Home
Shopping is enjoined from making product claims about curing and treating diseases
without “reliable scientific evidence.”

The FTC’s Handling of Deceptive Advertising Cases
Consent and Cease-and-Desist Orders Allegations of unfair or deceptive
advertising come to the FTC’s attention from a variety of sources, including competi-
tors, consumers, other government agencies, or the commission’s own monitoring and
investigations. Once the FTC decides a complaint is justified and warrants further
action, it notifies the offender, who then has 30 days to respond. The advertiser can
agree to negotiate a settlement with the FTC by signing a consent order, which is an
agreement to stop the practice or advertising in question. This agreement is for settle-
ment purposes only and does not constitute an admission of guilt by the advertiser.
Most FTC inquiries are settled by consent orders because they save the advertiser the
cost and possible adverse publicity that might result if the case went further.

If the advertiser chooses not to sign the consent decree and contests the complaint,
a hearing can be requested before an administrative law judge employed by the FTC
but not under its influence. The judge’s decision may be appealed to the full five-
member commission by either side. The commission either affirms or modifies the
order or dismisses the case. If the complaint has been upheld by the administrative law
judge and the commission, the advertiser can appeal the case to the federal courts.

The appeal process may take some time, during which the FTC may want to stop
the advertiser from engaging in the deceptive practice. The Wheeler-Lea Amendment
empowers the FTC to issue a cease-and-desist order, which requires that the adver-
tiser stop the specified advertising claim within 30 days and prohibits the advertiser
from engaging in the objectionable practice until after the hearing is held. Violation of
a cease-and-desist order is punishable by a fine of up to $10,000 a day. Figure 21-4
summarizes the FTC complaint procedure.

Corrective Advertising By using consent and cease-and-desist orders, the
FTC can usually stop a particular advertising practice it believes is unfair or deceptive.
However, even if an advertiser ceases using a deceptive ad, consumers may still
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Exhibit 21-9 Weight-loss
program marketers are now
required to substantiate
their claims as a result of an
FTC ruling
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remember some or all of the claim. To address the problem of residual effects, in the
1970s the FTC developed a program known as corrective advertising. An advertiser
found guilty of deceptive advertising can be required to run additional advertising
designed to remedy the deception or misinformation contained in previous ads.

The impetus for corrective advertising was another case involving Campbell
Soup, which placed marbles in the bottom of a bowl of vegetable soup to force the
solid ingredients to the surface, creating a false impression that the soup contained
more vegetables than it really did. (Campbell Soup argued that if the marbles were
not used, all the ingredients would settle to the bottom, leaving an impression of
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Figure 21-4 FTC complaint procedure
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fewer ingredients than actually existed!) While Campbell Soup agreed to stop the
practice, a group of law students calling themselves SOUP (Students Opposed to
Unfair Practices) argued to the FTC that this would not remedy false impressions cre-
ated by prior advertising and contended Campbell Soup should be required to run
advertising to rectify the problem.53

Although the FTC did not order corrective advertising in the Campbell case, it has
done so in many cases since then. Profile Bread ran an ad stating each slice contained
fewer calories than other brands—but the ad did not mention that slices of Profile
bread were thinner than those of other brands. Ocean Spray cranberry juice was found
guilty of deceptive advertising because it claimed to have more “food energy” than
orange or tomato juice but failed to note it was referring to the technical definition of
food energy, which is calories. In each case, the advertisers were ordered to spend 25
percent of their annual media budgets to run corrective ads. The STP Corporation was
required to run corrective advertising for claims regarding the ability of its oil additive
to reduce oil consumption. Many of the corrective ads run in the STP case appeared in
business publications to serve notice to other advertisers that the FTC was enforcing
the corrective advertising program. The texts of the corrective messages required in
each of these cases are shown in Figure 21-5.

Corrective advertising is probably the most controversial of all the FTC pro-
grams.54 Advertisers argue that corrective advertising infringes on First Amendment
rights of freedom of speech. In one of the most publicized corrective advertising cases
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Profile Bread

“Hi, [celebrity’s name] for Profile 
Bread. Like all mothers, I’m 
concerned about nutrition and 
balanced meals. So, I’d like to clear 
up any misunderstanding you may 
have about Profile Bread from its 
advertising or even its name.
    “Does Profile have fewer calories 
than any other breads? No. Profile 
has about the same per ounce as 
other breads. To be exact, Profile 
has seven fewer calories per slice. 
That’s because Profile is sliced 
thinner. But eating Profile will not 
cause you to lose weight. A 
reduction of seven calories is 
insignificant. It’s total calories and 
balanced nutrition that count. And 
Profile can help you achieve a 
balanced meal because it provides 
protein and B vitamins as well as 
other nutrients.
    “How does my family feel about 
Profile? Well, my husband likes 
Profile toast, the children love 
Profile sandwiches, and I prefer 
Profile to any other bread. So you 
see, at our house, delicious taste 
makes Profile a family affair.”
    (To be run in 25 percent of 
brand’s advertising, for one year.)

Ocean Spray

 “If you’ve wondered what some of 
our earlier advertising meant when 
we said Ocean Spray Cranberry 
Juice Cocktail has more food 
energy than orange juice or 
tomato juice, let us make it clear: 
we didn’t mean vitamins and 
minerals. Food energy means 
calories. Nothing more.
    “Food energy is important at 
breakfast since many of us may not 
get enough calories, or food 
energy, to get off to a good start. 
Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice 
Cocktail helps because it contains 
more food energy than most other 
breakfast drinks.
    “And Ocean Spray Cranberry 
Juice Cocktail gives you and your 
family Vitamin C plus a great 
wake-up taste. It’s . . . the other 
breakfast drink.”
    (To be run in one of every four 
ads for one year.)  

STP

As a result of an investigation by 
the Federal Trade Commission into 
certain allegedly inaccurate past 
advertisements for STP’s oil 
additive, STP Corporation has 
agreed to a $700,000 settlement. 
With regard to that settlement, STP 
is making the following statement:
    “It is the policy of STP to support 
its advertising with objective 
information and test data. In 1974 
and 1975 an independent 
laboratory ran tests of the 
company’s oil additive which led to 
claims of reduced oil consumption. 
However, these tests cannot be 
relied on to support the oil 
consumption reduction claim made 
by STP.
    “The FTC has taken the position 
that, in making the claim, the 
company violated the terms of a 
consent order. When STP learned 
that the test did not support the 
claim, it stopped advertising 
containing that claim. New tests 
have been undertaken to 
determine the extent to which the 
oil additive affects oil consumption. 
Agreement to this settlement does 
not constitute an admission by STP 
that the law has been violated. 
Rather, STP has agreed to resolve 
the dispute with the FTC to avoid 
protracted and prohibitively 
expensive litigation.” 

Figure 21-5 Examples of corrective advertising messages
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ever, involving Listerine mouthwash, Warner-Lambert tested the FTC’s legal power to
order corrective messages.55 For more than 50 years Warner-Lambert had advertised
that gargling with Listerine helped prevent colds and sore throats or lessened their
severity because it killed the germs that caused these illnesses. In 1975, the FTC ruled
these claims could not be substantiated and ordered Warner-Lambert to stop making
them. In addition, the FTC argued that corrective advertising was needed to rectify the
erroneous beliefs that had been created by Warner-Lambert as a result of the large
amount of advertising it had run for Listerine over the prior 50 years.

Warner-Lambert argued that the advertising was not misleading and, further, that the
FTC did not have the power to order corrective advertising. Warner-Lambert appealed
the FTC decision all the way to the Supreme Court, which rejected the argument that cor-
rective advertising violates advertisers’ First Amendment rights. The powers of the FTC
in the areas of both claim substantiation and corrective advertising were upheld. Warner-
Lambert was required to run $10 million worth of corrective ads over a 16-month period
stating, “Listerine does not help prevent colds or sore throats or lessen their severity.”

Since the Supreme Court ruling in the Listerine case, there have been several other
situations where the FTC has ordered corrective advertising on the basis of the
“Warner-Lambert test,” which considers whether consumers are left with a latent
impression that would continue to affect buying decisions and whether corrective ads
are needed to remedy the situation.

In a recent case involving Novartis Consumer Health Corp.’s Doan’s Pills, the FTC
sent a strong message to advertisers and agencies that it will require marketers to run
corrective ads to remedy any misleading impressions that were created through unsub-
stantiated advertising claims.56 In this case, Novartis was ordered to spend $8 million,
or the equivalent of the average annual ad budget for Doan’s Pills over an eight-year
period, on corrective ads to remedy any impressions that might exist from previous
advertising that the brand is more effective than other analgesics for relieving back
pain. Novartis is appealing the decision, and this may, like the landmark Listerine
mouthwash case, be a major test of the FTC’s legal power to order corrective advertis-
ing. At issue in the appeal will be not only the FTC’s standard for determining whether
a latent impression exists but also the question of whether the commission has to
prove that advertising created a lingering false impression or whether it can assume
that years of advertising would have created the misapprehension.

The Doan’s case will have very important implications for the FTC as well as
advertisers. A win by the FTC would reaffirm the agency’s authority to order correc-
tive advertising and give it greater freedom to use the remedy, but a loss could limit its
ability to do so. The case will also have lasting repercussions for advertisers, who are
concerned over an FTC commissioner’s contention that “corrective advertising is not
a drastic remedy” and is an appropriate method for restoring the status quo. Advertis-
ers fear that this may indicate that the FTC will be more willing to apply the punish-
ment in future cases. There is obviously a lot at stake in this case for advertisers.
However, the case is also very important to the FTC in the ongoing battle over its
authority to require corrective advertising.57

Current Status of Federal Regulation by the FTC
By the end of the 1970s, the FTC had become a very powerful and active regulator of
advertising. However, Congress was concerned about the FTC’s broad interpretation
of unfairness, which led to the restrictive legislation of the 1980 FTC Improvements
Act. During the 1980s, the FTC became less active and cut back its regulatory efforts,
due in large part to the Reagan administration’s laissez-faire attitude toward the regu-
lation of business in general. Some feared that the FTC had become too narrow in its
regulation of national advertising, forcing companies and consumer groups to seek
relief from other sources such as state and federal courts or through self-regulatory
groups such as the NAD/NARB.58

In 1988–89, an 18-member panel chosen by the American Bar Association under-
took a study of the FTC as a 20-year follow-up to the 1969 report used by President
Richard Nixon to overhaul the commission. The panel’s report expressed strong con-
cern over the FTC’s lack of sufficient resources and staff to regulate national advertis-
ing effectively and called for more funding.
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After more than a decade of relative inactivity, the Federal Trade Commission has
once again become active in the regulation of advertising. The commission has shown
particular interest in cracking down on misleading advertising in areas such as health,
nutrition, weight loss, and environmental claims as well as advertising directed to chil-
dren and the elderly.59 The FTC has also become more involved with potential fraud
and deception through various other promotional methods such as telemarketing, 900
numbers, infomercials, and the Internet. In addition to monitoring deceptive claims
made over the Internet, the FTC has become very involved in privacy issues and the
collection of personal information on websites. 

Robert Pitofsky, who served as FTC chairman during the Clinton administration,
focused the commission’s attention on developing new policies, particularly as the
growth of the Internet created the need for laws and regulations regarding online pri-
vacy and ways of protecting children online. However, under the Bush administration
the FTC is focusing its attention on the enforcement of existing regulations, particu-
larly in areas such as telemarketing and Internet privacy.60 Tim Murris, who took over
as FTC chairman in 2001, has expressed concern about marketers that significantly
alter privacy policies after consumers log on to their websites. The FTC also plans to
eliminate false e-mail advertising and has stepped up its enforcement against senders
of deceptive or misleading claims via e-mail.61 The commission also is scrutinizing
the use of testimonial ads more carefully, particularly with respect to the use of a
“results not typical” disclosure in situations where the outcomes are more likely to
vary substantially than be typical for most consumers.62

While the FTC is the major regulator of advertising for products sold in interstate
commerce, several other federal agencies and departments also regulate advertising
and promotion.

Additional Federal Regulatory Agencies
The Federal Communications Commission The FCC, founded in 1934
to regulate broadcast communication, has jurisdiction over the radio, television, tele-
phone, and telegraph industries. The FCC has the authority to license broadcast sta-
tions as well as to remove a license or deny renewal to stations not operating in the
public’s interest. The FCC’s authority over the airways gives it the power to control
advertising content and to restrict what products and services can be advertised on
radio and TV. The FCC can eliminate obscene and profane programs and/or messages
and those it finds in poor taste. While the FCC can purge ads that are deceptive or mis-
leading, it generally works closely with the FTC in the regulation of advertising. For
example, in 1999 the Federal Communications Commission and the FTC held a joint
workshop and publicly accused long-distance phone marketers of deceiving con-
sumers in their advertising. Officials of both commissions expressed concern over per-
minute ads for long distance and so-called dial-around long-distance services. They
also warned long-distance marketers that they would take action if steps were not
taken to clean up their advertising.63

Many of the FCC’s rules and regulations for TV and radio stations have been elimi-
nated or modified. The FCC no longer limits the amount of television time that can be
devoted to commercials. (But in 1991 the Children’s Television Act went into effect.
The act limits advertising during children’s programming to 10.5 minutes an hour on
weekends and 12 minutes an hour on weekdays.)

Under the Reagan administration, the controversial Fairness Doctrine, which
required broadcasters to provide time for opposing viewpoints on important issues,
was repealed on the grounds that it was counterproductive. It was argued that the Fair-
ness Doctrine actually reduced discussion of important issues because a broadcaster
might be afraid to take on a paid controversial message in case it might be required to
provide equal free exposure for opposing viewpoints. It was under this doctrine that
the FCC required stations to run commercials about the harmful effects of smoking
before passage of the Public Health Cigarette Smoking Act of 1970, which banned
broadcast advertising of cigarettes. Many stations still provide time for opposing
viewpoints on controversial issues as part of their public service requirement, not nec-
essarily directly related to fairness.
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Several pieces of legislation passed in recent years
involve the FCC and have an impact on advertising and
promotion. The Cable Television Consumer Protection
and Competition Act, passed in 1992, allows the FCC and
local governments to regulate basic cable TV rates and
forces cable operators to pay licensing fees for local
broadcast programming they retransmit for free. One pur-
pose of this bill is to improve the balance between cable
rates and rapidly escalating advertising revenue. FCC
rules affecting telemarketing will be discussed toward the
end of this chapter.

Important issues now facing the FCC are the growth of
broadband Internet access and interactive television
(ITV), both of which offer new communications opportu-
nities for marketers. Under the Bush administration, the
FCC is giving the free markets more rein to expand these
new telecommunication technologies.64 The FCC plans to open more doors for small
businesses to get involved in the broadband arena, which is now dominated by large
companies. The FCC is also looking for new ways to expand ITV services, which are
expected to reach over 18 million U.S. households by 2003 (Exhibit 21-10). ITV
enables consumers to request product information or make a purchase without having
to dial an 800 number or write down a mail-order address.65 A major hurdle to the
growth of ITV is incompatibility among different service providers’ technologies. The
FCC plans to develop standard criteria for ITV services that will address the problem
of incompatible platforms and help facilitate the growth of this technology.

The Food and Drug Administration Now under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Health and Human Services, the FDA has authority over the labeling,
packaging, branding, ingredient listing, and advertising of packaged foods and drug
products. The FDA is authorized to require caution and warning labels on potentially
hazardous products and also has limited authority over nutritional claims made in food
advertising. This agency has the authority to set rules for promoting these products
and the power to seize food and drugs on charges of false and misleading advertising.

Like the FTC, the Food and Drug Administration has become a very aggressive
regulatory agency in recent years. The FDA has cracked down on a number of com-
monly used descriptive terms it believes are often abused in the labeling and advertis-
ing of food products—for example, natural, light, no cholesterol, and fat free. The
FDA has also become tougher on nutritional claims implied by brand names that
might send a misleading message to consumers. For example, Great Foods of America
was not permitted to continue using the HeartBeat trademark under which it sold most
of its foods. The FDA argued the trademark went too far in implying the foods have
special advantages for the heart and overall health.

Many changes in food labeling are a result of the Nutritional Labeling and Educa-
tion Act, which Congress passed in 1990. Under this law the FDA established legal
definitions for a wide range of terms (such as low fat, light, and reduced calories) and
required straightforward labels for all foods beginning in early 1994 (Exhibit 21-11).
In its current form the act applies only to food labels, but it may soon affect food
advertising as well. The FTC would be asked to ensure that food ads comply with the
new FDA standards.

Another regulatory area where the FDA has been heavily involved is the advertis-
ing and promotion of tobacco products. In 1996 President Bill Clinton signed an exec-
utive order declaring that nicotine is an addictive drug and giving the FDA board
jurisdiction to regulate cigarettes and smokeless tobacco. Many of the regulations
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Exhibit 21-10 The
Federal Communications
Commission plans to
develop standards to
encourage the growth of
interactive television

Exhibit 21-11 The
Nutritional Labeling and
Education Act requires that
labels be easy for consumers
to understand
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resulting from this order were designed to keep teenagers from smoking.66 However,
the tobacco industry immediately appealed the order. While continuing to fight its
legal battle with the federal government over the FDA regulations, the tobacco makers
did agree to settle lawsuits brought by 46 states against the industry in late 1998 by
signing the Master Settlement Agreement. This settlement was considered a better
deal for the tobacco industry, as many of the onerous cigarette marketing restrictions
contained in the original FDA proposal settlement were missing. The agreement
allows large outdoor signs at retailers, whereas the original proposal banned all out-
door ads. The original deal banned all use of humans and cartoons in ads, while the
current settlement bans only cartoons and even permits their use on cigarette packs.
And while the original proposal eliminated sports sponsorships, the current agreement
allows each company to continue one national sponsorship.67

An important provision of the Master Settlement Agreement was that the tobacco
companies agreed not to target youth (those under the age of 18) in the advertising,
promotion, and marketing of tobacco products either directly or indirectly. However,
over the past several years there has been considerable debate over whether tobacco
companies are complying with the agreement. Much of this debate centers on what is
called the 15 percent rule, under which the tobacco companies voluntarily pledged not
to advertise in magazines that have more than 15 percent of their readers under the age
of 18. Some major tobacco companies such as Philip Morris have stopped advertising
in magazines that have a substantial number of youth readers, such as People, Sports
Illustrated, Spin, and Rolling Stone. However, other tobacco companies still advertise
in these publications, and it appears that there are still a number of battles to fight in
the war over the marketing and advertising of cigarettes.68

A number of consumer advocacy groups as well as health departments in many
states run ads warning consumers against the dangers of smoking and tobacco-related
diseases. For example, the American Legacy Foundation, which was established as
part of the 1998 tobacco settlement and is dedicated to reducing tobacco use, has run a
number of hard-hitting ads warning consumers of the risk of smoking (Exhibit 21-12).

Another area where the Food and Drug Administration is being asked to become
more involved is the advertising of prescription drugs. IMC Perspective 21-3 dis-
cusses the tremendous growth in direct-to-consumer drug advertising that has
occurred sine the FDA issued new guidelines making it easier for pharmaceutical
companies to advertise prescription drugs to consumers.

The U.S. Postal Service Many marketers use the U.S. mail to deliver advertis-
ing and promotional messages. The U.S. Postal Service has control over advertising

Exhibit 21-12 The
American Legacy
Foundation was established
as part of the Tobacco
Settlement Agreement and
is dedicated to reducing
tobacco use in the United
States
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 21-3

The Debate over Direct-to-Consumer Drug Advertising
For years, pharmaceutical companies did most of their
prescription-drug marketing directly to physicians,
either through their sales forces or by advertising in
medical journals. However, in 1997 the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) issued new guidelines making it
easier for pharmaceutical companies to advertise pre-
scription drugs on television as well as in print media.
With the change in guidelines, direct-to-consumer
drug advertising has exploded, and pharmaceutical
companies are some of the largest consumer advertis-
ers. Brand name prescription drugs such as Prozac,
Viagra, and Claritin have become as well known to con-
sumers as brands of soft drinks.

Direct-to-consumer drug advertising spending
soared from $859 million in 1997 to $2.8 billion in
$2001. In recent years there has been a flurry of ads
hawking prescription drugs for a variety of medical
problems and conditions, including allergies, heart-
burn, arthritis, depression, and impotence. Drug com-
panies use celebrities to pitch their products just as
effectively as other marketers do. A television com-
mercial for cholesterol drug Zocor features National
Football League coach Dan Reeves stating, “Taking
care of my cholesterol; it has become an important
part of my game plan.” Former figure skating cham-
pion and Olympic gold medalist Dorothy Hammill talks
about experiencing the pain of osteoarthritis in a com-
mercial for Vioxx. Pfizer used former vice president
Bob Dole as an advertising spokesperson when it
launched Viagra in 1998 and now spends nearly $100
million a year to advertise the male impotence drug.
Texas Ranger’s baseball star Rafiel Palmeiro appears in
ads for the product, stating, “I take batting practice. I
take infield practice. I take Viagra.”

The pharmaceutical companies note that the
increased spending on drug advertising has helped

educate consumers about their options and has
caused people to see doctors about medications who
might not have done so otherwise. However, a number
of physician, consumer, and health care groups have
expressed concern over the increase in drug advertis-
ing for several reasons. A major concern of these
groups is whether the ads are accurate and whether
they inform consumers of all the risks associated with
taking the drugs. Consumer groups have asked the
Food and Drug Administration to develop a process for
enforcement of the “fair balance” provision, an FDA
regulation governing broadcast commercials that
requires drug ads to give both the benefits and the
risks of taking a medication.

The FDA is charged with the responsibility of ensur-
ing that drug advertising is fair, balanced, and truth-
ful. However, the number of ads submitted annually for
FDA scrutiny, including TV spots, magazine ads, Inter-
net sites, and even pamphlets used by sales represen-
tatives, has jumped nearly 35 percent over the past five
years, from just over 25,000 to more than 34,000. The
number of citation letters issue by the FDA to drug
companies for ads that might be false, misleading, or
otherwise out of compliance has been steadily declin-
ing, as only 71 were sent out in 2001. The pharmaceuti-
cal companies say that the drop in citations shows
that their advertisements are cleaner than before and
that the companies are much more knowledgeable
about the FDA guidelines than they were in 1997. How-
ever, the FDA’s director of the Division of Drug Market-
ing, Advertising and Communication notes that with
its limited resources the division cannot investigate
all of the ads so it focuses on ads deemed most criti-
cal—those that appear on television, make unusual
claims, or raise a major public health issue.

Many watchdog organizations such as the Public Cit-
izen’s Health Research Group feel that the drug compa-
nies’ advertising and marketing pitches are not more
honest or balanced than they were in the past. They
argue that the FDA citations are little more than slaps
on the wrist to the powerful drug companies and that
the FDA has to be given the authority to levy stiff fines
against companies that repeatedly violate its guide-
lines. Consumer advocates have also argued for stricter
regulations on drug ads, noting that while advertisers
must include statements about negative side effects or
toxicity, it is the dancing couples and happy images that
people remember—not the cautionary voiceover.

Another concern over the increase in prescription-
drug advertising has been raised by insurance compa-
nies as well as employers, who feel that the ads are
driving up the costs of health care. These companies
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involving the use of the mail and ads that involve lotteries, obscenity, or fraud. The
regulation against fraudulent use of the mail has been used to control deceptive adver-
tising by numerous direct-response advertisers. These firms advertise on TV or radio
or in magazines and newspapers and use the U.S. mail to receive orders and payment.
Many have been prosecuted by the Post Office Department for use of the mail in con-
junction with a fraudulent or deceptive offer.

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms The Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) is an agency within the Treasury Department that
enforces laws, develops regulations, and is responsible for tax collection for the liquor
industry. The BATF regulates and controls the advertising of alcoholic beverages. The
agency determines what information can be provided in ads as well as what constitutes
false and misleading advertising. It is also responsible for including warning labels on
alcohol advertising and banning the use of active athletes in beer commercials. The
BATF can impose strong sanctions for violators. As was discussed at the beginning of
this chapter, the advertising of alcoholic beverages has become a very controversial
issue, with many consumer and public-interest groups calling for a total ban on the
advertising of beer, wine, and liquor.

The Lanham Act
While most advertisers rely on self-regulatory mechanisms and the FTC to deal with
deceptive or misleading advertising by their competitors, many companies are filing
lawsuits against competitors they believe are making false claims. One piece of fed-
eral legislation that has become increasingly important in this regard is the Lanham
Act. This act was originally written in 1947 as the Lanham Trade-Mark Act to protect
words, names, symbols, or other devices adopted to identify and distinguish a manu-
facturer’s products. The Lanham Act was amended to encompass false advertising by
prohibiting “any false description or representation including words or other symbols
tending falsely to describe or represent the same.” While the FTC Act did not give
individual advertisers the opportunity to sue a competitor for deceptive advertising,
civil suits are permitted under the Lanham Act.

More and more companies are using the Lanham Act to sue competitors for their
advertising claims, particularly since comparative advertising has become so com-
mon. For example, a court ordered Ralston Purina to pay Alpo Petfoods $12 million
for damages it caused by making false claims that its Purina Puppy Chow dog food
could ameliorate and help prevent joint disease. The court ruled that the claim was
based on faulty data and that the company continued the campaign after learning its
research was in error. Alpo was awarded the money as compensation for lost revenue
and for the costs of advertising it ran in response to the Puppy Chow campaign.69

Wilkinson Sword and its advertising agency were found guilty of false advertising
and ordered to pay $953,000 in damages to the Gillette Co. Wilkinson had run TV and
print ads claiming its Ultra Glide razor and blades produced shaves “six times
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argue that drug advertising is expensive, thus adding to
the costs of drugs, and that it also encourages con-
sumers to request the higher-cost brand names rather
than less expensive generic alternatives. General Motors,
which spent $1.3 billion in 2001 on drugs for employees,
has launched a “Generics First” campaign promoting the
less expensive alternatives in e-mails, on paycheck stubs,
and in corporate newsletters. Health insurer Blue Cross
has fired back at the drug companies with its own direct-
to-consumer ads promoting generics.

Many experts feel that drug companies will have to
pay more attention to the concerns being raised over

their rapid increase in advertising spending. However,
most drug companies say they have no plans to cut
back on their direct-to-consumer advertising as they
feel they need to educate consumers on how their
products can help them. It may only be a matter of
time before Pfizer develops a “Got Viagra?” campaign.

Sources: Christine Bittar, “Creating an Rx Monster,” Brandweek,

July 29, 2002, pp. 22–29; “Reining in Drug Advertising,” The Wall

Street Journal, Mar. 13, 2002, pp. B1, 4; Chris Adams, “FDA Inundated
Trying to Assess Drug Ad Pitches,” The Wall Street Journal, Mar. 14,
2002, pp. B1, 6.
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smoother” than Gillette’s Atra Plus blades. This case marked the first time an agency
was held liable for damages in connection with false claims made in a client’s adver-
tising.70 Although the agency was later found not liable, the case served as a sobering
reminder to agencies that they can be drawn into litigation over advertising they create
for their clients. To deal with this problem, many agencies insist on indemnification
clauses in contracts with their clients.

Suing competitors for false claims was made even easier with passage of the Trade-
mark Law Revision Act of 1988. According to this law, anyone is vulnerable to civil
action who “misrepresents the nature, characteristics, qualities, or geographical origin
of his or her or another person’s goods, services, or commercial activities.” This word-
ing closed a loophole in the Lanham Act, which prohibited only false claims about
one’s own goods or services. While many disputes over comparative claims are never
contested or are resolved through the NAD, more companies are turning to lawsuits
for several reasons: the broad information discovery powers available under federal
civil procedure rules, the speed with which a competitor can stop the offending ad
through a preliminary injunction, and the possibility of collecting damages.71 How-
ever, companies do not always win their lawsuits. Under the Lanham Act you are
required to prove five elements to win a false advertising lawsuit containing a compar-
ative claim.72 You must prove that:

• False statements have been made about the advertiser’s product or your product.

• The ads actually deceived or had the tendency to deceive a substantial segment
of the audience.

• The deception was “material” or meaningful and is likely to influence purchasing
decisions.

• The falsely advertised products or services are sold in interstate commerce.

• You have been or likely will be injured as a result of the false statements, either
by loss of sales or loss of goodwill.

In recent years there has been a significant increase in the use of comparative adver-
tising, and it has resulted in more and more companies’ suing one another under the
Lanham Act. In the mid-90s the Campbell Soup Co. advertised that its Prego brand of
spaghetti sauce was thicker than Van Den Bergh Food’s Ragu brand. Van Den Bergh
sued to have Campbell’s comparative ads for Prego halted but lost the case in district
court as well as appeals court. Campbell capitalized on its victory by creating an ad
based on it. The ad tweaked Ragu by showing snippets of the comparison ads and then
a shot of Prego with a breadstick standing up in the sauce (Exhibit 21-13). The tagline
was, “Ragu took us to court. We made our case stand. Just like our breadstick.” The
two companies finally declared a truce in the spaghetti sauce wars in late 1999.73

In 2002 Energizer Holdings filed a suit against Duracell, which is a division of the
Gillette Company, over a commercial touting the endurance superiority of the Dura-
cell Coppertop brand over “heavy-duty” competitors. While the ad claim was techni-
cally correct, it failed to note that all alkaline batteries outlast so-called heavy-duty
batteries, which in industry parlance refers to inexpensive, old-fashioned zinc batter-
ies. Energizer claimed that consumer confusion resulted from
the advertisement because consumers thought the commercial
was comparing Duracell Coppertop to Energizer alkaline bat-
teries. Gillette agreed to modify the commercial by adding a
disclaimer stating “excluding alkaline batteries.” However,
Energizer plans to pursue the lawsuit and is seeking damages
for confusion resulting from the Duracell commercial.74

Marketers using comparative ads have to carefully consider
whether their messages have the potential to mislead con-
sumers or may overstate their brand’s performance relative to
that of competitors. A recent study by Michael J. Barone and
his colleagues provides a framework for developing measures
to assess the misleading effects that may arise from various
types of comparative advertising.75
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Exhibit 21-13
Comparative claims
involving the Prego and
Ragu brands of spaghetti
sauce resulted in a lawsuit
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In addition to the various federal rules and regulations, advertisers must also
concern themselves with numerous state and local controls. An important early
development in state regulation of advertising was the adoption in 44 states of

the Printers Ink model statutes as a basis for advertising regulation. These statutes
were drawn up in 1911 by Printers Ink, for many years the major trade publication of
the advertising industry. Many states have since modified the original statutes and
adopted laws similar to those of the Federal Trade Commission Act for dealing with
false and misleading advertising. For example, in California, the Business and Profes-
sional Code prohibits “unlawful, unfair, or fraudulent” business practices and “unfair,
deceptive, untrue, or misleading advertising.”

In addition to recognizing decisions by the federal courts regarding false or decep-
tive practices, many states have special controls and regulations governing the adver-
tising of specific industries or practices. As the federal government became less
involved in the regulation of national advertising during the 1980s, many state attor-
neys general (AGs) began to enforce state laws regarding false or deceptive advertis-
ing. For example, the attorneys general in New York and Texas initiated investigations
of Kraft ads claiming the pasteurized cheese used in Cheez Whiz was real cheese.76

The well-publicized “monster truck” deceptive advertising case involving Volvo and
its advertising agency that occurred in the early 90s was initiated by the attorney gen-
eral’s office in the state of Texas.77

The National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG) moved against a number
of national advertisers as a result of inactivity by the FTC during the Reagan adminis-
tration. In 1987, the NAAG developed enforcement guidelines on airfare advertising
that were adopted by more than 40 states. The NAAG has also been involved in other
regulatory areas, including car-rental price advertising as well as advertising dealing
with nutrition and health claims in food ads. The NAAG’s foray into regulating national
advertising raises the issue of whether the states working together can create and imple-
ment uniform national advertising standards that will, in effect, supersede federal
authority. An American Bar Association panel concluded that the Federal Trade Com-
mission is the proper regulator of national advertising and recommended the state AGs
focus on practices that harm consumers within a single state.78 This report also called
for cooperation between the FTC and the state attorneys general.

Advertisers are concerned about the trend toward increased regulation of advertis-
ing at the state and local levels because it could mean that national advertising cam-
paigns would have to be modified for every state or municipality. Yet the FTC takes
the position that businesses that advertise and sell nationwide need a national advertis-
ing policy. While the FTC recognizes the need for greater cooperation with the states,
the agency believes regulation of national advertising should be its responsibility.79

Just in case, the advertising industry is still keeping a watchful eye on changes in
advertising rules, regulations, and policies at the state and local levels.
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State Regulation

So far we’ve focused on the regulation of advertising. However, other
elements of the promotional mix also come under the surveillance of fed-
eral, state, and local laws and various self-regulatory bodies. This section
examines some of the rules, regulations, and guidelines that affect sales
promotion, direct marketing, and marketing on the Internet.

Sales Promotion
Both consumer- and trade-oriented promotions are subject to various regulations. The
Federal Trade Commission regulates many areas of sales promotion through the Mar-
keting Practices Division of the Bureau of Consumer Protection. Many promotional
practices are also policed by state attorneys general and local regulatory agencies. Var-
ious aspects of trade promotion, such as allowances, are regulated by the Robinson-
Patman Act, which gives the FTC broad powers to control discriminatory pricing
practices.

Contests and Sweepstakes As noted in Chapter 16, numerous legal consid-
erations affect the design and administration of contests and sweepstakes, and these
promotions are regulated by a number of federal and state agencies. There are two

Regulation of Other
Promotional Areas
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important considerations in developing contests (including games) and sweepstakes.
First, marketers must be careful to ensure their contest or sweepstakes is not classi-
fied as a lottery, which is considered a form of gambling and violates the Federal
Trade Commission Act and many state and local laws. A promotion is considered a
lottery if a prize is offered, if winning a prize depends on chance and not skill, and if
the participant is required to give up something of value in order to participate. The
latter requirement is referred to as consideration and is the basis on which most con-
tests, games, and sweepstakes avoid being considered lotteries. Generally, as long as
consumers are not required to make a purchase to enter a contest or sweepstakes,
consideration is not considered to be present and the promotion is not considered a
lottery.

The second important requirement in the use of contests and sweepstakes is that the
marketer provide full disclosure of the promotion. Regulations of the FTC, as well as
many state and local governments, require marketers using contests, games, and
sweepstakes to make certain all of the details are given clearly and to follow pre-
scribed rules to ensure the fairness of the game.80 Disclosure requirements include the
exact number of prizes to be awarded and the odds of winning, the duration and termi-
nation dates of the promotion, and the availability of lists of winners of various prizes
(Exhibit 21-14). The FTC also has specific rules governing the way games and con-
tests are conducted, such as requirements that game pieces be randomly distributed,
that a game not be terminated before the distribution of all game pieces, and that addi-
tional pieces not be added during the course of a game.

Recently a number of states have responded to what they believe is widespread
fraud on the part of some contest and sweepstakes operators. In 1995, at least 13 states
either passed or tightened prize notification laws, requiring fuller disclosure of rules,
odds, and the retail value of prizes. And many of the states are following through with
tougher enforcement of these laws. For example, Publishers Clearing House, known
for its million-dollar giveaways, agreed to pay $490,000 to 14 states and to change
some of its language, better defining terms like “finalist” and “tie breaker.” It also
began to disclose the odds of winning prizes. More recently the controversy resulting
from the lawsuits filed against American Family Publishing for misleading consumers
regarding their odds of winning large cash prizes in its annual magazine subscription
solicitation sweepstakes has led to investigations and stricter regulation of sweep-
stakes in a number of states.81 For example, New York passed a law requiring the odds
of winning a sweepstakes “must be conspicuously disclosed in the same type face, size
and boldness and adjacent to the most prominent listing of the prizes on the front of
the first page of the offer.” The state law also prohibits statements that someone is a
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“winner” or that his or her name “has been selected” when no prize has been won. The
law carries a fine of $1,000 per incident, which could be $1,000 per letter received by
New York residents.82 Some of the most ambitious legal actions are taking place in
individual states, where prosecutors are taking sweepstakes and contest companies to
court for misleading and deceptive practices.83

Premiums Another sales promotion area subject to various regulations is the use
of premiums. A common problem associated with premiums is misrepresentation of
their value. Marketers that make a premium offer should list its value as the price at
which the merchandise is usually sold on its own. Marketers must also be careful in
making premium offers to special audiences such as children. While premium offers
for children are legal, their use is controversial; many critics argue that they encourage
children to request a product for the premium rather than for its value. The Children’s
Advertising Review Unit has voluntary guidelines concerning the use of premium
offers. These guidelines note that children have difficulty distinguishing a product
from a premium. If product advertising contains a premium message, care should be
taken that the child’s attention is focused primarily on the product. The premium mes-
sage should be clearly secondary. Conditions of a premium offer should be stated sim-
ply and clearly. “Mandatory” statements and disclosures should be stated in terms that
can be understood by the child audience.84 However, a recent study of children’s
advertising commissioned by CARU found the single most prevalent violation
involved devoting virtually an entire commercial message to information about a pre-
mium. CARU guidelines state that advertising targeted to children must emphasize the
product rather than the premium offer.85

Trade Allowances Marketers using various types of trade allowances must be
careful not to violate any stipulations of the Robinson-Patman Act, which prohibits
price discrimination. Certain sections of the Robinson-Patman Act prohibit a manu-
facturer from granting wholesalers and retailers various types of promotional
allowances and/or payments unless they are made available to all customers on 
proportionally equal terms.86 Another form of trade promotion regulated by the 
Robinson-Patman Act is vertical cooperative advertising. The FTC monitors coopera-
tive advertising programs to ensure that co-op funds are made available to retailers on
a proportionally equal basis and that the payments are not used as a disguised form of
price discrimination.

As noted in Chapter 16, another trade promotion area where the FTC is becoming
involved is the use of slotting fees or allowances paid to retailers for agreeing to han-
dle a new product. In 1999 the Senate Committee on Small Business charged retailers
in the grocery, drugstore, and computer software industries with illegally using slot-
ting fees to lock out competitors and prevent consumers from having their choice of
the best products. Packaged-goods marketers and retailers have argued that examining
slotting fees alone is unfair since they are just part of a wide variety of inducements
marketers use to secure the best shelf space. The FTC is investigating the use of slot-
ting fees as anticompetitive weapons that make it difficult for small-size companies to
secure retail shelf space.87 In 2000 the FTC launched its first direct attack on slotting
fees when it accused McCormick & Co., the leading spice maker, of offering discrimi-
natory discounts on its products to several grocery chains. McCormick agreed to settle
a complaint that the discounts were a way of paying some retailers disproportionately
more in slotting fees than others. The FTC charged that the slotting fees were a way
for McCormick to gain more shelf space at the expense of smaller rivals. The practice
that was deemed illegal by the FTC is a standard way of doing business in the grocery
trade as well as other industries, and some legal experts have argued that this case
could impact the use of slotting fees in the future.88

Direct Marketing As we saw in Chapter 14, direct marketing is growing
rapidly. Many consumers now purchase products directly from companies in
response to TV and print advertising or direct selling. The Federal Trade Commission
enforces laws related to direct marketing, including mail-order offers, the use of 900
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telephone numbers, and direct-response TV advertising. The U.S. Postal Service
enforces laws dealing with the use of the mail to deliver advertising and promotional
messages or receive payments and orders for items advertised in print or broadcast
media.

A number of laws govern the use of mail-order selling. The FTC and the Postal Ser-
vice police direct-response advertising closely to ensure the ads are not deceptive or
misleading and do not misrepresent the product or service being offered. Laws also
forbid mailing unordered merchandise to consumers, and rules govern the use of “neg-
ative option” plans whereby a company proposes to send merchandise to consumers
and expects payment unless the consumer sends a notice of rejection or cancellation.89

FTC rules also encourage direct marketers to ship ordered merchandise promptly.
Companies that cannot ship merchandise within the time period stated in the solicita-
tion (or 30 days if no time is stated) must give buyers the option to cancel the order
and receive a full refund.90

Another area of direct marketing facing increased regulation is telemarketing. With
the passage of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991, marketers who use
telephones to contact consumers must follow a complex set of rules developed by the
Federal Communications Commission. These rules require telemarketers to maintain
an in-house list of residential telephone subscribers who do not want to be called. Con-
sumers who continue to receive unwanted calls can take the telemarketer to state court
for damages of up to $500. The rules also ban telemarketing calls to homes before
8:00 A.M. and after 9:00 P.M., automatic dialer calls, and recorded messages to emer-
gency phones, health care facilities, and numbers for which the call recipient may be
charged. They also ban unsolicited junk fax ads and require that fax transmissions
clearly indicate the sender’s name and fax number.91

The Federal Trade Commission has also been actively involved with the regulation
of advertising that encourages consumers to call telephone numbers with a 900 prefix,
whereupon they are automatically billed for the call. While there are many legitimate
uses for 900-number technology, it has also been heavily used for sleazy sex opera-
tions, contest scams, and other unscrupulous activities.92 One area of particular con-
cern to the FTC has been ads targeting children and encouraging them to call 900
numbers. In 1993 the FTC issued its 900-Number Rule for advertising directed at chil-
dren. The rule restricts advertisers from targeting children under the age of 12 with ads
containing 900 numbers unless they provide a bona fide educational service. The rule
also requires that 900-number ads directed at those under the age of 18 must contain a
“clear and conspicuous” disclosure statement that requires the caller to have
parental/guardian permission to complete the call. The rule also obligates advertisers
to disclose the cost of the call and give the caller the opportunity to hang up without
incurring any costs.93

The FTC enacted the 900-Number Rule under the provision that it would be
reviewed within four years to consider its costs and benefits.94 This review was under-
taken and the rule was retained and revised, although under a new name. The name
was changed to the Pay-Per-Call Rule, and in 1998 the rule was revised to give the
FTC the authority to broaden its scope and add new provisions. Among other things,
the new provisions combat telephone bill cramming, which is the placing of unautho-
rized charges on consumers’ phone bills.95

Recently there has been another significant development that has major implica-
tions for the telemarketing industry. In mid-2002 the FTC began taking comments on a
proposal to develop a national “do-not-call” registry.96 Under this proposal, consumers
could pay a small fee to sign up on a registry that would bar calls from telemarketers.
While the Direct Marketing Association has its own do-not-call registry, as do several
states, the FTC’s registry would be easier to join and would cover a much broader
spectrum of telemarketing calls. The development of such a registry is likely to
receive strong opposition from the direct-marketing industry. Opponents argue that a
do-not-call list would hurt nonprofit organizations as well as have a negative impact
on the economy.

The direct-marketing industry is also scrutinized by various self-regulatory groups,
such as the Direct Marketing Association and the Direct Selling Association, that have
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specific guidelines and standards member firms are expected to adhere to and abide by.
Exhibit 21-15 shows part of the Code of Ethics of the Direct Selling Association.

Marketing on the Internet
The rapid growth of the Internet as a marketing tool is creating a new area of concern
for regulators. Currently marketing on the Internet is subject to only limited govern-
ment regulation, and many consumer and industry groups are concerned that some
marketers will use the new medium to get around regulations and restrictions on
other promotional areas. Following a Federal Trade Commission hearing in 1996,
then chairman Robert Pitofsky issued a plea for voluntary industry codes rather than
FTC rules and regulations.97 He argued that the FTC’s legal authority is limited to the
areas of unfair or deceptive advertising and promotional practices and that many
potential abuses of the Internet may not fall into these categories. Extending the
FTC’s legal authority would require congressional action. However, the results of the
FTC’s call for self-regulation of the Internet have been mixed. Two major areas of
concern with regard to marketing on the Internet are privacy issues and online mar-
keting to children.

With regard to privacy, several consumer and industry groups have proposed signif-
icant restrictions in the way marketers use the World Wide Web to get information
from consumers, the types of information they can get, and what they do with this
information.98 The restrictions that have been proposed include:

• Banning unsolicited e-mail that cannot be automatically screened out. The Direct
Marketing Association and the Interactive Services Association propose
requiring marketers who send unsolicited e-mail messages to use coding that will
allow mail systems to automatically remove such messages.
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• Disclosing fully and prominently both the marketer’s identity and the use for
which information is being gathered in every communication.

• Giving consumers the right to bar marketers from selling or sharing any informa-
tion collected from them as well as to review the personal information collected.

Recently the major privacy issue regarding the Internet that has emerged involves
undisclosed profiling whereby Web marketers can profile a user on the basis of name,
address, demographics, and online/offline purchasing data. Marketers have suggested
that profiling offers them an opportunity to target specific niches and reach consumers
with custom-tailored messages. However, the FTC has stated that Internet sites that
claim they don’t collect information but permit advertisers to surreptitiously profile
viewer sites are violating consumer protection laws and are open to a charge of decep-
tion.99 In 1999 DoubleClick, the company that is the leader in selling and managing
online advertising as well as tracking Web users, set off a controversy by connecting
consumers’ names, addresses, and other personal information with information it col-
lects about where consumers go on the Internet. The controversy resulted in the com-
pany being investigated by the Federal Trade Commission and lawsuits being filed in
some states.100

In response to the profiling controversy, companies that collect Internet usage data
and information joined together under the banner of the Network Advertising Initia-
tive (NAI) to develop a self-regulatory code.101 The NAI has developed a set of pri-
vacy principles in conjunction with the Federal Trade Commission that provides
consumers with explanations of Internet advertising practices and how the practices
affect both consumers and the Internet itself. The NAI has also launched a website
(www.networkadvertising.org) that provides consumers with information about online
advertising practices and gives them the choice to “opt out” of targeted advertising
delivered by NAI member companies (Exhibit 21-16). Another industry-driven initia-
tive is the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P), which is a new technology that lets
consumers screen out websites via operating system software. This technology gives
consumers greater control over the collection of information by allowing them to
specify their privacy preferences electronically and screen out websites that do not
meet these preferences. The privacy debate is likely to escalate, and it is expected that
legislation will be introduced to force companies to seek consumers’ approval before
sharing personal information captured from their websites.

While these proposals are aimed at protecting the privacy rights of adults, one of the
biggest concerns is over restricting marketers whose activities or websites are targeted
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Summary
Regulation and control of advertis-
ing stem from internal regulation
or self-regulation as well as from
external control by federal, state,
and local regulatory agencies. For
many years the advertising indus-
try has promoted the use of volun-
tary self-regulation to regulate
advertising and limit government
interference with and control over
advertising. Self-regulation of
advertising emanates from all seg-
ments of the advertising industry,
including advertisers and their
agencies, business and advertising
associations, and the media.

The NAD/NARB, the primary
self-regulatory mechanism for
national advertising, has been very
effective in achieving its goal of
voluntary regulation of advertis-
ing. Various media also have their
own advertising guidelines. The
major television networks main-

tain the most stringent review
process and restrictions.

Traditionally, the federal gov-
ernment has been the most impor-
tant source of external regulation,
with the Federal Trade Commission
serving as the major watchdog of
advertising in the United States.
The FTC protects both consumers
and businesses from unfair and
deceptive practices and anticom-
petitive behavior. The FTC became
very active in the regulation of
advertising during the 1970s when
it began several new programs and
policies, including affirmative dis-
closure, advertising substantia-
tion, and corrective advertising.
Since 1980 the FTC has not been
allowed to implement industry-
wide rules that would define unfair
advertising practices. However, the
advertising industry and Congress
are nearing agreement on a defini-

tion of unfairness, and this power
may be restored to the FTC.

In 1983 the FTC developed a new
working definition of deceptive
advertising. Recently the FTC has
become more active in policing
false and deceptive advertising.
Under the Lanham Act, many com-
panies are taking the initiative by
suing competitors that make false
claims. Many states, as well as the
National Association of Attorneys
General, are also active in exercis-
ing their jurisdiction over false
and misleading advertising.

A number of laws also govern the
use of other promotional mix ele-
ments, such as sales promotion and
direct marketing. The Federal Trade
Commission regulates many areas
of sales promotion as well as direct
marketing. Various consumer-
oriented sales promotion tools such
as contests, games, sweepstakes,

at children. These concerns over online marketing to children led to the passage of the
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA), which the FTC began
enforcing in April 2000.102 This act places tight restrictions on collecting information
from children via the Internet and requires that websites directed at children and young
teens have a privacy policy posted on their home page and areas of the site where infor-
mation is collected.

Concerns over consumer privacy have become a major issue among the govern-
ment and various regulatory agencies such as the FTC.103 The federal government is
currently considering a number of privacy-related laws, many of which would have an
impact on marketing and advertising over the Internet. The proposed laws include the
Online Privacy Protection Act, which requires the FTC to prescribe regulations to pro-
tect the privacy of individuals not covered by COPPA and to provide greater individ-
ual control over the collection and use of information.104

Another Internet-related area that is receiving more regulatory attention is the use
of spam, or unsolicited e-mail.105 More than 20 states have enacted some type of anti-
spam laws, although they vary in content. For example, California’s antispam law pro-
hibits sending unsolicited e-mail unless it includes opt-out instructions and the
sender’s contact information. Antispam legislation is at the top of the list of the regula-
tory issues currently being considered by Congress and passage of legislation at the
federal level is likely. The Anti-Spamming Act will make it unlawful for anyone to
intentionally, and without authorization, transmit bulk unsolicited e-mail without a
valid return e-mail address. Laws are also being considered that would outlaw sending
unsolicited e-mail after a consumer has sent an unsubscribe message.106

As the use of the Internet as a commercial medium increases, the need for ethical
standards by marketers and voluntary industry codes and guidelines will become
greater. If they fail to respond, stronger intervention by the FTC or other regulatory
agencies is likely.
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Discussion Questions
1. Do you agree with the DISCUS
argument that hard liquor is at a
competitive advantage against
wine and beer if it cannot
advertise on television? Evaluate
the decisions by NBC to become
the first broadcast network to
accept liquor advertising and then
dropping its plans to do so.

2. Evaluate the controversy
discussed in IMC Perspective 21-2
over the “Kenya” commercial from
the perspective of both Just For
Feet and the Saatchi & Saatchi
advertising agency. With whom
does the ultimate responsibility
for the airing of this commercial
lie, the client or the agency?

3. Discuss the role the media play
in the self-regulation of advertis-
ing. Do you think media self-
regulation is an effective way of
protecting consumers from offen-
sive or misleading advertising?

4. Do you agree with the decision
by the California Supreme Court to

view statements about a
company’s labor policies or opera-
tions in ads or press releases as
commercial in nature and thus
subject to government regulation?
Discuss how this ruling might
affect various forms of integrated
marketing communications used
by companies such as Nike.

5. IMC Perspective  21-2 discusses
the legal battle between Pizza Hut
and Papa John’s over the latter’s
use of the tagline “Better Ingredi-
ents. Better Pizza.” Which company
do you side with in this
controversy and why?

6. What is meant by advertising
substantiation? Should advertisers
be required to substantiate  their
claims before running an ad or
should they be required to provide
documentation only if their adver-
tising claims are challenged?

7. Discuss the Lanham Act and
how it affects advertising. What
elements are necessary to win a

false advertising claim under the
Lanham Act?

8. IMC Perspective 21-3 discusses
the debate over direct-to-
consumer advertising. Do you
agree with the decision by the
Food and Drug Administration to
issue new guidelines making it
easier for pharmaceutical compa-
nies to advertise prescription
drugs on television as well as in
print media?

9. The Federal Trade Commission is
in the process of developing a
national “do-not-call” registry. Dis-
cuss how this registry will impact
the direct marketing industry.
What arguments might direct mar-
kets use in trying to prevent the
implementation of such a
program?

10. What are the major areas of
concern with regard to marketing
on the Internet? Evaluate the steps
being taken to address these 
concerns.

and premiums are subject to regu-
lation. Recently many states have
become very active in the regula-
tion of contests and sweepstakes.
Trade promotion practices, such as
the use of promotional allowances
and vertical cooperative advertis-
ing, are regulated by the Federal
Trade Commission under the 
Robinson-Patman Act. The FTC also

enforces laws in a variety of areas
that relate to direct marketing and
mail-order selling, while the FCC 
has rules governing telemarketing
companies.

Currently there are few specific
laws governing marketing prac-
tices on the Internet. However, two
major areas of concern with regard
to marketing on the Internet are

privacy and online marketing to
children. The Federal Trade Com-
mission has called for voluntary
industry codes rather than FTC
rules to govern marketers’ use of
the Internet. Concerns over online
marketing to children have led to
the passage of the Children’s Online
Privacy Protection Act, which the
FTC began enforcing in early 2000.
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Chapter Objectives

1. To consider various perspectives concerning the
social, ethical, and economic aspects of advertis-
ing and promotion.

2. To evaluate the social criticisms of advertising.

3. To examine the economic role of advertising and
its effects on consumer choice, competition, and
product costs and prices.

Evaluating the Social,Ethical,
and Economic Aspects of

Advertising and Promotion

22
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In 1957 social critic Vance Packard wrote his clas-

sic best-seller The Hidden Persuaders, in which he

purported to reveal all of the secret techniques

used by advertisers to dig deeply into the psyches

of consumers and manipulate them. When inter-

viewed 40 years later, Packard was still fuming

over what he saw coming out of Madison

Avenue. Packard was angry not because advertis-

ers had sharpened their brainwashing skills;

rather, he was puzzled by modern-day advertis-

ing because it seemed to be unrelated to selling

anything at all. He noticed that a change had

taken place in the way marketers advertise their

products, as there is now an obsession with

images and feelings and a lack of concrete claims

about a product and why anyone should buy it.

Packard was indeed correct in his observation

that advertising has changed. However, what he

failed to notice was that marketers have actually

become less dependent on the traditional forms

of mass-media advertising that he felt could be

used to manipulate consumers. In the modern-

day world of marketing, the debate is less over

the ads that consumers see and hear and more

about the persuasive messages they receive

unknowingly. In recent years marketers have rec-

ognized that consumers are tired of the myriad of

advertisements and other forms of promotion

they are exposed to every day and are becoming

very cynical about the sales pitches. To get around

this problem, many companies are obliterating

the line between marketing communications and

entertainment by creating and delivering ads and

other messages that appear to be part of popular

culture. New-age marketers are redefining the

notion of what advertising and other forms of

marketing communications are and how they can

be used. “Stealth messages” are being woven

into our everyday lives, and as consumers we are

often unaware of their persuasive intent.

Product placements have been around for

years, and branded products are now common-

place in many movies and TV shows. However,

the concept of paying to have a product or ser-

vice promoted covertly has moved into other 

arenas, often without consumer awareness.

Celebrities such as Lauren Bacall, Kathleen

Turner, and Rob Lowe have appeared on talk

shows and praised prescription drugs without

revealing that the drug companies were paying

them or making donations to their favorite chari-

ties in return for the endorsement. Producers of

soap operas and sitcoms and even authors of

best-selling books take money to build plots

around certain brands of products such as

makeup or jewelry. And of course marketers are

hiring trendsetters to generate “buzz” for their

products on college campuses and in trendy bars

and nightclubs as well as other places. Many of

the people who recommend products to us are

actually pitchpersons in disguise who are being

paid to deliver subtle promotional messages.

The Brave New World of Advertainment 
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Critics of these stealth marketing techniques say

they are tinkering with our minds. The executive

director of the Center for Digital Democracy has

called the phenomenon the “brand washing of

America.” Many advertising industry executives are

worried that it could all too easily backfire, making

consumers even more wary. Keith Reinhard, chair-

man of DDB Worldwide, has spoken out against the

covert techniques, noting: “I’m against any form of

deception. In the end, its bad business.” Consumer

advocate Ralph Nader has accused marketers of cre-

ating “prime-time infomercials” with no line

between entertainment and ads. He notes, “What

these people on Madison Avenue don’t understand

is, consumers will reach a saturation point. They’ll

reach a point where they just tip over and go,

‘Yuck.’”

While many marketers realize that they may be

alienating consumers with all of these stealth tech-

niques, they argue that they really have no choice.

That’s because the old approach of relying on 30-

second TV spots and other forms of mass-media

advertising is becoming less effective. They note that

digital video recorders such as TiVo will soon become

as common as VCRs and give TV viewers the ability

to banish commercials. Some media experts argue

that commercial-supported free TV is an endangered

species and marketers have to find new ways to

reach consumers with their messages. Thus, like it or

not, consumers are probably going to see more and

more unexpected, and undercover, messages.

Many advertising experts argue that “branded

content” is the wave of the future, and there is a

growing clamor to reinvent advertising and other

forms of marketing communications to be some-

thing more akin to entertainment. However,

advertising and marketing watchdog groups such

as Commercial Alert note that the memories of the

movies and TV shows Hollywood is making today

are being corrupted by commercialization that has

mushroomed beyond mere product placement to

include script doctoring and related sins. Gary

Ruskin, executive director of Commercial Alert,

argues that artistic concerns take a back seat when

advertising is integrated into films and TV shows.

He has also expressed concern over the effect

“advertainment” will have on children who can-

not identify or properly process the barrage of

advertising messages directed at them, particu-

larly when they are embedded in movies and TV

shows.

Many argue that the Brave New World of adver-

tainment and branded content will be exciting and

cool. However, critics argue that people would like

to have some places in their lives where they are

free from ads and efforts to sell them something.

Unfortunately, these places are becoming more

difficult to find.

Sources: Daniel Eisenberg, “It’s an Ad, Ad, Ad, World,” Time,
Sept. 2, 2002, pp. 38–41; Jennifer Davies, “Where Do Films Start,
Ads Stop?” San Diego Union Tribune, Aug. 8, 2002, pp. C1, 3;
Michael McCarthy, “Ads Are Here, There, Everywhere,” USA
Today, June 19, 2001, pp. 1, 2B.
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If I were to name the deadliest subversive force within capitalism, the single greatest source
of its waning morality—I would without hesitation name advertising. How else should one
identify a force that debases language, drains thought, and undoes dignity?1

The primary focus of this text has been on the role of advertising and other promo-
tional variables as marketing activities used to convey information to, and influence
the behavior of, consumers. We have been concerned with examining the advertising
and promotion function in the context of a business and marketing environment and
from a perspective that assumes these activities are appropriate. However, as you can
see in this quote from economist Robert Heilbroner, not everyone shares this view-
point. Advertising and promotion are the most visible of all business activities and
are prone to scrutiny by those who are concerned about the methods marketers use to
sell their products and services.

Proponents of advertising argue that it is the lifeblood of business—it provides
consumers with information about products and services and encourages them to
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improve their standard of living. They say advertising produces jobs and helps new
firms enter the marketplace. Companies employ people who make the products and
provide the services that advertising sells. Free market economic systems are based on
competition, which revolves around information, and nothing delivers information
better and at less cost than advertising.

Not everyone, however, is sold on the value of advertising. Critics argue that most
advertising is more propaganda than information; it creates needs and faults con-
sumers never knew they had. Ads suggest that children won’t succeed without a com-
puter, that our bodies should be leaner, our faces younger, and our houses cleaner.
They point to the sultry, scantily clad bodies used in ads to sell everything from per-
fume to beer to power tools and argue that advertising promotes materialism, insecu-
rity, and greed.

One of the reasons advertising and other forms of integrated marketing communi-
cations are becoming increasingly criticized is because they are so prevalent. Not only
are there more magazine, newspaper, outdoor, TV, and radio ads than ever, but more
and more public space is becoming commercialized. Advertising professor David
Helm notes: “Between the stickered bananas and the ads over the urinals and the ones
on the floor of the supermarkets, we’re exposed to 3,000 commercial messages a day.
That’s one every 15 seconds, assuming we sleep for 8 hours, and I’d guess right now
there’s someone figuring out how to get us while our eyes are closed.”2

As marketers intensify their efforts to get the attention of consumers, resentment
against their integrated marketing communications efforts is likely to increase. As dis-
cussed in the opening vignette, concern is growing that there will be a consumer back-
lash as integrated marketing efforts move to new heights and marketers become
increasingly aggressive. Diane Cook, a former advertising executive who founded the
AdCenter at Virginia Commonwealth, says: “The growing practice of placing ads and
logos everywhere seems a desperate last attempt to make branding work according to
the old rules. As telemarketing, advertising, promotions and the rest continue at a fren-
zied pace, the value of the messages decrease. The system seems headed for a large
implosion.”3

Because of its high visibility and pervasiveness, along with its persuasive character,
advertising has been the subject of a great deal of controversy and criticism. Numerous
books are critical of not only advertising’s methods and techniques but also its social
consequences. Various parties—including scholars, economists, politicians, sociolo-
gists, government agencies, social critics, special-interest groups, and consumers—
have attacked advertising and other forms of marketing communications for a variety
of reasons, including their excessiveness, the way they influence society, the methods
they use, their exploitation of consumers, and their effect on our economic system.

Advertising is a very powerful force, and this text would not be complete without a
look at the criticisms regarding its social and economic effects as well as some
defenses against these charges. We consider the various criticisms of advertising and
promotion from an ethical and societal perspective and then appraise the economic
effects of advertising.

In the previous chapter, we examined the
regulatory environment in which advertis-
ing and promotion operate. While many
laws and regulations determine what advertisers can and cannot do, not every issue is
covered by a rule. Marketers must often make decisions regarding appropriate and
responsible actions on the basis of ethical considerations rather than on what is legal
or within industry guidelines. Ethics are moral principles and values that govern the
actions and decisions of an individual or group.4

A particular action may be within the law and still not be ethical. A good example of
this involves target marketing. No laws restrict tobacco companies from targeting
advertising and promotion for new brands to African-Americans. However, given the
high levels of lung cancer and smoking-related illnesses among the black population,
many people would consider this an unethical business practice.

Throughout this text we have presented a number of ethical perspectives to show
how various aspects of advertising and promotion often involve ethical considerations.

Advertising and Promotion Ethics
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Ethical issues must be considered in integrated marketing communications decisions.
And advertising and promotion are areas where a lapse in ethical standards or judgment
can result in actions that are highly visible and often very damaging to a company.

The role of advertising in society is controversial and has sometimes resulted in
attempts to restrict or ban advertising and other forms of promotion to certain
groups or for certain products. College students are one such group. The level of
alcohol consumption and binge drinking by college students has become a serious
problem. Alcohol-related problems have proliferated on college campuses in recent
years and have resulted in many negative consequences, including death.5 Several
studies have shown that there has been a significant increase in binge drinking
among college students and have advocated a ban on alcohol-related advertising and
promotion.6 Many colleges and universities have imposed restrictions on the mar-
keting of alcoholic beverages to their students. These restrictions include banning
sponsorships or support of athletic, musical, cultural, or social events by alcoholic-
beverage companies and limiting college newspaper advertising to price and prod-
uct information ads.

A great deal of attention is being focused on the issue of whether alcoholic-beverage
companies target not only college students but underage drinkers as well. As noted in
Chapter 21, the actions of beer, wine, and liquor marketers are being closely scrutinized
in the wake of the distilled-spirits industry’s decisions to reverse its long-standing ban
on television and radio advertising. Many people feel the industry’s push to join beer
and wine advertisers on television is testing the public’s attitudes and may lead to sup-
port for more government restrictions and regulations on alcohol advertising.7

A recent study by the Center on Alcohol Marketing and Youth at Georgetown Uni-
versity concluded that underage drinkers are increasingly being targeted by magazine
ads for beer and hard liquor.8 According to the study, magazines that have a significant
number of readers under the age of 21, such as Spin, Vibe, Allure, Maxim, and Sports
Illustrated, accounted for nearly one-third of all alcohol advertising in magazines in
2001. The study concluded that despite the Federal Trade Commission’s recommenda-
tion that the alcohol industry avoid marketing to youth audiences, the advertising
practices of the beer and liquor companies fail to follow the commission’s guidelines.
The study called on the FTC to conduct a new and more rigorous review of the adver-
tising practices of the alcoholic beverage companies.9

Companies marketing alcoholic beverages such as beer and
liquor recognize the need to reduce alcohol abuse and drunken
driving, particularly among young people. Many of these com-
panies have developed programs and ads designed to address
this problem. For example, Anheuser-Busch has been running a
campaign that uses provocative ads such as the one shown in
Exhibit 22-1 to encourage parents to talk to their kids about the
risks of underage drinking. The company has also teamed up
with parents, teachers, community organizations, law enforce-
ment officials, and others to ensure progress in the fight against
alcohol abuse.

Criticism often focuses on the actions of specific advertisers.
Groups like the National Organization for Women and Women
Against Pornography have been critical of advertisers such as
Calvin Klein for promoting sexual permissiveness and objecti-
fying women in their ads (Exhibit 22-2). The company was
heavily criticized and even boycotted over the controversial
“kiddie porn” ads it ran a few years ago featuring intimate
snapshots of teenagers in provocative states of undress.10

Another company that has received a great deal of criticism
for its advertising over the years is Benetton. For nearly two
decades the Italian-based clothing company ran numerous
“shock” ads containing controversial images such as a black
woman nursing a white baby, an AIDS patient and his family
moments before his death, and a priest kissing a nun (see
Exhibit 21-4). Oliviero Toscani, Benetton’s former creative
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encourage parents to talk
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risks of underage drinking
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director who developed most of these ads, noted that the controversial
images were designed to raise public awareness of social issues and posi-
tion the company as a cutting-edge, socially conscious marketer.11 The
company’s most controversial ads, at least in the United States, were those
used in its “Death Row” campaign that ran in 2000. The campaign, aimed at
drawing attention to the use of capital punishment in the United States, fea-
tured ads showing piercing portraits of death-row inmates (Exhibit 22-3).

The campaign created a storm of controversy; the state of Missouri sued
Toscani and Benetton for misrepresenting themselves while interviewing
four death-row inmates featured in the campaign. Protests from the fami-
lies of the inmates’ victims and threatened boycotts from enraged con-
sumers resulted in Sears Roebuck and Co. dropping the Benetton line. A
year later the lawsuit was settled when Benetton agreed to write letters of
apology to the four Missouri families whose relatives were murdered by
the inmates featured in the ads and to make a donation to the Missouri
Crime Victims Compensation Fund.12

As you read this chapter, remember that the various perspectives pre-
sented reflect judgments of people with different backgrounds, values, and
interests. You may see nothing wrong with the ads for cigarettes or beer or
sexually suggestive ads. Other students, however, may oppose these actions on moral and
ethical grounds. While we attempt to present the arguments on both sides of these contro-
versial issues, you will have to draw your own conclusions as to who is right or wrong.

Social and Ethical Criticisms 
of Advertising
Much of the controversy over advertising stems from the ways many companies use it
as a selling tool and from its impact on society’s tastes, values, and lifestyles. Specific
techniques used by advertisers are criticized as deceptive or untruthful, offensive or in
bad taste, and exploitative of certain groups, such as children. We discuss each of these
criticisms, along with advertisers’ responses. We then turn our attention to criticisms
concerning the influence of advertising on values and lifestyles, as well as charges that
it perpetuates stereotyping and that advertisers exert control over the media.
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Exhibit 22-2 Ads by Calvin
Klein have been the target of
criticism by women’s groups
and others

Exhibit 22-3 Benetton’s
“Death Row” ads created a
major controversy
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Advertising as Untruthful or Deceptive
One of the major complaints against advertising is that many ads are misleading or
untruthful and deceive consumers. A number of studies have shown a general mistrust
of advertising among consumers.13 A study by Banwari Mittal found that consumers
felt that less than one-quarter of TV commercials are honest and believable.14 Sharon
Shavitt, Pamela Lowery, and James Haefner conducted a major national survey of
over 1,000 adult consumers to determine the general public’s current attitudes toward
and confidence in advertising. They found that Americans generally do not trust adver-
tising, although they tend to feel more confidence in advertising claims when focused
on their actual purchase decisions.15

Attempts by industry and government to regulate and control deceptive advertising
were discussed in Chapter 21. We noted that advertisers should have a reasonable
basis for making a claim about product performance and may be required to provide
evidence to support their claims. However, deception can occur more subtly as a result
of how consumers perceive the ad and its impact on their beliefs.16 The difficulty of
determining just what constitutes deception, along with the fact that advertisers have
the right to use puffery and make subjective claims about their products, tends to com-
plicate the issue. But a concern of many critics is the extent to which advertisers are
deliberately untruthful or misleading.

Sometimes advertisers have made overtly false or misleading claims or failed to
award prizes promoted in a contest or sweepstakes. However, these cases usually
involve smaller companies and a tiny portion of the hundreds of billions of dollars
spent on advertising and promotion each year. Most advertisers do not design their
messages with the intention to mislead or deceive consumers or run sweepstakes with
no intention of awarding prizes. Not only are such practices unethical, but the culprits
would damage their reputation and risk prosecution by regulatory groups or govern-
ment agencies. National advertisers in particular invest large sums of money to develop
loyalty to, and enhance the image of, their brands. These companies are not likely to
risk hard-won consumer trust and confidence by intentionally deceiving consumers.

The problem of untruthful or fraudulent advertising and promotion exists more at
the local level and in specific areas such as mail order, telemarketing, and other forms
of direct marketing. Yet there have been many cases where large companies were
accused of misleading consumers with their ads or promotions. Some companies test
the limits of industry and government rules and regulations to make claims that will
give their brands an advantage in highly competitive markets.

While many critics of advertising would probably agree that most advertisers are
not out to deceive consumers deliberately, they are still concerned that consumers may
not be receiving enough information to make an informed choice. They say advertisers
usually present only information that is favorable to their position and do not always
tell consumers the whole truth about a product or service.

Many believe advertising should be primarily informative in nature and should not be
permitted to use puffery or embellished messages. Others argue that advertisers have the
right to present the most favorable case for their products and services and should not be
restricted to just objective, verifiable information.17 They note that consumers can pro-
tect themselves from being persuaded against their will and that the various industry and
government regulations suffice to keep advertisers from misleading consumers. Figure
22-1 shows the advertising principles of the American Advertising Federation, which
many advertisers use as a guideline in preparing and evaluating their ads.

Advertising as Offensive or in Bad Taste
Another common criticism of advertising, particularly by consumers, is that ads are
offensive, tasteless, irritating, boring, obnoxious, and so on. In the recent study by
Shavitt and her colleagues, about half of the respondents reported feeling offended by
advertising at least sometimes. A number of other studies have found that consumers
feel most advertising insults their intelligence and that many ads are in poor taste.18

Sources of Distaste Consumers can be offended or irritated by advertising in a
number of ways. Some object when a product or service like contraceptives or personal
hygiene products is advertised at all. Most media did not accept ads for condoms until
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Figure 22-1 Advertising
principles of the American
Advertising Federation

1. Truth. Advertising shall reveal the truth, and shall reveal significant facts, the 
omission of which would mislead the public.

2. Substantiation. Advertising claims shall be substantiated by evidence in 
possession of the advertiser and the advertising agency prior to making such 
claims.

3. Comparisons. Advertising shall refrain from making false, misleading, or 
unsubstantiated statements or claims about a competitor or his products or service.

4. Bait advertising. Advertising shall not offer products or services for sale unless 
such offer constitutes a bona fide effort to sell the advertised products or services
and is not a device to switch consumers to other goods or services, usually higher
priced.

5. Guarantees and warranties. Advertising of guarantees and warranties shall be
explicit, with sufficient information to apprise consumers of their principal terms
and limitations or, when space or time restrictions preclude such disclosures, the
advertisement shall clearly reveal where the full text of the guarantee or warranty
can be examined before purchase.

6. Price claims. Advertising shall avoid price claims that are false or misleading, or 
savings claims that do not offer provable savings.

7. Testimonials. Advertising containing testimonials shall be limited to those 
of competent witnesses who are reflecting a real and honest opinion or 
experience.

8. Taste and decency. Advertising shall be free of statements, illustrations, or 
implications that are offensive to good taste or public decency.

the AIDS crisis forced them to reconsider their restrictions (Exhibit 22-4). The major TV
networks gave their affiliates permission to accept condom advertising in 1987, but the
first condom ad did not appear on network TV until 1991, when Fox broadcast a spot.

In 1994 the U.S. Department of Health’s Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC) began a new HIV prevention campaign that includes radio and TV com-
mercials urging sexually active people to use latex condoms. The commercials
prompted strong protests from conservative and religious groups, which argue that the
government should stress abstinence in preventing the spread of AIDS among young
people. NBC and ABC agreed to broadcast all the commercials, while CBS said it
would air certain spots.19

A study of prime-time TV commercials found a strong product class effect with
respect to the types of ads consumers perceived as distasteful or irritating. The most
irritating commercials were for feminine hygiene products; ads for women’s undergar-
ments and hemorrhoid products were close behind.20 Another study found that con-
sumers are more likely to dislike ads for products they do not use and for brands they
would not buy.21 Ads for personal products have become more common on television
and in print, and the public is more accepting of them.22 However, advertisers must
still be careful of how these products are presented and the language and terminology
used. There are still many rules, regulations, and taboos advertisers must deal with to
have their TV commercials approved by the networks.23

Another way advertising can offend consumers is by the type of appeal or the man-
ner of presentation. For example, many people object to appeals that exploit consumer
anxieties. Fear appeal ads, especially for products such as deodorants, mouthwash,
and dandruff shampoos, are criticized for attempting to create anxiety and using a fear
of social rejection to sell these products. Some ads for home computers were also criti-
cized for attempting to make parents think that if their young children couldn’t use a
computer, they would fail in school.

Sexual Appeals The advertising appeals that have received the most criticism for
being in poor taste are those using sexual appeals and/or nudity. These techniques are
often used to gain consumers’ attention and may not even be appropriate to the product
being advertised. Even if the sexual appeal relates to the product, people may be offended
by it. Many people object to both nudity in advertising and sexually suggestive ads.
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A common criticism of sexual appeals is that they can demean women (or men) by
depicting them as sex objects. Ads for cosmetics and lingerie are among the most criti-
cized for their portrayal of women as sex objects (Exhibit 22-5). Some ads have even
been criticized for being implicitly suggestive. For example, some women’s groups
criticized the Airwalk ad shown in Exhibit 22-6, arguing that it showed a submissive
and sexually available woman. A critic argued that the ad contained a number of sym-
bolic cues that are sexually suggestive and combine to reinforce an image of the
woman’s sexual submission to the man.24

Critics have been particularly concerned about the use of sexual appeals in the
advertising of products such as cigarette, liquor, and beer. Sexual appeals and risqué

images have long been used in advertising for alcoholic bev-
erages. In the early 90s an advertising campaign for Old
Milwaukee beer featuring the “Swedish Bikini Team,” a
group of Scandinavian-looking women wearing blue bikinis
who appeared out of nowhere in front of groups of beer-
drinking men, ignited a major controversy. A number of
consumer groups were very critical of the ads, and female
employees even sued the Stroh Brewing Co., arguing that
the ads contributed to an atmosphere that was conducive to
sexual harassment in the workplace.25

A number of alcoholic-beverage companies have been
criticized more recently for using what many consider
raunchy advertising.26 For example, the Phillips Beverage
Co. used several controversial ads to introduce Revelstoke,
a spiced Canadian liquor product. One of the ads showed a
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G-stringed lap dancer straddling a seated man in a nightclub. The tagline of the ad read
“In Canada, the average paycheck rarely lasts two weeks. It’s more like 20 songs.”
The president of the company noted that he was taking a page from the beer compa-
nies that made swimsuits and stilettos standard marketing fare: “It’s hard to be in this
business and not look at the success of beer advertisers and argue that it doesn’t
work.”27

Liquor companies are often criticized not only for their advertising but for some of
their other promotional methods as well. For example, in 2002 the Boston Beer Co.,
which markets the popular Samuel Adams Boston Lager brand, was criticized for its
involvement with a “Sex for Sam” radio promotion that encouraged people to have
sex in various public places to win a trip to the company’s brewery. The promotion
was run in conjunction with a talk-radio station whose shock-jocks provided listeners
with detailed reports of couples’ sexual activity. The controversy resulted in a boycott
of the company’s products in some bars in Boston, where the company is headquar-
tered. Although the company denied that it was aware of the exact nature of the radio
promotion, the chairman of Boston Beer issued a public apology for his company’s
participation.28

Shock Advertising With the increasing clutter in the advertising environment,
advertisers continue to use sexual appeals and other techniques that offend many peo-
ple but catch the attention of consumers and may even generate publicity for their
companies. In recent years there has been an increase in what is often referred to as
shock advertising, in which marketers use nudity, sexual suggestiveness, or other
startling images to get consumers’ attention. As discussed earlier in the chapter,
shock advertising is nothing new; companies such as Benetton and Calvin Klein have
been using this tactic in their ads since the 1980s. However, a number of other mar-
keters have been criticized for using shock techniques in their ads as well as in other
promotional materials.29 For example, clothing retailer Abercrombie & Fitch has
been criticized numerous times for the content and images used in its quarterly cata-
logs, which have included sex tips from porn star Jenna Jameson, a spoof interview
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Exhibit 22-6 This Airwalk
ad was criticized for being
suggestive and symbolizing
sexual submission
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with a shopping mall Santa portrayed as a pedophile, and nude photos. The retailer
promoted its 2002 Christmas catalog with an advertisement across the plastic cover-
ing stating, “Two-hundred and eighty pages of sex and Xmas fun” (Exhibit 22-7).30 A
few years ago officials in four states threatened or pursued legal action against the
company, which responded by implementing a policy of carding would-be-buyers of
the catalog to ensure they are at least 18 years old.

Another company known for its whimsical, and sometimes controversial, ads is
Bijan. The fragrance marketer’s ads attracted a great deal of attention a few years ago
when it decided to forgo the tall, thin, glamorous supermodels typically used in fra-
grance ads and use very large, naked women instead. The company’s founder, Beverly
Hills fashion maven Bijan, defended the ads by stating that they were his homage to
artists such as Rubens, who used full-figured models (Exhibit 22-8).

Many advertising experts argue that what underlies the increase in the use of shock
advertising is the pressure on marketers and their agencies to do whatever it takes to
get their ads noticed. However, critics argue that the more advertisers use the tactic,
the more shocking the ads have to be to get attention. How far advertisers can go with
these appeals will probably depend on the public’s reaction. When consumers think

the advertisers have gone too far, they are likely to pressure the advertisers to
change their ads and the media to stop accepting them.

While marketers and ad agencies often acknowledge that their ads push the
limits with regard to taste, they also complain about a double standard that
exists for advertising versus editorial television program content. The creative
director for Abercrombie & Fitch’s agency argues that there is a double stan-
dard and hypocrisy in the shock advertising debate: “When advertising uses
sex, everybody complains—when editorial does it, nobody cares.”31 Adver-
tisers and agency creative directors argue that even the most suggestive com-
mercials are bland compared with the content of many television programs.
Ethical Perspective 22-1 discusses the process by which the standards and
practices departments of the four major networks review the thousands of
commercials they receive each year and try to resolve issues regarding their
tastefulness.

Advertising and Children
One of the most controversial topics advertisers must deal with is the issue of
advertising to children. TV is a vehicle through which advertisers can reach
children easily. Children between the ages of 2 and 11 watch an average of
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ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE 22-1

Networks and Advertisers Battle over Tasteful Advertising
Before any commercial airs on network television, it is
reviewed by the standards and practices departments
of the major networks. There are approximately 30 cen-
sors working for the four major broadcast networks
who dictate to advertising agencies and their clients
what they can and cannot show on national television.
The censors review ads often as early as in the story-
board stage and comment on about half of the ads
they see, most often with questions about accuracy.
However, along with ensuring that product claims are
accurate, the censors also concern themselves with
the tastefulness of the ads they review. Ads containing
sex, violence, adult language, morbid humor, unsafe or
antisocial behavior, and controversial political reviews
receive very careful scrutiny.

The network clearance departments argue that
advertisers and agencies welcome their feedback and
that the system is not an adversarial one. However,
frustrated marketers and ad agencies often argue that
the clearance process is arbitrary and unfair, with an
abundance of double standards and unwritten rules.
For example, Rich Silverstein, co-chairman of Goodby
Silverstein & Partners in San Francisco, notes: “The
networks don’t play fair about blood, guts and sex.
Judgments about the ads depend on who is judging
that day. And their standards are a moving target.” His
agency has been involved in squabbles with the net-
works over commercials for clients such as E*Trade
and the California Milk Advisory Board. The agency
has pushed the envelope with censors several times
with humorous ads created for the long-running “Got
milk?” campaign. For example, one of the spots in the
campaign showed a frustrated priest kicking a vend-
ing machine when it failed to dispense a carton of
milk. Censors cried foul—not because it portrayed the
priest in an unflattering light but because it is a mis-

demeanor to vandalize a vending machine and ads can-
not depict criminal actions.

Another issue that is often raised with the networks
is whether they have a double standard, holding com-
mercials to a higher standard than they do their own
programs. For example, a few years ago the agency for
Converse created a commercial featuring “Lupo the
Butcher,” who gets whacked by his own cleaver as, curs-
ing in Italian, he tries to turn a high-top shoe into a
low-cut. ABC deemed the cartoon butcher too bloody,
vulgar, and ethnic for mass audiences. The agency
tried unsuccessfully to run the ad after making
changes that included toning down some of the ad’s
colorful language. However, ABC later asked the
agency and client to feature the spot in its show The
World’s Funniest Commercials. The creative director
who worked on the spot notes: “There is definitely a
double standard, and it has frustrated me as a creative
person that I am limited in what I can use to communi-
cate an idea.”

Those who work in the standards and practices
departments for the networks do not agree with their
critics, arguing that they give agencies ample leeway
to communicate their advertising messages. A CBS
clearance editor states: “We do not act as censors. We
work in a constructive way with advertisers to make
sure that we, as carriers of the public trust, present
things in the best possible light to viewers.” Roland
McFarland, who runs the standards and practices
department at Fox, argues that his department tries
to assist both agencies and television viewers: “We
help agencies tailor and craft their ads for the broad-
spectrum audience. We are part of the creative
process. We know what plays with our audience and
what will have more impact.”

Advertisers also become frustrated by the lack of
consistency in the decisions across the major net-
works, as commercials accepted by reviewers at one
network are not always accepted by other networks.
For example, while Fox is known for its irreverent pro-
gramming, the network has a reputation as “family
friendly” and is considered more cautious and conser-
vative than the Big Three. However, the networks argue
that inconsistency among standards and practices
departments is uncommon and that if one network
has problems with a commercial, the others usually
will as well.

Advertisers that feel they have been treated
unfairly by a network can appeal the decision to the
network’s sales department, which has the authority
to overrule the censors. However, because clearance
editors tend to stay in their jobs for years and have
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21.5 hours of TV a week and may see between 22,000 and 25,000 commercials a
year.32 Studies show that television is an important source of information for children
about products.33 Concern has also been expressed about marketers’ use of other pro-
motional vehicles and techniques such as radio ads, point-of-purchase displays, premi-
ums in packages, and the use of commercial characters as the basis for TV shows.

Critics argue that children, particularly young ones, are especially vulnerable to
advertising because they lack the experience and knowledge to understand and evalu-
ate critically the purpose of persuasive advertising appeals. Research has shown that
preschool children cannot differentiate between commercials and programs, do not
perceive the selling intent of commercials, and cannot distinguish between reality and
fantasy.34 Research has also shown that children need more than a skeptical attitude
toward advertising; they must understand how advertising works in order to use their
cognitive defenses against it effectively.35 Because of children’s limited ability to
interpret the selling intent of a message or identify a commercial, critics charge that
advertising to them is inherently unfair and deceptive and should be banned or
severely restricted.

At the other extreme are those who argue that advertising is a part of life and chil-
dren must learn to deal with it in the consumer socialization process of acquiring the
skills needed to function in the marketplace.36 They say existing restrictions are ade-
quate for controlling children’s advertising. A recent study by Tamara Mangleburg and
Terry Bristol provided support for the socialization argument. They found that adoles-
cents developed skeptical attitudes toward advertising that were learned through inter-
actions with socialization agents such as parents, peers, and television. They also
found that marketplace knowledge plays an important role in adolescents’ skepticism
toward advertising. Greater knowledge of the marketplace appears to give teens a
basis by which to evaluate ads and makes them more likely to recognize the persua-
sion techniques used by advertisers.37

This issue received a great deal of attention in 1979 when the Federal Trade Com-
mission held hearings on proposed changes in regulations regarding advertising to
children. An FTC staff report recommended banning all TV advertising for any prod-
uct directed to or seen by audiences composed largely of children under age eight
because they are too young to understand the selling intent of advertising.38

The FTC proposal was debated intensely. The advertising industry and a number of
companies argued strongly against it, based on factors including advertisers’ right of
free speech under the First Amendment to communicate with those consumers who
make up their primary target audience.39 They also said parents should be involved in
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long memories, agencies and clients are leery of this
option. Thus, they prefer to negotiate with the clear-
ance editors and often will make changes and modifi-
cations in their ads to satisfy the editors’ concerns. In
some cases, the networks are persuaded to allow an ad
to run to gauge the public’s reactions. Ads often run
subject to viewer complaint—if the network receives
negative reactions from viewers, the ad is pulled.

In some cases advertisers give up trying to please
the networks and instead seek approval from the net-
work affiliates, which have their own standards and
practices departments and usually are easier to please
than the network censors. Advertisers also will take
their ads to independent broadcasters as well as cable
stations, which may be even less stringent in their
reviews. The advertising recession that has plagued
the industry in recent years has resulted in a decline
in demand for TV commercial time, particularly on syn-
dicated programs and cable. Thus it is often easier to

get ads accepted on their programs than by the major
networks.

The clearance editors at the networks review 50 to
150 commercials a day, sometimes examining revisions
of a spot three and four times. While they acknowledge
that the process is subjective, they argue that they do
their best to serve the sometimes competing interests
of advertisers, the viewing audience, and the network
affiliates. They argue that they have to please a large
number of viewers with very different values and opin-
ions as to what is tasteful and responsible advertising.
While they do not feel they are censors, they do think
of themselves as protectors of social values.

Sources: Joan Voight and Wendy Melillo, “Rough Cut,” Adweek,

March 11, 2002, pp. 27–29; Joan Voight and Wendy Melillo, “To See or
Not to See?” Adweek, March 11, 2002, p. 30; Vanessa O’Connell,
“Invasion of the Tacky Advertisers,” The Wall Street Journal, Febru-
ary 20, 2002, pp. B1, 4.
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helping children interpret advertising and can refuse to purchase products they believe
are undesirable for their children.

The FTC proposal was defeated, and changes in the political environment resulted
in less emphasis on government regulation of advertising. But parent and consumer
groups like the Center for Science in the Public Interest are still putting pressure on
advertisers regarding what they see as inappropriate or misleading ads for children.
One activist group, Action for Children’s Television (ACT), was disbanded in 1992,
but first it was instrumental in getting Congress to approve the Children’s Television
Act in October 1990. The act limits the amount of commercial time in children’s pro-
gramming to 10.5 minutes per hour on weekends and 12 minutes on weekdays.40

In 1996 broadcasters, children’s advocates, and the federal government reached an
agreement requiring TV stations to air three hours of children’s educational shows a
week.41 Many believe advertisers will play a major role in implementing the new ini-
tiative by providing financial backing for the educational shows—which have long
had trouble luring sponsors.42

Children are also protected from the potential influences of commercials by 
network censors and industry self-regulatory groups such as the Council of Better
Business Bureaus’ Children’s Advertising Review Unit (CARU). CARU has strict
self-regulatory guidelines regarding the type of appeals, product presentation and
claims, disclosures and disclaimers, the use of premiums, safety, and techniques such
as special effects and animation. The CARU guidelines for advertising addressed to
children under 12 are presented in Figure 22-2.

As we saw in Chapter 21, the major networks also have strict guidelines for ads tar-
geted to children. For example, in network TV ads, only 10 seconds can be devoted to
animation and special effects; the final 5 seconds are reserved for displaying all the
toys shown in the ad and disclosing whether they are sold separately and whether
accessories such as batteries are included. Networks also require 3 seconds of every
30-second cereal ad to portray a balanced breakfast, usually by showing a picture of
toast, orange juice, and milk.43

While concerns over advertising and other forms of promotion directed at children
diminished somewhat over the past decade, the issue has been receiving greater atten-
tion recently. Reasons for this growing concern include the increasing viewing options
children have as a result of the growth of cable television, an increase in the number of
ads encouraging children to call 900 numbers, the increase in the number of toy-based
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Figure 22-2 Children’s
Advertising Review Unit
principles

Five basic principles underlie these guidelines for advertising directed to children:

1. Advertisers should always take into account the level of knowledge, sophistication,
and maturity of the audience to which their message is primarily directed. Younger
children have a limited capability for evaluating the credibility of what they watch.
Advertisers, therefore, have a special responsibility to protect children from their own
susceptibilities.

2. Realizing that children are imaginative and that make-believe play constitutes an
important part of the growing-up process, advertisers should exercise care not to
exploit that imaginative quality of children. Unreasonable expectations of product
quality or performance should not be stimulated either directly or indirectly by 
advertising.

3. Recognizing that advertising may play an important part in educating the child, infor-
mation should be communicated in a truthful and accurate manner with full recogni-
tion by the advertiser that the child may learn practices from advertising that can
affect his or her health and well-being.

4. Advertisers are urged to capitalize on the potential of advertising to influence social
behavior by developing advertising that, wherever possible, addresses itself to social
standards generally regarded as positive and beneficial, such as friendship, kindness,
honesty, justice, generosity, and respect for others.

5. Although many influences affect a child’s personal and social development, it remains
the prime responsibility of the parents to provide guidance for children. Advertisers
should contribute to this parent-child relationship in a constructive manner.
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programs on TV, and general concerns over the content of children’s programming,
particularly with regard to violence.

The marketing of violent entertainment to minors and the advertising practices and
rating systems of the film, music, and electronic game industries are also being moni-
tored very carefully. The issue of what young consumers are watching, listening to,
and playing and how much violence that entertainment contains became an area of
great concern following the shootings at Columbine High School as well as several
other schools. In 2001 legislation was proposed that would have given the FTC
authority to take action against companies that violated their own industry’s voluntary
policies governing the marketing of violent products to minors. However, the bill was
suspended following FTC reports that the companies had made improvements.44

As discussed in the previous chapter, there is also growing concern over how mar-
keters are using the Internet to communicate with and sell to children. Another area
that has received a great deal of attention recently is the use of in-school marketing
programs, whereby companies provide equipment or pay money to schools in
exchange for the rights to sell their products to students or communicate with them.
Ethical Perspective 22-2 discusses the controversy over the commercialization of
schools.

Advertising to children will remain a controversial topic. Some groups feel that the
government is responsible for protecting children from the potentially harmful effects
of advertising and other forms of promotion, while others argue that parents are ulti-
mately responsible for doing so. Various consumer groups have also urged the media,
particularly television broadcasters, as well as marketers to assume responsibility for
the programs and advertising and promotional messages they offer to children.45 A
study comparing the attitudes of business executives and consumers regarding chil-
dren’s advertising found that marketers of products targeted to children believe adver-
tising to them provides useful information on new products and does not disrupt the
parent-child relationship. However, the general public did not have such a favorable
opinion. Older consumers and those from households with children had particularly
negative attitudes toward children’s advertising.46 A recent survey of 12,500 young
people up to 18 years of age was conducted for Advertising Age regarding their atti-
tudes toward advertising and various media. The study found that two-thirds of those
surveyed believed the main goal of advertising is to make them buy things while only
11 percent felt that its objective is to provide information.47

It is important to many companies to communicate directly with children. How-
ever, only by being sensitive to the naiveté of children as consumers will they be able
to do so freely and avoid potential conflict with those who believe children should be
protected from advertising and other forms of promotion.

Social and Cultural Consequences
Concern is often expressed over the impact of advertising on society, particularly on
values and lifestyles. While a number of factors influence the cultural values,
lifestyles, and behavior of a society, the overwhelming amount of advertising and its
prevalence in the mass media lead many critics to argue that advertising plays a major
role in influencing and transmitting social values. In his book Advertising and Social
Change, Ronald Berman says:

The institutions of family, religion, and education have grown noticeably weaker over each of
the past three generations. The world itself seems to have grown more complex. In the
absence of traditional authority, advertising has become a kind of social guide. It depicts us in
all the myriad situations possible to a life of free choice. It provides ideas about style, moral-
ity, behavior.48

Mike Hughes, president and creative director of the Martin Agency, notes that
advertising has a major impact on society: “Ads help establish what is cool in society;
their messages contribute to the public dialogue. Gap ads show white, black and His-
panic kids dancing together. Hilfiger ads showed it’s cool for people to get along. Ikea
showed a gay couple.” He argues that advertising agencies have a social and ethical
responsibility to consider the impact of the advertising messages they create for their
clients.49
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ETHICAL PERSPECTIVE 22-2

Marketing to Kids in School—Is It Cool?
In 1990 an entrepreneur named Chris Whittle created a
national controversy and gave parents and educators
fits because of a plan to put news programming and
advertisements in high school classrooms all over
America. In return for providing free TV sets for every
classroom and a satellite hookup, Whittle’s Channel
One would be allowed to show a 12-minute daily news
program that contained 2 minutes of commercials for
products such as acne medicine, electric razors, cere-
als, and candy. Channel One struggled in its early
years, as many schools were reluctant to provide mar-
keters with yet another way of reaching young people
with their advertising messages. However, as the
demand for upgraded technology in classrooms
increased and funds available to pay for it decreased,
many school districts became more receptive to Whit-
tle. Today Channel One broadcasts into nearly 12,000
middle, junior, and high schools, and some 8.3 million
teenagers see its news show and commercials every
school day.

Many educators, consumer activists, and parent
groups feared letting Channel One into schools on the
grounds that it would open the doors for corporate
America to reach students in a place where they are
supposed to be learning English and math rather than
watching commercials. Marketers recognize that the
youth market is a gold mine, as there are nearly 48 mil-
lion U.S. children in kindergarten through high school
and their purchasing power, as well as influence on
their parents’ purchases, is immense. Moreover, this is
the only market segment whose members are held as a
captive audience for six to seven hours a day. The con-
cern was that marketers would find all kinds of cre-
ative ways to reach a market that was entirely
off-limits just a decade ago.

Channel One has clearly helped spawn the new
breed of in-school marketers that are taking advan-
tage of the financial squeeze many schools are in and
making them offers they find hard to resist. However,
not everyone is welcoming the commercialization of
America’s schools and classrooms. For example, ZapMe
Corp., a California-based computer marketing com-
pany, had plans to wire America’s classrooms by donat-
ing 120,000 top-of-the-line computers to 8,000 high
schools, along with high-speed, broadband Internet
connections. The hitch was that the equipment and
access would be supported by banner advertising and
the company would get permission to monitor the stu-
dent’s Web browsing habits. ZapMe was launched in
1996 and by the middle of 2000 it had wired 2,300
schools in 45 states, providing approximately 2 million
students with Internet access. However, the company’s

plan was plagued by political problems as consumer
activists and organizations such as Commercial Alert,
which is dedicated to protecting communities and
children from commercialism, cried foul. Ralph Nader
called for parents to “join together to keep ZapMe and
other advertisers out of your children’s schools.” By
late 2000 ZapMe announced that it would not add any
new schools to its program, and a year later the com-
pany abandoned its plans to wire the nation’s schools.

High-tech companies are not the only ones finding
their way into schools. General Mills’ Box Tops for Edu-
cation program allows schools to earn cash by having
students collect box tops from the company’s prod-
ucts. Pizza Hut offers a program called Book It, which
awards gift certificates to students in elementary
schools who complete reading assignments. Since the
program’s creation in 1985, Pizza Hut has given away
about 45 million coupons worth $178 million of pizza to
schoolchildren. Individual Pizza Hut franchisees are
also free to coordinate additional in-school programs.

The most common in-school marketing agreements
are with local soft-drink bottlers, which pay school dis-
tricts large sums of money for exclusive vending
rights. Companies such as Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, and Dr.
Pepper/Seven-Up leave the negotiation of these “pour-
ing rights” to their independent bottlers. While the
agreements with soft-drink bottlers may generate
hundreds of thousands of dollars a year in extra rev-
enue for the schools that have them, they are also
highly controversial. The vending machines are tar-
geted because of the lack of nutritional value of soft
drinks and concerns over youth obesity. To alleviate
these problems, many bottlers offer a variety of bever-
ages in the machines, including fruit juices, juice
drinks, and water.

As more schools open their doors to marketers,
there is concern that the commercialization of our
nation’s classrooms has gone too far. Gary Ruskin,
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While there is general agreement that advertising is an important social influence
agent, opinions as to the value of its contribution are often negative. Advertising is
criticized for encouraging materialism, manipulating consumers to buy things they do
not really need, perpetuating stereotypes, and controlling the media.

Advertising Encourages Materialism Many critics claim advertising has
an adverse effect on consumer values by encouraging materialism, a preoccupation
with material things rather than intellectual or spiritual concerns. The United States is
undoubtedly the most materialistic society in the world, which many critics attribute
to advertising that

• Seeks to create needs rather than merely showing how a product or service
fulfills them.

• Surrounds consumers with images of the good life and suggests the acquisition
of material possessions leads to contentment and happiness and adds to the joy of
living.

• Suggests material possessions are symbols of status, success, and
accomplishment and/or will lead to greater social acceptance, popularity, sex
appeal, and so on.

The ad shown in Exhibit 22-9 for Rolls-Royce automobiles is an example of how
advertising can promote materialistic values.

This criticism of advertising assumes that materialism is undesirable
and is sought at the expense of other goals. But many believe materialism
is an acceptable part of the Protestant ethic, which stresses hard work and
individual effort and initiative and views the accumulation of material pos-
sessions as evidence of success. Others argue that the acquisition of mater-
ial possessions has positive economic impact by encouraging consumers to
keep consuming after their basic needs are met. Many Americans believe
economic growth is essential and materialism is both a necessity and an
inevitable part of this progress.

Economist John Kenneth Galbraith, often a vocal critic of advertising,
describes the role advertising plays in industrialized economies by encour-
aging consumption:

Advertising and its related arts thus help develop the kind of man the goals of the
industrial system require—one that reliably spends his income and works reli-
ably because he is always in need of more. In the absence of the massive and art-
ful persuasion that accompanies the management of demand, increasing
abundance might well have reduced the interest of people in acquiring more
goods. Being not pressed by the need for these things, they would have spent
less reliably to get more. The consequence—a lower and less reliable propensity
to consume—would have been awkward for the industrial system.50
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director of Commercial Alert, which is Ralph Nader’s
consumer advocacy group, says, “Kids are in school to
learn to read and write and think, not to learn to desire
products.” David Walsh, president of the National Insti-
tute on Media & Family, is concerned about the increas-
ingly sophisticated advertising in schools. He notes,
“Kids are bombarded with commercial messages out-
side of school. The risk is that they will be treated
increasingly as consumers in the one institution
where they’re supposed to be treated as learners.”

The debate is likely to continue over commercializa-
tion of classrooms. Many argue that these programs
are corrupting young students and contaminating the

educational process. They argue that school adminis-
trators should not be put in the ethically difficult posi-
tion of striking deals to make ends meet. However,
others argue that the programs are legitimate activi-
ties of companies seeking to expand their markets
while helping financially strapped schools pay for
items that help increase the quality of education.

Sources: Steve Jarvis, “Lesson Plans,” Marketing News, June 18,
2001, pp. 1, 9, 10; Betsy Schiffman, “ZapMe Kills Computers in the
Classroom,” www.Forbes.com, Nov. 28, 2000; Peggy J. Faber, “Schools
for Sale,” Advertising Age, Oct. 25, 1999, pp. 22–26; Richard Sale,
“Lions among Lambs,” Promo Magazine, February 1999, pp. 46–51.

Exhibit 22-9 Rolls-Royce
appeals to consumers’
materialism
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It has also been argued that an emphasis on material possessions
does not rule out interest in intellectual, spiritual, or cultural values.
Defenders of advertising say consumers can be more interested in
higher-order goals when basic needs have been met. Raymond Bauer
and Stephen Greyser point out that consumers may purchase material
things in the pursuit of nonmaterial goals.51 For example, a person
may buy an expensive stereo system to enjoy music rather than sim-
ply to impress someone or acquire a material possession.

Even if we assume materialism is undesirable, there is still the
question of whether advertising is responsible for creating and
encouraging it. While many critics argue that advertising is a major
contributing force to materialistic values, others say advertising
merely reflects the values of society rather than shaping them.52

They argue that consumers’ values are defined by the society in
which they live and are the results of extensive, long-term socializa-
tion or acculturation.

The argument that advertising is responsible for creating a materi-
alistic and hedonistic society is addressed by Stephen Fox in his
book The Mirror Makers: A History of American Advertising and Its
Creators. Fox concludes advertising has become a prime scapegoat
for our times and merely reflects society. Regarding the effect of
advertising on cultural values, he says:

To blame advertising now for those most basic tendencies in American his-
tory is to miss the point. It is too obvious, too easy, a matter of killing the messenger instead of
dealing with the bad news. The people who have created modern advertising are not hidden
persuaders pushing our buttons in the service of some malevolent purpose. They are just pro-
ducing an especially visible manifestation, good and bad, of the American way of life.53

The ad shown in Exhibit 22-10 was developed by the American Association of Adver-
tising Agencies and suggests that advertising is a reflection of society’s tastes and values,
not vice versa. The ad was part of a campaign that addressed criticisms of advertising.

Advertising does contribute to our materialism by portraying products and services
as symbols of status, success, and achievement and by encouraging consumption. As
Richard Pollay says, “While it may be true that advertising reflects cultural values, it
does so on a very selective basis, echoing and reinforcing certain attitudes, behaviors,
and values far more frequently than others.”54

Individuals from a variety of backgrounds are concerned over the values they see
driving our society. They believe that materialism, greed, and selfishness increasingly
dominate American life and that advertising is a major reason for these undesirable
values. The extent to which advertising is responsible for materialism and the desir-
ability of such values are deep philosophical issues that will continue to be part of the
debate over the societal value and consequences of advertising.

Advertising Makes People Buy Things They Don’t Need A common
criticism of advertising is that it manipulates consumers into buying things they do not
need. Many critics say advertising should just provide information useful in making
purchase decisions and should not persuade. They view information advertising (which
reports price, performance, and other objective criteria) as desirable but persuasive
advertising (which plays on consumers’ emotions, anxieties, and psychological needs
and desires such as status, self-esteem, and attractiveness) as unacceptable. Persuasive
advertising is criticized for fostering discontent among consumers and encouraging
them to purchase products and services to solve deeper problems. Critics say advertis-
ing exploits consumers and persuades them to buy things they don’t need.

Defenders of advertising offer a number of rebuttals to these criticisms. First, they
point out that a substantial amount of advertising is essentially informational in
nature.55 Also, it is difficult to separate desirable informational advertising from unde-
sirable persuasive advertising. Shelby Hunt, in examining the information-persuasion
dichotomy, points out that even advertising that most observers would categorize as
very informative is often very persuasive.56 He says, “If advertising critics really
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Exhibit 22-10 The
advertising industry argues
that advertising reflects
society
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believe that persuasive advertising should not be permitted, they are actually proposing
that no advertising be allowed, since the purpose of all advertising is to persuade.”57

Defenders of advertising also take issue with the argument that it should be limited
to dealing with basic functional needs. In our society, most lower-level needs recog-
nized in Maslow’s hierarchy, such as the need for food, clothing, and shelter, are satis-
fied for most people. It is natural to move from basic needs to higher-order ones such
as self-esteem and status or self-actualization. Consumers are free to choose the
degree to which they attempt to satisfy their desires, and wise advertisers associate
their products and services with the satisfaction of higher-order needs.

Proponents of advertising offer two other defenses against the charge that advertis-
ing makes people buy things they do not really need. First, this criticism attributes too
much power to advertising and assumes consumers have no ability to defend them-
selves against it.

Second, it ignores the fact that consumers have the freedom to make their own
choices when confronted with persuasive advertising. While they readily admit the
persuasive intent of their business, advertisers are quick to note it is extremely difficult
to make consumers purchase a product they do not want or for which they do not see a
personal benefit. For example, the “green” marketing movement has not gotten con-
sumers to forgo low prices or convenience in favor of products that make environmen-
tal claims. The market research firm of Roper ASW conducted an extensive study of
300 green ads that appeared in magazines and found that most were not effective. The
study concluded that too many green ads failed to make the connection between what
the company is doing for the environment and how this affects individual con-
sumers.58 Roper ASW conducts an annual “Green Gauge” consumer-marketing poll,
which has found that many consumers don’t buy green products because they fear
they will not work as well as others. And despite all of the environmental claims made
by marketers, consumers are more interested in convenience than ideology.59

If advertising were as powerful as the critics claim, we would not see products with
multimillion-dollar advertising budgets failing in the marketplace. The reality is that
consumers do have a choice and they are not being forced to buy. Consumers ignore
ads for products and services they do not really need or that fail to interest them (see
Exhibit 22-11).

Advertising and Stereotyping Advertising is
often accused of creating and perpetuating stereotypes
through its portrayal of women, ethnic minorities, and other
groups.

Women The portrayal of women in advertising is an issue
that has received a great deal of attention through the
years.60 Advertising has received much criticism for stereo-
typing women and failing to recognize the changing role of
women in our society. Critics have argued that advertising
often depicts women as preoccupied with beauty, household
duties, and motherhood or shows them as decorative objects
or sexually provocative figures. The various research studies
conducted through the years show a consistent picture of
gender stereotyping that has varied little over time. Portray-
als of adult women in American television and print adver-
tising have emphasized passivity, deference, lack of
intelligence and credibility, and punishment for high levels
of efforts. In contrast, men have been portrayed as construc-
tive, powerful, autonomous, and achieving.61

Research on gender stereotyping in advertising targeted to
children has found a pattern of results similar to that reported
for adults. A recent study found sex-role stereotyping in tele-
vision advertising targeted at children in the United States as
well as in Australia.62 Boys are generally shown as being
more knowledgeable, active, aggressive, and instrumental
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than girls. Nonverbal behaviors involving dominance and control are associated more
with boys than girls. Advertising directed toward children has also been shown to feature
more boys than girls, to position boys in more dominant, active roles, and to use male
voice-overs more frequently than female ones.63 A recent study examining race and gen-
der stereotyping of children’s advertising on the Turner Cartoon Network found that the
primary target for most of the commercials was active, white boys. Girls were portrayed
in traditional roles and shown performing limited passive, indoor activities, while boys
were shown in the outdoor world engaging in more exciting and active things.64

Feminist groups such as the National Organization for Women (NOW) and the Sex-
ual Assault Prevention and Awareness Center argue that advertising that portrays
women as sex objects contributes to violence against women. These groups often
protest to advertisers and their agencies about ads they find insulting to women and
have even called for boycotts against offending advertisers. NOW has also been criti-
cal of advertisers for the way they portray women in advertising for clothing, cosmet-
ics, and other products. The organization feels that many of these ads contribute to the
epidemic of eating disorders and smoking among women and girls who hope such
means will help them control their weight.65

While sexism and stereotyping still exist, advertising’s portrayal of women is
improving in many areas. Many advertisers have begun to recognize the importance of
portraying women realistically. The increase in the number of working women has
resulted not only in women having more influence in family decision making but also
in more single-female households, which mean more independent purchasers.

Researchers Steven Kates and Glenda Shaw-Garlock argue that the transformed
social positioning of women in North American society is perhaps the most important
social development of this century.66 They note that as women have crossed the bound-
ary from the domestic sphere to the professional arena, expectations and representations
of women have changed as well. For example, a number of magazines, such as MS and
Working Woman, now incorporate and appeal to the sociocultural shifts in women’s
lives. Many advertisers are now depicting women in a diversity of roles that reflect their
changing place in society. In many ads, the stereotypic character traits attributed to
women have shifted from weak and dependent to strong and autonomous.67

Some advertisers have found that being more sensitive to women customers can
influence their purchase behavior. For example, Maidenform ran a campaign critical
of negative stereotyping of women that significantly increased sales (Exhibit 22-12).
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Exhibit 22-12 Maidenform’s campaign lamenting the stereotyping of women resulted in a
significant increase in sales

Somehow, women always seem to
be portrayed like this.

Or like this.
Like this.

Or like this.
Like this.
Or like this.
While there are many stereotypes

of women…

there aren’t many women who fit
them.

A simple truth known by all
women . . . most men . . . and one
lingerie company.
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Blacks and Hispanics African-Americans and Hispanics have also been the target
of stereotyping in advertising. For many years, advertisers virtually ignored all non-
white ethnic groups as identifiable subcultures and viable markets. Ads were rarely
targeted to these ethnic groups, and the use of blacks and Hispanics as spokespeople,
communicators, models, or actors in ads was very limited.68

Several studies in the late 1980s and early 90s examined the incidence of minorities
in advertising. A study conducted in 1987 found that 11 percent of the people appear-
ing in commercials were African-Americans.69 Another study conducted two years
later found that African-Americans appeared in 26 percent of all ads on network TV
that used live models but Hispanics appeared in only 6 percent of the commercials
with live models. The researchers also found that TV ads in which blacks appeared
were overwhelmingly integrated and the blacks were likely to have played either
minor or background roles in the majority of the ads.70 A study conducted in 1995
found that 17 percent of prime-time network TV ads featured African-Americans as
dominant characters and the majority of commercials featured them in minor roles.71

Although research suggests that the number of African-Americans shown as domi-
nant characters has not increased dramatically, many advertisers are
changing blacks’ social and role status in advertising. For example,
blacks are increasingly being shown in executive positions in many
ads. FedEx said that a commercial featuring a black female executive
beating out her white male adversaries in a conference call showdown
over a high-stakes business deal was one of its most successful ads in
years.72

Ads are increasingly likely to be racially integrated. Recently some
advertisers have begun breaking the taboo against suggesting interracial
attraction. For example, furniture retailer Ikea ran a TV commercial
showing an interracial couple shopping for a “daddy chair” and dis-
cussing their plans to conceive73 (Exhibit 22-13). Advertisers are also
finding that advertising developed specifically for the African-American
market, such as the Head & Shoulders ad shown in Exhibit 22-14 is an
effective way of reaching this ethnic market. A recent study by Corliss
L. Green found that ads targeting African-Americans through racially
targeted media, especially with race-based products, benefit from featur-
ing African-American models with a dominant presence in the ad.74

Another minority group that has received attention recently from
those researching advertising and stereotyping is Asian-Americans,
whose affluence, high education, work ethic, and growth rate has made
this group a popular target market. A recent study of prime-time TV
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Exhibit 22-13 Ikea broke
new ground with this ad
showing an interracial
couple shopping for
furniture

Exhibit 22-14 Many
marketers are creating ads
specifically for the African-
American market
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commercials found that Asian male and female models are overrepresented in terms
of their proportion of the U.S. population (3.6 percent), appearing in 8.4 percent of
the commercials. However, Asian models were more likely than members of other
minority groups to appear in background roles, and Asian women were rarely
depicted in major roles. The study also found that portrayals of Asian-Americans put
more emphasis on the work ethic and less on other aspects of their lives.75

There is little question that advertising has been guilty of stereotyping women and
ethnic groups in the past and, in some cases, still does so. But as the role of women
changes, advertisers are changing their portrayals to remain accurate and appeal to
their target audience. Advertisers are also trying to increase the incidence of minority
groups in ads while avoiding stereotypes and negative role portrayals. They are being
careful to avoid ethnic stereotyping and striving to develop advertising that has spe-
cific appeals to various ethnic groups.

Other Groups While the focus here has been on women and ethnic minorities,
some other groups feel they are victims of stereotyping by advertisers. Many groups in
our society are battling against stereotyping and discrimination, and companies must
consider whether their ads might offend them. It is increasingly difficult not to offend
some segment of the public. Creative personnel in agencies are feeling restricted as
their ideas are squelched out of concern that they might offend someone or be misin-
terpreted.76 However, advertisers must be sensitive to the portrayal of specific types of
people in their ads, for both ethical and commercial reasons.

One area where significant changes have taken place recently is in advertising tar-
geted to gay consumers. In 1995 Ikea broke new ground with a TV commercial featur-
ing a gay couple shopping for furniture. For years beer companies targeted this market
by placing ads in local gay media to support or sponsor AIDS awareness, Gay Pride
festivals, and the Gay Games. However, a number of beer companies, including
Anheuser-Busch and Miller Brewing Co., now run gay-specific, brand-specific ads in
national gay publications.77

A number of other companies, including IBM and
United Airlines, also now run ads with gay themes,
although they generally confine them to magazines and
newspapers targeting the gay market. While a TV com-
mercial or print ad with a gay reference occasionally runs
in the mainstream media, it usually is so subtle or
ambiguous that many heterosexuals do not perceive it as
a gay message. However, in 2000 the Gay Financial Net-
work, an online company (gfn.com) with a gay-friendly
financial news and information website, became the first
gay-oriented company to advertise in major U.S. busi-
ness news and entertainment publications.78 The gfn.com
ads take a gentle swipe at homophobia in the business
world (Exhibit 22-15).

More advertisers are turning to gay themes in their
mainstream commercials, though often subtly. However,
few run these ads on network television; they limit them
to spot TV and local stations in more gay-friendly cities
such as New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. The
Miller Brewing Co. did take a bold step recently by airing
a gay-themed commercial on network television. The ad
was for Miller Lite beer and showed a gay couple holding
hands in a straight bar to the dismay of two women who
are interested in them.79

Advertising and the Media The fact that adver-
tising plays such an important role in financing the media
has led to concern that advertisers may influence or even
control the media. It is well documented that economic
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Exhibit 22-15 The Gay
Financial Network broke
barriers by becoming the
first gay-oriented company
to advertise in the
mainstream media
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censorship occurs, whereby the media avoid certain topics or even present biased news
coverage, in acquiescence to advertiser demands.80 In fact, Professors Lawrence Soley
and Robert Craig say, “The assertion that advertisers attempt to influence what the pub-
lic sees, hears, and reads in the mass media is perhaps the most damning of all criti-
cisms of advertising, but this criticism isn’t acknowledged in most advertising
textbooks.”81 We will address this important issue in this book by considering argu-
ments on both sides.

Arguments Supporting Advertiser Control Advertising is the primary source of
revenue for nearly all the news and entertainment media in the United States. And
because advertising pays the bills, newspaper and magazine publishers, as well as TV
and radio networks and station executives, must keep their advertisers happy. Some
critics charge that the media’s dependence on advertisers’ support makes them suscep-
tible to various forms of influence, including exerting control over the editorial con-
tent of magazines and newspapers; biasing editorial opinions to favor the position of
an advertiser; limiting coverage of a controversial story that might reflect negatively
on a company; and influencing the program content of television.

Newspapers and magazines receive nearly 70 percent of their revenue from
advertising; commercial TV and radio derive virtually all their income from adver-
tisers. Small, financially insecure newspapers, magazines, or broadcast stations are
the most susceptible to pressure from advertisers, particularly companies that
account for a large amount of the media outlet’s advertising revenue. A local news-
paper may be reluctant to print an unfavorable story about a car dealer or supermar-
ket chain on whose advertising it depends. For example, a few years ago more than
40 car dealers canceled their ads in the San Jose Mercury News when the paper
printed an article titled “A Car Buyer’s Guide to Sanity.” The dealers objected to the
tone of the article, which they felt implied consumers should consider car dealers
unethical adversaries in the negotiation process.82 A survey of 147 daily newspapers
found that more than 90 percent of editors have been pressured by advertisers and
more than one-third of them said advertisers had succeeded in influencing news at
their papers.83

While larger, more financially stable media should be less susceptible to an adver-
tiser’s influence, they may still be reluctant to carry stories detrimental to companies
that purchase large amounts of advertising time or space.84 For example, since ciga-
rette commercials were taken off radio and TV in 1970, tobacco companies have allo-
cated most of their budgets to the print media. The tobacco industry outspends all
other national advertisers in newspapers, and cigarettes constitute the second-largest
category of magazine advertising (behind transportation). This has led to charges that
magazines and newspapers avoid articles on the hazards of smoking to protect this
important source of ad revenue.85 One study found that magazines relying on cigarette
advertising are far less likely than others to publish stories about the health hazards
associated with smoking.86

Individual TV stations and even the major networks also can be influenced by
advertisers. Programming decisions are made largely on the basis of what shows will
attract the most viewers and thus be most desirable to advertisers. Critics say this often
results in lower-quality television as educational, cultural, and informative program-
ming is usually sacrificed for shows that get high ratings and appeal to the mass mar-
kets. It is well recognized that advertisers often avoid TV shows that deal with
controversial issues. Most advertisers also have contract stipulations allowing them to
cancel a media buy if, after prescreening a show, they are uncomfortable with its con-
tent or feel sponsorship of it may reflect poorly on their company.

Advertisers have also been accused of pressuring the networks to change their pro-
gramming. Many advertisers have withdrawn commercials from programs that con-
tain too much sex or violence, often in response to threatened boycotts of their
products by consumers if they advertise on these shows. For example, groups such as
the American Family Association have been fighting sex and violence in TV programs
by calling for boycotts. A number of companies, including Procter & Gamble, Mars
Inc., and Kraft Foods, pulled their advertising from certain talk shows, like those of
Jerry Springer, because of some of their incendiary topics.87
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Arguments against Advertiser Control The commercial media’s dependence on
advertising means advertisers can exert influence on their character, content, and cov-
erage of certain issues. However, media executives offer several reasons why advertis-
ers do not exert undue influence over the media.

First, they point out it is in the best interest of the media not to be influenced too
much by advertisers. To retain public confidence, they must report the news fairly
and accurately without showing bias or attempting to avoid controversial issues.
Media executives point to the vast array of topics they cover and the investigative
reporting they often do as evidence of their objectivity. They want to build a large
audience for their publications or stations so that they can charge more for advertis-
ing space and time.

Media executives also note that an advertiser needs the media more than they need
any individual advertiser, particularly when the medium has a large audience or does a
good job of reaching a specific market segment. Many publications and stations have a
very broad base of advertising support and can afford to lose an advertiser that
attempts to exert too much influence. This is particularly true for the larger, more
established, financially secure media. For example, a consumer-product company
would find it difficult to reach its target audience without network TV and could not
afford to boycott a network if it disagreed with a station’s editorial policy or program
content. Even the local advertiser in a small community may be dependent on the local
newspaper, since it may be the most cost-effective media option available.

Most magazine and newspaper publishers insist they do not allow advertiser pres-
sure to influence their editorial content. They argue that they have long regarded the
formal separation of their news and business departments as essential to their inde-
pendence and credibility. This separation is often referred to as “The Wall” and is
often spoken of with a mixture of reverence and trepidation.88 Many magazines and
newspapers have traditionally discouraged employees on the publishing side—
including advertising, circulation, and other business departments—from interacting
with those on the editorial side, who write and edit the articles. This is done by sepa-
rating editorial and advertising offices, barring the sales force from reading articles
before they are printed, and prohibiting editorial employees from participating in
advertising sales calls.

Most magazines and newspapers are very concerned over maintaining the concept
of The Wall and ensuring that decisions on the writing, editing, and publishing of sto-
ries are made on journalistic merit rather than on whether they will attract or repel
advertisers. However, the new economics of the publishing industry is making it diffi-
cult to maintain the separation: competition from cable TV, direct mail, and the Inter-
net is increasing, and newspaper and magazine readership continues to decline. There
have been several well-publicized situations in recent years where major magazines
and newspapers were found to have given favorable editorial consideration
to an advertiser.89

The media in the United States are basically supported by advertising;
this means we can enjoy them for free or for a fraction of what they would
cost without advertising.90 The alternative to an advertiser-supported media
system is support by users through higher subscription costs for the print
media and a fee or pay-per-view system with TV. The ad in Exhibit 22-16,
part of a campaign by the International Advertising Association, explains
how adver-tising lowers the cost of print media for consumers. Another
alternative is government-supported media like those in many other coun-
tries, but this runs counter to most people’s desire for freedom of the press.
Although not perfect, our system of advertising-supported media provides
the best option for receiving information and entertainment.

Summarizing Social Effects
We have examined a number of issues and have attempted to analyze the
arguments for and against them. Many people have reservations about the
impact of advertising and promotion on society. The numerous rules, regula-
tions, policies, and guidelines marketers comply with do not cover every
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Exhibit 22-16 This ad
points out how advertising
lowers the cost of
newspapers for consumers
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advertising and promotional situation. Moreover, what one individual views as dis-
tasteful or unethical may be acceptable to another.

Negative opinions regarding advertising and other forms of promotion have been
around almost as long as the field itself, and it is unlikely they will ever disappear.
However, the industry must address the various concerns about the effects of advertis-
ing and other forms of promotion on society. Advertising is a very powerful institution,
but it will remain so only as long as consumers have faith in the ads they see and hear
every day. Many of the problems discussed here can be avoided if individual decision
makers make ethics an important element of the IMC planning process.

The primary focus of this discussion of social effects has been on the way advertis-
ing is used (or abused) in the marketing of products and services. It is important to note
that advertising and other IMC tools, such as direct marketing and public relations, are
also used to promote worthy causes and to deal with problems facing society (drunk
driving, drug abuse, and the AIDS crisis, among others). For example, IMC Perspective
22-3 discusses how the Partnership for a Drug Free America and now the U.S. govern-
ment are using advertising to help fight the war against drugs in the United States. Cam-
paigns for nonprofit organizations and worthy causes are often developed pro bono by
advertising agencies, and free advertising time and space are donated by the media.

Exhibit 22-17 shows an ad from a very successful public service campaign for the
Boys & Girls Clubs of America featuring actor Denzel Washington. The campaign
was designed to establish an image to distinguish the Boys & Girls Clubs from other
public service groups and to encourage adults to organize clubs.91
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Advertising plays an important role in a free-
market system like ours by making consumers
aware of products and services and providing

them with information for decision making. Advertising’s economic role goes beyond
this basic function, however. It is a powerful force that can affect the functioning of
our entire economic system (Exhibit 22-18).

Advertising can encourage consumption and foster economic growth. It not only
informs customers of available goods and services but also facilitates entry into markets

Economic Effects of Advertising

Exhibit 22-17 This ad
campaign for the Boys &
Girls Clubs is an example of
the pro bono work often
done by advertising
agencies for nonprofit
organizations
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 22-3

Linking Drug Use with Terrorism
For nearly two decades advertising has been used to
address the problem of illicit drug use in the United
States. Initially the use of advertising in the war
against drugs was waged through the Partnership for
a Drug Free America, which is a private, nonprofit coali-
tion of professionals from the communications indus-
try whose collective mission is to reduce the demand
for drugs in America through media communication.
The partnership was founded in 1986 as the advertis-
ing industry’s affirmative response to the crack
cocaine epidemic in America. Since its founding, more
than 600 commercials have been created by advertis-
ing agencies that work on these ads on a pro bono
basis, donating the time, talent, and services of their
creative staffs. More than $2.8 billion in media time
also has been donated to the Partnership’s national
campaign, making it the largest public service ad cam-
paign in history.

In 1997 the U.S. government entered the media war
on drugs when the Clinton administration announced
a $2 billion federally sponsored five-year campaign to
keep kids from using drugs. As part of this effort the
U.S. Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP)
was created, and the Ogilvy & Mather advertising
agency was hired to manage the account and handle
the media buying while doing some minor creative
work. While the government’s drug control office is
separate from the Partnership for a Drug Free Amer-
ica, many of the initial ads used in the campaign were
pulled from the Partnership’s inventory, such as the
updated version of the famous “This is your brain on
drugs” showing actress Rachel Lee Cook using a fry-

ing pan to smash apart a kitchen as she shouts, “This is
your brain. This is your brain on heroin.”

Over the past five years the Partnership has devel-
oped the themes for the drug office ads and selected
the ad agencies to produce the ads. The ONDCP has
provided nearly $200 million a year in funding for the
Partnership’s antidrug efforts, primarily to help pay
for advertising time and space. However, while the two
organizations are supposed to be working together in
the battle to combat drug use, they have gone in dif-
ferent directions recently in their approaches to how
advertising can best be used to address the problem.

The perspective taken by the Partnership in most of
its ads has been to discourage drug use by helping
people, particularly children and teenagers, under-
stand the dangers of using them. Many of the ads
developed by the Partnership over the past 16 years
have focused on resistance techniques that young
people can use when confronted with the choice of
using drugs, positive alternatives to drug use, and the
importance of parental involvement as a way of deter-
ring drug use. However, under its new director, John P.
Walters, the ONDCP is taking a different perspective
by arguing that the way to deal with the drug problem
is to eliminate the flow of drugs at their source. To
accomplish this goal, the ONDCP commissioned
Ogilvy & Mather to develop an advertising campaign
outside the normal channels of the Partnership for a
Drug Free America, one linking drug use with the sup-
port of terrorism.

The first ads in the campaign ran during the 2002
Super Bowl and took advantage of the public’s outrage
over the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center
that occurred on September 11, 2001. The commercials
featured footage of assault weapons, duct tape, and
explosives and implied that the weapons used by ter-
rorists were funded by drug sales in the United States.
Some groups were critical of the ads and the govern-
ment’s effort to draw a connection between drug
money and terrorism, arguing that it was unfair to
blame nonviolent drug users for the actions of terror-
ists. However, the director of the campaign for the
ONDCP described the reaction to the first set of ads as
phenomenal, noting that it generated debate on the
drug issue.

Eight months after the first ads ran, ONDCP fol-
lowed with another set of ads that are designed to
refute the notion that drug use is a victimless crime
by linking drug use to crime and terrorism. The drug
office noted that viewers of the initial ads had a 
difficult time believing that the drug-terrorism link
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for a firm or a new product or brand; leads to economies of
scale in production, marketing, and distribution, which in turn
lead to lower prices; and hastens the acceptance of new prod-
ucts and the rejection of inferior products.

Critics of advertising view it as a detrimental force that
not only fails to perform its basic function of information
provision adequately but also adds to the cost of products 
and services and discourages competition and market entry, 
leading to industrial concentration and higher prices for 
consumers.

In their analysis of advertising, economists generally take
a macroeconomic perspective: they consider the economic
impact of advertising on an entire industry or on the econ-
omy as a whole rather than its effect on an individual com-
pany or brand. Our examination of the economic impact of
advertising focuses on these broader macro-level issues. We
consider its effects on consumer choice, competition, and
product costs and prices.

Effects on Consumer Choice
Some critics say advertising hampers consumer choice, as
large advertisers use their power to limit our options to a few
well-advertised brands. Economists argue that advertising is
used to achieve (1) differentiation, whereby the products or
services of large advertisers are perceived as unique or better
than competitors’, and (2) brand loyalty, which enables large

national advertisers to gain control of the market, usually at the expense of smaller
brands.

Larger companies often end up charging a higher price and achieve a more domi-
nant position in the market than smaller firms that cannot compete against them and
their large advertising budgets. When this occurs, advertising not only restricts the
choice alternatives to a few well-known, heavily advertised brands but also becomes a
substitute for competition based on price or product improvements.

Heavily advertised brands dominate the market in certain product categories, such
as soft drinks, beer, and cereals.92 But advertising generally does not create brand
monopolies and reduce the opportunities for new products to be introduced to con-
sumers. In most product categories, a number of different brands are on the store
shelves and thousands of new products are introduced every year. The opportunity to
advertise gives companies the incentive to develop new brands and improve their
existing ones. When a successful new product such as a personal computer is intro-
duced, competitors quickly follow and use advertising to inform consumers about
their brand and attempt to convince them it is superior to the original. Companies like

applied to marijuana purchases. Thus the second set
of ads more closely shows the connection between
drug use and terrorism. One of the commercials
begins with a pretty young woman buying a dime bag
of marijuana and ends with a child being shot in drug-
warfare crossfire. Another links a marijuana user to
various parties in the supply chain and ends with a
connection to a drug cartel.

Some critics of the drug-terrorism ads have sug-
gested that they create the false paradigm that terror-
ism is caused by drugs rather than the illegality of
drugs. Groups such as the National Organization for

Marijuana Legalization contend that the ads argue
more for decriminalization of certain drugs than absti-
nence. However, the ONDCP feels that the point of the
ads is summarized quite well by the onscreen message
at the end of each spot: “Drug money supports terrible
things. If you buy drugs, you might too.”

Sources: Ira Tenowitz, “Ads Linking Drugs, Terrorism Return,”
Advertising Age, Nov. 16, 2002, pp. 1, 45; Vanessa O’Connell, “Drug
Czar Says Ad Campaign Has Flopped,” The Wall Street Journal, May
14, 2002, pp. B1, 10; Ira Tenowitz, “White House Buys Anti-Terror
Super Bowl Spots,” www.adage.com. Jan. 30, 2002.

Exhibit 22-18 This ad
promotes the economic
value of advertising
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Virgin Atlantic Airways recognize that advertising has
been an important part of their success (Exhibit 22-19).

Effects on Competition
One of the most common criticisms economists have
about advertising concerns its effects on competition.
They argue that power in the hands of large firms with
huge advertising budgets creates a barrier to entry,
which makes it difficult for other firms to enter the mar-
ket. This results in less competition and higher prices.
Economists note that smaller firms already in the market
find it difficult to compete against the large advertising
budgets of the industry leaders and are often driven out of
business. For example, in the U.S. beer industry, the
number of national brewers has declined dramatically. In
their battle for market share, industry giants Anheuser-
Busch and Miller increased their ad budgets substantially
and reaped market shares that total over 60 percent.
Anheuser-Busch alone spent nearly $700 million on
advertising in 2002. However, these companies are
spending much less per barrel than smaller firms, making
it very difficult for the latter to compete.

Large advertisers clearly enjoy certain competitive
advantages. First, there are economies of scale in adver-
tising, particularly with respect to factors such as media
costs. Firms such as Procter & Gamble and PepsiCo,
which spend over $2 billion a year on advertising and
promotion, are able to make large media buys at a
reduced rate and allocate them to their various products.

Large advertisers usually sell more of a product or service, which means they may
have lower production costs and can allocate more monies to advertising, so they can
afford the costly but more efficient media like network television. Their large advertis-
ing outlays also give them more opportunity to differentiate their products and
develop brand loyalty. To the extent that these factors occur, smaller competitors are at
a disadvantage and new competitors are deterred from entering the market.

While advertising may have an anticompetitive effect on a market, there is no clear
evidence that advertising alone reduces competition, creates barriers to entry, and thus
increases market concentration. Lester Telser noted that high levels of advertising are
not always found in industries where firms have a large market share. He found an
inverse relationship between intensity of product class advertising and stability of
market share for the leading brands.93 These findings run contrary to many econo-
mists’ belief that industries controlled by a few firms have high advertising expendi-
tures, resulting in stable brand shares for market leaders.

Defenders of advertising say it is unrealistic to attribute a firm’s market dominance
and barriers to entry solely to advertising. There are a number of other factors, such as
price, product quality, distribution effectiveness, production efficiencies, and competi-
tive strategies. For many years, products such as Coors beer and Hershey chocolate
bars were dominant brands even though these companies spent little on advertising.
Hershey did not advertise at all until 1970. For 66 years, the company relied on the
quality of its products, its favorable reputation and image among consumers, and its
extensive channels of distribution to market its brands. Industry leaders often tend to
dominate markets because they have superior product quality and the best manage-
ment and competitive strategies, not simply the biggest advertising budgets.94

While market entry against large, established competitors is difficult, companies
with a quality product at a reasonable price often find a way to break in. Moreover,
they usually find that advertising actually facilitates their market entry by making it
possible to communicate the benefits and features of their new product or brand to
consumers. For example, South Korea’s Daewoo Motor Co. entered the U.S. automo-
tive market in 1998 and has used advertising to create a brand identity for its cars.
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Exhibit 22-19 Virgin
Atlantic Airways chair
Richard Branson
acknowledges the
importance of advertising
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Exhibit 22-20 shows an ad for the company’s flagship
Leganza model, which is positioned as offering “afford-
able luxury.”

Effects on Product Costs and Prices
A major area of debate among economists, advertisers,
consumer advocates, and policymakers concerns the
effects of advertising on product costs and prices. Critics
argue that advertising increases the prices consumers pay
for products and services. First, they say the large sums
of money spent advertising a brand constitute an expense
that must be covered and the consumer ends up paying
for it through higher prices. This is a common criticism
from consumer advocates. Several studies show that
firms with higher relative prices advertise their products
more intensely than do those with lower relative prices.95

As discussed in the previous chapter, concern has been
expressed that the tremendous increase in direct-to-
consumer drug advertising by pharmaceutical companies
in recent years is driving up the cost of prescription
drugs. Critics argue that the millions of dollars spent on
advertising and other forms of promotion are an expense
that must be covered by charging higher prices.96

A second way advertising can result in higher prices is
by increasing product differentiation and adding to the
perceived value of the product in consumers’ minds. Paul
Farris and Mark Albion note that product differentiation
occupies a central position in theories of advertising’s

economic effects.97 The fundamental premise is that advertising increases the per-
ceived differences between physically homogeneous products and enables advertised
brands to command a premium price without an increase in quality.

Critics of advertising generally point to the differences in prices between national
brands and private-label brands that are physically similar, such as aspirin or tea bags, as
evidence of the added value created by advertising. They see consumers’willingness to pay
more for heavily advertised national brands rather than purchasing the lower-priced, non-
advertised brand as wasteful and irrational. The prescription drug industry is again a very
good example of this, as critics argue that the increase in advertising is encouraging con-
sumers to request brand-name drugs and steering them away from lower-priced generics.98

However, consumers do not always buy for rational, functional reasons. The emotional,
psychological, and social benefits derived from purchasing a national
brand are important to many people. Moreover, say Albion and Farris,

Unfortunately there seems to be no single way to measure product differen-
tiation, let alone determine how much is excessive or attributable to the
effects of advertising . . . Both price insensitivity and brand loyalty could be
created by a number of factors such as higher product quality, better packag-
ing, favorable use experience and market position. They are probably related
to each other but need not be the result of advertising.99

Proponents of advertising offer several other counterarguments to
the claim that advertising increases prices. They acknowledge that
advertising costs are at least partly paid for by consumers. But advertis-
ing may help lower the overall cost of a product more than enough to
offset them. For example, advertising may help firms achieve
economies of scale in production and distribution by providing infor-
mation to and stimulating demand among mass markets. These
economies of scale help cut the cost of producing and marketing the
product, which can lead to lower prices—if the advertiser chooses to
pass the cost savings on to the consumer. The ad in Exhibit 22-21, from
a campaign sponsored by the American Association of Advertising
Agencies, emphasizes this point.
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Exhibit 22-20 Advertising
is very important to
companies such as Daewoo
Motor America as it enters
the U.S. market

Exhibit 22-21 This ad
refutes the argument that
reducing advertising
expenditures will lead to
lower prices
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Advertising can also lower prices by making a market more competitive, which
usually leads to greater price competition. A study by Lee Benham found that prices of
eyeglasses were 25 to 30 percent higher in states that banned eyeglass advertising than
in those that permitted it.100 Robert Steiner analyzed the toy industry and concluded
that advertising resulted in lower consumer prices. He argued that curtailment of TV
advertising would drive up consumer prices for toys.101 Finally, advertising is a means
to market entry rather than a deterrent and helps stimulate product innovation, which
makes markets more competitive and helps keep prices down.

Overall, it is difficult to reach any firm conclusions regarding the relationship
between advertising and prices. After an extensive review of this area, Farris and
Albion concluded, “The evidence connecting manufacturer advertising to prices is
neither complete nor definitive . . . consequently, we cannot say whether advertising is
a tool of market efficiency or market power without further research.”102

Economist James Ferguson argues that advertising cannot increase the cost per unit
of quality to consumers because if it did, consumers would not continue to respond
positively to advertising.103 He believes advertising lowers the costs of information
about brand qualities, leads to increases in brand quality, and lowers the average price
per unit of quality.

Summarizing Economic Effects
Albion and Farris suggest that economists’ perspectives can be divided into two prin-
cipal schools of thought that make different assumptions regarding the influence of
advertising on the economy.104 Figure 22-3 summarizes the main points of the “adver-
tising equals market power” and “advertising equals information” perspectives.

Advertising Equals Market Power The belief that advertising equals market
power reflects traditional economic thinking and views advertising as a way to change
consumers’ tastes, lower their sensitivity to price, and build brand loyalty among buyers
of advertised brands. This results in higher profits and market power for large advertis-
ers, reduces competition in the market, and leads to higher prices and fewer choices for
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Figure 22-3 Two schools of thought on advertising’s role in the economy

Advertising = Market Power Advertising = Information

Advertising affects consumer preferences and Advertising Advertising informs consumers about product
tastes, changes product attributes, and differ- attributes but does not change the way they
entiates the product from competitive offerings. value those attributes.

Consumers become brand loyal and less price Consumer buying Consumers become more price sensitive and buy
sensitive and perceive fewer substitutes for behavior best “value.” Only the relationship between
advertised brands. price and quality affects elasticity for a given

product.

Potential entrants must overcome established Barriers to entry Advertising makes entry possible for new brands
brand loyalty and spend relatively more on because it can communicate product
advertising. attributes to consumers.

Firms are insulated from market competition Industry Consumers can compare competitive offerings
and potential rivals; concentration increases, structure and easily and competitive rivalry increases.
leaving firms with more discretionary power. market power Efficient firms remain, and as the inefficient

leave, new entrants appear; the effect on
concentration is ambiguous.

Firms can charge higher prices and are not Market conduct More informed consumers pressure firms to
as likely to compete on quality or price lower prices and improve quality; new
dimensions. Innovation may be reduced. entrants facilitate innovation.

High prices and excessive profits accrue to Market Industry prices decrease. The effect on profits
advertisers and give them even more incen- performance due to increased competition and increased
tive to advertise their products. Output is efficiency is ambiguous.
restricted compared with conditions of
perfect competition.
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consumers. Proponents of this viewpoint generally have negative
attitudes regarding the economic impact of advertising.

Advertising Equals Information The belief that
advertising equals information takes a more positive view of
advertising’s economic effects. This model sees advertising as
providing consumers with useful information, increasing their
price sensitivity (which moves them toward lower-priced prod-
ucts), and increasing competition in the market. Advertising is
viewed as a way to communicate with consumers and tell them
about a product and its major features and attributes. More
informed and knowledgeable consumers pressure companies to
provide high-quality products at lower prices. Efficient firms
remain in the market, whereas inefficient firms leave as new
entrants appear. Proponents of this model believe the economic
effects of advertising are favorable and think it contributes to
more efficient and competitive markets.

It is unlikely the debate over the economic effects and value of
advertising will be resolved soon. Many economists will continue
to take a negative view of advertising and its effects on the func-
tioning of the economy, while advertisers will continue to view it
as an efficient way for companies to communicate with their cus-
tomers and an essential component of our economic system. The
International Advertising Association has been running a cam-
paign for several years to convince consumers around the world
of the economic value of advertising. Ads like the one shown in
Exhibit 22-22 are used in countries such as China and Russia,

where consumers are unfamiliar with the concept of advertising. The goal of the cam-
paign is to get consumers in these countries to recognize the role advertising plays in
contributing to their economic well-being.105

Figure 22-4, excerpts from a speech given by famous adman Leo Burnett, summa-
rizes the perspective of most advertising people on the economic effects of advertis-
ing. Many advertising and marketing experts agree that advertising and promotion
play an important role in helping to expand consumer demand for new products and
services and in helping marketers differentiate their existing brands. IMC Perspective
22-4 discusses a recent campaign developed by the American Advertising Federation
to illustrate the economic power and value of advertising.
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Figure 22-4 This message
describes the positive
economic effects of 
advertising

To me it means that if we believe to any degree whatsoever in the economic system
under which we live, in a high standard of living and in high employment, advertising is
the most efficient known way of moving goods in practically every product class.

My proof is that millions of businessmen have chosen advertising over and over again in
the operations of their business. Some of their decisions may have been wrong, but they
must have thought they were right or they wouldn’t go back to be stung twice by the
same kind of bee.

It’s a pretty safe bet that in the next 10 years many Americans will be using products and
devices that no one in this room has even heard of. Judging purely by past performance,
American advertising can be relied on to make them known and accepted overnight at
the lowest possible prices.

Advertising, of course, makes possible our unparalleled variety of magazines, news-
papers, business publications, and radio and television stations.

It must be said that without advertising we would have a far different nation, and one
that would be much the poorer—not merely in material commodities, but in the life of
the spirit.

Leo Burnett

Source: Excerpts from a speech given by Leo Burnett on the American Association of Advertising Agencies’ 50th
anniversary, April 20, 1967.

Exhibit 22-22 This ad is
part of a global campaign
by the International
Advertising Association to
educate consumers about
the economic value of
advertising
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IMC PERSPECTIVE 22-4

The AAF Promotes the Value of Advertising
The advertising industry in the United States continu-
ally promotes the value of advertising. Major advertis-
ing associations, such as the American Association of
Advertising Agencies (AAAA) and the American Adver-
tising Federation (AAF), along with trade associations
for various media, such as the Magazine Publishers of
America, often run campaigns reminding the general
public of advertising’s contributions to the economy
as well as to consumers’ social well-being. However,
sometimes the industry must also remind advertisers
themselves of the value of advertising.

In 1998 a nationwide survey of 1,800 top corporate
executives revealed that modern business fails to
appreciate the true value of advertising. Although
advertising was valued, the survey showed that execu-
tives do not truly appreciate its strategic capacity and
that the industry’s knowledge of consumers was not
fully understood. Of the marketers surveyed, 27 per-
cent indicated that advertising would be among the
first budget items cut in a sales downturn. Concerned
by these results, the American Federation of Advertis-
ing, which is the advertising industry’s primary trade
organization, decided to take action to change the way
advertising is viewed by companies. The AAF is a unify-

ing voice for advertising and serves as a home base for
advertisers, agencies, media companies, direct mar-
keters, online publishers, and many other specialties
that constitute the advertising industry.

The AAF decided that the best way to get marketers
to recognize the value of advertising was to practice
what it preaches, and thus an integrated marketing
communications campaign was developed to redefine
advertising in the eyes of corporate executives. The
campaign is targeted at the “O’s”—CEOs, COOs, CFOs,
and CMOs—who are responsible for establishing and
maintaining budget levels for advertising. The theme
of the campaign is “Advertising: The way great brands
get to be great brands,” and it cautions corporate
America not to neglect brand development. In today’s
business environment and time of economic chal-
lenge, the campaign stresses that advertising is more
important than ever and plays a very significant role in
building brand equity and profits.

The “Great Brands” campaign broke in October
2000 and initially was run in national newspapers such
as The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, and New York
Times; financial magazines such as Forbes and For-
tune; and leading trade magazines such as Advertising
Age, Adweek, Mediaweek, Brandweek, and Brand Mar-
keting. The campaign featured successful brands such
as Altoids, Intel, Coca-Cola, Energizer, Budweiser, and
Sunkist. In early 2002 the campaign moved to televi-
sion with the premier of two TV commercials. The 15-
second spots feature the Coca-Cola and Intel brands.
All media time and space for the campaign are
donated; since it began, more than $4 million worth of
media coverage has been given to run the ads. The cre-
ative work for the campaign is also done on a pro bono
basis, by the Carmichael Lynch agency.

The AAF president and CEO, Wally Snyder, notes
that the Great Brands campaign is a way to illustrate
the economic power of advertising by featuring com-
panies that are synonymous with quality advertising
and for which advertising has played a critical role in
building brand equity. His goal is to make sure that
other marketers get the message regarding the value
of advertising.

Sources: “AAF’s ‘Great Brands’ Campaign Moves to Television,”
press release, AAF News, Jan. 29, 2002; “Advertising. The Way Great
Brands Get to Be Great Brands,” Great Brands Q&A, www.AAF.org.
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Summary
Advertising is a very powerful insti-
tution and has been the target of
considerable criticism regarding
its social and economic impact. The
criticism of advertising concerns
the specific techniques and meth-
ods used as well as its effect on
societal values, tastes, lifestyles,
and behavior. Critics argue that
advertising is deceptive and
untruthful; that it is often offen-
sive, irritating, or in poor taste; and
that it exploits certain groups, such
as children. Many people believe
advertising should be informative
only and advertisers should not use
subjective claims, puffery, embell-
ishment, or persuasive techniques.

Advertising often offends
consumers by the type of appeal or
manner of presentation used; sexu-
ally suggestive ads and nudity
receive the most criticism.

Advertisers say their ads are
consistent with contemporary val-
ues and lifestyles and are appropri-
ate for the target audiences they
are attempting to reach. Advertis-
ing to children is an area of particu-
lar concern, since critics argue that
children lack the experience, knowl-
edge, and ability to process and
evaluate persuasive advertising
messages rationally. Although an
FTC proposal to severely restrict
advertising to children was
defeated, it remains an issue.

The pervasiveness of advertising
and its prevalence in the mass
media have led critics to argue that
it plays a major role in influencing
and transmitting social values.
Advertising has been charged with
encouraging materialism, manipu-
lating consumers to buy things
they do not really want or need, per-

petuating stereotypes through its
portrayal of certain groups such as
women, minorities, and the elderly,
and controlling the media.

Advertising has also been scruti-
nized with regard to its economic
effects. The basic economic role of
advertising is to give consumers
information that helps them make
consumption decisions. Some peo-
ple view advertising as a detrimen-
tal force that has a negative effect
on competition, product costs, and
consumer prices. Economists’ per-
spectives regarding the effects of
advertising follow two basic
schools of thought: the advertising
equals market power model and the
advertising equals information
model. Arguments consistent with
each perspective were considered
in analyzing the economic effects
of advertising.

Key Terms
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Discussion Questions
1. The opening vignette discusses
how “branded content” and “adver-
tainment” are the wave of the
future. Discuss what is meant by
these two concepts and why they
are becoming popular among mar-
keters. Why are many consumer
watchdog groups such as Commer-
cial Alert concerned over this
trend?

2. Discuss the role of ethics in
advertising and promotion. How do
ethical considerations differ from
legal considerations in developing
an integrated marketing commu-
nications program?

3. What is meant by shock
advertising? Evaluate the
arguments for and against the use
of shock advertising by marketers.

4. Ethical Perspective 22-1
discusses the clearance process
used by the standards and

practices departments of the four
major television networks.
Evaluate the effectiveness of this
process from the perspective of
the networks as well as
advertisers.

5. Ethical Perspective 22-2
discusses how many companies
are targeting their promotional
programs to schools as a way of
reaching the youth market. Do you
think companies should allow com-
panies to reach students through
programs such as Channel One or
by granting “pouring rights” to
soft-drink bottlers? Evaluate the
arguments for and against these
programs.

6. A common criticism of advertis-
ing is that it stereotypes women.
Discuss the ways this might occur.
Do you think the Airwalk ad shown
in Exhibit 22-6 is suggestive and
symbolizes sexual submission?

7. Discuss the arguments for and
against advertiser influence and/or
control over the media. How might
a newspaper or magazine avoid
being influenced by advertisers?

8. IMC Perspective 22-3 discusses
the advertising campaign
developed by the U.S. Office of
National Drug Control Policy link-
ing drug use with the support of
terrorism. Do you think these ads
are an effective way of dealing
with the drug problem? Why or
why not?

9. Discuss how advertising can
affect product costs and the
prices consumers pay for products
and services.

10. Discuss the two major perspec-
tives of the economic impact of
advertising: “advertising equals
market power” versus “advertising
equals information.”
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80/20 rule (2) The principle that 80 percent of sales volume 
for a product or service is generated by 20 percent of the
customers.

5-W’s model of communication (5) A model of the communi-
cations process that contains five basics elements: who?
(source), says what? (message), in what way? (channel), to
whom? (receiver), and with what effect? (feedback).

A
AIDA model (5) A model that depicts the successive stages a

buyer passes through in the personal selling process including:
attention, interest, desire, and action.

ASI Recall Plus Test (18) A day-after recall test of television
commercials (formerly known as the Burke Test).

absolute costs (10) The actual total cost of placing an ad in a
particular media vehicle.

account executive (3) The individual who serves as the liaison
between the advertising agency and the client. The account
executive is responsible for managing all of the services the
agency provides to the client and representing the agency’s
point of view to the client.

account specific marketing (16) Development of customized
promotional programs for individual retail accounts by 
marketers.

ad click rate (15) Often referred to as “click-through,” this is
the percentage of ad views that resulted in an ad click.

ad clicks (15) Number of times users click on a banner ad.
ad execution-related thoughts (5) A type of thought or cogni-

tive response a message recipient has concerning factors
related to the execution of the ad such as creativity, usual
effects, color, and style.

adjacencies (11) Commercial spots purchased from local televi-
sion stations that generally appear during the time periods
adjacent to network programs.

advertising (1) Any paid form of nonpersonal communication
about an organization, product, service, or idea by an identified
sponsor.

advertising agency (3) A firm that specializes in the creation,
production, and placement of advertising messages and may
provide other services that facilitate the marketing communi-
cations process.

advertising appeal (9) The basis or approach used in an adver-
tising message to attract the attention or interest of consumers
and/or influence their feelings toward the product, service, or
cause.

advertising campaign (8) A comprehensive advertising plan
that consists of a series of messages in a variety of media that
center on a single theme or idea.

advertising creativity (8) The ability to generate fresh, unique,
and appropriate ideas that can be used as solutions to commu-
nication problems.

advertising manager (3) The individual in an organization who
is responsible for the planning, coordinating, budgeting, and
implementing of the advertising program.

advertising specialties (13) Items used as giveaways to serve as
a reminder or stimulate remembrance of a company or brand
such as calendars, T-shirts, pens, key tags, and the like. Spe-
cialties are usually imprinted with a company or brand name
and other identifying marks such as an address and phone
number.

advertising substantiation (21) A Federal Trade Commission
regulatory program that requires advertisers to have documen-
tation to support the claims made in their advertisements.

ad views (impressions) (15) Number of times a banner ad is
downloaded (and presumably seen) by viewers.

advocacy advertising (17) Advertising that is concerned with
the propagation of ideas and elucidation of social issues of
public importance in a manner that supports the position and
interest of the sponsor.

aerial advertising (13) A form of outdoor advertising where
messages appear in the sky in the form of banners pulled by
airplanes, skywriting, and on blimps.

affect referral decision rule (4) A type of decision rule where
selections are made on the basis of an overall impression or
affective summary evaluation of the various alternatives under
consideration.

affiliates (11) Local television stations that are associated with a
major network. Affiliates agree to preempt time during speci-
fied hours for programming provided by the network and carry
the advertising contained in the program.

affiliation (15) A relationship with other websites in which a
company can cross-promote and is credited for sales that
accrue through their site.

affirmative disclosure (21) A Federal Trade Commission pro-
gram whereby advertisers may be required to include certain
types of information in their advertisements so consumers will
be aware of all the consequences, conditions, and limitations
associated with the use of the product or service.

affordable method (7) A method of determining the budget for
advertising and promotion where all other budget areas are
covered and remaining monies are available for allocation.

agate line (12) Unit of newspaper space measurement, 1 col-
umn wide by 1/14 inch deep. (Thus, 14 agate lines = 1 column
inch.)

agency evaluation process (3) The process by which a com-
pany evaluates the performance of its advertising agency. This
process includes both financial and qualitative aspects.

alpha activity (19) A measure of the degree of brain activity
that can be used to assess an individual’s reactions to an 
advertisement.

alternative media (13) A term commonly used in advertising to
describe support media.

animatic (8) A preliminary version of a commercial whereby a
videotape of the frames of a storyboard is produced along with
an audio soundtrack.

GL1
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and Promotion Terms

Note: Numbers in parentheses after term indicate chapter(s) where term is
discussed.
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arbitrary allocation (7) A method for determining the budget
for advertising and promotion based on arbitrary decisions of
executives.

area of dominant influence (ADI) (11) A geographic survey
area created and defined by Arbitron. Each county in the nation
is assigned to an ADI, which is an exclusive geographic area
consisting of all counties in which the home market stations
receive a preponderance of viewing.

attitude toward the ad (5) A message recipient’s affective feel-
ings of favorability or unfavorability toward an advertisement.

attractiveness (6) A source characteristic that makes him or her
appealing to a message recipient. Source attractiveness can be
based on similarity, familiarity, or likability.

audimeter (11) An electric measurement device that is hooked
to a television set to record when the set is turned on and the
channel to which it is tuned. 

audiotex (13) The use of telephone and voice information 
services to market, advertise, promote, entertain, and inform
consumers.

average frequency (10) The number of times the average
household reached by a media schedule is exposed to a media
vehicle over a specified period.

average quarter-hour figure (AQH) (11) The average number
of persons listening to a particular station for at least five min-
utes during a 15-minute period. Used by Arbitron in measuring
the size of radio audiences.

average quarter-hour rating (11) The average quarter-hour
figure estimate expressed as a percentage of the population
being measured. Used by Arbitron in measuring the size of
radio audiences.

average quarter-hour share (11) The percentage of the total
listening audience tuned to each station as a percentage of the
total listening audience in the survey area. Used by Arbitron in
measuring the size of radio audiences.

B
balance-of-trade deficit (20) A situation where the monetary

value of a country’s imports exceeds its exports.
banner (15) An ad on a Web page that may be “hot-linked” to

the advertiser’s site.
barrier to entry (22) Conditions that make it difficult for a firm

to enter the market in a particular industry, such as high adver-
tising budgets.

barter syndication (11) The offering of television programs to
local stations free or at a reduced rate but with some of the
advertising time presold to national advertisers. The remaining
advertising time can be sold to local advertisers.

behavioristic segmentation (2) A method of segmenting a mar-
ket by dividing customers into groups based on their usage,
loyalties, or buying responses to a product or service.

benchmark measures (7) Measures of a target audience’s sta-
tus concerning response hierarchy variables such as aware-
ness, knowledge, image, attitudes, preferences, intentions, or
behavior. These measures are taken at the beginning of an
advertising or promotional campaign to determine the degree
to which a target audience must be changed or moved by a pro-
motional campaign.

benefit segmentation (2) A method of segmenting markets on
the basis of the major benefits consumers seek in a product or
service.

Better Business Bureau (BBB) (21) An organization estab-
lished and funded by businesses that operates primarily at the
local level to monitor activities of companies and promote fair
advertising and selling practices.

big idea (8) A unique or creative idea for an advertisement or
campaign that attracts consumers’ attention, gets a reaction,
and sets the advertiser’s product or service apart from the 
competition.

billings (3) The amount of client money agencies spend on
media purchases and other equivalent activities. Billings 
are often used as a way of measuring the size of advertising
agencies.

bleed pages (12) Magazine advertisements where the printed
area extends to the edge of the page, eliminating any white
margin or border around the ad.

body copy (9) The main text portion of a print ad. Also often
referred to as copy.

bonus packs (16) Special packaging that provides consumers
with extra quantity of merchandise at no extra charge over the
regular price.

bounce-back coupon (16) A coupon offer made to consumers
as an inducement to repurchase the brand.

brand development index (BDI) (10) An index that is calcu-
lated by taking the percentage of a brand’s total sales that occur
in a given market as compared to the percentage of the total
population in the market.

brand equity (2) The intangible asset of added value or good-
will that results from the favorable image, impressions of dif-
ferentiation, and/or the strength of consumer attachment of a
company name, brand name, or trademark.

brand loyalty (4) Preference by a consumer for a particular
brand that results in continual purchase of it.

brand manager (3) The person responsible for the planning,
implementation, and control of the marketing program for an
individual brand.

broadcast media (12) Media that use the airwaves to transmit
their signal and programming. Radio and television are exam-
ples of broadcast media.

build-up approach (7) A method of determining the budget for
advertising and promotion by determining the specific tasks
that have to be performed and estimating the costs of perform-
ing them. See objective and task method.

Burke Test (19) A method of posttesting television commer-
cials using a day-after recall test (now known as Ipsos-ASI
Recall Test).

business-to-business advertising (19) Advertising used by one
business to promote the products and/or services it sells to
another business.

buying center (5) A committee or group of individuals in an
organization who are responsible for evaluating products and
services and making purchase decisions.

C
cable television (11) A form of television where signals 

are carried to households by wire rather than through the 
airways.

carryover effect (7) A delayed or lagged effect whereby the
impact of advertising on sales can occur during a subsequent
time period.

category development index (CDI) (10) An index that is cal-
culated by taking the percentage of a product category’s total
sales that occur in a given market area as compared to the per-
centage of the total population in the market.

category extension (2) The strategy of applying an existing
brand name to a new product category.

category management (3) An organizational system whereby
managers have responsibility for the marketing programs for a
particular category or line of products.
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cease-and-desist order (21) An action by the Federal Trade
Commission that orders a company to stop engaging in a prac-
tice that is considered deceptive or misleading until a hearing
is held. 

central route to persuasion (5) One of two routes to persuasion
recognized by the elaboration likelihood model. The central
route to persuasion views a message recipient as very active
and involved in the communications process and as having the
ability and motivation to attend to and process a message. 

centralized organizational structure (20) A method of orga-
nizing for international advertising and promotion whereby all
decisions are made in a company’s home office.

centralized system (3) An organizational system whereby
advertising along with other marketing activities such as sales,
marketing research, and planning are divided along functional
lines and are run from one central marketing department.

channel (5) The method or medium by which communication
travels from a source or sender to a receiver.

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (21) Fed-
eral legislation which places restrictions on information col-
lected from children via the Internet and requires that websites
directed at children have a privacy policy posted on their home
page and areas of the site where information is collected.

city zone (12) A category used for newspaper circulation figures
that refers to a market area composed of the city where the
paper is published and contiguous areas similar in character to
the city.

classical conditioning (4) A learning process whereby a condi-
tioned stimulus that elicits a response is paired with a neutral
stimulus that does not elicit any particular response. Through
repeated exposure, the neutral stimulus comes to elicit the
same response as the conditioned stimulus.

classified advertising (12) Advertising that runs in newspapers
and magazines that generally contains text only and is
arranged under subheadings according to the product, service,
or offering. Employment, real estate, and automotive ads are
the major forms of classified advertising.

clients (3) The organizations with the products, services, or
causes to be marketed and for which advertising agencies and
other marketing promotional firms provide services.

clipping service (7) A service which clips competitors’ adver-
tising from local print media allowing the company to monitor
the types of advertising that are running or to estimate their
advertising expenditures.

close (18) Obtaining the commitment of the prospect in a per-
sonal selling transaction.

clutter (6, 11) The nonprogram material that appears in a broad-
cast environment, including commercials, promotional mes-
sages for shows, public service announcements, and the like.

cognitive dissonance (4) A state of psychological tension or
postpurchase doubt that a consumer may experience after mak-
ing a purchase decision. This tension often leads the consumer
to try to reduce it by seeking supportive information.

cognitive processing (4) The process by which an individual
transforms external information into meanings or patterns of
thought and how these meanings are used to form judgments
or choices about behavior.

cognitive responses (5) Thoughts that occur to a message recip-
ient while reading, viewing, and/or hearing a communication.

collateral services (3) Companies that provide companies with
specialized services such as package design, advertising pro-
duction, and marketing research.

combination rates (12) A special space rate or discount offered
for advertising in two or more periodicals. Combination rates

are often offered by publishers who own both morning and
evening editions of a newspaper in the same market.

commission system (3) A method of compensating advertising
agencies whereby the agency receives a specified commission
(traditionally 15 percent) from the media on any advertising
time or space it purchases.

communication (5) The passing of information, exchange of
ideas, or process of establishing shared meaning between a
sender and a receiver.

communication objectives (1, 7) Goals that an organiza-
tion seeks to achieve through its promotional program in 
terms of communication effects such as creating aware-
ness, knowledge, image, attitudes, preferences, or purchase 
intentions.

communication task (7) Under the DAGMAR approach to set-
ting advertising goals and objectives, something that can be
performed by and attributed to advertising such as awareness,
comprehension, conviction, and action.

comparative advertising (6, 9) The practice of either directly
or indirectly naming one or more competitors in an advertising
message and usually making a comparison on one or more spe-
cific attributes or characteristics.

compensatory decision rule (4) A type of decision rule for
evaluating alternatives where consumers consider each brand
with respect to how it performs on relevant or salient attributes
and the importance of each attribute. This decision rule allows
for a negative evaluation or performance on a particular
attribute to be compensated for by a positive evaluation on
another attribute.

competitive advantage (2) Something unique or special that a
firm does or possesses that provides an advantage over its
competitors.

competitive parity method (7) A method of setting the adver-
tising and promotion budget based on matching the absolute
level of percentage of sales expenditures of the competition.

compliance (6) A type of influence process where a receiver
accepts the position advocated by a source to obtain favorable
outcomes or to avoid punishment.

computer simulation models (7) Quantitative-based models
that are used to determine the relative contribution of advertis-
ing expenditures on sales response.

concave downward function (7) An advertising/sales response
function that views the incremental effects of advertising on
sales as decreasing.

concentrated marketing (2) A type of marketing strategy
whereby a firm chooses to focus its marketing efforts on one
particular market segment.

concept testing (19) A method of pretesting alternative ideas
for an advertisement or campaign by having consumers 
provide their responses and/or reactions to the creative 
concept.

conditioned response (4) In classical conditioning, a response
that occurs as a result of exposure to a conditioned stimulus.

conditioned stimulus (4) In classical conditioning, a stimulus
that becomes associated with an unconditioned stimulus and
capable of evoking the same response or reaction as the uncon-
ditioned stimulus.

conjunctive decision rule (4) A type of decision rule for evalu-
ating alternatives where consumers establish minimally
acceptable levels of performance for each important product
attribute and accept an alternative only if it meets the cutoff
level for each attribute.

consent order (21) A settlement between a company and the
Federal Trade Commission whereby an advertiser agrees to
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stop the advertising or practice in question. A consent order is
for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an admis-
sion of guilt.

consumer behavior (4) The process and activities that people
engage in when searching for, selecting, purchasing, using,
evaluating, and disposing of products and services so as to sat-
isfy their needs and desires.

consumer franchise-building promotions (16) Sales promotion
activities that communicate distinctive brand attributes and con-
tribute to the development and reinforcement of brand identity.

consumer juries (19) A method of pretesting advertisements by
using a panel of consumers who are representative of the target
audience and provide ratings, rankings, and/or evaluations of
advertisements.

consumer-oriented sales promotion (16) Sales promotion
techniques that are targeted to the ultimate consumer such 
as coupons, samples, contests, rebates, sweepstakes, and pre-
mium offers.

consumer socialization process (22) The process by which an
individual acquires the skills needed to function in the market-
place as a consumer.

content sponsorship (15) The sponsor not only provides dollars
in return for name association on the Internet but participates
in the provision of content itself.

contest (16) A promotion whereby consumers compete for
prizes or money on the basis of skills or ability, and winners
are determined by judging the entries or ascertaining which
entry comes closest to some predetermined criteria.

continuity (10) A media scheduling strategy where a continu-
ous pattern of advertising is used over the time span of the
advertising campaign.

contribution margin (7) The difference between the total rev-
enue generated by a product or brand and its total variable
costs.

controlled circulation basis (12) Distribution of a publication
free to individuals a publisher believes are of importance and
responsible for making purchase decisions or are prescreened
for qualification on some other basis.

cookie (15) An identifying string of text attached to a website
visitor’s computer for information-gathering purposes, such as
how often they visit the site, what is looked at, and in what
sequence.

cooperative advertising (2, 16) Advertising program in which
a manufacturer pays a certain percentage of the expenses a
retailer or distributor incurs for advertising the manufacturer’s
product in a local market area.

copy platform (8) A document that specifies the basic elements
of the creative strategy such as the basic problem or issue the
advertising must address, the advertising and communications
objectives, target audience, major selling idea or key benefits
to communicate, campaign theme or appeal, and supportive
information or requirements.

copywriter (3, 8) Individual who helps conceive the ideas for
ads and commercials and writes the words or copy for them.

corporate advertising (17) Advertising designed to promote
overall awareness of a company or enhance its image among a
target audience.

corrective advertising (21) An action by the Federal Trade
Commission whereby an advertiser can be required to run
advertising messages designed to remedy the deception or mis-
leading impression created by its previous advertising.

cost per customer purchasing (14) A cost effectiveness mea-
sure used in direct marketing based on the cost per sale
generated.

cost per order (CPO) (13) A measure used in direct marketing
to determine the number of orders generated relative to the
cost of running the advertisement.

cost per ratings point (10) A computation used by media buy-
ers to compare the cost efficiency of broadcast programs that
divides the cost of commercial time on a program by the audi-
ence rating.

cost per thousand (10) A computation used in evaluating the
relative cost of various media vehicles that represents the cost
of exposing 1,000 members of a target audience to an advertis-
ing message.

cost plus system (3) A method of compensating advertising
agencies whereby the agency receives a fee based on the 
cost of the work it performs plus an agreed-on amount for
profit.

Council of Better Business Bureaus (21) The parent office of
local offices of the Better Business Bureau. The council assists
in the development of codes and standards for ethical and
responsible business and advertising practices.

counterargument (5) A type of thought or cognitive response a
receiver has that is counter or opposed to the position advo-
cated in a message.

coverage (10) A measure of the potential audience that might
receive an advertising message through a media vehicle.

CPC (15) Cost-per-click is a marketing formula used to price ad
banners. Some advertisers pay based on the number of clicks a
specific banner gets.

creative boutique (3) An advertising agency that specializes in
and provides only services related to the creative aspects of
advertising.

creative execution style (9) The manner or way in which a par-
ticular advertising appeal is transformed into a message.

creative selling (18) A type of sales position where the primary
emphasis is on generating new business.

creative strategy (8) A determination of what an advertising
message will say or communicate to a target audience.

creative tactics (8) A determination of how an advertising mes-
sage will be implemented so as to execute the creative strategy.

creativity (8) A quality possessed by persons that enables them
to generate novel approaches, generally reflected in new and
improved solutions to problems.

credibility (6) The extent to which a source is perceived as hav-
ing knowledge, skill, or experience relevant to a communica-
tion topic and can be trusted to give an unbiased opinion or
present objective information on the issue.

cross-media advertising (12) An arrangement where opportu-
nities to advertise in several different types of media are
offered by a single company or a partnership of various media
providers.

cross/multimagazine deals (12) An arrangement where two or
more publishers offer their magazines to an advertiser as one
media package.

cross-ruff coupon (16) A coupon offer delivered on one prod-
uct that is redeemable for the purchase of another product. The
other product is usually one made by the same company but
may involve a tie-in with another manufacturer.

cross sell (18) A term used in personal selling that refers to 
the sale of additional products and/or services to the same
customer.

cultural values (20) Refers to beliefs and goals shared by mem-
bers of a society regarding ideal end-states of life and modes of
conduct.

culture (4) The complexity of learned meanings, values, norms,
and customs shared by members of a society.
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cume (11) A term used for cumulative audience, which is the
estimated total number of different people who listened to a
radio station for a minimum of five minutes during a particular
daypart.

D
DAGMAR (7) An acronym that stands for defining advertising

goals for measured advertising results. An approach to 
setting advertising goals and objectives developed by Russell
Colley.

daily inch rate (10) A cost figure used in periodicals based on
an advertisement placed one inch deep and one column wide
(whatever the column inch).

database (14) A listing of current and/or potential customers 
for a company’s product or service that can be used for direct-
marketing purposes.

database marketing (14) The use of specific information about
individual customers and/or prospects to implement more
effective and efficient marketing communications.

day-after recall scores (19) A measure used in on-air testing 
of television commercials by various marketing research com-
panies. The day-after recall score represents the percentage 
of viewers surveyed who can remember seeing a particular
commercial.

dayparts (10, 11) The time segments into which a day is
divided by radio and television networks and stations for sell-
ing advertising time.

decentralized organizational structure (20) A method of
organizing for international advertising and promotion where
managers in each market or country have decision-making
authority.

decentralized system (3) An organizational system where-
by planning and decision-making responsibility for mar-
keting, advertising, and promotion lies with a product/brand
manager or management team rather than a centralized 
department.

deception (21) According to the Federal Trade Commission, a
misrepresentation, omission, or practice that is likely to mis-
lead the consumer acting reasonably in the circumstances to
the consumer’s detriment.

decoding (5) The process by which a message recipient trans-
forms and interprets a message.

demographic segmentation (2) A method of segmenting a mar-
ket based on the demographic characteristics of consumers.

departmental system (3) The organization of an advertising
agency into departments based on functions such as account ser-
vices, creative, media, marketing services, and administration.

derived demand (19) A situation where demand for a particular
product or service results from the need for other goods and/or
services. For example, demand for aluminum cans is derived
from consumption of soft drinks or beer.

designated market area (DMA) (11) The geographic areas
used by the Nielsen Station Index in measuring audience size.
DMAs are nonoverlapping areas consisting of groups of coun-
ties from which stations attract their viewers.

differentiated marketing (2) A type of marketing strategy
whereby a firm offers products or services to a number of mar-
ket segments and develops separate marketing strategies for
each.

differentiation (22) A situation where a particular company or
brand is perceived as unique or better than its competitors.

direct-action advertising (1) Advertising designed to produce
an immediate effect such as the generation of store traffic or
sales.

direct broadcast by satellite (DBS) (20) A television signal
delivery system whereby programming is beamed from satel-
lites to special receiving dishes mounted in the home or yard.

direct channel (2) A marketing channel where a producer and
ultimate consumer interact directly with one another.

direct headline (9) A headline that is very straightforward and
informative in terms of the message it is presenting and the tar-
get audience it is directed toward. Direct headlines often
include a specific benefit, promise, or reason for a consumer to
be interested in a product or service.

direct marketing (1, 14) A system of marketing by which an
organization communicates directly with customers to gener-
ate a response and/or transaction.

direct-marketing media (14) Media that are used for direct-
marketing purposes including direct mail, telemarketing, print,
and broadcast.

direct-response advertising (1, 14) A form of advertising for a
product or service that elicits a sales response directly from the
advertiser.

direct-response agencies (3) Companies that provide a variety
of direct-marketing services to their clients including database
management, direct mail, research, media service, and creative
and production capabilities.

direct selling (1, 14) The direct personal presentation, demon-
stration, and sale of products and services to consumers usu-
ally in their homes or at their jobs.

directional medium (13) Advertising media that are not used to
create awareness or demand for products or services but rather
to inform customers as to where purchases can be made once
they have decided to buy. The Yellow Pages are an example of
a directional medium.

display advertising (12) Advertising in newspapers and maga-
zines that uses illustrations, photos, headlines, and other visual
elements in addition to copy text.

dissonance/attribution model (5) A type of response hierarchy
where consumers first behave, then develop attitudes or feel-
ings as a result of that behavior, and then learn or process
information that supports the attitude and behavior.

diverting (16) A practice whereby a retailer or wholesaler takes
advantage of a promotional deal and then sells some of the
product purchased at the low price to a store outside of their
area or to a middleman who will resell it to other stores.

domain name (15) The unique name of an Internet site. There
are six domains widely used in the U.S.: .com (commercial),
.edu (education), .net (network operations), .gov (U.S. govern-
ment), .mil (U.S. military), and .org (organization). Additional
two letter domains specify a country, for example, .sp for Spain.

duplicated reach (10) Audience members’ exposure to a mes-
sage as a result of messages having appeared in two or more
different media vehicles.

dyadic communication (18) A process of direct communica-
tion between two persons or groups such as a salesperson and a
customer.

E
e-commerce (15) Direct selling of goods and services through

the Internet.
economic infrastructure (20) A country’s communications,

transportation, financial, and distribution networks.
economies of scale (7, 22) A decline in costs with accumulated

sales or production. In advertising, economies of scale often
occur in media purchases as the relative costs of advertising
time and/or space may decline as the size of the media budget
increases.
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effective reach (10) A measure of the percentage of a media
vehicle’s audience reached at each effective frequency
increment.

elaboration likelihood model (ELM) (5) A model that identi-
fies two processes by which communications can lead to
persuasion—central and peripheral routes.

electrodermal response (19) A measure of the resistance the
skin offers to a small amount of current passed between two
electrodes. Used as a measure of consumers’ reaction level to
an advertisement.

electroencephalographic (EEG) measures (19) Measures of
the electrical impulses in the brain that are sometimes used as a
measure of reactions to advertising.

electronic teleshopping (14) Online shopping and informa-
tion retrieval service that is accessed through a personal 
computer.

emotional appeals (6, 9) Advertising messages that appeal to
consumers’ feelings and emotions.

encoding (5) The process of putting thoughts, ideas, or informa-
tion into a symbolic form.

ethics (22) Moral principles and values that govern the actions
and decisions of an individual or group.

evaluative criteria (4) The dimensions or attributes of a prod-
uct or service that are used to compare different alternatives.

event marketing (16) A type of promotion where a company or
brand is linked to an event, or where a themed activity is devel-
oped for the purpose of creating experiences for consumers
and promoting a product or service.

event sponsorship (17) A type of promotion whereby a com-
pany develops sponsorship relations with a particular event
such as a concert, sporting event, or other activity.

evoked set (4) The various brands identified by a consumer as
purchase options and that are actively considered during the
alternative evaluation process.

exchange (1) Trade of something of value between two parties
such as a product or service for money. The core phenomenon
or domain for study in marketing.

exclusive (17) A public relations tactic whereby one particular
medium is offered exclusive rights to a story.

expertise (6) An aspect of source credibility where a communi-
cator is perceived as being knowledgeable in a given area or
for a particular topic.

external analysis (1) The phase of the promotional planning
process that focuses on factors such as the characteristics of an
organization’s customers, market segments, positioning strate-
gies, competitors, and marketing environment.

external audiences (17) In public relations, a term used in ref-
erence to individuals who are outside of or not closely con-
nected to the organization such as the general public.

external audits (17) Evaluations performed by outside agencies
to determine the effectiveness of an organization’s public rela-
tions program.

external search (4) The search process whereby consumers
seek and acquire information from external sources such as
advertising, other people, or public sources.

eye tracking (19) A method for following the movement of a
person’s eyes as he or she views an ad or commercial. Eye
tracking is used for determining which portions or sections of
an ad attract a viewer’s attention and/or interest.

F
failure fee (16) A trade promotion arrangement whereby a mar-

keter agrees to pay a penalty fee if a product stocked by a
retailer does not meet agreed-upon sales levels.

Fairness Doctrine (21) A Federal Communications Commis-
sion program that required broadcasters to provide time for
opposing viewpoints on important issues.

fear appeals (6) An advertising message that creates anxiety in
a receiver by showing negative consequences that can result
from engaging in (or not engaging in) a particular behavior.

Federal Trade Commission (FTC) (21) The federal agency
that has the primary responsibility for protecting consumers
and businesses from anticompetitive behavior and unfair and
deceptive practices. The FTC regulates advertising and promo-
tion at the federal level.

Federal Trade Commission Act (21) Federal legislation passed
in 1914 that created the Federal Trade Commission and gave it
the responsibility to monitor deceptive or misleading advertis-
ing and unfair business practices.

fee-commission combination (3) A type of compensation sys-
tem whereby an advertising agency establishes a fixed monthly
fee for its services to a client and media commissions received
by the agency are credited against the fee.

feedback (5) Part of message recipient’s response that is com-
municated back to the sender. Feedback can take a variety of
forms and provides a sender with a way of monitoring how an
intended message is decoded and received.

field of experience (5) The experiences, perceptions, attitudes,
and values that senders and receivers of a message bring to a
communication situation.

field tests (19) Tests of consumer reactions to an advertisement
that are taken under natural viewing situations rather than in a
laboratory.

financial audit (3) An aspect of the advertising agency evalua-
tion process that focuses on how the agency conducts financial
affairs related to serving a client.

first-run syndication (11) Programs produced specifically for
the syndication market.

fixed-fee arrangement (3) A method of agency compensation
whereby the agency and client agree on the work to be done
and the amount of money the agency will be paid for its 
services.

flat rates (12) A standard newspaper advertising rate where 
no discounts are offered for large-quantity or repeated space
buys.

Flesch formula (19) A test used to assess the difficulty level of
writing based on the number of syllables and sentences per 100
words.

flighting (10) A media scheduling pattern in which periods of
advertising are alternated with periods of no advertising.

focus groups (4)(8) A qualitative marketing research method
whereby a group of 10–12 consumers from the target market
are led through a discussion regarding a particular topic such
as a product, service, or advertising campaign.

forward buying (16) A practice whereby retailers and whole-
salers stock up on a product being offered by a manufacturer at
a lower deal or off-invoice price and resell it to consumers
once the marketer’s promotional period has ended.

frequency (10) The number of times a target audience is
exposed to a media vehicle(s) in a specified period.

frequency programs (16) A type of promotional program that
rewards customers for continuing to purchase the same brand
of a product or service over time (also referred to as continuity
or loyalty programs).

full-service agency (3) An advertising agency that offers clients
a full range of marketing and communications services includ-
ing the planning, creating, producing, and placing of advertis-
ing messages and other forms of promotion.
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functional consequences (4) Outcomes of product or service
usage that are tangible and can be directly experienced by a
consumer.

G
game (16) A promotion that is a form of sweepstakes because it

has a chance element or odds of winning associated with it.
Games usually involve game card devices that can be rubbed
or opened to unveil a winning number or prize description.

gatefolds (12) An oversize magazine page or cover that is
extended and folded over to fit into the publication. Gatefolds
are used to extend the size of a magazine advertisement and are
always sold at a premium.

general preplanning input (8) Information gathering and/or
market research studies on trends, developments, and happen-
ings in the marketplace that can be used to assist in the initial
stages of the creative process of advertising.

geographical weighting (10) A media scheduling strategy
where certain geographic areas or regions are allocated higher
levels of advertising because they have greater sales potential.

geographic segmentation (2) A method of segmenting a mar-
ket on the basis of different geographic units or areas.

global advertising (20) The use of the same basic advertising
message in all international markets.

global marketing (20) A strategy of using a common marketing
plan and program for all countries in which a company oper-
ates, thus selling the product or services the same way every-
where in the world.

green marketing (22) The marketing and promotion of prod-
ucts on the basis of environmental sensitivity.

gross ratings points (GRPs) (10) A measure that represents the
total delivery or weight of a media schedule during a specified
time period. GRPs are calculated by multiplying the reach of
the media schedule by the average frequency.

group system (3) The organization of an advertising agency by
dividing it into groups consisting of specialists from various
departments such as creative, media, marketing services, and
other areas. These groups work together to service particular
accounts.

H
halo effect (19) The tendency for evaluations of one attribute or

aspect of a stimulus to distort reactions to its other attributes or
properties.

headline (9) Words in the leading position of the advertisement;
the words that will be read first or are positioned to draw the
most attention.

hemisphere lateralization (19) The notion that the human
brain has two relatively distinct halves or hemispheres with
each being responsible for a specific type of function. The right
side is responsible for visual processing while the left side con-
ducts verbal processing.

heuristics (4) Simplified or basic decision rules that can be used
by a consumer to make a purchase choice, such as buy the
cheapest brand.

hierarchy of effects model (5) A model of the process by which
advertising works that assumes a consumer must pass through
a sequence of steps from initial awareness to eventual action.
The stages include awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, and
adoption.

hierarchy of needs (4) Abraham Maslow’s theory that human
needs are arranged in an order or hierarchy based on their
importance. The need hierarchy includes physiological, safety,
social/love and belonging, esteem, and self-actualization needs.

hit (15) Each time a server sends a file to a browser it is recorded
as a “hit.” Hits are used to measure the traffic on a website.

horizontal cooperative advertising (16) A cooperative adver-
tising arrangement where advertising is sponsored in common
by a group of retailers or other organizations providing prod-
ucts or services to a market.

households using television (HUT) (11) The percentage of
homes in a given area that are watching television during a
specific time period.

I
identification (6) The process by which an attractive source

influences a message recipient. Identification occurs when the
receiver is motivated to seek some type of relationship with the
source and adopt a similar position in terms of beliefs, atti-
tudes, preferences, or behavior.

image advertising (8) Advertising that creates an identity for a
product or service by emphasizing psychological meaning or
symbolic association with certain values, lifestyles, and the like.

image transfer (11) A radio advertising technique whereby the
images of a television commercial are implanted into a radio
spot.

incentive-based system (3) A form of compensation whereby
an advertising agency’s compensation level depends on how
well it meets predetermined performance goals such as sales or
market share.

index numbers (10) A ratio used to describe the potential of a
market. The index number is derived by dividing the percent-
age of users in a market segment by the percentage of popula-
tion in the same segment and multiplying by 100.

indirect channels (2) A marketing channel where intermedi-
aries such as wholesalers and retailers are utilized to make a
product available to the customer.

indirect headlines (9) Headlines that are not straightforward
with respect to identifying a product or service or providing
information regarding the point of an advertising message.

in-flight advertising (13) A variety of advertising media target-
ing air travelers while they are in flight.

infomercials (11, 14) Television commercials that are very
long, ranging from several minutes to an hour. Infomercials are
designed to provide consumers with detailed information
about a product or service.

information processing model (5) A model of advertising
effects developed by William McGuire that views the receiver
of a message as an information processor and problem solver.
The model views the receiver as passing through a response
hierarchy that includes a series of stages including message
presentation, attention, comprehension, acceptance or yield-
ing, retention, and behavior.

informational/rational appeals (9) Advertising appeals that
focus on the practical, functional, or utilitarian need for a prod-
uct or service and emphasize features, benefits, or reasons for
owning or using the brand.

ingredient sponsored cooperative advertising (16) Advertis-
ing supported by raw material manufacturers with the objec-
tive being to help establish end products that include materials
and/or ingredients supplied by the company.

inherent drama (8) An approach to advertising that focuses on
the benefits or characteristics that lead a consumer to purchase a
product or service and uses dramatic elements to emphasize
them.

in-house agency (3) An advertising agency set up, owned, and
operated by an advertiser that is responsible for planning and
executing the company’s advertising program.
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ink-jet imaging (12) A printing process where a message is
reproduced by projecting ink onto paper rather than mechani-
cal plates. Ink-jet imaging is being offered by many magazines
to allow advertisers to personalize their messages.

innovation-adoption model (5) A model that represents the
stages a consumer passes through in the adoption process for
an innovation such as a new product. The series of steps
includes: awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, and adoption.

inquiry tests (19) Tests designed to measure advertising effec-
tiveness on the basis of inquiries or responses generated from
the ad such as requests for information, number of phone calls,
or number of coupons redeemed.

inside cards (13) A form of transit advertising where messages
appear on cards or boards inside of vehicles such as buses, sub-
ways, or trolleys.

instant coupon (16) Coupons attached to a package that can be
removed and redeemed at the time of purchase.

in-store couponing (16) The distribution of coupons in retail
stores through various methods such as tear-off pads, hand-
outs, and on-shelf or electronic dispensers.

in-store media (13) Advertising and promotional media that are
used inside of a retail store such as point-of-purchase displays,
ads on shopping carts, coupon dispensers, and display boards.

integrated marketing communication objectives (7) State-
ments of what various aspects of the integrated marketing
communications program will accomplish with respect to 
factors such as communication tasks, sales, market share, and
the like.

integrated marketing communications (1) A concept of mar-
keting communications planning that recognizes the added
value of a comprehensive plan that evaluates the strategic roles
of a variety of communication disciplines—for example, gen-
eral advertising, direct response, sales promotion, and public
relations—and combines these disciplines to provide clarity,
consistency, and maximum communications impact.

integration processes (4) The way information such as product
knowledge, meanings, and beliefs is combined to evaluate two
or more alternatives.

interactive agency (3) An organization that specializes in the
creation of interactive media such as CD-ROMs, kiosks, and
websites.

interactive media (10) A variety of media that allows the con-
sumer to interact with the source of the message, actively
receiving information and altering images, responding to ques-
tions, and so on.

interconnects (11) Groups of cable systems joined together for
advertising purposes.

internal analysis (1) The phase of the promotional planning
process that focuses on the product/service offering and the
firm itself including the capabilities of the firm and its ability to
develop and implement a successful integrated marketing
communications program.

internal audiences (17) In public relations, a term used to refer
to individuals or groups inside of the organization or with a
close connection to it.

internal audits (17) Evaluations by individuals within the orga-
nization to determine the effectiveness of a public relations
program.

internalization (6) The process by which a credible source
influences a message recipient. Internalization occurs when the
receiver is motivated to have an objectively correct position on
an issue and the receiver will adopt the opinion or attitude of
the credible communicator if he or she believes the informa-
tion from this source represents an accurate position on the
issue.

internal search (4) The process by which a consumer acquires
information by accessing past experiences or knowledge
stored in memory.

international media (20) Advertising media that have multi-
country coverage and  can be used to reach audiences in vari-
ous countries.

Internet (15) A worldwide means of exchanging information
and communicating through a series of interconnected
computers.

interstitial (15) An advertisement that appears in a window on
your computer screen while you are waiting for a Web page to
load.

J
jingles (9) Songs about a brand or company that usually carry

the advertising theme and a simple message.

L
laboratory tests (19) Tests of consumer reactions to advertising

under controlled conditions.
Lanham Act (21) A federal law that permits a company to reg-

ister a trademark for its exclusive use. The Lanham Act was
recently amended to encompass false advertising and prohibits
any false description or representation including words or
other symbols tending falsely to describe or represent the
same.

layout (9) The physical arrangement of the various parts of an
advertisement including the headline, subheads, illustrations,
body copy, and any identifying marks.

lexicographic decision rule (4) A type of decision rule where
choice criteria are ranked in order of importance and alterna-
tives are evaluated on each attribute or criterion beginning
with the most important one.

link (15) An electronic connection between two websites.
local advertising (11) Advertising done by companies within

the limited geographic area where they do business.
localized advertising strategy (20) Developing an advertising

campaign specifically for a particular country or market rather
than using a global approach.

low-involvement hierarchy (5) A response hierarchy whereby
a message recipient is viewed as passing from cognition to
behavior to attitude change.

M
magazine networks (12) A group of magazines owned by one

publisher or assembled by an independent network that offers
advertisers the opportunity to buy space in a variety of publica-
tions through a package deal.

mailing list (14) A type of database containing names and
addresses of present and/or potential customers who can be
reached through a direct-mail campaign.

major selling idea (8) The basis for the central theme or mes-
sage idea in an advertising campaign.

marginal analysis (7) A principle of resource allocation that
balances incremental revenues against incremental costs.

market opportunities (2) Areas where a company believes
there are favorable demand trends, needs, and/or wants that are
not being satisfied, and where it can compete effectively.

market segmentation (2) The process of dividing a market into
distinct groups that have common needs and will respond simi-
larly to a marketing action.

market segments (2) Identifiable groups of customers sharing
similar needs, wants, or other characteristics that make them
likely to respond in a similar fashion to a marketing program.
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marketing (1, 2) The process of planning and executing the
conception, pricing, promotion, and distribution of ideas,
goods, and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual
and organizational objectives.

marketing channels (2) The set of interdependent organiza-
tions involved in the process of making a product or service
available to customers.

marketing mix (1, 2) The controllable elements of a marketing
program including product, price, promotion, and place.

marketing objectives (1, 7) Goals to be accomplished by an
organization’s overall marketing program such as sales, market
share, or profitability.

marketing plan (1) A written document that describes the over-
all marketing strategy and programs developed for an organi-
zation, a particular product line, or a brand.

marketing public relations function (MPR) (17) Public rela-
tions activities designed to support marketing objectives and
programs.

mass media (5) Nonpersonal channels of communication 
that allow a message to be sent to many individuals at one time.

materialism (22) A preoccupation with material things rather
than intellectual or spiritual concerns.

media buying services (3) Independent companies that special-
ize in the buying of media, particularly radio and television
time.

media objectives (10) The specific goals an advertiser has for
the media portion of the advertising program.

media organizations (3) One of the four major participants in
the integrated marketing communications process whose func-
tion is to provide information or entertainment to subscribers,
viewers, or readers while offering marketers an environment
for reaching audiences with print and broadcast messages.

media plan (10) A document consisting of objectives, strate-
gies, and tactics for reaching a target audience through various
media vehicles.

media planning (10) The series of decisions involved in the
delivery of an advertising message to prospective purchasers
and/or users of a product or service.

media strategies (10) Plans of action for achieving stated media
objectives such as which media will be used for reaching a tar-
get audience, how the media budget will be allocated, and how
advertisements will be scheduled.

media vehicle (10) The specific program, publication, or pro-
motional piece used to carry an advertising message.

medium (10) The general category of communication vehicles
that are available for communicating with a target audience
such as broadcast, print, direct mail, and outdoor.

message (5) A communication containing information or mean-
ing that a source wants to convey to a receiver.

missionary sales (18) A type of sales position where the empha-
sis is on performing supportive activities and services rather
than generating or taking orders.

mnemonics (4) Basic cues such as symbols, rhymes, and asso-
ciations that facilitate the learning and memory process.

mobile billboards (13) An out-of-home medium in which
advertisements are able to be transported to different locations
(signs painted on automobiles, trailers pulling billboards, and
the like).

motivation research (4) Qualitative research designed to probe
the consumer’s subconscious and discover deeply rooted
motives for purchasing a product.

motive (4) Something that compels or drives a consumer to take
a particular action.

multiattribute attitude model (4) A model of attitudes that
views an individual’s evaluation of an object as being a func-

tion of the beliefs that he or she has toward the object on vari-
ous attributes and the importance of these attributes.

multimagazine deals (12) Arrangements whereby two to more
publishers offer advertisers the opportunity to buy space in
their magazines with one single media buy.

multiplexing (11) An arrangement where multiple channels are
transmitted by one cable network.

N
narrowcasting (11) The reaching of a very specialized market

through programming aimed at particular target audiences.
Cable television networks offer excellent opportunities for
narrowcasting.

national advertisers (2) Companies that advertise their prod-
ucts or services on a nationwide basis or in most regions of the
country.

National Advertising Review Board (NARB) (21) A part of
the National Advertising Division of the Council of Better
Business Bureaus. The NARB is the advertising industry’s pri-
mary self-regulatory body.

National Advertising Review Council (NARC) (21) An orga-
nization founded by the Council of Better Business Bureaus
and various advertising industry groups to promote high stan-
dards of truth, accuracy, morality, and social responsibility in
national advertising.

National Association of Attorneys General (21) An organiza-
tion consisting of state attorneys general that is involved in the
regulation of advertising and other business practices.

national spot (11) All non-network advertising done by a
national advertiser in local markets.

negotiated commission (3) A method of compensating adver-
tising agencies whereby the client and agency negotiate the
commission structure rather than relying on the traditional 15
percent media commission.

noise (5) Extraneous factors that create unplanned distortion or
interference in the communications process.

noncompensatory integration strategies (4) Types of decision
rules used to evaluate alternatives that do not allow negative
evaluation or performance on a particular attribute to be com-
pensated for by positive evaluation or performance on some
other attribute.

nonfranchise-building promotions (16) Sales promotion
activities that are designed to accelerate the purchase decision
process and generate an immediate increase in sales but do lit-
tle or nothing to communicate information about a brand and
contribute to its identity and image.

nonmeasured media (13) A term commonly used in the adver-
tising industry to describe support media.

nonpersonal channels (5) Channels of communication that
carry a message without involving interpersonal contact
between sender and receiver. Nonpersonal channels are often
referred to as mass media.

nontraditional media (13) A term commonly used in the adver-
tising industry to describe support media.

O
objective and task method (7) A build-up approach to budget

setting involving a three-step process: (1) determining objec-
tives, (2) determining the strategies and tasks required to attain
these objectives, and (3) estimating the costs associated with
these strategies and tasks.

off-invoice allowance (16) A promotional discount offered to
retailers or wholesalers whereby a certain per-case amount or
percentage is deducted from the invoice.
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off-network syndication (11) Reruns of network shows bought
by individual stations.

on-air tests (19) Testing the effectiveness of television commer-
cials by inserting test ads into actual TV programs in certain
test markets.

one-sided message (6) Communications in which only positive
attributes or benefits of a product or service are presented.

one-step approach (14) A direct-marketing strategy in which
the medium is used directly to obtain an order (for example,
television direct-response ads).

open rate structure (12) A rate charged by newspapers in
which discounts are available based on frequency or bulk pur-
chases of space.

operant conditioning (instrumental conditioning) (4) A
learning theory that views the probability of a behavior as
being dependent on the outcomes or consequences associated
with it.

opt-in-e-mail (15) Lists where Internet users have voluntarily
signed up to receive commercial e-mail about topics of 
interest.

order taking (18) A personal selling responsibility in which the
salesperson’s primary responsibility is taking the order.

out-of-home advertising (13) The variety of advertising forms
including outdoor, transit, skywriting, and other media viewed
outside the home.

outside posters (13) Outdoor transit posters appearing on
buses, taxis, trains, subways, and trolley cars.

P
PACT (Positioning Advertising Copy Testing) (19) A set of

principles endorsed by 21 of the largest U.S. ad agencies aimed
at improving the research used in preparing and testing ads,
providing a better creative product for clients, and controlling
the cost of TV commercials.

page views (15) Number of times a user requests a page that
contains a particular ad. Used to indicate the number of times
an ad was potentially seen, or “gross impressions.”

participations (11) The situation where several advertisers buy
commercial time or spots on network television.

pass-along rate (10) An estimate of the number of readers of a
magazine in addition to the original subscriber or purchaser.

pass-along readership (12) The audience that results when the
primary subscriber or purchaser of a magazine gives the publi-
cation to another person to read, or when the magazine is read
in places such as waiting rooms in doctors’ offices, etc.

pattern advertising (20) Advertisements that follow a basic
global approach although themes, copy, and sometimes even
visual elements may be adjusted.

payout plan (7) A budgeting plan that determines the invest-
ment value of the advertising and promotion appropriation.

people meter (11) An electronic device that automatically
records a household’s television viewing, including channels
watched, number of minutes of viewing, and members of the
household who are watching.

percentage charges (3) The markups charged by advertising
agencies for services provided to clients.

percentage of projected future sales method (7) A variation of
the percentage of sales method of budget allocation in which
projected future sales are used as the base.

percentage of sales method (7) A budget method in which the
advertising and/or promotions budget is set based on a percent-
age of sales of the product.

perception (4) The process by which an individual receives,
selects, organizes, and interprets information to create a mean-
ingful picture of the world.

perceptual map (2) A “map” of perceptions of the positions of
brands or products as received by consumers.

peripheral route to persuasion (5) In the elaboration likeli-
hood model, one of two routes to persuasion in which the
receiver is viewed as lacking the ability or motivation to
process information and is not likely to be engaging in detailed
cognitive processing.

personal selling (1) Person-to-person communication in which
the seller attempts to assist and/or persuade prospective buyers
to purchase the company’s product or service or to act on an
idea.

personalization (15) Individuals can request that specific 
information they are interested in viewing be sent to their 
computers.

persuasion matrix (6) A communications planning model in
which the stages of the response process (dependent variables)
and the communications components (independent variables)
are combined to demonstrate the likely effect that the indepen-
dent variables will have on the dependent variables.

phased processing strategy (4) An information processing
strategy in which more than one decision rule is applied during
the purchase decision process.

planograms (16) A planning configuration of products that
occupy a shelf section in a store that is used to provide more
efficient shelf space utilization.

pop-ups (15) Advertisement windows on the Internet usually
larger than a banner ad and smaller than a full screen.

portfolio tests (19) A laboratory methodology designed to
expose a group of respondents to a portfolio consisting of both
control and test print ads.

positioning (2) The art and science of fitting the product or ser-
vice to one or more segments of the market in such a way as to
set it meaningfully apart from competition.

positioning strategies (2) The strategies used in positioning a
brand or product.

posttests (19) Ad effectiveness measures that are taken after the
ad has appeared in the marketplace.

preferred position rate (12) A rate charged by newspapers that
ensures the advertiser the ad will appear in the position
required and/or in a specific section of the newspaper.

premium (16) An offer of an item of merchandise or service
either free or at a low price that is used as an extra incentive for
purchasers.

preprinted inserts (12) Advertising distributed through news-
papers that is not part of the newspaper itself, but is printed 
by the advertiser and then taken to the newspaper to be
inserted.

press release (17) Factual and interesting information released
to the press.

pretests (19) Advertising effectiveness measures that are taken
before the implementation of the advertising campaign.

price elasticity (2) The responsiveness of the market to change
in price.

price-off deal (16) A promotional strategy in which the con-
sumer receives a reduction in the regular price of the brand.

primacy effect (6) A theory that the first information presented
in the message will be the most likely to be remembered.

primary circulation (12) The number of copies of a magazine
distributed to original subscribers.

problem detection (8) A creative research approach in which
consumers familiar with a product (or service) are asked to
generate an exhaustive list of problems encountered in its use.

problem recognition (4) The first stage in the consumer’s deci-
sion-making process in which the consumer perceives a need
and becomes motivated to satisfy it.
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problem-solver stage (18) A stage of personal selling in which
the seller obtains the participation of buyers in identifying their
problems, translates these problems into needs, and then pre-
sents a selection from the supplier’s offerings that can solve
those problems.

procreator stage (18) A stage of personal selling in which 
the seller defines the buyer’s problems or needs and the solu-
tions to those problems or needs through active buyer-seller
collaboration, thus creating a market offering tailored to the
customer.

product manager (3) The person responsible for the planning,
implementation, and control of the marketing program for an
individual brand.

product placement (13) A form of advertising and promotion
in which products are placed in television shows and/or
movies to gain exposure.

product-specific preplanning input (8) Specific studies pro-
vided to the creative department on the product or service, the
target audience, or a combination of the two.

product symbolism (2) The meaning that a product or brand
has to consumers.

program rating (11) The percentage of TV households in an
area that are tuned to a program during a specific time period.

promotion (1) The coordination of all seller-initiated efforts to
set up channels of information and persuasion to sell goods
and services or to promote an idea.

promotional management (1) The process of coordinating the
promotional mix elements.

promotional mix (1) The tools used to accomplish an organiza-
tion’s communications objective. The promotional mix
includes advertising, direct marketing, sales promotion, pub-
licity/public relations, and personal selling.

promotional plan (1) The framework for developing, imple-
menting, and controlling the organization’s communications
program.

promotional products marketing (13) The advertising or pro-
motional medium or method that uses promotional products
such as ad specialties, premiums, business gifts, awards,
prizes, or commemoratives.

promotional pull strategy (2) A strategy in which advertising
and promotion efforts are targeted at the ultimate consumers to
encourage them to purchase the manufacturer’s brand.

promotional push strategy (2) A strategy in which advertising
and promotional efforts are targeted to the trade to attempt 
to get them to promote and sell the product to the ultimate 
consumer.

prospector stage (18) A selling stage in which activities include
seeking out selected buyers who are perceived to have a need
for the offering as well as the resources to buy it.

Protestant ethic (22) A perspective of life which stresses hard
work and individual effort and initiative and views the accu-
mulation of material possessions as evidence of success.

psychoanalytic theory (4) An approach to the study of human
motivations and behaviors pioneered by Sigmund Freud.

psychographic segmentation (2) Dividing the product on the
basis of personality and/or lifestyles.

psychosocial consequences (4) Purchase decision conse-
quences that are intangible, subjective, and personal.

public relations (1, 17) The management function that evalu-
ates public attitudes, identifies the policies and procedures of
an individual or organization with the public interest, and exe-
cutes a program to earn public understanding and acceptance.

public relations firm (3) An organization that develops and
implements programs to manage a company’s publicity,
image, and affairs with consumers and other relevant publics.

publicity (1, 17) Communications regarding an organization,
product, service, or idea that is not directly paid for or run
under identified sponsorship.

puffery (21) Advertising or other sales presentations that praise
the item to be sold using subjective opinions, superlatives, 
or exaggerations, vaguely and generally, stating no specific
facts.

pulsing (10) A media scheduling method that combines flight-
ing and continuous scheduling.

pupillometrics (19) An advertising effectiveness methodology
designed to measure dilation and constriction of the pupils of
the eye in response to stimuli.

purchase intention (4) The predisposition to buy a certain
brand or product.

push money (16) Cash payments made directly to the retailers’
or wholesalers’ sales force to encourage them to promote and
sell a manufacturer’s product.

push technology (15) Allows a company to “push” a message
to the consumer through the Internet rather than waiting for
them to find it.

Q
qualified prospects (18) Those prospects that are able to make

the buying decision.
qualitative audit (3) An audit of the advertising agency’s

efforts in planning, developing, and implementing the client’s
communications programs.

qualitative media effect (6) The positive or negative influence
the medium may contribute to the message.

R
ratings point (11) A measurement used to determine television

viewing audiences in which one ratings point is the equivalent
of 1 percent of all of the television households in a particular
area tuned to a specific program.

rational appeal (6) Communications in which features and/or
benefits are directly presented in a logical, rational method.

reach (10) The number of different audience members exposed
at least once to a media vehicle (or vehicles) in a given period.

readers per copy (10) A cost comparison figure used for 
magazines that estimates audience size based on pass-along
readership.

recall tests (19) Advertising effectiveness tests designed to
measure advertising recall.

receiver (5) The person or persons with whom the sender of a
message shares thoughts or information.

recency effect (6) The theory that arguments presented at the
end of the message are considered to be stronger and therefore
are more likely to be remembered.

recognition method (19) An advertising effectiveness measure
of print ads that allows the advertiser to assess the impact of an
ad in a single issue of a magazine over time and/or across alter-
native magazines.

reference group (4) A group whose perspectives, values, or
behavior is used by an individual as the basis for his or her
judgments, opinions, and actions.

refutational appeal (6) A type of message in which both sides
of the issure are presented in the communication, with argu-
ments offered to refute the opposing viewpoint.

regional networks (11) A network that covers only a specific
portion of the country. Regional network purchases are based
in proportion to the percentage of the country receiving the
message.

reinforcement (4) The rewards or favorable consequences
associated with a particular response.
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relationship marketing (1, 18) An organization’s effort to
develop a long-term, cost-effective link with individual cus-
tomers for mutual benefit.

relative cost (10) The relationship between the price paid 
for advertising time or space and the size of the audience 
delivered; it is used to compare the prices of various media
vehicles.

reminder advertising (9) Advertising designed to keep the
name of the product or brand in the mind of the receiver.

repositioning (2) The changing of a product or brand’s 
positioning.

resellers (2) Intermediaries in the marketing channel such as
wholesalers, distributors, and retailers.

response (5) The set of reactions the receiver has after seeing,
hearing, or reading a message.

retail trading zone (12) The market outside the city zone 
whose residents regularly trade with merchants within the city
zone.

rich media (15) A term for advanced technology used in Inter-
net ads, such as a streaming video which allows interaction and
special effects.

ROI budgeting method (return on investment) (7) A budget-
ing method in which advertising and promotions are 
considered investments, and thus measurements are made 
in an attempt to determine the returns achieved by these 
investments.

rolling boards (13) Advertising painted or mounted on cars,
trucks, vans, trailers, etc., so the exposure can be mobile
enough to be taken to specific target market areas.

run of paper (ROP) (12) A rate quoted by newspapers that
allows the ad to appear on any page or in any position desired
by the medium.

S
S-shaped response curve (7) A sales response model that

attempts to show sales responses to various levels of advertis-
ing and promotional expenditures.

sales-oriented objectives (7) Budgeting objectives related to
sales effects such as increasing sales volume.

sales promotion (1, 16) Marketing activities that provide extra
value or incentives to the sales force, distributors, or the ulti-
mate consumer and can stimulate immediate sales.

sales promotion agency (3) An organization that specializes in
the planning and implementation of promotional programs
such as contests, sweepstakes, sampling, premiums, and incen-
tive offers for its clients.

sales promotion trap (16) A spiral that results when a number
of competitors extensively use promotions. One firm uses sales
promotions to differentiate its product or service and other
competitors copy the strategy, resulting in no differential
advantage and a loss of profit margins to all.

salient beliefs (4) Beliefs concerning specific attributes or 
consequences that are activated and form the basis of an 
attitude.

sampling (16) A variety of procedures whereby consumers 
are given some quantity of a product for no charge to induce
trial.

scatter market (11) A period for purchasing television advertis-
ing time that runs throughout the TV season.

schedules of reinforcement (4) The schedule by which a
behavioral response is rewarded.

script (9) A written version of the commercial that provides a
detailed description of its video and audio content.

selective attention (4) A perceptual process in which con-
sumers choose to attend to some stimuli and not others.

selective binding (12) A computerized production process that
allows the creation of hundreds of copies of a magazine in one
continuous sequence.

selective comprehension (4) The perceptual process whereby
consumers interpret information based on their own attitudes,
beliefs, motives, and experiences.

selective demand advertising (2) Advertising that focuses on
stimulating demand for a specific manufacturer’s product or
brand.

selective exposure (4) A process whereby consumers choose
whether or not to make themselves available to media and
message information.

selective learning (5) The process whereby consumers seek
information that supports the choice made and avoid informa-
tion that fails to bolster the wisdom of a purchase decision.

selective perception (4) The perceptual process involving the
filtering or screening of exposure, attention, comprehension,
and retention.

selective retention (4) The perceptual process whereby con-
sumers remember some information but not all.

selectivity (12) The ability of a medium to reach a specific tar-
get audience.

self-liquidating premiums (16) Premiums that require the con-
sumer to pay some or all of the cost of the premium plus han-
dling and mailing costs.

self-paced media (6) Media that viewers and/or readers can
control their exposure time to, allowing them to process infor-
mation at their own rate.

self-regulation (21) The practice by the advertising industry of
regulating and controlling advertising to avoid interference by
outside agencies such as the government.

semiotics (5) The study of the nature of meaning.
sensation (4) The immediate and direct response of the senses

(taste, smell, sight, touch, and hearing) to a stimulus such as 
an advertisement, package, brand name, or point-of-purchase
display.

shaping (4) The reinforcement of successive acts that lead to a
desired behavior pattern or response.

share-of-audience (11) The percentage of households watching
television in a special time period that are tuned to a specific
program.

showing (13) The percentage of supplicated audience exposed
to an outdoor poster daily.

similarity (6) The supposed resemblance between the source
and the receiver of a message.

single-source tracking (19) A research method designed to
track the behaviors of consumers from the television set to the
supermarket checkout counter.

situational determinants (4) Influences originating from the
specific situation in which consumers are to use the product or
brand.

sleeper effect (6) A phenomenon in which the persuasiveness of
a message increases over time.

slotting allowance (16) Fees that must be paid to retailers to
provide a “slot” or position to accommodate a new product on
the store shelves.

social class (4) Relatively homogeneous divisions of society
into which people are grouped based on similar lifestyles, val-
ues, norms, interests, and behaviors.

source (5, 6) The sender—person, group, or organization—of
the message.

source bolsters (5) Favorable cognitive thoughts generated
toward the source of a message.

source derogations (5) Negative thoughts generated about the
source of a communication.
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source power (6) The power of a source as a result of his or 
her ability to administer rewards and/or punishments to the
receiver.

spam (15) Unsolicited commercial e-mail.
specialized marketing communication services (3) Organiza-

tions that provide marketing communication services in their
areas of expertise including direct marketing, public relations,
and sales promotion firms.

specialty advertising (13) An advertising, sales promotion, and
motivational communications medium that employs useful
articles of merchandise imprinted with an advertiser’s name,
message, or logo.

split runs (12) Two or more versions of a print ad are printed in
alternative copies of a particular issue of a magazine.

split run test (19) An advertising effectiveness measure in
which different versions of an ad are run in alternate copies of
the same newspaper and/or magazine.

split 30s (11) 30-second TV spots in which the advertiser pro-
motes two different products with two different messages dur-
ing a 30-second commercial.

sponsorship (11) When the advertiser assumes responsibility
for the production and usually the content of a television pro-
gram as well as the advertising that appears within it.

sponsorships (15) When advertisers sponsor content on a web-
site, it is considered a sponsorship.

spot advertising (11) Commercials shown on local television
stations, with the negotiation and purchase of time being made
directly from the individual stations.

standard advertising unit (SAU) (12) A standard developed in
the newpaper industry to make newspaper purchasing rates
more comparable to other media that sell space and time in
standard units.

standard learning model (5) Progression by the consumers
through a learn-feel-do hierarchical response.

station reps (11) Individuals who act as sales representatives
for a number of local stations and represent them in dealings
with national advertisers.

storyboard (8) A series of drawings used to present the visual
plan or layout of a proposed commercial.

strategic marketing plan (2) The planning framework for spe-
cific marketing activities.

subcultures (4) Smaller groups within a culture that possess
similar beliefs, values, norms, and patterns of behavior that
differentiate them from the larger cultural mainstream.

subheads (9) Secondary headlines in a print ad.
subliminal perception (4) The ability of an individual to per-

ceive a stimulus below the level of conscious awareness.
superagencies (3) Large external agencies that offer integrated

marketing communications on a worldwide basis.
superstations (11) Independent local stations that send their sig-

nals via satellite to cable operators that, in turn, make them avail-
able to subscribers (WWOR, WPIX, WGN, WSBK, WTBS).

support advertising (14) A form of direct marketing in which
the ad is designed to support other forms of advertising appear-
ing in other media.

support argument (5) Consumers’ thoughts that support or
affirm the claims being made by a message.

support media (13) Those media used to support or reinforce
messages sent to target markets through other more “domi-
nant” and/or more traditional media.

sweeps periods (10) The times of year in which television audi-
ence measures are taken (February, May, July, and November).

sweepstakes (16) A promotion whereby consumers submit 
their names for consideration in the drawing or selection of
prizes and winners are determined purely by chance. Sweep-

stakes cannot require a proof of purchase as a condition for
entry.

syndicated programs (11) Shows sold or distributed to local
stations.

T
target marketing (2) The process of identifying the specific

needs of segments, selecting one or more of these segments as
a target, and developing marketing programs directed to each.

target ratings points (TRPs) (10) The number of persons in the
primary target audience that the media buy will reach—and the
number of times.

team approach (17) A method of measuring the effectiveness
of public relations programs whereby evaluators are actually
involved in the campaign.

teaser advertising (9) An ad designed to create curiosity and
build excitement and interest in a product or brand without
showing it.

telemarketing (14) Selling products and services by using the
telephone to contact prospective customers.

tele-media (14) The use of telephone and voice information ser-
vices (800, 900, 976 numbers) to market, advertise, promote,
entertain, and inform.

television households (11) The number of households in a mar-
ket that own a television set.

television network (11) The provider of news and program-
ming to a series of affiliated local television stations.

terminal posters (13) Floor dislays, island showcases, elec-
tronic signs, and other forms of advertisements that appear in
train or subway stations, airline terminals, etc.

testing bias (19) A bias that occurs in advertising effectiveness
measures because respondents know they are being tested and
thus alter their responses.

tests of comprehension and reaction (19) Advertising effec-
tiveness tests that are designed to assess whether the ad con-
veyed the desired meaning and is not reacted to negatively.

theater testing (19) An advertising effectiveness pretest in
which consumers view ads in a theater setting and evaluate
these ads on a variety of dimensions.

top-down approaches (7) Budgeting approaches in which the
budgetary amount is established at the executive level and
monies are passed down to the various departments.

total audience (television) (11) The total number of homes
viewing any five-minute part of a television program.

total audience/readership (12) A combination of the total
number of primary and pass-along readers multiplied by the
circulation of an average issue of a magazine.

tracking studies (19) Advertising effectiveness measures
designed to assess the effects of advertising on awareness,
recall, interest, and attitudes toward the ad as well as purchase
intentions.

trade advertising (2) Advertising targeted to wholesalers and
retailers.

trademark (2) An identifying name, symbol, or other device
that gives a company the legal and exclusive rights to use.

trade-oriented sales promotion (16) A sales promotion
designed to motivate distributors and retailers to carry a prod-
uct and make an extra effort to promote or “push” it to their
customers.

trade regulation rules (TRRs) (21) Industrywide rules that
define unfair practices before they occur. Used by the Federal
Trade Commission to regulate advertising and promotion.

trade show (16) A type of exhibition or forum where manufac-
turers can display their products to current as well as prospec-
tive buyers.
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transformational advertising (9) An ad that associates the
experience of using the advertised brand with a unique set of
psychological characteristics that would not typically be asso-
ciated with the brand experience to the same degree without
exposure to the advertisement.

transit advertising (13) Advertising targeted to target audiences
exposed to commercial transportation facilities, including
buses, taxis, trains, elevators, trolleys, airplanes, and subways.

trustworthiness (6) The honesty, integrity, and believability of
the source of a communication.

two-sided message (6) A message in which both good and bad
points about a product or claim are presented.

two-step approach (14) A direct-marketing strategy in which
the first effort is designed to screen or qualify potential buyers,
while the second effort has the responsibility of generating the
response.

U
undifferentiated marketing (2) A strategy in which market

segment differences are ignored and one product or service is
offered to the entire market.

unduplicated reach (10) The number of persons reached once
with a media exposure.

unfairness (21) A concept used by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion to determine unfair or deceptive advertising practices.
Unfairness occurs when a trade practice causes substantial
physical or economic injury to consumers, could not be
avoided by consumers, and must not be outweighed by coun-
tervailing benefits to consumers or competition.

unique selling proposition (8) An advertising strategy that
focuses on a product or service attribute that is distinctive to 
a particular brand and offers an important benefit to the 
customer.

unique users (15) The number of different individuals who visit
a site within a specific time period.

up-front market (11) A buying period that takes place prior to
the upcoming television season when the networks sell a large
part of their commercial time.

V
valid hits (15) The number of hits that deliver all of the infor-

mation to a user (excludes error messages, redirects, etc.).
values and lifestyles program (VALS) (2) Stanford Research

Institute’s method for applying lifestyle segmentation.
vehicle option source effect (19) The differential impact the

advertising exposure will have on the same audience member
if the exposure occurs in one media option rather than another.

vertical cooperative advertising (16) A cooperative arrange-
ment under which a manufacturer pays for a portion of the

advertising a retailer runs to promote the manufacturer’s prod-
uct and its availability in the retailer’s place of business.

video advertising (13) Advertisements appearing in movie the-
aters and on videotapes.

video news release (16) News stories produced by publicists so
that television stations may air them as news.

visits (15) A sequence of requests made by one user at one site.
voiceover (9) Action on the screen in a commercial that is nar-

rated or described by a narrator who is not visible.

W
want (4) A felt need shaped by a person’s knowledge, culture,

and personality.
waste coverage (10) A situation where the coverage of the

media exceeds the target audience.
webcasting (15) A system for pushing out site information to

Web users rather than waiting for them to find the site on their
own. (Often referred to as push technologies.)

website (15) The information made available to users of the
Internet by the provider.

Wheeler-Lea Amendment (21) An act of Congress passed 
in 1938 that amended section 5 of the FTC Act to read 
that unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair 
or deceptive acts or practices in commerce are declared 
unlawful.

wireless (15) A communications network that allows access, as
well as transmissions to and from the Internet to travel over the
air waves, rather than fixed land lines.

word-of-mouth communications (5) Social channels of com-
munication such as friends, neighbors, associates, coworkers,
or family members.

World Wide Web (WWW) (15) Commonly referred to as the
Web. The commercial component of the Internet.

Y
Yellow Pages advertising (13) Advertisements that appear in

the various Yellow Pages–type phone directories.

Z
zapping (11) The use of a remote control device to change

channels and switch away from commercials.
zero-based communications planning (7) An approach to

planning the integrated marketing communications program
that involves determining what tasks need to be done and what
marketing communication functions should be used to accom-
plish them and to what extent.

zipping (11) Fast-forwarding through commercials during the
playback of a program previously recorded on a VCR.
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A
AAA Going Places, 403
Aaker, David A., 52, 54, 214, 485, 486, 493,

796, 799, 801, 802, 803, 811, 817
A.B. Zeller, 474
ABA Journal, 455
Abacus, 501
Abbot Laboratories, 730
ABC, 23, 30, 144, 174, 358, 359, 360, 365,

366, 368, 431, 508, 574, 710, 756, 759
ABC Radio Network, 383
ABC/Capital Cities, 369
Abercrombie & Fitch, 40, 46, 48, 106, 757–758
Abernethy, Avery, 382, 448, 805, 814
Abrams, Bill, 797, 802
Abrams, Lee, 381
Absolut, 17, 18, 241–242, 265, 266
A.C. Nielsen Co., 45, 226, 230, 372, 446, 645,

657, 658, 683, 685; see also Nielsen
Media Research

Accenture, 585
Access Resources Services, Inc., 482
Achenbaum, Alvin, 797
Action for Children’s Television (ACT), 761
ActMedia, 438, 534
Adams, Chris, 738
AdCenter at Virginia Commonwealth, 751
Addvantage Media Group, 438
Adidas, 165, 432, 458
ADLINK Digital Interconnect, 367
Adobe Systems, 477
Advanced Promotion Technologies, 438
Advertising Age, 17, 77, 103, 215, 240, 248,

252, 259, 287, 334, 414, 428, 448, 494,
553, 564, 565, 572, 583, 762, 779

Advertising Research Foundation, 619, 648
Advo Inc., 528, 531
Adweek, 248, 327, 774, 779
A&E Network, 365, 370
Affleck, Ben, 286
AFLAC, 281
Agassi, Andre, 117, 168
AGB, 373
AGENCY.COM, 95, 96
Agnew, Joe, 810
Agrawal, Maduh, 813
Agres, Stuart J., 803
Ahmed, Salim, 432
Ahuvia, Aaron C., 817
Aiello, Thomas L., 6
Air Products & Chemicals, 481
Airwalk, 756, 757
Ajzen, Icek, 797
akademiks, 486
Albion, Mark, 776, 777, 819
Alcone Marketing Group, 582
Alden, Dana L., 692, 814
Alexa, 503
Alexander, Jason, 178
Alexander, Ralph S., 795
Alka-Seltzer, 238, 245
Allen, Bruce H., 814
Allen, David, 375
Allen, Paul, 97
Alley, Kirstie, 178
Allianz, 585

Allport, Gordon, 117, 797
Allstate Insurance, 288
Allure, 752
Al-Makaty, Safran S., 812
Almay, 95
Almond Board of California, 181, 182
Alpine Promotions, 438
Alpo Petfoods, 470, 738
Alreck, Pamela, 802
Alsop, Ronald, 795, 797, 799, 802, 810, 

817, 818
Altera, 615
Alternative Press, 391
Altoids, 274, 435, 779
Altria Group, Inc., 586; see also Philip

Morris Cos.
Alwitt, Linda F., 805
Amara Raja, 663
Amazon.com, 62, 494, 503
Ambler, Tim, 161, 799
AMC Entertainment Inc., 449
America Online (AOL), 11, 223, 359, 411, 437,

440, 474, 496, 507, 691
American Airlines, 11, 12, 45, 72, 118, 454,

456, 512, 518, 536, 541–542, 589
American Business Press, 209
American Can Co., 295
American Cybercast, 97
American Express, 105, 173, 463, 473, 

669, 688
American Family, 411, 538, 741
American Legacy Foundation, 736
American Legion Magazine, 403
American Movie Classics, 365
American Productivity and Quality Center, 615
American Way, 455
Ameritech, 456
Ameritrade, 276
Amicada, 495
Amoeba, 238
Amtrak, 53, 454
Amway, 20, 478, 479
Anderson, Rolph E., 810
And 1, 166
Andover Franchising, Inc., 223
Andrews, J. Craig, 812, 817
Andruss, Paula Lyon, 812
Anheuser-Busch, 30, 84, 104, 186, 223, 253,

281, 353, 356, 659, 752, 753, 769, 775
Animal Planet, 365
Anonymous Content, 67
Anrep, G.V., 797
Answerthink Interactive Marketing, 96
Anton, Susan, 625
ANZ Bank, 589
AOL-Time Warner, 17, 302, 352, 358, 411
Apple Computer, 52, 91, 230, 277–278, 286,

291, 407, 495, 558, 566, 577, 592, 659
Applied Industrial Technologies, 501
Arbitron Ratings Co., 329, 334, 372, 376,

385–386, 504
Arbor Mist Winery, 567
Archer, John F., 814
Archipelago, 327
Architectural Digest, 322, 400
Architectural Forum, 395
Arens, William F., 801, 804

Arm & Hammer, 53, 523
Armor All, 528
Armstrong, Gary M., 817
Armstrong, Lance, 173, 176, 235, 675
Arndt, Johan, 214, 802
Arnell Group, 91–92
Arnold Advertising, 84
Arnold Worldwide, 77
Arnould, Eric J., 803
Aronson, E., 799
Arrarte, Anne Moncreiff, 812
Arrid, 59
Arteaga, Erasmo, 45
Arthur Andersen, 589
Artzt, Edwin L., 809
Ashley, Morris, 518
Ashmore, Richard, 800, 818
Ashworth, 105
Aston Martin, 12
AstraZeneca, 581
Atkin, Charles, 800
AT&T, 17, 45, 91, 132, 223, 270, 279, 363,

376, 418, 433, 446, 448, 586, 590, 602,
616, 639

AT&T Wireless, 384
Attache, 407, 455
Audi, 384, 612
Audience Measurement by Market for Outdoor

(AMMO), 439, 440
Audit Bureau of Circulation, 334, 394, 403,

405, 406, 504
Audits and Surveys, 230, 438
Ault, Johanna, 811
Aussie Home Loans, 589
Austin, Erica Weintraub, 801
Australian Tourist Commission, 63, 659
Autozone, 384
Aventis, 581, 585
Avis, 42, 54, 252, 256
Avon, 24, 62, 75, 478, 588
Axelrod, Joel N., 811
Aylesworth, Andrew, 188, 801

B
Baar, Aaron, 495
Babakus, Emin, 809
Bacall, Lauren, 749
Bacardi, 710
Bacharach, Burt, 673
Bachman, Katy, 305, 805
Backman, Jules, 817
Badu, Erykah, 518
Baglole, Joel A., 800
Bagozzi, Richard P., 795, 800, 818
Baker, Michael J., 800
Baldinger, Allan L., 811
Baldwin, Beth, 804
Ball, Jeffrey, 133, 797
Ballmer, Steve, 574
Bally Leather, 674
Bally’s Health & Tennis Corp., 478
Bamossy, Gary J., 812
Banana Boat Suncare, 378–380
Banana Republic, 475
Bank of America, 586
Barbour, Fredric, 797
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Barenaked Ladies, 289
Barkley, Charles, 165
BAR/LNA; see Competitive Media Reporting
Barnes & Noble, 62, 494
Barone, Amy, 809
Barone, Michael J., 739, 815
Barron’s, 256
Barry, Thomas E., 799
Barry, Thomas S., 801
Bartle Bogle Hegarty, 68, 78, 90, 240, 245
BASF, 585
Baskin-Robbins, 327
Basney, Barbara, 612
Bass, Frank, 214, 802
Bates U.S.A., 13, 77
Bath & Body Works, 106
Batra, Rajeev, 798, 799, 803
Batt, Robert, 38
Bauer, Raymond, 765, 797, 817
Baurer, Betsy, 806
Bayer, 725
Bayus, Barry L., 798
BBC America, 365
BBC World Service, 381
BBDO, 248, 295, 435
BBDO Worldwide, 90, 230, 643
Bcom3 Group, 78
Bea Systems, 615
Beard, Fred K., 796, 797
Beardi, Cara, 539
The Beatles, 287, 288, 327
Beatrice Foods, 585
Beatty, Sally Goll, 253, 796, 797, 803, 804,

805, 813, 817
Bebe, 58
Beef, 394
Beeter, Amanda, 806
Beime, Mike, 470
Belch, George E., 798, 800, 812
Belch, Michael A., 450, 806, 812
Belk, Russell W., 797, 798
Belushi, Jim, 178
Ben & Jerry’s, 10, 28, 500
Benetton, 75, 674, 719, 752–753, 757
Benezra, Karen, 493–494, 807, 810
Benham, Lee, 777, 819
Bennett, Drabe, 812
Bennett, John, 586
Bennett, Peter, 463, 807
Benson & Hedges, 465
Bentley, Stephanie, 816
Berger, David, 319, 804
Berkowitz, Eric N., 44, 795, 796, 797, 816
Berkshire Hathaway, 587
Berman, Ronald, 762, 817
Berman Information Services, 606
Bermuda Tourism, 63
Bernbach, William, 245, 275, 276
Berry, Jon, 818
Berry, Leonard L., 795
Bertagnoli, Lisa, 676, 814
Best Buy, 37
BET Networks, 365, 381
Beta Research, 401
Better Homes & Gardens, 394, 403
Bettman, James R., 797
Beyond.com, 276
Bezjian-Avery, Alexa, 808
Bhargava, Mukesh, 435, 806
Bible, Geoffrey, 586
Big Boy, 450
Big Chair, 84
Big Red, 46
Bigelow, Bruce, 92, 806
Bijan, 758
Bill Communications, 474
Billabong USA, 106

Billboard, 289
Bird, Laura, 811
Bittar, Christine, 738, 801
Black & Decker, 52, 53, 295
Black Enterprise, 518
Blair, Edward A., 809
Blair, Margaret H., 636, 811
Blasko, 224
Blender, 391, 392
Block, Lauren Goldberg, 185, 801
Block, M., 800
Blockbuster Entertainment, 465, 468, 469
Bloom, Paul, 549, 809, 819
Bloomberg News, 381
Blue Cross, 586, 738
BMW, 41, 46, 67–68, 88, 105, 118, 200–201,

237, 240, 249, 252, 277, 418, 465, 494,
591, 716, 725

Bobbie Dreams, 582
Boddewyn, J., 813
Bodine, Geoff, 477
Body Shop, 563
Boeing, 15, 132, 381, 672, 673
Boise Cascade, 205
Bon Jovi, 806
Bonoma, Thomas V., 798
Bose Corp., 20
Boston, 396
Boston Beer Co., 84, 757
Boucher, Geoff, 371
Bouchez, Brent, 245–246, 246, 802
Bouchez Kent and Company, 245
Bounds, Gwendolyn, 30, 410
Bove, Jose, 696
Bovee, Courtland I., 801
Bower, Amanda B., 800
Bower, Gordon S., 798
Bowie, David, 381
Boyd, Douglas S., 812
Boyle, John, 548
Boys & Girls Clubs of America, 772
Bozell & Jacobs Advertising, 592, 593
Bradford and Bingley, 589
Branch, Shelly, 658, 710, 803, 814
Brand Jordan, 404
Brand Keys, 193
Brand Marketing, 779
Brandes, Wendy, 804
Brandweek, 103, 193, 248, 449, 493–494, 779
Brandy, 806
Brann Worldwide, 94
Branson, Richard, 775
Bravo Network, 508
Brett, Daniel J., 818
Bridgestone/Firestone, 568, 577
Bristol, Terry, 760, 817
Bristor, Julia, 818
British Airways, 96, 301, 454, 669
British Satellite Broadcasting, 689
British Sky Broadcasting (BSkyB), 689
Britt, Stewart H., 209, 802
Broadcast Advertiser Reports, 334
Brock, T.C., 798, 801
Bronson, Charles, 179
Broom, Glen M., 565, 569, 809, 810
Brown, Dick, 137
Brown, Heidi, 38
Brown, Nigel A., 811
Brown, Randall S., 802
Brown, Stephen W., 799
Brown, William, 801
Browne, Beverly A., 818
Brown-Forman, 673
Brucks, Merrie, 817
Bruegger’s Bagels, 84
Bruzzone, Donald E., 817
Bryant, Elizabeth, 812

Bryant, Kobe, 165
Brylcreem, 287
Buchanan, Bruce, 815
Bud Lite, 186
Budweiser, 120, 185, 186, 249, 281, 289, 452,

586, 779
Buell, Victor P., 796
Buick, 173, 625
Bulman, Erica, 810
Bumble Bee Tuna, 313, 314, 323, 

335–347, 568
Burbury, Rochell, 813
Burger King, 193, 237–238, 353, 384, 518,

532, 536, 558, 582
Burke, Marian C., 799
Burne, Tom, 799
Burnett, Carol, 178
Burnett, John, 803, 810
Burnett, Leo, 258, 276, 778
Burnkrant, Robert E., 800
Buron, Thomas M., 819
Burros, Marian, 697
Burson-Marsteller, 563, 694
Burton, Scott, 816
Busch, Paul, 799
Busch, R. F., 818
Bush, Alan J., 810
Bush, Barbara, 806
Business 2.0, 504
Business Ethics, 588
Business Publications Audit of Circulation,

334, 405
Business Week, 256, 326, 395, 412, 572, 687
Buster Brown, 54
Butterball, 566
buy.com, 501
Buzzell, Robert D., 813, 819
Byrne, John A., 812

C
Caballero, M.J., 806
Cacioppo, John, 158, 799
Cadbury Schweppes, 104, 295
Cadillac, 41, 287, 288, 475, 590
Caffyn, John M., 811
Cahners Research, 600
Caldera, Louis, 3
Califee, John E., 815
California Kiwi Fruit Commission, 567
California Milk Advisory Board, 97, 759
California Milk Processor Board, 95, 140, 

247, 250
California Raisin Advisory Board, 279
Callahan, Sean, 807
Callaway Golf, 117
Calvin Klein, 59, 75, 410, 431, 452, 659, 673,

752, 753, 756, 757
Calvo, David, 371
Camargo, Eduardo G., 812
Cambridge SoundWorks, 284
Camel, 588
Camelbak, 183
Campanelli, Melissa, 809
Campbell, Leland, 801
Campbell Mithun, 77
Campbell Soup Co., 41, 42, 88, 119, 287, 

363, 418, 525, 645, 716, 728, 
731–732, 739

Campbell-Ewald, 77, 622
Canfield, Bertrand R., 795
Cannon, Joseph, 549, 809
Canon, 37, 105, 183, 293, 690
Cantor, Joanne, 818
Capital One, 41–42
Capon, Noel, 799
Cappo, Joe, 795
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Captivate Network, 327
Capulsky, Jonathan R., 795
Car & Driver, 580
Carat Interactive, 495
Caraviello, David, 810
Carlisle, Kate, 812
Carl’s Jr., 175
Carlson, Les, 816
Carman, James, 214, 802
Carmichael Lynch, 91, 779
Carmike Cinemas Inc., 449
Carnevale, Mary Lu, 816
Cartier, 674
Carton, Sean, 808
Cartoon Network, 365
Case, Tony, 305, 806
Casey, Susan L., 812
Cash, Harold C., 801
Casison, Jeanie, 582
Cass Communications, 456
Cassidy, Hilary, 166, 236, 795
Cassino, Kip D., 813
Castrol, 275, 663
Catalina Marketing, 438, 528, 534, 535
Cataquet, Harold, 796
Cathay Pacific Airways, 421
Cauley, Leslie, 805
CBS, 30, 144, 169, 300, 355, 358, 359, 360,

364, 374, 451, 458, 465, 495, 532, 581,
710, 756, 759

Celebrated Living, 456
Center, Allen H., 565, 569, 809, 810
Center for Digital Democracy, 750
Center for Media Education, 505
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp., 722
Century Theatres, 449
Cereal Partners Worldwide (CPW), 660
Chaiken, S., 799
Champy, James, 810
Chan, Jackie, 427
Chance, Paul, 800
Chandiramani, Ravi, 197, 811
Chanel, Inc., 678
Chang, Il-Hyung, 38
Chang, Leslie, 813
Channel One, 456, 763
Charles Schwab, 314
Cheerwine, 46
Chemical Week, 395
Chemistri, 4
Chen, Hong C., 799
Chen, Kathy, 805
Chen, Qimel, 808
Cheng, Kipp, 811
Cher, 173
Chesney, Kenny, 470
Chestnut, Robert W., 800
Chevrolet, 256, 287, 288, 417, 515
Chevron, 49, 571
Chiat, Jay, 259
Chiat/Day, 78, 291, 624; see also

TBWA/Chiat/Day
Chicago Cable Interconnect, 367
Chicago Tribune, 324, 325, 418
Chicken of the Sea, 545–546, 548, 566, 735
Childers, Terry L., 800
Children’s Television Workshop, 492
China Central Television (CCTV), 685
China Sofres Media, 685
China Viewers Survey & Consulting 

Centre, 685
Ching, Alan, 805
Chiquita, 54
Ch’rewd Marketing, 582
Christian Science Monitor, 413
Christie, Jennifer, 816
Chrysler Corp., 171, 363, 499–500, 540, 576,

645; see also DaimlerChrysler
Chuang, Tamara, 808

Chura, Hillary, 30, 104, 144, 223, 812, 817
Churchill, Gilbert A., Jr., 800
Cigar Aficionado, 455
Cinemark USA Inc., 449
Cingular Wireless, 354, 384
Circuit City, 37, 193, 494
Cisco Systems, 490, 604
Citibank, 693–694
Citicorp, 473
Citigroup, 587
Clairol, 252, 448, 496
Claritas, 527
Clark, E.M., 800–801
Clarke, Darral G., 801
Clarke, P., 798, 817
Clifford, Stephanie, 804
Clinton, Bill, 588, 735
Clorox, 363
Clow, Lee, 259, 260
Club Libby Lu, 106
CMT (Country Music Television), 365
CNBC, 137, 365, 366, 367, 381
CNET, 381
CNN, 137, 167, 171, 174, 356, 365, 366, 368,

381, 411, 577
CNN International, 370
Coca-Cola, 15, 28, 42, 50, 51, 83, 104, 115,

141, 165, 184, 188, 197, 223, 237, 252,
286, 287, 352, 353, 363, 432, 448, 453,
456, 457, 458, 492, 498, 512, 518,
523–524, 657, 658, 659, 660, 661, 668,
669, 674, 675, 676, 679, 687, 690,
694–695, 763, 779

Cocanougher, Benton, 798
Coen, Robert J., 795, 812
Cohen, Andy, 616
Cohen, Dorothy, 814, 815
Cohen, Joel B., 797
Cohen, Marshal, 106
Cohen, Nina, 245, 246
Cohen, Warren, 805
Coleman, Calmetta Y., 813
Coleman, Lynn, 803
Coleman, Richard P., 798
Coleman, Ronald, 518
Colford, Steven W., 814, 815, 816
Colgate-Palmolive, 41, 88, 198, 257, 295, 440,

645, 660, 671–672, 680, 681
Colley, Russell, 206, 208, 209, 801
Collins, Thomas, 462, 807
Colman’s Mustard, 431
Columbia Pictures, 12
Combs, “P. Diddy,” 371
Comcast, 376
Comedy Central, 365
Commercial Alert, 452, 750, 763, 764
CommonHealth, 77
Compaq, 558
Competitive Media Reporting, 222, 310, 334,

414, 437
ConAgra, 592, 612–613
Condé Nast Publications, 305, 410
Condé Nast Traveler, 56, 63
Condon, George E., Jr., 116
Coney, Kenneth A., 799
Conlon, Ginger, 810
Connery, Sean, 178
Conseco, 589
Consoli, John, 458
Consumer Reports, 113, 580
Consumers Union, 456
Continental Airlines, 72, 674
Control G Software, 329
Converse, 759
Cook, Diane, 751
Cook, Rachel Lee, 773
Cooking Light, 403
Cooper, Carol Marie, 804
Cooper, Helen, 817

Cooper, M.J., 806
Coors Brewing Co., 253, 363, 568, 608–609,

659, 775
Coppertone, 436, 519
Copulsky, Jonathan R., 602, 810
Corcoran, Kevin, 601–602, 810
Corfman, Kim, 557, 809
Cornwell, Bettina, 811
Corra, Henry, 91
Corstiens, Marcel, 796
Cortez, John P., 804, 817
Cosby, Bill, 176, 178
Cosgrove, Julia, 271
CosmoGirl, 397
Cosmopolitan, 326, 394, 396, 403, 410, 498,

668, 687
Cosse, Thomas J., 796
Country Living, 403
Couples, Fred, 160
Courter, Eileen, 598
Courtney, Alice E., 818
CourtTV, 353, 365
Cox, Anthony D., 797
Cox, Beth, 808
Cox, Dena, 797
Cox, Edward, 814
Cox Target Media Inc., 466, 531, 532, 535
Cracker Jack, 511
Craftsman, 193
Craig, C. Samuel, 801
Craig, Robert, 770, 818
Crain, Rance, 564
Crane, Lauren E., 811
Crate & Barrel, 486
Crawford, Anne-Marie, 689, 807, 813
Crawford, Cindy, 177
Crayola, 566
Creative Artists Agency, 83
Cressey, Peter, 710
Creyer, Elizabeth, 816
Crissy, W.J.E., 801
Cronin, John, 356, 804
Cronkite, Walter, 169
Cross, Kim, 616
Cruise, Tom, 178, 451
C-Span, 381
Culver Franchising System, 84
Cummings, Betsy, 800
Cummins Engine, 588
Cuneo, Alice Z., 133, 246, 714, 796, 802, 804,

806, 809, 814
Cunningham, Isabella C.M., 815
Cunningham, William A., III, 809
Cunningham, William H., 815
Curry, Sheree, 613, 806
Curry, William N., 565, 809
Curtis, Ben, 174
Cutco, 479
Cutlip, Scott M., 565, 569, 809, 810
C.W. Post Co., 511, 529, 534–535
Czepic, Helen, 818

D
Daewoo Motor Co., 775–776
Daft, Douglas, 676
Dagnoli, Judann, 808
Dahlin Smith White, 553
The Daily Collegian, 414
Daimler-Benz, 12
DaimlerChrysler, 17, 112, 132, 268, 302
Daly, John, 175, 800
Darby, Ian, 300
D’Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles, 77, 78, 91,

132–133, 238, 241, 242, 271
Darlin, Damon, 453, 807
Datatec Industries, 649
Datatrak Systems Inc., 329
Davenport, J. William, Jr., 799
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Davies, Jennifer, 452, 750
Davis, Harry J., 798, 799
Davis, Joel J., 806
Dawson, Chester, 812
DDB Chicago, 174
DDB Needham, 248
DDB Needham Worldwide, 90
DDB Worldwide Communications, 77, 249, 750
De Marc, Donna, 289
Dean, William R., 808
DeBeers, 252, 448
Decker, William S., 797
Dee, Sean, 142
Deighton, John, 803
Dell, Michael, 171
Dell Computer, 8, 20, 38, 171, 173, 174, 490,

558, 604, 659, 660, 697
Delta Air Lines, 454, 586
DeMarco, Donna, 804
DeNiro, Robert, 178
Den-Mat Corp., 49
Denny’s, 319, 320, 384
Denstu Young & Rubicam Partnerships 

(DYR), 679
Dentropy Partners (Interpublic Group), 96
Dentsu, 78
Departures, 455
Deslauries, Brian C., 797
Desphande, Rohit, 675
Desrochers, Debra M., 809, 816
Destiny’s Child, 500
Details, 266
Detroit News, 324, 325
Deutsch, 77, 95, 97, 238, 289
Deutsch, Morton, 797
Deutsche Telekom, 585
Dholakia, Ruby, 799
Diageo, 17, 238
Diagnostic Research Inc., 633, 644
Diamond, S.J., 815
Diaz, Ann-Christine P., 805
DiCaprio, Leonardo, 170
Dichter, Ernest, 110, 797
Dickson, Peter H., 557, 809
Dickson, Peter R., 797
Dietz, Jim, 223
Digitas, 94, 96
DiMassimo Brand Advertising, 91
Diners Club, 463
Dipasquale, Cara, 564, 809
Direct Marketing, 464
DirecTV, 170, 368, 370
Disa Records, 359
Discovery Channel, 193, 327, 365, 370, 381
Discovery Health Channel, 365
Discovery Network, 480
Discovery Toys, 20
Dish Network, 384
Distilled Spirits Council of the United States

(DISCUS), 709–710, 714
DiversityInc.com, 518
D.L. Blair, 528
Doan’s Pills, 733
Dobrow, Larry, 397
Dr. Pepper/Seven UP Inc., 51, 90, 114, 763
Dodge Dealer Association, 384
Dole, Bob, 737
Domain Chandon, 132–133
Domino’s Pizza, 517
Donath, Bob, 602, 810
Donaton, Scott, 56, 805
Donius, James F., 811
Donnelley, 329, 439
Donnelly, Sally, 56
Donnelly Marketing, 438
Donthu, Naveen, 435, 476, 806, 812
Doordarshan Network, 689
Doritos, 452
DoubleClick, 745

Doug Flutie, Jr. Foundation, 591
Douglas, Susan P., 818
Dove, 169
Dover, Phillip A., 798
Dow Chemical, 230
Downy Wrinkle Releaser, 452
Doyle, Peter, 796
Doyle Dane Bernbach, 275
Draft Worldwide, 94
Dranhold, Katheryn, 156
DreamWorks, 327
Dreyer, Diane, 133
Dreyfuss, Richard, 286
Drug Store News, 395
Dubitsky, Tony M., 803
Dubow, Joel, 636
Ducoffe, Robert H., 795
Dufour, Francois, 696
Dun & Bradstreet, 230
Duncan, Thomas R., 10, 11, 210, 795, 802
Dunkin’ Donuts, 327
DuPont, 23, 194, 277, 278, 552, 553
Duracell, 739
Durvasula, Srinivas, 812
DVC Worldwide, 95, 515, 524, 693
Dynamic Logic, Inc., 503, 619

E
E! Entertainment Television, 365, 370, 371
Eagly, A., 799
Earlbaum, Lawrence, 796
Earnest, Leslie, 106
Earthlink, 498
Eastman Kodak; see Kodak
Easy-Off, 59
eBay, 494, 616
Ebenkamp, Becky, 140
Ebony, 395, 403, 518
Echikson, William, 813
EchoStar, 370
Eck, Randy, 817
Eckert, Toby, 116
Economist, 103
Eddie Bauer, 475, 494
Edell, Julie A., 799, 800, 803
Edge Creative, 83
Edison Research, 382
Editor & Publisher Market Guide, 334
Edwards, Cliff, 809
Edwards, Jim, 728
Edwards Theatres Circuit, 449
Eighmey, John, 808
Eircom, 589
Eisenberg, Daniel, 432, 750, 799
Eisenhart, Tom, 477, 807
Eisman, Regina, 808
Eldridge, Earle, 795
Electronic Data Systems (EDS), 137–138, 141,

354, 673
Elkin, T., 92, 300, 350, 507, 554
Elle, 431, 567
Elliott, Jim, 407
Elliott, Michael T., 801
Elliott, Stuart, 271, 458, 710
Elway, John, 806
eMarketer, 488, 490, 504, 505, 508
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 479
Energizer Holdings, 186, 256, 566, 739, 779
Engel, James F., 797
Englis, Basil, 818
Enis, Ben M., 817
Enrico, Dottie, 186, 803
Enron Corp., 589
Entertainment Weekly, 266, 403
Entrepreneur, 223
Ephron, Erwin, 331, 494, 804, 807
Ephron, Papazian & Ephron, 331
Eppright, David R., 801

Epson, 384
Erdogan, B. Zafer, 800
Ericsson, 659
Erlbaum, Lawrence, 801
ESPN, 243, 356, 360, 365, 366, 367, 368–369,

370, 381, 457, 590, 709
ESPN The Magazine, 391, 397
ESPN.com, 619
Esquire, 396, 400, 668
Estée Lauder, 141
Estrostep, 49
Esty, William, 809
E-toys, 494
E*Trade Financial, 276–277, 314, 759
EuroRSCG, 77, 94, 95, 96
Evalucom, Inc., 205
Evangelista, Benny, 68
Eveready, 18, 125, 153, 186
Everett, Peter B., 797
Everett, Stephen E., 795
Everyday Picture, 404
Evian, 243, 457, 458
Excedrin, 269
Excite, 461, 495
The Experience Music Project, 97
Express, 473

F
Faber, Peggy J., 764
Fabergé, 453
The Faces, 289
Fairclough, Gordon, 796
Faison, Edmund J., 800
Fajen, Steve, 805
Fallon McElligott, 78, 81, 137, 274
Fallon Worldwide, 67–68, 91, 240, 327
Family Circle, 394, 403
Family PC, 409
Famina, Jerry Della, 816
Fannie Mae, 588
Fannin, Rebecca, 813
Farm Journal, 394
Farmer, Chad, 266
Farmer’s Insurance, 402
Farris, Paul, 776, 777, 796, 800, 802, 819
Fast Company, 409, 504, 572
Fatsis, Stefan, 166
Fattal & Collins, 97
Fawcett, Adrienne Ward, 795, 797
FDNY, 625
Federated Department Stores, 301
FedEx, 185, 186, 279, 485, 582, 587, 589, 768
Feinstein, John, 368
Feiss, Ellen, 495
Felder, Leonard C., 798
Fellmeth, R., 814
Ferguson, James, 777, 819
Feurer, Jack, 796
FHM, 391, 397, 409
Fiat, 661
Fidelity Investments, 123
Field, Marshall, 599
Field & Stream, 420
Fila, 165
Fincher, David, 67
Fine, Jon, 305, 392, 397, 415, 805, 806
Fingerhut, 8, 474
Finish Line, 404
Firestone; see Bridgestone/Firestone
First Chicago Corp., 295
First for Women, 394
Fishbein, Martin, 797
Fisher, Anne B., 813
Fisher, Dan, 816
Fisher, Melissa L., 466, 532
Fishing World, 420
Fitzgerald, Kate, 710, 795, 806
Flagg, Michael, 680
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Fleet Bank, 589
Fleishman-Hillard Inc., 98
Flesch, Rudolph, 634
Flint, Joe, 710, 804, 814
Flutie, Doug, 591
Foley, 224
Folkes, Valerie, 799
Food & Wine, 462
Food Network, 365
Foote, Cone & Belding, 77, 80, 81, 90, 112,

154–155, 245, 271, 319
Footstar, 714
Forbes, 395, 456, 779
Ford, Gary T., 815
Ford, Harrison, 170, 178
Ford, Henry, 50
Ford, John B., 812, 818
Ford Motor Co., 12, 13, 17, 42, 88, 96, 173,

211, 302, 352, 360, 363, 404, 452, 468,
506, 615, 645, 659, 660, 661

Forrester Research, 350, 504, 597
Fort James Corp., 716, 717
Fortune, 381, 395, 411, 456, 572, 587, 687
44 Liquormart Inc., 722
Fost, Dan, 795
Foster’s Beer, 206–207
4-Wheel & Off Road, 576
Fowler, Geoffrey A., 818
Fox, Michael J., 91, 178
Fox, Stephen, 765, 817
Fox Broadcasting Co., 30, 327, 358, 359, 360,

365, 384, 710, 713, 759
Fox News, 381
Fox Sports, 368, 370, 457
Franchise Times, 223
Francis, Bob, 801
Franciscus Co., 574
Franeheimer, John, 67
Franklin, Ben, 463
Fraser, Cynthia L., 813, 814
Frazier, Gary L., 796
Free, Valerie H., 802
Freeman, Laurie, 807, 818
Freeman, Mike, 800
French Connection, 115
Freud, Sigmund, 110
Friedman, Wayne, 371, 805
The Friendly Review, 402
Frieswick, Kris, 194
Frito-Lay, Inc., 41
Fruit of the Loom, 271, 589
Fryburger, Vernon, 811
fubu, 486
Fueroghne, Dean K., 816
Fuhrmans, Vanessa, 812
Fujitsu, 37
Fulmer, Melinda, 266
Fumento, Michael, 728
Fusion Idea Lab, 84

G
Gaffney, John, 795, 801
Gaidis, William C., 126, 797
Galavision, 45, 359, 365
Galbraith, John K., 764, 817
Gale, Bradley T., 819
Gallo, 243
Gallup & Robinson, 448, 583, 634, 642, 643,

644, 646
Game, Deborah, 812
Game Show Network, 365
Gannett Company, 415
Gannett Transit, 441
Gap, 75, 84, 289, 448, 463, 475, 494, 762
Garbett, Tom, 810
Gardener, Elizabeth, 649, 811
Gardner, Meryl Paula, 803

Garfield, Bob, 116, 804, 817, 818
Gatchel, Robert, 636, 811
Gateway, 20, 76, 85, 90, 91–92, 171, 452, 

586, 608
Gatorade, 137
Gatty, Ronald, 811
Gay, Verne, 805
Gay Financial Network, 769
Gear, 397
Gee, Carol, 194
Gelb, Betsy D., 800
Gellene, Denise, 799
Geller, Adam, 639
General Cinema Theatres, 449
General Electric, 15, 90, 132, 294, 295, 

359, 363, 473, 508, 587, 615, 625, 
660, 710

General Foods, 57–58, 530, 637, 645, 684; see
also Kraft-General Foods

General Mills, 173, 194, 199, 252, 493, 534,
588, 637, 660, 763

General Motors, 17, 42, 46, 73–75, 80, 84, 88,
132, 137, 199, 211, 223, 230, 237, 301,
302, 352, 363, 376, 393, 418, 422, 425,
446, 458, 465, 470, 481, 498, 570, 576,
586, 602, 627, 660, 661, 679, 738

General Nutrition Center (GNC), 581
Gengler, Charles, 811
George Foreman Grill, 476
Georgia-Pacific Corp., 525, 563
Getz, David, 371
Gibney, Frank, Jr., 38
Gibson, Mel, 178
Gibson, Richard, 808
Gilbert, Jay, 166
Gilbert, Jennifer, 816
Gillette Co., 72, 249, 353, 563, 566, 657, 659,

660, 669, 670, 679, 687, 690, 697,
738–739

Gilliland, David, 476
Gilmore, James H., 795
Giltspur, 604
Girl Mania, 106
Girls, Inc., 106
Gladwell, Malcolm, 13
Glamour, 13, 394, 403, 410
GlaxoSmithKline, 352, 506
Glick, Shav, 810
Gobbles, 394
Godiva, 486, 674
Goetzl, David, 458, 805
Goldberg, Marvin E., 801, 817
Goldberg, Steven T., 818
Goldblum, Jeff, 286
Golden, Daniel, 815
Golden, Linda L., 800
Goldman, Abigail, 133
Goldman, Debra, 803
Goldman, Doron, 815
Goldman, Kevin, 186, 803, 813, 818
Goldmine, 611
Goldstein, Linda A., 814
Goldstine, Jonathan, 15
Goldwasser, Amy, 56
Golf, 580
Golf Channel, 365
Golf Digest, 403
Golin/Harris International, 98
Good Earth Teas, 741
Good Housekeeping, 394, 400, 403, 498, 532,

612, 719
Goodby, Jeff, 245, 259, 260
Goodby, Silverstein & Partners, 90, 245, 247,

254, 259, 759
Google, 496–498
Gopalakrishna, Srinath, 809
Gorn, Gerald, 124, 797, 801, 804
Gould, Stephen, 451, 807

Gourmet, 322
GQ, 13, 188, 400, 410
Graco, 573
Graham, Jefferson, 350, 795, 808
Graham, Judith, 796
Graves, Martha, 809
Grayson, Jennifer, 811
Great Foods of America, 735
Green, Corliss, 768, 818
Green, Frank, 799, 809
Green, Jeff, 13, 799
Green Giant, 54, 55, 279
Greenbaum, Thomas L., 803
Greenberg, Bradley S., 804
Greenberger, Robert S., 814
Greenspan, Alan, 498
Greenwald, Anthony G., 798
Greer, Margolis, Mitchell, Burns and 

Associates, 622
Gretzky, Wayne, 178
Grey Advertising, 498, 674
Grey Digital Marketing, 95, 96
Grey Direct Marketing, 94
Grey Global Group, 13, 199
Grey Worldwide, 77
Greyser, Stephen, 765, 797, 817
Grote, Dick, 615
Group Asia, 663
Grover, Ronald, 360
Grupo Modelo, 44
Grupo Televisa, 359
Guardian Life Insurance, 597–598
Gucci, 58
Guccione, Bob, Jr., 391
Guess, 407
Guideposts, 403
Guinto, Joseph, 369
Gulas, Charles S., 801
Gulf Oil, 586
Gundlach, Gregory, 549, 809, 816
Gunther, Marc, 805
Gupta, Pola, 451, 807
Guyon, Janet, 818

H
Ha, Louisa, 804
Häagen Dazs, 660, 684, 690
Haberstroh, Jack, 115, 116
Haefner, James, 816
Hafer, W. Keith, 804
Hagerty, James R., 811
Hague, Stephen, 796
Hair, Joseph F., 810
Hal Riney & Partners, 90, 259
Haley, Russell I., 804, 811
Hall, Bruce F., 161, 799
Hall, Carol, 806
Haller, Terry, 811
Halliday, Jean, 289, 470, 564, 796, 802, 803,

809, 814
Hallmark, 237, 258, 270, 321, 327, 363, 586
Hallward, John, 637
Hamilton, David P., 799
Hamilton, Thomas E., 809
Hammacher Schlemmer, 455, 475
Hammill, Dorothy, 737
Hancock, Greg, 407
Hanks, Tom, 178
Hannah, Darlene B., 799
Hansen, Flemming, 811
Hansen Beverage, 104
Hardy, Quentin, 808
Hargrove, Kerri, 811
Harley-Davidson, 41
Harmon, Robert R., 799
Harrell, Gilbert, 797
Harris, Thomas, 563, 566, 567, 809
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Harris, William D., 799
Harris Interactive, 587
Harris Media Systems, 440
Harris-Donovan Media Systems, 439
Hartley, Steven W., 797, 802, 816
Harvard Business Review, 230, 455, 687
Haskins, Jack, 636, 811
Hassan, Salah, 673, 813
Hatfield, Stefano, 240
Haugh, Louis J., 808
Havrix, 185
Hawkins, Scott, 152, 798
Hay Group, 587
Hayden, Steve, 246
HBO, 451, 452, 488
Head, 168
Hearst Custom Publishing, 404
Hearst Magazines International, 687
Hearst Publications, 305
Heart-wear, 652, 653
Heckler, Susan, 377, 642, 800, 805, 811
Heckman, James, 816
Heeter, Carrie, 804
Heilbroner, Robert, 750, 816
Hein, Kenneth, 104, 194, 197, 266
Heineken, 664, 694
Heinz; see H.J. Heinz Co.
Heitsmith, Glenn, 811
Helm, David, 751, 816
Hemispheres, 453, 454, 455
Henderson, Caroline, 808
Henke, Lucy L., 805
Henry, Denise, 806
Herman Miller, 588
Hernandez, Greg, 800
Herpel, George L., 806
Hershey, 775
Hertz, 42, 54, 175, 256, 468, 469
Herzbrun, David, 802
Heslin, Richard, 800
Hewlett-Packard, 28, 247, 293, 477, 490, 558,

566, 579, 588, 673, 697
Hidden Mind, 108
High-Yield Marketing, 144
Hill, Grant, 165, 427, 806
Hill, Holliday, Connors, Cosmopulos, 77, 327
Hill, John S., 813
Hill & Knowlton, 98
Hilsenrath, Jon, 30
Hinustan Lever, 663
Hirschman, Elizabeth, 239–241, 800, 802
Hispanic Broadcasting, 359
History Channel, 70, 365
Hitachi, 37, 202
Hite, Robert E., 813, 814, 817
H.J. Heinz Co., 152, 280, 545, 564, 680
Hobart, 597
Hoch, Stephen, 152, 798
Hof, Robert D., 808
Hoffberg, Kevin, 601–602, 810
Holbrook, Morris B., 817
Hollingsworth, Lois, 811
Holloway, Deborah, 810
Hollywood Pictures, 97
Hollywood-Madison Avenue Group, 178
Holmes, Stacy, 812
Holstein, William J., 38
Holtz, Shel, 499, 575, 810
Home & Away, 403
Home & Garden Television, 365
Home Depot, 384, 586, 587
Home Shopping Network, 730
Honda Motor Co., 17, 41, 286, 407, 659
Honeycutt, Earl D., Jr., 812
Honeywell, 24
Hopper, Dennis, 170
Horizon.FCB, 80
Horovitz, Bruce, 796, 799, 800, 804, 811

Horton, Cleveland, 807
Hot Hot Hot, 491
House Beautiful, 322
Houston, Michael, 642, 800, 811
Hovland, C.I., 800
Howard, Bob, 807
Howard, Daniel J., 800
Howard, John A., 797
Howard, Theresa, 266, 404, 495, 799
Hoyer, Wayne D., 147, 798
Hoyts Cinema Corp., 449
H&R Block, 288, 532
Hsu, Francis, 812
Hueber, Graham, 584
Huff, Lenard C., 692, 814
Hughes, G. David, 801
Hughes, Kathleen A., 806
Hughes, Laura Q., 81, 797, 801
Hughes, Mike, 762
Hughes, Paul, 807
Hughes, Sarah, 178
Hulbert, James, 799
Hume, Scott, 795, 806, 816
Hung, 224
Hung, Kineta, 804
Hunt, H. Keith, 798
Hunt, James B., 801, 806
Hunt, Michelle, 818
Hunt, Shelby, 765–766, 817
Husni, Samir, 395
Hwang, Suein L., 277, 805
Hyundai, 384

I
I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter!, 59
Iacocca, Lee, 171
IBM, 15, 37, 93, 137, 291, 363, 439, 553, 

582, 586, 588, 592, 610, 639, 673, 680,
697, 769

IDC Collaborative Computing Services, 507
iDeutsch, 95, 96
IKEA, 402–403, 762, 768, 769
iMall, 501
Impact, 266
IMS, 329, 439
In Style, 403, 404
Industrial Engineering, 395
Industry Standard, 409
Infiniti, 275, 435
Information Resources Inc., 613, 636, 645
Ingersoll, Bruce, 815
Ingram, 602
Initiative Media, 85, 327
Inman, J. Jeffrey, 529, 808
Innova Marketing, 438
Institute of Outdoor Advertising, 437, 439
Institute of Practitioners, 653
In-Store Advertising, 438
InStyle, 266
Intel Corp., 15, 28, 117, 223, 256, 456, 552,

553–554, 587, 779
IntelliQuest, 502, 619
Interactive Advertising Bureau, 619
Interbrand Corp., 15
International Communications Group, 321
Internet Advertising Report, 504
Interpublic Group, 78, 80, 98, 199, 663
Interview, 266
Intuit, 496, 540
Invesco, 589
Ipsos-ASI, 503, 504, 634, 636, 642, 644, 646
Iron and Steelmaker, 395
ISkyB, 689
Isuzu, 245, 271
Iverson, Allan, 165, 166
Ivester, Douglas, 694
iVillage, 46, 48, 496, 498

Ivy, Jim, 293
Ivy League Magazine Network, 409
iXL, 97

J
J. Crew, 20
J. Walter Thompson, 77, 81, 199, 244, 404, 646
Jaben, Jan, 813
Jabra, 452
Jack Daniel’s, 710
Jack in the Box, 574, 643
Jackson, Barry, 360
Jackson, Michael, 175
Jacobson, Aileen, 404
Jacobson Consulting Applications, 478
Jacoby, Jacob, 147, 798
Jager, Durk, 530, 534
Jaguar, 289, 450
James, Dana, 598, 664, 812
James, Deborah, 812
James, William L., 813
James G. Elliott Company, 407
Jameson, Jenna, 757
Jannuzzo, Paul T., 802
Japan Air Lines, 454, 456
Jared’s Jewelers, 384
Jarvis, Steve, 30, 764
JCPenney Co., 17, 46, 51, 301, 354, 474
J.D. Edwards, 616
J.D. Powers & Associates, 576
Jeep, 110, 268, 452, 576, 673
Jellison, J., 799
Jenny Craig, 730
Jensen, Elizabeth, 805, 817
Jensen, Jeff, 802
Jet Set, 586
JetBlue Airways, 55, 56, 63
Jeter, Derek, 165
Jeweler, A. Jerome, 255, 803
Joachimsthaler, Erich, 811
Joben, Jan, 815
Jobs, Steven, 577
Jocz, Katherine E., 808, 809
Johanson, Johny K., 812
Johar, Gita Venkataramini, 816
John Brown Contract Publishing, 402
Johnson, Bradley, 796
Johnson, Greg, 46, 197, 589, 728
Johnson, Lady Bird, 434
Johnson & Johnson, 17, 22, 28, 148, 302, 352,

451, 579–580, 587, 592, 637
Johnston & Murphy, 468
Jones, Chris, 81
Jones, John Philip, 230–231, 636, 802, 811
Jones, Lafayette, 518
Jones, Marilyn Y., 800
Jones, Marion, 235, 236
Jordan, Michael, 165, 178, 235, 280, 675
Jordan, Miriam, 812
Joseph, W.B., 800
Jovi, Jon Bon, 427
Joyce, Mary L., 795
Joyce Julius & Associates, 650
Joyner-Kersey, Jackie, 178
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., 15
Judd, Ashley, 286
Junior Mints, 452
Jupiter Media Metrix, 504, 597
Just For Feet, 84, 296, 712–714

K
Kahn, Gabriel, 432
Kahn, Mir Maqbool Alam, 813, 814
Kaiser Permanente, 477
Kal Kan, 470
Kalish, David, 806
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Kamins, Michael A., 800
Kamp, Edward, 270, 803
Kanbar, Maurice, 265
Kannuk, Leslie Lazar, 797
Kanso, Ali, 813
Kanzenstein, Herbert, 807
Karr, Albert R., 817
Kashani, Kamran, 691, 692, 814
Kassarjian, Harold H., 798
Kates, Steven, 767, 818
Katsansis, Lea, 673, 813
Katz, Marian, 812
Kaydo, Chad, 807
KCBO, 385–386
Keane, David P., 810
Keebler, 54
Kellaris, James J., 125, 797
Keller, Kevin, 14, 15, 642, 795, 811
Keller, Punam Anand, 185, 801
Kellogg Company, 132, 199, 202, 258, 269,

281, 451, 517, 533, 534, 542
Kelly, J. Steven, 818
Kelman, Herbert, 168, 177, 799
Kempf, DeAnna S., 798
Kenneth Cole, 457
Kenny Roger’s Roasted Chicken, 452
Kentucky Fried Chicken, 660, 675
Kerin, Roger A., 44, 795, 796, 797, 799, 816
Kerrigan, John, 46
Kerwin, Ann Marie, 805, 806
Kerwin, Kathleen, 796
Kessler, Felix, 809
Ketchum Public Relations, 573, 583, 584
Keyes, Alicia, 500
KFMB, 374
Khermouch, Gerry, 13, 15, 799, 803
Khoulos, Jay, 811
Kim, Joo-Ho, 620
Kim, June Bryan, 806, 811
Kimberly-Clark Corp., 491–492, 657
Kinetix, 566
King, B.B., 381
King, Charles, III, 815
Kinnear, Thomas C., 803
Kinney & Lange, 712
Kinsman, Matthew, 518, 525, 809
Kirin, 170
Kirsner, Scott, 350
Kisielius, Jolita, 800
Kitchen, Philip J., 797
KitchenAid, 461–462, 586
Kleiner, Art, 795
Kline, G., 817
Kmart, 37, 55, 62, 117, 360, 456, 485, 581
Kneal, Dennis, 804
Knight, Paul, 300
Knowles, Christopher, 812
Kodak, 41, 46, 49, 270, 321, 404, 678
Kohl’s Department Stores, 384
Kolbe, Richard H., 818
Konica, 183
Koppel, Ted, 144
Kotler, Philip, 566, 801, 809
Kover, Arthur, 244, 802, 811
Kozup, John C., 816
Kraft Foods, 363, 425, 518, 519, 539, 542, 657,

721, 740, 770
Kraft-General Foods, 440, 468; see also

General Foods
Kramer, Louise, 728, 803, 809
Kranhold, Kathryn, 81, 250, 277, 796, 803
Krauss, Robert M., 797
Kriegel, Robert A., 801
Krispy Kreme, 577, 580–581
Krol, Carol, 815
Kronos, 128
Kruegel, Dave, 811
Krugman, Herbert, 152, 798, 800, 805
K-Tel, Inc., 478

Kummel, Eugene H., 813
Kuo, Meichum, 816

L
La Chance, C.C., 800
La Tour, Michael, 818
LaBand, David, 448
LaBarbera, Priscilla, 636, 811, 814
LaBelle, Patti, 518
Laczniak, Russell N., 798, 816, 817
Ladies’Home Journal, 394, 396, 403
Lambert, Brian, 810
Lambert, David R., 795
Lambesis, 68, 266
Lammons, Bob, 796
Lancaster, 224
Lancaster, Kent, 231, 802
Lancôme, 124
Landeche, Dean, 597
Landon, E. Lair, 809
Landreth, Stacy, 800
Lands’ End, 20, 21, 52, 53, 468, 475, 501, 570
Lane, David, 639
Lans, Maxine S., 809
Laris, Michael, 813
Larkin, Ernest E., 805
Larson, Christine, 805
Larson, Megan, 371
Lason, Stephen, 807
Lau, Debra, 170
Laughlin, Charles, 814
Lauterborn Robert F., 796, 802
Lauzen, Martha M., 809
Lavidge, Robert, 148, 202, 206, 795, 798
Lawrence, Jennifer, 807, 815
La-Z-Boy, 55, 59
Leach, Robin, 271
Leavitt, Clark, 798, 799
Led Zeppelin, 288
Lee, Ang, 67
Lee, Hang, 816
Lee, Je Eun, 816
Lee, Renee Gravois, 818
Lee, Richard, 144
Lee, Rub P.W., 805
Lee, Ruby, 357
Lee Jeans Company, 274
Legend Computers, 679
Lego, 132, 455
Leibman, Hanna, 806
Leibovitz, Annie, 391
Leigh, James H., 799, 801, 815, 818
Lenox, 477
Leo Burnett, 3–4, 6, 77, 78, 80, 81, 90, 249,

258, 260, 279, 643, 646
Lever Brothers, 523, 556
Levi Strauss & Co., 68, 90, 142, 237, 245, 277,

392, 498, 674, 678
Levin, Gary, 805, 811, 816
Levin, Myron, 482, 814
Levine, Joshua, 802
Levins, Hoag, 805
Levitt, Mark, 507
Levitt, Theodore, 608, 657, 669, 810, 813, 817
Lewinsky, Monica, 574
Lewis, Richard, 795
Lexus, 41, 272, 284, 437
Lieberman, David, 817
LifeStyles, 755
Lifetime Television, 365
Light, Larry, 15
Ligos, Melinda, 807, 810
Lilly’s Kids, 468
Limbaugh, Rush, 383
Limited Too, 106
Lin, Carolyn A., 812
Lincoln, 41
Lindenmann, Walter, 579, 810

Lindzey, G., 799
Linnett, Richard, 92
Lipman, Joanne, 796, 806, 813, 817, 818
Lippert, Barbara, 811
Listerine, 51, 60, 733
Little Caesar’s, 185, 186
Liz Claiborne, 45
L.L. Bean, 20, 475
Loewenberg, Sam, 812, 813
Loews Cineplex Entertainment, 449
Longo, Laura, 800
Lord, Kenneth, 451
L’Oreal, 17
Los Angeles Magazine, 243, 396
Los Angeles Times, 416, 495, 496
Lotus, 578
Low, George, 228, 232, 802
Low Healthcare Worldwide, 77
Lowe, Rob, 749
Lowe & Partners Worldwide, 77
Lowe Lintas & Partners, 84, 238, 663
Lowery, Pamela, 816
Lowe’s Home Improvement Warehouse, 156,

574, 627
Lowry, Tom, 369, 805
Lubitz, A., 800
Lublin, Joann S., 807
Lucent Technologies, 585, 586
Luchsinger, Paul B., 802
Luczak, Laurie, 598
Ludacris, 625
Luebkeman, Steven G., 818
Lunman, Kim, 170
Lutz, Richard J., 798
Lycos, 440
Lyman, Eric J., 814
Lysonski, Steven, 812

M
McAlister, Leigh, 516, 529, 808, 809
McArthur, David N., 797
MacArthur, Kate, 4, 327, 539, 582, 796, 797,

802, 804
McCann-Erikson, 77, 80, 91, 112, 199, 230,

238, 273, 289, 663, 679
McCarthy, Michael, 4, 68, 174, 240, 253, 750,

796, 810, 815, 817
McClellan, Steve, 805
McCollum Spielman Worldwide; see MSW

Group
McCormick & Co., 741
McCracken, Grant, 175–176, 800
McDonald, Marci, 45, 46
McDonald’s, 6, 15, 17, 41, 62, 90, 96, 141, 193,

237, 258, 270, 287, 360, 363, 433, 448,
511, 512, 536, 539, 570, 582, 586, 659,
660, 671, 687, 696–697

McFarland, Ronald, 759
McGinn, Daniel, 807
McGkegney, Margret, 814
McGraw-Hill Corp., 608
McGuire, William, 148, 798, 799
Machlis, Sharon, 639
Macinnis, Deborah J., 270, 803
MacKenzie, Scott, 188, 798, 801
McLuhan, Marshall, 188, 801
McMahan, Harry, 153, 798
McMaster, Mark, 598
McMillan, Sally J., 808
McMorris, Frances A., 803
McNeill, Dennis L., 815
McNiven, M.A., 802
McPherson, Jennifer Gonzalez, 46
McQueen, Josh, 803
Macromedia, 604
Macy’s, 498
Madden, John, 178
Madden, Normandy, 664, 680, 812
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Madden, Thomas J., 801
Maddox, Lynda M., 814
Madison, Cathy, 803
Madonna, 175, 288–289, 691
Magellan’s, 455
Maharaj, Davan, 728
Maidenform, 767
Maignan, Isabelle, 811
Major League Baseball, 201, 358, 360, 370,

457, 586, 649
Make-a-Wish Foundation, 586
Mandell, W., 800
Mandese, Joe, 814
Mangalindan, Mylene, 495
Mangleburg, Tamara, 760, 817
Mann, Aimee, 673
Manning, Jeff, 140
Manning, Kenneth C., 815
Manning Selvage & Lee, 78
March of Dimes, 58
Marchetti, Michele, 806
Marcus, Anne-Marie, 450
Maritz AmeriPoll, 434
Marker, 586
Marketing, 432
Marketing Evaluations/TVQ, Inc., 178, 179
Marketing Evolution, 619
Marketing News, 414
Marketmath, Inc., 439
MarketSource, 645, 649
Markus, Hazel, 797
Marlboro, 15, 90, 142, 208, 465, 537, 658,

672–673
Marley, Bob, 287
Marriott, 271, 542
Mars Inc., 657, 770
Marston, John, 569, 810
Martell, 456
Martha Stewart Living, 403, 532
Martin, Claude R., Jr., 799, 801, 815, 818
Martin, Dennis, 801
Martin, Ingrid, 796
Martin Agency, 762
Mary Beth’s Beanies & More, 404
Mary Kay Cosmetics, 24, 62, 478
Maslow, A.H., 109–110, 766, 797
Mason, Margie, 582
Master Lock, 115
MasterCard, 45, 273, 463, 690
Mateschitz, Dietrich, 103–104
Matsushita, 37
Mattel, 8, 586–587, 768
Mattress Gallery, 201
Matzer, Marla, 803
Max Factor, 24
Maxfli, 160
Maxim, 326, 391, 397, 403, 409, 752
Maxwell Business Systems, 51
Maxwell House, 252
Maya, Janis, 795
Mayer, Martin, 275, 803
Maynard, Brian, 461
Maynard, Michael L., 812
Maytag, 85, 156, 258, 281, 490
Mazis, Michael B., 815
M&C Saatchi, 679
Media Market Guide (MMG), 439
Media One, Inc., 438
Media Plan, Inc., 329
Mediamark Research Inc. (MRI), 305,

306–309, 310, 328, 329, 334, 408, 422,
437, 448, 504

MediaMetrics, 504
Mediaweek, 779
Mehta, Stephanie N., 804
Meirick, Patrick, 801
Melillo, Wendy, 760, 814, 817
Mendelsohn, Harold, 579, 810
Mendelsohn Media Research, Inc., 334

Menelly, Nancy, 804
Menn, Joseph, 808
Men’s Health, 397, 403
Mentus Communications, 78
Mercedes-Benz, 15, 41, 46, 49, 51, 118, 418,

461, 473, 581
Mercer, Dick, 815
Merck & Co., 17
Mercy Medical Center, 591
Mergenhagen, Paula, 803
Merin, Jennifer, 807
Merrell, 40
Merrill Lynch, 314, 669
Merskin, Debra, 818
Metcalf, Barbara L., 817
MetLife, 96
Metromail, 474, 531
Meurs, Lex van, 804
Meyer, Edward, 813
Meyer, Harvey, 810
MGM/United Artists, 12, 449
MH-18, 397
Miami Herald, 425
Michelin, 41, 58, 151, 249
Michell, Paul, 796
Mick, David Glen, 798
Micron Technology, 37
Microsoft, 15, 68, 97, 117, 197, 199, 240, 243,

287, 288, 299, 366, 508, 574, 582, 585,
587, 615, 619, 653

Microsoft Network, 11
Microvision, 527
Midwest Express Airlines, 56, 207
Miller, Chris, 410
Miller, Cyndee, 802, 819
Miller, James, III, 726
Miller, Liz, 589
Miller Brewing Co., 223, 250, 252, 253, 360,

433, 437, 659, 769, 775
Mills, J., 799
Millward Brown, 502, 619, 644, 646
Mindak, William, 566, 809
Mindtec, 115
Minnelli, Liza, 371
Minniard, Paul W., 797, 815
Miss Cleo, 482
Mita, 183
Mitchell, Andrew A., 799, 800
Mitsubishi, 95, 287, 289
Mittal, Banwari, 805, 816, 817
Mobile, 586
Modem Media (Interpublic Group), 96
Modern Maturity, 46, 394, 396, 403
Modern Media, 95
Modern Photography, 395
Modernista!, 84
Moftakhar, Shay, 807
Mohr, Iris, 813
Mohr, Jakki, 228, 232, 802
Mohr, Jay, 368
Molson, 589
Money, 403
Monster.com, 223, 461, 586
Montana, Joe, 178
Montana Farmer, 394
Montblanc, 10–11
Moore, David J., 799
Moore, Demi, 170
Moore, H. Frazier, 795
Moore, Jeri, 796
Moore, Timothy, 115, 116
Moore, Tina, 810
More.com, 377–378
Moretti, Peggy, 810
Morgan, Fred W., 814
Morgan Stanley Technology Research, 488
Moriarty, Sandra, 10, 11, 247, 282, 795, 801,

803, 804
Morin, Richard, 800

Morrill, John, 608, 810
Morris, Errol, 495
Morrisson, Fiona, 63
Morton Salt, 252
Moses, Elissa, 675
Moss, Linda, 807
Motor Trend, 113, 576
Motor Week, 576
Motorola, 37, 456, 481, 588, 625, 659
Motown Records, 518
Mott’s Inc., 518
Mountain Dew, 452
Movie Channel, 451
Movieline, 266
Mowen, John C., 799
Moxie, 46
Mr. Clean, 153
Mr. T, 271
MRM Partners Worldwide, 94
Ms., 396, 767
MSN TV, 508
MSNBC, 365, 366
MSW Group, 627, 635, 636
MTV, 84, 356, 365, 366, 367, 368, 371, 381,

623, 675, 688–689, 709
Mueller, Barbara, 812
Mullen, Vernan S., 802
Munk, Nina, 798
Murdoch, Rupert, 689
Murphy, John H., II, 818
Murris, Timothy, 721, 734, 816
Muscle & Fitness Hers, 395–396
Muzak, 456
My Generation, 394, 403
Myers, Jack, 321, 804
Myers, Janet, 810
Myers, John G., 52, 54, 796, 799, 801, 802,

803, 811
Myers, William E., 809
Myers Reports, 321

N
Nabisco, 399, 537, 588
Nader, Ralph, 456, 590, 750, 763, 764
Nakra, Prema, 797
Naples, Michael J., 804
Narisetti, Raju, 294, 808
NASCAR, 354, 462, 477, 513, 627
National Amusements, 449
National Basketball Association (NBA), 359,

360, 368, 370
National Enquirer, 322, 394, 403
National Football League (NFL), 201, 355,

358, 370, 713
National Geographic, 394, 403, 687
National Geographic Channel, 365
National Geographic Society, 468
National Hog Farmer, 394
National Institute on Media & Family, 764
National Law Review, 395
National SemiConductor, 501
National Yellow Pages Monitor (NYPM), 448
Navistar, 592
NBC, 23, 30, 300, 358, 359, 360, 364, 366,

508, 710, 756
NCH Marketing Services, 531
NCH Nù World Marketing Ltd., 683
NCH Promotional Services, 529
Nebraska Farmer, 394
Nebraska Furniture Mart, 38
NEC, 37
Neff, Jack, 564, 795, 796, 797, 805, 808, 

809, 814
Neiman Marcus, 51, 62, 475, 581
Nelson Communications Worldwide, 77, 328
Neoforma, 499
Nestlé, 72, 80, 310, 425, 440, 542, 645, 657,

659, 660, 661, 670–671, 679, 694, 725
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Netherlands Institute of Public Opinion
(NIPO), 643

Neuborne, Ellen, 800, 808
New Balance, 40, 552, 665, 728
New Product News, 516
New York Interconnect, 367
New York Palace, 129
New York Stock Exchange, 327, 495
New York Times, 137, 171, 322, 414, 415, 495,

500, 507, 572, 779
New York Times Sunday Magazine, 416
Newbery, Charles, 812
Newborne, Ellen, 81
News Corp., 689
News Network, 408–409
Newspaper National Network (NNN), 423
Newsweek, 301, 323, 324, 326, 393, 396–398,

403, 408, 411, 412, 426, 427, 687
Nextel Cellular Service, 384
Nickelodeon, 365
Niefeld, Jaye S., 810
Nielsen, Scott A., 808
Nielsen Interactive Group, 299
Nielsen Media Research, 305, 329, 330, 331,

334, 349, 352, 356, 359, 361, 373–376,
504, 636, 650; see also A.C. Nielsen Co.

Nihon Television (NTV), 63
Nike, 15, 21, 40, 41, 58, 85, 96, 117, 141, 165,

168, 173, 235–236, 237, 240, 243, 247,
252, 256, 277, 280, 288, 289, 404, 458,
568, 625, 659, 660, 674, 675, 690, 722–723

NikeGoddess, 236, 404
9-Lives, 281
Nintendo, 197
Nissan, 88, 237, 238, 239, 299, 407, 659, 660
Nivea, 452
Nixon, Richard, 733
No Boundaries, 404
No Fear, 75, 257
Nokia, 15, 659, 679, 688
Noonan, David, 104
Nordica, 267, 394
Nordstrom, 404, 465, 474
Norelco, 241
Norins, Hanley, 802
Norman, Andrew, 377, 805
Norris, E.E., 803
Nortel Networks, 287, 616
North American Hunter, 407
North American Philips Lighting Corp., 292,

294, 296
North Communications, 456
North Power, 589
Norwegian Cruise Lines, 245, 270–272
Novartis Consumer Health Corp., 733
NPDFashion-World, 106
NRTA/AARP Bulletin, 394, 403
Nudd, Tim, 589
Nuprin, 114
NuSkin, 586
NutraSweet, 478, 552, 572, 694
Nutri-Grain, 55, 269
NW Air World Traveler, 455
NW Ayer, 238

O
O, The Oprah Magazine, 403, 532
Oakley, 173
Ocean Spray, 732
O’Connell, Vanessa, 223, 271, 355, 760, 

774, 802
O’Dell, Patricia, 807
O’Donnell, Rosie, 178
O’Donohoe, Stephanie, 816
Odwalla, 580
Office Depot, 457, 586
Ogilvy, David, 250, 256, 257, 259–260, 272,

275, 276, 622, 802, 803

Ogilvy & Mather, 77, 93, 250, 253, 663, 
680, 773

Ogilvy Interactive, 95, 96
Ogilvy Outreach, 663
Ogilvy Worldwide, 246
OgilvyOne Worldwide Interactive, 94
Ohanian, Roobina, 169, 799
O’Hara, Jim, 816
O’Keefe, Daniel J., 799
Olavsrud, Thor, 582
Old Milwaukee, 756
Old Spice, 643
Olde Brooklyn Beverage Co., 46
Oldsmobile, 55, 643
O’Leary, Noreen, 811
Olson, David, 319, 804
Olson, Jerry, 117, 119, 796, 797, 798, 799
Olympus, 576
Omnicom Group, 78, 98
One and All Shop, 84
1-800-COLLECT long distance, 271
OpenTV, 508
Orajel, 108
Orbitz, 496
O’Reilly, Bill, 625
Orsini, Patricia, 804
Orton, Charles Wesley, 462
Orwell, George, 291
Osborne, Magz, 813
Osbourne family, 371
Oscar Mayer, 153, 270, 287, 485, 511
Oshita, Koji, 813
Ostlund, Lyman E., 798, 811
Ostrom, T.W., 798
Ostrow, Joseph, 318, 319, 326, 804
O’Toole, John, 255, 803
Outback Steak House, 586
Outerspace, 97
Outpost.com, 276
Ovaltine, 511
Owen, Clive, 67
Oxygen, 365

P
Pacific Sunwear, 106
Packard, Vance, 749
Palda, Kristian S., 802
Palm, 563
Palmeiro, Rafiel, 737
Palmer, Arnold, 175, 590
Pampers, 110, 658
Panasonic, 119
Pannill, Shelly, 812
Papa John’s, 726, 727–728
Paper, 266
Parade, 305, 414
Paramount Pictures, 456
Paramount Television Groups, 363
Parenting Magazine, 403, 612
Parents, 403, 719
Parker Pen, 671, 678
Parloff, Roger, 814
Parmalat USA, 574
Parmar, Arundhati, 676, 813
Parpis, Eleftheria, 84, 277, 804
Partnership for a Drug Free America, 582, 

772, 773
PartyLite Gifts, 479
Pascual, Aixa M., 360
Passikoff, Robert, 193
Pastore, Michael, 808
Patti, 224
Patti, Charles H., 802
Patton, Phil, 133
Paul, Pamela, 806
Paul Mitchell, 107
Pavlov, Ivan P., 123, 797
Pawlosky, Mark, 815

PayDay, 185
PC Flowers, 301
Pearsall, Jed, 589
Pechmann, Cornelia, 800
Peckham, James O., 226, 802
Pedrick, James H., 804
Peebles, Dean M., 812
Peers, Martin, 805
Pells, Richard, 665
Pendleton, Jennifer, 802
Pennzoil-Quaker State Co., 259, 260
Penteado, Claudia, 689, 812
Penthouse, 585–586
People, 393, 406, 411, 736
People Weekly, 394, 403
PeopleSoft, 602
Pepitone, Berkshire, Piaget Worldwide, 615
Pepitone, James S., 615
Pepper, Don, 602, 795, 810
PepsiCo, 17, 42, 51, 90, 120, 175, 184, 185,

186, 223, 237, 256, 271, 287, 302, 352,
448, 453, 458, 485, 495, 498, 499,
511–512, 523–524, 539, 625, 646, 657,
659, 660, 674, 675, 687, 763, 775

Pepsodent, 664–665
Pepto-Bismol, 114
Percy, Larry, 799
Perdue Farms, Inc., 524
Perez, Evan, 525
Performance Research, 589, 651
Perot, Ross, 137
Perrier, 694
Perrin, Jane, 658
Pessemier, Edgar A., 797
Petco, 470
Peter, J. Paul, 117, 119, 796, 797
Petersen, Andrea, 816
Peterson, Will, 178
Peterson Milla Hooks, 84
Pets.com, 276
PetsMart, 470
Petty, Richard, 158, 799
Peugot, 477
Pfizer, 17, 199, 302, 352, 581, 585, 737, 738
Pham, Alex, 197, 650
Pham, Michel Tuan, 811
Philadelphia, 396
Philadelphia Phillies, 457
Philip Morris Cos., 17, 252, 302, 352, 403,

536–537, 539, 586, 657, 659, 736
Philips Electronics, 37, 156, 178–179, 432, 660
Phillips, Lynn, 799
Phillips, W.E., 813
Phillips Beverage Co., 756–757
Phillips Petroleum, 585
Phoenix Satellite Television Co., 689
Piagio U.S.A., 13
Pilgrim’s Pride, 575
Pillsbury, 54, 153, 512, 525, 542, 563, 566
Pine, B. Joseph, II, 795
Pinkleton, Bruce E., 801
Pitofsky, Robert, 734, 744
Pitt, Brad, 170
Pitts, Robert, 799
Pizza Hut, 175, 436, 625, 675, 726, 

727–728, 763
Playboy, 396, 403
Plummer, Joseph T., 813
PNB, 589
Poindexter, J., 799
Point of Purchase Advertising Institute

(POPAI), 437, 439, 550
PointCast, 495
Polaroid, 247, 254–255
Pollack, Judann, 815
Pollay, Richard, 765, 817
Pollock, Ted, 608–609
Poltrack, David, 300
Pomice, Eva, 804
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Pontiac, 498, 576
Pony, 166
Popular Science, 407
Porsche, 41, 274–275, 351, 473, 495, 598
Porter, Eduardo, 360
Porter Novelli, 63
Post Cereal, 199
Pottery Barn, 452, 474
Potts, Leanne, 817
Powder, 394
Power Rangers, 434
Powerade, 51, 54
PowerBar, 173, 176
PR Data Systems, 453
Prabhaker, Parul R., 805
Prego, 739
Premiere Radio Network, 383
Prentice, R.M., 808
President, 686
Preston, Ivan, 725, 815
Prevention, 403
Priceline.com, 276
Prime Image Co., 382
Princess Cruises, 63
Princeton Video Image, 457
Printers Ink, 740
Procter & Gamble, 17, 46, 72, 73, 74, 75, 88,

103, 132, 198, 211, 230, 237, 241, 257,
278–279, 291, 301, 302, 310, 352, 363,
376, 393, 425, 431, 485, 511, 513, 529,
530, 534, 535, 549–550, 568, 585, 588,
592, 637, 645, 650, 657, 660, 661, 663,
666, 679, 688, 716, 770, 775

Profile Bread, 732
Progressive Farmer, 394
Progressive Grocer, 395
Progresso, 119
Promedia, 456
Promo, 588
Promotion Decisions, Inc., 516, 649
Provident Bank, 574
Providian Financial, 586
Proximity Worldwide, 94
Pruzman, Todd, 818
PS Productions, 651
PSA Peugeot Citroen, 661
PSINet, 589
Psychic Readers Network, Inc., 482
Public Citizen’s Health Research Group, 737
Public Relations News, 564
Publicis Groupe, 78, 156, 694–695
Publicis U.S.A., 77
Publishers Clearing House, 411, 475, 741
Puck, Wolfgang, 437
Pulley, Brett, 689
Purex, 621
Purina, 470
Pursell, Chris, 805
Puto, Christopher, 270, 803

Q
Qassim, Ali, 813
Quaker Oats, 41, 268, 271
Quaker State, 259, 260
Qualcomm, 589
Quarles, Rebecca C., 796
Quelch, John, 691, 692, 808, 814
Quick, Rebecca, 817
Quicksilver Inc., 106
QVC, 376, 477, 501
Qwest, 586

R
RADAR (Radio’s All-Dimension Audience

Research), 386
Radio Advertising Bureau, 378, 379
Radio Shack, 470

Rado, 59
Rae, Stephen, 170, 800
Raghubir, Priya, 557, 809
Ragu, 739
Raho, Louis E., 814
Ralph Lauren, 257
Ralston Purina, 738
Ramos, Roberto, 45
Ransdell, Joseph, 798
Rapaille, G. Clotaire, 132
Raphaelson, Joel, 272, 803
Rapp, Stan, 462, 807
Rapp Collins Worldwide, 94
Ray, Michael, 150–151, 152, 273, 795, 

798, 801
Ray-Ban, 451
Razorfish, 137
RC Cola, 543
RCA, 283
R.D. Percy & Co., 317
Reader’s Digest, 45, 167, 322, 393, 394, 396,

401, 402, 403, 475, 672, 687, 719
Real Networks, 300
Reckitt, 645
Recupero, Linda, 563
Red Bull, 103–104
Redbook, 315, 403, 532
Redken Laboratories, 76
Redstone, Sumner, 688–689
Reebok, 13, 40, 165, 166, 175, 363, 574, 589
Reed, J.D., 806
Reese’s Pieces, 450, 452
Reeves, Dan, 737
Reeves, Rosser, 256–257, 260, 276, 803
Regal Cinema, 449
Reibstein, David J., 615, 796, 819
Reid, Leonard N., 800
Reidenback, Erick, 799
Reinhard, Keith, 750, 813
Renault, 660
Reputation Institute, 587
Research Systems Corp., 186
Resnik, Allan S., 818
Restaurant Business, 395
Restoration Hardware, 463
Retail Alliance, 574
Retsky, Maxine Lans, 815, 816
Revlon, 24, 75, 177, 257, 431
Reyes, Sonia, 613
Reynolds, Thomas J., 811
R/GA, 95, 96
RHI Entertainment Inc., 363
Rice, Faye, 795
Rice, Jerry, 178
Richard Manville Research, 446
Richards, Jeff I., 818
Richardson, Jack, 804
Ricoh Corp., 105, 293
Ries, Al, 52, 54, 258–259, 553, 563, 565, 

796, 803
Ries, Laura, 563, 565
Rigg, Cynthia, 809
Riney, Hal, 259
Ripken, Cal, Jr., 178, 417
Ripley, M. Louise, 76, 796
Ritchie, Guy, 68
R.J. Reynolds, 89, 281, 659
RJR Nabisco, 399, 537, 588
Road & Track, 112–113, 314, 315
Robb Report, 455
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 622
Robertson, Thomas S., 798, 817
Robinson, William A., 809
Rockport, 76, 567
Rodale Inc., 397
Rodman, Dennis, 165, 175
Rodman, Yank, 800
Rogaine, 107
Rogers, Everett M., 798

Rogers, Martha, 115, 602, 795
Rolex, 141
Rolling Stone, 55, 57, 266, 315, 391–392, 407,

410, 736
Rolling Stones, 288, 691
Rolls-Royce, 764
Romer, Daniel, 803
Roper ASW, 675, 766
Roper Starch Worldwide, 408, 641
Rose, Frank, 814
Rose, Josh, 97
Rose, Matthew, 806, 813
Rose, Pete, 165, 166
Rose, Randall L., 815
Rosie, 403
Roslow Research Group, 140
Ross, Chuck, 801, 804, 805, 813, 815
Rossi, Dom, 805
Rossignol, 394
Rossiter, John R., 817
Rotfeld, Herbert, 185, 801, 815
Rothschild, Michael L., 126, 797, 804
Rotzell, Kim B., 811, 815
Rowlands, Penelope, 813
Royal Crown Cola, 51
Rubel, Chad, 807
Rudelius, William, 44, 795, 796, 797, 816
Ruelle, Russell, 811
Ruido Group, 45
Ruskin, Gary, 452, 750, 763–764
Russell, Cristel, 377, 805
Russo, J. Edward, 817
Rutigliano, Anthony, 813
Ryan, Meg, 170
Ryan, Nolan, 175, 178
Ryan, Tom K., 92
Ryan Partnership, 521
Ryans, John K., 812

S
Saatchi & Saatchi, 77, 78, 112, 240, 713–714
Sachs, William S., 807
Saegart, Joel, 115
Safeguard, 59
Saks Fifth Avenue, 62, 475
Sale, Richard, 764, 808, 809, 815
Saleforce.com, 615
Sales & Marketing Management, 230, 310,

311, 334, 598, 603, 605, 607
Salmon, Caryn C., 797
Salmon, Charles, 796
Salomon, 394
Salveson, Melvin, 218, 802
Sampras, Pete, 235
Samsonite, 132
Samsung, 37–38, 62, 432
Samuel Adams Boston Lager, 757
San Augustine, 224
San Diego Gas & Electric, 571
San Diego Padres, 457
San Diego Union-Tribune, 416, 419
San Diego Zoological Society, 211, 212
San Francisco Examiner, 416
San Francisco Giants, 457
San Jose Mercury News, 770
Sandage, Charles H., 811
Sandaralingham, Avu, 804
Sandler, Dennis, 795
Santelmann, Neal, 797
Sanyo, 37, 436
SAP, 602
Satellite Television Asian Region (STAR 

TV), 689
Saturn Corp., 90
Saunders, Christopher, 38, 482, 815
Saurwein, Kristina, 179
Savin Corp., 183, 292, 293–294
Savvis Communications, 589
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Sawyer, Alan, 557, 800, 809
SBC Communications, 384
Scarborough Reports, 328, 439
Schenker, Jonathan, 573
Schibsted, Evantheia, 462
Schiffer, Claudia, 265
Schiffman, Betsy, 764
Schiffman, Leon G., 797
Schmuckler, Eric, 327, 803, 809
Schnatter, John, 727
Schnucks, 649
Schnuer, Jenna, 806
Schram, Wilbur, 798
Schreiber and Associates, 446
Schroer, James, 231, 802
Schultz, Don, 9, 210, 795, 796, 797, 801, 

802, 812
Schultz, J., 814
Schumann, David W., 799, 811
Schwab, Charles, 171
Schwartz, John, 495
Schwarzenegger, Arnold, 170
SCI FI Channel, 365
Scient, 137
Scientific American, 315
Scientific International, 490
Sciglimpaglia, Don, 450, 806
Scope, 51
Scorsese, Martin, 179
Scott, Linda, 286, 804
Screen Actors Guild, 78
Screen Vision, 450
Seagram, 645, 647, 709
Sean John, 493
Searle, 572
Sears, Roebuck & Co., 17, 45, 51, 55, 89, 106,

117, 360, 363, 446, 448, 494, 517, 602,
645, 753

Sears, Warren, 463
Seattle Mariners, 457
Sebastian, Pamela, 819
Secunda, Eugene, 795
Seeter, Bob, 810
Sega, 197, 247, 448
Seger, Bob, 288
Seglin, Jeffrey L., 811
Seguin, Sharon, 811
Segunda Juventud, 46, 48
Segway, 563, 567, 568
Seibel Systems, 602
Seiko, 128, 437, 586
Seiler, Christine A., 115
Seinfeld, Jerry, 176
Self, 314, 315, 396, 404
Sellers, Patricia, 796, 814
Sensormatic, 586
Sentara Health Systems Inc., 466
Sequeria, Ian K., 809
Serafin, Raymond, 810, 814
Sethi, Prakash, 810
Settle, Robert E., 800, 802, 811
Seventeen, 106, 315, 397, 403
Shakira, 574
Shanahan, Laura, 452
Shansby, J. Gary, 52, 796
Shape, 314, 315, 403, 407
Shapiro, Benson P., 809
Sharma, Subhash, 812
Sharp Electronics, 493
Sharper Image, 455, 475, 486
Shatner, William, 276
Shavitt, Sharon, 816
Shaw, David, 818
Shaw-Garlock, Glenda, 767, 818
Sheehan, Kim Bartel, 808
Sheen, Martin, 597
Shell, 130
Sherman, Howard, 801
Sherry, John F., Jr., 812

Sheth, Jagdish N., 797, 798, 807
Shields, Todd, 327
Shimp, Terence A., 800, 809, 812
Shin, Jeongshin, 812
Shirer, Michael, 807, 808
Shiver, Jube, Jr., 382
Shoenberger, Chana R., 807
Showtime, 451
Siebel Systems, 615, 616
Siegel, Michael, 815
Siemens, 660
Sierra Club, 480
Siklos, Richard, 806
Silk, Alvin J., 798, 799
Silk Soymilk, 181
Siltanen/Keehn, 91
Silverglade, Bruce, 815
Silverstein, Rich, 259, 260, 759
Simmons Market Research Bureau, 305,

306–309, 310, 314, 315, 328, 329, 334,
408, 422, 437, 448, 471, 472, 504, 650

Simon, Julian, 214, 802, 810
Simon, Mark, 818
Simon, Raymond, 579, 809, 810
Simon Marketing, 539
Simpson, Edwin K., 810
Simpson, O.J., 175
Sims Snowboards, 285, 286
Sirius Satellite Radio, 382
Skechers, 407, 642
Ski Magazine, 315
Skiing, 322
Skin Diver, 393
Sky Magazine, 455
Sky Television, 689
SkyTel, 201
SKY-TV, 454, 456
Skyy vodka, 68, 265–266, 277
Slack, Steve, 806
Slate, Jeremy, 812
Slatky, Tom, 97
Sloan, Pat, 805
Smirnoff, 710
Smith, Anna Nicole, 371
Smith, Greg, 495
Smith, Jane, 795
Smith, Kerry J., 809
Smith, Robert, 153, 798
Smith, Scott, 816
Smithsonian, 315, 403
Smitty’s, 649
Snapple, 95, 104, 492, 725
Sneiden, Hank, 243, 802
Snoop Dog, 197, 381
Snowboarding, 394
Snyder, Adam, 449, 806
Snyder, Wally, 223, 779
Soap Opera Digest, 315, 612
Soley, Lawrence, 770, 800, 818
Solomon, Michael, 142, 796, 798, 800, 818
Song, Sora, 806
SONICblue, Inc., 349–350
Sony, 17, 37, 49, 51, 197, 507, 602, 679
Sony Ericsson, 431
Sony Pictures Entertainment, 300
Sorenson, Ralph Z., 813
SOUP (Students Opposed to Unfair 

Practices), 732
South African Breweries, 659
Southern California Edison, 589
Southern Living, 315, 396, 403
Southwest Airlines, 56, 63, 72, 118, 587
space, 402–403
SPAR Marketing Force, 438
Spears, Britney, 175, 197, 271, 495, 625, 675
Speck, Paul Surgi, 801
Speer, Lawrence, 697, 813
Spencer, Dale R., 817
Spethmann, Betsy, 452, 539, 797, 808, 809, 816

Spic and Span, 59
Spin, 266, 391, 736, 752
Spinner, 97
Sport, 314
Sporting Goods Dealer, 407
Sporting News, 315
Sports Afield, 188, 314, 315
Sports Channel America, 366
Sports Illustrated, 315, 326, 396, 397, 403,

736, 752
Sports Illustrated for Women, 404
Spotts, Harlan E., 795
Sprewell, Lattrell, 165–166
Springer, Jerry, 770
Sprit Corp., 17, 38
Srinivasan, Kalpana, 116, 815
St. Paul Cos., 588
Stabler, Ken, 165, 166
Staelin, Richard, 800
Stafford, James, 798
Stagg Chili, 279–280
Stamler, Bernard, 462
Stanaland, Andrea J.S., 800
Stance, 397
Standard Rate & Data Service, 334, 384, 393,

394, 395, 398, 405, 406, 408, 421, 422,
438, 471

Stanford Research Institute, 49
Stanley, T.L., 452
Stapel, Jan, 811
Star, 315, 394
Starbucks, 38, 249, 450, 563, 659, 660
Starch INRA Hooper, 334, 520
Starcom Media Vest Group, 78, 80
StarKist, 271, 280
State Farm Insurance, 195, 384
Statistical Research Inc. (SRI), 300, 376, 448
Stearns, James, 818
Steel, Jon, 247, 803
Stein, Nicholas, 415
Steiner, Gary, 148, 202, 206, 798
Steiner, Robert, 213, 777, 802, 819
Steinhagen, Tom, 809
Steortz, Eva, 453
Stephens, Debra, 817
Stereo Review, 395
Sterling Group, 354
Stern, 224
Stern, Barbara B., 803, 818
Stern, Bruce L., 818
Sternthal, Brian, 799, 800, 801
Stevens, Carl G., 810
Stevenson, Thomas H., 818
Stewart, David W., 62, 796, 800, 801
Stewart, Martha, 581
Stimler, Mike, 450
Sting, 288, 289
Stix, Louise, 294, 295
Stolberg, Sheryl, 815
Stolichnaya Vodka, 265, 266
Stoltman, Jeffrey J., 814
Stoughton, Susie, 810
STP Corp., 732
Strang, Roger A., 809
Strata Marketing, Inc., 329
Strategic Planning Institute, 61
Stratmar Systems, 438
Streep, Meryl, 427, 806
Street, Picabo, 141
Stroh Brewing Co., 756
Strong, E.K., 798
Strout, Erin, 223, 616, 810
Stuff, 391, 397, 409
Suave, 257
Subaru, 207
Successful Farming, 394
Sugarman, Margo, 813
Sultan, Ralph G.M., 819
Sumner, David F., 818
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Sun Microsystems, 582, 615
Sunflower Group, 528
Sunkist, 222
Sunset, 315, 396
Sunsplash Amusement Park, 435
Suntory Ltd., 660
Super Valu, 649
Supermarket Communications Systems, 438
Surmanek, Jim, 321, 804, 805
Survey of Buying Power, 230
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, 586
Suzuki, 538
SW Airlines Spirit, 455
Swan, John E., 796
Swasy, Alecia, 803
Symantec, 407
Szybillo, George J., 800
Szynal, Deborah, 816

T
Taco Bell, 450
Tagg, Stephen, 800
Tahmincioglu, Eve, 806
Takahashi, Dean, 807
Tannenbaum, Stanley I., 796
Tanner, John F., Jr., 801
Tanzer, Andrew, 689, 814
TAPSCAN, 439
Target, 84, 448
Tat, Peter, 809
Tatum, Jack, 165, 166
Tauber, Edward M., 796
Taylor, Cathy, 802
Taylor, Charles R., 812, 818
Taylor, Thayer C., 810
Taylor-Made Golf Co., 674
TBWA, 78, 243
TBWA Worldwide, 77, 78
TBWA/Chiat/Day, 90, 91, 142, 241, 245, 259,

495; see also Chiat/Day
Ted Bates Agency, 256, 260
Teen, 397
Teen People, 106, 397, 403, 404, 652, 653
Teenage Research Unlimited, 397
Tegel, Simon, 812
Teinowitz, Ira, 415, 774, 806, 807, 809, 814,

815, 816, 817
Telefutura, 359–360
Tele-Lawyer, 478
Telemundo, 358, 359–360
Televisia, 359, 457
Television Production Partners, 363
Telmar, 328–329, 334, 439
Telser, Lester, 775, 819
Tennis, 315, 402
10-10-220 long distance, 271
Terhune, Chad, 525
Terpstra, Vern, 812
Territory Ahead, 486
Terwilliger, Cate, 818
Texaco, 586
Texas Instruments, 38
Texas Monthly, 396
Texas Pacific Group, 238
Thales Navigation, 525
Theus, Kathryn, 115, 116
Third Space, 236
Thomas, Blake, 449
Thomas, Dave, 171
Thomas, Jackie, 236
Thompson, Robert, 271
Thompson, Stephanie, 801, 802, 804, 813
Thorson, Esther, 796
3Com, 216
3M, 258–259, 437, 467
Tide, 513, 535, 621
Tiffany & Co., 60
Till, Brian D., 800

Tillamook Cheese, 45
Time, 301, 324, 325, 326, 393, 394, 396,

401–402, 403, 408, 411, 477, 687
Time, Inc., 645, 647
Time In-Store, 438
Time Warner, 358, 528
Times Mirror, 305
Timex, 67
Titleist, 61, 62
TiVo Inc., 300, 349–350, 376, 452, 750
T.J. Maxx, 450
TLC (The Learning Channel), 365, 370
TMP Worldwide, 77
TNN, 365
TNT, 365, 411
Toffler, Van, 371
Tolan, Mary, 810
Tommy Hilfiger, 762
Tortorici, Anthony J., 795
Toscani, Oliviero, 752–753
Total Research Corp., 193
Touchstone, 97
Tower Records, 664
Toy, Daniel R., 798
Toyota Motor Co., 17, 57, 195, 310, 407, 448,

457, 458, 495, 508, 645, 661
Tracik, Maureen, 800
Trade Show Bureau, 551
Traffic Audit Bureau (TAB), 437, 439, 650
Tragos, Bill, 243
TransWorld Media, 397
Travel, 322
Travel & Leisure, 188, 189, 315
Travel Channel, 365
Tree Top, 581
Trevino, Lee, 590
Triandis, H.C., 799
Tribal DDB (Omnicom Group), 96
TriStar, 498
Trivedi, Minakshi, 649, 811
Tropicana Products Inc., 114, 684
Trout, Jack, 52, 54, 99, 258–259, 553, 563,

796, 803
Trusdell, Brian, 810
TRW, 466
Tse, Alan, 357
Tse, Biu, 805
Tsingato, 679
Tubergen, G. Norman van, 812
Tucciarone, Joel, 636, 811
Tucker, Chris, 382
Tull, Donald S., 801
Tully, Shawn, 813
Tupperware, 20, 62, 478, 479
Turlington, Christy, 673
Turner, Derek, 812
Turner, Kathleen, 749
Turner Broadcasting System (TBS), 365, 370,

411, 458
Turner Cartoon Network, 767
TV Guide, 167, 291, 315, 393, 394, 401, 403,

612, 645
TV Guide Channel, 327
TV3, 574
TWA, 589
20th Century Fox Studio, 532
212 Men, 112
Ty, 566
Tybout, Alice M., 800
Tyco, 585
Tylenol, 60, 577, 579–580
Tyme ATMs, 456
Tyson, Mike, 175

U
U-Haul, 446
Um, Nam-Hyun, 801
Underhill, Paco, 133

Underwood, Elaine, 807
Unger, Lynette S., 818
UNICEF, 586
Unilever, 17, 88, 198, 310, 431, 452, 563, 619,

659, 660, 661, 663, 674, 679
Unisys, 592
United Airlines, 454, 456, 477, 490, 536, 586,

589, 769
United Artists Theatres, 449
United Negro College Fund, 518
U.S. Gymnastics Foundation, 586
U.S. News & World Report, 45, 403, 409
United Technologies Corp., 256
United Way, 58
Universal McCann, 80
Universal Pictures, 495
Universal Studios, 106
Univision, 358, 359–360
Univision Online, 359
UniWorld Group, Inc., 238
Unnava, H. Rao, 800
Unser, Al, Jr., 462
UPN (United Paramount Network), 358
Urbanski, Al, 808
Urschel, Joe, 289
US Airways, 407, 454
US Weekly, 315, 652, 653
USA Network, 365, 366
USA Today, 174, 305, 413, 414, 415, 454, 

687, 779
USA Weekend, 305, 315, 414–416
USX, 585, 592
U2, 355
UUNET, 122
Uzzi, Don, 137–138

V
Vagnoni, Anthony, 68, 84, 246, 259, 796, 803
Vakratsas, Demetrios, 161, 799
Valencia, Humberto, 818
Valvoline, 54, 485
Van Den Bergh Foods, 739
van der Pool, Lisa, 714
van Meurs, Lex, 357, 804
van Raaij, W. Fred, 812
van Tubergen, G. Norman, 812
Vanity Fair, 56, 314, 326, 410
Vans, 456
Vaseline Research, 277
Vaughn, Richard, 154–155, 798
Velocity, 84
Vence, Deborah L., 817
Venesision, 359
Verified Audit Circulation Corp., 334
Verizon Communications, 17, 585
Verizon Wireless, 384
Vernors, 46
Versace, 58
Vert, Inc., 441
VFW Magazine, 403
VH1, 327, 365, 370, 371, 381
Via Magazine, 403
Viacom, 17, 371, 688–689
Viagra, 50
Viant, 137
Vibe, 391, 752
Vicary, James, 110, 115
Victoria’s Secret, 463, 465, 468, 475, 566–567,

652, 653
Video Storyboard Tests, 186, 625
Virgin Atlantic Airways, 56, 775
Virgin Mobile, 299–300
Virginia Slims, 46
Visa, 463, 586, 591, 690–691
Vogt, Christine A., 798
Vogue, 13, 266, 410, 473, 567
Voight, Joan, 760, 814, 816, 817
Voli, Patricia Kramer, 812
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Volkswagen, 51, 103, 289–290, 310, 410, 436,
566, 661

Volvo, 118, 418, 476, 494, 495, 508, 518, 716,
717, 740

Vons, 649
Vranica, Suzanne, 138, 174, 277, 355, 796,

797, 802, 815

W
Wackman, Daniel B., 796, 817
Wagner, Lindsay, 173
Wagner, Mary, 486
Waitt, Ted, 91, 171
The Wall Street Journal, 137, 138, 174, 248,

256, 305, 327, 413, 414, 415, 455, 456,
495, 578, 687, 779

Wallace, David J., 805
Wallas, Graham, 246
Wallendorf, Melanie, 803
Wal-Mart, 28, 37, 62, 106, 249, 519, 574, 587
Walsh, Ann, 816, 817
Walsh, David, 764
Walt Disney Co., 15, 17, 83, 97, 173, 302, 352,

360, 368, 369, 448, 449, 456, 508, 536
Walt Disney Pictures, 97
Walters, Barbara, 574
Walters, John P., 773
Wansink, Brian, 798
Ward, Montgomery, 463
Ward, Scott, 15, 817
Warner, Fara, 236, 813
Warner Communications, 688
Warner-Lambert, 733
Warren, Irwin, 803
Wartella, Ellen, 817
Wartzman, Rick, 140
Warwick, Dione, 461
Washington, Denzel, 178, 772
The Washington Post, 416, 426, 427
Wasseman, Todd, 804
Wasserman, Tom, 138
Water Bearer Films, 450
Waterford Crystal, 193
Watson, Paul, 636, 811
WB Network, 358, 411
WD-40 Co., 399, 521–522, 555, 660, 690
Weather Channel, 365
Webb, Don R., 817
Webb, Peter H., 801
Webex, 611
Weiden & Kennedy, 21
Weider Publications, 396
Weidlich, Thom, 495, 808
Weilbacher, William, 161–162, 266–267, 799,

801, 802, 803
Weinberger, Marc G., 801
Weingarten, Marc, 808
Weis, Michael J., 375
Weitzen, Jeff, 91

Welch, Jack, 615
Welch, Mary, 802
Weldon, Fay, 452
Wells, William, 270, 797, 803, 808
Wells Fargo, 384, 457, 602
Wendy’s, 171, 252, 256, 363, 591
Wenner, Jan, 391
Wentz, Laurel, 240, 676, 796, 809, 812, 813
Werner, Ray O., 815
West, 224
Westin Hotels & Resorts, 248
Westways, 403
Westwood One, 383
WGN, 365, 366
Wheaties, 252
Whelan, Elizabeth M., 818
Whipple, Thomas W., 818
Whirlpool, 89, 155–156, 310, 645
White, Erin, 397, 813
White, Gordon E., 804
White Rabbit, 680
Whitlow, S. Scott, 812
Whittle, Chris, 763
Whittle Communications, 456
Wicks, Jan LeBlanc, 814
Wiechmann, Ulrich E., 813
Wieden, Dan, 259
Wieden & Kennedy, 84, 240, 243, 259
Wilke, Mike, 818
Wilkes, Robert E., 818
Wilkie, William L., 797, 800, 801, 809, 

815, 816
Wilkinson, Amanda, 808
Wilkinson Sword, 738–739
Williams, Jerome D., 809
Wilsion, Joy Johnson, 815
Wilson, David T., 799
Wilson Sporting Goods Co., 551
Windigo, 496
Wine Institute, 714
Winski, Joseph M., 813
Winston, 287, 588
Winters, Rebecca, 166
Wirthlin Worldwide, 622
The Wiseguys, 289
W.K. Buckley Limited, 181, 182
Wolf, Michael J., 602, 795, 810
Woman’s Day, 394, 403, 532, 668
Woman’s World, 393, 394, 403
Women’s National Basketball Association

(WNBA), 359
Women’s Wear Daily, 395
Wonderbra, 567
Wong, Edward, 236
Wood, Andy, 801
Wood, Douglas J., 814
Woodruff, David, 697
Woods, Bob, 809
Woods, Tiger, 117, 168, 173, 178, 235, 

625, 675

Woodside, Arch G., 799
Woodward, Keith, 194
Woodward, Nancy Hatch, 807
Working Woman, 409, 767
World Bank, 683
Wotruba, Thomas, 600–601, 810
WPP Group, 78, 98, 663
Wright, Peter L., 797, 798
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Wrigley, 153, 243–244, 287, 291, 470
Wrigley, Bill, Jr., 291
Wunderman, 94
Wynter, Leon E., 818

X
Xerox, 151, 183, 293, 501, 612, 669, 673, 697
XM Satellite Radio, 380, 381–382

Y
Yahoo!, 174, 249, 457
Yahoo! Internet Life, 409
Yalch, Richard, 125
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Yankee, 396
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YM, 106, 397, 403, 652, 653
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York, 586
Young, Doug, 805
Young, James Webb, 244–246, 803
Young & Rubicam, 3, 90, 249, 318, 612, 680
Youth AIDS, 500
Y&R Advertising, 77

Z
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Zagat, 56
Zaichkowsky, Judith, 154, 798
Zajonc, Robert B., 797
Zanot, Eric J., 814
ZapMe Corp., 763
Zelwegger, Renee, 286
Zenith, 37, 144, 149, 713
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Zerex, 282
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A
Ability, 159
Absolute cost, 323
Account executive, 79–80
Account planning, 246–247
Account-specific marketing, 519–520
Actual state, 107
Ad agency review consultants, 93
Ad click rate, 487
Ad clicks, 487
Ad execution-related thoughts, 158
Ad views (impressions), 487, 502
Adjacencies, 364
“Admazines,” 402–403, 404
Advertainment, 68, 749–750
Advertiser-supported syndication, 362
Advertising, 16–18

business-to-business, 19
classifications of, 19
cooperative, 552–554
corporate; see Corporate advertising
corrective, 730–733
creative strategy; see Creative strategy
creativity in; see Advertising creativity
criticisms of, 753–772

deception/untruthfulness, 754
offensiveness/bad taste, 754–756
sexual appeals, 756–757
social/cultural impact; see Social/

cultural impact, of advertising
deceptive; see Deceptive advertising
decline in, 12
direct marketing combined with, 465
direct-response, 20, 201, 475
economic effects of, 772–779
economies of scale in, 231–232, 775
effectiveness of, 193–194
global; see Global advertising
growth of, 5–7
image, 257, 265–266, 585–588
IMC program development, 27
international; see International

advertising/promotion
local, 19, 361, 383
national, 19
organizing for, 71–76
personal selling combined with, 606–609
primary-demand, 19
product pricing and, 61–62
professional, 19, 714–715
promotional products combined with, 445
public relations combined with, 609
retail, 19
sales promotion combined with, 554–556
selective-demand, 19
subliminal, 115–116
teaser, 274–275
trade, 19, 64
youth bias in, 143–144

Advertising agencies, 69–70, 75–93
account services, 79–80
accountability of, 14, 87
art department, 82
billings, 77
clients, gaining and losing, 90–93
compensation systems, 85–88

copywriters, 82
creative boutiques, 83, 84
creative services, 82
departmental system, 82
financial audits, 88
full-service, 79
group system, 82–83
IMC capabilities, 81, 98–99
in-house, 75–76
for international marketing, 678–682
management and finance, 82
marketing services, 80–81
media buying services, 83–85
media department, 80
organization and structure of, 79, 82–83
performance evaluation, 88–93
production department, 82
qualitative audits, 88
reasons for using, 78–79
research department, 80
self-regulation by, 712–714
superagencies, 77–78
traffic department, 82
types of, 79–85

Advertising appeals, 183–187, 266–275; see
also Creative execution styles

combining, 272–273
comparative; see Comparative advertising
competitive advantage, 268
emotional, 269–273
favorable price, 268
fear, 184–185
feature, 268
humor, 185–187, 282
informational/rational, 267–269, 272–273
news, 268
nostalgic, 271
product/service popularity, 268–269
refutation, 181
reminder advertising, 274
sexual, 756–757
teaser advertising, 274–275
transformational ads, 270–272

Advertising campaign, 251–254
Advertising creativity, 237–243; see also

Creative strategy
defined, 241
hard-sell advertising vs., 245–246
importance of, 237–239
perspectives on, 239–243
standards for, 242

Advertising Digital Identification (Ad-Id), 503
Advertising manager, 71–72
Advertising Research Foundation, 93, 

250, 550
Advertising substantiation, 729–730
Advertorials, 477, 507
Advocacy advertising, 590
Aerial advertising, 436
Affect referral decision rule, 120
Affective stage, 150
Affiliates, 358
Affirmative disclosure, 726–728
Affordable method, 218
African-Americans

sales promotion aimed at, 517–518
stereotyping of, 768

Agency compensation, 85–88
commission system, 85–87
cost-plus system, 87
fee-commission combination, 87
fixed-fee method, 87
future of, 88
incentive-based system, 87–88
negotiated commission, 86–87
percentage charges, 88

AIDA model, 147–148
Alcoholic beverage advertising, 709–710

to college/underage drinkers, 752
sexual appeals, 756–757

Allocation models, 329
Alpha activity, 638
Alternative media, 432
Ambush marketing, 431
American Advertising Federation (AAF), 716

advertising principles, 755
Great Brands campaign, 16, 223
value of advertising promotion, 779

American Association of Advertising Agencies
(AAAA), 93, 716

Ad-Id system, 503
background research and, 248
client-agency relationships, 90
comparative advertising guidelines, 718
IMC definition, 9
responses to critics, 765, 766, 775, 776
self-regulation by, 716, 718
sweeps, 375
value of advertising promotion, 113, 778, 779

American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP), 45

American Bar Association (ABA), 714, 715,
724, 733, 740

American Family Association, 770
American Marketing Association (AMA), 466

marketing definition, 7
American Medical Association (AMA), 585,

709, 710
American Red Cross, 7, 500
American Trucking Association, 437
Animatic, 251
Animation, 279–280
Arbitrary allocation, 218
Archetype research, 132–133
Art department, 82
Asian-Americans, 768–769
Aspirational reference groups, 129
Association of National Advertisers (ANA),

86, 88, 206, 503, 716
Association of Talent Agents, 78
Association tests, 111
Associative process, 123–124
Attitude toward the ad, 158
Attitudes, 117–119
Attractiveness, 172–177
Audimeter, 373
Audiotex, 446, 477–478
Average frequency, 321
Average quarter-hour (AQH), 385
Average quarter-hour rating (AQH RTG), 386
Average quarter-hour share (AQH SHR), 386
Awards, 240

for media planning, 327
Ogilvy Award, 622–623, 627, 648, 651
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B
Balance-of-trade deficit, 660
Banner ads, 487, 496
Barrier to entry, 775
Barter syndication, 362
Behavioral stage, 150
Behavioristic segmentation, 49
Benchmark measures, 207–208
Benefit segmentation, 49
Better Business Bureau (BBB), 715
Big idea, 237, 255; see also Major selling 

idea
Billboards; see Outdoor advertising
Billings, 77
Bleed pages, 398–399
Body copy, 285
Bonus packs, 541
Boomerang, 160
Bounce-back coupon, 533
Brand development index (BDI), 310–312
Brand equity, 59, 520, 524–525
Brand identity, 14
Brand loyalty, 120, 121, 516
Brand manager, 72–75
Branding, 59–60

brand strength research, 249–250
emotional bonding, 273
global, 657–658
image advertising, 257, 265–266
IMC role in, 14–16
Internet and, 492–494
power of, 15
promotional perspective, 59
sales promotion and, 516–517

Broadcast media, 348–389
direct marketing and, 475
radio; see Radio
television; see Television

Budgeting, 211–232
advertising-to-sales ratios by industry,

220–221
affordable method, 218
allocating budget, 229–232
approaches to, 217–229
arbitrary allocation, 218
build-up approaches, 225–228
client/agency policies and, 230
competitive parity, 222–224
computer simulation models, 228
cutting budgets, 223
economies of scale and, 231–232
effectiveness measurement, 626
establishing budget, 211–229
factors influencing, 215–217
IMC elements, 229–230
marginal analysis, 213–214
market potential and, 230
market share goals and, 230–231
market size and, 230
media strategy, 323–326
methods compared, 224
methods summarized, 228–229
objective and task method, 225–226
organizational characteristics and, 232
payout planning, 226–227
percentage of sales, 218–222
promotional planning process, 27, 31
quantitative models, 228
ROI method, 224
sales promotion, 554–555
sales response models, 214–215
theoretical issues, 213–215
top-down approaches, 217–225

Build-up budgeting approaches, 225–228
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms

(BATF), 738
Business/Professional Advertising Association

(B/PAA), 334

Business-to-business advertising, 19
database contents, 468
problem/solution approach, 279

Button, 487
Buying allowances, 547
Buzz marketing, 13

C
Cable television, 364–370

advantages of, 367–369
advertising on, 366–367
future of, 369–370
growth of, 364–366
limitations of, 369
major networks, 365

Campaign theme, 251–254
Cannes Lion Awards, 240
Carryover effect, 199–200
Cash system, 382–383
Catalogs, 474–475
Category development index (CDI), 311–312
Category management system, 73–75
Cause-related marketing, 590–592
Cease-and-desist order, 730
Celebrity endorsement

audience receptivity, 173–175, 625
controversial, 165–166
Fame Index, 178–179
involvement and, 160–161
in Japan, 170
meaning transfer model, 175–177
overexposure, 173
product overshadowing, 173
Q ratings, 178–179
risk in using, 175
testimonials, 278

Center for Science in the Public Interest, 710,
716, 761

Center on Alcohol Marketing and Youth, 752
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC), 756
Central Hudson Test, 722
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), 683
Central route to persuasion, 159–160
Centralized system, 71–72, 76, 677–678
Channel, 143, 167
Children; see also Teenagers

advertising regulation, 717
ethical issues, 758–762
in-school marketing, 763–764
online privacy, 746
premium regulations, 742
TV networks’ guidelines, 720
tweens (7-14 yr-olds), 106

Children’s Advertising Review Unit (CARU),
716–718, 761

Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
(COPPA), 746

Children’s Television Act, 761
Circulation, magazine, 403, 405
City zone, 421
Classical conditioning, 123–125
Classified advertising, 416
Click, 502
Click-through, 502
Client server, 487
Clients, 69

creative output evaluation/approval by,
291–296

gaining and losing, 90–93
organizing for advertising/promotion, 71–76

Clio Award, 240
Clipping service, 222
Close, 604–605
Clutter, 188–189, 356

magazines, 402–403, 404
newspapers, 421
online, 505

public relations and, 577
radio, 382–383
sales promotion, 520
television, 188–189, 356

Cognitive dissonance, 121–122
Cognitive learning theory, 126–127
Cognitive orientation, 123
Cognitive responses, 157–158
Cognitive stage, 150
Collateral services, 70–71, 96–98
Comarketing, 519
Combination rates, 425
Commercial speech, 722
Commission system, 85–87
Common ground, 143
Communication, 136–163

analysis of, 27
audience aggregation, 146–147
channel; see Communication channels
cognitive processing of, 157–161
decoding, 143–145
dyadic, 599
encoding, 141
feedback, 145
message, 141–143
model of, 139–145
nature of, 139
noise, 145
receiver, 143–147
response, 145; see also Response process
semiotics, 142–143
source; see Source

Communication channels, 146, 167
clutter, 188–189
context/environment effects, 188
information processing differences, 188
media effects, 187–188
personal vs. nonpersonal, 187

Communication objectives, 31, 202–206
Communications effect pyramid, 203–204
Communications situation, 130
Communications task, 206
Comparative advertising, 183–184, 277

AAAA guidelines, 718
in foreign markets, 667–668
lawsuits arising from, 738–739

Competitive advantage, 41, 257
Competitive advantage appeals, 268
Competitive analysis, 29, 41–42
Competitive parity method, 222–224
Compliance, 177
Comprehension and reaction tests, 631
Computer simulation models, 228
Computers

budget simulation models, 228
in media planning, 326–331
in media strategy development, 328–331
optimizer software, 330–331

Conative stage, 150
Concave-downward function model, 214–215
Concentrated marketing, 51
Concept testing, 629–631
Conditioned response, 123–124
Conditioned stimulus, 123
Consent orders, 730
Consumer, family decision making, 129
Consumer behavior, 102–134

alternative approaches, 131–133
archetype research, 132–133
attitudes, 117–119
attribution theory, 557
behavioral learning theory, 123–126
classical conditioning, 123–125
cognitive learning theory, 126–127
culture and, 127–128
decision-making; see Decision-making

process
environmental influences on, 127–131
hypnosis, 132–133
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learning process, 123–127
motives, 109–112
operant conditioning, 125–126
overview, 105–107
reference groups, 129
response process; see Response process
situational determinants, 130–131
social class and, 128–129
subcultures and, 128–129

Consumer franchise building (CFB)
promotions, 520–522

Consumer juries, 631–633
Consumer magazines, 393–394
Consumer socialization process, 760
Consumer-oriented sales promotion, 22, 513,

514, 522–544
bonus packs, 541
building brand equity with, 524–525
contests, 525, 537–540, 740–742
coupons; see Coupons
defending current customers with, 524
event marketing, 543
frequency programs, 541–542
IMC enhancement with, 524–526
increasing consumption with, 523–524
objectives, 522–525, 543–544
obtaining trial/repurchase with, 522–523
premiums, 535–537
price-off deals, 541
problems with, 539
refunds/rebates, 540–541
sales promotion trap, 557–558
sampling, 526–529
sweepstakes, 537–540, 740–742
target marketing with, 524
techniques for, 526–544

Content sponsorship, 496
Contests, 537–540

building brand equity with, 525
regulation of, 740–742
trade-oriented, 546–547

Continuity, 314, 316
Continuity programs, 541–542
Continuous reinforcement schedule, 125
Contribution margin, 213
Controlled-circulation basis, 405
Convergence, 299–300
Cookie, 502
Cooperative advertising, 552–554
Copy, 285
Copy platform, 254–255
Copywriters, 82
Corporate advertising, 583–593

advantages/disadvantages, 592
advocacy advertising, 590
cause-related marketing, 590–592
effectiveness measurement, 593
event sponsorship, 588–590
financial support generation, 587–588
image advertising, 585–588
objectives, 585
recruiting, 586–587
sponsorship, 586
stadium naming, 589
types of, 585–592

Corrective advertising, 730–733
Cost per click (CPC), 487
Cost per order (CPO), 480
Cost per ratings point (CPRP), 323
Cost per thousand (CPM), 323–326, 487
Cost-plus system, 87
Council of Better Business Bureaus, 711,

715–716, 727
Counterarguments, 157–158
Coupons, 529–535

advantages/limitations, 529–530
cost calculations, 530
distribution methods, 531–534
in foreign markets, 691

online, 535
trends in, 534–535

Coverage, 301–303
Creative boutiques, 83, 84
Creative execution styles, 266, 275–283; see

also Advertising appeals
animation, 279–280
combinations, 282–283
comparison, 277
demonstration, 277
dramatization, 281–282
evaluation/approval of, 291–296
fantasy, 281
humor, 282
print advertising tactics, 283–286
scientific/technical evidence, 277
slice-of-life, 278–279
straight sell/factual message, 275–277
television advertising tactics, 286–290
testimonials, 277–278

Creative selling, 603
Creative space buys, 399
Creative strategy, 31, 234–297

account planning, 246–247
advertising appeals; see Advertising appeals
advertising campaign, 251–254
background research, 247–248
brand image creation, 257, 265–266
campaign theme, 251–254
challenges, 243
copy platform, 254–255
creative process, 244–251
development of, 251–260
evaluation/approval of, 291–296
execution styles; see Creative execution

styles
general preplanning input, 247–248
inherent drama, 258
international advertising, 683–684
for low involvement products, 152–153
major selling idea, 255–260
personnel considerations, 244
planning, 243–251
positioning; see Positioning
problem detection, 248
product/service-specific preplanning input,

248–250
qualitative research input, 250–251
risk taking, 243–244
slogans, top ten, 252
unique selling proposition, 256–257
verification/revision, 251

Creative tactics, 237; see also Creative execu-
tion styles

Creativity; see Advertising creativity; Creative
strategy

Credibility, 168–172
Cross-media advertising, 411, 426
Cross-ruff coupon, 533
Cross-selling, 468, 470, 605
Cultural symbols, 54
Cultural values, 665
Culture, consumer behavior and, 127–128
Cume, 385–386
Custom publications, 402–403, 404
Custom Publishing Council, 404
Customer analysis, 29
Customer relationship management (CRM),

468–469, 602
Customers, lifetime value of, 8

D
DAGMAR model, 206–209
Daily inch rate, 323–324
Daily newspapers, 413
Database, 467

business-to-business, 468
consumer, 468–469

effectiveness measurement, 471
functions of, 468–469
information sources for, 469–471

Database marketing, 12–14, 411, 467–471
Day-after recall tests, 636, 643–644
Dayparts, 364, 384
Decentralized system, 72–75, 76, 678
Deception, 726
Deceptive advertising, 725–733, 754

advertising substantiation, 729–730
affirmative disclosure, 726–728
cease-and-desist orders, 730
complaint procedure, 731
consent orders, 730
corrective advertising, 730–733
defined, 726
FTC remedies for, 730–733
on the Internet, 507
puffery, 725–728

Decision maker, family decision making, 129
Decision-making process, 107–123

alternative evaluation, 114–117
attitudes and, 117–119
decision rules, 119–120
evaluative criteria, 116–117
evoked set, 116
family roles in, 129–130
information search, 112–114
integration processes, 119–120
model of, 105
perception, 113–114
postpurchase evaluation, 120–122
problem recognition, 107–109
purchase decision, 120
variations in, 122–123

Decoding, 143–145
Demographic segmentation, 46–47
Demographic selectivity, 396
Demonstration advertising, 277
Departmental system, ad agency, 82
Dependent variables, 166–167
Designated market areas (DMAs), 374
Differentiated marketing, 50–51
Differentiation, 774
Digital video recorders, 349–350
Direct broadcast satellite (DBS) services, 

370, 689
Direct channels, 62
Direct headlines, 283–284
Direct mail, 471–474

characteristics of, 330
coupon delivery by, 531–533
Internet and, 474, 500–501
regulation of, 743

Direct marketing, 18–20, 460–483
advantages/disadvantages, 480–481
advertorials, 477, 507
broadcast media and, 475
catalogs, 474–475
database development, 467–471
defined, 463
direct mail; see Direct mail
direct selling, 478–480, 743–744
effectiveness measurement, 480
electronic teleshopping, 478
flowchart, 464
growth of, 463–465
infomercials, 11, 461–462, 475–477
Internet and, 478, 500–501
objectives, 467
one-step approach, 471
personal selling combined with, 610–611
print media and, 477
promotional products combined with, 445
regulation of, 742–744
role in IMC program, 27, 465–467
scam artists, 482
strategies/media, 471–480
telemarketing, 477–478, 610, 743
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Direct marketing—Cont.
teleshopping, 477, 501
two-step approach, 471

Direct Marketing Association (DMA), 469,
471, 572, 743, 744

Direct selling, 478–480, 743–744
Direct Selling Association, 743–744
Direct source, 168
Directional medium, 446–447
Direct-response advertising, 20, 201, 475
Direct-response agencies, 94
Direct-response media, 463
Disassociative reference groups, 129
Display advertising, 416
Dissatisfaction

postpurchase, 121, 151
problem recognition and, 107

Dissonance/attribution model, 150, 151–152
Distribution channels, 62
Diverting, 549
Domain name, 487
Door-to-door sampling, 527
Dramatization, 281–282
Duplicated reach, 318
Dyadic communication, 599

E
E-commerce, 494, 501
Economic censorship, 769–771
Economic impact, of advertising, 772–779

competition, 775–776
consumer choice, 774–775
information, 777, 778
market power, 777–778
product costs/prices, 776–777

Economic infrastructure, 662
Economies of scale, 231–232, 775
Edward Davis Educational Foundation, 518
Effective reach, 320–321
Effectiveness measurement, 618–654

advertising, 193–194
arguments against, 623–625
arguments in favor of, 621–623
of budgeting decisions, 626
comprehensive measures, 644
concept testing, 629–631
consumer juries, 631–633
corporate advertising, 593
current methods, problems with, 647–648
database, 471
day-after recall tests, 643–644
diagnostics, 644
direct marketing, 480
dummy advertising vehicles, 634
effective testing essentials, 648
eye tracking, 638, 639
field tests, 626, 628
Flesch formula, 634
focus groups, 629–631
how to test, 628–629
IMC impact, 619–620, 651–653
inquiry tests, 640–641
Internet, 501–504, 619–620
laboratory tests, 626, 627–628
market testing, 638–647
media planning and, 305
media strategies, 625–626
message, 625
nontraditional media, 650
objectives and, 196
on-air tests, 636
PACT principles, 628, 647–648
personal selling, 613–616
persuasive measures, 644
physiological measures, 636–638
portfolio tests, 633
posttests, 626, 627

of broadcast commercials, 643–647
of print ads, 638–643

pretests, 626–627, 633–638
of broadcast ads, 634–638
of print ads, 633–634

public relations, 577–579, 584
publicity, 583, 584
readability tests, 634
recall tests, 642–643
recognition tests, 641–642
rough testing, 631–633
sales promotion, 648–650
single-source tracking studies, 645–646
of source factors, 625
sponsorships, 650–651
Starch readership studies, 641–642
television advertising, 619–620
test marketing, 644–645
testing bias, 627–628
theater tests, 635
tracking studies, 646–647
what to test, 625–626
when to test, 626–627
where to test, 627–628

Effies, 240
Eight-Sheet Outdoor Advertising 

Association, 438
80-20 rule, 49
Elaboration likelihood model (ELM), 

158–161
Electrodermal response, 636
Electroencephalographic (EEG) measures, 638
Electronic mail (e-mail), 487
Electronic teleshopping, 478
Emotional appeals, 269–273

bases for, 269
rational appeals combined with, 272–273
transformational ads, 270–272

Emotional bonding, 273
Emotional integration, 270
Encoding, 141
Endorsement, 278; see also Celebrity

endorsement
Environmental analysis, 29
Environmental Protection Agency, 728
Esteem needs, 109–110
Ethics, 751–753; see also Social/cultural

impact, of advertising
AAF advertising principles, 755
advertising to children, 758–764
alcoholic beverage advertising, 709–710,

752, 756–757
deceptive Internet practices, 507
deceptive/untruthful advertising, 754
direct selling code of ethics, 744
in-school marketing, 763–764
network censors, 759–760
offensive advertising, 754–756
online privacy issues, 744–746
sexual appeals, 756–757
shock advertising, 757–758
stealth marketing, 431–432, 749–750
subliminal advertising, 115–116

Ethnocentrism, 665
Ethnographic research, 250
Evaluation models, 329
Evaluative criteria, 116–117
Event marketing, 543
Event sampling, 528
Event sponsorship, 543

corporate advertising, 588–590
effectiveness measurement, 650–651

Everyday low pricing (EDLP), 549–550
Evoked set, 116
Exchange, 7
Exclusive, 574
External analysis, 27, 28–29
External audiences, 569
External audits, 579
External search, 112–113
Externally paced information, 188
Eye tracking, 638, 639

F
Factual message advertising, 275–277
Failure fees, 549
Fame Index, 178–179
Family decision making, 129–130
Fantasy appeals, 281
Favorable price appeals, 268
FCB planning model, 154–155
Fear appeals, 184–185
Feature appeals, 268
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), 

440, 539
Federal Communications Commission (FCC),

115, 361, 382, 711, 734–735
Federal regulation

background on, 723
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms

(BATF), 738
current status of, 733–734
Fairness Doctrine, 734
FCC; see Federal Communications Commis-

sion (FCC)
FDA (Food and Drug Administration), 268,

711, 735–738
First Amendment and, 722–723, 732–733
FTC; see Federal Trade Commission 

(FTC)
Lanham Act, 738–739
Postal Service; see U.S. Postal Service
prescription drug advertising, 737–738
Supreme Court; see U.S. Supreme Court

Federal Trade Commission Act, 723
Federal Trade Commission (FTC), 711,

722–734
advertising to children, 760–761
alcohol advertising to youth, 752
Bureau of Competition, 723
Bureau of Consumer Protection, 

723–724, 740
Bureau of Economics, 723
comparative advertising, 183
complaint procedure, 731
country of origin claims, 728
current regulatory status of, 733–734
deceptive advertising; see Deceptive

advertising
direct marketing, 482, 742–744
FTC Improvements Act, 724, 725, 733
Internet marketing, 744–746
900-Number Rule, 743
Pay-Per-Call Rule, 743
product placements, 453
professional advertising, 714
sales promotion regulation, 740–742
slotting fees, 549, 742
trade regulation rules, 724
unfairness interpretation, 724–725
uniqueness claims, 257
Wheeler-Lea Amendment, 723, 724

Federation Internationale de Football Associa-
tion (FIFA), 432, 458

Fee-commission combination, 87
Feedback, 145
Field of experience, 143
Field tests, 626, 628
File transfer protocol (ftp), 487
Financial audits, 88
First-run syndication, 362
Fixed-fee method, 87
Flat rates, 424
Flesch formula, 634
Flighting, 314, 316
Florists’ Transworld Delivery 

Association, 301
Focus groups, 111, 250, 629–631
Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 268,

711, 735–738
Forward buying, 549
Freestanding inserts, 531
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Frequency, 303
average, 321
computer analysis of, 328–329
determining factors, 322
effective reach and, 320–321
effects of, 320
gross ratings points and, 318–320
level needed, 317–318
magazines and, 402
objectives, 318

Frequency programs, 541–542
Full-service agencies, 79
Functional consequences, 117

G
Galvanic skin response, 636
Game, 537
Gatefolds, 398
Gay consumers, 769
General advertising rates, 422–423
General preplanning input, 247–248
Generation Y, 13
Geographic segmentation, 46, 47
Geographic selectivity, 396
Global advertising, 668–677

advantages, 669
appropriate use of, 672–674
localization of, 674–677, 684, 688–689
problems with, 670–672

Global marketing, 669; see also Global
advertising

Goodwill, 571
Gopher, 487
Gross ratings points (GRPs), 318–320
Group system, ad agency, 82–83
Guaranteed circulation, 405
Guerilla marketing, 431

H
Habit formation strategy, 155
Halo effect, 632
Headlines, 283–284
Hemispheric lateralization, 638
Heuristics, 119–120
Hierarchy of effects model, 147–148
Hierarchy of needs, 109–110
High involvement strategies, 155
Highway Beautification Act, 434
Hispanics

as market segment, 45–46
sales promotion aimed at, 517
Spanish-language TV networks, 359–360
stereotyping of, 768
teenagers, 140

Hit, 487, 502
Home shopping channels, 477, 478, 501
Horizontal cooperative advertising, 552
Households using television (HUT), 372
Humor appeals, 185–187, 282
Hypertext transfer protocol (http), 487
Hypnosis, 132–133

I
Ideal state, 107
Identification, 172
Image advertising, 257, 265–266, 585–588
Image transfer, 378
Incentive-based system, 87–88
Independent variables, 166–167
In-depth interviews, 111
Index number, 306–308
Indirect channels, 62
Indirect headlines, 284
Indirect source, 168
Industrial markets, segmentation variables 

for, 47
In-flight advertising, 453–456

Influencer, family decision making, 129
Infomercials, 11, 461–462, 475–477, 501
Information processing model, 147–148
Information provider, family decision 

making, 129
Information search, 112–114
Informational/rational appeals, 267–269,

272–273
Informative strategy, 155
Ingredient-sponsored cooperative 

advertising, 552
Inherent drama, 258
In-house agencies, 75–76
Initiator, family decision making, 129
Ink-jet imaging, 412
Innovation adoption model, 147–148
Inquiry tests, 640–641
Inserts, magazine, 399
Inside cards, 441
Inside-out planning, 210
Instant coupon, 533–534
In-store couponing, 534
In-store media, 437
In-store sampling, 527
Instrumental conditioning; see Operant

conditioning
Integrated marketing communications (IMC),

4–5, 9–16
ad agencies shifting to, 9, 81, 98–99
agency compensation and, 88
in branding, 14–16
defined, 9
evolution of, 9–11
importance of, 11–14
objectives for, 198, 210–211
participants in process, 69–71
planning process; see Promotional planning

process
promotional management, 24–25
promotional mix; see Promotional mix
pros and cons of, 98–99
responsibility for, 99

Integration processes, 119–120
Interaction models, 329
Interactive agencies, 95–96
Interactive marketing, 20–21; see also Internet

IMC program development, 27
iTV, 299–300, 506–508, 735
Wink-enhanced ads, 506

Interactive media, 20, 299–300
characteristics of, 330
wireless communications, 508

Interactive Services Association, 744
Interactive TV (iTV), 299–300, 506–508, 735
Interconnects, 367
Intermittent reinforcement schedule, 126
Internal analysis, 25–28, 29
Internal audiences, 569
Internal audits, 579
Internal search, 112
Internalization, 169
International Advertising Association (IAA),

771, 778
International advertising/promotion, 656–707;

see also International marketing
agency selection, 678–682
centralization, 677–678
creative decisions, 683–684
decentralization, 677–678
global approach; see Global advertising
international markets, importance of,

659–660
international media, 687–689
legal restrictions by country, 700–707
local media, 686
localized strategy, 674–677, 684, 688–689
media selection, 685–689
organizing for, 677–678
research, 682–683
role of, 660–661

tobacco advertising, 667
top ten companies, by expenditure, 661

International marketing
advertising; see International

advertising/promotion
anti-American sentiments, 696–697
in China, 663, 666, 679–680
cultural environment, 662, 664–666
demographic environment, 662, 664
in developing countries, 663–664
economic environment, 661–664, 691
Internet used in, 695–697
in Japan, 665
legal restrictions by country, 700–707
legal/political environment, 662, 666–668
personal selling, 693–694
public relations, 694–695
sales promotion, 690–693

International Trade Administration (ITA), 683
Internet, 484–509

advantages, 504–505
advertising on; see Internet advertising
business-to-business users, 489–490
catalogs, 475
characteristics of, 330
Children’s Online Privacy Protection 

Act, 746
consumer market users, 488–489
cookies, 502
coupons on, 535
deceptive practices on, 507
defined, 486
direct mail, 474, 500–501
direct marketing and, 478, 500–501
disadvantages, 505–506
e-commerce, 494, 501
effectiveness measurement, 501–504,

619–620
audience measures, 501–502
data sources, 504
IAB guidelines for, 502
online measuring, 502–503
problems with, 505

features of, 487
growth of, worldwide, 695
IMC programs and, 496–501
infomercials, 501
international marketing and, 695–697
magazines on, 412–413
as marketing tool, 20–21
newspapers on, 428
objectives

awareness creation, 492
brand strengthening, 493–494
communications, 492–494
image creation, 493
information dissemination, 492–493
interest generation, 492
product trial, 494
website, 490–492

personal selling on, 498–499, 611
privacy issues, 744–746
program development, 488–494
public relations on, 499–500, 575
regulatory issues, 744–746
sales promotion on, 498
sampling via, 528
shopping channels on, 501
SPAM, 500–501, 507, 746
terminology, 487
users of, 488–489
website development/maintenance, 490–492

Internet advertising, 276–277, 496–498
advertainment, 67–68
advertorials, 507
banner ads, 496
effectiveness measurement, 639
“The Hire” campaign, 67–68
interactive agencies, 95–96
interstitials, 498
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Internet advertising—Cont.
links, 498
online ad formats, 497
pop-ups/pop-unders, 496–498, 507
push (webcasting) technologies, 498
sponsorships, 496
Yellow Pages, 446

Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB), 502, 504,
505, 506, 507

Interstitials, 487, 498
Introductory allowances, 549
In-unit click, 502
Involvement, 123, 153–156, 160–161

magazines and, 400–401
newspapers and, 419

Island ads, 421

J
Jingles, 287

K
Kelley Awards, 240
Kiosks, 456

L
Laboratory tests, 626, 627–628
Lanham Act, 738–739
Layouts, 82, 285–286
Leads, 604
Links, 487, 498
Local advertising, 19, 361, 383
Local advertising rates, 422–423
Localized advertising strategy, 674–677, 684,

688–689
Low involvement hierarchy, 150, 152–153
Low involvement strategies, 155
Loyalty programs, 541–542

M
MADD, 710
Magazine advertising; see also Magazines

absolute/relative cost of, 401–402
buying space, 408–409
comparative costs, 324–326
creative tactics, 283–286
cross-magazine/media deals, 411

Magazine networks, 408–409
Magazine Publishers of America (MPA), 240,

248, 305, 334, 394, 400, 403, 410, 779
Magazines, 393–413; see also Magazine

advertising
advantages of, 395–401
advertiser influence on, 769–771
advertising costs, 401–402
advertising regulation by, 719
business publications, 395
characteristics of, 330
circulation, 403, 405
circulation management, 409–411
classifications of, 393–395
clutter in, 402–403, 404
competition among, 402–403
consumer, 393–394
consumer receptivity/involvement, 400–401
coupons via, 533
creative flexibility of, 398–399
custom, 402–403, 404
database marketing, 411
disadvantages of, 401–403
editorial platform strength and, 409
farm publications, 394
future for, 409–413
in-flight, 453
lead time, 402
online delivery methods, 412–413

permanence of, 400
prestige of, 400
reach/frequency limitations of, 402
readership, 403, 405–406
reproduction quality of, 398
research, 406–408
role of, 393
sampling via, 528
selectivity of, 395–398
services offered by, 401
technological advances and, 411–412
for teens, 397

Mailing list, 473–474
Major selling idea, 255–260
Marginal analysis, 213–214
Market niches, 146
Market opportunities, 40–41
Market segmentation, 44–50

bases for, 46–49
behavioristic, 49
benefit, 49
demographic, 46–47
80-20 rule, 49
geographic, 46, 47
Hispanics, 45–46
market selection, 49–50
psychographic, 47, 48–49

Market segments, 40, 146
Marketer-induced problem recognition, 108
Marketing, 36–65

buzz, 13
competitive analysis, 41–42
concentrated, 51
database, 12–14, 411, 467–471
described, 7–8
differentiated, 50–51
event, 543
exchange concept and, 7
interactive/Internet, 20–21
opportunity analysis, 40–41
post 9/11, 30
process model, 39
program development/planning; see Market-

ing planning program
relationship, 7–8
revolution in, 12–14
strategy/analysis, 40–42
target marketing; see Target marketing

process
undifferentiated, 50–51

Marketing channels, 62
Marketing mix, 8
Marketing objectives, 31, 196–198
Marketing plan, 25
Marketing planning program, 58–64

advertising and, 64
branding, 59
distribution channel decisions, 62
packaging, 59–60
price decisions, 60–62
product decisions, 58–60
promotion and, 64
push vs. pull strategies, 62–64

Marketing public relations (MPR), 566–567
Marketing research, 110–112, 682–683
Marketing research companies, 98
Mass customization, 7–8
Mass markets, 146–147
Mass media, 143, 146–147

broadcast media; see Broadcast media
information processing and, 187–188
print media; see Print media

Master recording, 287
Master Settlement Agreement, 735–736
Materialism, 764–765
Media

compared, 330
mass; see Mass media
nontraditional, 432, 650

relative costs of, 323–326
support; see Support media

Media buying services, 83–85
Media department, ad agency, 80
Media objectives, 301
Media organizations, 70
Media planning, 298–347

activities involved in, 304
awards for, 327
Bumble Bee Tuna case study, 335–347
computers in, 326–331
convergence, 299–300
creative aspects, 321
defined, 301
effectiveness measurement difficulties 

and, 305
evaluation/follow-up, 326
geographic considerations, 310–312
inconsistent terminologies and, 303
information sources, 334
insufficient information and, 303
internal/external factors, 309–310
market analysis, 306–312, 328
media buying department 

organization, 309
media characteristics, 330, 331
media services companies, 305
national advertisers ranked by 

spending, 302
objectives, 312
overview of, 301–305
problems in, 303–305
strategy development/implementation; see

Media strategy
target market identification, 306–309
terminology, 301–303
time pressures and, 303

Media services companies, 305
Media strategy, 31, 301, 313–326

budget considerations, 323–326
computers in, 328–331
effectiveness measurement, 625–626
flexibility, 323
geographic coverage, 314
international advertising, 685–689
media mix, 313
mood, 322–323
reach vs. frequency, 316–321
scheduling, 314–316
target market coverage, 313–314

Media vehicle, 301
Medium, 301
Message, 141–143, 179–187

appeals; see Advertising appeals
conclusion drawing, 180–181
effectiveness measurement, 625
order of presentation, 179–180
persuasion matrix, 167–168
refutation, 181
sidedness of, 181
structure, 179–183
verbal vs. visual, 181–183

Missionary sales, 603
Mnemonics, 114
Mobile billboards, 436–437
Motion Picture Association of America, 714
Motivation, 109–112, 159

hierarchy of needs, 109–110
psychoanalytic theory, 110, 111

Motivation research, 110–112
Motives, 109
Mouse-over, 502
Movie theater advertising, 448–450
Multiattribute attitude model, 117–118
Multimagazine deals, 411
Multiplexing, 370
Music, in television advertising, 286–289
Musical composition, 287
Mystery ads, 274–275
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N
Narrowcasting, 367
National advertising, 19
National Advertising Division (NAD),

716–718, 721, 727
National Advertising Review Board (NARB),

711, 716–718
National Advertising Review Council (NARC),

716–718
National Association of Attorneys General

(NAAG), 740
National Association of Black School Educa-

tors, 518
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB),

248, 719
National Association of Theatre Owners, 449
National Center on Addiction and Substance

Abuse, 710
National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-

tion, 518
National Inhalant Prevention Coalition, 582
National newspapers, 413–414, 415
National Organization for Marijuana Legaliza-

tion, 774
National Organization for Women (NOW),

752, 767
National PTA, 582
National spot advertising, 361, 367
Needledrop, 286
Needs, 107, 109–110
Negotiated commission, 86–87
Network advertising, 358–361, 383
Network Advertising Initiative (NAI), 745
New needs/wants, problem recognition, 107
New products

advertising for, 205
problem recognition and, 108–109

New York Marketing Association, 93, 240
News appeals, 268
Newspaper advertising; see also Newspapers

buying space, 422–425
classified, 416
comparative costs, 324–326
creative tactics, 283–286
display advertising, 416
general vs. local rates, 422–423
local, 416
national/general, 416
preprinted inserts, 416
rate structures, 424–425
units of measure for, 423–424

Newspaper Association of America (NAA),
334, 421, 423, 427

Newspaper Rates and Data, 421
Newspapers, 413–428; see also Newspaper

advertising
advantages of, 417–419
advertiser influence on, 769–771
advertising regulation by, 719
audience information, 421–422
characteristics of, 330
clutter, 421
competition from other media, 425–426
coupons via, 533
cross-media buys, 426
daily, 413
declining circulation, 426
extensive penetration of, 417
flexibility of, 417–418
future for, 425–428
geographic selectivity of, 418
limitations of, 419–421
national, 413–414, 415
online, 428
poor reproduction quality of, 419
reader attraction/retention, 426–428
reader involvement/acceptance, 419
role of, 393

sampling via, 528
selectivity, lack of, 420
services offered by, 419
short life span of, 419–420
special audience, 414
supplements, 414–416
types of, 413–416
weekly, 413

Nielsen Television Index, 373
9/11 terrorist attack, marketers’ response to, 30
Noise, 145
Non-franchise building (non-FB) 

promotions, 522
Nonmeasured media, 432
Nonpersonal channels, 143, 187
Nonprofit organizations, 7, 772–774
Nontraditional media, 432, 650

O
Objective and task method, 225–226
Objectives, 192–211

benchmark measures, 207–208
campaign coordination and, 195–196
communications, 31, 202–206, 492–494
concrete/measurable, 206–207
DAGMAR model, 206–209
decision making and, 196
direct-marketing, 467
effectiveness measurement and, 196
good, characteristics of, 206–208
IMC, 198, 210–211
improving use of, 209–210
marketing, 31, 196–198
media planning, 312
need for, 195–196
planning and, 196
problems in setting, 209–211
promotional, determining, 196–198
sales-oriented, 198–202
target audience and, 207
time period specification, 208
website, 490–492

Office of National Drug Control Policy, 45
Off-invoice allowance, 547
Off-network syndication, 361
Ogilvy Award, 622–623, 627, 648, 651
On-air test, 636
One-sided message, 181
One-step approach, 471
Online Publishers Association, 619
On-package sampling, 528
Open-rate structure, 424
Operant conditioning, 125–126
Opportunity analysis, 40–41
Optimizers, 330–331
Opt-in-e-mail, 487
Order taking, 603
Organization for advertising/promotion, 

71–76
administration and execution, 72
brand management system, 72–75
category management system, 73–75
centralized system, 71–72, 76, 677–678
coordination with other departments, 72
coordination with outside agencies/

services, 72
decentralized system, 72–75, 76, 678
in-house agencies, 75–76
international markets, 677–678
media buying department, 309
planning and budgeting, 72
systems compared, 76

Out of stock, problem recognition, 107
Outdoor advertising, 433–436

advantages/disadvantages, 435–436
billings by category, 433
characteristics of, 330
mobile billboards, 436–437

Outdoor Advertising Association of America
(OAAA), 433, 439

Out-of-home advertising, 432–443
aerial advertising, 436
audience measurement, 437–440
in-store media, 437
miscellaneous, 437, 439
mobile billboards, 436–437
outdoor advertising, 433–436
transit advertising, 440–443

Outside posters, 441
Outside-in planning, 210

P
PACT (Positioning Advertising Copy Testing),

628, 647–648
Page views (impressions), 487, 502
Participations, 363
Pass-along rate, 326
Pass-along readership, 405–406
Pattern advertising, 674
Payout plan, 226–227
People meter, 373–374
Perceived concern, 177
Perceived control, 177
Perceived scrutiny, 177
Percentage charges, 88
Percentage-of-sales method, 218–222
Perception, 113–114

information interpretation, 113–114
information selection, 113
selective, 114
sensation and, 113
subliminal, 114, 115–116

Peripheral route to persuasion, 160
Personal channels, 143, 187
Personal relevance, 154
Personal selling, 23–24, 596–617

advantages/disadvantages, 606–608
advertising combined with, 606–609
closing, 604–605
cost of, 600, 602–603
creative selling, 603
cross selling, 605
described, 598
direct marketing combined with, 465,

610–611
effectiveness measurement, 613–616
evaluation criteria, 613–614
fire starting, 602
in foreign markets, 693–694
guiding, 602
IMC program development, 27
Internet and, 498–499, 611
likes/dislikes of buyers, 606
mapmaking, 601
missionary sales, 603
nature of, 600–606
new role of, 601–602
order taking, 603
promotional mix and, 599–600
promotional products combined 

with, 445
prospecting, 603–604
relationship marketing, 602
responsibilities, 603–606
role in IMC program, 599–606, 

612–613
sales force motivation, 597–598
sales promotion combined with, 611
scope of, 598
stages of, 600–601
surveying, 601
top performers, traits of, 605

Personal video recorders (PVRs), 349–350
Personality symbols, 54, 153, 281
Personalization, 498
Persuader stage, 600, 601
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Persuasion
central route to, 159–160
elaboration likelihood model, 158–161
peripheral route to, 160

Persuasion matrix, 166–168
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers 

Association, 714
Physiological needs, 109–110
Place-based media, 456
Planograms, 551
Point-of-Purchase Advertising 

International, 550
Point-of-purchase (POP) displays, 550–551
Political advertising, 184
Pop-unders, 496–498, 507
Pop-ups, 496–498, 507
Portable people meter (PPM), 376
Portfolio tests, 633
Positioning, 51–58

approaches to, 51–52
basic questions for, 52
by competitor, 54
competitor considerations, 55–57
consumer preferences and, 57
corporate image ads, 585–586
as creative strategy, 258–260
by cultural symbols, 54
monitoring, 58
positioning decision, 57–58
by price/quality, 52
by product attributes/benefits, 52
by product class, 53–54
by product user, 54
repositioning, 55
strategy determination, 55–58
strategy development, 52–55
by use or application, 52–53

Postpurchase dissonance, 151
Posttests, 626, 638–647
Preferred position rate, 424–425
Premiums, 535–537, 742
Preprinted inserts, 416
Prescription drug advertising, 737–738
Presentations, gaining clients by, 93
Press conference, 574
Press release, 573
Pretests, 626–627, 633–638
Price, positioning by, 52
Price-off deals, 541
Primacy effect, 179
Primary circulation, 405
Primary-demand advertising, 19
Print advertising

body copy, 285
creative tactics for, 283–286
direct/indirect headlines, 283–284
headlines, 283–284
layout, 285–286
posttests of, 638–643
pretests of, 633–634
subheads, 284
tracking studies, 646–647
visual elements, 285

Print media, 390–429
direct marketing and, 477
magazines; see Magazines
newspapers; see Newspapers
role of, 393

Printaculars, 399
PRIZM, 334
Problem detection, 248
Problem recognition, 107–109
Problem-solver stage, 601
Procreator stage, 601
Product manager, 73
Product placements, 12, 450–453

advantages of, 451
audience measurement, 453

disadvantages of, 451–453
virtual, 457–458

Product symbolism, 58
Production department, 82
Products, problem recognition and, 108
Product/service popularity appeals, 268–269
Product/service-specific preplanning input,

248–250
Professional advertising, 19, 714–715
Program rating, 372
Projective techniques, marketing research, 111
Promotion

client’s role in organizing for; see Organiza-
tion for advertising/promotion

defined, 16
growth of, 5–7
product pricing and, 61–62
push vs. pull strategies, 62–64

Promotion agencies, 556
Promotion Marketing Association (PMA), 

68, 527
Promotional allowances, 547
Promotional management, 24–25
Promotional mix, 16–24

advertising; see Advertising
direct marketing; see Direct marketing
interactive marketing; see Interactive mar-

keting; Internet
personal selling; see Personal selling
public relations; see Public relations
publicity; see Publicity
sales promotion; see Sales promotion

Promotional plan, 25
Promotional planning process

budgeting, 27, 31
communication process analysis, 27, 29–31
external analysis, 27, 28–29
IMC planning model, 26–27
IMC program development, 27, 31–32
integration/implementation, 27
internal analysis, 25–28, 29
marketing plan review, 25, 27
monitoring, evaluation, and control, 27, 32
persuasion matrix and, 166–168
situation analysis, 25–29

Promotional Products Association International
(PPAI), 443, 446, 572

Promotional products marketing, 443–446
advantages/disadvantages, 443–445
audience measurement, 446
impact of, 445
product sales by category, 444

Promotional pull strategy, 64
Promotional push strategy, 64
Proprietary Association, 714
Prospecting, 603–604
Prospector stage, 600, 601
Prospects, 604
Protestant ethic, 764
Provider stage, 600, 601
Psychoanalytic theory, 110, 111
Psychographic segmentation, 47, 48–49
Psychosocial consequences, 117
Public relations, 23, 563–579; see also Corpo-

rate advertising; Publicity
advantages, 576–577
advertising combined with, 609
blunders, 582
clutter avoidance, 577
community involvement, 574
cost of, 576–577
credibility of, 576
disadvantages, 577
effectiveness measurement, 577–579, 584
exclusives, 574
in foreign markets, 694–695
gaining clients by, 93
image building with, 577

IMC program development, 27
in-studio media tours, 573
Internet and, 499–500, 575
interviews, 574
Ketchum Effectiveness Yardstick 

(KEY), 584
lead generation by, 577
marketing public relations (MPR), 566–567
new role of, 563–564, 565
press conferences, 574
press release, 573
process of, 568–575

plan evaluation, 569
planning, 569
program implementation, 573–575
public attitude evaluation, 568
target audience determination, 569–573

in promotional mix, 566
reaching specific groups with, 577
target audiences, 569–573

civic/business organizations, 572
community members, 570–571
educators, 572
employees, 570
external, 569
financial groups, 572–573
governments, 572
internal, 569
the media, 571–572
stockholders/investors, 570
suppliers/customers, 571

targeted newswire stories, 573
team approach to, 579
technological methods for, 573
telephone press conferences, 573
traditional definition, 564–565
value to marketing program, 567
video news releases (VNR), 573

Public relations firms, 95
Publicity, 22–23, 579–583

accuracy, 583
advantages/disadvantages, 583
control/dissemination of, 581–583
effectiveness measurement, 583, 584
IMC program development, 27
negative, 582
power of, 579–581
timing, 583

Puffery, 725–728
Pulsing, 314, 316
Pupillometrics, 636
Purchase intention, 120
Purchase situation, 130
Purchasing agent, family decision 

making, 129
Push money, 546–547
Push technologies, 498

Q
Q ratings, 178–179
Qualified prospects, 604
Qualitative audits, 88
Qualitative media effect, 188
Quality, positioning by, 52

R
RADAR (Radio’s All-Dimension Audience

Research), 386
Radio, 377–387

advantages of, 377–380
advertising regulation by, 719
audience information, 385–387
buying procedures, 380, 383–385
characteristics of, 330
clutter, 382–383
cost/efficiency of, 377–378
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creative limitations of, 380
flexibility of, 378
fragmentation and, 380
IMC opportunities on, 378–380
limitations of, 380–382
limited research data for, 380–382
listener attention and, 382
mental imagery, 378
satellite, 381–382
selectivity of, 378
time classifications, 383–385

Ratings point, 372
Reach, 301–303

computer analysis of, 328–329
effective, 320–321
effects of, 320
gross ratings points and, 318–320
level needed, 316–317
of magazines, 402
objectives, 318

Readability tests, 634
Readers per copy, 326
Readership, magazine, 405–406
Reality programming, 371
Rebates, 540–541
Recall tests, 642–643
Receiver, 143–147, 167; see also Response

process
Recency effect, 179
Recognition method, 641–642
Reference groups, 129
Referrals, gaining clients by, 92–93
Refunds, 540–541
Refutational appeal, 181
Regulation, 708–747

alcoholic beverage advertising, 709–710
contests, 740–742
direct marketing, 742–744
federal; see Federal regulation
in foreign markets, 666–668, 700–707
Internet marketing, 744–746
premiums, 742
sales promotion, 740–742
self-regulation; see Self-regulation
state and local, 740, 741–742
sweepstakes, 740–742
trade allowances, 742

Reinforcement, 125–126
Relationship marketing, 7–8, 468–469, 602
Relative cost, 323
Reminder advertising, 116, 274
Repetition, 124
Repositioning, 55
Republican National Committee, 115
Reputation, gaining clients by, 93
Research department, ad agency, 80
Resellers, 62
Response, 145
Response process, 147–162

advertising and, 161–162
alternative hierarchies, 150–153

dissonance/attribution, 150, 151–152
implications of, 153
low involvement, 150
standard learning, 150–151

cognitive approach, 157–158
elaboration likelihood model, 158–161
FCB planning model, 154–155
feedback methods, 149
involvement, 153–156
stages of, 150
traditional hierarchy models, 147–150

AIDA model, 147–148
evaluating, 150
hierarchy of effects, 147–148
implications of, 149–150
information processing, 147–148
innovation adoption, 147–148

Retail advertising, 19, 201–202
Retail advertising rates, 422–423
Retail trading zone, 421
RFM scoring method, 471
Rich media, 487
ROI budgeting method, 224
Rough testing, 631–633
Run of paper (ROP), 424

S
Safety needs, 109–110
Sales objectives, 198–202, 209
Sales promotion, 21–22, 510–560

abuse of, 557–558
accountability and, 519
account-specific, 519–520
advertising combined with, 554–556
brand equity and, 520, 524–525
brand loyalty and, 516
brand proliferation and, 516–517
budget allocation, 554–555
clutter and, 520
competition and, 519–520
concerns about, 520
consumer franchise building (CFB),

520–522
consumer market fragmentation and,

517–519
consumer-oriented; see Consumer-oriented

sales promotion
defined, 513
direct marketing combined with, 465
effectiveness measurement, 648–650
in foreign markets, 690–693
growth of, 515–522
history of, 511–512
IMC program development, 27
increased sensitivity to, 516
Internet and, 498
media support/timing, 555–556
non-franchise building (non-FB), 522
overuse of, 557
personal selling combined with, 611
regulation of, 740–742
retailers’ power and, 515–516
scope/role of, 513
short-term focus of, 519
theme coordination, 555
trade-oriented; see Trade-oriented sales 

promotion
Sales promotion agencies, 94–95
Sales promotion trap, 557–558
Sales response models, 214–215
Salient attributes, 52
Salient beliefs, 118
Sampling, 526–529
Satellite radio, 381–382
Satellite television, 370, 689
Satisfaction, customer, 120–121
Scatter market, 358
Schedules of reinforcement, 125–126
Scientific presentation advertising, 277
Script, 289–290
Securities and Exchange Commission 

(SEC), 581
Selective attention, 114
Selective binding, 411–412
Selective comprehension, 114
Selective exposure, 114
Selective learning, 151
Selective perception, 114
Selective retention, 114
Selective-demand advertising, 19
Selectivity, magazine, 395–398
Self-actualization needs, 109–110
Self-liquidating premiums, 536–537
Self-paced information, 188

Self-regulation, 712–721
by advertisers/agencies, 712–714
by advertising associations, 718
appraising, 721
by businesses, 715–716
direct marketing, 743–744
by media, 718–721
by trade associations, 714–715

Self-satisfaction strategy, 155
Semiotics, 142–143
Sensation, 113
Sets in use, 372
Sexual appeals, 756–757
Sexual Assault Prevention and Awareness 

Center, 767
Shaping, 126
Share of audience, 372–373
Shelter Advertising Association, 438
Shock advertising, 757–758
Showing, 435
Side panels, 496
Single-source tracking methods, 645–646
Situational determinants, 130–131
Skyscrapers, 496
Sleeper effect, 172
Slice-of-death advertising, 279
Slice-of-life advertising, 278–279
Slotting allowances, 547–549, 742
Small Business Administration, 549
Smart-TV, 376
Social class, consumer behavior and, 

128–129
Social/cultural impact, of advertising, 

762–772
anti-drug advertising, 773–774
consumer manipulation, 765–766
economic censorship, 769–771
materialism, 764–765
public service advertising, 772–774
stereotyping, 766–769

Social/love needs, 109–110
Solicitations, gaining clients by, 93
Source, 141, 168–179

attractiveness, 172–177
celebrities as; see Celebrity endorsement
corporate leaders as, 171
credibility, 168–172
decorative models, 177
direct, 168
effectiveness measurement, 625
expertise, 169
familiarity, 172
identification, 172
indirect, 168
likability, 172, 173–177
power of, 177–179
similarity, 172–173
trustworthiness, 169–171

Source bolsters, 158
Source derogations, 158
Source power, 177–179
SPAM, 500–501, 507, 746
Special audience newspapers, 414
Specialized marketing communications

services, 70, 94–96
Specialty advertising, 443
Spiffs, 546–547
Split-run tests, 640
Split-runs, 401
Split-30s, 356
Sponsorship, 363

annual spending by property, 588
corporate advertising, 586
effectiveness measurement, 650–651
event, 543, 588–590
in foreign markets, 690–691
Internet advertising, 487, 496

Spot advertising, 361, 364, 367, 383
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S-shaped response curve, 214–215
Standard advertising units (SAUs), 423–424
Standard Directory of Advertisers, 334
Standard Directory of Advertising Agencies,

77, 334
Standard learning model, 150–151
State and Metropolitan Area Data Book, 334
Station reps, 361
Stealth marketing, 431–432, 749–750
Stocking allowances, 549
Stopping power, 173
Storyboards, 82, 251
Straight sell advertising, 275–277
Strategic marketing plan, 40
Street money, 549
Study of Media and Markets, 408
Subcultures, consumer behavior and, 

128–129
Subheads, 284
Subliminal perception, 114, 115–116
Super Bowl, 354–355
Superagencies, 77–78
Superstations, 365–366
Support advertising, 475
Support arguments, 157–158
Support media, 430–459

direct marketing combined with, 467
in-flight advertising, 453–456
kiosks, 456
miscellaneous, 456–458
movie theater ads, 448–450
out-of-home; see Out-of-home advertising
place-based, 456
product placements; see Product

placements
promotional products marketing, 443–446
scope of, 432
virtual advertising, 457–458
Yellow Pages advertising, 446–448

Survey of buying power index, 310, 311
Sustainable competitive advantage, 257
Sweeps periods, 303, 374, 375
Sweepstakes, 537–540, 740–742
Syndicated programs, 361–362

T
Target audience, 146–147, 207
Target CPM, 325
Target marketing process, 43–58

Internet and, 504–505
market identification, 43–44
market segmentation; see Market

segmentation
market selection, 42, 50–51
media planning and, 306–309, 313–314
positioning; see Positioning

Target ratings points (TRPs), 319–320
TargetTV, 376
Team approach, 579
Teaser advertising, 274–275
Technical evidence advertising, 277
Teenagers

alcoholic beverage advertising and, 752
bicultural, 140
as global market segment, 675–676
magazines and, 397

Telemarketing, 477–478, 610, 743
Telemedia, 477–478
Teleshopping, 477, 501
Television; see also Television advertising

advantages of, 351–353
advertiser influence on, 769–771
advertising regulation by, 719–721
attention and, 352, 356–357
audience measurement, 370–377

developments in, 374–377
households using television (HUT), 372

local audience information, 374
network audience information, 373
Nielsen Television Index, 373
people meter, 373–374
program rating, 372
share of audience, 372–373
sweeps ratings, 374, 375
television households, 372

cable, 364–370
captivity of, 352
characteristics of, 330
clutter, 188–189, 356
coverage/cost effectiveness of, 352
creativity/impact of, 351
distrust/negative evaluation of, 357
fleeting message of, 355
flexibility of, 352–353
infomercials, 11, 461–462, 475–477
interactive, 299–300, 506–508, 735
limitations of, 353–357
reality programs, 371
satellite, 370, 689
selectivity of, 352–355
Spanish-language networks, 359–360

Television advertising; see also Television
audio component, 286–289
buying time, 357–364

local advertising, 361
methods of, 362–364
network advertising, 358–361
participations, 363
sponsorship, 363
spot advertising, 361, 367
spot announcements, 364
syndicated programs, 361–362
time period/program selection, 364

on cable television, 366–367
clearance departments, 759–760
clutter and, 188–189, 356
comparative costs, 324–326
cost of, 353–355, 360
creative tactics for, 286–290
effectiveness measurement, 619–620; see

also Effectiveness measurement
international, 685–686
jingles, 287
low involvement products and, 152–153
music, 286–289
needledrop, 286
online, 495
planning, 289–290
posttests of, 643–647
pretests of, 634–638
production of, 290
PVRs and, 349–350
script, 289–290
Super Bowl ads, 354–355
tracking studies, 646–647
video component, 286
zipping/zapping of, 349–350, 356–357

Television households, 372
Television network, 358
Telnet, 487
Terminal posters, 441
Test marketing, 644–645
Testimonials, 277–278
Testing bias, 627–628
Text perspective/organization, 32–33
Theater testing, 635
Tobacco advertising, 667, 735–736
Top-down budgeting approaches, 217–225
Top-of-mind awareness, 116
Total audience, 373

audience information, 406–408
magazine, 405–406

Toy Manufacturers Association, 714
Tracking studies, 646–647
Trade advertising, 19, 64

Trade allowance, 547–550, 742
Trade associations, self-regulation by, 

714–715
Trade regulation rules, 724
Trade shows, 445, 551
Trade-oriented sales promotion, 22, 513–514,

544–554
for building retail inventories, 546
buying allowances, 547
contests, 546–547
cooperative advertising, 552–554
displays, 550–551
for established brand retail display, 

545–546
for established brand trade support, 545
everyday low pricing (EDLP) and, 

549–550
incentives, 546–547
for new product distribution, 544–545
objectives, 544–546
planograms, 551
point-of-purchase materials, 550–551
promotional allowances, 547
slotting allowances, 547–549, 742
targeted to reseller salespeople, 547
trade allowances, 547–550, 742
trade shows, 445, 551
types of, 546–554

Traffic department, 82
Transformational ads, 270–272
Transit advertising, 440–443

advantages/disadvantages, 442
audience measurement, 443
inside cards, 441
outside posters, 441
terminal posters, 441

Two-sided message, 181
Two-step approach, 471

U
Unconditioned response, 123–124
Unconditioned stimulus, 123–124
Undifferentiated marketing, 50–51
Unduplicated reach, 318
Unfairness, 725
Unique selling proposition (USP), 256–257
Unique users, 487, 502
United Nations Statistical Yearbook, 683
U.S. Air Force, 619
U.S. Army, 3–5, 6, 130, 256
U.S. Brewers Association, 714
U.S. Census Bureau, 469
U.S. Commerce Department, 683
U.S. Consumer Products Safety 

Commission, 582
U.S. Government, 17
U.S. Navy, 622
U.S. Office of National Drug Control Policy

(ONDCP), 773
U.S. Postal Service, 173, 463, 471, 711,

736–738, 743
U.S. Supreme Court

commercial speech restrictions, 722
corrective advertising, 733
professional advertising, 714
puffery, 726, 727–728

Universal estimate (UE), 372
Up-front market, 358
Usage situation, 130
Usenet, 487

V
Valid hits, 487
VALS program, 49
Vehicle option source effect, 626
Vertical cooperative advertising, 552
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Verticals, 496
Video news release (VNR), 581
Virtual advertising, 457–458
Visits, 487, 502
Visual image personality (VIP), 153
Voice-over, 286

W
Want, 107
Waste coverage, 313
Web films, 67–68
Webcasting, 498
Website, 490–492

Weekly newspapers, 413
Wheeler-Lea Amendment, 723, 724
Wide Area Information Server (WAIS), 487
Wireless communications, 508
Women, stereotyping of, 766–767
Women Against Pornography, 752
Word-of-mouth communication, 143
World Health Organization, 667
World Trade Organization, 679, 696
World Wide Web (WWW), 486, 487; see also

Internet
webcast listenership measurement, 386
website development/maintenance, 

490–492

Y
Yellow Pages, 426, 446–448

advantages/disadvantages, 447–448
audience measurement, 448
forms of, 446

Yellow Pages Publishers Association (YPPA),
448–450, 572

Z
Zapping, 349–350, 356–357
Zero-based communications planning, 210
Zipping, 349–350, 356
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